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Sl/it Cashier
sai/s
looks like Buster
Keaton in *Go West* is
going to hang up a record
"It

here this week*

We

a great business last

HOW yiANV

week

with Ramon Novarro in
^The Midshipman** Since
we put in the Metro-Goldwyn -Mayer product our
receipts have been bigger
than ever.**
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BIG

MANNEQUIN^'
JAMES CRllZE'5 smashing production ofFannieNdrst's ^50,000
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Bremon-Barrie

BRONSON
to

Successor

Peter PAN'

GIUND DUCHESS

* VATl?^
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AdolphcMenjou Tlorcjice\Qdor

Already o sensation

inyourhistoij:

THE SONG AND

DANCE

MAN

Big Bvcnon production of
CcorjeHCohans greatest comedv

THE WANDERER

The Spectacular road show
now at popvlar prices

CUARANIEE

THE VANISHING
^;ir«f;f
Also a ?22£ Scale production
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HAROLD
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(pcuxunount
first

release -^-

PRODUCED BY HAROLD LLOYD CORPORATION

i 27 other BIG SPECIALS
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Member
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Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of

America, Inc.
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HAROLD LLOYD
CORPORATION
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H. Hays. President.
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^ Jones

f ^Denny

ant/ a Profitable New
WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES "

"Crackerjack, should make a sphinx laugh."
Moving Picture World.

"Nothing funnier. Box-office
up."
M. P. News.

A. SEITER

dUii^i-sal^^W^te

^^^^^^

s^

°" fbusy.

Year to All Exhibitors!
"SKINNER'S DRESS SUIT"
"Denny's GREATEST.
Will make any audience scream." Florence
Theatre, Pasadena,
Calif.

receipts

will

pile

'A sure cure for all aches, pains and ailments."
Morning Telegraph.

WILLIAM

Viaa

PRODUCTIONS

"You cannot

afford

to

lose

this

one."

Film

Daily.

"A

peach

laughs."

succession

of

honest-to-goodness

Moving Picture World.
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MILLIONS

have seen, talked about
and been thrilled by **The Bat" as a
sensationally successful stage play.

MILLIONS in profits have been paid

—

theatre owners
a $10,000,000
legitimate theatre gross
for the
thrills and mystery in "The Bat".

to

—

YOUR

MILLIONS

will crowd
theatres to see the screen version of
"The Bat", outstanding in every way
as a sensationally successful mystery
film.

A

Stupendous Picture!

Tremendous

u

in Thrills!

THE BAT
A

V

ROLAND WEST
Productions

^ Mystery

Melodrama

3y

Mary Robert6 Rinehart
and Avery HopwoocL
from

the

ilpqe play produced by

MARCH

Waaenhah and t^mpcf -^^

15th

RELEASE

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
IMary Pickford
Douglaj- 'Jairbankj
Joseph M.Jchenck,
Chairman Board of Dlrectorj.

Cbarlej- Chaplin

DM Qnffith

Tiiranr.

Qbramj-,

President

"Abe & yiawxu^s^^
The worldfamous**50'50"
partners spring a brand
new type of film laughs
and thrills in

The
in

trials

this

and bickerings

new Potash

&

Perlmutter partnership in
selling automobiles make

The \.au^ and
Thrill Sensation
of the ISIation

Your

box-office profits are
as sure as the laughs; will
be as big as the thrills.

FEB.

By

15th

RELEASE

far the biggest

Potash

&

Perlmutter
Samuel

>Nnv\

Gold^yn

Cifinef """

^

o
.

Now Booking

I

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
\,j>'.

Ovarii Pickford

Douglaj^ ^airbankj-

Charles Choplin

D.W.

Qriffiih

Joseph M.Jchenck.,

Jiiram Qbramj',

Chairman Board of Directonr.

President

,

A man
The

distributor

who

you should know

sells

Simplex Projectors

is

realizes that the welfare of his business hinges

he recommends

to his customers.

He knows

and every Projector giving perfect
and creates new business for him.

He

also

knows

man. He
on the quality of the merchandise
a responsible business

that every satisfied patron

that every progressive exhibitor today

Projector that assures perfect

is

a booster

satisfaction builds confidence

wants the

presentation of pictures; that

is

from mechanical complications, that operates smoothly and
that stands up under long, continuous and exacting service.
He sells Simplex Projectors because he knows they are built to
meet these requirements, and he is ready to see that every Projector gives the kind of service that it is built to give and that
every owner is entitled to receive from it the service that means
free

—

perfect satisfaction.

Know

your nearest Simplex Distributor.
-4

^-

PROJECTORS
for

better projection
simplex division

International Projector Corporation
317

EAST

34th ST.,

NEW YORK
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greetings./

Fox Film Corporation
to

TEEATRE OWNERS
AND ALL PERSONS ENGAGE
IN TEE MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY
VERY

Fox pictures, in fair and
an investment for tke pro-

dollar paid for

reasonable rentals,

is

tection of your liome, your theatre

and your

independence.^;^ Every Fox contract
line defence to preserve

The steady

progress

to the front

rank of

made by Fox

192,6,

a

first

vour propertv tu

pictures has advanced

them

box-office attractions; their unprecedented

quality has gained public recognition for

tainment.

is

fine,

consistent enter"

j^ For release in the ne^w season, starting September,

Fox takes another great step

for^ward through purchase

and popular novels

of the v/orld's best stage plays

The Fox

of high screen value. „^^

next

year' are a

releases for

stupendous aggregation

of box-office attractions.

PLAY FOX PICTURES

INDEPENB
STRENGTH

and
ECI! X^ JJ
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— ""The

Johnsto\vn

Flood'' has been the
topic for tense and
thrilling conversation.

— this

conversation

builded the biggest rea

made audience
awaited
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— as

the greatest box office
picture the screen has seen
Book it now
for years
!

Fca 7\]^ CorparatiDrL

For Season 1926^^27
William Fox
latest

announces John Ford^s

and greatest production

Bad Mdii
an Epic Romance

of the

American Frontier

Eight months out there on location/ In
the notorious ^^^^^son Hole^^ section
of Wyoming* Fifty miles from civilization* With a

tremendous company,
including more than 3,000 Indians,
1,500 cowboys who required more
than 2,500 horses to do their stuff*
Ford^s great troupe included-^

George O'Brien, Olive Borden,
J»

McDonald, Tom SantFrank Campeau, Lou Telle-

Farrell

schi,

gen. Jay Hunt, Alec B. Francis,
Otis Harlan,Walter Perry, Grace
Gordon, Priscilla Bonner and

many

^and here's

FOX

That

others^

Schedule

gets bigger all the time

I

another
big one

No.

8

Fox film QiiporatiQfi
Member

of

Motion Picture Fioducers ami Distributors

of

America,

liic

Will

H.

Hays,

rrcsidciit.

WELL BOYS
IT'S READY
TO GO!
CARAT

Here's a genuine 18
SLEEPER that has Rip
King Tut backed into a ditch and covered over.
I've got

INSIDE INFO from

LANGUAGES— including

the

Van Winkle and Old

HORSE HIMSELF—and

A

listen,

bunch

while

I

divulge some

my

that will enable

and wise sugar-daddies have framed up the
the history of the game.

of big

KILLING in
This ROD-IN-PICKLE

SIX

he speaks

Sanskrit.

FEED BOX EXACTS
WISE CLIENTS TO WALLOW IN WEALTH.

Now,

---

BIGGEST

"THE MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP."
ALL SET. This baby has so much REAL CLASS that he'll
is

Everything's
then
at the head of the stretch
stop and do the
the chin-strap LAUGHIN' HIMSELF SICK! It'll be a
but you'll all need it right after New Years.
the

—

CHARLESTON

come

SHAME

in

on

to take

MONEY,

My expert dockers have been watching this bimbo for several weeks
THE FINAL WORD FROM THESE CONNECTIONS IS HERE.
The

glad tidings which they hand

CLIENTS

is— HOCK

I

am

passing on to

my

THE FAMILY JEWELS— MORTGAGE THE

OLD HOMESTEAD—and

IT

me and which

and

put the

COIN

on

SURE THING!

this

CAN'T LOSE
Remember

the

!!!

name

"THE MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP"

MY THREE

STAR DIAMOND RIVETED

P.D.C.

GUARANTEED

SPECIAL!

A WORD to

the

WISE

is

SUFFICIENT. Get

your

DOUGH DOWN

and

REST EASY.

NUFF sed;;
Corporation
Producers Distributing
NEW YORK
469 FIFTH AVENUE,

CITY

Foreign Distributors, Producers International Corporation, 130 IVest 46th St., Nezu York, N. Y.
Will H. Hays. President.
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distiibutors of America. Inc.

liitx

Ofjiro

I

aiorit*'

nj

Kxhihilors

Throuiihout the

II

ACCLAIME
box OFFICE

arid.

(5^
'Exclusive Foreign Distributors

R-C Export Corporation
723 Seventh Avenue
New York
Fan Piduict GMBH
J»FfiuliJtMrj«M Bwim
Ctivny

mFmImu^S

—

—

HC SeWITCHINO FAVORITE

A MLLION
FAN FRIENDS

WIW

Not in recent history of the Motion Picture Indusany feminine Star achieved such heights of popand such unprecedented box office powar as

try has
ularity

Evelyn Brent.

From Maine to California and from Washington
to Florida, in cities large and small, exhibitors praise her
for her artistry, her beauty and her drawing power.

'%.'%,%,

Among

the fans of the Nation she is a reigning
proven by the flattering expressions of exhibitors
as published under the trade paper reports of "What the
favorite,

picture did for
%.

And no

me"

etc.

--^

^

-%.

feminine Star can show such a noteworthy

and unbroken list of successes as Miss Erent, among
which are included^ -"Silk Stocking Sal"^ "Mid'Night
Molly" ^"Forbidden Cargo" ".Alias Mary Flynn"
"Smooth As Satin" which played New York's Capitol

—

—

—

—

Theatre to capacity performances for one solid week.
"Lady Robinhood"' "Three Wise Crooks" and her

—

latest success

"A Broadway Lady"

just released.

Miss Brent has earned the brilliant success she has
achieved.
Her pictures, superbly acted, expertly cast,
splendly directed and widely publicised have made her
an outstanding Star and a sure fire money maker for ex'
hibitors throughout the world.

'%>'%'

p.

Watch

for

her

forthcoming

and distributed by
Film Booking'.Offices
1560 Broadway,

releases,

produced

of America, Inc.
New York

BY EyHIBITOK LARGE AND ^MALL AS ONE OF THE BIGGEST
5TARS NOW BEFORE THE PUBLIC— IN HER LATEST PRODUCTION

D

ROADWAY ^LADY

L

THE INDUSTRY WELC(

ANOTHER M-G-M YEAI

LON

for example :—
Good'bye^X^nholy Three'' records

Watch
big

for the

new production

CHANE

SO

^a\c\*^'

starring

DMES

4^
)

a'-

I

i.

TOD
BROWNING'S
production of
his

own

story

with

Renee Adoree
Owen Moore
adapted by

Waldemar Young

A

Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer Production

a

lOO-

The

VEARS

Grand

2VLA^UFACTURI^G

-

EI^CPEHIEiVCE-:-

-

Riviera,

Detroit's beautiful

theatre.

OF

-

Total

new

Seating

capacity, 3000.

Comfortable Seats Keep
This Million Dollar
Theatre "Sold Out"

WHEN

an exhibitor like the above

reports his house sold out every day
for matinee and

two evening shows

equivalent to saying,

"Attractive,

it

is

com-

fortable chairs pay big dividends."

Heywood-Wakefield opera chairs are defrom the box-office viewpoint.

signed

They hold patronage because

they are
Chair No. O. C. 417 with
Spanish Leather Spring
seat, Sinai Walnut Wootlwork. produced by Heywood-Wakefield for the
Grand Riviera Theatre.

built for rest and relaxation.

They

house

increase

capacity

because

Heywood-Wakefield engineers are backed
by 100 years of seat-building experience.

The

Heywood-Wakefield

counsel of

ing experts

is

seat-

given, without charge, to

anyone planning or rc-seating

his theatre.

'^

^^ ^
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Here's

where

_

the

movies
laugh at
*^'.:*^"

themselves
It's

Laugh Month's
^c-z

One Big

Yell!
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A

Robert Kane

presents
Manche Vwee!;
.oi9 Wil?on,

ien Lyon,
Dorothy febasHan,

Diana

k.a

n e

Directed by
AlPred A. Mantel!

W

9i-onj

bu Blanche Merrill
Paul SchoPielcL

J
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An Equal
were an exhibitor 1 would put one item
at the head of the slate this year for thoughtand that is the
ful business consideration

IF

I

—

matter of short subjects.
It's a business matter, plain and simple.
If you want the best of short subjects vou
have got to pay for the best services of the best
kind of people in the making of them. Otherwise you won't get these services.
You, yourself, are writing the short subject
And there isn't any argument about
ticket.
this whatever. Elmer Pearson expresst^d this
homely fact in these columns some time ago;
and last week, in his speech of acceptance of
the Riesenfeld medal for the best short subiect
of the year. Earl Hammons said some blunt
truths which ought to be thoroughly broadcast

and seriously received.
What do you, an exhibitor, intend

to

do

about short subjects in 1926?
^

;{;

Here's the pertinent

:'

little

man who made "The Voice
which captured

gale."

storv about the
of the Nightin-

the Riesenfeld medal:

He came

to Paris with an idea, got working
equipment
in the studios of Pathe
SDace and
Freres, and worked dav and night for sixteen
months to turn out some few thousand feet of

negative.

But

All verv well!

this

man, L.

Starevitch,

will certainh' not give the rest of his life and
his brains to further creations if the theatre

man

continues to buv attractions by their

lencrth

and not by

their quality.

Would you spend a year on a
when )'ou can get much more
subject made in a fev^' weeks?
^

There are

a lot of
business;
ridiculous of them
short subjects.

theatrical

^

short subject
for a longer

^

unsound traditions in the
and perhaps the most
all is the one back of

In the earl\- davs of this business all films

were

CITY. January

2,

No.

1925

1

Break
But the

short.

salient fact

is

— and

this

the exhibitor ma^ not clearly have in mind
that these were simply the first crude efforts
toward longer films of a dramatic order.

They belong

to the class of longer films, in
other words. They have nothing to do with
the scenics, cartoons, news pictures, novelties

and modern day comedies which were
originated to

fill

the

later

demands of educated

audiences in high class theatres.

Todav

the exhibitor builds his program just
as an editor builds his magazine, with a variety
of subjects to please a varietv of people. This
varietv.is absolutely essential to the success of
an\- theatre, high or low. The short subjects
have got to be as fine as the long; indeed, it is
a fact that generally they are finer, if we are
to judge by the applause they get.

Yet, while the exhibitor accepts these facts
and acknowledges this necessity of high quality in short subjects, he wants to pay rentals
on the basis of tradition.
In the early days of short subjects andw-J^en
all the selling pressure w^as put on the multiple

•

dramas, the exhibitor sort of expected the
short length picture to be thrown in. In those
days distributors of the longer subjects found
it simply impossible, because unprofitable, to
handle the short picture.
Today we have short features as \\ell as long
and they have their own especial distribution.
But any man with a pad and pencil can quickly
figure that the rental paid per reel as compared
with long features, and their respective costs
of producdcn. is neither fair nor calculated to
reel

uphold the advance of short subject quality.
We've got to convince the Starevitches that

we

will work for them when they work for us.
We's got to p-ive short features and long

features an equal break.

"^C/'^'y^ry d^tJ^TZ:

Motion Picture News

24

MOTIOJSf TiCTVKE
JANUARY

JVEWS

2

1926

Founded

Publication OITnce:
Editorial
and
729 7th Ave.,

General

I.yon

Block,

XXXIII

No.

1

Albany, N. Y.

Branch

Offices:

New York

Vol.

September 1913

in

845

City

Room

S.

616

"come-back" with the release of "Tumblefirst picture for United Artists.
It is
showing this week at the New York Strand and is
attracting crowds
glad to renew their acquaintance
with the "two-gun" man and to find that his film
magic has not decreased one whit, but, on the other
definite

weeds," his

—

hand, has grown

Offices:

witchery.

in its

Wabash

Ave., Chicago, 111.
Security
Bldg.,
Hollywood,

"Tumbleweeds"

Calif.

is

a

have long and vigorous

Speaking Editorially
JOHN

C. FLINN, President of Metropolitan Pro*^ ductions and Vice-President and General Manager of Producers Distributing- Corporation, told the
A. M. P. A. in his speech the other day that the
industry is in the throes of a theatre panic.

We

do not remember that the word "panic" had
to the situation by an important official in the business. But, without doubt, Mr.
Flinn has hit upon the term which, more accurately

been previously applied

than any other, describes what is going on. He
pointed out in one of the most interesting, one of
what the
the sanest speeches wc have ever heard
future probably holds.

—

—

believe it will. Incidentally,
that we prophesied several

One

of the things foreseen by Mr. Flinn is some
As for the indeof centralized distribution.
will
producer,
he
always
be
able to market
pendent

quality product. And the big reward should go, in
Mr. Flinn's opinion, not to the exhibitor or the disthe producer
tributor, but to the creator of pictures
himself.

—

Mr.

Flinn's analysis will be found elsewhere in
this issue. It is progressive, wise, and, in every way,
a significant study of the present feverish situation.
*

W

ILLTAM

S.

*

•*

HART,

one of the colorful, submade a very

stantial figures of the screen, has

it

may

be remembered

weeks ago Mr. Hart's

to the screen.
The picture now
released bears out that prophecy in every detail.

triumphant return

*

*

*

PATHE

comes forward this week with a special
announcement of its product for Laugh Month
in the form of an attractive twelve-page insert
effective, as the Pathe copy always is, for its direct
message and its showmanlike appeal. An interesting
array of product

is

scheduled.
*

*

*

long time the leaders of national
FOR
exhibitor organizations have stressed
a

of the theatre

owner

as a force in his

—

and State
the value

community.

an important work we know of no work more
important this task of getting the individual exhibitor to see that his theatre is far more than a mere
business institution, or it can be made so if he will
but do it.
It is

form

May it
picture.
the box-office, as we

first-rate
life at

—

And

the signs are not wanting that the exhibitor
becoming recognized more and more as a factor
in public service. For instance, one of the members
of The M. P. T. O. of New Jersey—Walter H.
Olden, of the Garden theatre, Princeton has recently been elected to the State Assembly
the first
exhibitor in the State, we believe, to win that honor.
is

—
—
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Ads
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TLASKYS TWELFTH MILESTONE
WEL.VE
Squaw Man"

years ago, Jesse L. Lasky began producing
in

Hollywood

a barn in

stcrming days of pictures) on the

site

"The

was in the barnpresent Lasky studios

(yes, that

of the

covering two city blocks.

Harold lAoyd conardtuldtes

l/r/«-[

ffe ssling of the I'tuhel
Los Angeles branch for winning
first place in the "Lloyd Eleven"
contest
on
"The
Freshman"
(Pathe).
tiger

If

.

The

S.

\

i

I

other day, on the

Lasky entertained 50

1

2th anniversary of that

representatives of

—

the

press

first

beginning,

and a number

same barn
but this time the addition of
floral decorations and tapestries had made it a thing of beauty.
At the close of the luncheon, Ernest Torrence presented Lasky
with a beautiful painting of "Old Ironsides," which is to be the
subject of an elaborate picture.
In responding, Lasky told someof

film

people

in

that

thing of the struggles of the early days.
floral tributes

T

He

The building at 1560 Broadway,.
I\ew York City, ivhere the F. B. O.

Home

Office organization ivill be
housed on the 16th floor shortly.

received scores of

and congratulatory telegrams.

STRANGER THAN FICTION
HE

long arm of coincidence reached out in remarkable fashion

"The Johnstown Flood" for Fox by Director
Cummings was naturally anxious to reproduce

during the filming of
Irving

Cummings.

historic disaster as accurately as possible, and went to Santa
Cruz, near where he believed he could find a location similar to the
Conemaugh Valley in Pennsylvania. Days of search were fruitless,
and he confided to Robert Jones, proprietor of the St. George
Hotel where he was registered, that he was going to give it up
whereupon Jones calmly remarked that he had covered the famous
flood for the Chicago Daily News, and that he could lead Cummings
This he did, and was with
to the very location which he desired.
the company during the filming of most of the exteriors, insuring
this

They're

bob

all

these

turning to the boyish
days.
Evelyn Brent,

one
becomes her

F. B. O. star, is

and

it

for

of the latest,
well.
Judge

absolute accuracy.

Iris Gray, one of the Paramount
Junior Stars, has a brand neio
coiffure, which she tvill ivear in
"Glorious Youth," and is nothing
if not attractive.

yourself!
\

^m^^.^ '^

Hn-

S"

tv

-^3BR^
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~

-ftm

^ ^V
m
'

Greta Carhn, a recent importation,
is

a flashing

and loiely

figure as
"Torrent." a

Leonora in Uxitiez's
Cosmopolitan production
Goldwyn-Mayer.

at

Metro-

Fuster Brown, Mary Jane and Tige (otherwise Arthur Trimble, Doreen
Turner and Pete) extend a very Merry Christmas to the putons of
Buster Brown comedies, produced by Sern Brothers for Universal.

\
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"

Dorothy MackaiU as "Joanna" in
the Firrl Natior.al pic ure of that
name introduces soniethingnew
knee muffs of mink fur to match
her coat.

—
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A NEW MOTHER ARRIVES
LAS

The

and alack!

old screen conventions are disappear-

Starting with "A Woman of Par.s" and the
one by one.
Lubitsch compositions, our villams are becoming more polished,

ing,

more suave, more
pract cally

light

clever

and more good humored

Our

comedians.

heroines,

—

once

until

they are

wide-eyed

and

golden-curled, and as innocent of the knowledge of evil as the tmy
bac-lli reared in an incubator, are now permitted to know somethng
of the facts of nature as high in the animal kingdom, say, as the

pleasant Yuletide fireside scene is the O'Malley household. The
gentleman holding the baby is Pat O'Malley, the Universal star, who
is married and proud of it
and is proud of the little OWIalleys, too.

77i(.s

—

LAUDING LATTA

r^
V_^»

LATl A,

the Shenandoah, Iowa, exhibitor who achieved
page fame overnight by advertising for his patrons to remain
away because the picture was not up to his hopes, is receiving
laudatory comment from all over the United States as a result of
his simple, logical (and therefore'exceptional) action.
J.

front

Collier, playing in Parnmount's "The Golden Journey," visits
(mother stage where Bebe Daniels is ivorking on her newest starring
vehicle long enough to be presented with his Christmas gift.

nUliam

jjropagation of

heroines

who

amoeba

who were

fails, to ris€ to his

What

princeps,

slightly soiled.

duty

in a crisis.

anyway?

are things- -coming to,

know who

to applaild

unkindest cut of all."

and who

The

and we have even had one or two
In "Lord Jim" we have a hero

to hiss.

Pretty

And now

soon

we won't
;

comes the "most

"I believe that in the end you will profit three-fold,'' one man
wrcte from Bangor, Me.
"The fathers and mothers of your
vicin.ty will rally to your efforts to raise the standards of pictures,"
wrote the superintendent of the St. Joseph, Mo., Humane Society.
Manager Charles Moning of the Colonial, theatre, Plymouth, Mass.,
declared that he,- too, had foun-d that the jjolicy of honest advertising paid.
Mrs. H.^ B. Rice, amusement irjspector of San Antoiyo,
exas. congratulated Tatta Avairinly, while another letter from St.
Louis said, "It is honest '^urcl'will win, and make -you friends who
will be loyal to you and build* ujiii your business and make it an even
1

screen mother, one of the fixed symbols

'

be metamorpliosed along with
.The be-shawled and be-spectacled
the. other celluloid figures.
or 12 years old, who appeared to be at least
mother of children
80 and could barely tetter about, is threatened with oblivion. No
more, perhaps, will she place the light in the window, while she
and suffers.
suffers and suffers
of screen

dramaturgy, bids

fair

to

.

greater success."'

I

—

;

Although the next

rt^v

mU

o;

try this strictly honest advertising
policy probably Won't win national publicity, he will win a lot of
friends and confidence in his own community, which -is what counts
tiie

'eic'feit)'!t6r"'to

most.

"Stell^ Dallas" there is brought" to the screen a new
mother^
one who is still a young woman, still attractive and still
Belle Bennett makes Stella as
a part of the life around rhdr.
§he wears modish
attractive a figure in every w^y as the heroine.
clothes, does not hobble about feebly, or peer dimly over spectacles
yet what more appealing, nay, heart-rending, picture of niotherNone that
hood and mother's sacrifice has the screen shadowed?
we can recall, and w.th all respect to the screen mother of yesterday
we believe that the newer type, drawn closer to real life, will prove
more popular. At any rate, the fact that the screen seems to be
discovering that "there is so much bad in the best of us, and so
much good in the worst of us," may be a sign that the movies are
coming of age.
Foi; .in^

—

—

S

BOOSTING BUSTER
ILRN BROTHERS

are registering no littl? pride and joy
over the latest achievement of Buster Brown, theii youthful and
For last week the b 11 at the Can tol
mischievous comedy character.
theatre. New York C.ty, included "Buster's Bust-Up," one of the
series, and as everyone knows the short subjects at th s theatre are

Ihs is the first series which it^rn
with great care.
Brothers have produced, but they are understood to be considering
Surveying the short subject field as a whole, there seems
others.
to be quite a well defined trend toward the series with a central
character, as against the miscellaneous subjects related only throuQ;h
It adds, in a measure, the appeal of the
having the same star.
selected

rerial to the sure-fire

appeal of comedy.

huring a Christmas tree of the regulation variety, the Christie stars
in Educalional-Chrislie comedies gather around an Australian eucidyptiis, approprinlely decorated, to celebrate the holiday.
Left
!\ot

and players

to right, they are:
Hobby \ ernon. Jimmie Ad4inis, !\eal Hums, [{illy
Dooley, i\atidie Joyce, Prancis Pee, Diiane Th:>mpson and Molly Malone.

J a

II

H a r

2

y

19

,
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THESE ENGAGEMENT RUMORS
LARA BOW and Donald Keith, members of the "Dancing
•

C

Mothers"

cast

at

the

Paramount Long

Island

are

studio,

much

perturbed over reports of their engagement, which, through someone's careless oversight, crept into the daily press.
Both have
received, according to the ever veracious P. A., indignant telegrams
from their Boy Friend and Girl Friend, respectively, in Holly-

wood, wanting

known

it

that

Which

to

there

reminds

know what

it's
all about.
And both want
nothing whatever to justify such a report.

is

us

an

of

occasion,

perhaps

two

years

ago,

Hdl Roach's rascals appi-arin^i in Pathe's "Our Gang" comedies devote
their holid/iy efforts to helping provide a Merry Christmas for other

and

nn
1
the

less fortunate youngsters.

VISITING THE
HEODORE ROBERTS, who

way

to

recovery after a long

VOLGA
is

illness

happily reported well on
that has kept him away

from pictures largely smce "1 he Fen Commandments," was a recent
on the Russian sets at the De Mille Studio, where C. B. is
at work on his current personally directed production, "The Volga
visitor

Boatman.

"

Roberts, with

his

cigar

and

his

loveable irascibility, his touches

comedy and real sense of character shading, have been missing
from the screen all too long, and it will be welcome news when his
return is announced.
of

TA
HREE

the

TRIO OF STARS

releases,

I

ttie

when one

most charming young screen actresses and her
a stage star, stood around the studio on a
rainy afternoon discussing the temporary scarcity of publicity,
when they perceived a lady interviewer approaching.
"Let's
"I'll tell you what!" said the c. y. s. a. to her 1. m.
tell Lulu that we're engaged and maybe she'll give up a story."
"Lulu," which we use because it happens- not to be her name,
and it went all over the country, front
did give them a story
pages and all.
And then they had to deny it.
But that, of course, like the G. & S. flowers that bloom in
the spring, tra-la, has nothing to do with the case.
leading

two features and a short subject, came in for
special mention this week by the National Board of Review in
handing out the aster sks. 7 he first merit star went to "Three Faces
tiast," Producers' film version of the Anthony Paul Kelly stage
melodrama of spies and such. The second was awarded to Robert
1.
Kane's production for First National, "Bluebeard's Seven
Wives."
The thrd and last went to a subject vvfhich has been

capturing

Olive Hasbrouck. I'niversal leading woman, should spend a very Merry
Christmas, for the past year has (ulvanced her far along the path that
leiuls to stellar fame.

asterisks

almost

as

frequently

as

our

now

—

PLANS EFFICIENCY PLUS ART

released

Pathe Review No. 52.

of

man,

F'

W.

MURNAU,
UFA to Fox

Germany's directorial ace, who is to be
is coming to Hollywood not with
the intention or expectation of bringing somethmg entirely new,
but to make a picture or two with superior American actors and
equipment, backed by superior American organization, says Hermann Bing, Murnau's assistant and t'echnica] director, who is now
,

loaned by

Films,

Fox Film studio, preparing fori the director's coming.
"Murnau's intention," says Mr. Bing, "js" to try to make pictures
commerc.al sucwhich will please the American theatre patron
at the

—

cesses

because

of

artittry.

their

He

will

bring

his

Central

his
individual
knowledge, and
originality to Hollywood because here is assembled the pick of ttie
world's actors, the best of the world'is motion picture equipment;
here, within fifty miles of the studios, is ••scenery duplicating any

European

in the

training,

experience,

world and behind

it

all

the best type of film organization.

"Here in America you have an expression 'Turn a man inside
That comes near to expressing Murnau's intention, but not
out.'

He aims to turn a man's mind, his heart, his soul inside out
To Murnau,
and then put him on the screen for other men to see.
All are fifty-fifty; good and bad,
no man is good,, none is bad.
and this is what he tries to show in pictures.
"To this Cinema melting pot and its background, Murnau will
bring the ideas and ideals of Central Europe, different entirely
from those of America because of the psychic morbid ty that has
^'ou in America
come into the depression that followed the war.
who are so busy with the more pract cal ideas that have brought
quite.

.

Alice Joyce. Paramount player, like all proverbial parents preparing
gifts for their chi'dren. has a lot of fun playing tcitli the toys before
putting them under the tree as n gift straight from Sunta Clans'
irorkshop.
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hen Vera Steadman, ChristieEducational comedienne, returned
from Paris recently, she brought a
whole trunkjul of dolls from the
night clubs of Paris, some of

Sam Hardy,

tf

2vhich

you see here.

(Wide W orld

a scene uith
bearcVs
ISo caption is needed on this photo; the sign tells the story.
The
attractive misses are Helen Marloive of Educational-Cameo comedies
and Estelle Bradley of the Educational-Mermaids.

Kane
tio.ial,

as the press agent, in
Ben Lyon in "Blue-

Seven W ives," Robt. T.
production for First Nashows what every good
press agent reads.

Photo).

may

material prosperity,

not

realize the

your land and the countries of Europe.
can't escape subjective thinking.

awful difference between
But over there a man

"To put this subjective thought on the
mmd, the heart, the soul that is Murnau's

—

with

stories

maybe two

—

that

"The

aim.

have been submitted

th!s intention

or

Screen, to open up the
to

Several European

Fox

Films.

One

be selected.

will

story or stories chosen will be 'p^'f^t^^^' in motion pictures

—

reproduced as the painter reproduces
not as the photoIn accomplishing this Murnau will do nothing spectacuThere will be no elaborate sets, no big scenes, no splurge, no
is

grapher.
lar.

blustering effects.

"1 he

story

will

be told

Murnau uses titles only when
that a man can reproduce his

in

the

pictures,

not

in

the

titles,

as

absolutely necessary, because he holds
ideas in films just as another

man can

express his ideas in paints and oils or in marble or in the printed

page.

Marian

Andre,
appearing
Christie comedies for Educational
release, makes a petite and dainty
ballerina, as this photo attests.

Will

in

Rogers,

Jr.

(left)

"I doubt that Murnau would undertake the production of an
American story.
Your manner of thinking is so different from
that of Europe that it would be difficult for him to absorb your
viewpoints and for this reason I beheve that he will adhere to his
expressed intention to return to Europe and stay there when h s
work with Fox Films is completed."

assists

Seiter in hold'ng up
Ilium Seiter, the l(Uter's dad
Lniincidentally
one of
*ind
rersal's directorial aces.
i

title role but appears as the Prince
as well in "Beverly of Graustark,"
her Co'mo'iolitan pro luction for

MetroGoldwyn-Mayer.

John Henry
If

Marion Davies not only plays the

/'(',i;i.M

liiipl.iiis

Exhibitors)

in

,l<>\i<'

uliicli

sonality

in

ii

and

scene

from

"I'lie

Skyrocket"

(

issocialeil

said to demonstrate that her screen
talent rival her beauty and fame.

she

is

per-

John Ford, the Fox "Iron Hor.se"
director, has a couple of young
desperadoes in his own home.
The lariat swinger is Pat, while
the other ft estern bad man is
Jack.

—
—
January

2

^
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Ufa Deal DraAvs American Film
Representatives to Berlin
Trip "Merely Informatory/'
(Special Cable to

S.

R. Kent Announces

MOTION PICTURE NEWS)
Berlin,

December 22

Sidney R. Kent, General Manager of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, in Berlin in connection with the pending UFA deal, stated to your correspondent today that the purpose of his trip was merely "informatory".
Carl Laemmle, President of Universal, when interviewed, sai:! he hoped to
settle the details of the deal and close it shortly on behalf of his company.

TWO

weeks ago Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, announced
that his firm had closed a deal with Ufa whereby it would loan
abont $3,600,000 to Ufa for 10 years at eight and one-quarter per

cent, interest, receiving in return valuable concessions in the distribufew days later
tion and exhibition of Universal pictures in Germany.
he sailed for Europe on the Leviathan to close the final negotiations.

A

the same ship were S. E. Kent, general manager of Famous Players-Lasky, Leopold Friedman of Met ro-Goldwyn, and others, all possessing a keen interest in anything vitally affecting the German market
second only to England as the richest source of revenue abroad.
The first" intimation of the trend of aifairs came in a cablegram to Motion Picture News, from its Berlin correspondent, a man intimately
familiar with the situation, stating that it was rumored there that Kent
and Friedman had succeeded in delaying consummation of the deal.
dispatch to the New York Sun indicated that Kent and Friedman

On

A

had been joined by John Graham, the Famous head in England, Herman Wobber, of Famous; Ike Blumenthal, general European represenSam Rachman, and
Albert Aronson of M.-G.-iM.
tative of F.P.-L.
of
situation.
the
importance
high
others, showing the
;

;

signed at any moment, presumably by Universal and Ufa, but the possibility of the
deal taking- another turn was seen by sev-

laws passed in connection with the jiaying
off of indebtedness with depreciated currency made it possible for Ufa to "clean the
slate" and start fresh in a most advantageous financial position at the close of

eral observers.

that period.

Cochrane, vice-president of Universal, told Motion Picture News that he
had received no d'rect advices concerning the
final signing of the papers in the deal.

Dr. Kalmann, the head of the company
at that time, is a shrewd and resourceful
financier, and has frequently been compared
Under
to Adolph Znkor as an executive.
management the company
his sagacious
weathered a trjdng period and expanded its
activities through amalgamation with other
firms, notably Decla-Bioscop, a strong producing company.

The same dispatch stated that it was considered likely that the final papers would be

R. H.

Before leaving the U. S., Laemmle received copies of the initial agreement, signed
by Ufa officials and which needed only his
binding
on both parties. This agreement, however,
was incomplete in several respects, a number of details remaining to be worked out,
and it is in connection with these details,
apparently, that a possible hitch may have
signature, presumably, to

become

developed.

According to men in New York closely
in touch with the situation, the contract
sent to Universal was signed by Erich
Pommer, who, rumor has declared, may be
succeeded by Dr. Kalmann, former head of
Ufa— an event which might also have some
bearing on the situation.
In order to
cleared

make

plain

— and

which

up before

this is

which exists

the

situation

may have
read— it is

been
neces-

sary to review something of the events
leading up to it much of it heretofore unpTiblished in this country.

—

Ufa, from rather modest beginnings, has
grown since the war to be the outstanding
German company by a considerablt' margin.
Like ncnrlv all Ocrnian corporations, the

pictures, at that time, were made at
a moderate cost and earned a reasonable
profit despite generally inifavorable condi-

Ufa

tions.

One of the men, brought in by the union
with Decla-Bioscop -was Erich Pommer, a
production executive of consideral)le rejuitaFinally the
aggressive.
tion, young and
ITfa board of directors decided that the time
had come when the company must expand
into the world market, and must produce
Erich
pictures worthy of that market.
Pommer seemed the logical man to carry
out that aim, and he was accordingly put in
charge of production and of all expansion
outside of Germany.

He instituted a production program of
some 36 features, to be produced on a magnitude then undreamed of in Germany
jiietures to reach a world market and. esToward tliaf
pecially, the United States.
end a hrnncli office was opened in New York

City under the
Jones.

direction

of

F.

Wynne-

This led to the sale of "The Last Laugh"
and to preliminary showings of
"Siegfried."
Pommer, Fritz Lang, the director of "Siegfried," and Dr. Kalmann
visited New York and Los Angeles to observe American conditions at first hand.
to Universal,

At this time Ufa was indirectly financed
by the Deutsche Bank, virtually a government institution, and under the further protection of a friendly Kontingent whicli limited the amount of importation into Germany, conditions seemed generally favorable.

Had American
substantial

a
all

release been obtained on
the Ufa product,

amount of

would presumably have gone

well,

but

reports current until recently in the German ])ress are to be believed, the elaborate production program has led to a tempoi'ary financial stringency, although the
assets of the company are large and the
general financial position absolutely sound.
It became
necessary, however, to obtain
additional funds to carry on the production
program, and to continue the active theatre
building schedule in Central Europe.
if

Various American companies were approached as much as six or seven months
ago with the object of negotiating a deal
similar to that now pending with Universal.
These companies, however, did not regard
the deal as sufficiently attractive, or sufficiently practical, to wairant further consideration.
Wall Street banking firms are also

understood to have been approached.

During Carl Laemmle's visit to Germany
summer, the same proposition was
with him, and an offer made.

the past
discussed

Scores of cablegrams were exchanged between Berlin and Universal Cifv, leading
finally
to
the agreement which brought
Laemmle to New York and thence to Ger-

many.

As soon as announcement was made that
Universal was about to close with Ufa a
deal which would give the American company virtual control of the export business
with Germany, the events set forth in the
opening paragraphs of this article followed
in rapid sequence.
It is, on the whole, a highly interesting
situation and a most significant indication
of the importance assigned to the foreign
market today. The board of directors of
Ufa is scheduled to lueet on December 30th,
and final steps will doubtless be taken by
that time at the very latest, and more iirobably somewhat sooner.

The financial statement of Ufa, just issued, shows a healthy condition on the whole,
a six per cent, dividend being declared.
It
may or may not be significant to
chronicle the fact that Famous Plavers is
this week showing Ufa's "Sieafried" in its
l?ia!t(> tlieatre,

New York

City.
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Favoritism of wealth on the part of the

Poli

A

To

ways and means connnittee was charged by

Retire As Active Head: L. M. Sagal
To Direct Circuit, Is Report

Rejiresentative Lozier ot ^Missouri, declaring
that the admission tax was a war measure
which should not be contiinu'd in time of
peace.
The House, however, rejected the amendment, and also an amendment offered by
He])resentative McKeown of Oklahoma, increasing the exemption from 50 cents to
$1.50 and making the admission tax on
amounts in excess of that figure two cents

REPORT

from New Haven states that Sylvester Z. Poli will retire as active
head of the Poli Theatrical Enterprises and that L. M. Sagal, present general manager and a big stock holder in the company, will suceed to the
directorship of the circuit.
No formal announcement has been made:, the sources
from which the report emanated claim that definite plans to bring about this change
have been made.
It is understood that O. C. Edwards, present manager of the Palace Theatre
in New Haven will succeed Mr. Sagal as general manager and that James F.
Powers will be transferred from the Bijou to the Palace to fill the vacancy caused
by Mr. Powers' promotion.
During the past year there have been many rumors that the Poli circuit was
about to be sold. Famous Players-Lasky being one of the organizations which is
known to have negotiated for the purchase of the chain.
Mr. Sagal, who is also Treasurer of the M. P. T. O. A., has steadily assumed
more responsibility in connection with the organization during the past few years,
and his succession to the active direction of the circuit is regarded a logical step.

Celebrities

on each

Sam

12 Immorttals of Industry Nominated by
A. M. P. A. to be Guests at Naked Truth
,1IE conuuitti-e in charge uf the Anlurai Naked Trutli Dinner, to be held
•^ in February in New York, of the A.
M. P. A. are directing their efforts toward
the coming affair the greatest in the
history of the organization in plans that
are being worked out for the event.
An announcement from the committee
this week states tiiat the "12 immortals of
the industry" nominated by the A. M. P.
A. will be guests at the dinner. These men,
whom tlie organization named as the most

making

representative men who stand as the ideals
in the progress, growth and expansion of
Adolph Zukor, Jesse
the industrj' are
:

Laskv, Will Havs, Marcus Loew, William
Fox," Roxy Rotiiafol, D. W. Griffith, Joe
Schenck, Carl Laemmle, Sidney Kent, Dick
Rowland and Sam Katz.

A

large numljer of the leading stars of
screen will attend the Naked Trutii
Dinner. Requests for tables have already
been received from eighteen of the best
the

known
At

stars.

meeting of the A. M. P.
A. last week, it was unanimously voted to
have no speakers and no speech making,
thus this year's affair will far eclipse any
of the fonner ones in many ways. Instead
of one orchestra there will be two famous
orchestras of New York City with music
and dancing continuously.
the special

A

timely suggestion is offered that all
who wish to he present at this year's
with
party,
communicate
immediately
Charles P^infeld, 3()5 Madison Avenue, New
those

York.

Admission Tax

Unchanged

Is

May

Cleveland

To Attend Dinner

I

ten.

House Adopts Committee Recommendations on Motion Picture Shows

Reinstate

Bullock

Sam Bullock will be reinstated as field
representative of the M. P. T. 0. A. of
Ohio, if the members of the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association have
anything to do with it. At a meeting of the
Association last Tuesday, a petition was
voted, to be signed by its members, and to
be circulated among the exhibitors of the
state, asking that Bullock be returned to
his former position in the state association
as field representative, which position he
held for sevei'al years and until last summer.
The Cleveland exhibitors expressed the r
appreciation of the organization work B 1lock has done, in the city, in the state and
B 1in the national exhibitor association.
lock was instrumental in forming the present local association.
He has fought for
local and state exhibitor rights.

Gregory and McKay Join N.
Y. Inst, of Photography
The

New York

Institute ot PhoDgraiihy
Carl L. Gregorv. F. R.
P. S., and Herbert C. McKay, M. R. P. S.
Mr. Gregory is widely known as an authority
upon motion ])ictur('s and the author of a"
widely read text-hook dealing with that
work." Herbert C. McKay, M. R. P. S., is
also widely known as an authority upon motion pictures and the author of the tirst textbook ever i)ublished dealing exclusively with
the amateur aspects of the art. Alr.^-Gregory
and Mr. McKay collaborated in desig.iing
inthe new motion picture camera recentl
troduced by the New York Institute and it.
is understood that they will collaborate further in the preiiaration of a series of up-to-

has added to

its staff

.•

the committee recommendaADOPTING
tions for the admission tax as subinittcil, tlie House on December 18
passed tlie revenue bill, under which no
change is made in the pi-esent rate of one
cent on each ten cents of admission in excess
of 50 cents, with the adoption of the exemption fi-oni all tax of the spoken drama.

A

valiant effort was made by Representative Gritffn of New York to strike out the
taK in its entirety on tlie ground that it was
'

a
it

burden uiH)n the public.
a

re<|uires

ployees- to

small

collect

He

declared

thiit

army of Treasury em-

the

collected with facility

tax,

it

could not he

and fraud was

ea^sily

possible.

Mr. Griffin was su])portcd by RepresenRainey of Illinois, -who pointed out
that when Queen Victoria died and a i)er'od
of mourning was decreed for two weeks,
during which all ))laces of aniusemeiff should
close, it was found that the populace was
getting so unruly that after 48 hours the
order was rescinded. It is an "emotional
tative

Stanley Stock Increased
to a Million Shares

THE new

financing plan of the Stanley Co. of America, providing for
an increase in authorized capital
stock from 100,000 shares Class A and
60,000 shares Class B to 1,000,000 shares
of no par value, was ratified by the stock-

holders at a meeting held in Philadelphia
last

week.

Two shares of the new stock will be
given in exchange for each share of
A stock
Class A and Class B stock.
dividend of 10 per cent in new stock will
be declared payable on January 11.
There will be 334,306 12 shares of the
new stock outstanding when the new
plan becomes effective.

the-minute text-books dealing with the latest
advances in the world of the motion picture.

outlet," he declared, wliich should be

made

as free to the people as possible.

Admission taxes should he left as a source
of revenue to the individual slates, it was
asserted by Representative Moore of Virginia in speaking in favor of repeal. The
tax .systems in

many

states are unsatisfac-

tory, they are in urgent

need of reven;;es,
no tax that can be more readily
by a slate .seeking new avenues bv
hey may escape from present uietli-

and there
lc\ ied

wliiih

I

is

Walrath

On N.

May Be Named

Y. Commission

anyone
IFYork
State

is

appointed to the

New

Motion Picture Commission to succeed George H. Cobb,
whose term of office expires on January
it
will probably be John H. Wal1,
rath, of Syracuse, the retiring

Mayor

of

that city.
It is said on good authority
that Governor Alfred E. Smith has
tendered Mr. Walrath a $7,500 place on
the Commission, but with the understanding, however, that there is a good
likelihood
the
of
Commission being
wiped out of existence not so very many
months hence.
Walrath was at the
State 'Capitol in Albany, one day last

week, and had a long conference with
Governor Smith on the proposition. No
announcement has yet been made as to
his decision.

January

2

1926
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Theatre Panic Analyzed by Flinn
D. C. Vice-Preside nt Makes Interesting Speech Before A. M. P. A.
on Major Problems of Industry

p.

THE

motion pic-ture industry is passing through one of its most critical
eras, in the opinion of John C. Flinn,
vice-president and general manager of Producers Distributing Corporation, who gave
an interesting, if not altogether conclusive,
analysis of some of the present problems
of exhibitors and producers, in an address
last week before the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers in New York. Mr. Flinn,
SL former i>resident of the A. M. P. A. was
the guest of the association at one of its
Between .sixty and
weekly luncheons.
seventy persons were present.

the business recognizes this fact in the
short time
histoiy of the past few years.
ago bv viitue of a series of productions like
"Pon.jola," "Black O.xen," "Flaming Youth"
and "Sea Hawk," First National was regarded as the outstanding company of the
ill

A

Another season Paramount held
with "Covered Wagon," "Ten
'ommandments" and its starring vehicles
During
for Swanson, Meighan and Negri.
the past season the business has heard more
of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pictures than
of anv other company.
"Unholv Three,"
"Merry Widow," "The Big Parade" and
"Ben Hur," which is on the threshold of
l)usiness.

tile
(

Mr. Flinn read an excerpt from a recent
statement made by Joseph M. Seider, business manager of the M. P. T. 0. A., in
which Mr. Seider stated that exliibitors who
liave built up enterprises of strength in different sections of tiie couut^'v are looking
dubiously into the future on account of the
rapidity with which national producing and
distributing organizations are building up
their own exhibiting circuits in opposition
to establshed theatres which heretofore had
consistently given repi'esentation to the
firms which were

now becoming

"It

is

pictuT-es
is

industi-y thrives.

John

C. Flinn, vice-president of Producers Distributing

Corporation.

no secret
in

its

to

men engaged

in

motion

A^arious activities that

there

among

own-

at present a panic

theatre

Mr. Flinn. "Individuals and corporations which have built up great theatre
enterprises in the past decade, are face to
face with the problem of whether they shall
continue to operate their business independent of direct affiliation with one or more of
the larger national distributing organizations.
With scores of productions of the
ers," said

calibre

public exhibition, are responsible for the
present vogue of that company.
"It may be perfectly feasible to control
the outlets of exhibition by owning brick
and- mortar, but the history of the business
reveals the impossibility of controlling the
lirains and the inspiration of production.
And production is the food upon which the

com-

active

petitors.

and cost entitling them

representation everywhere,

it

to

has'

first

become

run
in-

cumbent upon independent theatre operators
to pi'ovide adequate outlet for all the larger
companies, or face the alternative of having to meet exhibitor competition from the
companies themselves. A great deal of bitterness lias been caused by producer acquisition of theatres, but bitterness will not
The facts are: that the
solve the problem.

business itself is in a staoe of evolution, and
the process is beginning to pinch in quarters

Peck Wants Producers
For Canada

RAY

S.

PECK,

Canadian

director

Government

of

the

motion

picture studio at Ottawa, Ontario,
recently quoted as being anxious to see Canada adopt the film quota
plan as suggested in Great Britain, declares his statements were misunderstood.
In a later statement, Peck says:
"I am not particularly interested in a
film quota system for Canada at the
present time; I am more interested in
encouraging moving picture producers
to come to Canada where they can obtain new locations, new scenic backgrounds for stories and also the opportunity of making motion pictures that
would receive the advantage of benefits
to be derived through having been made
in the British Empire."

who was

lead

heretofore considered safe and sccniv fr'om
producer competition.
"Duplication of eight national distributing organizations in America with the costs
of maintenance of scores of branch offices in
])rinci]>al cities is a costly systeni for the
National distributing
industry to su])port.
organizations yearly cost'between thirty and
Is there
forty million dollars to maintain.

heavy burden in cetitralIt is not unized tlieatre booking control?
likely that eventually motion jiictures will
be booked throughout the country through

a

remedy for

this

some such impartial mecluniism
tablished

in

"Let that theatre owner at present worried over the future, take. clear counsel with
himself, therefore, before he casts his life's
investment into business association with any
Good motion picone of the companies.
ture entertainment will be available from
sources other than from one or two companies. Like all panics, the present nervousness is due more to unsound thinking than
to unsound entertainment.

"The present time demands steadfastness
and courage, not capitalization.

"Our own company is dedicated to one
to make the best pictures possible;
l)urpose
confident of our ability to find representation before the public of mei-itorious enter-

—

tainment."

as that es-

the vaudeville business

by the

Keith United Booking Offices. Four or five
national booking agencies may be tiic f)utgrowth of the present tendencies.

Bradford Passes
in Los Angeles

F. G.
F.

Bradford,

Ct.

vice-president

Away
of

Lee-

"So far as I know no one has come forward with any solution. Perhaps Mr. Zukor
and Mr. Katz have a solution })ut it is not
generally known.
"There is one forbidding menace which

Bradford Corporation, passed away in Los
Angeles last week. Bradford had had little
to do with the company's aifairs for some
time and had spent the past four years in
He was
California because of ill health.

faces the independent theatre operator who
sells part of his enterprise to one of the
national companies on the theory that by
so doing he guarantees his theatre with atHe must not lose
tractions for the future.
sight of the fact that the variety entertainment offered to the public has been the
lirincipal cause of his past success and any
affiliation which may exclude good pictures
from his screen no matter from what source

about

may be obtained, is a step backward
and one inviting commercial failure.
"The one division in this business which
must be fostered and supported is the proHowever tightly theducing dejiartment.
atre control may be vested ir; the hands of
one or more great theatre circuits, there is
no guarantee in that direction that good
they

be forthcoming, just because
the theatre circuit is affiliated or owned by a

]iictures

will

The
large producing company.
of production sways too rapidly.

pendulum
Everyone

years of age.

fiftv

Universal Chain Signs
R. T. Newton

THE new

Universal Chain Theatres,
has signed R. T. Newton in
an executive capacity and he has
left New York for an extensive trip
through the South, during which he will
look over location sites for new theatres
Inc.,

and investigate potential theatre purchases.

Newton recently resigned from Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, after
having been connected with the S. A.
Lynch Enterprises and the Southern Enterprises

for

experience

years.

During

his

Famous

Players

he

eight

with

managed various groups

of theatres in
cities throughout the south.
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New
Lasky Signs Marshall Neilan to Produce
Series of

Paramount

Specials

LASKY

L.
has signed Marshall Neilan to a long term contract, under
the conditions of which the director wil make a series of special productions
for Paramount.
His first picture will be a big special, the story of which is
now being worked out. He probably will start production on this the middle of
February and the picture will be released next Fall.
Following that production Neilan will direct Betty Bronson in a picture of the
type that has made him famous as the director of many of the big Mary Pickford
successes. The story has already been selected.
Neilan in his productions will have back of him the resources of the Paramount
production department and the help of the producing organization in the Lasky

JESSE

studio.

Griffith

to Canadians

Hints Great Britain Should Have
Its Own Motion Picture Industry

A
m

the Dominion.
(jriffith, the famous director, emphasized the importance of the mcn-ing picture
as an international factor and declared that
the pictures were a great international advertiser and ambassador.
"In war and in peace it is a key industry,"
Mr. Griffith said. "I would go so far as to
say that no great country of the future can
control temtories throughout the world if
it does not possess a great moving picture
industry. It is as of great importance to
national commerce as banks and steel industries.
No other business propaganda can

Mr.

compare with it.
"We may brag about

being' citizens of the

United States and I am proud of it," continued Mr. Griffith, "but if I did not realize
the importance of British thoughts and
ideals and feel deeply when Great Britain
is threatened I would indeed be a fool. Then;

Washington State Gets
Censor Bill
CHRISTENSEN
SENATOR
Washington took advantage of
last
bills at

day for the introduction

the

Olympia session

to

of

of

the

new

advance

a measure providing for the creation of a
state censorship commission of five to be
appointed by the Governor, with full
power to pass upon all films introduced
into the state.
Objectionable matter provided in the
bill would include: films glorifying or
justifying crime, display of murder or
violence, obscenity or inciting to crime,
prejudice to any religion or race, disrespect to parents or home life. Violations
would be met by a S500 fine, a sixty day
jail sentence or both, and the confiscation of prints.
The commission is to consist of two
women, two college professors and one

Each would serve
drawn at large.
from one to five years and have the
power to determine the method of assessing distributors on a basis sufficient
to meet administrative expenses.

New York

in

State

Motion picture companies incorporating^
in New York state during the past week included the following: Madaler Patent Rights
Holding Corporation, Hampton Bays, capitalization not specified, Ferd Von Madaler,
Hampton Bays; W. C. Grabie, Mattituck;
P. E. Taylor, Rockville Centre; the J. M.
and L. W. Theatre Corporation, Albany,
capitalization not stated, H. W. Burmaster,
M. M. Pedlow, Albany; M. E. Leonard,
Brookview; M. C. Distributing Company,
Inc., $25,000, Louise Gilsinger, Louise C.
Jentes, New York; Esther Freedman, Brooklyn; Excellent Pictures Corporation, capi-

M. J. and A. S. KrellD. M. Palley, Brooklyn.

talization not stated,

Talks

GENTLE hint that Great Britain
should have its own moving picture industry was thrown out by David
Wark Griffith when he gave an address as
the guest of honor at the Canadian Club in
the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, on December 14, before a crowd of 450 prominent
business men of Canada, including many
high officials of the moving picture business

Companies Organized

Board of Trade Elects
Officers

no denying that, at present, she is threatened with radical ideas and they must be
fought. What better work for the motion
picture than to speak sweetly and clearly to
the world against Sovietism, the deadliest
foe of the English-speaking race?"
There were two great nations, both Engthe United States
lish-speaking, to him
which were bound by self
and Canada
interest and mutual interest to continue
friendly toward each other. Dwelling on the

—

of intolerance, Mr. Griffith declared that
might be tolerated in view of the
fact that ultimately it is fairly certain to
bring about tolerance. He protested against
restraints which were being placed
the
against motion pictures when literary productions were allowed so much. toleration.
evil

this feeling

Noted at the head table were
proprietor of the Madison
and president for several
tario M. P. T. 0.; N. L.
aging director of Famous
Corp., Toronto, and Ray

New York;

Seattle

is

—

berg,

J. C.

Brady,

Theatre, Toronto,
years of the On-

Nathanson, manPlayers Canadian
Peck, director of
the Canadian Government Motion Picture
Bureau, Ottawa.

of the Northwest Film Board
of Trade of Seattle were elected at a meeting of that organization held a short time
ago, and will hold office during the year
1926. Installation ceremonies will be held
this month, at which time the present officials will give way to Jack J. Sullivan, manager of the Fox Film exchange, president;
William J. Drummond, manager of the Producers' Disti-ibuting Corporation exchange,
vice-president; J. A. Gage, manager of the
Educational Film exchange, secretary and
treasurer; and Al Rosenberg of De Luxe and
Fred G. Sliter of First National, trustees.

New

officers

M. Vandivert Joins Du
Pont De Nemours Co.

R.

R. M. Vandivert has been appointed advertising and sales promotion
the Fabrikoid Division of E. T.

manager of
du Pont de

Mr. Vandivert
Nemours & Company.
well known as an advertising executive

is-

in

the mot'on picture industry, in which among-*
other associations he served for several
years as advertising manager of Motion"

Picture News.

Kansas City to Enforce Ban

on Standees
Kansas City exhibitors were given something to ponder over this week when it was
announced by Walter A. Besecke, superinIcndent of buildings, that the city ordinance
]irohil)iting persons in theatres from standing in passageways to aisles would be strictly
enforced. The ordinance heretofore has not
been enforced.
"If the interpretation of the ordinance
moans merely that passageways ar(> to be
left open, we expect to comply with that, but
if it means that persons will not be allowed
to stand in foyers or other places away from
the aisles, then we will oppose such a measure," said K. R. Biechele, president of the
M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri.

Bill

Would
Sunday

Give

Elmira

Pictures

.Mdcrnum
III!

.John B. Shoche has introduced
()i-(linance which jjrovides for the legaliz-

ing of

Sunday motion pictuix'S in Elmira,
The connnon council will soon

New York.

consider the measure, which, it is understood, will be fought by the Ministers' Association of the city.

"Dark House" Insurance
for Mid-West

THE

Midwest Film Distributors,
a Kansas City corporation,
has established in the Kansas City
territory among the small town houses
what is to be known as "dark house"
Inc.,

Many times during an exinsurance.
tremely cold period when blizzards
raged, small town theatres have been
stranded without a picture for the night
For $7.50
and patrons turned away.
the Midwest concern will allow the exhibitor to retain a feature picture in his
possession for a month, to be used in
case of emergency. Although in its infancy here, the plan is proving a popular one.
Two more Missouri theatres have
control the
producer
under
come
Princess and Kennedy theatres of Kirksville, Mo., which have been acquired by
the Midwest Film Distributors, Inc.
The Princess seats about 800, while
the Kennedy, a new house, will seat
about 1,000, according to C. E. Rhoden,

—

Midwest.
of
Jack Moore,
former exhibitor of St. Joseph, Mo., will

manager

manage

the theatre.
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Fox Buys

Interest In Ascher Circuit
B^K;

19 Theatres in Chicago Chain, Several in Competition with
Famous Will Build New House in Denver; Other Deals Reported

AN

Ascher Bros, chain,
19 neighborhood
theatres in Chicago, has been acquired
by Fox Theatres Corp., the newly formed
theatre organization of Fox Firm Corporainterest in

numbering

the

at)out

tion.
It is reported that the downtown
theatre organization of Fox Film Corporabe carried on as an enterprise independent
of the affiliation with Aschers.
Since many of the houses in the Ascher
string are in direct competition with Balabar
& Katz theatres, many observers declare that
the move by Fox narrows the lines of conflict between these two interests in Chicago's
film theatre situation, with Fox contesting
to dominate
the alleged ambition of B &
the situation.

K

In Denver, Paramount has made what
seems to be a definite announcement of plans
One of the
for a new million dollar theatre.
striking featm-es of the plans is the fact
that the building will be located away from
the present first run theatre district, Curtis
Street.
The new house will be at Sixteenth
Street and Glenann Place.
The Paramount announcement is the
fourth jn'oposing })lans for new theatres to
be erected in Denver during 1926. Plans
have alreadv been announced for the new
Aladdin Theatre, a .$3()(),()()0.00 structure
which will be placed under construction at

Colfax Avenue and Race Street on January

by Harry E. Huffman. A new three
thousand seat Orpheum Theatre will be constructed on a down-town location. There will
be a new two thousand five hundred scat
first

Kansas City Approves
All-Comedy Bill

THE

bill seems to have
the rage in the Kansas
territory since the success-

all-comedy

become
City

all

experiment of Walter Fenny at his
Best theatre, Parsons, Kas., recently.
About twenty-five theatres have contracted for all-comedy bills in the near
ful

future,

it is

said.

South Denver Theatre at First Avenue and
Broadway, this being under the direction
and construction of the D. & R. Western
Enterprises Company already operating a
chain of theatres in Denver and Colorado.
Theatre reports from the Pacific coast indicate that West Coast Theatres, Inc., will
build a theatre in Phoeniv, Arizona, a move
which will bear out rumors current for some
time that West Coast would branch out into
new territory. The report states that A. L.
Gore recently visited Phoenix for the purpose of negotiating for a site on which a
$750,000 theatre and office building will be
erected by West Coast.
This development
will be watched with interest owing to the
fact that the theatre situation in Phoenix is
now iiractically in the control of Rickards

and Nace.
It was reported during the week that
Loew's, Inc., has acquired property in Stam-

ford, Conn., and will build a 2,500 seat
theatre on the site.
The property is located
on Main Street, a location which will bring
this proposed house into competition with
the Palace which Charles Vuono, owner of
the Strand in Stamford, is now building.
The Grand Theatre, Chester, a 1200-seat

house which was operated for more than 12
years by Gilbert Bernstein, has been purchased by the Stanley Company. The
Stanley Company will take immediate possession and will make extensive improvements. As the Stanley Company now owns
the Washington, the largest motion picture
theatre in Chester, it will now have practical
control of the first run houses in that city.
Famous Players is reported to have acquired several business properties on Penn
Street, near Sixth, in Reading, Pa., for
$600,000, with the ultimate intention of
erecting a theatre there.
The properties
were owned by the Reading National Bank
which declined to confirm or deny the report.
Famous is preparing to raze the Peter
Blow Building, on the site of which a new
theatre will be erected in Knoxville, Tenn.
Tenants in the building have been served
with notification to vacate.
According to a report from Muncie, Ind.,
Fitzpatrick and McElroy have completed
negotiations for the Strand theatre there.
The house was owned by Leonard Sowar,
who will become general manager of the
Muncie interests of Fitzpatrick and McElroy, whose other holdings there embrace
the Columbia, Star and Lyric.

Jersey Body Backs Local Option Bill
State Theatre

Clause

A

LOCAL

Owners Hold Eight Hour Session At Trenton:
Prevent Conflict With Church Hours

To

"open Sunday" bill
which was successful
in New York and containing a clause
IH'oviding that no theatres would function on
the Sabbath in competition with the regular
houi's devoted to church sei-^ices, will be introduced in the New Jersey Legislature by
the Theatre Owners of that state.
The legislative committee of the New Jers'niilar

()i)tio:i

to

tlial

sey M. P. T. O. was instructed to introduce
the bill by the Board of Directors of the organization at a meeting held in Trenton,

December 16th.
The meeting, which occupied an eighthour session, was addi'essed by former Governor Stokes, who approved the move to legalize Sunday picture shows and commended
the picture industry. "You men are entitled
to recognition," he said. "You are an advocate for good. You are an educational and
moral force. You have nothing to apologize
for."
The Honorable Walter H. Olden, a Pi-inceton theatre owner who was recently elected
to the New Jersey Legislature, assured the
directors that their fight of years against the

Blue Laws

in

New

Jersey

is

rapidly nearing

victory.

That the theatre owners of the entire country will soon be emancipated from political
dominance in such things as Blue Laws, was
declared by President Josei)h M. Seider, in

Marin Back After Tour
Through West

NED MARIN,

Western sales manaFirst National returned
during the week from a five
weeks tour during which he visited
Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Seatger

for

Los
San Francisco,
Portland,
tle,
Angeles, Salt Lake City, Denver, Omaha,

Des Moines and Detroit.
Marin was impressed with the personnel in the First National

exchanges and

with the enthusiasm they showed over
the product of the company for the coming year. He found every one working
at full capacity to make an outstanding success of First National Month.

cerned and that in the near future the directorate may be divided into several Administrative Committees, which may meet several
times a week, so that all details of the organization may be given thorough consideration.

An outstanding event at the Trenton meeting was the report of i,. B. Fox that he had
collected over $1,000 for state and national
dues in Camden County during the past
month. Mr. Fox reported that never before
had he found the local organization so highly
regarded.
Other resolutions included one providing
that the organization will never make a membership affiliation with the M. P. P. D. Association. In this respect, however, the point
was emphasized that New Jersey will continue to function and co-operate for the com-

mon
making

his report to the meeting.

Mr. Sei-

der urged the necessity for hannony in the
entire industry, asserting that the salvation
of the theatre owner reposes not only in his
state organization, but in the national or-

ganization as well.
It developed at the meeting that the business of the Jei'sey organization has increased
to such an extent that monthly meetings of
the Board of Directors may not suffice to
dispose of the matters with which it is con-

welfare of both producer and theatre
owner.

The association also went on record as
opposed to the bill to be introduced by Congressman Randolph Perkins authorizing collection of a tax by music publishers in excess
of what the association believes to be a fair
profit.

The next meeting will take place at Morristown, when the directors will be the guests
of National President R. F. Woodhull and
I. A. Roth.
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'dramatfc

"Beau Geste" Will Be Herbert Brenon's
Next Paramount Production
BRENON
produce "Beau Geste," from the novel
that
HERBERT
by
C. Wren, as
next work
Paramount,
was announced
for

In

the French Foreign Legion.

Mr. Brenon will sail January 16 for abroad. He will be accompanied by his
mother and with her will visit Ireland before going to Paris to start his production
unit, which will be composed of about thirty persons, including players and technical
men, will sail on January 30, and will join Mr. Brenon in Paris. The cast has not
been definitely decided upon as yet.
In announcing the production of this work under Mr. Brenon's direction, Mr.
Lasky said: "We expect to make of 'Beau Geste' one o; the greatest and most
colorful pictures of its sort ever filmed," Mr. Lasky explained.
"For that reason
we have considered it imperative that the scenes be made actually in the places
visualized by the author, so that both the locale and the atmosphere may be faith-

of

fiscated.

The bill reserves to the owners of musical
copyrights the sole right to broadcast or
play their compositions in public, or to permit such broadcasting or ))ublic performance.

Four

Month

Metropolitan Newspapers are Devoting
Much Space to Forthcoming Project
cooperation in
boosting National Laugh Month is
reported on the part of newspaper
editors, columnists and cartoonists in various pai-ts of the counti-y. Column after
column has been devoted to tliis unique
idea, and, as January 1st, the beginning of
National Laugh Month, approaches, an increased number of newspapers are falling
into line behind the drive.
Several of the metropolitan

New

in
especially

dailies

York

City
have been
Arthur
over Laugh Month.
Hearst newspaper
noted
Brisbane,
the
writer, has given it significant
editorial
The New York World is an ardent
space.

enthusiastic

supi)orter of the

wood Broun and
an entire column

Laugh Month

idea.

Hey-

F. P. A. both have devoted
to the idea, in the World,

similar Laugh Month copy has appeared in the N. Y. Evening World. Frank
Sullivan, feature writer of the Evening

while

World devoted a column of his space to the
Palmer Smith gave it the better part

drive,

of his section early this week, and Haenigsen, the Evening World cartoonist came
through with a witty brace of pictures.
In the Atlantic Journal recently, John T.
Southern
widely
read
Boifeuillet,
the
columnist, devoted his entire column to National Laugh Month, using the name of the
The Losdrive as a head for his column.
Angeles Examiner is to print a double-page
spread of Laugh Month material soon.
Reports from other sections of the country
indicate an equal interest in the Laugh
Month propaganda. This valuable publicity
will reach its climax during the early days
of Laugh Month and will be of great value
to exhibitors.

Laugh Month

actually

is

be-

ing "sold" to the moving picture public in
advance, thereby giving every exhibitor a
ready-made patronage for his concentrated

Short Comedy programs during January.

Copyright Measure Again
New Jersey Representative

Up

Reintro-

duces Legislation Before Congress

THE

copyright legislation before Conlast session has been reintroduced by Representative Perkins of
gress

New

Jersey.

The measure provides

for the copyriglit-

Second Run Chain Will
Start in N. Y.

THE

Charmont Theatre Guild is
planning a chain of about twenty
second run houses in New York
City, the first of which will probably be
in the neighborhood of 135th
It is hoped to
and Broadway.
acquire about twenty houses in Greater
New York, all to be operated by the
Second run pictures will be
Guild.
shown with special arrangements and
symphonic orchestras.

opened
street

infringement,

tlie infringed right has the
permitting the court to assess
damages between .^250 and .1>5,(>(H) or may
collect, in the ca.se of a moticm picture infringement, $100 for the first and $50 for
infringing
exhibition.
every
subsetjuent
The infringing films also are to l)e con-

While the major sequences will be made in the Sahara, a number of scenes will
be made also in Paris and Marseilles. Those in Paris will be street views and scenes
about the Foreign Legion recruiting bureau. The Marseilles scenes will record
The African scenes will be made
the waterfront and panoramas of the harbor.
in Sidi Bel Abes, Foreign Legion headquarters in the Sahara Desert.

WliOLE-HEAKTED

deliberate

and the owner of

option

fully reproduced."

Cooperation for Laugh

of

is

have suffered due to the infringement, as
well as all the profits which the infringer
shall have made from such infringement,

L. Lasky. The production will be filmed in Paris, Marseilles
the Algerian Sahara, the exact locations of the original story, which deals with

week by Jesse

and

case

the

-tbe

not less

made for restraining, injunctions and the payment of such damages to
the owner of the right infringed as lie may

this

it

Work under such "condition^

pro\-ision

of

will
his

P.

title

;

be recovered shall be
^ ^ •<^(kHii:ig('S'to
than $250 not more than $5,()(>0.

ing of motion pictures, both photoplays, and
other than ])hotographs, and scenarios, ami
gi'ants to the authors of copyrighted works
the exclusive right to reproduce their works
in the form of a motion picture and to exhibit the same, and to convert a copyright
motion picture |)hotopIay which is not based
upon a work in which copyright is subsisting into a story or di'amatic composition.
Cojjyrights will run for the author's life
and for 50 years thereafter, and in the case
(if motion i)icture copyrights shall run for
.")()
years fi'om the date wlien such motion
])icture is fii-st sold or exhibited.
Penalties are provided for infringement
and in the case of the infringement by
motion pictures of an undi'anmtized or nondramatic work, if unintentionid, damages to
l)e recovei'cd by the copyright owner are not
to exceed $100; in the ease of a motion
jncture
infringement of a copyrighted

are

Injured

in

Panic

Following Fire
were injured or burned when
panic followed a tire in the Rialto Theatre
at Deer Lodge, Montana, the night of December 10th. The blaze was caused by a

Four

jiersons

spark from an electric wire, which ignited
An audience of 500 was on hand
a film.
when the fire started. They stampeded to
exits, injuring two women and two men,
including the ojierator, who was burned.
None of them was seriously injured.

Anna Q. Nilsson Injured by
Runaway Horse
Anna

Q.

Nilsson

was seriously injured

when a horse she was riding through the forest at Lake Arrowhead, Cal., shied at an automobile and ran away. Miss Nilsson is reported to have suffered a disloc-ated vertabrae and numerous bruises. She was thrown
to the ground when the branch of a tree
struck her across the back.

Orange, N. J.. May Double
Theatre License Fees
A measure proposing an increase from
$75 to $150 for theatre licenses in Orange,
N. J., has been introduced by City CommisThe City
sioner Richard J. Fit/.Maurice.

Commisison is considering the proposition,
which has received its first reading before
that body.

Second Censor Bill
in Washington

THE

House

of

Up

Representatives at

Washington, D. C, now has a second bill providing for Federal con-

trol

of the industry.

It

is

a

bill

rein-

troduced by Congressman Upsham of
Georgia and provides for the licensing
of approved films and a ban on the exIt provides
hibition of those rejected.
for a censor board of six members, with
the Federal Commissioner of Education
as chairman, the othe'rs to be appointed
under Civil Service rules. Two memRepresentative
bers would be women.
Swope of Pennsylvania is the author of
the first bill, which provides for a commission of five.
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Directors of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer productions, left to right:
Christiansen, Fred Niblo, Edmund Goulding. John M. Stahl.

King Vidor, Archie
Robert Z.

Fox Program
ACCORDING

New

to the release chart just

published by

Fox Film Corporation,

that company will oifer a total of 2(5
features and 37 comedies, in addition to the
twice-a-week issues of Fox News, during
the period from January 1st to August
15th. The program for the first half of the

new year will be
when "The Gilded

initiated on January 3,
Butterfly," John Griffith

Wray's second i^roduction for the organization, will be released.

The

an adaptation of a story by Evelyn Campbell and
Avill present Alma Rubens, Bert Lytell and
Huntly Gordon in the leading roles. Releases accompanying the feature for the
week of January 3 are "Cupid a la Carte,"
an 0. Henry story in two reels, and a
Helen and Warren picture entitled "His
Own Lawyer," also in two reels.
Two features M'ill be offered on January
10.
These are "The Palace of Pleasure,"
an Emmett Flynn production based on
Adolf Paul's stage play "Lola Montez" with
Betty Compson and Edmund Lowe featured;
and "The Yankee Senor," a Tom Mix starring vehicle adapted from Katherine Fullerton Gerould's novel "Conquistador," which
also was directed by Emmett Flynn.
Olive
Borden plays the leading feminine role.
The program for the week will also bring
forth the second of the "East Side West
Side" two-reel comedy series. This is titled
"The Fighting Tailor" and has a cast headed
by Georgie Harris and Barbara Luddy.
first

Sax

featui'e

to

offering

is

Handle William

Fairbanks Series
SAX
SAM
William

has signed a contract with
star,
Fairbanks,
stunt
whereby Sax will produce the pictures starring Fairbanks for the coming
year and Lumas Film Corporation will
distribute them.
There are to be eight
of these Fairbanks productions and they
will be available for exhibitors early in
1926.
Actual production will be started
on the first of the series January 10th.
They will be handled by an individual
unit and not in any way linked with
Gotham Productions, also distributed by
Lumas Film Corporation.

Mayu. TjJ Uruv/iung, Jack Conway, Wm. Christy Cabanne, Al Rabach, Benjamin
Hobart Henley, Monta Bell, Victor Seastrom, Marcel De Sano and Mauritz Stiller.

for First Half of 1926

Announce Schedule of 26
First of

Leonard,

37 Comedies and 52
Year's Product Released January
Features,

Benjamin

Stoloff directed.

A

Fox Variety

News

Reels;

3

New York"

of the 0. Henry comDay" of the Imperial
Comedies, and "Sawdust and Spangles" of

"Elsie in

"The Whirlpool of Europe" is
another release for January 10.
Lou Tellegen plays the title role in "The
Outsider," based on Dorothy Brandon's
highly successful play, which is scheduled
for January 17.
Jacqueline Logan and
Walter Pidgeon have the roles of the
dancers.
Rowland V. Lee directed.
Another John Golden stage hit, "The

edies, "Officer of the

First Year," will be brought to the screen
by Fox on January 24 with Kathryn Perry
This
and Matt Moore as the newlyweds.
is
Frank Borzage's second Golden play.
Sid Smith and Consuela Dawn play the
leading roles in "A Flaming Affair," an
Imperial Comedy scheduled for January 24.
"Old Virginia," a one reel Fox Variety, is

star.

reel

called

scheduled for simultaneous release.

A

picture version of Charles Hoyt's play,

"A Trip

to Chinatown," with Margaret
Livingston as the widow and Earle Foxe as
the man with the explosive lung, is scheduled
for the last day in January. Robert Kerr
directed under the supervision of George
Marshall. Buck Jones in "The Cowboy and
another combination of
Countess,"
the
laughs and thrills, will be released at the

same time.
"The Feud"

in

his

Fox

"The
Barry

is

The picture was
Kerr under George

difficulties.

directed by Robert
Marshall's supervision.

George O'Brien plays the leading role in
Flood,'' scheduled for February 7. Irving Cummings is directing.
Harold Goodwin and Shirley Palmer in

"The Johnstown

"A Bankrupt Honeymoon" is the Imperial
Comedy for February 7. This was directed
"Egypt Today" is the
by Lew Seller.
Variety issued at the same time.

Howard Hawks

is

directing

May McAvoy

"The Road to Glory,"
Kathryn Perry
14.
listed for February
and Hallam Cooley continue as Helen and
Warren in "Hold for Investigation," scheduled for February 14.
The following week will bring the screen
presentation of "Dangers of a Great City,"
based on the melodrama by Alfred Kennedy,
and the release of three Fox short subjects,
in his original story,

Varieties.

Dixie

Merchant,"

from

adapted

novel
"The Chicken
Wagon Family" will be released February
28.
On that date "My Own Pal," another
Tom Mix starring jDroduction, will be issued.
Olive Borden plays the lead opposite the
Benefield's

Peter B. Kyne is now on the Fox lot in
Hollywood helping John Ford in his preparations

to film "Rustling for Cupid," the
second original Kyne story under his contract with Fox.
"Corncob Kelly" is the
temporary title selected for Kyne's third
screen story.
Other pictures scheduled for
spring releases are "Manhood," "Yellow
Fingers,"
"Siberia,"
"Separate Rooms,"

Tom Mix

in "Tony Runs Wild" and "HardBuck Jones in "A Man Four
Square," "The Gentle Cyclone" and "The

boiled,"

Fighting Buckai-oo."

Pennsylvania Censors Pass
"Marriage Whirl"
The

the Van Bibber comedy
scheduled for release on January 31. Earle
has the aid of Florence Gilbert and Frank

Beal

the

]iassed

Pennsylvania

censors

have

"The Marriage Whirl," a

finally

First

Na-

tional picture starring Corinne Griffith, and
it will be released to
first run exhibitors

thoughout the country

Tom Mix

to

Julj'-

19th.

Appear As

Mounted Policeman

TOM MIX

will appear as a
in his next

mounted

policeman

starring
vehicle for Fox, "My
Pal."
He will be seen as Tom O'Hara, late of
the range, but a member of the force
while seeking adventure in the big city.
Mix will be supported by a strong
which includes
cast
Santschi,

Own

Tom

Olive Borden, Virginia Marshall, Paul
Panzer, Tom McGuire, Helen Lynch,
Ben Bard and Jacques Rollins. J. G.
Blystone directed the production, which
was adapted from "The Gallant Guardsman," an original story by Gerald Beaumont.
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Auburn

SKYROCKET" PREMIERE ON SHIP
Peggy Hopkins Joyce

A

NOVEL

to

One of

be Hostess

premiere has been planned by As-

sociated Exhibitors for the

Peggy Hopkins

Joyce special, "The Skyrocket." By the courtesy
of the United States Lines the picture will be shown
for the first time on the steamship Leviathan on the
evening of Thursday, January 7th.
The grand ball room of the ship will be used for the occasion as she
lies at her pier in the Hudson River.
Miss Joyce will come from the
coast for the event and will act as hostess to the invited audience. She
will receive in the beautiful Palm Garden of the great liner, and receiving with her will be the entire staff of officers of the world's largest
steamship.
One of the many features planned as part of the evening's entertainment will be dancing to the music of the Leviathan orchestra. Dancing
will be in order before and after the screening of the picture.
Associated Exhibitors announces the date of the screening on the
Leviathan preceded by about a month the general release of "The Sky-

Building

Strand
Sold
is

the largest

estate

real

deals

in

Auburn, N. Y., was closed the other dajwhen the Strand theatre building in Water
street, for many yeare known as the Auditorium, was sold by Norman Noel of New

York Citv

to a corporation

known

as Fitzer

Auburn, Inc. The sale price was $100,000.
The corporation purchasing the theatre
includes Ben Fitzer, Mrs. Rae Fitzer, and
Max Fitzer, all of Syracuse and Charles D.
Blessing and Nicholas Drake of Auburn. The
same group has been operating the Strand
with Joseph N. Schwartzwalder as manager.
The theatre was built 20 years ago by the
late Edwin Burtis and was opened by Ray-

mond

Hitchcock.

G. E. DePauw, for the past year manager
of the Universal and Grand theatres in Auburn, is to be manager of the Capital in
Newark, N. Y., a Schine house.

rocket."

Chad\vick

Names Committee

Will Draft Plan Of National Organization
Of Independent And State Rights Exchanges
CHAD^YICK,
IE.
dependent Motion

president of the InPicture Association
• of America, has announced the appointments to the committee which will draft
a prospective plan for a national organization of independent and state right ex-

changes.
The personnel of the committee

is

as fol-

Samuel Zierler, Commonwealth Film
Corp., New York, president; Oscar Neufeld,
I)e Luxe Film, Philadelphia; Jack Cohn,
Columbia Pictures Corp., New York; Sam
lows

:

Sax, Gotham Productions, New York Henry
Ginsberg, Henry Ginsberg Pictures Corp.,
New York. Mr. Chadwick will act as president ex officio.
Mr. Chadwick's recommendation that the
;

independent exchanges be organized into a
national unit, made in his address at the
recent annual meeting of the Independent
association, received the endorsement of the
members and a resolution authorizing the appointment of a committee to work out a
plan toward that end was adopted.
Cliainnan Zierler is expected to issue a
call for the first meeting of the committee to
be held in New York, when consideration will
be given to the preparation of a constitution
and by-laws, and a tentative set of rules and
regulations which will be submitted to the
exchange men throughout the country, preliminary to a general meeting to be held at

some

central point early in the

Casting Bureau to

new

year.

Open Soon

and Headquarters Made
Ready to Begin Work on January Fourth

Troy Operator Sworn
New York Assembly

The first member of the New York state
Assembly to talce his oath of office was
HaiTy M. Brooks, of Troy, president of the
motion picture machine operators' union of
that city, who was elected to the Legislature
in the November election. Brooks appeared
at the office of the secretary of state a week
ago.

He remarked

Casting Corporation,
operated by the MoPicture Producers Association,
tion
has established two offices, one in Hollywood
und the other in Los Angeles, and announces
that the "no commission" bureau for extras
ttnd screen players will o})en on January 4th.
The Hollywood office, located in the Guaranty Building, will be exclusively for extras
Central

formed and

to be

employed in pictures. The office in
Los Angeles will be at 307 W. 1st St., where
the miscellaneous and larger groups will be

l-egularlv

pngaged.
At a meeting of the board of directors the
Fred AV.
following officers were elected
Wm. R. Fraser, of the
teeetson, president
'Harold Lloyd Corporation, first viee-presitlent; Irving C. Thall)erg, of Metro-GoldwyiiiVIayer, second vice-jiresident, and \'ictor H.
Clarke, of Famous I'layers, treasurer.
O. C. Wyman has been appointed general
*nanager, and Marian Tj. Mell, now assistant
:

;

Welfare CommisSJon of the California State Labor Dci^artiiirector of the Industrial

ment, will be the director of the

the exhibitor and the projectionist in ease
anv bills of interest to such were introduced.

Palmer

Shirley

Women's

The casting department is to be
management of David Allen.
The organization has announced that all
producing companies not members of the
Association are invited to make use of the
of the Central Casting Corporation.

facilities

Film Clubs
January Dance
New York

Plan

as
well as all ])ersons connected with the film
industry, will be welcomed at the dance to

Kvery exhibitor

in

Lead

In

New Fox Comedy
Shirley Palmer, a newcomer to the ranks
of leading players in Fox comedies, will appear as the feminine lead in "A Bankrupt
Honeymoon," now being filmed under the

Harold
direction of Lew Seller.
plays the principal male role.

Four

Goodwin

New

Theatres for
Rochester

FOUR
two

Division.
under the

Albany

that he intended to take a

lively interest in the proceedings of the Assembly and would be found in the corner of

Officers Elected

THE

for

state,

be given by the Associated Film Clubs of
Albany on" January 15 at the Hotel Ten
Eyck. J. H. MacLntyre, manager of the Famous Players exchange in Albany, has been
chosen as chainnan of the entertainment
committee and has surrounded himself with
It is expected
a c()r|)s of able assistants.
that there will be at least 200 ]H'rsons attending the affair.

new neighborhood theatres,
to be started immediately and
the others in the spring, will be
added to Rochester's supply of amusement by Burpee & West of Montreal, a
firm which operates a chain of picture
houses
houses
atres

in
will

which

The Rochester
Canada.
be parts of a chain of theit

is

proposed to establish in
Maurice West, a

this part of the state,
member of the firm,

said.

The new

Thurston in Thurston road was erected
by this company.
The total cost of the four proposed
theatres will be in the neighborhood of
81,000,000. One will be erected in Dewey
avenue, just north of Driving Park, on a
plot 100 by 175 feet, at a cost of $225,000 and having a seating capacity of
1700.
The other will occupy a site in
Monroe avenue, on the north side of the
street directly north of Monroe avenue
bridge. It will be built on a lot 99 by
165 feet at a cost of $200,000 and will
have a seating capacity of 1400. Negotiations now are under way for two other
sites.

January
Will

THE

Z
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,
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Arrange Laugh
Month Music
importance of proper music

Tennek Closes Foreign
Deal for Product

Film Corporation and M.
TENNEK
Distributing Company,

in

putting over the comedy is emphasized in the offer of the Music
Publishers Protective Association made
through the National Laugh Month
Committee of the fullest co-operation
with exhibitors in arranging their musical

programs

for

C.

Inc.,

have concluded a deal whereby the
latter has acquired world distributing
rights outside of the United States and

Canada
is

Laugh Month.

for the Tennek product,
distributed here through the

which
State

Rights market.

Exhibitors are invited to communicate
with Mr. E. C. Mills, Chairman of the

The deal includes four series of twelve
two-reel subjects each; the Two Star

Board of the Association, at 56 West
45th Street, New York City, who will
be glad to give any assistance in the arrangement of Laugh Month musical programs and especially to write to each
exhibitor individually, offering sugestions
as to proper musical treatment for
comedies under each exhibitor's peculiar
conditions. Mr. Mills, besides being an
expert in every angle of motion picture
theatre music, is a former exhibitor and

with Fatty Laymon and
Dorety;
the
Hank Mann
Comedies the Chester Conklin Comedies
and the All Star Comedies. The first
of the latter features Stuart Holmes,
Sheldon Lewis, Clara Horton, Bill Patton and Eric Mayne.
Also under the
Tennek banner is a series of twelve tworeelers
with
Eileen
Sedgwick and
Lightnin', the dog, and a similar series
known as the Jungle Series, with the
Selig Wild Animals.
In addition there
are twenty-four single reelers, twelve of
them Chuckles and twelve Travelogues.

Combedies

Charlie

is as well equipped as any person in the
country to give practical advice to exhibitors on their music problems.

Swings Fine Campaign
Title "Cobra"

Publix Theatres

On

Own

The possibility that Publix Theatres, Inc.,
Paramount chain of houses, may have
its own newsreel service was seen in rumors
circulated this week, which further declared

Repetition of picture title wa.s the keynote of '"Cobra" campaign conducted by
Manager G. E. Brown of Loew's Palace,

Memphis.
This was started a week
a special billing campaign

in

in

the

that Courtland Smith, of the Hays organization, was to head the new topical film

advance with
the

form of

service.

one letter tack cards. Five hundred of these
were placed in the downtown and residential
sections of the city, each card carrying one
lai'ge letter of the five in the word "Cobra."

Smith, when interviewed, declined to comment on the report in any way, neither denying nor contu'ming it.
He is a news-

Scenes

Five days prior to opening date, this was
followed up with a teaser campaign in the
local newspapers. Each daily ad was headed
witli a word corresponding to a letter in the
photo[ilay's title. Last day's ad of the series
K-arried

an announcement

to each of the first ten

to the effect

that

persons sending

in

mounted ads in proper order, the theatre
would award a pair of seats to the opening

from

"The

Call

of

Courage."

Universal

a

production.

Ben

Blumenthal Sails
December 28

Ben Blumenthal, President

& Import Film

Co., is sailing

on

of the Export

Advance
Midnight
Show of "Gold Rush'^

As a special introduction for "The Gold
Rush" at Calgary, Alberta, Manager John
Hazza of the Capitol Theatre, conducted a
midnight preview performance at 10.45
o'clock on the Saturday evening preceding
the Monday opening. Increased prices were
chargel and all seats were reserved for the
extra preliminary perfomiance, the lower
floor selling for 65 cents and the mezzanine
80 cents.

Educational

will

To

Offer
Advance Fashions

BY

arrangement with McCall ColFashion News, Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc., will soon
offer two single reel subjects showing in
their natural colors advance spring and
summer fashions approved by the greatest designers of Paris and displayed by
our

Hope Hampton. Prints of the first of
news releases, titled
fashion
these
"Parisian Modes in Colour," will be in
all
Educational Exchanges early in
January. Release of the second subject
"Colourful Fashions from Paris" will
follow in a few weeks.
According to the announcement from
Educational's Home Office, these pictures will display authentic styles contributed by such famous couturiers as
Poiret, Lanvin, Drecoll, Patou and many
others of equal prominence and arranged
for screen display with the co-operation
of the McCall staff of fashion experts so
far in advance that exhibitors will be able
to show them before these spring styles
are advertised in the great stores.

—

Two

Added

to

Gloria

Swanson

Cast

With

Two additions have been made to the
cast of "Tamed," Gloria Swanson's starring
vehicle now in production at the Pai'amount,
Long- Island, studio.
They are Thomas
Holding, leading man in a number of important productions, and Joseph Smiley,
whose most recent appearances were in
"Aloma of tlie South Seas" and "Lovers in
Quarantine," botli for Paramount.

Loew's

Memphis

Now A

on the Majestic

December 28 for a tour of Europe. He
visit Budapest, Vienna and other cities.

of "Cobra."

Gives

wide experience.
There have been several previous reports
tiiat Famous would I'orm a short subject department, with a newsreel as a jjossibility
in connection with it, but in this instance
the projected service is said to be under
consideration solely for the Publix houses.
jiajiernian of

Printed yellow on black, and tacked so as
one rode or walked
down a street, they were conspicuous at long
to read in sequence as

distances.

May Have

Special Newsreel

Owing

Orchestra
Radio Feature

to the jjopular success scored with

performance over radio of the orchestra at Loew's Palace, Memphis, Tenn.,
under the direction of Frank Bracciante,
this organization lias been booked as a feature broadcasting attraction each Friday
night on the "Midnight Frolic" program
from station WMC.
The orchestra is comi^osed of thirteen musicians, the majority of whom play more
than one kind of instrument. They have an
extensive repertoire, including arias from
grand operas, musical comedies, and the
popular dance music of today.
The debut program of the orchastra was
varied, and of such merit as to evoke a flood
of telephone calls, telegrams and letters, all
of which Avei'e liighly complimentaiy to the
theatre and its musical orsanization.
the first

F.

L

M. Club Elec*

Chas.
President
Rosenzweig
L.

Charles Rosenzweig of F. B. 0. was elected
president of the F. I. L. M. Club at a meeting last Wednesday night. Rosenzweig succeeds Joe Vergesslich. Other officers elected
are Daxdd Rosengarten, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, first vice-president; Harry Thomas of
Merit, second vice-president, and Charles
Stombough, of Pathe, secretary.

Motion Picture News
and Gorman
Produce Four

Chase

Will

Maurice A. Chase, president of Chase Pictures Corjioration, and John Gorman have
formed a jiartnership to produce a series of
four features for the state rights market.
Gorman will handle the production end, while
distribution will be in the hands of Chase.
The first picture of the series will be "A
Broadway Drifter," and will be ready early
in the spring. Other scripts approved are

"Common

People"

and

Home." The fourth has not

"Home,

Sweet

yet been decided

upon.

Gertrude Bennett Given Part
by Henley
Because of the capable manner in which
she handled a "bit" for Hobart Henley
"His Secretary," Gertrude Bennett has been
given a small part in Henley's latest production for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, "The

m

Auction Block." Charles Ray and Eleanor
Boardnian plav the featured roles in "The
Auction Block," with Sally O'Xeil. Ernest
Gillen, Edythe Yorke and James Corrigan
in the supporting cast. The Rex Beach novel
was adapted to the screen by Fi-cderie and
Fanny Hatton.

Action

stills

frcm the Universal production "The Red

Edythe

Rider."

ttT T^^

U'' Starts 1926-27 Production

pictures to be offered on "The Golden
Rule List," the group name of the
Jewel product for 1926-27, at Universal
City. The company now has four feature
units working before the camera and four
additional companies are being formed to
start other feature pictures. In addition to

the feature companies, there are two

comedy

units

now working

in

Edythe Yorke suffered slight injuries whenfrom an auto bus in Los Angelesshe was struck by a passing motor car. She
in stepping

will be confined

'*The Golden Rule List'* Goes Into Work;
4 Units Making Features and 4 Forming

UNIVERSAL has started production of

Yorke Injured
Auto Mishap

to

the Methodist Hospital

for a few days.

at the studios of Univer-

sal.

Pictures now in production are "Watch
Your Wife," a Svend Gade production star:

Virginia Valli and Pat O'Malley.
"Poker Faces," a Harry Pollard production
featuring Edward Everett Horton and Laura
La Plante. "A Desperate Game," starring
Jack Hoxie, directed by Albert Rogell. "The
Tuneful Tornado," stan-ing Art Acord, directed by Arthur Rosson.

Miss Yorke was returning from the MetroGold^vyn-Mayer studio in Culver City where
she is appearing in "The Auction Block,""
in which Charles Ray and Eleanor Boardman are featured under the direction of

Hobart Henlcv.

ring

AVilliam Seiter is preparing to start production this week on a screen version of the
stage success, "Rolling Home," in which
Reginald Denny will be featured. Hoot
Gibson will start this week on "Chip of the
Flying U" from the novel by H. M. Bower,

Lynn Reynolds directing.
Edward Laemmie will direct the

Larry Semon Comedy
January 31st

Due

Larry Semon's first feature comedy for
Pathe, "Stop, Look and Listen" has been
definitely scheduled
for release January
31st.
It is a picturization of the musical
comedy success of the same name. Dorothy
Dwan plays opposite the star. Othei's in
the cast are Baby Hardy, Maiy Carr,
Lionel Belmore, Bull Montana, William
Gillespie, Josef Swickard, B. F.
Blinn,
Frederick Kovert and Curtis McHenrv.

with

stage suc-

John Emerson and vVnita Loos, "The
Whole Town's Talking." Edward Sedgwick
is preparing a new feature.
Melville Brown and James 0. Spearing,
cess by

two well-known scenario writers, have been
advanced to positions as directors, and will

own units.
King Baggott is preparing

licad their

jriendlyHand

to produce
"Perch of the Devil," by Gertrude Atherton,
and Edward Sloman is looking for material.
Herbert Blache will direct a film version of
Arthur Somers Roche's "Crimes of the ArmChair Club" with an all star cast headed by
Matt Moore.
Universal also is planning the production
of six serials, starring Jack Daugherty, William Desmond and other stars, for the next
yeai-'s program.

De

Mille Busy Finishing

1925 Schedule

WITH

an increased program of
twenty-five pictures contemplated for next season, the De
Mille studio is busy rushing to completion the final pictures on the
1925
schedule. Rod La Rocque is at work on
his third starring vehicle for Cecil De
Mille, "Red Dice." William K. Howard
is

directing.

Leatrice Joy is busy with preparations
for her next starring vehicle, "Eve's
Leaves," which is ready to go into production under the direction of Paul
De Mille is on the second
Sloane.

month

of

"The Volga Boatman,"

his

second personally directed independent
production.

January
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Sixth Gold Medal Comedy
in Production
Gold Medal Pictures has put into production the sixth comedy of a series of twelve
which are being distributed through Samuel
Bischolf, Inc. The story, written bj^ Edwin
Myers, is said to be of the farce situationcomedy type with a cast that includes Jack
Richardson, Eddie Lambert, Grace Lovejoy
It is being directed bj'

and Yvonne Howell.
Oeorge Jeske.

Alan Brooks Added

to ''Red

Dice'' Cast
Alan Brooks, stage and vaudeville star,
has been added by Cecil B. De Mille to the
cast of "Red Dice" in which Rod La Rocque
Other players featured in the
is starred.
<ast are Marguerite De La Motte, Gustave
von Seyffertitz, Ray Hallor, Clarence Burton,

Walter Long and George Cooper.

The

picture will be released through Producers
Distributing Corporation.

Mary

Brian in 'Taris
Midnight'' Role

At

Mary Brian lias been borrowed from
Famous Players-Lasky by Metropolitan
Pictures for an important role in "Paris at
Midnight," the new Frances Marion production for Producers Distributing Corporation release.
The screen adaptation was

Highlights from "The Demon," a

No Holiday

direct.

Production Letup

First National Studio Busy During
Christmas Week With New Features

made by Frances Marion from the Balzac
E. Mason Hopper
story, "Pere Goriot."
%\ill

Universal production.

THE

Murray

holiday season will not materially
interrupt work at the First National
studios on the West Coast. Starting'
on December 21st or within a day or two
thereafter, shooting was scheduled to be
under way on several new pictures, with a
number of othei"s to go into production
within the next few weeks.
At the Schenck studios the opening scenes
are being made for Norma Talmadge's screen
\ersion of "Kiki," from the Belasco stage
play in which Lenore Vlvic starred. Ronald

in prominent roles. Actual shooting
scenes at tflie First National studios
started last week.
After several postponements due to the
inability of Robert Z. Leonard to leave the
picture on which he was engaged, studio work
has been started on "Mile. Modiste," starring
Corinne Griffith, who recently returned to
California from New York, having secured
a special wardrobe for the production. Walter Pidgeon is Miss Griffith's leading man.
Another picture to go into the studio this

Colman, Marc McDermott, George K. ArGertrude Astor and Frankie Darrow
are among the players in the cast under the
direction of Clarence Brown.
Eve Unsell has completed the continuity
for "The Second Chance," being made under
the direction of Lambert Hillyer with Anna
Q. Nilsson. Hunth-v Gordon and Charles

is an Edwin Carewe production for
which a permanent title has not been selected. Lloyd Hughes, Mary Astor, Alec B.
Francis, Dolores Del Rio, Rita Carewe, John
T. Murray, Edward Davis and Chai'les Sellon are in the cast. Mr. Carewe plans to
make this one of the biggest pictures he has

thur,

of

week

turned out for First National.

ANDY CUMP^
'count

ME POR BIGGER, LONC£K,
LOUDER LAUGHS DURING ^
OKI

lAUCH MON
—

one
Two reels each
A nation-wide tie-up
every two weeks.
with Sidney Smith's famous cartoons in
300 daily newspapers with a circulation
of nearly 17,000,000.

Series of twelve.

Highlights from the F. B. O. production "When Love
Grows Cold." starring Mrs. Valentino.

SEE
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Highlights of "The Clash of the Wolves.'

''Merry Widow'' Opens
Los Angeles

Kane

Organization

Randolph

Signs

Bartlett

largely

as

the

result

WILLIAM

POWELL

has been
signed to a long term contract
by Paramount, bringing the
number of featured players and stars under contract to that organization up to
forty-four. Powell is now playing a featured role in "Sea Horses," which Allan

Dwan

is

directing.

of

"U"

his

work on "Bluebeard's Seven Wives." Bartlett has edited and titled many of Famous
Players-Lasky's biggest pictures. His headquarters will be at the Cosmopolitan studio
in New York, where the Kane productions
are made for release through First National.

Special

Universal has decided upon "The Flaming Frontier" as the final title for the superwesteni based on the dramatic incidents
surrounding Custer's Last Stand. Hoot Gibson and Dustin Farnum have tlie leading
roles in the picture which was written and
directed by Edward Sedgwick.
This is described as one of the most ambitious pictures ever attempted by Universal
and will be released as a special production.
Included in the cast are Anna Cornwall,

Fawcett, Noble Johnson, Ward
Crane, Kathleen Key, Walter Rodgers, Joe
Bonomo, Eddie Gribbon, Harry Tod, Harold
Goodwin, Charles K. French and William
Steele.
More than 1.000 Indians are said
to have been used in the battle scenes.

George

'^Whispering Smith"
Additions Made

Cast

H. B. Warner, Lillian Ricli, John Bowand Lilyan Tashmixai have been signed
for the leading roles in "Whispering Smith"
by Metropolitan Pictures, who now plan to
make a big special of it. George Melford
ers

Robert T. Kane Pi'odnetions has signed
in the capacity of produceditor,

Long Contract

well as
picture.

Randolph Bartlett
tion

'Tlaming Frontier" Title for

M

Mae Murray and John Gilbert, as
who appeared in the

starring Rin-Tin-Tin.

Lasky Signs Powell To

Widow" had

other players

Warner Bros, production

in

^lelro-Goldw yn-Mayt'i-'s
T li e
e r r y
its coast opening' last week at
Graiunan's Million Dollar Theatre in Los
Angeles and met with the same approval
it did in New York and other cities where
it has been shown.
The occasion was an
auspicious one and brought out the most
noted of the HoUjTvood film celebrities.
LeAv Cody acted as master of ceremonies and
at the conclusion of the picture introduced
"

a

has also been assigned to direct this adaptation

the Frank H. Spearman novel. It
released by Producers Distributing

from

will be

Corporation.

Warner is scheduled to appear in the
leading role of "Silence" for Cecil B. DeMille, who becau-se of the star's engagement
in "Whispering- Smith," has put back the
])roduction of "Silence" until a little later
Eugene Pallette, Will Wallin January.
ing and Richard Neill have also been signed
for imjiortant roles in "Whispering Smith."

Stories
Hearts"
"Fighting
Being Prepared
Paul Gangelin has started work preparing the scripts on the Sam Hellman storiesfor the new F. B. 0. series, "Fighting
Hearts," which is shortly to be launched.
The stories for the most part are contiued
Football will feature
to sporting events.
the first episode and it will be followed by
rowing, cricket, golf, athletic events, base-

and basketball.
Ralph Ceder, who has just completed the
direction of the "Mazie" series, will again
hall

Alberta Vaughn
these two-reelcrs.
be starred in the new series with LaiTj'
Kent. Al Cooke and Kit Guard in the cast.

direct

Carewe

"Twentieth
Unlimited"

Starts

Century,
Edwin Carewe

is

rapidly completing his

and has already started work on
"Twentieth Century, Unlimited," his next
cast

_^

Mary
feature for Fii-st National release.
Astor and Lloyd Hughes head the cast,
which also includes Dolores del Rio, Rita
Carewe, daughter of the director; John T.
MuiTay, Edwards Davis, Clarissa Selwyn
and Alec Francis.

will

Universal

New

Buys

Four

Stories

rights have been purchased
SCREEN
one play
by Universal to two
stories,

and a musical comedy for produc"Doubling
tion on the 1926 program.
for Daphne" from the short story by
Peggy Gaddis, is being adapted by Melville

Brown

as a starring production for

Laura La Plante.

Ginsberg

Schedule

Completed by March
The jiroduclion program of

"Too Many Cooks." from the play by
Frank Craven, has also been purchased
and the adaptation completed. "Take
it From Me," a recent musical comedy,

tlie

Henry

be used as a starring vehicle for
Reginald Denny and probably will be diEdward
rected by William A. Seiter.

1

Ginsberg Distributing (Corporation will be
by I\Iarch Ist, ^h: Ginsberg announces. Only two productions remain to be
made, "Whispering Canyon" and "The
Millionaire Policeman."
(i)mi)leted

jriendlylhid

be

Will

will

will direct "The Rocky Mountain Flyer," based on a series of a railroad stories by Frank O. Spearman.

Sedgwick

January

2

,
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Two New

Feature Pictures
-The Outsider" and "My Own Pal,"

two

the Fox progi-am, have
been completed at the West Coast studios
of the company. Rowland V. Lee directed

new features for

"The Outsider" with Jacqueline Logan, Lou
Tellegen, Roy Atwill and Walter Pidgeon

Own

in principal roles. "My
Mix starring vehicle directed

a

Tom

J. C.

Bly-

Pal"

by

is

stone.

The comedy division has completed "A
Bankrupt Honevmoon," dir-ected bv Lew
Seiler. The third of the "East Side, West
Side" series is now in production, and a new
Helen and Warren two reel comedy has just
been started.

Army

Russian

DeMille

Officer

on

Staff

De

Milie has added Vasili Kalmykoff, formerly a line officer in the Russian
"White Army," to his technical staff for the
production of "The Volga Boatman." KalRussian
mykoff, with Theodore Kosloff,
dancer and actor, is advising De Mille on
technical points connected with the filming
of this love story of a rough Volga boatman
and a gently reared Russian aristocrat. Eugene Pallette and Jane Kockley are the
latest additions to the cast. The picture will
be distributed through Producers Distriljuting Corporation.
Cecil B.

Paul

Powell

Will

Direct
''Prince of Pilsen"

A. H. Sebastian has selected Paul Powell
to direct and George Sidney to play the
leading character role in his production of
"The Prince of Pilsen," which will be
Metrojjolitan
started next week at the
Studios and released through Producers Distril)uting Corporation.
Another selection for "The Prince of
Pilsen" is Allan Forrest, who will play the
title role, with Anita Stewart opposite him
in the featured feminine role.
The i)icture
is scheduled for release earlv in 192().

Highlights of "The Checkered Flag," a Henry Ginsberg release.

F. B. O.

Planning

WITH

the arrival at the west coast
studios of J. I. Schnitzer, vicepresident in charge^ of production
for F. B. 0. plans were launched for assembling next season's product of the company,
which will include about sixty specials and
Schnitzer will spend
program features.
sevei'al weeks on the coast in conference with
B. P. Fineman, general manager of production, and J. G. Hawks, head of the studio
It is planned to

Contest Closes

AFTER

twelve Gold

program.
features

Bond
There

group together at least
specials on the 1926-27
will also be star series

starring

months of extensive
Metro-Goldwynpublicity,
the
Mayer Child Movie Star Contest,

Fred

Thomson,

Evelyn

Brent, Dick Talmadge, Lefty Flynii, Tom
Tyler and Bob Custer. Alberta Vaughn will
be seen in at least one more two reel series,
"Fighting Hearts," by Sam Hellraan.
Starting Avith "The Tough Guy," Fred

Western feature,
attractions will be made on an
even bigger scale than in the past, accords
ing to Schnitzer. Under the supervision of
Milton Gardner, production manager for
Thomson, a corps of writere is at work on
stories for future Thomson productions.
The reason advanced for these more elaborate productions is the increased popularity
gained l)y the star during the past year.
Thomson's

the

forthcoming

Thomson

three

conducted in cooperation with the Kellogg-Dickson chain of newspapers on
the west coast, and the New York American in the east, has been closed. Winners in the east will be announced by thp
first of January and the western division
victors will be made known by the 15th
of January.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer executives, all
of whom are enthusiastic about the campaign, give unqualified credit for the
idea to

Product

Schnitzer Assembling Plans on Coast
For Sixty Pictures for Season

scenario department.

M.G.M.Child Movie Star

New

Howard

Dietz, of the

Every Month

^^^^ f:\iM:i,T>]:H:i
J

New York

and Pete Smith, of the M-G-Mstudios in Culver City. It is estimated by
company officials that a combined patronage of more than a million has been
built up for the pictures in which the
winners are to appear. The estimate in-

TO

ME BUT WATCH MY SPEED

IN

LCHARLEY PUFFX

office,

cludes the contestants, who number over
80,000, their parents or guardians, relations and others whose interest it is believed has been aroused by the news
stories, photos, etc.

is

/A Bluebird Comedies

W

''"'*.

H

—

^

fifty-two
Also starring Arthur Lake. One reel each
a year.
More fun packed into one reel than you

ordinarily find in three.

B

H
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A

trio of

scenes from the Metro-Goldwn-Mayer special production,

Banky Given New
Goldwyn Contract

"The Big Parade,"

starring John Gilbert under the direction of

King Completes

Vilma

Samuel (xoldwyn lias torn up the contract
he originally signed with Vilma Banky and
has completed a new one with her for a
term of five years at a substantially higher
This is in accordance with the origifigure.
nal agreement between the producer and the
star from Budapest.
It was stipulated in the original document that if Miss Banky's type of beauty
and her acting met with the approval of
the

American public

in

"The Dark Angel"

with Ronald Colman, and in "The Eagle"
with Rudolph Valentino, a new contract
would be written. Reports from those two
pictures were highly satisfactory to Goldwyn
and the new contract followed immediately.

Universal
to

Signs

Siegmann

Long Contract

Universal has signed George Seigmann to
\ long- term contract, under which he will
nrst be seen in "Poker Faces," with Edward
Everett Horton in the stellar role and Harry
Pollard directing. Siegmann is well known
on the screen as a character actor. He recentlv completed the "heav\'" role in "The
Midnight Sun."

Stalllngs Dramatist For
"Old Ironsides"
has
PARAMOUNT
rence Stallings as

engaged Lauspecial drama-

"Old Ironsides," the story
of the Frigate Constitution, which James
Stallings is well
Cruze will direct.
tist for

known

as

a

dramatist.

He was

co-

author of the sensational war play success, "What Price Glory," and author
Stallings is alof "The Big Parade."
ready at work on the story written by

Walter Woods and Harry Carr.

He

Work On

''Partners Again''
Director Henry King has completed work
on the Samuel Goldwyn production, "Partnei's Again
with Potash and Perlmutter,"
which will be a United Artist release.
George Sidney and Alexander CaiT again
have the featured roles. The scenario was
])repared by Frances Marion from the story
by Montague Glass. The release date has
been set for Februarv 15th.

—

is

giving his attention to the composition
of dramatic effects and pictorial ensemble.

Handle
Will
Arrow in K. C.

Independent

Morrison Making New ''U"
Western Feature
Pete Morrison is making a new Western
feature for Universal under the title of "The
Hidden Cabin." Supporting the star are

Barbara StaiT, James Walsh, Dick La Reno,
Jr.
Les Bates, Jerome De Gasse, Milnirn
Morante, Peggy Blackwood and James Lowe.
Joseph Franz is directing.
;

Through an arrangement between Dr. .W.
E. Shallenberger, President of Arrow Pictures Corporation, and the Independent
Film Corporation of Kansas City, the latter
assumes charge of the physical disti'ibution
of the twenty-four Golden Arrow fii'st run
features for 1925-26 in the territory served
by the Kansas City Exchange.

The service was inaugurated December
15th and on that evening at the Liberty
theatre, following the regular program, a
premiere showing of "Tessie" was held, with
theatre owners and managers from all over
"Tessie" is a Golden
the territory present.
Arrow feature directed by Dallas Fitzgerald
with May McAvoy, Bol)l)y Agnew, Myrtle

Stcdman and Lee Moran

Zabin Has Joined Paramount
Advertising Staff
•James B. Zal)in has joined the advertising department of Famous Playei"s-Lasky,
where he will work on press sheets under
the direction of Russell Holman.
For the
jiast four months he has been assistant to
Lem Stewart in the theatre advertising department.

in the cast.

West
Elinor Glyn to Supervise
*Xove*s Blindness''
Elinor Glyn has signed a contract with
Louis B. Mayer whereby she will write the
scenario and personally supervise the production of her novel, "Love's Blindness"
The story apfor Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
l)e:n-e(l serially in many newspapers throughout

the cDUiitrv.

WEST has
ROLAND
duction work on "The

started proBat," the

mystery drama by Mary Roberts
Rinehart and Avery Hopwood, which
proved such a tremendous success on the
speaking stage. It is scheduled for release through United Artists on March
15th.

pany

According to the releasing comthis will be the biggest independent

production ever launched.

Acquires
'^Golden

Sam Sax

Rights

to

WeK'

has purchased picture rights to

novel, "The
be one of the first
stories ])ut into jjroduclion for the forthcoming l!l2()-27 seiies of (idtliatn Producthe

E.

Phillips

Oolden Web," and

tions.

Starts Production

on 'The Bat"

The

Sax

jrlmSyMm

King Vidor.

Oi)i)enheini
it

will

technical staff for the picture con-

of William
Frank
director:

sists

Cameron Menzies,

art

Crane, assistant on
production; T. Freeland, assistant to Mr.
West as director; Fred Stark, production manager; A. M. Brentinger, business manager; Arthur Edeson, chief
photographer; Gregg Toland, assistant
cameraman; Julien Josephson, continuity
work.

January

2
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*Lady Windermere's Fan'

Opens
i4T

AD^
ADY

at

Warners

Windermere's Fan," War-

ier iSrothers Feature starring
Ire
'rene Rich will be officially re-

leased Saturday,

December

26th,

when

scheduled to open a run at Warners
Theatre in New York. During the first
few days of this engagement Miss Rich
will be present in person to act as hostess.
She will meet picture patrons in
the lobby and greet her friends and admirers personally.
Appearing with Miss Rich in "Lady
it is

Windermere's Fan" are Ronald Colman,

May

McAvoy, Bert Lytell, Edward
Martindel, Helen Dunbar, Carrie Daumery and Billie Bennett. It is an Ernst
Lubitsch production.

Neilan

is

Editing

**Wild

Oats Lane'
Having com])lfte(l ])roduction on "Wild
Oats Lane," Marshall Neilan is now
busy
with
final
titling
and
editing
of
picture,
the
wiiich
will
be
re
leased
through
Producers
Distributing
Corporation.
The cast is headed by
Viola Dana and Robert Agnew, while in
the chief supporting roles are John P. MacSweeney, George Barnum, Scott Welch,
Eddie James, Charles West, Mitchell Lewis,
Eobert Brower, Margaret Seddon and Heinie

Scenes from "Fort Frayne," a Davis Dist. -Vital release.

Five Comedies on

List

Varied Subjects on Release Schedule

For

Conklin.

"Wild Oats Lane" was adapted by Benjamin Glazer from the story by Gerald
Beaumont.

Pa the

First

Week

of

has
PATHE
on the short

fi.ve comedy subjects
feature release program
for the first week of Laugh Month,
January .3rd. Mack Sennett and Hal Koacli
comedies, with Aesop's Film Fables and
Topics of the Day are all included.

listed

The Roach feature will .be a two-reel
comedy with the alliu-ing title, "A Punch
in the Nose."
It boasts a cast that includes
Lucien Littlefield, Al St. John, "Husky"
Hanes, Jimmie Finlayson, Lige Conley,
KeAvpie Morgan, Al Hallett, Martha Sleeper,
Marjorie Whiteis and Dot Farley. Roach
also offers "Between Meals," a single reeler,
with Paul Parrott.

The Sennett two-reeler is "The Gosh Darn
^Mortgage," with a cast including Thelma
Parr, Peggy O'Neill. Douglas Gerrard, Edna
Tichenoi', Charles Farrell and William McCall.

The

fifth

chapter

of the

Pathe

serial,

Laugh Month

"The Green Archer," is also on the schedule.
Allene Ray and Walter Miller are the featured players.
Frank Leon Smith adapted
the serial from Edgar Wallace's novel of
same name. It was directed by Spencer
Bennett and the suppoi'ting cast includes
Burr Mcintosh, Dorothy King, Frank Lackteen, Stephen Grattan and William Randall.
Pathe Review No. 1, 1926 series, presents
three subjects of interest.
Annette Kellermann makes her second appearance in the
Review, this time appearing as a diver before the Alvin Knechtel "Process-camera."
"How To Make Money," scenes of minting
in the French fashion
and another of the
"American Wild Flowers in Pathe-color"
complete the reel.
The first "Laugh Month" cartoon comedy
of the "Aesop's Film Fables" series is entitled "The Gold Push."
"Topics of the
l)a>-," the reel of wit and humor, and two
issues of Pathe News round nut the schedule.
the

;

JUST JN TIME

LauchMonth

mm

THE BIGGEST/ NEWEST COMEDY SUCCESSES

Comedies/
Bro
R. F.

Scenes from "The Yankee Senor,"
starring

vehicle for

Tom
Fox.

Mix's latest

SCE

Out
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Lasky Completes Big Details
Extends Pola Negri's Contract and
Reorganizes Coast Production Staff

BEFORE departing Hollywood for New

signing of Pola Negri to a

and the men under his command during the
Spanish American war.
"We are launching a production program
(hat aims far above and beyond anything
Paramount has attem^jted before," said Mr.
Lasky. "With James Cruze in Tripoli making preliminary scenes and obtaining loca-

contract extending her alliance to the organi-

tion material for 'Old Ironsides,' with other

zation for two j'ears longer.

men in Cuba obtaining matei'ial for 'The
Rough Riders' and with our organization

Lasky completed a
nnniber of inattei-s that will have an
important bearing on Paramount production
in tlie future.
Not the least important of
York,

these Avas

Jesse

tiie

L.

One of
Lasky was

the most far-reaching moves of
the reorganization of the executive staff at the West Coast studio, in which
Hector TurnbuU and B. P. Schulberg were
made associate producers and Victor H.
Clarke became general manager of the

preparing for other pictures of similar importance, all of magnitude, which even a
year ago seemed impossible dreams, we ai'e
about to make what I am sure will be tre-

mendous

bitous production plans, including the filming of "Old Ironsides," a story employing
the
dramatic incidents surrounding the
frigate Constitution, and the making of "The
Rough Riders," a picturization of the dra-

matic part ])layed by Theodore Roosevelt

of the Lasky studio.

In

addition

Lasky launched other

am-

Will Release "Sea Beast," "Fighting Edge,"
"Golden Cocoon"
"His Jazz Bride,"
•

/rX^HE SEA

BEAST," "The

Fighting

Edge," "His Jazz Bride" and "The
Golden Cocoon," Warner features,
are scheduled for release during the month
of January. The first of the quartette to go
to exhibitors will be "The Sea Beast" on
I

-*-

January 9th.
"The Sea Beast" is a John Barrymore
special adapted from the story by Herman

"Moby

Dick." It is a sea
tale, whose scenario is by Bess Meredyth
and it was directed by Millard Webb. Dolores Costello plays opposite the star, while
Melville

titled

supporting cast are George
O'Hara, Mike Donlin, Sam Baker, George
Burrell, Sam Allen, Franlv Nelson, Mathilde
Coment, James Barrows, Vadin Uranofif,
Sojin and Frank Hagney.
others

in

the

"The Fighting Edge," from William McLeod Raine's novel, is to be released January
16th. Kenneth Harlan and Patsy Ruth Milsupporting cast
A. Carroll, Charles Conklin, Lew
Harvey, Pat Hartigan, Eugene Palette, Pat
Harmon and David Kirby. Henry Lehrmau
ler are starred, while in the

are

under way by Harry Garson,

Murphy, Ray Ripley and Ray Turner. The
John (hay aud

continuity was prepared by
•James Gruen.

Jack

Mulhall
Bellamy

Fox has assigned .Jack Mulhall and Madge
Bellamy to play the leading roles in "The
Dixie Merchant," the screen version of Barry
Benefield's novel,
"The Chicken Wagon
Family."

Others in the cast will be J. Far-

MacDonald, Claire McDowell, Harvey
Clai-k and Onest Conly.
Frank Borzage

will direct.

Ready

Start

to

"The

Filming of

Cleaner Flame"

Whitman Bennett

will start i^roduction of
Flame," an adaptation of
Clara Beranger and Forest Halsey's story,
at the Glendale Studio, on December 28.
The production will be offered on the program of twenty-four "Golden Arrow" features from Arrow.

Phil

Cleaner

Rosen

Signed

is

By

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Phil Rosen

has been signed to a direc-

by Hunt Stromberg, Metrostudio executive.
Rosen

torial contract

Goldwyn-Mayer

has directed a number of notable lu'oducamong them, "The Life of A))raham
Lincoln." No picture has yet been assigned
to him.
tions,

Changes

Tiffany

directed.

and was directed by Hei-man Raymaker. The

Gayne Whitman.
"The Golden Cocoon," which had

a prerelease run at Warnei's Theatre in New York
last week, had its release set for January
Huntly Gordon and Helene Chad30(h.
wick are featured, with Richard Tucker,

Campau. Margaret Seddon, Carrie
Clarke Ward, Charles McHugh and Violet
Kane in the supporting cast. Millard Webb

Tiffany Productions has changed the title
on "The Wrong Coat" to "Pleasures of the
Rich," and it is probable it will be the next
Tiffany production released instead of "The
Lodge in the Wilderness," suggested from
the storv bv Sir Gilbert Parker.

'Soul Mates'

directed.

Laemmle to Direct "Whole
Town's Talking"
Edward Laenunle's
will

l)e

"The Whole Town's

Talking," an adaptation from the stage comedy by Jolm Emerson and Anita IjOos. It
will })(' one of the Golden Rule List on the

'Don't'

features,

nounced

-

-

released
"Don't,"

Mates"
and
two recently completed
"Soul

on December

20,

it

was an-

week.
"Soul Mates" is an Elinor Glyn story
prepared for the screen by Carey Wilson
and directed by Jack Conway. The cast
includes Aileen Pringle and Edmund
Lowe in the featured roles, supported
by Gertrude Olmstead. Phillips Smalley,
Katherine Bennett, Edythe Chapman.
Mary Hawes, Lucien Littlefield and

Ned

directorial assignment

and

Released Dec. 20th
GOLDWYN MAYER

METRO

Fi-ank

program.

of

is

supporting cast includes John Patrick, Don
iMviirado, Mabel Julienne Scott, George Ir\ing, Margaret Seddon, Helen Dunbar and

for I'niversal

Title

Feature

a Marie Prevost-Matt
Moore starring vehicle scheduled for release
January 23rd. It is an adaptation from the
Beatrice Burton novel, "The Flapper Wife,"

in2()

and Madge
in Leads

W.

"His Jazz Bride"

jriendlyThid

is

For

])roducer and director of Leftv Flvnn productions for F. B. O., for "The" Traffic Cop."
The story is by Gerald Beaumont and the
cast so far includes Kathleen Myers. Jerry

"The

Four From Warners in January
/

Casting

Starts Casting
"Traffic Cop"

rell

strides."

Mr. Lasky's last few days in Los Angeles
were busy ones. On Monday night lie was
guest of honor at "Jesse L. Lasky Night"
at the Metropolitan theatre.
On Wednesday
he was host at a luncheon given the press
and the executives, plaj^Brs and directors of
the studio.
Both events were in celebration
of the Twelfth Anniversary of the founding

studio.

Garson

this

Sparks.
Alf Goulding directed "Don't."
The
principal roles are
played by Sally
O'Neil, John Patrick, James Morrison,
Bert Roach, Estelle Clark, Buddy Messenger and Ethel Wales.

January

2

,
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by

Preparation
Metropolitan

Six

in

new
SIXscenario

stories are in the hands of
staff
of
Metropolitan
studios for pictures that will be re-

leased through Producers Distributing
Finis Fox, Percy Heath,
Corporation.
Charles A. Logue, Elliott, J. Clawson
and Will M. Ritchey are each writing a
script for a new production.
Fox is writing the screen version of
"Shipwrecked,"
from
play
the
by
Langdon McCormick. Logue is preparing the screen play of "Forbidden
Waters," which will be a starring vehicle for Priscilla

Dean.

Clawson and Will M. Ritchey
are preparing the adaptation and scenario of "Whispering Smith," from Frank
M. Spearman's novel, while Percy
Heath is writing "The Dice Woman."
Frances Marion is also putting the
Elliott

finishing toucuhes
to
the script
of
"Paris at Midnight," which she adapted
from Balzac's "Pere Goriot."

Four

Completed
by Warners

Features

"Warner
they are

have

Brothers

more productions

now

completed

in the past ten days

in the process of cutting

four

ami
and

The pictures are "The Man Upstairs." "Oh! What a Xurse," "The Cave
Man" and "The Bride of the Storm."
"The Man Upstairs" is Monte Blue's latest
picture, adapted from the Earl Derr Biggers story, "The Agony Column."
Its
premiere is expected in February. Dorothy
Devore has the leading feminine role.
Syd Chaplin's second comedy, "Oh!
What a Xurse" will be a Spring release.
Chuck Reisner directed from the story by
Robert E. Sherwood and Berti-am Bloch.
" The Cave Man " will probably be released February 13th.
Matt Moore and
Marie Prevost are starred in this picture
which Lewis Milestone directed.
Dolores Costello and John Harron liavc

Scenes from "Buster Be Good"

a

Universal production

titling.

the

featured

roles

in

"Tiie

Bride

of the
Francis

Storm," an adaptation of James
Dwyer's novel, "Maryland, My .Maryland."
J.

Gray Completes Her

Work on "Aloma"

Goes

ASSOCIATED

to

Exhib itors

EXHIBITORS

has

feature attractions for
relea^se during the month of January.
Thev are "Hearts and Fists," "I Do," "Tlie
Ladv from Hell," "The Shadow of the Law"
and" "White Mice."

scheduled

five

has
been
completed on
South Seas," Gilda Gray's
first screen starring vehicle for Paramount,
which was made at Porto Rico and the Paramount Long Island studio.
Percy Marmont and Warner Ba.xter, who ])layed th.c
chief suijportin'j' roles are on their way to
California.
Other principals in the east
were William Powell, Julanne Johnston,
Harry Morey, Joseph Smiley and Mme.
the

in

January

New

posters and a full line of new exliii)itor
aids are offered with this one.
Blanche Sweet is starred in "The Lady
from Hell." The cast includes Roy Stewart,

first of these to go to the exhibitors
be "Hearts and Fists," a drama of the
big timber countin-, in which Marguerite de
la Motte and John Bowers are featured.

The

will

is an H. C. Weaver production directed
Lloyd Ingraham from the story by ClarThe picture was
ence Budington Kelland.
made in Tacoma, Washington, and the cast
includes Alen Hale and Dan Mason.

This

is second on the list for the niDnth.
described as a popular demand edition
of one of Harold Lloyd's biggest successes.

"I

Photography

"Aloma of

Quintet of "Tri umphant Thirty"

l)y

Stuart Blackton directed.

Gilda

Associated Will Release Five

Do"

It is

Ralph Lewis, Frank Elliot, Margaret Campbell, Ruth King and Mickey Moore.
The
picture was made from the story bv Xorton.
S. Parker.

Bow

is the featured player in "The
the Law," a crook melodrama^
witli Stuart Holmes as the master crook.
It is an adaptation from the widelv-read
story, "Two Gates."
"White Mice" is a picturization of theRichard Harding Davis novel, with JacqueThis is a
line Logan in the leading I'ole.
Pinellas Films, Inc. ijrnduction, presented
bv Roval W. Wetlierald. It was directed
b'v E. 'H. Griffith.

Clara

Shadow of

Mahe your dates for JaniU|i« NOW/
5TEP

OUT DUBING
t#^

£5»

Burani. a Fi-ench actress.

Paramount

Seniors

Join

Junior Cast
Five senior players have been added to
the cast to do bits in "(Uorious Youth," the
l>icture in which the Paramount Junior Stars
will make their screen debut.
The players
are, Richard Dix, Lois Wilson, Adolphe
Menjou, Clara Bow and Percy Marmont.
The company is scheduled to leave shortly
with Director Sam Wood for Lake Placid,
where Winter sports shots will be made.

in

CENTURY COMEDIES

Also starring Edna Marian, Al Alt, Eddie Gordon and
Charles King with the Century Follies Girls. Two reels
each
one every week.

—

AT

YOUR UNIVER.J'AL EXCHAMG^

Motion F
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Group

of highlights

Will
Build
Across
City
Line to Beat Blue Law
Springfield, Mo., Avliieli several years ago
-voted against Sunday amusements and ratified that action about a year or so ago, now
plans to erect a motion picture house just
over the city line to get away from the blue

law ordinance.
The new theatre will be located on Cherry
Hoad and will give shows on Sundays only
iiccording to the present plans. A club and
iin all week picture show are expected to
develop from the venture.

Champions
Signed
With Junior Stars

Skate

Director

Sam Wood

Bai)tie, world's
skater, and his
the cast of the

has added Norval
champion speed and fancy
partner, Gladys Lamb, to
Paramount Junior Stars'

picture, "Glorious Youth." He has also engaged an ice ballet of eighteen skaters, who
performing at Madison Square
:are now
"Garden.
These skaters appear in the picture in an
ice carnival at Mountain Inn, the Winter
the action in
resort hotel around whicli
Bvron Morgan's storv centers.

Superior Quality
ia

the reason for the euccess of

GOERZ
RAW
STOCK

FILM
Use

this

formula for best result:

GOERZ LENS in your camera
GOERZ NEGATIVE RAW
STOCK in your magazine
GOERZ POSITIVE RAW
STOCK for your prints.
Sole Distributors

Fish-Schurman Corp.
45

We»t

4.'Sth

St.,

New York

City.

1050 Cahucnga Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
In

Canada: John A. Chantler Jk
220 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.

Co.,

i
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from the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production "The Only Thing."

Browne Faire
Hoot Gibson Cast

Virginia

Home Office
New Quarters

F. B. O.

THE

Home

In

Universal has signed Virginia Browne
Faire to play the leading feminine role opposite Hoot Gibson in "Chip of the Flying U,"
from the novel by B. M. Bower. Lynn Reynolds will direct Gibson and expects to start
work within a week. Philo MeCuUough and
Harry Todd are other late additions to the

Office of F. B. O., to-

gether with R-C Pictures Corporation and other subsidiary companies has vacated its quarters at 723
Seventh Avenue, New York City for the
more spacious quarters taking in the entire sixteenth floor of the new Embassy
Building at 1560 Broadway. The offices
are being vacated this week and the
company will be in its new quarters

December

21.

cast.

Chadwick Returns

The move was made

to Start

necessary because of the increased personnel and business of the concern.
The new quarters are handsomely
equipped with all modern conveniences
and with a projection room that will seat
forty persons. F. B. O. will retain shipping space at 723 Seventh Avenue and
its

New York

exchange

will

remain

in

New

to Coast

Productions

E. Chadwick, president of Chadwick
Pictures
Corporation,
to
has
returned
Los Angeles after a visit to the New York
offices of the company.
Mr. Chadwick will
"The Test of
start production soon on
Donald Norton," a Robert E. Pinkerton
be
story in wliich George Walsh will
I.

at

that address.

starred.

Big

Feature
in

P>ig'

New

Rights Corp.
Quarters

Feature Rights Corporation has taken

u]) new quarters in Louisville in its own
new exchange building at 917-23 West Jef-

ferson Street. The concern started business
nine years ago with quarters in a small theatre dressing room.
The company now employs approximately fifty men and women.
Colonel Fred Levy is president and Lee L.
Goldberg secretary of the Big Feature
Rights Corporation.

Two

Added

to Field Force

of Pro-Dis-Corp.
Two important

additions to the executive
force of Producers Distributing Cor])()ration are announced by Sales Manager
W. J. Morgan in the appointments of Harry
1. (loldman
as manager of the New Haven
branch, and Jacob B. Cohen as manager of
Both Goldman and
llio Pitsburgh branch.
Cohen are well known in exhibiting circles.

Completed for
See You Tonight

has elevated Melville Brown
the scenario staff to a directorial berth.
He has been signed to a contract
pictures.
Brown is
feature
to
direct
credited
with the adaptation of some
picsuccessful
most
Universal's
of
Universal

from

Faces,"
tures, among them being "Poker
"What Happened to Jones" and "I'll Show
You the Town."

More

Field Changes in

Associated
SMITH,

general sales manager
Associated Exhibitors, con•inues to make changes in the
field
forces of the organization and
feels that he now has assembled a staff

EJ.

for

field

Cast

Melville Brown to Direct
for Universal

''

Fll

''

real

go-getters.

Among

the

latest

appointments was that of A. E. Atkin-

who was named manager of the
Indianapolis branch by Lew C. ThompAtkinson, Central Sales Supervisor.
son was connected with Metro-Goldwyn
for three years.
Dan B. Lederman, Western Sales Dison,

rector, has appointed Fred Horn,
ger of the Des Moines branch.

manaFor

Horn has been with
The Cincinnati branch

the past seven years

Dircctoi' Malcolm Si. Clair has com))leted
the cast for "I'll See You Tonight." Adolphe
Menjou's next picture for Paramount. The
latest additions are Josephine Drake and Ida
Others iireviously announced
AVaterman.
are Chester Conklin, Feeman "Wood. Roger
'i'lie story is by
I)a\is and Hugh Huntley,

Monte H. Katterjolm and production
schcdnlcd to star! December 21st.

of

is

Metro-Goldwyn.

has been placed in charge of Otto Horowho has been connected with the
Philadelphia branch of F. B. O. for the

witz,

past three years.

Fred Voight has been made branch
He was
manager at San Francisco.
formerly in charge of the Metro-Gold-

wyn exchange

in that territory.

January^
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NEW YORK

AT

Palace Theatre

—

CITY

Film Number The Road to Yesterday (Producers Dist. Corp.).
Victoria Theatre
Film Number Satan in Sables

Theatre-

Capitol

—

—

Secretary
His
Film Xumbeis
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ) Aesop
(SeFable, Capitol Magazine

(Warner

Bros.).

,

(

lected

—

)

Capitol Theatre

"

—

Numbers

—

—

(United Artists), Topical Review (Selected).
Musical Program "Yuletide Tone

—

INDIANAPOLIS

Solo.

—

News Weekly (Selected),
Whats Up (Comedy), Santa

ner

—

Claus (Novelty).
Musical Program "Rose Marie"
(Overture), "Spirit of Xmas"
(Tenor and Soprano Solos).

Theatre-

—Kiss For
Paramount
Musical Program — Eddie
Film Numbers
ella

Elkin's

and Special John
Murray Anderson Presentation.
Rialto Theatre
Film Numbers Siegfried (Ufa).
Musical Program Complete Symphonic Orchestra with Siegfried

—
—

Score.

Cameo Theatre
Film Numbers

— The
•

Beautiful

(First National), Cameo
J^'ietorial (Selected), Aesop FaFrom Rags to Britches
ble,

City

(Pathe).
Musical Program

—"Largo"

ture), "Silent Night"
Solo
Organ Solo.
)

(Over-

(Soprano

,

Apollo Theatre

Numbers —-Stella

Film

Trnxr

rharncter of pint/ well conxkctch uhich is the feature
two column ad for First
National's "The Scarlet Saint" used
6y the Community Tltcatre ,Miami,

vened

ill

this

of

Fla.

"Tis a Great Day Tonight for
the Irish"; Guilniont's "Grand
Chorus ill ^lanli Form."

Dallas
(United Artists), Continued.
Astor Theatre
Film Numbers The Big Parade
Metro-Goldvvyn-Mayer
Con-

—

(

)

,

tinued.

Colony Theatre
Film Numbers Phantom of the
Opera (Universal), Continued.

—

BROOKLYN
Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatre
Film Numbers Irish Luck (Paramount)
Christmas
Greeting
to
Patrons (James A. Fitz-

—

;

patrick)
Ectotypes
(Elvin
Film Corp. )
Mark Strand
Topical Review (selected).
;

—

;

Numbers — "Mark

Musical
Strand
Carolers" "0
Come All Ye
Faithful" (mixed quartette number)
"O Holy Night" (soprano
solo), "No Candle Was There"

—

;

(baritone
solo)
and "Holy
Night,
Silent
Night"
(quartette);
"The
Night
Before
Christmas;" and the atmospheric prologue to the feature
;

"The Rocky Road

to Dublin" (so-

prano' solo)
"Mickey's Advice"
(baritone solo) ; "Irish Dance"
(baUet
corp)
"Ireland
is
Heaven to Me" (tenor solo)
"Dan,ny Boy" (contralto solo)
;

;

Mayer).

Capitol

(

Comedy

)

(Metro-Goldto

Capitol

,

Nuts

News

(selected)
^Musical Program

— Orcliestra.
Walnut TheatreSplendid
Numljers — The
Film

Smiles"

(First National), News,
Fables, Topics (Pathe).
Musical Program Orchestra.

—

Strand Theatre
Film Numbers Lord Jim (Paramount), I Do (Pathe), Pathe
News.
Musical Program Orchestra.
Lyric Theatre
Film Numbers—The Pony ExKinograms.
press Paramount
Musical Program Orchestra.
Gifts Theatre
The Overland
Film Numbers
Limited (S. R.,) Buster's Nightmare (Universal), Kinograms.
Family Theatre
(WarFilm Numbers Wildfire
ner Bros.), Curses (Comedy),
Fox News.

—

—

—
—

)

,

—

Program

Film Numbers

World

—

"The

— "Old Favorites"

Symphony

Bells of

St.

Fox Theatre
Film Numbers Thank You (Fox),
Fox Magazine.
" Symphonic
Musical
Program

—

—

Classical Jazz"

Theatre Grand
copation Revue.
Arcadia Theatre

(Overture), Fox
Orchestra, Syn-

—W

—

(M.-G.-M.).

Old

Hits of

ville.

St.—

Keith's East 105th

Numbers — The Wedding'
Film
Song (Producers Dist. Corp. ),^
Flaming
Flap])ers
(Pathe),
Aesop's Fables, Pathe News.
Program

Circle

— "Mile.

(Overture),

Theatre-

Mo-

Vaudeville,

—

Film Numbers
The PleasureBuvers (Warner Bros.), Aesop'sFables, Santa Claus (S. R.),Pathe News.
Musical Program Babes in Toy-^

—

NEWARK

of

the

Comedv

) ,

—

Mosque Theatre
Film Numbers Man on the Box
(Warner Bros.), Comedy (Edu-

—

cational
tional),

(

,

Government
Program "T he T o v
Shop" (Overture), "The Good
Spirit"
(soprano and tenor )r
"Memories of Melodies" (trio of

—

)

saxajilionists)

Branford Theatre
l'"iliii
Xunibers Lord Jim

—

CLEVELAND

mount
(

TheatreFilm Numbers
Rooney (United

InternaNews
On !Many Shores (U. S,

)

Musical

Stillnjan

)

scenic

No

(Para-

Land
News Pathe
Program
"Student

,

Woman's

—
(

,

)

)

—
Annie
Artists),
ternational News.
Musical Program — "Second Hun-

Musical
Prince" (overture). Jazz orchestra, duo of male songsters and'
Charleston dancer.

Rhapsody" (Overture),
"Toyland" (Prologue), "Doctor
Tinkle Tinker" (Vocal Solo),
"March of the Toys" (Dance
Ensemble)
Allen Theatre
Numbers Clothes Makes
Film

Film Numbers
Flames S. R.

Little

In-

garian

—

National),
Marionettes
Educational
(Pathe),
Topics of the Day
Pathe News.
Musical Program
"Frasquita"
(Overture), Jazz Medley, OperPirate

the

(First
(

)

—

—

Numbers

Fool

ture

,

Clothes
Flying

the

Raven

Pathe Review.
Program Organ

Over-

(Fox),

Peter

(S. R.),

Musical

)

—

—Vaudeville.

Park Theatre
Film Numbers

—

•

(LTnited Artists),

(

(F.

B.

News

0.).

Wild Justice
Baby Be Good

(Educational), Felix Follows
the Swallows ( S. R.
Topics of
the Day (Pathe), Pathe News.
) ,

—

Musical Program "Fantasie from
La Tosca" ( Overture )
Jazz
,

— Fighting

t

h

e-

Broadwav Lady
Comedy Pathe )r
)

,

(

(International).

Program — "The

Night
Alarm" (overture), "Excerptsfrom Martha" (organ solo).
Rialto TheatreFilm
Numbers
Saint
Scarlet

^Musical

—

(

First

Waters

National

) ,

(Paramount),

grams.
Musical PVogram
lections"

Old

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Theatre-

Capitol

(

Rugged-

Kino-

—"Popular

overture

Fox Terminal
Film
Numbers

Se-

)

—

Police
Patrol
Old Gang of Mine (S,
R.), Santa Claus (S. R.).
Musical Program "Popular Melodies" (overture). Blues singer.
(S. R.),

—

MILWAUKEE
Alhambra Theatre
Film Numbers
East L y n n e
(Fox), Happy Go Lucky" (Uni-

—

versal), International News.

—

Musical
P r o g r a m "Operatic
Airs" (Overture), "Crystal Re-

TRAILERS SFII

Women

Film Numbers
hy
Love (First National).
Karlton Theatre
Film Numbers Lights of

Broadway

Woman

(Pathe), News Reel (Fox).
Orchestra.
Musical
Program
"Christmas Songs of Cheer"
(vocal solo).
Organist.

(

OrchesMary's",
"Tommy Lad", Baritone solos.
Vocal and dance numbers.
(overture),

tra,

—A

Paramount

State Theatre

Film
Numbers
Cobra
(Paramount), Stanley Magazine (Selected), Felix Tries the Trades
(Cartoon).

(

—"Song

the Season" (Overture), Vaude-

—

,

)

(Univer-

land" (Overture), Vaudeville.

When the Door
0[)ened (Fox), Comedy (Universal
Aesop Fable, News
Reel (Universal).
American
^lusical
Program
Harmonists, pianologues.

Film Xunibers

Film

Musical Program

pres-

.

atic Selections (Vocal).

PHILADELPHIA
Stanley Theatre

"Christmas

(Stage

(organ),

entation)
Colonial Theatre

Road

(

—

Program

^Iiisical

Apollo Theatre

Soup

wyn-Mayer),

,

—

CINCINNATI
Theatre—
The Tower of Lies

Scarlet

(First
(

Cinder-

Orchestra

The

•

National), News
Universal )
Hodge
Reel
Podge Cartoon.

West

)

(

sal).
^lusical

diste"

—

Numbers

Film

—

Warner's Theatre
Film Numbers Steel Preferred
(Producers Dist. Corp.), War-

Rivoli

Circle Theatre

News

International

Musical

Special Ted
Organ
Presentation.

Poem" (Overture),
Lewis

Wire

Live

Stanton TheatreFilm Number Don Q, Son of
Zorro (United Artists).
Aldine Theatre
Fihn Number The Merry Widow
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer).

Tumbleweeds

—

Film Numbers
The Wedding
Song (Producers Dist. Corp.),
The Wooden Wedding Pathe )r
(

—The

(First National ).-

" Mignon
Program
Musical
(Overture), "Christmas Carols"
(Chorus), "In a Toy Shop"
(Ballet Corps), Organ Solo.
Strand Theatre

Film

Number

Film

Unit, "Tie Me To Your Apron
Strings", "Keep on Crooning a.
Tune", "I'm So Sorry".
Reade's Hippodrome

YOUR MOST BFttTIVE

SEATS

SALESMAN
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\uv" (Stage Presentation),
Symjiliony"
"The Unfinished
Stage Presentat ion
Garden Theatre
Film Xunilicrs Simon the JesProdnc-ers

Uist.

CoriJ.)>

Fox News, Comedy,
Organ

Songo-

(

,

—

Olympic Theatre
Film Numbers The Adventurous
Exhibitors),
(Associated
Sex
Enemy of Man (S. R.), Santa
Glaus in Filmland, Olympic

—

P

111

r

o g r a

m— Incidental

Film

Scenic
S. K. ), Comedy.
Musical Program "Home Again"
(Oxcrturc). Organ Sonologue.
Wisconsin Theatre
Film Numbers Irish Luck (Paramount), At the Rainbow's
End
(Educational),
Interna-

—

Program

Conventional hut effective arrangement in four column width. Ad for
"The Keeper of the Bees" (F. B. 0.)
hi/ Pantanes
Theatre, Kansas City.

the

Capitol

—

Theatre—

—

Numliers
Ancient
The
Highway
(Paramount), Fair
Fox
but Foolish Educational
News.
Musical Program ^"Santa Glaus
in Wonderland" (Organ).
DesMoines Theatre
Film Numbers The Only Thing
Metro-Ooldwyn-Mayer
Fa ir
Warning (Educational), Then
and Now (Patlie), Pathe News.
Strand TheatreFilm
Numbers
Clothes
Old
I\Ietro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Our
Kids (Pathe Comedy), Kinograms.
(

)

M

)

,

)

chestra.

—

(^Metro

riic

Clothes

Ooldwyn

-Mayer),

(Pathe).

News

Program

of
.M

News (International).
Numbers
Overture.

(Pathe).
u s c a
i

—

1

"Poet and Peasant." orchestra
and organ. Stage Special
Skating Ballet.
Modern Theatre
pro<;ram
Beacon
iSiiirie
as

—

Theatre)

New
I'ilm

Comedy Memories" (Orchestra),
Organ

Limited

Alnsical
chestra

Program
;nid

Ancient

—

(

(

—

Film Numbers The Midshipman
The
Metro-Gold wyn -Mayer),
-Amateur Detective (Fox), lli|i
podrome Review (Selected).
(

Guarany"

Harmony

singers.

Lafayette Square Theatre
Bright
Lights
Numbers
.Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), Pathe
News
Lafayette
c o m e (1 y,
(Kinograms).
u 9 i c a 1 Program "Babes in
(Orchestra), Organ
Toyland"

i'"ilm
(

"'I'lie

Teaser"

the Jefferson,

of

kIocI.

IJixiilaj/

ciita

for

used
Huntington, Ind.

{Universal)

bi/

M

—

solo,

A'audeville.

,

(Pathe).

Program— "Blue

Musical

Danube

(Overture), "Roses In
Pieardy" and other selections
and i)atter (Baritone solo and
talk)
Orchestra.
Organ.

comedy

.

Parkway Theatre
Film Numbers— That Royle Girl
(Paramount), Kinograms (Educational).

Musical

Numbers

— Orchestra.

Organ

Theatre-

Rivoli

— The

Scarlet Saint

(First National),

News Weekly

Film Numbers
(Pathe),
(Pathe).

From Rags

to Britches

Program—"Cross

Musical
My
Heart Mother" and "Padlin'
Madelin' Home" (Organ selections). Selections (Morgan's Or(

,

Cello

—

)

,

Theatre News (Local), News
( Pathe
Musical Program "Oh Boy What
a Girl" (Overture), "Lets Wander Away'' (Organ overture),
Oichestra and organ numbers.
Isis Theatre
Film Numbers The Scarlet Saint
(First National), Comedy (Ed-

—

)

—

—

Numbers The Unguarded
Hour (First National), Starvation Blues (Pathe), Kinograms
(News).

Program

ucational
tional

Musical

—Organ

Over-

)

News

,

)

Program

(

Interna-

—

Concert selec(Overture), Organ and

tions

Orch(>stra.

State TheatreFilm Numbers I'he Best People
(Paramount), Ko Ko Nuts (Red
Seal), Digest (Sel).
Musical Program "Largo"
Organ), "Indoor Circus" (stage).
Strand Theatre
Film Numbers The Fool (Fox),
The Athlete (Comedy), Strand

—

—

(

Majestic Theatre

—

Film Program
The Fighting
Heart (Fox), Aesop's Fables,
News Pathe
Musical Program "Hits of the
(

Day"

)

—

(Overture),

Organ

and

—

(

chestra

—"Miedley"

Selected

Musical Program

)

(Or-

)

BALTIMORE
Century Theatre

Numbers— That Royle

Film

(Paramount),
(Cartoon),

and

A Uke

Girl

Calamity

News W^eekly (Fox).

Program

^Musical

— Baritone

Selections.

Ilarj)

solo

Orches-

Organ.

tra.

Garden Theatre
Film Numbers Wlieti the Door
Opened (Fox), Hold Tight (F.
B.

Shea's Hippodrome

"II

News Weekly

—

FUFFALO

—

)

ture" (Organ).
Lyric Theatre

—

Program

Cottage (iarden

(Educational),
(Scenic),

of

Swedie

Queen Theatre
Stage Struck
Film Numbers
(Paramount), Our Gang (Comedy
Houston Chronicle-Queen

—

Topics

(orchestra).

My

over-

,

)

^lusical
ture.

Name

the

(Paramount)

HOUSTON

Film Numbers—The Masked Bride
Mary
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Garrick
Queen of Tots Pathe
Weekly (Selected News).
"Yuletide"
Program
Musical
(Orchestra, Organ and Quartet,
male), "A Short Musical Lec-

Film

— In

Orchestra.

Day

Garrick Theatre

i

of
the
Dav, Aesoj)s
Fables, News (Pathe)".
.Musical
Program Overture, orchestra.
Vaiideville.

Organ.
New Theatre
Film Numbers

Overland

Pay

—

—

Overture, ororgan. ^'aude\ille.

James Theatre
Numbers C o m p r o m s e
(Warner Brothers),
Comedy.

St.

l''i!m

Effective combination
in
a sinute laiiout.

The

R.),

(S.

(Pathe), Fox News.
Program Organ
Musical

News

Numbers — The

—

Creme" (Overture).

Love

Fable.

(Pathe

Clier

chestra
"Remember"
solo), Orchestra, Organ.

—

Numbers

Film

the

News Weekly (Pathe).
Program "Creme de la

Color),
Alusical

)

Aster Theatre

Boston Theatre

Musical

solo'.

MINNEAPOLIS

Mariner (Fox), Flaming Fla])pers, (Comedy), Pathe News.

LAURA
JiAPLMTE

Program — "Musical

Musical

or-

—

Kcelicr

Maker (LTniversal), Victoria
News (Pathe).

(Pathe).

— Overture,

chestra and organ.
Vaudeville.
Metropolitan Theatre
I'ilm Numbers
Mannecjuin (Paramount). Topics of the Day

BOSTON
Beacon Theatre
l'"ilni
Xiimbcrs—

-

Comedy
^lusical

,

\'audc\illc.

Loew's State Theatre
Film Numbers
Old

,

Home

Breaker (Universal), The

ture.

—

—

(

—

1

Waeliington
Street
Olympia Theatre
Numbers The
Sjjk'ndid
Film
O BusRoad ( First National
News
ter
(Am.
Feature),
(Pathe).
Musicjil
Program, (herture, or-

—

)

i

organ.
Gordon's

,

—

(

Comedy

Fenway Theatre
Film Numbers The Keeper of the
Bees (F. B. 0.). 'Womanhandled
(Paramount), Fables (Pathe).
News (Pathe I.
Progiani
Overture,
u s c a

DES MOINES
F'iliii

Film Numbers — The Storm

—

(

of

Victoria Theatre

Woman-

O.l,

(Inter(Educational),
News
national).
Program
Overture,
]M u s i c a 1
organ.

(Overture), Jocko the
Organ
Crow, "Americanesque"
Call

B.

(F.

(Paramount),

handled

Lucky

Pieces"

Specialty), "The
Sixties" (Stage).

—

solo.

the Bees

—"Irish

of

Program "A Day In a
Toyshop"
(Orchestra), Organ

Musical

—

News.

Tower

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer),
Fair Warning (comedy). North
Park Review (Selected).
Lies

—

jNIusical

—
Numbers — The

Aesop

House,
of

Waltz"

(International).
Serenaders.
^Musical Program
Shea's North Park Theatre

iiin-ir.

tional

—

News

i

Strand TheatreFilm Xiimliers
The Knockout
(First
National), Kinogranis.
(

,

)

New

Film Xnnibers Flower of the
Night (Paramonnt), King Kiitting
(Edncational)
K n ogram^.
,

Dame"

^Musical Program "Pique
Vaudeville.
orcbest ra
(

—

^lusical Program
logue.
Merrill Theatre-

Music

Gorges

-

—

ter"'

Haunted

Film Numbers The Only Thing
(Metro (ioldwyn -Mayer)
Bachelor's
Babies
(Comedy).
Loew's Minute Views (Pathe).

—

)

(

Loew's State Theatre

O.).

News Weekly

Musical

Program

(Fox).

— Vaudeville.

Orchestra. Organ.
Keith's Hippodrome
Film Numbers— The Wall Street
Whiz (F.B.O.), A Dog's Life
(Pathe),
The Green Archer
(Pathe), News Weekly (Pathe),
Aesop's Fable (Pathe).
^I u s c a 1
Program Vaudeville.
Orchestra. Organ.

—

i

Warners' Metropolitan

F

i

1

m

Numbers

— Compromise

(Warner Brothers). Dangerous
Curves Ahead
(Pathe),
The

tr.MST BAIWI. C..d...l.t
cover RT ORCHESTRA

Vi

and

arrange-

Rl tl.TO

.Ittractive

ment uith

—

comDCllinfi

cnpn

tico

column

the ftialto. San Antonio.
for Columbia Pictures' "Parisinn yights."

disiilati

Tex.,

iioi/d

^

hii

January

'2

1926

,

—

Vaude-

Selections.

Orcliestra
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SEATTLE

ville.

Theatre
The
Film Xiimbers
(Universal),
Chance

Rialto

—

Blue Mouse Theatre

Sporting

•

Film Numbers

Comedy

nal (S. R.

(Pathel. News (Fox).
Program
Organ
Musical

—

Danger Sig-

Caretaker's Daugh-

Aesop

(Comedy),

ter

and

—The

),

Fable,

International News.

PiaiKi.

Capitol Theatre

—

Musical
Program
Yuletide Melodies"' (Overture),
•'Smile a Little Bit" (Novelty).
Coliseum Theatre
Film
Xumbers
Little
Anuic
Rooney (United Artists). Trip
thru
Toyland,
Pathe
News.
Kinograms.

—

Bright
Lights
Film Program
ComMet ro-Goldw vn-Mayer
Educational
Xews
edy
(Kinograms)
"Popular SeMusical Program
lections" (Overture), Organ and
(

) ,

(

)

—

,

—

Orchestra.

Liberty Theatre
Film Xunrbers

—

— Hogan's

" Favorite

Program

^lusical
ture )

Alley

— "Revne"'

(Over-

Columbus Theatre
Film Numbers Lorraine

(Warner
Bros.),
Comedv
(Fox). Review (Fathe).
Musical
Program
Organ
and

—

of the
(Universal).
Cliester"s
Donkey Party,
International

—

Lions

Piano.

News.
Musical
Program
"Cavaleria
Rusticana"
Overture
"Around the Xmas Tree" (Special), "Jungle Blues"
(Novel-

—

SAN FRANCISCO

(

California Theatre

—

Film Numbers Hands U[( (Paramount). East Side "West Side
(Fox I. International News, Yosemite
Valley
in
AVinter
(Scenic).
^Insical Program

—"Day

Bowed

Down'' (Violin), Kamen Nostrow (Orchestra), "Telephone

Honey Moou"

(Presentation).

Loew's Warfield Theatre
Film Numbers Unguarded Hour
First National
Santa Claus

—

,

)

(Klein Schmits), Interna-

Reel

News, Kinograms.

tional
^Musical

Program

trow"

— "Cameeo

"Beneath

(Cello).

Os-

"A via Maria"

(Concert).

the

Cloak"

amount
(

Fox

)

— ]\Ianne(|uin

"A

i.

('loudy

(Par-

Romance"

Pathe News.

.

Program

^Musical

Union Square Theatre
Film N'umbers Through Bred
Fox Comedy. Pathe
(S.R.).
News.
Musical Program \'audeville and

—
—

•(lu-istmas Songs."

Golden Gate TheatreFilm Numbers Ladv Wlio Lied
(First
National).' Air
Tight

—

(Educational).
Pathe Fables,

I'ilm
(

St.

—

"Old English
Concert"
(Several
Selections), "Smile a Bit", "Red

Christmas

Numbers

Paramount

Henry Brown" (Cello).
"A S]iecial" Ballet" (Dancers).
Cameo Theatre
Nnmliers- Fighting

E.). Very
ciated Exhib.).
(S.

Weaker

(Universal),

Cul).

(Asso-

Scarlet Streak
International

News.
Musical Program "Babes in Toyland"" (Dances and Orchestra).
••Lucia Dc Lamimor"' (Orchestra).

"World

Siinri-e""

is

Waiting

for

(Concert).

CECIL

B.

— N'audeville

and

DEMILLE

Royle

LOUIS

—

lected).

Musical
erture.

—

Program Orchestral ovOrgan accompaniments.

Soprano

Dancer. Military

solo.

chorus.

Kings and Rivoli Theatres
Film Numljers The Ancient Mariner (Fox), Little Red Riding
Hood (Universal), Aesop Fable,
International News.

—

—

Orchestral
Program
numbers.
At Kings only

^lusical

(Christmas novelty).
At Rivoli only Children carol

—

singers.

—

Clothes

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(

Comedy

News, Views

)

,

Good

Selected
and Tours, Topics
)

.

—

(Pathe).
Musical Program "Around the
(Overttire),
Christmas Tree"
featuring "The Origin of Christmas," Dance and vocal numbers.

orchestra

confetti streamers
lead the eiie into htgn spots of ad
three column display hii the Palace. San. Antonio, Tex., for "Hell's

lAnes

suijfiesting

—

Hidhroad"

(Producers Distrihuting
Corporation)

Grand Central, "West End Lyric
and Capitol Theatres
Film Numbers— The Lady Who
Lied

(

First National

)

,

Special

—
—

Program

—

"Spirit

—

At

.International
Cheer (Pathe).

(14

men

stage

A

special
Kiddie Frolic.
:

Christmas

— Stage

—

Kinograms (X'ews).
^Musical Pro^^ram Organ overture.

—

Strand Theatre
Film Numbers

Man

— The

-

Goldwvn

-

M

(Para

News:

])resenta-

Clothes
a v e r

)

:

Sportlight (Pathe), Topics of
the Day (Pathe), Educational
Comedy. Aesop's Fables, Current Events (Pathe).
Musical Program Vaudeville.

—

Metropolitan Theatre
Film X'umbers Winds of Chance
(First National):
Fox News:
Tire Trouble (Pathe).

—

Musical Program — "Gypsy

Dream"" (overttire). Ensemble
on stage.
Rialto Theatre
Film Numbers Irish Luck (Paramount); Pathe News: Butter-

—

(Pathe).

Alamo No. 2
Film Numbers

— Lovers

)

in

;

—

(Producers Dist. Corp.), comedy
and International News; Midnight Molly (F. B. O.); Happiness

—

mane

(Pathe).

Proj^ram

ilusical

,

Story of

Christmas"" (Orchestra). "Kiddie
Karnival"" (Stage show).

^"^

KANSAS CITY
Newman
1

Theatre
Numliers The

ilin
(

—

Only Thing

]\Ietro-(;oldwyn-Mayer

Cheer
of

(

Pathe

,

)

World

the

(

)

Good

,

Newman

Mirror

Selected

,

)

Events

New(local

—

Special ChristSelections (overture), "Under the Christmas Tree" (Musical and Vocal Novelty), "Serenade" (Organ Solos).

Liberty Theatre
Film Numbers East Lynne
(Fox), Aesop's Fables, Interna-

—

News.

—

Musical Program Selections from
"Martha"
(Overture),
Organ
Solos.

Royal TheatreFilm X'umliers Woman Handled
(Paramount),
Cleaning
Up
Educational
Royal
Screen
Magazine
Selected
Royal
Current Events (Local Pliotoggraphy
Musical
Program
Christmas
Fantasv""
(Overture),
Organ

—

(

)

,

(

) ,

—

)

•'

Solos.

Mainstreet Theatre
Film X'umbers The

—

New Com-

mandment
(First
National),
Pathe News and Educational
Short Subjects.
Musical Program Holiday Selections (Overture). Organ Solos.
Pantages Theatre
Film Numbers The Ancient Mariner
(Fox), Pathe News and
Aesop's Fables.
Musical
Program
Atmospheric
Selections
(Overture),
"Surprise
Songalogue"'
(Novelty),

—

—

Organ
Mr.

Solos.

Ask at the
Exchanges for the

Exhibitor:

Film

PAUL

— Siege

(Universal),

Dog's Life (Pathe), Selected

News.

— "The

)

(Universal).

Astor Theatre
Film Numbers

A

-Mayer

-

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Comedv

Fox News.

—

Quarantine (Paramount), Captain Suds
Century
Rugged Water
(Paramount). Get Up (Pathe);
The New Cliampion (Liberty),
Wliats Your Hurry (comedv).
Tudor Theatre
Film Numbers On the Threshold
(

Bad
Have

Musical Program Organ overture.
Tower Theatre
Film Numljers Bright Lights
(Metro (ioldvvyn
Through the Garden of Gethse-

tional

—

(]\Ietro

Best

What

Or

(Fox).

Current
photography
Musical Program

).

Loew's Grand Theatre
Film Numbers
Old

the

mas

Numbers — Cobra

Film

— '•Around

man

Howard Theatre

ST.

Organ accompaniment.
Grand Central only on

Program

Christmas Tree" (Orchestra).
Princess Theatre
Film Ntimbers The Police Patrol
(S. R.), Never Weaken (Pathe).

)

rchestral

overture.

of

0\erture).

ATLANTA

Xmas Comedy, Kinogram Xews
and Views.
Musical Program

(^Nletro-

Wild Beast's

Fable, Pathe
News.
Musical Program Vaudeville.
Strand Theatre
Film
Numbers
The Ancient
Mariner
(Fox),
Baclielor"s
Babies, Fox News.

fingers

Loew's State Theatre
Numbers
Old
Film

lected).
^Musical

—

tion

—

—

Aesop

R.),

Musical Program

Missouri Theatre
Film Numbers Irish Luck (Paramount), Lucky Stars (Comedv), Missouri Magazine (Se-

(

pa.l*':e i'sRr\ALEii

\\'est

—

Good

Clieer

MM&mm

—

Of Borneo, International and
Liberty News.
^lusjcal
Program
"Christmas
Carols" (Overttire).
Pantages Theatre
Film Numbers Phantom Express

mouijt);

ST.

an Old Woman Who Lived in a
Shoe" (Kiddies Review).
Garrick Theatre
Film Xumliers A Kiss for Cindrella
(Paramount), Garrick
Rib Tickler, Garrick News (Se-

—

Film Numbers Go
(ioldwyn-Mayer),

(iirl

—

—

You-? (F. B. 0.),

Liberty Theatre

Continued.

Film Numbers Phantom of the
Opera (Universal) Continued.

—

Pirate (First National), Felix
Tries the Trades (Educ), Capitol Digest (Selected News).
Musical Program •'Beneath the
Holly" (Orchestra), "There Was

^'ocal solo.

Xmas" (Noveltv

— That

)

"Scrooge"

Pi^RiPE

)

.

ilusical

Francis Theatre

Hot

Film

News,

Patlie

Program

^lusical

ty

(S.

••Christmas Songs."
Imperial Theatre

(Fanclion Marco Idea).
Granada Theatre

Film Niimtiers

Dcs Moines Theatre, Des Moines.

Toy-

in

land" (Novelty). "Heart

tiliddid
huckiiroutid
j, roves
highly
effective for half tone iluustration.
An arresting displni/ yor First National's ''Shore Leave" used b;/ the

)

Musical Program "Smile a Little
Bit" (Organ). "Dancing Mad"
(Orchestra and stage show).
Capitol Theatre
Film Numbers Clothes Make the

It's little

to ask for, but

it's

the only

reliable aid you can give your musicians to help put the picture over

Motion Picture News
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Names of the theatre owners are omitted by agreement in accordance with the wishes of the average exhibitor and in the belief that reports published over the signature of the exhibitor reporting, is a dangerous
practice.
Only reports received on specially prepared blanks furnished by us will be accepted for us« in tfate
department. Exhibitors who valne this reporting service are urged to atk for these blanks.

ASSOCIATED EXHIB.
401247
796296

Headlines

Under The Rouge

Ohio

General

Md.

Mixed

Clear
Cold

—

Good
Good 60

CHAD WICK
400000
Some Pumpkins
Unchastened Woman, The 900000

Wash. 1st Run
General
N.J.

Clear Good
Clear Fair

.

—

Ancient Highway, The

796296
400000
120000
400000
5070
796296
1688
900000
250000
796296
250000
150000
400000
506000
120000
154839
400000
3000
1688
3000
154839
3000
3000
506000
5070
796296
3000

...

Best People, The
Big Brother

Never Sleeps

.

Cobra
Devil's Cargo

Flower of Night
Golden Princess, The

King

On Main

.

Street.

,

.

.

.

Lord Jim

Not So Long Ago
Old Home Week
Pony Express, The
That Royle Girl
Trouble With Wives, The
Son of His Father, A
Splendid Crime, The

Wages

WUd
WUd

.

of Virtue

Horse Mesa
Wild Susan

Md.

General

Wash.

1st

Fla.

General

Run

Wash. General
Kans.

General

Run

Md.

1st

Neb.

N.J.

Small town
General

Ga.

Mixed

Run

Md.

1st

Ga.

Best

Iowa

1st
1st
1st

Wash.
Cal.
Fla.

Run
Run
Run

General
General
Ga.
Wash. General
General
Pa.
Small town
Neb.
Pa.
General
Best
Ga.
General
Pa.
General
Pa.

Run

Cal.

1st

Kans.

General
General
General

Md.
Pa.

Man

The

St'my Good 58

Circle,

Clear Good
Clear Good
Clear Fair
Clear Good
Cold Fair
Clear Poor
Clear Fair
Clear Good
Cold Fair
Clear Good
Clear Fair
Clear Good
Clear Fair
Clear Good

58
55
80
67

French DoU, The

49
63
55
53
53
63
63
63
65
65
65
65
54
74
84
64
59
65

Lights of Old

St'my Good
Clear Fair
Clear Big
Clear Good
Clear Good

St'my Good

Clear Good
Clear Big
Clear Good
Clear Good 60
St'my Poor 70
63
Clear Fair

Go West

.

.

Man And Maid
Only Thing, The
Sally, 'Irene, Mary
Sinners in Silk

The
Time, The Comedian
Sporting Venus,

Tower

of Lies,

The

Zander the Great

Clear

Pa.

Mixed

Kans.
Ind.

General
General

Pa.

Mixed

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear

Md.
Iowa
Iowa
N.

J.

3000
401247
Beautiful City, The
Clothes Make The Pirate 506000
3000
Frivolous Sal
5070
Knockout, The
5070
Lost World, The
506675
3000
My Son
New Commandment, The 120000
314194
Unguarded Hour, The... 120000
154839
150000
314194
150000
Why Women Love
.

.

Ohio

General
General

Cal.

1st

Pa.

General
General
General

Pa.

Kans.
Kans.
N. Y.

1st

Run

Run

Pa.

General

Fla.
Fla.

1st
1st
1st

Ga.

Best

Iowa
Ohio
Iowa

General

Ohio

1st
1st

Run
Run
Run
Run

Run

Clear Good 74
Clear Fair
Clear Good
67
Clear Fair
66
Clear Big
St'my Good 79
Cold Good 79
67
Clear Fair
Clear Good 59
Clear Good 59
54
Clear Fair
54
St'my Fair
54
Clear Fair
54
Clear Fair
60
Clear Fair

—

796296
1688
314194

Freshman, The

PRODUCERS DISTRIB. CORP.
5070
Beyond the Border
314194
Coming of Amos, The
796296
401247
154839
506000
900000
401247

The Highway
Prairie Pirate, The
Wedding Song, The
Off

Clear Fair
Clear Fair
Clear Fair

—
—
—

4700
Around The Frying Pan
5070
Bandit's Baby, The
250000
Drusilla With a Million
All

.

.

5070
1688
5070
250000
4700
400000

Flashing Spurs
Keeper of the Bees

Last Edition, The

Pa.

Mixed

Kans.
Ga.
Kans.
Neb.
Kans.
Ga.

General
2d Class
General
Small town
General
Best

Pa.

Mixed

Wash.

1st

Run

Don

(3d

79
74
St'my Good 74
74
Clear Big
Clear Good 51
Clear Good 82
82
Clear Big
Clear Good 64

UNIVERSAL

315000
5070
5070
5070
250000
Iron Horse, The
796296
(2d week) 796296
.

.

Good

Goose Woman, The
Home Maker, The
I'll Show You The Town.
Lorraine of the Lions
Reckless Sex, The

Roaring Adventure

Clear

Kans.
Kans.
Kans.
Ga.

General
General
General

Rain Good 61
St'my Good 61
Clear Good 43

Mixed

Clear

Good 83

Man On

General

83
St'my Big
Cold Good 83

Red Hot

1st

Run

J.

1st
1st

Run
Run

Ohio
Kans.

General

Md.

1st

Fla.

General

N.J.

1st

Kans.

General

Md.

Mixed

N. Y.
Pa.
N. Y.
Pa.
Fla.

1st

Run

Run
Run

Mixed
1st

Run

Mixed
Mixed

Md.
Neb.
Ohio

General
Small town
1st

Run

Ind.

General
General

Md.

Mixed

Ohio
Ga.

General
2d Class
General
General
General

Kans.

Cal.

N.J.
Ohio

General
General
2d Class
Ga.
Wash. General
General
N. Y.
General
Ohio
1st Run
N. Y.
Pa.
Pa.

Faith,

A

154839
796296
4700
5070
315000
500000
5070
3000

Ohio

General

Wash. General
Mixed
Pa.
Ga.

Md.

2d Class
General

Pa.

Mixed

Kans.

Wash

General
General

N. Y.
Kans.
Pa.

General
General

1st

VITAGRAPH

Wash. General

Md.
Md.

401247
315000
4700

Calgary Stampede

Woman's
Ancient Mariner, The

Week)

Annie Rooney

Tumbleweeds

FOX

N.

UNITED ARTISTS

_

Clear Big
St'my Big
Clear Fair

Wash. General

Good
Good

50
62
75
75
75

Fair
Fair

75
—

Big

52

Fair
Fair

Big

Good 52
Good
Fair

—
—

Poor 63
St'my Good 51
Cold Fair

—
—

Clear Good
65
Cold Fair
Clear Good 65
Clear Good 71

St'my Good 93
93
Clear Big
Clear Good 93

Good 63
Good —
St'my Good 59
Clear
Clear

70
St'my Good 55
Clear Fair

Clear
Clear Poor
Clear Fair

—
—

Clear Poor
Clear Fair

33
71

STATE RIGHTS
3000
Bandit Tamer, The
3000
Early Bird, The
154839
He Who Laughs Last
Phantom Express, The... 315000
506675
Police Patrol, The
314194
Souls for Sables
506675
Steppin' Out

Little

F. B. O.

4700
5070
314194
4700
315000
900000
401247
5070
796296
120000
900000
5070
796296
506675
4700
506675
4700
120000

PATHE

Madame Behave

Desires

Daughters of the Night.
Desert Outlaw, The
In Love With Love

Broadway

—

FIRST NATIONAL
As

,

Good 75
St'my Good 72
Cold Good 64

General
General
General
General
General
General

Ohio
Ga.

METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER

FAMOUS PLAYERS

City That

314194
154839
796296
When The Door Opened.. 150000
150000
Winding Stair, The
900000

Lazy Bones
Oh, You Tony
Timberwolf The

Love Hour, The

250000
506000

Tides of Passion

WARNER

Satan In Sables

.

.

314194
900000
796296

Run

Tex.

1st

Cal.

General

BROS.

the Box, The.
Tires

Run

Run

Ind.

1st

N.J.

General
General

Md.

St'my Poor
Clear
Cold
Clear
Cold

Fair

Poor
Fair
Fair

60

85
Clear Fair
Clear Good 79
Clear Good

^

St'my Good 79
St'my Good 75
Clear Poor
Clear Big
75
66
Clear Fair
62
Clear Fair
Snow Good 54
Clear Poor 51

—

64

St'my Fair
Clear Fair

50

Clear Big
Clear Fair

73
55

Cold

Good 75

For the ^ood oF all *

Laugh Month
January I926
When

the "Laugh Month" idea was started no one ever
thought of the possibiHty that there would not be enough
comedies to meet the demand.

Bookings for January have been so tremendous that our
laboratory has been called upon for many extra prints of

manv

comedies.

Producers have also put their best foot forward. It is,
therefore, our privilege to announce herewith the release, during January, of ten corking comedies; and to promise that even
though they are released throughout "Laugh Month," prints
on many of them will be available for pre-release bookings.

you have not already made provision for enough comedies to adequately tie up with the popular "Laugh Month"
movement, may I suggest that you get in immediate touch with
If

your nearest Pathe exchange.
"Laugh Month" is a great
It

idea.

benefits everybody.

But

it

benefits

most those who cooperate

best.

ELMER PEARSON
Vice President
•

and General Manager

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

- -jm.stmmmm
•

Hal

Roach
Two Reel

Comedy
"A Punch

in

the Nose"

Lucien Littlerield,Hii$l(yHane$,AL$tJohr
Li^e Conley, Jimmie Finlayson andothen
with

When

have you seen a two reel comedy with a
cast like this?
Not one star but five; and a flock of
others not named. And the comedy in it

—

It's.a

wise actor

coming from

—

who knows where

he's a trouper and the
just faded out with the B. O. receipts.
is

if

meal
manager has

his next

This troupe was a panic. Many a better one has
been stranded in a smaller town, but none was ever so
hungry. They were as empty as drums, as flat as a
bride's first cake.

A
F.

Richard Jones

Supervising Director

snappy, scrappy tale of a stranded "turkey."

Pafh^comedy
TRAOe

January

J (im\

MARK

Released

January 3rd

i

The

GosbDarn
Mortgage'
a

Mack Sennett Amedy
Two Reels
The

right by, told in the
all

who

lanuary

who hadn't been done
Mack Sennett way for the benefit of

laughable tale of a girl

hate gloom.

Path^comedy

^"^^^^

THAOi

[

Cm\

LaUClh

mark

Released

January 3rp

MOHth

19

*
^::j

*Vt:,

Hal Roach
A

all

ft

in

Cheer'' Two Reels

snow

bottom of

fC*-

presents

Our Can?
Good

^.

picture, the Gang's first, with the inimitable
the fun and all the drifts.

Over ten thousand exhibitors have found
Gang comedy and tell their people they've got

Gang

at the

when they play a
it will out draw the

that
it,

feature.

This remarkable crew of kids is advertised on more marquees and in
more newspaper advertising than probably any short comedies ever made.
Every month is Laugh Month if you play "Our Gang."
Directed by

Robert

McGowan

Supervisins Director

V. RicHAUi) J()Ni:s

January

Path^comedy
TRADE

I

^]

MARK

Rfliiased

January 10th

Mack

P

(

Senn6tt
presents

Ralph Graves
n

\%

V^de Open Faces
A Two Reel Comedy
This town was so tough that they said

The church
in the

with six shooters.

hadn't been opened in so long that the birds built nests

doorway.
If

any stranger came around and merely raised an eyebrow

of the town's two pretty girls, right
like the top of a salt cellar.
It

young

it

was a good place

dentist didn't,

for a

and he had

away

man who
to

go and

the citizenry

at

made him

one
look

hated peace; but this debonair
let

the two pretty girls

fall in

love with him!

Path6comec|y
TRADE

nuary

w

Released

January 10th

MARK

h Month

1926

Roach
presents

Clyde Cook

in

What is the World Coming To?
Two Reels
Those who have

and played, "Starvation Blues" and ^'Should
Sailors Marry" know what high class comedies the Roach studios are
producing with Clyde Cook.
seen,

In this one the laughs begin like the patter of rain-drops on a tin
roof; as it sweeps on toward its climax the laughter is like the drumfire
of

heavy

artillery.

F, Richard Jones
Supervising Director

Three pips

in a

row.

Can

they keep

Path^comedy
TRADE

I

^fiy^MARK^^^^^^^

it

up? Watch!

Released
January 17th

99

Mack
Sennett
bresents

Alice Day
in"

Hot Cakes

Two
The dolorous

(?)

For Two''

Reels
tale of

a flapper

who

flipped

flapjacks for a living, tried to pose as the boss's daughter

and did a

flop.

The kind

makes a

hit in

a beanery

does not insure success in the movies as this

little flap-

of talent that

per found.

"Hot Cakes for Two"
many,

is

beaucoup laughs for

Path^comedy
TRADE

MARK

Released

January 17th

h Month

1926

Hal

Roach
presents

Charley Chas^
mnCharley My boyf^s
The Boy; he only had one suit but he certainly knew how to wear it.
The Girl; the kind that can park alongside a hydrant without getting

a

summons.

The

Girl's Father; the kind that likes to look a gift horse in the
and then tell the world how old he is.

The

Rival; favored by the father. An 1832 model sportsman, dating back
to the era of oil cans, of whom he was the biggest.

The Comedy;

a peach.

A

good sample

of the laughter-builders that are

making Chase famous.

^^

Richard Jonks

Supervising Director

Path^comedy
^^^^^^^^TRADE

January

(

^]

mouth

MARK

I

I

Whispering
Whiskers"

I

Mack Sennett Comedy
Two Reels
Bevan^ Madeline Hurlock
Andy Clyde and Kewpie Morgan

wifh Billy

You

don't

have

to

be told what a "Mack Sennett" comedy

is;

you

know.
to

Clever comedians, pretty girls, plenty of "gags," enough slapstick
tickle the kids (and their pas and mas too) and lots of speed.
That's this one, built to increase _ the laughter voltage in Laugh

Month.

Released

January 24th

}lanuary

h Month

1916

Hal

Roach
presents

Glenn Tryon
mtone
A Two
She was a cute

Pants"

Reel Comedy

little trick.

A widow, as nice and harmless

as a keg of T.

N. T.

As for him the words "puppy love" weren't invented until he cluttered up the scenery with his first long pants.
Imagine what a
It's

F. Richard Jones
Supervising Director

girl

like

her could do to a chap like him!

one long, loud dispeller

of

gloom.

Pafh^comedy
TRADE

Released

January 31st

Nack
Sennett
presents

V

Harry Lan^don
in the

Three Reel Laughter Special

"Saturday Afternoon'^
He was

the kind of husband

who

velope peaceably or else has her take

As
People, so

it

either gives his wife his pay en-

from him by

force.

Romeo he was a bust. He was as meek as Mister Common
when a friend compelled him to step high and wide with him

a

one Saturday afternoon anything could happen and everything

A gloom
the comedian

did.

chaser that will rock your house with laughter; presenting

who

has climbed to fame at a dizzy pace.

Path^comedy

Released

January 31st

pnuary

im

«ft^

-^T*;-^- v.'iMrxj^f-».«*fM^Miw<.-yv3..<-.-
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Advertise \bu r Comedies
During Laugh Month
And

Every Month ThereaFter /
You know

that the right
gram, not with half of one.

it.

way

to get a full

house

with a

is

full

pro-

That a program is only half effective if it has no short comedies on
That is why you make up a "balanced program."

You know, also, that if you only advertise the feature your public
know that you've got a bright sparkling comedy to go along with it;
that the words "and a comedy" stuck down in the corner of your newspaper ad don't mean anything as the public is justified in thinking the
comedy can't amount to much or you'd tell them who made it and who's
in it. You know, too, that the- extra dollars come to you by making use
of the very thing that has the extra pull — the comedy, and that the way
to get that money is to come right out and mention brands and names.
The only pictures your public knows you've got are those you advertise. Telling only half the story may cause the loss of half the possible
can't

profits.

A

circus doesn't advertise just

its

elephants.

The

Vaudeville Circuit doesn't advertise just one act but

big Keith-Albee

all.

A

department

store doesn't advertise just the hosiery but everything.

The showman who
part of his bill a secret.
every part of it.

The
of a

big

comedy has saved

little

bad feature

gets all that's coming to him doesn't keep any
He gets the benefit of the last ounce of pull of

too

to be treated like a little

many shows from
orphan Annie.

Book Hal Roach and Mack Sennett Comedies
then

the curse

for

Laugh Month,

ADVERTISE!

HAL ROACH STUDIOS
by

Hal Roach,

President

MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
by

J.

A. Waldron, Gen

®Me'(g)

I

Manager

January

2

1926

,

Stars of Pathe releases.

left

63

to right:

Harold Lloyd, The "Our Gang" aggregation.

Semon whose

Allene Ray. serial star and Larry
"Stop, Look and Listen."

first

Pearson Asks Co-operation for ''"Laugh
MONTH was a great
LAUGHcoming
a most opportune
tion

inspiratime.

at

January comes around every year
bringing unpaid bills, cold weather, Congress and the coal problem, but this year
along comes Laugh Month to the great relief of a .sorely tried public, says Elmer R.
Pearson, vice-president and general manContinuing he
ager of Pathe Exchange.
When the full length of
prophesies that
Laugh Month has swept across the country
cooperated with by people in the public eye,
magazines and newspapers, it will so fasten
itself upon the Nation that it will spontaneously repeat itself year after year bringing cheer and courage to multitudes yet
:

unborn.

Every retail merchant heretofore has
found it necessary to force sales at tremendous price reductions in order to do any
business that month at all because during
that month the public is depressed as during no other time of the year.

"^

The influence of Laugh Month can overcome this harmful condition of the public
mind and Laugh Month deserves the thorough cooperation of every business institution of the land.

Each exhibitor can bring a great boon to
men of his locality by assuming the leadership of the Laugh Month
campaign among his fellow merchants and
induce each of them to carry the Laugh
Month Slogan in their advertising, in their
window displays, and they will do right
the business

well to have a seat in his theatre at every

performance.
Since September this industry has seen
the release of a great many of the wonder
works of the great producers of spectacles,
drama, sex and weepy mello's in reelage
from eight to twelve. The public has responded as never before, but any good showman knows that there is such a thing as
becoming surfeited with heavy entertainment of this character, and particularly in
January must the public be offered some-

Aesops Fables and

THE

Court Jester with his laugh producing antics was as vital a part of
the King's household as the drawbridge over the moat and the key to the
postern gate in the days of old. The head

Mack Sennett Comments
on Comedy Situation

A

GOOD
There

when

comedies.

body

comedy covers the world.
never

has

is

a

time

public did not want
"Laugh Month" every-

the

In

will be able to

laughs,

been

Mack

enjoy a

Sennett's

full

share ot

comment.

We

have gone through many phases of melodrama, costume, sex and problem pictures. They have their day and pass on
These pictures
to the next sensation.

The sophistiare limited to localities.
cated audience of a large city demands
something different from a country town.

A

heated

youth

human

love
and old
interest.

drama
age

will appeal to
will be held by
will rave

A woman

a romantic hero; while her husband is bored to slumber.
The great problem of the movieproducer is to find an idea which will
good
cover the whole territory.
comedy does this as no other kind of
play.
All audiences seem to laugh at
the same things.
-^ver

A

1 opics' for

many an unfriendly foe escaped the
anger of an enraged monarch through the
unexpected Papers of the lowly comedian,
according to A. V. Mack, short subject sales
of

manager of Pathe.
Harold Lloyd built

his future on acceptance of the fact that "A little nonsense
now and then is relished by the best of men."
Motion picture producers like Hal Roach
and Mack Sennett have staked their fortunes
on the assumption that people the world
over enjoy hearty laughter in large doses.
The designation of January as Laugh
Month was a happy thought. Starting the
New Year with a laugh and a smile augurs
well for a year of sunshine and happiness

in

our business.

During the month of January and every
month next year audiences in the United
States will be guaranteed fifteen minutes of
gloom chasing twins
the
laughter by
"Aesop's Film Fables" and "The Topics of
the Day." Both of these subjects are being
shown regularly every week in the finest
motion picture palaces throughout the land.

The wide distribution enjoyed by these
two subjects in every civilized country of
the world is ample testimony of the public's
The single reel
desire for merriment.
comedy released through Pathe every other
week by Hal Roach fills an important spot

Pathe feature comedy

will

be

Montn

thing of a very much lighter nature. Thus
again Laugh Month is, indeed, a panacea
for what usually ails all business in January.
All great ideas have modest beginnings.
J.
Sterling Morton of Nebraska started
Arbor Day. The Pilgrims started Thanksgiving Day. The Short-Subject distributors

have started Laugh Month.
The industry ought to get behind Laugh
Month as it never got behind any similar
movement before. It is going to live forever to the great benefit of all peoples and
all business
every January.
How much
benefit the industry derives this year will
depend entirely upon the extent and quick
reception of its individuals to take advantage of a great opportunity.
Laugh Month is a grand

idea

in

that

everybody profits by unselfishness. Even the
feature distributors have comedies.
They
are bound to profit.
The exhibitors, merchants, distributors, producers and the public will be tremendously benefited by the
celebration

spirit

Laugh Month

inculcates.

'Laugh Montk'
on the programs of our leading theatres and
will

contribute

largely

to

the

success

of

Laugh Month.

Laughs are Box Office
Magnets, Says Frank

LAUGHS
and no one

are

box-office

magnets

can dispute the fact

because box-office reports are
evidence that the public likes
comedies, is W. B. Frank's, vice-president of the Hal Hoach studios, siunmary. Continuing, take for instance, the
experience of our organization when
Harold Lloyd was under our banner and
we promoted a "National Laugh Day."
The idea went over the entire country
like wild fire.
Following out this idea in a way, although not designating it as "Laugh
Day," Max Graf of San Francisco has
played all-comedy bills and billed them
as Comedy Circus Day. Fine idea! Who
does not react to the lure of the circus?
From our kid days the circus has been
our idea of a real good time. The clowns
in the circus keep the audience laughing; they are the "comedies" on the bill.
So when Manager Graf designated a
movie comedy day as circus day he had
positive

the right idea.

:

Motion Picture N ezvs

64

—

Highlights of Pathes "Laugh Month" comedies, left to right, "Our Gang" comedy produced by Hal Roach, titled "Good Cheer" "The Gosh Darn Mortgage." a
the Hal Roach production starring Glenn Tryon, titled "Long Pants."
Sennett two-reller Larry Semon's first feature comedy, "Stop, Look and Listen"

—

—

Colien Claims Ne^vs Reels Should Have
news Him
EVERYsome
element

should connot
only during "Laugh Month," but all
the time, is Emanuel Cohen's, editor of Pathe
News, contention. Continuing, he says in
part Such humor is derived from subtle incidents caught by the news film camera. Unrestricted glimpses of popular personages
release

tain

of

humor

—

:

have their touches of humor. Unique shots
of little animals cavorting before the camera
always cause ripples of laughter. Unusual
sensations for the audience secured by photographing the scenes so that the onlookers
experience just what the cameraman encountered when he filmed them often rock a theatre with laughter.
So important do we consider the element

of humor in Pathe News that we instruct
each cameraman to catch the lighter side of
life

wherever and whenever possible.

There

are dramatic incidents galore in any news
film and the humor touches are a welcome
and entertaining relief.
All humanity responds to the screening of

a news film because it mirrors life in its
actuality with its drama and its humor. It
is said that a certain percentage of theatre
patrons were first attracted to theatres by
the news film. And this is undoubtedly very
true, for it combines humor with its drama

and

it is

timely.

Numerous instances of humor gems caught
by Pathe News cameramen come to mind.
One sure-fire way to tickle the ribs of an

Mack

H umor

is to have the cameraman take his
scenes so that the audiences experience uhusual sensations, as I remarked above. Examples of this stunt in recent reels are looking at the world while riding a hippo and an
elephant and while tied to a wing of a giant
windmill.
cameraman rode a hippo at the
Bronx Zoo to get his scenes and another rode
an elephant in a circus parade in Chicago.
The riding-a-windmill scenes were a Pathe
News Fifteenth Anniversary feature taken
at San Francisco.
Yes, indeed, every news film release
should contain some element of humor and
I have instructed my staff to play up the
lighter
especially
during
side,
"Laugh

audience

A

Month."

Storey Speaks on Snort Subject Recognition
FOR

years the producers of Short Sub-

jects have made very largely thankless
efforts to win for their product something like fair and just recognition from exhibitors, says J. E. Storey, assistant general

manager of Pathe Exchanges, in a recent
Following is the text of his
statement.
They have devoted millions
statement:
and millions in money and time to the perfection of an art that has been all but ignored by the market. They have steadily
and consistently improved their product until
it actually vies with the finest features. They
have developed stars whose names have tremendous box-oflfice value. They have given
this product to the picture loving world only
to have it used merely to round out pro-

Bill Sliort

much has been written and said concerning the box-office value of short
subjects and their ever growing importance in the field of motion picture entertainment that certainly by this time the
message should have registered with telling
comment on

the
short subject situation. Continuing he said
Every conceivable medium has been used to
get this idea before the exhibitor and to con-

was Harry

vince him of

its

Scott's

meritorious their short subjects, the feature
would get the billing.

This was not only discouraging, it was
manifestly unfair and unjust. It meant that
nothing less than feature-length pictures
could expect recognition in advertising, exploitation and publicity. The feature alone
was so honored for no reason other than
that its length put it in the feature class.

A

very
This is all in the past, however.
different state of affairs exists today. The
past year has seen a marked change in the
attitude of exhibitors and public. Through

constant and patient hammering home their
arguments, the Pathe Sales and Exploitation
departments have succeeded in
bringing
about a more equitable state of affairs.

Today it is no unusual thing to see the
Hal Roach and Mack Sennett comedies billed
in electric lights and featured in advertising.
No more convincing proof could be offered
in support of the contention that the short

own.
coming January
has been designated, seems destined, even
thus far in advance, to prove a decidedly
valuable ally for Short Subject distributors
and all who have at heart the best interests
is coming into
"Laugh Month," as

subject

its

the

of this form of picture entertainment.

Subjects as to Merits, Says Scott

So

force,

grams that glorify feature-length subjects,
and they have known all the time that however poor the feature might be and however

value to him, and yet

we

have not perfected our work to the point
where we may sit back and consider it completed.
It is true that the past year has seen a
marked advance along this line. Concentrated sales and advertising effort have

served to bring home to exhibitors generally
the fact that they have been overlooking vast
monev making possibilities by their practice
of literally ignoring short subjects in the
The year 1925 may well be looked
past.
upon as the year of a great awakening in
an awakening
the motion picture industry
to a realization of the vital place short subjects occupy in the world of motion picture
entertainment.

—

It now becomes the duty of motion picture
distributors dealing in short subjects to make
1026 the year for definitely establishing as
a fixed policy in all picture theatres the
practice of according one, two and threereel pictures advertising, publicity and ex-

ploitation

consideration

in

proportion

to

merit rather than to their
In this connection, distributors of
short subjects should most enthusiastically
support the "Laugh Month" movement that
has been proposed for January, 1926.
their

box-office

length.

The House of Pathe, long recognized as
leader in the short subject field, has a vital
contribution to make to the cause of Laugh
Month. Tlie entire two-reel comedy output
of Hal Roach and Mack Sennett, the industry's

foremost corned v producers; the Roach

one-reel comedies, the Harold Lloyd productions, and Chaplin subject "A Dog's Life,"

Aesop's Film Fables, and Topics of the Day
are regular releases on the Pathe program
and admirable ammunition for Laugh Month.

January

1926

2 ,,

65

—

Left to right: Hal Roach two reel comedy starring Charles Chase, titled "Charley, My Boy"
"Hot Cakes for
Scenes from Pathe's contributions to 'Laugh Month.'
a Harry Langdon comedly made by Mack Sennett, titled "Saturday Afternoon"
and "Whispering Whiskers" also
a Mack Sennett comedy, starring Alice Day
produced by Mack Sennett.

—

Two"

—

Hal Roacli Inaugurates
MONTH dedicated a
LAUGHsense
comedy, and accordingly
in

is

cial

spe-

to

it furnishes an ideal occasion to announce what probably amounts to the most
radical change in production policy ever
launched by a comedy studio, in the opinion of Hal Roacli, comedy producer for

Pathe.
This policy

introduce into
our short comedy production such names of
outstanding prominence that they will exercise for the exhibitor a definite box-office
draw. This policy has been shaped entirely
with a desire to meet the demands of the
present-day market and assist the exhibitor
in increasing his attendance.
is,

briefly,

to

Frequently, the theatre-owner is faced
with the necessity of showing a program
feature in which there are no prominent boxThe feaoffice names that he can display.
ture itself may be an entertaining piece of
work, but without the names to exploit it
the exhibitor is powerless to get the people
It is right here that our
into his theatre.
new production policy fits into the scheme
of things. The exhibitor may not have the

aite

vl

A

names

to

New Comedy

on his feature, but
our two-reel comedies.

bill

have them

in

Assuming

lie

will

that he has a feature with

advertising ]50ssibilities of well-known
our two-reel comedies with their
additional box-office names will augment the

the

names,

drawing powers of the feature's stellar lineup.
Thus our purpose is to meet the exiiibitor's need for box-office names that will
get

movie-going

discriminating

the

off the street

and into

public

his seats.

The facts leading up

to

this

change

in

be of interest to the trade.
Some few years ago we set out to improve
the quality of our short comedies by the
acquisition of the best material available
in
the way of stories, directors, acting
We
talent, technical craftsmen, and so on.
have improved our product consistently
until today we can claim without fear of
contradiction that reel for reel our comedy
product is superior in entertainment value
and screen technique to the average iiin
of feature productions.
policy

will

number of slogans have been
suggested to the theatre owners with
which to exhort their customers to attend their performances more regularly and
more often. Practically every industry and
every movement for the promotion of business in all lines had a day, a week or a
season. In our owni business we have had a
Greater Movie Season and even the conservative members of our business have been
greatly surprised with the benefits which
have accrued to them from this movement.
All campaigns for increased business that
have been successful have enjoyed concerted
and wholehearted co-operation from every
member of the business to be benefited.
The showmen and exhibitors of this country can make Laugh Month just as effective
in improving their business as they are willing to. It will depend entirely and absoon the manner in which the theatres
of the country exploit the idea and follow up
according to Stanley B. Waite, sales manlutely

ager, two-reel comedj' dej^artment of Pathe.

unnecessary

box-office value

—

screen units that
tangible "draw" that
the exhibitor could gauge in terms of dollars and cents at his box-office.
First, we
had to build real substantial quality into
our productions. Next we had to develop
players and directors as proficient in their
respective roles as any set of perfonners or
directors on any feature lot.
have
succeeded in these first two steps beyond our
fondest expectations.

would possess a

real,

We

We have now reached the third phase of
our campaign to make the two-reel comedy
of definite box-office value.
For the exhibitor's advertising purposes a well-known
name of established prestige is of the utmost importance.
We are out to secure
outstanding names of proved box-office
"draw"
names that any exhibitor can put
in his marquee lights, in his lobby displays,
in his newspaper advertisements and posters with the certainty that such names will
oercise a definite, tangible "pull" for his

—

box-office.

DiscussesAdvantagesoi LaugliMontli

GREAT

It is

What we set out to do was to make of
our two-reel comedies program features of
definite

all

Policy

"Shorts" Will

Says

Fill

Theatres

Van Beuren

exhibitors will tie-up the front
of their theatres with the "National
Laugh Month" campaign of the
Short Subject producers, they'll find
their January receipts the greatest ever,
summarizes A. J. Van Beuren, president
of Timely Films and Fables Pictures,
Inc., in an interview part of which fol-

IF

lows:

There is absolutely no question about
the possibilities of short subjects. Give
the "shorts" a chance in the "lights"
and the newspaper displays and they'll
bring in the millions who are thought
to be staying at home with their radios.
No exhibitor wants to stand still. He
must progress. But he can't do^it unless
people know what's at his theatre.
That's the way to build busiBuy the best, and then advertise
ness.
that you've got it.
he

lets

moving picture entertainment should be comedy
subjects. Within the last couple of vears the
theatre-going public of America have defithat the basis of

nitely established the fact that thev prefer
this type of picture to all others.

More com-

the newspapers in all the larger cities, it is
apparent that the regular theatre fans have
established their preference as well for comedy plays. For one dramatic play in the
theatres of New York and Chicago, there
are ten comedies or comedy dramas. This is
an undeniable indication of the type of entertainment desired by the theatre-goers of

America.
Surely no exhibitor who is in touch with
his patronage has failed to notice their preference for comedy subjects and there can
be no happier or more appropriate time to
start a concerted campaign to reach new customers and make new fans of irregular patrons than during the first month of the new
year.

The moving picture

theatres

who

get

behind this move and avail themselves of the
opportunities for increasing their business

can definitely establish the practicability of
this campaign.
If the possibilities of Laugh Month are
fully appreciated and availed of, the theatres

to point out to the real

showmen of America

fans of the country want every program they
attend to contain some comedy subjects. By
an examination of the amusement pages of

edies have appeared on the programs of all
the leading producers of motion pict^^res and
the season of 1925-26 has rightfully been
termed a "Comedy" year.
It cannot be denied that the motion picture

of this country will enjoy more business during the year 1926 than ever before. It will
be a happier year for the moving picture
industry, for the exhibitors of the country
and for the theatre-going public.

"

;

Month

Theatres Rally to Laugh
First

;

Run Houses

in

All Sections

and Pledge Cooperation
the National
BROADWAY
Laugh Mouth banner with the receipt
rallies

to

this week of assurances of active cooperation from Herman S. Heller, Managing Director of Warnei-'s theatre.
While
the theatrical capital of America was taking
its place in the ranks of the "Laugh Month"
sponsors, the national capital was likewise
declaring itself in on the nation wide movement through word from its foremost exhibitor, H. M. Crandall, to the effect that
the Crandall houses were lining up especially strong comedy programs in celebration of January as Laugh Month.

Another section prominently registering
approval of the plan this week is New
England where hundreds of theatres have
voted to participate in an active way in the
Laugh Month campaign. At the same time
reports continue to be received by the Laugh
Month Committee from all parts of the
country describing special activities under
way by leading theatres in preparation for
Laugh Month, and listing additional theaits

tres that will take part in the Coast-toCoast campaign.
In his letter assuring cooperation witlv

the

Laugh Month

plans.

of
in

America
National

of the short subject producers during
the past year in giving to the exhibitor, regardless of j)roduction cost, condensed comedies that have unquestionably enhanced the
value of our exhibition progran.s.
eti'orts

"The advocacy of 'Laugh Month' would
seem the natural deduction expected and the
display of showmanship in making it a
national issue is appreciated, I am sure, by
the wideawake exhibitor.
"The short subject comedy has come into
its own and the exhibitor who fails to recognize the fact

is

turning real money away

from the box-office."
J. M. Johnston of the Cincinnati

office

of

Films reports that "a great
many exhibitors throughout the territory
liave expressed a willingness to cooperate
with the movement. I have personally
called upon Mr. Libson, who has theatres
in our three key cities in this territory. He
Educational

me the assurance that he will
a special effort and use additional publicity
for
Short Subject^ during this
period."
There is especially encouraging evidence
of the way exhibitors are taking hold in the
has

given

make

Man-

Herman S.
Director
of Warner's theatre
characterizes the comedy as
always "essential in a Broadaging
Heller

That peach won't ride with you,
you only have one wheel to your

way program.

Express Approval

Movement
way

of active prei^arations for the opening
of the national campaign.
Among those
putting in heavy orders for Laugh Month
banners, postei^s, and pennants during the
past week were Roy Tillson of the Fuller
theatre and General Manager Beatty of the
Butterfield Circuit.
Among the New England theatres that
have signified their intention during the past
week of co-operating in an active way with
the Laugh Month Campaign are the follow-

ing:

—

In
Massachusetts
Merrimac
Square,
Lowell; Empire, New Bedford; Olympia,
Universal,
Chelsea;
Fitchburg;
Palace,
Pittstield; Central Square, Cambridge; Harvard, North Cambridge; Allston, Allston;
Strand, Dorchester; Codman Square, Dorchester; Fields Corner, Dorchester; Union
Square, Somerville; Famil.y, Worchester;
Olympia, Lynn; North Shore. Gloucester;
Strand & Plaza, Worcester; Fox, Spring-

Lawrence;
Bedford;
Allen's, New Bedford; American, New Bedford;
Capitol,
New Bedford; Casino,
New Bedford; Colonial, New Bedford;
Comique, New Bedford; Orpheum. New Bedford; Princess, New Bedford; State, New
if
Colonial,, Brockton
Bedford
car !
Metropolitan, Boston; Modem
& Beacon, Boston; Lancaster,
Plaza,

field;

Allen's

Modern,

Salem;

Charette

Co.,

New

Inc.,

;

Mr. Crandall endorses the
campaign in the following en-

Boston.

thusiastic terms:
"May I take this means of
saying that we are heartily in
favor of the 'Laugh Month'
plan, as outlined in the trade

Laurier,
WoonPawtucket
Strand & Majestic,
socket;

Providence.

House,
Gardiner; Temple. Houlton;
Opera House, Rockland; Majestic, Rumford;
Star, Westbrook; Park, Ft. Fairfield;
Dreamland, Livermore Falls
Rex, Norway; Strand, So. Ber-

in the past
a policy to advertise
our comedies along with the
rest of the progi'am, and will
continue to do so in the future.

I am always happy to cooperate in anything that is for
the general good of the industry, and I think this present
plan of a 'Laugh Month' a very
happy one."

wick.

—Majestic.

In Vermont

BurGrand, Rutland; Park, Ban'e; Playhouse,
lington; Strand

"Allow me

opportunity
accord and
support of the plan for 'Laugh
Month,' as outlined in the namotion picture trade
tional
papers of recent date.

my

& Opera
Oncord
nial,

preciation of the worth while

;

Lyric,

Dover

;

Colo-

Portsmouth.

The

average
at

weekly

moving

at-

picture

is 50,000,000 persons
consenative estimate, and
if one-tenth of these can be
induced, through the exploitation of Laugh Mouth, to go to
one more show each week, it

theatres

at a

full

"As general maanger of the

— Albert

House. Berlin; Star,

tendance

this

Baltimore string of Whitehurst
theatres I want to voice an ap-

NewHampshire

In

Interests

of Baltimore have .ioined up
under the auspices of the circuit's General Manager, William M. Whitehurst, who in a
Jack Peggler of
to
letter
Pathe's field exploitation staff,
writes as follows:
to express

&

Montpelier.

Whitehurst

Combined Theatrical

Colo-

Opera

Belfast;

nial,

it

powerful

Bath;

Columbia,

ville;

have always

The

—

Opera House,
In Maine
Bangor; Music Hall & Strand,
Lewiston; Colonial. Augusta;
Opera House & Central, Biddeford; Opera House, Water-

tertainment for the month of
January consist of comedies.

We

— Strand,

;

papers for January. We have
arranged our bookings so as to
have a goodly share of our en-

made

Rhode Island

In

"Gosh, and I thought that feature wheel
the most important thin^ in my car
Fifth of a series of cartoons appearing in

Motion Pitcure News

Laugh Month.

in connection

mean

five
million addiadmissions to the theatres of the country.
Figured
on «n average of 20 cents
per admission, this will mean

will

tional

!

with

$1,000,000.

BOX OFFICE GEMS
ON THE NEXT TWO PACES

I:

BtOlM

Subjects
augh Month
The

entire

Cash

Country reads

ir

trem<

his great stories

Foil.

Saturday

and po|

in the

of thl

Evening Post

THE FAMOUS

7m

STORIES

WITH

ALBERTA VAUGHf
1XL

COOKE

KITGUAJ

AND A BRILLIANTSUPPORTINOCAST

M

ma Malks^ fhom
Qnd the other II month; of the year

F. B. o.
Short Subjects
Will Underwrite

Laugh Month
for you not only in January,
but for every month in the
year. Book F. B. O. Short
Subjects.

FILM BOOKING

mmw
AND TREMENDOUSLY

POPULAR.

OFFICES OF AMERICA,

Inc.

(New Address)
1560

Bway — New York

Fox

Arranges Laugh
Month Program

As

for National
January, Fox
Film Corporation has arranged an
program of eight reels
all-comedy

a

special

feature

Laugh Month

in

demonstrate the feasibility of an allIt
short subject show to exhibitors.
includes three two-reel comedies, a Fox
Variety and the current release of Fox
to

News.

The subjects making up the program
are "Cupid a La Carte," the latest of the
Lawyer,"
O. Henry releases; "His
fourth of the Helen and Warren married
life series; "The Flying Fool," an Imperial comedy, and "The Iron Trail
Around the World." a Fox Variety.

Own

I.

Highlights from

"My

V. T. A. Signs All Red
Seal Product for 25-26

Edwin Miles Fadnum, pi'esident of Ked
Seal Pictures, last week signed a contract
with Manager Browitt, of the local offices of
International Variety Theatrical Agency of
South Africa, under which the latter will
distribute in that territorj' the entire Red
Seal program of featurettes, comprising 140
releases, for the entire season of 1925-26.

Swcdie" an Educational release

HammonsForeseesBanner Year
Predicts

Tremendous

Strides

for

Short Comedies and Features in 1926

E\V. HAMMONS,
Film

president, of Educational
Exchanges, Inc., fore• sees in 1926 the bigs<'st year for short
subjects in the history of the industry. lie
points out as the outstanding events of the
past year the tremendous theatre buildingactivity and the rapid advancement of the

comedies and the short features

field

gener-

ally.

Hammons

says:

mean

to say that either of these
the direct cause of the other,
altiiough there can be little doubt that better
showmanship as typified in the changing
attitude toward Short F'eatures is back of

"I do not

developments

is

the big theatre progress. But it is m'ghty interesting to see these two big factors in motion I'icture j)rogress moving side by side as
the outstanding features of the greatest year
in the history of the industi-y.
"Looking ahead in an effort to see what
the year 1926 may hold affecting Short Features, the big national campaign for Laugh
Month seems to be by far our best guide,
and though we make every effort to look at
this move conservatively, it still indicates
nothing at all if not the biggest year Short
Features have had.
''No other exploitation drive of tliis .sort
hits ever met with such instantaneous and
hearty approval and co-operation. From
all sides come rejiorts of nuigazines, newspapers, press syndicates, writers, artists and
other j)ersons of public influence falling in
line to help along the move to make 1026 a
better and brighter year by starting it with a

month of laughter.

All

of

tiiis

i>

lor

the

comedies and other Short Features as something
benefit of the exhibitor wiio uses his

—

more than fillers
who boosts them as well
as books them. So it is little wonder that
practically evei"y big circuit of theatres in
the country, as well as countless independent
exhibitors had signified their intention to
join the band wagon within a few days after
the campaign had been announced.
"Evei'y where during January comedy will
be attracting the ])articular attention of the
picture fan, to such an extent that comedies
cannot fail to develo]> an even greater pull
at the box-olfice than they have had before.
And so 1926, it would seem, is going to be
a better and brighter year for the showmen
who know how to take advantage of their
comedies as well as their longer features to
build better business at the box-office."'

Pathe

Acquires

Melody

''Famous

Series"

A

new series of
James Fitzjiatrick,

one-reelers produced by
j)resenting musical jiicturizations of the songs of many lands, has
been acquired by Pathe.
It is titled the
"Famous Melody Series" aiul will consist of
thirteen subjects to be i-eleased at the rate
The initial subof one every four weeks.
ject, "Songs of Ireland" will
be released
January 24th. Pe.L'gv Shaw, formerly of
the Ziegfeld Follies jilays the leatl in the
sul)jects.

On

the

Storm King Road." episode No.
Green Archer." a Pathe serial.

4

of

"The

—

fantasy in colors of exquisite beauty— that
will bring the ^^ohs^^ and ^^ahs^^ anywhere

PRESENTS

"MARIONETTESi
I

To those exhibitors who constantly search the short reel market for the unusual, the beautiful
and the novel to round out their

Hope riampton

programs,"Marionettes" will prove
a veritable gold mine. It is without doubt one of the most beautifully done reels available today.
Featuring Hope Hampton who
has never appeared to better advanta^ and directed by Henri
Diamant Berger, it tells a charming little story

—

—

.

.

.

Mention should be made of the
exquisite color work used throughout this reel. The Technicolor
process has been employed. This
is a reel that will undoubtedly
prove an attraction for any house.
It should not be overlooked.

— The

.

.

.

Film Daily

This film not only is one of marvelous beauty but the little story
and the manner in which it is presented are delightful. It should
please both young and old and
charm the lovers of the beautiful
Should go over
and artistic.
big in almost any house.
.

.

-

.

— Moving

.

.

.

Picture World

A novelty that will make a most
acceptable presentation on any
program.

"Marionettes"

is

done

in natural

color and is amazingly reminiscent
of "The Voice of the Nightingale,"
the winner of the Riesenfeld short
subject prize. It strikes rae that

had "Marionettes" been produced
before the awarding of the prize,
it

would have been mighty diffimaking the decision
Exhibitors Trade Review

cult

.

—

.

This is a distinct novelty and
one that should be appreciated in
almost any house.

— Motion

Picture

;d

.

News

Produced by

DIAMANT FILM
COMPANY OF AMERICA

by Henri Diamant Berger

Color Photography by Technicolor Process

"Marionettes" is a Short Feature that
will be the true feature of most programs on which it appears. It is a
novel and beautiful picture that will

pay you handsome Added
you advertise it.

Profit

Member. Motion
Picture Producers
and Distributors of

America,

"THE SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES. Inc.

Inc.

Will H. Hays,
President

President

-""^

if

Extra Laughs on Every Program Mean

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc.

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, Inc.
Will H. Hays. President

Extra Profits for Every Show

1926

in

'^^^/s
THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

No

m%

other Short Features trade-mark has ever

meant so much

to

counTHE whole
being

You as a Showman.

try

en-

is

couraged to make
1926 a better year by
starting it with a

To your

patrons the Educational Pictures
trade-mark is a guarantee of a fine added attrac-

month of

One
cipal

on your program. For years the pictures
bearing it have been the undisputed leaders in
tion

laughter.

of the prinreasons for

America's greatness is
her sense of

humor

her ability to laugh.

their field.

Have a good, hearty laugh
every day in January, and
the rest of the year will

To you it is an assurance of Added Profit
when you show it in your lobby. You know that

surely take care of

The moving

you by showing the
and
best comedies
plenty of them
in

—
—

—

January.

The Educational
Pictures trade-mark

your

will serve as

cooperation
when you book an Educational Picture the
best service, a full line of accessories, complete
advertising

and

publicity helps

by consistent national

—

all

pic-

ture theatres will help

an Educational Picture will generally save the
day when your feature is a bit weak and that
it will make your best show a little better.

And you know you can count on

itself.

guide to the best in

comedies and other

—

Short Features.

Watch

for

these

funny pictures

in

LAUGH MONTH

backed up

HAMILTON COMEDIES
LUPINO LANE COMEDIES
BOBBY VERNON COMEDIES
WALTER HIERS COMEDIES
JIMMIE ADAMS COMEDIES
MERMAID COMEDIES

advertising.

Educational carries this ad in The Saturday Evening
Post, January 9th, to help you build bigger business in
Laugh Month.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES

TUXEDO COMEDIES
JUVENILE COMEDIES

CAMEO COMEDIES
LYMAN H HOWE S
HODGE PODGE
FELIX THE CAT CARTOONS

and Boost them €or

EDUCATIONAL
Inc.
W Hatnmons. Proaidenl

FILM EXCHANGES.

Bigger Prof its.

E.

E\ccur,ve Offices
370

SEVENTH AVENUE. NEW YORK

Motion Picture News
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Month in mind, but we were also of the
opinion that if we put sufficient punch behind the suggestion to 'start the New Year
with a laugh,' it would be mighty good
propaganda for the exhibitor to spread

among

his patrons.

•'Fox

Films

anybody who
and laughter.

heartily

joins

liands

with

starts out to distribute smiles

National Laugh Month is a
It should be productive of
more genuine mirth and healthy amusement
than was ever created by any given agency
in the history of the world, if exhibitors of
motion pictures will co-operate with the
creators of this unique idea.
Millipns of
men, women and children will patronize the
thousands of motion picture theatres during
January and, in my opinion, if everybody
will support the plan, young 1926, starting
to work with a broad smile and a hearty
laugh, will carry on much in the same manner throughout the year.
splendid idea.

Left to right: Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld who presented the medal (pictured in center) to E.
president of Educational Film Exchanges for the production ctistributed by Educational
the Nightingale."

W. Hammons
titled

(right),
of

"The Voice

Asks Short Subject Support
R.

Woodhull Urges

F.

Critics

THE

Support

to

New York

Short

Features

Short Features Advertising Asso-

recall the feature, but declared that the short

was host to the critics of the
York daily newspapers one day

feature, "The Suwanee River" was one of
the most beautiful things he ever saw.
He also recalled an incident in his home

ciation

New

week, with R. F. Woodliull,
President of the M. P. T. 0. A. as chief
Woodhull impressed upon the
speaker.

during the

town of Dover, where a patron had said he
wasn't interested the least in the feature,
but thought Al St. John in "The Iron Mule"
Avas one of the funniest pictures he had ever

newspaper men the

interest there was on
the part of the public in short subjects and
urged them to stress this angle of the industry in their ci'iticisms.
The President of the National association

seen.

Woodhull dwelt at length on the importance of Laugh Month and asked all the
possible for that event.
He declared that if the exhibitor ever took the
short comedy out of his bill he would soon
ai")preciate its real value if he did not
already.

pointed out that there was frequently more
interest in the shorts than in the feature
picture. He gave as an example a judge of
New Jersey -yvho attended a showing in the
Capitol, Brpadway, last week and could not

sfti)port

"Live-wire exhibitors will grasp the importance of this plan with one accord for it
will be to their advantage to give their
patrons the benefit of an idea that has been
To 'start the New
so generously endorsed.
Year with a laugh.' means to start the New

Year

right,

and show me the exhibitor who

"
does not want to 'get off on the right foot.'

Black Has Prominent Role
in ''Prince of

Broadway"

G. Howe Black, negro comedian who
gained prominence in "The Wizard of Oz,"
has a prominent role in "The Prince of
Broadway," George Walsh's current Chadwick starring: vehicle.

Sums Upvalue of Laugh Month

N

James R. Grainger Declares Drive Will Launch
Excellent Propaganda For Picture Theatres
ATIONAL LAUGH MONTH with Grainger in a statement issued

this week,
he praises the idea behind the campaign sponsored l)y the Short Features Ad-

emphasis on the comedy form of
entertainment and the suggestion
that the picture theati'e serves as a haven of
respite from the drab realities of life, will
prove a most valuable form of propaganda
for

in M'hich

its

the

exhibitors,

asserts

James

vertising Association.

"When Fox Films took for its slogan,"
he declares " 'start the New Year with a
Laugh,' we naturally had National La^^ll

R.

Entry Blank for Laugh Month
Exploitation Contest
(Use

coupon

to file your entry in the prize contest for the
best Laugh Month exploitation. Send entry to Laugh Month Committee, 218 West 42nd Street, New York City.)

Name

of

this

Theatre

'.

Address
City or

:

Town-

State

Name

of person responsible for

campaign

(This is the person to whom money will be paid if this entry wins)
Is theatre first run, second run or subsequent run?
Seating capacity
Population of City or TownWas campaign for one day, two days, three days or a week?
Was a particular comedy exploited? If so, give title and name of distributing company

it

(It is not necessary that a particular comedy should be exploited,
being sufficient if the campaign boosts Laugh Month. But if a

particular comedy
than three reels.)

is

exploited,

it

must be a short comedy

—not

more
Scenes

from

Winning

the latest Wanda Wiley comedy
Pair." released through Universal.

"A

January

2

,

1926
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Sterns Offer Prizes for
"Laugh Month'' Contest

THE

Stern Brothers, producers of
Century Comedies and the Buster Brown comedies for Universal
release, have announced three prizes of
S25 each, one of Sl5 and one of §10,
for exploitation stunts used on their
product during "Laugh Month."
The contest is open to exhibitors, the
following rules governing the awards:
For the best exploitation of a Buster
Brown Production during Laugh Month,
the Stern Brothers will write the exThe next best
hibitor a check for S25.
Buster Brown exploitation will get S15
and the third best, SlO.
For the best exploitation stunt on a
Wanda Wiley-Century Comedy, the

Sterns will award S25. A similar prize
will be given for the best stunt on an

Edna Marian-Century Comedy.

Warner

Novelizations
Be Printed

to

Warner Brothers and the Jacobson-Hodgkinson Corporation, publishers of New
York, have arranged a tieujj whereby the
latter wOl publish novelizations of a numThese novelizaber of Warner features.
tions will appear in "Popular Plays and
Screen Library" series, pajjer bound books
having a wide circulation.
The first stoiy to appear will be "Other

Women's Husbands," by E. T. Lowe, Jr.
The picture is now in production with Erie
Kenton
Prevost,

and Monte Blue, Marie
Huntly Gordon, Phyllis Haver and

directing,

Marjorie Gay in the

cast.

Scenes from the Glenn Tryon starring comedy for Pathe release

Century's "Laugh

titled

"Flaming Flappers"

Month" List

Eight ^'Buster Brown'' and Ten Other Comedies
Available in Addition to January Releases
addition to the Januai*y releases of
from Century, there will be
eight "Buster Brown" and ten other
short features available for exhibitors during "Laugh Month" from this company,
Stern Brothers, producers of the pictures,

INcomedies

have announced.

The pictures which

will be

.

available

for

arrangement for the National drive in January, include three of the
series which ordinarily would not be released until later in the winter and spring.
The producers have notified Universal exbooking under

this

changes, distributors of the product, to prerelease all Centurj' Comedies now on hand
in addition to the "Buster Brown" series.
Comedies set for release up to April, a total
of eleven two reelers, will be made available
for presentation during "Laugh Month" as
a resut of this move in support of the

Laugh Month campaign.
The Buster Brown Productions

"Buster's Bust-up," has just completed a
week in the Capitol Theatre, New York City.
Including the January releases, the following Century Comedies ai*e included in
the
pre-release
two-reelers
Laugh
for

Month:

"Her Lucky Leap,"
"Flying
Wheels," "Yearning For Love" and "Painless Pain," all starring Wanda Wiley; "A
Honeymoon Squabble," "The Big City,"
"Say It With Love," all starring Edna
Marian, one of the New Wampas Baby
Stars; "Helpful Al," "Accidents Can Happen," and "Al's Troubles," all starring Al
Alt; "Crowning the Count," and "A Flivver Vacation" starring Eddie Gordon, and
"Too Many Babies," featuring Charles
King and Constance Darling.
The four Buster Brown Productions
which already have been released, are "Educating
Buster," "Buster Be Good," "Oh
Buster" and "Buster's Nightmare."

offered

for pre-release are "Buster's Nose Dive,"
"Buster's Hunting Party" and "Buster's
Sky Rocket." The regular January release,

Philly

Exhibitors

Praise

"Laugh Month''
Stop Cheating Yourself
Out of Real Profits--

BOOK

Exhibitors in the Philadelphia territory
have launched a campaign to make January
"Laugh Month," a banner one for comedies
and short subjects. At a meeting of theatremen held in the Aldine Theatre on December
11th, exhibitors, branch managers
sistants of all the local exchanges

and aswere in

and addresses were made by
men prominent in the industry.
An effort wUl be made to induce exhibit-

attendance
A'arious

ors to devote an unusual amount of advertisThe
and exploitation to comedies.
M. P. T. 0. has endorsed the movement and
its members will co-operate in every possible

ing
MADE MGHT- PRICE RICHT- PROFITS RIGHT
Highlights

from

the

Fox

Imperial
Flying Fool."

comedy

"The

BOOK THEM TODAY!

Motion Picture N e zv s
their audiences laugh.

They want comedies

with good stories, clever subtitles, and amusing players. The jjroducing comjianies who
concentrate on short subjects are filling this
demand as quickly and ably as they can.
"F. B. 0. is concentrating particularly on
stars with a comedic bent. We have recently
signed Alberta Vaughn to a three year starring contract, and as soon as she completes
the

Sam Hellman

series,

"Fighting Hearts"

be starred in full length feature productions.
Alberta is one of the few young
actresses on the screen today with a distinct
Hair for comedy. It would not be amiss, at
this point, to suggest to exhibitors thatthey
will

concentrate on Alberta during Laugh Month.
"Alice Ardell, who is being featured by
Joe Rock in the series of Blue Kibbon comedies which he is producing for F. B. 0. distribution is another comedic "find."
"The three fat men, 'Fat' Karr, 'Tiny'
Ross and 'Fatty' Alexander, the trio whose
gross weight approximates a ton, and who
ai-e being featured by Rock in the series of

Men comedies which are also
being made for F. B. 0. distribution, are
taking their place as funmakers of the first
rank.
"Dinky Doodle, the cartoon character created by Walter Lantz, has won a place in
the hearts of film fans.
"Although not stars on the F. B. 0. roster,
Al Cooke and Kit Guard are two of the
funniest players on the screen today, and
(heir following is enormous."
Standard Fat

Joe Rock Starts

New

Blue

Ribbon Comedy
Scenes from "Yes. Yes Babbette," an Educational comedy release.

Many Entries for Laugh Month

"Alice Blues,"' a Joe Ruck production got
under way this M'eek at the F. B. 0. studios.
It is a Blue Ribbon comedy featuring Alice

French star and a comedian
named.

Ardell, petite
still

to be

Exhibitors All Over Country Send in
Blanks for Exploitation Competition

EXHIBITORS

in

all

parts

of

campaign which he de.sire« to have consid
ered for the cash prizes,
The first prize for each of the four weeks
in January is to be $100 and the other
prizes will be as follows:

the

coiinli'y ha\'e signitied their intention

of entering the prize contest for the
exploitation
tying u]) with Laugh
Month in which the National Laugh Month
Connnittee is to award $850 in cash prizes.
nunibHi- of exhibitors have filled in the
entry blanks which have been printed in the
trade papers and have sent them to the
.National Laugh Month ( ommittee
advance of the beginning of Laugh Month in
order to "get their bids in early." As prizes
are to be awarded for the best campaigns
conducted each week during the month, however, it will be necessary for each exhibitor
to make a separate entry with eacli week's
best

.^
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Many

|

anl three ndditional prizes of $5 each,
All exhibitors or exhibitor employees resjjonsible for exploitation work are eligible
to enter the contest and they can make a>
many as four entries during the month one

—

for cMch week.

Laugh Month

Stars for

p. B. O. General Sales

Manager Points

Out

being

Best

Talent

l^K MAIU^US, general sales manager
of K. B. O., asserts that the National
Laugh Month Drive to be launched
during January will give exhibitors an o))])ortunity to concentrate not only on laughprovoking productions, but on stars who
have a ])articular flair for comedy.

L

On commenting on

phase

is

Recruited

productioys and stars who appear in
They are recruiting the finest talent
among players, authors and directors foi
their comedy subjects.
Many of the companies have recruited their talent from the
va'deville stage, the first home of iiumor.
and these players are proving tremendous
leiiglii

them.

The short subject tosame class with the feature
and in many instances, is su-

of Laugh Month, Mr. Marcus said:

box
day

"Producing and distributing companies
are giviirr as much time and thought to short
subjects and short subject stars as. to feature

length film,
perior to the feature production.
Scenes from "My
"Exhibitors realize the value of niakina'

this

i)articular

ollice attractions.
is

in

the

Stars." an
lease.

Educational

.'omedy re-

J a

II

11

2

a r X

19

,

n

2 6

01} Currei?t Short

Subject
<::^::y=:^^

"My
(

Swedie"
Two

Educational-Christie

—

(Revietied by Chester
is a fairly good

THIS

ber of popular

Reels

comedy

of

work.

Glsn

Tryon.

Jimmie

the

and knockabout type with
Neal Burns and Vera Steadman in the
leading roles. It has a story that is above
the average for a picture of the kind and the
action is fast and continuous. In fact there

overcrowded

little

The

stuff.

cast

is

unnecessary gag
competent one and the

with
a

picture consequently, well acted.

The
Jack,

a

Cast

Newlywed

Neal Burns
Vera Steadman

Helen, his Wife
Ethel Lorraine

Anita Garvin
William Irving
Christie comedy by Sig Hersig directed by
Harold Beaudine photography by Alex Phil-

Her Husband

A

;

;

and Fred Jacquemin.
The Story Jack's honeymoon is interrupted
by a letter from a former sweetheart threatening the exposure o^ a number of ardent love
letters unless he remits $5,000.
The letter falls
lips

—

the hands of his wife and they contrive
separately to recover the damaging missives.
Each disguises as a Swedish servant girl and
both are employed by the holder of the letters.
They recover the letters after ransacking the
house, and make their getaway after a number
of exciting and humorous incidents.
Suvimary This is a good lively comedy, well
acted and with a good story and a number
of humorous situations. It should go particularly well in the neighborhood houses.

"His Wooden Wedding"
(Pathe -Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Edw. G. Johnston)
Charlie Chase is the star in this one from
Hal Roach and he is ably supported by
Katherine Grant.
Leo McCarey directed
and the story concerns a matrimonial mixup, providing plenty of funny situations that
are good for a lot of laughs.

The

Cast

The Groom
The Bride

Charlie Chase
Katherine Grant
and John Cossar.
The Story Charlie is about to be married
to Katherine when he receives an anonymous
note from a rival suitor who endeavors to
make the groom-to-be believe that his intended
wife is the owner of a wooden leg.
Charlie
is shocked at this last hour happening but manages to go thru with the ceremony envisioning
throughout the wedding his future family with
wooden legs. After it's all over, he tackles a
bottle of liquor
gets all lit up and leaves the
country.
Katherine is very much concerned
and confused over the strange outcome but
finds the note that Charlie has dropped and the
situation becomes clear to her.
She and her
father follow on their yacht and the villain's
dirty work is finally thwarted.
The villain,
pretending to be a friend of Charlie's has accompanied him and a lot of fun is made over
his attempts to gain possession of the engagement ring. At last, the groom sees his bride
in a bathing suit and everything turns out al-

Gale Henry, Fred

—

De

Summary

—A

very amusing comedy
Charlie Chase and Katherine Grant at
best.
The supporting cast is fine.

witii

their

" Flaming Flappers "
fPathe Two Reels)

—

(Reviewed by Edw. C. Johnston)
Glen Tryon is the star in this two-reeler
out of the Hal Roach studios and while it is
not the best one that Tryon. has been seen
in, it provides a very fair brand of entertainment. Fred Guiol did the directing and the
story concerns the present day flapper and
her sheik friends.

The

cast contains a

num-

Cast

-Bugs" O'Neill.
Charlotte Mineau,
and Sally Long.

Tyler

Brooks,

Yvonne Howell

—

(

—

fail.

The Feud "
(Fox — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Georiie

pantomime

spirit, his

The

is

Cast

Van Bibber

Earle Foxe
Florence Gilbert
Frank Beale

Paddock
Southern Mother

Fanny Midgley

Southern Boy
Southern Girl

a

Steve Carruthers

Gladys

(

McConnell

is being sold at auction.
At the sale \^an is
ciuestioned by a deaf villager concerning the
price of expensive autos, shouts at him in reply,
the auctioneer takes his answers as bids and
Van finds himself the owner of the property.
That night an old-fasliioned party is held in
the mansion. Van accidentally touches a secret
spring which reveals the hiding place of hidden
treasure.
The folks with whom the original
owners are at feud appear and carry off the

\^an gets mixed up with them.
treasure box.
In the free-for-all scrap which follows the
feudist battle among themselves till all are
knocked unconscious.
\'an then restores the
treasure t6 the owners and is hailed as a hero.
bright and zippy two-reeler.
Summary
-Starts getting the laughs right from the beginning and keeps the comedy wheel revolving up
Slapstick stuff amusing and not
to the finish.
over-done.
Picture well directed and actcfl.
Should please all patrons.

it,
this single reeler will furnish splendid entertainment.
Followers of Ike Walton will sit
uneasy in their chairs when they see the way
trout are caught uj) in a real trout country
and for those who get their kick out of watching good setters and pointers work with the
birds, Ty Cobb will show them the way he goes
about it.
This is a fine little short subject
along these lines.—
G.

—

tlie

—

that befall the old commander when the stork
pays a visit to the variety of beasts aboard the
ship.
Not a little perplexity and furore is
caused when the elephant and skunk families
vote an increase in their household.
G.

— EDW.

JOHNSTON.

(

" Searchlights "
Red Seal-Urban-Kineto ^One Reel)

—

There are a

of

tricks

in the first part
of this one that your patrons can take home
It brings out the effect that sound
to try out.
waves have and a demonstration is given by
running a violin bow over a glass tumbler, etc.
In the second part a collection of rare white
(Albino) animals are shown.
Species of the
deer, rattJe-snake, weasel and tortoise are included.
There is also a blue frog. -EDW. G.

lot

—

JOHNSTON.
" Marvels of Motion "
(Red Seal— One Reel)

Max Fleischer has collected a number of interesting subjects that have to do with outdoor sports in this single reeler and they are
again made with a special camera which shows
the different champions at high speed, slow
motion, in reverse and suspended in mid-air.
It includes tennis, the rodeo, Ranger, the Wonder Horse, Buff Brady, the lariat twirler,
"throwing the bull," "Little Joe, The Midget"
and "Straying Feet."— EDW. G.

JOHNSTON".

What Others Think
14

GEORGE DAVIS
Meinager Stadium Theatre,
Brooklyn, writes:

"'DAISY BELL' Song Car-Tune tremendous
Patrons

applauded

for

of the best short subjects I
played.**

"One

Reel)

seems to be getting betlate pictures than he
did in the past. This story is well above
average and its comedy situations are an
in

Reel)

—

—

success.

BOWES
CLIFF
ter vehicles

— One

seems as though all Paul Terry has to do
is to dip his pen in some ink
and out comes a
lot of laughs
and this one is no exception.
This time Mr. Terry falls back on that timehonored institution Noah's Ark and he shows
the very distressing moments and complications
It

five

minutes.

"

— One

JOHNSTON.

Noah and His Trouble "

(Pathe-Aesop Fables

—A

" Sky Hooks

—

For those who like out-door life, fishing and
hunting and the scenery that goes along with

—

(Educational-Canieo

SMITH

and Feathers "
Pathe-Sportlight One Reel)

Van Bibber and his party motor
Southern village where an old mansion

The Story
to

J.

" Fins

"

excellent; Florence Gilbert, as Sylvia, Frank
Beal, as the Colonel, and others in the cast
give satisfactory performances.

Sylvia
Colonel

CHESTER

Pardy)

T.

One of the best of the Van Bibber series,
a cJeve. burlesque of the old melodramatic
Southern feud idea, in which the hero with
his usual genius for getting into scrapes,
finds himself the possessor of an ancient mansion which he has bought at auction withVan inout knowing that he was bidding.
herits the feud which goes with the house,
and forthwith tumbles into a whirlpool of
trouble.
It's very funny stuff, the subtitles
are snappy and humorous, action fast and we
defy the most hard-boiled cynic to refrain
from laughing over the treasure hunt and
climax in which Van's foes knock out each
other, and he is congratulated for having
licked the whole crowd single-handed. Earle
Foxe fills the Van Bibber role with his
customary dash and

improvement over many of those that have
gone before.
Helen Foster is featured with
Bowes, and in addition to being good to look at
she seems to be a capable actress.
In this yarn Bowes gets a job as a laborer
carrying bricks to a bricklayer on a lofty roof.
He runs afoul of and wins the displeasure of a
giant laborer, and the two, as well as Miss
Foster do some lofty maneuvering that is calculated to bring a goodlv share of laughs.

EDW.

"

—

right.

do excel-

—

Silva,

—

all

7 he Story
dlen and iiis friends are atlending a co-ed school and are managing to have a
very enjoyable time of it in fact so much so
that (ilen becomes engaged to one of the fair
co-eds.
His sister precedes him to the home
town and breaks the news of his engagement to
the family.
In the meantime Glen and his
sweetie enlist the aid of a rickety old flivver lo
make the visit to tlie relatives. They have
a tough time keeping the old car together and
to further add to their difficulties, decide t:i
adopt an orphan baby on the way home. M<ist
f the comedy is furnished by Cilen's efforts to
keep the old car in the road and the furore
tliat they cause at home when they drive up
with the baby.
Suiiiinary
Not one of Tryon's best but very
fair entertainment that will please the average

into

—

Sue

Finlyson.

slapstick

are parts of it that could be eliminated without detracting any from the humor. It is a

names and they
The

Smith)

J.

lent
I

729 7th Ave.

have ever

N. Y. City

his

Edwin Miles Fadman,

Pres.

——

!

!!
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NEWS
FOX
23:

CONTINUITY, VOL.
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NO.

designers
—Juveuilcgreat
race
boy-power vehicles compete
the Day — John
News
speed championship
vacation
Europe,

of
for

I'hiladelpliiu

iu
of

;

D. Rockefeller, Jr., after
returns to United States

companies

the

;

ac-

Primo

dictator

de

Rivera tu

front.

in

—

—

;

—

;

:

—
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War

New York City^

;

East Side, West Side, one of the businest markets in the world is pushcart center of Orchard
Street Miami, Arizona Giant smelter is built,
a mile above sea level, to tap rich co"pper deNew York
posits of the great Apache Range
City Alec ^filler, the famous British wood
sculptor, is here to lecture before leading U. S.
New York City Foremost Indusart bodies
trialists of nation honor George Eastman of
St. Louis,
Rochester for services to science
Mo.— Dr. C. Bruce, 74, defeats H. S. Hyatt 76,
for the Perpetual Youth billiard championship
Modists of MontParis, France
of the city
martre pose in latest costumes created by designers of French fashion salons Onate, Spain
An event in the Basque country is the chopping champioiisliip among the Aizcolaris. or
woodmen Colloge Point, L I. Pat Noely has
trained his Airdale "King" to understand and
In the Carpathobey his every spoken word
ians
A trip by rope I'ailroad over ton of the
Austrian Alps, blankoted in snow: Washington.
D. C. Col. Wm. Mitchell is found guilty of
misconduct News of the Dav Down South in
Georgia railways kill weeds with a special
steam engine .Tncksonville. Fla. An engineering marvel is the world's largest span bridge
of basque type for railro.ifi traffic: Beverly
Farms. Mass. The three Allen brothers have
become experts at the huildins' of models of the
Philadelphia
Shod with
old Spanish galleons
soft sandals, women put patches on one of big
gas cells of dirigible Los Antreles; Waynesboro.
Ga. The Georgia Field Trials br'ne together
somf of best-known sportsmen and finest dogs
in South
Tampico. Mex. A frenk of nature
is this gas well spouting enough fizz every day
;

soda pop The Span—with
Fox News cameraman

to supply the world
ish
in Morocco

—

;

—

;

PATIIE NEWS

NO. 103
Former Assistant
Chief of Air Service is convicted of insubordination Harrisburg, Pa.
Seek to break
strike deadlock as coal shortage grows acute
New York City Unveil statue to dog hero of
serum race to Nome Benares, India Throngs
of pilgrims bathe in magic waters of Granges
River
Kingston, Jamaica Y'^ou have to use
your head to load a ship in Jamaica
Allentown, Pa. Sawing wood new outdoor sport
for high school girls
NorthSeattle, Wash.
west oarsmen train for next season's races
In the Congressional Limelight Sharp debates
on leading problems of the nation mark early
days of the 69th session Greenwich. England
Britain's young admirals-of-tomorrow meet
:

—

;

—

—

!

—

;

—

!

—
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—
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Rome,

test!

first

Italy

— Inside

St. Peter's

Cathedral
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Bang!!

Biff!

Wake Up Your Audience
Idea

NO. 104:

Ban-

jam of winter
— First great Washington,
D. C.
threatens widespread ruin
"Fighting
Billy"
convicts
martial
Court
—
Fla. — Cowboys revive wild
Dixie Boston, Mass.
west 'way down South
—
cop
"Mellie" plays
(Boston "only)
CleveCleveland, Ohio
busy Boston
man—
Highbrow
land only)
Wash.-— The art of spaghetti
ner
happiing New York City — Opera star
poor babies New York Citygor.

Maine

ice

!

JUitchell

;

JNIiami.

in

;

in

traffic

streets

(

:

steer lives in regal

;

eat-

Seattle.

finds

;

ness mothering
International hockey match won by Canadians
Rome, Italy (An International Newsreel Exclusive^- Pope Pins blesses host of pilgrims as
;

;

—

Rome Holy Year draws

to a close.

Laugh
Twelve
Months!

ZamU!

A

trio of

important episodes from "The Homemaker,'
a Universal feature.

with a

FATTY LAYMON
New

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

—Comedy- Drama

CHARLIE DORETY

and

12

Two

12

^Two Reelers

Reelers

Knock. *Em a Twister with a

HANK MANN
Tickle

'Em with

CHESTER CONKLIN
Thrill

12

New

Reelers

ALL-STAR COMEDIES

12

Reelers

Bobby Vernon comedies, Walter Hiers
comedies and Jimmie Adams comedies
released through Educational.

And

12

POLICE

DOG

—Two

Reelers

LIGHTNIN'

"NEW CHUCKLES"

Novelty Singles

with

HONEYMOON

SCENICS

Novelty Singles

And

SAMOIAN ISLAND TRAVELOGUES

Novelty Singles

Independent
Exchanges
Every Territory.

Foreign Rights RepCallaghan,
iNTOtNATICIHAb-* DISTRIBUTORS

has

swung

are in a business of selling entertainto the public, and when such pictures now and then achieve artistic merit
in addition to their entertainment qualiBut first of
ties, so much the better.
all they have to be entertainment to
register successfully with the public and
the exhibitor.

ment

George
220 W.

more companies striving for 'Entertainment first' and losing less money sjtrivIncidentally, by reaching
ing for art.

N. Y. C.

out fo rentertaining pictures, they will

resentative:

in

industry

first principles.

"Because the industry has been convinced of this important consideration in
picture making, I believe 1926 will see

Tennek Film Corporation
Presented by Kenneth T. Bishop. Produced and Distributed
by Tennek Film Corp. and
Being Grabbed Up By Live

its

We

Yell with a

And AH-H-H! 'Em

the

Those first
principles of making pictures were 'entertainment' for the masses, whether it
was in comedy, romance or melodrama.
back to

the Great

Make 'Em

Christie says:

"Gradually

of Their Seats with

EILEEN SEDGWICK

less

—Two

SHELDON LEWIS, ERIC MAYNE,
STUART HOLMES and CLARA HORTON.

'Em Out

and

Reelers

With BILL PATTON,
Pull

first,

—Two

12

Hair-Raising Jungle Stories

Bowl 'Em Over with the

ENTERTAINMENT

is

striving for art, will be the keynote of picture producers during
1926, according to Al Christie, prominent
comedy producer of Christie Comedies,

'Em with

SELIGS WILD ANIMALS
In

—Two

Entertainment First,
Christie Creed

42nd

St.,

probably happen on to art more often."
1540

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

H

J

January

2

1926

,
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ibitov^ Servi€eBttEeatt=

Striking a different note in exploitation for "The Iron Horse" (Fox), the Wigtcam theatre at Reno, Nevada, used a stage coach for a ballyhoo,
as shown in the photo above.
Note display material, borrowed from the railroad, used to decorate theatre front which featured lanterns,
an engine headlight and train flags, as ivell as a locomotive bell and stvitch levers.

—

Advisory Board and Contributing Editors, Exhibitors' Service Bureau
George E. Brown, Managing Di-

Georgre J. Sohade, Sohade theatre,

Sandusky.
:

£dward

Li.

Hyman,

Alark Strand

Weekly

theatre, Brooklyn.

A. Lrandau, I/yceum theatre,
Minneapolis.

liCa

Perry, Managring Dirfetor,
Garrick theatre, Minneapolis.

C.

C.

E. R. Rogers, Managing Director,
Tivoll
Chattanooga,
theatre,

Tenn.
Stanley Chambers, Palace theatre,
Wichita, Kan.

Willard C. Patterson, Metropolitan
theatre, Atlanta.

V.

E.

Richards,

Saenger

Jr.,

Amusement

Gen.
Co.,

Mgr.,

New

lios

Director,
theatres,

Angeles.

Stolte,
Des Moines
G.
theatre, Des Moines, Iowa.

Arthur

Quimby, Managing Director,
Strand
Palace and
Jefferson
theatres, Fort Wayne, Ind.

W.

C.

J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre,

San Francisco.

Productions listed are

For

ratings

Fmpress

theatre.

Salt Lake.

Sidney Granman^ G^anman'g theatres,

on

lioa Angeles.

new

:

PICTURE NEWS— first

Office Reports

pictures on which reports were not

KEY —

and

older

releases

see

MOTION

month.

issue of each

The first column following the name of the feature represents the number of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor."
The second column
gives the number who considered it "Fair"; the third the number who considered
it "Good"; and the fourth column, those who consi(Jered it "Big."
The fifth column is a percentage giving the average rating on that feature,
obtained by the following method:
A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of
"Fair," 40%; "Good," 70%; and "Big," 100%.
The percentage rating of all of
these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the number
of reports, giving the average percentage
a figure which represents the consensus
of opinion on that picture.
In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be
misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up

—

and eliminated.

theatre,

Louis K. Sidney, Division Manager,
Lowe's theatres, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Kotsky, Managing Director,
Palace theatre, Montreal, Can.

Eddie Zom, Managing Director,
Broadway-Strand theatre, Detroit.

Fred S. Myer, Alanaging Director,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.

Joseph

New

Managing

Plunkett,

Mark-Strand

rector,

Di-

theatre.

York.

Ray Grombacher, Managing Director,

Liberty theatre, Spokane,

Wash.

FAMOUS PLAYERS
Ancient Highway, The
Best People

Golden Princess, The
King on Main Street, The
Stage Struck

FIRST NATIONAL

Why Women

Love

METRO-GOLDWYN
UNIVERSAL
Lights of Old Broadway

Where Was

Palace

L.oevv'8

Memphis, Tenn.

:

Geo.

current

Go West

George E. Carpenter, Paramount-

Box

Eldition of Exhibitors'

TITLE

K>. Newman, Managing
Famous Players-L.asky

rector.

THE CHECK-UP

available previously.

Orleans.
F.

:

I?

Poor

—
—
—
—
—

Fair

Good

4
5

6
6

7

4

4

7

1

3

7

1

12
—
—
—

Big

—
—
—

Value

Length

Ross A. McVoy, Manager, Temple
theatre, Geneva, N. Y.

58
56
51

63
75

6,034
5,700
6,394
6,229

ft.
ft.

ft.
ft.

7 reels

W.

S.

Managing

McLaren,

Capitol
rector,
son, Mich,

theatre,

DiJack-

Harold B. Franklin, Director of
Theatres,

William

Famous Players-Lasky.

8

—

60

6,750

ft.

3

3

5

75

6,256

ft.

3

7

1

75

ft.

Claire Meachime,
Westfleld, N. Y.

1

10

6,437
6,630

ft.

Ace

J.

Sullivan,

Manager^

Rialto theatre, Butte, Mont.

H. A. Albright, Manager, T. D.

—

67

ft

L. theatre, Glendale, Calif.

Berry,

Grand

Managing

Circle theatre,

theatre,

Director,
Indianapolis.

,
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Interests Schools In "The
Fighting Ranger" Serial
The

lar appeal of serial plays to
being capitalized and turned to
l;o()(1
account at the box office in several
towns and cities, especially good work along
these I'nes being done by exhibitors in connection with "The Fighting Ranger." A noaitii-i

I

cliildreii

is

table instance of intelligent

work

in the for-

mation of "Advenluie Clubs," an exploitation movement projected by the Universal
exploitation department, is the campaign
which was executed in Delphos, Ohio, in the
interests of the Capital Theatre.

Letters were sent to

all

the schools.

The

letters outlined the educational policy of the

"The Fighting Ranger," and .announced a special matinee on Monday afternoon immediately after school. The drive
was handled by A. J. Sharick, Universal exserial

ploiteer.

The formation of an Adventure Club was
The theatre put on a special
school matinee before the serial was schedalso carried out.

Shadoiv box shaped like a key, used as a lobby display for ParamounCs "Seven Keys to Baldpate" at the Tivoli theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Uses 9 Stunts on ^^Iron Horse''
A. N. Gonsiors Drive in Champaign Ties Up
With Everything From University to Bakeries

FKW

exploitation campaigns measure
up to the standard of completeness
achieved by A. N. Gonsior in his drive

"The Iron Horse" at Champaign, III.
The campaign was executed in the interests
of the Virginia Theatre, which is operated
In this drive, which enby Mr. Gonsior.
for

the cooperation of every worthwhile

Iist(!d

institution or organization in the town,
.sior was assisted by a Fox exjjloitation

Gonman.

The campaign was launched with one of
the most reniarkal)le tie-nps credited to ejiThis was the asterprising showmanship.
sistance gained from the engineering de-

partment of the University of Illinois, which
located at Champaign and which boasts
a wonderful collection of railroad photographs a complete pictorial record of every
is

—

type of engine used in the history of railroading in this country. This valuable collection was moved to the lobby of the Virginia Theatre through the courtesy of the
University heads, and there formed one of
the finest lobby displays possible for a ]uclure like "The Iron Horse."
The drive did not stop at this, however

and flattering it was to the men exploiting "The Iron Horse" in Champaign.
Some word of mouth advertising was ex-ecuted in the following manner. The ushers
effective

—
—

the Virginia who happen to be students
working their way
University,
of the
through college announced to each patron
as they ushered him or her to their seat,
"'The Iron Horse' will play here next

-of

together with Presidents of the various col(^ther local personages whose splendid cooperation was instrumental in promoting the

engagement were the Board
Education officials of Champaign, and
the neighboring town of Urbana, railroad
otiicia'.s of the Illinois Central and the Big
Four roads, Scout Masters and officers of
B«y Scouts, American Legion officials',
head of Veterans of Foreign Wars, comsuccess of the

of

manders of Civil War Veterans, principals
and teachers of high schools, civic officials
and newspajier editors.
On the day the print of the picture arrived in Champaign, the Boy Scouts turned
out in a body, marched to the railway station, and escorted the film to the theati'e.
So favorably did the picture impress
that

local school heads,

schools

had them sign slips with their names, a"ddresses and ages. These were left at the box
office, and each boy as he handed in his slip
was presented with one of the "Fighting
Ranger" booklets put out by Universal.
This gave the theatre an excellent mailing
A slide about the club and an ad in the
paper with a ])laee for the boys to sign was

list.

lege fraternities.

l)ul)lic

uled to start which packed the theatre with
Sharick talked to the kids, "exchildren.
plaining the Adventure Club plan, and then

all

also used.

Want Ads for Parrots Tie
Up with "Unholy Three"
Curiosity was aroused in Alton, 111., reby the apjiearance of a prominent
displav ad in the local paper reading as
"Wanted: Parrots! Parrots! Parfollows:
For use in connection with showing
rots!
of 'The Unholy Three' at Princess Theatre,
Anyone owning a parrot
starting Sunday.
cently,

please communicate at once with J. J. ReilThe Parley. Manager Princess Theatre."
rots obtained were placed on stands in the
lobby with stills showing the pet shop in
the film.

of (^hampai^n's

were dismissed on IMonday

and Tuesday afternoon.s

to enable the jnipils

to see the picture.

Special tickets were made up and distributed to the employees of the Illinois Central
and the Big Four roads in both Champaign
and Urbana. These tickets called for a tencent reduction of the usual admission price.
tie-up was secured with the two largest
bakeries in the city, by which advertising
circulars on the engagement were wrapped
with everv loaf of bread.

A

week."

For a street ballyhoo, a reproduction of
"The Iron Hoi'se" was constructed, but by

way of altering the regulation article, the
Champaign campaigners had two students
the imitation locomotive on their
shoulders.
i)vetentious ])rologue was staged in
which songs incidental to the period of the
picture were rendered by a quartet in cor-

carry

A

rect atmospheric costumes.

A

was arranged for the
preceptors of History from the University,
special screening

Girl Solicits Ads In Lobby
In "Classified" Tie Up
In

connection

"Classified"' at the

with a week's run of
Leland theatre in Albany,

week, one of the local ])apers placed a
in front of the theatre to receive classified ads from patrons, while another of the local papers gave a theatre
party one night to employees of its classi-

this

young lady

fied

ad department.

liallyhooinp Harold Lloyd in "The Freshman"
(Pathe) at Suffern, N. Y., where the picture
played at the Lafayette theatre.

(I

II

I!

a r V
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News Stunt
Memphis

Strand-Pathe
Stirs

A co-operative Pat lie News ami Strand
Theatre drive in Memphis, Tenn., succeeded
creating a great amount of interest and
exploitation for both the topical
reel and the theatre, since it served as a
demonstration of the remarkable s]ieed wth
which news events are rushed to the screen.
in

vail able

As an initial stunt, Manager Walter
League, of the Strand, took advantage of
scenes in an issue of the news, which pointed
out Memphis as the "Cotton center of the
world." A ])rivat8 screen-ng was held for
chamber of commerce and the

press.
the annual local
football classic, the University of Tennessee-

the

On Thanksgiving Day,

Loyola game was "shot" by a Pathe NewH
photographer. While the camera was grinding, two men carried a banner around the
tie'.d which advised rooters of both teams to
"See Today's Game in Pathe News at tiie
Strand Theatre, Tonight, Friday and Saturday." And they lived up to their promise!
and was shown on the
The film arrived at
.St land screen that evening at seven.
In addition to this, League hired an airplane and Hew over the park himself while
the game was in progress. A lower wing of
the plane was covered with huge letters
uhii-h sy)elled out "Strand-Pathe." A foothall,
decorated with the Tennessee colors
was dropped on the field. The total cost of
this extra exploitation amounted to twentyone dollars and eighteen cents.

—

Teaser Angle For Window
Display On **Graustark"
I'sr

lit'

I

he teaser idea in a

window

disjilay

C. H. Amos of the
Theatre, (ireen\ille, in connection
with a jewelry store tie up foi- "Graustark."
The window featured a display of diamonds
and pearls with a notice reading "These are
the crown jewels of Gi'austark." Later the
ciird was changed to read "These are the
Crown jewels of Graustark as worn by
Norma Talmadge in 'Graustark' at tlic^
Carolina Theatre."

was made by Manage)'

CaT'olina

A

prehistoric monslcr built at a cost of $28.50.
Lsed as ballyhoo for First National's "'The
Lost World," the float shown above proved a busiiiess-netter for the Rialto at Sterling, Colo.
It Has desifined and executed under the direct 'on of Chet Miller. niana::er, and Archie Post,

exploitation

man

Ideas Used for ^The Freshman'
Stunts Culled

Comedy

TT Til ILK

Fill

From Campaigns On Lloyd

Grab-Bag of Showman's Tricks

timely

angle, the footfocal point of
'
he major portion of the campaign
whicli leading showmen used in exi)loiting
"The Freshman," Harold Lloyd's poi)ularity
and j)ersonality, both of which lend themselves very readily to exploitation, naturally
called for a very fair share of advertising
which was individual to the star and picture
and without these "seasonal" appeals.
.\s a result of this, a few of the more

V'

V

'"''"

the

''''f^'''

^^'"^

^^"^

I

exploitation drives for "The Fresha number -of ideas which,
while not basically lU'w or iu)vel, have
nevertheless interest for the exjjloitalion
man because of the clever applications which
were made of them.
'J'he leading item in "•Freshman" exploitaion continues to be centered about local
lootball teams, appeals to the general public
being made through stunts and advertising
which tied up the pictui'e with the high
school or college feam numbering many followers among the potential patrons of the
])articular theatre. Football teams of universities and high schools were guests of
he theatres, in several instances. Some of
the theatres recently using this stunt are
Ihe .Jackson
Theatre, York, Pa., wliei-e
Manager F. E. Barry entertained the squad
of fifty-two York High school football players.
Next among the seasonal ideas comes
the football schedules, printed by the theatre.
These give the dates, place and opponents of the local team. Some of them included on the schedule the entry, "Harold
Lloyd vs. Blues," following this with the
date of run and name of the theatre.
The essay contest conducted by Manager
McGee of the Criterion proved highly profitable.
week before picture opened, the
Oklahoma City Times printed notices to
the effect that starting with opening day of
"The Freshman," the Times would publish
i-eccnt

man"

i)rovi(le

I

I

A

live and lively both, for Pathe's
"Kivalina of the Icelands" during its showing
at the Cameo theatre, San Francisco, where an
effective campaign was staged by Manager
C. /-. Theurerkauf.

Atmosphere,

of the theatre.

daily the three best contributions of seventyfive words each on the subject, "The Most

Amusing Incident

in

My

Freshman Year."

Three winners were picked each day, each
one receiving a pass for one for a period of

one ujonlli al Ihe Criterion Theatie. Each
one of the fifteen wiinu'rs for the week, and
one friend, were the guests of the TimesCriterion at a box party on the closing
night of the attraction.
The Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago, obtained
many columns of ))ublicity for '"The P'reshruan" in the C'hicago American through the
donation of 100 valuable prizes of sporting
goods, radio outfits and books in a football
thrill contest, for the most interesting letters regarding "the greatest thrill you received in footl)all while watching a contest."

Dreamland
distributed

Freshman,"

1'heatre,

New

Albany, Miss.,

herald on "The
with material taken from the

a

big

circus

I'athe i)ressbook.

A tie-up by the Million Dollar Theatre,
Los Angeles, with the Owl Drug Stores in
that city, forty in number, resulted in the
j)opularizing of a new drink called the
"Freshman Freeze."

Paper Launches a "Thank
You" Party in Marion
In conjunction with the

Marion Star, the

Theatre at Marion, Ohio, staged a
"Thank You" partj' during the engagement
(Jraiid

of the picture of that

title.

The newspaper announcements told that
the Mar'ion Star would hold a "Thank You"
Saturday morning at the Grand,
par(\'
where "Thank You" was showing, for any
Marion children under fifteen years of age,
who would walk up to the Grand doorman
and say "Thank You."
So great was the outpouring of small kiddies that it became necessary to hold two
jierformances.
The second showing was
decided upon ]n'omptly when the children
of the Marion County Children's Home
headed by the superintendent of the institution, arrived too late for the first performance. Eighteen hundred children in all were
entertained at the two shows.
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Charity

Held

Potato

Hyman

Matinee

Gives Free Xmas
Parties For Kiddies

in Jersey City

One of the most successlul exploitation
stunts attempted in Jersey City took place
Saturday morning, December 19, when the
First Annual Potato Matinee for local charThe
ity was held at the Fulton Theatre.
matinee, at which admissions were paid for
in potatoes resulted in a store of eighteen
barrels of potatoes, which are to be distributed to the poor through the sei'vices of the
Salvation Armj' Home for Girls, the Hebrew
Orphans' Home and the Society of St. Vincent de Paul, of St. Paul's R. C. Church.
The matinee, which enlisted the assistance
of newspapers and local charity organiza-

The ]'>rooklyu Mark Slraud Theatre arranged three special holiday morning performances free of any charge to the children
of New York and Brooklyn. Managing Director Edward L. Hyman presented these
shows in conjunction mth three newspapers,
two of them in Brooklyn being the Daily
Eagle and The Daily Times, and the remaining one in New York being the Evening
World (Sophie Irene Loeb).

The first of the free pei'formances was
-given on the morning of Thursdaj', December 24, in cooperation with the Daily Times
of Brooklyn.
The newspaper handled the
distribution of the tickets and supplied presents and candy for the children.

tions, was developed and executed by Fred
H. Mertens, managing director of the Fulton
Theatre Company, and Arnold S. Rittenberg,

publicity director of the theatre.
In attending the matinee, children of the
city paid their admissions with potatoes
with the understanding that their gifts were
for the poor. While only two potatoes were
required as admission, it is interesting to
note that the average for the matinee was
five potatoes per child attending. The largest single contributor was Dominick Barbera,
who brought a full sack of potatoes as his
contribution.
As a result of the widespread favorable
comment directed towarr^ t>iia fivgt annual
Potato Matinee, a report is current that all
Jersey City theatres will subscribe to the
idea next year.

The second of the free shows took place
on the morning of December 25, in conjunction with the Brooklyn Daily. Eagle.
As
with the Times, the newspaper handled the
The "pointing finger" carries the billing in
the novel ballyhoo used by the Regent theatre
in Pittsburgh, for Paramount' s "He's a Prince."

A Make-Up Demonstration
In "Romola" Campaign
A "Stage and Screen Make-up Demonstration" arranged in a tie-up between the Capitol Theatre, Cincinnati, and a large department store of that city, and advertised in
the Sunday papers in connection with the

showing of "Romola," drew such crowds

to

Envelopes With Kerchiefs
Herald "My Son"

the reception room of the store that the
doors had to be closed and hundreds turned
away.

When he booked Nazimova in "My Son,"
Manager Ray Wolf, of the Locust Theatre,
Philadelphia, at once recalled that Nazimova
is an emotional actress.
With this idea in
mind he set out among the handkerchief
shops and secured 1,000 handkerchiefs at a

H. S. Ansley, Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer
who conducted the stunt, followed it up

These he put in small envelopes, which were handed to the women
patrons of the Locust. The envelope bore
verj' small cost.

the following inscription Ladies.
need the enclosed handkerchief
:

see

Nazimova

Theatre."

in

'My Son'

You

will

when you

at the Locust

with a shoe-fitting contest, awarding a small
pair of slippers to the first lady who could
put them on. The competition attracted
vast interest and proved
ploiting the showing.

successful in ex-

Stills from the picture and announcements
of the run were exhibited in the Public Library with copies of the George Eliot novel
on which the picture is based. Other windows featuring copies of the book were con-

tributed

bv

six

drug and book

stores.

bulk of the

details.

The free show in conjimction with Sophie
Irene Loeb of the New York Evening World
will be given on the morning of New Year's
day.
A different program from the other
two

will be given.

Theatres Cooperate on Ads
For "The Freshman"
While cooperative advertising among exhibitors has probably not as yet been as general as cooperation among dealers in other
lines, nevertheless there is now and then a
striking instance of where showmen band
together in their newspaper advertising.

Recently the Indianapolis Star carried a
quarter-page advertisement on the Path&-

Lloyd comedy "The Freshman," in which 18
theatres appeared jointly.

The copy was headed "Harold Lloyd in
'The Freshman.' See It at Your Neighborhood Picture House."

Then followed a list of the various theatres
under North, East, South and West, referring to various sections of the city, after

which appears an illustrated advertisement
dealing specifically with the story.

for Metro-Goldivyn-Mayers "The Midshipman" in ttco Coast cities.
At the left, the ptitienis of the naval hospital in San
Diego assembled in front of the Superba theatre where they were the guests of Manager Dwight Hill at a special matinee performance.
Right, the float used in Los Angeles by Loew's Slate theatre. The float, by the way. joins the fleet of trans<ontinental ballyhoos, for it is to b»
drawn to New York.

Exploitation
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Exhibitor's Idea Exchange
Manager

cost to theatre. One, with the

the

of

Empress

According to
G. M. Pedley

Cab Company, resulted

theatre,

What's Your Idea

Owensboro, Ky., the

campaign

following

A

masked

chant

monster

the

Exchange would

know about

teen feet high and six feet wide, in front of

the theatre on the curbstone the day before

it

painted on beaver

board and put on

an

«asel, with date of showing, standing eigh-

and during
done

A

were

from pink

truck rigged as a float with 24-sheets

for the sides, and a banner with the date for

was put on the streets two days
This also
before and during the sliowing.
visited the schools and residence districts
the back,

"The Freshman"

advertising

newspaper campaign was launched
two weeks in advance, with teasers and
readers.
Two sets of teaser postcards were
sent out lo the house mailing list, and heralds were distributed in the theatre several
days before the showing.

Manager
According

Hugh

J.

to

of

the

Noble, Anniston,Ga.,

Smart

it

him

paid

crease

to

in-

considerably

above

average,

the

starting

with various size posters ten days in advance

At

campaign, Harold

the

at

the Belmont

C.

atre,

R McGowan

nessee, the following
pla'iis

were effectively

utilized in putting over his presentation of

"Quo Vadis."

A

trailer

film

was used

in

advance of the opening as well as an advertising slide. The outside lobby of the theatre

was neatly arranged with

three-sheets, also

occupying a conspicuous place in the wall
The smaller frames were attracframes.
arranged with various

graphs, also some

Some

As an added

with

McGowan

the

sizes

of photo-

from the production.

three thousand

tributed.

tion

stills

high school football

team attended a showing of the photoplay,
the stunt resulting in strong word-of -mouth
advertising for the attraction. This was followed up by tie-up score-cards distributed
to fans attending the local football game on
opening day of picture.

During three day's run
impersonate

Lloyd

in

a

man

football

dressed to
attire,

raded the streets carrying a sicn on

pahis

certain

were

hferalds

Manager

screening.

picture

the

of

Howard,

Atlanta,

unusually heavy ad-

vance newspaper advertising

made

the

newspaper displays in advance were immediately followed up b}^ a strong billing
campaign,
300

which

one-sheets,

tory courses.

included

103

of

"The Iron

The Library

distributed thou-

sands of "The Iron Horse" bookmarks.
Other features of his campaign included
the posting of paper on ten stands in the

—the

Terminal does not orTwice the usual amount
of newspaper space was used and there was

business section

dinarily use stands.

a street ballyhoo of an old-time locomotive
mounted on a motor truck. The music accompanying the picture was broadcast one
evening through Radio station W.O.R.

A

the

posting

three-sheets,

sheets, 32 twenty-fours,

of

mine

friend o*

Offered

To

Branham

portion

in connection with his-

dis-

presented Charles Hawkins, a boy

According to

days a

Horse" novelization

attraction in connec-

way easy for his big
The
campaign on "The Pony Express."

local

mediums for reaching

The Newark schools cooperated with him

tlie-

Nashville, Ten-

As guests of
members of the

management,

of

the public with regard to picture attractions

oil

According to

Charles G.

theatre

J.,

to the extent of allowing the teachers to read

Lloyd novelties were distributed to school
children and newsboys about town.
the

cooperation

the kind.

Manager

this period of the

Newark, N.

the

and schools greatly aided his campaign for "The Iron Horse" and
proved to him that these institutions pro-

"jazz" singer.

of play date.

atre,

having the qualities necessary for tie-ups of

tively

tion efforts for the showing of "The Freshman," on which lie used twice the usual
newspaper space and increased his billing

Manager of the
Fox Terminal The-

The above was augmented by sevei-al excellent window displays, and two lobbj- ex-

ex])loita-

his

pro-

Noble.

Of

A

western

typical

vide one of the finest

hack

as well as the business districts.

ist.

a

in ad-

the public libraries

with regularity.

hibits.

All paintings were the art of a local art-

in

According to
Ray Deusern

brown.

to

featured

who

town on horseback,

logue at the Howard.

The monster was

the showing.

in colors

dition to riding about

—

ness of furnishing the American
people with real good entertainment and getting them to come to
your theatre and take their share of

a special truck, its

of real Indians in full regalia,

between exhibitors a meeting place
wherein they may swap experiences
in the great and interesting busi-

was

Company, included

and back carrying huge cut-outs picturing thrilling scenes from the photoplay.
Further cooperation was obtained from the
Rogers chain of stores, who distributed heralds on the attraction.
A highlight of the campaign was a band

deeds your real feehngs regarding
co-operation is for you to send in
your ideas to this department, the
sole aim and purpose of which is
to bring about a point of contact

banner.

advertising

sides

it in order that
the tried and tested stunts of showmanship may be passed on to other
exhibitors. The way to express in

The mask was put in
place Saturday night preceding the opening
of the picture the following Wednesday.
The overhead marquee billboard carried a
of

press

Exhibitor's Idea
like to

backgromid.

reproduction

cabs.

or other device of exfor
a motion picture

show?

front, consisting of side i)anels

of the mask was a painting of a prehistoric
monster done in green and brown, with dark

A

ad,

mer-

up

ploitation

of three sheets and a center piece of an easel
The top
•with framed sheet 22 x 28 inches.

blue

tie

copy on
on rear of
Another with the Southeastern Ex-

c-abs

the attraction in the spare tire

About a good newspaper
street ballyhoo, lobby display,

which he used in connection with '"The Lost
World," proved a good business getter and
a })rofitable investment of time and money.

carrying special

& White

Black

in every one of their

me

GOVERNOR-ELECT

j

a ticket

A.

SAYS

Movie entertainment

r* du fxina t^l..

|

In town.

And when

1

143

Sm

asked him when

To

use the ticket.

He

said

\

\

THE MANAGEMENT
I

OP
;

Today, Tomorrow

J

5,000 heralds, inseit cards and photos.
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two-column displays designed for
"Thank You' (Fox) by A. S. Rittenberg of
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"Trackless Train'*
The "Trackless Train," Metro-Goldwyii-

if

not surpassed.

The

demonstration of greeting- to the Train,
which is credited with having accomplished
astonishing exploitation stunts for theatres
with which it was tied up in every city and
town visited on the trip from the Atlantic
to the Pacific coast, was city-wide in scope
and marked by an enthusiasm far out of
the ordinary for events of this kind.
At the City Hall a large crowd headed by
the High School Boys' Band greeted the
train, and Mayor Rolph and a number of
city officials welcomed it.
Motion pictures
and stills were taken of tlie Mayor receiving letters despatched to him in care of the
train by Mayor Hylan of New York.
From the City Hall the special was escorted to the Market Street Ferry, whence
it proceeded to tour the length of Market
Street and other principal streets.
It is
estimated tiiat 200,000 jH'ople viewed the

Train

The

in 'Frisco.

trip

from Los Angeles

to

San Fran-

was a repeated sei'ies. Towns visited
by the Train include Pasadena, Glendale,
Burbaidv, San Fernando, FilImoi"e, Santa
Paula, Oxnard, \'entura, Santa Barbara,
Santa Maria, San Luis Obispo, Paso Robles
King City, Soledad, Salinas, San Jose, Pal
Alto, Redwood City, San Mateo and Burlingame.

Bobbed Gray Heads Guests
At "Bobbed Hair" Show
Instead of the usual "Flapper Party" that
would ordinarily be staged in connection
with the showing of such a film as "Bobbed
Hair," Vic Gauntlett, advertising and publicity
nuinager of John Hamrick's Blue
Mouse Theatre recently staged a stunt in
Seattle on this film that was hailed as decidedly original.
In conji iiction with tlu' Seattle Star, Mr.
Gauntlett put across a "Gray Haired Bob"
party, at which every woman in Seattle with
gray bobbed hair was a guest of Manager

I

rontat displiiy lor

prised eo-oi)eration with the newspajjcr in
the starting of the youngsters' page of the

Journal by having Douglas Faiibanks made
the honorary presMlent of th.e society ^a
nio\c which afforded the paper excellent
material for "selling'' the department.

—

Huge mail bag used

as

shadow-box display for

Pony Express" at the
Strand, Birininiihum.
Through the apperture
Paramount's
in

"The

centre a tvestern scene with ,a small
horse and rider in motion ivas visible.

the

Hami'ick at a special showing of the film
one matinee.
The only requirement yas
that the guest send in beforehand her name,
address and age all of which was kept

—

strictly confidential.

The big feature of the performance was
the donation of a season pass to the oldest
Ik bbed
head in the audience in this instance a woman over 85 years of age. All
told, the matinee nrmbered some 600 guests,

—

iiichding a majority over .'lO \ears old.
Needless to say, the stunt was good for
nuicli space in the Star, including two front
page stories with two-colunni photographs
oi' the eldest guests, the line of patrons, etc.
Ml'. Gauntlett is a firm believer in putting
o\er pub'icity stints that w-ill attract persons who ordinarily will not attend a certain picture, or type of film, and his staging
of this "Gray Haired Bob" party was defin'tc evidence of the correctness of his theory
'"•"hen properly applied.

The initial announcement stated that
Douglas Fairbanks would be honorary president of the Journal Juniors, membership in
which was open to all boys and girls between
the ages of eight and fourteen.
The newsl)aper devoted a column a week to matters
of interest to boys and girls, including athletics, games, books and so forth.
The news]iaper issued invitations to the Journal
Juniors to attend a free morning matinee
of "Don Q" and also launched a movement
for an athletic meet. This reached a climax
when it was announced that Faiibanks had
donated a white horse as the chief prize
for the athletic comnetitions and that Mary
Pickford had given a wrist watch as a specThe meet was worked
ial prize for the girls.

up with ballyhoo centered about

the

horse

and the selection of judges, etc. It netted
the Majestic 31 days of steady "fiash" publicity in the Journal, aufl it might be used
as a model for other theatres in C'ties.

Messiter Prints Programs
On Stock Heralds
H. M. Messiter, manager of the Parkway
Theatre, Baltimore, has adopted the plan
of using the small heralds issued by film
companies for special productions, in the
place of his usual programs, by having the
various numbers printed on the back, when
they can be obtained with special feature
pictures.
They were used when "The Pony
Express" played tliere during
beginning Monday, October 2(3.

the

week

Liberal use of cut-outs ami soin*
First National's attraction, at the Capitol theatre, Seattle, ff ash.
resulted in an elaborate arrangement ivhich produced a pretentious effect.

'The White Monkey,"
stills

News

management which is alive to special opportunities cropping up now and then in most
every locality.
The Majestic stiuit com-

cisco

>

Picture

Tlie enteriirise of tiie Majestic theatre in
Portland, Ore., in tying in with the starting
of a new junior deiiartment of the Oregon
Journal for special puljlicity on Douglas
Fairbanks in "Don Q" illustrates once more
the possibilities whicli exist for the theatre

Mayer's trans-contiiieiital hallylioo de luxe,
put into San Francisco recently and the
sensational reception accorded it in Los An-

was duplicated

n

Ties Up "Don Q" with New
Junior Dept. of Paper

San Francisco Hails The

geles

t i
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The Golden

The Midnight Limited
(Rayart Pictures

—5855

(Fox— 5989

Feet)

A

HERE

rest of the cast is excellent.

_

THEME.

Railroad melodrama. Crook attempts to rob
Foils bandit
station, falls in love with girl and reforms.
friends and wins out by preventing a wreck.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
trains.

The runaway

ture railroad atmosphere.

Good

IHEME.

Fine shots of the fast
of the bridge and

wreck

freight, the

direction.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Go

PRODUCTION

after railroad patron-

age for this one will please them. Play up the names of
Gaston Glass, Wanda Hawley and Richard Holt.
POWER. Suitable for all middle class,
neighborhood and smaller theatres. May do well in some

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
Indian days.

DRAWING

of the large houses.

moving

railroad melodrama, finely
photographed and directed. Plenty of thrills and the suspense is well carried out. The cast is excellent.
fast

THE CAST
Alan Morse

Gaston Glass

Sam

Foster

thrilling

William Humphrey
John Reynolds
Mrs. Reynolds
Mathilda Brundage
Hal Reynolds
Richard Holt
L. J. O'Connor
John O'Connor
Doctor Harrington
Eric Mayne
Doctor Jones
Fred Holmes
Author, John Francis Natteford, Directed by Oscar Apfel. Produced by Gerson Pictures Corp. and presented by B. Berger.
SYNOPSIS Alan Morse, a hungry crook is beating his way on
the trains.
Stops off at a junction point and attempts to rob the
He is caught in the act by the agent who suffers a
station safe.
Alan meets the agent's grandparalytic stroke thru the shock.
daughter, falls in love and decides to reform. His past experiences
permits him to hold down the sick agent's position.
He foils his
bandit friends, prevents a serious wreck and his efforts are rewarded.

—

melodrama

SUMMARY. A

is

melo-

Well

directed and acted.

Dixie Denniston

Major Gaynes
Lucy Sutler
Major Denniston
Jeb

Author/ Peter B. Kyne.

Director, Victor Schertzinger.
Liuetenant Milt Mulford on being commissioned,
joins army post in Arizona, near his father's ranch. He falls in love
with Dixie, Major Denniston's daughter. Because Gaynes, government agent, is cheating the Indians out of supplies, the Apaches go
on the warpath. Milt heads a squadron sent after them. Fear seizes
him as a skirmish opens and he fails to lead his men. He is temLater he redeems himself, is restored to comporarily disgraced.
mand and wins Dixie.
The Golden Strain

SYNOPSIS.

(Fox)

PRESS NOTICE
Urr\ HE GOLDEN STRAIN,"
a rattling melodrama of
hostile Indian days in the West,.
comes to the screen of the

is

The picture
the last word in realism and
vivid coloring, the Indian battles
being depicted with extraordinary skill. There's a strong sentimental angle to the story which
deals with the failure of a young
Theatre on

make good in his
engagement, his remorse
and temporary separation from
lieutenant to
first

How

he rethe girl he loves.
deems himself furnishes the big
punch o: the film, in which Hobart Bosworth, Kenneth Harlan,

right in the eyes of
picture is crammed
and
incidents
exciting
with
Gaston
suspense.
breathless
Glass, Wanda Hawley and Richard Holt have the important roles

CATCH

cast

look and
thrilling

drama

of

Madge Bellamy and Ann Pennington play important roles.

Others in the cast are LawFrank Beal,
Davidson,
Frank McGlvnn, Robert Frazer.
ford

a

CATCH

LINES

to rob but fell in love. Stop
listen and be sure to see this

He came
Gaston Glass, appearing in "The Midnight Limited." a Rayart release.

is

railroad

life.

.

is

set

the supporting
strong one.

lots

Hobart Bosworth
Kenneth Harlan
Madge Bellamy
Lawf ord Davidson
Ann Penningtoa
Frank Beal
Frank MGlynn

The

and

feature.

THE CAST

.

all.

Has

of

Theatre
The story deals with
on
the reformation of a one time
crook thru the love of a charming little girl, throws down Jiis
former comrades and resolves to
tread the straight and narrow
His efforts in this direcpath.
tion prevent the wrecking of the
He wins the
Fast Express.
praise of the officials and is
finally

of

dramatic pep. attractive color, sentimental appeal.

PRESS NOTICE
melodrama

melo

in favor.

pleasing

The Midnight Limited (Rayart)
thrilling
THIS
billed at the

Bill as forceful

Feature Harlan, Bosworth, Miss Bellamy.
POWER. Good card for any house where

Major Mulford
Milt Mulford

Wanda Hawley
Sam Allen

Mary Foster

Romantic charm.

outdoor views.

DRAWING

SUMMARY. A

Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
GOOD Westerner, harking back to days when Indians weregivintj- the U. S. troops plenty of trouble; putting over a
big barrage of thrills, offering a wealth of beautiful photography, and plot with original touches and sentimental lure. The outdoor views are exceedingly attractive, both long shots and chiseups
being filmed with dazzlingly fine effect and director Victor
Scliertzinger's handling of the Indian skirmish scenes deserves
unlimited praise.
It's a hard matter to build up sympathy for a
hero who shows the white feather when danger threatens, as doesLieutenant Mulford on his first active service mission. Fortunately
there are other persons that do win sympathy, cimsequently the
interest holds, even in the story's early stages.
Of course, Mulford
redeems himself in the long run, so a satisfactory climax is attained.
Kenneth Harlan's performance in the leading male role is artistic,,
but he lonks years too old for the part; Madge Bellamy and
Hobart Bosworth are excellent; support ade(juate.
Western melodrama. Hero, U. S. lieutenant,
shows fear in first skirmish with Indians, later redeems!himself, helps repulse attack, wins girl he loves.
HIGHLIGHTS. Good direction and
Indian fights. Attractive
Colorful atmosphere.
acting.

(Reviewed by Edw. G. Johnston)
is one of the best railroad melodramas that this reviewer has witnessed in a long time and it looks like sure box
There is an absence of exoffice material for most theatres.
aggeration that some of the producers generally weave into stories
of this type and it is therefore a safe picture to play up to railroad
men. Some of the shots obtained of the fast moving express trains are
extremely fine and the suspense in the latter part where a line of
brakeless freight cars start their dizzy ride down a long incline, is
very well handled. To Gaston Glass goes the credit for the biggest
part, though he is ably supported by Wanda Hawley and Richard
Holt.
Sam Allen registers well as the crippled old station agent

and the

Strain

Kenneth Harlan,
Golden Strain,"

"The
in
Fox production.

appearing
a

LINES

He was afraid of Fear, therefore Fear
gripped him just when his nerve was
Followed disgrace, the
worst needled.
But his manloss of the girl he loved.
hood awoke in new penis; and he won
out

Motion Picture News
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Three Faces East

Mannequin

— 7419 Feet)

(Producers Distributing Corp.

(Paramount

(Reviewed by George T. Pardyl
the
HEINE'S
contest

molodrnma of Secret Service,
Should
with war
acted and directed.
prove .a winning box office card for any theatre. There are
abundant thi-ills, unceasing suspense and some extremely spectacular
shots, such as the Zepplin attack on London, dropping flaming
bombs and being attacked in turn by the anti-aircraft guns, but best

AVl'^IvY

—

mystei-y
backgrounds, well

all

the story

to anticipate,

is

and

in spite of its divers

THEME.

THEME.
grounds.

model's

Melodrama, war and secret service backPlot hinges on activities of British girl in Gov-

ernment employ, who loves German spy, but remains

PRODUCTION

HIGHLIGHTS.

Good

shop.

direction,

DRAWING POWER.
any

good

bit

Should

throughly artistic and tremendously
strong in romance, thrills and spectacular
hit

box

office target hard.

THE CAST
Fraulein

Marks

Jetta
...Jetta

Helen Hawtree
Frank Bennett
Valdar (Boelke)

'

Mrs. Bennett

John Ames
George Bennett
Adapted from Anthony Paul Kelly's Stage Play.

Goudal
Goudal

Robert

Ames

Clive

Brook

is

While

a

German

prisoner

who

nursed by Fraulein Marks,

is

Edythe Chapman
Clarence Burton

and

Alice Joyce

Warner Baxter

Director, Rupert

Zasu Pitts
Walter Pidgeon

Freeman

Toto

Author, Fannie Hurst. Director, James Cruze. Photographed by
Karl Brown.
SYNOPSIS. Sslene Herrick's weakness for "things" she obtains at
auctions, brings on a quarrel with her husband, John. He has hired
a nurse, an Annie Pogani, who runs away with the Herrick baby,
Joan. John is under the impression the baby had been taken away
by Selene. The wlie eventually returns and the loss disclosed. Then
follows the life history of Joan from the death of Annie, until she
eventually is found again by her parents.

(Producers

Mannequin (Paramount)

PRESS NOTICE

PRESS NOTICE

A

melodrama

•<|V/r
*'''

of

British
and German
the
Secret Services during the world

Theatre,

man

,

dual role, first as a G2rman
nurse, then a member of the
British Intelligence department,
who falls in love with a German
spy, but remains true to her
Mr. Ames gives a
country.
the
performance
as
stirring
young aviator hero.

t

commencing

"Mannequin,"

is

a hu-

interest story with real folk

on

to

detail

is

in

evidence

throughout.

LINES

CATCH

A

LINES

Cruze scores again with this
Kannie Hurst $50,000 Liberty magazine

James

of

Jetta Goudal, featured in "Three Faces
Distributing CorE.ist," a Producers
poration release.

James

as its characters and with an
original idea for its plot as well
as several new faces in its dramatic personnel.
new
Costello.
a
Dolores
Warner
Alice
beauty;
Joyce,
Baxter, Zasu Pitts, and others
of equal popularity and a new
leading man, Walter Pidgeon,
who gives promise of a quick
rise to favor, interpret the variThe picture is lavous roles.
ishly mounted and much atten-

Theatre on
Goudal playing the
feminine, and Robert Ames the
male lead. Miss Goudal plays a

mighty drama of destiny, a game
hearts and nations engaged in a tremendous struggle for supremacy, a vital
affections
and
fidelity
to
of
story
Patriotism verprinciples and country!
sus love, duly versus honor!

the

Cruze production of Fan-

.

Jetta

CATCH

ANNEQUIN,"

nie Hurst's S50,000 Liberty magazine prize story, comes to the

war, "Three Faces East" stands
out as a picture of gripping romantic interest, alive with thrills,
suspense and vivid incident. This
comes to the
film
notable

with

Wood

Chariot Bird

Distributing Corp.)

MYSTERY

Dolores Costello

'.

Martin Innesbrook
Terry Allen

Henry Walthall

East

O. K. for the largest houses in
others. Should do business if exploited a
will satisfy them after they're in.
all

John Herrick
Joan Herrick
Annie Pogani

British
really

Three Faces

story.

THE CAST

aviator Frank
Helen Hawtree
She reaches England and is sent
of the British Intelligence Service.
to Bennett home to watch Boelke, German spy, who turns up as
servant Valdar. Helen falls in love with him, but remains true to
her country. They visit a cellar equipped with wireless, Frank arAfter the war Frank looks forward to
rives, Boelke is fatally shot.
a happy future with Helen.

SYNOPSIS.

magazine

Selene Herrick

Julian.

Bennett

Trial and climax.

SUMMARY. Exhibitors will make no mistake in booking this one which comes self advertised to your patrons.
It is the net result of good work on the part of Fannie
Hurst, James Cruze and a great cast.

SUMMARY. A
punches.

The 1907 sequence
The scenes in the style

Joan.

DRAWING POWER.
the land and

theatre.

realistic picture,

Baby

Play up the $50,000 FanTie up with stores and
stands handling Liberty magazine. Try fashion show prologue.
Arrange style display with local department stores.

can safely praise this

lure,

Spans years developing cloak

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

but fine war bac'kgrounds.
tor

of

Killing of Allen.

nie Hurst-Liberty

melodrama, not a battle picture,
Feature principals.
Has universal audience

Society drama.
history.

and the abduction

max.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES. You

life

story that

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

loyal.

splendid atmosphere, thrills, suspense, romantic appeal.
Zepplin attack. Scenes behind lines. Fight in cellar. Cli-

as a great Secret Service

Elliott)

won

for Fannie Ilurst $50,000 in the
conducted by Liberty magazine, in co-operation with
Paramount. The picture comes to exhibitors following an
avalanche of publicity whicli should aid greatly in bringing business
to the box office.
The magazine also is publishing the serial. James
Cruze was given the screen version job and he has made good.
He has turned out a decidedly worth while picture, which tells an
interesting romance of a beautiful mannequin whom destiny leads
through a maelstrom of adventures before she finds peace and
happiness with the man she loves and the parents whom she lost
when a baby. Dolores Costello steals the acting honors. There is
also a new face in the person of Walter Pidgeon, wha is excellent
in the role of Martin Innesbrook, Alice Joyce, Warner Baxter and
Zasu Pitts contribute much to the entertaining qualities of the offering.
Exhibitors should grab this one which already has been sold
to the public.
Its action is swift, its acting good.

t'ntt'vtamiiif^-

of absorbing interest, cleverly constructed, hard
complications in the spying
line, preserving smooth, unbroken continuity. . Jetta Goudal plays
a dual role, giving what is probably the best of her screen performances up-to-date, Robert Ames scores decisively in the hero part
of gallant Lieutenant Bennett. When the latter comes home
wounded he is greeted by his father, and here ensues a bit of
emotional pantomime in which Henry Walthall, impersonating
Bennett senior, without indulging in extravagant gestures, registers
a wondei'fully pathetic touch. Clive Brook is a knockout as th(>
German spy, in fact the acting of the entire cast is way above
average.

of

—Seven Reels)

(Reviewed by Frank

i

[

j

Alice Joyce, appearing in "Mannequin.'
a Paramount production.

A beautiful girl's fight for
prize story.
love, after being snared in the pitfalls of
a great city.

January

2
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Free to Love

His Secretary

Schulberg— 4825 Feet)

(B. P.

(Metro-Goldwyn— 6433 Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

on the good old reformed-crook-heroine theme, this
picture lists as a fair enough program attraction. It shoots
over a pungent thrill here and there, collects quite a little
susjiense and moves quickly.
The plot isn't likely to carry conviction or make much ajjpeal to critical audiences, but there's a
large class of movie-goers that will respond favorabljf to its emotional stress and hectic situations without pausing to question its
probability.
Clara Bow is extremely pleasing to look at in the role
of Marie, reformatoiy graduate who executes a Cinderella-like
twist from poverty to riches, gets a wealthy guardian and nice
young minister for fiance, determines to go straight in future as
she might well resolve under the conditions but has a tough time
breaking the strangie-hold her snaky past acquires. Earth's best
acti'ess coiddn't make Marie a convincing character, but Miss Bow
makes her an entertaining one, is well seconded by Donald Keith
and smoothly supported.

bright comedy shot through with winged arrows of
satire directed at the "tired business man" target that hit the
mark squarely, offering a farcical i^lot brimful of comic
absurdities; this picture classes as decidedly good light entertainment and seems destined to run up healthy box office scores. It
possesses laughing appeal for all species of movie-goers, but its
cosmetics and "gladrags" theme, emphasizing the beauty parlor's
efficiency, whereby it appears most any young person of the feminine
persuasion can be turned into a modern Venus, carries especial
interest for the women folks.
So you can list "His Secretary"' as a
likely audience feature in the full sense of that much ill-used phrase.
The sub titles are gems of wit, the action is zippy and Hobart Henley's direction all to the good.
Miss Shearer shines brilliantly as the
stenographic heroine, creating quite a sensation among the onlookers when she switches her drap personality to that of a devastating beauty. Lew Cody and Louis Willard get a lot of fun out of
their respective roles, and the support is 0. K.

BASED

—

—

THEME.

Crook melo. Heroine a reformatory product,
given chance to make good, gets engaged to minister, is
hounded by former associates, but triumphs in end.

is

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
velopment of love
Scene where Marie

Lively action.
Debetween heroine and Crawford.
accused of murder. Tony's confes-

affair
is

sion.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Feature

Donald Keith. Bill as crook melo,
and heroine's self-sacrifice,

DRAWING POWER.
and

all

Bow,

Clara

stress regeneration idea

Suitable for

some neighborhood

THEME. Comedy. Stenographer who dresses plainly
and doesn't use makeup, achieves triumph by transforming
herself at beauty parlor and winning employer.

PRODUCTION

HIGHLIGHTS. Snappy, brisk action.
Principals' good work. Office scenes.
Heroine's transformation after she visits beauty specialist. Love climax.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Tieup with beauty shops
Play up the "thousand dollars for one kiss"
idea from story. Feature principals. Boost comedy values.
is

in order.

DRAWING POWER.
Good

smaller houses.

SUMMARY.

CRISP,

Average program

attraction.

Should please

audiences not too particular regarding plot logic.
Bow acts well. Ofifers considerable thrills.

Clara

for

Can't miss

THE CAST
Clara

Bow

Donald Keith

Tony

Raymond McKee

Jack Garner

Hallam Cooley

Otis Crawford

Charles Mailes
Winter Hall

Judge Ore

Author, Adele Buffington. Director, Frank O'Connor.
SYNOPSIS. Marie Anthony, escaped from a reformatory, is
adopted by Judge Ore and becomes fiance of minister Jim Crawford.
Garner, gang-leader, who knows her past, succeeds in temporarily parting the lovers. Tony, hunchback Marie has befriended,
warns her that Crawford's father is a confederate of criminals.
Trying to shield the latter, Marie is arrested, and accused of murder
when Tony kills Garner, but freed on Tony's confession. Crawford
senior commits suicide.
Marie and her lover are reunited.
Free to Love
(B. P. Schulberg)

Mrs. Sloden
Mabel Van Buren
Minnie
Ernest Clark
Author, Carey Wilson. Director. Hobart Henley. Photographed
by Ben Reynolds.
SYNOPSIS. Ruth Lawrence, stenographer for David Colman
and John Sloden, doesn't use makeup and has heard Colman say that
he wouldn't kiss her for a thousand dollars. During a business trip
to Washington with Sloden, Ruth undergoes transformation at a
beauty shop. Colman calls on her. Ruth has the janitor enter and
claim her as his wife as Colman kisses her. She confesses her ruse to
Colman, who wins a confession of love.
His Secretary

ONE
scored

by

by

"Free

starring

Norma

.

to

Love,"

Bow

which

of the biggest comedy
hits of the screen has been

is

comes

on
seen

The story, in which
and Donald Keith are

gripping

tensely

narrative

shrouded in mysterious underworld shadows, beautifully photographed, of absorbing interest.
Donald Keith and Miss Bow
have never shown to better advantage than as hero and hero'ne
of

this

picture.

imocrtant

a

B.

P.

Schulberg production.

Miss

LINES

Would you pay a thousand dollars to
Norma Shearer? Lew Cody thought

kiss

cheap in "His Secretary."
She was
stenographer but he paid her no atwas transformed by a.
beauty specialist!

it

favorite

Love,"

.

CATCH

LINES

She stepped from prison to wealth.
what hanpened when the season's

debutante turned out to be a
with a jail record!
A modern
Cinderella story showing the climb from
rags to riches!

the

Lew Cody, Willard Louis,
Karl Dane, Gwen Lee are included in the supporting cast.

in

See

crook

to

ish.

roles.

CATCH

"^

Secretary,
Shearer, which

him to his knees. A merry story
in which Miss Shearer scores a
great hit, and which is a succession of laughs from start to fin-

Raymond Mc-

Kee and Winter Hall appear

"His

Theatre
Shearer is
stenographer who
as a
doesn't use makeup, wears plain
clothes and is neglected by the
men in consequence. Overhearing Colman, one of her employers make a derogatory remark
concerning her looks, she enlists
the aid of a beauty specialist,
transforms herself and brings

screen attraction
Theatre, on

starred, deals with the self-sacrifice of a young girl whose past
rises up to haunt her, threatening
the ruin of prospective happiness
with the man she loves. An in-

to

(Metro-Goldwyn)

PRESS NOTICE

NE
romances

Clara

"Free

Willard Louis
Karl Dane
Gwen Lee

Janitor
Clara Bayne

r~\
of the most appealing
^~^
ever
filmed,
aflame with melodramatic action
and breathless suspense is offered
listed as the big
at
the

in

Norma Shearer
Lew Cody

Ruth Lawrence
David Colman
John Sloden

PRESS NOTICE

Bow, who appears

as laugh-getter.

SUMMARY. Very entertaining comedy, well directed
and acted. Has beauty shop angle that will please feminine
patrons and laughing appeal for all.

THE CAST
Marie Anthony
James Crawford

Clara

fire

any house anywhere.

Norma Shearer, who appears in "His
Metro-Galdwyn-Mayer
a
Secretary "
production.

his

tention until she
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The Red Kimona
(Davis Distributing
(Reviewed

—

Vital

—

The Prince

Seven Reels)

(F. B.

William Campbell)

liy

WALLACE

REID comes to the front once more with
a picture dealing with one of civilization's most vital
problems. It asks the question "What chance of redemption has the woman who discards the red kimona?'" and then proceeds to show that the chance is a very small one.
Treating a
daring subject in a delicate manner, Mrs. Reid has produced a
filmplay that is rich in exploitation possibilities. It is a production
of the type of "Human Wreckage," and "Broken Laws," and
looks like a sure fire box office success.
Priscilla Bonner is seen
in the principal role and deserves much credit for the appealing
The supporting cast has been
characterization she has painted.
There is nothing objectionable in any of the
carefully selected.
sequences, so deftly directed that not even the most prudish could
The offering is rich in dramatic situations, has a goodly
object.
quota of thrills and a climax that will send everyone away feeling
better for having seen this unusual production.

MRS.

:

THEME. A
who redeemed

modern

drama dealing with a girl
having been cast away by her

society

herself after

lover.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Bonner's

Priscilla

character portrait. The trial sequence. The reception. The
Her return to
girl's search for aid after being turned out.
Her injury as she seeks to evade
old life in New Orleans.
a bestial drunkard.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
Reid.

Get the co-operation of

officials,

ministers, Y.

W.

women's clubs, city
social workers.
exploitation, should do

local

C. A.,

DRAWING POWER.

Play up Mrs. Wallace

and

With

business in most any house.
SUMMARY. Another Mrs. Wallace Reid offering which
gives you opportunity to get the aid and win the friendship of the women of your town. A well acted production
which is artistically mounted and which will not offend
anyone.
THE CAST
Priscilla Bonner
Gabrielle
Nellie Bly Baker
Clara

Howard Blaine
The Matron

Carl Miller

Mary Carr
Virginia Pearson

Mrs. Fontaine
Gabrielle's Father
District Attorney.
Freddy, the Chauffeur

Tyrone Power
Sheldon Lewis
Theodore von Eltz
Director, Walter Lang. Photo-

Author, Adela Rogers St. Johns.
graphed by James Diamond.
SYNOPSIS. With promise of marriage, Gabrielle Darcy

is

lured

After five years in underworld, she learns man
to New Orleans.
responsible for ruin has gone to Los Angeles to wed another. GaAcquitted, she is taken into Mrs. Fonbrielle follows and kills him.
Fleeing
taine's home, but later cast out. She returns to the old life.
from Mack, underworld boss, she is injured by auto. She recovers
and promises to wait for Freddy, the chauffeur, who will wed her
when he comes back from war.

The Red Kimona

—

(Davis

Dist.

O.—4911

given
THEY'VE
defiance of

Dick Talmadge a fantastic yarn here, 'which,

the laws of probability, still manages to be
entertaining and registers as a good attraction of its kind. It
furnishes just the sort of stuff needed to exploit the athletic prowess
of the agile star, gets a good measure of laughs, explodes the melodramatic dynamite with staggering force, and whirls into a smashing
and, of course, happy finish.
The story has more substance to it
than usually figures in Richard Talmadge pictures, and while its main
appeal lies 'in the comedy jolts and physical thrills, succeeds in
generating quite a bit of sympathetic interest.
The slum atmosphere
in

is

capital

all

and Talmadge, as usual, performs
where he

pleasing heroine.

Brinsley

Shaw

phere.

Heroine's abduction.

Play up Talmadge's
astounding stunts. Tell patrons he's funnier and more of
a dare-devil than ever. Bill as fast action, romantic melo.
DRAWING POWER. Good wherever Talmadge is
favorite or thrill stuff holds 'em.

SUMMARY. Another red-hot action Talmadge melodrama, with good comedy relief and romance that awakens
sympathy. Star's stunt work scores big hit. They'll eat
this up wherever thrill melo is in demand.
THE CAST
Marion Nord
Eleanor Wheeler

Hugh Powell
Buck Saunders

Ed
Scenario by James Bell Smith.

The Prince

J?
all

"The Red Kimona," at the
Theatre, commencing
The story is based upon

C

which

B.

O.)

H A R D TALMADGE,
in

his

slated to be

is

picture

latest

"The Prince

of

Pep,"

shown

at

Theatre on

the
The

.

agile

plays the role of a

Richard

young doctor

who lo~es his memory through
a brutal assault, reappears on ihe
East Side as a philanthropic
crook

who

robs wealthy gambl-

ers and bestows the proceeds of
his raids on the poor, finally recovering, assuming his real identity and winning a beautiful girl
his
wife.
Thrills galore,
for
breezy comedy, Talm-idge's astounding acrobatic stunts, a film
to -augh, and enthuse over.

supported by a real all-star

George Seigmann and others.
E/ery mother should take her
it.

CATCH

LINES

Richard Talmadge

What chance of redemption has the
woman who discards the red kimona?

lease.

(F.

king of stunt actors, outdoes
his previous sensational per-

entitled

Mary Carr, Theodore von Eltz, Virginia Pearson,
Tyrone Power, Sheldon Lewis,

a

I

formances

cast, including

Red Kimona,"

Pep

of

I

PRESS NOTICE

It

A daring and vital subiect delicately
handled by Mrs. Wallace Reid. A thrilling picture which every mother and
daughter should see.

Shaw

Brinsley

Vic Dillingham
Arthur Conrad
Director, Jack Nelson.

SYNOPSIS. Wealthy Dr. Jim Leland, assaulted by his secretary
Powell, thrown in the river while unconscious, escapes, but loses
his memory.
On the East Side he meets philanthropic Marion
Nord and helps her in aiding poor children. In his new personality
Leland becomes known as Black Flash, who robs wealthy gamblers.
Powell hires thugs to abduct Marion. Leland comes to her rescue,
is knocked senseless in fight which follows, but police arrive and
capture Powell and his men. The shock restores Leland's memory,
he reassumes his right identity and weds Marion.

leading role to which she brings
one of the most appealing charShe
acterizations of any year.

producer of "The
Davis Dist. -Vital re-

Richard Talmadge
Nola Luxford
Marcella Daly

Dr. Jim Leland

adventure revolving
a true
around the segregated district ol
New Orleans and the society
mansions of Los Angeles.
Priscilla Bonner is seen in the

Reid,

Free-for-all fight at close.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

life

Wallace

effective

THEME. Melodrama. Young physician loses memory
through head injury, turns crook, robs rich to help poor,
is shocked back into own identity and wins pretty wife.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Talmadge's stunts.
Comedy situations. Near-drowning scene. Slum atmos-

.

Mrs.

some

first

scores as the villainous Powell.

other sensational photoplay.

CATCH

kinds of elastic acro-

also does

meets Marion on the
waterfront, after his escape from droAvning. Nola Luxford is a
acting, especially in the scene

Vital.)

daughter to see

all

He

batic stunts with devil-may-care ease.

WALLACE REID has
MRS.
come to the front with an-

is

Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

PRESS NOTICE

is

Pep

of

that of the

LINES
in his greatest role,
lost his

young doctor who

memory,
Richard Talmadge, star of "The Prince
of Pep," an F. B. O. production.

turned
philanthropic
crook,
robbed the rich and helped the poor! A
melodramatic stunt and comedy thriller
with tremendous romantic appeal!

*i
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The Prince

Broadway

of

(Chad wick Pictures Corp.

—5800 Feet)

(Chadwick Picture Corp.—6800 Feet)
(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

A

RIPPING

melodrama that should please the average fan and make an especial appeal to the members of
There's a better and less stereothe sporting- contingent.
typed ])lot to this one than is usually offered by pictures dealing
vith doings in the modern arena; they've managed to inject quite
a bit of human interest into the story, which also points the
obvious moral that the bright lights of Broadway do not provide a
wholesome atmosphere for a champion pug to bask in. Director
John Gorman has kept the action moving at top speed throughout
and handled the scrapping and training ejiisodes admirably. Besides
the celebrated ex-world's champion, Jim Jeffries, a whole host of
prize fight

fonner titleholders in fistiania are introduced in the final reel,
whose more or less battered countenances the old-timers will be
George Walsh boxes well, plays the hero with
glad to peek at.
commendable energy, and is well supported. Alyee Mills is a very
charming heroine.
Middleweight champion boxer, down and
out through careless living, is aided by actress, his former
sweetheart, redeems himself, wins title and girl.

THEME.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
staged fight scenes, thrills
kidnappers, romantic appeal.

Snappy

well

action,

when hero dodges would-be
good acting.

Principals'

Woman

The Unchastened

THEDA BARA comes back

to the screen with physical charm
undiminished, despite the swift passage of the years, and
displaying- much of the emotional power and dramatic ability
that distinguished her in the past.
Her former admirers will 0. K.
this statement, and it would be pleasing if one could truthfully
brand "The Unchastened Woman" as a notable production. But
justice compels the verdict that it is unworthy the talents of the
star.
Whatever may have been the merits of Louis K. Anspacher's
drama as a stage attraction, it doesn't register audience appeal on
the screen.
Nothing damns a picture so effectually from the box
office standpoint as failure to excite sympathetic response from
the spectators.
And none of the characters either deserve or receive
a shred of sympathy. The husband is a cad, his mistress a golddigging little rat, and not even Miss Bara's really splendid acting
wins pity oi; approval for the deceived wife. Also, the direction
is poor and continuity a flabby mess.

THEME.

Domestic drama, society atmosphere. Wife
husband unfaithful, goes abroad, keeps birth of
baby boy secret, returns, humiliates her rival, arouses husband's jealousy, wins him back, forgives him.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Miss Bara's excellent
acting. Side-plays of sarcastic humor. Scene where she is
finding

'

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

searched at customs.

DRAWING POWER.

Feature as former queen of screen vamps, play up
return to films. Go light on story praise.
POWER. May pass as program attraction:
won't suit critical audiences.

Feature Walsh and
Alyce Mills. Bill as exciting prize fight melo, with heart
Make a play for the sporting fans.
interest and thrills.

Good

any community where

in

the boxing lure, plus romantic angle, holds patrons.
Hits up a fast pace, delivers the thrills
and suspense. A good melodrama of prizering, with love
story that has sentimental appeal.

SUMMARY.

THE CAST
George Burke
Nancy Lee
Wade Turner

George Walsh
Alyce Mills

,

Buck Marshall

,.

.

.

.

Juanita

James J. Jeffries
The Champion
Author and

Freeman Wood
Frank Campeau
Alma Bennett

Himself
Captain Bob Roper

John Gorman.
George Burke, middleweight champion, leads conknocked out. Nancy Lee, actress, his former boy-

director,

SYNOPSIS.

and is
hood sweetheart, persuades her wealthy lover. Wade Turner, to
send George to his California ranch. Turner does so, but notifies
his foreman to hinder George from getting into condition. George,
however, rounds into shape under care of Jim Jeffries. Turner and
Nancy arrive,, the former having told her George is not making
good. But George defeats the champion and wins Nancy.
vivial life

Venetian views.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

A

attraction

screen

THE CAST
Caroline Knollys

Theda Bara

Wyndham

Hubert Knollys
Emily Madden
Susan Ambie
Hildergarde Sanbury
Lawrence Sanbury

Standing
Percy
Mayme Kelso
Dale Fuller
John Miljan
Eileen

Michael Krellin

Adapted from Louis K. Anspacher's Stage Play.
Young. Photographed by William O'Connell.

Harry Northrup
Director, James

SYNOPSIS. Caroline Knolly's detects an intrigue between her
husband, Hubert, and his secretary, Emily Madden. Caroline goes
abroad, her child is born and she becomes a reigning belle. Eventually she returns home, but keeps her husband in ignorance of babyboy's birth, retiring to a country estate. Hubert repents, but Caroline is obdurate.
Later Hubert pays an unexpected visit to her
hoping to discover divorce evidence. Instead he is presented to his
boy.

They

are reconciled.

The Unchastened Woman
(Chadwick Pictures)

PRESS NOTICE
BARA, formerly

'T^HEDA
-*

vamp-queen

of

filmdom

turns to the screen in

chastened

Woman,"

re-

"The Unan adapta-

tion of the well known and successful stage play; which will be
given its local premier at the

the

George
Theatre on
Walsh, and Alyce Mills are featured, the former portraying a
.

through careless living, is helped
by his former sweetheart to redeem himself, and does so by
knocking out his conqueror and
also winning back the girl he

Theatre on
Miss Bara gives a splendidly sensational performance as Caroline,
a young wife deceived by her
husband, who adopts an unique
system of revenge, conceals the
birth of a baby boy, flirts outrageously, is much admired and

loves.

arouses the

champion

who

his

loses

.

title

mad jealousy of her
legal partner.
She forgives him
in the long run, but not until he
bitterly repents the past.

A

red-hot action film in which
the star and leading lady give
wonderful performances. Additional interest centers in the appearance during the final reel of
a number of celebrated ex-champions.
A brilliant supporting
cast is in evidence.

CATCH
The
Prince!

Prince

"The

is

Supporting Miss Bara are such
favorites
as
screen
Stand'ng, Dale Fuller,
John Miljan, Harry Northrup
and Eileen Percy.
sterling

Wyndham

CATCH

LINES

dead,

Prince

long
of

live

Broadway"

a sensational return to his palace,
arena.
See George Walsh as the
champion who loses his throne but regains it.

LINES

Must a wife be a vampire to win back
You will find
an unfaithful husband?
the answer in that absorbing drarna,

the

makes

Georee Walsh, star of "The Count of
Luxembourg," a Chadwick production.

advertising

SUMMARY. Except for personal magnetism and allaround good work of star, this lists as an ordinary feature.
A society, domestic drama lacking sympathetic lure.

of the

at

best

DRAWING

^A' prizering, with a strong romantic angle, "The Prince of
Broadway," is scheduled as the

main

Star

asset.

The Prince of Broadway
(Chadwick Pictures)

PRESS NOTICE
BIG thrill melodrama

Climax.

the

Theda Bara,

Woman,"

star of "The Unchastened
a Chadwick production.

"The Unchastened Woman," in which
Theda Bara makes triumphant return to
the screen.

;
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A. COOPER of
COL. JOHNpresident
the
of

Toronto,
Moving Picture Distributors and
Exhibitors of Canada has been
elected honorary president of the
Canadian Buffs Association, ToNine years ago, Col. Cooronto.
per organized the regiment known
as the Buffs and was in command
of the unit on active service. His
present film organization is al'liliated with the Will Hays headf|uarters in

s-

New York

City.

At

the Ottawa, Ontario, municiDecember 7, P. J.

pal elections on

v^anaaa
d.

i

f.diiiHmiwinHiiitiiiiiimuiiititiuiimiiiuififflmxHin

Harold

Dodds,

formerly

W.

with

the Universal exchange at Winnipeg, Manitoba, has been appointed
assistant to Paul Kohner, supervisor of the casting department
for Universal with headquarters at
l^n:\crsal Citv, Calif.

R. Mitchell, salesman at the

Toronto

of Film Booking
Canada, Limited, is re-

office

Offices of

ceiving

congratulations

the

of

Nolan, owner of the Rex theatre,
Ottawa, was again defeated for the
local Board of Control by a narrow margin. Mr. Nolan has
served as an alderman of Ottawa
for several years and decided to
try for the higher office both last
year and for 1926, making a good

friends for his recent marriage to

showing but not

Miss Flossie Glass.

election.

sufficient to secure

Atl anta
THE

party from .the South
manthe
distrct
attending
agers' convention of the Publix

in
New
Corporation
Theatres
York, to be held on December 21st
and 22d, will be
J. J. Franklin
of Atlanta, whose supervison covers Georgia and Alabama; l^rank
Dowler, Jr., of Chattanooga, for
Arthur
Tennessee district
the
of Jacksonville, with district supervision over Florida, and
:

;

Amm

Montgomery S. Hill of Charlotte,
district manager for North and
South Carolina.
The mother of Charles Branham, manager of the Howard
Theatre, passed away at her home
in Minneapolis, Minn., this week,
after a long and serious illness.
T. N. Clements has bought the
Crystal Theatre at Dublin, Ga.,
from B. L. Hall.
This is the
house that was formerly owned
and operated by R. H. Hightower

many

for

years.

Dan

Roberts, representative in
for the Ad- Vance
Trailer Service Corporation, returned to Atlanta this week from
a very successful selling trip to
various points in this section.
Dave Prince, district manager
in this territory for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, returned to
Atlanta Friday mornnig after having spent several days this week
in Nashville, Tenn.
George F. Lenehan, Producers'
district manager for the Southeast, with headquarters in Washington, D. C, arrived in Atlanta
early in the week.
C. R. Beachman, popular manager of First National's Atlanta
exchange, returned Friday morning after a two-day's trip, which
included visits to Valdosta, Quitman and Thomasville.
Walter F. Freudenberger, supervising director of the Ad- Vance
Trailer Service Corporation, with
this

territory

Southern headquarters in Atlanta,
leave during the week-end to
motor through the country to
will

W.

Charleston,

—his

old
home,
where he will remain for
the Christmas holidays.
Ernest Neiman, special representative for Producers Distributing Corporation, is making one of
his regular visits to the Atlanta

—

exchange

Va.,

week.
W. E. Callaway, district manager for First National in this
territory,
arrived
in
Atlanta
Thursday morning for a flying
visit to the local exchange.
this

•

Allison,
manager for
Atlanta, leaves today for
short business
trip
to
New

George

Fox
a

in

York.
J.

J.

Franklin, district manager

of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation's theatres in Georgia and

Alabama, left his headquarters
here in Atlanta yesterday for New
York, where he will attend a two-

day session of the newly formed
Publix Theatres Corporation, a

Famous

subsidiary of

Players.

Equipment representatives from
out-of-town who were present at
the convention held in Atlanta this

week by Southern Theatre Equipment Company include C. D. Peck;
manager of the New Orleans
branch
A. G. Smith, manager
from Oklahoma City and J. L
;

;

who

Roberts,

branch

of

heads

Sapp, salesman traveling

and Mississippi

who

travels

Dallas

the

company;

the
;

and

S.

H.
J.
Alabama
M. Berry,

Florida.

Joe Shear, southern representaof the Lee Lash Studios
Herbert Griffin, sales manager of
the
Nicholas
Power Company;
and Jack Collins of the National
Carbon Company, were important
guests and speakers at the meetings of Southern Theatre Equipment Company, held at the Ansley
Hotel this week.
tive

Cincinnati
I-I'IRGUSO.V,
Fj.Avondale

(if

the

Theatre, Columbus, 0., spent several days in the
city last week visiting the various
film exchanges.
John Gregory, of the Liberty
and Colonial Theatres, Spring•

field,

O.,

booked several pictures

while here for a few days.

The Standard Film exchange
employees gave a Christmas party
last week to which the friends of
the staff members and their families
were invited.
A collection

other

yuletide guest to the city
during the holidays.
A most appropriate holiday program was arranged by the ever

hustling L. B. Wilson of the Liberty Theatre, Covington, Ky.
Louis Chekeras of the Majestic

Theatre,

Si)ringfield,

O.,

was

in

the city last week wishing all he
met a happy holiday season.

Howard I'Vankel, managing
numerous theatres throughout the
state, was a visitor to film row
last week end.
The P'amous

view.
larry

Ross, division manager
for Famous Players out of Chicago, visited the local exchange.
11.
L.
Gold, formerly of the
sales force of the United Artists
exchange at Cleveland, has been
appointed manager for the Cincinnati branch, succeeding W. A.
Shalit who has been transferred to
the Cleveland office as manager.
Billy Bein, of the poster fame,
reports that business is very good
I

and improving

daily.

Which goes

in
New York attending a sales
convention of the firm.
The Universal Joy Club's first
party since it has possessed a
piano took
on Saturday
place
evening, December 19th.
Ed. Keene, of the Oxford Theatre,
Oxford, O., bought several
pictures last week while making
the rounds of the exchanges.
G. Banker, of the Bi-Jo Theatre,

Germantown,

O., spent a

few-

days with the exchange managers
last week booking numerous pic-

children at the
was taken up.
I'red Tynes of the Columbia
Theatre, Portsmouth, O., was an-

Players' Christmas
party held in the exchange offices
the day before Christmas was a
huge success from every point of

to

Horwitz, local manager
for Vital Film Exchanges, Inc., is

manager for I'niversal, visited the
local exchange last week.

THE Wentworth
was

entire building.

The (iraphic Theatre in Bangor
has been reopened following rejians made necessary by a recent

closed

for

the

crippled

General

Ifdspital

tery

Block

destroyed

in

Kit-

by

fire

December 18, and
damage to tiie moving picture theatre which was located in the
I'Viday

night,

block is unestiniated. Forty thousand dollars was the damage to the

'ihe

Opera House

at

Belfast

is

imdergoing alterations.
M. A.
Winters of Unity who runs the
Strand Theatre in that town and
also in Brooks is conducting the
Opera House.

exhibitors
vertising these days.
iirove

that

are

ad-

W.

-Mark

lire

in

tite

building.

The Cascade Theatre

in

Oak-

one of the oldest theatres in
that town I-.as reopened after being
lanrl,

tures.

time

E. Truogh, assistant division

about
in

year.s^,

a

month,
E.

J.

the

first

Nadeau

is

running the house and has changed
The
its name to the Toy Theatre.
bouse

was closed owing

business.

to

poor

January

2

,
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ETHEL COOPER
MISS
entered the amusement

has
field

as proprietress and managress of
the Strand theatre, St. Paris, O.
Miss Cooper recently purchased

the house from Messrs. Gallagher

and Webster.
Milton Mott

the new owner
•of the Castle theatre, Cleveland.
He bought the theatre last week
from C. B. Strunk.
is

provement with promises of com-

William N. Skirboll, distributor
Gold Seal productions, spent
last week in New York.
_

Security Pictures is getting all
dressed for the holidays with a
new coat of paint and a thorough
Chapman,
Lee
house-cleaning.

to get into the real estate business
He didn't like it. So
in Florida.
And soon
he's back in Cleveland.
he'll be back again in the picture

Indianapolis Associated Exhibitors'
Atkinson was previexchange.
ously connected with the Cleveland
Universal sales force.

selling business.

John Pekras, who operates

The Marvin
-closed.

theatre, Findlay,

George

Dupuis,

is

former

manager, did not renew his lease
the house, which had expired.

on

said that the owner of the
property will run it after the first
of the year.
It

is

John Kessler, of the Alhambra
Canton, is reported to be
recovering from the serious attack
of illness with which he was
seized while attending the Ohio
state exhibitor convention in CoKessler has been moved
lumbus.
theatre.

to his home in Canton and is said
to be showing decided signs of im-

Wadsworth

division

pia,

division,
northern
Ohio
years
has been promoted to midwest
division
manager, covering the
Cleveland, Chicago, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Detroit exchanges.
Safier has been in charge of the
Cleveland office until now. Here-

after William A. Shalit, who was
Cincinnati manager, will be manager of the Cleveland exchange.

Harry Gold has been manager of

children from the
of York were the
guests of honor at the Jackson
theatre in that city, during a recent
Prank E. Barry,
presentation.
manager of the Jackson, was host
to the youngsters.
The members of the Coal Township High School football team
and the school cheer leaders were
the guests of the management of
the Majestic Theatre, Shamokin.
The beautifully renovated Ar-

Viola Cadeston, New York school girl
picked by Stern Brothers, now on way
Century
Coast to play in
the
to

Comedies.

Cincinnati

the
ing

Shalit.

who was

cade theatre, Shenandoah, was recently
reopened as the Capitol
Theatre, under the management of

exchange succeedWilliam Rosenthal,

assistant to Safier in the

Cleveland exchange, has been appointed special representative in
the entire division. These changes

became

effective

last

week.

For

the time being, .Safier will maintain
It
his headquarters in Cleveland.

equipment of the theatre includes
a $15,000 Marr & Colton organ,
on which a recital was given on
the opening night by John C.

ture

Downing, who
tre's permanent

Michael Tiiomas has been selected
to represent the Associated Exhibitors in the territory of Harrisburg and vicinity, working out of

the
organist.

thea-

New seats have been installed in
the theatre and the equipment also
includes Simplex projectors.
February 1 is the date selected
for the formal opening of the newhome of the Phillipsburg Lodge of
Elks, located in South Main Street,

E.

Wowra,

C.

;

former

First

the Rex theatre in Ottawa, and
the Crown, in North Baltimore.
Starrett recently purchased these
two houses, and is also associated
with A. B. Kraft in the Star theatre at Forest.
Starrett is doing
the booking for these three houses.
Kraft is personally looking after
his picture houses in Findlay.

Early

in January there will be a
staged by the members of
the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association.
The asso-

frolic

ciation

voted, at

its

last

monthly

meeting to have an exhibitor dinner-dance right after the holidays.
Ben Levine, Paul Gusdanovic,
Charles A. Burton, Harry Greenberger were chosen to work with
Secretary William Banks as an
entertainment committee to arrange
the details of the party.

P

near L^nion Square. The main feature of the new building is an auditorium, equipped for motion pic-

be

Uto-

S.

National salesman, has entered the
exhibiting end of the industry via

the Capitol Amusement Company,
composed of a group of prominent
Shamokin business men. The new

will

Mrs.

Youngstown
Gem, Barberton.
H. W. Starrett,

tory,

Central
hundred
ONE
orphanages

Stein,

J.

;

;

;

;

;

Painesville

Strand,
Masters, Co-

J.

Chuba, Empire, Amherst
A. J.
Buck, Colonial, Fostoria; Lemotto
Smith, of the Smith Amusement
Company of Alliance and Warren;
Frank Kelly, Lincoln, Massilon
J. W. Trunk, Mahoning and Vic-

for

and Walter Liebman, Detroit.
Maurice Safier, for the past four

A.

lumbus, Louisville

man-

Associated Exhibitors,
held a division meeting in Cleveland last Sunday for the purpose
of discussing sales policies. Those
Tom Colby,
included
present
Cleveland manager Roy Dickson,
St. Louis; O. M. Horwitz, Cincinnati
Jack Withers, Pittsburgh,

ager

;

theatre,

Damm,

;

Ohio distributors.
Al Atkinson is now receiving his
mail in Indianapolis, where he has
been installed as manager of the

Lew Thompson,
all

the theatres there are in Elyria,
has branched out and has bought
himself a theatre in Columbus,
called the Dreamland.

Marion

H. Foster,
Marion
John

C.

Fred Schram and George Spencer

Wilson, former short
subject salesman out of the Cleveland Pathe excha:ige, is back with
Wilson separated
xis once more.
himself from the motion picture
industry about three months ago,

George

make

Chicago his headquarters.
The Film Exchange Bldg. register was well patronized last week.
Among those listed as the week's
out-of-town exhibitor guests were

of

are the big chiefs of the Security
independent
exchange,
Pictures

possible that he will later

is

plete recovery.

shows and

ments.

theatrical entertainwill be the

The auditorium

largest in the town.

Announcement

the Philadelphia

The

made

is

that

office.

handsome

residence

in

Shamokin, of Boyd Chamberlain,
of the Chamberlain Amusement
Company, which operates a lot of

motion

picture theatres throughout the hard coal mining regions
of
Pennsylvania, was seriously

damaged by

fire

recently.

The

flames were attributed to a workman's carelessness in dropping a
lighted cigarette while making alterations to the house.
The members of the Reading

Lions Club and their wives were
entertained at the State Theatre,
in that city, by their fellow club

member, Joel

A. Levy, of the
executive staff of the Capitol and
State theatres.

Philadelphia
THE

series of five Sunday concerts
being
given
by the

Stanley Musical Club in the Stanley Theatre is meeting with some
opposition from certain church organizations in this city, which have
taken the stand that the concerts
are simply an opening wedge for
legalized Sunday amusements.
sufficient number of applications
were received by the Club to have
filled the theatre several times btit
subscriptions were limited to 3,000,

A

the seating capacity of the Stanley
Theatre.
As the tickets for the
series sell for $5.00, the receipts
will be only $15,000 while it is estimated that the expenses will be
President Jules E. Mast$20,000.
tiaum will make up the deficit of
$5,000.

William

manager
of P. D. C, is

Humphries,

of the local office
still
holding second place in the
contest which is being conducted
for managers ranking highest in

sales

and

collections.

A

contract for a new theatre to
be erected for the Ogontz
&
Church Lane Realty Co. at Ogontz
Ave. & Church Lane has been
awarded to the Geo. Kessler Construction Co.
The contract also
includes
the construction of
a
number of stores and apartments
adjoining the theatre.
ten-year lease has been taken
on the Littleton Theatre, 40th St.

A

&

Lancaster Ave. by Herbert Ef-

finger.

The

Littleton

is

a 500-seat

house.

Improvements involving an exof $50,000 have been
made in the Colonial Theatre, Harrisburg, Pa., which has been closed
penditure

for renovations
12th and which

since

December

on
Christmas Day.
Joe Forte, in charge of bookings
for Nixon-Nirdlinger houses, is
being congratulated on the birth of
a fine baby boy.
will

re-open

^
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HERMAN and R.
LEON
Smith, salesmen at the Uni-

S.

would be enclosed by the fore part
of January.

versal exchange in this city, have
something to be thankful for this
Christmas in view of the fact that
they were not seriously injured in
an automobile accident of a few
days ago when Mr. Smith's car
skidded from the pavement as the
two were returning from a business trip to Schenectady. The car

well known
salesman employed in the F. B. O.
exchange here, has been conlined
at a local hospital through illness.

was a new one which Mr. Smith
had purchased to cover his territory.
It was badly wrecked.
At many of the exchanges
along Film Row impromptu Christmas parties were held during the
week. At the Universal exchange
a grab bag was one of the features
late Thursday afternoon.

The

Schenec-

Barcli theatre in

change its policy on
January 1, and instead of being a
first-run house with split weeks,
the theatre will become a secondrun house with four changes to
the week.
James Roach, manager of the
Farash theatres in Schenectady,
tady

will

decided last week to discontinue
the orchestra at the Strand the-

and

atre,

to

rely

upon the

solely

organ.
The larger orchestra at
the State theatre will be con-

Harold

a

Abe VanDusen, shipping clerk
at the F. B. O.

exchange, covered

a considerable amount of territory

Sunday

order that two theatres dealing with the exchange
might receive their pictures on
time even though there had been
some rather close booking on the
part of the exchange.
last

The

in

fact that Clarence Gardner,

of the Pine Hills theatre in Albany, was finding it a hard matter
that
to secure a good violinist
would be available six nights a
week, resulted in his installing a

new organ on which he is now
depending for his musical program.
Manager Saperstein, of Harmanus Bleecker Hall, declares
that there has been no falling oft
in business at his house and states
that his amateur nights and his
filling
the
dance contests are
theatre.

Among those along Film Row
during the week were Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Sequin of the Liberty theatre in Rouses Point
W.
;

tinued.

F.

Moses Cohen, of Old Forge, and

Max

Lichtman, of Utica, have
purchased a site for a theatre in
Utica, and will immediately erect

a 950-seat house.

Work

has progressed on Proctor's new theatre in Schenectady,
to the extent that the roof is now
in place and the workmen will be
able to continue throughout the
winter.

The Strand interests which are
erecting a new theatre in Albany,
are

Filkins,

finding

themselves

luck

in

these days with the weather, and
it now looks as though the theatre

Kennedy

Champlain,

of

and

the

Lyceum

in

Fred

Herbs,

of

the Strand in Philmont.

There is a new organist at the
Clinton Square theatre in Albany,
Edward D. Fitsgerald having succeeded Mrs. Agnes Dundon.
The Rialto theatre in Glens
Falls, which opened only a few
weeks ago with a combination program of pictures and vaudeville,
announced last week a very material reduction in admission prices,
thirty cents to prevail for orchestra seats in the evening with the
balcony at twenty cents.
is
It
rumored that the house will run
pictures solely for a time.

J. N. Klein, former manager of
Warners Brothers exchange here,
and who resigned recently to go
with Associated Exhibitors, was
in town during the week.

Employees
of
the
Clinton
.Square and Leland theatres in Albany, received five dollar gold
pieces from C. H. Buckley, owner
of the theatres, on Christmas Eve.
A. A.

Elliott, a well

known ex-

in Hudson, is happy this
Christmas in the recovery of his
wife from a serious illness. Mrs.
Elliott has been ill
for several
weeks and for seven weeks Mr.
Elliott remained at her bedside a
good portion of each night.

hibitor

All the larger theatres were resplendent Christmas week in their
decorations of holly and evergreens.

T. G. Myers, special feature
representative for Pathe, was in
town during the week.
Lew Fischer has just completed
the redecoration of his theatre in

Hoosick

Falls.

along Film

Mr. Fischer was

Row

during the week.

Cards were received in Albany
during the last week from Jamestown announcing the arrival of a
son at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred M. Garfield.
Before her
marriage Mrs. Garfield was Miss
Marie Wheeler, manager of the
Merit exchange in Albany, and
with a wide acquaintance with exhibitors over the state.
L. M. Sanschagrin of Saranac
Lake, owner of the hotel in that
will open a 400-seat motion picture theatre there on Janu-

village,

ary
in

The new

15.

exhibitor

was

town during the week, booking

at several
of the exchanges.
He will charge a
twenty-five cent admission and his
house will operate six nights a
week.

pictures

Claude

American

Fish,
theatre

owner
in

of
the
Schenectady,

ranks as one of the best bowlers
in

and generally takes a
two off each week in
keep in shape on the

that city

night

or

order

to

alleys.

Frank

S. Learnan, of Albany,
been named as assistant to
James Roach, manager of the

has

I'arash theatres in ScheneCtaidy.

Local exhibitors will be interested in a recent announcement to
the effect that E. M. 'Hart, who
has been connected with Proctor
houses
in
Troy,
Albany and
Schenectady, has been named as
resident-manager of Proctor's theatre in Mount Vernon.
H. R.
Emde, who has been handling the
house, and who
one time connected witli
the two Proctor houses in Troy,
has been promoted and is now
resident-manager of the Palace
theatre in Newark, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Milligan,

Mount Vernon

was

at

of

Schuylerville,

received

the

whole hearted thanks of many of
the villagers through the success
of a minstrel show and picture

program given

at their theatre for
the benefit of one of the churches
of the village. The Milligans also
gave the use of their theatre to
one of the aid societies of another

which held its annual
Christmas sale in the theatre.
The Pastime theatre in Granville, which will be taken over on
January first by William Benton,
of Saratoga Springs, adds another house to the rather rapidly
growing chain of which Mr. Benchurch,

Mr. Kohn, who
ton is the head.
has been running the Pastime for
eight or nine years, will go to
Florida, where he will engage in
the real estate business.

Peggy

Steers, cashier at the Al-

bany theatre
recently

and

now

is

moon

Schenectady, was
to Samuel Baker,
back from a honeyin Boston and other
in

wedded

sTient

places in the east.

Southeast
'*i^,Ki-:

O'DOWD, of
JM.Theatre,
Florence.

the

•

his

left

O'Dowd
C, had

S.

hand severly burned

attempting to extinquish a

Claude Ezelle,

district

in

manager
a

reported that the deal
L. T. Lester, Jr., of
Columbia, S. C, was to take over
Warner Brothers theatre, has
It

is

whereby

fallen

through

and

Warner

will

continue to operate this theatre as
one of their southern chain.
R. A. Burns, who is managing
the Princess Theatre, at Fayetteville, N. C, for D. M. Townsend,
was a Charlotte visitor the past
week arranging bookings for his
theatre which has just opened.

The Charlotte Film Board of
Trade

will

meetings

on

not

W.
owned

fire.

of Associated Exhibitors, was
Charlotte visitor the past week.

has been granted
Christmas week vacation.
secretary,

their usual
21st and
declared a holi-

hold

December

28th, as they have
day period and their meeting on
December 14th was the last until
Miss Codell, the
January 4th.

S.

the

a

Scales,
colored,
who
Rex and La Fayette at

Winston-Salem, was in Charlotte
yesterday and stated that since he
had
taken
over
Lincoln
the
Colored theatre,
from Warner
Brothers, he would close his other
houses.

This will leave no opposi-

tion in the colored theatre line in

Winston-Salem.
The North State theatre, at
Goldsboro, will open its doors the
coming week.
This
house is
owned by the S. S. Stevenson
circuit.

George Lenehan. district manager and Ernest Neiman, who is
Promotion manager, for
Producers and Distributors, were
Charlotte visitors the past week,
having a conference with the local
manager, W. Lenehan.
Mrs. Pollock, wife of Fred Pol.Sales

lock, manager of Metro-Goldwyn
has just returned from an extended visit in Florida.

J. R. Houser, Manager of the
Pastime Theatre, Kings Mountain,
N. C, was along film row the past
week getting his bookings set and
buying new product.

T.

G.

Leitch,

of

National

Amusement Company, of GreeneN. C, is spending the holi-

boro,

in Florida.
Mr. Leitch is
president and general manager of
this company's chain of theatres.
George W. Parr, owner of the
Imperial Theatre, Lancaster, S. C,
who underwent an operation at the
Mercy Hospital, in Charlotte, re-

days

has returned to his home
convalescing from a severe illness.
H. P. Howell, who has a chain
of theatres in the eastern part of
the state was a Charlotte visitor
several days the past week arranging for contracts for the new
theatre he is opening at Benson,
N. C.
cently,

Earle

Griggs,
exploiteer
for
Universal, spent the past week in
the Charlotte office and has just
returned to his home in Atlanta.

It is reported that L. H. Andrews, former salesmen for Warner
Brothers
has
accepted
a
position with First National in

Atlanta.

James Estridge, of the Gastonian
Theatre,
Gastonia,
N. C, was
along film row the past week dating in pictures

for the

new

year.

Mr. Estridge states that business
is
improving but it had been off
considerably.

Plans have been drawn and conit to be
let for a new the-

tract

atre at Statesville, N. C.
This
theatre will be financed and built

Stearns Motor Company.
It
reported that the Carolina Theatres,
Asheville,
have
Inc.,
of
already arranged to lease this

by
is

theatre.

E. D. Turner, is president and
general manager of the Carolina
Theatres, Inc., who at the present
time have theatres in Asheville,
Hickorv, Newton and Lincolnton.

January

2

1926

,
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MILWAUKEE

Film Board of
gave a banquet in
Fritzgerald,
Harold

Trade

of
honor
formerly manager of First National and now the new general

manager of the Saxe Enterprizes,
and Diaries Lundgren, who was
manager of the Milwaukee branch
of Producers Distributing Corporation recently promoted to asFritzsistant of Cecil Maberry.
gerald was presented with a beautiful desk lamp from the hosts at
the banquet, while Lundgren received a handsome traveling bag.
The banquet was held in the Gold
Room of the Wisconsin Hoted in
number of local
Milwaukee.
managers attended the party including: J. G. Frackman, manager
A.
Pictures
G.
Progress
of
Smith, manager of Famous Players
Sam Abrams, F. B. O. man-

A

;

;

ager

Ed

;

manager

Vallendorf,

E. Weissner, sales
First National
manager of First National Jack
:

;

Lorentz,

Fox manager

;

Sam

Sher-

Metro-Goldwyn
Raymond Nolan, Pathe manager
Frank DeLorenza, Producers DisGeorge Levine, Univertributing
sal manager
John Ludwig, manager of the Ludwig Film Exmanager

man,

;

;

change

;

R. T. Smith, Vitagraph

Ben Koenig, secretary of the Milwaukee Film Board of Trade.
Al. Rowbarge of the Cosmo
Theatre at Merrill, Wis.,
Milwaukee's film row the
over during the past week.
J.

G. Frackman,

Milwaukee

Milwaukee exchanges during the
past

Hudson, who operates the
Theatre
M,uscado,
at
Wis., was another vistor at Mil-

gave
once

waukee during the week.

manager of the

Hollis Holland, staff artist of
the Alhambra Theatre, Milwaukee,
whose clever lobby displays have
been the source of much favorable comment,
has resigned to
leave
for
West Palm Beach,
Florida, where he will join the
sparks Circuit of theatres.

branch

The

Howard Waugh, who
new duties with
Amusement Enterprises,

start his

local

Milwaukee

short

of F. B. O. at
high spirits right

office
is

in

theatre, Maryville,

was damaged by

celebrating
the
excellent
standing attained by the sales
force
in
the
drive
conducted
throughout the Northwestern Division under the personal supervision of M. J. Weisfeldt, divis-

Lee Shumway, who appears in "The
Checkered Flag," a Henry Ginsberg release.

manager.
Preliminary plans are being laid
for a manager and salesmen banquet to be held jointly by the
various local exchanges in January.
While no definite arrangements have as yet been completed.
ional

fire the other day, will be reconstructed and redecorated for an
opening in the near future, according to reports reaching Kansas

City's

movie row

The new
fifth

this

week.

Baltis theatre.

street
City,

Kansas

Thirtyavenue,

and Indiana
was opened this week

The house, a
by S. L. Potter.
suburban theatre, will seat about

Pastime, Ottawa, Kas. T. D. Peal,
Valley, Mo.
John Hostettlcr and William Rencke, Hostet;

(irain

;

interests, Omaha, Neb.
M.
VV. Hubble, Hubble theatre, Trenton, Mo.;
W. P. Cuff, Strand,
Chillicothe, Mo.; Mrs. H. Wink-

tlcr

;

Mainstreet, Lexington, Mo.
R. B. Christian, Byers and Casino,
Excelsior Springs, Mo.
Barney
Dubinsky, Tootle, St. Joseph, Mo.
ler,

;

Edward Peskay, Penn and Rivoli,
Joseph, Mo.
R. Burford,
J.

St.

800.

This week saw the largest numexhibitors
of
out-of-town
along Kansas City's movie row in
many months. Among them were
F.
\V.
Meade, Meade theatre,
Kingman, Kas. Walter Wallace,
Orpheum and Lyceum Leavenworth,
Kas.;
Charles
Goodell,
ber

:

;

New

Burford,
Arkansas
City,
H. Rogers, Columbia, Wamego, Kas. S. B. Hyter, Kansas
theatre, Kiowa, Kas.
L. Brennigen, Cozy, Crystal, Best and Gem,
Topeka, Kas.
Kas.

;

;

;

;

The Globe theatre is the next
Kansas City house to fall in line in

soon

the

Saxe

Baden, Ind.

now,

is planned that the affair shall
be one of the outstanding goodfellowship events of the season.
E. J. Bregger, manager the Gem
Theatre at Crystal Falls, Mich.,
was among those present at the
it

K ansas
Empire
THE
Mo., which

will

has rewith his family from a
vacation
spent
at
West

turned

Kenosha.

at

P.

Hudson

of
Progress
Pictures Company spent a few
days of the past week conferring
with Frank Zambreno, the big
chief of the Progress organization,
in Chicago.
Manager Peterson of the Grand
Theatre at Racine, Wis., of which
he was a part owner, has disposed
of his interests in that house, and
is now owner of the Strand Theater

week.

W.

Frank Cook, manager of Bijou
Theatre at Appleton, Wis., called
on his Milwaukee friends during
the past week.
The date of the formal o{>ening
of the new Retlaw Theatre, to be
operated by the Saxe Amusement
Enterprises at Fond du Lac, Wis.,
has been definitely set for DecemElaborate
preparations
ber
26.
for one of the biggest openings in
the history of the state are under

wav.

City
staging

Charleston

dancing

con-

tests.

Coat collars were turned up
along Kansas City's movie row last
week, but business was not halted
one whit. George Matthews, new

around the First National branch,
as a result of that company's policy
in thus rewarding salesmen who
obtain the signature of exhibitors
not heretofore numbered among
the First National fold.

representative
Bros., branch,

for
Warner
the
started out on his
first trip into the territory, while
the resignation of R. R. Thompson,
former Warner representative, was

Louis Marx, assistant to Fred
McConnell, in charge of Universal's complete service plan, was
a busy visitor.
C. L. Durham, former Metro-

announced.

Goldwyn

Several changes in the personnel
of the First National branch were
announced
Ralph Heft, former
booker, succeeded Ed Lowery as
salesman in Southwest Kansas,
while E. P. Behrhorst, former
shipping clerk, was promoted to
head
booker.
Five-dollar
gold
pieces
becoming
are
common

Louis,

representative

has
force

sales

Kansas
Horn.

been
of

City,

added

that

of

St.

to

the

company

succeeding

in

Fred

Charles Bessenbacher, manager
the
Independent Film Corp.,
made a hurried trip through the
territory
and returned saying
"There is a Santa Claus."

of

D enver
EUGENE

GERBASE.

who for
the past eight years, has been
local manager for Universal
Film Exchange, has resigned. His
successor is G. E. Rosenwald.
the

Denver

Theatre

Owners

are
doing their share in providing for
a real
Christmas for the poor
families
of
Denver.
Frank
(Rube) Milton, owner of the
Rivoli Theatre,
is
donating
a
generous proceeds of his box office
receipts as his contribution to the
Good Fellow Club. A. G. Talbot
of the Colorado Theatre is giving
a
free
entertainment Christmas
morning which will be open to all
the kids of Denver who wish to

come.

Metzger,

Sales Director,
Division Manager, for Universal, arrived in
Denver last Monday and stayed
here for three days, during which
time a sales convention was held
with all sales employees of the
L.

B.

and L.

local

J. Schlaffer,

Universal

office.

Charles Beale, well

known

sales-

man

for Metro-Goldwyn, has resigned and left for Hollywood,
California, to join his family. His
successor has not yet been announced by R. J. Garland, manager
of the local Metro office.

M.

S.

Wilson, local

Fox man-

ager, left last Monday on a sales
trip to all points in Western Ne-

J. H. Ashby, First Namanager, is making a sales
to Casper, Wyoming, and in-

braska.
tional
trip

Bluebird Theatre, Littleton, Colorado, from Williams and Wilson.
Mr. West took active charge last

Monday. Scott C. Wood and
other partners, one of whom

tervening points.
Charles R. Gilmour, W'arner Bros, manager, is
also out in the territory on a sales
trip.
Before returning, he expects to visit Alliance, Nebraska,
and William Ostenberg Jr. of the

newspaper editor, have bought the
Victory Theatre at Craig, Colorado.
This theatre was formerly
owned by Messrs. Chapman and

Orpheum

Evans.

Theatre,

Scottsbluff,

Nebraska.

"Tillie"

Hal Home, Managing Director
of the State Theatre, Denver, has
arrived to be present during the
change of managers at thef State.
He expects to leave for Los Angeles next Saturday.
Sam'. Y.

West has bought

the

two
is

a

Withers has accepted a

position as salesman for the local
office

of Associated Exhibitors.

A. V.

E. Wessels, owner and
manager of the Orpheum Theatre,

Steamboat Springs, Colorado, was
a visitor in the Film Exchange
Building this week.
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Bui¥alo
THE
and

Majestic theatre, Pearl
Genesee streets, has been
purchased, together with the site,
by A. Victor & Co., furniture
The purchase price is
dealers.
The
said to be about $500,000.
land was purchased directly from
the McXaughton Realty Company,
The work of razing
the owners.
the Majestic will not begin however for more than a year, as the
lease has some time to run as yet.
The Victor Company plans to erect
a modern business building on the
Dr. Peter C. Cornell, mansite.
ager of the Majestic, says that no
plans are ready for announcement
as yet, although it is understood
that a site has been selected for a
new house.

Announcement

is

made by D. H.

Coplon, who with his brother,
Joseph, is financing the new $1,000,000 theatre that will be erected
at 608-616 Main street, of the
awarding of the general contract
The
to George W. Butler & Co.
contractors said they expected to
finish
the work about August,
1926.
The work of tearing down
the old buildings on the site is
The theatre
progressing rapidly.
has been leased to the Fox Film

Company.
Arthur L. Skinner, manager of
the Victoria theatre, one of Buffalo's largest community houses,
says that the Victoria bowling
team is ready to challenge any
other neighborhood theatre bunch
in the city.
The boys at the "Vic"

Cook,

violinist..

The ushers have

also organized a team.
Manager Ray S. Averill

many

is

re-

of congratulation from Buffalo radio fans for

ceiving

letters

arrangement

his

with

WMAK

to broadcast the

theatre

music

station

Olympic
programs every

Monday

evening.
Williamsville, N. Y., now has a
again.
theatre
picture
motion
James Cardina has re-opened his
redecorated and remodeled Glen
The house has been imtheatre.
proved 100 per cent, and residents
the town have been promised
the biggest features obtainable during the coming months. The Glen
the cozyiest town theis one of
atres in this neck of the woods.

of

Joseph A. Schuchert, Jr., had a
tough time of it during the holiday
season what with trying to book
the Colonial and Columbia and getting in all the society dances in
town.

Dewey Michaels, general manager of Michaels Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., with headquarters
Bramson building, anthe
in
nounces that the houses in his
chain are all enjoying unusual
prosperity and that an even greatforward to.
er year is looked
James Swafiford is managing the
Cameo theatre at 1582 Genesee
Frank Hohm is in charge
street
;

the Avon, 1225 Lovejoy; the
famous Billy West is knocking 'em
dead at the New Ariel on High
street, and Mr. Michaels himself,

at

are practicing several nights each

in

week

the Plaza on William street.
At the solicitation of a committee from the Parent-Teachers'
Association in Batavia, the new
Family theatre has arranged to
show moving pictures especially
children,
Saturday
suitable ,for

alleys.

show at the Grant
The members of the team

after the

are Arthur L. Skinner, manager;
Frank Smith, electrician
John
Raszeja, organist
Anthony Raszeja, cello; George Weil, operator;
James Edstrom, doorman, and Al
;

;

person,

is

guiding the rein at

mornings. Manager John R. Osborne expects to begin the experi-

Hundreds
sold

of

have been
surrounding

tickets

and

Buffalo

in

ment shortly after New Year's.
Johnny Maxwell, who used to
manage the Ellen Terry for the
Border Amusement Company in
Buffalo, has been appointed man-

towns, and the largest crowd in the
history of these events is expected.
George Biehler expects to open

ager of the Schine theatres in the
vicinity of Little Falls, N. Y. He
succeeds Lawrence J. Carkey who
now is in charge of the Rialto in
Lockport, a Schine house.
The Buffalo city council has
granted a permit for the construction of the new $500,000 Shea theatre in the Bickford buildng at
Kensington and Bailey avenues. A
small
delegation
opposed
the

uary.

permit.

Hager, Askey-Forrest, Inc., are
having plans drawn for their community theatre at Main street and

West Northrup

place, which a sign
placed at the entrance to the lobby
announces will be ready for the
North Buffalo public on August 1,

1926.

Jake Rappaport is putting in a
of new equipment in the Lovejoy theatre booth which will give
lot

his patrons the best projection obtainable.
Al Becker is installing
new low intensity arc lamps. Jake

also having his screen treated
with a special process.
The deal has finally been closed
between Publix Theatres, Inc., and
J. J. Lanigan, whereby the former
company takes over the Hi-Art
theatre
in
Lockport,
beginning
is

January
the

3.

Paramount

new Palace

in

the

also leases
City.

Lock

Negotiations have been under waj'
for the Hi-Aart for many weeks.
Everything is set for the big
Movie Ball to be given on the
evening of January 4 in the ballroom of the Hotel Statler by the
Film Board of Trade of Buffalo.

new

his

N.

theatre

Hamburg,

in

about the middle of JanThe house is one of the

Y.,

most attractive as well
any town

in

in

its

New

western

com-

as-

pletely equipped theatres of

size

York.

Manager Vincent R. McFaul of
Hippodrome packed the

Shea's

Christmas atmosphere into the big
Buffalo theatre the past week.

There was a large illuminated and
decorated tree in the lobby, as
well as wreaths and holly strands,
and a beautiful Tree on the stage.
Garlands were also strung about
the marque.

A

hunting

lodge

Canada.

in

How's

that for a Christmas present? Well, that is what Fred M.
Zimmerman, manager of the Producers Distributing corporation re-

ceived
from Mrs. Zimmerman.
The big game better watch out

now.
resigned

has

Johnston

Charlie

sales staff of Vital Exchanges, Inc., to become city fea-

from the

salesman

ture

Universal.

for

George Schaefer has been engaged
as vity short subject salesman at
George
Universal,
succeeding

Moeser, who has gone to Albany
Harry
National.
with
First
Levvy, formerly Associated Exrepresentative in Buffalo,
representing
"U" in
Rochester.

hibitors

now

is

Max
is

in

ters

Roth of the Fox home office
town, making his headquarat

the

local

exchange.

Bill

Rowell has just recovered from illness which confined him to his
home.

Omah
Omaha Film
THE
Trade has chosen

Board of

$200.

One

of

them struck Mr.

new ex-

Bredin over the head with the butt

ecutive committee, composed of H.
C. T.
F. Lefholtz of Universal
Lynch of Metro-Goldwyn, and
Mayer Monsky of Liberty Films.

of his revolver.
The exhibitor
struggled to his feet and was
struck again. This time he simulated unconsciousness.
The bandits drove away in Mr. Bredin's
Buick coupe, but abandoned it
when Bredin arose and started to
call for help.

a

;

Another move by the Film
Board of Trade is the establishment of a credit committee, which
acts for the board just as a credit
man acts for a mercantile house.
The committee is expected to

bring about greater harmony between exhibitors and exchanges. It
plans to be of help to new exhibitors.
New theatre owners are
invited to meet with the committee
in launching his business.

Louis Marx, special representative for Carl Laemmle, spent last
week traveling through Nebraska
with B. R. Grecnblatt.

Joe F. Bredin, proprietor of the
Boulevard theatre on Leavenworth
street, was robbed of his day's receipts by two negro hold-up men
who laid in wait for him at night
at his garage.
They fled with

.

Miss Ruth Lefholtz, daughter of
manager of the Universal exchange, underwent an operation
for appendicitis recently.
She is

the

getting along nicely.

Victor Peterson of the Victor
theatre, Bertrand, Nebr., spent the
week in Omaha among film exchanges.

A

romance which grew out of
last May when Miss

an evening

Virginia Riegel of this city sang
at the Rialto theatre, culminated in

a wedding ceremony on the stage
The
of that house December 17.
bridegroom was Calvin Burjo,
banjo and cello player in the
Rialto orchestra.

H. L. Craig, Universal salesman, met with an accident this
week while driving between North
Bend and Schuyler, Nebr. His car
was badly wrecked and had to be
towed into Schuyler, but fortunately Mr. Craig was not seriously
injured.

Omaha film men are much interested in the fact that Charles Reed
Osborn, former president of the
Omaha Film Board of Trade, has
been chosen secretary-treasurer of
the Film Board of Trade in Montreal, Quebec, where he
Brothers' manager.

A
alto

is

Warner

safety first show at the Ritheatre
was witnessed by

carried out, a six-story building
will be erected on a site 146 by 198
feet

on

Dodge

and

Twentieth

streets.

Ernest A. Harms
neighborhood

planning a
in
theatre
Omaha, his latest structure to be
at Forty-fifth and Militarv avenue.
The building will cost $75,000. He
already owns the Apollo, Lyric,
Rohlf and Mueller.
is

fifth

The Omaha office of MetroGoldwyn has won the second consecutive month in fire prevention
honors.

A. R. Hansen made elaborate
preparations for the opening of his
theatre,

the

Dundee,

December

Saturday

The new

Mayor James Dahlman, members

evening,

of die city council, board of education and 900 members of the
Omaha safety council December
22.
Manager Harry Watts put on
the show.

suburban house can well be called
a model in its class.

A

motion picture
$1,500,000
is to be erected here by an
eastern syndicate, according to a
newspaper story. If the plans are
house

19.

Tal R. Richards, new manager
for the Enterprise Distributing
Corporation, has moved his family
to

Omaha.

He

already has

several trips through his

and Iowa territory, and
tablished in his position.

made

Nebraska
is

well es-

J a

a r

i(

II

LU.

2

y

,

19 2

%
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Lukan, iia-nicr manager
Universal Film Exchange in this city, and newlyappointed assistant to Sales Director Fred Marin of the Western
of

••

the

district of First National, left last
week for his new headquarters in

San Francisco.

In

company with

L. J. Schlaiger. Universal's Western division manager, Mr. Lukan
spent the last several days before
instructing
his
departure
Jim
Keilly,
new Universal manager
here,
in
the intricacies of exchange management in the Pacific

Northwest.
A. C. Barclay, owner and manager of the Grand Theatre in
Leavenwortii, \\'ash., for the last
eleven years, last week announced
plans to spend at least $5,000
in the renovating and remodeling
of his house.
his

Dave Barnholtz, formerly conwith William J. Drum-

nected

Distributing
mond's
Producers'
exchange in a sales capacity, left

nfctiLui
with the Cnuntry Store
programs offered by neighborhood
and suburban houses for the last

several seasons.

Ben Shearer, president of the
B. F. Shearer Theatre Equipment
Company of Seattle and Portland, returned recently from an
extended trip into the East, including in his visit the editorial offices
of MoTiox Picture News.

Edwin

J. Rivers, well-known in
territory as former publicity
and advertising manager of the
Heilig Theatre, and more recently
manager of American Theatre in
Spokane for John Danz of this city,
a short time ago announced that
he
had purchased the Arcade

this

Theatre in Walla Walla from G.
E. Terhune.
Mr. Rivers has already taken charge of the house,
and operates it under a first turn
motion picture policy.
Rex Thompson, formerly connected with Manager A. H. Huot's
Film Booking Offices exchange,

Salt Lake City,
will
replace
Glenn
Allen as assistant manager under
the direction of Manager C. F.
Parr.
Mr. Allen will continue his
association with Producers in San

eral manager of the
circuit
of
theatres

Francisco.

Tacoma and

week
where he

for

last

Haubrook, former owner

E. H.

Rainbow
of
the
85th and Greenwood

manager

and

Tiieatre

at

streets in this city, last
his

house to E. M.

week

.Miller.

sold

Mr.

Miller is well known among local
exhibitors for his activities in con-

BLANK

All.
•

who

offering a
the one
turns in the best exploitation
is

fifty dollar prize to

during

stunt

this

month.

next

also the exploitation conail the managers may
contest for the prize offered by
First National. The contest spon-

There

is

test in

which

sored by Air. Blank is open to all
the employees of his office and

managers of the

They are
Christmas

at

theatres.

going

all

home

for

Universal office.
and Charles Stephens,
the

left recently to join the sales staff

Manager William Heineman's

of

Universal exchange

Portland, is back at
his desk in this cty after a tour
of the Middle West and East that
kept him away for a period of
several weeks.
During his ten-

day stay
Ilamrick
record

men

visit

M.

The family

Lee, assistant cashier,

will
tliis

meeting

Gladys MacDowell who used tn
be head inspector for I'irst National, is now with Universal.

Sam

Blair,

exploitation

man

from the home office, is in Des
Moines and will assist Mr. Kahn,
Pathe branch manager, in the exliloitation

an

witnessed

and a wonderful
was held with the

in off the road.

all

who

for

up real estate in l-lorida.
N. C.
Rice, head salesman of the V B.
O. staff, who has also been an exhibitor at -Algona, Iowa, and manager of one of the most progres.

sive of

the smaller theatres, suc^oung as manager.
Mr. Rice is the head of the association of motion picture theatre

Mr.

in

Iowa.

Fred Horn

is

new branch

the

manager

for Associated ExhibMr. Horn used to be with
Metro-Goldwyn in Kansas City.
itors.

celebra-

with a party at
Exchange office by the
Kahn Krowing Klub. The Kahn
Kahn, manis -in tribute to A. \\
ager of the Pathe exchange and
"Krowing" does honor to
the
tions will
the Pathe

begin

.

Pathe pictures.

change
ranks

in

Everybody

the

at the

Oregon

now

city

place in sales records, according to a recent report
from the Warner home office.
Jack Allender of the Ritz Thein

first

Spokane,

atre,

Ray

and

Grom-

bacher, owner and manager of the
Liberty and other theatres operated by the Spokane Theatre Company, spent several days on Film

Row

in

11.

city recently.
Glanfield, recently asso-

tliis

M.

with Manager Charles W.
Hardin's United Artists exchange
in a sales capacity, resigned early
this month and has joined Manager W. H. Drunimond's Producers'
Distributing
Corporation
office.
Vistors at this otifice during recent weeks have included L.
ciated

W. Weir,

manager,

and

assistant,

who

district

his

a few days in the
Portland territory.
Louis Rosenberg, representative
of
.\I1
Rosenberg's
DeLuxe
I'eature
Film Exchange in the
Oregon territory, arrived here last
week with Mrs. Rosenberg on a

arrived after

business

visit.

Reports

here

received

recently

that Ivan Mushlet has
taken over the lease on the Happy

indicates

Pathe

office

thirty-five or
festivities.

the

past
been manager of

'^'oung,

The Christmas season

year.

enviable

three years has
the F. B. O. branch in Des Moines,
is leaving his position here to take

men

folks.

having

organization in
Portland,
were
glad to learn recently that his ex-

Mr.

City,

the

establisiied

of

Fred

Vera Furmah, booker's
holidays
will
stenographer,
go to Fort

with her

New York

in

DesMoines

in

sales

ceeds

Dodge, and Dorothy Gotterman.
who answers the telephone, will be

Seattle,

in

Warner Brothers Exchange,
and now manager for that same
local

Donald Smith,

John Hamrick, owner and genBlue Mouse

L. J. .-\llison
respectively booker and head shipper, go to Kansas City for the
:

in Butte.

of
one
and
une-hall
legitimate stage performances per
day.
Friends of W. K. Bcckwitli,
former assistant manager of the

average

is
a
forty

There

member

and

will be in the
will

be

music

and eats and a big time.
Legion Theatre at Plainswhich was operated by the
.American Legion Post there, has
closed, owing to lack of business.
Tiie

field,

Cupid is again on the wing. E.
Anderson who was wed on
Sunday a week ago sprung quite
Mr.
a surprise on his friends.
.\nderson is head of the Sign Shop
of the A. H. Blank Enterprises.
This department was recently enlarged and the staff added to and
Mr. Anderson placed in charge.
The Sign Shop has charge of
(i.

making all the
owned by

atres

for the the-

signs
Air.

Blank

in

Des

Moines.

N. Mitchnick, manager
Lincoln Theatre and the
Strand Theatre at Chariton, has
just moved his family there. Mr.
Mitchnick, who was manager of

Harry

of

Can\(in Treatre ni Troy, Idali'j.
The house was formely operatcfl

by

former
home in Milton.
Oregon.
Extensive
remodeling of
the
Warner Brothers exchange was
completed in this city recently,
and Manager Carl Stearn now
presides over the destinies in that
office with an unobstructed view
of

I'llm Row.
The Madrona Gardens Theatre,

built

welcoming

tlie

Bruen are the directors and active
of the company.
No'
change in active management of
the Aladrona Gardens has as yet

members

been announced.

Motion pictures on ferry boat!plying on Puget Sound was reported to be a forthcoming realitv
recently, when the Puget Sound
Navigation Company of this city
announced that they would operate, next season, a ferry boat with
a motion picture theatre having a
seating capacity of 1,000.
Actual
plan of operation of the steamer
has not yet been announced, but
it is expected that the ship will ply
between -Seattle and Tacoma, a
trip
requiring approximately an
hour and a half.

Leo Kindig, orgam'st of the
Rialto Theatre, DesMoines, has re-covered from illness incurred after"
He was in bed fof
a hunting trip.
five days.
The Universal Club entertained
at a dinner dance. It was held at
Mrs.

his

Two

the holidays.

Ned Marin, west coast division
manager for First National, was

IZZ Seventh Ave. N. Y.,
-fyi/iti

tiiat

it

Vera

it

is-

took two orches-

tras to last out the dancers.

Miss

Furman,

stenographer for'
the booking department and vicepresident of the Universal Club.,
is largely responsible for the success of the party.
They are going to have a;
Christmas grab bag at the Metro-

Goldwyn office. And candy for
everyone.
Exhibitors who were in from
out of town were F. R. Bandy of
the
Princess Theatre at Britt,
Wes Booth of the Strand at Belle
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Wat-

at Indianola, Ross King
Opera House at Barnes
and John Ander.son of the

Fmpress
of

the

City,

theatre at Boone.

Inc.

Bryant

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
MOTION PICTURE FILM

tearoom and

Lemly's

reported

son of the Grand Theatre at
of the
Knoxville, W. H. Edd

the Rialto Theatre at DesMoines
for Mr. Blank, recently took the
Ciiariton houses.

Empire Laboratories

Premier

family
daughters who are at
(irinnell College have returned for

home.

is

this
city
recently
by
F.
Bessinger, was pur^

chased last week by the Pacific
Theatres Company, owners and
operators of the Winter Garden,
Grey Goose, Mission and other
houses
in
Seattle.
Frank Edwards, George Herpick and H. \\".

of pictures over the ter-

Manager Swarz of

in

George

Plain,

the

ill

to

his

ritory.
office

F. Hickenbottom, whose
necessitates his return

J.

health

5736

Motion Picture N e zv s

96

Butte
WJ. llIENEMAxN,

Manager

L.
McGinlcy formerly headsalesman for the Montana section
of
the
Famous Players-Lasky

Universal, closed the
Kwality Pictures office, which was
the Montana and Soutlicrn Idaho
distributor for Warner Brothers
<ji

•

on

pictures,

July

transfer to the

Corporation, was named Manager
of the Salt Lake office at the convention held at Salt Lake about
two weeks ago.

making

6th,

Seattle office.

Mr. Hieneman handled the War-

Frank Murphy, Booker-manager

ner Brothers pictures on a percentage basis, in conjunction with
L. K. Brin the franchise holder
of the Northwest, and while he

of

manager.

office

being

tember

and

Montana

all

Harry

territory.

Milstein,

who was

trans-

from the Denver
Branch is now working Western
Montana, and is doing high class
ferred

work

here

for

the

company

piling

u|)

bookings.
the

new

sales-

appearing

is

Carey
Harry
in
"Driftin'
his
first
Pathe "western,"
produced by Charles Rogers.

Through."

man, begins his work on December 14th and will cover the eastern
territory.

at

opened by Williams and Davis of
that city, who previously owned
the Kemmer Theatre there.
It is
reported that the Kemmer Theatre
is to be closed.

Dave Bershon, Western DiviManager for Metro-Goldwyn,

sion

be in this city within a few
days and will leave with Seth
Perkins for Denver. Perkins, Special
Representative
for
MetroGoldwyn, has been here for a short
will

stay.

H.

branch
tnanager for Warner Brothers is
still in the
Boise section.
Jack
Connors who covers the Idaho territory out of this office, is on an
extended trip in that section, while
George Jensen is in Montana.
\\

.

Rankin,

local

Frank Harris, Western Division

for
Stewart,
salesman
Pete
Associated First National, out of
the Salt Lake office has been mak-

Montana

territory the past

week.

for Pathe, is in this city
for a short stay, and after leavinghere will go direct to Spokane,
where he intends spending the
Christmas holidays with his sister.
C.

J.

Hamal,

Idaho territory

who
out

covers the
of this exthe office the

change, will be in
later part of this week.

by

Louis

Seymour Stone, formerly with
the Metro-Goldwo'n forces in Boston has been transferred to the
Pittsburgh area

hibitors

A. Calkins.

accept

to

positon.

this

Warren was made manager

T.

of the Associated Exhibitors.
G.

R.

Warren

confer with Mr. Harris on new
of Pathe and to install the
new officials. .'Kfter a speedy disI)olicies

Gordon Thornljerg, who owned
the Blue Bird Theatre at Garfield,
Utah, has recentl\- purchased a
new theatre at Mil ford, Utah, and
it
is reported that he expects to
open this new house about the ist
of the year.
Thornberg was in
signing up for some of the new

George

Mayne,

owner

of

the

branch.

W.

K. Bloom and Joe K. SoloF". B. O.
exchange here December 21 for a
sales conference, and to spend the

man

will both arrive in the

H. Bradley Fish, manager of the

Maiden,

in

Mass., has opened Associate Hall
Linden section of Maiden as

in the

moving

picture theatre.

jtlayhouse

The new

be operated every
evening and will have matinees
Wednesday and Saturdays, with
change of program twice weekly.

Green

will

&

Eilenberg,

who

operate

and Fellsway Theatres in Maiden as well as several
other theatres in Suburban Boston, and who are interested with
the
Ramsdell Brothers in
the
erection of the Middlesex Theatre
the

who came

here
take charge of
Greater Features is not only Manager of the office but chief salesman as well. At present he is
cov-ering the Montana territory for
Millar,

to

company.

The

Joshers club with headquarters in Butte and members ir.
various parts of the state and

honorary members as far away as
New York and California are interested in the annual distribution
of Christmas dinners to the needy
of the city.
The annual show
under the direction of
Merle
Davis, ^lanager and lessee of the
Ansonia Amusement chain of theatres, announces a special show

Broadway.
Mr. Davis not only
gives the Broadway, but is the acmanager of the
tive
hustling
staged show.

is

leaving for

Nampa, Idaho.
Rand, who has charge

Boise, Caldwell and

of

Walter S.
the United

Artists

here, has left for Butte,

and

is

intending

exchange
Montana,

making a hurried

trip to several of the

important key

cities.

W. Hyde

is

returning

this

week

Greater Features ex-

to the

change from a swing over the
Southern Utah territory.
R. L. Ruggles, new salesman for
Greater Features, from the Portland and Seattle territory, is making an extended trip from Portland through the state of Idaho,
en route to Salt Lake, where he

journey on through Wyoming.
The Orpheus Theatre at Eveanston, Wyoming, has changed hands.
This house was formerly owned b\
Clarence P. Anderson, and is now
will

being operated by the H. C. & \N
Picture Enterprise Company.

Other

exhibitor

visitors

.

this

week include
Opera House

John Stable of the
at Bountiful, Utah:
J. E. Tiejen, owner of the Jewel
Theatre, Santaquin, Utah, and Jot
Goss of the Orpheum Theatre a;
Ogden, Utah.
:

England

Elmer H. Baker, formerly with

Orpheum Theatre

Fox exchange,

local

L.

holidaxs.

K.

Lake City

product this week.

Sales Manager for Associated First National,
has left here for Denver after
visiting the local office for a few
hours.

W.

from Denver,

for Dec. 11th to be given at the

arrived in Butte

to

Ned Marin, General

a

operated

W.

place of

tory.

H. O. Worden who has assumed
his duties as office manager of the
Boston office.

Boas.

in

Mr. Hughardt resigned from the
managership of the Associated Ex-

Preferred Pictures exchange here,
has
from the Idaho
returned

the

was formerly

ager

D. Boomer, local manager
for Associated Exhibitors, has returned from a swing over the terri-

Boston manager

Philip Markell has taken over
the Liberty Theatre in the Dorchester district of Boston which

William Hughardt was made Man-

R.

of Metro-Goldwyn, is introducing to the New England exhibitors an additon to his staff in
.

of this city.
While
a number of changes
personnel of the office.

made

the

in

Manager

l^sIe^^?

MN. WOLF,

the past
of the

office

here he

J.

Salt
new Victory Theatre
THE
Kemmer, Wyoming, has been

charge

in

he left on the
Northern Pacific for the East.
Tom Walsh, recently appointed
Booker for Pathe has been appointed to fill the the vacancy left
by the transfer of the former
Booker ^\"eightman to San Francisco Pathe Branch.

his

Pathe

Hammond, who

Harriet
opposite

ing the

Rex Thompson,

for

office

Frank Harris, Division Manager
for Pathe has been sojourning in
Butte this week examining the

management

of
the Butte office. Butte office within thirty days was made a permanent and separate office, severing all connection with the Salt
Lake office, which for the past two
years had jurisdiction over Butte
the

Branch, as a conhad to cover the
In his absence Ted
has been the shipper

office.

San

Francisco
transferred on Sep-

first to

field.

Hackley, who
in the Butte
four years is

in

sales

Butte
has

Montana

Seattle went to work for
Universal under Schlaifer, Division Manager, as a short subject

was

the

sequence

patch of business

Mystic,

COSTUMES FOR HIRE

now under

construction in Maiden,
planning the construction of
another new playhouse in the Maplewood section of the same city.
They have purchased a lot in the
rear of
Powers Hall and will
probably start construction of a
theatre there in the Spring, with
entrance from Maplewood square.
arc

Joseph Cahill, manager of the
Brockton, Rialto and Strand Theatres of Brockton, Mass, who spent

weeks vacation at Miami. Fla..
has
returned to his duties in
Brockton. Frank Hookailo, manager of the Washington Street
six

PRODCCnoPfS
EtPI OITATIONS
psBSiirrATioifs

Olympia Theatre in Boston, who
managed the three Brock houses
during Mr. Cahill's vacation, is

now back
to

devoting his whole time

the Olympia.

Extensive alterations are to be
to the Sterling Theatre in
Derby, Conn.
Plans
the
for
changes arc being drawn by Smith.
Kinne & Palmer and the work will
cost about $25,000.
The entire
proscenium
wall
will
firebe

made

new asbestos curtain will
be installed and a sprinkler system
put in.

l)roofed, a

BROOKS

1437

Broadway

T«l. 55«e Pan.
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Theatpe Management
r^-T

Equipment Construction Opepation

ASuccessful Showman Gives His
Rules For Lobby Displays
Uses Lobby

To

Sell
A

Show To The Shopping-

Public

correspondence interview

With A. G. Stolte
(Editor's Note
In the effort to learn the
opinion of a leading showman as to proportionately what importance the lobby displays
play in the advertising scheme of a theatre,

impos.sible for certain theatres to adopt.
Of
course, it depends considerably on the class

of house for which the display

As

THEATRE JVIANAGEMENT

interviewed by
mail A. G. Stolte, manager of the Capitol at
Des Moines and widely recognized as one
of the foremost showmen of the country.
Mr. Stolte's answers to our questions developed many highly informative points with
regard to lobby displays and they should
prove valuable to his fellow exhibitors.)

answer
IN"have
you
tan^ble

the

to

examples
lobby

of

effectiveness

aiding the box

in

is

designed.

would say the press

—

book material on lobby displays
those
press books which do offer suggestions that
is
has
definite
value
for
theatre
the

—

manager."

"Newspaper and lobby displays." Mr.
Stolte holds, "should coincide in every incident.
It is good advertising theoi-v and

strong selling point, this means of
the public twice instead of once."
•'We have no fixed rule with regai-d to
the desired points of appeal to feature in
lobby displays other than trying to keep
them in a high class atmosphere
using
many times electric cut-out effects, but in
every case using more of the newspaper
stills than the one-sheets sent out by the
*
exchange.
"I would say that the average one-sheet

any

of the
displays

|iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii{iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiii{iiiiii^^

THEATRES FOR

I

ROM

Mr.

office?"

a

reliable

source

1926

I

dis-

I

plays has been very evident at

I

And

I

what he considers an
effective lobby, Mr. Stolte cited
a display for "Sally of the Sawdust" which was used at the

I

sites

I

As

power of good

the selling
the

box

office

many

times.

in

<lescribing

Capitol.

"For this lobby," he says, "we
used across the front of the 'theatre a canvas covering like a
circus tent, also carrying this
ilown across the entrance to the
the same time, we
circus idea, or rather

At

theatre.

tied the
the tent idea,

up in our newspaper ads.
To be perfectly
frank, our lobby means considerable

in

the

sliowmanship,

present days of
every wide

and

awake exhibitor

is

tr^-ing to sell

product through lobby displays more tlian ever before.
We find that the majority of the
public
are
shopping.
Sell
your goods today
tomorrow
never comes."

I

I

many

I

I

I
I
I
I

I
j
I
I
I

I
I

We

asked

Mr.

he
found that the press books of
the distributors furnished useStolte

if

able suggestions for lo})bv displays.
"As a rule," he" says,
"the press book does provide a

good source

I
i
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

for lobby suggesbut many times the press
l)odk exaggerates and sets fortli

I
I

theories

I

tions,

and ideas which

it

is

|
|
|
|

|

and equipment.

accustomed to representing the
cost of theatres in tefms of total investment, this
figure for the 1926 program should be increased by

his

—

|

Forum) comes

that

declaring

affirmative,

the

replied

eini)hatically

|

(The Architectural

the forecast that 1926 vi^ill be
another record year for building construction,
and that theatres are to receive their share. Approximately $175,000,000 will be spent for 1645 new
houses, and this figure does not include the cost of

Stolte

—

question

had

ever

a rule, however, I

has a

hitting

this industry is

millions.

How much longer this tremendous scale of building in this industry will continue is a subject receiving much discussion. When the rapid changes in
character of shows and taste of modern audiences
are considered, it would appear that this building
and renovating campaign would continue until the
theatre field is practically rebuilt.
To do this is
placing the termination of heavy construction in the
remote future.
Far reaching is the effect of modern motion picture theatres on this industry, both as to its high
standing and volume of business. The remarkable
strides that have been accomplished in the building,
appointing and equipping of the better theatres has
placed this phase of the industry far in the lead.
What further will be accomplished along these same
It
lines in the future, time alone will disclose.
seems, judging from the developments of the past,
that no limits can be placed for the theatre of tomorrow.
Therefore giving due weight to the various considerations, it appears safe to predict even greater
building activities in this field during the coming
And unless 1927 brings with it business
years.
depression, a new building record exceeding that of
1925 and the forecast for 1926 should be made.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiH:iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil:iiiiniiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiini:iui{iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiiNiiii:iliim

|

|
|
|
|
i

that the film companies put out
has no more resemblance to the
star or scenes in the picture than
day resembles night.
Stills

seem to attract the pitblic much
more than the regular one-sheet."
In common mth a great many
Mr. Stolte feels that

exhibitors,

the lack of true likenesses of
stars and players in the poster

material imposes a severe handicap on the theatre man when it

comes to making lobby displays.
The vivid colors sought as an
essential
element
good
of
posters, appears to be one of the

|

main obstacles confronting the
lithographer in reproducing portraits.
The fact that in the picture business, posters must serve
a double pm-pose that of attracting attention at distances
when used as outdoor billing,
and decorative selling displays
in lobbies
presents a difficulty
which distributors are trying to
solve.
But it appears that the
real solution of the problem lies
in the manufacture of "bigger
and better" stills, both in black
and white, sepia tones and

|

special color processes.

j

One of the vital elements of
lobby displays, Stolte insists, is
the direct tie up between the atmosphere or character of the
display and the newspaper and
other advertising. In this respect, the lobby is, like the
poster, merely "reminder copy,"
which causes a direct association
in the minds of the public between the object before them
and the sales argument which
has been driven home to them

|
|
|

|
|
|

|
|
|

|
|

|
I
|

|
I
|

|
|
|
|
|
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TYPE OF PRESElMATION

Finale of the '^Parisian Gaieties" number staged ivUh I niversal's 'The Phantom of the Opera" at
the hi. S. Moss Colony Theatre, /Veic York. 1 he number is a complete miniature musical comedy
using a cast of 75 artists and with libretto and score especially written for it.

Musical Reviews With Pictures
Introduced By Colony, N. Y.
B. S.

Moss Announces Elaborate Acts Will Be Continued;
Lavish "Parisian Gaieties" Second Of Series

WITH

llie

man" and
"Campus

Is the prologue, as an embellishment to presentations of photoplays in first class picture theatres, passing out of existance
B. S.
Moss, owner of several theatres devoted to pictures and pictures
and vaudeville in New York, says the prologue consisting of ballet
dances, vocal or instrumental solos, etc., are to be things of the past
within a very short time.

presentation

"The Phantom of
the Opera" at the B.
Moss Colony Theatre in New
(if

S.
Yoi-k, the second of a series of

eoml)ination
prooffered Broadway
The stage numtheatreg-oers.
accompanies "The
ber which
Phantom of tlie Opera" is called
"Parisian Gaieties," a musical
review, tying in with the picture only in the regard that it
too has Paris as a locale for the
dancing and songs, and providing a complete entertainineiit
of the revue type.
"Parisian Gaieties" has a cas'
of 75, a specially designed full
stage setting and presents
and score especially
libretto
Thus it is in
written for it.
every regard, a complete stage

elaborate

the sort that the public

.Speaking of the new

policy,

>n<li

S.

^loss

lumes

six'cially

scenery

"Prologues consisting of liallet dances.
or instrunmental solos, and the like
The
are soon to l)e things of the jiast.
wants something vastly different.
])ublic
To that end we have presented productions
that wei-e not merely vaude\ille acts tossed
hap-hazardly together for review, but minimusical comedy productions with
ature
lyrics and music specialty written; cos-

same

\o(:al

sjiecialv

care

productions

designed
devised;

and
in

and direction were
as

are

usually

;iven

dexoted

the
these
to

a

three hour musical comedy."
The success of (his double offei'ing a>
e\idenced by the business being done and
with, has {-onthe ])ublic ;ii)pri)\al met
lirtned his judjinient that the kind of luoentcrtaiimu'ut
linti
picture
theatre
he
started with Harold Llovd in the "Fresh-

is

a

Till'

I

Tliat

pri)si)ect

7')

fifth

of

more to run,
more evidence of

still

program's ])oi)ularity.
Colony Theatre has the-

heal re

ibis

now

nuu<mg

executed
short,

the

with

their

weeks

])resent

In

in

i.\pi'
llii-

being

of

de-lincliiiu

i-

Xcw
llie

the fii"st
offerings of
York City.

coming policy

motiim jiitcure theatres, is
shown by the plans that other
Hi'oadway ^lovie Houses are
for

demands.
H.

with

se\('i;d

tlure

Gaitie.s"

both in

cast,

the

week

pi'od action.

said

iiiiition

are

in

production was staged at a cost of about $5,000. The number is
more pretentious than the "Campus Frolics" which was presented
Moreove-.
with "The Freshman" and which ran for ten weeks.
Mr. Moss states the number which will succeed "Parisian Gaieties'
He is convinced he
will be done on an even more elaborate scale.
is

ment

gdcrs
This

and "Parisian

earnest of his belief that more elaborate stage productions
are required at theatres of the type of the Colony, Mr. Moss is presenting there "Parisian Gaieties," a musical number using a cast of
75 artists and having a libretto and score especially written for it,
The current biii
in conjunction with "The Phantom of the Opera."
The
is now in its sixth week and a substantial run is still before it.

As an

says that this form of entertainment

;>•')

picture theatrewilling to support.
program ran for ten
weeks at the Colony, and now
with the present double piogram of "The Phantom of the
OjH'ra" starring I_xm Cluuiey

—

—

with
Capers"
type of entertain-

artists, is the

Commenting on the new type of combination program miniature
musical comedy and photoplay offerings now instituted as a set
policy of the Colony Theatre. New York, Mr. Moss says the public
wants something vastly different from the prologue once accepted as
entirely sufficient in combination with a feature photoplay.

grammes was

the stage presentation

elaborate stagp presentations in
with their photoplays.
Pi- iiluced undei- the persona! sui)ei-visioii
.Mr.
M( iss and offered in conjunction
..t
with "'flic Phantom," the current bill at
])i-etentious
llie Colony is one of the most
enlertaimuents attem])ted by a fir t class
motion pictui'c house in the east.
The show was staged by Harry Shaw
and .leirv De Rosa with nnisical direction
ioi-

cunjunction

{('oiitiiiuf'd

0)1

page 100)
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Chicago's T\m\' Ti ikatres. (a/x)w) The Harris, (in oval)
Seated by American Seating Company

The btLvvvN

Leadership
Attaining leadership in any line of endeavor
ing

— constantly,

surely, patiently building.

is

largely a matter of build'

Many

years of building conii'

dence in our product, our service and our. policies have won for
company a recognition that must be maintained and protected. That
is

best assurance to you of faithful service.

J3iarrirauj©ratlug Qdiniianji
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

113 \V. 40th St.

10 E. Jackson Blvd.

BOSTON
77-D Canal

PHILADELPHIA
St.

1211-K Chestrut

St.

this
fact

:
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Says Stage Settings Will
be More Elaborate
every large
by next spring,
INmotion
picture theatres with settings
city

superior to any now in the country,
be a reality, asserts Frank L. Newman, managing director of Paramount
will

West Coast theatres,
sas City, his former
last

who was
home,

in
for a

Kanvisit

week.

"Individual theatres now use stage
settings which cost about $250 to construct each week," Mr. Newman said.
"Along with a move already under way

by Paramount, it will not be uncommon
to see theatres spending $10,000 and $15,000 on a single set."

Newman was

Mr.

in Kansas City on
Los Angeles from New
York, where he was in conference with
Paramount officials.
his

way

to

Presents

'*Hamlet''

Scene in

Modern Dress
One of the gi-eatest of recent stunts in a
moving picture house of Canada was the
tie-up which was arranged by John Arthur,
director of presentations for Famous Players Canadian Corp., in staging an act from
"Hamlet" in modern dress and settings during the week of December 14, in conjunction
with the presentation on the screen of "We
Moderns," starring Colleen Moore. The idea
of the modernized version of the Shakespeare drama was directly associated with the
title of the photoplay "We Moderns" in advertising

The "Hamlet"

details.

act

Musical Revues With Films
Introduced by Colony
{Continued from page 98)
Andre Dore, the specially written
libretto and score, by George Bennett and
Jack Glogau, costumes by Charles Le
Maire, and the scenery was designed by

by

Irving Eastman.

The story

in brief of "Parisian Gaities"

as follows

Once a year the Parisian boulevards are
closed

in

order that

the

students

of

the

Sorbonne and other universities along with
the Latin Quarter, may make
their annual carnival.
Wnndering minstrels, clowns, jugglers, acrobats,
musician.s, singers, and gypsies, come from
all
parts of France to participate and
profit thereby.
replica of this carnival
has been put upon the Colony Theatre
stage with all the color and vividness seen
artists

merry

Four Permanent De Luxe Poster
Stands At A Cost of $80
Feat of C. L.

CL.

of

in

A

at the Parisian Mardi-Gras.

Incidentally the Colony Theatre has mechanical provision sufficient to handle any
intricate stage production which might be
Every
interpolated into future programs.
modern facility was provided so that a
stage presentation of any size and proportion could be advantageously staged without the necessity of closing and reconstructing the theatre.

By Frank
McVey,

manager

was

given twice daily by the De la Salle Dramatic Society of Toronto. This was the first
time in the Dominion that a Shakespeare
play had been presented with modern atmosphere, following out the idea introduced
in New York City of staging Shakespeare
with 1925 arrangements. The stunt caused a
sensation all around Toronto.

is

One of the four poster stands obtained by C. L. %ic\ ey of the Eagles theatre, by donating
waste paper cans to the town, hearing a one- sheet for "Lightn" (Fox).
Photo shows Mr.
McVey, left, and on the right C. E. Cook, business manager of the Kansas-Missouri M. P. T. O.

the

land

and

C.

McVey

o f

D r e a mEagle's

Herrington,
an exhibitor
who has only one way
of doing things the
And he
right way.
gets the most out of

—

City

C. L.

McVey

not an exhibitor in the Kansas

ten-itory

who would deny

that

Mr.

one of the most energetic showman
Not long ago he went to the
city council of his town and offered to provide the city with large waste jiaper receptacles on the streets, providing he would
be permitted to use three sides of the cans
for advertising purposes. The council passed
an ordinance authorizing Mr. McVey to
The cans,
p'ace the cans on the street.
which cost $20 each, were made to be an
Four of them were
e- act fit for a one-sheet.
a total adverpurchased by Mr. McVey
and placed in front
tising expense of $80
of tiie post office, the principal bank and
On the lids of the
choice vantage points.
"Keep the City Clean."
cans were painted
So tightly did Mr. McVey "sew up" the
town by winnins: the good will of the puV)lic
and city officials in the communitv of 4.000
jx'ople that four mana9ers of the Eagle's
theatre "came and went" within ten months,
then the theatre, as a last stand, was leased

McVey

is

in his state.

—

:

l\ri\ McVey.
Rut obtaining a "corner" on advertising
by waste paper cans is not the only elVective
menus this live wire showman has of packing pati'ons inio his theatre. Each month n
monllilv calendar of the two theatres is
printed, showing all features, comedies and
other details of the jirogram for the month

to

aii<l

of the rural

On top of the Dreamland theatre is a roof
garden, used during the summer only. If it
should rain, convenient arrangements are
made whereby the patrons descend into the
theatre for the remainder of the show. Both
theatres are equipped with powerful HopeJones pipe organs and no comfort is denied
patrons.
large stage for novelties, a
ladies' rest room that would rival a theatre
ill a town
ten times the size of Herrington
and a windmill fan cooling system on the
roof garden are among the features of the

A

everything at the least
expense.
is

all

territory.

is

There

Showman

nine surrounding towns and

True

theatres,

Kas.,

Kansas

,

mailed to a circulation, wliidi takes in

Dreamland.
Admission prices range from 10, 25, 30
at the Eagle's to 10, 25, 35 at the Dreamland.
In Mrs. McVey Mr. McVey contends he has
an assistant manager who is more adept at
handling the business than he is. Although

more than 4,000 copies of the calendar are
distributed over an eighteen-mile radius each
Mr. McVey also uses newspaper
space in two local weeklies.

month,

In short, this

showman

is

a

man who has

become such an important cog
that, figuratively, all

his wand and the
acknowledgment.

in his

he has to do
sun glistens

is

to

town
wave

forth

its

Orpheum at K. C. Reverts
to One-Week Programs
The Orpheum theatre. Kansas Citv vaudeand motion i)ictiire house, which tried
Hit a two-week ]K)licy this season, will revert back to its former policy of one week.
Lawrence Lehman, manager, announced this
week. Two weeks of one ]irogram has not
jiroveil j^opular with patrons, it was said.
\ille
I

Irving

The

Green

Manager of
Medford

Fellsway.

Irving Green, son of Fred Green, head of
Green circuit, has been appointed manager of the Fellsway Theatre at Medford.
the

January

2

,
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CONFIDENCE —
Genuine

f'^'X^iin

GOIiD

friCKETl

5CAIi

ROBUCTS,

GOLD SEAL TICKET PRODUCTS

USED

-

THE

XlOltefeisthe System
that Eq^uals It

KAPLAN SURE-FIT

:i^.s^^i

WORLD OVER

X

^^

By ovferwhelitmi^ itiajority, ticket users the

parts for Simplex Projectors

world ovenhAve stamped Automofa'cSystem

as standard

assure dealer-confidence

let super Gold Seal Products help
to make 1926 your most prosperous

because

THEY SURE-FIT
Gold Seal Rasters ^Tickets
to^ethei' spell securiiy

&" safely

for your C'a&h. Receipts.
We

Sam Kaplan
729 Seventh

Avenue

-

best

ALUti'A.yS

MANUFACTURER
New York

submit estimates and so mples

will ajladly

hat win

-

suit

of tickets

your requirements

i.OW£Sr

MAaKST PRICES

AUTOMATIC TICKET
REGISTER CORPORATION

City

AvB.
723 Seventh
New York.
LOS. Af-< G E L
L O rM

CM ICftc.0

E.

S
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An Amazing
Pictures that

Difference!

on the average screen are

dull,

shadowy and tiresome, snap out clear,
lively and bright on a Super-Lite Screen.
That

is

Screen

You Can't Have
Good Pictures Without

THE
upon

all the light that
silvery surface of a Super-Lite
reflected.

is

Super-Lite Screens give the equivalent of
higher intensity light sources at a fraction

It

For

—

description,

full

name

images
black and white.

653

St.

Paul

St.,

Rochester, N.

prices,

etc.,

MAIL THIS COUPON
S.

WERTSNER

221 North 13th

&

St.,

SON
Philadelphia, Pa.

\'.

Semi me

Name
Address

details

and

& Son

Distributors in principal cities throughout
the country

C.

fine,

write

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

w^ith

CO..

sizes,

Manufacturers
221 North 13th Street,

strong contrasts of
It makes pictures convincingly real and helps to bring crowds
back again. Ask your projection man.

~"

made from

C. S. Wertsner

Optical

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL

are

last for years.

of nearest supply dealer,

System gives strong illumination, evenly
distributed over the whole screen. It defines the

They

of their cost.

sturdy material and

success of a house often depends
a thing comparatively insignihcant in cost a good projection system.
For only w^ith a fine lens and scientifically
related parts can you have good pictures.

The Bausch & Lomb Cinephor

because practically

on the

falls

on Super-Lite Screens.
Theatre.

^
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One Company Schedules
$30,1,000,000 for Theatres

RLEVINE
Ruppert,
•

&

CO., INC., E. P.

Architect, and

Consulting

Klein,

Samuel

Engineer,

Chicago, announce $30,000,000 worth of

work

theatre

consisting of
Six of these
St. Louis, Mo.,
of which two are now under construction and the other four will be started
within 90 days. The total cost of these
theatres being $4,500,000.
The seating
capacities of these theatres to range from
for

1926,

twenty-seven theatres.
theatres to be erected in

2,000 to 3,500.

There
Chicago

will be nine theatres erected in
at a total cost of $12,000,000

with

seating capacities ranging from
In Toledo, Ohio, a 162,200 to 4,000.
story office building and a 3,300 seat
theatre in conjunction with same, at a
total cost of $4,500,000, work to start

March
It

and

is

1st

Charles

15th,

1926.

planed to build at 89th Stree:

Avenue,

New York

O'Reilly

and 10-story apartment
cost

of

$2,000,000,

City, for Mr.
seat theatre
building at a
work to star-.

2,500

a

the

January 20th, 1926.
R. Levine & Co., have reorganized,
increasing their force and now have in
their organization W. P. Whitney, Architect, E. P. Ruppert, Architect", in full
charge of plans and specifications:
Leuis Harris, Travelling Superintendent,
J. T. Gohman in charge of letting all
contracts. General Superintendent and
Rubin Levine, general promoting and

financing.

Two More New Theatres For
San Francisco
One of

the oldest sections of the Mission

district is the site of
Beautiful Vista of Balaban

& Katz Uptown

THH
theatres

of Boston's motion picture
ojiened Monday, Dec. 21, wlien
the Si. James Theatre on Huntinsjton Avenue, in tJie Back Bay section, opened under
the Keith-Albee manasiement. Unlike many
newest,

new

the

playliouses,

and

particularly

those of the Keith-Alhee circuit, this latest
playhouse is not one noticeable for its f!:reai
size, but instead for its hominess, the matter

of size beiufj- delil)erately sacrificed to that
of coziness.
Orifjinally

a

stock

the

])iayhouse,

St.

James Theatre was purchased by the KeithAlbe<! interests early last summer and the
extensive alteration work was started at that
time and has just been completed. The playlious(!

houses

is

cltorc.;d

Patrons on Mezzanine Floor.

James, Boston's Newest Theatre,
Opens Other Zone Activities

St.

of

Theatre

becomes one of
in the

tlie

Back Bay

Fenway and Loew's

grouj) of
district,

first

al-

is the first Keith-Albee
It
located outside the shopping dis-

ready located.
liouse to

1)e

com])any operating

iindale,

the

Jamaica

Shawmut on Blue
ton on

Morton

it

Jamaica Plain, the
and the Morall in suburban Bos-

in

Hill Avenue,

Street,

"L" with
The marquee and arch at

a right angle or

already
operates the Modern and Beacon theatres in
Boston, both first run houses; the Dudley
and Criterion in Roxbury, the Rialto in RosTiie

tween Hampshire and York.
The theatre
will seat 1500 and will cost with equipment
about .f250,(»0(l.
Architecturally the theatre will conform to a style suggested by the
Spanish history of the State. A ratio will
supplant the usual entrance lobby forming

will

mark

the auditorium.
the

street

line

the entrance.

Another theatre building will be built at
the corner of Taraval and 20th Ave.. San
Francisco, at a cost of apjnoximately $250,000. for the Blnmenfeld Theatii' Circuit.

ton.

P. Vartigian is to build a new theatre in
Somerville from plans prepared by James
Tuck, 439 Park Square Building, Boston.

The new theatre will l)e located at 303
Broa dway, with auditorium and one balcony
and a mezzanine floor. It will be of brick
and limestone construction and will have a
seating cajiacity of about

1,()()0.

run

where the

State theatres are

suburbs.

San Prancisco's newest

theatre, to be erected immediately l)y Alex
K. Levin and associates on 24fh street, be-

Irict.

The Xew Enjiland Tlieatre Operating Co.
has opened the new Hegent Theatre at Norfolk Downs, with a seating capacity of
nearly 2,000. The theatre is one of the most
modei'ii and l)est ('(luipped of any in Hie

John C. Kiley and Kdward V. Ca-^srll.
Boston realtors, are planning the erection
of a motion picture theatre at Char 'on.
Cireen and Pitts streets in tliat section of
Boston wliicli has recently undergon? extensive changes through the widening of the
streets, resulting in a j)ractically new business section.
If plans go through, it is understood that the new theatre will bo one of
tli(
lariicsl in Boston.

A

iTiachine made by the Duplex Motion Picture
dustries. Inc., for the measurement of film.

In-
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HofFman- Plans New Theatre
For Derby, Conn.
of a thoroughly modern motion picture house with a seating capacity
of 1,200 will be started on Elizabeth street,
Derby, Conn., as soon as climatic conditions permit, with a view of having it
Teady for oi^ening by early fall, according
lo announcement of Israel J. Hoffman, proprietor of the Capitol theatre in the neigh(

'uiistvuetioii

Ansonia

of

"boring city

and

prominently

identified with other like interests throughout southern New England. Plans for the

new house

be completed and contracts
let during the winter so work may be inaugurated during the early spring. Whether
the building will be devoted exclusively to
housing of the theatre or be a combination
playhouse-business block has not been announced. While the theatre will be intended
as an exclusively motion picture house, it
will be so arranged that it may be converted into one of the combination vaudeville or leaitinuite type, temporarily or for
permanent use, at any time, should indications l)e that the city would support it.
The Cai)itol theatre is operated as a combination motion j)icture-vaudeville house.
\Vitli completion of the pro^)osed Hoffman playhouse, it is indicated John R.
Shields, Derby representative and for approximately a decade manager of the Sterling theatre in Derby city hall, will take
over the managership.
The Sterling, for
several years, has been rented from month
to month by Hoffman for a motion picture
house. Agitation, headed by Mayor Frank
J.

will

Conway,

is

now under way

to

have the

Sterling theatre space extensively renovated,
converted into a high class motion picture
house and nninicipal auditorium and leased
to some theatrical interests annually or for
a term of years. William J. Smith, Derby
architect, is now engaged in making plans
for the changes needed, specifications of
whicli will be submitted to the aldennen of
that city and board of a])portionment.
It
is considered likely a bond issue will be
requested to finance the necessary changes.
It is indicated the Hoff'man announcement
to build will have no effect upon jiresent
municii)a! jilans.

Loews

Grand. Atlanta. Ga.
Entirely Overhauled

Loew's Grand Theatre formally

bow

nui<le

its

week in rejuvenated
of months of work b\

.

Entering the lobby, the first change is
noted in the bright and fresh-looking lobby
<lisplays; inside the foyer the new note oi'

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Under 850

sfats.

o»er

800.

15<5^.

The

most

30%; under

economical

500.

method

of

70%; under
reaching

M

800.

to

ADDUESSINO SERVICE. $4.00 PER
UP. Lists
If
desired.
30 to 50% saved in postage, etc.. through
elimination of dead and duplicate theatreB usually listed.
Lists of Producers. Distributors and Supplv Dealers.
our

MUT.TIGIiAPHING— Nn.MEOGRAPHING—
FOLDING— ENriXJSING— MAILING
MOTIO.N PICTURE DIBECTORT CO.
Sixth A»e.. at 41st St.
New York
Phone. Pennsy, 7484-7485

Sign
Don't be
just

it

Have

to liave

satisfied

glare

impotently.

move, attract attention, and " say someit

That's real

thing-."

sign

advertising.

FLASHERS
quickly pay back modest
first cost by current saving. They're standard.

Write for circular
Mfrs. of Reco Color
Hoods, Motors, Mixers.

the finest examples of its type.
The piece
found in a quaint antique sho]) in
Xew Orleans.
The interior decoration of Loew's (xiaud

was

A ^J Et-ECTRIC

COMPANY
~ k]^^

W. Congress

2628

St.

Chicago

was designed by Miss Anna H. Dornin of

Xew York, and executed under her direction.
Miss Dornin, who is one of the foremost
authorities in this country on theatre decoration,

Xew

is

associated with

Thomas W. Lamb of

^ork.

Theatre

High Speed De Brie Camera
Has Special Features
Several new features are to be found on
the latest model De Brie hish-speed motion
picture camera just received from France.
One is a direct focusing tube with which
the operator may look through the lens and
see his image right side up, magnified nine
times, enabling him to get correct focus and
to see that

it

is

taking in his view.

Another feature of the new De Brie is a
dial which shows the operator how man\
pictures per second he is making, and the
number of times normal at which the pictures are registering. The speed ranges froui
to 15 times normal, and the number of
inctures from 48 to 240 per second.
The light weight of this camera ((22 lbs.)
makes it especially attractive for field work.
A supply of these new De Bries has been
received by the American distributors, the
Motion Picture .\]iparatus Co.. Xew Y(U-k
.'^

('it v.

Cardina

New

Draws Plans For
Buffalo Theatres

lames Cardina, owner of the Varsity and
Kennsington theatres in Buffalo and the
Olen in Williamsville, is having plans
drawn for his new 2500-seat house on
Bailey avenue near Delavan.
Oakley &
•

Chamot of Buffalo are the architects. Jim
says the stage will be 30 feet deep, 100 feet
wide and 70 feet to the top of the fly loft.
The prosecenium opening will be 50 by 30.
The house will be one of the largest community theatres in western Xew York. Mi-.
Cardina expects to have his remodeled Glen
theatre ready for Williamsville folk on
Christmas Day.
Jim's brother, Thomas,
will manage the Glen.

Construction
We

are

in

a

position

to

analyze any theatre proposiIf
tion from every angle.
you contemplate building a
in
touch
get
theatre,
with us before you arrange
plans and specifications;
save you money, due
to our special knowledge of
construction.
theatre
are prepared to analyze your
proposition, prepare sketches,
submit an estimated cost, prepare plans and specifications
and supervise construction, so
that the ultimate cost will not
exceed the estimated.
will prepare you a statement
showing the probable net returns on the investment and
methods of
advise
as
to
for

we can

We

We

We

finance.

can handle your

proposition from inception to
completion, turning the theatre over to you complete in

every

ready to operate.

detail,

Send us your proposition for
analysis.

Our Motto

is

Efficiency with

Economy

H. Robins Burroughs Co.
Engineers

New York

70 East 45th St.

City

CURTAIN MACHINES

Nat Saland Organizes

Own

NOISELESS TRACKS
Vallen ANDARE
SUPREME

Laboratory Plant
Xat Saland. who for a number of years
has been associated with some of the largest

City

inYoui*

lounge is thoroughly pleasing with walls
covered entirely in cream silk draperies. A
King Tut sofa lends an air of eleganc('
and richness to the room.
A particularly attractive antique, which
now graces the foyer, is the grandfather's
clock, an importation from France made in
1720.
It is considered by experts one of

85%;

theatres

SaySometl

and art furniture give dignity to the whole,
and in the Spanish costumes of the ushers
and attendants the color scheme of blue and
gold is attractively combined.
The ladies'

to the public last

splendor, the result
decorators,
painters,
art
directors
and
buyers.
The theatre was in daily o])eration during the course of refinishing, all
work being done at nights and before the
daily ])eitormaiu'es; but until it was completely finished this week the great change
and imi)i()vement in the interior of the
hou^e was not made fully apparent.

709

beauty everywhere is manifested. The carpeting of si^ecially woven Bundar is soft
under foot; heavy velour hangings of blue
accentuate the gleaming-white woodwork,
and the pale, gold gauze draperies on the
doors are softened bj- amber colored baby
spots.
Several handsome pieces of antique

laboratories in the country, has just organized his

own

])lant.

'VALLENIZE'

E. J.VAlle^

Electrical

AKRON. OHIO.

Co.
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Projcctiot^
Opties Eleetr ieity,Prddical Ideas ^ advie
,

Inquiries and

Comments

Gradations from one type to another are
had but aside from such elementary control, little effort seems to have been
made to secure that control which would
make a large part of the reflected light fall
also to be

within

the seating ai'ea

Standardized Screen Brightness
Part VI

EW

persons are aware of the
tremendous loss of light which
is incurred by the average motion picture screen as far as
the directing of picture light
to till' \i('\ving area is concerned.
It is true that in tenus of "over-all
efficiency"
percentage of incident light reflected over all angles
practically all of
the available screens run fairly high, 70-80
per cent being common figures*.
Of the
total light reflected by a screen, only a comparatively small amount is useful, the remainder being wasted under any given

—

conditions.
Only that

—

angle subtended by the
(not counting the gaps presented by the space between balconies and
main floor level) from the center of the
screen represents useful light.
This solid
angle is quite small compared with the
total solid angle over which the screen reflects its incident light.
Especially so since
the planes of the viewing areas (main floor
and balconies) make extremely acute angles
with the horizontal center-line of the screen.
The inefficiency of screens acts as a
powerful deteiTent to prevent the standardization of screen brightness in the various
theatres of the country.
solid

viewing area

Ideal Screen

From

a purely theoretical standpoint,
wliich holds forth but little promise of its
ever being realized, motion picture screens
should be so designed and constructed that
for any given viewing conditions (size of
viewing area, location, angle of its plane
to center-line of screen, etc.) all of the
light reflected from the screen should be
confined Avithin the solid angle subtended
by the viewing area and, furthermoj-e, this
light should be reflected in approximate accordance with Lambert's Cosine Law. This
law was described in detail in an earlier
article

on Optics.

Were

these conditions to be met, every
that particular theatre (seated
jvithin the prescribed viewing area) would
then see a picture of exactly the same
brightness regardless of distance or angle.
Also, the picture would be of maxinniui
brightness for the particular conditions involved.
Present day motion picture screens fall
so wide of hitting this mark that it seems
The
almost silly to make the comparison.
only extent to which control over the light
disU'ibution is obtained from their surfaces
is to make the character of the reflection
fall in one of these three broad groups:
Diffusing, spread, and reflecting.

person in

angle.

The Right Direction

a reflecting screen than for any other
sereen.
From this, it immediately follows
that where theatres are extremely wide, thus
necessitating the use of a highly diffusing
type of screen, for any given brightness,
a maximum of energy as compared with
other screens, will be required to illuminate

,

it.

One attempt

secure ideal screen performance met with a certain amount of
success and some rather surprising results
in the way of screen brightness were obtained.
The surface of the screen was
comprised of many small reflecting beads,
the contours of which were cominited for
each condition of viewing.
Excellent results were obtained at long distances but
at short range the screen fell short of expectations so that it became essentially, an
outdoor advertising screen.
Of recent, little has been heard of it.
Appai-entJy, other efforts, along various
lines, have met with little success since no
screen of such type has appeared on the
market for any length of time. It is unfortunate that this is so since a screen of
this type would form a very useful adjunct
to the motion picture system, and what is
more pertinent, would bring this matter
of standardized screen brightness one step
to

nearer realization.

Energy Requirements of Screens
Motion picture screens are called upon to
meet a variety of conditions ranging from
very narrow houses to those of extreme
width.
The difference between screens is
essentially one of light distribution in which

The varithe horizontal plane is favored.
ous distributions of light necessary are obtained by using diffusing screens in wide
houses, spread reflecting screens in medium
width houses and highly reflecting screens
narrow houses.

in

Now

it

should be obvious that in

a

nar-

reflecting type
brighter picture over the

row theatre using a highly

much

of screen, a

viewing area, can be obtained for a given
amount of electrical energy than is possiOr, to
ble with any other type of screen.
put it the other way about, for a given
average brightness of screen, less energy
will be required in a narrow theatre using

DUPLEX
REWINDERS
REEL

are

fast,

durable

and
vent

preor grease

last

for

Changes Necessary
So once again

w'e see that the thing whieii
desired is not, after all, a standard screen
intensity as far as projection is concerned,
but rather a constant fi.lm illumination.
is

It

would be a simple enough matter

to

constant screen intensity
under all ordinary conditions of projection
as now encountered since this is but a matter of choosing the proper light sources
and optic elements and then adjusting them
to secure desired results.
Such a procedure, it is true, would result
in certain improvements if applied over
the country since some theatres would then
have their screen intensities lowered while
a

obtain

fairly

many would have them

increased.

Probably the principal advantage would
be in the fact that the theatre patrons
would at least see pictures within a narrow
range of brightness instead of being forced
to view the extremes at present encountered.
As far as the matter of constant illumination of the film at the aperture is concerned, however, narrower limits on film
density, projection distance and width of
theatres will liave to be brought into play

any appreciable good can result
from establishing a standard of some kind.

before

With the present wide variations in the
two last named items and which by the
way, are increasing moi'e each year, there
seems but little hope that a true standardization in any sense of the word can be
effected.

For the present, it would seem that a
constant film density and narrow limits of
screen
illumination
intensity
should
be
concentrated upon in order to limit, if possible, "over-shooting" in the larger theatres
(if such terms can
;ind "under-shooting"
lie usi'd)
ill
the smaller houses.

oil

coming

in contact
with the film.

A New

Marr and Colton
Organ for Illinois

DUPLEX
Motion

was shown

week that electrical
projection purposes can
be translated into terms of radiated energy
passing through the aperture so that for
any given screen brightness, or intensity,
the diffusing type of screen, supplying a
wide viewing area unit light will render
necessary a much greater illumination of
the film at the aperture, with consequent
increase in heat energy, than will be required by a spread reflecting screen supplying a medium width house or a reflecting
screen in a narrow house.
It

energy used

Picture
Lonii
Island

I

'riic

ndllstiios.
City.
N. Y.
I

^larr & Collon Company have ina large three-manual organ in the
Hinsdale Theatre, Hinsdale, Illinois.

stalled

New

January

2

1926
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CLASSIFIED

AD SECTION
1

RATES

word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.
lo cents a

:

reputation

Corner Space
with 4 private offices; solid partitions with one elaborate private
office, including special floor covering,

railing,

partition,

etc.

BETHLEHEM ENGINEERING
CORPORATION
1650 Broadway at 51st Street

Wanted
OPERATOR AND ELECTRICIAN with 9 years' experience
married
man
wants steady job; will go
anjTRrhere.
Operator,
Box
282, Mason City, Iowa.
;

EXPERIENCED OPER.
ATOR, New York

THEATRE

WANTED

for

showing

house

vaudeville

News,

New York

City.

WANTED.— To

buy

or

lease theatre;

one with stage
preferred in city of not less
than 5,000.
Address, Box
520, Motion Picture News,
;

City.

FEATURE

ORGANIST

wishes steady position; first
run theatre; 10 years' experience; 4 years, organ factory; play any make organ;
complete library for perfect
musical accompaniment; prefer position both playing and
organ maintenance; not an
"organ jazzer;" expect fair
salary if you are looking for
an organi.st who under.stands
your musical needs. Wire or

Frank

write,

C.

Howard,

Rialto Theatre, Pueblo, Colo.

THEATRE

wood, Calif.

HIGH CLASS
TOONIST,

MANAGER

AVAILABLE.— 35

theatre as manager; best of
references or would lease or
buy; mention size theatre;
;

York

News,

WELL KNOWN

PIC-

;

write

for

imme-

connection.

National
So.

Sarah

to coast, would like to associate with reputable produc-

ing organization; recent connection afforded opportunity
to visit over 3,000 theatres
to study conditions, obtain
exhibitors' reports on pictures and exploitation ideas,
together with previous expe-

around studio.
Box
Motion Picture News,

rience
560,

New York

City.

For Sale
FOR SALE.— Hallberg
Generator; must sell; big
bargain.
Wohlforth, Princeton,

New

Jersey.

LEASE

FOR

SALE.—

Cheap;

near Salem, Ohio;
600 seats.
Write, Box 580,
Motion Picture News, New

York

City.

FOR SALE.— Motion

pic-

ture theatre; town of 5,000;
fully equipped; seats 290,'
one other small theatre opposition.

M.

J.

Weber, Galena,

Illinois.

FOR SALE
7

TURE THEATRE MUSICAL DIRECTOR of national

letter

YOUNG MAN

New

City.

animation

with considerable experience in various phases of the picture industry, extending from coast

what have you to offer ? New
England preferred. Box 540,
Picture

CAR-

and camera

Film Studios, 311
St., St. Louis, Mo.

years of

age; 14 years in business,
both in United States and
Canada; 9 years in present

Motion

artist

of

with

New York

;

first

large
stage
references
required.
575,
Motion Picture

best

the finest theatres in Amerexceptional references
from some of the most successful and largest theatre
owners in United States;
will consider offers from the
highest class moving picture
theatres only; if you are
looking for a permanent box
office
attraction,
wire
or
write Box 5, Motion Picture
News, Security Bldg., Hollyica

fully
diate

and .state when and
where and salary received
must be capable of handling

Box

new

tems

rience

theatre

the

high class
road shows,
;

"Modern" is Here
HURRAY! HURRAY! the modem ishere to stay

;

man; must be experienced in
Bray and other popular sys-

and pictures must

"Flapper " is Passing

year has been for years featured attraction in some of

MANAGER

have at least 10 years' expe-

T^^^

contemplating

is

new connection by

License,

wants
employment.
Tel.
Morningside 5642, New York.

1

1^ The

H

a y

wo

o d- Wakefield

Veneer Theatre Chairs. Used
jess than 90 days. William
J.
Dunn, Academy Bldg., Fall
River, Mass.

The photo of Colleen Moore in a high hat has proved
a sure-fire publicity and advertising bet.
The ividespread use made of it by exhibitors in preparing their
neivspaper displays for 'We Moderns'' (First National),
IS indicated.
The ads illustrated in the layout tvere
used by the following theatres: Mark Strand, Brooklyn
Grand Central, St. Louis; Loews Warfield, San Francisco; Majestic, Louisville; Trianon, Birmingham,
and
Capitol, Des Moines.

2
9

1
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FEATURE RELEASE CHART
Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy releases, as well as
information on pictures that are coming, will be found on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right
release.)

THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE

Refer to

SEPTEMBER
Feature
Star
Amazine Quest, The
Henry Edwards
American Pluck
George Walsh
As No Man Has Loved. .Special Cast
.

Kenneth McDonald

The
Below The Line
Battler,

Feature

Length

.

.

&

.

.

5000
7929
5000
6001
4543
5058
7238
6840
5677
4928

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

Himself .Thomas Meighan

Never

the

Twain

Meet

8143 feet. .Aug.
Metro-Goldwyn
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)4547 feet
Paramount
6849 feet Aug.
Gerson Pict. (S.R.).. 5000 feet. .Dec.

Stewart-Lytell

In a Lifetime

Outlaw's Daughter, The

.

.

Parisian Nights

Fairbanks
Betty Bronson
Richard Holt
Josie Sedgwick
E.

Hammerstein

.

The

Zazu

Siege

S

6278 feet. June 20
.

Pitts

Arrow

A

Windsor-O'Brien

Nov. 7
6974 feet. .Sept.l2
6856 feet Aug. 29
6424 f eet June 20
6925 feet. .Sept. 19
7000 feet. .Sept. 12

.5770 feet

.

.

.

.

.

.

Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Hercules Film
4679 feet
Universal
5247 feet. .May
5267 feet
Columbia

Frank Merrill
Hoot Gibson
Sterling-Revier
Special Cast

Sun Up

10
25
31
24

6923 feet

Tiffany (S. R.)

O. S. Perils of the Sea

Speed Madness
Spook Ranch
Steppin' Out

1

.

.

Revier-Landis
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Lillian Rich
Prod. Dist. Corp
Barthelmess-Mackaill.First National
Virginia VaDi
Universal
Paramount
Special Cast

Seven Days
Shore Leave

Son of His Father,
Souls for Sables

O

Metro-Goldwyn

5819 feet. .Aug.
6967 feet .. May
Laura La Plante
Universal
Teaser, The
Three Weeks in Paris
M. Moore-D. Devore Warner Brothers .... 5900 feet
Film Book. Offices .6074 feet Oct.
Three Wise Crooks
Evelyn Brent
4809 f eet Sep*.
Fox
Timber Wolf, The
Buck Jones
6489 feet. .Aug.
Paramount
Trouble With Wives, The.Vidor-T. Moo/e
Richard Talmadge
Film Book. Offices .5452 feet Nov.
Wall Street Whiz, The
Stone-Mason
First National
7349 feet. Oct.
What Fools Men
Fox
7325 feet. .Aug.
Wheel, The
Special Cast
4830 feet. .June
Universal
White Outlaw, The
Jack Hoxie
feet
Aug.
722!
Wild Horse Mesa
Special Cast
Paramount
5774 feet Aug.
Bebe Daniels
Paramount
Wild, Wild Snsan
Oct.
5333
feet
Mills-Tellegen
Schulberg
With This Ring
B. P.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

Star
R. Barthelmess
Prevost-Harlan
Louise Lorraine
Jack Hoxie
Jack Perrin
Art Acord
Corinne Griffith

Feature

Sobbed Hair
Borrowed Finery
Bnstin' Through
Cactus Trails
Circns Cyclone,

The

Classified

Clothes

Make

Compromise

the Pirate .£rrol-D. Gish
Irene Rich
.

Ruth Roland
Dollar Down
Everlasting Whisper, The. Tom Mix
Exchange of Wives, An. .Special Cast
.

Tate

of a Flirt,

The

Bright Lights

Paramount
Fox
Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn

Ray-Starke

The

Art Acord

IB

7
10
2
27

22
15
3

Length

Reviewed

7 reels

Nov. 14

Warner Brothers

7781 feet.. Oct.
6500 feet Dec.
4506 feet. Oct.
4800 feet
4609 feet. Ang.
6927 feet Oct.
7000 feet Nov.
6586 feet. .Nov.
5860 feet. .Aug.

by

.

.

.

5500
5519
6034
4983

.•

,5700

6260
4661
5924

Universal
Universal

Calgary Stampede, The. ..Hoot Gibson
Camille of the Barbary
Coast
Busch-O. Moore
Clash of the Wolves
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog)
Valentino
Cobra

Warner Bros
Paramount

Durand of the Bad Lands .Buck Jones
Fox
Eagle, The
Rudolph Valentino
United
Special Cast
East Lynne
Fox
L.Barrymore-H.HampFifty-Fifty

.

Universal
Madoc Sales
Universal
First National
First National
Warner Bros
Truart (S. R.)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

31
5

24
22
17
14

7
29
6611 feet. .Oct. 24
6300 feet. .Oct. 17

Fox
Metro-Goldwyn
(S. R.)

7032 feet. .Oct.
Fox
Geo. O'Brien
lighting Heart, The
6395 feet Sept.
Golden PrioceM. The .... Bronson-Hamilton .... Paramount
W. Fairbanks-P. G&ron.Columbia (S. R.) .4470 feet Sept.
Great Senaatioo, Th«
54S2feet. .Nov.
F. B.
"Lefty" Flynn
Heads Up
6084 feet Sept.
Prod. Dist. Corp
Leatrice Joy
Hell's Highroad
Madoc Sales
5000 feet
Gloria Grey
Heartless Husbands
Gerson Pictures
Richard Holt
In Search of a Hero
10424 feet. Sept.
O'Brien-Bellamy
Fox Film Corp
Iron Horse, The
6712 feet. Oct
F. B. O
Keeper of the Bees, The. .Robert Frazer
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.l
Lew Tyler's Wives
6437 feet. .Nov.
Metro-Goldwyn
Lights of Old Broadway... Marion Davies
United Artists
8850 feet.. Oct.
Mary Pickford
Little Annie Rooney
Universal
6753 feet Aug.
Kerry-Miller
Lorraine of the Lions
Paramount
6.570 feet. .Oct.
Daniels-Ford
I.overs in Quarantine
Warner Bros
7282 feet. .Oct.
Sydney Chaplin
Man on the Box, The
Metro-Goldwyn
7498 feet. .Oct.
Ramon Novarro
Midshipman, The
Hamilton-Love
Paramount
5443 feet. .Oct.
T<ev Brooms
. .

.

Nov. 14
Nov. 28
Nov. 31

.

Nov. 7
Nov. 28

.

.

Sept. 19
Oct. 19

.

.

.

5844 feet. Oct.
7 reels
Nov. 21
8553 feet Oct. 19
.

Artists

.

.

5564 feet
Tune 20
Fight to a Finish, A
4514 feet.. Dec. S
Flower of Night
Pola Negri
Paramount
6374 feet. .Oct. 31
Fool, The
Edmund Lowe
Fox
9488 feet. .April 25
6256 feet. .Nov. 7
Go West
Buster Keaton
Metro-Goldwyn
Gleim Hunter
5600 feet July 25
His Buddy's Wife
Assoc. Exhib
Alice Joyce
Universal
7755 feet Aug. 8
Home Maker, The
5400 feet Aug. I
Keep Smiling
Monty Banks
Assoc. Exhib
Paramount
6229 feet. .Nov. 7
King on Main St., The. .Adolphe Menjou
Ralph Lewis
Film Book. Offices... 6400 feet. .Oct. IT
Last Edition, The
Lazybones
Special Cast
Fox Film
7236 feet Oct. SI
Manhattan Madness
Dempsey-Taylor
Assoc. Exhib
5500 feet Jaly 26
Metro-Goldwyn
Merry Widow
Mae Murray
10027 feet Sept. 13
Glass-Hawley
Rayart
Midnight Limited
Sweet-Lyon
First National
7 reels
Nov. 14
New Commandment
Jackie Coogan
Metro-Goldwyn
5915 feet. .Nov. 14
Old Clothes
People vs. Nancy Preston. Bo wers-De La Motte.Prod. Dist. Corp
6300 feet. .Nov. 7
Chadwick
Perfect Clown, The
Larry Semon
PhantomTExpress, The
Special Cast
Ginsberg Dist
Ridin' Streak, The
Bob Custer
Film Book. Offices. .4540 feet
Yesterday,
The...
Schildkraut.
.Prod.
Dist. Corp
9980 feet. .Not. 14
Road to
Joseph
Raymond McKee
Truart
500* feet. ..Aug. 8
Romance Road
7506 (eet. .Not. 31
Rose of the World
Special Cast
Warner Bros
101.'i7 feet. Nov. 28
Bennett-Colman
Stella Dallas
United Artists
Lowell
Warner
Bros
7060 feet Oct. 24
Satan in Sables
Sherman
Scarlet SaitU, The
Astor-Hughes
First National
6880 feet Nov. 31
6286 feet
Seven Sinners
Marie Prevost
Warner Bros
Rich-O'Brien
Prod. Dist. Corp
5070 feet. .Oct. 24
Simon the Jester
Special Cast
Universal
6763 feet Sept. 29
Sporting Life
Stage Struck
Gloria Swanson
Paramount
7 reels
Nov. 29
McAvoy-Agnew
Arrow
6221 (eet. .Oct. 34
Tessie
6839 feet. .Sept. 19
Special Cast
Fox
Thank U
Cody-Busch
Metro-Goldwyn
4767 feet
Time the Comedian
Chadwick (S. R.)
Transcontinental Limited .Special Cast
Chadwick
6800 (eet
Unchastened Woman, TbeTbeda Bara
6500 feet July 26
Tom Moore
Assoc. Exhib
Under the Rouge
6613 feet. .Dec. 5
Sills-Kenyon
First National
Unguarded Hour, The
Leatrice Joy
Prod. Dist. Corp
Nov. 29
Wedding Song, The
Colleen Moore
First National
6609 feet Dec. 5
We Moderns
Universal
6630 feet. .Aug. 29
Reginald Denny
Where Was I?
Truart (S. R.)
6900 feet
Wild Girl
Chadwick (S. R.)
Winner, The
Charles Ray
5156 feet. .Nov. 29
F. B. Q
Wyoming Wild Cat, The.. Tom Tyler
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3

.

.

.

26

.

.

14
6

.

.

.

.

Assoc. Exhib
Columbia (S.R.)

ton

RFXEMBER

1

.

.

.

.

5600 feet. .Aug. I
6478 feet Nov. 28
7 reels. .Nov. 21
5 reels
24

Assoc. Exhib

Universal
Josie Sedgwick
S. O'Neill-B. Roach... Metro-Goldwyn

Don't

Review*<l

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet..
feet.

.

Tiffany (S. R.)

Columbia

.

.

24
26

First National

Distributed

.

.

.

29
30

OCTOBER
Beantifal City

.

.

.

.

O

F. B.

Daring Days
F. B.

Bow-MacDonald
Fred Thomson
Kennedy-Welch

Scandal Street
Sealed Lips

•

Universal
8464 feet Sept.
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)6848 feetOct.
Metro-Goldwyn
5828 feet.. July
Arrow
5475 feet .. Oct.
Film Book Offices .. 5014 feet .. Oct.

Special Cast

Pretty Ladies
Primrose Path, The
Ridin' the Wind

5

4375 feet

Universal

Tellegen
Plastic Age,

8

- L.

Lon Chaoey

Opera

of the

8

.

Madoc

.

.

Length

Distributed by
Sales

Star

Margaret Livingston
Around the Frying Pan .Fred Thomson
Ancient Highway, The
Jack Holt
Best Bad Man, The
Tom Mix
Best People, The
Special Cast
All

Call of Courage,

Wm.

Champion, The
Not So Long Ago

Phantom

.

7168 feet. .Sept. 5
6239 feet. .Sept. 12

M-G-M

Shall

New

Once

Paramount

Pringle-Earle

.

.

.

NOVEMBER
Feature
After Marriage

.

Mystic, The

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Reviewed

.

.

.

Man Who Found

.

.

.

feet

.

Length

F. B.
B. P. Schulberg
First National

.

feet. .July 11
feet. .Feb. 28

feet. .Oct. 31
Rin-Tin-Tin (doj)
Wm. Russell
feet.. Oct. 24
Big Pal
Ginsberg Dist
Black Cyclone
Rex (horse)
feet. .May 30
Pathe
feet. .Sept. 12
CalUornia Straight Ahead. Reginald Denny
Universal
Sept. 1
Gloria Swanson
f eet
Coast of Folly
Paramount
Coining of Amos
Rod La Rocque
Prod. Dist. Corp
feet. .Sept. t»
Reed Howes
feet
Sept 26
Cyclone Cavalier
Rayart (S. R.)
731 1 feet .Sept. 26
R. Colman-V. Hanky .First National
Dark Angel, The
Douglas Fairbanks
10264 feet June 27
.Don Of Son of Zorro
United Artists
iFree to Love
C. Bow-D. Keith
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
July 25
freshman. The
Harold Lloyd
Pathe
Havoc
Special Cast
Fox
9200 feet Aug. 29
" Lefty " Flynn
High and Handsome
F. B.
5669 feet
His Majesty Bunker Bean .M. Moore-Devore .... Warner
7149 feet Sept. 26
Thunder (dog)
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)5827 feet Nov. 14
His Master's Voice
5669 feet. May 23
If Marriage Falls
J. Logan-C. Brook.... F. B.
6652 feet Sept. 19
Kentucky Pride
Special Cast
Fox
Knockout Kid, The
Rayart Pict. Corp.
Jack Perrin
4901 feet
(S.R.)
Tom Tyler
Let's Go Gallagher
Film Book Offices .7000 f eet Oct. 3
6850 feet Sept. 12
Live Wire, The
First National
Johnny Hines
Special Cast
First National
9700 feet .Feb. 21
Lost World, The
Bob Custer
F. B. O
4452 feet Nov. 28
Man of Nerve
.

Bob Custer

4042 |eet. .Nov. 21
Other Woman's Story.
Calhoun-Frazer
6080 feet. .Nov. 7
Pace That Thrills, The. .Ben Lyon
Oct. 29
Peacock Feathers
Logan-Landis
Universal
6802 feet. Aug. 29
Pony Express, The
Betty Compson
Paramount
9801 feet. Sept. 2S
Pride of the Force, The... Tom Santschi
Rayart
5139 feet. .Nov. 21
Prairie Pirate, The
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
4603 feet. .Sect. 21
Red Hot Tires
Monte Blue
Warner Bros
6447 feet Oct. 3
Regular Fellow, A
Raymond Griffith
Paramount
5027 feet Oct. 17
Seven Keys to Baldpate. .Douglas MacLean.
.Paramount
6648 feet. .Nov. 7
Some Pun'kins
Chas. Ray
Chadwick
6500 feet Sept. 19
Storm Breaker, The
House Peters
Universal
6093 feet Sept. 2C
Substitute Wife, The
Jane Novak
Arrow
5994 feet Nov. 7
Thunder Mountam
Special Cast
Fox
7537 feet Oct. 10
Tower of Lies
Chaney-Shearer
Metro-Goldwyn
6849 feet. .Oct. 10
Wandering Fires
Constance Bennett. .Arrow
.Oct. 17
Wandering Footsteps
Special Cast
Ginsberg Dist. Corp. 5060 f eet Nov. 21
Why Women Love
Blanche Sweet
First National
67.50 f eet
Oct. 31
Without Mercy
Vera Reynolds
Prod. Dist. Corp
6550 feet Oct. 24
Wild Oats Lane
Dana-Agnew
Prod. Dist. Corp
...
Winding Stair, The
Special Cast
Fox
6107 feet. Oct. IT

Reviewed

Clarke... 5500 feet

Chad wick
Fox
Bud Barsky (S. R.)
Warner Brothers

September

Distributed by

Star

No Man's Law

Distributed by
Cranfield

for Productions Listed Prior to

12
17

24
Ifl

24
24

Distributed by

George Walsh
Evelyn Brent

F. B.

Metro-Goldwyn

Eleanor Boardman

Asso. Exhib

Defense Peters-Compson
Cowboy Musketeer, The. Tom Tyler
for the

.

.

Special Cast

The

Girl from Montmartre.. .La Marr- Stone
Special Cast
Golden Strain, The
Special Cast
Goose Woman, The

Handsome
His People

5500 (eet
5511 (eet. .Oct. II
7 reels
Nov. 31
.

.

.

Fox
Universal

Columbia

The
Rudolph Schildkraut

I

First National

.

Brute,

Rcviawad

Film Book. Offices
Truart (S.R.)

.

Flood,

Length

Fox
Chadwick

Special Cast

Broadway Lady
Circle, The
Counsel

14
31
16

Sur

Feature
Ancient Mariner, The
Blue Blood

.

.

Universal

7500

(eet. .Aug. 23

Pict. (S. R.)

8983 (eet

.

.

Nov. 14

.

./

a

II

a r

It

19 2 6

y

107

Norma Shearer

M-G-M

Harlan-Miller
Special Cast

First National

Thomas Meighan

Paramount

Mackaill-Mulhall
Betty Bronson
Special Cast

First National

Infatuation

Luck
Joanna

Irish

Kiss for Cinderella, A.

.

Lady Windermere's Fan
Lodge in the Wilderness

Warner Bros

The
Hampton-Kirkwood.

Lord Jim
Madam Behave

Percy Marmont
Eltinge-Pennington.
Special Cast

.

.

North Star, The

.

.

.

Sally, Irene and Mary
Silver Treasure, The ....
Smilin' at Trouble

.Prod. Dist. Corp

"Lefty" Flynn
Anna O- NiUsen
Goudal-Ames

Pete Morrison
Wm. S. Hart
Jack Hoxie
Dempster-Fields
ThatRoyle Girl
Special Cast
Wages for Wives
When the Door Opened. Special Cast
Negri
Pola
World,
A.
of
the
Woman

Two

Six Shooting Romance.

5699 feet

,

Fisted Jones

.

Paramount
Fox
Fox
Paramount

6352 feet
6515 feet

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Demon. The
Enchanted
Fifth

Hill,

The

Avenue

Fighting Edge,

Hands Up

Do

Jack Hoxie
Special Cast
Special Cast

Universal

De La Motte

Prod. Dist. Corp

.

.

.

Special Cast

Paramount

Bob Custer

Shadow of the Law
Sky High Corral

Art Acord
Mary Philbin

William Boyd
Sweet Adeline
Charles Ray
Norman Kerry
Under Western Skies
Western Pluck
Art Acord
What Happened to Jones Reginald Denny
When His Love Grew Cold
Where the Worst Begins. Ruth Roland
White Mice
Jacqueline Logan
Steel Preferred

A

.

.

Womanhandled

6500 feet

Feature

for

F. B.

Star

Highwayman, The

Hai Ian-Miller

Star

Neely Edwards
" Aesop Fable "
" Helen & Warren
Buddy Messinger

All

Wool
Amazing Mazie

"Fat Men "
Mohan-Engle
Alberta Vaughn

Are Parents Pickles?
At Home

Parrott-Ralston
" Our Gang "

Up

"Juvenile"
Charles Puffy.

Back to Nature
Bad Man, The

.'

"Dinky Doodle"
" Aesop Fable "
Jimmie Adams

Barnyard Follies

Be Careful
Be Careful Dearie

" Our Gang "
Better Movies
Beware of Your Relatives Neely Edwards
Mohan-Engle
Big Kick, The
" Aesop Fable "
Bonehead Age, The
Smith-Bennett
Brainstorm, The
Brotherly Love
Trimble-Tarner
Buster Be Good

O

.

5800 feet

Length

Distributed by

Reviewed

Trimble-Turner
Trimble-Turner
Chas. Puffy

Buster's Bust Up
Buster's Nightmare
By the Sea

Camel's

Hump

Warner Bros

Laura La Plante
Lionel Barrymore

Universal

Eddie Gordon
Captain Suds
Caretaker's Daughter, TheCharley Chase

Chadwick Pictures

Cat's Whiskers,

The
Cheap Skates
Chester's Donkey Party

Film Book. Offices
Assoc. Exhib
Warner Bros

Fox
Columbia (S. R.)
Warner Bros

Cleaning Up
Closer Than aBrother
Cloudy Roirance
constant Simp, The
Control Yourself

Prod. Dist. Corp
Warner Bros

Cuckoo Love
Cupid a La Carte

Universal

Neely Edwards
.

.

Joe Murphy
Johnny Arthur
" Aesop Fable "
Special Cast
Alberta Vaughn
Smith-Bennett

Glenn Tryon

.

.

Reviewed!

.

Length

Reviewed

.

.

Releases

reel
2 reels
Pathe
1 reel
Winkler (S. R.)
2 reels
Winkler (S. R.)
2 reels
". .Fox
2 reels
B'way Dist. Co
2 reels
Film Book. Offices .2 reels
Pathe
1 reel
Oct. 3P
F. B.
2 reels
Oct. 2*
Pathe
1 reel
Pathe
2 reels
Educational
2 reels
Oct. 2*
Universal
I reel
F. B.
I reel
Pathe
1 reel
Sept. tEducational
2 reels. .. .Aug. 23^
Educational
1 reel
Pathe
2 reels
Nor. T
Universal
1 reel
Pathe
1 reel
Oct. ir
Pathe
1 reel
Fox
2 reels
Educational
1 reel
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Universal
1 reel
Oct. l*"
Film Book. Offices ... 1 reel
Universal
2 reels
Pathe
2 reels
Oct. IfrUniversal
1 reel
Educational
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Educational
2 reels ... Nov. 1*
Pathe
1 reel
Fox
2 reels. . . .Oct. InB. B.
2 reels
Fox
2 reels .... Not. 28Pathe
2 reels
Oct. ir
1

.

.

O

O

.

O

Fox

Educational

Dog's Life, A
East Side, West Side
Ebony Clean Up
Educating Buster
Eighteen Carat

Charles Chaplin

Pathe

Fox

2 reels
L. B. Comwell (S. R.)l reel
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Fox
2 reels

Warner Bros

6500 feet

Truart (S. R.)

Fox
Assoc. Exhib

B. Lytell-L. Rich
Special Cast

Fox

Louise Lorraine
Art Acord

Truart (S. R.)
Universal

Tom Mix

Fox

Bow-MacDonald

Assoc. Exhib

6800 feet
5800 feet

;

Distributed by
.Universal

Warner Brothers
Prod. Dist. Corp.
Universal

Elsie in

New York

English

Channel

Trimble-Turner

Edna Marian

Length

Reviewed

" Aesop Fable"

Business

Wets

2 reels
2 reels .... Oct

Bischoff, Inc

Not.

S*

T

.

1 reel
3 reels
•.

Aug. 2»>

Pathe

1

Fox

2 reels

Universal
Educational
Educational

reel
Nov. 2»
2 reels .... Nov. 21
2 reels ... . Sept. 2*-

" Cartoon"

Educational

1

reel

„ Cartoon "

Educational

1

reel

Special Cast
Failure
Charles Puffy
Faint Heart
Adams
Jimmie
Foolish
But
Fair
Al St John
Fair Warning
Busts
Into
Cat
Felix the
Felix the Cat in

Universal

Pathe
2 reels
Pathe
1 reel
Pathe
2 reels
Film Book. Offices. .1 reel
Film Book. Offices... 1 reel

Swim,

The

MARCH
.

Distributed by
Universal
Bischoff, Inc

Bowes-Marlowe

Rin-Tin-Tin
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

.

Brothers.
Bros
Brothers

Dog Daze

Tiffany (S. R.)

.

Length

Bros

Film Book. Offices

Special Cast

Feature
Star
Blue Blazes
Pete Morrison
Broken Hearts of Hollywood
Harlan-Miller
Champion Lover, The
Chip of the Flying U
Hoot Gibson

Distributed by

Warner
Warner
Warner
Warner

Fox

Busch-Marmont

Prod. Dist. Corp
Assoc. Exhib

Vera Reynolds

Miracle of Life, The
Morganson's Finish
Night Cry, The
Night Watch, The
Palace of Pleasure

.6050 feet.

Wanda Wiley
Jack Richardson
Cured Hams
Dangerous Curves Behind .Mack Sennett
" Aesop Fable "
Day's Outing, A
Charles Chaplin
Day's Pleasure, A
Dinky Doodle at the Circus
Dinky Doodle in the Hunt
Cupid's Victory

The

Poor Girl's Romance, A
Separate Rooms

.

Monte Blue

Monte Blue

Upstairs, The
Million Dollar Handicap,

Distributed by
Warner E ros
Warner Bros
Warner Bros
Warner Brothers.
Warner Bros

JUNE

All Tied

.5800 feet

Paramount
Paramount

Pola Negri
Richard Dix

Special Cast
Leatrice Joy

Man

Tony Runs Wild
Two Can Play

Three Weeks in Paris

Baby Be Good

Truart (S. R.l
Associated Exhib

Bob Custer

The

Siberia
Silent Witness, The
Sky High Corral

Bride of the Storm
Footloose Widow, The
Hell Bent for Heaven .... Monte Blue
Honeymoon Express. The.M. Moore-D. Devore.

All Abroad
All for a Girl

Universal
Universal
Universal

Star

Love

Ship of Souls

Star
Costello-Harron
Irene Rich

Alice the Jail Bird

Chadwick

Prevost-Moore
Desperate Game, The .... Art Acord
First Year, The
Special Cast
Special Cast
Lure of the Wild

Made

MAY
Feature

Feature
Absent minded
Account of Monte Cristo
Air Cooled
Alice Plays Cupid

FEBRUARY
Agony Column, The
Beautiful Cheat, The
Bells, The
Beyond the Rockies
Broadway Boob, The
Cave Man, The

Universal

Fox

Comedy

Assoc. Exhib
Universal
Universal
Prod. Dist. Corp

Bow-Lewis

Maris

Little Irish Girl,

Reginald Denny

Streets of Sin

.

Film Book. Offices
Truart fS. R.l
Bowers-Tashman .... Prod. Dist. Corp
Warner Bros
John Barrymore
Daniels -Hamilton .... Paramount

World,

Skinners Dress Suit

Social

Film Book. Offices
Columbia (S. R.)

Mannequin
Marrying Money
Rocking Moon
Sea Beast, The
Splendid Crime

Warner Bros

Gilded Highway, The
Dorothy Devore
of the Big Snows, A..Rin Tin Tin (dog)
Passionate Quest, The... Marie Prevost

Tiffany
Assoc. Exhib

Man

Rustlin'

Universal
.

Irene Rich

Hero

Foi
Assoc. Exhib
Universal

of the

Art Acord

M. Moore-D. Devore Warner Bros

Assoc. Exhib

Blanche Sweet
Glen Hunter

Woman

Ranch

Warner

Special Cast
" Lefty " Flynn
Elaine Hammerstein

Ladies of Leisure
Lady from Hell
Little Giant, The

Warner Bros
Fox

The

Feature

Fox
Paramount

Harold Lloyd

Johnstown Flood, The
Kitten and the King

Film Book. Offices

Special Cast

.

.

5418 feet. .Nov. 21

Paramount
Chadwick
Prod Dist. Corp
Fox

Bowers-de la Motte.
Prevost-Moore

Hearts and Fists
His Jazz Bride
Husband Hunters

Stella

Glory,

Harlan-Miller
Special Cast
Special Cast

.'

Flaming Waters
Golden Cocoon
Golden Butterfly, The

I

House Peters

Warner Brothers
Fox
F B. O
Chadwick-Gordon .... Warner Bros
Fox
Special Cast
Paramount
RJaymond Griffith

The

The

First Year,

Universal
Universal

Silken Shackles

Dec. 5
Nov. 28

Reviewed

Length

Universal
Prod. Dist. Corp

Gloria

Dixie Merchant, The

to

Rustlers

feet. .Nov. 14
7 reels
Nov. 28
5 reels .... Dec.
5

Reviewed!

Fox

Jack Hoxie

Sap The

Distributed by

Rod LaRocque
Swanson
George Walsh
Priscilla Dean

conquered
Count of Luxembourg
Danger Girl, The
Daybreak

Distributed by

Star
Special Cast

Combat, The

Road

4800

Length

Universal
Assoc. Exhib
Prod. Dist. Corp..
Universal
Warner Brothers.

Other Women's Husbands .Blue-Prevost

5175 feet

.

Paramount

American Venus, The .... Special Cast
Arizona Sweepstakes, The Hoot Gibson
Braveheart

Warner Bros
Warner Brothers.
Fox
Fox

APRIL
Feature
Ace of Hearts
Border Sheriff, The
Isle of Retribution, The..

First National
Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal
United Artists
Universal

Reviewe<}.

.

Jack Hoxie
Marie Prevost

.

5

JANUARY
Star

Featr..-e

.

Why Girls Go Back Home

Length

Prod. Dist. Corp.
Film Book. Offices
Assoc. Exhib

Monty Banks
Rod La Rocque

Play Safe

Reviewed!

Universal

Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Marriage
My Old Dutch

Length

Fox

.

Red Dice

F. B.

Triple Action

Tumbleweeds

.

.

Chadwick
Metro-Goldwyn
Fox

Special Cast
Special Cast

Splendid Road, The
Three Faces East

6702 feet Nov. 21
5417 feet. .Nov. 14

Distributed by

Star

Manhood

6500 feet

Paramount

George Walsh

.

5

Feature

Cohens and the Kellys
The
Special Cast
Dangers of a Great City Special Cast
Forbidden Waters
Priscilla Dean
Happiness
Special Cast
How to Train a Wife
Valli-O'Brien
Love Toy, The
Lowell Sherman
Oh, What a Nurse
Syd Chaplin
.

Landis-Devore
F. B. O
Tearle-Mills
6500 feet. .Dec.
Tiffany (S. R.)
Strongheart (dog) .... Assoc. Exhib
Truart (S. R.)
5800 feet
Glenn Hunter
Asso. Exhibitors
Warner Brothers .... 7202.
Irene Rich
4911 feet
Richard Talmadge
F. B.

.

.

.

Prod. Dist. Corp

Pals

Pinch Hitter, The
Pleasure Buyers, The
Prince of Pep
Prince of Broadway

.

.Harry Carey
.

Dec.

.

Assoc. Ezhib

.

Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn
Fox

The

Bride,

Man Four Square
Man From Red Gulch
Midnight Flyer, The
Morals for Men

feet.

7008 feet. .Nov. 28

(S. R.)

Mae Murray
Buck Jones

Mannequin

Masked

5900

Paramount
Warner Brothers
TiSany

LoTer's Island

Reviewed

Length

Distributed by

Star

Feature
His Secretary
Hogan's Alley

EaU

reel

Not. 21

1

Are

Not.

21!

1

Motion Picture N c iv s

108
Feature
Felix the Cat in

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cat Tries the

Felix the Cat Trips

Thru

Toyland
Fighting Dude, The

A

Flaming

A

Affair,

reel

Solid Ivory

So Long

reel

1

reel
reel

1

reel

1

Educational

" Cartoon "
Lupino Lane

1

Educational
Educational

reel

2 reels

2 reels .... Nov.

7

Fox

Flyin' Fool

Jimmie Adams

Framed

Lloyd Hamilton
Arthur Lake

to Britches

Going Good
Wanda Wiley
Good Morning Madam
Ralph Graves
Goofy Gob, A
Billy Dooley
Goosey Gus
Special Cast
Great Open Spaces, The ." Aesop Fable "
Green-Eyed Monster, The Arthur Lake
.

.

.

Educational
Educational
Universal

2 reels

Pathe
Universal

Pathe

2 reels

Oct.

17

Educational

2 reels
2 reels

Oct

31

1

Arthur Lake

Happy Go Lucky
Haunted House, The
Heart Breaker, The
Her Lucky Leap
Hero Wins, The
His Wooden Wedding

Neeley Edwards
" Aesop Fable "
Pathe
Special Cast
Fox
Wanda Wiley
Universal
"Aesop Fable "..".... Pathe
Charlie Chase
Pathe
Bischoff, Inc
Jolmny Sinclair
Perry-Cooley
Fox

1

Honeymoon Hotel, The
Honeymoon Squabble,

.

.

.

The
Honor System, The
Horse Laugh
Hot Doggie
Hot Feet
.

O
1

Edna Marian

Universal

2 reels

" Aesop Fables "
Chas. Puffy
Walter Hiers

Pathe

reel
reel
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
I reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
) reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels.
2 reels

Bowes

Educational

Just Spooks

Neely Edwards,
"Dinky Doodle ".

Again

Charles Puffy

The

"Hey

Universal
.

.F. B.

.

Universal

Fe.las "

Davis Dist

" Cartoon"

Red
Red

V Cartoon"
Special Cast

In

Laughing Ladies

Brains
Alice Ardell
Lickety Split
Lion and the Monkey, The " Aesop Fables "
Little Red Riding Hood
.Baby Peggy
Livti.Cowards

Love and Kisses
Love and Lions
Love My Dog
in

or the

Min Walks

In Her
A
Monkey Business

.

Cliff.

Billy

Moonlight and Noses
.
.

Muddled Up

My Stars
My Swedie

Universal
Educational
F. B.
Bischoff, Inc
Universal
Universal
Educational

.

Sleep.. "The

More Mice Than Brains

Pathe

Fox

Special Cast
Arthur Lake
Lupino Lane
Alberta Vaughn
.Charles Delaney
Joe Murphy

Misfit Sailor,

Movies, The

Educational

Pathe
Universal
Educational

Day

Alice

Morocco
Maizie Won't Tell
Merchant of Weenies

F. B.

.

.

Gumps

"

Dooley

" Krazy Kat "
Clyde Cook
" Aesop Fable "
Lloyd Hamilton
Charles Puffy

One Wild Night
One Wild Ride

Slow

Down

10

.

.

5
.I

Nov. 14

Oct.

.Oct.

Oct.

10

3

17

Sept. 12

Oct.

3

.

.

reel
2 reels
1 reel

2 reels

Educational
F. B.

2 reels

1

Sept. 12

Jack Cooper
Dooley
Alice Ardell

Jimmy Aubrey
Al Alt
Special Cast
Big Boy
Special Cast

2 reels
reel

Pathe

2 reels.

Educational

1

Arrow
Pathe

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

1

.

.

Oct. 10

reel

2 reels.

Bischoff (S.R.)

Fox

7

2 reels

1

Pathe
Universal

Love

.

B'way Dist. Corp. ... 2
There He Goes
Pathe
Harry Langdon
3
" Fat Men "
Three Wise Goofs
F. B.
2
Too Much Mother-in-LawConstance Darling .... Universal
2
Tourist, The
Johnny Arthur
Educational
2
Transients in Arcadia .... Special Cast
Ugly Duckling, The
"Aesop Fable"

Uncle Tom's Gal
Understudy, The
Uneasy Three, The
Unfriendly Enemies

Edna Marian
Arthur Lake
Charles Chase
Jas. Finlayson
Clyde Cook

Wandering Papas
Watch Out
Weak But Willing
Westward Ho
What's Up
Whistlmg Lions
Who's Which

Bobby Vernon
Cliff

Yard

Bowes

Aesop Fable "
Wanda Wiley
Johnny Sinclair
Earle Foxe
" Our Gang "
"

Wildcats of Paris
Winning Pair.A
Working for the ^est
Wrestler, The

Own Back

Bowes

Parrott-Ralston
Cliff

.

.

.

.

Fox
Pathe
Universal
Universal

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe
Educational
Educational
Universal
Educational

Walter Hiers
Chas. Puffy

Pathe
Educational

Pathe
Universal
Bischoff (S. R.)

Fox
Pathe

.

reels
reels
reels
reels .... Sept. 12
reels.
.Aug. 15
2 reels .... Oct. 3*
1 reel
Sept. 21
2 reels .... Oct.
3
1 reel
2 reels .... Nov. 21
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels ... Aug. 21
2 reels
1 reel
Oct.
3
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
Oct. 10
1 reel
Nov 21
2 reels. . . Oct. 24
2 reels
Oct. 31
2 reejs
Aug. 29
2 reels
Oct 3
.

.

.

.

Short Subjects
of

Distributed by
Universal

Feature
Spades (Serial)
Flight,

The

Pathe

Animated Hair Cartoons (Series)

Red

Barrier Busters (Sportlight)
Boundary Line, The (Mustang Series)
Breakin' Loose (Mustang Series)
Call of Hazard, The Fred Humes)

Pathe
Universal
Universal
Universal

Clever Feet (Sportlight)

Pathe

Length

I

Remember

Iron Trail Around (Variety)
Just Cowboys (Mustang Series)

Knicknacks of Knowledge (Hodge Podge)
Ko-Ko on the Run (Out-of-Inkwell)
life's Greatest Thrills

Magical Movies (Hodge Podge)
a Scar, The (Fred Humes)
Marvels of Motion (Series)

Man With

Montana of the Range ... Josie Sedgwick
Mother Goose's Movies (Hodge Podge)
My Bonnie (Ko-Ko Series)
Carolina (Variety)

Outings For All (Sportlight)
Perils of the

Wild

(Serial)

The (Mustang Series)
Range Law (Mustang Series)
Rider of the Pass (Mustang Series)
River Nile, The (Variety)
Road From Latigo, The (Mustang Series):
Raid,

Runaway

Taxi,

A

(Stereoscepik)

.

.

.

.Aug. 22

.

.

.Oct.

reel
31

reel

Oct.

31

Oct.

17

Sky Hooks
Sky Tribe, The (Variety)
Starting an Argument (Sportlight)
StoiTT Teller, The (Hodge Podge)
Taking Chances (Mustang Series)
Then and Now (Sportlight)

1

reel

reel
Sept. I
2 reels .... Oct. 3
2 reels
2 reels

'.1

1 reel
1

reel

2 reels
1

reel

2 reels
1 reel

2 reels

Sept. 2t
It

Oct

2 reels

2 reels
1

reel

Short Films Syn

2 reels .... Sept. 2*

Fox

1

Universal
Educational
Red Seal Pict
Universal
Educational
Universal
Red Seal Pict
Universal
Educational
Red Seal Pict

2 reels .... Oct.
1
1

2
1

2
1

2
1
1

reel

1

Pathe

1

Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal

2 reels.
2 reels.
1

Uaiverskl

2 reels.

Pathe

1

Universal
Universal
Universal
Red Seal

2
2
2
1

Pathe

1

Universal
Red Seal
Educational

1

2
1
1
1
1

Educational
Universal

2

Pathe

1

Toiling for Rest (Variety)

Fox

1

Too Many Bucks (Mustang Series)
Top Hand (Edmund Cobb)
Tricked (Mustang Series)
Walloping Wonders (Sportlight)
What Price Touchdown. (Sportlight)
Whiripool, The (Variety)

Universal
Universal
Universal

2
2
2

Pathe
Pathe

1

1

Fox
Fox
Fox

1

Educational

Pathe

Oct.
3
Sept. 2*

Sept.

5

Oct.

3

Aug. 21
.Oct.

1*

.

.

.

..Nov. 29

.

.

.Oct.

17

Oct

1

.

.

.Nov. 21

2 reels

Fox

Pathe

It

Nov. 14

reel
reel
reels
reel
reels
reel
reels
reel
reel
reel
reel

Fox

Fox

White Paper (Variety)
With Pencil, Brush and Chisel (Variety)
Wild Beasts of Borneo
Wild West (Serial)

Reviewed

2 reels .... Oct. 24
3 reels
Nov. 21

Seal Pict

Colorful Fashions From Paris (Novelty)
Educational
Crook Buster, The (Mustang)
Universal
Cuba Steps Out Variety)
Fox
Fight Within, The
Universal
George Larkin
Film Facts (Series)
Red Seal Pict
Flame Fiehter, The (Serial) Herbert Rowlinson.Rayart
Flirting With Death
Red Seal Pict
Gold Trap, The (Mustang Series)
Universal
Green Archer, The (Serial)
Pathe
Hearts of the West
Edmund Cobb
Universal
In a China Shop (Variety)
Fox

t

2 reels
2 reels .... Oct. 10

1

.

F. B.

Rustlers of BoulderCanyon, The Mustang Series)
Rustlin' Kid, The (Mustang Series)
Scarlet Streak, The
Jack Daugherty
Shakespeare (Gems of the Screen)
Shooting at Time (Sportlight)
Shootin' Wild (Mustang Series)
Silvery Art

2 reels
2 reels .... Nov.

2 reels

F. B.
Universal
Educational
Educational

7

reel

Universal
Universal
Educational
Universal

Educational
Film Book. Offices

Nov.

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

.

Fox

Men"

Ralph Graves
Eddie Gordon

for

My Own

1

Pathe

Al Alt
Charles Puffy
Lige Conley
Arthur Lake
.Special Cast
" Felix the Cat "

Educational

Pathe

(

.Sept. 5
2 reels .... Oct. 24

Educational
Universal

Gang"

Billy

Fox

Special Cast
Alice Day

(

Sept.
Sept.

reel

2 reels
2 reels.

Universal

.

Peggy's Pests
Peggy's Putters
Pie Eyed Pie
Pike's Pique

Slippary Feet

.

Oct.

2 reels

Sennett
Pathe
Glenn Tryon
Pathe
Earle Foxe
Fox
" Helen & Warren " Fox
" Sheiks and Shebas " Davis Dist
" Sheiks and Shebas " Davis Dist
" Sheiks and Shebas " Davis Dist
" Sheiks and Shebas " Davis Dist
" Krazy Kat "
Winkler (S.R.^
Alberta Vaughn
Film Book. Offices

A

Edna Marian
Special Cast

Bowes-Marlowe

Take Your Time
Taxi War, A

Amunsden Polar

3

1

Nov. 14
Sept. 12
Oct. 24
2 reels .... Sept. 5
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels ... Aug. 2$
2 reels ... . Oct, 24
2 reels
2 reels
Nov. 21
2xeels.
.Oct. 31
2 reels

"Fat

Ace

2 reels .... Oct.

1

2 reels

Educational
Universal

Tailoring

Tea

2 reels

.

2 reels

Not. 14
Nov. 14

3

Neely Edwards

Mack

Peacemakers, The
Peggy in a Pinch
Peggy's Heroes

Lige Conley

.

Universal

.

Oct.

2

" Our

Over There-Abouts
Papa, Be GoodI

Scrambled Eggs
Sea Scamps
Shoea
Should Sailors Marry
Sky Jumper, The

1

Pathe

"

Or What Have You

Saving Safe
Scandal Hunters

2

2

.

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Bobby Vernon
Alberta Vaughn

Oo-La-La

Roomers Afloat
Salty Sap, A
Salute

,

reel
reels ....
reels
reels.
reels
reels
reels
reel
reels ....
reel

Universal
Educational
F. B.
Universal

Men

Spot Light

Nov. 28
1 reel
Oct. 17
2 reels
2 reels .... Sept. 2«

Nov. 21

Fox
"Fat

Rainbow's End, The
Raisin' Trouble
Rainy Knight, A

2

Pathe

Arthur Trimble
Lige Conley

Piping Hot
Pleasure Bent
Pleasure Bound
Prep School
Punch in the Nose, A.

2
2
2

Educational
Universal
Educational
Educational

Day

Oh Buster
On Edge
On the Links

Parisian Knight,

1

Winkler (S.R.)
Pathe
Pathe

Neal Burns
No Father to Guide Him.. Charles Chase
Nursery Troubles
Edna Marian
" Aesop Fable "
Nuts and Squirrels
Off His Beat
Walter Hiers
Officer No. 13
Eddie Gordon
Officer of the

Seal
Seal

Pathe

Lame

Home

.

.

Vaughn

Reviewed

2 reels
2 reels

Bischoff (S. R.)

1

Pathe

Jiminy Crickets

Alberta

Universal

Pathe
Pathe
Arrow
Pathe
Film Book. Offices

reel

1

Universal
Educational
Educational

Bowes
Alice Day

Clifl

SomewhereSpecial Cast

Man

Wanda Wiley

Your

Universal

Kick

Min's

2

F. B.

Love Cuckoo?

Maid

1

2

Alice Ardell

Cliff

In Deep

Ko-Ko Nuts
Ko-Ko Packs 'Em

1

2
2

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reels
Oct. 24
reels
reel
reels
reels .... Sept. 12

Neely Edwards

Hotsy Totsy
Pathe
How the Bear Got His Short Tail
Film Book. OflSces
How the Elephant Got His Trunk
F. B.
Humming Birds, The .... Buddy Messinger .... B'way Dist. Corp
" Aesop Fable "
Hungry Hounds
Pathe
Hurry, Doctor!
Ralph Graves
Pathe

Klynick,

1

;

Holly wouldn't

Me

1

Universal
Universal
Universal

Half Fare

Isn't

2 reels .... Nov. 28
1 reel

2 reels
2 reels

B'way Dist. Corp
Pathe

.

Hold Everybody
Hold Tight

in

Speedy Marriage, The
Spooky Spooks
Strong For Love
Sweet and Pretty
Sweet Marie
Sweet Pickle, A

reel

1

Educational

For Sadie's Sake

From Rags

Billy

So's Your Old

Fox
Al St. John
Special Cast

Free Ride, A

Mohan-Engle
West

Bill

Somewhere

Educational

" Cartoon "

Trades

1

" The Gumps "
Alice Day

Stranded

„ Cartoon "

Spooks

Soapsuds Lady, The

Length

Distributed by

Star

reel

1

Educational
Educational

Felix the Cat on the Job ." Cartoon "
Felix the Cat Spots the

Fighting Tailor,
Fire Away

Feature

1

Educational
Educational
Educational

Walking

the

Reviewed

Smash Up, The

" Cartoon "
Felix the Cat on the Farm ." Cartoon "
Felix the Cat Flirts with
Fate
„ Cartoon "
Felix the Cat Kept on

Felix

Length

Distributed by

Star

The Cold

Rush

1
I

Nov. 2»

reel
reel
reels.
reels
reels
reel
reel
reel
reels
reel
reel
reel
reel
reels
reel
reel
reels.
reels
reels
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reels

Oct

24
Sept. 2t

Oct

.

.

>

.Nov. 21

Sept 11

Sept. 12
2
10 episodes. Sept 12

.2 reels

2 reels
2 reels
1

reel

2 reels
2 reels.

.

.

Clyde Cook

Pathe

2 reels

Eario Foxe

Fox

Bobby Vernoa
Cliff Bowes

Educational
Educational

2 reels
2 reels .... Oct.
1

reel

Coming

Attractions

.A»g. 2S

Nov. 14
31

Nov. 28

Aoe

of

Feature
Spades, The

Star

Distributed by

DesmoBd-McAUister. .Uaive<sal

Length

RevMwad

January

2

1926

,

Distributed by
Truart (S. R.)

Star

Featvre

Age of
Aloma

109

Indiscretion
of the South Seas

Lentfth Reviewed
5800 feet

Paramount

Altars of Desire

Gilda Gray
Special Cast

M-G-M

Apache Princess

Wilson-Gerber

Davis Dist. Div
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)

Aristocrat,
Atlantis

.

.

Special Cast

The

M-G-M

Kerry-Barrymore

Metro-Goldwyn
Warner Bros

Monte Blue

Bat,

The

Beauty
Behind The Front
Behind the Screen
Bellamy the Magnificent
Beloved Pawn, The
Ben Hur
Beverly of Graustark

Howes

Special Cast
Special Cast

Reed Howes

Rayart (S. R.)

Special Cast

Metro-Goldwyn

Marion Davies
John Gilbert

M-G-M

W. Berry-Hatton
.

.

Metro-Goldwyn
The
United Artists
Douglas Fairbanks
Black Pirate, The
Bluebeard's Seven Wifes.Lyon-Wilson-Sweet. .First National
Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
Franklyn Farnum
Border Intrigue
Big Parade,

.

Border

Women

Borrowed Plumes
Broken Homes
Brooding Eyes

12550 feet. Not. 28

5 reels
Phil Goldstone (S.R.)5000 feet
.

.

.

.

.

.

June

6

Astor Dist

Ginsberg Dis. Corp.
(S. R.)

Brown

of

Metro-Goldwyn
Metro-Goldwyn

Harvard

Charity Ball, The
Checkered Flag, The

Elaine Hammerstein .Ginsberg Dist. Corp.

Ro-

M-G-M

mance, The
Cleaner Flame, The

Special Cast

College Widow, The
Coney Island
Crashing Through
Cyclone Bob

Syd Chaplin

Bob Reeves

Ambassador Pict.
Anchor Film Dist

Cyrano de Bergerac

Special Cast

Atlas Dist. (S. R.)

Warner Brothers

M-G-M

Daughter

of

Dead Command, The
Demon Rider, The

M-G-M
Davis Dist

Holt-Dove
Stone-Bedford

Paramount

Do

Make

Clothes

Don Juan
East of the Setting Sun
Eden's Fruit
Ermnp and Rhinestone

F. B.

.

.

.

Constance Talmadge

The

.

.

Bill

The

Friends

Paramount
feet.

.

Aug. 2»

Vitagraph

M-G-M
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Inde.Pict.Corp.(S.R.) 4700 feet

6500 feet

.

.

Nov.

.

Haunted Range, The
Hearts and Spangles
Heir's Apparent

7

Paramount

M-G-M
M-G-M
M-G-M

Ken Maynard

Davis Dist. Div

Special Cast
Special Cast

First National

Gotham Prod.

Whitman Bennett ...

Women

Sept. 26

(8. R.)

7 reels

The

M-G-M
M-G-M
M-G-M

Special Cast
Special Cast

Can Dolt

Tell the World
Inevitable Millionaires,

Ohnsted-Arthur

I'll

Bros
First National

Moore

Irene

Colleen

Justice of the Far North
Just Suppose
Kiki
King of the Turf

Richard Barthehness. First National
First National
Special Cast
F. B. O

La Boheme
Lady of Leisure

Gish-Gilbert
Special Cast

Lawful Cheater, The
Law or Loyalty
Lena Rivers
Les Miserables

Bow-McKee

C. B. C. (S.

R

)

5500 feet

.

Norma Talmadge

M-G-M

First National

Rainbow Riley
Reason Why, The
Reckless Lady
Red Clay
Red Kimono, The

Johnny Hines
First National
Pringle-Love
M-G-M
Belle Bennett
First National
William Desmond .... Universal

Return

Special Cast

Mrs. Wallace Reid

of a Soldier

Special Cast

Ben Lyon
Welsh-Kennedy

The

Special Cast
Mary Picklord
Special Cast

Nilsson-Frazer
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Mosque

Shave and Shave Alike
Shebo
Shenandoah

Man With

a

Faces

Mare Nostrum

Tiffany (S. R.)
Davis Dist. Div

Thousand
Special Cast
Special Cast

6500 feet

Fox

Ramon Navarro

Lunatic at Large, The .... Leon Errol
Lying Wivei
Special Cast
Man and the Moment

Astor (S. R.)
5800 feet. Oct. 17
First National
Ivan Abramson (S. R.) 7 reels... May 2
.

5800 feet

Arrow

6750 feet. Nov. 14

M-G-M
United Artists

Paramount
First National

Arrow Film Corp
Fox

M-G-M

Jane Novak

Arrow

Colleen

Moore

Jack Perrin

6200 feet

Ufa
Prod. Dist. Corp
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Peggy Hopkins Joyce. Assoc. Exhib

Sky Rocket. The
George Walsh
Smith of Cornell
Special Cast
Somebody's Mother
Song and Dance Man, The Tom Moore
Betty Blythe
Span of Life
Speed Limit, The
Wilson-Gerber
Starlight Ranch
Alarm, The

Gotham Prod.

Prod. Dist. Corp

Ken Maynard
George O'Brien
Special Cast
Special Cast
Marilyn Mills
Special Cast
Special Cast

Three Pals
Toilers of the Sea

the Sierras Wilson-Gerber
.

Too Much Money
Torrent, The
Tough Guy, The
TraiUng Shadows

Nilsson-Stone
Cortez-Garbo

Travelin' Fast

Jack Perrin

Travis Coup, The
Tricks
Trip to Chinatown, A
Unknown Lover, The

Fred Thomson

Edmond Lowe

Marilyn Mills
Special Cast
Elsie Ferguson

L aw, The

Tiffany (S. R.)
Weiss Bros. (S. R.)

6500 feet
.

M-G-M

.4900 feet

Davis Dist. Div
Truart

5481 feet. .Sept. I»

Fox
Davis Dist. Div

M-G-M
M-G-M
Davis Dist. Div
First National

M-G-M
O

...F. B.

Fox Film
Ambassador

Pict. (S.

5000 feet
6500 feet

Tiffany (S. R.)
Davis Dist. Div

5 reels.

Vitagraoh

of

.

.Sept. 15

6895

feet. .Nov. 28
Pict. (S.R.)5355 fe et. .Nov. 14

Paramount
Warner Brothers

5000 feet
10063 feet. Nov.

7

First National

Paramount
Prod. Dist. Corp

Paramount

8173 feet. Sept. 13
4900 feet.. Aug. 22

Davis Dist

M-G-M
Metro-Goldwyn
Columbia

Monte Blue

Warner Brothers

Marilvn Mills
Special Cast
Dick Jones
Special Cast

Davis Dist. Div

5500 feet. Dec.
.

S

Ginsberg Dist. Corp.
(S.R.)

Winniag

.

Fox

M-G-M

Whispering Canyon

Metro-Goldwyn

.

Fox

Special Cast

One

Wide Opea
The

.

Elaine Hammerstein. .Columbia
Ambassador Pict. (S.
Jack Perrin

EmTT

Wife,

13

Chadwick-Russell .... Universal
Pathe
Semon

.... Larry

to

M-G-M

June

(S. R.)
(S. R.)

Davis Dist. Div

Ten

Metro-Goldwyn

I

Rayart

Metro-Goldwyn
Chadwick Pict

White Chief, The
White Fury
White Heat

Sept.

Chadwick

Paramount
Banner Prod.

Strange Bedfellows
Sunshine of Paradise AlleySpecial Cast
Tale of a Vanishing People
Wallv Wales
Tearing Loose
Special Cast
Temptress, The

At'

.-.

First National
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Ambassador Pict. (S.R.)5000 feet

H. B. Warner

Marilyn Mills
Special Cast

A

First National
Truart (S..R.)
First National

.

Long Odds
Loyalties
Lover's Oath,

M-G-M

.

When We Were Twenty-

.

Chadwick

.

Metro-Goldwyn

.

Vitagraph
Universal

Prod. (S. R.)
Cranfield & Clarke

Ray-Starke

.

Davis Dist. Div

Odette Taylor

Shootin' Square
Siegfried
Silence
Sign of the Claw

Tonio, Son of

It

Metro-Goldwyn

.

Little Bit of Broadway ....
Lodge in the Wilderness

Tiffany (S. R.)

.

.

14

Feb. 28

.

Jack Perrin
Al Ferguson

6500 feet

The
The .... Ken Maynard

.

.

(S. R.)

.

6500 feet
Ambassador Pict. (S.R.) 5000 feet
Fleming Prod. (S.R.)
Davis Dist. Div

Universal
Truart (S. R.)

.

.

.

.

.

Gotham

Wall

Look and Listen

.

1

Fox

Wives

of the
of the

.

Gotham Prod.

M-G-M

Arrow

,

Emil Jannings

Norma Shearer

I ife of
a Woman
Light Eternal
Lightning
Lightning Jack
Lightning Passes,
Lights of Mojare,

Special Cast

.

Prod. Dist. Corp

R.)

4946 feet
4800 feet. .Nov. 14
6 reels

.

July

Gotham Prod

(dog)

Vanishing American, The.Dix-Wilson
Vengeance of Dnrand, The. Irene Rich
Special Cast
Vieimese Medley
Bebe Daniels
Volcano, The
Volga Boatman, The
William Collier, Jr
Wanderer, The
Wilson-Gerber
Warrior Gap
Way of an Eagle, The
Special Cast
What Will People Say
When Husbands Flirt .... Dorothy Revier

B. P. Schulberg
Davis Dist Div.

.

Dependable (S. R.) ..5000 feet. .Nov.
Metro-Goldwyn
Weiss Bros. (S. R.)
5 reels
June

Op and

Lawson Harris

.

5

Dorothy Drew

Unwritten

Metro-Goldwyn

.

Dec.

r

United Artists
Truart (S.R.)
6 reels
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Davis Dist. Div
5 reels
Ginsberg

R.)

M. Moore-Devore .... Warner

The

.

Buffalo Bill, Jr

Tongo

B. P. Schulberg

.

Fox
Metro-Goldwyn

Quicker 'n Lightning
(juo Vadis
Racing Blood

Midnight
"Texan's Oath, The
Thoroughbred
Thoroughbred, The
Three Bad Men

Davis Dist. Div

Special Cast

5824 feet

M-G-M

Pursued
Quahty Street

Stop,

Fox
Paramount
Davis Dist. Div

5600 feet. .Nov. 21

Metro-Goldwyn

M-G-M

Still

M-G-M
M-G-M

Universal

Hairpin Duchess, The

Mill,

5000

M-G-M

Gulliver's Travels

Prod. Dist. Corp
Paddock. A. G. Sten, Inc
Rayart

Special Cast
Special Cast

Thunder

5000 feet

.

(S. R.)

11

Nov. 7

Davis Dist

.

W.

West

. .

Fox
Arrow

Bow

Charles
Billy

(S.R.)

Special Cast
Anita Stewart

Shadow
Shadow

Prod. (S. R.)

First National

Bud Barsky

M-G-M
M-G-M
M-G-M

Tom Mix
Clara

Nervous Wreck, The
Nine and .3-5 Seconds
Oh, Horace
Only Thing, The

gea Horses
Second Chance, The
Self Defense
Seventh Heaven
Seward's Folly

Davis Dist. Div
Sunset Prod. (S. R.)

Franklyn Farnum
Galloping Dude, The
Gambling Chaplain, The Special Cast
Garden of Eden, The
Special Cast
Gentle Cyclone, The
Buck Jones
American
Girl
Glorifying the
David Butler
Gold Hunters, The
Golden Journey, The
Sojin
Special Cast
Goose Man, The
Love,
The
Great
Dana-Agnew
Grey Vultare, The
Ken Maynard

Buster Keaton

Scarlet Letter,

6000 feet
( S. R.)
Inde. Pict. Corp.(S.R.) 4630 feet

Frivolity

Mr. Battling Butler

Scraps

M-G-M

Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Special Cast
Special Cast

Salvage
Savage, The
Scandal Street

Bud Barsky Prod.

Corinne Griffith

First National

Lon Chaney

Gene Corrado

Money Talks
Monte Carlo

My Own Pal
My Lady of Whims

(S. R.)

M-G-M
First National
M-G-M

Corinne Griffith

Modern Musketeer, A

Sailors'

5000 feet
Phil Goldstone
Davis Dist. Div. (S.R.). 5 reels. .July

Gotham

Doris Kenyon

Rustling for Cupid

O

Harold Lloyd
Ben Wilson

Columbia Pict.
Truart (S R.)

Paramount
Assoc. Exhib

Special Cast

Rust

M-G-M

Cody

M-G-M

Road That Led Home, The
Romance of an Actress
Ropin' Venus, The
Josie Sedgwick

Arrow

The

Frisco Sal

I

3

Astor Dist
First National

Dick Jones

For Heaven's Sake

Human

.Oct.

H. F. Jans (S.R.)
Metro-Goldwyn

Special Cast
Al Wilson

Flames
Flying Thru

Woman

.

feet. .Aug. 22

Tiffany (S. R.)
6500 feet
.First National
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)

.

Horses and

5000

Warner

Exquisite Sinner, The .... Nagel-Adoree
False Pride
Sweet-Mulhall
Far Crv, The
Fast Life in New York .... Special Cast
Special Cast
Fast Pace, The
Fig Iter's Paradise, The. Rex Baker
Figitirg Courage
Ken Mavnard
Fighting Heart, The
Frank Merrill

His

.

Prod. Dist. Corp

Dumb Head

Fort Frayne
Four Stragglers,

July 18

.

the

Woman

Flying Fool, The
Forest of Destiny,
Forever After

9500 feet

Pathe

Dean

Mrs. Valentino
John Barrymore

Fighting Smile,

.

First National
Ginsberg Dist. Corp
Prod. Dist. Corp

Eltz

Rex" (horse)
Priscilla

.

Davis Dist. (S. R.)... 5 reels.

Special Cast

Hawley-Von

.

5000 feet

Prod. Dist. Cerp

Ken Maynard

Desert Gold
Desert Healer
Desperate Moment
Detour
Devil Horse, The
Dice Woman, The

(S. R.)

Metro-Goldwyn

Windsor-Nagel
Harry Carey
the Sioui, A. Wilson-Gerber

Dance Madness
Dark Horse, The

Mismates
Miss 318
Mile Modiste
Mocking Bird, The

Prince of Pilsen

Arrow
Special Cast
Jack Perrin

First National
First National

Sills

Special Cast

Phantom Express
Phantom of the Forest
Plumes

.

(S. R.)

Maker's

Cigarette

.

Ordeal, The
Palace of Pleasure
Paris
Special Cast
Partners Again
Sidney-Carr
Passionate Youth
Special Cast
Part Time Wife, The
Peggy of the Secret Service Peggy O'Day

Arrow

Lake-Glass

.

.

Million Dollar Doll

.

Special Cast
Special Cast

.

.

5000 feet. .Nov. 14

M-G-M
Paramount
M-G-M
M-G-M

Milton

A

Midnight Flames
Midnight Special
Miss Brewster's Millions Bebe Daniels

Rayart (S. R.)
United Artists

Special Cast
Special Cast

M-G-M

Boardman-Nagel

of Steel
to Garcia,

Message

First National

Boardman-Ray

Barrier, The
Barriers of Fire

Reviewed

Fox

Memory Lane

Men

Length

Distributed by

Star

Ramon Novarro

Memories

Auction Block, The

Bashful Buccaneer, The... Reed

Feature
Married Cheats.

Barbara Worth

M-G-M
Sunset Prod.
M-G-M

..

(S. R.)

Principal Pict. (S. R.)

—

:

. .

M

110
Worst Man of the Troop
Worst Woman, The
Wrong Coat, The
Tankee Senor, The

With Kit Carson Over the
Great DiTide

Special Cast
Valli-O'Malley
Special Cast

Wives for Rent
Wolf Hunters The
,

Women
Women

and Wives
World's Illusion, The

Sunset Prod. (S. R.)
Universal
Davis Dist. Div
Banner Prod. iS. R.i

.

.

.

.

.Wilson-Gerber

II

P

i

c

t II

r c

N

c zv

s

B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Tiffany (S. R.)
6300 feet.

Tom Mix

.

Special Cast
Special Cast

You Too

i

Davis Dist. Div

Special Cast

ToKe, The

.

Metro-Goldwyn
Metro-Goldwyn

t

.

Fox
Warner Brothers

M-G-M

^er Opinions onNew Pictm^
'Sally,

Irene

and

Mary," Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer, Capitol, New

by some exceptionally good playnotably Adolphe Menjou and

ers,

Fhn-enci! Vidor. Besides, Menjou's
role is a perfect fit, and when

York.
Herald-Tribune:
"We saw the
play on Broadway as a mu.-^ical
comedy several years ago the
jjietiire seems to us much more

Menjou "s characterization

interesting."

many

" 'Sally,
Kvening
Journal
Irene and Mary' at the Capitol is
good entertainment of the type

tions are good
fectly handled.

that lias pretty girls, scenes backstage in a Broadway musical comedy, and the type of situations
that make the folks back home
shake their lieads in confirmation
of all their doubts and then go to
see the picture a second time. The
production is lavishly staged, the
cast is well chosen and Sally
O'Neil is a cute little trick with
a magnetic screen personality who
ought to be great in pictures."
Telegram: "All the ingredients
that make for liappiness in the
box office."
Also, "This musical

Herald-E.\aminer:
"I
should
have enjoyed ajijilauding Adolphe

—

comedy has lent itself to some
genuinely diverting film entertainment. The languorous and lovely
Constance Bennett is seen to advantage in the role of Sally, Irene
is
carefully portrayed by Joan
Crawford and Sally O'Neil. who
i.s
cast as Mary, is certainly a
welcome newcomer to filmdom.
She has personality and gocxl
looks and the brains to turn both
to a good screen account."
Mirror:

"Yea,

verily,

SOME

movie!"

"Grand Duchess and Waiter"
Paramount, McVickers, Chicago
.Vmerican: "Credit Mai St. Clair
with another success.

This clever
madi' 'Are Parents
People?', has turned out another
winner. Tnie. St. Clair was aided
director,

who

is

of the;

which he is seen to his
best advantage, you are assured
kind

in

great moments. The situaand they are perMiss Vidor never
looked more charming."

Menjou for his jierformance in
'The
Grand Duchess and the
Waiter,' but nobody else seemed
to think of it, and I feared to clap
my hands alone lest one c-f the
lordly ushers at McVieker; should
show me the gate.
"I shoulil have enjoyed applaud

Florence Mdor, too. foi' the
serene insolence and beauty of her
duchess.
But nobody would lend
a helping hand.
iiig

"At

this writing ^\v.

Menjou

is

my and

Michael Arlen's faxuritc
rascal of the magic lantern."
Daily News: "In a hurr\- to go
a-shoppiiig for Christmas gifts,
yet faithful to the stern duty of
informing you of the merits and
demerits of "The (irand Duchess
and the Waiter,' tills reviewer decided he'd watch it until he was
certain how it would finish and
then depart with the time of two
reels to his credit.
"That's what he thought when
he dro])])ed into a seat at Mc\'ickers just as Paul Ash and his
(iang wound up their celebration
ill
a tornado of applause. But it
didn't turn out as he thought.
'The (Jrand Duchess and the Waiter' turned out to be the most difti-

Highlights from the Banner production released through Henry Ginsberg Distributing Corporation titled "Speed."
cult

photoplay

he

ever

tried

to

walk out on."
Kvening Post:

"To set forth
the plot of so farcical a little tale
would not be fair to the picture.
Malcolm St. Clair, a clever young
director, has told it better in his
deft, well managed scenes than
one could put it into words.

Scenes from the Colleen Moore starring vehicle for First National

is a giK)(l vehicle for .Mciijou
those
will certainly
i)lcase
who enjoy the work of this player.
Florence \'idor"s public will also
be lia])|)y for it provides a gla-

"It

and

titled

"We

morous role for her and she has
ne\er looked more beautiful than
she does as this liau;;luy grand
duchess."

Moderns.'
Wii.LiAM.-i Press, Inc.
.\LB.\Ny
NEW YORK

Unrivaledfor seroice andquaUty
Eastman Positive Film, constantly
subjected to drastic tests that must

prove it right, is unrivaled for the service

it

renders and the photographic

quality
•"•-^^i-

It

it

gives.

from studio to

carries quality

screen.

To make

sure pictures are printed

on the genuine look
for

the

tion,

in

the margin

black-lettered identifica-

"Eastman" "Kodak".

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—

Rothacker-Aller Laboratories, Hollywood,

Robert

Kane

Calif.

presents

''Bluebeard's Seven Wives
By Blanche Merrill and Paul
SchoHeld with Blanche Sweet,
Lois

Wilson,

Sebastian,
Diana Kane.
Art director,

Photography

Ben

Lyon,

Dorothy

Sam Hardy and
A

fine

picture!

Robert M. Haas.
by Ernest Haller.

Randolph Bartlett.
An Al Santell Production.
A First National Picture.
Rothacker Prints and Service.

Titles by

Lois Wilson

and
Ben Lyon
"Bluebeard's Seven Wives*

Look Better

Wear Longer!

Founded 1910
by

WatterBon R. Rothacker

Reg.

U. S.

Patent

Office

"Shake^ Kid,
this

is

our Year*^'!
* (926

pr janudrii

under

an

.71

ol

sf

IS

Office

nnoiher

at

MelroQoldwyn.Mayer Yrar

Albanif,

,\

i

•

•^

WuRLlIZEI^
€)Xtends the

a

^

Exhibitors

Or^aniste^ainL

the €)ntire
Ticture
Industry

3Vforinfl

t&rf&-

^^,1

.^

T.

•^

and

we're

MAKING GOOD /

Famous Players -LaskyCorp

more MORE com ini^/
Member

of

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of

America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President.

!

'NS(J>animoimt
READV NOW
Scan the line-up below and on the next page. Check up the
Is there anything
titles, casts, directors and selling points.
in the field comparing with it?
AND THINK— every one of these pictures, AND MORE
TOO, is ready to be played between now and the end of
February"
iiE

*lfe

TITLE

I

DIRECTOR

STAREsCAST
Esther

BOX OFFICE HIGH SPOTS

Ralston

Ford Sterling
Lawrence Gray
Miss America

Frank

Dazzling
Pageant

Tiittle

beantvtie-up.

show.
Local
shows.

Atlantic City
st>le,
beauty

Bathing beauties

Alice Joyce

Warner Baxter

NANNEQUIK

Zasu

KISS FOR
CINDERELLA"

Pitts

Betty Bronson

"A

Tom Moore

Herbert Brenon

J.

M.

Esther Ralston

^

HANDS UP!

Fannie Hurst's SSO.OOO Liberty Magazine
prize stor>\ National ad campaign.

James Cruze

Dolores Costello

#

Raymond

Even

Griffith

k Marion Nixon
^ Virginia Lee Corbin

^^l

Barrie's stage masterpiece.
bigger hit than "Peter Pan."

Clarence

Badger

Another comedy success for this
rising star.
His best yet.

fast

Montagu Love

Jack Holt
Florence Vidor
Noah Beery
Geo. Bancroft

n

Peter B. K>-ne's best seller picturized
only
Paramount can make outdooTi

Irvin Willat

specials.

:

"I

"THE

Ernest Torrence
Greta Nissen

WANDERER

Wm.

Raoul Walsh

The

brilliant spectacle-romance of the
Prodigal Son.
.A S2 road show now
available at popular prices.

Collier. Jr.

Kdthlvn Williams

SPECIAL ATTRACTION

A PARAMOUNT RELEASE--

—

PRODUCED BY HAROLD LLOYD

CORP.

HAROLD LLOYD ,/For Heaven's Sake!
IN

Directed

bi/

Sam

Taytor

'NUF SED!

(TENTATIVE TITUE

Cpidures __
Cparamount

/

BIG pictures, high-peak revenues, all through 1926, spring,
summer and fall, IF YOU PLAY PARAMOUNT. These
two pages are a sample —with such great specials as Allan
Dwan's "Sea Horses," Gloria Swanson in "The Untamed
Lady," Thomas Meighan in "The New Klondike" and other
bigLones coming, too, between

m_

TITLE

now

and March!

BOX OFFICE HIGH SPOTS

DIRECTOR

STARe^CAST

#

Richard Dix

VANISHING

Lois Wilson

Noah Beery
Malcolm
McGregor

AMERICAN
GRAND
DUCHESS AND

"THE

Adolphe Menjou
Florence Vidor

Geo. B. Seitz
Supervised by
Lucien Hubbard

Zane Grey's epic

Malcolm

The

$2

sparkling Parisian love
got $31,000 in one week at

St. Claii

Tom Moore

a DANCE NAN

Bessie

Love
Harrison Ford

Herbert Brenon

Wallace Beery

Edward

Raymond Hatton
Mary Brian

THE SPLENDID

Bebe Daniels
Neil Hamilton

comedy

that

McVicker's,

Chicago

THE WAITER"

""•'SONG AND

—

of the Indian another
for you.

show

road

George M. Cohan's stage comedy success
superbly screened.

All Hollywood's agog over this comedy
special about the sunny side of the war.

Sutherland

Bebe

William de MiUe

as

a captivating heartbreaker
safecracker.

and

CRIME

DANCING
MOTHERS"

Conway Tearle
Alice Joyce
Clara Bow

How

The Broadway

stage sensation.
pretty mothers step out with sheiks and

Herbert Brenon

flappers.

AND FOLLOWED BY 23

BIG SPECIAL

(j^aramount (pictures "
^aJOnTUftW-SPBINC INTO FALL /
? U

/ 'i

f

W,',

'

,

.

-^V.,.~.

>.,/<.

^

l-!> l.7
'

CC-

,

'

.X,..A*JlJt,l.,

'

t-U

•^,^.HU.

LmK

.J-;

—

JTlL>C

*'

"
^••tSjJe^'M

Cecil B.DbMillb

with

EDMUND

pf^esents

BURNS, Bertram Grassby and Eth el_WaIes

'^
'^

Story and adaptation by Garrett Fort
Directed by Paul Sloane

2

The Magic of the

Nilel

—
—

A high-powered romance punctuated with comedy
and melodrama — with Leatrice Joy in a thrilling role.
A^ drama of modern Egypt with crumbling ruins,
Tombs of the Kings and the mysterious Pharaohs contrasted with the sophisticated
atXuxor.

**Made For Love'* Is

life

of the Winter Palace

Made For

Profit!

R^ELEASED BY

PRODUCEKS DISTKIBUTINC

COKPOKATION
Forvign Di»tributor»

Member

:

/*rothic«r» Int^mmtionml Corporation,

130 Waat 46th Street,

of Motion Picture Producers artd Distributors of America, Inc

New

York, N. Y.

WILL H. HAYS,PT«»d««

n

The
—

No. 465 Straight from the Shoulder
Talk by Carl Laemmle, President of
the Universal Pictures Corporation,

D

ENNY, THE INCOMPARABLE! LA PLANTE, THE ADORABLE!
There^s the combination you'll get in Reginald Denny's very newest

comedy'drama, "Skinner's Dress

ARTISTS,

Suit,"

BOTH OF THEM. CLEAN-CUT, ATTRACTIVE, A RARE

combination of youth and beauty.

'^SKINNER'S DRESS SUIT" IS THE
world is fairly "eating up" these days.
sort of a thing that will

them home happy and

KIND OF PICTURE THE WHOLE
It is a

devil-may-care, rollicking, fool

keep your audiences in gales of laughter and send

satisfied.

STARTING WITH HENRY IRVING DODGE'S CORKING GOOD
story, the director,William Seiter,

has added his

own

personal touches which

are inimitable.

A WHALE OF A STORY — A PEACH OF A CAST— TWO BRIGHT
and shining

stars

—

all

moulded together by a

"SKINNER'S DRESS SUIT"
successor to such current

Dennv

IS

brilliant director.

A MARVELOUS AND FITTING

hits as "California Straight

Ahead","Where

Incomparable!
Was r',"What Happened

to Jones"/'ril

Show You

the

Town","Oh Doctor",

"The Reckless Age^^"The Fast Worker", and "Sporting Youth".
and made by the star who never made a poor one.

THIS

IS

pictures
it is

BECOMING DARNED EMBARRASSING. AS THESE DENNY
come

in

from the Universal
its

story,

And I do my blamedest
am myself.

thing.

to

its

you that
rant and rave

studios, I find myself telling

the greatest, grandest,"gloriousest", production

about the excellence of
as I

All hits—

direction,

pump you

on

earth. I

its cast, its

as full of

settings, its every-

enthusiasm for

Denny

THE CONSISTENT, HIGH CLASS BOX OFFICE QUALITY OF
Denny^s pictures during recent years has been one of the most gratifying
achievements in the history of the industry. Exhibitors have exulted with
us and have encouraged us to keep up our present pace.

WHEN YOU STOP TO CONSIDER HOW OFTEN YOU HAVE
bought a

lot

of pictures which contained only a few real successes,

it is

really

Universal, for

compare the records of other companies and the records of
we have given you a higher percentage of real hits year after

year than any

company

astonishing to

in the business.

YOU CAN'T GO WRONG WITH UNIVERSAL— ifs
ahead of

all!

miles

and miles

^i^^Sssi

Clean

Up Tremendous

Profits

With These Sure Fire Hits!
"HIS PEOPLE"
with an

"House packed.
for

seats.

It

REGINALD DENNY

"WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES"

all-star cast

Long lines waiting
make box office

will

—

hard
to
surpass."
New
Figueroa Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.

records

An

EDWARD SLOMAN

"THE STILL ALARM"

in

Production.

"Sure-fire

for

stuff

office.

Hard-boiled reviewers doubled up and

A

howled

audience stuff that will leave a

the

until

ran."

tears

— Ex-

A.

-^

red-hot

fire

melodrama, cram-full

of

trail of

broken records.

hibitors Daily Review.

A WILLIAM

and

HELENE CHADWICK

box

the

WILLIAM RUSSELL

with

SEITER

An

Production

EDWARD LAEMMLE
Production

-^

^

REGINALD DENNY

in

"SKINNER'S DRESS SUIT"
"My patrons and myself declare this
Denny's greatest. Will undoubtedly
prove one of the most attractive comedies of the season."

— Florence Theatre,

Pasadena, Cal.

A WILLIAM

A.

SEITER

Production

iSdyiia-

HOOT GIBSON

in

"THE ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES"

"THE COHENS and KELLYS"

GEORGE SIDNEY, CHARLES
MURRAY, VERA GORDON

with

Thrills
"Good western melodrama.
Should
mixed with apprehension.
give good satisfaction to fans" Har-

Coming soon

rison's Reports.

can laugh revival.

—

A CLIFFORD SMITH

Production

^be

to start the great

A HARRY POLLARD

Ameri-

Production

—

!

i\\

(£>clci<>cvtccr?xci£

"^

U-^cIuajU-^

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

Johnny Arthur
is

proving one of the greatest comedy bets

in years.

He took

the critics and exhibitors

by storm in *^THE TOURIST,"

his first ap-

pearance in

Tuyedo Comedies
Now he's making a real clean-up in "CLEANING UP" -and in "MY STARS" he gives
the biggest proof of
in the

first

all

of his right to a place

constellation of

.^^WtOM^^ t-e-tAA-^

U

comedy
Presents

U

CLEANING UP"

his

second

is

.

His girl was a star worshipper
but
as soon as he got to look like a sheik,
it's a
he found she had a new idol
scream

.

just as funny."

M.
For foreign rights address
Far East Film Corporation
720 Seventh Avenue
New Yorl:, N. Y.

P.

MY STARS"
—
—

"Johnny Arthur's first starring comedy
for Educational was a corker, and
.

stars.

World

Member, Motion Picture Producers and

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES.

StATyUtu^
'resident

'

Inc.

Distributors of America, Inc.
Will H. Hays, Prcsuknt

K^

%,

LANE ^

LUPINO
\.

Lupino Lane with one leap has placed himself on the top rung of the ladder as a
movie comedian — yioiion Pictures Today

are features. They're two-reels in length, but they're features in every one of
the qualities that enter into a real feature. And they'll make "feature money"
for you if you give them exploitation in keeping with their quality.
put Lane on the "top rung of the ladder," but he
"MAID IN
still
faster
in
has stepped

MOROCCO"

"THE FIGHTING DUDE"
Directed by W^illiam Qoodrich

Presented by E.

There's a fight in this one that will set any
audience in an uproar. There have been many
comedy fights on the screen, but here's one that's
new and screamingly funny. This dude packs
a mean wallop, and when he gets started, there's
a laugh for every blow.

—

W. Hammons

two-reelers were as chock full of entertainment as
one which features Lupino Lane, they would make it
pretty tough for a lot of feature pictures." M. P. News.
"The funniest battle in screen history."— MoCion Pictures Today.
.
"A rip-roaring comedy with Lupino Lane at his best.
His line of comedy is entirely different and individual."
Exh. Trade Review.

"If

all

this

.

Member, Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors
of America, Inc.,
Will H. Hays, President

THE SPICE OF THE P>lOCRAM

For foreign rights address
Far East Film Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue

New

York, N. Y.

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

.

u

THE BAT
A

if

ROLAND WEST
Productions
J

Mystery Melodrama

By

Mary Roberta RineharL
and Avery Hopwood^
Jrcm

ihc

sLcige

play produced by

"The Bat"
The

mystery melodrama,
has become the screen's greatest mystery
picture, with a superb all-star cast.
stage's greatest

Millions

Saw the stage play which had a $10,000,000
legitimate theatre gross. Those millions
will help you sell this film to the millions
share in the
who didn't see it— help

YOU

Millions
Certain to flow into the theatres.

Waaenhah und K^mnct' '—

March

15th

Release

LAUGHS

THRILLS

Laughs that

Thrills that
have no end,

never cease!

One

that startle
and leave you
breathless, yet

rib-tickler
after another!

Roars! Howls!
Shouts! Yells!
As the great
*50'50' partners

do their

wanting more!
Pulse-stirring
thrills, with
*Abe &. Mawruss'

stuff

in their

new

in their daring,

automobile

hair raising

partnership*

airpli

The Laugh
and Thrill
Sensation

of the

Nation!
Samuel Ooldwyn
firesenis

'Jhe

Henry King Pfoductiorv

PARTNERS AGAIN
WITH

POTASH
with

•

&^ PERLMUTTER'^

George Sidney and Alexander
^dapted by Jrnnces Marion
rjrom Uie Broadway Stage Success bv

Can

Montxjgue Gla5£ and Jules Eckerb Ooodmaii

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
IMary Pichford
Douglaj" Fairbanks

Charlej- Chaplin

D.W.Qriffifh

Joseph M.Jchenck,.

yfiram Qbramj-,

Chairman RoarS of Directors

President

.

P

i^P.?&&^
dm
^SCWOSEHBX

EMORY JOHNSON'S
Starring
YOU KNOW

IT

With all the big specials
now being produced to land
one. in the

list

have

"the

YOU KNOW

RALPH LEWIS

[Ws a mop-up everywhere

——

of six best

pictures
of
the
means that you've

goods"
IT.

<^

month

Distributed by

got to

and

Latest Thriller

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA,
1560 Broadway,

N'.'

Y. City^

..

Inc.,

YOU KNOW
When

a

special

cleans

IT
up

everywhere the news of its
success spreads far and
That's
wide in no time.
what's happened to "The
YOU
Last Edition" and

KNOW

IT,

Exchatvges Everywhere

1

THE
DATE

FEB

AND mncE.
—

6th

The big A. M. P. A. Annual
coming
The Date, Feb. 6th,
1926— The Place, Astor Hotel, New York City.
One Hundred and Seventy-six high pressure A. M. P. A. Advertising
and Publicity Men behind it with full steam up, putting it over in a
manner that will surpass any NAKED TRUTH DINNER in history.

1926

2

Let the sirens shriek and cannons roar

NAKED TRUTH DINNER

— Famous

Two

is

.

.

.

Jazz Orchestras

—

New

Paste this
Date in

York's famous orchestras for constant and continuous
dawn
(When one stops the other starts).
100 tables^lOO
The "Eye and Hoof affair" of many seasons
stars including the 12 immortals of the Motion Picture Industry.

Your Hat

NAJiED TRUTH DINNER,

of

dancing

till

early

.

.

.

.

(Note)

— Owing

to

the unprecedented

demand

.

.

for tickets to last year's

A.'M.

P. A.

Committee. advises tljat all,,d£^mg_^^es_ or jiQkets
Address- y«uri«req«^fS'~S6.'-C6«t3«i-^»»£el^tc:arS of .
-make reservations
Let's go!!!
First National Pictures Corp., 383 Madison Avenue, New York City.
the.
without -delay.

I
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Prevention

is

better

and
With

in >our

That

films always in fireproof storage there
theatre or studio.

\()Lir

is

And

is little

why Insurance Rating Organizations make

can Film-Safe

is

it

costs less

danger of any serious

fire

substantial reductions wherever

occurring

an Ameri-

installed.

—
—

Film-Safe the only film container listed as standard and labeled by the Undernot only protects films and surrounding property against loss or damage
writers' Laboratories
by fire, but it also proAades a convenient system for filing.
this

made in the form of a cabinet consisting of one or more
units. Each unit has several individual compartments. SubIt is

contained in the Film-Safe may be indexed or crossreferenced in any desired way. Films are suspended in the
compartments in a film-carriage which automatically moves
forward when the door to the compartment is opened. Films
are always readily accessible for handling. Compartment
doors close and lock automatically.

jects

American Film-Safes are beautifully finished in baked
enamel and in construction rank with the finest of metal
furniture.
They are made of sheet steel. All joints are
tenoned and pinioned together.
Moveable parts are
mechanically perfect.

TWO

\\

SIZES

are made in two sizes.
Style iioo
has five compartments for five one thousand-foot reels of
film.
This style is designed principally for Exchanges,
Studios, Laboratories or in other places where motion
picture film is used or stored.

American Film-Safes

compartments for five two thousand-foot
This style is installed principally in theatre

Style 1200 has five
reels of film.
projection booths.

You may purchase an American

Film-Safe on the deferred
payment plan. Usually the reductions in insurance charges
allowed by Insurance Rating Organizations amount to the
total cost of the Safe and often cover payments as they
fall

Mail This Coupon

due.

-

You need

a Film-Safe. Send for full
Write or mail the coupon.

AMERICAN FILM-SAFE CORP.

information now.

Baltimore, Maryland
Please

send

me

full

description

of

the

American Film-Safe.

AMERICAN FILM-SAFE CORPORATION

Name
Address
Business

•

BALTIMORE, M.

D.
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WERE EVEN
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OF WONDERFUL BOXOFFICE
REPORTS SENT

ORS ON
AND

^H

of the n&v

IN

FRED

BY EXHIBIT-

THOMSON

SILVER KING

series...

Distributed by

TH

FILM BOOKI^3

^WE

DEFER

YOU

P TWE5E

REPORTS PUBLISHED

m

IN

VARIOUS FILM TRAD&

PAPERS EACH WEEK UNDEO

SUCH HEADINGS AS "WHAT

THE PICTURE DID

O

Wtwwmg

'

ME

ETC

GVERWUELMING PROOF

or THE PUBLIC'5 ADMIRATION or THIS GREAT
STAR AND

m GREAT

HORSE

TOUGH OLY
-CES of

AMEKICA,

lnc.,~1560 Broadway,

New

York

3

naiUL^
A BIG

BRAND NEW

SERIES OF
SUPER WESTERN

uuu
PRODUCTIONS

mm m(G
WITH

the land
welcome
EVERY
O new
the news of F.
of
FREDTHOMSON super
exhibitor in

will

B.

series

s

special

Western productions

FRED

exhibitor realizes that

outstanding

Western

3 gger and
productions,

With
the pair
in

is

all

his

for 1926.

THOMSON

is

the

Star on the screen today.

better stories,

aimed

because every

at

— bigger and

finer

the Exhibitors box office.

marvelous horse

SILVER KING

an unbeatable combination.

the calendar of successes

THOMSON

was

cited

in

1925

FRED

more times than any

other Vv/estern Star on the screen, evidence of

THOMSON'S
If

FRED
ill

Box Office power.

you haven't

your opportunity

Exclusive Foreign Distributors

___R-C Exoori Corpuraclon
723 Seventh jkverueT New tork

super
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BROADWAY

<

up for these new
specials you have

signed

THOMSON
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For Season 1926
William Fox

No.

—27

8

presents

another stage triumph

ThcW^Things Happca
By Clemence Dane
Produced by
Guthrie McCUntic

A great drama of life
A story of the beauty, unselfishness
I

''

woman^s

and depth of a

love*

A woman who was ready
to sacrifice all — for those
she loved*

f

itself I

Fox

bought it Fox will
produce it as the DRAMATIC SCREEN HIT OF THE
SEASON.
!

That Fox new product
line-up gets stronger every

week*
mm

rfl

Next

Week

No.

I

9

Tox Film OorpD ratio a
J

William

¥ox^

presents

^
JOHNSTOWN
Coming!

FLOOD
ONE OF THE GREATEST SHOWMAN'S
MONEY MAKER5 THE SCREEN HAS HAD IN YEAP^S
With

GEORGE
O'BRIEN
Florence

Gaynor

Gilbert

—Anders

—

Janet
Randolf —

Paul Nicholson

An
IRVING CUMMINGS

PRODUCTION
by

Edfrid

Bingham
Lord

—

^i^

Robert

—

Hypnotist or healer
he cast a magic charm
over women

JACQUELINE LOGAN

LOU TELLEGEN
Roy

Atwill

— Walter

geon and an

all

ROWLAND

star

V.

DrtnnDcrtr
THE POWERFUL
D!V>^AT[C STAGE
TLii:

SUCCESS OF

NEW YOFi^

- AND LONDON

Pidcast

LEE

PRODUCTION

fox Film GopJoratiDfL

Fox Pictures
get the
FIB^T OF THE FAMOUS

monef!

CHARLES

A

THE LA.UGH HIT
OF THE SEASONT

<% FIRST
YEAR

HOYT PLAYS

TRfP TO

AS GREAT A RJOT OF FUN ON THE
SCREEN AS IT WAS ON THE STAGE
With

MARGARET
LIVINGSTON
as

the

widow and

EARLE FOX
Wong —Maritt
May
McDonald
—
Hazel Howell and a cast of

Anna

Astaire

—

Farrell

J.

American Beauties

ON THE BATTLE FRONT WITH A
NEWDf MARRIED COUPLE

Scenario by

Supervised

ROBERT

BEATRICE VAN

George
by
Marshall

KERR

E.

PRODUC-

TION

John Golden's great stage play by
Frank Craven with

play

MATT MOORE

FOX

KATHRYN PERRY
—

Frank Currier Margaret Livingston
and a surrounding cast of popular
screen favorites

FRANCES MARION
FRANK BORZAGE PRODUCTION
Scenario

by

for profits

(•I

Fox Film Gorpcratrort
Member

of

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of

America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President.
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from

the novel hu

Rex Beach
With

Norman Kerry
Lionel Barrymore
Henry B. Walthall
Airzctedi

by George

scenario by

W.

Hill

Harvey Gates

Y^\\Q^oldwyn-\^^x
PRODUCTION

HITS

THAT FORECASl

THER M-G-M YEAR!
Again in 1926 The
Talk-of- the Jndu s try
Pictures Will Be Coming in
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>

y

%
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m
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C

F.

WESKIL,

owner and manager

ROSE

ROSE THEATRE,

in

THEATRES,

Garfield,

• m

jT

I

Colfax, Wash.;

Wash.;

Oakesdale, Wash.,

a communication

IJI

wash

of the

and LIBERTY

ROSE THEATRE,

COLFAX,

r ^^ S

to

Motion Picture News
"There are no other theatres in either of these towns, but

*

as

many

as 8 to lo pieces of mail matter addressed to various

out-of-existence houses as well as present ones are received

when one

in these three towns

piece of mail addressed to

'The Rose Theatre, Colfax, Wash.' would service the purpose
just as well.

Most

without opening.

of these repeaters go into the waste basket

The

senders are wasting a huge

sum

every

year over the country on dead theatres."

Mr. Weskil's waste mail is duplicated in at least
cities and towns in the United States alone.
Exhibitors/ will you cooperate with us

ift

a thousand

convincing the

producer and distributor that the above statement
If so, write us

about

YOUR waste mail,

facts before the right

people here in

New

so

is

a fact?

we can

lay the

York.

Producers and Distributors, are you interested in getting the
actual facts as they exist?
If so, let us

mail efforts

show you why and how you are wasting your
and how you can remedy matters.

Motion Picture News desires to aid both

sides in this really serious

problem.

This

is

a bonafide offer that

may

be taken at

its

face value.

PHOTOPLAY
The

THE

Six Best Pictures of the

BIG PARAD^^rm^PjILTHE

Month

SKYROCKET

IAIN STREEl
T

LORD

CLASSIFIED

^p^^^\

he Six Best Performances of the

v:

JIM

Month

John Gilhert in "The Big Parade"
Co
Pec ;gy

Hopkins

Joyce in "The Skyrocket^

Percy Marmoiit in "Lord Jim"
Karl Dane in "The Big Parade"
yjc

///
Photoplay Magazine
January Issue

—

Makes

it

—

UNANIMOUS!

Late Ne^v^s Bulletin
Confirming developments in the

German
in

situation hinted at last

week

Motion Picture News exclusively,

the following cablegram was received

from the News

correspondent in

Berlin just as this issue was going
to press:

"Paramount Metro place 20

films

Ufa and take 10 Ufa films

a year

Grant 4 million dollar loan

stop.

Laemmle Ufa

stop.

five

year deal

percentage small guarantee 10 films."

While

little

available

at

other information was
the time

of going to

press, this indicates that the

sudden

departure of Famous Players and

Metro-Goldwyn executives for Berlin

upon

the

announcement

of

the

proposed Universal-Ufa deal was of
greater

mitted
last

significance
at

the

time,

than
as

was

ad-

suggested

week.

Full details will be presented in

the coming issue.
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7»£MEXT

StXiWXS
FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA,

Inc.,

1560 Broadway, N. Y.

Exchanges

Everywhere.

/J

\B.O!^ big new Railroad Thriller
backed bti high power exploitation

STORY
BY

ARTHUR

GUY
EMPEY
i

;

Makes good
off the
Read

right

bat—

This Remarkable Wire
Jackson, Tenn., Dec. 26, 1925.

Lee Marcus
Sales Manager Film Booking Offices of America,
1560 Broadway, New York, N. Y,

Just completed wonderful engagement with the Midnight Flyer stop Tremendous draw at the box office
and what a thriller stop Cullen Landis and Dorothy
Devore great stop If I know anything about pictures
the Flyer is destined to be one of the greatest successes of this season stop More power to F. B. O. stop
Regards.
E. L.

DRAKE, MGR. GEM. THEATRE.

DOROTHY DEVORE-Cullen
andfbig time^cast

*.

put over a real old fashioned

Landis
"'<'

thriller

4«»

It's

an F.B.O. Gold Bond

by FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA, INC.,
1560 Broadway, New York City. Exchanges Everywhere.

Distributed

i/§ECONaV.BIG
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It's

an

F.B.O.

GOLD
BOND

%
»wMMiaii^~

GET THIS
WONDERFUL
EXPLOITATION

BOOK
-C:
-"ewIus.vc

Fo.cSn DiStrlburors

Export Corporation
723 Seventh Avenue.
New York
FBO PItiurti CMBH

RC

TiSFllcdiKhNlrJsst Berlin

Gcrotjny

RC
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Ffafitc
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SMASH FOR

1926

AN

IT'S
F. B. O.

GOLD BOND

An

Associated Arts

Production

GOEBEL
LLOYD SHELDON Directed by F. HARMON WEIGHT
Presented by O. E.

Story by E.

—

The romance

of oil, roaring from the earth with mighty force
colossal drama, in a setting of thrills that makes the burning of Rome
the smash and surge of emotions in
look like a back-yard bonfire
the irrepressible humor of snobbish prethe conflict of iron wills
warm, human,, appealing, with the ring of sincerity and
tensions
the clangor of the situations.

—

—

—

Your patrons
Will love

will see

it— Will

live

it

it

Get a copy of the big exploitation Campaign Book that shows you

how

to put

it

over.
Distributed by

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
1560

°'

^^^'^'^^

Broadway - - New York City
Exchanges Everywhere

I

*^ExcIusive Foreign Dl<arlbu
ft-C Export Corporation

723 Seventh /vvcnuc
New York
FftO Picture* &MB.H-

Gctounv
•X-Eapoii Coip.

x^ji DiiblflrSt-Undfln.

EnffUnd
Filrm FBO
09F»uboiirj! StHonorc Pjfli

Soclet«

Xnonvmc

d«

Film Booking Offices
of America — Incorporated
take extraordinary pride in

ANNOUNCING

N/UACUA RAMBOVA

MRS RUDOLPH

VA LENINO
Supported by

CLIVE
It's

An

BROOK

and

Brilliant Cast

IN

LAURA JEAN LIBBEY'S
Famous Story

F.B.O.
Gold Bond
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tell yon that
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ear
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Man Power and Money
THE

appearance of so many motion picture issues on the Stock Exchange marks
undoubtedly this industry's outstanding
achievement in 1925.

And

still

more

interesting

is

the fact that

this is but the beginning of our financial structure. I have never, until the past few weeks,

had a

full realization of the large

underwrit-

ings in store for the business of picture entertainment. No announcement in 1926 will tax
my credulity; nor in 1927. In the next two
years we are going to have financing that will
equal railroad bond issues; and these will be

widely absorbed by the public.

This situation ought to have a sobering
effect upon each and all of us.

For it goes straight
in the business.

The banker

is

well

home

to the individual

enough aware today of

the greatness and stability of the motion picture as an institution.

That he accepts and he

will

weigh carefully

the various forms of picture enterprise put
before him.

But whatever they

and immediately put
one central equation
that

is

the

Who

are,

he will inevitably

on
of each problem; and

his financial finger

manpoiver of the enterprise.

and what are the men who

What

is their record? What is their proven
and character and initiative and working power and personality?

a

it.

man's

life is

there's a

He's worth that

insured for a million

mighty good reason for

much

to the enterprise.

some increasingly big

poli-

power are needed. We have got
to have them and they will be forthcoming.
And by the same token the men who don't fit
the jobs will have to go. That handwriting is
plainly on the wall. This business is getting
too big for slickers and slackers; the day of

Men

of

the opportunist is fast waning. When the millions come into an industry it's a sure sign
that the misfits

eo

out.

*

*

Steel, oil, rubber, railroads,

automobiles
all these great industries are written about the
men in them. The story of the business is the
story of the man; the greatness of the industry
is not merely the greatness of its public utility,
but also and equally the greatness of its manpower.
*

*

H:

Now, we cannot
have

to be.

all be Olympians; we don't
But a leader surrounds himself

strong men; men greater in their respecthan the leader himself. And so
goes throughout the organization.

vyith

tive abilities
it

For instance, you can size up a firm today
by the character of its salesmen; and it can
further be said that one of the most hopeful
signs of our industrial progress is the fact that
already tlie film salesman ranks right up with
the best in the land.
5|c

ability

When

there will be

cies written in this business.

will shape

the destinies of the enterprise?

and more,

And

55c

There -has never been,

;{:

in this industry's his-

opportunity that exists right now for
of calibre— a calibre to match the big

tory, the

men

deals that assuredly are in the cards.

—

—
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week one

of the industry's great good
entered upon his duties as the Chief
Magistrate of the world's largest city Jimmy
Walker, Mayor of New York. In his appointment
of important members of his cabinet he has already
shown that he is to give the city a vigorous administration, dedicated to public service in the highest
degree.
*
*
*

friends

—

THERE
umns

Speaking Editorially
p
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ALLupon

the years and the millions spent

"Ben-Hur" are more than
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has
justified.

I

I

reached the high-water mark of screen
achievement in this magnificent picture.
It has splendor and amazing movement.
SweepIt is both spectacle and simple story.
revealed
before
ing through it is a mood never

I

on

I
I
I
I

The

the silver-sheet.

players, evidently

I

inspired by the tremendous undertaking of
the picture itself as well as by Lew Wallace's
immortal theme and Director Fred Niblo's

I

astonishing

I
I

I
I

[
I

command

of all the material at

hand, give performances that are truly
remarkable.
There is not time for detailed comment in
That will come next week.
this issue.

I

congratulations to Marcus Loew and
his associates for sticking everlastingly to the
job until it was done. Their faith and vision.
and the expenditure of a fortune, have resulted

I

in this (and

I
I
I

I
I

Our

we remember the

film given us long ago

he was right!)

I

The

estimate of the

by Marshall Neilan

|
|
|
j

|
|

|
|

j
j
|
|
|
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More
picture theatre as a community institution.
than that, he puts his ideas into effect. For instance,
his Courtesy Cards to school teachers have proved
This idea
their worth as builders of good-will.
set forth
exhibitor.
every
It
isappeal
to
should
elsewhere

in

*

this issue.
*
*

big
rush
THE
Big Parade" and

pictures continues. With "The
"Stella Dallas" already established on Broadway, "Ben Hur" arrived this week
and created a sensation. On January 15, "The Sea
Beast," a radical departure for John Barrymore and
of

from
will

all

advance accounts

come

into view.

a

Official Bulletin of the

M.

P. T. O. A.,

was one of the first innovations of Joe
Seider's regime as Business Manager, is devoted
to organization matters, is well edite-d, and has a
definite mission as a vital point of contact between
National Headquarters and individual members.
*

*

*

A SSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

are

moving

for-

-^^ ward rapidly with their plans; production and
distribution activities alike are being speeded up;
and the groundwork for next season's product
already laid. Several studios are being utilized at
present, and there are pretty definite reports that
P. A. Powers has in mind a big project in Los
Angeles, where producing activities will be cen-

—

|

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!::^

WOODHULL,

in detail

THE
which

Meanwhile, the trade is looking forward to the
premiere of "The Skyrocket" on the Steamship
Leviathan a most unusual and effective setting for
what gives every promise of being a very fine picture. Messrs. Powers and Price may well be pleased
with the progress they have already made in pointing their company for bigger things.
And Bob
Welsh's advance campaign on "The Skyrocket" sets
a new mark in the advertising and exploitation of
an important special production.

President of the M. P. T.
• O. A. and one of the industry's progressive
showmen, has a very clear idea of the place of the

RF.

*

tralized.

|

J.

*

|

|

made.

*

j

:

greatest picture ever

an interesting interview in our colR. Grainger, the

week with James
chief of the Fox

forces.
dynamic sales
His comments on the outlook for 1926 are based on wide
knowledge of the field and appeal to us as wise and
constructive. Fox has great plans under way; and
Mr. Grainger has done a splendid job in bringing
his field staff to the peak of efficiency.

I
|

is

this

remarkable production,
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PICTURES
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PEOPLE
T

.

N

hands of readers
January, this might properly be
Every
called the Laugh Month Edition of Pictures & People.
photo, as far as possible, portrays (or should evoke) a smile, a

J.

during

"A lot of things are coming my
way during Laugh Month," says
Arthur Lake, Universal juvenile
comedian. '''It should be a smashing success."

HA! HA!

view of the fact that this issue will be in the
the

chuckle,

first

a grin,

few days

a

chortle,

of

a snicker,

or

what the Laugh Month

committee phonetically describes as a "guffau."

At

last the

is

coming

into

its

own.

small measure.

Like oranges,

greater movies and dental hygiene, the
have its own national celebration, with committees,
("Have you had your Laugh this morning?"), parades,

apples,

Laugh

lowly Laugh

"Big Boy," of Educational Juvenile comedies, poses as the Spiric
of 1926, ushering in Laugh Month,
to which he will contribute in no

prevention,

fire

to

is

slogans

speeches and special sections.

And

this

is

has

tribution

Laughter?

only fair and fitting, for after all, what greater conmotion picture made to human happiness than

the
I

hrills,

spectacles,

these play an important part

—

tense

—

and moving drama
all, it is the Laughs

but after

all

of

in the

comedy, and the comedy relief in the feature, that relax the body,
freshen the mind and stimulate the spirit to battle anew with life's
problems.

The

George Randolph Chester, author of the "Wallingused to say that Laughter and the sense of humor
alone made it possible for men to exist side by side peacefully and
happily; that Laughter was the great lubricant in human relations;
and to illustrate this he related the incident of two men locked in
a room, quarreling heatedly and bitterly over a woman.
In the
corner was a parrot.
Matters finally grew so strained that the
one man whipped out a revolver and said.
"If you don't take
that back when I count three, I'll
fire!"
"Go ahead," said
the other, "Fire!".
"Fire!" shrieked the parrot.
"Fire! Oh,
fireman, save my child!"
The two men looked at one another
ford

Billy Dooley, comedian in Christie
comedies for Educational, wears
no smile here, but he'll furnish
plenty of them
during Laugh

Month.

'

late

stories,

—

Dancer from Paris

Fox

No

A

broad smile is contributed by
Lucia Backus Seger, as an old
fortune teller in Robert Kane's
"The Reckless Lady" for First National, who will also be in "The

Gladys
portrait
smiling
of
McConnell, who has a prominent
role in "A Trip to Chinatown,"'
the famous Hoyt success which

A

is

piclurizing.

ivonder Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
They'veare smiling!

MacLean
just

Comedy

whom

the Christie studios are looking to for some of
the heartiest laughs during Latigh Month, in their comedies released
stars

through Educational.

travelled

half

way

around

world, after "Seven Keys toBaldpate" (Paramount) on a vor
the

cation.

—

-
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and laughed. The tension was broken, the quarrel abated and the
matter was smoothed out peacefully, all because of the priceless
Laughter.

gift of

our great stars have risen on waves of Laughter
these
Fairbanks, Swanson, Meighan, Chaplin, Lloyd
and many more have striven, even in elaborate feature productions
Clean, honest humor apfor the elusive and precious Laugh.
No man appeals to so
peals to all classes, all ages, all races.
One young man, a few years
wide an audience as the comedian.

Most

of

—

Pickford,

ago unknown, now receives ten thousand United States dollars for
each and every continuity that comes from his typewriter, all be-

"Our Gang," the jolly Hal Roach troupe in Pathe comedies, ring in the
Netv Year and Laugh Month with appropriate merry faces. Their first
appearance during the Month of Chuckles will be in "Good Cheer."

"The most tremendous dramatic successes have been such because they contained natural humor to occasionally break the strain
of straight drama and also to emphasize and accentuate the big
dramatic moments.
The story or picture that keeps you on the
verge of both laughter and tears is the one that makes the deepest
impression.
in Universal Bluebird comedies, and Minnie,
the heavyweight of the Universal City lot, join heartily in the spirit of

Neely Edwards, comedian

Laugh Month.

"The comedy constructor is not a new figure in motion pictures
but during the last year he has assumed a far more prominent
place.
used to call him a 'gag man.'
His rank was low and

We

particularly high.
One of his tribe conceived the
idea of having someone throw a custard pie at someone else.
That
his

cause he has the rare

who came
$75,000 on each
rector,

to

A

diof subtle and ingenious humor.
few short years ago, receives

gift

these shores a

production against half of the profits, and is being
copied and studied by hordes of others, all because of his humorous
little
man in baggy trousers, trick
and satiric "touches."
mustache, derby, cane and large, battered shoes, is the most widely
known resident of these United States, all because he has in
supreme measure the knack of pantomiming situations which arouse

A

Broadway to Borneo.
the Laugh should be Hfted,

So

it

is

only fair that
pinnacle which

it

deserves.

If

it

is

for a

month

at

only half so suc-

—

and
it
deserves to be. Laugh Month is here to stay
With
wise exhibitors will make every month Laugh Month.
leading free lance feature stars being drafted for comedy, plans of
the short subject producers have never been more elaborate and
promising.
"Bigger and better Laughs!'' might well be our battlecry, with the slogan for the fan:
"Laugh and the world laughs
with you, Weep and you go to the movies alone."
cessful as

GLORIFYING THE GAG

J ESSE
him

was one

of the

first

screen

comedy

situations,

or gags.

"This man now has a much higher purpose.
Except in rare inbroad comedy is not acceptable.
Nowdays it must be
more natural and more subtle.
The comedy in 'The Covered
Wagon' was one of the most important factors in making it one of
stances,

the most popular pictures of all time.
that

is

wanted.

comedy,

laughter in audiences from
least, to the

salary not

so

much

into a production.

You

That

can't measure out so

is

the sort of

much drama,

so

humor

much

characterization and forth, and put them bodily
It isn't

done that way.

"The world is favoring melodrama more strongly than for
many years but there must be comedy with and many straightaway
it

MAN

LASKY

has coined a new title for the gag man, to
from the lowly status once implied by that term.
lift
Henceforth, he (the gag man) will be known on the Lasky lot
There's something in the idea, at
as the "comedy constructor."
gag man by any name can be as funny, and labels are
that.
L.

A

more important than

is

often realized.

—

The best cameramen today

—

a distinction with a genuine difference
are "cinematographers"
and a man's self respect and efficiency may be easily impaired by
Nobody would think
applying to him a term of disparagement.
of calling a modern picture palace a "shooting gallery," merely because it shows motion pictures, and if we can elevate our "gag
men" into "comedy constructors," then why not?

"The world
man who will

wants to laugh and the comedy constructor
furnish the fun food,"

solution of the problem
specialize in furnishing
in acting.

is

Lasky

says.

to apply the abilities of

humorous entertainment

is

the

"The logical
those men who

either in writing or

Vance, leadini; ((tmcdinini' in iIip I iipino Lane-Educational
comedies, gets a good smile for Laugh Month from Felix, tlie Cat,
whose unties will bring many a chuckle during Laugh Month.
Virginia

January

9

,
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New

—
—

Pack a smile; If you hope
a laugh,
Every time you .^eel ^ grin.
worth while.
Coming on, don't keep it in, That's the only way to win, By a mile.
Start the New Year with a laugh,
'Atta boy; Make a mental
photograph. Of your joy; Then, with such a healthy start, If you
practice at the art, It will be an easy part. To employ.
Start the

Year with

to stand the gaff,

It's

New Year with
On its way.

—

Every day Do not stop
laugh,
Every time you are amused. Make
'em think you are infused, Act as though you were enthused, And
Start the

when

it

is

a

;

half.

be gay.

Clyde Cook, Hal Roach comedian in Paihe comedies, accompanied by
his pedigreed Laugh Hound, goes gunning for Laughs to add to the
gaiety of nations during Laugh Month.

(ihpJihrldlM^isdJitkyou

That is why Harold Lloyd, Raymond Griffith and
Douglas MacLean are making pictures expressly for Paramount.
That is why W. C. Fields, the Follies' famous comedy star. Ford
Sterling and others, have been signed to appear exclusively in
Paramount pictures. That is why Bebe Daniels is being made a
comedy star and it is also the reason Wallace Beery and Raymond
Hatton have been given picture material providing them with an
comedies, too.

opportunity to exploit their unusual ability as comedians.

"All this makes the comedy constructor a more and more important figure in the studio.
He may now accept his salary without apologizing, walk about with his head up and his chest out,

and have his name
man, now."

G

in

gold

letters

on

his office

door.

He's a big

LAUGH MONTH LYRICS
ERALD

RUDULPH,

publicity manager of Fox Films,
K.
has been inspired by that company's Laugh Month slogan, "Start
the New Year with a Laugh," to pen an ode to Laughter, in four
Since it is not only well worth print. ng for its
merry stanzas.
own sake, but may prove useful to managers in their newspaper
publicity for

Laugh Month,

here

it

is:

easy to laugh when you're on top of the heap, but not so easy
the order of things is reversed.
A tableau by ''Fat" Karr,
"Keivpie" Ross and '"Fatty" Alexander, appearing in Standard Fat Men
comedies for F. B. O.

It's

when

Start the

—

New Year with a laugh, Right out loud;
And be proud. Any time in 'twenty-six.

your epigraph.

think you're in a

fix.

Laugh and

see

how

well

it

Let

be

it

That you

clicks,

With

the

Crowd.

EXMAS WEDDING

BELLS

STHER RALSTON,

one of the three girls who rose to film
through "Peter Pan," just a year ago Christmas, in
which she played Mrs. Darling, was cast as one of the two principals in a Yuletide wedding last week, the other being George W.
Mary Brian
Frey, who is also associated with motion pictures.
The
and Neil Hamilton acted as maid of honor and best man.
setting was the Riverside Mission Inn, Los Angeles, where the wedding breakfast was also served, the guests including Hamilton, Miss
Brian and Mrs. Louise Brian, her mother, Mrs. L. M. Frey,
mother of the groom, Mrs. H. W. Ralston, mother of the bride,
Wilham Wisbeck, Mrs. Neil Hamilton, and Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
popularity

_

Swope.
In extending congratulations we are happy to add that the bride
continue in pictures, returning to Hollywood after a short

will

honeymoon

to start in a

featured role in

"The

Blind Goddess."

A COMEDIAN ON THE GREEN

N'OT

since William Fox achieved membership in the "Holein-One" Club have film golf circles enjoyed a sensation like that
created last week by Neal Burns, the Christie comedian.

Burns, playing the sixth hole at the Lakeside club, on the Coast,
not once, or twice, or
is a par three hole, made it in two
but four consecutive times playing the course.
thrice

—

which

—

Johnny Hines (centre), one of the screens best little laughter specialists,
surrounded by some of the men who are keeping him prominently to
the front; left to right:
W illiam Mulligan and Franklin Jacobs of
Firu National Publicity Department, Hines, C. C. Burr, and Dave
Weshner, publicity chief of R. & H. Enterprises, Inc. "Rainbow Riley"

I

is

next.

Burns
he,

is

or she,

willing to meet in fair

combat anyone who thinks

can duplicate or surpass the

feat.

He

is

that

one of the

Christie-Metropolitan team, which includes also
Charles Christie, A. C. Cadwalader, Jack Noble, Jack Cunningham and George Melford.
stellar lights of the
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Alice

Day,

lights

in

one

Mack

of the shining
Sennett comedies

for Pathe release, busts right into
Laugh Month, January, 1926, to
tchich she will add her quota of
smiles.

Arthur Trimble and Doreen Turner, as Buster Brown and Mary Jane
in Stern Brothers "Buster Brown" comedies fo Universal release, add
a pair of youthful smiles to the joviality of Laugh Month.

One of the merry sprites of Laugh
Month Walter Hiers, Educatiorml-

—

Christie

star,

as

he

appears

in

"Weak But

Willing," his contribution to the Month of Cheer.

AND HEARST FETED
LLOEW
AST
Tuesday evening was a

brilliant

occasion in

West Coast

being a get-together dinner-dance given at
the Ambassador Hotel by Louis B. Mayer and studio associates in
Scores
honor of Marcus Loew and William Randolph Hearst.
annals,

film

the

event

prominent Los Angelinians, in and out of the film
graced the affair, including leading executives and artists.
of

Among

the speakers were

industry,

Marcus Loew, William R. Hearst,

Joseph M. Schenck, Supreme Court Justice
Thomas J. Lennon, Sid Grauman, Sol Lesser, Irving Thalberg,
Hunt Stromberg, Conrad Nagel, Motley Flint, Marco Hellman,
Fred Beetson, Donald Ogden Stewart, Joseph W. Farnham, and
Fred Niblo, who acted as Master of Ceremonies.
An elaborate program through the courtesy of West Coast
Theatres, Fanchon & Marco, Harry Singer, Ben Piazza, Sid
Grauman and "Wrasty" Wright, and staged under the direction
of the last named, together with dancing to four orchestras, helped
B.

Louis

make

the evening a great success.

'The

ing

Mayer,

Spirit of

M-G-M"

Special tableaux acts present-

and 'The Book of

M-G-M

Achieve-

ments" were enthusiastically applauded.

The

outstanding

features

of

the

evening

were

the

talks

by

Marcus Loew, William R. Hearst, and Louis B. Mayer
There's no mistaking the fact that
Alice Ardell, star of Blue Ribbon
comedies for F. B. O., is heartily
in sympathy with the spirit of

Dwan, Senion's leading
lady in "Stop, Look and Listen"
(Pathe) smilingly impersonates the
Stroke of Tivelve that ushers in

Laugh Month.

Laugh Month.

Dorothy

An
Speaking of Baby Stars, here is
Harry Langdon all dressed up for
his

first

feature

comedy

for First

National release, which promises
plenty of Laughs.

important film event for Tacoma; signing for the first run of
"Hearts and Fists," a Tacoma-made picture distributed by Associated
Exhibitors.
Seated:
H. T. Moore of the Moore Amusement Co.;
Paul H. Ault of A. E.; standing: J. //. Green. Tacoma yews Tribune:
W. R. Rust, Weaver Productions; Peter L. Shaniray, of Weaver: George
Grcenlund, manager of the Riidto.

Edna Marians smile

is

prophetic

of the roars and chuckles which
she will inspire in Century comedies for Universal during Laugh

Month.

January

9
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Coast Producing for World Market
Features of International Appeal Are Gaining
Place in the Foreground
By

EDWIN SCHALLERT

— This

with the fact that

the ninth of a
written especially for
articles
series of
Motion Picture News by the Editor of

{Editor's Note.

The Los Angeles Times Pre-View.)

SANGUINE

Bachmann

is

hopes regarding the

BACHMANN has
JACOB
voluntary
bankruptcy
G.

satis-

filed a
petition in
listing liabilities of $349,250 and
showing assets having a face value of
$112,300. The action is said to be based
on the fact that Bachmann, with E. P.

Schulberg

signed

Perferred

Pictures

Bachmann now heads

a new company that will deliver the thirteen pictures on a program of twenty originally
notes.

Chiefly, this action seems to concentrate
in a plan to send abroad stars and

planned by Schulberg.

The liabilities are as follows: Secured
claims, $5,053.45; unsecured, $333,125.68;
accommodation paper $349,250. The assets
include household goods, $150;
debts on open accounts, $12,000; face
value of insurance policies, $100,000;
property claimed to be exempt, $150,000.

itself

directors with a view to bettering the imderstanding of what the American public desires in pictures.
By having them take an
active part in the films made abroad it is
expected to create a product in Europe that
will be more readily acceptable to the exDetails of this
hibitors in this country.
project have already been told in Motion
Picture News in so far as they pertain to
Universal, and more recently Famous Players-Lasky have been mapping out a similar

of creditors, most of
are unsecured.
Some of
the larger claims follow: Katherine MacDonald, $60,000; Edwin J. Loeb, Los
Angeles, $21,300; Loeb, Water & Loeb,
Los Angeles, $15,000; Standard Film
Laboratories, Los Angeles, $90,000; P.
Fineman, Los Angeles, $30,000; Hirlagraph Film Laboratories, $21,051.10.

There is a
whose claims

procedure.
It is more than likely that whereas Universal's activities will center chiefly in Ger-

will

Bankruptcy

in

factory solution of the foreign situation are now expressed by the maSentijority of producers in Hollywood.
ment has been steadily ciystallizing, and the
need for a consistent course of action in
building up the trade abroad is more keenly
felt than heretofore.

many, Famous

Files Petition

list

make a thorough survey

of the possibilities for production in Eng-

and more Southern European
might be assumed that Famous
already has entree in France due to the fact
that Gloria Swanson's "Madame Sans Gene"
was filmed there, and that they are also
sufficiently well fortified in England through
previous enterprises there to gain a considerable advantage in that territory, where
the feeling against American pictures has
been more intense than elsewhere, with the
possible exception of Germany.
Charles
Eyton, formerly West Coast studio manager, is to undertake the survey of conditions in advance of more general European
land, France
countries. It

activities.

It

is

significant,

Fairbanks and

perhaps, that Douglas

Mary Pickford have

talked
of filming some scenes for forthcoming productions abroad.
Mary, at least, appears
particularly desirous of obtaining shots in
foreign locales for a story that she is planning to do with a European setting.

There is no doubt that owing to contacts
established during their trips abroad Doug

and Mary have already accomplished much
in building up the prestige of United Artists.
It has always been conceded that this
organization is very soundly entrenched in
the foreign market, and lately color has
been lent to this bv the reception accorded
the Fairbanks feature, "The Thief of Bagdad." Doug expects to reap a huge gross
from runs in Germany. The picture is also
unusually popular in Russia.
Since the collapse of the projected merger
of the distributing systems of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and United Artists some question has arisen as to how far M. G. M.
will go ahead independently to strengthen
their European position, if they actually feel
the need of this.
It was generally recognized that the Loew organization would have
furthered their cause somewhat by the as-

sociation with U. A., had this not fallen
through.
They have never manifested any
gi'eat concern, however, over the future of
their foreign business.

There is apparently no intention at the
present time on their part, of going intc
More
the European field with their talent.
than any other organization they seem to
be wedded to Hollywood. Whatever move
they make in Europe will probably be along
the more general lines of an exchange of
pictures.
Even the plan for sending Lillian
Gish to Germany to star in a picture apRex
jiears to be far in abeyance now.
Ingram is the one director of their gTOup
who will, from all indications, captain
expeditionary forces for the present, and
this is largely owing to his personal preferences for working in Europe.

What changes if any will be made in the
character of subjects chosen for pictnrization by all companies because of the trade
assume more importance
Production schedules have
shown a decided growth in romantic themes
The bigger type of
in the past year.
westerns and outdoor subjects have also aci|uire great preeminence, although it is now
generally conceded that this is waning, ow-

abroad
a

as

is

likely to

question.

ing to declining interest in this country.

The reception of a feature like "The Big
Parade," which is comraandingly American,
both in theme and treatment, will probably
he watched very closely by all those who are
interested in foreign market conditions.
generally conceded that this picture
of a striking nature to attract the
European, with the possible exception of the
French. German sympathizers in some instances are reported to have disparaged its
It

has

is

little

popular merits,

and

to

have found fault

re-arouses

it

war

hatred.

Certainly, in the filming of the picture,
there was no such intention.
The story was
told as a story, and if it is so powerful as
to take its audiences back to the war period
in spirit, so much the more commendation
for its dramatic potency.
There seems no

reason to look for sop to the pacifists in a
feature whose humanness and interest grow
largely out of its realism.
The underlying
humanity of the scene in the trenches
between the American and the German soldier would appear to be sufficient to dispose
of the question of animus in the making of
this picture.
Nevertheless, it will be rather
surprising L£ "The Big Parade" turns out to
be popular in Germany.

Of
Rush"

the

reigning

successes,

"The

Gold

probably

be assured of the
widest foreign appreciation, since anything
tliat Chaplin might do of such magnitude
would be a novelty anywhere. Gus Schlessinger, manager of foreign distribution for
Warner Brothers, was also highly enthusiastic about "The Sea Beast" during his visit
to the Coast.
Barrymore's acting and a
tale of sea adventure are bound to be a great
will

combination anywhere. "Don Juan," which
is
the most richly bedecked picture that
Barr3Tnore has ever made, is also heralded
for big sales abroad
The American historical pictures,, which Paramount is planning,
.

"Old Ironsides" and "Rough Riders," laid
at a safe period in the past, and this company's melodramas, which, it is understood,
are to be prominent on next season's program, may also gain large returns in
Europe.

While First National is not perhaps making any herculean effort to gain foreign
advantages they have "The Viennese Medley" high on their list of forthcoming
attractions, which is bound to have a universal appeal.

"Ben Hm-," "The Black Pirate," "Bardethe Magnificent," "Lady Windermere's
Fan," "Mare Nostrum," and a few others
might be named as outstanding productions
of international appeal, and though these
lys,

may suffice for the present it is apparent
that with a more definite "hands across the
sea"
movement in progress, a greater
assortment of films of this pretentious
character will have to be made with a view
their popularity in the foreign market.
The fact that various companies are constantly adding to their staff of European
directors and players would indicate that
they are preparing, in this way at least, to
meet this exigency.
to

One

thing,

it

is

safe to state positively,

more pictures being made today
America with assurance of doing big

there are
in

business abroad than ever before in the
history of pictures, and with the smoothing
over of friction in Europe there will be an
Internationalism,
even greater expansion.
indeed, may eventually become a watchword
in

the studios.

— —

^
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New
Kansas City Territory

Marked

AN

,

Building Activity

—

At Baxter Springs, Kas., work has started on a new theatre, being built by
John I. Cooper, well known Kansas exhibitor, which will be managed by E. A.

The house, although small in seating
modern as any theatre in the state.

—seating

capacity

only about 1,000

will be as

Meet

Better Films Bodies to
New York
''Selection,

PLANS
sible

Conference to Have for Slogan
Not Censorship, the Solution"

for bringing the strongest posexhibitors
support
to
local

throughout the country showing the
best in films will be discussed and a program of local cooperation will be formulated
at a three day Conference of the National

Committee for Better Films, 70 Fifth
Avenue, and the organization with which it
is affiliated, the National Board of Review
The Conference, to be
of Motion Pictures.

New York

held at the Waldorf-Astoria,

City,

on January 28th, 29th and 30th, will culminate on the 30th in the eleventh Annual
Luncheon of the National Board of Review
with Mayor James J. Walker as the chief
speaker and guest of honor.

The promotion of local public interest in
better pictures, selected and classified by
Committees that view the films before release, has been the outgrowth of the first
Better Films Conference held last winter.
The work of better films groups in all parts
of the country will be presented and discussed by hundreds of delegates. The Conference, according to the announcements of

public opinion
of cultivating the
motion picture medium by stimulating a
healthy growth of the useful and artistic
pictures will be presented by the men and
women in localities from Maine to Florida
and extending to points in the far west, who
have adopted as their local standard the
slogan of the National Board "Selection
not censorship the solution."
the

Board,

National

clinic.

is

a

Ways and means

—

—

In announcing this Conference and Luncheon, the Board states it has found that its
cooperating committees, knowing beforehand what to expect from each picture, are
able to help the exhibitors realize that the
finer entertainment type of picture is the

kind

that pays.
mittees ar.ic ohiii^)'

The Better Films Comcooperafir.ii:

agencies are

thus bringing to the producers through the
exhibitors the realization that the artistic,
clean picture is the profitable picture. Extension of interest in this tyoe of constructive work is the purpose of the Conference

and Luncheon.

Named Managing
National

J

to succeed

Ralph

J.

Director of First
Pictures English Branch

has been

Pugh

as

named
manag-

branch of
The appointment
Johnson, foreign

ing' director of the English

First National Pictures.

was made by E. Bruce
manager of First National. Pugh recently
resigned to take up experimental work in
another branch of the industry.
Brockliss is a veteran of the British film
world. In 1909 he opened his first office at
a rental of one pound a Aveek and started
a new make of French films called "Le
The success of this business enLion."
couraged expansion and the British concession for the
was shortly

Motiograph projection machine
taken over by the J. Frank

Brockliss, Ltd.

Schiekling,

New York

In 1913, Brockliss was jiroprietor of no
five different business enterprises,
including the Brockliss Cinemachinery, Ltd.,
and Brockliss, Inc., of New York.
During the war he was one of the original
organizers of the Cinematograph Trades

fewer than

Ambulance Fund, was an officer in the Motor Ambulance Corps and later organized
and directed a motion picture department

to

entertainment in all British
military camps.
In 1922, Mr. Brockliss was invited by
Marcus Loew to organize the distribution of
Metro pictures in Continental Europe. His
excellent work in this capacity was drawn
to the attention of Mr. Johnson, and was, to
a large degree, responsible for his appointment with First National.
provide

film

1

city.

Resigns as Counsel for Trade

Commission
W. H.

Fuller, for several years chief
counsel for the Federal Trade Commission
at Washington, has resigned from that position to resume the practise of law in hi*

Mr. Fuller will be
state, Oklahoma.
connected with his son, J. L. Fuller and
with George M. Porter under the new firm
name of Fuller, Porter & Fuller. Headquarters will be in McAlester.
Mr. Fuller had charge of the hearings in
the Famous Players-Lasky case.

home

Suggests Subtitle For
Deleted Matter

THE

Toronto Telegram

editorial

Brockliss Will Succeed Pugh
FRANK BROCKLISS

New York City; The Kid Himself
Incorporated, $20,000, G. D. Murphy, K,.
A. McG-uire, S. Frank, New York city; Straham Theatre Corporation, $350,000, Lewi*
M. Scheuer, New York city; WiHi^^i T.
Powers, Brooklyn; A. D. Ghersan, Queens;.
H. & K. Pictures, Corporation, capitalization ont specified, Han-y Lewis, Grant
Hoerner, Walter Herzbrun, New York city.
Telafilm News Service, Inc., capitalization not specified. Hazel M. Lindsev, Ncav
York; Edith M. Kent, Floral Park- Anna
Zeitler,
Brooklyn; Limited Productions,
Inc., $525,000, Arthur Smith, Bronxville^
Viola I. Mathews, Jos. F. Perdue, NewYork city; F. G. & K. Amusement Corporation, $6,000, Sam Kii-schenbaum, Max
Greenberg, Bert Frank, Brooklyn; Dragons
Pictures, Inc., $1,000,000, J. Hart, C. J.
Loman, H. B. Walmsley, New York city;
Motion Picture Consultants, Inc., $5,000,
A. P. Blumenthal, B. K. Blake, Rachel Marmer. New York city; Camera Pictures Corporation, capitalization not specified, A. E,
Bryan, Brooklyn; Serena Klein, T. Ar
Moran,

atres.

Rehn.

Sttate

Considerable activity was shown in the
number of companies incorporating in the
motion picture business in New York state
during the past week, the following companies receiving charters from the secretary of state:
Two Treys Amusement Corporation, $50,000, J. J. Hahn, Agnes McNamara, 0. S,

unusually large theatre building program in Kansas City territory, in the
face of wintry blasts and holiday season, is showing no signs of a let-up.
From St. Joseph, Mo., this week comes the announcement of the proposed
construction of a new $500,000 theatre a down town first run house to be built
by the St. Joseph Electric Amusement Company, the announcement being made by
Rice McDonald, an ofificial of the amusement company.
Work on the theatre will begin early in the spring and will be a part of the
city's centennial celebration for 1926.
The site for the new theatre has not been
decided upon yet, but will be soon. The seating capacity and other details have
not yet been worked out. The company, which also owns and operates the Electric
theatre of St. Joseph, will spend §100,000 in remodeling that house, increasing the
seating capacity to about 2,000.
F. O. Williams will be retained as manager of
both houses. Grubel Brothers of Kansas City, Kas., who operate a string of houses,
are connected with the St. Joseph Company.
On Christmas Day the new Oak Park theatre opened at Thirty-ninth street
and Prospect avenue, Kansas City. The house, a modern suburban theatre, will
seat about 1,100 and contains virtually every convenience found in the larger the-

—

^

New York

Showing

Is

Companies Active in

when

a

in a

recent

made the suggestion that
Moving Picture Censor
to make a deletion in a

Board sees fit
picture, something should be inserted

in-

the story, such as a special subtitle, tc
indicate that a portion of the subject hasThe
been removed by the censors.
newspaper facetiously declared, at the
end of the editorial, that the inserted
subtitle might read: "Curtain lowered
to Indicate a Lapse of Morals The

—

Censor."
Discussing the matter, the Telegram
declared:
"It

seems to us that the censor,

to

be

should not work under coyer anyMany have been gazing ablonger.
sorbedly at a film, to see a half-completed episode suddenly catapulted inter
the following episode and conscious that
something has happened to disrupt the
continuity and to entangle the threads of
Unless you are particularly
the story.
observant, you forthwith blame this
upon the unfortunate director for
bungling his job. But, too often, it is
merely the work of the censor."
fair,

_

l(

J amu ar y

9

,
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Theatre

Activity

Expanding

Still

Additions to Chains Are Reported With a Large
Number of Buildings Announced for Construction

Many
and changes in
SALES
theatre chains have a

management of

tendency to become more nmnerons with each week.

This week come reports from

of additions

to

circuits,

proijerty for building
actual building of many

the

many

acquiring of

purposes

Warn Amateurs

Against
Casting Agencies

sections

and

the

new picture palaces.
have a new de luxe theatre

Denver is to
with an approximate capacity of 2,500, according to an announcement from the office
of the Publix Theatres Corporation.
The
theatre will be erected by a building corporation which is to be formed by Claude
K. Boettcher, investment banker of Denver,
and which will be leased to the Mountain
States Theatre Corporation and operated
The house
as one of the Publix theatres.
will be located at 16th Street and Glenarm
Place, and the contract calls for its completion on or before January 1, 1927.
The entire project will represent an investment of about $1,250,000. The William
N. Bowman Company, of Denver, will be
the architects and Messrs. Rapp & Rapp,
of Chicago, will represent the Publix The-

operating close to fifty theatres in Illinois,
Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin, and during the present month opened the new theatre at Alpena.
They also have recently
acquired all theatres in Michigan City,
Indiana, and have a new theatre under con-

Richmond.
Several projects
are also under way in major Indiana cities.
Harry Koplar, vice-president of the St.
Louis Amusement Company, has annoimced
the purchase by that company of the Ozark
Theatre in Webster Groves, Mo. The company fakes over the building and will
struction

at

operate the theatre in conjunction with its
string of other high class second run
neighborhood and suburban theatres. For
some time past the Ozark Theatre has been
booking film through the St. Louis Amusement.
Some time ago Koplar announced that

Dixon Appreciates Booking Guide Assistance
"I certainly appreciate the Booking Guide. It is a great help in
locating the dope on a picture as
I can simply refer back to the copy
of the News mentioned in the
Guide and find almost everything
needed in the advertising of a picture.
Enables me to book better
pictures."

Charles

Dixon. Jewel Theatre,
Creighton, Mo.

Plans for a new theatre in East St. Louis,
have been draAvn by B. A. Mueller,
architect.
Halesuk Stephens is the owner

agencies making offers to
CASTING
place amateurs in motion pictures

111.,

have been the subject of complaint
Better Business Bureau, 280
Broadway, which has issued a warning
for the benefit of persons with screen

of the prospective house.
Its location has
not yet been announcedl. It wUl cost about

to

the

ambitions.
The agencies in question
guarantee in contract form to secure the
applicant his or her "first motion pictures
engagement" in consideration of the pay-

ment

stipulated registration fee,
which the agency assures
to itself, whether or not an engagement
is procured for the applicant.
Except in unusual instances, the best
that an inexperienced person can expect in the way of a screen engagement
is as an "extra" in mob, crowd and mass
scenes. The usual pay for this type of
screen work is $7.50 per day. One casting agency has been charging a fee of
$35.00 plus $15.00 for a special photograph, for their services.
of

one-half

a
of

atres Corporation as advisory architects.

From Chicago comes word that Fitzpatrick & McElroy, last week, completed
negotiations with Leonard Sowar, whereby
the Strand Theatre of Muncie, becomes a
Fitzpatrick & McElroy enterprise, in addition to the Columbia, Star and Lyric Theatres, already operated by that company.
Mr. Sowar will be resident general manager
of the F. & M. interests in Muncie, having
assumed charge on December 21st. Fitzpatrick & McElroy Enterprises now are

Schlueter, one share.
The company has a
nominal capitalization of $2000, which is
fully paid up.

St. Louis Amusement Company contemplated a program of expansion that
would result in the company having up-

the

wards of

fifty theatres early in 1926.

company

is

known

The

be negotiating for
other houses and also has tentative plans
for the erection of others.
to

During the past week Jim Drake sold
Easton-Taylor and White Way to John
Pappas who has been associated with
Tommy James in the operation of Comet
and Retina theatres on Market street. The
Easton-Taylor seats 596 and the White
Way 392. The latter has an airdome seat-

his

ing 684 persons.

Another deal that is about ready for
annoucement is the sale of the
Majestic Theatre, 1022 Franklin avenue, a
1,100 seat house from Sam Komm to
Charley Goldman and J. Laventhal, who
also operate the Astor and Rainbow on
Broadway and are erecting a new house
official

alongside the Astor.

The

Jonesboro

Amusement

Company,

Jonesboro, Ark., has awarded the contract
for the construction of the Strand Theatre, East Monroe avenue, Jonesboro, Ark.,
to Burton & Ballew of Jonesboro, Ark.
The building will be three story, 70 by 120
It will be among
feet and cost $100,000.
the finest in that section of the country.

A. M. Frumberg, prominent St. Louis atwho a few weeks ago purchased the

torney
corner

of Grand and Washington boulevards, including the Midway Theatre property, as the site for a motion picture theatre,
office
and apartment buildins" of major
has organized the Theatre
proportions,
Realty Company to handle the property.

Although he has made no definite statement Frumberg is presumed to represent
In St. Louis film and
the Fox interests.
realty circles it is reported that the new
structure will cost upwards of $5,000,000.

The stockholders of the Theatre Realty
are A. M. Frumberg, 18 shares;
M. D. Frumberg, one share, and C. J.

Company

$20,000.

Charlotte is to have a new theatre house
with a seating capacity of 1,700. The stage
will be 30 x 40 feet and of sufficient size for
road shows. It will be erected at the comer
of N. Tryon and 6th street.
J. H. Cutter,
president of the Piedmont Realty Company,
announced this week that he was asking for
bids immediately on the building, which
alone would cost $250,000. Mr. "Cutter has
signed a contract for a twenty-year lease to
the
Famous Players - Lasky Corporation
which will operate the house as a Keith
vaudeville and picture house with aiTangements for road shows. Mr. Cutter is erecting the building from plans by that company. This is the same theatre about which
announcement was made several months ago
but plans were held up by the New York
office.
These have been approved and the
building will be started as soon as bids can
be taken. The contract calls for completion
of the building before January 21, 1927.

Following upon the recent announcement
of plans for the construction of a $1,500,000
theatre in Seattle next year by the Orpheum
Vaudeville Circuit, the Ackerman and Harris Theatre
Circuit last week announced
their plans to build a 2,500-seat house in
1926.
The exact location of the theatre has
not yet been announced, but is expected to
be near the new Orpheum site, and within
a radius of three or four blocks of the
Coliseum and Blue Mouse, motion picture
houses.
In construction and type, the
Ackerman and Harris house will be similar
to the theatre they now have in the course
of construction in Portland, Oregon.
It
will be used for a combined motion picture
and vaudeville theatre, according to announcements made by Sam Harris on a recent visit in Seattle, during which time
negotiations were started.

The Dellinger theatre, the oldest house in
Batavia, N. Y., has been sold by William F.
Haitz to Joseph R. Rosenbloom who takes
over the property for others. The "others"
is understood to be the Schine Theatrical
corporation.
The amount involved is reported to be $75,000. It is understood also
that the Dellinger will be razed and a new
house built on the site.
One a month is nearly the average number
of links that is being added to the Golden
Their
State Theatre chain in California.

new Fruitvale

theatre at 14th St. and 37th
Ave., Oakland, was opened Nov. 28th, with
Mayor John L. Davie the chief speaker.
Five of the theatres which this organization
now have under course of construction are
They are the
in the East Bay district.

San Pablo Ave.; New HaATvards.
Hajnvards Fairfax, Foothill Boulevard and
Fairfax Ave., and the "West Berkeley, University and West Berkeley Ave., West
This latter house will likely be
Berkeley.
the next to open near the New Year.

Royal,

;

:

:
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Major
R. F.

M. P. T. O. A. is a good idea
(Pete) WoodhuU, national president of the M. P. T. O. A.,
for getting school teachers to attend motion picture theatres in greater numbers.
The idea should prove of value to every exhibitor because of the general acknowledgment of the interest in picture shows by these educators. WoodhuU says:
"Personal observation has led me to the conclusion that America's school
teachers by and large are ardent devotees of the motion picture.
"In hundreds of instances it is common knowledge that they are underpaid
considering the tremendous responsibility that is theirs by virtue of the fact that
they are the citizen-builders of tomorrow.
"Bearing in mind the importance of their vocation to your community and also
the asset to you of their, friendship, it would seem to me that any form of cooperation not only smacks of civic pride but will prove of material good to our industry.
"With these facts in mind, I extended to the superintendent, principals and
teachers of the schools located within the drawing confines of the Baker Theatre,
Dover, N. J., a 'Courtesy Card,' which entitles them to attend the performance at
one-half the regular admission price.
"The result has been that at least fifty per cent more attend than formerly and
many expressions of approbation have been voiced.
"In approaching the heads of the faculty be sure and impress upon them the
fact that you do not expect the teachers to become part of your exploitation staff
for every picture that you present but that the only object you have in mind is to
establish the most friendly and cordial relations between two of the great moulders
of public thought in your community the public school and the motion picture
the current issue
INsuggested
by R. F.

of the official bulletin of the

—

theatre."

Heavy Tax
New

for

American Films

South Wales to Impose 25 Per Cent

on Gross of All U.
pictures are
be taxed
AMERICAN
25 per cent on their gross income
to

while playing in New South Wales,
according to an Associated Press dispatch,
whicli says the Government of New South
Wales intends starting such legislation immediately.
Responsibility for the measure is placed
in many quarters on Hugh D. Mclntost
who is said to be one of the strongest opponents of American pictures in Australia.
Millard Johnson, of Australasian Films,
Ltd., when shown the dispatch said it was
all news to him, but that there had been a
pronounced agitation in several quarters
against business methods of American companies.
The A. P. reports one of the principal
objections to American tactics has been the
practice of reducing the taxable income of
their

Australian

operating

companies

to

S.

Pictures

Shown

nominal amounts.

These subsidiaries handle
Australian business, and, according to
the dispatch, secure the pictures on an exorbitant rental basis.
This has the effect
of reducing the net income of the purely
Australian organizations.
all

Premier Lang has, therefore, introduced
an amendment to the income tax law providing for an assessment upon all films not
manufactured in Australia of 25 per cent
of the gross, the point being that subsidiary
companies will be unable to charge against
intake from theatres the prices which they
are charged by the American parent companies for pictures.

In October, The Victorian Legislative
Council passed a law making it compulsory
for all programs in that province to include
at least 1,000 ft. of British films after June
30, 1926.

Naked Truth Committeemen
THE

A. M. P. A. is perfecting plans
for the annual Naked Truth Dinner
to be held at the Hotel Astor, New
York, on Saturday evening, February 6th.
great array of talent and numerous motion picture luminaries have already assured
the committee they will be in attendance.
Committees have been named as follows
Chief announcer for the evening, Nat
Rothstein of F. B. 0.; hotel arrangements,

A

Tom

Wiley, chairman, Walter Eberhardt,
A. S. Rittenberg; tickets, Charles Einfeld,
chairman, Charles Cohen, Arthur Selig;

and publicity, Nat Rothstein,
King Fisher, E. L. Finney; celKing Fisher, Bert Adler; news

advertising
chiiiniian,
ebrities,

Major Ward P. Wooldridge, of Rye, N.
former director of the Liberty Theatres
the United States Army, and more recently developer and director of the Saturday Morning Movies for boys and girls in
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays,
president, has been appointed director of
public relations of the Playhouse Operating
Company which conducts the Rye Playhouse,
Rye, N. Y. the Mamaroneck Playhouse,
Mamaroneck, N. Y., the Capitol, Riverhead,
N. Y. and the New Canaan Playhouse, New
Y.,
in

Canaan, Conn.
Major Wooldridge will devote him time to
the further cementing of the relationship
which exists between the theatre patrons and
these theatres.

S.

Film Exchange Board

p.

Elects Officers
At

regular meeting of the San
Francisco Film Exchange Board of Trade
held Monday night, Dec. 7th, the following
ofiicers were elected to serve for the ensuing year
President, Howard Sheean; Vice-President, Chas. Muehlman; Secretary, G. C.
Parsons.
Kenneth Hodkinson and Carol
Nathan, with the three officers named, constitute the board of directors.
The board, as is their custom, presented
President Morgan Walsh with a traveling
suitcase, and in order that Morgan should
not go away alone on his film sales business,
the board presented Mrs. Walsh with a
the

similar gift.

New

England Exhibitor Has
Passed

Thomas

J. Charette,

Away
one of the best known

and most popular exhibitors

in

New Eng-

died at his home in New Bedford,
Thursday night after a brief illness. He was
owner-manager of the Capitol, Orpheum,
Casino, Colonial, Princess, American and
Allen's Theatres in New Bedford, and the

land,

Strand Theatre at Oak Bluffs, Mass.
For a number of years he was partner of
the Allen & Charette circuit, and with the
retirement of Mr. Allen from that end to
enter the distributing business, took full
charge of the circuit. He was one of New
Bedfoi'd's leading residents and
ested in other enterprises there.

was

inter-

M.

P. A. Promises to Eclipse Past
Parties at Coming Event at Astor

A.

Joins

Playhouse Company

WoodhuU

Suggests Method to Attract
School Teachers to Theatres

Wooldridge

Victor Shapiro, chairman, Gordon
White, Russell Holman
printed program
and seating list, Russell Holman, chairman,
Mort Blumenstock; window cards, posters
and display matter, Vincent Trotta, chairman, C. L. (Bill) Yearsley, H. Lewis.
reel,

Binghamton
Exhibitor
Booking Guide Booster

;

"The Booking Guide and Mo-

Two of the well known
New York will dispense

tion Picture News are the most
useful references I have in
Hardly a day passes withoffice.
out using them. The pre-release
review features are worth everything to an exhibitor, and for a
quick digest of any feature, with
handy references, you can't beat

jazz orcliestras of
music througliout
the evening.
They are the Duke Yellman
and Caruso organizations. Other attractions
are being added daily.
Those in charge of the affair announce that
requests for reservations will be given attention in the order of their receipt.
-Ml
requests should be directed to Charles Einfeld, 365 Madison avenue. New York Citv.

my

the Booking Guide."
C. G. Planck, Regus Theatre,

Binghamton, N. Y.

i.
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Sales

Gain Under Grainger Plans
New

System Credited to Revamped Organization and
Greater Cooperation Between Home Office and Field Force

Success of

THE

sales policies which have been
instituted under the administration
of James R. Grainger, general sales
manager, are included among the factors
which trade observers point out as conspicuous elements underlying the marked

progress

made by

the

ahead

into the next twelve months with
optimistic assurance. The year just closing
has offered very definite progi-ess. Product
was better in 1925 than in 1924. In 1926
it will be better still.
general tendency

A

Fox Film Corpora-

With

between

the

home

office

and

his organization functioning smoothefficiently,

statement issued this week, he expresses the
utmost confidence that the coming twelvemonth will record many improvements in
the picture business generally, as a result of
the "gi'adual stabilization" which has been
felt by all members of the industrv during
1925.

Preliminary to setting in force his policy
to bring Fox exchanges to the highest point
of usefulness, Mr. Grainger made a personal
tour of the distribution centers in the United
States and Canada, coming into direct contact with every man on the sales force.
Those whose records showed definite achievement were advanced into work of added responsibility.
In a few cases, where individual records did not reach the standard
set by the sales manager to put over the
Fox progress, eliminations in the personnel
were made.
For the convenience of the company's
exhibitor customers, new exchanges were

Veteran Exhibitor Dead
in Rochester
GEORGE EDWARD SIMPSON,
many

years, prominently identified with motion picture interests
in Rochester, died last week at his home
there, following a long illness.
Mr.
Simpson was one of the pioneers in the
exhibition of high grade motion pictures,
for

not only in Rochester, but in the country.

In 1907, he built and opened the Hiptheatre at Main street and
East avenue, then the most pretentious
house of its kind in the city. He conducted it successfully for several years
before he sold his interests, only to reinvest in the Regent theatre, which he
opened in 1914 and which became at
once the leading theatre in Rochester.

podrome

sufficient

in

creased

attendance

has

been

the

concrete

encouragement which film patrons have returned to producers who have made better
pictures and exhibitors who have showed
them.

"The activity planned by Fox during the
coming season reflects the spirit of progress
manifesting itself throughout the whole industry. Fox is looking forward to the biggest program ever undertaken by its production forces.

"Better story value will be another imfilm productions released during 1926. All makers of pictures have been
more or less guilty in the past of concentrating on titles and casts, and neglecting

and

and prospects of a prosperous year ahead, Grainger is looking forward to even greater strides in 1926. In a

ly

is

the outlook bright.

"The public has played no small part in
disclosing a hopeful horizon ahead.
In-

sales

the
the field units testimony to the fact that
Grainger is overcoming one of the greatest
difiBculties which face any sales executive,
in the film industry or out of it; which is
the conflict between the viewpoints of the
man out in the territory and the man in
the home office environment.
exists

make

itself to

during the past year.

Fox

improvement

constant

to

Many regard
organization as one of the
most efficient that has ever been built up
by a film distributing concern, and this,
coupled with the fact that the sales of the
company have shown an almost sensational
gain during 1925, is being pointed out as
a triumph for the design and execution of
the plan put into effect by Mr. Grainger.
One of the distinguishing features of the
company's sales organization are the reports emanating from members of the organization itself of the marked increase in
the spirit of cooperation which at present
tion
the

•

provement in

plot
James R.

Grainger,

general

sales

manager

for

Fox.

opened in Memphis, Tennessee, and in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Mr. Grainger placed
in charge of the Memphis branch C. W.
McKean, an old Fox man of wide experience in that ten'itory.
John H. Lorentz,
formerly associated with the Seattle and
Chicago Exchanges, was made manager of
the Milwaukee office.
Five exchanges
namely, those in Atlanta, Charlotte, Detroit, Philadelphia, and
New York were moved into new and more
ommodious quarters. In New York the
exchange facilities will be even further improved with the completion of the new Fox
Exchange Building which is now in process
of construction at 343—45 West Forty-

—

—

fourth Street.

In the major sales territories of the country tlie number of district managers was
increased by Mr. Grainger to facilitate the
handling of Fox business in a more efficient
manner. In charge of the Southern District, with headquarters at Dallas, Texas,

Lou D. Remy was appointed to supervise
Atlanta, New Orleans, Oklahoma City
and Memphis exchanges. G. W. Fuller was
stationed at Washington, D. C, to superthe

vise the offices in that city, Charlotte and
Pittsburgh.
From San Francisco Howard
J. Sheehan now directs the sales work of
Los Angeles, Seattle, Salt Lake City and
Denver. The New England territory is under the jurisdiction of H. F. Campbell in
Boston, while Ira H. Cohen, from Cincinnati, supervises Detroit and Indianapolis.
To carry on special assignments in any
territory necessary, Mr. Grainger appointed
three home office representatives
Max
Roth, W. H. Rudolph and George Roberts.
A number of promotions made by Mr.
Grainger includes the advancement of J. P.
O'Loghlin from the post of Toronto exchange manager to that of Canadian district
:

manager.
Regarding the prospects of the new year,
Mr. Grainger says:

"The general business prospects for the
are extremely good and

aproaching year
the

film

industry in

particular

may

look

strength.

"In catering to the popular taste, the successful producer will during 1926 vary his
program so that all types of screen plays
will
reach the public.
Many exhibitors
have complained from time to time that a
fad for a certain sort of story will invade
the studios and audiences will soon become
surfeited to a point of steering clear of the
box-office.

"The future Fox program is diversified
with every variety of picture the exhibitor's
patrons can desire. Comedy dramas, westerns, adventure and war stories, domestic
dramas, society plays and spectacles— each
class has its place on our schedule to furnish theatres with complete service.
These
stories are not recruited from any single
source.
They are based on big plays, best
selling novels and, in several instances,
screen originals.

"Another point of advancement that will
undoubtedly come during 1926 will be a
strengthened position for the short subject.
Exhibitors are already according extensive
advertising and publicity to one and two
reelers and in some instances have built
whole programs from them."

M.

P. T. O. A. Quarters

Completed

HEADQUARTERS of the National
Organization of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
are about completed and dedicated to the
protection of all the Independent forces
of the

Motion Picture Industry.

The

offices are located at 745 Seventh Avenue,
York City, and the new telephone numbers are Circle 4037 8 9.

New

—

——

The

quarters are spacious and well
equipped, and the Organization is functioning at full speed.
The Business Manager urges the theatre owners throughout the country to
take advantage of the facilities provided
for their protection, and he invites outof-town theatre owners to make National

Headquarters their home during their
stay in

New York

City.

:

:
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International Newsreel May Produce Special
Release for Publix Houses, Believed
FOLLOV/ING recent rumors to the effect that Courtland Smith of the Hays

Manage

Bill Keigley who formerly managed the
Reed-Yenn-Hayes houses in Benton, 111.,
has moved to Belleville, 111., to manage the
Washington Theatre there for F. E. Lud-

would head a news reel department for Publix Theatres, the Famous
Players chain, it was reported this week that the material for this special
release would be made by the International Newsreel Corporation for the Publix
houses exclusively.
Edgar B. Hatrick, the International Newsreel head, was en route to the West
Coast and could not be reached. S. R. Kent, general manager of Famous, was also
out of the city, not yet having returned from Berlin. R. V. Anderson, sales manager
of the newsreel corporation, declined to comment on the report in any way in the
absence of the others.
It was learned from reliable sources, however, that Publix and International
have been discussing the production by the latter for the Publix houses of a special
release, not strictly a newsreel in the present sense, as reported, but a special reel
of unusual and interesting character. This same matter, it may be said, was up for
discussion two years ago, but no definite action came of it at that time.
office

London Studios

wig.

His departure for the St. Clair County
seat has resulted in a switch of managers
for the big Southern Illinois circuit. W. A.
Invin moved from Marion to Benton w^hile
Al McCullough takes charge of the houses
in Marion.

Winnipeg Owner Honored
by War Veterans

Williams

for

Acquires 40 Acre Estate for Building
of Plant; Plans Great Production Activity
"WILLIAMS and George

JD.are

T.

Eaton

heads of a British organization
• known as British National Pictures,
which has purchased an estate of forty acres
near London for the purpose of building
The plan
studios and producing pictures.
to build eight large studios on the site
and a contract has already been let for the
building of the first two of these.
These two studios, each 300 feet long, 100
feet wide and 45 feet high, will not only be

is

the first modern studios built as the result
of the determination of the British people
to see British films on British screens; but
will be the largest studios in the World
embodying all the latest technical developments in studio construction and equipment,
it is claimed.
Messrs. Braby & Co., Ltd., are under
obligation to complete these studios in sixteen weeks from January 1st, 1926. It is
therefore anticipated that it will be possible
to begin film ])riKluction by June 1st.
In the meantime British National Pic-

Warner Talks

tures, Ltd.,

terest in the

have acquired a controlling inHerbert Wilcox picture "Nell

Gwyn."
George T. Eaton and
visit

J.

D. Williams will

America within the next few weeks

to

make arrangements

for the distribution in
the United States of "Nell Gwyn" and of
H. G. Ponting's picture of Scott's last Ant-

"The

Expedition
arctic
Silence."

Eaton and Williams
America a number of

White

Great

take to
they have
selected as suitable for production and will
discuss these with a number of British Film
Directors and British Film players who are
now in America, and who have already expressed their eagerness to return to work in
will

also

stories

Eaton and Williams will also make arrangements for the general distribution in
America of the films to be made by British
National Pictures and of such other British

may

acquire.

of Ne^v Season

Coming Prosperity and Denies
That Sam Morris Will Leave Company
Tells of

WITH

their internal organization definitely settled and the new distribuWarner
arranged,
tion
policy
Brothers are looking ahead to a prosperous

year during 192G, according to Albert Warner, who in addition to discussing the coming product, also took occasion to deny the
rumor that Sam E. Morris was to sever his
relations with the company.
P''irst discussing the Morris rumor, Warner said
"Mr. Morris has been with us a long time,
is with us now and will continue to be with
us as manager of distribution. Reports af-

him are rumors only, and I know
no time has he had any idea of leaving the company, where he is highly refecting

tiiat at

garded."

With regard

to production,

Warner

said

"In the next few months, with 'Lady
Windermere's Fan,' John Barrymore in 'The
Sea Beast,' 'Syd' Chaplin's new picture,
Barrymore's 'Don Tuan,' a new Lubitsch
production, and others of equal magnitude,
exhibitors iilaying our pictures are going to

As a token of gratitude for benevolent
contributions and his spirit of philanthropy
generally, the Winnipeg branch of the Great
War Veterans Association has presented a
gold badge and life membership to A. R.
McNichol, a well-known theatre owner of
Winnipeg, who has donated more than
$600,000 personally to Winnipeg institutions in recent months. Mr. McNichol owns
the Lyceum, Starland and College Theatres
Winnipeg.

in

New

Shea Theatre to Have

Finest

Modern Equipment

theatre, now being built in
Buffalo, N. Y., will be the last word in
lavish theatre construction.
It will have a
seating capacity of over 4,000. It is to feature an orchestra of 50 men.
In addition
to every known convenience for patrons and
every bit of modern equipment known the
house will have several novel features. The
biggest film attractions obtainable, elaborate
presentations and big music acts vaU be the
policy.

The new Shea

England.

films as they

have something

it

is

completed.

We

have

already

work on next

season's schedule, and
with our entire organization now functioning at top speed, our forty for the coming
season will have more attention from every
angle than has been possible in the past.
"It looks to me like a big picture year just
ahead for everyone in the industry."

Von

Herberg

New

Still

in

111

York; Jensen Here

Because of the continued serious

illness

H. Von Herberg

at the

of his partner, J.

Jensen of Portland,
Mr.
Ore., arrived in New York this week.
Von Ilerberg's temperature was slightly
lower this week, but he is reported still
dangerously ill, three prominent New York

Hotel Roosevelt, C.

S.

W.

Passes

I

E. Wilkinson

Away

News comes from
death on Tuesday

Prattville, Ala., of the
of last week of Mr. Wil-

kinson, father of W. E. Wilkinson, assistant general counsel of the Film Boards of
Trade, New York City.
The message was
relayed to Atlanta by George R. Allison,
president of the Atlanta Board, who was in
conference with the assistant general counin

New

to talk about.

is now at the western
studio preparing the production schedule for
next year, and will probably remain there

until

Father of

sel

"H. M. Warner

started

Benton to
Belleville House

Leaves

Keigley

R. T.

York.

Newton

Starts

Tour

For Universal Theatres

RT. NEWTON, who

recently re-

signed from the Famous Play• ers-Lasky Corporation after having been connected with the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises and the Southern Enterprises for eight years, has been signed
by the New Universal Chain Theatres,
Inc.

As soon as arrangements had been
completed between Universal and the
former Paramount theatre executive, he
left New York for an extensive trip
through the South or Universal. He is
looking over location sites for new theatres and investigating potential theatre
purchases for the new corporation.
During his experience with Famous
Players, he managed various groups of
theatres in the cities throughout the
South, buying and booking pictures in
the Southwestern territory, with Dallas
as his headquarters.

specialists being in attendance.

1.

:

January

9

,

1926
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West Coast Co Proud of Achievements
.

Public Relations Department of Well Known Theatre Chain
Has Accomplished Big Results With Million Patrons

THE

Public Kelations Depai'tment of

justly proud
of its accomplislmients in knowing
and catering to the likes and dislikes of a
Thev have been
million theatre patrons.
carefully studying the form of entertain-

West Coast Theatres

is

their customers and meeting
the recjuirements demanded.
This organization operates 168 theatres
which claim a patronage of more than a milJack Retlaw is the head of the
lion a year.

ment desired by

Public Relations Depiirtment and therefore
qualified to speak regarding it, which he
does as follows
"The days Avhen the rental of an average
picture, the engagement of a mediocre piano
player, and an indifferent ticket seller were
all that were essential to the theater business,
The public has become more
are passed.
discriminating and critical in its entertainment demands, and certainly has a right to
be,

but what forms of entertainment caiTy

the greatest appeal to the srreatest

number

of people is a problem which can only be
solved through close contact and cooperation on the ])art of the theater management
and the patron.
''Our department of Public Relations endeavors to establish and maintain this contact through personal touch, questionnaires,
and various systems which do not cause our
patrons the slightest inconvenience. Letters
of praise or adverse criticism of a picture
come direct to our attention and we tabulate
the statements and use them as a fuide
for the future.

"Pleasing the grown-up is far more simple
in the matter of selection than pleasing the
children. Programs for youngsters must not
only be entertaining but must be of a nature
which protect these future fathers and mothers from anything coarse, crude, suggestive
or demoT-alizing in the slightest degree.

Luncheon given by

Minneapolis Turns To
Express Shipment

FOR

the first time since tfie establishment of the parcel post
Minneapolis motion picture distributors have turned back in a body to
express sfiipment of film.
The action was determined upon at a
meeting of the Minneapolis Film Board
of Trade, Inc., and letters making the
announcement to the trade carrying
signatures of First National Pictures,
Educational Film Exchange, Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, Film BookFox Film Corporation,
ing
Offices,
Friedman Film Corporation, MetroDistributing
Corporation,
Goldwyn
Pathe Exchange, Inc., Universal Film
Vitagraph,
Inc.,
United
Exchange,
Film
Corporation,
Booking
Artists
Offices, (Sioux Falls) Famous Players
Lasky Corporation (Sioux Falls) and
Universal Film Exchange (Sioux Falls.)
This is the first time since the organization of the Film Board of Trade here
that the option on shipping agency has
been taken away from the exhibitor.

What may amuse and

greatly entertain a

might at the same time pi'ove most
harmfid to his mind, and the rorotection of
the childish mind is of paramount importchild

ance to the

West Coast

Theaters.
"With the Aaew to logically and constructively handling this phase of work, the Public Relations Dept. maintains a snecial organization for the presentation of Junior
Matinees for youngsters. This organization
is under the supervision of Ryllis Homingofficials

of

ton.

"Prior to its general release, arrangements
are made whereby a special preview of a pic-

ture to be shown in one of our theaters is
given for mothers, teachers, women's clubs
or any recognized organization which cares
to send a representative.
The film is carefully studied and later discussed for the purpose of deciding whether any scene or bit
of action would be likely to have any other
than a most helpful influence on the minds
of children.
If any question does arise on
this angle notes are made and the questionable parts of the film are cut for the showing
All the objections
at the Junior Matinees.
are carefully tabulated on cards, and these
cuts ai'e made every time the film is shown
at a Jimior Matinee in any West Coast
theater.

"Another outstanding feature of

this

work

the fact that the general public, through
representatives of various organizations, are
made to feel that their views, suggestions
and constructive criticism is welcome at all
times; that it is the paramount aim of West
Coast Theaters, Inc., to please the general
public and not sit in final judgment on entertainment with the arbitrary attitude:
'Take it or leave it.'
"Giving the public just what it likes and
desires is the great problem of the theatrical
owner after all, and West Coast operates on
the theory that there is no better judge of
its likes and dislikes than the public itself."
is

Chicago

Receipts Show
Falling Off

a

Chicago receipts for amusements of all
sorts during 1925, including pictures, legitimate shows and burlesque, showed a falling
of approximately $3,000,000 in 1925 over
1924, according to a statement just issued.
The total expenditures for 1925 are estimated at $15,000,000, while those for $1924
were $18,000,000.
off

Jesse L. Lasky to the press on the Twelfth Anniver sary of the Lasky studio, Hollywood, attended by the writers, as well as
all the contract players, directors, scenarists and studio executives at the West Coast plant.
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Relief

Fund Trustees Convene

Building Fund for a
Permanent Home for Indigent of Industry

Will

ESTABLISHMENT

Increase

of

a

temporary

home for worthy indigent and incapacitated members of the motion
picture profession and plans for increasing the building fund for a permanent
home, were definitely decided upon at a
meeting of the board of trustees of the
Motion Picture Relief Fund of America,
<-alled by Jesse L. Lasky, president.
The session was the semi-annual meeting
of the board and was held in the Hollywood offices of the Association of Motion
Picture Producers, Fred W. Beetson, secretary, to discuss ways and means for raising the necessary funds.
It was agreed to resume the campaign for
life memberships, the proceeds to go into
special committee
the building fund.
was authorized for this purpose, the appointment of the members being held under
advisement by Mr. Lasky with the intention
of forming the committee of prominent
players.
The committee will carry out plans started
last fall by Mary Pickford when she was
chairman of the building fund and disposed
of a number of life memberships with re-

A

markable success.

The movement was

dis-

continued at that time because of possible
interference with the Community Chest
campaign.
'The board of trustees at its meeting also
-adopted a resolution authorizing the executive committee to establish a temporary
home, and for this purpose it is planned
to acquire a lease on suitable property.
The fimd for a permanent home already
totals $13,000.

During the year now ending, the Motion
Relief Fund dispensed approximately $31,000 to needy and invalid mem-

Picture

bers of the picture colony.
The officers are: Jesse L. Lasky, presi«^lent; Joseph M. Schenck, first vice-president; Mary Pickford, second vice-president;
William S. Hart, third vice-president;
Harold Lloyd, fourth vice-president; Victor
H. Clarke, treasurer, and Rev. Neal Dodd,
secretary.
The executive

committee

consists

of

Frank E. Woods, chairman; Fred W. Beetson, vice-chairman; Rev. Neal Dodd, secretary; Ewell D. Moore, counsel; Donald
Crisp, Joseph De Grasse, Mitchell Lewis,
Arthur F. Statter, and William T. Wyatt.
On the board of trustees are: Adolph
Zukor, Charles H. Christie, Donald Crisp,

Metropolitan has Started
"Prince of Pilsen"
PICTURES
METROPOLITAN
production on "The

has started
Prince of Pilsen." It is an A.
H. Sebastian production being directed
by Paul Powell. George Sidney has the
well known featured comedy role of
Hans Wagner, with Allan Forrest playing the role of the Prince. Anita Stewart plays opposite Forrest.
Maurice Sebastian continues as production manager of the company and is
now superintending the erection of an
-elaborate setting representing a street in
Di-the Bohemian village of Altheim.
xector Powell has W. von Brincken as
his assistant.

Frank E. Woods, Fred W. Beetson, Charles
Douglas

Glenn Harper, Sol
Marcus Loew, Louis
B. Mayer, Ewell D. Moore, Mary Pickford,
Chaplin, Victor H. Clarke, Rev. Neal Dodd,
William S. Hart, Rupert Hughes, Jesse L.
Lasky, Tom Mix, Hal E. Roach, H. M.
Warner, John W. Considine, Jr., Cecil B.
de Mille, WOliam Fox, William R. Hearst,
Carl Laemmle, Harold Lloyd, Mae Murray,
John McCormick and Joseph M. Schenck.
Will H. Hays is chairman of the advisory
board, which includes 75 of the foremost
names in motion pictures, among them:
S. R. Kent, James Cruze, Marion Davies,
Thomas Meighan, Pola Negri, Hector, Turnbull, Harry Rapf, Will
Rogers, Colleen
Moore, Charles Eyton, Bebe Daniels, Mack
Sennett, D. W. Griffith, Norma Talmadge,
Rudolph Valentino, Ernest Lnbitsch and
Richard Barthelmess.
Fairbanks,

Lesser, Mitchell Lewis,

Women Publicists Name New
Officers
The

Wasps,

which is the short for
Association of Screen Publicists,
an organization that has sprung into prominence on the West Coast in the last year,
has just held its first annual business meeting and election of officers, at the Writ€rs

Women's

Club in Hollywood.
Elizabeth Riordan of the publicity department of Fox studios was chosen to
serve as president in the organization's sec-

ond year; Helen Hancock of Metropolitan
studios, vice-president; Margaret Kimball
of United-First National studios, secretary,
and Shirley Moorman of the Ruth Roland
company, treasurer. Caroline Wagner, the
outgoing president, and Adeline Alvord
were selected to the board of directors.
Reports of the initial year of the group,
which corresponds to the Wampas, or Western Association of Motion Picture Advertisers, indicated that remarkable growth had

been made and much accomplished toward
the unifying of the efforts of women in this
branch of the business.

David Sommers Funeral
Neilan Has Purchased Powers
Studio Interest
Marshall Neilan last week purchased from
Powers, the latter's interest in the
Neilan studios in Glendale Boulevard, which
the pair bought jointly six months ago.
The production agreement between the two
P. A.

continues.

Neilan will retain the presidency of the
corporation, while Leeds Baxter, vicepresident and general manager also remains
in office.
Pat Powers, treasurer; Emil Offeman, secretary, and Glen Behymer, assistant
secretary, will be supplanted by new officers.
Blanche Sweet has been elected to the board
of directors of the studio corporation.

Illinois

Louis

St.

On December

24th the riuieral of David
A. Sommers, president of the Metropolitan
Theatres Company, owners of the St. Louis
Theatre,

was

Grand Iioulevard at Morgan street,
The services were at Temple
He died on December 22 at the

held.

Israel.

Jewish Hospital,

St.

intestinal operation.

new

Exhibitor Dies After

Long

Illness

Roscoe Cochran of Carmi, 111., lessee of
the Grand and Strand Theatres in Robinson, 111., died on Monday, December 14th,
after a year's illness. He was one of the
pioneer exhibitors of that section, having
started in the business some twelve years
ago. His first house was the Maine Theatre,
Carmi, 111., and later he took over the Grand
and Strand in Robinson. Joe Hewitt, who
had been associated with Mr. Cochran has
been actively in charge of the management
of the houses and will continue in that

in

two days.

Louis,

He had

following an
been ill but

Interment was in Mount Sinai

Cemetery.
All activity at the St. Louis Theatre
stopped for one minute while the funeral
The theatre is
ser\dces were being held.
operated by the Orpheum Circuit as a first
run picture and vaudeville house.

Famous May Build Three
New York City

in

According to reports from exhibitors interested in houses on the East Side downtown section of New York City, Famous
Players is contemplating building three theHarold B.
atres in that part of the city.
Franklin, of Publix Theatres, Famous
Players theatre department, said, in response to the reports, that from time to
time the question of building on the East
Side had come up but the matter was far
from definitely settled.
It was also reported that the Loew organization is to build a house on Second Avenue, which is in the East Side section.

capacity.

Motion Picture Capital Corp.
Stock Listed
the Motion Picture
Capital Corporation to the New York Stock
Exchange for listing of its stock on the big
board has been approved and trading was
l)egun on Thursday of last wek.
The fniatu'ial statement for the ten months
ended October 31, 1925, filed with the exchange shows consolidated net income of
$198,907 after expenses, interest and FedConsolidated income account
eral taxes.
Gross income,
for the same period follows
$369,558; expenses, interest, etc., $139,175;
Federal taxes, $31,476; net income, $198,907.

The application of

:

Sunday

Concerts Presented
at Metropolitan, Boston

The Metropolitan Theatre, Boston, has
inaugurated a new policy of special Sunday
entertainments. The Metropolitan Grand
Orchestra, the regular 55-piece orchestra of
this playhouse, has been augmented by additional pieces from many sources about Boston for the Sunday programs, making it the
largest orchestra in America, and in addition
to the films there will be a program of opera
and classical music and jazz each Sunday.
the opening feature "Mannequin" was
presented together with film specialties, Di-

For

gest, sccnics

and news

reels.

:

January

9

,
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Picture Stocks Sho\ving Steady Rise
Majority of Companies Show Tendency Upward, With Banks
Helping Industry, According to Wall Street Journal

THE

Wall Street Journal of
merce is responsible for the

Com-

Poll

that since the Summer of 1924,
the majority of motion picture
companies have shown a decided and steady
tendency upward. With the rise, according
to the Journal, the big banks have also
shown more confidence in the industry and

ment

stocks of

are more wdlingly advancing funds for production and distribution purposes.
Regarding the situation the Journal writes
as follows
"At the present time the stocks of most
motion pictui'e companies are selling at a
price very near the high point for 1925,
and in most cases above the level which prevailed in 1924. During the summer of 1924
several of these stocks were selling at prices
well below the present level.
Since that
time, however, there has been a marked
increase in their value, which is attributed
to generally improved conditions in the
country as a whole, and to increase in purchasing power in the agricultural sections
of the country, some of which, in proportion to population have a greater number
of theatres than more densely settled regions.
"Prosperity in the motion picture business within recent years and the centralization of a large proportion of the business
in a few strong hands has been reflected
in a general change of attitude toward the
industry on the part of those in positions

of financial responsibility. Although motion
picture financing cannot be said to have
penetrated into the inner circles of conservatism, the stronger companies are now
able to finance themselves by issues of stock,
some of which are listed upon the New York
Stock Exchange. The large proportion of
intangible assets always included in the
statements of even the largest motion picture companies has acted as a deterrent to
the extension of unsecured credit by more
conservative banking organizations.
There
are, however, a certain number of banks
which are ready to finance producing companies.
It has been estimated that in 1924
about $200,000,000 was invested in new
films, and that more than a third of this
amount came from the banks.

Arrange Song Tieup on

A

"Skyrocket**
TIEUP

has been effected between
Associated Exhibitors and Leo
Feist,
Inc.,
musical publishers,

whereby "Wonderful One," the theme
song of the Peggy Hopkins Joyce special, "The Skyrocket" will be broadcast
by every large radio station in the United
States and Canada on the evening of
January 7th, when "The Skyrocket" is to
have

its

world premiere

in the

grand

ball

room of the steamship Leviathan.
The Feist organization has arranged
to send a new orchestration of "Wonderful One" to every radio orchestra.
The
branch offices in the principal cities have
been notified of the tieup and will arrange with announcers to provide the
playing of this number with the announcement that it is being featured in
honor of Peggy Hopkins Joyce night

aboard the Leviathan.

to come in long after the book
value has been written off.
"In view of the uncertain elements in the
l:)usmess it seems probable that the greater
part of direct loans for motion picture production will continue to be made through
organizations other than banks.
Some
companies formed solely for this purpose
are better able than a bank to assume the
risks involved.
Usually this form of borrowing is more expensive for the producer
than bank loans would be, as rates are
made high in proportion to the risk taken.
In many instances exhibitors have financed
the making of films in order to assure to
their theatres a supply of suitable films, but
this method of financing was commoner in
the earlier years of the industry than at
the present time.
"Occasionally an exhibiting company will
finance a film producer and when the picture has earned enough to pay off the loan
the exhibitor will divide the remainder of
the proceeds with the producer on a half
and half basis. This is a very expensive arrangement for the producer."

wdl continue

state-

Denies Rumor Of
Resignation

become curBECAUSEZ.rumors had
head of a chain

many

Poll,
rent, S.
theatres
extending through
of
England, emsections of

New

phatically declares that he has no intention of resigning from the active management of the chain, nor has he any
intention of relinquishing the management to his general manager, Louis M.
Sagal.
He also denied the rumor that O. C.
Edwards, manager of the Palace Theatre
at New Haven, Conn., was to be promoted to general manager, declaring
there would be no change whatever in
the management of any of his theatres
or in the present executive staff.
Mr.
Poll says it is his intention to remain in
New Haven, the headquarters of his
enterprises.

"The industry as a whole has done much
reduce costs and to eliminate the extravagance for which in the past it has been

to

Financial stabilizaso severely criticized.
tion has been greatly aided by the marked
toward centralization, which has
trend
characterized the history of the industry
Mergers, conAvithin the last few years.
solidations and the elimination of many
weaker companies have served to reduce the

number of organizations and

to strengthen

those remaining.

"The larger companies

in

the

industry

make annual earning statements and most
of them show very satisfactory earnings at
present time.
However, even the
stronger companies carry on their balance
sheets are items of good will and other intangible assets.
It is extremely difficult
for even those with an intimate knowledge
of the industry to judge the values of such
assets as scenario rights, contracts with
stars, operating contracts, leases and other
items of a similar nature.
Unquestionably
many of these rights may represent very
substantial earning power, but just what
this will be it is impossible to ascertain in
advance.
The value of these intangible
assets often works by the law of averages,
and is sometimes greatly above prospective
estimates, and sometimes well under.
"Another weak point in the financial
structure of the motion picture company is
inventory.
This item usually consists of
chiefly of negatives and positives films.
Ordinai'Uy when a picture is produced the
negative is carried upon the books of the
company at the actual cost of production,
and this value is gradually written off at
the rate of 50 per cent at the end of ninety
days and about 88 per cent at the end of
the year.
By the second year the film is
carried at a nominal value of $1. Whether
or not the negative is worth this actual book
value depends upon the success of the picture.
If the picture is not successful the
real value of the negative will be far below
the book value during the first year.
On
the other hand, if the picture is very popular and has a long run the box office receipts
the

Fanchon ^ Marco's Kiddie
Revue at Warfield
"The Toy Box" is the title of the O'Neill
Kiddie Revue at Loew's Warfield,
San Francisco, staged by Fanchon and
Marco, week of Dec. 12-25. The aggregation
of tiny entertainers, collectively and indiSisters'

again distinguished themselves.
There is one diminutive blonde, seemingly
no larger than your thumb, who sings and
dances with the gi*ace of a veteran.
Another little dancer carried the crowds with
her cleverness, while classic, acrobatic and
eccentric dancers came and went so rapidly
as to make your head swim.
The girls did not have entirely their own
way.
The "gentlemen" of the ensemble
were there and there were a pair of clever
little fellows who did character song that
brought down the house.
Walt Rosener and his orchestra not only
furnished music for the revue and the feature picture, but also gave a concert. There
was a novelty number in which members of
the orchestra had a singing part.
Victor
Herbert's "Babies in Toyland" furnished a
harmonious suggestion for the atmosphere
of the stage act. Then Rosener gave for the

vidually,

first

hit,

time here the

Ray Henderson New York

"I'm Sitting on Top of the World."

Finds Booking Guide Very
Useful, Says Caress
"We find it very useful in selecting

pictures, also in preparing
ads, especially when we
fail to get pres^ sheets from the
exchanges.
also use it to find
the footage of the different pictures

newspaper

We

so that

grams
James

we

to
S.

can arrange our prorun about two hours."
Caress, Palace Theatre,
Elnora, Ind.

—

—

—

—

.
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"THE CHECK-UP"

:

:

" The Check-Up " is a presentation in the briefest and most convenient form of reports received from
exhibitors in every part of the country on current features, which makes it possible for the exhibitor to see
what the picture has done for other theatre managers.
The first column following the name of the feature represents the number of managers that have reported
the picture as " Poor." The second column gives the number who considered it " Fair " the third, the
number who considered it " Good " ; and the fourth column, those who considered it " Big."
The fifth column is a percentage figure giving the average rating on that feature, obtained by the folreport of " Poor " is rated at 20% one of " Fair," 40% ; " Good," 70% and " Big," 100%.
lowing method:
The percentage ratings of all of these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the
number of reports, giving the average percentage
a figure which represents the consensus of opinion on
that picture. In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up and eliminated.
No picture is included in the list which has not received at least ten reports.
;

A

;

;

—
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FAMOUS PLAYERS

3

10
12

—
—2
—
—
—9
—2
—

18
7

8
9

25
18
22

Coming Through

2

11

28

Contraband
Crowded Hour, The

i

13

13

Adventure
Air Mail,

The

Ancient Highway, The
Are Parents People?
Argentine Love
Beggar on Horseback
Best People

Charmer, The
City That Never Sleeps, The
Coast of Folly, The
Code of the West, The

Devil's Cargo,

i

The

Dressmaker from
East of Suez

Paris,

The

Eve's Secret
Flower of Night
Forty Winks

Kiss in the Dark,

A

Light of the Western Stars

French Girl, The
Locked Doors
Lost- A Wife
Lovers in Quarantine
Lucky Devil, The
Madame Sans Gene
Manicure Girl, The

<a,

>J

2«

Pony Express, The
Regular Fellow,

A
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M-G-M. Arrange NewProductionPlan
Executives of Organization Arrange for Making of Forty
Pictures During Early Months of 1926

PRODUCTION

plans calling for a
forty pictures for the
iirst several
months of 1926 have
been mapped by officials of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. The plans were arranged
following
conferences
between
Marcus
Loew, Nicholas M. Schenck and Louis
B. Mayer.
They call for a widely varied
list of productions and releases
schedule

Among

of

New Year releases wil be the
production of "La Boheme"
which is now nearing completion under the
direction of King Vidor.
John Gilbert
plays the leading male role opposite Miss
Gish in the screen version of the famous
opera which was adapted to the screen by
Harry Behn. Renee Adoree will be seen in
one of the prominent roles.
Marion Davies in Cosmopolitan's "Beverly of Graustark" will be on the M-G-M
1926 schedule together with "Ibanez Torrent,"
another Cosmopolitan production
with Ricardo Cortez, Greta Garbo and Gertrude Olmsted.
"Bardleys
the
Magnificent,"
starring
John Gilbert, is another picture to go into
early production.
This screen version of
Rafael Sabatini's story will be done enLillian

the

Gish

"Wedding March**

First

For Von Stroheim

Urryi^HE WEDDING MARCH,"

an

original story, will be the first

Eric Von Stroheim production
Paramount, according to announcement by Jesse L. Lasky. In addition to
having written the story himself, Von
Stroheim will play a prominent part in
for

He expects to start production early
February.
Von Stroheim recently
signed a contract to produce pictures
for Paramount in association with P. A.
Powers.
it.

in

Technicolor.
Claire Windsor will
lend her beauty and talent to the leading

Eleanor Boardman head the cast.
Lon Chancy in Tod Browning's "The
Mocking Bird" will be one of the very first
1926 releases.
It is an original story by
Browning with continuity by Waldemar
Young.
Others in the cast include Renee
Adoree, Owen Moore and Polly Moran.
"The Exquisite Sinner," based on "Escajje" by Alden Brooks, is set for January
release.
Conrad Nagel, Renee Adoree,
Mathew Betz, George K. Arthur, Frank
Currier and Ford Sterling are the principal

feminine

players.

tirely in

role.

"The Barrier,"

the

Rex Beach

story, will

another 1926 release.
In it Norman
Kerry, Henry B. Walthall and Lionel Barrymore will play the principal roles. It is
to
be directed by George Hill from a
scenario by Harvey Gates. Marceline Day,
chosen one of the Baby Stars of 1926, has
been cast for the feminine lead.
be

Hobart Henley will direct and offer "The
Auction Block," another Rex Beach favorite, as one of his first contributions to the
M-G-M 1926 schedule. Charles Ray and

Benjamin

Christianson's

initial

produc-

tion for M-G-M, "The Light Eternal," is
also set for January 1926 release.
It stars

Norma Shearer

with a supporting cast that
Carmel Myers, Claire McDowell,
Charles Emmett Mack and John Miljan.
"Money Talks," a Rupert Hughes story,
will be directed by Archie Mayo with Conrad Nagel and Claire Windsor in the leading roles and is also set for January reFrederic and Fanny Hatton are
lease.
includes

responsible for the scenario.

Included in the screen material owned by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and which plans are
being made to produce at the Culver City
studios during 1926 are
"Altars of Desire," by Maria Thompson
Davies; "The Back Slapper," by Paul Dickey
and Mann Page; "Bellamy the Magnificent," by Roy Horniman; "Brown of Harvard," the famous stage play by Rida Johnson Yoimg; "The Charity Ball," based on
the David Belasco success; "The Cigarette
Maker's Romance," bv F. Marion Crawford; "The College Widow," by George
Ade; "Coney Island," by Austin Parker;
"The Dead Command," by Vicente Blasco
Ibanez; "The Four Stragglers," by Frank
L. Packard, author of "The Miracle Man";
"Frisco Sal," by Arthur Alfred Cohn; "The
Gambling Chaplain," by Gerald Beaumont;
"The Garden of Eden," by Max Brand;
"The Hairpin Duchess," by Alice Woods;
"The Haven," by Dale Collins; "I Can Do
It," by Max Marcin; "In His Arms," by
Lynn Starling; "In Praise of James Carabine," by Donn Byrne; "Jason," by Justice

Myles Forman.
"Lovey Mary," by Alice Hegan Rice; "A
Message to Garcia," based on Elbert Hubbard's story; "Monte Carlo," an original
story by Carey Wilson; "The Mysterious
Island," by Jules Verne; "The Mystery
Lady," by Robert W. Chambers; "Nocturne" by Frank Swinnerton "The Ordeal,"
by Dale Collins "Paris," by Carey Wilson
Lillian Gish in "The Scarlet Letter," by
Nathaniel Hawthorne; "The Span of Life,"
by Sutton Vane; "Strange Bedfellows," by
Barry
Connors;
"The Temptress," by
Ibanez; "Tongo," by John Balderston; "The
Virgin Flame," by Ernest Pascal; "Women
and Wives," by Harvey Ferguson; and
"You Too," bv Roser Burlingame.
;

;

Dinner to Marcus Loew and Willinm Randolph Hearst by Louis B. Mayer and studio associates recently. At the speakers' table are:. Marcus
Loew in centre; to his right, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Niblo, Hunt Strombet g, Sol Lesser, and at the end of table Mr. and Mrs. Conrad NageL At
Mr. Loews left are Mr. and Mrs. Louis B. Mayer, Mr. Hearst, Joseph M. Schenck and Norma Talmadge.
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New German Contingent

is

Outlined

Report from Commercial Attache Describes Proposed Measure
for Coming Year to Regulate Film Imports

THE

fx-om Douglas
Commercial Attache
of the Department of Commerce in
Berlin, emljodies the proposals made by the

following report

Miller, Assistant

Central Association of the German film
industry for the new contingent system to
be put into effect after March 31, 1926.
These have not yet been put into force by
the government.
1) All films, censored during 1924 and
1925, which are to be used as compensation
films, have to be reported to the Export and
Import Commissioner before December 31,
1925.
All foreign films which are to be
imported against these films, must have
passed censorship before March 31, 1926.
Films censored in the period between
August 1 and December 31, 1925, and which
may be used as compensation films, do not
forfeit this right if the producer of the
film has proved to the German Central Association of Film Renters before December
.n. 1925, that he has not been able to rent
his film in Germany.
Should such a film be
rented after December 31, 1925, the renter
may receive a compensation film according
lo the foregoing paragraph, prior to March
M, 1926.
2) Permits for censorship of foreign films
will only be issued during 1926 if the firm
HI question can prove
by means of contracts or other documents
that for every
foreign film for which they desire a permit,
they have a compensation film of approxi-

—

—

"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp*'
Langdon's First

LANGDON'S
HARRY
completed
now

this

picture
First
given the

first

being
National, has

been

for

"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp." This
title
was selected after hundreds of
others had been submitted. Rapid progress is being made on the picture, which
has been in progress for a number of
weeks under the direction of Harry Edtitle of

wards.
It is anticipated that

much

incidental

comedy business will mark the picture, as
Langdon has been surrounded by a
number of experienced gag men. In the
supporting cast are Joan
leading
Griffin

lady,

and

Crawford as

Edwards Davis, Carlton

Tom

Murray.

purpose.

3) Only such renting firms which are registered in Germany are entitled to ask for
permits.
The firm asking for such permits may
only use the film for their own company and
may not, either directly or indirectly, tui
it

over to other

fii-ms.

District renting concerns which rent German films only for single districts may only
receive one-quarter of a film per film and
per district.
Parts of films belonging to
district renters may be added to part-films
of other renters; however, these films may
only be distributed by district renters.

4) Foreign

comedies and grotesques of
than 500 meters may be imported without compensation.
German films of this class may not be
used as compensation films.
5) All investigations will be carried on
by a committee composed of six representatives of different groups of the film industry, four of which are sufficent to pass on
less

mately the same length Avhich has passed
censorship during 1926 and which has not
This includes sport
previously been rented.
(

and cultural

duction or for other reasons, have apparently only been produced as compensation
for a foreign film, may not be used for

films insofar as the latter are

suitable for exhibition in picture theatres in
general.)
In regard to all other educational and
cultural films which have passed censorship
in 1926, for every two German films one
foreign film of approxmately the same kind

and length may be imported.
Such films which, owing to method of pro-

Associated Busy on

films.

Every firm applying for a compensation
film must first be given a hearing before
refusal.
against the above regulations
only be made to the Reichswirtschaftsministerium.
Protests

may

New Product

With ''Triumphant Thirty" Accounted For Plans For
1926-27 Season Are

ASSOCIATED

Now

Progressing Rapidly

EXHIBITORS has already struck a high pitch of activity
in
connection with the production
program for the 1926-27 season, now that
the "Triumphant Thirty" are all accounted
for and being distributed.
"The Skyrocket," the Peggy Hopkins Joyce special
is
said to be already assured of success.
Pictures for the 1926-27 Associated program already are being made in studios in
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Tacoma, Portland and New York, and rumor has it that
P. A. Powers has under advisement the acquisition of a central studio building in
Hollywood to house the various units making pictures to be released under the Associated banner.
It is expected that on his
return to New York from the Coast within
the next few weeks Mr. Powers will have
a definite announcement to make regarding

While Mr. Powers has been busy on the
Coast with plans for the 1926-27 product,
Oscar A. Price, president of Associated, has
been equally busy in New York.
Out of
a mountainous liass of details and nropositions submitted and precipitated, Mr. Price
has made selections which should aid materially in bringing monejonaking pictures to
the screens of exhibitors who present Associated Exhibitors product.
Not the least
of this work has been the reviewing and
passing upon of scores of completed pictures which were offered for release.
^Vhile not yet ready to announce definite
names and titles for all of next year's releases. Associated Exhibitors is in a position to talk about the program as a whole
with the belief that it will live up to the
highest week-in-and-week-out standards, and
that the specials will stand out as among the

year's product that is worthy of mention is
the attitude that will be taken on advertising and publicity.
Associated Exhibitors
announce that every release under their
trade mark will receive individual attention'

this central studio plan.
It is believed that
in this manner Associated will bring the

coming year's best

Silverstone, general manager of the Allied
Artists Corporaton, Ltd., of London, in
charge of distribution in the British Isles;
Guy Crosswell Smith, director general of
the Les Artistes Associes, of Paris, in
charge of distribution throughout Continent-

production of pictures made for release under its banner to a point of efficiency that
is certain to reflect in the
the finished product.

added worth of

Among the many important matters occupying the attention of Mr. Powers on the
Coast is preliminary work on the second
starring vehicle for

According

to

Peggy Hopkins Joyce.

Mr. Powers

picture is
destined to be even a bigger special than
"The Skyrocket."
this

pictures.

In line with the announcement of the
forthcoming product, it is particularly
worthy
of
has
note
that
Associated
progressed in such a short time to the point
where such an announcement might be made.
A Herculean task of reorganization has alI'eady been accomplished in the reborn
Associated Exhibitors, but much still remains to be done to make of the concern the
outstanding factor of the industry which its
sponsors are certain it will become.
Another fact in connection with the next

in advertising

and other methods of

selling.

U. A. Foreign Managers

in

Conference With Abrams
Three leading foreign managers of United Artists Corporation have been called to

America by Hiram Abrams, president, for
conferences upon sales policy and the product to be distributed by that concern abroad
during 1926.
The three heads of the foreign offices who
will confer with Mr. Abrams are Maurice

al Europe and Ralph Doyle, general manager of the United Artists (Australasia)
Ltd., of Sydney, Australia, in charge of

distribution in Australia.
Silverstone arrived on the Majestic on
Tuesday; Smith will arrive early next week
and Doyle shortly thereafter.
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Warner Brothers Complete

Two

Productions

Warner

Brothers have completed twomore productions for release on the current schedule and they are now being cut
and edited.
They are "The Night Cry"
and "Other Women''s Husbands."
Rin-Tin-Tin is the star of "The Night
Cry," the story of which is by Phil Klein
and Edward Meigher. Players in the cast
include June Marlowe, John Harron, Gayne
Whitman, "Heinie" Conklin, Don Alvaradoand Mary Louise ]\liller.
Herman Raymaker directed.
"Other Women's Husbands" is a Monte
Blue, Marie Prevost starring veliicle, which
has in the supporting cast Huntly Gordon,
Phyllis Haver, Marjorie Gay and John Patrick.
The story and scenario are by E.
T. Lowe, Jr., and Erie Fenton directed.

Cameramen's College Hears

Fox

Scenes from the Evelyn Brent starring vehicle for F. B.

O.

titled

"Queen O' Diamonds."

Sees Benefit in Theatre

Boom

Ned Marin Says Modern Houses Are

Hollywood.

Merely Supplanting Antiquated Ones

NED MARIN,

western sales manager

of First National Pictures, who recently returned from a tour of several
weeks which took him clear across the
country, sees nothing but a benefit to the
picture industry from the large number of
new houses that are being buUt.
Marin sees nothing unusual in the present
plans for theatre construction in the west.
Commenting on it he says:
"It merely means that the old type house
which has become antiquated in its architecture and physical conveniences is giving

place to the
comforts.

modern

theatre

with

all

its

many cities and towns in California
other Western states, I found new
theatres of the most attractive design under
way. I also found that they are intended
to supplant the converted opera houses and
other old time structures which have been
the best that the towns afforded up to the
present time. I think that an actual check
of the incoming and outgoing theatres would
reveal that the total seating capacity is being increased to only a normal decree. As
the new theatres are opened the old houses
The death knell has been
will be closed.
sounded for the old fashioned theatres.
Therefore, there is no reason to be concerned
about the situation. If the antiquated, and
in many resjjects inadequate, houses could
be filled, it certainly should be far easier to
attract patrons to the more desirable the"In

and

atres."

McNamara Will Construct
Dix Comedy
Paramount has signed Tom McNamara,
creator of "Us Boys" cartoons, as comedy
constructor for Richard Dix's next picture,
"Let's Get Married," production on which
was scheduled to start Mondav with Lois
Wilson in the principal role opposite the
The
star. Gregory La Cavii is directing.
picture Avas adapted for the screen by J.
Clarkson Miller froip the story by H. A. dn
Souehet.

Governments To Aid In
"Old Ironsides^*
COOPERATION of two European

governments has been obtained by
James Cruze in the filming of
"Old Ironsides," for Paramount. Cruze,

who

Elaborate

Preparations

for

''Beau Geste^'

V

JmmJum

Executives

Technical details in the production of
motion pictures were discussed in talks by
Fox executives before the Fox News
Cameramen's College last week. The talk&
were given by Ed^vin C. HUl, scenario editor of the Fox Hollywood studio and by"
Gerald K. Rudulph, publicity manager.
HiU is in New York conferring with
William Fox regarding next season's productions, and Rudulph has just returned
from a two months' visit to the Fox lot in

Elaborate jireparations are being made at
t!ie Paramount Long Island studio for the
expedition into Algeria and the Sahara
Desert where scenes will be filmed for the
Percival
Geste,"
of "Beau
production
Christopiier Wren's dramatic story of the
Herbert Brenon,
French Foreign Legion.
Avho will direct the production, is busy on
the preliminary work of casting and studio
officials are organizing a production unit for
the most ambitious location trip ever made
from the Eastern studio of Famous PlayersLa sky Corporation.
Louis A. Sarecky, business manager of
tlie unit, sailed on the steamship Paris for
France to prepare the way for Mr. Brenon
and a company of players who will leave
late in January.

is

now

in Paris

with his wife, Betty

Compson, cabled Jesse L. Lasky, Paramount production chief, that historical
records and data necessary to make accurate the filming of this great American epic have been placed at his disposal.
is the story of the
Constitution, founder of the
tradition,
glorious
navy's
American
which in 1804 led the war against the
Tripoli pirates who were at that time
exacting tribute from a score of powerful nations.
In the archives of the French and
Italian governments is a wealth of historic data about these people, their
habits, and the costumes of that period,
which Cruze believes will be of invaluable aid in filming "Old Ironsides,"
which will be a 12-reel super-feature,
for road show purposes. The American

"Old Ironsides"

frigate,

navy is already cooperating with Cruze
and the Paramount organization.

I
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Branch' Managers Will

Exchange Ideals

Aw. SMITH,

JR., sales manager
First National in the East• ern division has arranged a plan
for

whereby branch managers of the company may be brought into closer contact
with each other and thereby profit by an
exchange of ideas.
Notifications have been sent to the
branches telling each manager he will
have the opportunity of visiting whatever
branch he prefers and also the home
office at the close of First National
month. The order of the visits will be
determined by the standing of the
branches in the record made during the
period of the sales drive now under way.
The branches included in the plan are
New York, S. W. Hand, manager; New
Jersey, J. C. Vergesslich, manager; Buffalo, F. J. A. McCarthy, manager; Albany, A. J. Herman, manager; Boston,

T. B. Spry, manager; New Haven, M.
H. Keleher, manager; Washington, Robert Smeltzer, manager, and Philadelphia,

W.

J.

Bert

Heenan, manager.

Roach

New

Signed
Contract
is

to

Bert Roacli, well known comedian has
teen signed to a new contract by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. He has been seen in such
M-G-M productions as "Excuse Me,"
"Don't" and "The Denial," and will probably be seen in the forthcoming production
of Rupert Hughes "Money Talks."

Action

Fox

stills

from the Fox production

Starts Eight

titled

"The Golden

Strain."

New Pictures

Big Expansion Program at West Coast
Plant Keeps Production Force Busy
more pictures have gone into
EIGHT
production on the Fox West Coast

lot.

where Winfield R. Sheehan, general
manager of the company has inaugurated a
half million dollar expansion program.

Sol

M. Wurtzel, general superintendent of the
is personally supervising the production program, while the expansion work
is being conducted by Ben Jackson, business

studios

manager.

Great City," just started under the direction
of Chester Bennett.

The Fox comedy department, under

the

supervision of George E. Marshall, is also
preparing a siege of intensive production.
This has already started with "Pawnshop
Politics," an East Side
West Side comedy

—

which
Benjamin
Stoloff
directing.
is
Georgie Han-is and Barbara Luddy have
the principal roles.

Victor Schertzinger has started work on
liis fourth Fox production, "Siberia," with
a cast that includes Alma Rubens, Edmund
Lowe, Lou Tellegen, Paul Panzer, Tom
Santschi and Daniel Makarenko.

Frank Borzage has taken a company to
Santa Cruz to start shooting "The Dixie
Merchant," a screen version of Barry Benefield's novel, in which will appear Madge
Bellamy, Jack IMulhall, J. Fan-ell MacDonald, Claire McDowell, Edward Martindale

and Harvey Clark.

Tom Mix
UToup of

has

started

jiictures titled,

the

third

of his

"Tony Runs Wild."

Jacqueline Logan plays opposite the star,
while others in the cast are Lawford Davidson,

Duke

Lee,

Vivian

Oakland,

Edward

Martindale, Marion Harlan, Ravmond Wells,
•Tack Padjan, Richard Carter and Arthur
Morrison. Thomas Buckingham is dii"ecting.

Buck Jones has started "The Fighting
Buekaroo," a story by Frank Howard Clark,
whicli R. William Neill is directing.
In the
cast are Sally Long, Llovd Whitlock, Frank
Butler, E. J. Radcliffe, Ben Hendricks, Ray

Thomas and Frank Rice.
"The Road to Glory," first picture to be
directed for Fox by Howard Hawks has in
the cast May McAvoy, Leslie Fenton, Ford
Sterling, Rockcliffe Fellowes, Milla Davenport and John McSweeney.
Scenes
vehicle

from

the latest Richard Barthelmess starring
released through First National, titled "Just

Suppose."

Pauline Starke and Rockcliffe Fellowes
have the leading roles in "Dangers of a

jmdkJkind
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Pickford

-

Fairbanks

Studio

Rented by Schenck
Joseph M. Schenck will take over the
Piekford-Fairbanks studio during the absence of Doug and Mary in Europe and it
will probably be used by the Norma Talmadge and Constance Talmadge companies.
Plans are now being considered for the enlargement of the plant in order that the
Schenck units may have more room to work.
Taking possession of this studio is merely
a temporary arrangement, made necessary
because of lack of space at. the United lot,
where the Schenck interests are now quartered.
Mary and Doug hope to leave Hollywood for New York and Europe on January
15th.

''Miss

Scenes from the

Gotham

"Phantom

production,

of the

Next For

Nobody''
Colleen

Moore

"Miss Nobody" will be the title of ColMoore's next starring vehicle for
leen
First National, following "Irene." It was
originally called "Shebo" and was taken
from a serial story by Tiffany Wells. Anthony Coldeway is preparing the script for
the picture, which will be produced under
the editorial supervision of Jime Mathis.

Forest."

Alfred E. Green will direct.

Lasky Back From West Coast
Pauline Frederick Signs
Contract

Enthusiastic Over Production Plans
Perfected During His Trip There
Is

L. LASKY
JESSE
coast where he went

Pauline Frederick has signed a contract
make four pictures in New York for Excellent Pictures Corporation, of which Sherman Krellberg is president. Miss Frederick
is due in New York, January 20th, from the
west coast. She only recently returned from
a trip to Australia.
to

is

back

from the

to discuss produc-

tion plans for the immediate future.
Since his return he has been in conference
with William Le Baron, associate producer
at the Long Island studio of Paramount for
a consideration of pictures to be made at
the eastern plant.

Lasky, as may be expected, is most enthuover the coming product of the company. He says that under the general supervision of B. P. Schulberg and Hector
Turnbull, associate producers at the Lasky

siastic

studio, the studio forces

New

have plunged into

the

new program

that has never been sur-

passed.

Lasky declares that Bebe Daniels' next
"Miss Brewster's Millions" will be
one of the outstanding ones of the season.
The production is being directed by Clarence Badger and Miss Daniels will be supported by Ford Sterling and Warner Baxter.
Allan Dwan is making a big special, "'Sea
Horses," from Francis Brett Young's novel.
Jack Holt, Florence Vidor and George Bancroft have the principal roles.
In preparation also is an original by Ernest Vajda,
picture,

the

Hungarion dramatist, who

is

to write stories exclusively for

This

initial stoi-y will

in America
Paramount.

be used as a starring
Dimitri Buchowetz-

vehicle for Pola Negi-i.
ski will direct.

"The Blind Goddess"

is scheduled to go
on the west coast this week.
It will be made under the direction of Victor Fleming.
In the cast will be Jack Holt,
Esther Ralston, Ernest Torrence and Louise

into production

Dresser.

William de Mille's next production for
will be an adaptation of Charles
Neville Buck's "The Flight to the Hills."
Another of the Zane Grey popular stories,
"Desert Gold" will be produced on a big
scale.
George B. Seitz will direct a cast
which includes Shirley Mason, Neil Hamilton, George Rigas, Robert Fi-aser and Wil-

Paramount

liam Powell.

'Born to Battle'' Next for

Tom

jmMyTland

Tyler

Tom Tyler's next Western starring vehicle
for F. B. 0. will be "Born to Battle." The
story is by William E. Wing.
Supporting
Tyler will be Frankie Darro, as the Kid,
"Sitting Bull," the dog and the pony.

Scenes from

"Memory Lane."
duction.

a

First

National pro-
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,
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2 6

For

''Amateur Gentleman"
Barthelmess

Margaret Livingston

'"The Amateur Gentleman," based on the
novel by Jeffery Farnol, has been selected
as the second picture Richard Barthelmess

make

Pictures under
Sidney Olcott.
Barthelmess is due back from Florida
this week-end and will start work immediately on "The Kid from Montana," first of
the Sidney Olcott productions in which he
This is an adaptation from the
is starred.
novel, "Q," by Katherine Newlin Burt.
will

for Inspiration

the direction of

Production Under

"Dancer of

Way

on

Paris^'

Alfred A. Santell started production this
week at the Cosmopolitan Studios in New
York on Michael Arlen's "The Dancer of
Paris," Robert T. Kane's fourth picture of
the season for First National. This will be
the first Michael Arlen story to reach the
screen.
Conway Tearle, Lowell Sherman
and Paul Ellis are three of the stars already
signed for the

new Kane

picture.

New Fox

Fox

Harem"

of

is

Walsh Production
Paramount has finally decided upon "The
Lady of the Harem," as the title for the
Raoul Walsh production made under tlie
working title of "The Golden Journey,"
from the stage play "Hassan," by James
Elroy Flecker. Ernest Torrence, Greta Nissen, William Collier, Jr., and Louise Fazenda are featured.

"Taxi Mystery" Under

Way

for Ginsberg
"The Taxi Mystery," fifth Royal picture
for release through the Henry Ginsberg Distributing Corporation, has gone into production on the west coast under the direction of
Fred Windermere. Edith Roberts and Robert Agnew have the leading roles, while in
their support are Virginia Pearson, Phillips
Smalley and Bertram Grassby.

of Miss Livingston
is said to be the result of her good work
in such pictures as "Havoc," "Wages
for Wives," "The Wheel" and "A Trip
Her progress in moto Chinatown."
tion pictures has established her great
possibilities in portraying women of the
world.
In "Hell's Four Hundred" she
will be seen as a cabaret girl.

METRO
have

-

GOLDWYN MAYER
-

started production in the
past week or are about to start
production on a number of new pictures.
Christy Cabanne started direction this
week on "Monte Carlo," a satirical
comedy of American tourists in Europe,
with Lew Cody in the leading male role.
The story is an original by Carey Wilson with adaptation and continuity by
Alice D. G. Miller.
Archie Mayo was also scheduled to
start direction on the Rupert Hughes
story, "Money Talks," with Claire Windsor and Conrad Nagel in the leading
roles.

The

Frederic and

was prepared by
Fanny Hatton.

Quarters
have been opened at 729 Seventh

Offices

Avenue

New York

in

which
market the
Inc.,

City by Sierra Picthe state
serial, "Vanishing Miloffering on

is

featuring William Fairbanks and
Vivian Rich. Among other releases will be
a series of six society stunt melodramas,
featuring Earl Douglas, a series of four sixreel Mother Love specials, starring Mar\Carr, and a series of twelve two-reel Bedlions,"

Time Animal

stories.

Spence to Write ''Too

Money"

Much

Titles

Ralph Spence has been assigned to write
the titles for First National's "Too Much
Money," which John Francis Dillon recently
made in New York under the supervision
of Earl Hudson.
Lewis Stone and Anna
The
Q. Nilsson are the featured players.
picture

is

due for early

Johnson Young novel, "The
AVho Did Not Care," and it will be
produced as a Gotham production for release through Lumas Film Corporation. The
story was recently jjublished in serial form
in the Metropolitan Magazine and is now
being published as a novel. It will be

Woman

placed into production early in the spring
and will be ready for release during the

coming season.

M-G-M

Fitzgerald
"Fifth

Will

Produce

Horseman"

The next J. A. Fitzgerald production to
be released through Lee-Bradford will be
entitled "The Fifth Horseman."
James
Fitzgerald, who will direct the picture expects to start work in about ten days. This
will be followed by "Mac," which will be
produced in the vicinity of Lynchburg,
Virsfinia.

Arthur Rosson Will Direct

Raymond

Griffith

Arthur Rosson has been signed

release.

''Twentieth

Starts

Century,

Signs Scenarists and
Title Writers

A number of new contracts have been
signed with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer by scenarists and title writers.
Among them are
Katherine Hilliker and H. H. Caldwell,
well known as writers of titles, sub-titles
and other editorial work. The contract with
Lew Lipton, wi'iter of comedy situations,
has also been etxended. A. D. Young, well
known scenarist, has been signed to write
the adaptation and continuity for "Brown
of Harvard."

Raymond

Carewe

has purchased screen rights to

the recent Rida

Unlimited"

to direct

next starring^
comedy, "Fresh Paint," according to Hector
Turnbull, associate Paramount producer in
charge of the Raymond Griffith unit. Production will commence January 11.
Griffith

in

his

Edwin Carewe has

started Droduction on
Unlimited," his next
picture for First National.
The cast includes Lloyd Hughes, Mary Astor, Dolores
Del Rio, Rita Carewe, Alec B. Francis, Edwards Davis, Clarissa Selwynne and Charles
Sellon.

Century,

Owen Has Lead
"Shipwrecked"

Seena

in

Seena Owen's

first appearance under her
with Metropolitan Pictures
will be in the leading role of "Shipwrecked."
The picture is scheduled to go into production in the near future.
It is an adaptation
of Langdon McCormick's stage play, "The
Storm."

new

contract

"

scenario

Monta Bell's next picture for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer will be "The Book of
Charm," by John Alexander Fitzpatrick.
David Torrence and Charles Clary have
been added to the cast of "The Auction
Block," a Rex Beach story being directed
by Hobart Henley with Charles Ray
and Eleanor Boardman in the leading
roles.

Takes N. Y.

Sierra Pictures

"Twentieth

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Start New Ones

has

The promotion

tures,

New

Sam Sax

Star

FILM CORPORATION

elevated Margaret Livingston to
stardom and she will be seen in
her first starring role in "Hell's Four
Hundred," to be directed by John Grifis
an adaptation of
Wray.
It
fith
Vaughn Kester's novel, "The Just and
the Unjust."

right

''Lady

Is

Sax Buys Rights to "Woman
Who Did Not Care"

Frank

Currier

M-G-M

Signs

New

Contract

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have signed Frank
Currier, veteran stage and screen actor, to
a long term contract.
He has the role of
Arrius in the impending production of
"Ben Hur," which was directed by Fred
Niblo.
Currier has appeared in a number

of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer productions.

^riendlyJIand
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Gotham Will
in

Release

Two

Three

World Premiere

January

Lumas Film Corporation has made

for

a
slight change in the releasing schedule of
their Gotham productions. Instead of releasing "The Phantom of the Forest" in
December, as originally scheduled, this picture, starring Thunder, the marvel dog,

THE

Barrymore

been

There was
go forward to January.
no December release, but there will be two
in January, "The Phantom of the Forest"
and "The Speed Limit," with Raymond
is now well under way
the final three pictures of the Gotham
"Racing Blood," "Hearts and
twelve.
Spangles" and "The Sign of the Claw" will

Production work

on

Gotham

definitely

special

Warner

for

"The Sea Beast," has
set for Warners Theatre

New York

ranged.
Millard Webb, who directed the picture has been in New York for the past
week and is lending every assistance toward making the opening a success. It
is the director's first visit to the big city

McKee.

to

"Leave

on January 15th. It is
proposed to make the opening a gala
event.
For the premiere a special and
articulary elaborate prologue is being arin

will

go forward one a month

"Sea Beast"

since he became active in motion picture
work three years ago.

fran-

chise holders.

''Our

Gang"

Letters

Radio

'Taris

Holiday Cheer
Letters written

Oang" extending

holiday greetings to the
children of the world were read by "Uncle
Robert," well known radio speaker and
philanthropist, last week over stations
and WGCP. They were also a part of the
ceremonies at the big party for crippled
children aboard the S. S. Leviathan on
Wednesday, December 23rd.

WHN

Sally

Completed

Long Leading Lady
for Buck Jones

Sally Long has been named by Fox as
leading lady for Buck Jones in his latest
production, "The Fighting Buckaroo." Miss
Long is one of the Wampas selection of
stars for 1926.

Lionel

Barrymore

among

the
latest jDlayers signed.
He will have the role
of a notorious Parisian criminal in this
Frances Marion production.
Jetta Goudal has been borrowed from
Cecil B. De Mills to portray the leading
feminine role. Others in the cast are Mary
Brian, borrowed from Famous; Edmund
Burns, Emile Chautard and Lillian Lawrence.

Paul

Sloane

is

is

Preparing

''Eve's Leaves''
Sloane of the Cecil B. De Mills
staff of directors has returned to the coast
after six weeks in New York, and has
started preparations for his next picture,
"Eve's Leaves." It will go into production
early in January with Leatriee Joy in the

Paul

Stop Cheating Yourself
Out of Real Profits—

BOOK

starring role.

New

Division Manager for
Warner Brothers

C. C. Ezell has been appointed a division

MADE WCMr- PRICE SICHT

FROFITS WC»fT

BOOK THEM TODAY!

it

to

Me," "The Grifters" and

Go Back Home" are three new
productions started by Warner Brothers
last week.
The first named is William Beaudine's first feature for the company since
his return to the home lot after a six
months' leave of absence.
Patsy Ruth
Girls

John Patrick and Montague Love
have the leading roles.
Miller,

"The Grifters" is the temporary title
of the picture adapted from the novel by
The cast so far selected
L. A, Lancaster.
includes Dolores Costello, Dot Farley, John
Harron, Matthew Betz, Lee Moran and
Gertrude Claire. Roy Del Ruth is directing.
Marie Prevost is starred in "Why Girls
Go Back Home," which James Flood is
directing from the story by Catherine
Brody.

First National to Start **The

Metropolitan Pictures has completed the
cast for "Paris at Midnight," which will
be a Producers' Distributing Corporation
release.

"Why

At Midnight^' Cast
is

by the members of "Our

Started

by Warners

Set

Is

world premiere of the John

Brothers,

Productions

manager of Warner Brothers with supervision over Oklahoma City and Dallas. The
api^ointment was made by Sam E. Morris,
general manager in charge of distribution.
Ezell's headquarters will be at Dallas.
a veteran sales executive.

He

Savage"
The next picture
First National's

to go into production at
studios will be

New York

"The Savage," from an original story written for the screen by Ernest Pascal. It will
be made under the supervision of Earl Hudson, and will go into pi'oduction either the
Ben Lyon
first or second week in January.
has been chosen for the featured male role

and Fred Newmeyer

will direct.

"Sons of Sheik" Next
For Valentino
VALENTINO
RUDOLPH
turn from Europe within

will re-

the

next month to start production
about February 15th on his next starring

"The Sons of the Sheik," a
sequel to "The Sheik," one of his most
successful pictures. Joseph M. Schenck
has purchased screen rights to the new
E. M. Hull novel for the star.
Decision to make "The Sons of the
Sheik" Valentino's next picture followed
a world wide canvass of theatre-goers,
through the medium of United Artists
Fans were asked whether
executives.
they would like to see the star in a role
similar to "The Sheik," "Blood and
vehicle,

Sand," "The Four Horsemen" or "The
More than ninety percent of
Eagle."
the replies are said to have favored
"The Sheik."

I

is

Stars and featured players appearing in Producers Distributing Corporation releases:
Jetta Goudal and Clive Brook; bottom

row

— Leatriee

Joy,

Priscilla

—

William Boyd, Marguerite De La Motte, Lilyan Tashman,
Dean, Rod La Rocque and Vera Reynolds.

Left to right, top row

Edward Burns,
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Attractive lobby arrangement for

Warner

Me Again"

"Kiss

Bros.'

designed by Manager Ernest Morrison and used to exploit the picture at

the Imperial Theatre, Asheville, N. C.

Advisory Board and Contributing Editors, Exhibitors' Service Bureau
O«orc« J. Sohade, 8<^ade theatre,
Sandnsky.
:

Sdward

Mark Strand

L. Hy-man,
theatre, Brooklsm.

Weekly

Le* A. lAndan, Lyoenm theatre,
MlmneapoIU.
Perry, ManaKln^ Director,
Oarrick theatre, Minneapolis.

O.

O.

E. R. Rogers, Manaclngr Director,
TiToIl
theatre,
ChattanoosUr

Tenn.
Stanley Chambers, Palace theatre,
Wichita, Kan.

Winard

O. Patterson, Metropolitan
theatre, Atlanta.

.

Richards,

y.

Saenger

:

Jr.,

Amnsement

Gen.
Co.,

Hgr.,

New

THE CHECK-UP

E^lition of Exhibitors*

Productions listed are

For

ratings

PICTURE

on

NEWS—

Director,
theatres,

FAMOUS PLAYERS

Stolte,
Des Moines
O.
theatre, Des Moines, Iowa.

Golden Princess, The
King on Main Street, The

Qolmby, Managrlnc Director,
Strand
Palac« and Jefferson
theatres. Fort Wayne, Ind.

J. A.

Partington, Imperial theatre,

San Francisco.
Oeorye K. Carpenter, ParamountEmpress theatre. Salt L«ke.
Sidney Oranman, Oranman's theatre*, l>os

ABKcles.

older

releases

see

MOTION

and eliminated.

Los AnKcIes.

|T. C.

and

—

Ancient Highway, The
Best People

Arthur

Stage Struck

FIRST NATIONAL

Why Women

Love

METRO-GOLDWYN
Go West

UNIVERSAL
Lights of Old Broadway

Where Was

I?

Rotsky, Managing Director,
Palace theatre, Montreal, Can.

Geo.

current

TITLE

Newman, Managlnc
Famous Playerg-lASky

pictures on which reports were not

first issue of each month.
The first column following the name of the feature represents the number of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor."
The second column
gives the number who considered it "Fair"; the third the number who considered
it "Good"; and the fourth column, those who considered it "Big."
The fifth column is a percentage giving the average rating on that feature,
obtained by the following method:
A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of
"Fair," 40%; "Good," 70%; and "Big," 100%.
The percentage rating of all of
these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the number
of reports, giving the average percentage
a figure which represents the consensus
of opinion on that picture.
In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be
misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up

KEY —

K. Sidney, Division ManLowe's theatres, Pittsburgh, Pa.

I/onls
ager,

Office Reports

available previously.

Orleans.
F. !„

new

Box

George E. Brown, Managing Director, Loew's Palace theatre,
Memphis, Tenn.

:

Poor

—
—
—
—
—

Fair

Good

4

6
6

5
7

—
—
—

Value

Length

troit.

Fred 8. Myer, Managing Director,
Palac« theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.

Joseph

Plunkett,

New

Managing

Mark-Strand

rector,

Di-

theatre^

York.

Ray Grombaoher, Managing Director, Liberty theatre,

Spokano,

Wash.
Ross A. McVoy, Manager, Tempi*
theatre, Geneva, N. Y.

58
56
51

4

7

1

63

3

7

1

75

6,034 ft.
5,700 ft.
6,394 ft.
6,229 ft.
7 reels

W.

8.

McLaren,

rector,
Capitol
son, Mich.

Managing
theatre,

DiJack-

Harold B. Franklin, Director of
Theatres,

Wiiiiam

Famous Players-Lcukr.

J.

Sailivan,

Manager,

8

—

60

6,750

ft.

3

3

5

75

6,256

ft.

H. A. Albright, General Manager,
West Coast Langly Tlieatre
Circuit, Los Angeles, Calif.

3

7

1

75

ft.

Claire Meachlme, Grand
Westfleld, N. Y.

1

10

6,437
6,630

ft.

Ace

12
—
—
—

4

Big

Eddie Zom, Managing Director,
Broadway-Strand theatre, De-

—

67

Rialto theatre,

Berry,

Bntte, Mont.

Managing

Circle theatre,

theatrs,

Dlreet*r,

IndlasapolU.
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"Lost World" Gets Bigger
Drives at Average Cost
The trifk of staging a bigger than average
campaign without increasing the average advertising appi-opriation of a theatre was accomplislied in Buffalo and duplicated at Niagara Palls, under the execution of Walter

One of the features of the extra
?ieuiark, N. J., was the banner

billing for
shoum in

manager

"The Iron Horse" (Fox)

the photo above
of the house.

—arrangedat

Fox American,
by Arnold Davis,

the

Directing Appeals to Kiddies
Model Campaigns
Developed

As

IT

is

a picture that

To

is

specially well

adapted to exploitation, directly appealing to youngsters, and through

them

to all potential theatre goers, exhibitors

have executed many excellent campaigns of
For exthis type for "Black Cyclone."

ample

Interest

By Exhibitors For

:

Fay's Theatre, Providence, R. I., one of
the most liberal of picture theatres in distributing tickets to youngsters, made sure
that no kid in the town would miss this
screen treat by advertising a stunt which is
sure to capture the children and appeal to
the sentiment of the entire community. A
display ad of the Fay's in the Providence

Journal said:
"If there are any children who, for the
lack of the small admission price of 15 cents,
are unable to see 'Black Cyclone,' have them
come to Fay's Theatre and make themselves
will be glad to
known to the manager.
have them see the picture as our guests,
without charge."
Boys and girls of Hannibal, Mo., were admitted free for the afternoon shows at the
Orpheum in that city by merely making a
drawing of Rex from any illustration in
their advertising and presenting it at the
box office of the theatre. No matter how

We

good or how poor the drawing was it meant
free admission to the theatre. In addition
three prizes were given for the best drawings.
Still another liberal offer was made by
the management of the Lincoln Theatre,
Lincoln, Neb., who admitted every child at
a matinee who brought in a lucky horseshoe.
Horseshoes were soon at a premium in Lincoln. They were stacked in the lobby several feet deep, the pile of luck-bringers
serving for an additional ballyhoo which
brought in many older folks.
In Winston-Salem, N. C, the management
of the Ideal Theatre, gave a bar of Baby
Ruth candy at the box office to each person

purchasing a ticket to tlie feature.
Advertising "Black Cyclone" as "the talk
of the motion picture industiy," the Capitol
Theatre, Vancouver, B. C, in a tie-uj) witli
Daihj Province, offered $100 in casli
11)(^

Youngsters Are

"I'm looking for The Lost World," and hung
up as though disconnected.

''Black Cyclone''

prizes for the best reproduction in color of
one of their advertising illustrations.
The New Theatre, Staunton, Va., addressed a special advertisement to parents
as to what motion picture their children
should see and called attention to the theme
of "Black Cyclone." A free matinee for
children was given. The copy stated "that
it does not make this offer every day for all
pictures for the obvious reason that the
children's welfare is vastly more important
to the New Theatre than their dimes."

Grist Uses Arrows
"California Straight

To

Lindlar, First National representative, who
was detailed to the assignment of campaigning "The Lost World" at Shea's Hippodrome
at Buffalo, and the Belleview, Niagara Falls.
In both instances the houses used average
newspaper space, but were successful in
gaining the co-operation of newspapers in
the Weight Guessing contest and in the use
of feature stories and picture layouts. In
Buffalo the Public Library officials agreed
to insert book marks announcing the engagement of "The Lost World."
Manager Lawrence, of the Belleview, Niagara Falls, did all the billing that he could
get space for, which was six stands. He also
put out 2,000 rotos and 200 cards, which was
quite a flash for the town.
They also put on a telephone teaser stunt
that brought good returns. Phone service is
unlimited up there and girls were engaged,
who had phones in their homes, to call up
every residence listed in the phone book.
When the party answered they just said:

Bill

Ahead"

Direction arrows, bearing the title in
white letters on a red ground, were used as
the main exploitation item for the engagement of "California Straight Ahead," by
Manager A. S. Grist at the Rivoli, Greenville. Two hundred of these novelty posters
were displayed throughout the city and on
roads leading into the town, ten days prior
to the opening date.
The stunt evoked quite a bit of discussion,
many persons believing it to be a move on
the part of California realtors to keep everyone from going to Florida.
During the picture's run a huge arrow
with similar copy was hung under the
marquee, pointing into the theatre.

Cosmetic Samplers Herald
"Paint and Powder"
Face powder, distributed in sample packages through the cooperation of a manufacturer, served as an effective announcement of the showing of "Paint and Powder"
at the Audubon and Crotona Theatres of the

William Fox circuit in New York. The tieu]) was effected by Milton Harris, director
of publicity for the theatres. The samplers
were enclosed in envelopes bearing an impiint reading "Compliments of Elaine Hammerstein, who will be seen in 'Paint and
Powder' at this theatre," and were passed
out to patrons of both theatres for several
days prior to the opening.

Volz Increases Billboard
Space For Apollo
Five twenty-four sheet stands are being
now by the Apollo Theatre, Baltimore,
managed by John G. Volz, who has just
inaugurated this new method of advertising
He places three
the plays at his theatre.
six sheets on each ))oard, each advertising
a different show and the dates they are to
1)(' siiown througliout the week as he changes
shows three times weekly.
In addition to this he is using window
used

cards also.

West" (Piithe) circussed at the Queen
Knoxville, by means of a giant sign
illuminated by flood lights. Another evidence
of the growing practice of exploiting serials
"Jf'ild

theatre,

and short

features.

January

9

,
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250 Contest Replies For 12
Passes For "Romola"
A cross-word puzzle contest, from which
250 replies were received, cost the Queen
Theatre, Austin, Tex., just 12 complimentaries and stirred up a great amount of interest in the presentation of "Romola."
This stunt was one of the items in a forceful campaign staged for the picture by L. R.
Guyer, manager of the Queen Theatre.
Advertising was started well in advance
with personal endorsement ads in the newspapers, over 2,000 book markers distributed
through high schools and university librarAnnouncement
ies, and 50 street car cards.
banners were also placed on a truck which
was driven about town two days before
showing.
Valuable publicity was gained through
private showing held for high school teachers of the city. Special invitations, printed
at the high school gratis, were delivered to
teachers personally.
Among the many excellent window displays secured, was one with a book store, a
drug store located in heart of business section, and a jewelry shop which displayed
special art cards directly tying-up with
photoplay at the Queen.
display in the

A

The Royal

theatre,

ment

5 and 10 Stores To

M-G-M

Sell

Novelizations

An

exploitation tie-up whereby the Jacobson-Hodgkinson Corporation, of New York,
will publish novelizations of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer screen plays for distribution
through five and ten cent stores, has been arranged by the exploitation depai'tment of
M.G.M. The series of books will be known
as "Popular Plays and Screen Librai-y,"
and will be placed on sale in stores of the

Woolworth, Kresge and McCrory company
throughout the States and Canada.

The first story to reach the public in this
form will be "The Midshipman." This will
be followed by "Old Clothes," "The Mocking Bird," and others of the Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer productions.

store

to

Wis., takes the lion's share of a window display in a
feature the showing of "The Iron Horse" (Fox).

Town

Small

Chamber of Commerce window

three days
prior to opening and during showing, attracted a world of attention.
Lobby of theatre was decorated with five
foot hand-paint€d cut-out, with a 10-foot
cut-out of Lillian Gish mounted on marquee.

Ashland,

^

^Phantom' V Ads

Best Features Of Metropolitan Drives
Used In Exploitation At Saratoga
a definite gulf between the
cami)aigns which are staged in
large cities and small towns, the distance between the two is narrowing at an
increasing rate, for while the exhibitor in
the town bas a smaller stage on which to
produce his advertising production, all of
the effects which the large city boasts are
also at his disposal.
Among several recent
campaigns in which small town theatres
have duplicated, on a miniature scale, of
course, but with all the detail included, the
big city exploitation for features, is that
which was staged in Saratoga, N. Y., for
"The Phantom of the Opera" engagement
at the Palace Theatre, owned by Harrington and Goldsmith and operated by Ben

IF

there

is

tyjx' of

Strauss.

"The Phantom" went into Saratoga during "dead" season that is there was no
racing but it came within $120 of the record made with "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," which played during the height of
the racing season when the normal population of Saratoga is doubled.
A parade which escorted the cans of
"Phantom" film from the railroad station to
the theatre brought out nearly everyone in
town.
This was advertised several days in
advance by a 3-sheet size announcement in
the theatre's lobby and in the local newspaper.
The ad stated that every boy who
was at the station to welcome the picture
and marched in the procession to the theatre would receive a bag of candy.
A truck wa^ decorated with red bunting
and carried a ten-foot box painted bright
red with "The Phantom of the Opera" let-

—

—

tered on both sides.

The truck ballyhoo drove on with a great

A

flourish for the theatre.
bass drum beat
marching time, and two policemen and six
boys tried to keep the "Phantom reception
committee" in orderly lines. The kids yelled

Frontal display for First National's "The Half
Way Girl" at the Strand, Nashville, Tenn. Arranged by Manager G. P. Bannaza.

depart-

and cheered until everyone in town knew
that something was up.
Following the
demonstration the candy was distributed in
front of the theatre by the policemen and
two men from the candy store.

In addition to sharing the cost of the
candy, the store gave a comjilete window to
this time of red
a "Phantom Red" display
candies instead of gowns and "Phantom"

—
—

cards.

Ten other stores also gave window displays of various kinds.
A cut-out which attracted much attention
was made from the stock 6-sheet. This
shows the figure of a devil peering over the
top of the Paris Opera House and clutching
it on both sides.
The eyes of the devil and
the windows of the Opera House were cut
out and on this was placed an electric light
The
and a victrola covered by red cloth.
vietrola, equipped with a repeater and a
small boy to wind it, played the quartet
from "Faust" continuously.
This novelty
was placed in one corner of the lobby.
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Local Film Aids "Slave of
Fashion" Engagement
By presenting a local film, a cooperative
enterprise on the part of the Charlotte Observer and the merchants of the town,.
Manager Warren Irvin of the Imperial
theatre, that city, obtained unusual advertising supi^ort for his presentation of "A Slave
of Fashion."
The local reel was furnished
the theatre gratis and the newspaper and
merchants who were represented in the picture gave it widespread publicity, mentioning the picture as a unit of the program on
which "A Slave of Fashion" was the feature.
Irvin also sold the Bon Marche department story a tie-up idea, on the strength of
which he obtained the leading place in the
first cooperative window display that shop
has ever made.
The artistic mounting of
the stills by the theatre's sign painter went
a long way
dow tie-up,

toward accomplishing

this

win-

Irvin reports.

A prominent shop put in a window display featuring sport apparel for women,
with a still showing the star arrayed in a
snappy sport costume. A small card announced picture title, theati'e and play
Display arranged by Manager

/•'.

H. Ricketson of the ) ictory theatre, Denver, for "Little Annie
Rooney," United Artists.

dates.

Tries Separate Bills to Get

World" Aids

Dignified ''Lost
Mark

Strand

Theatre,

Albany,

Picture in Showmanlike, Clean

Exploits

Campaign

The Mark Strand, Albany, eschews any
and all methods that savor of the blatent

the city and

ballyhoo, rigorously eonfining itself to dignified showmanship, with the accent stressed
on the showman. And its campaign on the
engagement of "The Lost World" was planned accordingly.

The campaign was executed by the Mark
Strand's Director of Publicity, Anthony
Vciller, son of the famous playwright Bayard Veiller, in less than a week with the
aid of A. P. Waxman from the home office

Two weeks

prior

to

the

opening,

the

Board of Education of Albany was given a
pre-view of the picture and endorsed it to
At
all
principals, teachers and scholars.
this same showing the ministry and public
of the city were also present.
The Albany News having run the serialization of the story some time previous regarded the advent of the picture, as a
officials

news event, having to all intents
and purposes sponsored it while in fiction
form. They ran several stories and photos
on the news pages in addition to the routine
material on the movie page.
The Albany Telegram ran a half page
story with art illustrating the imaginary
consequences of a visit to Albany by one
definite

of the "Lost World" dinosaurs. This story
in the feature section was carried the day
prior to the opening of the picture.

The Knickerbocker Press and The Times
Union also viewed the advent of "The Lost
World" as a news event- and carried photo§
and stories in its news sections accordingly
addition to the quota of space allotted
on the amusement pages.
in

Co-operative lie-ups were effected with the
leading stores selling tobacco, wrist watches,
sheet music, typewriters and sporting goods
for the display of photographs appropriately captioned.

The marquee and the lobby of the theatre
were decorated with cut-outs and streamers
of the hideous monsters which form one of
the features of this picture, and they proved

An e^tra
one of the sights of the town.
was added for the week and

billing force

covered by

its

its

environs were thoroughly

energetic billposting brigade.

exploitation department.

Free Nail Polish in Lobby
for "Manicure Girl"
Coincident with his showing of "The
Manicure Girl" at the Victory, Denver,
Manager C. W. Hallock established a real
manicure gii'l in the lobby with an attractive
little arch over her table painted with the
following: "Step up and get a Bebe DanThis stunt attracted
iels Manicure Free."
a lot of attention.

In addition to the above the picture was
exploited through the usual channels.

Offers "Wild

West" as a

Mid-Winter Circus
Circus advertising was used for "The
AVild West," a Pathe serial, by the Queen
The theatre
Theatre in Knoxville, Tenn.
featured a huge sign erected on the roof of
(he house after a design by W. E. Drumar,
general manager of the Southern Enterl>rises Theatres.

The novelty of offering a

circus in mid-

winter seems an unusual angle of appeal to
capture the interest of amusement seekers,
and so it proved at the Queen with "Wild
West." wliicli lias a story revolving around
the ^liller Brothers 101 Ranch circus.

Matinee Patronage
Great vai'iety is injected into the i)erformances on a Saturday at the Westmount
Theatre, Montreal, Manager Allen having
adopted the policy of showing several
different features at stated hours in oi"der to
build up the weak hours during the day.
Early on the Saturday afternoon, a pro-

gramme

that is particularly attractive to
children is screened.
This is followed by
the regular attractions.
Then again at 5.30
P. M. another different programme is run
off for a special supper hour show, after
whieli
the regular programme is again
screened for the evening performances. This,
keeps various crowds of people coming all
day Saturday. Special attention is paid to
the announcing of the different hours at
wjiich the various shows are presented.

New

Orchestra Installed at

"Gold Rush" Presentation
The formal introduction of a new orcheswas offered as an added feature at the
opening of "The Gold Rush" at the Palace,
Memphis. G. E. Brown, manager of the
tra

house, designed a unique trailer in which
the new organization was shown as a unit
.nnd then pictures of its individual members
wej-e thrown on the screen.
The inauguration of the new music policy
at the Palace was heavily billed in conjunction with the opening of the Charlie Chaplin comedy, the innovation being tied up
with the great popularity of the comedian
to good effect in the advance publicity for
ihe show.

Pickford

Week Staged by

Arkansas Exhibitor
The Palace
sas,

theatre.

recently staged

week.
This

an

put

Fort Smith, Arkanall l^Iary Pickford
on

Pickford's
Hall," for
Monday and Tuesday; "Rosita" for Wednesday and Thursday and her new production of "Tess of the Storm Country" for
Fridav and Saturdav.
exhibitor

"Dorothy

Vernon

of

^liss

Haddon

January

9
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to Physically

Fit Cleveland

Ad

One expective way to get sport page publicity stories was demonstrated when ''Don
Q," was being shown recently at the Still-

man

theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.
a tie-up with the Cleveland

Press
Stillman management
jointly offered a loving cup to the best example of physically fit boy between the ages
All
of fourteen and sixteen in the city.
any lad of required age had to do was to
go to the nearest Y. M. C. A. local branch
and register. There were ten such branches
in Cleveland and the boys enrolled at each
were given physical tests to select the one
most perfect example. Then these ten lads
were put through athletic contests such as
jumping, running, swimming and other
feats calculated to show physical fitness,
the winner of the ten receiving the Fairbanks-Stillman theatre cup suitably engraved.

In

Fairbanks

and

the

Horse" Ads

''Iron

On Back

Of Restaurant Checks
The stunt which uses the backs of
proved
Horse"

checks

for

advertising

effective exploitation for

custom of waiters to place checks on
the table face down, there is no escaping
notice of the theatre ad of this kind.
is the

Distributed 1,000 "Unholy

Three" Auto Tags
One

thousand automobile tags reading
the 3?" were recently used to
good effect in connection with the showing
of "The Unholy Three" at the Gayety TheTwo thousand "Screen
atre in Ottawa, 111.
Forecasts" were distributed, five hundred of
them through the mail and the rest bv hand.

"Who

are

"Seven Days"

res-

a show
"The Iron
at the Powers' Theatre in Grand
Kapids.
A scene cut and straight billing
under the heading "After Dining See The
Iron Horse" was printed on checks used at
Since it
the restaurant of the Hotel Rowe.

taurant

of the Orpheum in Minneapolis, organized a motor parade to back up
the exploitation for "Seven Days" done in that city by the trans-continental ballyhoo for the
picture conducted by Producers Distributing Corporation.
The parade was made possible
by a tie-up with a local automobile agency.
Phelps is shoivn standing near the hood of the

Manager Frank Phelps

car.

Seattle Drive for ''Phantom''
Columbia Uses Wide Range Of Stunts
In Extensive Campaign For ''U'' Special

OXE

of the most extensive exploitation
campaigns attempted in Seattle for
a motion picture was put over when
"The Phantom of the Opera" played the
Columbia theatre. A. J. Kennedy, Universal exploitecr, assisted Eobert Bender, manager of the Columbia, and then went on to
Spokane and duplicated his campaign there

Clemmer theatre.
One of the most effective

for the
lighted

shirtfront

on

a

stunts was the
singer dressed in

evening clothes.

The man went out on the streets
would stop on a busy corner and
sing.

As he

finished

his

song,

at night,

start to

he

would

push the button and "The Phantom of the
Opera, Columbia, Now" would flash out of
the white shirt front.

Another big attention-getter was a special
which had a lifting capacity of
about seven pounds.
It was painted a
bright red with "The Phantom of the Opera"
lettered in silver.
It flew above the theatre
for a week.
After the opening a 30-foot
balloon

figure of the

"Phantom" made of

light wire

and a skeleton head, dressed in a red China
silk cape and a big red hat with a sweeping
plume, was hung between two fine wires
and attached to the balloon.
On the night before the opening a special
radio tie-up was made. By remote control
a rehearsal was broadcast on the picture,
with the orchestra, singers and a crowd of
men and women from the theatre and the
Universal Exchange for the audience.
Ten cut-out figures from the 24-sheet were
mounted on beaver-board and skirt lettered.
Through a tie-up with a local candy company a new box of chocolates called "The
Phantom" packed in a beautiful red box was
»

put on the market.

Another tie-up that took nearly all of the
remaining windows was effected with a
beauty preparation.
The manufacturing
company put on a special drive on their
product with living models in all of the big
down town stores. Each woman visiting the
theatre was presented with a 50-cent packTwenty drug stores,
age of the product.
three big department stores and several
beauty parlors, making a total of over 30
windows were lined up in this tie-up.
Cards on the spare tires of taxieabs, 5000
napkins for lunch counters and soda fountains, four styles of special cut-out figures,
special paper, little red figure cut-outs,

"Phantom Red" windows
Photo above shows the crowds attracted to the Cameo theatre, Paris, France, for "The Lost
World" (First National), which played there eleven weeks. Manager Reginald Ford of the
Cameo uses American exploitation methods, a nd the success of his enterprise is graphically
told in th is snapshot.

in millinery stores,

200 telephone hangers and 500 small cards
for street cars, hung by a string and printed
on both sides, were some of the accessories
used.
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Make

Of Drive
For "Keeper Of The Bees"
An
up

used in the photoplay, which were placed in
a leading shop window along with two threesheet and three one-sheet cut-outs.

Civic Event

Additional publicity was gained through
articles written by one of the Univer-

event of civic importance was worked

two

campaign which
opening of "The Keeper of the

in connection with the

Los Angeles and the Los Angeles County
Park Commission, more than 500,000 public
school children planted 350 young carob
trees in the school yards throughout the metropolis of the Southwest on Monday, Nov.

Campaign Announces
"The Merry Widow"
.

.

H. C Farley, manager of the Empire,
Montgomery, Ala., found the means of giving the orchestra a definite place in an advertising campaign.
This was for "The

Merry Widow," which

announced
long in advance with the use of slides and
an orchestral rendition of the lilting "Merry

Widow"

Farley

waltz.

The campaign was started two weeks
ahead of play date. Directly following news
reel, orchestra played "The Merry Widow"
waltz, after which slide was flashed on screen
asking the audience if they remembered the
waltz from the famous operetta of 20 years
ago. This was followed by another slide announcing that operetta had been made into
the best picture of the year. Being entirely
from any other form of advertising
employed by the theatre, it
proved most effective.

different

ever

Views

before

of the

was pub-

issue

Ace Of Spades Sandwich

The city-wide tree planting was sponsored
jointly by F. B. 0. and Mr. Alexander PanPublic speeches were made by city
tages.
officials as well as noted society women and
many of the school orchestras and bands

Slide

in the

|)lay in general.

15th.

turned out to render appropriate musical sewhile the ceremonies were under
way.
Later in the week a single sycamore tree
of gigantic proportions was planted in Pershing Square, Los Angeles, by little Gene
Stratton, grand-daughter of Mrs. Porter,
who appears in "The Keeper of the Bees."

first article

of the Lincoln
State Journal and dealt with the life and
habits of the prehistoric animals, accom])anied by a number of drawing illustrations.
The second write-up made its appearance
mid-week, and stressed the authenticity of
the production, and the merits of the photolished

Reforestation Association, public schools of

lections

The
Sunday

city's professors.

preceded the
Bees" in Los Angeles, where the adaptation
of the Gene Stratton-Porter novel played at
the Pantages Theatre.
By means of a tie-up with the American

Is

Ballyhoo For Serial

George E. Carpenter's "street workers" for his
showing of "The Road to Yesterday" at the
Paramount-Empress, Salt Lake. The ballyhoo
artists were recruited from the student body of
the University of Utah.

Granada's "Kiddie Revue"
Scores Big Success
The kiddies' revue at the Granada Theatre,
San Francisco, was really a musical show in
miniature, week of Dec. 12. There were .55
youngsters in the act. There were individual
dances and songs and picturesque gi'ouping
with telling effect. It was not only the individual work of the juvenile but also the
ensembles that are enjoyable.
Vei'ne Buck and his synco-symi)honists
furnished music for the miniature rt'vue as
well as giving musical interpretation for the
feature i)icture.

Nebraska

U Aids Drive For

"Lost World" at Lincoln
For

his showing of "The Lost AVurld"' at
the Lincoln, Lincoln, Neb., Manager Chas.
F. Shire was fortunate in securing the cooperation of the University of Nebraska.
This institution loaned the theatre miniature
animals, exact reproductions of the ones

lobby of the new Mosque theatre at Newark, N.
the sitotiinfi of

J.,

Four sandwich men with big cardboard
aces of spades fore and aft proved well
worth their pay in exploiting the "Ace of
Spades," a new Universal serial, at the Doan
Theatre, in Cleveland, Ohio. The cards carried the name of the theatre and the play
date.
In addition to acting as perambulating sign boards, the men distributed heralds

and special tickets.
Another stunt worked out for this campaign by Kenneth A. Reid, manager of the
house, was an arrangement with six of the
grade schools in his territory whereby he
gave a free ticket to the chapterplay each
week to the boy and girl having the best
weekly standing in each grade.

Louisville

Ministers

Aid

Alamo "The Fool" Drive
As a result of a private screening of "The
Fool," given by the Alamo Theatre, Louisville, for the ministers of the city, the clergymen gave valuable assistance to the theatre
in its publicity campaign for the picture.

A

campaign of personal

visits

was made

150 local ministers enlisting their individual support in putting the engagement
over successfully. As a result of the canvass, twenty-one ministers used "The Fool,"
as the text for their sermons on the folThe newspapers carried
lowing Sunday.
special stories on the help the picture was
to the

receiving from local ministei-s.

showing the liberal use made of lobby frames and wall cases to announce
"The Phantom of the Opera."

I'niversal's

:
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"Perfume
Loew's

Idea'* Presented
State in Los Angele

Fanchon and Marco's "Perfume Idea"
was the presentation attraction at Loew's
State Theatre, Los Angeles, for the week of
December 19 to 25th. This is a very elaborate number, with setting by Jai Marehon
and masks by Miles Marehon, and features
an ensemble effect in which girls are dressed
in

costumes

representing

the

different

French perfumes.
The presentation opens with the tenor
aria from La Tosca sung by Albert Rappaport.
The setting is a large perfume bottle
against a black drop.
Miles Marehon as a
is lying at the bottom of the bottle.
He performs a dance and bows in Lucinda
Beatty who interprets the fragrance of perfume, seated in front of a perfume bottle
which glides across the stage.
Two hits of the presentation are Eddie
Willis as Golli Wogg and Alma Ortga in a
slave

Russian costume with an exaggerated mask.
She does a Charleston in hoop skirts that
brings a big laugh.
Natalie Harrison does
a fancy dance in a very effective pink
creation.

Fashion show staged by the Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla., as an exploitation attraction
Metro-GoldwyjuMayer's "The Midshipman" by Manager Guy O. Kenimer. The stunt was
put on in co-operation with a large department store, which furnished the costumes and models,

for

Display Of Sailor's Knots
Feature "Midshipman"
Manager Chai-Ies F. Shire augmented his
regular newspaper and posting campaign
for "The Midshipman" with a lobby display
which proved a successful business-builder.
The chief feature of exhibit was a three
sheet display board carrying the different
kinds of knots used in the navy.
In addition, a local university loaned the
theatre signal flags, which were strung from
top of roof to each side of theatre's marquee,
making a very effective flag display. Mounted on top of marquee were 18 three-sheet
cut-outs and one twenty-four sheet.
Another noteworthy unit of this campaign
was the putting out of 25 one slieets, supplied by recruiting station, the copy of which
was a direct tie-up with the photoplay at
the Rialto.

local beauties.

'Merry Widow' Well Exploited
Strong Stunt and Newspaper Campaigns Mark
Engagements Of Feature In Many Theatres

THE

success which has attended many
extensive campaigns staged to exploitation engagements of "The Merry
Widow" at first run theatres, places this
production among the outstanding offerings
from the exploitation standpoint. Since the
picture combines the two essentials of big exploitation possibilities— a quality of entertainment that is widely appeiiling and possession of exceiationally effective publicity
angles it has continued to roll up a list of
campaigns which compares with the best records of recent "exploitation" productions.
In general the campaigns have been more
or less similar
a condition due to the fact
that the majority of the drives have been of
the big order and therefore employed the
angles offering the greatest possibilities for
newspaper and merchant co-operation. The
"mysterious Merry Widow" stunt has been
staged with eminent success in several large
cities, not only the newspaper tie-up angle
of the stunt, but merchant co-operation being introduced on a large scale.
Two recent campaigns whicii embraced
the outstanding stunts developed for "The
Merry Widow" were drives put on by the
State Theatre in New Bedford, Mass., and
the Royal, Wilmington, N. C.
In New Bedford the "find the Widow"
contest was launched as the exploitation ace
by Manager Veitz of the State Theatre.
He gave a new twist to the contest by advertising a new "widow" each day for four
days and awarding a valuable cash award
for each "widow" captured. The New Bedford Timef! was induced to sponsor the competition, and contributed over twenty columns of publicity. Added strength was given,
the idea when both the newspapers and the
local stores ran double-truck ads daily in
which the attention of the public was called
to the fact that "The Merry Widow" would
l)e in their store at a certain time of day.
Dur'ng the run Mr. Veitz secured permis-

—

—

mwm^^
^^^

Cutout display in lobby of the Rex theatre for
National's "The Live Wire."
24-sheet
cutout of star was mounted on rosin paper.
Whites of eyes and teeth were cutout and
backed with translucent paper and UluminateA
by flasher from behind.
First

from the street railway company toplace a large cloth banner on the sides of one
of their newest and best looking cars.
sion

Manager George
Theatre,

Bailey,

Wilmington, N.

of

C,

the

Royal

used a
contest in co-operation with
also

"Merry Widow"
the Morning Star.
On Wednesday, the "Merry Widow" arrived in town and people started to congregate on

the street corners, discussing the
Several women started to look for
the widow. The first day she was worth $25,
the second $35, her price increasing $10 each
day. Thursday a large crowd collected and
the services of the Star's advertising department were called into service and the idea
was sold to the merchants.
contest.

Character Sketches Used
As "Iron Horse" Teasers
The Oliver Theatre, South Bend, Ind., introduced the characters under their character names in advance teaser ads for "The
Iron Horse." The ads were in two-column
measure and carried a cut of the player in
character make-up. Beside the cut ai^peared
copy describing the character but omitting
the title of the picture and the name of the
theatre.

A

sample of the copy used follows
"Here Is Davy Brandon, Our Hero. He's
Not a Sheik.
Not a Caveman. Not a
Lounge Lizard. He's Just a Welcome Type
of Rugged Young American Manhood in
the

—

—

After Nov. 29.

.

He

Will be a Sensation

(To be continued.)"

In this manner the principal interpreters
of "The Iron Horse" were introduced to
South Bend, one by one, for a week before
the regular house advertising on the en-

gagement was

started.
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NEW YORK

Million Dollar Theatre

—

CITY

Film Numbers The Merry
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(

Capitol Theatre

Numbers—His

Film
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
zine

Musical

)

,

Capitol

(Pathe"),
(Selected).

Aesop

Today and Tomorrowr

Maga-

National

(

)

(

—"La

derella

Boheme"

A

(Paramount),

,

BOSTON
Beacon Theatre
Film Numbers Three Faces East

—

Fancy

(Producers Dist. Corp.), Clash

—

of

— AI,S<)—
COMEDY

The Wolves (Warner Bros.),

Comedy

SPAT FAMILY

,

(

(

Educational )

International

)

Program

Musical

solo.

Numbers

—The

Enchanted

(Paramount), Peter Pan
(Paramount), (Morning only),
Niagara
In
Wintertime
Scenic),
Rialto
Cinemevents
Selected),
The Gold Push
Hill

Good effect in one column ad Jor
"Western Luck" (Fox).
Arrangement i/ives prominence to theatre,
Jeaturc title and comedy offering.

Ad

Lyric

the

0}

Theatre,

Tulsa,

Okla.

(Pathe Fable).
" Morning,
Musical
Program
Noon and Night"
Overture
"Christmas Novelty" (Organ),
Aria from the "Barber of Seville" (Soprano), Banjo Synco-

—

-

(

)

pators.

Colony Theatre
Film Numl)ers Phantom of the
Opera (Universal), Continued.
Embassy Theatre
Film Numbers The Merry Widow
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer),
Con-

—

—

(United Artists)

—

;

Medley'' (xylophone)

—

Numbers
Stella
Dallas
(United Artists), Continued.
Astor Theatre
Film Numbers The Big Parade
(Mclro-Goldwyn-Mayer),
ConFilm

—

—

tinued.

Cohan Theatre
Film Numbers Ben Hur (MetroGoldwyn-Mayer

—

)

Cameo Theatre
Film Numbers Irisli Luck (Paramount), Cameo Pictorial (Se-

—

Aesop Fable.

Program — "Eileen"

(Overture),

"Irish

Medley"

(Soprano Solo), Organ.

;

'

Numbers — Tumblewceds

txhibitor:

Ask

Exchanges

at
the
for the

Film

to ask for, but it's the only
reliable aid you ciii give your musicians to help put the picture over

It's little

Forum Theatre
Film
Numbers

—

The

Verdict

Baby
Bachelor's
Truart
International
(Educational),
(

)

,

News and Kinograms.
Musical Program Vaudeville.

—

Hillstreet

Theatre-

—

Film Numbers The Fighting Cub
(S. R. ), Adventures of Mazie
(F. B. O.), Aesop Fable, International News.
IMusical

—Vaudeville.
—

Program

Loew's State Theatre
Film Numbers
The Beautiful
City (First National), Marvels
of Motion
(Red Seal), Kinograms and International News.
Musical Program "Dance of the

Hours"

Mark Strand Theatre
Mr.

or-

Fenway Theatre

Numbers—Three Faces East
(Producers Dist. Corp.), Clash
of the Wolves (Warner Bros),
Fables (Pathe), News (Pathe).
Musical Program Overture, or-

Film

gan.

Washington Street
Olympia Theatre
Film Numbers Clothes Make the
Pirate (First National), ComGordon's

—

(Overture),
Stage Presentation.
Pantages Theatre

(

—
Musical Program— Vaudeville.
Metropolitan Theatre
Film Numbers — Cobra
(Para-

—

Feature
Melodies."

(Overture),

"Italian

or-

chestra.

Film Numbers
nal

—The

Danger SigGood Morning
(Pathe), The Green

R.

(S.

Madame
Archer

),

(Pathe Serial),
(Pathe), Aesop

Weekly

News
Fable

(Pathe).
Musical
Program
Vaudeville.
Orchestra. Organ.
Warner's Metropolitan
Film
Numbers East
Lynne
(Fox), English Channel Swim
(Pathe), News Weekly (Pathe)

—

Weaving

Rugs

Pathe color
Musical
Program
(

)

Carols"
Organ.

Theatre

o

1

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

)

t

,

li

e s

Com-

—

chestra and organ.

Metropolitan Theatre
Film Numbers A Kiss for Cinderella (Paramount), Topics of
(Pathe),
News
the
Day
(Pathe).
Musical Program Overture, or-

—

Morocco

in

—

-

(Overture),

"Christma.s
Orchestra,

—

Numbers A Son of His
Father
Paramount
Santa
Claus (Kleinschmidt Comedv),

Film

)

,

News Weekly (Pathe).

—

Musical P r o g r a m "Christmas
Fantasy" (Overture), "Collegiate" and other popular hits
(Jazz Band), Orchestra, Organ.
Parkway Theatre
Film Numljers Sally, Irene and

—

Mary

(

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

)

Santa
Claus
(Kleinschmidt
Comedy), News Weekly (Educational )
^lusical Program

Holly"
Organ.
Rivoli

C

edy (Pathe), News (Pathe).
Musical Program Overture, or-

Film
City

—"Beneath

(Overture),

the
Orchestra,

TheatreNumbers The

—

(First

Beautiful
National), News

DOME
STARTING TODAY

ALL WEEK

-

—

SYDCIMPilM

gan.

New

Boston Theatre

Film

Numbers

—Where

(Universal),

Was

—

chestra and

I?

Gang

Our

(Pathe), News (Pathe).
Musical Program Overture,

pers

organ. Vaudeville.

—

(Pathe),

Topics

of

Eclipsing all his

previous sucor-

James Theatre
Film Numbers ^Wages for Wives
(Fox), Comedy, Flaming FlapSt.

cesses.

A

Riot

of T-an

1
J^_
'*

*

,

the

Day (Pathe), Fables (Pathe),
News Pathe
Musical
Program
v e r t u r e,

Film Numbers
The Ancient
Mariner (Fox), Pathe News.

mount), Pathe Comedy, Patlie
News, Aesop Fable.
Musical
Program Prologue to

,

Loew's State Theatre
Film Numbers— Id

Noveltv

—

)

—

(

Special

News

Educational
edy
(Pathe).
Musical Program Overture,

(

(Suite Gothique).

—

BROOKLYN
Film

;

"Russian Hymn," "Russian Folk
Song," "Asleep in the Deep"
(male quartette) "Lady of the
Nile," "Five Feet Two," "Everybody Stomp" and "The Storm;"
and Boellmann's "M i n u e t

LOS ANGELES

Apollo Theatre

Musical

Re-

view (selected).
Musical Program "Rondo Capric"Popular
cio"
(piano
solo)

tinued.

lected),

Topical

;

Program

(

,{

News

— Vaudeville.

)

Orchestra. Organ.
Keith's Hippodrome

New

—Overture,

—

i(

M

News

,

gan.

Rialto Theatre

Fox

,

—

tation.

(Color Film), Rivoli News.
Musical Program Special Orchestra, "The Melting Pot" (Special
Stage
Presentation )
Organ

Film

)

—

(Overture),
"Lucia"
(Duet),
"Spirit of the Fan" (Fantasy).
Rivoli Theatre
Film Numbers A Kiss for Cin-

—

(Paramount),

—

Winder-

(

^

(Educational),

Musical

)

Pathe
r i
Musical
Band."
Strand TheatreNumbers Womanhandled
Film
Paramount
So's Your Old
Man (F.B.O. ), Kinograms.
Musical Program Stage presen-

Fan
Warner Bros.
News Weekly
Se-

Program

Musical

First

(

— Kiss for
News.
mba
Program—"M a

—

lected).

Champ

—Joanna

Cinderella

(Special Stage

(

Warner

—

Des Moines Theatre
Numl>ers A
Film

—

mere's

Numbers

Film

—

—

World," "Christmas Chimes,"
"Adeste Fideles," "Nazareth,"
"Birthdey of a King," "Cantique de Noel," "Guiding Star,"
and "Silent Night"), "Ballet
Rnssc" (Ballet Corps).
Garden Theatre
Film Numbers The Calgary
Stampede (Universal), Control
Yourself
Fox
Felix
the
(

Capitol Theatre

Strand Theatre

)

Continued.

,

)

DES MOINES

Film Numbers Bluebeard's Seven
Wives (First National), Topical Review (Selected).
Musical Program "Mark Strand
Presentation

—The Pony Express

Paramount

(

(Overture), "Christmas Carols
(Vocal), "In A Toy Shop" (Ballet Corps), Organ Solo.

Warner's Theatre
Lady
Film Numbers

Con-

) ,

Film Numbers

cJ Riotous Romance of
Wali Sreet aruf the Weft

Program — "Mignon"

Frolics of 1926"

^^"ido^v

tinued.
Rialto Theatre

Secretary

(

Fable

.

,

.
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BALTIMORE
Century Theatre
Film Numbers The Only Thing
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
The
Peace Makers
(Fox),
News

—

(

)

,

(Fox).
Musical Program "A Christmas
Fantasie" (Overture including
eiglit selections:
"Joy to the

—

Dome Theatre's, Youngstown,
Ohio, displaif for "The Man on the
Box'' {Warner Bros.)
The

————— —

——
———
-
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9
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—

.

(Overture),

Be

Bride

m — "Zampa"

News

Papa,

SEATTLE

Program— "Musical

Musical
of 1925" (Overture).
Coliseum Theatre

ij

EDMUND LOWE

«rm-

m

The Picture That Sacceeded

Spite of the Devil

Fables.

con front beticecn Olack tone
of theatre mane and gray color of
title. Figure of man seems excess
baggage.
Tiro column aisplay for
"The Fool" (Fox) used hy the Monroe Theatre, Chicago.

Columbia Theatre
Film Numbers The Eoad

—

to Yes-

terday (Producers Dist. Corp.),
The New Champ, International

—

Musical Program
"1925 Revue"
(Overture), "Songs of Yester-

Fish

land,

News.

day" (Vocal).
Liberty Theatre
Film Numbers
Classified (First

Musical

National), Good Cheer, International and Liberty News.
Musical Program
(Overture),
"Yuletide Songs" (Quartette).
Pantages Theatre

Film

—

—

—

Film Numbers Who Cares, Aesop
Fable, Pathe News.

—Vaudeville.

—

Film Numbers A Kiss for Cinderella (Paramount), Pathe Review, Fox News.
Musical Program
"Spirit
of

—

Xmas" (Novelty

Overture).

PAUL

ST.

t

Scenic),

Progra m — "Indoor

Woman

—

Venice."
Capitol Theatre

Road

Numbers

— The

Splendid

(First National).

One Wild

News

Ride (Pathe), Garrick

(Se-

Program —"Light

lected).

Cavalry
Overture" (orchestra).
Princess Theatre
Film Numbers— The Clash of the

^Musical

Wolves (Warner Bros.), The
Heart Breaker (Fox), Kinograms.

—
—

Program Organ overture.
Strand TheatreFilm Numbers The Ancient
Mariner (Fox), Comedy (Imperial), Kinograms.
Musical Program Organ overture.
Tower Theatre
Film Numbers The Masked Bride
CMetro-Goldwvn-Maver), Don't
Tell Dad (Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Program "No, No. Nannette"
(overture),
Song and
Dance Act.
^lusical

—

—

—

American Theatre
Film Numbers Where

—

^^

Was

I

(Universal), International News
Newspaper Fun (F. B. 0.).

PRIIVCESS ^^

Now

CCARLET

Kinema Theatre
Film
Numbers

—

—

—

—

)

,

—

ST.

—

Film Numbers A Kiss For Cinderella (Paramount), Missouri

Maga zine

(

Selected

)

Program — Orchestral
overture. Organ accompani—

o( Society's Action at idc ^ev^ Oilej

Mdjd) Ctas

Good

art

work
and

contrast
give decided
the Princess,
Hartford, Conn., for First National's
"The Scarlet Saint."
of

black

punch

to

this

(Producers Dist. Corp.), Pathe
comedy, News.
Musical Program Orchestral and
vocal numbers. On stage. Juvenile song and dance revue.

—

(

)

,

—

—

Bees

(F.B.O.), Buster's Night-

mare (comedy), Loew's Minute
Views Pathe
Musical
Program Hits
from
(

)

—

Marie"

"Rose

Vaudeville.

—

Lafayette Square

Numbers

Film

(overture).

—My

Son (First
Pathe comedy, Lafayette News, (Kinograms).
Musical Program Selection from
"Nanette"
(overture),
Organ
National),

—

vaudeville.

solo,

Shea's Norrth Park

CLEVELAND

Film Numbers

Stillman Theatre-

—
—

Film Numbers Little Annie
Rooney (United Artists), International News.
Musical Program "Second Hungarian Rliapsodv" (overture),
"Doctor Tinkle" Tinker"
(vo"Toyland"
cal )
( Prologue
"March of the Toys" (dance
ensemble).
Allen Theatre
Film Numljers A Kiss For Cin,

)

—

derella
(Paramount),
Pathe
News,
Topics
Day
of
the
Pathe
Scenic, Annette Kellerman novelty reel (Pathe).
(

)

,

—

1920"
(dance band
(aded attraction)
State Theatre

Film
Numbers
(Paramount),
News.

International

—Organ

Miisical
Program
ture, Vaiiileville.

—

—
—

(Associated

)

—The

Magpie

Hot

of

,

Day

the

(Piithe),

Pathe

—

Musical Program Classical Jazz
Revue.
Reade's Hippodrome
Film Number Tlie Ancient Mariner (Fox), Flaming Flappers
Pathe
International
News

—

(

(

)

,

['niversal

)

—

Musical Program Medley of old
time F'avorite Airs (overture),

The

Limited
(S.
R.),
Olympic News (International).
Musical Progi-am Selections by

—
—
Numbers— Below

Serenaders.
Palace Theatre

Film
the Line
(Warner Bros.), Mermaid comedy. Palace Review
(International)

.

DETROIT
Capitol Theatre
Film
Numbers Womanhandled
(Paramount), News (Pathe),
Aesop Fable, Comedy (Educa-

—

.

Musical Numbers

—

Orchestra,
gan, vocal quartet.

or-

Broadway-Strand Theatre
Film Numbers Storm Breaker

—

(Universal),

International

News.
Musical Program

— Organ.
Numbers— Stage

State Theatre-

Film

Struck

Paramount ), Kinograms,
Comedy (Educational).
Musical Program Orchestra, or(

—

gan, banjo duo.

Adams Theatre

—

Film Numbers That Royle Girl
(Paramount), Kinograms.
Musical Program Orchestra, or-

—

gan.

\'audeville.

Keith's East 105th St.—
Film Numbers The Ancient Mariner
(Fox),
Good
Cheer
Pathe
Aesop's
Fables
(Pathe), Pathe News.

—

(

Exhibitors),

Overland

tional)

over-

Doggie
(Educational), Cartoon, Topics
(

(United
comedy,

novelty),

—Womanhandled

Park Theatre
Film
Numbers
Paramount

Q

North Park Review (Selected).
Program "Orpheus in
the
Underworld"
(overture).
Organ solo.
Olympic Theatre
Film
Numbers Bad
Company

Musical

Program
"Finlandia"
(overture),
"From 1900 to

Musical

— Don

Christie

) ,

Musical
Program
pe re11 a
Arias (overture). Vaudeville.
Circle Theatre
Film
Numbers Black Cyclone
(Pathe), A Dog's Life (Pathe),
Aesop's
Fables
(Pathe),

—

Fox Washington Theatre
Film Numbers T hank You
(Fox),
Fox
News,
Comedy

—

(Fox).

—Organ,

Program

^lusical

singer.

Madison Theatre
l''ilm

Numbers

—-The Merry Widow

o-G o 1 d w y n-Mayer
Pathe News.
Musical Program— Orchestra, or-

(Met

r

)

gan.

ments.
On stage "C r c u s
'Week" (ten circus acts).
St. Louis Theatre
Numbers Keep
Smiling
Film

TRAILERS SFII g EATS

and
organ numbers, Vaudeville.
Loew's State Theatre
Film
Numbers T h e
Masked

YOUR MOST EFrefflVt

i

High Ughl!

—

Musical

LLOYD HUGHES
"Hie

—

—

LOUIS

Missouri Theatre

MARY ASTOR

King and Rivoli Theatres
Film Numbers Madame Behave

News.

Women
Let
Alone (Producers Dist. Corp.),
International
Review,
Pathe
News.
Pantages Theatre
Film Numbers
The Ancient
Mariner (Fox).
Paramount Empress Theatre
Film Numbers As No Man Has
Loved Fox
Pathe News.
Victory Theatre
Film Numbers
Little
Annie
Rooney (United Artists), Aesop
Fable, Pathe News.
(

Shea's Hippodrome
Film Numbers A Kiss For Cinderella
(Paramount),
Good
Cheer
Pathe
Hippodrome
Review (Selected).
Musical
Program Overture to
"The Student Prince" Organ
solo.
"Dance Creation."
Loew's State
Film Numbers The Keeper of the

Artists),

SALT LAKE CITY

Film Numbers The Best People
(Paramount). Ko Ko in Tot-

— Infatuation

overture and popular numbers.

Circus."

Garrick Theatre

—

Astor Theatre
Film Numbers T he
Hater (Warner Bros.), The Uneasy
Three
(Pathe),
Pathe
News.
Musical Program "Venetian Carnival" (Orchestra), "A Night in

—

Two

for

(Pathe),

BUFFALO

.

Progra m— Orchestral

Musical
Good,

tinued.

Musical Program
Strand Theatre

—

r s

Injuns

Shootin'

Pathe News.

—

7ME PL»V OF THt

Film Numbers
Little
Annie
Rooney (United Artists), Con-

—

)

(First National), Kinograms.
Musical Program Orchestral, vocal and dance numbers.
Delmonte Theatre
Film Numbers— The Best Bad
Man (Fox), Comedy, News,

MMt NAME.
CWWNim POLLOCk

f son

Hits

—

Numbe

Film

Winder-

Bros.),
International

News.

)

pheric prologue), Harpist.

(Warner

Fable,

Metro-Gold wyii-Mayer

Selected

Grand Central, West End Lyric
and Capitol Theatres

—

Fan

(
(

Pjogram
Orchestral
Musical
overture presentation "Father
Time" (Don Albert's Loew's
State
Symphony Orchestra),
Organ acompaniment. On stage,
"A Parisian Night'' (atmos-

Terpsicliorea?!

Blue Mouse Theatre
Film Numbers
l-'ady

,

.

183

Novelty "Merry Christmas" and
"Santa Claus' Medley" (Organ
Selections), Orchestra, Organ.

mere's

— ———— ——

,,

19 2 6

,

(Pathe),
Weekly
Good -(Pathe).
Musical
Progra

Aesop
News.

. .

.

iiiid

.'strong

ichite
of

ad

—
(Assoc. Exhibitors).
Musical Program — Orchestral
—

SALhSMAN

——————— —

—————

.

———————

.

——————
———

.

..

.

. .

.
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Circle

—

Theatre-

—

Film Xuiiihers Joanna
Novelty
National
)

(First

Film

,

News (Universal).
Program Overture, "A

(Patlie),

—

Musical
Trip to Hawaii" (Stage presen-

Numbers

Universal

versal

)

—

— SportingComedy

,

Life

(

—

)

Musical
P r o g r a m American
Harmonists.
Apollo Theatre
Film Numlx'rs A Kiss For Cinderella (Paramount), Imperial
Comedy (Fox), News, (Fox).
Musical Program Orchestra, organist, singing comedian.

—

—

SAN FRANCISCO

Musical

(Peerless), International

Program— "Fairy

Tales"
Viennois"

"Caprice
Santa
"Arrival
of
(Violin)
Glaus" (Stage Presentation).
Loew's Warfield Theatre(Overture)

—

Soul Mates
Film Numbers
Yes,
(Metro Goldwyn-Mayer)
Yes, Babette (Educational), Felix the Cat (Peerless), InterNews, Kinograms.
national
"Orphevis"
JI u s i c a 1 Program
"Lonesome
Me"
(Overture),
(Orchestra), "Salad Ideas" (Pre,

—

sentation).

Numbers

— The

Rush

Gold

(United Artists), Fox News.
"Fins and
Musical Program
Feathers" (Organ)," Camp Fire
and Minning Songs.
St. Francis Theatre

—

•

Film Numbers
(Paramount),

— The

Wanderer

Podge

Hodge

(Educational), Silvery Art (All
Star), International News.

Program— "Memoirs

of
Musical
the Orient" (Overture), "IntroBacchanal"
Oriental
ductory

(Presentation).

The New

Champ

)

—

)

Selections
Solos).

—

Vigorous One column display Jor
used
Iron Horse,"
(Foa>)
the
Capitol Theatre, London,
England.

Marionettes

—

Film Numbers Sally, Irene and
Mary (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer),
The Flaming Flappers (Pathe),
Nine of Spades, Garrick News

—

Musical Program "Jingle Bells"
(Male quartete and organ with

"Bamboola" (organ).

Sans

—

Musical Program Orchestra overture.
Holiday specialty.
State Theatre
Film Numbers
Clothes
the Pirate (First National), Felix (comedy), State News Digest

Make

—

overture).

Woman Who Lived in
a Shoe." (Kiddie Revue).

Stanley TheatreFilm Numbers The Keeper of the
Bees (F. B. 0.), Stanley Maga-

—

— "Zampa"

(Overture), "Santa
(Xmas Fantasy), Tenor
"Stanley

Xmas Party"

Claus"
solos,

(Diver-

tissement).

Fox Theatre
Film Numbers

— The

:

(overture), "Liebesfreud" "From
the Canebreak" & "Meditation"
(Violin solos), "A Christmas
b

DlitlBcUf

'

Dlfftrtni

WITH BIO KEITH AX^EE VAUDEVILLE

PALACE
B.

F

KEITH THEATRE

^"

Fantasy' (dance numbers), Song
recital of old time favorites.
Stanton Theatre
Film Numl)ers- -Don Q, Son of
Zorro, (United Artists).
Karlton TheatreFilm Numbers Tessie (S. R.).
Arcadia Theatre
Fil m
N u m b e r 8 Old Clothes
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer),

—

the

Calendar idea

0/
Effective
in a dinplny for "Thank
ii«o

You"

(I'oa)

by the Falace Theatre, Cleveland.

—

New Com-

—

CINCINNATI
TheatreFilm Numbers A Kiss For
Capitol

—

(Paramount),

derella

News

CinCapitol

(Selected).

— Orchestra.

Musical Program

Walnut TheatreFilm Numbers Clothes Make The

—

Pirate (First National), Topics,
Fables, News (Pathe).
Musical Program Orchestra.
Strand Theatre
Film Numbers B o b b e d Hair

—
—

(Warner Bros.), Sky Hooks
(Comedy), Pathe News.
Musical Program Orchestra.

—

—

Film Numbers The Pony Expresa
(Paramount), Kinograms.

—
—

Musical Program Orchestra.
Gifts Theatre
Film
Numbers Seven
Sinners

(Warner Bros.), Little Red Riding Hood, Kinograms.
Family Theatre
Film Numbers Peacock Feathers
(Universal), Felix Grabs His
Grub, Fox News.

—

Ancient

Mariner (Fox), Fox News.
Overture
Musical Program
"Around the Cliristmas Tree"

—

— The

(First National).

Lyric Theatre

PHILADELPHIA

Program

Straight

Gene,

—

Musical

— Go

Film Numbers
(Paramount).
Capitol Theatre
Film Numbers

Film Numbers The Big Parade
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer).

Film Numbers Irish Luck (Paramount), Soup to Nuts (comedy).
Strand News (selected).

zine.

Victoria Theatre

Aldine Theatre

—

(orcliestra

—

Numbers The Unguarded
Hour (First National).

Film

(Uni-

Kinograms (Educational).
Organ overture.

—

Palace Theatre-

mandment

"The Old

fow

Fox

(fantasy),

News.

Garrick Theatre

— Raffles

Chicago Theatre

KANSAS CITY
Theatre

—

Film Numbers A Kiss For Cinderella (Paramount), Newman
Mirror of the World (Selected),
Newman
Current
Events
(

Local

—

)

Musical
Program "A Musical
Cocktail"
(Overture),
New
Year's Follies (Specialty), Song
Divertissement, Organ Solos.
Liberty Theatre
Film Numbers Where Was I?
(Universal),
Aesop's
Fables,
Little Red Riding Hood (Universal), International News.

—

—

—

—

Film Numbers The Midshipman
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer),
International News, Christmas
Film (Special Reel), Bachelor
(

Babies.

Noon

—

Program

Musical

&

Night"

"

Morning,

(Overture),

"The Lost Chord," (Specialty),
"A Reverie" (Organ Solo),
"Marie Macquarrie Harp Ensemble"

(Presentation).

Uptown Theatre
Film Numbers The Grand Duch-

—

(Paraand the Waiter
Weekly
& Digest,
mount),
Christmas Film (Special Reel),
ess

Comedy Selected
Program "Scenes

—

(

Musical

)

(Overture),

groise"

HonMyrtle

(Specialty),
Soloist
Leonard,
"Cinderella" (Presentation).

McVickers Theatre
Film Numbers Hands Up (Paramount!, News Weekly (Pathe).
Castle Theatre
Film Numbers Go West (Metro-

—

—

Goldwyn-Mayer

)

Roosevelt Theatre

Film

Numbers—-The

the Opera

Phantom

of

(Universal).

Orpheum Theatre
Film Numbers The Road

—

to Yesterday (Producers Dist. Corp.).
Monroe Theatre

—

Film Numbers When the Door
Opened Fox
Senate Theatre
Film Numbers— The Man On Tlie
Box (Warner Bros.), Our Gang
(

Newman

(Organ

The Beautiful
Numbers
City (First National), Literary
News,
International
Digest,
Christmas Film (Special Reel),
Good Cheer.
"Cavalleria
Program
Musical
Rusticana," (Overture), "Fan
"Don't
(Specialty),
Dance,"
Forget To Remember," (Organ
"Way Down South,"
Solo),
( Specialty )
Tivoli Theatre
Film

ture.

— Atmospheric

(Overture),

CHICAGO

"The
l)y

—

Madame

Program

Musical

Aster Theatre
Film Numbers The Ancient
Mariner (Fox), Adventures of
Mazie (F. B. O.), News (Fox).
Musical Program Organ Over-

Numbers

,

Fables).

MINNEAPOLIS

Lyric Theatre

Year's

(Organ

Pantages Theatre
Caniille of the
Film Numbers
Barbary Coast (Assoc. ExhibiPathe News, Aesop's
tors

Love (First National), Sweet
Marie (Fox), Aesope's Fable,
Pathe News, Pathe Review.
Musical Program — Vaudeville.

(selected).

,

— "New

Program

Selections"
Solos

Musical Program "The Night Before Christmas and the Day

Make a

—

(Overture),

Subjects.

Musical

— Why Women

(Selected).

)

)

—

Musical Program
Strand Theatre

,

)

—

Musical Program Vaiuleville.
Golden Gate TheatreFilm Numbers

versal),

—

(

Solos).

—

orchestra),

Solos)

Royal Theatre
Ladies
Film Numbers
Pretty
Over
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(Pathe),
There And Abouts
Royal Mirror of the World
Current
(Selected),
Royal
Events Local
Musical Program "New Year's
(Overture), Organ
Selections"
Mainstreet Theatre
Film Numbers Clothes Make the
Pathe
Pirate ( First National
News and Educational Short

Union Square Theatre
Film Numbers Midnight Secret,
Fox Comedy. Pathe News.

New

Program
and
Musical
"Poet
Peasant"
(Overture),' (Organ

(

(Presentation).

After''

Tb« Plcturi Th»t

3C-11I-

—

Film

Imperial Theatre

Film

I'erf. 1

At 5, 6, an4
Snndaja_fe t 8

Walloping Wonders
(Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Progi-am "California Juvenile Trio" (Special) "Automatic Stage New Year Concert."

—

News.

larkot, Ix>n*>n, *-*.W.

—

California T^ieatre

Film Numbers A Kiss for Cinderella (Paramount), Flight that
Failed

Ar THe CAP/TOU
9

(Peerless),

Universal), Aeso]) Fable, News, (Uni(

THt FILM THAT RAN FOR.
ONE YEAR IN NEW YORK.
^n
IS STILL RUNNING

hood (Universal), International
News.
Musical Program "Christmas
Carols, New Year Songs."
Granada Theatre
Film Numbers
Sporting Life
(Universal),

tation).
Colonial Theatre

Film

—

Cameo Theatre
Film Numbers The Lucky Horseshoe (Fox), Little Red Riding-

INDIANAP OLIS

)

(Pathe), Newsreel.
Musical Program "A Trip to
Toyland" (Stage Presentation),

—

Organ Novelty.
Harding Theatre
Film Numbers The Man On The
Box (Warner Bros.), Comedy

—

Newsreel.
"Cinderella"
Musical
Program
(Stage presentation), "Bacchanale" (Overture), Organ Novel-

—

ty.

"

January
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,
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'Don't put

For

Serials

all

your eggs in one basket."

Laugh Month
SERIALS
Month

Laugh
Oswald Brooks,
manager of the Pathe

are advocated for

by

serial sales

E.

Exchange, who declares that while every
good serial must be of melodramatic
action and thrills, it must also have

comedy

relief.

"'Our producers do not hesitate to introduce logical comedy sequences in
most every weekly chapter," says
Brooks. "Just a touch of the whimsical
comedy element here and there; occasionally a streak of comedy or burlesque helps wonderfully to relieve the
tension of the audience.
"It is certainly not out of place to
suggest that a Pathe serial like "Play
Ball," "Into the Net" or "The Green
Archer" would be welcomed on the
screens of the country during the month
dedicated to laughter."

Lament is Directing
Mermaid Comedy

Charles

Charles Lament, who for some time past
has been directing the Educational Juvenile
comedies, is now directing Lige Conley and
Estelle Bradley in a new Educational-Mermaid comedy. Upon the completion of his
present work he will again assemble the
youngsters and complete the series of six
juvenile comedies Educational will release.

Theda Bara

Starts

Her

First

Comedy

Short

Theda Bara has started on her first short
comedy for Pathe release at the Hal
Roach studios.
She is being directed by

feature

Richard Wallace.
In the supporting cast
are Tyler Brooke, Jimmie Einlayson, Fred
Malatesta and Joe Madison. Other players
have still to be added to the cast.

!

im

Billy

Dooley

From

Recovering
Operation
is

Billy Dooley, Christie comedian, is rapidly
recovering at his home from a recent operation, and will be back before the camera in
a few days. He had just finished his latest

comedy,

"A

Salty Sap," when he was taken
sick while doing his vaudeville act at a Los

Angeles theatre.

Bray has Completed ''Dinky
Doodle" Cartoon
Filming has been completed by Bray
Productions on the next of the "Dinky Doodle" series for F. B. 0. release.
It is titled
"Dinky Doodle in the Restaurant." Walter
Lantz appears in this subject together with
the cartoon characters.

William

"That Basket ooesn't look big enough
to carry all those eggs. Put some in
the other one. It s saFer

Goodrich

Directs

Johnny Arthur
William Goodrich is directing Johnny Arthur in the fourth of the latter's Educational-Tuxedo comedies. Virginia Vance has
the leading feminine role.

Fox Changes Laugh Month List
'Tighting Tailor'' placed on Schedule;

Three Full Length Comedies Added

A

SLIGHT

change in the release schedcomedies for Laugh
Month has been made with the substitution of
"The Fighting Tailor" for
"Officer of the Day."
The former is the
second of the "East Side, West Side" series
featuring
George Harris and Barbara
Luddy.
Other Fox comedies scheduled for release
ule

of

Fox

the first half of the month include "Cupid
a la Carte," of the 0. Henry series; and
"His Own Lawyer" of the Helen and

Warren Married Life

series, adapted from
Mabel Herbert Urner's newspaper stories.
The whole list of Fox comedies available

for

Laugh Month

reelers,

includes fourteen tworeleased during J^^ovember, Decem-

ber and January.
In addition to the short subjects, Fox
has an imposing trio of full length comedies
for late in the month. They are "The First

Year,"

"A

Trip to Chinatown" and "The

Cowboy and

the

Countess."

"The First Year," based on the John
Golden stage success, will be released January 24th. Kathryn Perry and Matt Moore
will

be seen in the leading roles.

Frank

Borzage directed.
"A Trip to Chinatown," scheduled for release January 31st, is the first of the Charles
Hoyt comedies recently purchased by Fox.
Margaret Livingston and Earle Foxe are the
principals, while in the supporting east are
F. Farrell MacDonald, Airna May Wong,
George Kuwa, Marie Astaire, Gladys McConnell, Harry Woods and Hazel Howell.
Robert Kerr directed.
Buck Jones is the star of "The Cowboy
and the Countess," with Helena D'Algy
playing opposite him and Harvey Clark in
a leading comedy role. This picture
for release on January 31st.

is

also

—

—
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
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—

Resume of Current News Weeklies |

I

NEWS CONTINUITY,
:

Los AiiKolos. Cal.

VOL.

7,

NO.

— l^argost and small-

est of rouud-the-world ships, one 097 feet long,
other only 34, meet in harbor Schenectady, N.
New Western Gateway bridge, a mile Ion?
Y.

—

:

and spanning the Mohawk river, is formally
opened; Vienna First pictures of new presith" newest dance
Hei-e"s
dent of Austria.
since the Charleston and called the New I'^orkCambridge, Mass. -Boy athletes of Harver
ard, member of Pi Eta club, prepare to play
Scotland
feminine roles in college comedy
Sportsmen of the British Isle create a new

—

—

;

;

—

Teams of girls
style in dogs Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Gray Harbor. Wash.
compete at Lacrosse
:

;

Driven inshore by fierce storms in North Pacific, thousands of sea gulls search the surf for
Shamokin, Pa. Lucky are these people
food
living in the anthracite region vs'here coal lies
Vincenue.s
Due to a
just under the surface
labor shortage, France employs women in its
cartridge factories to supply IMorocco army
New York City U. S. Army engineers d.vnamite solid rock on bed of worll's greatest harbor to clear channel.

—

:

—

:

—

NO.
NEWS CONTINUITY, VOIv.
FOX
26:
Paris.
France— Modified
but minus the
the
Philawith
delphia — Gen. Smedley D. Butler of Marine
Corps fame resigns as
head Marysville,
crop
has— Harvest the Nation's
7.

bull-fight,
kills

thrills

all

:

police

Cal.

—
:

Fla.

—

for winter

J.

airplanes still rides the skies Philadelphia, Pa.,
(Philadelphia
only
Movie questions keep
"EMO" on the jump New York Cit.v Wall
street adopts artists' smocks Philadelphia. Pa.,
(Philadelphia
only
Bryn Mawr students
adopt Lacrosse; Belleville, 111., (Kansas City
and St. Louis only)
Kris Kringle takes to the
skies
Palis, Fr.ince
Pampered pets of Paris
hold annual court; Los Angeles. Cal.
Do you
want your baby never to cry? Along the Snake
River. Idaho
Mail carriers defy treacherous
rapids
Abyssinia. Africa
Zoo hunters invade
Abyssinian jungles for rare specimens.

—

!

is

Frascati. Italy
tened by modern machinery
In part payment of war debt, Germany restores to Kingdom of Italy, the beautiful Fal-

arrives

South

in

— Champion

soccer

—

;

;

day

;

Emory,

—

Ga.

— Entire

G.

W. Hitchinson

father, mother and three children,
of famil.y
Mt. Lasare students at Emory College here
One of America's hottest spots, winsen, Cal.
this
volcanic mountain
is
ter or summer,
How Girls Are
dotted with boiling lakes
;

—

;

—

—
—

;

i

—

:

—

—

—

;

JNTERNATIONAL NEWS

—

NO. 106:

Phila-

New
teams appear in annual benefit game
York City Nominate new Ambassador to
Spain Washington, D. C. Court-martial fails
Except Deto dampen spirits of Col. INlitchell
troit) Detroit, Mich.— After making $100,000

delphia, Pa.
Gen. Butler fired as boss of
police; Los Angeles, Cal. (Omit Phila.)
Kids
flock
by hundreds to Charleston "School"

six professional grid games. Red Grange is
forced to cancel football matches because of inMosul, Asia Minor Settle problem
juries
which threatened pace of eastern Europe

Wibshington,
D.
Mrs.
Coolidge
brings cheer to hospital youngsters New York
City.
Mr. Joe Mendi spruces up for the new
year; International News Reel presents Greatest Thrills of 1925 Sports— 1, Red Grange, Illinois iceman, proves the football sensation of
the year 2, Nurmi, the Phanton Finn, smashes
running records of all time: 8. .lack Dempscy
retains the world's heavyweight boxing championship by devoting all his time to being a
model husband 4, the classic Kentucky Derby
goes to Flying Ebony who shows his heels to a
big field of contenders
5, Tlie U. S. Cavalry
School at Ft. Riley, Kansas, sets a new standard in cross-country riding: At Sea
1, great
American fleet completes longest cruise in its
history battling rough seas to a triumphant
home-coming; 2, fire claims two great coa.stwise steamers the Lenape. shown here, and
her sister ship the Comanche
3. thirty war
time vessels worth a million a piece are consigned to the flames by Uncle Sam. Aviation
The U. S. dirigible Los Angeles establishes
long distance cruising records in journevs over
land and sea 2, but her sister-ship the Shennandoah. meets disaster in a storm over Ohio
3. Britain establishes an air patrol above the
Pyramids 4, the smoking craters of Mt. Etna
are invaded by an intrepid Italian flver. In the
Public Eye 1. Calvin Coolidge begins his "second" term as President of the U. S. with brilliant inaugural ceremonies; 2. Gen. V.in Hindenburg assumes the presidency of Germany
amid the acclaim of his countr.vnien 3. Premier
^Mussolini tightens his hold on the destinies of
Italy with the Fascist legions standing firmlv
behind their idol.

I

—

—

!

I

(

in

—

;

—

New

Can Babe Ruth come back?
Y'^ork City
Washington, D. C. Battle to make U. S. memWith the
ber of World Court opens in Senate
Exclusive pictures of life aboard
British Fleet
Detroit,
Mich.,
His Majesty's giant battleships;
Wuxtra Wuxtra
Old news(Detroit only)
boys sell papers; Notch, Missouri (Kansas
City only)
"Uncle Ike" oldest U. S. Dost-

—

!

—
—
—

!

!

master.

PATllE NEWS
Senioi's

NO.

1

:

Seattle,

Wash.—

shine shoes for holiday charities

—

Wilmington, Del. Special chemicals will prevent annual loss of millions in oil fires With
Great Britain's Pride of the Sea— II. M. S.
Hood in action In the Limelight Oust Philadeli)liia's clean-up man borrt)wed from Marines
!

—

I

Berlin.
test

York

Philadelphia.

Pa.

(Philadelphia

—
only) — Yule-

tide festivities gladden hearts of kiddies Dover,
Eng. Great steamer saved after disastrous

—
crash;

;

C—

—

:

;

;

:

—

;

Paris, France
B''or first time, a
conieri villa
lioness is on the passenger list of the airplane
Scotland
line that crosses English Channel
In St. Andrew, where game of golf originated
in year 1452, everybody enjoys the pastime to-

;

NO. 104: Orniond Beach,

Rockefeller
Brooklyn, N. Y.
D.

;

rice

of

—

PATIIE NEWS

:

;

—

Trained to l)i' Fashion Models In New York,
thousands pose professionally and recruits arc
added daily Ben<l. Ore. Lundjermen of Ci'iitr.il
Orgon pine forests set new production
record of a million feet i>er day North AtlanHeaviest seas
tic Storms Batter Ocean Liners
in years batter giant Aquitania on trip from
New York.
:

Cal-

:

—

I

2")

10.")

—

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

Fox

NO.

India MohamuK dan hosts in amazmass prayer: New York City If you want
to reduce here's Babe Ruth's svsteni
Long
Island, N. Y., (Omit Philadelphia)
Daddy of
cutta,

ing

Germany

.$30,000,tX)0

— Two
—

Cit.v

;

— German

Communists

pro-

ex-Kaiser! New
thousand kiddies find holiday
Queensberry,
S. Leviathan

payment

to

cheer aboard S.
(Juard safety of Britain's bridge.
Scotlan,!
!

—

;

:

;

;

—

;

KINOGRAMS

NO. .5145: New York—Canadian and New York hockey teams formally op(>n new Madison Square Garden with
Canadians winning international match
D. C.

igton.

— Col.

Mitchell

;

Wash-

sentenced to five
Yellow Springs. Col.
is

years exile from army
Antioch College starts movement among youth
of land to conserve Christmas trees by yearl.v
idanting; Santa Rosa. Cal.
Ernie Never.s. famous Western football star, signs as a professional for $50,000; Kansu. China
Chinese use
river as opium growing aid. taking advantage
of ingenious irrigation system
Som(>where in
;

—

—

—

;

California
Screen comeilians show how to
laugh during National Laugh Week: San Francisco
Youngsters on coast enjoy December
day on beach.

—

—

KINOGRAMS

NO. 5146:
Paris
Paris
Bourse in panic as franc reaches new low
lev.l
Washington, D.
Col. Mitchell, sentenced to exile from arm.v, receives many meshis
sages of cheer from
friends
Cambridge,
bef'omc
football
warriors
Mass. Harvard

C—

:

;

—

Washmusical show
Wiu'ld court and wet or dry issues agiington
tate nation's lawmak«M-s as sixty-ninth Congress
NaturalWellesley. Mass.
gets down to work
ist tames a partridge, known as one of the
(liorus

ladies in

—

college

:

—

:

sliyest

birds;

Rome,

Ital.v

— Tall

Italian

stirs

ciowds as he walks through streets and parks
New York Babe Ruth begins training for n(>xt
basbell season with strenuous daily program

Humorous

scenes from "Live Cowards," an Educational release.

in

gymnasium.

January

9
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''Flashes of Past"

Ne\vsreel Boosts

New

Two-Reeler
iLASHES OF THE PAST"

International and King Feature Syndicate
Add to Interest in Coming Event

is

"F

to be released by Pathe as a
two-reel subject. It was issued
originally in connection with the Pathe
New Fifteenth Anniversary film and
met with such approval that its issuance
as a two-reeler was decided upon. It is
a comprehensive review of the historic
events of the last fifteen years, and
brings back to the screen the important
happenings throughout the world as
presented by Pathe News.
Newspapers in all parts of the country
devoted much space to reproductions of
scenes from the film in both rotogravure
and black and white sections. Subsequently at the request of members of the
National Press Club it was given a
private showing at Keith's Theatre in

A

New

Feminine Stars
Screen Departure

Haviiiy taken

nvci- tlic Note,

SPECIAL Laugh Month

section in
International Newsreel No. 1, the current issue, and a full page layout
now being sent out to newspapers all over
the country by the King Feature Syndicate,
mark two important steps during the past
week in the drive for National Laugh Month.
The newsreel section included a peek behind the scenes, showing several popular
newspaper cartoonists at work. Included in
the subject are Billy De Beck, creator of
Barney Google, and George McManus, the
pen-daddy of Mr. Jiggs. The International

Washington.

Century

a

hnyish hair-

cuts, the §:ubernatorial chair in at least one
st^te, and various other strongholds of the

male, the fair sex is likely to iinsui-p man's
position in still another field
that of stardom in screen comedies, is the declaration
of Julius Stern, president of the Century
Film Corporation, makers of Century
Comedies.
Two years ago, with one exception, no
feminine player had ever been starred in
tw'o-rcel comedies since the days of Mabie

Newsreel cameraman caught McManus drawing some special cartoon adventures of Mr.
Jiggs tied up with Laugh Month. Mai St.
Clair and Adolphe Menjou were present
during the taking of these pictures. These
two stars are ardent supporters of the

Kormand. Then the Century Comedy company decided to tiy two-reelers with

PATHK'S

list

of releases for the second

week of Laugh Month includes Mack
Sennett and Hal Roach two-reel comedies, an Aesop's Film Fable, "Topics of the
Day" and other features.

"Wide Oi)en Faces'' is the
Mack Sennett comedv release.

of the

title

It

was

di-

.Miller are the

featured players.
"All Astride'' is a Grantland Rice "'Sportlight. "
Rice shows how the liorse is still supreme in the cattle country, as a means of
transportation in the rough mountain roads,
on the polo field and the race track.

leading attractions of the short-sul)ject field,
tlireaten to eclipse the many masculine
stars.
Both of these stars have made
several extra good comedies for Laugh

and

release.

Pathe Review No. 2 presents "Plundering
(he Sea," a camera record of the Arcturus
Oeeanogra])hic Expedition released in cooperation with the New York Zoological Society "Innocence," ])ictorial studies of babyhood a Pathe color living painting; "A
Date in Egypt," stealing sticky fruit from
the stately palm.
Two issues of Pathe News complete the

Blanche MehafFey Signed to
Universal Contract
Blanche

Mehatl'ey,

former

Follies

;

girl,

Mamie Shannon

of
Univcrsal's "His People," has been signed to
a long time Universal contract. She is the
second of the "His People" cast to be so
signally
honored.
George Lewis, who
played her prize-fighting sweetheart in the
picture, is the other.
the

Pathe schedule for the week of

time contract.

January

10th.

FABIAN'S

Miss Mehaffey was born in Cinciiinnti
and graduated from Lasell Seminary in
Philadeh)hia. From the Seminary she graduated directly into Mr. Zeigfelds' justly
famous Follies Seminary.
She appeared
with Will Rogers on the New Amsterdam
Roof.
From the Follies, it was an easy
juni]) to bathing girl comedies, and she had
heeii in moving pictures almost two years
l)ef(ire she was offered this first opportunity
to phiy a dramatic role.
Her success in it
was the determining factor in the minds
«f Universal officials in giving her a long

encounters a whole army of Santa Clauses.
Farina, Mickey Daniels, Joe
Cobb, Jackie Condon, Johnny Downs and

:i

In little more than a year, ^liss Wiley
and Miss Marian have become two of the

and more recently

Marvin Lobach and Leo Willis.
The "Our Gang" holiday comedy produced
by Hal Roach and directed by Robert MeGowan is titled "Good Cheer." The gang

Jay Smith all contribute to the fun.
"Three Blind Mice'' is the Paul Terry animated cartoon for Laugh Month, while "The
Mystery Ship" is the title of the sixth chapler of the Pathe serial, "The Green Archei',"
picturization of the Edgar Wallace novel
of the same name. Allene Ray and Walter

fii-st

•contracts.

Month

rected by Lloyd Bacon.
In the supporting
cast are Thelraa Parr, Eugenia Gilbert,

Mary Korman,

comedienne
and soon after,
Edna [Marian was made a Century star.
The first series of comedies starring these
two capable young performers were so
popular, that both were given long-term
the
to he elevated to stardom,

idea and are shown watching
and ai>plauding the work of the cartoonists
in furthering the Laugh Month propaganda.
The Laugh Month page being sent out
by the King Feature Syndicate is a lay-out
showing the leading comic cartoonists of
that syndicate, at work drawing cartoons of
their famous jiroteges.
Included in the
page ai-e Harry Herschfield, with his great
character, Abie the Agent; Cliff Sterrett,
with Pa Perkins; Jack Lait with Gus the
bus boy; Russ Westover, with Tillie the
Toiler; Billy De Beck, with Barney Google
and Sparkplug, and George McManus, with
Mr. Jiggs.
The page is headed "Laugh and the World
Laughs With You," one of the Laugh
Month slogans. Each sup-caption on the
jmge refers to Laugh Month.

Sennett and Roach Comedies and Other
Features for Second Laugh Month Week

stars.

Wanda Wiley was

Laugh Mouth

Pathe Lists Comedy Releases

—

feminine

Laugh Month

Branford
Newark

first-run plays

"SILVERY ART"
One-reel

skiing

special

this

Week.
729 7th Ave.
Scenes

from "The Mystery Ship" No. 6
Green Archer," a Pathe serial release.

of

"The

T

iWaitff.L'

Edwin Miles Fadman,

N. Y. City

Pres.
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CLASSIFIED
RATES

AD SECTION

word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.
from the
highest class moving picture
theatres only; if you are
looking for a permanent box
will consider offers

Corner Space
with 4 private offices; solid partitions with one elaborate private
office, including special floor covpartition,

railing,

ering,

etc.

BETHLEHEM ENGINEERING
CORPORATION
1650 Broadway at 51st Street

EXPERIENCED OPERLicense,

Tel.
employment.
wants
Morningside 5642, New York,

MANAGER

THEATRE
for

showing

house

high class
road shows,

and pictures must

vaudeville

;

have at least 10 years' expe-

and state when and
where and salary received;
must be capable of handling
with large stage;
theatre
rience

required.

references

best

Box

Motion

575,

News,

New York

Picture

City.

WANTED.— To

buy

or

lease theatre; one with stage
preferred in city of not less

TOONIST,

5,000.

520,

Motion

New York

Address, Box
Picture News,

City.

HAVE YOU

Seeburg Organ, Style S preferred, that
you wish to sell; must be
good condition. Lyric TheErwin, Tenn.

atre,

MANAGER

THEATRE

AVAILABLE.— 35

years of

in business,
in LFnited States and
Canada; 9 years in present
theatre as manager; best of
references; or would lease or
buy; mention size theatre;
what have you to offer? New
England preferred. Box 540,

14

age;
both

Motion

York

years

Picture

News,

New

man;
Bray

of

fully
diate

first

letter

RUSH"
A

Qi&rbe ChAplw

Maji'i

write

imme-

ICOMime:

"THE LOST WORLD

Hung«T Pane*

Lovendtncu

Blizzard*

Sarah

So.

'-^G0LDBRU5H

YOUNG MAN

ScjW

with considerable experience in various phases of the picture industry, extending from coast

would

Cre«d

Hardship*

National

connection.

Film Studios, 311
St., St. Louis, Mo.

to coast,

Dra/natic Comedy
Dirrcled by

WHnen and

CAR-

;

CHAPLiy

"THE

or

for

4™ BIC WEEK!

GOLD

and camera

animation

tems

/^

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

Motion Picture

artist

SUN. EVE

ISSH m^^

of

Pnc«

Mom.

ZSc

Aft. 35c-

!

Eve. SOc

LOEWS

COLUriBIA THEATER

like to asso-

ciate with reputable producing organization; recent connection afforded opportunity
to visit over 3,000 theatres
to study conditions, obtain
exhibitors' reports on pictures and exploitation ideas,
together with previous expe-

Box
rience around studio.
560, Motion Picture News,
New York City.

For Sale
FOR SALE.—

Fireproof

brick and reinforced concrete
building on lot 50 x 200, run-

.sfcLlUil!

TO^Oa

street

to

containing 2 stores, 3

street,
offices,

banquet room,
lobbies, check and dressing
rooms, dance hall 110 feet
long and fully equipped, 676.seat picture house with stage,
large

Charlie

i

ning from
loft,

[Jill

t

^

,.

CHARLffi

fCHAPUN

scenery, etc., picture machines, screen, twin
every8-foot typhoon fans
only
thing except the film
picture house in town of
7,000 nearest house to 10,nnO
people; best dance hall within 15 miles; price, $150,000
(Not 149) 85 per cent can
curtains,

LanglT'

:

£

;

GOLD RUSH

1^^=^

;

;

City.

WELL KNOWN

remain on mortgage

PIC-

TURE THEATRE MUSICAL DIRECTOR of national
reputation

is

contemplating

the new
year has been for years featured attraction in some of

at 6 per
cent
the cash payment required does not even cover
cost of equipment.
E. 11.
Rolston, Seymour, Conn.
;

new connection by
;

the finest theatres in Amerexceptional references
ica
from some of the most successful and largest theatre
owners in United States;
;

II

must be experienced in
and other popular sys-

;

than

5,

HIGH CLASS

engagePIANIST
ment to play alone evenings;
only in picture houses within
commuting distance of New
York City. Address, Box 590,
Motion Picture News.
desires

WANTED

Box

write

WEEK OPENS

E rO» BliTl »

News, Security Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

Wanted

ATOR, New York

wire

attraction,

office

BIG

»™°L7r"tv?I i^^"^

lo cents a

:

MAJESTIC

SECOND

FOR SALE
700 Haywoo d- Wakefield
Veneer Theatre Chairs. Used
less than 90 days. William J.
Dunn, Academy Bldg., Fall
River, Mass.

A group

of representative newspaper displays for "The
(United Artists).
First-run theatres
evolved many effective and interesting layouts for this
Charlie Chaplin production. .The ads shotvn above include displays by the following theatres: Victoria and
Globe. Philadelphia; Stanton, Philadelphia; Adams,.
Detroit; Lyric, Cincinnati; Capitol. Little Rock; Royaly
Kansas City; Majestic, Hartford; Loew's Columbia,.
Washington, D. C; Stillman. Cleveland.

Gold

Rush"

January

9
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Reviews Of Fea
The Lawful Cheater
(B. P.

Defend Yourself
(Dependable Films— 5000 Feet)

Schulberg— 4946 Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy

Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
and direction of this feature are credited to
Frank O'Connor, who may rest content in the belief that
nobody will try to steal those doubtful double honors. The
plot is a blatant absurdity, even for underworld stuff where allowance is always made for melodramatic exaggeration, and its continuity lost in a bewildering ma^e of ragged complications.
Clara
Bow as the heroine, clad in boyish garments, not that such attire is
necessary to the story's development, but merely because she looks
good in the male get-up, throws a lot of ginger into an impossible
role.
Jack Wise does very well as a sinister thug and Edward
Hearn and George Cooper score as the fraternal crooks. It's a
fine cast and the excellent work of the players shines out the one
bright spot in an otherwise incredibly foolish picture.
There are
(

AUTHORSHIP

a number of rather stereotyped

thrills,

PATRONS
and

but the action moves swiftly.

Melodrama, underworld atmosphere. Treats
of girl's adventures in reclaiming brothers, from crooked
ways and her final marriage to wealthy young chap.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Uniformly good acting by prihcipals and supporting cast. Scene where Molly
Quick action and surprise finish.
finds the buried bonds.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Feature Clara Bow.
Bill as underworld story with melo thrills and stress
heroine's ruse and self-sacrifice for brothers.
fit

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
Bill.

EXPLOITATION

ANGLES. Play up heroine's unselfishness and devotion to brother.
Stress romance with
doctor, melodramatic and sentimental phases.

DRAWING POWER.

changed.

SUMMARY.

THE CAST
Clara

SUMMARY.
i

George Cooper

Edward Hearn
Fred Kelsey
John Prince

Detective
Sam Riley
Lazardi

Jack Wise

Author and Director, -Frank O'Connor.
SYNOPSIS. Molly Burns comes to New York and discovers her
two brothers are crooks. She meets and falls in love with Dick
In order to reform her brothers she pretends to turn crooked
to work as a supposed protection for them from
the police, arranges a bank robbery and in digging under the buildAll of which turns out to be a plot
ing finds package of bonds.
by Molly to straighten out her brothers. She succeeds and weds
Steele.

and has them go

Sensational incidents, sentimental angles

THE CAST
'

Louisa Nolan

Dorothy Drew
Miss Dupont
Doctor Poole
Robert Ellis
Smiley Bill Curtain
Sheldon Lewis
Author, Frank Beresford. Director, Dell Henderson.
SYNOPSIS. Lou Nolan's father, an underworld character, is shot
and killed. She supports her crippled brother, Stevie, in whose case
young Dr. Poole is interested, by filling an engagement as masked
dancer in a sporting cafe. There she meets Curtain, the crook who

The Mouse

When

killed her father.
Curtain's girl, The Mouse is hurt Poole
attends her, does not recognize Lou but arouses Curtain's jealousy.
Poole is trapped by Curtain who announces his instant marriage to
Lou. The Mouse shoots Curtain, Poole escapes, finds Lou and secures her promise to be his wife.
t\ c
a
ir
/r»
•
i •

Uefend v
Yourself

The Lawful Cheater
(Schulberg)

PRESS NOTICE

starring

THE

fleeting shadows of mysthe stress of stirring
melodrama, the warm glow of

in

tery,

"The Lawful Cheater," will
be the main screen attraction at
Theatre
on
the
'

bine to
taining

is

young girl who
comes to New York, finds her
brothers
mixed up in
two
crooked activities, and sets herself to reform them by audacious

tiful

cellent cast, including

the girl and lover.

pont,

McKee,

She

CATCH

by an exMiss DuSheldon
Ellis,

CATCH
The

LINES

One girl against a whole gang of
And "The Lawful Cheater"
criminals.
cheats the cheaters at their own game!

is

supported

Robert
Lewis and others.

George

support.

tion.

Drew.

Dorothy

tonishing adventures, and a love
affair with a young son of a
wealthy father ends happily for

Edward
Wise,
Cooper,
Jack
Hearn, Fred Kelsey, appear in

Clara Bow, who appears in "The LawCheater." a B. P. Schulberg produc-

colorful

.

means, apparently turning crook
and arranging a bank robbery.
She is successful in her efforts,
after undergoing a variety of as-

ful

make

"Defend Yourself" a
unique picture scheduled to be
Theatre
shown at the
The story deals
on
with the love adventures of a
girl who dances in a notorious
New York cafe to obtain funds
with which to support and effect
the cure of a crippled brother, a
throbbing drama set against brilliant backgrounds, starring beau-

scores a hit as a

Raymond

all comand enter-

sentiment and romance;

an underworld
melodrama, replete with thrills
and romance in which Miss Bow
This

.

(Dependable

Films)

PRESS NOTICE

CLARA BOW,

in the

and crook atmosphere combine to make this a good buy
for state rights market.
O.K. for small house trade.

Bow

Raymond McKee

Should do good business

smaller houses.

I

Molly Burns
Richard Steele
Johnny Burns
Roy Burns

Beginning of Lou's
Underworld atmosphere.
TrapHis escape. Shooting of Smiley

love affair with Poole.
ping of Poole by thugs.

Plot lacks stability of purpose
for theatres where bill is frequently

Underworld melo. Has confused, impossible plot, puts over a few thrills, but outside of good
acting offers nothing important from box office standpoint,

revel in

THEME.

DRAWING POWER.
Only

I

underworld melodrama with sensational
sentimental angles sharply developed ought to tind this one
much to their liking. Director Dell Henderson has injected
a lot of snappy action into it, and though far from l)eing suitable
entertainment for the first-run houses, the picture should prove a
satisfactory attraction in certain localities where full-blown romance
gan-nished by crook trimmings and tearful episodes usually has a
successful appeal.
Dorothy Drew is pretty and alluring as the excessively good young lady who remains uncontaminated by the unhealthy atmosphere of a notorious cabaret where she earns her living as a masked dancer, and saves her pennies for the support of
a crippled brother.
Miss Dupont does very well in the role of
Smiley Bill Curtain's jealous gal, and Robert Ellis gives a capable
performance as young Di-. Poole. Sheldon Lewis' impersonation of
cynical, unscrupulous Smiley Bill is a clever bit of work.
Crook melodrama. Girl dancer in underworld cafe supports sick brother, wins doctor's admiration,
escapes villainous wooer and weds physician.

THEME.

or logic.

who

glitter

LINES

and dazzle

of night life it

the world's greatest city, the sorrows of

Dorothy Drew, who appears in Dependable Film Corporation's "Defend Yourself,"

side-streets where lost souls wander and
grope for a fresh start in Gotham, a
girl's brave battle against odds!

)
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The Great Jewel Robbery

The Midnight

(Kerman Films— 4800 Feet)

(F. B.

(Reviewed by George T. Partly

THE

that large-sized contingent of movie-goers
crook melodramas geared up to the high
speed mark should find "The Great Jewel Robbery" much
to their liking.
While there is nothing particularly new about
the plot, its slam-bang action, physical combat thrills and comedy
angles are pretty certain to satisfy the amusement demands of
average house pati'ons, director John luce having apparently
carried out a resolution to make the picture a gingery affair from
start to finish. Also, there is plenty of variety in the proceedings,
as the arch-crook and his pals engage in a hunt for the first stolen,
then lost jewels, which the head villain transferred to the hero's
person in a moment of panic.
It's all far-fetched hokum, but
Herbert Rawlinson is cast
spicily entertaining just the same.
in a role that suits him exactly, that of a man-about-town' with
a taste for adventure, Grace Darmond registers effectively as a
sprightly female cop and the support is capital.
delight

in

THEME.

Crook melodrama. Girl detective searches
for stolen jewels, is finally captured by bandits with man
she loves, but both are rescued at crucial moment.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Comedy
tween hero, heroine,
house.

villain

The kidnapping,

and valet

THIS

as spectacular a railroad melodrama as has ever been
travels at lightning pace and goes the limit for
sensational thrills.
It will surely prove a good box office
asset and entertain a large majority of the fans.
The race between
the runaway train and pursuing engine puts over a terribly realistic
punch and there are various other lurid situations, such as the
scene in the engine cab when a drunken fireman forces his engineer
to jump oft' the gangway by threatening him with a red-hot poker.
Railroad men may want to know why one of the occupants of the
runaway train didn't apply the air brakes from within and thereby
halt the madman's proceedings, but the general public is not apt
to know or care about technicalities, and when all is said and done

apartment
and scene where

police arrive.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Make

the most of the
your ads. Feature Herbert Rawlinson. Tell 'em
it's a comedy scream and melodramatic knockout.
DRAWING POWER. Suitable attraction for average

title in

house.

SUMMARY.

Hands out melodramatic punches in
has good comedy relief, moves fast, provides regula-

plenty,
tion under world atmosphere, both Herbert Rawlinson and
Grace Darmond do good work in leads, will entertain

is

filmed,

"The Midnight Flyer" amply fulfills its purpose of providing
vividly exciting entertainment.
Cullen Landis is an acceptable
hero, Charlie Post a distinctly repulsive villain, Dorothy Devore a
sweetly attractive heroine and the support is 0. K.

THEME.

Melodrama. Engineer dismissed on cowardcharge redeems himself by saving Midnight Flyer from
collision, is reinstated and wins girl he loves.
ice

mixup be-

in the

pursuit, fight,

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Herbert Rawlinson
Grace Darmond
Frank Darmond

McGroody

Carlton Griffith
Marcella Daly
Chester Conklm

Hooper
Mrs. Hooper
Cootie Joe

SYNOPSIS.

John

Ince.

Dunbar, detective, on the trail of stolen
Mill inn, where the thief. Hooper, and Steve
Hooper in temporary
Martindale, man-about-town, are drinking.
fear of discovery, switches the jewels to Steve's pocket. Later, many
complications arise when he tries to recover them. Doris and Steve
He finds that she is
are made prisoners in the thieves' hangout.
Foiled in attempting to escape, they are
his childhood sweetheart.
rescued by the police and decide to become partners for life.

jewels, visits the

Bill as ultra-sensational

melodrama, crammed with thrills, play up fight in
engine cab and the wild chase of Midnight Flyer. Feature
Cullen Landis and Dorothy Devore.
railroad

DRAWING POWER.
powered, sensational melo

Good
is

Doris

Red

Cullen Landis

David Henderson

Dorothy Devore

Mary Baxter
Mel

Charles Post
Charles Mails
Frankie Darro

Slater

Silas

Henderson

.

.

.

.,

Young Davey

Claire

Mother Henderson

Barbara Tennant

Guy Empey. Director, Tom Forman.
David Henderson, engineer, is discharged because
he deserts his engine when menaced by drunken fireman Mel Slater.
Latter is discharged and later he boards a special train, throws off
the engineer and starts it on a mad, runaway race. Dave jumps on
Author, Arthur

SYNOPSIS.

a freight engine, runs it abreast the flying special, springs to the
other engine, conquers Mel in a fierce fight and saves the train. He
is reinstated and wins the girl he loves.

The Midnight Flyer
(F. B. O.)

PRESS NOTICE

A SMASHING

exciting situations
that go over with a bang, rich
comedy and romantic lure combine to make "The Great Jewel
Robbery" one of the Season's
most attractive films. This pictheatre
ture comes to the
and narrates the adon
ventures of a young girl detective
in running down the theft of a

melodrama of
railroad fife, "The Midnight
Flyer," which lovers of action
pictures with vivid backgrounds
cannot afford to miss; is scheduled for its initial local showing
Theatre on
at the
Cullen Landis plays; the hero, a
young engineer, dismissed on
charges of cowardice, who re-

of valuable gems, her meeting
with a man who turns out to be
her childhood sweetheart, the
trapping of the pair by the band-

deems himself by saving The
Midnight Flyer from collision
with a runaway special at the

and manner
befriends them.

from one racing engine

.

bag

its

linson

is

risk

which fortune
Herbert Rawthe hero with Grace
in

Darmond in the heroine
The supporting cast

includes

Frank Darmond, Carlton

Griffith,

CATCH
What

role.

appears

ii

!

life.

CATCH

LINES

Landis'

jump
to an-

Cullen

LandUs, the hero of
night Flyer." F. B.

"The MidO.

LINES

rushing, roaring kaleidoscope of
See the dasstaggering scenic marvels!
tardly plot to wreck the Midnight Flyer,
engineer
young
the
get the thrill when
leaps from one flying train to another.

A

would

you do if a crook
dropped gems in your pocket?
And
what steps would you take if he tried
to regain them?
See how Martindale
solved the problem in "The Great Jewel
Robbery"

of his

other lists as one of the most
spectacular feats ever filmed.
Dorothy Devore is the charming heroine, with Charles Post,
Frankie Darro and other favorite players in important roles.

Marcella Daly, Chester Conklin
and other lights of the screen.

who

McDowell

Liza Slater

VIVIDLY

Rawlinson,

i

Hits the high spots of speedy action and
melodramatic thrills. A well photographed railroad
romance with a sure realistic kick. Has audience appeal.

PRESS NOTICE

Herman's "The Great Jewel Robbery.'

high-

SUMMARY.

The Great Jewel Robbery
(Kerman Films)

Herbert

wherever

card
popular.

THE CAST

THE CAST
Steve Martindale
Doris Dunbar

Director,

Scene where David

driven out of engine cab by drunken fireman. Sustained
fast action, thrills, romance and chase of special.
is

masses.

Author Not Credited.

Feet

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

members of

who

O.— 6200

Flyer

A

realistic

wonder!

January

9

,

1926
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That Old Gang of Mine
(Kerman Film

Corp., Inc.

The Northern Code

—4900 Feet)

(Lumas Film Corp.

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
GOOD program picture that, if properly exploited, ought to
give satisfaction at the box office. Its appeal is altogether
sentimental and probably the fans who must have thrills
and red-hot action won't care much about it, for the story is
purely a human interest affair, dealing with the taming effect a
simple ballad, that brings back boyhood memories, has on the
inflamed {passions of a couple of rivals for political leadership.
But its great sob stuff, make no mistake about that! The childJiood scenes are beautifully handled and get over in great style, the
scraps, reconeilliations, laughter and tears of the kiddies will win
sympathetic response from the most hardened cynic and make an
especial hit with the women folks.
The acting is excellent, with
Maclyn Arbuckkle scoring hard in the role of Senator "Big" Jim
Walton, ably seconded by Tom Brown as his political rival, and
Brooke .Johns as the sweet-voiced musician. The support is 0. K.,
and Mae Tully's direction adequate. A genuine "heart" film.

A

THEME. Sentimental drama. Echoes of an old song
bring peace between political rivals Walton and Pierce.
They revisit scenes of their boyhood, have a reunion of
the childish gang members, now adult men and women,
and combine

forces.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

The

skilled direction,

good local color and atmosphere. Boyhood scenes.
Episode where song calms down threatened fight. Sentimental lure.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Bill as picture that will

carry adult patrons back to boyhood days, play up the kidmischief and sentimental appeal. Go after feminine trade
You can also interest juveniles in the child gang
strong.
stuff.

DRAWING POWER.

Suitable for neighborhood and

smaller houses.

SUMMARY. A
drama.

No

plot

well

cleverly

directed,

worth speaking

acted
strength

of, film's

straight sentimental appeal of childhood

memories angle.

THE CAST
Maclyn Arbuckle

Senator Jim Walton

Tom

Tom Brown

Pierce

Brooke Johns

Musician

Author Not Credited.

SYNOPSIS.

Director,

Political rivalry

Mae

romance
Canadian woods
THIS
ments demanded by
open
of the

lovers of

Tully.

Robert

Ellis in the vigorous scrap

hurtling to a just

between Senator Jim Walton and

Pierce assumes such bitterness that it threatens to disrupt their
party on the eve of a primary election. Matters reach a climax at a
meeting when a speech by Walton arouses Pierce and a fight seems
The singing of "That Old Gang of Mine" by Brooke Johns
likely.
restores peace, brings back past memories, Jim and Tom revisit
boyhood scenes and bring together old acquaintances from all walks
Harmony is restored and the erstwhile rivals combine forces
of life.
for an unbroken front to the opposition party.

fulfills all

THEME.

doom over

Melodrama.

Canadian North

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Attractive

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Boost as strenuous melo
Play up love interest and thrills.
Feature Eva Novak and Robert Ellis.
DRAWING POWER. Should win wherever stirring

of

Canadian woods.

melodrama holds patrons.

SUMMARY.

Offers

tions, has plenty of

interesting romantic
complicafast action, attractive scenery

punch and

and colorful atmosphere.

Good melodrama.

THE CAST
Marie La
Louis La
Raoul La
Pere La

Fane

Eva Novak

Blanc

Robert

Fane

Francis McDonald
Josef Swickard

Blanc

Pierre De Val
Senorita Mendez

Mama La

Blanc
Everett

Jack Kenney
De Lorez

Claire
C.

Maxwell.

Director,

Ray Hampton
Leon De La Mothe.

Photographed by Donald Parker.
SYNOPSIS. Drunken Raoul La Fane, Canadian trapper, attacks
his young wife Marie.
She fires revolver at him, he falls and Marie,
flees into the snow wilderness.
Louis
and weds her. Later, Raoul appears again. Marie
reveals her secret.
Louis trails Raoul. In the fight which follows,
Raoul falls over a cliff and dies. Louis returns to Marie and informs
her there is no longer any bar to their future happiness.

dreading arrest for murder,

La Blanc

aids

PRESS NOTICE

heart

A GLOWING

i-

r^^p
#

A

screen. It deals with the political
quarrels of two party leaders
who were chums in boyhood, a

meeting

a

and

peace restored by the singing of
the ballad which brings back
childish memories.

Maclyn Arbuckle
in

the

leading

is

role

at his best

of

Maclyn

A rbuckle,

Old Gang

of

appearing

Mine," a
production

in

"That

Kerman Film

LINES

A picture playing wonderful music on
your heart-strings, bringing the kind of
tears you like to shed, regaining lost
days in memory; an unforgettable story
of smiles and sighs, of youth and old
age.

1

venture

melodrama staged amidst the
snows of the great Canadian
Northwest, which is scheduled to
be shown at the
Thea

atre

on

.

This

thrill-

ing story treats of the flight of an
ill-used young wife
from her
home, in the belief that she has
slain her brutal husband.
She
weds a man who truly loves her,
but Fate intervenes in the reappearance of the villain she
supposed to be dead. How she
and her faithful lover eventually

CATCH

Eva Novak appearing
ern Code."

romance of adand loyal love is
offered by "The Northern Code,"

^^

find happiness is told in a climax
brimful of suspense and action.
Eva Novak and Robert Ellis
fill the leading roles.

Senator

"Big" Jim Walton.

CATCH

Ellis

(Films)

of

.

at

Fight

The Northern Code (Lumas

appeal and sentimental lure
"That Old Gang of Mine,"
based on the well-known song by
Irving Berlin, which comes to
Theatre on
the
This film, starring Maclyn Arbuckle is pronounced by critics
all over the country to be one of
the most touching and tenderest
stories ever reproduced on the

fight

scenic

where

between Louis and Raoul.

in

bitter

Wife

settings.

shots.
Marie's flight and rescue by Louis. Scene
villainous husband, supposed to be dead, returns.

(Kerman Films)
world

villain

cliff.

PRESS NOTICE
a

and pro-

which terminates with the

a beetling

That Old Gang of Mine

THERE'S

the require-

air adventure

thinks she has slain brutal husband, weds another, husband
reappears but meets death in fight with successor.

Author,

Tom

Feet)

vides good entertainment. It is decidedly well photographed
against dazzling snow-bound landscapes^ the locations and atmosphere admirably suited to the swift swirl of melodramatic action
and Leon De La Mothe's direction leaves nothing to be desired
so far as smooth continuity and neat interlocking of the situations
are concerned. He didn't have a startlingly original plot to begin
with, but his skillful handling of the material, aided l)y the excellent work of the i^layers, are important factors in developing its
interest and imparting fresh flavor to otherwise familiar episode
of life in the great Northwest, as usually depicted on the screen.
The average fan will like the picture, sympathize with the pretty,
persecuted heroine as portrayed by Eva Novak and applaud hero

heart
lies in

—5600

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

a

n "The NorthLumas Film release.

LINES

A drama enacted against a background
of the world's most picturesque scenery,
a wife fighting for her very life with a
jealous, brutal husband; the survival of
the

fittest,

that

is

"The Northern Code."
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A

The Knockout Kid

I

(Rayart Pictures

—4901 Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
is a snappily amusing comedy
melodrama, in some
respects following the usual Western plot formula but
starting off at a distinctly different angle.
For the hero,
Jack Lanning, son of a millionaire, is first seen as visitor in a
fierce boxing bout, whereupon he is cast off by his father, who
has a decided aversion to prizefighting.
Which sends Jack off on
his travels accompanied by his faithful colored valet, Snowball,
they head for Texas and run into a peck of trouble by the way,
with more to come when they reach Cactus Flats. The adventures
of the pair have a serio-comic tinge, the thrills are on the tap
but humor predominates and Jack Perrin proves himself a fine
specimen of an athlete, with Martin Turner, as "Snowball," getting
the lion's share of the laughs, and Molly Malone registering effectively as heroine Jennie.
The picture should stack up 0. K.,
with all fans who like lively Westerners.
Photography is attractive, lighting good, action fast and Harry Webb's direction com-

THIS

mendanljle.

THEME. Western comedy-melodrama.
owned by wealthy father because of pugilistic

Hero

dis-

propensities,

nearly lynched as cattle-rustling suspect in Texas, has
variety of adventures, evades widow's love advances, wins
her niece.
is

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
thrill

Neat balancing of
Fight scene. Holdup en route
adventures on ranch.
Romantic

and comedy values.

Texas.
Hero's
development.
to

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
Bill as

Feature

Jack

Westerner with exciting punch and

Perrin.

funny

lots of

Stress prize ring idea.

side issues.

DRAWING POWER.

Should please wherever brisk

demand.
Western comedy melo, good for program
purposes. Action moves merrily, offers plenty of broad
comedy, interpolated with fights, narrow escapes and other
Westerners are

in

SUMMARY.

forceful situations.

Jack Perrin O. K. in lead.

THE CAST
Piute

Jack Perrin

Molly Malone
Eva Thatcher
Bud Osborne
Martin Turner
Ed Burns
Jack Richardson

Sam

Snowball

•

Ranch Foreman
Foreman

Assistant

THIS

Author, Forest Sheldon. Director, Harry Webb.
SYNOPSIS. Jack Lanning wins a prizefight and thereby loses
his father's esteem. He goes to Texas with his colored valet. Snowball, is nearly hanged on suspicion of being a cattle-rustler, evades
the advances of an amorous widow and makes love to her niece.
Jack saves a ranch payroll from raiding bandits, beats up the leader
and clears himself, finally placating the widow, who weds a foreman,
and gets the girl he wants.

moment

A

THEME. Melodrama, marine settings. Stowaway
thugs gain possession of yacht, which burns, survivors,
reach tropical island, are rescued by passing steamer.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Violently exciting
melodramatic action. Comedy relief. Hero's fight with
gangsters.
Ship on fire. Adventures on island.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. You can safely promise
six most exciting reels the greediest admirer of high tension melo could desire.
Boost as lurid romance of the
Feature fire scene. Play up Wanda Hawley and
sea.
Theodore Von

Eltz.

DRAWING POWER, A

likely card for

SUMMARY.

A crackerjack marine melodrama. Puts,
action through at hurricane pace, has strong romantic apWill please all fans who want
peal, comedy seasoning.
lots of

excitement for their money.

Virginia

Dean

THE CAST
Wanda Hawley
Theodore Von Eltz
Sheldon Lewis

Captain John Reynolds
Blackie Slade

Percy Warren
Jim Warren
Peter

Leo White

Dan Mason

Dean

Bill

Author, Coral Burnett.

Director, Jack

SYNOPSIS.

While on

a yachting trip with her father, Virginia
with Captain Reynolds. The schooner is seized
by thug stowaways, who set Dean and the crew adrift, holding VirThe vessel catches fire and is
ginia and Reynolds prisoners.
abandoned, its survivors reaching a tropical island. The gangsters
reform, but their leader Blackie incites natives to attack the party.
Reynolds
Blackie is slain, the others rescued by passing steamer.

Dean

falls in love

and Virginia are united.

PRESS NOTICE

CATCH

debut

Jack

Perrin.

star

of

"The

Kid." a Rayart release.

Knockout

Texas Border.
out Kid."

melo-

on

the

screen

of

the

tography, starring

Wanda Haw-

and Theodore Von Eltz. A
seized
by thug stowyacht
aways, the crew set adrift, hero
and heroine kept prisoners, the
ship burning to the water's edge,
ley

wild adventures of the survivors
on a tropical isle; a riot of strenuous action and tender love appeal!

Sheldon Lewis contributes a
great performance as leader of
the gangsters, with Leo White,
Dan Mason, James Neil and
other well-known players appearing in support.
_

live

a

Don't miss "The Knock-

exciting

.
Theatre on
This is a marine romance unsurpassed for vivid thrills, smashing action and beautiful pho-

LINES

He
millionare's son.
lovecj adventure, excitement, uncertainty.
And he got "em all i'l plenty on the
of

of

drama can confidently look
forward to a real treat when "A
Desperate Moment" makes its

in

This
film, a real riot of laughs and
thrills, presents hero Jack Lanning, who wins a prizefight and
is
in consequence disowned by
his wealthy wrathful dad, who
So
has no use for pugilism.
Jack and his colored valet go to
Texas where the former runs
into a net o: trouble, is taken for
nearly
cattle-rustler
and
a
lynched is almost compelled to
wed a w'dow twee his age and
fal's in love with her niece.
Molly Malone is the heroine,
with Martin Turner, Eva Thatcher and others in support.
life

Desperate Moment (Ginsberg
Dis. Corp.)

LOVERS

.

jack Lanning was not content to

Dawn.

Roland Price.

Knockout
Kid,"
a
"The
Western comedy-melodrama, will
be the main screen attraction at

the soft

James Neil
Franey
Photographed by-

Sam

Pictures)

Theatre on

neighborhood

and smaller houses.

A

the

Feet)

tliere

The Knockout Kid (Rayart

PRESS NOTICE
JACK PERRIN, starring

—5781

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
is altogether too modest:
Instead

of one des>
are scores of 'em, from the time the
good shi'p sets sail with hero, heroine, unwelcome suitor,
gal's daddy aboard, and an unsuspected gang of thugs concealed
in the hold, up to the final scrap between survivors of the burned
vessel and natives on a tropical isle.
Never an instant when there
isn't something strenuous doing:
Members of the crew are murdered in detail by the gumshoe bandits, the schooner goes up in
flames, and all the horrors of shipwreck follow in due course.
Raw
blood melodrama, all right, but good action stuff, touched up with
comedy in the early reels.
program attradion possessing excellent box office possibilities, sure to please a majority of fans, even
if it won't appeal to the high-brow bunch.
Jack Dawn's direction
snappy and forceful, acting above average, photograpliy fine.
Wanda Hawley a ten-strike in the heroine role, Theodore Von
Eltz 0. K. as gallant hero, Sheldon Lewis a hit as beastly
gangster.
title

perate

Support

adequate.
Jack Lanning
Jenny Jenkins
Widow Jenkins

Moment

Desperate

(Ginsberg Distributing Corp.

CATCH
appearing in "A Desperate Moment." a Ginsberg release.

Wanda Hawley,

LINES

gripping tale of love, romance,
mystery and adventure on sea and land.

A

January

9

1926

,
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The Wives

The Enchanted

of the Prophet

(Paramount

(Lee Bradford— 6600 Feet)
(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
a plot out of the ordinary trend, beautifully
photographed and well directed, this picture ought to do
good business in the state right's market. The title should
draw them in and the adventures of the young lawyer hero, pitchforked by fate into the odd position of expected Prophet of a

OFFERING

fanatical religious sect, are sufficiently colorful and varied to please
all admirers of melodramatic romance.
The scenes depicting the
marriage ritual which takes place in the dark, winding recesses of
a huge cave, are remarkably well filmed and impressive examples
of excellent camera technique, lending realistic atmosphere and
Orville Caldwell is a
curiously bizzare effect to the narrative.
capaljle and pleasing hero, Alice Lake charming in the hei'oine
role, Volet Mersureau is good to look at as Alma, second choice
among the Prophet's spouses, and Warner Richmond scores as her
lover.
Pretty Ruth Stonehouse is a graceful
Rachael, and shares dramatic honors with the star.

appealing

loyal

THEME.

Young lawyer

Melodrama.

is

hailed as ex-

pected Prophet by religious sect, five wives selected for
him, but he escapes with one girl he loves.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
Hero's

direction.

Scenes in cave during marriage
with moonshiners. Escape with

Colorful atmosphere.
ritual.

Snappy

fight

heroine.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up title. Bill as
unique romance with melo thrills. Stress hero's scrap
with mountaineer keepers of whiskey still, storm effects,
Feature
marriage ceremony, his escape with girl.
principals.

DRAWING POWER.
good

Has general audience

appeals,

for average house.

SUMMARY.

Registers as pleasing program attraction.
puts over melodramatic punches in capable style and offers interesting scenic shots of mountain,
wood and water, as well as fascinating cave interiors.

Has unusual

plot,

THE CAST
Howard

Orville Caldwell
Alice Lake
Violet Mersureau

Judith

Alma
The Patriarch

Harlan Knight
Ruth Stonehouse

Rachael

Warner Richmond

Ben

William Neil
Maurice Costello
Author, Opie Read. Director, James A. Fitzgerald. Photographed
by Larry Williams.
SYNOPSIS. A religious sect in Tennessee mountains expect a
Prophet for whose coming five girls are selected as his wives. Young

Howard, lawyer, accidentally witnesses yearly ritual, makes sketch
of Judith, one of the entrants, which is reproduced in tattoo on his
breast.
He is declared by elders to be the Prophet and united to
Later, he escapes to the outer world with the
her affections.

Judith.

won

girl,

having

The Wives

of the Prophet
(Lee-Bradford)

AS

is stated that a bui-ied treasure mystery also develops, this film
surely deserves an 0. K. on the quantity angle.
it

THEME.
owner

Westerner.

Hero

of adjoining ramch, foils

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

DRAWING POWER.

O. K. wherever Holt is favorite
melo holds 'em.
SUMMARY. Well produced and beautifully photographed Westerner, machine gun and airplane stunts adding force to melodramatic phases. Colorful atmosphere.
Jack Holt at his best in leading role. Acting satisfactory.
or fast

THE CAST
Lee Purdy

Jack Holt
Florence Vidor

Ormsby

Gail

Noah Beery
Mary Brian
Matilde Comont

Jake Dort

Purdy

Hallie

Conchita
Link Halliwell
Ira

Todd

Author, Peter B. Kyne.

by Al

Richard Arlen
George Bancroft
Director, Irvin Willat.
Photographed

Gilks.

Lee Purdy owns the Enchanted Hill ranch. He
Gail Ormsby, owner of the adjoining property.
The Ormsby manager, aware of buried treasure on both ranches,
plots to defraud Gail and kill Lee. Latter, aided by his cowboy pals,
successfully fights off enemies, at one time repulsing them with a
machine gun. In the end the plotters are foiled, the treasure mystery solved and Lee wins Gail.
The Enchanted Hill (Para-

SYNOPSIS.

falls

in

love with

mount)

PRESS NOTICE

HOLT,
JACK
fighter
and
comes
best

the Tennessee mounhe is hailed as an

insisted

Wives

Fitzgerald,

of the

director

of

"The

Prophet," a Lee-Bradford
release.

This

upon

providing

rider,
lover,

Theatre
in

his

"The
is

a

and
Enchanted
bright and
latest

love.

Florence Vidor gives a fine
performance in the heroine role,
supported by a galaxy of notable
screen favorites.

CATCH

him

LINES

All about a man and a girl who love
each other, and yet they were enemies!
The story of their adventures, rich in

five

!

James A.

picture,

LINES

wives, although he only wanted
What iwould you do if a set ot
fanatics hailed you as a Prophet, and
death
was the alternative to disobedience?

screen

the
,

Hill."

peerless

breezy Westerner, offers a unique
plot and is presented by a cast
of extraordinary talent. Holt appears as a ranch owner, in love
with a girl who possesses the
adjoining property and at first
In
regards him as her enemy.
time she is forced to come to him
for aid which he gives, foils the
villain who tries to defraud her
and kill him, and wins her

loves is told in a series of wonderfully thrilling situations, beautifully filmed, with Alice Lake
and Orville Caldwell in the leading roles.

They

to

on

expected Prophet, and provided
with five wives. How he finally
escapes with the one girl he

with
one

Holt

stunt.

whom

CATCH

where

on Kyne novel. Boost as actionful Westerner, original
plot.
Feature Holt's fight with Beery and machine gun

.

in

Scene

holds up attackers with machine gun. Scrap between Holt
and Beery. Water-cure episode. Colorful scenic shots.
Rapid action and double romance development.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Tie up with bookstores

romance,
vibrating with dramatic fire
and strenuous action is set forth
in "The Wives of the Prophet,"
scheduled as the leading attracthe
screen
of
for
the
tion
Theatre on
This unique story deals with adventures of a young lawyer
whom accident throws into the
midst of a strange religious com-

munity
by

falls in love with girlenemies of both and wins

her.

FASCINATING

tins,

—6326 Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
Westerners go, this picture ranks above the average oa
account of superior acting, skilled direction, extra-fine photographic effects and a plot culled from a story by Peter B,
Kyne, an author who always manages to put dynamic punches
into his work, in this case faithfully reproduced on the screen.
It's a good vehicle for Jack Holt, providing that undaunted filmrescuer of fair dames with plenuty of opportunities for exhibiting
his athletic prowess, horsemanship and gunplay, and he fights and
loves his way through the feature with reckless gallantry and
care-free abandon.
Besides the romance between hero and heroine,
there's a secondary love affair which is brought to a happy conclusion, all of which heart stuff is neatly balanced by unrestrained
melodrama raging regardless, with airplane and machnie gun added
to the weapons usually utilized in cracking Western tlu-ills.
When

PRESS NOTICE

A

Hill

Jack

Holt,

Hill,"

a

Enchanted
of "The
Paramount production.

star

thrills,

tenderness and comedy,
human every filmed.

the most

is

one of
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The Cowboy and the Countess
(Fox

—Six Reels)

(Reviewed by Frank

Fox

looks like

IT things

is

what

criterion of

(First National

is to

Elliott)

with bringing something new into the
It is "Bluebeard's Seven Wives,"
as merry a comedy of feature length as we've seen in lo,
tlie.se many moons and with a laugh record that exceeds any recent
release by a safe margin.
Here is an hilarious burlesque of the
"fiJlum l)izness," from tlie big director down to the "snappiest
press agent along Broadway."
Patrons will not soon forget the
scenes dealing with "the making of a star," or the transformation
of John Hart, bank teller, into Don Juan Harte'z, sheik extraordinary and screen lover incomparable.
Because it is burlesque Ave will have to overlook an not overly smooth continuity
and the picture would be improved by cutting down the Romeo
and Juliet sequence which slows up the action. However almost
everyone will get a kick out of this one.
The subtitles are especially good.
Ben Lyon is really good this time. Lois Wilson
is her usual appealing self and Sam Hardy, Dick Bernard and
sun.

as a
that

any

tale given this star in the past.
It is
^Iso better mounted and the supporting cast is of a classier calibre,
•containing such names as Helen D'Algy, the beauty discovered by
Eudolph Valentino, and Diana Miller. The picture opens Avith
a thrilling storm and auto wreck which is I'ealistically staged. Later
the action shifts to a mythical kingdom overseas where the audience
is treated to some action-packed rodeo scenes, the kidiuiping of the
•countess and the stiii'ing climax in which Buck and his lady fair
are cornered in an abandoned castle but here a couple dozen rough
looking customers prove no equal for Buck, and in the end we find
the cowboy and the countess on their way to say, "I do."

THEME.

Modern romantic drama

which a cowboy
and saves her

in

Andrew Mack supply much humor.

;goes to the rescue of his royal lady love

THEME. A comedy dealing with the efforts of a film
producer to make a bank clerk into a great screen lover.

from a scheming duke.

PRODUCTION

HIGHLIGHTS. The storm and rescue
of the royal party. Rodeo for the countess, kidnapping.
Fights in the old castle.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
>out

cowboy

The elopement and
Lyon's work as Don Juan.

SUMMARY.

One

safe bet for houses catering

Buck Jones has

of the best

DRAWING

offered

SUMMARY. One of the "different"
year.
A rare picture of the type that

I

good story, satisfying cast and attractive

new

mounting. White Eagle, Buck's clever horse, does some
real acting and in addition to a goodly quota of thrills, this
one has a lot of fun.

Real box

in the cast.

Countess Justina
Nanette
Irving Mansfield

Slim

Lois Wilson

Blanche Sweet
Dorothy Sebastian
Diana Kane

Juliet

Gilda La Bray

Harvey Clark
Monte Collins, Jr.

Kathra Granni
Gindelheim

Fletcher Norton

Sam Hardy

Partners in the Film Business

By Himself

By Maxine Alton and Adele

Buffington. Directed by R. William
Photographed by Reginald Lyons.
SYNOPSIS. John Whipple, daredevil of the range, rescues the
Countess Justina and her party, when their car is wrecked during a
storm. John falls in love with the Countess. He tours Europe with
The Duke de Milos has
his cowboy pals in a Wild West show.
loaned the Countess' father money on condition that he gives him
his daughter.
John puts on a show in the palace court and then

Merrill and Paul Schofield.

and all concerned start in to make him a star. His name
changed to Don Juan Hartez and he is "planted" on an incoming
steamer. Then comes the press agent's scheme to marry him to
seven wives.
But John balks after several marriages, runs away
and marries his sweetheart Mary.
Bluebeard's Seven Wives
a "find,"
is

the Countess

(First

A REAL

PRESS NOTICE
'/T^HE
Cowboy and
,^ JL Countess," the most

the
pre-

tentious as well as thrilling filmplay in which Buck Jones has
appeared to date, comes to the

Harvey

many

"Bluebeard's

I

FiK^P"^

V^B^^^^^^^

commencing
picture Buck

CATCH

Clark,
others.

the

Jones, star of
Countess,'" a

"The Cowboy and
Fox production.

est

thriller

of

his

have the delightfully
a bank clerk who

Here we

droll tale of
is

suddenly

cake throwing sweetheart. Ben
Lyon does the best work of his
career as John Hart alias Don
Juan Hartez and he is supported
by an excellent cast, including
Lois Wilson, Blanche Sweet,
Sam Hardy, Dick Bernard.

CATCH

LINES

career.

theatre,
.

into a great screen
lover by a fast working press
agent. The publicity man evolves
a scheme to make him a Bluebeard of the screen, by "marryBut
ing" him to seven wives.
John at the height of his fame,
runs away and weds his wheat-

The

Buck

Wives,"

Seven

made over

Jere

daredevil of the plains wins the
daughter of royalty, almost starts another European war doing it.
The
popular hero of action pictures and
wonder horse. White Eagle, in the great-

novelty is promised
when
patrons

comes to the
commencing

In this
has a story that is different from
his usual western themes for
soon after the action starts we
find the hero and his ranchmen
in Europe where they rescue a
countess from a villainous duke.
Jerry Whipple, cowboy daredevil, portrayed by "Buck," is in
love
with
the
countess.
The star is supported by
beautiful Helen D'Algy, Diana

Austin and

National)

PRESS NOTICE

'

Miller,

^^

m^'^I
Andrew Mack

Directed by Alfred A.

SYNOPSIS. John Hart, teller in a bank, is fired because of a
shortage in his account. He gets a job in a movie studio, is believed

(Fox)

.

P"%'^

Santell.

he eventually weds.

theatre,

]
/

By Blanche

Neill.

The Cowboy and

the

Ben Lyon

Mary Kelly

Diana Miller

Duke de Miles
White Eagle, the horse

of

THE CAST

Buck Jones
Helen D'Algy

whom

names

John Hart

Jerry Whipple

kidnaps the Countess

office

offerings

makes 'em laugh.
Well mounted but a bit

too long.

THE CAST
Edwin

film
studio
his introduction to the
chase of John and Mary. Ben

EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up Ben Lyon, Lois
Wilson, Blanche Sweet. Tell the folk this one exposes the
inside workings of the movie makers.
POWER. Should go over big in any
house, with a little exploitation.

Put

western fans.

his admirers,

HIGHLIGHTS. The
Don Juan and

press.

ballyhoo.

DRAWING POWER. A
;to

PRODUCTION
scenes "Arrival" of

Play up Buck Jones and

Boost White Eagle, the wonder horse.

leading lady.

Elliutt)

Robert Kane
CREDIT
light of the screen

iuid better

new year is to be taken
Here is a fast moving story

of the

come.

— Eight Reels)

(Reviewed by Frank

grooming Buck Jones for bigger

if this first vehicle

is decidedly better than

Bluebeard's Seven Wives

Blanche Sweet who appears

in

"Blue-

beard's Seven Wives." a First National
release

LINES

The story of an actor who married his
way to fame. They tried to marry him
to seven wives to make him famous as
a modern Bluebeard— but he ran away
with his waitress sweetheart.
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ondlNewsfrom Corresponden
THE
Amusement

property of the People's
Corporation at
New Athens, III., known as the
Community Theatre, seating 500
persons, was sold at public auction
The brick
on December 29th.
building was included in the sale.

Maurice

Davis,

formerly

Cairo,

Tom

this

in

section

ex-

for

exploiteer for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures in

G.

Bishop,

the St. Louis territory, is moving
his family to St. Louis from Oklahoma City. Bishop has established
his headquarters in St. Louis.
Many of the exchanges in St.
Louis held Christmas parties on
Christmas Eve or the day after
Christmas. Chief among the celebrations were those of the Uni-

e^w^

1

versal Boosters Club held on
cember 26th, and the F. B.

Santa

Claus

party

on

DeO.

December

At the latter celebration
manager Tom McKean was presented with a handsome wrist

24th.

watch, the gift of the employees
of the exchange.
John Meyers, of the Standard,

of

visitor

callers

Duquoin,

Jacksonville,
E. Pertle, Jerseyville,

versal
new duties as director of publicity
and advertising for Loew's State
Theatre, St. Louis.

W.

was a
Other

Luttrell,

UniPictures, has assumed his

ploiteer

111.,

week.
Reed,

past

111.

;

111.,

the

were
Green
and S.

111.

Claude McKean, manager of the
Memphis, Tenn., Fox exchange
spent the Christmas holidays with
his parents.
His father, G. E. McKean, is manager of the St. Louis
Fox exchange. Claude was accompanied by his wife and family.
Oliver Yanda, cashier of the Fox

Memphis

office,

Christmas holidavs

also

spent the
Louis.

in St.

ork and Ne^v^ Jersey

rr^r^^-v^

MORRIS
of the

Theatres

in

SCHAXGE,

owner
Lyric and Band Box
the Fordham section

New York

City, has recently
taken over the Park Theatre, 180th
It is
Street and Boston Road.
expected that it will take about
two weeks to complete the altera-

of

tions.

As a token of appreciation, Joe
Hornstein has given a ten per cent
bonus to all of his employees for
their efforts during the past year.
Harry Shepherd, formerly one
of the managers of the Suchman
Brothers Enterprises in Bronx,
has recently taken over the Alpha
Theatre at Belleville, N. J. Harry
is spending considerable money on
alterations and there is every indication that he will put this house
over.
Levy Brothers, also known as
the Franklin Operating Company,
are building a new theatre at
Avenue and Lincoln
Bedford
Place, Brooklyn. The house is reported as having a seating capacity

of 2,500.

A

occurred in the booth of
the Broadway Theatre, Yonkers,
Tuesday
last
ten-thirty
about
evening which resulted in the replacement of two new machines.
The Broadway belongs to the
fire

Chrystmos circuit.
A. J. Reddy, New Jersey

sales-

Independent Movie
Supply Company, had an automo-

man

for

the

accident last
ing while on the

bile

Monday mornway to Newark.

new Essex skidded into
Newark lamp post and is now
His

a
in

the repair shop. Reddy is still on
the job with several broken ribs.

Joseph Stern and Louis Golding
have taken a fifteen-year lease on
a theatre building in Millburn, N.
J., which contains a theatre seating 1,000, three stores and seven
offices.
The theatre will be opened

on March 1st, 1926.
Equipment sales are still going
strong in this zone according to a
recent report from the Independent
Afovie Supply.
Installations include
William .Salkin's Monroe
Theatre at First Avenue and 76th

scheduled to open January
Siccardi's Liberty at Plainfield, N.
Xmas Day,
J., opening
Ruckle Brothers Palace, BergenStreet,

15th,

field,

atre,

N.

J.,

and The Dumont TheN. J., the latter

Dumont,

house to open about January 15th.
Others are Goulding's New Roslyn
Theatre at Roselle, N. J., Faulkner's Madison Theatre, Faulkner's
Strand at East Orange, The Olympic, Newark, and Bolognino's 58th
Street Theatre, New York City.
The 58th Street house will open ort
Xmas Day. A partial list of
equipment includes 12 Powers Projectors, Seven Powerlite Low Ina General Electric Hitensity,
Intensity and Seven

Westinghouse

Generator Sets.
Joseph R. Riker, Office Manager
for the Commonwealth Film Corporation, is fast achieving popularity with the exhibitors by sincere efforts to help them.

During the height of the "Blumstein" month he has on numerous
occasions called upon the exhibitors on his own time and from the
stage has given Commonwealth
Pictures quite a boost.
Several more theatre openings
are reported for this zone. Morris
new Strand, Jersey
Kutinsky's
City, opened on Xmas Day and the
Lyric at Elizabeth, N. J., is also

reported

same

as

having

re-opened on

The

Capitol at
1500 seat house, will
have its first night on January 15th
and the Park Theatre, Yonkers,
belonging to George Walsh, exthe

date.

Millburn, a

pects to open on January 10th.

Brothers'
New Strand
Theatre over in Jersey has its premiere slated for Monday evening,
December 28th, and a lot of prominent exhibitor and exchange men
The
are expected to be present.
Strand seats about 1500 and is reported as being the last word in
modern theatre construction. Its
policy will be motion pictures only.

Roth

According to
Howell's
Cine
Equipment
Company,
H.
A.
Schwartz of Brooklyn has quite a
theatre building program under
way. Mr. Schwartz recently placed
an order for twenty-seven Simplex
Projectors for the following theatres
The Avenue
Theatre,
Brooklyn, The Flatbush Avenue,
The Flushing, The Freeport, The
Himtington, The Fort Washington,
The Bayshore, Queens Village and
the Baldwin, at Baldwin, L. I.
Most of these houses will be opened after January 15th.
:

U

Other theatres recently installequipment ""rom Howell's in-

ing

M. Cohan Theatre,
City, The
Rivoli, the Broadway Paramount
house. The Cosmo, Stadium and
Harlem Grand Theatres, which belong to the Harlem Circuit of Theatres and Paramount's new theatre
Joe Hornstein
at San Salvador.
expects to move into his new quarters in the Embassy Theatre build-

entire

ing about February

«J

clude the Geo.

Broadway,

New York

1st.

Roth Brother's Strand Theatre,
Summit, N. J., held its Premiere
Monday night, December 28th, and
from all reports the affair was
most successful. Two mayors were
there, one from Summit and one
from Morristown, the latter city
being the headquarters of these
exhibitors.
brother
enterprising
President Woodhull of the M. P.
I. O. was present and all the director-exhibitor members of the
New Jersey organization were also
among the guests of the evening.
Joseph M. Seider and Sydney
Cohen, both unavoidably detained,
expressed their regret at not being
Most of the New
able to attend.
York and New Jersey exchange
managers and salesmen were also
on hand to look over the new
house, which is of single floor deLeon
sign and seats about 1500.

Mumford and

I.

H. Roth were

in

charge of the reception committee.
Howell's staff were there to take
charge of the projection, which
was furnished by two Simplex machines, two Peerless Arc and Hert-

house redecorated, will reopen sometime in January.
The
United seats about 1000.

San F rancisco
DON MERONEY,

T

who

for

the past two years was one
of the popular ones connected with
the Granada Theatre, has been
made an assistant to Harry David,
*

general manager of the Alexander
and Coliseum Theatres that were
recently taken over by Herbert
Rothchild.

Among the new group of salesmen and changes that have taken
place in the personnel of Associated Exhibitors, Frank J. Albert!
is
the latest announcement from
the local exchange who is to have
the San Joaquin Valley and coast
territory.

A. W. Mather of the Princess
Theatre, Honolulu, and other motion picture interests in the island
resort, is making his annual holiday visit to San Francisco.

Nat Martin, the new sales manager of the western and northern
of First National, was a
three-day visitor at the local exchange recently, holding several
sales meetings.
division

ner

With the $500,000 Irving Theatre occupying the block on Irving
Street between 14th and 15th avenues rapidly nearing completion,
plans for a second show house on

stalled

this

Transverter.
Seats were inby the American Seating
Company, sign by Strauss, lobby
fixtures by the Libman-Spanjer,
and the curtains are controlled by
two Allentown curtain motors.

The policy of the Strand will be
straight pictures and a change will
be made three times a week. Roth
Brothers also operate the Lj'ons
and Palace Theatres in Morristown
and control the Lyric, the only
other Summit playhouse. They are
also connected with the Matthew

Chrystmos

circuit.

Clarence Cohen, brother of Sydney Cohen, has struck out for himself in the exhibition end of the
industry.
He has recently taken
over the United Theatre at Freehold, N. J., and after new equipment has been installed and the

commercial thoroughfare of
Sunset were announced by
Ward Cox of Cox Brotliers. The
Cox Theatre will be built on the
western end of Irving at the corner of 46th Avenue and will be
joined by seven stores. Work on
this project to seat 400 persons will
the

start at once.

In the general change of officials
connected with Associated Exhibitors, Ben Simpson, who has been
the local exchange manager, steps

out and R. S. Stackhouse steps in.
.Stackhouse comes from the Salt
Lake district, where he served
Warner Bros, as branch manager.

Manager Armstrong

of

Sanger

has plans drawn for a new house
at
Sanger.
Work scheduled to
start the early part of 1926 and
rushed to completion.

Motion Picture News

CL

BELLINGER,

owner of
building in which the
Marvin theatre, Findlay, is situated, is himself running the Marvin now.
George Dupuis was the
former lessee of the house. The
Marvin was closed for a week fol-

of fun by confusing everybody in
the Film Bldg.
They look alike
and dress alike, and many a film
salesman repeated his sales talk to
the same one when he thought he
was talking to the other. They
own and personally manage the

scenery, new carpets and two new
projection machines Motiographs.

tion.
That was before he sold his
theatre and started selling jitneys.

So now

Well, Slimm has moved
Dennison, Ohio, and he's
ness with John Vail, who

Dupuis' failure to renew
Bellinger will continue
his lease.
to operate it.
Peter Laki has purchased the
Park National Theatre, west 14th
Starkweather avenue,
street and
Cleveland, from M. Kaplan, and
the entire building of which the
He has
theatre is just one unit.
changed its name to the Lyric and
is opening on New Year's day.
Ben Levine, who runs the Erie
Theatre, Cleveland, is branching
•out.
He has purchased the Grand
Central Theatre from M. Kaplan.
Max and Joe Schagrin, the exliibitor twins of Youngstown, were
in Cleveland last week, having lots

Park Theatre in Youngstown.
John Kessler, of the Alhambra

His plans for the future have not

.

tlie

lowing

Theatre,
Canton,
who almost
cashed in his checks when taken
suddenly ill in Columbus during
the State Exhibitor Convention, is
sufficiently recovered to take up
the routine of business again.
He
was here visiting the exchanges
last week and arranging dates for
bookings.
Jules Schwartz has been busy
fixing up his Homestead Theatre
for the new year.
He has renovated the house from the front
door to the rear exit.
decoration
throughout,
complete new
stage setting, which includes new

New

—

the

to start the

Homestead

new year

is all

ready

in fine style.

Walter F. Brandt has resigned
as assistant manager of the Cleveland

Metro-Goldwyn

exchange.

been announced.
C. L. Peavy has been appf)inted
manager of the F. B. O. branch
Peavy has
exchange in Atlanta.

been connected with the Cleveland
F. B. O. sales force for the past
three years. Prior to that he was
manager of the Cleveland Hodkinson office.
Norman V^ibbard has resigned
from the local Pathe sales force.
Bill

him?

— do

you remember

used to

own and man-

Slimm,

He

Marquis
Theatre
in
the
Cleveland.
And he was very active in the local exhibitor associa-

age

'-'
Amuse-

of
corporation
a
Florida, which is owned
by the Famous Players-

ments,

Tampa,
jointly

Lasky Corporation and local busimen, who own and operate

ness

the leading downtown
-Jtheatres of Tampa, announced to•day the transfer of their interests
to the Publix Theatres Corpora-

four

of

tion.

There would be no change in the
management or policy of the company, it was stated. The Victory
continue to play the Keith
Vaudeville the first three days of
the week and De Luxe features
The Strand and
the last four.
Franklin presenting first-run features and the Grand the second
will

runs.
Jno. B. Carroll is general manager for the corporation, and also
handles the Victory, with George

B. Peck in charge at the Strand,
H. McLaughlin at the Franklin
and O. G. Finley at the Grand.
J.

The

new

company

announced

they will build four new houses in
Tampa and its suburbs, which will
include the new Tampa theatre,
now building and which will be
ready for business early in the
spring.

Several

of

the

real

estate

de-

velopment companies are using
motion pictures to boost the sales

Shows are
of their property.
given each night, with a lecturer
describing the property as the
films are shown.
D. A.

Stewart has decided to

dismantle his

Hyde Park Skydome

and place it in a better location.
He has two or three locations in
view, but said that he had about
decided to place

it

in the

northern

in
is

to
busialso a

former exhibitor.

George Dumond, general manager of Warner Brothers' Theatres, has been in town for the past
week and says he'll- have something
interesting to

announce

few

a

in

days relative to the Circle Theatre,
which is Warner Brothers' local
house.

There

w'ere few out-of-town exguests at the Film Exchange Bldg. last week. Among
them, however, were Oscar Smith,
Apollo, Oberlin; L. J. Burkhart,
Hippodrome, Crestline
W. L.
Beckham, Artcraft, Toledo M. C.
Nobel, Opera House, Orwell
T.
P. Smith, Majestic, Akron, and H.
F. Decker, Liberty, Vermillion.
hibitor

:

;

;

;

mm

Florida
CONSOLIDATED

dowm

section of Tampa, as it is developing very rapidly out there.
.The Strand, Tampa, has discontinued the Saturday morning Kids'

Matinees.
These morning shows
were started at the close of school
last spring and have been drawing
big business, but with the opening
of school the business fell off
somewhat and Manager Peck decided to discontinue them until
school closes again.
The new theatre at Frostproof,

being built by Frank Thompson, has been leased to R. J. Brewton, of Sebring, for a period of
expected the
five years.
It
is

now

house will be completed and ready
for business by the new year.
Harry Gordon, who has been
operating the Avalon at Inverness

was in Tampa
week looking over the many
changes.
Harry is a Tampa man
for the past year,

this

and spent several years

in the

mo-

tion picture business before taking

over the Avalon.
A. W. Jones made a tour of the
southwest portion of the State
looking for a location for an airdome. He finally decided that the
time was ripe for a negro house
in Ocala, which has a large negro
population and no house for them,
so he is now building an airdome
there

for the benefit of

the

col-

ored people.

There

will

be

seats

for

over

1,000. and the entire center section
will be covered.
This section will

also have a dance floor so that certain nights of each week dances
can be given following the regular
performance. Ernest says he will
call
his new house the Palace
Airdome, and that he will make it
so attractive that it will live up to
its

name.

Atlanta
cry from cowmanaging a film
exchange, but William G. Minder

J. J. Franklin, district manager
for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, is expected to return to

has bridged the distance and now
holds the managerial reins of Associated Exhibitors' Atlanta exMr. Minder hails from
change.
Texas, home of plainsmen and
cow-punchers, and as a youth he
followed the range in the Lone
Star State.
John R. Barton, manager of the
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.,

from
Atlanta
Christmas Eve.

IS a
ITpunching

far
to

at Jacksonville, is winner of the
third prize— $250— in the Cochrane

Month Drive inaugurated by Universal

several

weeks ago, and

in

each of the more than
In
eighty exchanges participated.

which

addition to

the prize

awarded

Mr. Barton each member of
staff

salary.

received

an

extra

to
his

week's

New

York

on

Freeman, Pathe represenlast
week-end in
Atlanta and will probably remain
in town over the holidays.
for
booker
Boston,
Leander
Pathe Charlotte exchange, who
C. L.

tative,

spent

formerly worked in the Atlanta
office, is here this week and will
spend the Christmas holidays with
his family and friends.
Joe Jeffries, representative for
the Harold Lloyd Corporation,
spent last Saturday, Sunday and
Monday in the Atlanta exchange.

Mr. Jeffries left Monday night for
Washington.
O. K. Bourgeois,

who

has been

traveling Alabama and Tennessee
for Pathe during the past four

weeks, returned

to

Atlanta

last

Saturday and will remain here
during the holidays.
Tom Little, Atlanta branch
manager, and Bill Specht, salesman for Producers Distributing
Corporation, returned this week
from a trip throughout the Tennessee territory.
Cornelia Mays, secretary to W.
H. Anderson, Pathe manager, left
Thursday for Macon, Ga., where
she will spend the holidays with
relatives and friends.
George R. Allison, general manager for Fox Film Corporation in
Atlanta,

New

spent

the

past

week

in

York, but is expected back
in time to snend the holidays here.
for
Earle Griggs, exploiteer
Universal Pictures, left Atlanta
last Saturday night for Birmingham and Montgomery, Ala. Mr.

Griggs returned to Atlanta yesterday.

Rufus Davis, popular and

wellof Liberty's Charlotte exchange, paid a visit to Atlanta this week, brightening Film
Row with his warm smile and
Rufus
clad hand for everybody.
returned to Charlotte Wednesday.

known manager

For the benefit of the victims
of a tornado which recently swept
over portion of Mississippi, Mrs.
J. B. Devore, owner of the Yazoo
Theatre, Yazoo, Miss., turned over
her playhouse to Mayor E. P.
Swain who received the proceeds
of the entire day's performances.
The entire cost of the theatre
overhead was borne by Mrs. Devore.
It was estimated that the

storm sufferers would have at least
$500 added to the neighborhood
budget.

r
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,

the

effect

that

Herberg, theatre
•circuit operators of the Northwest,
Tiad abandoned their lease on the
Siinnyside,
Theatre,
Sunnyside
Washington, were declared without
foundation last week, and it was
definitely announced that the house
•would be taken over in February,
1926 for operation by this organi-

No word

zation.

who

sonnel

the perwill operate the house
as

to

has been made public.
Harry C. Arthur, managing director of the theatres operated by
the Producers' Distributing Cor-

known

poration,

as

Cinema

the

Corporation of America, spent several days in Seattle last week, and
watched the progress of the new
house being built here for his company. Work is being rapidly carried on, and the cement for the
foundation has already been laid
and set.

W. D. Gross, theatre operator of
Alaska, closed his Coliseum Theatre in Juneau recently, and has
been entirely renovating it prior to
a formal opening shortly after the
first of the year.
In addition to
decorating
and
renovating
the
house, Mr. Gross has entirely reseated

it.

Seattle's Film Row .took on a
holiday aspect last week, when
most of the sales representatives
for the various exchanges returned
to this city to spend the holidays
with their friends and families.
Most of the "road boys" will remain in Seattle over the beginning
of the New Year, then will return
to the grind in an attempt to make
1926 "bigger and better."

Salvatore Santaella, well known
as a popular orchestra conductor in
several Pacific Coast houses, closed
his season's engagement at Al Fin-

Theatre
last
week, and has returned to Los Angeles where he will soon open an
engagement. Arthur Clausen, first
violinist at the Strand when Santaella presided at the piano, has asStrand

kelstein's

sumed

the

the

of

directorsliip

Strand orchestra, which has been
reduced in size and removed from
the stage to the orchestra

pit,

as

formerly.

Dr.

E.

Montana,

V.
last

Bethel

week

Helena,

of
sent

word

to
the

city that he will reopen
Liberty Theatre in that city early
in January of next year. The house
has been closed for almost two
years, and is being entirely redecorated and remodeled prior to the
this

opening.

It will

be operated under

a strict motion picture policy.

for his house.

Another out-of-town

Mix

visitor

was

of the Fensler Thea-

at Deer Park, Washington.
Mr. Mix recently took over the

tre,

management of the house
from Miss Agnes K. Fensler, and
was here clearing up several busi-

active

ness and film transactions prior to
the beginning of the new year.
Seattle theatre managers, aided
and assisted by their orchestra conductors and musical directors, outdid themselves in supplying appro-,
priate Christmas entertainment to
their patrons during the festive

week. Manager Leroy V. Johnson
of the Liberty presented his annual
Christmas Carol offering, this year
featuring
an exceptional
male

Sam

K.

Wineland, at
Manager Frank Steffy's Coliseum
Theatre, offered a review of 1925
song and dance hits, admirably
played by his 30-piece Concert Orchestra.
At the Columbia, Francesco Longo's All-Artist Orchestra

quartet.

special

Christmas offering

more than pleased Manager

that

John McGill, owner and manager of the Community Theatre in
Port Orchard, spent a short time
on Film Row last week, booking
holiday and new year attractions

Earl D.

had a

Bender's

patrons,

well

as

listeners-in

on Radio

elaborate

electrical

as

the

KFOA,

over
which their program was broadcast
on Christmas Day. At John Hamrick's Blue Mouse Theatre, Leonard Hagen and his Blue Mouse
Music Masters presented an attractive Holiday Pot-Pourri, in an
ar-

setting

ranged by the Blue Mouse techni-

and presentation

cal

M.

Kenworthy

Idaho,

announced

new

his

staff.

of
last

Kenworthy

Moscow,
week that
Theatre in

be ready for its
formal opening early in January.
It is a 650-seat house embodying
all the latest details of construcfurtion, and is being entirely
nished and equipped by one of the
leading theatre supply companies

that

city

will

in this city.

Oliver G. Wallace, concert organist at the Liberty Theatre in

has been gaining

this city,

much

added publicity in recent weeks
through his novel entertaining
after the evening shows at the
Club Lido, a new night club in
Seattle.

Ckiicago
DAN

LEDDERMAN,

sales

Exhibitors,

director

was

in

of

western
Associated

Chicago

last

conferring with Exchange
Manager Johnnie Mednikow.
Clyde Eckhardt, of Fox Film
Corporation, was visiting the Chicago exchange this week and from
here, went to Minneapolis, where
he and Mrs. Eckhardt will celebrate Christmas with the latter's
week,

family.

Joe Wolf, special representative
of Associated Exhibitors, is for
the present working out of the

Chicago

office.

Leo and Harry Brunhild were
to leave the day before Christmas
for a trip to Charleston, Savannah
and other points in the East.
Elmer Dunas, brother of Phil
Dunas, Minneapolis manager for
Universal, is now covering Western Illinois for this company.
William Baker is now covering
the south side for Universal, and

Robert Funk is again selling in
Northern Indiana, his old territory,

Louis P. Newhafer of Ascher
Brothers is authority for the state-

Louis Ring has taken over and
open the Fine Arts Theatre at

take over Ascher's Terminal The-

will

Monmouth, Illinois, shortly. This
was formerly the Opera House.
Mr. Ring will conduct it as a combination picture,
show house.

Manager

stock and

road-

Brumberg

of Universal had the exchange redecorated and the office now presents a
bright and cheerful appearance.

A

Bill

syndicate,

of

which

Ragen, widely known

Frank

Chicago
as the owner of the famous Ragen
Colts Ball team, and head of the
Jackson Park Hospital, is presiin

plans to build a 2,960 seat
motion picture theatre to occupy
the triangular block bounded by
Exchange avenue, Saginaw avenue,
75th and 76th streets in
dent,

Windsor Park.
draw the plans

John Eberson

will

for the theatre and
commercial building.

ment that Feder and Halper

when

atre

the

will

new Terminal

is

opened, which will be very shortly.
Feder and Halper now operate the
Capitol at Kedzie and Lawrence,
Ascher's old
and other houses.
Terminal has approximately 800
seats.

Cecil Maberry of Producers DisCorporation
plans
to
tributing
leave for California on a business
trip

about January 7th.

Scott, general sales manager of Pathe, and Pat Campbell,

Harry

feature

sales

Chicago

last

manager,

week

were

in

for a confer-

ence A-ith District Manager Fred
Aiken, Exchange Manager James
Gillick

and branch managers from

nearby

cities.

Recent additions to Paramount's
Chicago staff include John E.
Ryder, who was appointed city

sales manager to fill the vacancy
created by the resignation of Eddie
Rosecan, and B. A. Tomte becomes

booker

assi^'arlt

under

William

Hamm.

A

new stage and heating plant
being installed in the Eagle
Theatre at Livingston, Illinois.

are

Many film men and exhibitor
friends of Roscoe Cochran, of the
Strand Theatre, Robinson, Illinois,
who resided at Carmi, will regret to hear that he has passed
awav.
So\eral Southern Illinois thereported
having
aties
are
as
do^ec. The Opera House at Irving will be dark until after the
holidays
the Princess Theatre at
Orangeville is going out of business and the Liberty Theatre,
Freemanspur, has closed on account of poor business, as did the
Home, at Donnellson the Liberty
at Tliompsonville, and the Victory

but

;

;

at

Farmersville.

Pliiladelpliia
AFTER having been

a member
of the F. B. O. sales force
for the past two years, Sid Sug_

arman has become affiliated with
the Philadelphia office of Associated Exhibitors and will cover the
Jersey section of this territory.

The East Coast Theatres Company, in which Oscar Neufeld and
Sam Stiefel have the controlling
interest,
has recently purchased
the opera house at Swedesboro, N.

from J. B. Fox. The house
T.,
has been closed for repairs and
This
will open early in January.
purchase of the house now gives
the East Coast Theatres Company
a chain of twelve in this territory.
Harry Knapp, chairman of the
Pennsylvania Board of Motion
Picture Censors, left recently for
a several weeks' visit in CaliforMr. Knapp will visit the
Hollywood studios but not in an

nia.

During his abcapacity.
sence, the affairs of the Board
will be in the hands of Mrs. E.
Henry Starr
Kniver and
C.

official

Richardson.
Reservations have been closed
for the big dinner dance to be
given by the M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Penna., Southern N. J.

and Delaware at the Benjamin
Franklin Hotel on the evening of
More than 300
January 3rd.

plates will be set

the

industry

in

and leaders of

this

section

will

formal dinner dance that has been given by
attend.

It is the first

this organization.

The Wayne

theatre at Hawley,

formal opening on
Day. There are 250
seats in the house, which will have
a daily change of pictures and
will carry an admission scale of
10c and ISc.

had
Christmas

Pa.,

its

;
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K ansas
«tT

LIKE

the

West;

it's

my

home," said Alexander Pantages, who stopped off to spend a
day in Kansas City Tuesday, he
bemg en route to his home in Los

1

Mr. Pantages spent most of the
day inspecting his Kansas City
house, which he had not seen since
it

opened about four years ago.

Roy

Woolf and M. B. Shanberg, an-

head

other Midland

Omaha, Neb.

ofiicial,

will

go to

New York

in a few da\s to comnegotiations on the theatre

plete

with Mr. Loew.

The Mainstreet and Globe The-

Angeles.

bandit

Pierce,

who

shot

Capitol Enterprises, has been rePierce, who was servcaptured.
ing a 6-year term at the Missouri
penitentiary, and who escaped, was
captured in Kansas City Monday
in a raid on an apartment house.

Marcus Loew

was

Kansas

in

Kansas

City, continue to
reap a harvest of publicity and box
atres,

stimulation from Charleston
exhibitions in which
the
public furnishes the contestants.

office

dance

David Harding three years ago,
Mr. Harding then being manager
of the Liberty Theatre, Kansas
president of the
City, and now

City Saturday to confer with Herbert M. Woolf, an official of the
Midland Theatre and Realty Company in reference to the new $2,000,000 Midland Theatre being
Alplanned for Kansas City.

though Mr. Loew would make no
statement concerning the proposed
theatre, it is understood that Mr.

City

up with the Kansas City Star in a Santa Claus
feature and parade being staged by
the Star.
Motion pictures of an
opening parade and other details
Pathe has

are

tied

be given national circula-

to

tion.

While Mr. and Mrs. Buttagole,
members of the Orpheum Theatre
orchestra, Kansas City, were at
theatre Friday night their
home not only robbed, but the
thieves who entered also set fire
to the house, burning it to the
ground. Silverware and Christthe

mas

gifts

were

stolen.

week were:

John Hostettler,

Hostettler

the

some exchange

Circuit,

How-

Fred Osborn,

;

Mo.

souri territory this week in effort to swell the December bookings of his company.

;

F. G. Weary, Farris TheRichmond, Mo. C. L. McVey, Dreamland, Herington, Kas.
S. H. Harvey, Colonial, Pittsburg,
;

atre,

;

W. E. Truog, assistant sales director for Universal, whose headquarters is Kansas City, has returned from a ten-day trip in

Kas.; M. W. Hubble, Hubble,
Trenton, Mo.
Mrs. H. Winkler,
Mainstreet, Lexington, Mo. A. F.
Perkins, Schnell Theatre, Harrisonville.
Mo.
A. Andrews,
S.
Olathe,
Kas.
Hugh Gardner,
Neosho, Mo.
;

;

which he

visited 'Universal
changes of the territory.

;

Saturday

evening, December 19th, where an
elegant turkey dinner was supAfter dinner the evening
plied.
was spent in dancing and various

B. Smith, who owns the
Gem Theatre, at Clinton, N. C,
and the Trio Theatre, Farmville,
N. C, has taken over the Prin-

games. This is an annual affair
with the Universal. Mr. Dardine
has been manager of the Charlotte
office for 13 years and entertains
the employees twice a year. The
employees presented Mr. Dardine
with a handsome Christmas re-

cess at

has

spirit

in-

E. F. Dardine, manager of Universal entertained the entire force at his beaufilm

tiful

country home on

membrance.

W.

T. Robinson, of Belmont, N.

C, was along
arranging

coming

his
year.

film

row

this

bookings

week

for

the

Otto Hartsoe, owner of the N.
Newton Theatre, Newton, N. C,

T.

Mr. Smith

Ayden, N. C.

was a Charlotte visitor the past
week along film row arranging
bookings for his

new

which

Charlotte,

theatre.
is

always

a

good movie town, had the opportunity the past week to meet Miss
Miss Rich was acIrene Rich.
companied by Mrs. Sam Warner,
who formerly was Miss Lena Basquette,

premier dancer, of the

a

Zeigfield Follies. They were guests
of the Broadway Theatre, one of
the Warner chain of theatres.

ex-

;

Sam

ner product,
ert,

is

announces that he will go on the
road for his company and that he
will be replaced as manager of
the Waldo by Claire Woods, formerly with United Artists.

Warner

who resigned, asserts that he will not leave the in-

representative
dustry, but

become

affiliated

Charles

Picquet,

with

^
president

of

the M. P. T. O., called a meeting
of the executive committee in
Charlotte the past week at which
time they discussed the advisability of having their annual midwinter meeting.
The committee
decided that instead of having the
mid-winter meeting that about the
middle of January they would hold
a banquet in Charlotte at which
affair it is understood they will
have the exchange managers and
exhibitors from the State meet
over the banquet table as they feel
this will be an opportunity to get
a better understanding and in fact
it
is a get-together affair of exhibitors

and exchange men.

resigned as

Monday.
"Rube" Melcher, who has been
managing the Waldo theatre, suburban house of Kansas City, for
Midwest Film Distributors, Inc.,

dated, Louis Reich-

Thompson,

who

of sales of the Arrow Special
Productions, began his new duties

branch manager for Warner,

Roy

Goldflam,

manager of the Tenth Street Theatre, Kansas City, Kas., to accept
the position as manager in charge

Another busy week on Kansas
City's movie row.
The Warner
Bros, came near shattering a record when the 7-day period ranked
second to the record week of October.
Everv Warner picture
which is to show at the Pantages
Theatre, Kansas City, which recently became the outlet for War-

ifi
Christmas
THE
row.
vaded

next few

C. E. Gregory, Metro-Goldwyn
branch manager, was
hustling
about over the Kansas and Mis-

;

Doutheast
motored to Charlotte the past week
with his family to do their shopping for Christmas. Mr. Hartsoe
also visited the exchanges along
the row.

the

in

days.

Kas.
\\ illiam
Parsons,
Pershing Theatre, Joplin, Mo. H.
McClelland,
Gayety,
Richmond,

ard,

said.

Among the out-of-town visitors
along the Kansas City movie row
this

of

Mr.

Picquet's ideas are to create a good
feeling and have a continued existence of harmony between the
exchanges and the exhibitors.

iliJJiiliit
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Owens entertained the Famous Players office force at a dance at the American Legion Hall on the evening
of December 22nd at which time
the
employees
presented
Mr.
Owens with a handsome gift.
The Metro-Goldwyn force had
a community Christmas tree in
their office on the evening of December 23rd, at which time presents were distributed, each employee receiving a gift. The members of the Liberty Film exchange,
for whom Metro-Goldwyn handles
the physical distribution in this
territory were also parties to the
community tree. After the distribution
of the gifts a light
luncheon was served.
C. N. Peeler, of the Victors-

Theatre. Mooresvilje, N. C, was a
charlotte visitor the past week.
Charlotte visitor the past week.

Detroit
JIMMIE MINTER,
the
manager of
Booking Corporation
left

for

a

general

American

in

holiday trip

Detroit,
his

with

family to visit relatives in GreenTexas.
Hiram R. Lapham has been appointed secretary of the American Booking Corporation in this
city at a recent meeting of the
board of directors. Mr. Lapham
has been treasurer of this compan-previous to his latest appointment.
Harry Goldstone of the Phil
Goldstone Productions stopped to
visit a few of his friends in Detroit while en route to New York
last week.
Miss Anne F. Morris, cashier of
ville,

B. C, has been counting
days when she will become the
wife of some lucky fellow whose
name she would not tell at this
However, we understand
writing.
it's all going to take place February 7th.

the A.
tlie

Harry Scott, general sales manager for Pathe, held a sales meeting at the local office last week.
Walter Liebman, branch manager of

.A.ssociated

Exhibitors

attended the
sales meeting held in
last week.

Detroit,

in

this

avenue

week

to

in

sales superintendent of Associated
Exhibitors, paid a short visit in
Detroit last week in regard to the
sales campaign on several of his
company's pictures.

Lakewood Theatres in this city.
A new theatre opened this week
in
Lachine, Mich., by Thomas
Schroeder, who owns the electric

will take over the
Theatre on April 11th,
and the Garden Theatre on April
Both these houses have
20th.
been under the management of his
brother George who has just purchased the Campau Tiieatre in

light plant in that town.

Plans have just been O. K.'d for
enlarging the old Crystal Theatre
Detroit, and when finished it
Arthur
about 2..S00.
seat
Bachr, owner of this house, is also
building a new theatre out on
in

divisional

Cleveland

The Universal Theatre on Michigan

newcomer in the business, and he
reports business to be very good.
Quo Vadis Theatre in Detroit
was bought by Wm. J. Black, who
formerly operated the Gratiot and

Detroit was sold
C. Spurlock, a
J.

will

Michigan avenue which he expects
to open next Labor Day.
Lew Thompson, central division

Henrv Koppin

Fcrndale

Hamtramck.
The Thcatorium
b\'

hcim who also
Theatre in this

city.

mediately
house.

start

Theatre

has

Harry Oppenowns the .\rcade

been purchased

He

will im-

renovating

this

1

Januai-y

9

19 2

,
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Rialto Theatre at Fort Dodge, one
of the Blank houses, which is man-

pany on his recent trip to Des
Moines announced that this corporation had added two more theatres

aged

string in eastern Iowa.
They are the Crystal Theatre at
Earlville and the Garden Theatre
This makes about a
at Lisbon.
dozen theatres controlled by Mr.

Recent theatre changes in Iowa
were the Coliseum at Lamoni,
which was bought by Graceland
College from the Haskins Company, and the purchase of the
Plaza Theatre at Ackley by J. E.
Trovas from C. E. Cross.

Costen
of
the
Eastern Iowa Theatres Com-

their

to

Costen's company.
C. A. Hunerzerg, who is opening up the theatre at Parkersburg
which was formerly operated by
Bean and Prusha, is spending over
eighteen hundred dollars in new
equipment for the theatre. He has
purchased from the Exhibitors'
Supply Company at the DesMoines
office a new Simplex machine and
a Medusa screen and the complete equipment for the theatre.
Mr. Hunerzerg is a newcomer in
He bought
the theatre business.
the lease previously held by Bean
and Prusha, who own another theatre at Winterset.

as

The Pathe office staff organized
the Kahn Krowing Klub en-

joyed a hilarious time at their
party at the Pathe office last week.
And this week they rejoiced in

from the

their presents
office

— ten

dollar

New York

gold pieces

all

around.

The new

lighting effects of the

Mr.

by

Touney,
for the

in time

stalled

were inChristmas

DesMoines

in

The roads
badly

in southern
drifted, says

who

covers

Iowa are

Tom

that

Gabrio,

territory

for

Mctro-Goldwyn.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Reese spent
the holidays at Peoria, Illinois. Mr.
Reese is salesman for Metro-

Goldwyn in northeastern Iowa.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis spent Chistmas with Mrs. Davis' folks at
Chariton and Rose Johnson, stenographer, was at Ogden.

The Royal Theatre at Highland
bought a new machine from the
Exhibitors' Supply Company l^st
week.
E. J. Tilton, manager for First
National, was presented by the office staff with a lovely silk lounging robe, while Arthur Johnson,
booker, was given a swell foun-

pen

last

week from

New

Pathe

visited

season.

tain

was

the Chicago office.
Henry Scott, general sales manYork office,
ager from the
last

week.

Frank Shipley, manager of

the
Rialto Theatre, DesMoines, presented each of the employees of
the theatre with a Christmas gift.
He received as their gift to him a
gold cigarette and match case.

The Opera House at Maynard
was sold recently. C. J. Grantham
was formerly owner of the Opera

M. A.

Gabrielsen has bought the
Theatre at Crystal from
Floyd Winter.
The Rivoli Theatre at Elcador
was sold by E. C. Veenschoten.
At Kanawha, Iowa, the theatre
Mrs. D. G.
has changed hands.
Woodward bought the house from
Crystal

H. Roskamp.

Georgan

bought

the

Theatre at Bettendorf
from F. J. Georgan. The Loeb
also
Theatre
at
Gal van
has
changed hands. A. J. Loeb sold
Princes

the house.
At Leeds, Iowa, the Leeds The-

in Movie
Shuneman

Visitors

Manager
Theatre

House.
Jack

at

Row

were

of the Isis
City and Cos-

Webster

Iowa Theatres
Company.
The DesMoines Film Board of
Trade has set January 4 as the
date for a big get-together. There
ten of the Eastern

be a banquet at the

will

Hotel

which exas well as exchange men

DesMoines,

Fort

to

formerly owned by Mike
Danese, was bought by Antone
Roper.
Homar Drefke has bought the
The
Kay Theatre at Marcus.
house was sold to Mr. Drefke by

number of theatre
are invited.
men have already made their reservations through the managers of
the film exchanges or the office of
the Film Board in the Iowa Build-

K.

ing,

atre,

J.

Livingston.

S. R.

Nelson

is

the

new owner

at Bray ton which
from William Fries.
The theatre was known as Our

of

the

he

bought

theatre

Theatre.

set.

H. A. R. Dutton, president of
the Exhibitors' Supply Company,

Blank to the Hostettler Amusement Company of Omaha.

The Strand and Odeon at Marshalltown have been sold by A. H.

hibitors,

A

with

Miss

Mary Benjamin,

the
secretary and treasurer of
board. W. E. Banford, of MetroGoldwyn, president of the Film
Board, has appointed Manny Gottlieb, branch manager for Universal, to take charge of the arrangements for the banquet.

Cincinnati
KEENE of
EDTheatre,
Ohio,
his

Christmas

Oxford

the
did

most of

shopping

while

the city booking several
just before the Holidays.

Dave

in

pictures

considered the
heaviest film salesman in the business here or anywhere else is now
taking care of the city trade for
F. B. O.

H.

Helbig,

Michaelson, manager, and
Jack Kendall, salesman for F. B.
O. returned from a trip through
Kentucky last week.
J.

J.

Horwitz

is

now

the

new man-

ager for Associated Exhibitors
succeeding
Lon Muchmore resigned.
Muchmore is now with
the local Famous Players organization.

Jos.

Mayer,

Metro-

late of the

Goldwyn force is now selling for
Associated Exhibitors.

Danny McNutt,
manager

of

the

Da>-ton,
houses,

O.,

one

was in the
George Gamble

Bill

the quite little
State Theatre,
of the Libson

week.
is
to succeed
Danziger at the local Para-

mount

city last

office in the capacity

of ex-

assume his new
duties for the same firm in the
Chicago offices at once.
C. E. Peppiatt, local manager

ploiteer.

for

Bill will

Famous

Players, spent the holi-

days at his home in Atlanta,
Georgia.
Tom Lindsay, office manager for

Famous

Players, showed the real
Christmas spirit on Santy's day,
by taking an orphan from one of
the local orphanages home with
him for the day.

Mrs. Walker of the Lyric TheaLynchburg, O., and a couple
of the little Walkers, were in the
city just before Christmas doing
tre,

some shopping.
George Jackson of the Lincoln
Theatre, Springfield, O., was in
the city last week booking several
pictures.
The Lincoln is an exclusive colored house.

The entire personnel of the Universal Charleston office attended
the party given by the local Universal
Joy Club last Saturday
evening. They brought their wives
and sweethearts and everything
and a good time was had by all.
Miss Miles the biller for the
Charleston office showed the local
crowd how to do a real Charleston,
while Spotsy Porter and his twelve

inch cigar was another feature of
the program.
During the evening

Fred

Strief,

local

manager,

was

presented with a beautiful desk set
in appreciation of the many favors
he has shown his organization.

John Kaiser, of the Royal Theatre,

Oiillicothe,

O.,

spent

several

days with the local exchange managers talking over new contracts.
John Gregory of the Liberty
and
Springfield,
Theatre,
O.,
George Turlukins of the Colonel
and Majestic theatres, Middletown,
O.,

were two more exhibitors

visit the

to

film buildings during the

holidays.

Connie Myers, operator for FaPlayers, spent her holidays

mous

with her folks in Toledo.

liouston
rpRANK
*-

chief

O.
for

STARZ,
Interstate

publicity

Amuse-

ment Company,

is in Houston on a
Mr. Starz made his
Houston for more than a
year before he was promoted to
the home office, Dallas. Texas.
Ralph Morrow, Dallas film exchange manager, was in Hou'^ton
several days last week. Mr. Morrow makes a trip through south
Texas every other month. He reports good business
throughout

business trip.

home

in

the entire theatre territory.

Several weeks ago it was 'gencomment along theatre row
a theatre would be built in
conjunction with the Kerby Lumber Co. office buildiner. This comment has been verified by Jesse H.
Jones, the builder, and it has been
eral
that

made

public that a theatre will
occupy the lower floors. This new
p!.^^ house
and 2.200

lease the
to form.
Elliot

seat between L.'inO
people.
Universal will

will

house
S.

if

reports run true

Forman has been

an-

fioimced as manager of the Palace
Theatre.
Mr. Forman hails from
New York State and has been
identified with several of the leading film and vaudeville organizations of the East.
He is no stranger
to Houston, however, as he has
been connected with several road
attractions playing Houston in the
past years.

added attraction
Harwitz, Jr.,
of the Texan and Iris Theatres
several weeks ago is going over
Vaudeville as

announced by

Wm.

with a bang according to the manthe Bert Lev>
agement.
It
is
vaudeville and is played in conjunction with the regular picture

program.

Maurice Shummerman's automo-

was destroyed by fire several
days ago when several machines
were burned in front of the Strand
Theatre.
Smoke rushed into the
theatre and patrons were put on
the run thinking it was a theatre
bile

fire.

;
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Buffalo
ONE

of the most successful
private previews ever staged
in Buffalo was put on in the Chinese room of the Hotel Statler by
Fox, manager of ViRichard
tal Exchange, Inc., on the evening
More than 200
of December 15.
exhibitors, members of the Buffalo Federation of Women's Clubs
and city officials were in attendPreceding the showing of
ance.
the feature, Mr. Fox entertained
his guests with some choice short
An orchestra was on
subjects.
h.nnd to accompany the pictures
and to play for the dancing which
buffet luncheon also
folowed.
was served. Following the presentation,
Howard J. Smith of
the Palace Theatre, spoke briefly
and Mr. Fox responded.
Among the guests were District
Attorney Guy B. Moore; Mrs.
Howard J. Smith, Palace, Buffalo;
Mitchell Fitzer, Empire, Syracuse
Edgar Weill, former manager of
the Strand, Syracuse; Howard T.
Smith, Palace, Buffalo.
Nick Vassiliadis, of the ClintonStrand Theatre, Buffalo, who went
over the "hot sands" at the recent
ceremonies held at Gmailia Temple, Nobles of the Mystic Shrine,
wishes to thank every exhibitor
and exchange man for their efficiency in "giving him the works."
Nick states that he "sure got
them !" Front seats were occupied to see Mr. Vassiliadis win the
Fez and the next day he arose at

C

A

AL— just

6 P.
theatre.

time to open the

in

The employes

of

Victoria

the

one of the links

Tlicatre,

in

the

new Mark-Strand chain and one
o'"
Buffalo's
largest community
staged

Thea'.res,

anmiai-

their

Chilrtmas party and banquet in the
lobby of the house Wednesday

A

e\ening, December 30.
sumptuous dinner was served by a caterer.
During the repast there

were brief talks by Walter Hays,
vice president of the Mark-Strand
interests
Eugene Falk, secretary;

treasurer and Arthur L. Skinner,,
manager of the Victoria.
iManager George Cruzen gener-

ously

loaned

Palace Theatre
Lockport Thursday

the

to the city of

afternoon, December 24, for the
staging of the Lock City's program of Yuletide carols, which
was put on by a chorus of 400
school children on the stage of
the house and radiocast by station
\\ iMAK.
L. J. Carkey manager
of the Rialto in Lockport also put
on ^. party on Christmas Day with

Santa Clans as a special
tion for the children.
Cliarley
the Strand

Hayman, president of
Amusement Compan\'

Niagara

oi

attrac-

Herman

and

Falls,

Lorence, manager of the Bellevue
Theatre, gave a Christmas dinner
last Friday night in the Prospect

House

at the Falls, for the house
musicians, stage hands and
actors appearing in the various

Frank C. iMoynihan and Frank
Young, manager and assistant
manager respectively of the Albany Vital exchange, came home

vaudeville acts at the Strand, Bellevue and Cataract.
The dinner
w'-i? given after the final performance and was arranged particularly for the benefit of the actors

to

and musicians away from home

week

at

C.

Buffalo

for

the

holidays

Yuletide.

trict

Lockport had its first complete
midnight s:;ow starting at mid-

pointed Nathan Cohen a
of the Albany sales force.

New Year's eve, when Manager George T. Cruzen put on a
complete program at the Palace
Theatre. Favors were distributed
and a great time was had by all.
Eddie Weinberg was in charge
night.

the arrangements for the big
Christmas party given Saturday,
December 26, in the Strand Theatre, Niagara Falls, for the boys
and girls of Niagara Falls, N.
Y., Niagaia Falls, Ont., and LaSalle, N. Y.
The show was put
on by the Strand Amusement
Company, operating the Strand
and Cataract Theatres, and the
Niagara Falls Gazette. The show
Everything
started at 10 A. M.

of

was

free.

Presents

were

dis-

tributed.

Schindler.
for
many
Louis
years cashier at the Pathe office
He
has been appointed booker.
succeeds George Canty who will
now represent Pathe in the Syracuse territory.

Harry

E. Lotz,

who

recently resigned as district manager for Associated Exhibitors, expects to an-

new connection soon

itaffs,

nounce

all

after the first of the vear.

•

his

last

Richard C. Fox, dismanager for \'ital, has apend.

member

J. H. Michael, manager of the
Regent, and Charlie Bowe of the
Frontier, are expected to put on a

number

ballet

at

the

Movie Ball

given in the Hotel Statler on
the evening of Jartuary 4 by the
Film Board of Trade. The way
tickets have been selling it looks
like a record breaking crowd will
be in attendance.
to be

Al Beckerich of Loevv's State,
took advantage of his street car
posters to w-ish Buffalonians "A

Merry Christmas and a Happy
Year."
The cheering mes-

New

sage flashed forth from the rear
of some several hundred trolleys.

Many

of the boys along Film
are the possessors of fat
checks which came as Christmas
bonuses for fine sales showings
during the past year.
expect
to see some new motor cars parked
in front of the exchanges soon.

Row

We

Hub

Taylor of Pathe says the

polar regions has nothing on existence these days on the
southern tier where the temperatures have been dow-n around 2.^
below.
life in the

mneapolis
MORRIS

ABRAMS,

Goldwyn

Northwest,

exploiteer,

who

is

Metroin

flitting

the

from

spot to spot, has just returned from
Grand iForks and is now back in

Milwaukee.
Benny Berger of the Grand
Forks Metropolitan and Strand
Theatres, paid a visit to the Twin
Cities on business last week.
A. B. Leak, Paramount manager
for the Northwest, has just returned from Devils Lake, Minot,
Valley City, Williston and Jamestown, North Dakota.
Little Jack Horner has nothing
on Archie Miller at Minot, according to Mr. I-eak. Archie, a formMinneapolis exhibitor, once
er
manager of the Gayety burlesque
house, now owns two theatres in
Minot, runs the bill posting plant,
has an interest in a few banks and
things and runs a big wheat farm
outside of town.
John Pillar at Valley City is going around telling everybody that
Santa Claus needn't bring him

anything this year.
He calls his
brand new theatre enough for one
season.

John Wilson of the Orpheum
Theatre at Minot, has left for
California to spend the winter.
John Snyder made a trip from
Williston to Minot for a special
showing of Paramount product
during Mr. Leak's visit in the Dakota

city.

Fox

of the Grand Theatre,, Warroad, Minn., is running
the theatre alonf n-.\v. The broth>
er who has been tielping her died
recently.
The theatre was closed
for a few days on this account.
Irene

C.
office

his

J.

Metro-Goldwyn

purchasing agenting
now.

is

in

doing

Minne-

apolis just

A.

M.

Metro-Goldwyn
branch is on a

Minneapolis
trip

to

northern

Michigan.

Fischer,

who was

to

Smoots
at

of

the
Falls,

Lowell
Minn.,

Empire Laboratories
723 Seventh Ave. N. Y.

do her booking.

manager of the

Minneapolis Fox office, is just
back from Cedar Rapids, Waterloo, and
Des Moines where he
looked after the Fox business.
Fox salesmen all came into the
Twin Cities Saturday for a conference.
Some of them remained

home for the holidays but
others took advantages of a few
good days to get another whack
at the territory.

Mayberry

Inc.
S437
S7)C

Dan

Mrs.

Eselin.

whose hus-

band, the veteran owner of the
lone in Minneapolis, died recently,
is now doing the booking for the
house and is expected to carry on.

Harry

Scott, general sales

man-

ager of Pathe e-xchanges, paid a
\-isit to the Minneapolis office Saturday on a tour out of the New

York

offices.

When

heating plant exthe
ploded in the Claremont Theatre
at Claremont, iMinn., H.K.Brown,
the owner, announced that there
would be no theatre there until

March.
Leo Adler, Pathe branch auditor, is

auditing in Minneapolis just

now.

A

couple of strangers in town
the other day turned out to be J.
A. Gowdy of the Grand Theatre
at Cannon Falls, Minn., and William Tragsdorf of the Trags at
Neillsville, Wis.
In spite of the
fact that they are located not a
great way from Minneapolis, they
haven't been seen here in a month
of Sour Sabbaths.

From

Duluth, Minn., comes the
Blackmore Brothers
have taken over the Orpheum
Theatre there and will make it a

word

Bryant

DKVKLOPiae Hue priiitinc
OTION PtCTOKE PILM

visiting the

of Producers
Corporation, vis'ted
Minneapolis the other day in one
of his trips about the district of
which he is in charge.
J. E. O'Toole, manager of the
Minneapolis Producers Distributing Corporation office, spent most
of the week in North Dakota.

also in the hos-

Little

week

E. T. Gomersall,

Distributing

has recovered.

H. B.
Theatre

last,

Mrs. M. E. Brinkman of the
Grand Theatre at Bemidji, Minn.,
came down to Minneapolis recentl\'

Cecil

Kethna
Fischer,
ten-year-old
daughter of Mr. Fischer, is recovering rapidly after undergoing a
serious operation recently.
Mrs.
pital,

town

A. L. Sorenson has taken over
E. T. Roemheld's Garden Theatre
at Phillips, Wis., the Fox organization reports.

manager of the

Fischer,

in

film distributors.

at

New York

Sonin of the

of

was

that

run picture theatre. This
first
gives Duluth six first run houses,
being the Lyceum,
the
others
Strand, Garrick, Lyric and Zelda.

;;
;;;

January

9

,

1926
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St.
BLOOxMER
NOAH
Theatre,

of the

Belleville,

purchased the
coutah.
M. B.

Gem

111.,

Theatre,

Rex
has

Mas-

from Frank Leitz.
Shamber of Kansas City,

111.,

Mo., is said to ha\e made Bill\Mueller of Jefferson City, Mo., an
offer for his two houses in Jefferson City and one in Sedalia,

Mo.
h,.

Ind.,

'llie

o;

I

lie

Ea>t

cember I4th.
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Heyde, 01ney, 111., have gone to the Hot
Springs Xational Park for a vacation trip.

The
Mo.

M.
is

Biddle, exhibitor of Paoli,
a patient in the hospital

at VVest Baden, Ind.. and his condition is reported to be very serious.

Skouras

Brothers
Enterprises
plan to entirely remodel the office
building section of the Grand Central,
Grand boulexard at Lucas
avenue.
Julius Iv. Johnson, brought to
St.
Louis from Holl.vwood as
guest organist for the St. Louis
Theatre,
will
continue at that
house indefinitely, according to an
announcement of the management.
The Eagle Theatre, Li\ingston,
TIL, is being remodeled.
stage
and new heating plant arc being

A

installed.

The Hiway Theatre. Delta, Mo.,
has changed hands. The new management plans to convert the house
to other uses.
It will not reopen

father of Phil Cohn, owner
and Avenue Theatres,
St. Louis, 111., died on Del.yric

House,

Eminence,

Arenzville,

Prnicess,

111.

which swept the business section
of that

Tom

city.

It

being repaired.

is

The

Theatre,
Paris,
Liberty
Mo., is closing on Mondaj^ nights
because of a slump in business.

111.;

\

ille

RiissellIncluded are
Theatre. Russellville, Mo.
:

Mo.

Steft'enville,

Opera

House,

Ha\en
Mo.

;

Newark, Mo.

Irving,

Theatre,

111.

New

New

;

Ha\en,

111.
Princess, Arenzville,
Liberty, Freemanspur, III.; Public
Home, DonSchool, Toledo, 111.
;

;

nellson.
ville,
ville,

Ctiicago;

L.

J.

;

Luttrell,

Jacksonville,

Joe Lynam, Roodhouse. 111.;
Ray Mueller, Mexico, Mo.; J. W.
Moberly,
Mo.
Cotter,
Ste\ e
Brady, Cape Girardeau, Mo.; Bob
Hickman, Puxico. Mo.; Messrs.
Tutle\- & Karsh, Flat River and
111.;

Terre,
and Bob
AIo.,
StempBc, St. Charles, Mo.
C. E. Penrod, division manager
for V B. O., was forced to call

Bonne

.

off

Man}- theatres in this trade territory ha\e been closed in recent
weeks.

Circuit,

Duquoin, 111.
John
Rees, Wellsville, Mo.; Jim Reilly,
Alton, 111.; Ray Delapp, Kansas,
Reed,

;

Opera

:

Orpheum

the

111.

111.,

:

Thompson-

Libert.v,

and Victory, Farmers-

111.

anticipated

his

Louis

trip

because of an

to

accident

The

St.

to

chap
was run down by an automobile in

hiS h-year-old-son.

little

Indianapolis.
Fortunatelx- he escaped serious injuries.
"Buns Derby has resigned from
the F. B. O. sales staff to manage
the Kingsland Theatre, Gravois
avenue, St. Louis, for William

Goldman. John Walsh, city salesman, will add Derby's assignments to his own.
for work.

John's a

demon

manager for
Distributing Corporawill lea\e for the Pacific
tion,
Coast early in January to attend
a sales conference of division man-

seen

agers.
C. F. Charack, formerly of Portland, Ore., has succeeded Maurice
Davis as publicity director for the

Out-of-town

exhibitors

Row

during

along

Brown's Theatre, Cabool, Mo.,
has reopened under new management. Sherm-Tri Brown is the new
cwncr.

week were
O. E. Simon, Gem
C.
Theatre, Jefferson City. Mo.

Picture

the

:

;

Lawson, Mount Olive, 111.
Asher Levy, general manager of
J.

land.

C. D. Hill, division

Producers

Universal office.
Davis resigned In take charge of publicity

local

manager

Barron,

Bill
local

Lnitfcd

.\rtists

away from

slipped

his

of

the

exchange^
office

and

took lime from his lunch hour to
raise a special fund for the family
of Patrolman Jimmy Mateer, who
was murdered bv a bandit on the
night of December 17.
In a very
few minutes Bill got together a
fund of $100.

Lou Hess, manager, and Nicky
Goldhammcr. assistant
manager
for L'ni\ersal Pictures' local office,
ha\e returned from a business trip

'

Loew's State Theatre, St. Louis,
Mo., has donated a handsome silver trophy that will be emblematic
of the Municipal Soccer l-'ootball
championship of St. Louis, Mo.

as a theatre.

and exploitation for Loew's State
Theatre here.
Charack has been
with Universal for four years and
is an accomplished publicity man.
In recent months he was attached
lo the Columbia Theatre in Port-

New

to

York.

Mable
Ark.,

lias

Price of Little Rock,
taken charge of the bill
for the local F. B.

(lepa-rtnient

O

office.

Tom McKean,

manager here

for

F. B. O., has installed a film renovating machine in his office that
does Slime wonderful things to film
that has been on the reels for a

tour of the corn or coal

belt.

Thc>- do say that Eddie Alperson's son is getting to be some biThe hopeful is just
cycle rider.
sexen months old and is a chip off
the

old

Eddie

block.

charge of the

local

is

now

in

Warner Broth-

ers otiice.

Me%^ England
newly reopened
James
THE
Theatre on Huntington
St.

avenue, Boston, under the direction of

cated just outside the city,
state truants are housed.

The Pathe exchange

where
Boston

in

the Keith-Albee interests, will have
as manager Alden Peterson, who
returns to Boston after an absence of two years. Mr. Peterson
was manager of the St. James
Theatre when the Giles interests
took the house nine years ago.

held a Christmas tree party at the
exchange Christmas eve when gifts
were exchanged and a beautilull>
decorated tree was the center of

The Elm Theatre at Portland,
Me., had a close call from damage
by fire just before the holidays
when a general alarm blaze broke
out next door.
Firemen made a
heroic stand to prevent the flames
getting into the Elm Theatre and
after a hard battle, were success-

exchanges were remembered by
Pathe during the holiday week

although minor smoke damage
was done to some parts of the

Producers

ful,

building.
The fire started just
after
midnight,
doing $125,000

damage and injuring two firemen.
M. N. Wolf, in charge of the
Boston offices of Metro-Goldwyn.
was given a genuine surprise at
the Christmas eve part>- of the
entire office force when he was
presented with a handsome carved
smoking stand and humidor. The
party was one of the feature events
of Film Row during the holida\season, with colored jazz orchestra,
catered dinner and general dancing and an exchange of gifts

among

the members.
Samuel Torgan, manager of the

Strand

Theatre,

Lowell, gave a
playhouse durChristmas week to the inmate,=' of the Truant School lospecial

ing

show

at his

attraction.

All of the New England exhibitors supplied from the Boston

w'ith a beautiful calendar

made

to

represent one of the old time samplers, bearing the best wishes of
Pathe for the new year.

General

Manager

L.

J.

Hack-

ing of the Boston exchange of the
Distributing Corporation is planning a trip to the Pacific Coast of several weeks, leaving early in the new year.
Edward Granger of the New
York headquarters of the Fox
Film Corp., was a recent visitor to
the Boston offices of the company.
Moe Grassgreen, for the past
five weeks at the Boston exchange
of the Fox Film Corp., left on
Monday for Montreal where he
will be engaged for several weeks
at the Fox offices.
He is the traveling general auditor of the company.
new motion picture theatre
will open at Hill, N. H., on January 9 in Woodward Hall.
Mr.
Woodward, owner of the property,
will operate and actively manage
the new playhouse.
He has successfully managed Christian Hall
for some time past.

A

Henr\ Carleton, head of the
Carleton Players, during a visit to
Boston this week, made the announcement that he had discontinued stock at the Colliseum at
(iardner. Me., and in its place had
inaugurated a motion picture program with fifteen minutes of each
performance de\oted to a short
sketch.
This program will be
changed twice weekly.
Tile new theatre nearing completion at Westerly, R. L, nas been

taken

o\er

bv

Owner-Manager

Thornton of Rixerpoint, R.

I.

It

expected that the new playhouse just acquired will be opened
is

late in

Tanuarw

.W Newhall. manager of the
Strand and Comique Theatres,
Lynn, Mass., was tendered a dinner at the Copley-Plaza Hotel,
Boston, Tuesday night upon the
occasion of the completion of 20
years' service with the Moe Marks'
plaxhouses.
Thomas Sprye of
First N^ational acted as toastmaster and Moe Silver and Sam Moscow composed the committee in
charge.
All of "Who's Who" in
Greater Bostons' motion picture
business were present.

The Seymour Theatre at Seymour, Conn., only motion picture
house in that town, one of the
largest in the state, as well as a
leading screen playhouse for two
years past in that part of the Naugatuck valley, was closed last
week by E. H. Rolston, owner of

further norent" signs
ha\e been posted on the theatre
and Georges' hall, town auditorthe

propert\,

tice."

"For

"until

sale

or

ium located in the same block.
Theatre and luiU were announced
last June as having been leased for
one year to Wilbur A. Moore, one
of the best known motion picture
men in the state and member of
the legislative committee on screen
Neither
Rolston
or
matters.

Moore has divulged cause for
summary closing of the theatre or
or given any intimation as to
future plans.
Since Moore took
over management of the playhouse
it has not only been in daily use as
a playhouse but often used as a
sort of community center for amateur productions, conventions and
the like.
hall,

URATIZ
YOUR

FIIM
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THERE

was plenty of Christlast
week along
in this city.
At the

iherc was a general exodus from
Film Row on the day before
caribLiuas.
iea <j .Diiea, manager

all the employees
received a ten dollar gold piece
from the home office, the same
being presented to the employees
Ijy
George Ames, the manager.
In addition to this the young
women received a box of candy
from the salesmen connected with
the exchange.
At the Universal
offices, H. C. Bissell, the manager,
was presented with a very handsome lounging robe, and likewise

iVletro-Goldwyn exchange,
iiuualo tor his turkey,
wnue ^iex iierman, manager oi
the First JNational exchange, spent
tne holidays in New iorK city.
V ery tew exhibitors were in town
on Christmas week. Mrs. J. M.
iiriggs, who runs the Tyler the-

rnas

spirit

Film Row
Pathe exchange,

by

slippers,

man

Stern,

his

employees.

manager for

F.

HerB. O.

Albanv. received a smoking

in

set

and humidor from the office force,
Vincent Fisher being called upon

make

to

presentation

short

a

speech.

The Griswold in Troy and Harmanus Bleecker Hall in Albany,
offered a midnight show on New
Year's Eve, in each instance nuting on several amateur acts along
with the pictures, but without increasing 'the usual price of admission.

Many

of the exhibitors in Al.Schenectady and Troy ap-

bany.

on

peared

Day with

Christmas

handsome presents received either
from employees of the houses or
from friends. Herman Vineberg,
who handles the Albany and Regent theatres in Albany, was the
proud
watch

Tony

platinum
Vineberg.
Veiller,
manager of the
Strand in Albany, offered

Mark
his

possessor
given by

friends

of

a

Mrs.

cigarettes

from

a

brand new case that he had found
in his
stocking.
Mrs. Roberts
didn't forget her husband, the efficient manager of the Troy theatre, for when he woke up on
Christmas morning, there was a
Dunhill pipe and tobacco pouch on
the mantelpiece.

David Murray, who has been a
checker at the Pathe exchange
is
now a two-reel-comedy
salesman over Paul Smith's territory, Mr. Smith having succeeded
Amos Leonard, who is now a dis-

here,

trict

manager for Pathe.

tne

ot

went

to

atre in Fittsfield, was
was also Lew Fischer,

in

town as
Fort

of

Edward.

Morns

Silverman, of Schenecplayed the part of Santa
Glaus along Film Row, and presented the men with cigars and
cigarettes, while the young women
exchanges were given
in
the
candy.
Charles Alorris, of Boston, was
in Albany last week, booking pictheatre in
tures for the Atlas
tady,

Adams, Mass.

Thomas
States

Martell, of the United
motion picture serv-

the holidays.

According, to reports, there are

two or three changes scheduled
along Film Row. Thomas Murthe

is also said to be scheduled
reopen under the management
of James Roach, who will, however, remain as manager of the
Farash houses.
The Lincoln theatre was donated to the Boy Scouts and a picture
program was shown one morning
that resulted in a large attendance

to

from

who has been connected with
Famous Players office in Al-

bany for a year or more, is said
to be slated for a good position
with the same company in New
York.
It is also said that Ted
Lewis will resign from First National to accept another position.

William
Springs,

Benton,

of

Saratoga

who has

several theatres
York, is to take
in northern
over the Rialto theatre in Glens
Falls in the near future, according
to all reports.
Mr. Benton has repeatedly said that he was in the
field for houses and plans to in-

New

crease his chain until he has at
least a dozen theatres.
The Broadway, in Schenectady, a residential

all

parts of the city.

learn on Christmas Day that Mr.
Golden was in a hospital a short
distance
out
of
Boston.
Mr.
Golden had left for Boston on the
Sunday before, planning to spend

Christmas

attractions of New York City sufficient to take him there for his
Christmas holidays.

coln

Work

on two new motion

now running

the Rialto theatre in that city and
attracting
business
through
a
number of little schemes, such as
admitting two persons on a single
ticket at Christmas time.
It was
Mike's gift to the community, and

went over big.
Four nights a week is to be the
policy from now on at the Pember
it

theatre in Granville, run by Vinvent Dailey.
Charles Miller, who runs the
Bright Spot in Rensselaer, remembered the employees in the exchanges with many boxes of
candy.
Arthur Goldsmith, a salesman
for the
Producers Dist. Corp.
company, dropped in at the Rialto
in Schenectady the other
night,
and received the surprise of his
life when he was announced
as
the winner of a big turkey.

Ralph H. Gark, district manProducers Dist. Corp.,
was in Albany during the week
for a conference with Robert
ager for

Dennis

friends of Jacob
Golden, manager of the Griswold
theatre in Troy, were shocked to

hos-

from

his

Regan,

Greenwich,

of

calling
at the

theatres.

The sister of James Rose, who
owns a number of motion picture
theatres in Rensselaer and Troy,
died a week or so ago, after a
sickness of some little time.

an

among

election

members

of the motion picture
machine ooerators' union of Troy
a week ago, and Harry M. Brooks
was re-elected as president. All
other officers were also re-elected.
William Fogarty, of the Lincoln theatre, wants credit for the
beautiful
decorations,
and certainly credit is due him, so here
you are Mr. Fogarty, with an
added word to the effect that the
"'ork was well done.
the

New

Year's

Eve saw many of

the motion picture theatres in this
section with midnight shows, and
the houses were invariably well
filled.
Some of the theatres advertised special surprise features
along with the pictures.
The Olympic theatre in Watertown staged a Christmas morning
matinee through Sol Manheimer,
the manager, for the benefit of
those who had lost their homes in
the fire that destroyed a portion
of the village of Felts Mills, some
six or seven miles from Water-

town.
Julius

many

pencil

was in Troy on Monday,
on many of his old friends

Mochrie.

The

the

employees.

There was
is

in

Stern, manager of the Lintheatre in Troy, received a

handsome pen and

pletion.

Mike Freedman

relatives

Ben

pic-

theatres in this part of the
state is progressing very satisfactorily these days, with favorable
weather conditions prevailing. The
roof has been placed on the new
Strand theatre in Albany, while
W. H. Linton's house in Utica is
swinging along toward early com-

his

had been suffering
trouble, and subexamination which

mitted to an
resulted in his entering
pital.

ture

with

that city.
He
from intestinal

Robert Mochrie, manager for
Producers Dist. Corp., found the

Army

ice,
was in Albany last week,
booking pictures for Madison Barracks at Sackets Harbor, as well
as for Plattsburg and other posts
in northern New York.
R. J. Meigs, a two-reel comedy
salesman for Pathe, journeyed
down to East Orange, N. J., for

ray,

house,

Berinstein,

with

houses

Albany and Troy, spent Christmas Day with his brothers in
in

Elmira.

ana
THE
Quebec,
the

Capitol Theatre, Montreal,
is now regularly on
air as a result of arrange-

ments made by Manager Harr-y S.
Dahn to have the musical pro-

gramme

of the theatre broadcast
from Station CKAC, a local newspaper studio, every Sunday afternoon.

One

of the greatest Christmas
stunts of the season in Canada was
carried out by United Amusements,
Montreal, operating a
Limited,
chain of some eight attractive
cinemas in Montreal. Co-operating with the Montreal Kiwanis
Club, the company staged special

performances for poor children to
number of 12,000 during
Christmas Week. The arrangements
were made by George
Nicholas Ganetakos, managing director of United Amusements.
Since Walter Davis took over
the

management of the Empress
Theatre, Edmonton, Alberta, he
has made a number of improvethe

ments

He

has overhauled the lighting system to effect
better projection results and all
opera chairs have been painted a
light gray to fit the general decorative
scheme. The ventilation
fans have been gone over and a
in the house.

COSTUMES FOR HIRE

second ticket booth has been placed
lobby for the conven-

in the inside

ience of patrons.

Never in the history of the
moving picture business in Canada
did theatre managers devote so

much

New
did

to Christmas and
Year's
features
as
they
during the current season.

attention

Throughout the
was an evident
part

of

Dominion
intention

exhibitors

to

there

on the

make

the

most of the occasion. Not only
were special pictures booked for
the Christmas holidays but appropriate
stunts
and special programmes were carried out.

P«0DTTCTT01T9
ITP'OTTATTOITS

VMMMMXlAXlOm*

There

were

Christmas

enter-

tainments in scores of theatres for
orphans and other deserving children and of New Year's Eve Frothere

were

Practically
theatre in every
city in Canada presented a special
midnight performances for December 31-January 1 and these shows
were advertised long in advance in
order to attract desired patronage.
Exhibitors everywhere in th;
lics

every

legion.

downtown

Dominion were satisfied with reDuring the Christmas shopping period, there was a lull in
patronage as usual but it was "big
sults.

time" for the theatres as soon as
Christmas Day was reached.

BROOKS

1437 Brt»*<)wa7

T«L
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Pm.
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Theatre Management

,

Equipment ConstpuctionOpepation

PublixTheatrePolicy Introduced

At

Rivoli In

New York

Lavish Stage and Musical Numbers Support Photoplays

To

New York

Accordian Orchestra, Carlos Peterson, Mile.
keyed to a
arriving at Plymouth Rock and the MayTamiris, Heleue Blair, Mae Ludlow, Johnny
expectancy by an
flower is seen riding at anchor in the backDove and a large chorus of singers and
This is followed by characteristic
advance campaign done on a 24ground.
dancers.
dances of six European countries, typifysheet scale, the Publix Theatres Corporation
It is a very elaborately produced number,
ing immigration.
Finally, one sees the
introduced the presentation policj^ which is
comparable with featured spectacles in
assimilated Americans, this final scene preto be inaugurated in many houses throughBroadway musical shows. The production
senting a background of the most pretentiout the circuit, at the Rivoli Theatre on
costs ran into several thousands of dollars,
ous order.
Instrumental music, dancing
Christmas Day.
and sets the standard which officials of the
and singing feature the closing episode.
The type of show represented by this
Publix company state will be observed in
Artists featured in the presentation are
New York debut of a system already in
their future presentations.
Boris Petroff, Russian dancer who will be
force at other houses in the Publix chain,
The establishment of a production studio
supervisor of the ballets to be included in
is of widespread interest to theatre men,
in Long Island City is a move to put this
the numbers staged at the Publix studio in
since it sets a new standard for photoplay
system of presentations on an efficient workWhile it is a standard
Long Island; Dorothy Berke, the Royal
theatre programs.
ing basis.
The cost of the
of scale rather than of content
iuHwiiiuiniiimiiiiniiaiiaiaiiiaiiuiimuiiiouiiiiiiiuuuiiiiiiuininuiiiiiiiimiuiwiuiiiniiiimiiiiiiiiiiiio
numbers will be pro-rated to
the entertainment being revolutheatres in the circuit in which
tionarj' in so far as it is an
they will be presented.
entertainment
of
elaboration
One production a week will
forms previously done in picbe ottered at theatres included in
ture and vaudeville houses
the circuit for these numbers.
this new system is certain to
recent discussion, through this column, of
Thus a troupe Avill be given a
have an influence on cinema
direct selling by manufacturers of equipment
weeks "stand" in every city
houses everywhere.
responsive
apparently
hit
a
to theatre circuits has
visited, and in the case of ChicThe presentation numbers are
are in receipt of many
note with distributors.
ago, where there are five Balato be circuited, in accordance
letters from leading supply houses in all parts of
ban & Katz theatres at which
with a plan worked out in detail
letters running up to seven pages of
these presentations are to be
this country
some time ago. Numbers will
staged, a five weeks engagement
enumerating in detail the necesbe produced at the studio to be
single space type
will be played by each troupe.
erected in Long Island City.
sity of these institutions to this industry. Of course
It is understood that the proUnder the present working plan
views expressed by distributors are not unbiased as
duction cost of numbers which
the presentations are initiated
It
is
involved.
the very existence of these firms is
have pla.yed in Boston and later
at the Metropolitan Theatre in
significant to note however, that in nearly every inwill reach New York, as has
Boston.
stance the same general line of thought is put forth.
"The Melting Pot," ran as high
The act which is now current
Coincidence such as this must indicate a more or
as $11,000. This is not the peak,
at the Rivoli, called "The Melta
high

pitch

public,

of

ONE SIDE

OUR

We

—

ing Pot," was staged in Boston
It was deseveral weeks ago.

signed

and produced by John

Murray

Anderson,

who

will

stage the acts henceforth to be
circuited through the chain of

Publix theatres.
In addition to this presentation number, the Rivoli

is

offer-

ing an added musical feature in
the form of a jazz orchestra
under the direction of Eddie
Elkins. An orchestra of twentyfive

musicians

under Joseph
accompani-

Li'ttau furnishes the

ments to the screen production,
Herbert Brenon's screen version
of Barrie's "A Kiss For Cinderella."

"The
sented

Melting
four

in

opening
episode
American Indian

Pot"

is

scenes.

shows
before

pre-

The
the
the

arrival of the white man. Next
the Pilgrims are rei^resented as

—

less true state of affairs.

On

another page of this department will be found excerpts from these letters. While these excerpts are in the
main somewhat duplicating they also tend to throw light
on a few of the more unusual phases of equipment retailing.
The weight to be given all these statements is naturally an

open question.
Further, these letters that we have received incidentally
put forth claims, which we do not feel warrant printing, of
questionable business tactics followed by some purchasers.
Probably equally questionable business ethics carried on by
a proportionate percentage of dealers would be brought to
our attention if we were to hear the exhibitors' side of the
case. The whole situation certainly is not one for us to pass
judgement on but rather to make dealers, exhibitors and
manufacturers realize that such methods react to the detriment of all concerned.

We expressed our views in detail on this subject not
long ago and we intend to do so again in the future. The
distribution of equipment is presenting a many sided problem that is in need of serious consideration. For our part,
we are out to aid in bringing about a satisfactory solution.
P.

M. Abbott.

^iiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniimniniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ikiii

iiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiins

for the plans which Sam Katz is
working out call for an extension of the circuit.
Within a
short time, it is expected that a
sufficient number of Publix theatres can be included in the
"presentation chain" to permit
a production cost of $20,000 on
each number.
In staging the numbers, there
is no effort to associate the stage
presentations with the photoplays which
will
accompany

them on programs at the Publix
theatres.
The acts will be sent
out with a complete plan of
presentation, including scores to
be rendered by orchestras and
lighting
plans,
worked
out
practically in blue prints, to be
followed by the electricians of
the houses in which they are
played.
The system, therefore, relegates to the discai-d the "pro-
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I'Lxiimplcs

iindtr the

of the almospheric [irologues which
management of Ednard L. Hyman.

Hyman Takes
TJiE
of

atmospheric

One

prologue,

niucli recent discussion

of

subject

by theatre
by some as

"Everybody is entitled to his or her own
opinion as to the value of the prologue,"
"It is entirely logical
says Mr. Hyman.

Major Bowes has found the prologi.e
unsuited to his theatre. However, such may
not be the fact in other cities and in other
theatres.
I can only speak from my experience here in Brooklyn for the past six
In this time we have
and a half years.
developed the proloj^ue until it stands forth
as one of the most irniiortant iiu-idents of
that

the program.
1
hear a tiiscussion on any
immediately think of that old truism
'It is not what you do, but the way you do
This can be applied to theatres as well
it.'
Naturally, the
to any other endea\or.
a.s
prolof^ue which attemi)ts to lift a scene or
sequence from the story would defeat its
own purpose because it would destroy the
On the other hand, an atmoscontinuity.
pheric prologue which is built upon the
basic principles of entertainment and art,
without endeavoring to give information
concerning the feature film, is very likely to
win 100 per cent approval from the audiThat has been our experience here.
ence.

"Whenever
1

"I believe that as far as the setting of
(he prologue is concerned, it is permissible
Into this
to cojiy a scene from the picture.
setting you may put your artists, but have
them do nothing which would take parts
It is possible to
out of the picture itself.
build original incidents thi-ough means of

mental numbers and pantomime.

II

Picture N

c iv c

at the Mark Striind Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
stage number for First ISational's "We Moderns."
Right, is a
alentitio vehicle for United Artists.

\

With Bowes'

Prologue

of

Most Important Units of Mark Strand Program

managers and referred to
a form of entertainment which has outlived
its usefulness, is championed by Edward L.
Hyman, iuanaging director of the Brooklyn
Mark Htrand, Brooklyn, X. Y., in a recent
statement answering the critics of the prologue, particularly Major Edward Bowes, of
the Capitol Theatre, New York.

point

o

H ymans

Issue

View
It is

f i

have become an oulstanding fealure of programs

At the left is shotvn
prologue for "The Eagle," the

Says

o

With an

act so eonstmcted we have found that this
They are
is just what the people want.

given entertainment for the eye and for the
ear, while at the same time they are being
put in the mood associated with the feature
vocal

dance interpretations, instruIt is very important that the pul)lic
the proper mood when the picture

solos,

itself.

be in
begins.

"Take

for example
picture,
"The

the

recent

Harold

This
Freshman.'
turned out to be one of the most successful
prologues we have ever used and which drew
thousands of people into the theatre during
the week.
To this prologue, coupled with

Lloyd

the feature

itself,

we owe

the sale of block

Johns College and Brooklyn
Technical High School, amounting to more
This prologue
than two thousand tickets.
had as a setting a college jazz band on a
terrace raised from the stage by four marble
steps.
The jazz band was costumed in the
Harold Lloyd caps, sweaters and trousers.
There were six dancers in white sport suits
and tarns, and there was a male dancer who
wore the football suit similar to Harold
tickets

to

St.

Lloyd's in the jncture.

With

these people

which included instrumental numl)ers, dances by the girls and
There
two eccentric dances by the man.
was also incorporated in the prologue a
This incident
college yell by the Ensemble.
was in-actically a riot all week, winning so
much applause that it was nearlv imjiossi-

an

act

was

built

The res -It
l)le to continue with the show.
was that thousands who saw it circulated
the news outside of the theatre and the
people came Hocking in.
"In view of that fact and the big success
of all our prologues, it would be illogical
for me to join in the opinion that the yn-oIn fact, it is oidy arrivlogue is passing.
ing, but the showman must kiH)vv how to
put it on for his iiulividual tiieatre, or else

tra,

a

nuile

sextette

costumed as Cossacks,

aiul Russian dancers.
" 'Little Annie Rooiu'V,'

the Mary Pickford jiicture, was also given a most interesting treatment insofar as the prologue went.
A dozen of Gus Edwai'ds' kids were engaged
The setting had
as Annie Rooney's gang.
as a background a trans])arency drop of
Brooklyn Bridge, which was lighted up to
re})resent evening. A board fence ran across
the stiige and from behind this the characThe repertoire
ters made their apjiearance.
included songs and dances. This prologue, as
was the case with Lloyd, went over so big
that the show was held uj) in its start.
"The prologue built upon the principles of
entertainment should tiiul favor with neai'ly
However, the individual
any audience.
showman must judge for himself just what
his theatre needs and he must also judge for
himself how he is to j)ut on his numbers to
It is impossible,
get the most out of them.
in my opinion, for one set rule to be used by
Theatres are different in charall theatres.
acter just the same as are human beings,
and wiiat is good for one is sometimes poisoii'
to another."

Joint

Management For The

Cameo. San Francisco
The Cameo Theatre, San Francisco, has
been i)laced under the management of C. L.
Toepfer, and Edgar .1. Roemheld, both
expei'ienced

Toejder

will

Cameo and

Milwaukee.
from
shownu'u
handle the business end of the
h'ocmheld will lake charge of

music and jjresentations. Toei)fer is
taking over the maiuiucment formerly held
l)y C. L. Theuerkauf, who resigned in order
to become Western Division manager for

the

Roemheld, who
.\ssociated Exhibitors.
himself a musician, is desirous to have
L.
miu-h nuu'e nnisic played at that liouse.

lose the effect entirely.

the

"Another incident of the success of prologues was the one used for Valentino in
This being a film with Rus•The Eagle.'
sian locale we employed a Russian orches-

is

E. Doane will remain as assistant to
ager C. L. Toepfer.

Man-

—
January

9

,
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{Continued from page 203)
logue" idea o( picture theatre presentations,
so far as tlie policy of theatres in this cirThese presentations are
cuit are concenied.
distinct units of the program, unrelated to
the feature pictures they accompany on the
bill, and therefore will be booked in turn
and will play scheduled dates regardless of
the feature photoplays booked for the bill.

'

The -Melting' Pot" act which is at the
Rivoli this week, duiing which "A Kiss For
Cinderella" is the photoi>lay attraction,
made its appearance at the Metropolitan at
the opening program there. The feature at
that time was "A King On Main Street."
This instance serves to illustrate the policy
adopted by the Publix management, which
is based on the idea that pictures do not
need "atmospheric" support from other
offerings on the )irograni.

The jtroductions will be started at either
the Metropolitan in Boston or the Rivoli in
New York. The present scheme is to send
them fi-om Boston or New York to Chicago.
When the new Rhea theatre in Buffalo is
comjiletcd, that city will be included in the
Eventually the productions will be
circuit.
sent across the country to the Pacific coast,
for presentation in Publix theatres there.
theatres
thirtv-five
or
possibly
Thirty
eventually will be included in the chain.
Other j)roductions which will play in New
York are "The Angelus," another John

MuiTay Anderson number. "Under Spanish
Skies," and "Skylarks."

"The Angelus" presents a huge re])roducfamous Millet painting of that
Bv means of
title, shown in a gilt frame.

tion of the

effects the figures in the picture
fade out and in their place are a man and
woman, costumed as the characters in the
They sing a
picture and similarly posed.
duet rendition of Gounod's "Ave Maria,"
and at the completion of the duet the lighting changes and the painting again appears.
The number is exceptionally beautiful, and
scored a pojiular hit at the Metropolitan in
Boston.
"Under Spanish Skies" is a combination
of choral and solo singing and dances. It is
a street setting and opens with ensemble
Arias from Carmen, by soloists,
singing.
follow, and then a series of Spanish dances
by Boris Petroff and others. The music was
arranged by Nathaniel ,]. Finston, who is to
be in charge of the music at the Publix

lighting

studios.

"Skylarks," another .John Murray Anderson presentation, is described as a "moonfeatures a troupe of
light fantasy."
Tt
Arab acrobat-^, seen recently in "Arabesque,"
a New York |)rodnction staged by Norman
Bel Geddes. A group of singers and a trio
of dancers including May Lubow, Dorothy Berke and Helen
Blair, complete the cast for this

John

Murray Anderson,

producer of present iitions for the Puhlix Theatres
an tut at the Metropidilim Theatre in Boston.

ami the newest developpi'oduction of no\cl stage
effects.
The fact that so elaborate a stage
equipment was installed there further indicates the trend which the heads of what
is now the I'ublix Theatre Corporation believe
theatre entei'tainments
will
i)icture
take in the future.
The introduction of the system in Xew
York was accom])lished with a striking
Rivoli,
flourish
of
showmanship.
The
darkened for several davs while alterations
vating

sections

ments for the

Stage Setting Used

A

ration of the novelty which
introduced by the small theaire.
llic enterprise of the National
Theatre, Madeia, Calif., in reproducing a
scene from a forthcoming feature as a substitute for the customary trailer ainiouncenient, stands out as one of the \alualile con-

S an
can

illu>.l

he

management.
The i)icture in whose inten-st Ibis noveltx'
was employed was Pathe's "lilack Cyclone."
The setting was a r(>production of one of
the most expansive scenes from the play
scene stills furnishing the suggestions which
tributions to theatre

Extensive alterations to the
stage of the Rivoli were necessary before the new presentations could be offered in that
theatre.
At the time the Rivoli
was built it was designed for
the
photoplay entertainments
then in vogue, and there is an
interesting
indication
of
Ih"
changing idea in this form ol'

Famous-B &

K

theatres.

The Metro])olitan has an enor-

mous

stage,

ecjuipped with elc-

This

fact,

An

cntireh' different Rivoli ()))eiied its
big crowds last Friday.
Everything, from the stage presentations, through
the nnisical features, organ solos, news reels
to the uniforms of the ushers ;ind dodrinen,

doors

were

to

dilTerent.

As Announcement
the stage producer followed ni creating an
atmospheric stage shot.
Instead of the trailer announcement, a
scrim (uirtain in front of the setting served
as the screen for a slide with billing for

"Hlack Cyclone."

When

the scrim curtains
setting was revealed to
llie audience, and reports state that the spectacle drew aj)j)lause at every iierformance
(luring which it was shown at the National.
The animals, mostly horses, w«re made in
cutout.
Enlargements of the ;niimals shown
in stills and stock pajier were stationed about
the sccTU'.
A backdro]) showing
a plain with a distant horizon
jutted with mountains, ami side
of trees and thickets
lianels
fi'amed the action suggested by
the animals.
A note of realism
was added by use of potted ferns
and shrubs in the foregi'ound.
Ry means of stage accessories
lie effect of lightning breaking
across
lie
scene was obtained,
while a tiny stream of water
over the
rocks
trickled
and
gravel.
It was an awe-ins])iring and
realistic
stage setting and
brought ajjplause from the audiu

()('

drawn aside the

I

I

theatrical ent^rjjrise to be foimd
in
the
(-ontra.^t
between the
limited stage facilities of the

Rivoli and the Metropolitan in
the
newest
of
the

were made, was also redecorated.
along with the new style of
j)rogi'ani to be inaugurated on Christmas
Day, was widely exploited ))y advance
trailers in the Rivoli and a vigorous uewspa|)er and ])()ster cam|)aign.
to the stage

Of Forthcoming Feature

feature.

Boston,

(Corporation,

rehearsiiifi

ence at each showing.
The
house set was used a week in
advance of the showing and the
scene itself pulled in many
patrons during the engagement.
-

\()l

KL

SI

nSTITVTK

FOR

TRAILER

presented at the i\'ational theatre, Madera, Calif., as
an advance announcement for Pathe's "Black Cyclone," a scene from
St^^e specl(ule

which

is

produced

in the settitig.

—

:
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Equipment Dealers' Place

in Industry

Claim Special Services Rendered and Economy of
Distribution Justify Tfieir Support
a recent issue

INNews

of

Motion Picture

we

editorialized on direct purfrom
circuits
theatre
chasing
by
equipment manufacturers to the exclusion
of distributor profits. It was pointed out
then that distributors would be unable to

function as progressive business concerns
were they to be deprived of the profits of
Furthermore, the necessity of
such sales.
retailers of theatre equipment to exhibitors
themselves was put forth.
As a result of our discussion, many of
the country's leading supply dealers wrote
us their version of their usefulness to this
industry. While most of these letters have
gone into elaborate detail too lengthy to
publish, we feel that the few excerpts we
have selected are well worth printing.

A

leading New York State distributor
gives a concrete example of service in his
letter as follows:

"...

There are so many reasons why
necessary for the theatres, operated by
circuits or individuals, to buy through a
local representative that to enumerate them
would be endless. We, therefore, will just
put stress on the most important.
it is

"The enclosed copy of letters from the
Palace Theatre, Lockport, N. Y., explains

Due

itself.

to

our

prompt and

efficient

service the theatre was saved at least $500
This is merely one of the
that one day.
many contingencies that arise daily and are
met equally well. Service is only possible
from the local dealer because of his constant
direct contact with the theatre.

..."

A

Interesting Angle from
Oklahoma City
supply house in Oklahoma City brings

out rather an interesting angle in two paragraphs of their letter which read
".
Large theatre circuits usually
have their chief projectionists who would be
of some help in picking out the projection
equipment but even with the large circuits it
is usually left up to the local manager and
local operator to install this projection
equipment and who most always needs the
help and suggestions of a theatre supply
house. I am frank to say that I have seen
some of the poorest projection and equip.

ment

.

in the large theatre circuit houses.

"I have found in our territory especially
that a friendly visit with the manager, making suggestions to him how he can better
his projection, how he can save money on
his projection, means considerable to him
and this service is appreciated very

much.

.

From
a

."

.

a viewpoint of economical buying

West Coast

distributor

makes

this state-

ment:

Manufacturers could not disown product on the coast as
cheaply as we do it; we do a large business
and distribute service equipment from all
".

.

.

"If the factory were to maintain a sales
force to introduce and promote sales of
new equipment it would cost them more to
do business than the distributors and the
cost to the theatre would be increased because the product would have to sell for
more moncj' because of this added distribut."
ing cost.
.

A

.

Point of Complication

A

lows:
If

.

there

were no supply dealers

and distributors

in existence, every theatre
in the country would be in one of two
classes
1st, the class containing theatres
of individual ownership or small circuits
owning or operating relatively few the:

atres; 2nd, circuits controlling upwards of
twenty-five theatres. Practically every distributor has both classes to deal with.

"It seems to us the fii-st class would be
perfectly helpless without the constant aid
and attention of the local dealer or distributor.
His troubles are numerous and to
whom would he turn with his difficulties if
True, he could go to
not the distributor?
the
manufacturer but every distributor
knows that this entails endless delay in spite
of the best efforts that the manufacturer

may put

forth.

"Identically the same situation exists with
reference to the second class, in our opinion,
based upon years of observation.
circuit's difficulties increases in direct ratio to
the number of theatres owned or controlled.

A

distributors know they are constantly called upon to make inspections of
the various theatres of a circuit for the
purpose of correcting difficulties which conWhile it is true that a cirstantly arise.
cuit might well afford to employ a projectionist who, in street parlance, 'knows his
stuff,' it is likewise true that there are a
hundred and one other tilings outside the
direct sphere of machine room difficulties
that the local distributor is called upon to
rectify and which a projectionist employed
by a theatre would know notliing of and

"All

"Individual owners of distributing businesses, devote their personal time and energy to making that business a success.
The service they render cannot be bought
by employees working on a salary.

have also found, where circuits of
have tried to handle their own
service, it has probably cost them four or
five times as much as they ever paid to a
supply house. They put on special men to
handle service and all these, men can do is

make

installation.

would have had no opportunity

to'

come

in

better supply houses through the
country are delivering a service to theatres

which they cannot buy.

"Supposing the distributor was put out
of business at this time and direct selling
was in vogue; just how many theatres do
you suppose there are in the United States
that would be closed up from time to time
because of something going wrong with
their equipment and not being able to get
prompt service from the manufacturer.
They would of necessity, have to close as
they could not get new equipment or repairs from the manufacturer and in nine
cases out of ten it would be a matter of
days.
"I believe the theatres of today should
support the supply dealers, otherwise they
may find themselves in a position where it
will be necessary for them to buy direct
pay more for their equipment, and get no
service at

all.

.

.

."

".
In the first place in nearly every
other line of business, you will find that
merchandise is distributed by dealers and
.

.

.

is no doubt whatsoever
years business has been conducted in the United States that attempts
have been made in other lines besides ours
by customers to buy direct from manufacBut if you will carefully look over
turers.
the field, it will be found that the distributor is still in existence, and that he is

"The question of service is, in our
opinion, the par.nmount reason why theatres and circuits should not attempt to dispense with the services of distributors.

ventilating systems, lighting effects, opera
chairs and seating arrangements, auxiliary
."
power plants and a lot of other tilings.

.

Claims Distributors Needed in
All Types of Business
From another division we hear:

in the

with reference to screens, display frames,

of them have

an expenditure necessary to build up an
organization that is as good as the combined
theatre supply houses of today.
This will
mean not only an expenditure of a large
amount of money, but it will also mean
spending several years time in which to
build up an organization of this kind, and
it cannot be built up profitably without the
entire number of theatres of the country
giving such an organization its support.

distributors.

"The service that a distributor is called
upon to give is not limited to motion picture projectors alone.
He is called upon

Many

tried to buy this same service but they have
fallen flat so far, and they will fall flat
imtil such d time as they are willing to make

direct contact with.

There

many

Without
positively an economic necessity.
the distributor there cannot be anything but
an economic waste.
"Looking at direct buying from the manuit must be agreed that

.

facturer's standpoint,

tribute their

maniofacturers.

"We

theatres

"The

point of complication arising through
direct selling even for the large chains is
explained by a dealer in Minnesota as fol-

.

Generally speaking, they have no
knowledge of the merchandise
which they are to buy.
technical

to really

for Circuits

".

cheap.

Views from Branches of
Large Organization

if

Several letters from various branches of
one large theatre equipmciit retailing concern in the middle west contain views
worthy of consideration.
".

.

.

Purcha.siug

Agents

place, have only one thing in

in

mind

the

—

the distributor is eliminated, or if meris sold direct over his head to the

chandise

to

first

buy

consumer (the theatre man) it will be a
positive necessity on the part of the manufacturer to maintain sales and service organizations throughout the United States,
unless, of course, theatre ownership should
reach the point where all of the theatres in

;
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the United States were owned by a few men.
This, however, is not very likely.
"Coming in contact as we do with so
many exhibitors, it is possible to gather together the opinions of many individuals,
and in this way put through improvements
which we know will be accepted by the exhibitor.
This fact is double edged in that
it makes it possible for the manufacturer to
improve his manufactured product, and at
the same time for the theatre man to purchase the product in its improved state,
thereby instituting an economy for himself,
and gi'eatly increasing the efficiency of liis
theatre, which naturally re-acts in larger

box

office receipts.

"You can

just imagine the difficulties
which would be experienced by the theatre
man out in Smithville who wanted to build
a theatre. It would be necessary for him
to get in touch with three hundred manufacturers for his equipment and supplies
alone.

"Our experience has proven in the past,
as you well know, that theatre circuits in
spite of their own individual service departments demand and receive more service
than other individual theatres receive. And
in spite of the fact that they have their
service departments, if they buy direct from
the manufacturer, it wiU be necessary for
the manufacturers to service the products

they

sell.
is

buyers depending on their size.
".
We believe with Mr. Abbott that
the large buj'er is entitled to a better dis."
count than the small one.
.

.

.

.

Automatic Ticket Company

Hold Christmas Party
One of
was held

Asher Brothers' theatre which was
the

the merriest Christmas celebrations
last week in the offices of the

just

opened

for estimating.
The new playhouse will be
by the Colonial Theatres, Inc., and will
cost between $300,000 and $.350,000, according to A. H. Loclcwood, in charge for the
company. It is' expected that the contracts
will be awarded early in the year so that
actual work will start in the early spring and

White.

built

new playhouse completed by

the

The new theatre

late

Fall.

It is under-

will seat 1,800.

on North Main

Gorham Company

the

in

arranging special

engraved coimter plates for the ticket machines.

Hertner

Claims

Equipment

Business Best in History

A

good index of the motion picture industry, says Mr. Hertner of the Hertner
Electric Co., is always to be found in the
amount of projection equipment being purchased.

The year 1925 has been the best to date in
our experience. A few Transverter installations just being made include theatres as
follows: Oritania Theatre, Hackensack, N.
J.; Embassy Theatre, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Ambassador Theatre, Saratoga and Livonia
avenues, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Palace Theatre,
Hamburg, N. Y.; Bradley Palace Theatre,
Bradley Beach, N. J. State Theatre, Elmira,
N. Y.; Globe Theatre, Richmond, Va.;
Palace Theatre, Slaton, Texas; Dan River
Cotton Mills, Danville, Va.
;

is

shown above.

theatres, with capital of $10,000.
rators are Abe L. Goldsmith and

Company

Ticket Registers to be installed in his new
Roxy Theatre, 6200 seating capacity, and
the Automatic Company will cooperate with

This house seats approximately 2,000 and

r> RISTOL, Conn., is to have a new theatre
and plans are in jirocess of preparation

-•-'

stood that the Colonial Theatres, Inc., will
cease to operate the present Palace Theatre

Mr. Hymans, Miss Loeb and Mr. Mead.
The Automatic Ticket Register Corporation has just completed a successful year
and reports both machine and ticket factory
operating at full capacity. Samuel Rothafel
has just placed his order for Gold Seal

Chicago.

Connecticut, To Have New
Theatre; Other Plans Under Way

Automatic Ticket Register Corporation, 723
7th Ave., where a party was given by the
for the employees.
Desks were turned into ser\'ing tables for
the occasion, games were played and lucky
winners of gold pieces included Mr. Burke,

in

central feature of the large business block

Bristol,

..."

a distributor who believes that an
equitable discount should be made to various

Here

New

street, Bristol,

when

the

new

is completed, but that it will continue
operate the Bristol and Princess Thea-

theatre
to

Incorpo-

Edgar A.

Samuel Katze is to build a new theatre in
Merrimack square, Lowell, Mass., early in
the spring.
Plans are being prepared by
Ai'chitect James Tuck of Boston and are
ready for estimating.
It is expected the
contracts Avill be awarded before the end of
January.

The proposed theatre

will be one

of the largest in Lowell.

A

new

Brothers,

theatre

is

to be built

New Haven,
the Hamden

by Fishman

on Dixwell
avenue in
district.
Plans are
being prepared by Chai-les H. Abramowitz
Conn.,

tion picture theatre,

of New Haven. The theatre will be built in
connection with a new business block.
It
will have a seating capacity of 1,000, with a
balcony.
Plans will be estimated and contracts awarded so work will start early in
the spring and the playhouse will be opened

commenced

about Nov. 1 next.

The company manages theatres
South Manchester and Torrington, Conn.,

tres.

in

in

addition to those in Bristol.

Hartford, Conn.,
in the

also to have a new mowork on which will be
spring.
The new theatre
is

will be erected in connection

with the construction of a 15-story hotel which will be
built

at

Asylum and Trumbull

the site of the old Allyn House,

streets on
by the Allyn
Allyn is the

Realty Co., of which Robert J.
liead.
The Allyn house is to be torn doAvn
during the winter. The theatre will be located within a few doors of the Majestic
Theatre. The new playhouse will be one of
the largest in the state, Mr. Allyn says, but
as yet plans have not progi-essed to the extent that an estimate of the cost of the project or the seating capacity can be approximated.

The Embassy,

Inc., is a

in Boston, just chartered,

new corporation

which has for its
object the erection and ownership of theatres.
The company has a capital stock of
1,000 shares of no par value. Incorporators
are J. Sumner Draper, of Milton, Mass.;
William W. Hoblitzell, Jr., of Newton,
Mass., and George R. Slader, of Jamaica
Plain, Mass., all prominent realtors in Boston and its suburbs.
Strand Recreation Co., Inc., Orono, Me.,
has been incorporated to build and conduct

Two New

Theatres Planned

for Buffalo,

N. Y.

Samuel Tishkoff and Aaron Merchey, owners of the Plaza, Rochester, have

filecl plans
for a new motion picture theatre to cost
$200,000. The general contract has been let

to the luppa-Battle

the excavation

is

company and work on
The

to start immediately.

site is on the east side of Genesee street, between Frost avenue and Arnett boulevard.
Plans call for a building with a capacity of
1,800.
The theatre will have a large stage
and a mezzanine balcony, furnished with
wicker furniture. The theatre will be ready
by spring.
Joseph Nicosia will build a new community theatre in Rochester, just a short
distance from the Tishkoff-Merchey house.
Mr. Nicosia intends to build in Genesee

street,

opposite Clifton.

He

will

utilize

a

frame building now on the property for the
theatre.

Nicosia is third o^vuer of the Chili
avenue.

tlieatre in Chili

:

:
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N e w's

Projectior)
Optics Eleet-ieity,Prddieal Ideas ^
,

Inquiries

could be k('])t burning for at leasl a few
seconds while making changeovers?
We have tried this with two compensarcs,
and also rheostats, and even when cutting

and

Comments

down

when

the line the Iwo arcs l)low fuses

both are in use.

We

Blotvs the Fuses

HE

Blue

Bird

Theatre,

Mil!

Hall, Pa., owned and managed
by W. S. Hattwick has lieen

i

struggling courageously to secure smooth change-overs but
has struck a snag in what apcanying
current
limited
pears to be
capacity of the main feed wires.
Friend Hattwick, who is using 35 amperes A. C. through a compensarc informs
us that when running one projector everything is nice and rosy but that when both
arcs are on the line during the changeover
period the fuses invariably blow and this,
to put it rather mildly is decidedly, not
rosy.
it Avould prove
In casting
annoying.
about for the reason for this trouble and a
method whereby it could be brought to
an end. Friend Hattwick, became very interested in a recent article of ours dealing
with changcovers, but approached the problem from a different angle which did not
Hence, his letoffer him much assistance.

In

fact,

we should think

to be pretty

darn

which is as follows:
Gentlemen
So much has been written and said on

ter,

projection that we find how little we know
after your good write-ups in the News.

The writer was interested

your

in

article

News of October 28 on

projection
changeovers and would certainly appreciate your views on the best changeover
method with this equipment of ours, and
which many other theatres must have,

in the

namely

tills

6

B

projectors

which

are

supplied with current from 110 volt A. C.
circuit and draw 35 amperes through Fort
Wayne (^ompensarcs. 1 find it necessary
when making changeovers, and at which
time both projectoi-s are on the line, to
switch off the arc on the first, letting the
projector motor continue on the line, and
then strike the arc on the second, st«irting
motor No. 2 after which I turn off Motor
No. 1, thus effecting a fairly presentable

Common

Practice

Regarding your inquiry as to whether or
not there is a method whereby you can
operate both arcs simultaneously during the
changeover period. Friend Hattwick, we
should say there certainly is and, what is
more to the point, we can see no reason
why you should not secure good results if
you will go to the trouble of making the
necessary changes.
The method of making changeovers with
the equipment you possess, is common practice and there is nothing difficult about it,
This
providing
conditions
are
right.
method, in fact, consists of just what you
are trying to do
throw both arcs across
the circuit at the same time but the hitch in
your case was caused by not taking the

—

]iroper j)recautions.

Trouble Not

in

Your

Equipment

trouble apparently does not lay in
the
control
equipment the compensarcs
and rheostats which you have tried at various times but rather in the feeder circuit.
You do not say so, but the chances
are that the feeder circuit was originally
designed to caiTy the loads of but one arc
Later you
and was fused accordingly.
probably j)urchased an additional projector
and then your troubles commenced when
trying to make the old feeder lines carry
combined load of both projectors.
the
Certainly this fuse-blowing condition could

—

—

not have dropped out of a clear sky on a

which formerly was all right.
Furthermore, everything seems good when
but one projector is used so that would
eliminate the chance of accidental gi'ounds

changeover when evei-ything

is

done just

right.

Noticeable on Screen
While this gives a pretty fair changeover, as far as the screen is concerned, it
is, hoAvever, noticeable to persons who are
familiar with the projection of pictin-es
even when everything goes right and when
things go wrong well, it is noticeable then
I am not, of coui-se,
to quite everybody.
satisfied with these conditions and so Avould

—

your advice in this nudter.
We would like to know, therefore, if
there is not some method whereby both arcs

or short-circuits.

The

clearly

fr((uble

lays

in

tlie

feed(>r

circuil.

Recommendations
Our
the

utivice

services

It is Impoi-tant (o a,ciiruU-(y determine
the
current i-ecjuired by one arc, after which the
total amperage, making due allowance for
loss in the transformers, drawn from
both
secondaries can be determined.
It is not
this secondary current which is blowing
the
fuses.
This is done by the primarv current

blowing through

the"

"line"

side

of

is

of

as follows:

a

competent

First,

r

the

secure

The best way to determine the amount of
primary current is to state your problem to the local power company, if you are
served by one, and ask them to measure it
for you with an accurate meter.
This can
be done for one arc and then doubling this
reading will give the current retiuired bv
tlie

l)oth

arcs

since

it

is

fairly

assume that both arcs
amounts of current.

will

reasonable to
draw equal

Increase Feeder Capacity
you are not served by a power comit Avill be necessary for
either you or
the electrician to boiTow a suitable" meter
and measure the current yourselves.
If the total cun-ent (from both arcs)
If

pany

then e.rceeds the current carrying capacity
of the feeder wires it will be' necessary to
do one of tAvo things.
(1) Either replace the old feeder wires
with new ones of the required capacity, or
(2) Add two new feeder wires of the
same size as those now used, using two
wires for each "leg" in place of the one

now

used.

After

this is done the main circuit can
then be fused to carry the combined load of
both arcs.

Not Probable
If

should be found, though this is
improbable, that the feeder capacity at
l)resent is sufficient to carry the load of
both arcs safely, then the only thing necessary is to increase the capacity of the
fuses.
The thing Ave Avish to imp'i-ess upon
you, however, is this, do not monkey loith
the buz::-saw.
Secure the services" of a
it

competent electrician.
Your local power
company would also give you the necessary
Information concerning the proper size of
feed Avires and fuses since it is to their
Interest to see that you use their seiwiee
intelligentlv.

electrician.

Now

a competent electrician in plain Engmeans one who understands his busiHave him measui'e, by means of a
ness.

lish

proper wire gauge, the diameter of the
If he
feeder wires supplying both arcs.
knows his business, he can then tell you
safe
immedialelv,
current
carrying
the
capacity of those wires; if not he can get
the information fi'om the Underwriters'

Code Book.
The next thing

to do is to determine the
current required to oi)erate both aiTs
You mention using 35
at the same time.
amperes for one arc when used with a
compensarc (transformer). Did you obtain
this figure by guess or by measurement?
total

i

transformer.

difficuity.

circuit

Two Powers

like

would cerlaiidy appreciate any information vou mav give to help us out of

d^iM

Wurlitzer Organ Co. Reports

November

Sales

K'ccenI

New

^Vu^lllze^ organ sales include the
Tlieafie, Bloomfield, N. .T., operated by

Bloomfield Amusement Company; The
Imperial Theatre, Asheville. N. C. a FamousPlayers House; The Rialto at Glens Falls,
N. Y.: The Liberty. Plainfield. N. J.; the
the

Playhouse at Mamaroneck, N. Y., oAvned by
the ^ramaroneck Playhouse Holding Corporation; the Majestic at Burlington, Vt.;
the Tm])erial and the Lucas at Savannah,
Ga.. the three last named theatres belonging
to the Famous Players-Lasky circmt.

*

^

J a n u a

r \

Q

.
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Dura Protector Co. Appoints
New York Representative
The Dura Film Protector Co. has
pointed M. Smith in charge of sales in
New York territory. Mr. Smith plans
starting his activities by visiting all the

apthe

on
ex-

changes in his territory. He will make his
headquarters at the main offices of the Piotfctor Co., 220 West 42nd St., N. Y. C.

Color Lighting

^Tade Cheap
With

^j^ COLOR HOODS
Small

—40%

cost

first

60%

cheaper than
dipping. Choice

to

of

green.

rub}',

blue.

opal,
amber.

Write for
View

of the

auditorium of Asher Brothers' new

theatre. Chicago.
procenium.

Note the attractive design

of

circular

the boxes and

-»ri«oi^:
3S
f^g^
«IC CO*'

Several
Bennett
THE
Miami and

New

Theatres to be opened in
Florida and Georgia

and

Reenieliii Conipjuiy. of

("oral Gables, Fla.. are

now

work upon the erection in Coral Gables
of a modern and picturesque theatre which
At the T)resent time the
will seat 1,000.
firm has not definitely decided upon a lease
for the new house, which will be finished,
it is anficiiiated, about March 1st of the coming year.
H. W. I)om will open a new theatre in
Larkin, Fla., about the first of March. Flans
now under way call for a niodernly
equipped, up-to-the-minute Dictmc iiouse
with a seatinw capacity of 500.
Work is progressing steadil>' on Adoi]>h
Gortatowsky's new 1,800-seat theatre in Albany, Ga., and the opening is sciieduled for
early in March. The new house, as yet unnamed, will play major pictui-es, and road
show attractions, now being booked in the
Liberty, will be shifted to the lai'ger and
more pretentious new house.

at

It is understood
being built by .).
Florida exliibitor, at
be ready for of)ening
ruary. Erection was

C

the new theatre
Hancock, well-known

that

Stuart, Fla., will

not

until sometime in Febbegun in the eai'ly fall

and it was jjlanned originally to have the
house ready by November 1st.
L. R. Brandon, of Dania, Fla., a .small
point just outside Hollywood, has just
opened his newly completed theatre in that
town.
Mr. Brandon originally intended
operating an airdome on the site of the
present house, but later changed his plans
and has in its stead erected n liinulsome
theatre which seats 1,000.
A new- theatre will soon be erected in Blue
Ridge, Ga., for which the contracts have
been let this week with plans for completion
of the
time.
house within six
weeks'
Construction began last Thursdax', and it
is understood the work is ])r()2ressing at a
good pace. The house will seat 200, will be
modern in every respect and ef|ui|)))ed with
the latest type ])rojection machines and

man.N'

new conveniences.

R«co

ef

VlfiV.

FlMhen,

Motors. Mixers

l(2f

Congrut

W.

St..

CHICAGO

Its site is located

on the main street of the town, and the
building will be of brick on a lot 75 feet
deep by 35 feet wide. The front is to be
cream brick, and an attractive mar(|uese will
The house will be
shelter the entrance.
steam heated.
V. C. Butt, who is building
the theati-e and will operate it, is the son of
Indicaa well-known citizen of Blue Ridge.
tions point to an excellent business for his
house by reason of the fact that the Tennessee Power Company has begun work on
a huge dam near the north Georgia town,
costing in the neighborhood of .$;5,000,000.
and requiring two years to construct, with a
Mr. Butt
large force of workmen on hand.
has booked some excellent fii-st and second-

The theatre

run features.

will

open for the

evenings onlv.

Keep your

summer and
in

theater cool in

well ventilated

winter with
ySi coio

swi
j

Ticket RCaSTllO

"As refreshing as

if

you

act

NOW

Write for catalogue and
"Pay As You Go" plan

St.,

Chicago, U.

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Dnder 250

seats,

OTer

800.

15%.

The

most

30%; under

economical

500.

method

of

70%; under
reaching

M

800,

85%;

theatres

Is

our ADDUESSING SERVICE.
UP. Llsta
t4.00 PER
\t
desired.
30 to 50% saved in postage, etc.. through
elimination of dead and duplicate theatres usualLv Ueted.
Lists of Producer^. Distributors and Supply Dealers.

Arctic Nu-Air Corporation
190 N. State

rJrw-VbRK

•=

72, Scvt^TM A»-r~uir

a sea breeze"

Cooling and Ventilating System
Special terms

^iitomatic5Scke* ^rfister©)fpoi'afion

S.

A.

Mm.TIGhAPHING— MI.MEOGRAPHING—
FOLDING— ENCLOSING— ALAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
709 Slith

Ave.,

at

41st

St

Phone, Pennsy. 7484-7485

New Tork

Cltj

225

...

.

.

.

N ervs

Motion Picture
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FEATURE RELEASE CHART

I

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut tozvard such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy releases, as well as
information on pictures that are coming, will be found on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right
release.)

THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE

Refer to

September

for Productions Listed Prior to

uiimiiiiiiraiiiBiiDiiiiiiiiiiffliiiiiiiitiiuiiiiiilM

SEPTEMBER
Chadwick
Fox
Bud Barsky (S. R.)
Warner Brothers

.

Kenneth McDonald

The
Below The Line

Wm.

Rex

fhorse)

Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Universal

.

.

.

.

.

Paramount

Rod La Rocque
Reed Howes

Cyclone Cavalier
Dark Angel, The
Den Q, Son of Zorro
rree to Love

.

Ginsberg Dist
Pathe

Russell

Pitts-Horton
Ahead . Reginald Denny
Gloria Swanson

Amos

of

.

Rin-Tin-Tin (dog)

Big Pal
Black Cyclone
Business of Love
California Straight
Coast of Folly

Coming

.

Reviewed

Length

Distributed by
Cranfield & Clarke.

Star
Feature
Henry Edwards
4mazing Quest, The
4merican Pluck
George Walsh
As No Man Has Loved. .Special Cast
Battler,

Little

Prod. Dist. Corp
Rayart (S. R.)

R

6500 feet
5000 feet. .July 11
7929 feet. .Feb. 28
5000 feet
6001 feet. .Oct. 31
4543 feet. .Oct. 24
5058 feet. .May 30
.6008 feet Dec. 19
7238 feet .. Sept. 1
6840 f eet Sept. 12
5677 f eet Sept •
4»28 f eet Sept. 26
7311 feet. Sept. 26
10264 feet Jane 27
.

.

.

.

.

.

Colman-V. Banky.. First NaHonal
Douglas Fairbanks
United Artists
B. P. Schulberj (S.R.^
C. Bow-D. Keith
5883 feet.
Pathe
Freshman, The
Harold Lloyd
4488 feet
Artclass Pict
Galloping Jinx
Buddy Roosevelt
9200 teet.
Special Cast
Fox
Havoi.
5669 feet
"Lefty" Flynn
F. B.
High and Handsome
7149 feet
Warner
His Majesty Bunker Bean .M. Moore-Devore
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)5827 feet.
His Master's Voice
Thunder (dog)
6006 feet.
F. B.
If Marriage Fails
J. Logan-C. Brook
6652 feet
Special Cast
Fox
Kentucky f ride
Rayart Pict. Corp.
Knockout Kid, The
Jack Perrin

.

.

July 25

.

Aug. 29

Sept. 26
.Nov. 14
.May 2i
.

.

.

Tom

Go

Gallagher
Live Wire, The
Lost World, The

Man of Nerve
Man Who Found
Mystic,

The

Never

the

Johnny Hines

Paramount

7168 feet.
6239 feet

Pringle-Earle

M-G-M

Stewart-Lytell

8M3
Metro-Goldwyn
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)4!547
6849
Paramount
Gerson Pict. (S. R.). ..'.ooo
Universal
4375

Wm.

Champion, The
Not So Long Ago

Fairbanks
Betty Bronson
Richard Holt

In a Lifetime

Outlaw's Daughter, The. Josie Sedgwick
Parisian Nighis
Hammerstein
t,.
Tellegen
.

Sept.
Sept.

.

.

5
1

feet. Aug.
«
feet. .Dec. 19
Aug
feet
^
Dec. s
feet
feet. .Dec. 19

- L.

O

6278 f eet
lune 2H
8464 feet .. Sept. 19
Phantom of the Opera .... Lon Chaney .......... Universal
Special Cast
Plastic Age, The
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)6848 feetOct. in
5828 f eet .. July 25
Pretty Ladies
Zazu Pitts
Metro-Goldwyn
5475 feet Oct. 3
Primrose Path, The
Bow-MacDonald
Arrow
Ridin' the Wind
Film Book Offices. .5014 feet Oct. 24
Fred Thomson
6923 feet
Scandal Street
Kennedy-Welch
Arrow
Sealed Lips
Revier-Landis
Columbia Pict.(S.R.) .5770 feet. .Nov. 7
6974 feet. .Sept. 12
Seven Days
Lillian Rich
Prod. Dist. Corp
Shore Leave
6856 feet Aug. 29
Barthelmess-Mackaill. First National
Siege
Virginia Valli
Universal
6424 feet June 2('
Special Cast
Paramount
Son of His Father, A
6»25 f eet .. Sept. 19
7onn feet. Sept. 12
Windsor-O'Brien.
Tiffany fS. R.)
Souls for Sables
S. O. S. Perils of the Sea. Elaine Hammersteain Columbia Pict. (S.R.)5303 feet. .Dec. 26
Speed Madness
Hercules Film
Frank Merrill
4579 feet.
Hoot Gibson
5247 feet. Mav 2
Spook Ranch
Universal
Steppin' Out
Sterling-Revier
Columbia
5267 feet Dec. 19
Sun Up
Special Cast
5906 feet. .Aug. 29
Metro-Goldwyn
Tearing Loose
Wally Wales
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) .5060 feet. .June 13
Teaser 1 Be ...
Laura La Plante
Universal
6»h7 teet May 3u
Three Weeks in Paris
M. Moore-D. Devore Warner Brothers .... 5900 feet
Three Wise Crooks
Evelyn Brent
Film Book. Offices... 6074 feet. .Oct. 24
Timber Wolf, The
Buck Jones
Fox
4809 feet Sep*. 26
Trouble With Wives. The Vidor-T. Moo/e
Paramount
6489 feet Aug. i^
Wall Street Whiz, The. .Richard Talmadge
Film Book. Offices... 5452 feet .Nov. 7
What Fools Men
-Stone-Mason
First National
7349 feet .Oct. 10
Wheel, The
Special Cast
Fox
7325 feet Aug. 2
White Outlaw, The
Universal
Jack Hoxie
4830 feet .June 27
Wild Horse Mesa
Special Cast
Paramount
7221 feet Aug. 22
Wild, Wild Susan
Bebe Daniels
Paramount
5774 feet Aug. 1
With This Ring
Mills-Tellegen
3
5333 feet Oct.
B. P. Schulberg
F. B.

Luck and Sand

Man

on the Box, The.
Midshipman, The

.

Bob Custer
.

.

.Ben Lyon
Logan-Landis

Red Hot

The

.

.

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

All

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

R. Barthelmess
Prevost-Harlan
Louise Lorraine
Jack Hoxie
Cactus Trails
Jack Perrin
Circle, The
Eleanor Boardman
Art Acord
Circus Cyclone, The
Corinne Griffith
Classified
Clothes Make the Pirate .Errol-D. Gish

Beautiful City

Bobbed Hair
Borrowed Finery
Bnstin' Through

Pite of a Flirt, The
Klhting Heart, The
Goldeo Princess The
Great Senaatioo, Th*

Heads Up
Hell'« Hiehroart

.

Heartless Husbands

.

Artclass Pict

Tyler's

Wives

Truart

(,S.

R.)

Fox
Metro-Goldwyn
Columbia (S. R.)
Geo. O'Brien
Fox
Bronson-Harailton
Paramount
W. Fairtanks-P. Garon.Columbia (S. R

.

1

Oct.
Oct.

Nov.

17
14

.Nov.

7

Aug.
Oct.
Oct.

7032 feet. Oct.
6.195 feet
Sept

.

.4470 feet

Sept.

F. B.

5482 feet

Nov.

Leatrice Toy
Gloria Grey

Prod Dist Corp

6ns,| feet

'^ent

Madoc

.SOOO feet
4440 feet

Dec.

Sales
Artclass Pict
Gerson Pictures
Fox Film Corp..
F. B.
E P.

O

31

Aug. TJ

" Lefty " Klynn

Hurricane Horseman, The Wally Wales
Richard Holt
(n Search of a Hero
O'Brien- Bellamy
Iron Horse, Ihe
leepei of the Bees, The .. Robert Frazer

Lew

feet
4609 feet
6!)27 feet
7000 feet
6586 feet
5012 feet
58()U leet
561 1 feet
6300 feet

Warner Bros

KuUi Rolana
Dollar Down
Bverlasting Whisper, The. Tom Mix
Special Cast
Exchange of Wjves, An
.

551

Universal
First National
First National

Irene Rich
Buffalo Bill, Jr

..

).

.

10424 feet Sept 1.3 •24
671' feet Oct

Schulberg fS R

.

.

.

.

Oct.

17

.

.

.

.

Wm.

A

NigM

Warner Bros
Paramount
Universal

I

.

Aug.
Nov. 2«
i

.

.

.

.

Nov. 21

5 reels

Fox

5844 feet. Oct. J4
6756 feet Nov. 21
8553 feet Oct. 1»

United Artists

.

.

Fox

.

Assoc Kxhib

On

....

Columbia (S. R.)
Paramount
Fox

Fairbanks

Wally Wales

Artclass Pict

Busier Keaton

Metro-Goldwyn

His Buddy's Wife

Glenn Hunter

Home Maker, The

Alice Jovce

Keep Smiling

Monty Banks
Adolphe Menjou

Assoc. Exhib
Universal
Assoc. Exhib

The

St.,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Merry Widow.
Midnieht Limited

New Commandment

.

Film Book. Offices.
Fox Film

Special Cast

Metro-Goldwyn
Assoc. Ezhib
Metro-Goldwyn

Marion Davies
Dempsey- Taylor
Mae Murray
Glass-Hawley
Sweet-Lyon
Jackie Coogan

of the

World

.

Simon the Jester
Sporting Life
Stage Struck
Stella Dallas
tessie
Thank U
Tran^continenlal

Special Cast
Buffalo Bill Jr

Warner Bros

Swanson

Moore

Louise Lorraine

Girl
Itit.

i^llallr-, K<1>

.

Wyoming Wild

Cat.

The .Tom Tyler

.

Nov. 7
.Dec. 26
Dec. 12
.Dec. 12

6:ton feet

5600 feet.
4614 feet
.4540 feet.
9980 feet
5000 feet
7506 feet.
4728 feet

.

.

Nov. 1«

.

.Aug.

8

.Nov. 31

Warner Bros

70i.O feet

68S0 feet Nov. 21
6286 feet ..Dec. 19
5070 feet Oct. 24
6763 feet Sept 2«
Nov. 21
7 reels
H I.'T feet .^ov. 28
6221 feet Oct. 24
6839 feet. .Sept. 19

Warner Bros
Prod. Dist. Corp.
Universal

Fox.

Chadwick (S.
Chadwick
Assoc. Exhib

R.) ...

.

6800 feet
eiioo feet .. July 2S
6613 feet. .Dec. S

First National

Prod. Dist Corp
National
Fir.
Universal
Truart (S. R.)
Cllauwich ts. R.)
.F. B. O..

Oct. 24

.

Paramount
Arrow

PecmaM Dennv

.

.

First National

McAvoy-Agnew

Colleen

Moderns
Where Was I?

.,

I'nind Artists

Tom Moore
Under the Rouge
Sills-Kenvon
Unguarded Hour, The
...Leatrice
Jov
The
Song,
Wedding

We

Artclass Pict

Bennett-C o"n:an

Special Cast
imited Special Casi
Onchasiened Woman, TheTheda Bara

6980 f eet Nov. 14
5915 feet. .Nov. 14
5824 f eet Dec. S
.

.

Truart

Gloria
.

.

Raymond McKce

Lowell Sherman
A^tor-Hiiehe^
Marie Prevost
Kicn-O'brien
Special Cast

.

.

.

Saddle Cyclone
Satan in Sables
Scarlet Siint, Ihe
Seven Siimers

.

Rayart

.

.

.

First National

Metro-Goldwyn
Old Clothes
Metro-Goldwyn
Special Cast
Only Thing, The
Prod.
Dist. Corp
Bowers-De
Motte
La
Pennle v<: Nancv Preston
Chadwick
Larry Semon
Perfect Clown, The
Ginsberg
Dist
Special Cast
Phantom Express, The
Film Book. Offices..
Bob Custer
Ridin' Streak, The
Dist.
Prod.
Corp
Road to Yesterday, The. Joseph Schildkraut
.

feet
Iiine 2'
4514 feet. .Dec. 5
6374 teet. Oct. 31
S't.vx feet. .April 2B
4292 feet.
62.>tt feet .Nov.
7
5600 feet July 25
7755 feet Aug. »
5400 feet .Aug. 1
6229 feet ..Nov
7
.6400 feet. Oct. IT
7236 feett Oct. SI
6437 feett..Nov. 14
5500 feet July 26
10027 feet. Sept. II
5.^564

.

Paramount

Ralph Lewis

The

Lazybones
Lights of Old Broadway.
Manhattan Madness

Wild

.

.

56nn f'^et
6478 feet
6895 feet

Go Wesi

Rose

.

.

Assoc. Exhib

Pola Negri
F.drrund Lowe

The

Galloping

.

L.Barrymore-H. Hamp-

Fight to a Finish,
of

Nov. 14
551 J feet. Nov. 28
6034 feet Nov. J'
4983 feet. .Dec. 12
5700 feet Wov. V
6260 feet Nov. 28
4661 feet. .Sept.\»
5924 feet Oct.

Universal
Universal

ton

Flower

Reviewed

4659 feet
5500 feet

Paramount
Fox
Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn

.

Fiftv-Fifty

Fool,

Length

Distributed by
Artclass Pict
Madoc Sales
F. B. O

.

.

Metro-Goldwyn

.

Compromise
Desert Demon, The

.

.

.

.

...

Romance Road

Distributed by
Length Reviewc'
First National
6460 feet Nov. 14
Warner Brothers .... 7781 feet Oct.
Tiffany (S. R.)
6500 feet Dec.
Universal
4506 feet Oct.
Madoc Sales
4800 feet

Sept. 26

.

.

.- .

.

Josie Sedgwick
Daring Days
Durand of the Bad Lands Buck Jones
Rudolph Valentino
Eagle, The
Special Cast
East Lynne

.

OCTOBER

7

29
2(

Ginsberg Dist. Corp.. 5060 feet. .Nov. 21
First National
6750 feet. .Oct. 31
Prod. Dist. Corp
6550 feet Oct. 24
Fox
6107 feet Oct. IT
Clarion Photoplays. 4988 feet

Margaret Livingston
Fred Thomson

.

Nov. 2«
6609 feet. Dec. 5
66S0 feet Aug. 29
5800 feet

.

t

.5156 feet

Nov. 2«

DECEMBER
Star

Feature
Ancien' M.irinp.
Blind Trail, The

,

The

•i

.

.

Star

.

King on Main

.

.

.

Universal

.

.

.

Arrow
Fox
Metro-Goldwyn.
Arrow

Buddy Roosevelt

Around hryrngPan

Last Edition,

.

Star

9801 feet

Warner Bros

.

10

24
24
Jl

5139 feet. .Nov. 21
4603 feet Sept. 21
6447 feet. Oct. 31
5027 feet Oct. 17
6648 feet. .Nov. 7
6500 feet Sept. II
6093 feet Sept. 2(
5994 feet Nov. 7
7537 feet Oct. !•
.6849 feet. Oct. I»

Paramount
.Paramount
Chadwick

.

Ancient HieViwav. The
Tack Holt
Tom Mix
Best Bad Man, The
Special Cast
Best People, Ine
Ray-Starke
Bright Lights
Art Acord
Call of Courage. The
Hoot Gibson
Calgary Stampede, The
Camille of the Barbary
Busch-O. Moore
Coast
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog')
Clash of the Wolves
Valentino
Cobra

.

.

24

NOVEMBER
Feature
Action Galore
After Marriage

.

.

Feature

Paramount

Regular Fellow, A
Raymond Griffith
Seven Keys to Baldpate. .Douglas MacLean.
Some Pun'kins
Cha<!. Ray
Storm Breaker, The
House Peters
Substitute Wife, The
Jane Novak
1 hunder Mountain
Special Cast
Chaney-Shearer
Tower of Lies
Wandering Fires
Constance Bennett
Wandering Footsteps
Special Cast
Why Women Love
Blanche Sweet
Without Mercy
Vera Reynolds
Winding .Stai--. The ... Special Cast
Win, Lose or Draw .1
Leo Maloney

.

.

.

Rayart
Prod. Dist. Corp

Harry Carey
Monte Blue

Tires

Oct.

.

.

Universal

Betty Compson
Pride of the Force, The... Tom Santschi
Prairie Pirate,

.

657il feet

7282 feet. Oct.
7498 feet. .Oct.
5443 feet. Oct.
4042 feet. .Nov.
60so feet Nov
6911 feet.. Oct.
6802 feet Aug.

F. B.
B. P. Schulberg
First National

.Calhoun-Frazer

.

.

.

Warner Bros
Metro-Goldwyn
Paramount

Hamilton-Love

Other Woman's Story.
Pace That Thrills, The
Peacock feathers
Pony Express, The

.

.

Clarion Photoplays... 4903 feet

Ramon Novarro

New Brooms
No Man's Law

Reviewad

8850 f eet .Oct. 31
6753 f eet Aug. 1

Paramount

Leo Maloney
.Sydney Chaplin

.

Length

United Artists
Universal

.

Shall

Meet

l.overs in Ouarantine

.

.

O

Bob Custer
Himself .Thomas Meighan

Twain

Oct.
3
7000 feet Sept. 12
9700 teet. .he d. 21
4452 feet Nov. 28

.

First National
First National
F. B.

bpecial Cast

New

Once

Film Book Offices.

Tyler

Sept. 19

4901 feet
.5182 feet.

(S. R.)

Distributed by

Star
Pickf ord
Kerry-Miller
Daniels-Ford

Mary

.

.

Let's

i

Feature
Annie Rooney

Lorraine of the Lions

Lengtk

Distributed by

Snecial Cast

Fnx

Leo Maloney

Clarion Photoplays.

.

4900 feet

Keviewad

i

.

January

9

.

Chadwick

.

The

Girl from Montmartre ...
Golden Strain, The

Oooee Woman, The
Great Love, The
Brute,

F. B.
5500 feet. .Dec. 12
.Nov. »1
Asso. Exhib.
.... 7 reels
Film Book. Offices. .4500 feet. .Dec. 26
.Metro-Goldwyn
6000 feet
.

Special Cast
La Marr- Stone
Special Cast
Special Cast

Truart S. R.
First National

Dana-Agnew

M-G-M

\

Columbia

Pict. iS. R.)

nniversal

M-G-M

Infatuation

Harlan-Miller
Special Cast

First National

Luck
Joanna

Thomas Meiehan

Para trie unt

Mackaill-Mulhall

First National

.

Looge

in

Warner Bros

Paramount
Warner Brothers.

.

.

.

7008 feet. Nov.
Dec.
7816 feet. .Dec.
.9221 feet. .Dec.

28

26
19

26

WUOerness,

the

The
Lover's Island

Lord Jim

Madam Behave
Masked

89RS feet. .Nov. 14
6433 feet
6310 feet. .Dec. 5

.

Percy Marmont
Eltinge-Pennington

.

.

.

Buck Jones
Harry Carey

I^in pour Square

Man From Red

.

Mae Murray

The

Bride,

Hampton-Kirkwood.

Gulch

Midnight Flyer, The
Morals tor Men
North Star, The
Pals
Pinch Hitter, The
Pleasure Buyers, The.
Prince of Pep

.

.

Nov. 21
Nov. 14
Dec. 12

Prod. Dist. Corp

5437 feet
6200 feet
6500 feet

.

.

Dec.

5

Dec.

5

.

.

.

.

5800 feet

tJrothers

.

.

.

feet. .Dec. 19
.

feet
6000 feet
.?17.>;

M-G-M
Vwi.-

.T202 feet
4»11 feet

5564

B O

F.

:

Dec. 12

F. B.

t

Koad The ..... Anna IJ iX'llson
Dempster-Fields
That Royle Girl
Goudal-Ames
Thref Faces East
Thundering Through
Buddy Roosevelt
Cody-Busch
Time the Comedian
Pete Morrison
Triple Action

Wm.

S. R.)

Chadwick
Metro-Goldwyn
... Fox

5>r.,rn(ii(l

.

.

Warner

.

.

.

.

Assoc Exhib

.

Richard Talmadge

tor Wives
Wlieo the Door Opened.
Woman of the World, A
Woraanhandled

.

Truart (S. R.)
Asso. Exhibitors

Orince of Broadwav
... George Walsh
Sally, Irene and Mary.. .Special Cast
The
Special Cast
Silver Treasure,
" Leftv " Flynn
Smilin' at Trouble
Special Cast
Soul Mates

Wages

7 feet

5699 feet

Tiftany

.Irene Ricn

TurnM.w— ris
Two Fisted Jones

6702 feet
.541

Metro-Goldwyn
Fox
F. B.

Glenn Hunter
.

Paramount

Tearle-Mills
Strongheart 'dog)
Louise Lorraine

National.

.

Paramount

10253 feet

.

.

Dec. 19

Prod. Dist. Corp.

...

4527 feet
4757 feet. .Dec. 20
4800 feet. .Nov. 14
7 reels
Nov. 2X
4555 feet. .Dec. 5
6352 feet Dec. 5
6515 feet. .Nov. 28

Artclass Pict

Metro-Goldwyn
Universal
ITnted Artists
Universal

S Hart

Jack Hoxie
Special Cast
Special Cast
Pola Negri
Richard Dix

Columbia

Monte Blue

Warner Bros

.

Fox
Fox
Paramount
ParamoHnt

The
The

Talks

.

.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Assoc. Exhib

.

fifth

.

.

The

Hands Up

Rin-Tin-Tin
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast
B. Lytell-L. Rich

Assoc. Exhib

Siberia
Silent Witness, The
Sky High Corral

Special Cast
Louise Lorraine

Fox

Do

Johnstown Flood, The

Mannequin

Man

Rustlin'

Marrying Monev

Mnrkinp Pird. The
Queen O'Dlamonds

Shadow

of the

Law

Skv High Corral
Splendid Crime
6teel Preferred

Assoc. Ezhib

Art Acord
Daniels-Hamilton.
William Boyd

Stella Maris
Sweof Adeline

Traffic Cop,

Artclass Pictures
Tiflany

Age

7200

feet. .Dec.

26

4800 feet
6500 feet

.

of

Cbip

of the Flying

Mary

Philbin

Charles Rav

" Lefty " Flynn
Noriran Kerry
Art Acord

The

Under We<^tern Skies
Western Pluck

.

Lenctli
K«Tiew«<
.5800 feet

.

Holly-

wood
Champion L«ver, The.

Hoot Gibson

Warner Brothers
Prod. Dist. Corj..
Universal

Special Cast
Buffalo Bill,"Jr
Special Cast

Fox

Harlan-Miller
.

.

.

U

Cohens and the Kellys
The
Coming and Going
Dangers ot a Great City.
Forbidden Waters
Happiness
How to Train a Wife
Love Toy, The
Oh, What a Nurse

.

.

.4800 feet.

.

.4800 feet.

Warner Bros
Warner Brothers
Fox
Fox
Universal
Assoc. Exhib
Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal
Artclass Pictures.
Artclass Pictures

Monty Banks
Rod La Rocque

Tangled Herds
Vanishing Hoofs

.

Assoc. Exhib

Lowell Sherman
Syd Chaplin
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Marriage
My Old Dutch

.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Film Book. Offices

Special Cast
Valli-O'Brien

Manhood
Play Safe
Red Dice
Six Shooting Romance...

Universal
Artclass Pictures.

Dean

Priscilla

Tack Hoxie

Buddy Roosevelt
Wally Wales

.

4800 feet.

Warner Brothers

Prevost

Feature
Ace of Hearts
Border Sheriff, The

....

Combat, The
Fighting Shadows

Road

to Glory,

Dist.

Universal
Universal

.

....... .Clarion Photoplays. ..4900 feet
Film Book. Offices

Warner Bros
Fox

The

Ranch

Reviewed

Fox

Leo.Maloney.
.

Length

Distributed by

Star
Special Cast
Hoxie
Jack
House Peters

Art Acord

Universal
Bros

M. Moore-D. Devore Warner
.

Warner Bros

Irene Rich

Reginald

Denny

6887

Universal

feet. .Dec. 26

Fox

_

Distributed by
Escape, The
Universal
Pete Morrison
Gilded Highway, The
Warner Bros
Dorothy Devore
Hero of the Big Snows, A.Rin Tin Tin idog)
.Warner Brothers.
Passionate Quest, The... Marie Prevost
Warner Bros
Rolling Home
Reginald Denny
Universal
Scrappin' Kid, The
Universal
Art Acord
Social Highwayman, The. .Hai Ian-Miller
Warner Brothers.
Still Alarm, The
Chadwick-Russell .... Universal

Feature

4800 feet

Corp

6050 feet

Assoc. Exhib
Universal

6000 feet. .Dec. 26
6680 feet

Length

Star

.

Warner Bros

Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal

Kavlewad

JUNE

5800 feet

.Paramount

Lengtk

Distributed by
Bride of the Storm
Vf rrf r I res
Chasing Trouble
Universal
Click of the Triangle T. ..Hoot Gibson
Universal
Footloose Widow, The
Irene Rich
Warner Bros
Hell Bent for Heaven .... Monte Blue
Warner Bros
Honeymoon Express. The.M Mnore-D. Devore Warner Brothers
Looking for Trouble
Jack Hoxie
Universal
Love Thief, The
Norman Kerry
Universal
Sally in our Alley
Universal
Mary Philbin
Three Weeks in Paris .... Moore-Devore
Warner Bros

Star
Ccstello-Hsrron
Pete Morrison

6981 feet

Artclass Pictures

.

Distributed by
Truart (S. R.)
Universal

Pete Morrison

MAY

M-G-M
F. B. O

.

Assoc Exhib
Universal

of Indiscretion

Blue Blazes
Broken Hearts

Feature

Fox

.Prod

M-G-M
F. B. O

6326 feet

.

Harold Lloyd
Special Cast

.

5800 feet

Fox

Star

Silken Shackles
Skinner's Dress Suit
Streets of Sin

.

Buddy Roosevelt

.

6800 feet

Truart (S. R.)
Universal

MARCH
Feature

Prod. Di't. Corp

Lon Chanev
Evelyn Brent
Wally Wales
Bowers- 1 ashman.
John Barrymore
Bow-Lewis

Roaring Rider, The
hoc King Moon
Sea Beast, The

Fox
Fox

Art Acord

Sap The

.

The

Truart (S. R.)

Tony Runs Wild
Tom Mix..'
Torrent. The
Cortez-Garbo
Tough Guy, The
Fred Thomson
Two Can Play
Pow-MacDonald
Under Western Skies .... Norman^Kerry

Rustlers

Elaine Hammerstein .Columbia fS. R.)
Blanche Sweet
Assoc. Exhib
Glen Hunter
Universal
Special Cast
Paramotmt
Bob Custer
Film Book. Offices
Truart 'S. R.)

Ladies of Leisure

Lady from Hell

Warner Bros

Special Cast
Other Women's Husbands .Blue-Prevost

Fox
Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn

.

C6I0 feet

Tiffany (S. R.)

Night Cry, The
Night Watch, The
Palace of Pleasure
Separate Rooms
Ship of Souls

Isle of Retribution, The..

Universal

.

Hoodoo Ranch, The
Husband Hunters

Giant,

Jack Hoxie
Special Cast
Special Cast
.Nagel-Adoree

.

Hearts and Fists
H's ^K^^ Rride

tittle

Not. 31

5600 feet. .Dec. 26

Warnei Brothers
Fox
F B. O
.Warner Bros
Chad wick-Gordon
Fox
Special Cast
Raymond Griffith
Paramount
Bowers-de la Motte. Assoc. Exhib
Prevost-Moore
Warner

Flaming Waters
Golden Cocoon
Golden Butterfly, The

I

.

Harlan-Miiler
Special Cast
Snecial Cast

The

First Year,

Dean

De La Motte

Avenue

Fighting Edge,

.

Prod. Dist. Corp

.George Walsh
Windsor-Nagel
Priscilla

5418 feet

O

PsTamount
Chadwick
Metro-Goldwyn
Prod Dist. Corp
Fox

Gloria
.

Demon, The
Dixie Merchant, The
Enchanted Hill, The
Exquisite Sinner, The.

Universal

Metro-Goldwyn

Rod LaKocque
Swanson

biaveiieart

Cononered
Cotmt of Luxembourg.
Dance Madness
Danger Girl, The
Daybreak

M-G-M

Special Cast
Special Cast

APRIL
Reviewed

Length

Paramount
F. B.

Prod. Dist. Corp

Vera Reynolds

Why Girls Go Back Home Mane

Distributed by

American Venus, The .... Special Cast
Arizona Sweepstakes, The Hoot Gibson
Barrier. The
Kerry-Barrvmore
Blue Streak, The
Rich. Talmadge

Reviewed

R.)

Busch-Marmont

JANUARY
Star

Featr„-e

i,S.

....

Prod. Dist. Corp

Landis-Devore
.

6500 feet

Tiffany iS. R.)
Assoc. Exhib

Length

Distributed by

Special Cast
Leatrice Joy

Uiilion Dollar Handicap,

Morganson's Finish
7500 feet. .Aug. 22

Rudolph Schildkraut

.Betty Bronson
Kiss for Cinderella, A.
Lady Windermere's Fan. .Special Cast

Star

Made for Love
Man Upstairs, The

Money

Fox

Norma Shearer

Irish

Feature
Lure of the Wild

Miracle of Life,

>

Oniversal

The

His People
His Secretary
Hogan's Alley

Reviewed

Leneth

Distributed by

Star
.,.

.

Handsome

.

211

George Walsh
Evelyn Brent
Broadway Lady
Counsel tor the Defense. .Peters-Compson
Cowboy Musketeer, The Tom Tyler
S. O'Neill-B. Roach.
Don't
Flooa,

..

1926

,

Feature
Blue Blood

.

.

Reviewed

.

.4664 feet.. Dec

5

.

Chadwick

O

F. B.
t ni'ersa!

Universal
4207 feet
^^^
HRno*'ned to Tones. W«g!r)!iHn**nnT
nn--r'
When Love Grows Cold... Mrs. Rudolph Valentino F. B. O.. ......... ....
.........
Where the Worst Begms.Futh Roland
Truart iS. R.I
5800 feet
White Mice
Jacqueline Logan
Associated Exhib
Without Orders
Leo Maloney
Clarion Photoplays. .4900 feet
.

FEBRUARY
Feature
Beantifnl Cheat,
Bells The

Star
Laura La Planfe
Lionel Rtrrvraore

The

Broadway Boob, The
Cave Man, The

Glenn Hunter
... .Prevost- Moore

Desperate Game, The
Fighting Cheat, The
}.,,' V-»..

The

Pete Morrison

Wally Wales

Chadwirk

Length

Kcviewed

Accoant of Monte Cristo
Air Cooled
Alice Plays Cupid

Picttireg

Assoc. Exhib
Warner Bros
Universal
Artclass Pictures

4400 feet
4800 feet

.

.

Dec. 13

Alice the Jail Bird
All Abroad
All for a Girl
All Tied Up

F. B.

Heavy Odds

Leo Maloney

King nf the Turf
Light Eternal

Clarion Photoplays... 4900 feet

Special Cast

F.

Norma Shearer

M-G^M

At

Special Caat

Warner Bret

Baby Be Good

Little Irish Girl,

The

Fox

B

O
O

Neely Edwards

Absentminded

SnerialCast
Half-Breed Hostler, The.. Bob Custer
.

Star

Feature

Distributed by
Universal

Wool
Amazing Maile
Are ParenU Pickleaf.

"Helen & Warren
Boddy Messinger
*'

Fat

Men

"

Mohan-Engle

All

Home

"Aesop Fable "

.

Alberta Vaughn
..Parrott-Ralston
" Our Gang "
"Juvenile"

Distributed by
Universal

Length
I

2 reela

Pathe
Winkler
Winkler

2 reels

1

(S. R.)
(S. R.)

Reviewed

reel

Bischoff, Inc.

reel

2 reels
"..Fox
2 reels. .. .Dec 19
B'way Dist. Co
2 reels
Film Book. Offices... 2 reels
Pathe
1 reel
Oct. 11
F B.
2 reela
Oct. 24
Pa'he
1 reel
Pathe
2 reels
Educational
3 reels
Oct. 34

O

.

...

4

.....

I

Motion Picture News

212
Feature

Back to Nature
Badly Broke

Bad Man, The

"Dinky Doodle"

Barnyard Follies

" Aesop Fable "
" Our

Gang "
Beware of Your RelatiTes Neely Edwards
Mohan-Enfle
Bit Kick, The
" Aesop Fable "
Bonehead Age, The
Smith-Bennett
Brainstorm, The
BettLi iVlovies

Trimble-T«rner
Trimble-Turner
Trimble-Turner

PuBy

Chas.

Hump

Camel's

.

Eddie Gordon
Captain Suds
Caretaker's Daufhter, TheCharley Chase
Neely Edwards
Cat's Whiskers, The. ..
Lige Conley
Cheap Skates
Chester s Donkey Party
Joe Murjhy
Cleaning Up
Johnny Arthur
Closer
Brother ..." Aesop Fable "
.

Than

I

.

.

Brotherly Love
Buster Be Good
Buster's Bust Up
Buster's Nightmare
By the Sea

2 reels .... Dec. 12

reel
1 reel
F. B.
1 reel
Pathe
1 r«el
Sept. I
Educational
2 reeli .... Aac. 32
Educational
1 reel
Pathe
2 reels
Not 7
Universal
I reel
Pathe
I reel
Oct. 1«
Pathe
1 reel
Fox
2 reels
Educational
1 reel
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Universal
Oct. !•
1 reel
Film Book. Offices
1 reel ....
Universal
2 reels ... Dec. 19
Pathe
2 reels
Oct. 1»
Universal
I reel
Educational
2 reels .... Dec. 12
Universal
2 reels
Educational
2 reels .... Not. 14
Pathe
I reel
Fox
2 reels .... Oct. 1»
B.B.O
2 reels
Fox
2 reels ...Not. 2»
Pathe
2 reels ...Oct. 1'
.Dec. 26
Fox
2 reels
Dniversal
2 reels
bischoff, Inc
2 reels
Oct' J
Pathe
2 reels
Not. 7
Pathe
1 reel
Pathe
2 reels
Film Book. Offices ... I reel
Film Book. Offices ... 1 reel
Educational
1 reel
Pathe
3 reels .
Fox
2 reels
Dec. 12
L. B. Comwell (S. R.)l reel
Aug. 2*
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Fox
2 reels

Jimmie Adams

Be Careful
Be Car .'ful Dearie

e

Cloudy Romance
Constant Simp, The

Special Cast
Alberta Vaughn

Smith-Bennett
Glenn Tryon
Florence Gilbert
Wanda Wiley
Cupid's Victory
Cured Hams
Jack Richardson
Dangerous Curves Behind Mack Sennett
"Aesop Fable "
Day's Outing, A
Charles Chaplin
Day's Pleasure, A
Dinky Doodle at the Circus
Dinky Doodle in the Hunt
Control Yourself

Cuckoo Love
Cupid a La Carte

Dog Daze

Bowes-Marlowe

Dog's
A
East Side, West Side
Ebony Clean Up
Educating Buster
Eighteen Carat

Charles Chaplin

Life,

Elsie in

New York

English

Channel

RevieweH

Length

Distributed hj
Educational
OniTersal
Universal

Star
Special Cast
Charles Puffy
Charles Puffy

Bachelors' Babies

.

.

..

.

.

'.

".

'

'.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Edna Marian

.

.

,

.

Trimble-Turner

.

.

.

" Aesop Fable "
Special Cast

The

Jimmie Adams
Al St. John

Warning

Affair,

.

.

.

.

A

A
.

Love Cuckoo?

Jiminy Crickets
iust Spooks
jck Me Again
Klynick,

The

Ko-Ko Nuts
to-Ko Packs 'Em In

Oct.

Aug. 2*
Hot. 14

Clyde Cook

Pathe
Educational

1

Earle Foxe

Fox

2 reels

Bobby Vemoa
Cliff Bowes
" The Gumps "
Alice Day
Mohan-Engle
Billy West

Educational
Educational
Universal

2 reels

2 reels

1

17

reel

Oct

31

Not. 23

reel

2 reels

Educational

Pathe
Universal

Special Cast

Fox

2 reels

Sweet and Pretty
Sweet Marie
Sweet Pickle, A

Bowes-Marlowe

Educational

1

Special Cast
Alice Day

Fox

2 reels.
2 reels

Tailoring

"Fat

So Long

Bill

Somewhere

I

reel

2 reels .... Dec.

5

Not.

7

2 reels ....

2 reels
Dec.
2 reels
2 reels ... Nov.
1 reel
2 reels .... Dec.
2 reels
2 reels. .
Oct.
Oct.
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
I reel
1 reel
Dec.
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
Oct.
2 reels
2 reels
I reel
2 reels
.Dec.
2 reels
2 reels
Sept.
.

Dist.

Corp

.

Pathe
Bischoff, Inc

.

.

26
28
19
17
31

in

Pathe

5

24

Universal

Chas. Puffy
Walter Hiers

Universal
Educational
Educational

Pathe
Film Book. Offices
F. B.

.B'way Dist. Corp
Pathe
Pathe
Educational

Raymond McKee

Pathe

Neely Edwards

Universal

"Dinky Doodle"

F. B.

Charles Puffy
"Hey Fellas"

DaTis Dist.

"Cartoon"
"Cartoon"

Red Seal
Red Seal

Universal

Educational

Pathe
Universal
Educational

Alice Day
Special Cast

Pathe

Arthur Lake

Universal

Fox

I

Men"

But Willing

Walter Hiers

Westward Ho

Chas. Puffy
Cliff

12

Who's Which

Cliff

Wildcats of Paris

" Aesop Fable "

,

Window Dummy, The
Wiiming
Working

2 reels
1 reel
Not. 21
I reel
2 reels. . .Not. 14
1 reel
Nov. 1
2 reels .... Dec. 26
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
Oct. 10
2 reels
.Dec. 5
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
Sept 6
1 reel
Sept. 5
1 reel
Not. 14
2 reels .... Dec. 5
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
Oct. 10
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels Oct. 3
2 reels
1 reel
Dec. 19

F. B.

.

What's Up
Whistlmg Lions

reel

Pathe

2 reels .... Nov. 28
1 reel
Oct. 17
2 reels
2 reels ....

.

Sept 2C

.

.

.

reel
.

.

.Aug. 29
Oct 24

2 reels
2 reels

Ralph Graves
Pathe
Take Your Time
Eddie Gordon
Universal
2
Taxi War, A
B'way Dist. Corp. ... 2
Tea for Love
There He Goes
Harry Langdon
Pathe
3
"Fat Men"
F. B.
Three Wise Goofs
2
2
Too Much Mother-in-LawConstance Darling .... Universal
Tourist, The
Educational
Johnny Arthur
2
Transients in Arcadia.
.Special Cast
Fox
2
" Aesop Fable "
Pathe
1
Ugly Duckling, The
Universal
Uncle Tom's Gal
Edna Marian
2
Universal
Understudy, The
Arthur Lake
1
Charles Chase
Pathe
2
Uneasy Three, The
Pathe
1
Unfriendly Enemies
Jas. Finlayson
Clyde Cook
Pathe
2
Wandering Papas
Educational
Watch Out
Bobby Vernon
2

Weak

O

Pathe

Pathe
Arrow

Bischoff (S. R.)

26

Dec. 12

1 reel

SomewhereSpecial Cast

Man

.

Fox

Pathe

Cowards

1 reel
2 reels

2 reels

Edna Marian

F. B.

1

2 reels

2 reels

Stranded
Strong For Love

Pathe

Love and Kisses
Love and Lions
Love My Dog

.2 reels

Clyde Cook

" Aesop Fables "

.

.

Lige Conley

Edna Marian

Special Cast
Alice Ardell
Brains
Lickety Split
Lion and the Monkey, The " Aesop Fables "
Little Red Riding Hood
.Baby Peggy

.

Spot Light
Starvation Blues

Universal

Bowes

io

reel

Fox

.

Oct.

.

I

Lame

Livt

Soapsuds Lady, The

'.

:

.

Educational

Laughing Ladies

.

Down

Bischoff (S.R.)

Fox

.

.

2 reels .... Nov. 14
2 reels
Sept. 12
2 reels
Oct 24
2 reels
.Dec. 19
reels
2
.Sept 5

Universal
Uniyersal

.

Pathe

Special Cast

.

2 reels
t.
10
1 reel
2 reels
Aug. 22
1 reel
2 reels .... Oct 31
1 reel
Dec. 19
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
Oct. 31

Educational

Big Boy

Al Alt
Special Cast

.

O

Universal
Universal
Educational
Universal

Educational
Film Book. Offices
F. B.
Universal
Educational
Educational

..Dec. 5
Dec. 19
.Nov. 7
.

.

Universal

F. B.

.

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel

.

Pathe
Film Book. Offices ... 2 reels

Special Cast
Alice ArdeU

I

Pathe

Wanda Wiley

.Neely Edwards

Cliff

A

Dec. 12

2
2
2 reels

Alberta Vaughn

Pathe

Bowes
Alice Day

.2

.

Speedy Marriage, The
Spooky Spooks

B'way
Pathe

Cliff

2
.

reel
reels
reels
reels
reels

reel.

Educational

Aesop Fable"
Perry-Cooley
Charlie Chase
Johnny Sinclair
Perry-CooIey

1

Arrow
Pathe
Jack Cooper
Billy Dooley

Afloat

Scrambled Eggs
Sea Scamps
Shoes
Should Sailors Marry
Sky Hooks
Sky Jumper, The
Slow

Universal

7

1

Universal

Al Alt

Deep

Arthur Lake
Special Cast
" Felix the Cat "

.

Slippery Feet

reel
reel

reel
I reel

Pathe

Wanda Wiley

Hotsy Totsy
How the Bear Got His Short Tail
How the Elephant Got His Trunk
Humming Birds, The. .Buddy Messinger.
" Aesop Fable"'
Hungry Hounds
Ralph Graves
Hurry, Doctor
Isn't

1

Pathe

**

.

.

12

.Educational

Fox

The
Honor System, The
Horse Laugh
Hot Doggie
Hot Feet

.

S
24

1 reel

Pathe

.

Al Alt
Charles Puffy
Lige Conley

3

3

2 reels

'

Pleasure Bound
Prep School

3

1

Neeley Edwards

In

1

2 reels

F. B.

Sennett

reel

Not. 21

2 reels .... Nov.

Educational

.

Pie Eyed Pie
Pike's Pique
Piping Hot
Pleasure Bent

Punch in the Nose, A
Rainbow's End, The
Raisin' Trouble
Rainy Knight, A

Universal
Educational
F. B.

Glenn Tryon
Pathe
Earle Foxe
Fox
" Helen & Warren " Fox
Sheiks and Shebas " Davis Dist
' Sheiks and Shebas " Davis Dist
" Sheiks and Shebas " Davis Dist
" Sheiks and Shebas " Davis Dist
" Krazy Kat "
Winkler (S.R.^
Alberta Vaughn
Film Book. Offices

'

1

" Aesop Fable "

.

Mack

Papa, Be Good
Parisian Knight, A
Peacsinakers, 1 he
Peggy in a Pinch
Peggy's Heroes
Peggy's Pests
Peggy's Putters

.

12

,

Pathe

.

Vaughn

Alberta

Educational

Special Cast

Honeymoon Hotel, The
Honeymoon Squabble,

Oo-La-La
Or What Have You
Over There- Abouts

reel

Arthur Lake

Holly wouldn't

Neely Edwards
" Our Gang "
Bobby Vernon

1

Half Fare

Hold Everybody
Hold Everything
Hold Tight

Arthur Trimble
Lige Conley
" Fat Men "

.

Edacational

Happy Go Lucky
Haunted House, The
Heart Breaker, The

His Own Lawyer
His Wooden Wedding

Oh Buster
On Edge
On the Links
One Wild Night
One Wild Ride

.

Educational
Universal

Fo x

Jimmy Aubrey

Universal
Universal
Universal

Her Lucky Leap
Hero Wins, The

Walter Hiers
Eddie Gordon

Day

Saving a Safe
Scandal Hunters

Educational
Educational
UniTersal

.

Helpful Al

Officer of the

reel
Not. 2*
2 reels .... Not. 21
Sept. 3t
2 reels
1

Fox
Fox

.

Pathe

.Charles Chase

Universal
Educational
Edncational

Educational

From Rags to Britches.
Billy Bevan
Wanda Wiley
Going Good
Good Morning Madam. .Ralph Graves
Billy Dooley
Goofy Gob, A
Special Cast
Goosey Gus
Great Open Spaces, The.." Aesop Fable "
Green-Eyed Monster, The Arthur Lake
.

Him

Alice Ardell

Educational
Educational

Lloyd Hamilton
Arthur Lake

" Aesop Fable "

Neal Burns

Guide

to

Nursery Troubles
Nuts and Squirrels
Off His Beat
Officer No. 13

17

Educational

.

Jimmie Adams

Sake

Edna Marian

Stars

Swedie

No Father

So's Your Old

Al St. John
Special Cast
Sid Smith

Framed
Free Ride,

My

Winkler (S.R.)
Pathe
Pathe
Educational
Universal
Educational
Educational
Pathe
Universal

Salute

Fox

Away

.

Muddled Up

My

Dooley
" Krazy Kat "
Clyde Cook
" Aesop Fable "
Lloyd Hamilton
Charles PuSy

.

.

Universal
Universal
Educational

"

Billy

Moonlight and Noses
More Mice Than Brains
Movies, The

Solid Ivory

" Cartoon "
Lupino Lane

Fighting Dude, The
Fighting Tailor, A

Flyin' Fool
For Sadie's

A
Monkey Business

Misfit Sailor,

.

Hischoff, Inc

Educational
Educational

.

.

Toyland

Cliff

Her Sleep." The Gumps

Smash Up, The
:

Felix the Cat on the Job ." Cartoon "
Felix the Cat Spots the
" Cartoon "
Spooks
Telix the Cat Tries the
" Cartoon "
Trades
...
Felix the Cat Trips Thru

on the

In

Reviewed

2 reels ... Oct.
2 reels
2 reels.
Sept.
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels .... Oct.
1 reel
2 reels .... Oct.
1 reel
2 reels .... Oct.
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels.
.Sept.
2 reels .... Oct.
1 reel
2 reels
Sept
1 reel

F. B.

Charles Delaney
Joe Murphy

Salty Sap,

Educational
Educational

Walking

Flaming

Home

Vfin's

Min Walks

Vaughn

Alberta

1 reel
Dec. 26
2 reels .... Not. 21

Pelix the Cat Basts Into
' Cartoon "
Business
Felix the Cat in Eats Are
" Cartoon "
Wets ...
Felix the Cat in The Cold
" Cartoon "
Rush
Felix the Cat on the Farm ." Cartoon "
Felix the Cat Flirts with
" Cartoon "
Fate
Felix (he Cat Kept on

Lupino Lane
.

Length

Distributed by
Educational

Star

Morocco
Maizie Won't Tell
.Merchant of Weenies
in

Fox

Pathe

Charles Pufify

Faint Heart
Fair But Foolish

Fire

Feature

Maid

Roomers

Swim,

Failure

Fair

..

.
.

A

Pair,
for the

Own

Parrott- Ralston

Bowes

Ralph Graves

Wanda Wiley
Uest

Wrestler, Th<»
Yes, Yes, Babette

Your

Bowes

Back Yard

Johnny Sinclair
Earle Foxe
Bobby Vernon
" Our

Gang"

Educational
Universal
Educational

Pathe
Educational

Pathe
Pathe
Universal
Bischoff (S. R.)

Fox
Educational

Pathe

Nov. 21
reels
Oct 31
reels
reels
reels
reels .... Sept 12
reels .... Aug. IS
reels. . . .Oct. 3(
reel
Sept 21
3
reels. . . .Oct.
reel
reels
Not. 21
reel
reels
reels .... Aug. 23
2 reels
Dec. 19
1 reel
Oct.
3
Dec. 12
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
Oct. 10
Nov 21
1 reel
Dec. 19
2 reels
2 reels .... Oct 24
Oct 31
2 reels
2 reels
Aug. 29
2 reels .... Dec. 19
Oct 3
2 reels

.

.

.

.

.

Short Subjects

.

.

.

Feature
Ace'of Spades (Serial)
Amundsen Polar Flight,

William Desmond

The

Animated Hair Cartoons (Series)
Bar-G Mystery (Serial)
Barrier Busters (Sportlight)
Boundary Line, The (Mustang Series)
Breakin' Loose (Mustang Series)
Call of Hazard, The (Fred Humes)
Clever Feet (Sportlight)
Colorful Fashions From Paris (Novelty)
Crook Buster, The (Mustang)
Cuba Steps Out (Variety)

Distributed hj
Universal

Length

Pathe

2 reels
3 reels

Red Seal Pict

1

reel

Pathe
Pathe

1

reel

UniTersal
Universal
Universal

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Pathe

I reel
1 reel

Educational
UniTersal

Fox

2 reels
1

reel

ReTiewed
2»
Not. 21

Oct.

Sept •
Oct. 31
5

Dec.

i

!

January

9

1926

,

213

George Larkin

Fighter, The (Serial) Herbert Rawlinson.Rayart
Red Seal Pict
With Death
Universal
Gold Trap, The (Mustang Series')
Pathe
Ray-Miller
Green Archer, The (SerialTniversal
Fdmund Cobb
Hearts of the West
Universal
Corbett-Holmes
Hero of Piperock
Fox
In a China Shop (Variety)
Short Films Syn
I Remember
Fox
Iron Trail Around (Variety)
Universal
Just Cowboys (Mustang Series)
Educational
Knicknacks of Knowledge (Hodge Podge)
Red Seal Pict.
Ko-Ko on the Run (Out-of-Inkwell)

Reviewed

Leneth

Distributed by
Universal
Red Seal Pict

Star

Peatvre
Fight Within. The
Film Facts (Series)

2 reels
1 reel

Flame

Sept. 2t
2 reels
Oct. !•
2 reels
lo episodes.. .Dec. 5

Flirting

i

i

i

i

.

My Bonnie Ko-Ko Series)
My Own Carolina (Variety)
<

Outings For All (Sportlight)

The Mustang Series!
Range Law (Mustang Series)

Rider of the Pass (Mustang Series)
River Nile, The (Variety)

The (Mustang

Latigo,

I

.

Taking Chances (Mustang Series)
Then and Now (Sportlight)
Toiling for Rest (Variety)
Too Many Bucks (Mustang Series)
Top Hand Edmund Cobbi
Tncked (Mustang Series)
Walloping Wonders (Sportlight)
Price Touchdown. (Sportlight)
Whiripool, The (Variety)

6

Oct.

3

1

.

Oct.

.

10

Nov. 2»

Oct. 24
Sept. 21

Fox

1

Universal
Universal
Universal

2

Oct.

reel

1

2
2
1
1
1
1

1

of

Feature
Spades. The

of the South
Altars of Desire

I

Bill

.

.

.

2
10 episodes. Sept. 12

Attractions

Apache Princess

Back Slapper,

M-G-M
First National

The
.

.

.

Special Cast

Monte Blue
Bashful Buccaneer, The. .Reed Howes
Bat, The
Special Cast
Beauty
Special Cast
Behind The Front
W. Berry-Hatton
Behind the Screen
Special Cast
Bellamy the Magnificent .Special Cast
Beloved Pawn, The
Reed Howes
Ben Hur
Special Cast
Beverly of Granstark
Marion Davies
Big Parade, The
John Gilbert
Black Pirate, The
Douglas Fairbanks
Bluebeard's Seven Wives. Lyon-Wilson-Sweet.
Border Intrigue
Franklyn Farnum
Border Women
Special Cast
Borrowed Plumes
Special Cast
.

Broken Homes
Broodine Eyes

M-G-M

of

!

! ! !

12550 feet.NoT.'ii

United Artists
.First National
Inde. Pict. (S. R.)

5 reels. .June '•
Phil Goldstone (S.R.)5000 feet
.

.

.

.

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Truart (S. R.)

.

Ginsberg Dist. Corp.
(S. R.)

Cigarette

Maker's

Ro-

mance. The
Special Cast
Cleaner Flame, The
College Widow, The
Syd Chaplin
Coney Island
Special Cast
Courage of Captain Plum. Special Cast
Crashing Through
Jack Perrin
Cyclone Bob
Bob Reeves
Cyrano d» Bereerac
Special Cast
Danger Live, The
Special Cast
Dark Horse. The
Harrv Carev
Daughter of the Sioux, A Wilson-Gerber
Opad Command. The
Specia Cast
.

M-G-M
Arrow ....
Warner Brothers

M-G-M
Ambassador Pict.
Anchor Film Dist

Rider,

The

Deserts' Price,

Desperate

The

Moment

..

Davis Dist.-Vital

O«our
Devil Horae,

Dice

Do

The

Woman, The
Clothes
Make

Woman

Davis Dist.-Vital

Holt-Dove
Stone-Bedford
Buck Jones

Paramount

Rex

3

.'
.

.5666

ifeet

.

.Aug! 22

First National

5709 feet

Ginsberg Dist. Corp.
Prod. Dist. Corp
Pathe
Prod. Dist. Corp'.i!

(horse)

Priscilla

Dean

.

.

"Decil?

.

.'..'.

.;...;.

the

Mrs. Valentino
John Barrymore

Don Juan
Dumb Head
East of the Setting Son
Eden'i Fruit

F. B.

O

Warner
Tiffany (S. R.)

.

.

.

Constance Talmadge

.

.

6500 'feet

First National
...
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
.

Moore-Devore

M-G-M
,

Warner Bros.

.

M-G-M

Special Cast
Coiieen ivioore
Special Cast

First Notional

Just Suppose
Kiki

M-G-M

.........

.

55UU (eel

.

Metro-Goldwyn

M-G-M

Bow-McKee
Lawson Harris

B. P. Schulberg
Davis Dist. Div

Special Cast

Arrow

or Loyalty

4S4S feet
4800 feet. .Nov. 14
S reels

Universal
Truart (S. R.)

Woman

6500 feet
6600 feet
5000 feet

Tiffany (S. R.)

Ambassador

Jack Perrin
Al Fereuson

Pict. (S.R.)

Ken Maynard

Flemine Prod 'S.R.)
Davis Dist.-Vital

Little Bit of Broadway ....
Little Firebrand, The
i-ouge in the Wilderness.

Rav-Surlte
Edith Thornton

Metro-Goldwyn
Arrow Pictures

Long Odds

Marilyn Mills
Special Cast

.

.

a

.

Dec.

1

Fox
Astor (S. R.)
5800 feet Oct. 17
First National
Ivan Abramson (S. R.) 7 reels
May 2
.

. .

.

Metro-Goldwyn

Special Cast
Special Cast

M-G-M

Ramon Novarro

M-G-M

Metro-Goldwyn
Fox

Boardman-Nagel

of Steel
to Garcia,

Milton

A

Misraates
Miss 318
Mile Modiste
Modern Musketeer,
Monte Carlo

.

.

.

.

First National
First National

Sills

M-G-M

Special Cast

Columbia Pict.
Truart (S R.)

Pal

(S. R.)

Paramount
Assoc. Exhib

Doris Kenyon
SpecialCast
Corinne Griffith
Gene Corrado
Special Cast
Buster Keaton

A

Mr. Battling Butler
.

First National

M-G-M
First National

Bud Barsky (S.R.)...SOOO

Clara
.

Charles
Billy

Fox
Arrow

Bow

Herbert Rawlinson
Special Cast
Special Cast

.

.

.Davis Dist.-Vital

M-G-M
M-G-M
Prod. Dist. Corp
Sten, Inc

W. Paddock. A. G.

West

Ordeal, The
Palace of Pleasure

Special Cast

Paris

Special Cast
Sidney-Carr
So<'cial Cast

M-G-M
Fox
Metro-Goldwyn
United Artists
fi reels.
Truart (S. R.)
Inly
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)5900 feet. .Dec
Davis Dist.-Vital .... 5 reels
Gotham Prod
.

Dorothy Drew

Dependable (S. R.).. 5000
Metro-Goldwyn

Emil Jannings

First National

Gotham Prod.
Johnny Rines

M-G-M

First National
William Desmond ...Universal
Mrs. Wallace Reid
Davis Dist.-Vital
Metro-Goldwyn
Special Cast
The
Vitagranh
Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Special Cast
.

.

.

Chadwick
SpecialCast

5

Universal

M-G-M
Fox
First National

feet. .ITov. 14

Feb. 21
(S. R.)

First National

F>ringle-Love
Belle Bennett

Josie Sedgwick

11

Film Book. Offices
Prod. Dist. Corp

Racing Blood

Return of a Soldier
Road That Led Home,
Rogue's Riches
Romanc'- of an Actress
Ropin' Venus, The
Rust
Rustling for Capid

.

M-G-M

.

Quality Street

Rainbow Riley
Reason Why, The
Reckless Lady
Red Clay
Red Kimono, The

5600 feet. .Nov, 21

Rayart

Partners Again
Passionate Youth
Calhoun-Ellis
Part Time Wife, The
Peggy of the Secret Service Peggy O'Day
Phantom of the Forest .... 1" huaUer i.dog)
SpecialCast
Plumes
Poor Girl's Romance, A Special Cast
Anita Stewart
Prince of Pilsen
.

feet

M-G-M
M-G-M

TomMix

..

Whims

Wives

.

Thousand

Memories
Memory Lane

Sailors'

.

5007 feet
b6UU feet

Tifiany (b. R.)
Davis Dist. Div

Ramon Navarro

A

tlare Nostrum

of

.

M-G-M

Gish-Gilbert
Special Cast

Quo Vadis
.'

Fox

Eltz

.

Truart (S.R.)
JVi-G-M

C. tJ. C. (S. R )
Richard Barthelmess. First National
Norma Talmadge
First National

La Boheme
Lady of Leisure
Lawful Cheater, The

Pursued

Oct

5 reels ...

M-G-M

Ken Maynard

Hawley-Von

5000 feet

Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Prod. Dist. CorD. ...

I

Desert Gold
Desert Healer

(S. R.)

Atlas Dist. (S. R.)...»5bbfeet.. jolT i«

.

Demon

.'..'.'.'.'.'.".'".'

Davis Dist.-Vital

.7 reels

M-G-M

Special Cast

Worm

Nervous Wreck, The
Nine and 3-5 Seconds
Oh, Horace

Metro-Goldwyn
.

Whitman Bennett

M

Neighbor's Wife
Mysterious Island
Mystery Lady, The

Metro-Goldwya
Elaine Hammerstein

First National

SpecialCast

James

tne Fai

(S. R.j

Special Cast

...

Lady

7

B. P. Schulberg

Jason

My
My

Astor Dist

Nov.

Sept. 26

M-G-M

SpecialCast
Special Cast
Special Last
Olmsted-Arthur

Tell the World
Inevitable Millionaires,

My Own

Arrow

Harvard

Davis Dist.-Vital

Million Dollar Doll

M-O-M
Metro-Goldwyn

(S. R.)

Brown

Astor Dist. (S.R.)

.

Ginsberg Dis. Corj.

Call in the Night, A
Charity Ball, The
Checkered Flag, The

Specal Cast

Ken Maynard

Midnight Flames
Midnight Special
Miss Brewster's Millions Bebe Daniels

.,",

(S. R.)

Metro-Goldwyn

Lake-Glass

M-G-M
Gotnam Prod.

I'll

Men

.

Davis Dist.-Vital

Special Cast

Special Cast

The
Hurricane, The
Can Dolt

With

.

M-G-M

Women

Message

M-G-M
M-G-M

.

.

5000 feet. .Not. 14

Paramount
Rayart

Davis Dist.-Vital .... 6500 feet
.Paramount

Married Cheats

liayart (S. R.)
United Artists

.

M-G-M
M-G-M

Fox
"Paramount

Universal

Mill.

,uaiii.c ui

Aug. 2%

M-G-M

Ken iMaynard

..

Woman

Irene...

.

B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Inde.Pict.Corp.(S.R.) 4700 feet

....

David Butler

ana Spangles
Heir's Apparent

In His Arms
In Praise of
Carobine

5000 feet.

M-G-M
Vitagraph

bojin
Special Cast

Faces
.'..'.'.

Warner Bros

Barriers ot Fire

Davis Dist

Girl

Girl, The
Haunted Range, The
Haven, The

The

7

Paramount

Specia! Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Harem

His

Nov.

Prod. (S. R.)
First National

Corinne Griffith

Hairpin Duchess, The.

Man

M-G-M
M-G-M

Boardman-Ray

.July 11

.

Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital
Sunset Prod. (b. R.)

Lunatic at Large, The .... Leon Errol
Lying Wives
Special Cast
Man and the Moment

Davis Dist.-Vital
B. P. Scbulberg (S. R.)

Special Cast

The
The

.

M-G-M

vyulliver b fraveiB

Loyalties
Lover's Oath,

Paramount

Wilson-Gerber

Aristocrat, I'he
Atlantis

Auction Block,

ReviawW

Leogth

Distributed by

Cody

Harold Lloyd
Ben Wilson

Lightning
Lightning Jack
Lightnine Passes, The
Lights of Moja e. The.

.

Gilda Gray
Special Cast

.

.

Gotham

Glorifying the American
Gold Hunters, The
Golden Journey, The
Goose Man, The
Grey Vulture, The

Life of a

Star
.

.

S. R.)
5000 feet
Inde. Pict. Corp. (S.B.) 4630 feet

The

1

reel
reel
Nov.?'
reels
.Dec. 19
reels.
reels .... Sept. I i
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reels .... Sept I ?

Desaond-McAilister. Universal

Seas

Bud Barsky Prod.

M-G-M

Snecial Cast
Marilyn Mills
Al Wilson
Dick Jones

.

Aloma

Phil Goldstone
... .'5000 feet
Davis Dist.-Vital.
.5 reels.

Frank Merrill

.

Lena Rivers
Les Miserables

Aee

Arrow

Rex Baker
Ken Maynard

.

Law

Coming

Sweet-Mulhall

Galloping Dude, The .... Franklyn Farnum
Gambling Chaplain, The Special Cast
Garden of Eden, The
Special Cast
Gentle Cyclone, The
Buck Jones

Human

2 reelt

Educational
Pathe

I

Sept.

Fort Frayne
Four Stragglers,
Friends
Frisco Sai

Horses and

Educational
Universal

Reviewed

Special Cast
Special Cast

deiirta

Pathe

Fox
Fox
Fox

White Paper (Variety)
With Pencil, Brush and Chisel (Variety)
Wild Beasts of Borneo
Wild West (Serial Ferguson-Mulhall

5

Aug. 2»

2 reels

Pathe

Length

Distributed by
F. Jans ^a. R.)

Astor Dist.
First National

Frivolity

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Pathe
Pathe

What

Dec.

reel

1 reel
1 reel

.

For Heaven's Sake

10 episodes

Fox

(

Oct.
1
Sept. 2«
Dec. 19

Nov. 21
reel
2 reels
Oct. 17
I
1 reel
Oct.
2 reels .... Nov. 21
2 reels

Universal
Red Seal

Fighting Smile, The

Flames
Fleet Foot
Flyin Thru
Flying Fool, The.
Forest of Destiny,
Forever After

10
14

1

Pathe

H.

Oct.

2 reels

Universal
Universal
Universal
Red Seal

Star

False Pride
Far Crv, The
Fast Life in New York
Fast Pace, The
....
FigT'r's o,radise. The
Fighting Courage
Fighting Heart, The

Dec. 26

Nov.

2 reels.

Pathe

;

Sept. 2«

2 reels

Universal

Series)

Featvre

Ermine and Rhinestone

.

10 episodes

Fox

Runaway Taxi, A (Stereoscopik)
Rustlers ofBouiderCanvon, The Mustang Series)
Rustlin' Kid, The (Mustang Series)
Scarlet Streak, The Serial Jack Daugherty ....
Shakespeare (Gems of the Screen)
Shooting at Time (Sportlight)
Shootin' Wild (Mustang Series)
Silvery Art
Sky Tribe, The (Variety)
Starting an Argument Sportlight)
Story Teller, The (Hodge Podge)
(

.

Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal

Serial)

Raid,

Road From

Pathe

Cranfield & Clark
Educational
Universal
Educational
Red Seal Pict
Universal
Educational
Red Seal Pict

Magic Hour, The
Magical Movies (Hodge Podge)
Man With a Scar, The (Fred Humes)
Marionettes Hope Hampton
Marvels of Motion Series
losie Sedgwick
Montana of the Range
Mother Goose's Movies (Hodge Podge)

Wild

Fox

2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Universal

Life's Greatest Thrills

Perils of the

2

.

—

2

'

214

Motion Picture News

Feature
Salvage
Savage. The
Scandal Street

Star

The

Scarlet Letter,

Sea Horses
Sea Wolf, The
Second Chance, The
Self Defense
Seventh Heaven
Seward's Folly
Shadow of the Wall

ShaOow

Mosque

ot tne

of the

.

'.

.

'.

.

.

Gotham Prod. (S. R.) 5900 feet. .Dec. 12
Cranheld & Clame
B20n feet
S. R.)
Ufa
5750 feet. .Dec. 26
Arrow
First National
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Ambassador Pict. (S.R.)5000 feet

Ufa

Sept.

1

.

Chadwick

Ueorge O'Brien

f

Tiffany (S. R.)

.

Fox

R-)

Wilham

O

. .

.5000 feet. .Dec. 19

Warrior Gap

Wilson-Gerber
Special Cast

an Eagle, The
Will People Say

of

>

Paramount
.

.'

.Paramount

Revier

.

.

.

.'

.

.

.

.

.'

.

.'

."

.

.

Davis Dist

M-G-M

.'

.

8173 feet Sept. ii
4900 feet Aut. 21

.

.

Metro-Goldwyn
Columbia

Special Cast

M-G-M

Monte Blue

Warner Brothers

Marilyn Mills
Special Cast
Dick Jones

Davis Dist.-Vital

.'..'..'..".'.'

5500 feet

.

.

Dec.

(

'.

..."

.'.

M-G-M

Sunset Prod. (S. R.)
Prod. Dist. Corp

Dana-Agnew

'

M-G-M
Principal Pict. (S. R.)

of

Sunset Prod.
Universal

(S. R.)
'

Davis Dist. Div
Banner Prod. (S. R.)

Women
Women and Wives

Metro-Goldwyn

Worst Man
Worst Woman, The
Wrong Coat, The
Yankee ScBOr, The
YoKe,

Dec. 19
Nov. 28
.Not. 14

'.

Ginsberg Dist. Corp.

Troop

.

.

Metro-Goldvryn
Davis Dist. Div

.Wilson-Gerber

The

Special Cast

B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Tiffany (S. R.)
6500 feet

Tom Mix

Fox
Warner Brothers

Special Cast
Special Cast

You Too

,

'.

........'..'..'.'....

Prod. Dist. Corp. ....

Collier, Jr..

Way

of the

M-G-M
M-G-M
F. B.

7666 feet
68»5 feel

5000 feet
10063 feet. Not.

First National

World's Illusion, The

Davis Dist Vital
Davis Dist-Vital

Davis Dist.-Vital.
First National

'

Paramount
Warner Brothers

Special Cast
Barbara Worth
Witia Kit Carssn Over the
Great Divide
Special Cast
Wives for Rent
Valli-O'Malley
Wolf Hunters The
Special Cast

S481 feet. .Sept. 1»

Sept. 15

.

'.

Griffin Prod.

.

,

Truart

.

.

.

Winning

fox

Timber Wolves
Ken Mayrard
Toilers of the Sea
Special Cast
TonRo
Snecifll Csst
Tonio, Son of the Sierras Wilson-Gerber
Too Much Money
Nilsson-Stone
Tough Guy, The
Fred Thomson

CO.

Vanishing American, The .Dii-Wilson
Vengeance ol Durand, The. Irene Rich
Viennese Medley
Special Cast
Volcano, The
Bebe Daniels
Volga Boatman, The
Elinor Fair

Wide Open
Wild Oats Lane
Wife, The

Davis Dist.-Vital
Prod Disi forp
Davis Dist.-Vital

Special Cast
Special Cast
Marilvn Mills

5 reels

Fox

Vitagraon
.Elaine Hammerstein.. Columbia Pict. (S.R.)53S5 feet.
Perrin
Jack
Ambassador Pict. (S.

Em

White Chief, The
White Fury
White Heat

6600 feet

M-G-M

5000 feet
6500 feet

(S. R.)

S. R.)

Prod. 'S. R.)

Metro-Goldwyn
Chadwick Pict

Ken Maynard

Marilyn Mills
Special Cast
Special Cast
Eisie Ferguson

Reviewed

Pict. (S.

Tiffany (S. R.)
Davis Dist. Div

Whispering Canyon

Davis Dist.-Vital
Pathe

....

Texan's Oath, The
Thoroughbreo
Thoroughbred, The
Three Bad Men
Three P«ils

At'

Length

R-)

One

Rayart

Paramount
Banner Prod,

.

Jack Perrin

Unwritten Law, The

Up and
„
^.

Distributed by

Fox Film
Ambassador

_

„

.

Travis Coup, The
Tricks
Trip to Chinatown, A
True North, The
Oannowa Lover, The

When Husbands Flirt .... Dorothy
When We Were Twenty-

.

.

Star

Edmond Lowe

Travelin' Fast

What

Prod. Dist. Corp
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Peggy Hopkins Joyce Assoc. Exhib

Gotham

Feature

Shadows

Wanderer, The

H. B. Warner

Strange Bedfellows
Sunshine of Paradise AlleySpecial Cast
Tale of a Vanishing People
Temotress, The
Special Cast
Tentacles of the North... .Special Cast
iltdniKUt

7500 feet. .Dec. 19

M-G-M

Jack Perrin

Sky Rocket, The
Smith of Cornell
George Walsh
Somebody's Mother
Special Cast
Song and Dance Man, The Tom Moore
Span of Life
Betty Blythe
Speed Limit, The
Starlight Ranch
Wilson-Gerber
Stop, Look ana Listen
Larry semon

T*-!) to

14

^

Arrow Film Corp
Fox

.

Shootin' Square
Siegfried
Silence
Sign of the Claw

6750 f«et. Not.

Trailing

iirbt National

.

.

Arrovf

Paramount
Ralph Ince Prod

Mosque. .Stewart Rome
Shave and Shave AUke
Jane Novak
Shebo
Colleen Moore
Shenandoah

Shadow

afiUu leet

United Artists

Ralph Ince
Nilsson-trazer
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast
Oaciie fayior

.

.

Reviewed

Truart ,&. K.)
First National

M-G-M

Special Cast
Mary Pickiord
Special Cast

Scraos

Length

Distributed by

Ben Lyon
Welsh-Kennedy

M-G-M

'.

^er Opinions onNew Pict
"Kiss for Cinderella"

— Paramount,

New York

Rivoli,

"If you want to
Daily News
forget time and the cold wind outside and any other little worries
you may have, drop in (or wait
in line, as hundreds are doing,
despite the discomfort)
to see
Betty Bronson in this Barrieque
version of the loveliest of all
fairy tales."
Grapliic:
"It's a winner from
every angle. It has box office appeal, heart interest, spectacular
mountings, delightful comedy, real
pathos in fact, everything that
goes to make up a picture one
cannot afford to miss. Betty Bronson seems to be an inspired Cinderella.
Tom Moore is delight:

—

ful."

Telegraph

:

"Herbert

Brenon's

picturization of J. M. Barrie's
play for Paramount adroitly captures the whimsical charm of the
noted Scot, yet it remains at all
times substantially interesting. It
is not whimsay for the few, but
good box office for the many.

Every

one

concerned in it has
earned the big star that caps the
top of the Christmas tree."
American
"Again
Herbert
Brenon has attempted to film a
Barrie play and again he has succeeded
Once more Betty
Bronson is a Barie heroine. Her
gayety and enthusiasm are infectious. Matt Moore was a splendid
policeman and a gorgeous prince."
" 'A Kiss for CinderWorld
ella' is a much better picture play
than was 'Peter Pan.' In it there
is expressed a very definite feeling for the deign of fantasy in
picture torm.
It is easily the
:

.

.

.

:

moat refined and most characterful performance yet given by the
small and delightful Miss Bronon, and justifies, if, indeed, other

pictures which have gone before
have not, all the generous and
tender treatment which has been

accorded this pretty flower of the

Paramount garden."
Mirro

'A Kiss for Cinder-

a beautiful, well dressed
production that is a credit to Director
Brenon.
It
has
been
superbly photographed by Roy
Hunt.
Indeed, Mr. Hunt's ballroom compositions, and the ride of
the coach bearing Miss Bronson
through the clouds are simply
ella'

is

gorgeous."

Times:

"Mr. Brenon, ought to
with baked potatoes
and ice cream cones, as is the
king in this whimsical narrative,
for he has produced a marvelous
toasted

be

rendition of the Barrie play. He
has crowded most cleverly into a
comparatively short sequence an
unbelievably joyous conception of
Cinderella's ball.
It is a gorgeous piece of work in which the
camera wizard and the stage designer have ably supported Mr.

Brenon."
"Three Faces
Corp.,

East"

—Pro.

Dis.

Forum, Los Angeles

"It is by all odds one
of the best mystery stories that
has yet been made for the screen.
It combines very convincing performances by Clive Brooks, Jetta

Goudal and Robert Ames with a
air

of

the producer."

Examiner: "Rupert Julian has
handled this adaptation of Anthonj' Paul Kelly's successful mystery
drama with many good
effects.
The picture and the direction offer Clive Brooks one of his
best roles, with a nice touch of
the romantic which he plays well.
The film is effective and interesting."
"Road to Yesterday"—Pro. Dis.
Corp., Orpheum, Chicago
Daily News
"As a piece of
creative endeavor in the field of
art, 'The Road to Yesterday' has
all
the earmarks of Cecil De
Mille's handicraft.
It is the best
De Mille production since 'The
"
:

—

Ten Commandments.'
American
"One of the best
and most sincere things Cecil B.
:

DeMille has ever done.

Times:

fine

perhaps the history of the theatre and no wonder.
It is an opportunity to see Jetta Goudal, the
emotional actress in a characterization of a world war spy that
will undoubtedly spell money to

suspense in the plot

and some exceptionally good spectacular effects in the climaxing
scenes showing the destruction of
a fleet of airships engaged in an
attack upon London."
Daily News:
"It is a mystery
play that holds the interest of the
audience from the first foot of celluloid until the grand climax. A
success? Well one should say so!
This picture has attracted the
greatest crowds to the Forum in

Is really

cleverly presented there being
to look at its point."

ways

two
.

.

.

self into a full, unmistakable and
tremendously simplified episoi3
'Lady Windermere's Fan' is pic-

tured in the style of the German
director at his very best. It is a
smart, carefully pointed, now and
again humorously brilliant undertaking."

American
"Lubitsch has taken
Wilde's play and made it his own.
All evening we tingled with delight at the delicacy, the originality, the precision of the directing.
Irene Rich, May McAvoy and Bert
Lytell were touched by Lubitsch'a
magic. The minor characters were
equally well cast."
:

Morning

Telegraph

"The

:

sophisticated combination of Oscar

Wilde and Ernst Lubitsch makes
a delightful picture, with gay bits
of humor and a charmingly told
story.
It is an outstanding good
picture.
dull."

Lubitsch could never be

Evening
dermere's

Post:
Fan'

"'Lady Winis

beautifully,

framed by a picure
maker who knows, down to the
smallest detail, how to tell an interesting story with a camera.
delicately

Post:
"De Mille is always a
good entertainer and 'The Road to
Yesterday' proves that he hasn't

The celebrated 'Lubitsch touch' is
everywhere to be discerned, and
the players give, for the most

lost any of his skill.
It aims to
beguile your fancy and intrigue
your imagination and it succeeds

part,

very

Irene Rich steps out
delightful.
of her usual character and playa
the part of a fascinating lady with
a past. May McAvoy is lovely as

well.

offering

—

It

is

a

first

class

and certain to please the

majority of picture patrons."
Tribune:
"It is fascinating.
romantic, lavishly

Intensely

pro-

and beautifully acted?
"Lady Windermere's Fan" War-

rfiiced

ners,

World

:

New York

"Lubitsch

—

deals

Lady

There are
Windermere.
sophisticated touches and
the cast is excellent."
Telegram
"As honest and intelligent a piece of screen entertainment as we seen during the
entire year.
The settings are arThe cast
tistic and impressive.
is an able one.

many

:

per-

sistently in art.
Each Lubitsch
scene, garnished with the brilliance of a fanciful, imaginative,

impressionistic touch, unfolds

unforgettable performances.

"Expert diEvening Journal:
recting and acting make the story

it-

Williams

Pkxss, Ihc.
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Unrivaledfor seroice andquality
Eastman Positive Film, constantly
subjected to drastic tests that must

pro^ e it right, is unri\^aled for the service

it

renders and the photographic

quality

it

gives.

...t

It

from studio to

carries quality

screen.

To make

sure pictures are printed

on the genuine look
for

the

tion,

in

the margin

black-lettered identifica-

"Eastman" "Kodak".

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y,

—

—
V,'
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u

\ If,

.

m
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Rothacker-Aller Lahoratories, Inc.
Hollyuiood, Uti/i/ornia

Rothacker Prints actually cost
in the long

less

run than ordinary prints.

You save and are safe when you use
Rothacker Prints because:
Rothacker Prints represent
is

good

look better

in the negative,
hut to wear longer

—

and combination
but generously

—

tint

that

and are made not only

Proper color values
-

all

in

tones are

to

tints, tones
used judiciously

Every Rothacker Print

is

made on

best quality stock by artistic experts, under
conditions and skillful supervision, honestly directed

—

ideal

Continuity Sheets furnished free on
each subject provide economical and

efficient

replacement service

Every /?of/iacfeerPrinf is waxed; and,
no extra charge to Producer, Distributor or Exhibitor

All this, and more, /)///j the screensecurity and business-comfort which goes with our
known

ability^ reliability

and responsibility.

hook Better-

Wear Longer!

Foun.trd 1910
bv
Wattcrson R. Rothacker

i

^ol.

XXXIII
Albany

January SI, 1924, <tt the Post
under act of March S, 1879

No. 3

Published Weekly

Los Angeles

— $2.00

PRICE, 20

a year

New

York

Chicago

CENT

Console of Style

fotoplayer

'»»«>>,

49
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Pi t Pipe

ORGAN
LTierLt

Musical Feature
j^A J^usicaJ

J

'Artistic

and

'structural <i4chie\}einent
making it possible for the

Mverage

j

Exhihitor^'to offer

highest
type of Performance ^ ^ ^

ail K^OUpOR to

his Patrons the

Does Not Reauire
/ High Priced Organist
/

Can he played Manually or with
ordinary 88 J\fote Music J^olls.
^

nearest office

today

CPNiiiNr nrAr.AN

V:

ROBERT

lMOKTON
ORGAN CO.

me xuithont
MSSoWaiask
ion full details
Ne Selling Plan
^^ of your New
Q
Francisco, 168 Golden Gate.
N
BosJngdcs 935 So. Olive
^^neaZ

1560 j8roadway

San

NEW

SELLING
PLAN *

Robert Morton Organ Co.
3.
JVfe-wYorA.

for-

pranK^nMK

ncrr*

'* Chicago

^J

This

page
ad appeared
full

in

-and

here's

70 newspapers
throughout
the countrq^

^^rf^J--"'

fWflUOjf.

«—'JZ-— "«'

'pouta V
-».\o

I

thea T-/?£

^ibCTty

^.:Tr,f-^-'^
fd (oi..'""-""
ixli'"'*"'
I,.-

Gfi

"4.000,000
people ore
noiu readinq

MANNEQUIN"
u^eeklg in
Liberty /

-^

^<^^^^z^~

^f^^^da^

nit'i

^Piffi»*
mDOLPH ZUhOR
JESSE

LA SKY

L

P« tStNT

JAMES CRUZE
PRODUCTION

M

#

JOYCE ^ WARNER BAXTER
DOLORES COSTELLO ^ ZASU PITTS
WITH

ALICE
CL

Member

of

9*aramaunt G*icture

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of

America, Inc.

Will H. Ilavs, President.

!

'

Baei

THE
PARAMOUNT delivers thelfirst big
smashing

AMERICAN

1926— "THE
VENUS"!
Bathing
special of

beauties, style show, dazzling sets,

gorgeous color, love, comedy, melodrama box -office

—

" The American Venus " was previewed in rough form at the Bunny
Theatre, New York. The manager
writes: "Delighted to have 'The

American Venus
list of

'

attractions.

on

my

coming

Audience very

enthusiastic."

G. Zeppos, manager of the Rex
Theatre, Wheeling, W. Va., wires:
" American Venus
certainly is
some picture. Announce to all
'

'

exhibitors that they have 100%
picture with 100% possibilities for
big business. With the biggest

competition of the year this week
Venus leads them all at box
'

'

office."

I
^OOLPH 2UKOR

.ND

JESSE

L

LASKY P«[u~i

N.^^^'^

^^

^|B

g^

MMM

«^^^^ «^^ ^^P^M

A

'^^

^^

THE American

|

/,

Perfccf

Products

SHOWAUNS

saowA

TOTAL DEALERS
HAVE TIED UP

THE AMERICAN
OHOWMAN'S Show

is

right!

What

tie-ups! Venus Pencils, Fralinger's Salt Water Taffy, Merode

VENUS"-*--

' ^i^d 2, but
there can^h
"P'"'ons as to
No

^"d

.ts

"'°"

°'^Nos.

3?Th v° ^"""'"ing

supremacy n^It'y:""1^^"'=''^
Don; /„,U,l'^^""^J"' Venus-

WITH THESE
PRODUaS

Underwear,
Cousins'
Shoes,
Miss America
Chocolates, Tuxedo Tobacco.
Shortees

Modease

All these products are nationally
distributed and the manufacturers
are co-operating with Paramount
to the limit.
Read the full details
of these tie-ups in the Paramount
Press Book or Showman's Manual.

In addition, there's a flock of other
exploitation helps. Special trailer
for

beauty and style shows, mer-

chants' co-operative advertising
page, special roto magazine tie-up

page and

many

other aids.

\t^

Your Local Merchants Are Ready
to tie

up with you on

the

Paramount Picture
h'^

''The AmericanVENUS''
Tie up with the largest
selling quality pencil

in the world

— the

VENUS PENCIL
Here

is

the story:

The Paramount

Exploitation Department,

ever alert for constructive sales ideas, has

arranged with us for an unusually valu'

up between the ''American
the Venus Pencil.
and
Venus"
able tie

'

.

We are already circularizing many
thousand

stationers on the tie'
them the following advertising
which is available to exhibitors:
retail

up, offering
material,
'I

—Striking window cards—one of which
here shown;
—Styles of newspaper ad mats and a
is

'2

wealth of other material, including
Rotogravures, circulars,

How

etc.

local stationers

and others carrying

Paramount posters, window cards and pho'
tos on "The American Venus"; free tickets
for the showing to be given with purchases
of a certain amount of goods, which should include a dozen Venus Pencils; lucky number

Venus

Pencils and tickets as

prizes; prizes to children for best

Think how

Venus

this free publicity will stimulate

interest in the film

The

Venus Pencils to make a window display of
Venus Pencils and display material, using

contests with

or best specimen of writing with
Pencils; and a dozen other stunts.

and help you do "S.R.O."

business at every show!

to use the tie-up:

Get your

ASK FOR
DISPLAY CARDS

drawings.

American Lead Pencil Company

Paramount

success of other recent

tie-

ups with well'known products indicates an
unusually bright future for this ""American
Venus" tie-up with the VENUS Pencil.

Write Us
For a copy of the big broadside which
out to

VENUS Pencil dealers—

it

tells

going
1 4 ways
is

of making profitable tie-ups. Ask your local
Paramount exploitation representative to tell
you more about this tie-up. He will cooperate
with you in putting it over.

220 Fifth Avenue,

New York

City

mm
f nf^d.'^H

w

SIXTH

ANNUAL
A.M.P.A

ASTOR HOTEL

-

SAT. EVE.

-

The De Luxe and outstanding Event of

The Industry's Big Night Out
dancing,

delightful

dinner service.
iant

-

-

music,

'

-

-

1

FEB.

of brilliant wit, beautiful

atmosphere,

scintillating

An Epicurean Symphony

companions

-

6"'

Motion Picture Industry

the

The Night

'

enchanting

-

heightened by charm of

00 tables- ''100 starS'

' '

Two

of

New

women,

perfect

:^1

/
^/^•S

brill-

York's

Music and dancing constant and
finest Jazz Orchestras
continuous till dawn, and you'll see the Film Industry's
Twelve Immortals. Reservations
' -

'

from Chas Einfeld, 383 Madison Avenu3,City
l",?'

i'fT>

^'

U
¥fJi)K

^

;>l--;r

vin

1\

V>

The wonder picture
The Greatest Story of the North Ever Written!
An Alaska New to the Screen Filmed in All Its Beauty!
The book that is thrilling hundreds of thousands of readers
today, comes to the screen with its sweeping drama of love and
unbridled passion picturing an Alaska hitherto unknown to
movie

p

—

fans.

It is a powerful story of the North, unfolded in the shadow
revealing the primitive rites and
grotesque totem-poles
dances of the famous Aleut Indians as background for an absorbing melodrama that reeks with the kind of entertainment for
which the public is clamoring.

A

—

of

The Mccca_ of the Greatest Gold Rush
and Juneau!
Land
tJie
Tlie Isle of Rocking Moon
Modern Times!
Romance and Rogues, the Stage Where Tzvo Men Battled in
Age-Old Way for a Woman's Love!
Sitka

—

of
of
the

A PICTURE OF THE GOLDEN NORTH THAT WILL
FILL

JOHN

YOUR BOX

OFFICE WITH
C,

FLINN

GOLDEN
f^f^e.

NUGGETS!

OCKwfs.
with

Lilyan Tashman,

John Bowers.
Rockcliffe Fellowes

and Laska Winter
Adapted by
Jack Cunningham and
Elliott

J.

Clawson/"rom

the novel by

Barrett Willoughby

Geo?geMerford

^^^ W

-.

/letropolitan P/ctu
PiW, ^
A MettOpOlltan
,

Eugene

Pallette

as Side Money

J.^ss«^

John Bowefs^i^^%

arGary Tynan

Felhwes
as Nick Nash

Lilyan Tashman
as Sasha Larianoff

RELEASED BY

lockcliffe

Foreign Distributors

PRDDUCEKS

Producers International Corporation

130 West 46th Street

N. Y.

of ALAS KA
actually
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Laska Winter
Lttjie

as

Cosgrave

as loya

Col. Jeff

DISTBJBUTING COPPOBATIOI
F, C.

MUNROE.

Prejident

RAYMOND PAWLEY,

Vfcc-President and Treasurer

JOHN

Member of Morion Picture Producers and Disjributorj of America hic

C.

FLINN.

Will H Hats

Vice-President and General Manaj
Presicient
[

To'^you exhibitors
^vho want your theatres
properly lighted

f

Buy Good Lamps
To

get full value jroin
you buy use

We place our staff of lighting experts at your service without charge or obligation.

the current

Mazda Lamps.

Edison

x i in
minimum

They give
at

light

because
their

in a

a

long

great possibilities in decorative

cosl

or utility lighting.

maintain

they
initial

over

You may be overlooking

u in

efficiency

period

of

time.

There is a right Edison jMazda Lamp for
every fi.rture in your

Our engineers will

new

your individual
requirements. It will cost you nothing to have them make
recommendations regardless of the size or type of your
plan

lighting to

fit

theatre.

theatre.

Good
iveness

e\er
Kdisoii 1 :in)
\^ c.rks
of (.lilt •lal Klei'trif Co.,
Ilarri son Xe« J iTsey.

it

lighting writes off
it

is

its

own

added attractauditorium or wher-

cost in the

brings to your lobby, stage,
applied.

)

Please ha\ c your
scntativc

fa 11

local

and

re pre-

inspect

tlie

in J theatre
is uuIt
tha t this request liies
ny waj
oblifr ato nie iu

liH:lits

in

ll<TStOI)ll

not

Have your

:

drop a

line to the

eral Electric

the

lighting designed by experts. Just

Edison

Lamp Works

Company, Harrison, N.

J.,

of

Gen-

or mail

coupon.

N;i uic

'J'lic;itri"

MAZDA LAMPS
EDISON
A GENERAL ELECTRIC PRODUCT

i

A

UNIVERSAL-

PRODUCTION

PRESENTED BY CAUL LAEMA/ILE

^
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1000 Exhibitors

Write us

^

ND

—

they

Guide

is

all

say

Motion Picture News Booking

indispensable in operating a theatre.

Why?
Hear

the leading reasons given by looo Exhibitors

Press books are not around

The Booking Guide
It is

when

they are needed.

is.

of invaluable assistance in the selecting and

booking of suitable

Again:

pictures.

The Booking Guide

is

available for

quick reference. It contains all the necessary information in the form in which the exhibitor wants it.

And

an index
is

to

The Booking Guide is
Motion Picture News, and The News

in

thousands of theatres throughout the

just as importantly:

filed

country.

Motion Picture
News and Motion Picture News Booking Guide.
It's

a landslide for the value of

The returns are not all in yet. They are still coming.

1000 Exhibitors
Vote an Emphatic Yes!

.

'They brin^ happy days

.

you

to

0^
^l^H
~

^^ TORRENT
Marion

Has

liig

^

Da\ics

jg^

news

\()n.

''Beverly

Of
BlaSCO

Ibnnez

Is

V

(ir.uistark"

i^l^B

a

Sensation.

Is author of

m^Ml

!»"* screens biggest

Hits.

Watch

this

S^iA

one.

%^^

Norma

beantifiil.

In

shearer

\\

Chaney

es iiis
''Unholy Three"
'

more

t

\

ei\^"o

Lon
M^.

^Bp*2^
M^I^S^B

'

his

newest

stuff

hit.

Wait!

In "His Secretary."

My

^A

\4.

Mae

Murray

And

John Gilbert
Gteet you

In
l^oiirv
^^^^j

With

And
In

1^^

"The

merry

Merry Widow'

Buster Keaton
his

cow

«Go West"

c^^*5^i

e^^^S^I

Ramon
o
Thrills

Millions
""

ne

I

in

Business

Midsliipman'

On "Rag

dune

Man"

Exceeded
Jackie

"Old

by

Coogan's

ciotiu-^"

^""f/i

el\^&J
^

When Broadway was a Lovers Lane!

MARION DAV1E3
^

CKarles Ra

E-leatior

Doardrrxan

Rex Beach

Rex Beach's
"The Auction

Comedienne superb
Is

Block

is somctluntjr
o

To

\

^w

look ahead

Marion
'

Da\ies

in

of oia

Broadway''

Imagine
elephant

As

the hero of

Marshall wiian

Comedy
"The

Monta Hell
H3S maile hits

.

ht

(;reat

But
Love"

none

AS"Prcttv

so biii
I-adies'

e^^fS^^J

eJV^^I^I
"Never

the

For

Twain

real thrill

Shall Meet

You

Brings

Pauline Starke s
Siren scenes

happiness

To c\er\
Box -office

can't beat

With
Conrad

Nagel

"Sun-Up"

jA'i

v^
aa.1

!

Big business
At Capitol (N.
Starts

On

a

Y.)

this great

him

record-breaking career.

Th© great new production
Of "The Barrier"
Is on

its

way.

j4/\\

e^^^?^1
^-

'^Bright

Lights

Is another sample

Of M-G-M

showmanship.

It brings Charles Ray

Back to the public
That lo\cs him.

An exploitation idea
From the comedy hit
''Exchange

of wives.'

e^W'l

/^S^^^

The three names
That made

He

who

gets

Slapped''

Shearer—
Exciting?
(

Holds

)nlv

Chaney—

Klinor Glyn's

Seastrom —
Repeat

Thing"

packed houses

I

Tense

e^^A'

c^^^S^I

Aiieen

"The

Pringle surpasses

In "Soul Mates"
T"*^ man is

Edmund

Mae

Murray

Masked

Mystic"

in

"The

Bride"

Is

Audience joy.

Lowe.

e^^!

e^Al

1
The

''Money

beaut V of

Claire Windsor

Is

Makes

And

the big

Production
''Dance Madness'
Even more so

Talks"

a great title

Rupert Hughes'

Story
Is

a

Of

!

whale

a

comedy

<i4s

S'^ii'
i^

^

Tod
Browning

A

Sla\e ot Fashion"

Is

a

Hobart Henley

He's

To

just contracted

make more

Hits

lor

M-G-M.

A

hit

Knows

how

To bring 'cm in.
"The Unholy 3"The Mystic"

And

others.

HAPPY NtWYtAK^
I

will

926

ipositivdy

C>^^^

be another

\
No.

9

For the Season 1926^1927
William Fox

J

presents the sensational best-seller

Married Alive
By Ralph Strauss

He hated women/

Published by

HENRY HOLT & Co.

He

did not

believe in love* He told the
world of his feelings so strongly
his books became famous*

Then fate took a hand — thrust
him into the affairs of not one,
PICTURES

1926-27
previously

1.

What

but

five beautiful

women— but

announced

Price Glory

2.

Cradle Snatchers

3.

One

4.

The Family

more of this unusual

story later*

Increasing

Purpose

Enough

Upstairs
5.
f

The Music Master

8.

Bad Men
The Way Things
Happen

say at this time that

— here will he another

6. Pigs
7.

to

3

great

FOX

money -maker!

and'oh! Boy

No.

10

The astonishing
purchase by

- -

FoxFilniCnrparatiDrL

vcryonc^

GEORGE
O'BRIEN

FLORENCE GILBERT.

JANET GAYNOR, ANDERS
RANDOLF, PAUL NICHOLSON.

Story by Edfrid BingRobert Lord.

ham and

IRVING CUMINGS
Production

Fox Film Corporatian

*. FIRST YEAR
ON ^^THE

BATTLE FRONT" WITH

A NEWLY MARRIED COUPLE-

JOHN GOLDEN'S great
stage success by Frank Craven
with

MATT MOORE
KATHRYN PERRY
Frank Currier - Margaret Livingston
and a surrounding cast of popular
screen favorites.
Scenario by Frances Marion

FRANK BORZAGE
Production

Am&QffNATOW
C/?

rollicking thtilling ino/ion picture nrsion of

Charles
r

yr
^.

-

hoyts Wo;

\~

s.

A glorious picturization of the first of the great
plays by Charles Hoyt to be made by FOX

MARGARET LIVINGSTON
as

the

widow and

ANNA MAY WONG

-

EARLE

FOXE

MARIE ASTAIRE

ROBERT KERR
HI

J.

FARRELL McDONALD

HOWELL

and a

cast

of

-

HAZEL

American

beauties.

Scenario by Beatrice Van. Supervised
by George E. Marshall.

Production

play

FOX
jor profits

.

Meres a hri^kt ne\y^
fersondLiiy on ihe

comedy Horizon!
now a scream iu two-reei

ehi4stie
i
EctdwtofsTradeHevrev)
Jits' first release

CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY,

Inc.

Member. Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays. President

SOME YEIIING

Dpinyour
iUe

ad^ copt)

about

side of ike htii
Ploy up Bitty Dooteii -fot^
futtttti

extra doWars at iHc box-

WitidoW

office

Becatise
VL/lien tfou book tk^se
Imi^U product ijou liavc
assure het to ctdveritse
k

Cei ike series iktU'
/

THE

SPICE

OFTHE PROGRAM"

—

"Plenty of Fast Action"
Read

the reviews in the trade papers* You'll find the critics invariably

use this line

when

writing about

MSRMAID COMtmzS
Plenty of

fast action

picture! That^s

—plenty of laughs —plenty of thrills—in every

what has won such a tremendous following for these

JACK WHITE PRODUCTIONS

.^^'^OOy^SMjutJc.'.^^^^iA-,

PRESENTS

"LIVE

COWARDS"

WITH

AL ST. JOHN

Full of daredevil stunts and laughs with a whole
menagerie of wild beasts. They'll be holding
their seats while laughing till their ribs ache.

"CHEAP SKATES"
"FIRE

with

LIGE
"Chock

CONLEY
full

fast action"

<>/

a

lot of

— M. P. News

AWAY"

with

"ON EDGE"
with

LIGE

CONLEY

AL
"Sure

ST. JOHN
— Exh. Tr. Review

to please"

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES,

For foreiRn rights address
Far East Film Corporati )n,
7^9 Seventh Avenuf
New York, N. Y.

"Lige Conley does enough hair-raising
stunts in this one to keep them holding
their breath for a week. This one is in, by
all means. It's got enough new stuff in it
for two comedies."
Film Daily

Inc.

President

Member, Motion Picture
Product rsand Distributors of
America, Inc., Will H. Hays,
President.

.^^OJ^)^^iX^^Ju<J^.<^»^t^A^

PRESENTS

PARISIAN MODES inCOLOUR
Displayed

b>'

Hope Hampton
McCall Colour Fashion News
Photographed by Kodachrome Process

Coming Soon— "COLOURFUL FASHIONS from PARIS"
A

glorious fashion parade for your screen!

The

by the great
Paris designers, strikingly displayed by
Miss Hampton and beautifully photographed in their natural colours, for you
to show before they are advertised by the
stores.
Here are two single-reel subjects
styles decreed for Spring

that can't be beaten in their sure appeal to

women. They are timely and authenThey offer an opportunity for easy
tic.
and effective exploitation. They will
bring you much Added Profit if you book
them NOW, while the fashions are new,
the

and boost them.

EDUCATIONAL

Member, Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America,
Will H. Hays, President

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

Inc.,

FILM EXCHANGES. Inc.

Confidential Reports
Are the Fairest
CThe

exhibitor

who

sends in box-office

Motion Picture News

reports

to

has no possible object in

view other than giving brother exhibitors a

fair

and

impartial statement of what the attraction did at his
theatre.

C He has

no reason

for under-statement, for he

that a report published

knows

anonymously cannot be used

to his personal disadvantage in

any way.

Similarly,

he has no possible motive for exaggeration.

C Nothing

is

more confusing than

to struggle

through

a score of varying reports, "Big," "Fair," "Good,"

"Poor," and what not, and

to try to iron out indi-

vidual variations of condition and opinion and arrive
at a true estimate of the picture's

C For that reason, Motion
a simple

reduces
tells

and

all

easily

worth.

Picture News, by means of

understood percentage system,

reports to a

"common denominator"

the story at a glance, saving time

for the busy

manager

that

and confusion

— presented again this month in

"The Check-Up

jy

Associated Exhibitors
Oscai

,tar$

&ia^

A

'Inc

Puce Pics

$far^ '^

r

I

Laugh with

HAROLD LLOYD

ciated Exhibitors Popular
of

his

in

Demand

Laugh with

Asso-

Arts

Editions

"NEVER

Hal Roach Successes,
and "/ DO!"

hits,

Constance

WEAKEN,"

GLENN HUNTER

in the

"THE PINCH HITTER," with
Bennett; and "THE BROADWAY

BOOB," with Mildred Ryan.

Laugh with

MONTY BANKS

Estabrook's

Pictures,

in

Howard

"KEEP SMILING,"

Directed by Albert Austin and Gilbert W.
and
SAFE," Directed by

Pratt;

"PLAY

Joseph Henabery.

J^

v\'

(^
K^

/

\
<^

^v
I

"

^

^<S^'

4

Let^s

haugh
Tdvery

^onth

With Associated
Money-Makers
1

Patronage

won
by magic
not

is

Our
in

service

all

men

have studied the success of theatres

parts of the country, operating

under widely

different business methods.

They have discovered nothing mysterious about
theatre's success, but

an\-

ha\e found results invariably

lead back to sound business logic of

knowing what

the public wants.

These experts
their

and theatre management

in projection

wide experience. The>-

will gladly

offer

show you how

you the benefit of

better

methods improve

business.

Of course
projection

Ask

to

they
is

recommend Simplex

a great asset.

But

have a Simplex Service

Projectors because they

their services carry

man

call

know

perfect

no obligation.

on you. He's a good

man

to

know.

SIMPLEX DIVISION

INTERNATIONAL

PROJECTOR

317 Kast 34th

St.,

XKW YORK

CITY, X.

CORPORATION
Y,

—

,..S#v

%:'><.
^^1^.-

'/'/>,

vl.

U

THE BAT
A

''

V

ROLAND WEST
^roductioru

^

Mystery Melodrama

3y

Mary Robert6 Rmehart
and Avery HopwoocL
rrom

the

sta^e play produced by

Waaenhals and K^mno'

Mystery!

—

Melodrama!

Millions!

*The Bat," the greatest mystery
melodrama ever staged becomes

mate theatre drawing power is
available at box offices of picture

the greatest mystery film melo-

houses.

A

drama ever made, and March 1 5th
"The Bat's" $10,000,000 legiti-

superb

cast.

draw

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
lAarLj Ptckford

DouglajJoseph

Jairbanks

M Jchenck,

Chairman Board of Directory-

Charlej Chaplin

D.W.Qnffifh
Jiiram Qbramj,
President

A

lavish production.
picture that will
big money to the box-office.

A

»?T

Samuel Goldwyn
>tj

HenKy King Productiorv

'Jhe
\\

PARTNERS AGAIN
POTASH

WITH

Sidney and Alexander Cair

Ocoi'ge

with

iP PERLMUTTEK'^

^_y4dapted by 'Frances Manor)

7rom the Broadway Stage Success by
Monlnfjue Glass and Jules Eckett Goodman
r

The
Laugh

Thrill

anc

The

of

Nation

Sensation

Potash &. Perlmutter played nine years on Broadway. Ran nine years in the Saturday Evening Post.
In newspapers. In magazines. In book form. On
radio. Here the **50-50'*
partners are in the automobile business. By far the
biggest Potash &. Perlmutter picture.

records.

Over the

air

by

Packed with laughs/ Tingling with thrillsJ
February 15th Release*

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
JAary Pickford

Douglas Fairbanks

Charles Chaplin

D.W.

Qriffiih

Joseph M.Jchenck,

Tiiram Qbramj-,

Chairman Board of Direcfonr.

President.

.

Idimed as Perfect

ntertdinment

c/// the stars drawing'^
power //w?^ Classified'"
redoubled,plus gorgeous

oriental backgrounds
Jor her heauly I

Corinne

^nfafmtion

!

!

Another

of

Those First

National Money-Makers
That Make You Used to

Making Money !
—

"PULL

of showmanship, too
full of
glamorous atmosphere for presentation and colorful lobby displays full of
that picturesque stuff that makes your
musical director, your producing director, your ad-man and your artists all
want to show what they can do
-*-

—

A ND

for

your audience there's every-

thing

the star, the cast, the story
who saw the colors of life irridescent as a bubble the bubble of her
own enchantment that she feared to
break
of a wife

—

Again for 1926 —

First National
is ^^ running

away with

it!

»

# A '

'l

Mll^

luitk.

-ROBERT KANL(/^resentj

wmms

BLANCHE SWEET
LOIS WILSON

7 W/VEJ'

BEN LYO

Story by
BLANCHE MERRILL aWPAUL SCHOFIELD
Directedby

DOROTHY SEBASTIAN, SAM
HARDY fl«rf DIANA KANE

ALFRED A.SANTELL

"A knock-out!

The

audience fairly rocked
with laughter. Don't
let

this picture

without seeing

go by

it," says
the N. Y. Graphic. "A
wow!" says the Indianapolis Star. Every critic
echoes "A wow!"

—

N

Exhibitors themselves
passing the word
along: "Play 'Bluebeard's Seven Wives'.
are

It's

the

wow

of the

Industry!"
With winners like this
for 1926, no wonder First

National

is

away with

it!

running

ALBANY,

Volume XXXIII

N. Y.,

AND NEW YORK

THE

inauguration at the Rivoli Theatre
of the Anderson revue brings closer to
our editorial doors what we have already
that this new kind of entertainment
forecast
in picture theatres will come quickly to the

—

front this year.

Our mind

goes back to the first divertissement in picture presentation the first, at least,
that came to our attention. It was in 1913 at
the Regent Theatre, New York, under S. L.
The picture was
Rothafel's management.
;" a score of peoPompeii
of
"The Last Days
ple back of the screen shouted as the city was

—

destroyed.

With

the building of the larger theatres in
1914 and thereafter, large orchestras were

introduced and then came prologues. With
the opening of the Capitol Theatre vaudeville
was introduced. Later Rothafel and Riesenfeld developed these stage attractions to a high
degree, but for a long time it was felt that they
must uphold and partake of the note of the
picture, its atmosphere, etc.

cle

ago we published an artifrom Thomas D. Soriero, manager of the
three years

Whitehurst Theatres in Baltimore, stating that
the prologue was passing. Entertainment, he
contended, that was designed to add to the pic-

by interpreting it really detracted
from the appeal of the screen that what was
wanted was all that the word divertissement

ture's interest

;

implied, namely, a departure, a change, a variety of attraction. And he instituted at that
the Century Theatre, a
twenty-minute operettas and flash

time,

at

as revues

and

series
acts,

of

such

ballets.

Prologues have undoubtedly passed; and
In England we
quote from The Kinematocrraph Weekly
"throughout the year the policy of adding

——

variety acts are with us.

vaudeville acts to

grown

16,

1926

No. 3

New Kind of Entertainment

The

About

CITY, January

steadilv.

kinema programmes has

One

circuit

is

reckoned

to

stage up to seventy vaudeville acts every Friday night."

In this country there will be much progress
along these lines this year. Publix Theatres
have announced the erection of producing
studios for this class of entertainment. Probably they will be developed at different points
throughout the countr\^ Picture theatres in
general, the neighborhood theatres as well as
the first runs, will undoubtedly turn to vaudeville, as in fact many already have.

With

the seating capacity of the big motion
theatres, the very best producers,
artists and acts of the highest order can and
will be secured: we may expect to see some

picture

remarkable developments, as the super-theatre
under full headway, unprecedented in the
show world. But for theatres other than, these
a note of caution may well be sounded.
Pictures are pictures. Pictures are the drawing card everywhere. It is loose talk to say
that a big house can be run with its show,
gets

—

regardless of the picture; and the men who
know by actual experience don't talk this way.
Picture entertainment has advanced to a high
degree, and vaudeville has got to match it.

When we

say pictures are pictures, we refer
to the short features as well as the long. The
writer has seen bills and in some pretentious
theatres, too
where the stage acts might
better have been dispensed with in favor of
good short pictures; much better, for the sake
of the box-office.
And the wise exhibitor

—

knows

—

this.

simply won't do to put on cheap vaudeville and hastily and crudely devised acts
merely to do what the big house with its huge
income can afford to do so well. Othenvise,
It

many

a box-office will point a moral stronger
than the one this editorial strives for.

—

—
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WARNERS'

super

-

pic-

'The Sea Beast,"

ture,

was s:^iven a preliminary
showing to the press last wx^ek.
be

will

It

columns
the

reviewed

when

later,

in
it

Warner Theatre,

AN

these

opens

wdiere a long run at achanced

speak here of the acting of John Barrymore,
which we believe to be about the finest of all the stel-

performances on the screen. His transition from
the gawky, larky whaling lad into the suffering man
crippled by the sea monster, and then into the prematurely aged, vengeful demoniac captain of the whaler,
is a wonderful and admirable and great characteriza-

lar

add that Dolores Costello
wins her laurels in this picture as an actress and a
big drawing card at the box-office. There are big moments in the picture. It shows throughout the care
and expense that have been lavished upon it.
It is fitting, too, to

*

*

cumnion report on Broad\N'ay that William
is making it next to impossiljle for any other
producer to secure Broadway's best stage plays.
Starting last year with the deal with John Golden,
he also added to his bag "The First Vear," "The
Fool'' and "Lazybones."
The Golden alliance continues into next season.
"Lightnin'," "The Wheel,"
"Thunder Mountain," "Thank You," and "Wages for
Wives"' will be followed by the filming of "Seventh
Fleaven," "Pigs," "The Holy Terror,
and "Goingis

IThox

Crooked."

Then came

David Belasco for the
"The Music Master,"
"The Return of Peter Grimm," "The Auctioneer,"
and "The Grand Army Man," and including also
"The Lily'' and "The Comedian."
Through the American Play Company, film rights
were secured to the celebrated Charles Hoyt plays, of
\vhicli "A Trip to Chinatown" is well advanced in
production and nine other plays are to follow.
"What Price Glory," "The Cradle Snatchers," 'Ts
the contract with

filming' of the stage classics:

—

Zat So'' all outstanding hits of the current season
have been bought at startling prices; and the newspapers are announcing right along the probable purchase by Fox of most every play that flashes hito success, together with alliances with New York's foreScreen rights have been secured to
most producers.
"The Family Upstairs," "The City," "Whispering
It is safe to
Wires," "The Way Things Happen."
may be
and
important
announcements
that
similar
say
Fox
camp.
weekly
from
the
expected
All of which is important. Fox made his line-up
year one of special attractions. Not merely well
advertised stage plays of the present and the past, but
last

war like "Havoc,"
"As No Man Has Loved," and such

also spectacles, thrillers, stories of

patriotism like

stuff added as Tom Mix's well-handled
Europe. "The Iron Horse" need not be mentioned here, except that it brought into the limelight
the director and cast who, this year, are to make "The
World of Promise."

good show
trip to

in

Review

we have remarked

before, makes shows,
basic than theatres, mergers, etc. And
the new season, with the reconstruction of the producing forces under W. R. Sheehan and with James R.
Grainger at the sales helm, certainly looks good.

Fox, as

which

We

*

Tne Week

at

prices has been arranged.

tion.

EDITOR

A

is

more

FTER all the smoke and confusion

which issued
from Berlin during the conferences between
the Ufa officials and representatives of Famous
Players, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Universal, the
sky has cleared and apparently everyone is happy.
Ufa is relieved of an embarrassing financial position,
Universal gains play-dates in German and American
theatres and is relieved of the loan and the distribution of Ufa product. Famous Players and MetroGoldwyn gain great advantages in the splendid representation which they will enjoy in the Ufa houses.
All in all, great credit is due to Sidney R. Kent of
Famous, Leopold Friedman of Metro-Goldwyn, and

—

Carl Laemmle of Universal, as w'ell as the others concerned, for the sane and sensible solution which was

A complete and bitter deadlock might
at.
have been reached which would have done irreparable harm to international relations and resulted
Instead of that, a comin a costly commercial war.
i)romise has been effected which damages no one and
which leaves each company materially better oft' than

arrived
easily

before.

The feeling has been expressed in certain quarters
that Universal has come off rather badly in the deal,
with only a few shreds of the benefits which it would
have derived from the original arrangements. That
opinion is not very well borne out by the facts. Universal has lost certain advantages, to be sure- but it
is a question as to whether the benefits gained by the
realignment do not more than compensate for the

—

losses.

^

All credit to Carl Laemmle for being the first to
perceive the value of such an international affiliation
the best proof of which is the situation created by his
.-mnouncement that he was about to sign with Ufa.
All credit, too, for the diplomatic and businesslike

which he consented to a compromise which
would leave all parties happy and better feeling all

manner

in

around.

*

T^EX-HUR,"

*

*

the Superb, is with us, and the
applause greeting its premier echoes in the
ears of those who added their voices to the
truly marvelous production, of
chorus of acclaim.
such tremendous scope and magnitude that even the
most blase members of the experienced first-night contingent were stirred to enthusiasm. Remembering the
furore created by the stage play a decade ago, and our
own unrestrained admiration for illusionary melodra-

^^

r^

A

!
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ON BROADWAY
By William A.

Jonnston

matic effects attainet during such episodes as the big
chariot race by use of clever mechanical inventions,
we could not help thinking how utterly the screen has
dwarfed the ''legitimate" in the massing of spectacular detail and achieving dynamic climaxes.
of course, as a gigantic and soul-moving spec"Ben Hur'' is destined to live in the public

It is,

tacle that

A masterpiece of surpassing beauty and
massive settings, it breathes and develops a sense of
majesty that, combined with its symbolic splendor and
reverential suggestion of the tragedy of the Christ,
holds an audience spellbound, except for such intervals

memory.

as the chariot race and sea fight of the galleys when
the thrill of nervous action, clashing combat and flashing steel awakens a storm-tumult of vocal appreciation.

^

T

jf

^

fered, fought and won. Francis
X. Bushman's splendid muscular frame and handsome
features fitted him eminently for the role of the
proud, overbearing Messala, and the dash and daring
of his execution proved that he has retained much
of the fire and energy of youth which distinguished
him as a star of former days. Other outstanding
performances are those of Nigel de Brulier, as
Simonides May McAvoy, as Esther Claire McDowell in an affecting mother role; Winter Hall, as
Joseph; Carmel Myers, as Iras and Kathleen Key, as
Tirzah.
;

submerged and

lost in the

of the spectacular flood

sweeping

tidal

waves

a lasting testimonial to the
directorial skill and fine judgment of Fred Niblo.
That romance is necessarily a secondary issue in comparison with the feature's far-flung glory of vividly
realistic accomi)]ishment, but enough of the tender
passion'^ charm shines through the crashing conflict
of opposing factors to placate those to whom film entertainment on ever so grand a scale lacks appeal, if
the straight heart-touch and sentimental lure be
missing.

The famous

is

a never-to-be-forgotten triumph
of camera techni(|ue. Ben Hur's white steeds straining
every nerve and sinew in the wild, mad, gallop, sometimes losing, again gaining ground, the haughty Messala sneering disdainfully at his opponent, the crashing of the chariots horses, men, kicking, rolling on the
arena floor, a chaotic mass of struggling flesh and
blood, the whirlwind finish, the furious force and
searing tension of it all
race

;

To slightly paraphrase an old quotation, "Ben Hur,
came, was seen, and conquered!" An amazing production, and one which it is gratifying to recollect
Motion Picture News w^as first of all trade papers
to herald as a future screen sensation.
*

HAT

the story theme concerning the loves of the
gallant Jewish lad and lovely maiden w^as not

A

to the acting, too much
praise cannot be awarded
Ramon Navarro for his
fine,
heroic portrayal of the
Hebrew youth who loved, suf-

S

O
Xiblo.

XE of the

happiest

*

men

New York

the mornopened at the George

in

"Ben-Hur"
M. Cohan, we dare say, was Director Fred
The long, weary months of planning and toil-

ing after

ing and worrying were over at last, and the picture
safely launched. As a result he was as delighted as
a young boy over the many
nice things said about the
])icture
l)ut he was still

—

wearing the same size hat.
Like most of the really big
figures (and he can hardly
l)e

is

now
and

than that from
onj he is unassuming

other

cordial.

The morning

after the opening, although
he had not yet even had
time to read the New York

;

Another no

wonderful photographic feat is the
filming of the battle between the galleys, with the half-

hand of authority, the close-action fighting as
collide, the sinking vessel, and countless
heads rising and falling with the waves as the drowning victims struggle toward the shore.
uplifted

craft

The opening sequence of the Nativity is delicately
and exquisitely handled, Betty Bronsoii as the Aladonna making an in:ipression of rare, spiritual beauty that
will linger long in the minds of the beholders.
Other
scenes in which the reverent, religious suggestion i?
beautifully carried out are those registering- the symbolism of the star guiding wise men and shepherds.
Christ's ride into Jerusalem and the solemn, fateful
march

Fred

Niblo.
for

who

directed

"Ben-Hur"

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

less

nude, hapless slaves toiling desperately at their oars,
keeping time in unison to the beat of their taskmaster's
the

newspaper notices, he
found time to receive vari-

to Calvary.

ous members of the press.
It is a rare pleasure to
talk to Xiblo, so free

and pose

from

man who

himself W'as a
Broadway star but ten years ago. With engagingcandor he told us of the making of "Ben-Hur," giving
credit freely to those who had helped him
to his asaffectation

is

this

—

cameramen,

to Carey Wilson and Bess

sistants and his
Meredyth for the script, to the players for their courage and patience and enthusiasm, and so on down the
line.

He described vividly the strain he had labored under when, as in the Mediterranean sequences, the lives
of hundreds of men depended upon his preparations
and care, and when one faulty move or oversight
The chariot race,
nfight send them to destruction.
too, kept him lying awake nights, dreading the accidents which the following day might bring. When an
{Continued on page 261)
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plant covers 26 acres, and has long been
as one of the important producing centers
in the film colony. First National, which has been
using the United facilities, will continue there until
May 1, after which other arrangements will be made,
with the building of a new plant being considered
as one of the possibilities.

regarded

Wabash

Ave., Chicago, 111.
Security
Bldg.,
Hollywood,
Calif.

THERE was

Speaking Editorially

MR. HAYS—
his

stafif

has added a former Governor
Carl Milliken of Maine, who

also a distinguished

of

wide

interests.

He

churchman and

a

to
is

man

already well-known and
to the industry; his appoint-

very favorably known
is an event of real significance.

GOVERNOR SMITH

has again come out flatfooted in opposition to censorship, and urged
repeal in New York State.
His argument is

and unanswerable. Repeal would seem to
have more than a fair chance of succeeding this year.
incisive

*

WE

are very

*

much

*

interested in the announce-

week of the radio arrangement
effected by the Hays organization through Station
WJZ. Wednesday afternoon talks are being given
ment

this

—

public good-will.
*

PURCHASE

There are two

of the

by Famous Players
expanding production

*

be considered in this

it

seems

itself

is

.

fensible.

Just as important is the fact that the urging of
additional taxes on this already tax-burdened industry is a mistake. It can be productive of nothing but
trouble and injustice to the business as a whole.

In Connecticut,

it

will be recalled,

in

Hollywood

another indication of the

activities

ill-

difficulty.

We

regret to see an exhibitor openly favoring such

a proposal, as that attributed "to

Mr. Brophy.

of

that

company.
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Pictures and People

262-5

Exhibitors Service Bureau
First

287-92

Run Theatres

General

News and

,

297-9

Pre-Release Reviews on Features

Newspaper Opinions on

New

300-06

Features

Construction and Equipment Department

Regional

News From Correspondents

An

Ads

—

317-24

326-30
325

Editor on Broadway

MOTION

That wasnt static you had on your loud speaker the other night it
was Mack, one of the leonine beauties at the Universal City Zoo,
broadcasting "Moonlight and Roses and You" to an appreciative

330

307-15

Features and Short Subject Release Chart
Classified

293-6
266-86

Special Features

Short Subjects and Serials

audience.

certain

informed persons believed they were placing a tax
upon the distributors. But the tax was passed along,
as taxes always are; and the result was a serious
tangle which was ironed out only after weeks of

*

United Studios
is

tax.

vital points to

to us.
The first is that pernot an evil.
On the contrary,
Motion Picture News has for years advocated it
as the correct and fair method both for producer
and exhibitor, provided it is fairly conducted.
Abuse of the percentage plan is, of course, inde-

connection,
centage in

.

by prominent figures in the industry Col. Jason
Joy, head of the Hays Public Relations Department; President Woodhull of the M. P. T. O. A.;
D. W. Griffith and others. This is a very important
work. It is utilizing the magic of the air to further

M.

percentage and urging the

is

ment

its

discussion, at the recent convention
P. T. O. of Oklahoma, of a State
income tax on producers who use the percentage
system. L. W. Brophy, secretary of the organization, was quoted in the daily press as condemning

of the

358-61
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AN EDITOR ON BROADWAY
By. William A. Johnston

{Continued from page 259)

somewhere we

an incident he relates which
undyhig optimism of picture executives.
After the months of strain and labor were
over, and Niblo was leaving for New York, Louis B.
Mayer called him aside and said: ''Well, Niblo, now
that you've finished 'Ben-Hur'
when you come back
!"
1 want to put you on a BIG picture

accident did occur, and horses, chariots and men were
up at one of the turns, five years were taken off
the wrong end of his Hfe, he declares
though luckily
not a man or horse was seriously hurt.
His description of the weeks of preparation for the
chariot race scenes, when a large vacant lot was rented
and converted into the Circus Maximus, was espepiled

—

—

A

—

extras.

interesting feature

is

FTER

"Peter Pan" it scarcely could be considered an experiment to bring to the screen
Barrie's "'A Kiss for Cinderella'' under the
auspices of Herbert Brenon's direction and Betty
Bronson's portrayal of the winsome heroine of that
charming work of dramatic fiction. Yet there is no
insuring the success of an enterprise in photoplay production the shrewdest precautions against failure,
the most sincere efforts to achieve success have proved
their fallibility in picture making as in the creative
arts.
But here is an instance where the end justified
the means, and the enthusiastic applause of critics and
reviewers must be echoed and re-echoed by all those
who appreciate fine things in the theatre.
The quaint and piquant charm of the central character, the quiet humor and moving pathos of her real
and imaginary adventures, the pictorial beauty of the
dream phantasy, all come to full flower under the artistic touch of the director and his able companions in
the work of pictvu^izing "A Kiss For Cinderella." It
is a screen work of transcendent beauty, with the direction, the acting of Miss Bronson, Tom Moore,
Henry Vibart and Esther Ralston, reaching the
heights of their respective goals.

cially interesting.
The details to be attended to were
enormous the engaging of thousands of extras, costuming them, erecting the enormous circus, preparing
the track, finding the horses, and endless other tasks.
The direction was divided among several men,
with 22 assistants working among the crowd of

An

close with

illustrates well the

—

the fact that four nega-

tives were made of "Ben-Hur," instead of the customary two. The picture is expected to have so long
a life as to require more prints than could satisfactorily be taken from the usual one domestic and one

foreign negative.
It was characteristic of Niblo that when Lloyd
Nosier, his youthful cutter, entered for a moment he
diverted the subject of the interview from himself to
Nosier. This young chap has performed the prodigious task of selecting 12,000 feet of film from almost
a million feet shot. Every day, Sundays included, for
more than a -year Nosier has looked at not less than
four or five thousand feet of "Ben-Hur," and usually
more. Yet, he declares, he is still interested in it.
might go on and on indefinitely quoting Niblo's
comments and sidelights, but since we must stop

We

Censorship Useless Says Gov. Smith
Again Recommends Abolishment of N. Y. Motion Picture Commission
in

GOVEHXOK
again

ALFKED

E. SMITH
abolishment of
tlie New York State Motion Picture
Coiuniission just as he has in pre\ious mesreeoiiiineiids the

sages to the Legislature. Addressing members of the L'egislature at the state capitol
in Albany on Wednesday noon, .January 6.
at the opening of the session, Governor
Smith, devoting a portion of his remarks to
the question of motion ]>icture censorship,
outlined his viewpoint in the following lan-

guage

:

'•Foremost among many useless activities
of the government is our attempted censorship of moving pictures.
Censorship stands
in open opposition to the American idea oC

freedom

and

liberty.

We

have

sufficient

laws to punish those who outrage pul)lic
decency. If we haven't they should be enacted.

''The arm of the state must never reach
out against freedom of speech or freedom
of the press, and the exhibition of motion
pictures is not far removed from those

fundamental liberties tliat we have sought to
guarantee to every citizen. ~
"It will be no backward step because the

Address Before State Legislators
censorshi}) of motion pictures was caught up
in the mad scramble to censor everything

only a few years ago.

from the

We have retraced

our

of subjecting our
scliool teachers to a loyalty test as we have

steps

])olicy

likewise turned our back upon the governmental policy of licensinjj private schools.
"The security of the state does not rest
upon its ability to condemn acts before their

commission, but rather upon
punish violators of the law."

its

ability

to

Looking at the situation ia an impartial
way, there is every indication that motion
picture censorship will probably be wiped
out of existence in New York state by July
1.
There are- three things that point to this
as being probable.
While the New York
State Legislature still remains Re])ublican
and would not "naturally adopt (lovernor
Smith's suggestion of abolishing the Commission, 'the fact remains that any patronage
now going to the Commission would be
Democratic, and would be named by the
Governor. This means that the Republican
Legislature will not be as ke*n as in the past
for the retention of the commission when it
meant several fat plums.

Today two of the three heads of the Commission are Democrats and the terms of the
tirrd, George H. Col)b, a Republican, exl)ired

on January 1.
fact also remains that

last year, as
well as the year before, quite a number of
the Repul)licans in the Legislature, were in-

The

clined to swing over to the Democrats, when
it came to voting on the question of censorship.
Party leaders found themselves in
hot water in more than one instance when

they attempted to line u]) the Republican
forces solidly against caii-ying out Governor
Smith's suggestion of abolishing the Commission.
If this was so last year, it will be
even more so this year.
No berth has yet been made for the
Censorship commission in the plan of reor-

ganization of departments and commissions.
Governor Smith must be given credit for
being consistent for even though there is
already a $7,500 job open on the Commission for some Democrat, the State's Chief
Executive does not turn aside but still maintains the attitude that censorship of motion
jiictures is absolutely nonsensical and should
be done away with once and for all time.
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Liipino Lane, Educutional comedian, with Charles McManus, King
Features cartoonist, whose "The
Newlyweds" is tied up with National

Laugh Month.

A

A SPLENDID TRIBUTE
N

Gordon Edwards, the producer-diThursday at the Hotel Plaza, New York,
after being stricken with pneumonia on Christmas day, has been
poid by A. L. Selig, one of the best known publicity men and a
inspiring tribute to J.

who

rector

close friend

died

last

and associate of the

late director.

Gordon Edwards has passed but "to

J.

we

those

love,

is

There are so

It is

live

in

as follows:

the hearts of

Arriving for the I\'ew York premiere of "Hen Hur" (Metro-Gold-

Lloyd Nosier, who
;
the picture, Mrs. Niblo
(Enid Bennett), and Fred Niblo,
the director.

wyn-Mayer)
edited

not to die."

many

things that can be said of J.

Gordon Edwards,

but mere adjectives cannot adequately describe the love.* affection

and esteem he was held in by those who came in daily contact with
him and who knew of the big heart that beat in that great big body
of his.

"Daddy"
it

is

as he

was

by all who knew him,
on this earth who could

affectionately called

safe to say, left not a

man

or

woman

Amid his great
say aught but the highest of encomiums of him.
achievements for the motion picture screen he still remained the
affable, friendly

No

human

being that Nature intended him to be.

cry of distress, no' story of poverty, that did not receive the

helping hand of

"Daddy."

He

did not forget the friends of his

and his words of encouragement and in
many, many cases a monetary consideration turned many a helpless
soul from the path of despair to a more cheerful outlook on life.
Crowning all these qualities of "Daddy" was his idealistic love
for his wife
his sweetheart
a love that in itseli was the overAnd that love returned in the same
shadowing passion of his life.
idealism by Mrs. Edwards, stands out among those who were
fortunate enough to come in contact with them.
To the screen J. Gordon Edwards gave some of the greatest
spectacles
pictures that will live as epics until the day of Doom.
He has had under his direction literally many thousands of men and
early years of struggle,

—

Natucha Rambova (Mrs. Rudolph
Valentino) displays an extensive
wardrobe of new Paris fashions
her

in

first

starring

"When Love Grows'Cold"

—

—

A

piquMit post of Wanda Wiley,
in Century comedies
for Universal release, who will add
to the gaiety of the nation in

comedienne

picture
(F.B.O.).

Laugh Month.

Laura La Planle, Universal star,
displays a rare and radiant charm
in
Ixdlerina
premiere
the
as
soon to
Sun,"
brighten the film firmanent.

"The

Midnight

Alan lldzellon, secretary-treasurer
Little

role

ir^inia Marshall, a cule yiiutiustfr
in "My Little Pal," the next Fox
f

Tom

Mix.

uho

H

have a prominent
production .starring

trill

Films

&•
of
uill assist

K

I'ictures

Corp.,

tchn

Burton King in directing "Cleaner Flame" for that comjmny.

—
January

16,
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»

Colleen Moore, the hkkuhis and
dainty star of "Irene," her latest
First National vehicle, is set upon
by a fierce, untamed beast of the
Stone Ase.

General Ma Fu-Hsinng, ruler of the city and province of Sulyuan in
China, and one of the richest men in the country, with a private army
of 40,000 tvell trained troops, shown in Kinograms, EducationaFs

news

women

—

"Daddy" and

but they were humaii beings to

very, humblest of extras to

Many

will

—

"Daddy"

miss

mischievous

his

—

—

from the

U ainvt

presents a

was that devotion and
that was in them.

genial

his

twinkle

Bros,
lovely appearance in this evening dress of white
panne velvet, with tvhite lace and
rhinestones.
Marloiit'.

there

the star,

fidehty that gave to their director the best

presence,

June

player,

reel.

in

personality,

eye,

liis

his

his

cheery

commanding

over six feet, two inches
most of all his sweet, devoted
whose very life was wrapped up in her distinguished husband,
\vho was with him from his earliest struggles until success crowned
figure

wife,

—

but

Live

in

his efforts

"To

W

the hearts of those

we

love,

is

not to die."

I

WALTER WEDS
ALIER

F.

EBERHARDT,

who

writes the

Satevepost

and other national advertising copy for First National, and M.ss
Harriet Howard Kimball, were married on Wednesday, December
30th, at the Church of the Transfiguration, New York City.

Frank Brockliss. veteran film
man ivhose appointment as man-

J.

aging

director
Pictures, Ltd.,
is

of
of

First

!\ational
Great Britain,

announced.

(whom we assume wore the conventional black) has
1 he groom
been with the publicity and advertising department of First National
for a number of years, having handled exploitation publicity for
some

time, then national tie-ups,

has also been prominent
Congratulations
Pictures

&

People

are
is

and now national

the affairs of the

in

being

happy

extended

on

advertising.

He

A. M. P. A.
all

sides,

in

which

Jane Arden, and attractive blonde

who

plays the role of the ff idcnv
'^Shady
of
the
latest

Zander,
the
siren
Rest"
flniversal),

Andy Gump comedy.

to join.

Thelma Todd,

of Lawrence, Mass.,
the distinction of having the
'ongest hair of any of the girls
It
the Paramount Picture School,
nc, naturally wavy and of a
lovely blonde shade.
'uis

Sally
"Sally,

Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn of Columbia Pictures Corporation sign up
Lester Allen, Bromlivay comedian, to a contract which makes him a

Columbia

star.

O'Neill,

Irene

the
"Mary" of
and Mary" and a

M etro-Goldwyn-Mayer

find,

dis-

plays the very latest thing in filmy
negligees.
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subjects as well as the feature,

page for keeping a record of

and with a place on the right hand
accessories and of advertising

all

expenditures.

An
and

added convenience

is

the listing of

all

public holidays. Lent,

which they occur. All in all, a
mighty useful little book and one which well represents the practical show brains back of it.
so on, next to the dates on

WA

MERRY

LIFE,

FORSOOTH

E

hear often of the problems of the casting director, who
must now and then must find a three-legged man, or red-haired
twins, or a Missouri fiddler or what have you?
But another individual who has his problems and griefs and worries is the purchasing agent, of whom we hear less.
L. A. French, assistant general manager and purchasing agent

Hal Roach

at the

studios

where comedies are produced

for

Pathe,

Fabriqiie, the cloth pup otvned by Mnrinn iSixon, dainty I'niiersal
player, appears to be very sad about something, though ivhy he should

be in such company

is

beyond

us.

FROM BIRMINGHAM
HBACK
AVING

resolved to be out of the trenches by Christmas, the

members of

the

"Men

of Steel" unit just barely crept under the

New York from Birmingham
on Christmas morn, tired but happy.
For seven weeks the company filmmg First National's epic of
steel has been on location in the southern city, including Milton
Doris Kenyon, Mae Allison, George Fawcett, Director
Sills,
Remarkable co-operGeorge Archainbaud and about fifty others.
ation was given them, and some striking shots are understood to
have been gotten in the open pit mines and the steel mills.
wire,

the last contingent arriving in

NA
AT

BOOK OF GREAT VALUE
ROTHSTEIN

and his aides at Film Booking
book which should prove unusually
popular among exhibitors
in fact, we
shouldn't wonder if it
became a best seller. It is a booking book, pocket size, which the
company is distributing gratis to exhibitors who apply for it. For
completeness and practical arrangement it surpasses anything we
have seen.
Attractively bound in a dark green leatheroid, it should stand
the wear and tear of daily use in good shape.
1 wo full pages arc

G.

Offices have brought out

a

—

.

provided for each week's program, with, space for

listing

the short

Irving Hartley begins to find out tvhat it means to be a movie actor
ivhen, in a scene tvith Dorothy JSourse, a piece of the ceiling is
dropped on his head. The still is from "Glorious Youth," the Paramount Pictures School picture.

purchases that are all in
things that he has been
called upon to obtain recently for "Our Gang," Charley Chase,
Glenn Tryon, Clyde Cook and Hal Roach comedies:
One (I ) rooster that would crow without looking at the camera.
Three (3) large apes, one trained to do the Charleston and one
interesting picture of the queer

gives an

Here

the day's work.

are

some of the

sidewise, facing the camera.
automobile wrecked and put together again

would walk

that

One (
way that

I

would
command.
it

director's

One

(

)

1

)

into

fall

1,216

pieces,

in

such a

or thereabouts,

at the

parrot with a fondness for riding on the steering wheel

of an auto.

Seven (7) tons of corn fodder, possessing a strong photographic
likeness to snow.

clothes which would look like leather but tear easily.
snappy, brand new roadster equipped for a romantically inclined driver, with all controls on the left hand side of the
steering wheel.
French found them all, but he has good reason to know that
making comedies is no laughing matter.

Workmen's

One

(

I

)

FTHE

BIOGRAPH GIRL

LORENCE LAWRENCE,

the original

going into vaudeville for the second

Big

lime on

this occasion.

mond Cut Diamond,"
I'rodnvrrs Distributing Corporation.
olgii lioalnian" during his recent
\
De Mille is exiilaining the scene in liis
personally directed production, nh'le Elinor air and Theodore Kosloff

John

C.

Flinn, vice-president

a visitor on the set for
(ecil li.
trip to the ('.oust,
ivas

of

"The

Her

time

vehicle

the sketch which

"Biograph

this
is

girl,"

is

hitting the

Ethel Clifton's "Dia-

Mrs. Wallace Reid used

some time ago.
It

warm

is

pleasant to

affection,

and

know

still remember her with
and such tokens of remem-

that the film fans

that letters, flowers

I-

look on.

winter,

brance have been flowing

in at

each performance.

—
a

.
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TREASURE

$53,608

HILE 'playing

doughty buccaneer with Douglas
Fairbanks in " 1 he Black Pirate," Captain George C. Wester,
master of the full-rigged ship Llewelyn J. Morse, part of the Fairbanks Heet, has received notice that a real treasure of $53,608 (no
stage money) is awaiting him.
at being a

More than thirty years ago, Captain Wester was one of the
American sealers outlawed from the Bering Sea by the U. S
The Canadian government contested the claim of jurisdiction and
won. The American government indemnified the Canadian sealers,
and the U. S. vessel owners then instituted action to be similarly
indemnified for seals which they might have caught had they been
permitted to hunt.
Just the other day Captam Wester and 67
other skippers won their claims in the Federal court in San FranAt last reports, however, he
cisco, for the years 1892 and '93.
was still navigating for the Fairbanks production, with no intention
of becoming an independent producer on his own.

B

STARRING THE SHORTS
ULLETINS

of the Better Films committee of the National

Board of Review for the past two weeks award none of the asterisks denoting "a particularly good picture" to features, but pin five
All five, it so happens,
of them on the short subject producers.
"All Astride"
are Pathe releases, and the subjects so honored are:
and "The Uprising Generation," both Sportlights, and Pathe Review No. 51, No.
and No. 2.

NNAT

Renee Adoree in a
"The Black Bird,"

droll scene with the marionettes ivhich she uses in
ichich Tod Browning has both tvritten and directed

for

Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

1

AT

ROTHSTEIN,

G.

director

and Exploitation for F. B. O. was host
fe;tainment

at

the

The company remained

PLAYS HOST

Convalescent

Home

of

Publicity,

to a big

for

at the Arizona fort three weeks.
DurBosworth had several idle days.
He made the most,
Sitting at his window, in the famous "horseshoe"
of them.
row of officers' dwellings which surround the post he painted early
His best view
that of the Mexican range
and late.
was just to

ing this time

Advertising

comedy movie

Crippled Children

enat

Rockaway Park on Tuesday, December 29th.
Twelve reels of hilarious comedies and cartoons were shown, and

—

—

—

—

the South.

Returning to Los Angeles, Bosworth encountered Peter B. Kyne,
famous California author.
"You wrote the story,'' Bosworth volunteered, "but somebody
else painted the picture.
Here's the result.
I move that we send

Rhea

Colonel 'Jim Crow'
with our compliments."

this to

"Great!
with him,

"

said

Kyne.

—commander

know

"I

at Fort

'Jim Crow'

Huachuca

Rhea

—

soldiered

in fact."

"1 hat being

the

case,

"

said

Bosworth, "we might send your

He'd appreciate both."
own," Kyne suggested.

picture along with the painting.

"As

well as your

'-'In

that

photograph

case,"
of

He'd

looking on.

—

And when
he said the

would hang

A

the

it

said

the

picture

—

oWiging photographer, "I suggest a
with Messrs. Bosworth, and Kyne

surely appreciate that!"

—

Rhea wrote acknowledging the lovely gift
7 enth Calvalry was so proud of the painting he
in the Officers' Club at Huachuca.
Colonel

shooting star, Fred Thomson, F. B. O. daredevil, in a little stunt
with Siller King for "The Tough Guy," his latest starring vehicle.

moment of the entertainment.
contributed to the occasion by supplying pictures were F. B. O., Universal, Fox, Educational and Pathe.

the kids enjoyed every

Among

W

those

who

WIELDING A MEAN BRUSH
HEN

Hobart Bosworth went to famous old Fort Huachuca, Ariz., with Victor Schertzinger, for the purpose of making
Fox Films version of "The Golden Strain," he took with him some
odds and ends which he called his "Trifling tools."
Those who
were intimate with ;he celebrated character actor knew that this
outfit contained his painting kit.
"I thought," said Bosworth, "that I could do a little daubing
between sequences.
good.

If not

—

all

good white cloth."

—

the thing came out nicely
all well and
wasted was a tube or two of paint and some

If
I

Hobart Bosworth and Peter B. Kyne, author of "The Golden Strain,"
which Fox Films ha^ picturized, viewing the oil painting which Bosworth
made while on location with the company at Fort Huachuca.
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$16,000,000

Loew Pittsburgh

Many

Transaction for Theatre and Office Building Heads
Theatre Expansion Deals During Past Week

A

BUILDING
Loew

to

he erected by M:irc-us

in Pittsburgh at a cost of

.fl(i,-

Warners Open Seattle

000,000 heads the new theatre transactions, of which there have been many
throughout the United States during tlie
past week. The Loew project calls for a
theatre with a seating capacity of 4,000 and
a large ofSce building. Building oi^erations
are scheduled to start May 1st. The deal
was closed by E. A. Schiller, general representative of Loew's, Inc.
Among the other important transactions,
the new Broadway Theatre in Portland, Oregon, a 2,500-seat house now in course of
construction, was taken over by lease by
the North American Theatres Corporation,
a subsidiary of Producers Distributing Cor-

Egyptian

BROTHERS
WARNERWarners
opened

The house was being

Dan Michalove

of Universal in the South-

making a tour of Florida towns
where company theatres are located. Upon
his return some definite policy for the exeast

is

pansion of the theatre department "will be
announced.
The Universal Chain Theatrical Enterprises, originally incorporated under the
laws of Delaware, has been granted a charter by the Secretary of State to engage in
business in New York State. The concern
has a capital of $1,000,000.
Charles B.
Paine is the president.
Fox is said to be contemplating the building of a big first run theatre in Broklyn on
a site close to the Brooklyn Strand. The
new house, it is said, will seat between 4,000
and 4,500, and will be ready in about a year.
Joseph Stern and Louis Golding have
procured land for a theatre in Union, New
Jersey, at the comer of Morris and Stuwesant Avenues. The theatre will seat apjiroximatelv 1,250 and will cost approximatelv
Construction will start Febru$200,000.
ary 1st.

A

half interest in the Rialto, Omaha, was
sold during the week.
Famous PlayersLasky bought the half interest, the sellers

being Keith Neville, Walter Brandes, Arthur Mullen and John Latenser.
A. H.
Blank, who owns the other half, will operate
the house as heretofore.
The Rialto was
built seven yeafs ago.
Merging of the Robbins chain of theatres
with the Mark Strand corporation of NewYork was officially announced in Syracuse
this week, when representatives of the firms
met to complete detiwls of the merger, which
consiunmated within a
is expected to })e
month. The conference, confined to oflicers
of the firm, bi-ought Moe Mark, ])resident

in

glassed enclosure where mothers may
sit with their babies and watch the performance, and a smoking room also
glass enclosed, from which the pictures

man and Harris

ince.

Egyptian The-

Seattle on Christmas
Day. It is declared to be one of the
finest theatres in the Northwest and
was built at a cost of $250,000. It is
built in the Egyptian style throughout,
the exterior being an adaptation of
The house seats
Egyptian temples.
1,300 and boasts the largest organ in
Seattle, as well as a ten piece orchestra.
L. K. Erin, a veteran theatre manager
is the managing director.
Among the unique accommodations in
the new theatre are a "crying room," a
atre

poration.
built by the Ackervaudeville and musical show
circuit. Present plans indicate that the motion picture end will be handled by the Producers organization, with the vaudeville features stLU to be suppliecF by the Ackerman
and Harris company. The former organization will have complete charge of the
management of the house.
The Grand and Royal theatres at Peterborough, Ontario, have been acquired by
Famous Players Canadian Corp., Toronto,
it is reported.
Famous Players already have
the Capitol Theatre at Peterborough, the
manager of which being A. G. Crowe, one
of the best known theatre men in the Prov-

formally

may

be seen.

"The Man on the Box" was the opening attraction, with Syd Chaplin, the
star, and "Chuck" Resiner, who directed
and played a comedy role, appearing in

A

person.
capacity house with
Seattle dignitaries attended the

Project

He also will be managing director of the
new Shea Buffalo, which is scheduled to
open Saturday, January 16. The company
will control Shea's Court Street, Hippodrome, North Park, Kensington, now under
construction; Buffalo, about ready to open,
and a new theatre, the Metropolitan, which
it is planned to build at 628 Main Street,
between the Buffalo and the new theatre
which the Coplon Brothers are building and
which will be leased by Fox. The company
also proposes to open theatres in many of
the residential sections of the city.

Finkelstein and Ruben celebrated the
holidays by announcing plans
for the construction of two new theatres in

Christmas

their

Northwest

territory.

One

is

to

be

erected at Huron, S. D., and the other at
Aberdeen, S. D. Contract for the Huron
house was let to the Maul Construction
Company. It will seat 1,100 people will
cost $150,000 and will be located in the business district. Russell & Lindgren got the
contract for the Aberdeen theatre, which
around
will
will cost
seat
1,400 and
$225,000.

many
open-

United

ing.

Acquires

Rhode

Island Houses
of

the

Mark Strand

corporation

;

Walter

Hays, vice president, and Nathan Robbins,
head of the Robbins chain. Mr. Mark denied a report that a new motion picture
theatre was to be built in Syracuse, but said
the Evkel will be made into a strictly modern theatre soon.
The erection of a new theatre in Detroit,
to cost $500,000, is announced by W. S.
Butterfield, head of the Bijou Theatrical
Enterprises. The company owns the Regent
and Capitol in Detroit and theatres in several other cities in Michigan. Work on the
new building, to be known as the State, will
begin early in the spring and will be completed by October or November.
The John H. Kunsky enterprises, already
owners of four big downtown Detroit theatres, and associated with Ballaban and Katz
in the building of the magnificent new Michigan theatre, soon to open, announced this

planning several new big
theatres of the Michigan type, equipped to
handle large revues besides pictures. The
Michigan will accommodate 5,000 persons.
The deal between Publix Theatres corjjoration and the Shea Amusement company
of Buffalo has finally been closed. The Shea

week that

it

Three more

theatres in the Pawtucket
Valley, Rhode Island, have been taken over
by the United Theatres, Inc. These are the
Thornton Theatre, the Opera House at
Riverpoint, and the Gem Theatre at Arctic.
This gives- the United control of all of the
theatres in the valley as they already operated the Majestic and Palace Theatres in
Arctic for several weeks.

The new ownership gives Owen B. Thoradean of Pawtucket Valley theatrical
men, the management of the four theatres
in Arctic. James Thornton, son of Owen B,
Thornton, who has been manager of the Gem
Theatre, is to manage the recently opened
ton,

Edward Lewin, who
theatre at Westerly.
has been managing the Palace and Majestic
Theatres since they were leased to the
United Theatres, Inc. by Carson Brothers,
has been promoted to the home office of the
company.

is

houses will be controlled by a new corporation to be known as the Shea Operating
Company, the officers of which are Michael
Shea, president; Harold B. Franklin, vice
president; Austin C. Keough, secretary, and
Fred Metzler, treasurer.
The members of the board of directors
are Mr. Shea, Vincent R. McFanl, Harold
B. Franklin and Sam Katz. McFaul, who
has been with Mr. Shea a quarter century
or so, starting in as olTice boy in the Shea
office in the old Garden Theatre, and who
has been manager of Shea's Hippodrome
since Harold B. Franklin left that post to
head the Paramount theatre department,
will be associated with Mr. Shea in the physical operation of the Shea chain.
:

Enterprises
Robertson
Build in Detroit
The

to

James

1\.
Robertson Enterprises,
the Cinderella, De Luxe and
Roosevelt theatres in Detroit announce that

who operate

on IMarch 1st ground will be broken somewhere on the East Side of Detroit for an
elaborate theatre to seat approximately
4500 persons, which they intend to operate
as a combination of high class pictures and
vaudeville.

New
A

Corporation Launched
in Pittsburgh

new coi'poration has just been fonned
Pittsburgh to buy, sell, lease and deal
generally in motion picture films, machines
aiul projectors, under the name of the Motion Picture Machines Company.
in

I

:
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Hays Office Ties Up With WJZ
on National Broadcast
Weekly Talk Going Out on Super Service Power

BY

arrangement between the M.. P. P. D. A., Will H. Hays, president, and the Radio Corporation of America, an address on some

being given each Wednesday
m. from station WJZ by a leader of the film indusThese addresses go out from
try or other prominent national figure.
the studio of WJZ in Aeolian Hall, New York City, and are put on the
air on super-service, the new high power authorized under the experimental license to this station, and which has been heard in all parts of
the country. All details of the broa dcasting are being handled by the
two organizations jointly.
The addresses will be of a purely general nature, for the benefit of
the industry at large, and will in no way publicize individual producThe super-service, it has been found, will make these
tions or players.
talks available to radio listeners in approximately 30 states. The afternoon period was chosen because there is less interference at that hour
from other high powered stations.
Colonel Jason S. Joy, director of the Department of Public Relations
film topic of general interest is

afternoon at 2:45

p.

Hays office, was the first speaker. He outlined the radio service
play and made a strong plea for constructive co-operation. R. F. Woodhull, president of the M. P. T. 0. A., spoke on January 6th on Laugh
Month; January 13th will bring the Rev. George Reid Andrews, chairman of the Committee on Educational and Religious Drama of the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America, and vice-president and
general manager of the Religious Motion Picture Foundation, who will
talk on ''Religious Motion Pictures"; and January 20th will see as the
speaker James E. West, chief scout executive of the Boy Scouts of
America, on "Why Western Pictures."

of the

Among
D.W.

others

who have already spoken

Mrs. Robert H. Flaherty,
wife of the explorer-photographer; Charles
A. McMahan, executive secretaiy of the National Catholic Welfare Council
and John
Schedules
C. Eversman of the Hays office.
are now being mapped out to keep the senice continuous throughout the year.
Woodhull's talk was titled "The Art of
Making You Laugh/' and some of the highare

Griffith

;

;

lights in

it

"The month of .January has been dedito laughter by an association of

cated

gentlemen in our industry who devote their
efforts to the production of the shorter subjects of the motion picture programs; and
may I say, speaking for the theatre owners,

when it has bepay quite as much

that the time has arrived

come necessary for us

to

manager in your community, he will tell
you that one of his greatest worries is the
art of making you laugh. It is a very serious matter, and while January is being
celebrated as "Laugh Month," and the theatre owners all over the country are making
a special effort to keep the brighter side of
foremost, one of the principal reasons
that -I so heartily welcome this promotion
of laughter is because of the fact that it is
directing the attention of the movie fan
quite seriously to the matter of comedy.
"If there is any group of workers in motion pictures who give much to picture
lovers, and I am afraid receive little in the
way of recognition, it is the splendid group
of fine men and women who are devoting
life

their lives to
laughter.

making you happier through

"You may not have

realized it before, but
essential to a well
rounded bill of entertainment, and yet too
often you have perhaps accepted it as a
matter of course, and when the laughs are
over, and you have been one of the many
fq write admiring letters to the stars, you

comedy

is

an absolute

have perhaps overlooked forwarding a little
word of encouragement to the comedy artists
who, for a few moments, at least, lifted the
weight of worry and tears, of which our
average lives are all too full, and made
these lives happier with a laugh.
^____
"It is perhaps due to the fact that you
have neglected to tell your local theatre
manager how much you enjoyed the short
subjects that he has in manv coses devoted
his -entire time to the selection of his feature,
and purchased his sliort subjects with the
idea of their being fillers instead of featurettes.

were

"Comedy is fast coming to a position of
predominance in motion picture entertainment. Many of the big feature productions
of this season have been out and out comedies, and the dramatic director today who

"I trust that the folks listening in will
pardon me for a moment while I pay my
respects to the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Western Pennsylvania, who are
meeting today at Pittsburgh.
pay
I say
my respects ' because it is with the highest
regard that I always think of the personnel
of that organization.
"I am speaking for the motion picture
theatre owner, who retails to you, the public, the product or picture produced and distributed by the first two units.
"It is my thought that a theatre just as
much as any other institution has its own
important part to play in the rendition of
community service, and is one of the five
great educators, namely, the pulpit, the
press, the school, the radio, and the screen.
"The latter is an universal language.
No printed word or wonderful oratory can
'

be understood in every language and in
every country, but a picture depicting
mother-love, comedy, drama, or any other
situation,
registers
with all the people
throughout the universe.
"All this is merely a foreward to the
message it is my pleasure to convey to you
todav.

attention in the planning of our entertainments to these most important featurettes
as to the longer features, and I am quite
sure if you will ask the theatre owner or

fails

to

inject into his picture a plentiful

supply of comedy relief has put forth his
creation under a most terrific handicap.
"It is, however, the briefer comedies in
which we are most interested during January, "Laugh Month," and I do not feel I
have to direct your attention to the imjirovement

F. Woodhull, National President of the M. P. T.
A. who was the speaker this week during the
broadcasting period arranged by the Hays' organization.

R.

O.

in quality manifested in the
shorter subjects during the last few seasons.
"Many of the two-reel films that make
YOU roar with laughter represent six to eight
weeks or moi'e of constant work bv huge
studio organization and in their making it
is often necessai-y to photogi-aph 8000 to
10,000 feet of film to get the 2000 feet of
finished product, in order that you may
laugh for twenty minutes.
"I sincerely hope that during this month
of January you will secure an unlimited
store of healthful laughter, and also that in
the future you will remember that your local
theatre manager has a problem that has
never dawned ujjon you before."

:
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Compromise Made

Ufa Situation

in

Metro-Goldwyn Will Share Benefits
of Joint Arrangement With Leading German Concern

Universal,

Famous

AH

outlined briefly last week in a late
dispatch from the Berlin correspondent of Motion Picture News, the
final outcome of the negotiations in Berlin
between the officials of Ufa and representatives of Universal, Famous Players and
Metro-Goldwyn is a modification of the original deal between Universal and Ufa under
which the advantages derived therefrom will
be shared by the three companies.
The loan of $4,000,000 for 10 years will
be extended by Famous Payers and MetroGoldwyn jointly, instead of by Universal,
the interest rate to be seven and one-half per
cent, it is understood. The Ufa program will
include nine Universal Jewels, instead of 16
The balance of the
as originally planned.
progTam, presumably, will be largely made
up of Paramount and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
product.
Newspaper accounts painted the conferences in Berlin as a veritable "battle of
words and money," with Famous and MetroGoldwyn threatening to build a chain of
houses in competition with Ufa in Germany,
where they would show American pictures at
cut prices, unless the Universal deal was canThis was emcelled and awarded them.
phatically denied by Nicholas M. Schenck,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
vice-president
of
who told a News representative:
"Such reports are absolutely untrue. The
conferences were entirely amicable and conducted for the general good of the American trade. There was no coercion or threats
to build theatres in competition with Ufa."
Elek J. Ludvigh, at Famous Players, who
was abroad for that company some time ago
to investigate conditions, stated that S. R.
Kent, gerjL'ral manager, had advised nothingfurther than that the deal had been closed,
and that full particulars of the Famous Plaj'ers participation in the deal would not be
known until Mr. Kent's return, some time
next week.
Universal originally agreed to distribute
one-third of the Ufa output in the United
States, which on the schedule of the past
year would mean 11 or 12 features. It is
now relieved of this obligation and Famous
Players and Metro-Goldwyn will distribute
five Ufa pictures each, per year, if they are
suitable for the American market.
One or two elaborate productions, it is
said, will be made by Famous Players and
Metro-Goldwyn each year in Berlin in conjunction with Ufa.
No other production
abroad is included in the deal, however.
Whereas Universal was to have two of the
five directors on the Ufa board, Famous and
Metro-Goldwyn, according to press reports,
are to have two-thirds of the board of directors.
They are also to share in any theatres
erected by Ufa in the future. Ufa now has
130 houses and books for a total of nearly
six

hundred.

According

cablegrams

from

Carl
of Universal in New York, important advantages
were conceded to Universal by the other two
to

Lacmmle received

at the

American companies

home

office

in the deal for playdates in their houses in the United States
and
particularly
in
New York City.
Laemmle also stated that he could go no
further without overthrowing principles of
independence for which he has always

Players and

trary, our position

Foreign

Up

in

Bureau Again
Washington

EFFORTS
ment

to secure the estaolishthe bureau of foreign
and domestic commerce ol a motion picture division, which will look
after the needs of the American film
producers abroad, are expected to be
renewed during the present session of
in

Congress.
Secretary of

companied

Commerce Hoover,

ac-

Director Julius Klein,
this week will appear before the House
committee on appropriations to discuss
the estimates of the department for the
Those estimates as
fiscal year 1927.
approved by the Budget Bureau do not
carry any provision for the establishment of a motion picture division, but

by

it is expected that individual members of
the appropriations committee, who last
year discussed the question with Secretary Hoover, again will delve into the
subject with a view to determining
whether the bureau cannot be created.
Jack S. Connolly, Washington representative of the Hays office, is expected to appear before the committee
to urge the inclusion of an item in the
bill providing the funds with which the
division could be set up.

fought hard in this country, and that he had
had no desire to acquire a monopoly of the

German

field.

Consequently, Universal, being assured of
representation in the Ufa theatres in Europe
and the Famous Players and Metro-Goldwyn
houses in America, expresses itself as entirely satisfied with the outcome of the negotiations, particularly in view of the fact that
it is relieved of the $1,000,000 loan and the
distribution of Ufa pictures in America.
The principal i^ortion of the annual report
of the board of directors of Ufa, read at the
meeting on December 30th in Berlin, is as
follows

The business year 1924-25, the

first

after

the publication of the first gold mark balance
sheet of June 1, 1921, calls for a detailed
report, because it has brought about for the
international film business as well as for our
own concern entirely new situations and also
because of the fact that into this period falls

the strongest expansion and development our
This
firm has had since its organization.
period of expansion runs well into the current business year.
It is the aim of the American film industry,

which was

in

a

position

to

expand

economic forces in Europe
were tied up by the wai', and which has a
strong fundamental basis in its tremendous
home market and its im|i(n'tant sales organizations throughout the world, to conquer the
mai'kets of Europe.
Despite the unfavoi'able political and economical situation in
Germany, the German film industry has succeeded in holding its ground against the
steadily, since all

American competition.

This

is

true espe-

our own company, which
maintains the leading position in Germany
and which for exactly this reason, has certain binding responsibilities.
The stand
taken by the German film industry does not
mean enmity against America; on the concially in the case of

on the world's markets

calls for the best of business relations

with

the leading American film firms and we are
of the opinion that the public in Gei'many
as well as that of every other country in
Europe, in which we are. represented, has a
perfect right to demand from our renting
establishments the best of the entire world's
productions.
But, quite naturally we are
obliged, above all, to see that our own organization and production is kept on so high a
standard, that, on one hand, America can't

ignore this organization and that, on the
other hand, German standard works are produced, the quality of which will make them
successful throughout the world. This policy
we shall adhere to in the future as well as
at present.
Only in connection with material financial
sacrifices could this policy be carried through
with a promise of success.
The big American concerns were ready to open branches
in Germany for a keen competition within
Germany and at the same time, to block German products from the American market.
In view of these prospects it appeared necessary to fortify ourselves by expanding our
renting organizations and by improving the
quality of our product, if we were to successfully meet the American offensive.
Our
position as the leading German film concern
made these measures so imperative that we

could not delay them even in a period

when

the economic and financial situation in Germany called for strictest reserve.
The situation depicted above is reflected
in the balance sheet inasmuch as the items
covering the costs of our studios and stocks
are substantially higher as those of the balance sheet of the preceding year.
As far as the various branches of our enterprises are concerned, attention must be
called to the following facts:
Production and studios: While it is conceded that, in Gei'many, the government restriction of import has helped in erecting a
dam against at least a flooding with cheap
American pictures, on the other hand, this
very measure called for the production of a
certain number of German films as a compensation for the import from America.

For we cannot show foreign productions if
we have not on hand the same percentage of
home productions.
Since there was little
time to cope with this problem in our studios,
not only large amounts were necessary for
the prosecution proper but also new investments for up-to-date equipment of the
studios and their supplements.
In the past business year our scientific department has not stopjied at the production
of the usual scientific and educational reels.
A substantial number of plays with scientific
or educational tendencies has been produced,
based for instance on matters of agriculture
or sports.
During the past business vear we have acquired the majority of stock of the Aktiengesellschaft Fur Film
Fabrikation in Berlin
Tempelhof. a big and modern ]irinting
laboratoiy with own buildings and real

—

—

estate.

Renting Establishments: Our renting establishments have developed favorably during the past business year. A favorable selection of German films, other than of our

:

.

:

;
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production, our own films of quality
and standard and profitable contracts for
foreign films has brought about this happy

own

and up-to-date entertainment.

result.

stadt theatre serves the same purpose.
Aside of these steps it has been our ambition to keep pace with the best first run

Theatres: The number of patrons in our
theatres has materially increased during the
On the other side, however, the
past year.
expenses, due to the increasing demands of
the public in regard to programs offered and
especially through the general increase of
running expenses has also been materially

augmented.

The following new theatres were opened
during the past business year:

Ufa

theatre, Turmstrasse, Bei'lin.

Frankischer Hof, Cologne.
Ufa-Palast, Gelsenkirchen, Westfalia.
Albert Hall, Leipzig.

Schauburg, Gleiwitz.
Helios Lichtspiele, Hindenburg.
Ufa-Palast Victoria theatre, Leipzig.
Kaiserkrone, Kiel.

Muenz theatre, Koenigsberg
Urania theatre, Koenigsberg.
Trianon theatre, Koenigsberg.
Stadthallen Liciitspiele, Koenigsberg.
Since May 31, 1925, the following houses
have been added

Konigstadt, Berlin, MozartBerlin,
saal,
Ufa-Palast Oberhausen in
Westfalia, Tonhallen-Liehtspiele, Bochum,
Westend-Hall Leipzig, Kammerlichtspiele,
Oppeln Beuthen, Intimes theatre, Beuthen,
Schauburg, Beuthen.
The Ufa theati-e Turmstras.se is the first
modern cinema building erected in Germany
since the termination of the year.
The purpose of the theatre is to offer to the laboring
classes a phice of recreation wit!i comfort

Ufa-Palast

The Koenig-

houses of New York and other capitals. The
reconstructed Ufa Palace at the Berlin Zoo,
which has been enlarged and luxuriously
decorated has brought record attendances of
By a
as much as 9,000 people per day.
special transaction we have obtained controlling influence on the Gloria Palast, a
first run theatre to be opened in the near
future on one of the most important traffic
This triuuiction
centres of Western Berlin.
consisted in our acquiring the ma.^ority of
the stock of the J. C. Pfaff A. G. Berlin,
which concern among others owns the Roumanian house, sheltering the Gloria theatre
and situated right opposite to the Kaiser
Wilhelm Memorial Cathedral.
The exhorbitant entertainment taxes im-

posed on the cinema theatres by the German

—

municipalities
a thing unknown in other
countries has had tlie effect that our theatres have not made a substantial profit during the past business year, while the middle
class of exhibitors and the smaller ones -^^ere
absolutely wiped out by this system of taxa-

—

tion.

In the same measure as our production has
increased our organizations in foreign countries have been augmented.
Following tue
establishment of renting organizations in
Czocho-Slovakia, Holland, Switzerland, Finland and Poland, additional rentino' brnnchi'S
have been organized in Austria and Hungary
which are based on their own first run
houses.
The ojiening of sales branches in
London and Paris, for which imjjortant contracts are ready and waiting, is impending.

After having overcome

initial difficulties,

our

New York

brancli has gained a fair footing
and gives hope for successful activities.
The number of emjjloyees and workmen of
the Ufa was 5,000 at the end of the business
year.
The salaries and wages paid by the
firm during this period, subsidiary firms and
wages for actors and extras included,

amounted
The net
on

marks.
RM3,078,314.17 as shown
balance sheet, we propose to use as

tlie

to 16,000,000

profit of

follows

Six per
a

cent

dividends

on

capital

of

stock

RM45,000,000
Tantieme as per
Credit to

RM2,700,000 00
statutes.

.

100,000 00
278,314 17

.

new account

RM3,078,314 17

Total

The outlook for the new business year

in
the various branches of our enterprises gives
hope that the incoming amounts will not only

eliminate the present financial tension but
that an adequate profit will be turned over
to the shareiiolders.
This hope is especially
based on the new renting and theatrical season which commenced on October, 1925. On
the other hand our increased production of
last year and our large stock of ready films
make it seem superfluous to divert the same
amount as last year into this branch of business, so that the temporary tension which
perhaps was a trifle too sudden, but at the
same time unavoidable in the organization
of a European film concern of importance,
can be regarded as a matter of the past.
The Board of Directors of the Universum Film Aktiengesellschaft,
Grau Jacob Pommer Stauss.

Improvements on Fox Lot Rushed
New

Buildings Erected at Fox West Coast Studio to Cost Almost a
Million Dollars; Will be Complete "Movie" City

APPROXIMATELY

million
a half
dollars has been expended and a half
million more has been appropriated

make Fox

Hollywood and Westwood, which ])rop('i-ty was acquired by William Fox some time ago, a most comi)lete
producing unit both from the esthetic as well

to

Hills, in

as the practical angle.

The buildings making up

this unit consist

new administration building erected at
a cost of $50,000, a previewing theatre at
$10,000, a completely equipped still-portrait
studio costing $.5,000, a wardrobe building
of a

$20,000; a huge stage calling for an expenditure of $75,000 and a ne\v reception
building covering an entire block, between
at

Belong Pre Avenue and Sunset Boulevard
which called for an additional $75,000.
The an-angement of these buildings has
been decided on as a model for all future
construction

of this nature.
The business
manager and his personal staff will ])e
located on the first floor of the Administration building as well as the scenario editor

and

his

tliis

floor.

staff.

The

directorial staffs witli
their personal offices will also be found on

On

the second floor are the offices of the
and his staff, the scenario writers
and readers, the technical staff and the big
library, in which are over twenty thousand

art director

volumes in charge of an expert librarian and
a staff of assistants who pass on all techni<'al
points regarding correctness of all
scri])!-^.

On

flijs

same

floor

is

the

script

room where manuscripts are disposed

editors
of.

In keeping with the Spanish arcliitecture
which predominated, the exterior is of stucco
with a red tile roof and artistic wood trimmings.
Special attention has been paid to
the lighting and ventilation systems.

The reception building fronts on the
North Western Avenui' side of the West
Lot.
The entrance is to a reception lobby,
40 by 60 feet in dimension, with tiled floor
and wainscoting, ivory colored plaster and
heavy beamed ceiling, all of Spanish design.
In one corner there is a pool and wall fountain.

Wrought

iron

is

used for the doors

and the fixtures, making for an harmonious
and striking effect. The entrance, of handtooled art stone is surmounted by an electric
sign witn concealed lights.

An

information desk in the main lobby
facilitates the transaction of business in an

and quick manner.
Msitors must pass through

efficient

design,

chrome

this

be Spanish
of poly-

will

interior color scheme
with the ceiling in blue.

the

will be in black

and tan

The floor
Again the in-

tile.

direct niche type of lightins' is
effectively.

Seating capacity

is

Hollywood. It is 36 by 110 feet and has
accommodations for tlie largest assortment
of wardrobes in tlie industry, as well as
rooms for costumers and their assistants,
special fitting rooms and one floor devoted
in

to the use of extras entirely.

An

innovation

between the first and second
floors, providing for the care of valuable
rugs and hangings, which may now be hung
instead of being rolled and folded and preis

the

well

serves their quality.
The still-photograph studio is one of finest
of its kind, employing the services of an expert photographer and his staff, who ai'e
constantly at work making portraits of Fox
stars.

entrance
hall to enter the lot, M-hich is reached by a
long corridor to the Ailministration Building, the bungalows of the stars, the offices
of the general superintendent, Tom Mix
training quarters, the i^reviewing theatre,

and the stages.
The previewing theatre

seats ol' upliolstered plush and of the most
recent tyjje. The ]n-ojection room is perfect
of its kind, employing the latest improvements throughout. The proscenium arch is
13 fe(>t wide by 5 feet deeo and affords
space for a large screen.
The new wardrobe building is the largest

used inost
100, with the

The Fox

lot

seems a most cosmopo itan

with many streets laid out for production purposes. There is a Western street
a New England lane; a Spanish avenue; an
old English street; a French ruin street:
haciendas and detached houses. Also the re])roduction of Johnstown at the time of the
great flood in 1889 is well developed in construction.
Other operations irrUide a cyclorama, a treadmill, skyline, the largest individual motion picture stage in the world,
a portable stao'e and new electric generator
city,

sots.

:

:
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Pa the and Sennett Sign New Contract
Deal Consummited This

Week

Involves Production and Release of
Several Years

Two-Reel Comedies For

ANEW

contract involving several hundred productions and several million
dollars was entered into this week between Pathe Exchange, Inc., and Mack Senproducer. The deal
nett, veteran comedy
provides for the production and release 'of
fifty-two two-reel comedies per year over a
period of several years.

Mr. and Mrs. Smith,, respectively,
the Smith baby
and "Cap," grandson of "Teddy," the wellknown canine actor, also plays an important
part in this series. The first Smith Family
comedies listed are "Smith's Baby," "Smith's
Vacation" and "Smith's Landlord."
In addition to the Turpin and Smith Family series, the Alice Day and Ralph Graves
starring series will be continued and a numwill

This schedule, according to the parties
concerned, calls for substantial increases in
production costs in order to insure the highest-calibre talent and material available in
the way of stories, direction, cast and general high tone production.

In a statement announcing the new conElmer R. Pearson, vice-president and
general manager of Pathe Exchange, stresses
the efforts of Pathe to establish its shortcomedy output on a plane of quality with
the finest feature productions on the screen.
In his statement Pearson says

ber of

Left

Mack

:

release,

Sennett, producer of comedies for Pathe
and right: Elmer Pearson, Vice-president and
Manager of Pathe Exchanges, Inc.

General

"The production

tract is increased

dollars.

"It has been the aim of Pathe and Mack
Sennett to produce comedies that for sheer
excellence of entertainment and box-office
drawing power will rival that of the best

feature-length pictures on any exhibitor's
program. While, heretofore, rental grosses
have not permitted all the production lati-

Harry Langdon

specials

are

listed

under the terms of the new agreement. As
in the past, Miss Day will be supported by

tract,

cost under the new conby from 25 per cent, to 50
per cent ovei' our previous arrangement.
The entire transaction involves several hundred i:)roductions and several millions of

i)Iay

Mary Ann Jackson plays

tude desired, the new arrangement gives the
producer amjile elbow room on this score,
and if the plans now in hand are carried out
a real treat is in store for the Pathe customers and motion picture fans all over the
world."

Ben Turpin has been signed to appear in
a series of two-reel comedies and Raymond
McKee and Ruth Hiatt will make a series of
domestic comedies depicting the mishaps of
the

"Smith Family." McKee and Miss Hiatt

such players as Danny O'Shea, Ruth Taylor,
Eddie Quillan and Joseph Young. Graves'
supporting cast will consist of Thelma Parr,
Eugenia Gilbert, Marvin Lobach and William McCall.
Harry Langdon will be seen in six special
productions, three of which have been dated
for release, the remainder not yet scheduled.
These special productions are titled "Lucky
Stars" and "The Junk Man," which are tworeelers; "There He Goes-" and "Saturday
Afternoon," made in three reels; "The King"
(tentative title), in four reels, and Lang-

don's

initial

five

reel

comedy production,

"His Firet Flame."
The Mack Sennett brand comedies

will

be

continued, the cast for this series including
Billy Bevan, Andy Clyde, Madeline Hurlock,
Eugenia Gilbert, Kewpie Morgan and other
members of the stock company. The wellknown Mack Sennett bathing girls will also
grace the casts of the fun films.

United Studio Bought By Paramount
Famous

Players

Big Coast Plant
First National May Build

be in

to

Spring
PLAYER S-LASKY has
FAMOUS
Hollychased
United Studio

—

Possession

of

wood and

in

will

take

it

over

May

1.

announcement of the purchase was
made this week by Jesse L. Lasky, who declared that the step was taken to enable
Paramount to caiTy out the most ambitious
production program in its history.
The First National production units on

Paul Exhibitors Form
Advertising Combine

St.

Official

the

West Coast will continue at the studio
May, when other arrangements will be

until

These will be determined on the arRichard A. Rowland, who left New
York for Los Angeles on January 4.
In response to a request for a statement,
John McCormick, general manager of production on the West Coast for First National,
wired Motion Picture News as

TEN

exhibitors in St. Paul, Minnehave banded together for the
purpose of competing with the
Finklestein and Ruben interests in that
city as regards advertising in the newspaper columns, as the first step in a new
movement to attract business to their
sota,

made.

theatres.

rival of

Heading the advertising used
ten houses will be copy of the

by the

Tower

operated by Joe Friedman,
theatre,
which will carry a by-line proclaiming
it

St.

Paul's only independent

first

run

house.

follows

"We are considering various propositions
for purchase or lease of plants now available. Also considering properties on which
to build our own plant. However, nothing
will be decided until Rowland's an-ival and
until after he has had opportunity to go
over whole situation and which will probably require cou])Ie weeks. Meantime we remain present studio until May 1 as per our
arrangement."
It is reported First National is negotiating with the De Mille and Metropolitan
studios in Culver City and Hollvvvood for
space to house its own and allied units.

May from the Lasky Studio
Vine Street, Hollywood, to a new producing center.
"Although our studio in Hollywood has
long been considered the best equipped plant
in the country," said Mr. Lasky, "it is not
big enough to take care of the productions
which we have scheduled for this coming
year.
The United Studio has nine stages
and its 26 acres will enable us to expand
our activities to take care of the production
progi-am we have in mind."
For the present, said Mr. Lasky, there
will be no disposition made of the La.sky
studio property, which is in the center of
Hollywood. It is probable that some production will continue at the Lasky studio
throughout the summer, as it is not expected
that the necessary additions to the United
Studio can be made in time to take care of
transfeiTed in

i)ur-

the

in

Space has already been leased at the Metropolitan studio by Corinne Grilhth. The
De Mille and Metropolit,iin jilants are now
under one management and there is plenty
of room for production units other than
those at work for release through Producers
Distributing Corporation.
First aimouncement of the deal with Famous Players was made on the Coast by
Joseph M". Schenck and M. C. Levee. The
sale figure given in this re]wrt was $5,000,000.

Paramount production

activities

will

be

in

of the Paramount production activities
for some time to come.

all

The
mous
month
Lasky
Lasky

purchase of the United Studio l)y FaPlayers follows the celebration last
of the twelfth anniversary of the
Twelve years ago Jesse L.
studio.

and Cecil B. De ^lille made their
picture in a small barn which now occupies a corner of the La.sky studio, and
last month all of the stars, directors and
leading ])layers of the Famous Playeiv organization gathered in this barn to help Mr.
Laskv celebrate the anniversary.
first

—

:
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Former Gov. Milliken J oins Hays Staff
Who

Goes to Fox Theatres Corp.
Succeeds Courtland Smith,
Jerome Beatty Appointed Assistant to President

SEVERAL
nounced

iniiiortant
this

week

tion pictures as a social force. With a group
of Maine men he produced a series of pictures from outdoor stories featuring Maine
-cenery.
He was born on a farm in Pittsfield,
Maine, and holds degrees from Bates College, Harvard, Colb}' and the University of

changes were anin the staff person-

Courcnel of the Hays organization.
land Smith, secretary of the association since
its inception, has resigned to accept a post
with the Fox Theatres Corporation.
Mr. Smith is succeeded by Carl E. Milliken, nationally

Elaine.

known churchman and Uov-

Mr. Beatty was loaned to the Hays organization last April by Carl Laemmle, president
of Universal Pictures Corporation, to conduct the Greater Movie Season celebration.

ernor ot Maine from 1917 to 1921.

Jerome Beatty has been appointed an asH. Hays. He will
assume many of the duties heretofore in
sistant to President Will

^ViTangements were made by Mr. Hays to
make the loan permanent, and since the end
of Greater Movie Season, Mr. Beatty has
licen in charge of various activities of the

charge of Courtland Smith.
Governor Milliken, who has had a large
exjierience, is prominent also in
of the Baptist Church, the

business

many

activities

issociation.

A. and the Federal Council of
Churches of Christ in America. He is president of the American Baptist Foreign Mission Society and chairman of its finance
committee; former )>resident of the Northern
Baptist Convention, a member for twelve
yeai-s of the International Committee of the
Y. M. C. A., a director of the Playg^round
Association of America, and is active in
many other civic and relif^ious organizations. In 1911-1912 he toured the United
States with John D. Rockefeller, Jr., speaking in behalf of the Interchurch World

Board of Directors of the Religious ^lotion

Movement.
Governor Milliken

Picture Foundation. Upon coinpleting his
term as Governor, he took \x\^ a study of mo-

Y. M.

C.

is

member of

a

the

After ten years' newsjiaper experience
throughout the United States, Mr. Beatty encred motion pictures as publicity director in
1915 for Essanay. Following that he was
with Thanhouser, McClure Pictures, and six
years with Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, as advertising manager, then dii'ector
I

Cail i:.. .Mil.i,.t,., .:c-.
Picture Producers and

.:.i:y

Distributors

of

of

Mc

Americ

of publicity and advertising and later as
rein-esentative of the Department of Distril)ution in the Lasky Studio in Hollywood.
He left Famous Players to join Prefen-ed
Pictures, and upon the dissolution of that
company went with Univeisal as Director of
Hxiiloitation.
He has been a frequent contributor to magazines.

*Ma' Ferguson Proclaims Laugh Month
Texas Laugh Month Committee Enlists Services of State
Governor in Gigantic Exploitation Idea

TH

M

stunt so far engiconnection with Laugh
Month and one of the greatest
pieces of exploitation work ever put over
by motion jncture men has been engineered in Texas by the Laugh Month Committee of Dallas exchange men and the
Texas Motion
Picture
Theatre Owners
whose coml)ined efforts brought about the
iasuance of a governor's proclamation declaring January Laugh Month in the State
of Texas.
On Thursday, Deceml)er M, (ioxernor
Miriam A. ("Ma") Ferguson, in the presliiggesi

neered

local

in

—

—

ence of the Dallas Laugh Month Committee and Col. H. A. Cole, President of the
Texas M. P. T. 0., signed the following
proclamation

"Realizing that tin
prosperity to many

year ol 1925 brought
though adversity to

some; and
"Believing that a cheerful, happ_v outlook
the best antidote for gloom, as well as
the greatest assurance of future well being; and with the most heart-felt conviction that "It
i>.
better Id laugh than to
nidurM," and that 'we must laugh lo live'

HEREBY PROCLAIM

the month of
Laugh Month,' for the
state of Texas; and I recommend to the
l)eople of this great and glorious commonwealth that they start the year with happy
1

Jaiuiary, 1926, as

'

laughter and good cheer, with the assurance
of a Happy and Prosperous New Year.
(signed)

MIRIAM

A.

FERGUSON,

Govervor of Texas.

is

Governor
sulted

Month

Ferguson's

proclamation

re-

front page i)ublicity for Laugh
in practically all the newspapers of

in

%

I

1
''R^/Il .-"^

w
ft

r

'mm-

m

i

^

\

^^^
When

t

i

1

'

~

''

Governor Miriam A. Ferguson signed the Texas "Laugh Month" Proclamation.
(Left) Seated: the Governor; standing left to right: P. K. Johnson, Dallas Fox
Manager; F. A. Tomes. Dallas Educational manager; R. C. Mcllhern. manager Universal Dallas exchange; Col. H. A. Cole. President, M. P. T. O. of Texas; and
Oscar Morgan, manager Dallas Pathe exchange. (Center) "Ma" Ferguson signs the proclamation; (Right) Miss Dorrace Ferguson, Mrs. George Nalle, Ex-Gov. "Jim"
Ferguson; the Governor! and "The Little Colonel," Ernest Nalle, the Governor's grantJson.

:

—
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Ferguson

^'Ma''

Fox Buys "Sandy," Newspaper
Be Spring Release

Proclaims

Laugh Month

Serial; Will

(Continued from preceding page)

story from the pen of Elenore Meherin, the author of "Chickie," has been purchased by Fox Films to supplement its group of spring releases, according to an announcement by James
R. Grainger, general sales manager of the Fox organization.
Because of the success of "Chickie," there was spirited bidding among the various producing organizations for the screen rights to Miss Meherin's latest effort.
Upward of one hundred newspapers in the United States are running "Sandy"

Texas, giving a most auspicious start to the
celebration of Laugh Month in that state.
Motion pictures and still photographs of the
signing of the proclamation were made, and
while the newspapers were printing the still
pictures, all four news reels were showing
the ceremony in the theatres throughout the

serially.

state.

^t^H ANDY,"

the

new newspaper

serial

^^
^^

Mr. Grainger announces that he intends to place the entire Fox advertising,
and exploitation staffs to work on one of the greatest campaigns ever
put over in connection with a motion picture.
In an effort to make "Sandy" a sure fire artistic and financial triumph, Mr.
Grainger also announces that every detail of its production will have a strong box
office appeal.
A cast of all star proportions will be chosen, and a director of
proven merit will be selected to handle the megaphone over the filming. The
scenario will be the work of one of the most capable adapters in the business.
Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager of Fox Films, who has been at the Fox
West Coast Studios for the past four months, will personally supervise the produc-

The Dallas Laugh Month Committee
which put over this great piece of exploitation work is comprised of F. A. Tomes,
Manager of the Educational Exchange,
Oscar A. Morgan, Pathe Exchange, P. K.
lohnston. Fox Exchange, and R. C. Mcllheran.
Universal
Exchange. This Committee was formed as soon as plans for
iCational Laugh Month were announced and
promptly met with Col. Cole, head of the
Texas exhibitors, to map out the Texas
campaign.
With their hearts and souls sincerely in
the work and with the finest spirit of co-

publicity

tion details. He is now considering three directors preparatory to making the final
selection and has instituted a careful search for the best type of girl to bring to the
screen the vivid personality of "Sandy," McNeil, the beautiful young girl of nineteen who is the heroine of the story.

Paramount Reorganizes

Staff

WEEKS,
distribution

general manafor Famous

Players-Lasky, has completed the
reorganization of Paramount's exploitation
department, following the resignation of

Claud Saunders as manager.
Oscar Kantner, formerly

exploitation
representatvie in San Francisco, has been
transferred to the home office to supervise
the activities of the field force. Leon J.
Bamberger, foi-merly assistant to Saunders,
has been appointed manager of special exploitation with national campaigns under
his supervision.
Since Saunders' resignation there has
been a realignment of the field force which
now comprises 16 men. This staff will l^o
enlarged immediately, however, vmder Kantner's direction.

The present field representatives and their
assignments follow
Lee Balsley, Columbus Columbu.s and
Cleveland territories; Albert Birch, Denver

—

—Denver

and Salt Lake

territories;

John

territories;

—

attle

Harry

ton

RICHARD
manager

ROWLAND,

A

JackteiTi-

—

CinCincinnati
cinnati, Indianapolis and Louisville; Russell
tories;

—

Moon, New York Cits' New York, Albany,
Buffalo and Jersey territories; Luther PutSioux
Minneapolis,
nam, Minneapolis
Falls, Des Moines and Omaha territories;
Pittsburgh Pittsburgh
William Robson,
Los
territory; Harry Swift, Los Angeles

—

—

—

Angeles territory; Edward Wall, Detroit
Detroit territory, and Irving Zeltner, Washington,

D. C.

—Washington

territory.

For Coast

Manager Will

Various

general
A.
of Fii-st National, has doparted for his regular mid-winter
visit to the west coast studios to discuss production plans with producers and directors
associated with the company.
Just before his dei)arture Rowland said
"I believe that Hie coming year will pro\e
more conclusively than ever the box otlic"
production may
value of popular stars.
he artistic, the story may have dramatic
value and there may be the appeal of a good
box ofiice title, but without a star whose
name means something to the public, the
actual worth of a picture will not be realized.
This is not theory but fact, as shown by
exhibitors' re]iorts on pictures without stars
and those with them."
Production plans of tlic company, accord-

Memphis

George

Se-

Ken-

—

Charlotte
and
Gambrill,

sonville,

First National General

With

Seattle

Producers

ing to Rowland, are well ahead of schedule,
He exboth on the west and cast coasts.
pressed himself as pleased with the work
done by George Archainl)aud and his comjiany starring Milton Sills, recently returned

from Birmingham where exteriors were made
for "Men of Steel," which will be one of the
big schedules of the coming year.
While in TjOs Angeles Rowland will confer
with Jolm E. McCormick, western representative of First National, who is presenting
Colleen Moore in a series of starring pic-

He will have an oj^portunity to contures.
sider in detail the plans of the allied producers, whose product is handled by First
National.
Sclienck,

Among these are Joseph M.
Sam Rork, M. C. Jjevee, Marion

K.iirfax. Jnl'.n

M.

Stalil

Laugh Month

Manitoba Theatre
$20,000

territories;
Portland
Franklin, Atlanta
Atlanta,

Rowland Leaves
Confer

Eagles,

and

the

—

Ed

—

tories;

times,

—

— Boston,

New Have n an d
Corcoran, Philadelphia Philadelphia and Wilkes-Barre territories;
William Danziger, Chicago Chicago, Milwaukee and Peoria
territories;
Curtis Dunham, Dallas Dallas, Oklahoma
City, San Antonio and New Orleans terriCallahan, Boston

Maine

all

Committee and the exhibitors' organization
secured the complete co-operation of the
executive
office
at
Austin.
The Laugh
Month Committee and Col. Cole went to
Austin on December 31 accompanied by
camera men and Associated Press representatives and within an hour after the proc'amation was signed the Austin Stateaman
announced it in a big two-column box story
on page one.

Changes in Exploitation Department
Following Resignation of Saunders
E.
GEORGE
of
ger

operation at

and K. M. Asher.

Fire Loss

The Princess Theatre at Portage la
Prairie, Manitoba, was destroyed by fire
with a loss of $20,000 when flames spread
from a freshly-lit furnace before the start

The manager
of the evening ])erformances.
was Ernest Webb, and the owner was J.
Steinmann who bought the property one
vear ago. There was insurance of $13,000.

First Children's
Held in New

THE

Matinee

York

of the "Saturday Matinee
Movies," sponsored by some of
the children of New York's "Four
first

Hundred," was held at The Sulgrave,
located at 67 Park Avenue, New York
These matinee's will be in the
City.
nature of a philanthropy by the residents
of this section for the less Tortunate
youngsters on the East Side.
The idea is to give the children carefully selected entertainments, reduced in
size of projection and length of program.
The entire proceeds of these
matinees, of which there will be eight,
will go to the fund of the Yorkville
Miss
Centre Junior Camp for Boys.
Regge Doran, Director of the Pathe
Public Relations Department, is giving
active cooperation to the sponsors of

new form of entertainment.
The first program will consist of an
"Our Gang" comedy, a Grantland Rice

this

"Sporthght," a Will Rogers comedy, and
Following
Pathe News and Review.
programs will be somewhat varied, depending on the requests of the children.
Sue Hastings' Marionettes will appear
on at least one of the bills in addition to
the screen fare.

:
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Montreal' Reports Show
Attendance Slump

No

Harry Carr Appointed Managing Editor Of
Paramount Production

very little in the way of
a big summer slump with Montreal moving
picture theatres, nor xery much in patronage fluctuations throughout the year, has
been indicated in the civic report issued
December 30 regarding the revenue derived
from Montreal theatres during the fiscal
year ending November 80, 1925.
This report shows that the total patronage at all local theatres during the 12
months period was 19,513,128, the amusement tax having been paid on this number
The tax revenue was $688,606,
of tickets.
this being approximately 10 per cent on the
From this,
face value of the tickets sold.
it is easy to figure that the gross revenue
for all Montreal theatres during the fiscal
year was close to $7,000,000, if the amusement tax statistics are reported coiTectly.
The number of theatre tickets sold and the
revenue derived during the various quarters
of the fiscal year are as follows
tax colQuarter ending February 28
tickets,
admission
lected,
$185,475

That there

wius

A

SIGNIFICANT move
making

to give the public a

medium

for critical influence in

motion pictures was taken by B. P. Schulberg and Hector
Turnbull, associate producers of Paramount, when they announced the ai>pointment of Harry Carr, nationally known newspaperman, as managing editor ot
production of Famous Players-Lasky Hollywood studio.
Carr is an editorial power, a noted dramatic critic and writer, and western representative of the Brewster Publications.
He is an authority on motion pictures,
having been chief advisor to D. W. Griffith and literary advisor to Thomas Ince
and other producers. Also, he is co-author with Walter Woods of the screen story
for the filming of the historic epic of "Old Ironsides," the exploits of the American
frigate, "Constitution," which James Cruze will make for Paramount.
"Managing editor of production is a new department in motion pictures," said
Mr. Schulberg in telling of the new position, "and is designed to provide a critical
viewpoint on continuities of screen plays. The reviewer's viewpoint in the past
has been obtainable only on a completed production. Hereafter the attitude and
the

of

—

—

reaction of the critic acting as the voice of the public will be given us before a
picture is made instead of after."
Both Turnbull and Schulberg believe that Carr's incisive ability in analysing
and interpreting the public pulse will prove invaluable to the Paramount organization.
He will be in charge of previews of Paramount Pictures, and will aid in
titling productions.
"Mr. Carr will be virtually the critical voice in behalf of the public on the
merits and appeal of new productions," said Schulberg.

:

;

4,682,187.

Quarter ending May 31
tax collected.
$178,114; tickets sold, 5,014,924.
tax collected,
Quarter ending August 31
.$1.39,075; admission tickets sold, 4,569,532.
Quarter ending Noveml)er 30: tax collected, $185,940. and tickets sold at local
theatres to 5,246,464 persons.
:

:

Gerhard

Warners

Theatre

Publicity Chief
charge of publicity at Warners Tlieatre, New York.
He took the position this
week on appointment of Warner Bros.
Gerhard was for a long time picture reviewer of the New York Evening World.
in

N. Y. Taxpayers Vote

for
The
.joy

Sunday

Pictures

village of Illion, N. Y. will

now

en-

Sunday motion picture shows as the

taxpayers, after one of the biggest fights
in
the
history of
the village, voted in
favor of the Sunday shows.

Censorship

Centralized

Urged

THE

for

subject
censorship

Canada

economical step.

CARL

L.\EMMLE,

versal,

has

president of Uni-

established

at

Univei's'al

Photoplay University which
run on a strictly business basis, en-

City a

ture art. If the students make good they
receive five year contracts and if they fail
they are either let out or put back to their
old standing in case j)romotion was prema-

trants receiving the regular stock salary
and used in pictures as often as possible.
The I^niversity at present is housed in the
Administration building, but it is ]ilanned
to extend the curriculum to other arts in
addition to acting if the courses wari'ant it.
At ]>reseiit thciv ai'e about thirty-five in the

ture.

school.

Blanche Mehaffy, too, has been awarded a
five year contract as a result of her work

There are eiiiiaiice examinatioMs, Paul
Kdhiier, casting supervisor, acting as the
entrance board, and a set coui"se of training
with examinations and i)i-omotions on the
basis of merit and achievement. George
Summerville, Dick Smith,

Cliff

Smith, Al

Hairy I'ollard, Herbert Blache, King Baggott, Lynn Reynolds,
Edward Sedgwick, Svend Gade and Edward
Laemmle act as pi'ofessors of motion ))ic
Kogell, William Seher,

Among

the best prospects at present are

Raymond Keane, a 19-year old Denver boy,
who appears in "The Midnight Sun";
George Lewis, who is 21, played a juvenile
in "His People" with such sincerity
that he has been given a five year contract.

lead

same picture.
Barbara Kent, Kohner's "discoveiy," has
been signed under contract, but as yet ha.s
not appeared in pictures.
Fay Wray, chosen by the Wampas this year, has been at
Universal
several months,
and Clarence
Thompson, a Harvard gi'aduate, is being
in the

for Universal Westerns, recently
playing a role in "A Fool for Luck," in
which Art Accord is starred.
trained

First National Studios Active

moving

picture
recently
caused
a
snappy debate in the British
Columbia Legislature when G. A. Walkem, one of the legislators, advocated
one censorship for the whole of Canada
instead of the nine film censor boards as
now maintained, one for each of the nine
provinces.
Walkem made a strong plea for a
movement to urge all Provinces to consider centralized censorship in Canada.
Attorney-General Manson of British
Columbia supported the plan but disagreed with the suggestion that film
censorship was entirely unnecessary.
The upshot of the debate was that an
appropriation of $1,500 was passed by
the House at Victoria, B. C, for further
dealing with the subject.
The centralization of film censorship
in Canada was advocated largely as an
of

Starts Acting School

Students Given Practical Training With
Oppoi>rtunity of Five Year Contract

will be

George Gerhard, well known as a newspaper man and motion i)ieture critic, is now

Illion,

Laemmle

Many

Productions Are Under Way at
Both West Coast and East Coast Plants
.VATIONAL
rushing
FIRST
tion at both the eastern and
is

year,

producwestern

studios with the advent of the
an exceptionally hea\y winter

new
and

spring program having been mapped.

At

the eastern plant, A. L. Rockett, reelevated to the rank of production
manager, has selected "Puppets," a stage])lay by Frances Lightner, as his first ])icture
to l)e made under the First National banner,
^lilton Sills will have the starring role and
consequently ])roiluction will not be started

cently

the featured male role and Fred

Newmeyer

will direct.

Among

other scripts ready for |)roduction
"Mismates" and "The' Boss of Little
Arcady." Scenarists are working on "The
Crystal Cup" and another not yet announced.
Two new pictures went into production on
the same day on the west coast lot.
Edwin
Carewe started filming "Twentieth Centurj'
are

First National special.

Unlimited" with a cast including Mary Astor,
Lloyd Hughes, Dolores del Rio, Rita Carewe,
John T. Murray, Alec Francis, Edwards
Davis, Clarissa Selwyn and Charles Sellon.

Within the next few days "The Savage,"
an original story for the screen by Ernest
Pascal, will get under way under the supervision of Earl Hudson. Ben Lvon will have

Lambert Hillyer started work on "The
Second Chance" with Anna Q. Nilsson in the
leading feminine role and Huntly Gordon
and Charles Murray in featured parts.

until

Sills

has completed

"Men

of Steel," a

—
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Monument
Signed

by

Metropolitan

The Monument Theatre

Pictures

Pictures
Corporation
scored a winning move for their line-up of
productions for the 1926-27 season, this
week, in signing Marie Prevost under a long term

on which it
3500 seat theatre.
ester,

in

Laemmle.
12 inmiortals with the possible exception of Laemmle who is now in
Europe will be present at the affau-. Spec'al
boxes have been set aside for the occupation
by those famous men.
A series of surprises has been jilanned
by the committees now at work to put this
diliner over in a manner that will set new
high records of entertainment and class in
motion picture events.
One hundred stars gathered from everj'
One
part of the nation will be present.
hundred tables is the limit. Nat Rothstein
also i)romises a few "nifties" and surprises
that should help to make the evening a most

Each of

tliose

brilliant one.

The class of New York in music has been
Two of Gotham's finest
already secured.
jazz orchestras will dispense the snappiest
dance music heard in this village for many
a day, and the mus'c will be fast, furious
The largest galaxy of
and continuous.
celebrities ever gathered under one roof will
give those present a treat not witnessed before at any dinner, Naked Tr\ith or otherwise. "The Eye and Hoof" party is the way
the gang describes this party, eye for the
nifties of sight and hoof for the thrills of
For once the motion picture
the dancing.
fraternity will actually see "Who's Who" in
film circies when the party gets under full

swing.
Irrespective of the fact that at the last
Naked Truth Dinner more than 300 people

to be refused admission because of the
decision of the Committee under no circumstances to allow crowding or discomfort
there have been requests received that indicate that more than 500 will have to be
refused admission this season.
In order that no one in the industiy may
be disa]ipointed it is urged that tables and
reservations be made immediately,
thus

avoiding any alibis being forced on the committees who have the seating arrangements
in charge.

Charles Einfeld of 1st National

Finkelstein,

Holds

Rubin

at

383

all tickets.

Staff

Nearly 100 managei-s and probably twice
many more from the staffs of more than
80 Finkelstein & Ruben theatres in the
Northwest attended the annual F. & R. managers' convention at the Radisson hotel, Indianajiolis, Jan. 5.

The managers were in session for two days
going over every phase of the business under
the direction of the following executives,
Theodore L. Hays, general manager; I. H.
Ruben, owner; M. L. Finkelstein, owner;
Ilai'old D. Finkelstein, director of personnel
and music; Edmund Ruben, director of bookinss; C. P. I\Ini'))hy, director of production;
and

J.

F. Cubberley, supei-visor of theatres.

Plans w(>re laid to keep the promise made
the F. & R. New Year greeting to their
]>atrons which read as follows:
"Finkelstein & Ruben and our 18-17 emploves wish you a Happy New "N'ear.
a|)]ireciate the patronage of the 18,200,000
jx'rsons who were entertained in our 80 theatr(>^ last year.
For 1026 we promise you a
continuation of the same liiizh class enter-

in

We

tainnu'iit."

Motion
in

jiicture

New York

state

companies incorporating
during the closing days

Basil
included the following:
.$10,000, Basil Dean, Phcobe
Feiner, A. G. Soheer, New York city;
Neslein Picture Corporation, .$3,000, Charles
H. Nielsen, Charles Wintjm, Rudolph
Hoseas, Brooklyn; Mosholu Theatre Corporation, capitalization not specified, J. L.
Geller, J. A. Hirsli, Joseph J. Rosenthal,
New York city; Marlboro Pictures Corporation, .$75,000, O. A. Peters, Ridgewood;
E. G. S. Powell. H. J. Fladin, New York

of the

yeai-,

Dean,

Inc.,

city.

Theatre Films Advocate
Church Attendance
cooperation with the churches
Wichita, Kan., the Miller theatre
has engendered the good will of the
people of that community. Speaking of

the

Convention

Ferris, director of advert isinsr,

Corporations During
Holiday Period

INof

as

T^cn

street,

Few

had

Madison Avenue has charge of

Court

in the project.

Assured Attendance of
Twelve Immortals of Film Industry

Adolidi Zukor, Jesse Lasky, Will Hays,
Roxy Eothafel, D. W. Griffith, Joe Schenek,
Marcus Loew, William Fox, Sam Katz,
Sidney Kent, Dick Rowland and Carl

a

—

is

the annual Naked Truth Dinner
the industry's biggest affiair
is assured by the presence of the 12
Immortals chosen some months ago by the
members of the A. M. P. A.
The 12 as they stand are as follows:

erect

contract provides that the deal is to be consummated this spring and the construction
of the theatre w'ill start soon afterward.
The theatre will be operated along lines
which have made the Lafayette Square suchigh class vaudeville and
cessful in Buffalo
Morris Slotkin is
good motion pictures.
general manager of the Monument Theatre
It is understood that A. H.
Corporation.
Fennyvessy of Rochester also is interested

Naked Truth Dinner Big Affair
1j€

to

avenue of 207 feet and 200 feet
extending to Cortland. The

in Clinton

pictures will be released, says regarding the contract
"We regard Marie Prevost as one of the brightest personalities
among all the reigning stars on the screen. Her rise to popularity has
been pronounced and decisive following her work in such pictures as
"Tarnish" and the two Lubitsch pictures, "The Marriage Circle" and
"Kiss Me Again." In every criticism the work of Miss Prevost has been
commented on in terms of highest praise.
"That the public makes the stars was never more clearly demonstrated than in the case of Marie Prevost whose advancement to a
stellar position in a few years from a beginning as a bathing girl in
comedies, is due to the approval of the picture going public."

will

planned

The contracts for the

real

pany has had under consideration.
John C. Flinn, president of Metropolitan Pictures, and vice president
of Producers Distributing Corporation through which the new Prevost

THAT

is

estate, involving a consideration of
$1,150,000, have been closed.
Three parcels of projaerty have been acquired which will give the house a frontage

Under the provisions of the contract Miss Prevost will be starred in
a series of Metropolitan Productions to be released in next season's
group of pictures and plans are being perfected for a Marie Prevost production unit to film a number of popular books and plays which the com-

P. A.

of

of Court street and Clinton avenue in Roch-

contract.

M.

Coiporation

Buffalo, which owns and operates the Lafayette Square theatre in the Queen City of
the Lakes, has purchased a site at the corner

METROPOLITAN

A.

Buys

Theatres
Rochester Site

MARIE PREVOST IN STAR SERIES

its

Miller

plan,

the

Wichita

Beacon

says editorially:
"We do not know whether anything
like it exists elsewhere in the United
States, but the Miller theatre management of Wichita is in the habit of doing
distinctive things, so we imagine it is
alone in this feature.
"We refer to the practice on Saturday evenings of running a short film
pointing out the advantages of church
and Sunday school and urging people
to go to those places on Sunday.
"There exists in some minds the
notion that the theatre and the church
are necessarily antagonistic.
"This is a mistake. The two institutions have many things in common. In
fact they coincide along some lines.
"The Christmas programs given at the
Miller theatre during the holiday each
year exemplify this fact. Parts of these
programs could be transported bodily to
a church and performed with perfect
propriety and with great effect.
"And the weekly injunction to go to
church is the exemplification of a fine,
wholesome spirit on the part of the
management. It sort of warms one's
heart."
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Picketing
"Peaceful

Semi

Washington Bans

of'

State

picketing''

of

moWash-

non-union

tion picture theatres in the State of

ington was eliminated and was declared
punishable by fine last week in the annual
Washington Legislature,
session of the
when Senate Bill No. 135 was defeated by
Greatly inthe Washington lawmakers.
volved was the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Washington, which organization stood
behind the legislators with the constant
claim that no such thing as "peaceful pick-

was possible.
The bill came up as a direct result of the
war that has been waged for many months
against the theatre operators and projectionists, and the musicians' unions, who have

Famous To Float Big
Bond Issue

KUHN,

Loeb and Company are to
a $10,000,000 bond issue of
Paramount Broadway Cor-

float

the
poration, which organization is construcing the new Paramount building and
theatre at Broadway and 43rd street.

New York

City.
The issue which will
25 years, will be offered
slightly below par and will bear interest
at 55^ percent.

mature

in

eting"

picketed tlie Seattle houses of
John Danz with "Unfair" signs and banners. Danz recently caused the elimination
of pickets by an injuncttion, until such time
as the case should come before the legislaconstantly

ture, as it just has.

Publix Appoints

New

L. A.

Mutual

Benefit

Bureau Plans
will hold

annual carnival at the Hotel Plaza,
New York City on Februaiy 3rd. The program will preview some of the best films to
be seen on Broadway this year. Part of the
proceeds will be devoted to charity and the
balance toward the educational work of the
bureau, which is a volunteer organization
which has gone on record as being opposed

its tliird

Gotham and Lumas Move

to

Larger Quarters
Film

Corporation,

producer
to

of

larger

at 1650 Broadway, New York.
They have vacated the ninth floor for addi-

quarters

on the tenth floor. Practically
former office space will be
utilized and ample room provided to allow
for the growth of the organization.
tional space

double

the

Edelman
to

Named

Rayart Pictures has moved to enlarged
on the tenth floor of the Powers
Building at 723 Seventh Avenue, New York
City. With them has moved Richmount Pictures, Inc., headed by David J. Mountan,
president, who distributes the Rayart product abroad.
The two organizations occupy
the entire floor space, giving a uniform sales
service for Rayart customei-s for both the
foreign and domestic markets.

Assistant

Mel Shauer

Edelman, advertising sales rejji'esentative of Paramount, has been appointed
home office assistant to Mel A. Shauer. manager of the ad sales department.
He has
already assumed liis new duties.
Louis

Brooklyn M.P.T.O. To Hold
Next Meeting Feb. 10th
The M. P. T. O. of Brooklyn will hohl their
next installation dinner and dance at the
Hotel Bossert in downtown Brooklyn on the
night of February 10th, according to an
announcement made this week by Secretary
Phillips. Officers for the new year will be
elected and
be present.

Booking Banned

AT

a special meeting of the Cleveland Motion Pictures Exhibitors'
Association held last Wednesday
at the Hotel Statler, a motion was duly

made, seconded and unanimously carried
that the association go on record as
emphatically opposing any percentage
and overage booking or buying of pictures.

A

proclaiming this motion, has
been sent to all film papers, both
regional and national, and to every motion picture exhibitor, and every motion
letter,

picture exchange in Cleveland.
It was
further resolved, at this meeting, to call
another meeting in the near future, at
which time ways and means for enforcing this resolution, will be formulated.

officials will

It is also reported that

"Jimmie" Walker

will

be

among

Mayor

the guests.

its

Signing Big Cast

'U''

for

"Mystery Club"
is

signing one of the most ex-

tensive casts of the season for

"The Mysteiy

Club," which Herbert Blache will direct as
a special for 1926 release. Matt Moore will
have the featured role with Edith Roberts
Those already anplaying opposite him.
nounced for the supporting cast include
Warner Oland, Mildred Harris, Charles
Puffj", Nat Carr and Charles Crane.

Gibson

Girl

Added

Kane Cast

to

Annette Earle, latest Gibson Girl, who has
posed for many of the noted artist's current series of pictures in Life, has been
added to the cast of "Bluebeard's Seven
Wives," Robert T. Kane's production for
First National. Ben Lyon, Lois Wilson and
Blanche Sweet have the featured roles.

Gravina Added to ''Monte
Carlo" Cast
Christy
Cabanna has added Cesare
Gravina, noted character actor to the c^st
of "Monte Carlo," which he will shortly
start directing for Metro-Goldw.>Ti-Mayer.
Gravina will have the role of the Count.
A notable cast is being assembled for the
new production to stai't in a few days.

Kane Adds Cain to Support
Dorothy Mackaill
Producer Robert Kane has added Robert
Cain to the cast to support Dorothy Mac-

"The Dancer of Paris." The picture
being made at the Cosmopolitan studio for
release through First National.
Cain takes
the place of Lowell Shennan, who has withkaill in

Calcutta

Owner Coming

is

to

America

drawn from

J.

He is scheduled to leave Bombay on
February 13th for Marseilles and eventually will come to this country. Madan Thea-

Kansas

maintains a
throughout India.

large

chain

of

houses

Michigan M. P. T. O. Opens
Service Department
H. M. Kichey, manager of the M. P. T.
0. of Michigan announces the establishment
of a service department for the handling
of second-hand theatrical equipment. Often,
theati'e men seek material of various kinds
and many have material for sale, therefore, this department was organized operating somewliat on a brokerage basis.

-

Missouri

Settle

tions.

tres

the cast.

Madan,

])aitner and director of
^^ladan Theatres, Ltd., with headquarters in
Calcutta, "will sail for Europe and America
in the near futui'e to study theatre condiJ.

Percentage and Overage

prominent borough

by

exchanges.

to

quartei"s

semi-monthly

appearance on January 1st. The
Clarion, which is the idea of Charles Reed
Jones, director of advertising and publicity
of the company, who will edit it, will be distributed on the first and fifteenth of each
month to exhibitors through the Chadwick

to censorship.

Rayart Pictures Moves
Enlarged Quarters

a

initial

Universal

The Film Mutual Benefit Bureau

Clai'ion,

picture newspaper, published
Chadwick Pictures Corporation, made

Latest

Fi'ank L. Newman, managing director of
Publix Theatres in Los Angeles has named
F. T. Thomas and Beraard J. Byrnes house
manager and assistant at the Metropolitan.
They formerly occupied the same positions
At the latter
at the Million Dollar theatre.
house Augustus Eyssel and George B. Sullj'
will act as house manager and assistant.

Gotham Productions has moved

Chadwick

motion

Carnival

House Managers

Luma.s

The

Monthly Newspaper
for Chadwick

-

Will

Problems

Two

important issues will be
determined at the meeting of the
M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri to
be held in Kansas City, January 12th.
One of these will be the question of
M. P. T. O. members declining to sit on
the joint board of arbitration to hear
cases of exhibitors who are not members
of the exhibitor body. The other is the
question of admitting to membership in
the organization managers of producer-

owned
The

theatres.

proposition of holding an annual
"social" convention will also be up for
consideration. This event is looked upon
with much favor by most of the exhibitors.

:
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Warner Radio Station Opened
WBPI

in

New York

Broadcasting

NEW

YORK'S

broadcasting

newest

station

WBPI, was

from Warners Theatre, with a program
A brilliant
from 6 p. m. to midnight.
group of Broadway talent was assembled
for the opening, which also included a talk

by Irene Rich, Warner star, and talks and
telegrams from leaders in the film industry.
W^ill H. Hays, in a long telegram from
Ind., declared "This undertaking
another example of your progressiveness.
It is characteristic of your splendid accomHe suggested that "thought
plishments."
be given in 1926 to What's Right With the
Movies", and urged that the motion picture
be used to bring about lasting peace on

Sullivan,

is

earth.

"A few thousand feet of celluloid film in
a metal container can be sent to the ends of
the earth to speak the language which every
one understands," he said.
"Under the
benign influence of familiarity with each
other the world will grow better and that
the motion picture shall have an important
part in this development is my greatest
hope."
Frank Vreeland, dramatic critic of the
New York Telegram, who was present in
person and discussed the question, "Do
Good Movies Pay?" also struck a note of
optimism. In general, he answered his
inquiry in the affirmative, and cited

own
the

work of a Warner

and a Warner

di-

rector as evidence.
Irene Rich, featured in "Lady Windermere's Fan," created a favorable impression
In her present role she
in her radio talk.
has found release from the neglected wife
type of character and she asked fans everywhere to write in and tell her if they apShe denied indignantly
prove the change.
that her hair is bobbed and expressed regret
that it isn't naturally red, as in the present
picture.
Sam L. Warner explained in his address
that W^BPI stands for Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., and Arthur L. Lee, managing
director of the Hotel McAlpin, New York,
welcoming the new station to Broadway,
declared the letters mean "Working Best
for the Public Interest."
Christie Bonesack, in charge of WNYC, the New York
municipal
station,
extended
the
city's
greetings and other welcoming addresses
were made by Mayor William J. Dalton of
Long Beach, L. I.; Phillip R. Mannis. dis-

deputy grand master of New York
Masons, and Major Charles S. Tate. 11.3th

trict

IT.

S.

Infantry.

—

Telegrams of felicitation besides that of
Will Hays, came from Harry M. and Jack
Warner, both in Hollywood; John Barrymore, Ernst Lubitsch, Syd Chaplin, Kenneth Hai-lan, Matt Moore, Louise Fazenda
and
Charles
Wellman,
announcer
at

KFWB,

the

station

at

the

Warner West

Coast Studios.

From Europe

Joe Brandt Back

Columbia President Completes Arrangement for Producing Unit m
in England
BRANDT,

JOE

of Columbia
Pictures is back from Eiu'ope, where
he went to make necessary arrangements
for the continued distribution of Columbia
pictures abroad and also to establish a Columbia production unit in England.

president

Brandt, who made a careful studv of con-

Blofson Wins Promotion
With Associated

EJ. SMITH,
Associated

•

nounced the

general manager of
Exhibitors has anfirst

promotion

in

the recently reorganized sales staff. Al
Blofson, recently appointed Philadelphia
manager, has been elevated to Eastern
division manager with supervision over
the Philadelphia, Washington, Buffalo,

Albany,

New

Haven

and

Boston

branches.

The promotion rewards Blofson

for

splendid work since he joined Associated in November.
Prior to going
to Philadelphia for Associated, Blofson

his

made his headquarters in Paris, where
he was Central European Manager for
Universal.
is

Another appointment to the field staff
that of Harry Brown, who at present

holds the rank of special representative
and will be assigned to a definite territory in the near future.

return

Columbia Pictures for the season of 1926upon the arrival in I^ondon of

1927, and

Vice President Harry Cohn, we entered into
an arrangement whereby a se|iarate producing unit would make several Columbia pictures in
England using British actors,
actresses, technical help, with possibly one or
two Amei-ican stars in the cast to sive these
productions the necessary international as-

them

that

legislation

acceptable

be

introduced

for a

sub-

amuseof 50 cents and

stantial reduction in the Provincial

ment tax on theatre tickets
under. No change was requested in tickets
with a face value over that limit.
Premier Bracken replied that the request
would mean a loss in revenue to the Government.
Last year Manitoba received
$44,000 in the tax on tickets valued up to
50 cents.
cut in taxation would mean
that the revenue would have to be made up
some place else.
The deputation of exhibitors was introduced by Gordon C. Lindsay, secretary of
the Manitoba Exhibitors Association, Winnipeg.

A

A.

M. Weinberger Joins Staff
Of United Artists Corp.

A. M. Weinberger, well known member of
exchange circles, has recently severed his connection with the First National
organization and has been appointed office
manager of the United Artists Corporation.
Mr. Weinberger was associated with First
National for the past eighteen months and
previous to that was with Famous Players
for six years as their office manager.
United Artists are now in possession of
two entire floors in the building at 729 Seventh Avenue. They recently moved from
the ninth to the fifteenth and were already
installed on the fourteenth floor.

New York

Theatre

Louis

Vary

"In making plans for the production of

which will make
l)ect
throughout the world.

in

St.

ditions abi'oad had the followins' to say on
iiis

all moving picture theWinnipeg, Manitoba, and oflScers
of the Manitoba Exhibitors Association, recently waited upon Premier Bracken and
Hon. B. L. McLeod, municipal commissioner, of the Manitoba Government, to ask

atres

Coasts
star

Asks Admission
'Tax Reduction

Representatives of

Company

Both

on

Units

opened
by Warner Bros, on December 29th
studio,

City Gives

Winnipeg

During

Stocks

Year

Theatre stocks listed on the St. Louis
Stock Exchange showed a wide range during 1925 accoi-ding to statistics just issued
St. Louis Amusement
by the exchange.
Company stock had a high of $63, a low of
$50 and "closed the year at $54.50. A total
of 4504 shares changed hands during the
year.

Skouras A showed a high of $68 and a
low of $36 and closed at $52. A total of
41.299 shares of this stock was dealt in during the year. Of course some shares changed
hands several times, thus increasing the general total.

"The

British Columbia Picture unit will
own financing organization, and the
))rofits of these productions will accrue to
the benefit of those British capitalists who
are fathering this venture.

have

its

"It was with a great sense of gratification
that I found Columbia pictures being exhibited in about every large city throughout

Europe.

When

Amsterdam

saw
several Columbia pictures presented.
Also
in Berlin. Paris, Milan, Prague, Nice and
other cities.
Mr. Harry Cohn and myself
had the pleasure of seeing our product well
T visited

I

I'eceived.

"When

I canvassed

the various offices

these tcirilories and
handling our product T

was elated to find that Columl)ia ])ictures so
genei-ally distril)uted were givino such genuine satisfaction to our foreism distributors."

Lester Allen Signed

By Columbia
ALLEN,
LESTER
comedian has been
series

Broadway

signed by
Columbia Pictures to appear in a
of comedies they will produce.

Allen will enter into his motion picture
work as soon as he has finished his present engagement in the Earl Carroll Vanities.

Pictures is said to have
options on several Broadway
farces and comedy stories by well known
authors, which will be used as vehicles
Allen has been
for the Allen series.
carrying on his comedy antics on Broadway for a number of years and has won

Columbia

secured

v/ide popularity.

J

January

16,

Metropolitan
Serial
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Buys Current

Postmaster General Thanks Theatre Owners For Christmas Cooperation
Headquarters of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
NATIONAL
receipt of a
from Postmaster General Harry
New,
which

Story

Metropolitan Pictures has purchased the
picture rights to George Agnew Chambernew, six-part serial story, "Man
Alone," the first part of which appears in

lain's

is

in

letter

S.

in

tliis

he expresses his appreciation for the excellent work accomplished by the
National Organization in awakening the public to the necessity of early Christmas

George Putnam.

mailing. The letter in full is as follows:
Mr. R. F. Woodhull,
President, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
25 West 43rd Street, New York, N. Y.

week's issue of The Saturday Evening
Following its conclusion as a Post
Post.
serial it will be published in book form by

The story has to do with the glass blowing
industry and is set in the southern part of
New Jersey, where an old glass mill emplojang obsolete methods of moulding glass
is still in operation, while close by is a
modern up-to-date mill. It is likely the picture will be filmed on these locations.

My

dear Mr. Woodhull:

wish to make grateful acknowledgment to you for the very great service
your organization rendered the Post Office Department in its campaign for early
Christmas mailing.
The theatre owners throughout the country are to be congratulated upon their
fine sense of public service which prompted them to display on their screens the
Department's injunction to the public to deposit its mail early to avoid the ChrisI

mas

rush.

know of no other medium through which so many people may be reached,
or their attention held, than the silvered screen of the motion picture theatre.
Sincerely yours,
I

Signs Le Saint
Direct Barrymore

Banner

to

(Signed)

It
is
a
berg Distributing Corporation.
crook melodrama, the script of which is
now being prepared from the John Good-

Man With the Brooding
The picture will go into production
on the coast upon the completion of "The
Taxi Mystery," fifth Royal pictux'e, which
is now being made with Edith Roberts and

F. B. O.

win novel, "The

Agnew

''Lady

in the leading roles.

of

Harem"

Paramount

is

New

"The Lady of the Harem" has been deupon by Paramount as the releasing
title for "Hassan," James Elroy Flecker's
stage spectacle, which originally went into
production as "The Golden Journey."
Director Raoul Walsh has been filming the
cided

production for the past three months.
Featured in the cast are Ernest Torrence,
William Collier, Jr.. Greta Nissen and
Louise Fazenda.

First National

Adds

to

Winner Group
NATIONAL
FIRST
number
changes

announces a
of
in the Winner
Group of picture during the coming months owing to a development in

production plans that makes additional
pictures of a special feature calibre available. Robert T. Kane's contributions of

New

Commandment," "Bluebeard's Seven Wives" and "The Reckless Lady" will be added to by two addi"The

tional

pictures,

four productions

making five instead
by him.

of

There will be three Milton Sills pictures in the group, including "The Unguarded Hour," "His Partner's Wife"
and "Puppets."
One of the dates
originally reserved for this star will be

taken by "The Desert Healer," now being produced on the coast by Marion
Fairfax and Sam Rork.

The Drury Lane melodrama, "Good
will be produced by E. M. Asher
for release in place of "The Rose of
Luck"

Monterey,"

which will not be made.
Errol will follow up "Clothes
Make the Pirate" with "Lunatics at
Large," scheduled for release July 25th.

Leon

NEW,

Blast

WITH

tlie holiday season at an end,
B. 0. settled down to a bui^
production schedule the first of this
week completing the current season's program and assembling many of the big
features for the season to come.
The last of the year saw the completion
of "The King of the Turf," a new racing
melodrama, which James Hogan directed
from the story by Joseph Louis Vance and
John C. Rrownell. Kenneth Harlan, Patsy
Ruth Miller, Mary Carr, Eddie Phillips,
David Kirby and George Irving head of
the cast.

Another
starred.

completed was "The
which Fred Thomson is

featui'e

Tough Guy,"

is

Production

Functioning
Following Holiday
are

F.

Title

S.

Renews

Studios

Eyes."

Robert

HARRY

Postmaster General.

Banner productions has signed Edward
Le Saint to direct Lionel BarrjTnore in
"Brooding Eyes," fifth of the Banner productions to be released by the Henry Gins-

Lola Todd plays opposite the star

and Thomson's horse. Silver King also has
an important role.
Evelyn Brent has completed "Queen
O'Diamonds," her last staiTing vehicle for
the season under the direction of Chet
Wit hey. She will shortly enter on a new

at

Full

Season

Patrol;" Tom Tyler is working on "Bor
to Battle" and Bob Custer is filming "The
Half-Breed Hostler."

Edeson

''Whispering
Smith" Cast
Joins

borrowed
^letropolitan
Pictures
have
Robert Edeson from Cecil B. DeMille for an
important role in "Whispering Smith," a

same name
by Frank H. Spearman. H. B. Warner,
Lillian Rich, John Bowers and Lilyan Tashman also have important roles in this
drama, whicii will be distributed by Propicturization of the novel of the

ducers Distributing Corporation.

series of special productions.

Emoiy Johnson will shortly start casting
for his new melodrama which dramatizes
the recent dash of the United States Navy
from San Francisco to Hawaii. The naval
authorities of San 'Diego are cooperating
with the producer.
Lefty Flynn has completed "The Traffic
Cop," based on Gerald Beaumont's story,
"The Kitten and the King." A number of
stories are being lined up for the star for
the

coming season.

Associated Arts Corporation has shipped
to New York the master print of "Flaming
Waters," a drama of the oil fields in which
Mary Carr, Pauline Garon and Malcolm

McGregor

are featured.

Preparations are under way for "A Poor
G'rl's Romance," another of the Laura Jean
A ca'-t for t^o production
Libbey stories.
will be assembled shortly.
Plans are
being rushed for "The Isle of Hetr'bution,'
another of the F. B. 0. Gold Bond sped
for the current season. The director has not
yet been chosen.
Richard Talmadge is shooting "The Night
'

jrMyHmd
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Film

Protest

Service

Through

its secretary William J. Banks,
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Association has sent a communication to
each exchange in the city, voicing the protest of the association against serving film
to churches, schools, halls, and so forth.
The protest says
"We feel that it is
inimical to the interests of our theatre members to have to meet such unfair competition
and we protest against the serving of them
with film which enables them to run competitive shows to our members."

the

:

Mrs.

Wallace

Cast

Reid's

New

to

Churches, Schools

"Cleaner Flame" First
For H. & K.

THE
.

.

newly organized H.

ture

&

K. Pic-

Corporation, with offices in

New

Broadway,

York, will make

The cast which will support Priscilla
Bonner will consist of Mary AJden, Russell
Simpson, Johnny Walker, William Scott,
John Carr, Carroll Nye and Young Butterworth. Walter Lang will direct.
ker.

Withers

By

F.

Is

B.

O.

Universal has signed Jack Mc Dermott,
known screen writer and comedy director, as a Avriter of feature come<lies. His
first work will probably be the adaptation
of Frank
Craven's
play,
"Too Many
Crooks."
Reginald Denny will have the
starring role and William Seiter is schedwell

Continuity

Completed

For

Johnson Production
Mrs.

Eniilie Johnson has completed the
continuity for the next Emory Johnson production for F. B. 0., based on the historic
ail-plane hop of the United States Navy

from San Francisco to Hawaii.
Casting
will be under way at an early date at the
F. B. 0. studios, where Johnson maintains

DUE

Ames Will Play Opposite
Pola Negri
Paramount has signed Robert Ames

to

play the leading role opposite Pola Negri
in her new production, which is still without a title.
The story is an original by
Ernest Vajda, Hungarian playwright, and
is being directed bv Dimitri Buchowetzki.

Edward Sloman to Direct
"The Old Soak"
Edward Sloman's next

directorial

effort

be a screen version of
Don Marquis' stage success, "The Old Soak."
Production is scheduled to get under way
within the next three weeks with Jean Hersholt in the featured character role. It w-ill
be Hersholt's first picture under his new
starring arrangement with Universal.
will

Universalis

''Poker

Faces''

Cast Completed
Universal has completed the cast for
"Poker Faces," Harrj' Pollard's new Jewel
Picture, which went into production last
week. Edward Everett Horton, Los Angeles
stage star has the masculine lead, with
Laura La Plante playing opposite him. In
the supporting cast are Tom O'Brien, Tom
Ricketts and Leon Holmes.

Three

Added to
Dix Cast

Richard

Three additions have been made to the cast
of "Let's Get MaiTied," Richard Dix's latest
picture now being produced at the Paramount, Long Island studio. Gunboat Smith,
former heavv'weight pugilist, has the role of
the detective, while Joe Kilgour and Tom
Findlay will also be seen in prominent parts.

in First

Month

to reports of

coming

uled to direct.

for Universal

Arlette Marchal, Parisian actress, dejiarted
for the Lasky studio, Saturday. She has
been cast for an important role in the new
picture which will co-star Bettv Bronson
and Ricardo Cortez, and which will be directed by William Wellman.
Paramount
signed Mme. Marchal following her work
with Gloria Swanson in "Madame SansGene," which was made in France.

Aroused

"Peggy From

Jack McDermott Signed by
Universal

Leaves for
West Coast

National

is titled

arrives in Hollywood.

Actress

Interest

story^

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

.

in the cast.

Parisian

The

Head(|uarters" and is an original by Finis
Fox, who will supen'ise the production.
The picture is now being cast and will go
into production when J. Charles Davis, 2nd,
president of Davis Distributing Division,

Signed

F. B. 0. has signed Grant Withers, juvenile of stage and screen, for a period of five
years. He has been assigned to the juvenile
heavy role in "Fighting Hearts," the new
Sam Hellman two-reel series which was
started last week with Ralph Cedar directitig.
Alberta Vaughn is starred and Al
Cooke, Kit Guard and Larry Kent are also

The script has been completed for the
second of the Peggy O'Day features dealing
with the adventures of a girl secret service
operative.

production headquarters.

Grant

Script

as their first feature production "Cleaner
Flame." Burton King, well known as a
director, will direct and wil have Alan
Hazelton, a newcomer to the film world,
as his assistant. Production is scheduled
to get under way this week.
Elsie Werner, well known scenario
and continuity writer has been engaged
to write the continuity for "Cleaner
Flame." Miss Werner recently arrived
from the west coast, where she has been
devoting her talents to productions of

Completed

is
The cast has been completed for Mrs.
Wallace Reid's latest
production, "The
Earth Woman," world's rights of which
will be handled by J. Charles Davis, 2nd.
The story is an original by Norton S. Par-

Peggy O'Day
Completed

heavy bookings

the distribution department of First National Pictures, which is headed by Sam Spring,
announces that at the present time it
is far ahead of estimated returns for
First National Month.
When all returns are in at the end of
January more than $8,000 will be distributed in prizes to branch managers
and employees in the first, second and
third branches which will be determined
by the volume of sales.
One of the most interesting features
of First National Month, from the exehibitors' angle, is the Exploitation contest in which First National is offering
prizes totalling $2,000 for the best exploitation, advertising and publicity during this month. Details of this contest
have been published in a previous issue.
in,

National Insures
All Employees
FIRST NATIONAL has completed
First

arrangements with the Connecticut General Life Insurance Company whereby the permanent salaried
employees of the picture company are
insured against death and permanent
The insurance is graded
total disability.
from $500 for employees who have been
with the company less than a year, up
to $5,000 for those who have rendered
longer service in important capacities.
Arrangements with the life insurance
company were completed in time for a
general notification to be issued during
the holiday season to those covered by
the insurance.

"Our Gang," Pathe
"Good Cheer."

Scenes from the current

release
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Pro-

ductions

A

number of productions for Rnyart

Pic-

tures Corporation are announced a^ having
been completed in the past week. Among
them are "Somebody's Mother," a Gerson
Pictures production, starring Mary Carr;
"The Fighting Thorobreds," a Harry J.
Brown production, starring Billy Sullivan;

"Racing Romance," a Brown-Rayart release,
starring Reed Howes; "Thrilling Youth." a

West Brothers production, starring

Billy

West, and "Starlight's Revenge," a Harry
Webb production, featuring Jack Perrin and
his horse, Starlight.

In addition the first episode of a ten episode serial has been completed starring HerFrederic
bert Rawlinson and Gloria Joy.
Sullivan, another Rayart director, has completed "Wet Paint," a Joybelle comedy starring Eddie Fetherston and Gloria Joy.

Evelyn

Ward

Cast for ^^The

Light Eternal''
Evelyn Ward, former screen comedian,
and who later played a leading role in "The
Brand of Lopez" ha.s returned to picture
work following a retirement of four years
She
which occurred after her marriage.
has been cast for a small part in "The Light
Eternal," the first American production
which Benjamin Christianson, the Danish
director
is
making for Metro-GoldwynMayer. The cast for this picture, for which
the scenario was written by the director, includes Norma Shearer,
Charles Emmett
Mack, Claire McDowell, Carmel Myei-s, John
Miljan and the talented dog actor, "Buddy."

Chaney Vehicle Titled *'The
Black Bird"
Lon Chaney's latest starring vehicle for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, directed by Tod
Browning will be released as "The Black
Bird." The story of the London underworld
is an orisinal
by Browning and the continuity by Waldemar Young.
Owen Moore,
Renee Adoree and Doris Lloyd head the supporting cast.

Warners Theatre Adopts

New

WARNER

Policies

BROTHERS have
adopted a number of new policies for Warners Theatre on
Broadway, New York.
Among them
are an increase in the admission prices
and but two shows daily. The changes
are to become effective with the opening of the world premiere run of John
Barrymore in "The Sea Beast" on
January 15th.
They will continue in
effect following that engagement.
Tentatively Warners have decided to
start the regular week-day afternoon
performances at 2.45 o'clock and the
evening program at 8.30. Sunday afternoon showings will start at 3 o'clock.
A revised schedule of admission prices
calls for an evening top of $2 and an
afternoon top of

Scenes from the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production

Showing of ''Hearts and Fists" Gets
Unusual Cooperation From Civic Organizations
Initial

ASSOCIATED

EXUIBITOKS, IXC,

ai'e

liaving the active co-operation of

the

Tacoma dianiber of Commerce

of tlie
ary release. This picture is the initial production of the recently erected H. C. Weaver
Production studio at Tacoma, Wash., and
every public organization in the State is
getting behind the production.

The world j)remiere of ''Hearts and Fists"
was held at the Rialto theatre in Tacoma, on
January 2nd, and was attended by leading
state and civic officials.
Marguerite de la
Motte, John Boweis, Allan Hale and Dan

Mason play the leading roles. Numerous
scenes in the production were familiar to the
audience and convinced many that the
natural beauty of the mountainous Northwestern state would result in Washington
becoming an active production centre for the
outdoors type of jiicture.

Stop Cheating Yourself

Out of Real Profits--

materiahze.

^o.?^f.

fWDE WCMr- PRiCE

fclCHT

An

of the manner in which
backing up "Hearts and Fists" is
seen in its Board of Commerce having purchased 100,000 I'ostcards printed with a facsimile of tiie title of "Hearts and Fists" for
These
free distribution by Tacoma citizens.
j>ostcards show a view of the famed Mount
Tacoma, which ajipears in the production,
and also gives the names of leading members of the cast.
On the reverse side a
script jniragraph states the card contains an
important message from Tacoma, Washington and requests the readers to ask their
favorite motion picture theatre to book
"Heai'ts and Fists" if they wish to see
Tacoma and the wonders of the Northwest.
An added sentence gives credit to Associated
E.^hibitors, Inc., and states the photoplay to
be a product of Tacoma, Washington.

PROFin KICHT

BOOK THEM TODAY!

instance

Tacoma

is

Associated Exhibitors, placed their reliance upon the U. S. Air Mail when laboratory trouble held up prints on "Hearts and
Fists," and almost made necessary the postponement of the world premiere in Tacoma,
announced for January 2nd. The western
metropolis had been infonned of its opening
at tthe Rialto theatre, by means of a com])lete

BOOK

Elaborate prologues will be arranged

now under way

in

"Hearts and Fists," one
Triimiphant Thirty which was a Janu-

their exploitation of

Evening

for each feature photoplay.
The prologue for "The Sea Beast" is to be especially impressive, if all of the plans

"The Great Love."

Tacoma Backs Film Premiere

prices for
all pictures will be $1, $1.50 and $2.
Afternoon prices will be 50 cents and $1.
$1.

titled

advertising campaign.

Despite the fact that recent unfavorable
weather has considerably delayed the airmail service, it was decided to take a chance
on "Hearts and Fists" reaching Tacoma in
time for the opening. Accordingly the print
consigned to the Rialto theatre, Tacoma,
Wash., left New York on December 28th and
after a 3000 mile journey by air and rail
reached its Pacific coast destination just a
few hours before the time set for its showing
tliere.
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'Torbidden

For

Waters''

Dean

Priscilla

"Forbidden Waters," a story written espeby Percy Heath, will be
Priscilla
Dean's second production for
Metrojiolitan Pictures. She was called back
cially for the star

to the studio right after the holidays to start

work on

the production.

In the cast with Miss Dean are Walter
McGrail, Casson Ferguson, De Sasia Mooers
and Dan Mason. Alan Hale has been bor-

rowed from Cecil B. De Mills

to direct the

picture.

''Spuds" Will be Next Story
for Larry

Semon

"Spuds," a comedy written by John A.
Moroso for Everybody's Magazine has been
purchased bj' Pathe, as the next vehicle for
Larry Semon, from Lois Weber who- conscreen

the

trolled

rights.

Semon

is

now

adapting the story, which deals with a boy
who earned the sobriquet of "Spuds" due to
his expertness in peeling potatoes as an
Army K. P., for the screen and will start
shooting sometime during January.

Monta Bell
"Charm"

Highlights from "The Palace of Pleasure," a Fox production.

Fox Ready To Start Ne^v Season
End

Sight,

W

INFIELD

R.

New

Pictures

SHEEHAN,

general

manager of the Fox Film Corporation, has wired the home office in
New York from the west coast that three
additional pictures on this season's schedule

have been completed and everything

is

now

in readiness to start actual filming of some
of the most important of next season's releases before the end of January.
Since his arrival on the coast four months
ago, Sheehan has supplemented the Fox stock
company of players with the best talent
available and has strengthened the directorial staff by the addition of such directors
as Raoul Walsh, Irving Cummings, Howard
Hawks and Harry Beaumont.
Hawks and Cummings are responsible for
two of the features just completed. Cummings has finished "The Johnstown Flood,"
a thrilling epic based on that American ca-

tastrophe. Hawks' first contribution to the
Fox release schedule is "The Road to
Glory," based on an original scenario written by himself. The cast is headed by May
McAvoy, who is supported by Leslie Fenton, Ford Sterling, Rocklift'e Fellowes, Milla

Davenport, John MacSweeney and Hank,
the dog.
The third production

announced
"A Trip to Chinaas hav-

ing been completed is
town," first of the Charles Hoji; comedies
to be made by the Fox company. Margaret
Livingston and Earle Foxe have the leading
roles. In the supporting cast are J. Farrell

MacDonald. Anna May Wong, Gladys McHarry Woods, Marie Astaire,
Connell,
George
Charles Farrell, Wilson Bangs,
Kuwa and Hazel Howell.
Every stage at the gigantic Fox studio is
now being occupied. George E. Marshall,

Under

Way

Fox comedies, has comedy
scattered all over the place making
Imperials, Helen and Warren, 0. Henry
and Van Bibber two-reelers. Production
does not stop at comedies, however, as on
the big stages there are six Supreme Attractions in work and four more ready to be

by Alice D. G. Miller.
the cast have not yet been

to the screen

Details as
decided.

Soon

Direct

M-G-M

Monta Bell has been assigned by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer to direct "Charm," an adaptation of the New York stage play by John
Alexander Kirkpatrick. The play was purchased some months ago by M-G-M and
adapted

of Present Production Schedule in

Will
for

to

supervisor of
units

started.

Scott

Sidney

Retire

to

as

Director
When

Director

Scott

Harold Shumate Added to

M-G-M

Staff

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have added Harold
Shumate to the editorial staff of the organization.
Shumate recently completed the
adaptation of "Miss Brewster's Millions,"
in which Bebe Daniels is the star, for Famous Players-Lasky. He is now at work
at the Metro-Goldw;s'n-Mayer studios on an
adaptation of a well known stage comedy.

Sidney completes

"The Million Dollar Handicap" for Metropolitan Pictures and released through Producers Distributing Corporation, be plans to
from picture direction. Previous to
the filming of this Metropolitan he was for
eight years with Christie and previously to
that was with Thomas H. Ince.
He has
directed such pictures as "Charley's Aunt,"
retire

*World of Promise' New
Ford Production
FORD'S production for Fox,
JOHN
the making for
which has been
in

"Seven Days."

months under the
Bad Men" wi'l be
released as "The World of Promise."
Genera] manager Winfield R. Sheehan

Additions

considered the picture too big to have
the impression get abroad that its action
It is a
centers about three bad men.
picturization of the story of the early

"Madam

Behave," "Hold Your Breath" and

to
Pilsen"

''Prince

of

Cast

A. H. Sebastian has made a number of
recent additions to the cast of "The Prince
of Pilsen," which he is producing for ProDistributing
Corporation release.
ducers
George Sidney, veteran actor of the stage,
and well known on the screen, has been
signed for a leading role. Allen Forrest will
play the part of the Prince and Myrtle Stedman, the Princess. Rose Taplcy. formerly
a featured player with the old Vitagraph
Comjiany, is another addition to the cast.

the

past

temporary

fifteen

title

of "3

and Fox officials declare it is
destined for greater popularity t*^an
"The Iron Horse," another of the John
Ford productions.
A notable cast of players vas c'^osen
for the important roles in "The Wor'd
of Promise." It includes George O'Brien
in the leading male role, J. Farrell MacDonald, Tom Santschi, Frank Campeau,
Lou Tellegen, Ohve Borden, in the
leading feminine role, Alec B. Francis,
Otis Harlan, George Harris and Priswest

cilla

Bonner.

—

John Adams

presents

LARRY SEMON
m

a

^Ma.\
T«Ji.

TOP

f

and

LISTEN!"
Adapted from the Musical Comedy
by Harry B. Smith

Ifs all to the
(V\

V

merry'Ttnerry

Directed by Larry

f

Scmou

Pafh^picture
TRADE

MARK,

LARRY SEMON

!

STOP

A Feature

wishing for a big feature
It's here!

comedy.

LOOK

at

it!

LISTEN

to what they are all say"1926 will be the greatest
Start
year yet for comedy."
right with one that will raise
"Stop, Look and
yovir roof,

Girls, gags, giggles,

ing;

shrieks of laughter, speed, spice,

suspense, romance,

—as

fizzy as

—

champagne, as satisfying as a
banquet to a hungry man.

Listen

i^Uiy'iV^r

I"

Oii tfo -\7Q

Pafhepicture
TRADE

Comedy

w

MARK.

J

an

1926

16,

u a r X
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Into

Steps

Featured Roles
Olive Borden, voted one of the Wampas
stars last winter is ready to step into the new
season as a Fox featured ])layer, according
Her
to the terms of her recent contract.
first appearance in a featured part of importance is in the Tom Mix starring- vehicle,
"The Yankee Senor,"' scheduled for release

Miss Borden has the leading
feminine role.
Because of her work in this picture, Miss
Borden was given the leading feminine role
in "3 Bad Men," a drama of the west on
which production is now nearing completion.

January 10th.

George Walsh Starts "Test
of Donald Norton''
George Walsh has started

his fifth production of the current season for Chadwick
It is titled "The Test
Pictures Corporation.
of Donald Norton" and is being directed by
Beeves Eason under the personal superviJoan Meredith,
sion of Jesse J. Goldberg.
1925 Wampas Baby Star, has been assigned

prominent role.
The picture is an adaptation of the novel
of the same name by Robert E. Pinkerton.
to a

Exteriors are to be made at Truckee,
California.
It is expected the production
will be completed in about eleven weeks.

Production highlights from

F. B.
Karl

Harrv' Meyers, Cesare Gra\ina, Trixie Friganza and Zasu Pitts, will be directed by
Wm. Christy Cabanne, according to an announcement by Hunt Stromberg, associate
executive for Metro-Gold wvn-Maver.

Frances Marion to
for

AN

Work

Samuel Goldwyn
agreement has

just

been en-

tered into between

Samuel Gold-

wyn and Frances

Marion, well-

known

scenario writer whereby the latter will devote her time exclusively to
the Samuel Goldwyn productions. Heretofore Miss Marion has been working
as a free lance though she wrote the
continuities for the eight productions
which Goldwyn has produced since entering the independent field.

Miss

Marion

is

now

completing

a

story for another organization but will
join
the
Goldyn organization this
month, thereafter devoting her time to
the construction of stories for the Gold-

wyn

stars

and

directors.

It is interesting to note that the scripts

both George Fitzmaurice's "The
Dark Angel" and Henry King's "Stella

for

Dallas," both of whoch have been recorded on the lists of "the ten best pictiu-es of 1925 were prepared by Miss
Marion, and that out of five pictures
which have been awarded the Photoplay Magazine gold medal by popular
vote, two,

"Humoresque" and "Abraham

Lincoln" were from her pen.

Only

Three

Scheduled

Prod.

Dist.

Corp.

release.

Still

Original Twelve
Remain to be Finished

0. has already completed nine
of the twelve Gold Bond productions
• of the 1925-26 program. The remaining three still to be completed are
Laura Jean Libby's "A Poor Girl's Romance," Edeson Marshall's "The Isle of
Retribution," and Emory J.ohnson's second
production, tentatively called "Happiness.''

Photography

been

has

"When Love Grows

completed

on

Cold," the Laura Jean

Libbey romance in wliich Natacha Rambova (Mrs. Rudolph Valentino) is starred.
The film is now being cut and edited. The
production was personally supervised
by
iJaniel Carson Goodman and directed
by
Harry 0. Hoyt. Supporting Miss Ranibov«
are Clive Brook, Sam Hardy,
Katherine
Martin, Kathrvn Hill, Johnnie Gough and
Russell Griffin.

The Associated Arts production, "Flaming Waters," a melodrama of the oil fields,
is another of the completed ones.
It was
directed by Harmon Weight. Prominent in
the cast are Mary Cair, Pauline Garon and
Malcolm McGregor.
Final scenes have been shot on "The I^ng
of the Turf," a melodrama of the racing
world, with Kenneth Harlan and Patsy
Ruth Miller in the leading roles. "The Midnight Flyer," a railroad melodrama directed
by Tom Forman, has alreadv been previewed and is ready for distribution.
"The Last Edition," a tribute to journalism, is an Emory Johnson contribution to
the 1925-26 program. In the cast are Ralph
Lewis, Lila Leslie,

Ray Haller. Rex Lease,
Adamae Vaughan.

Frances Teague and

"The Keeper of the Bees'

is another finproduction that has
alreadv been
shown in leading theatres.
"Parisian
Nights," a Gothic production in which

ished

a

of

FB.

i>ittle

Avenue,"

O. Gold Bonds Completed

Dane Cast for M-G-M's
"Monte Carlo"

Karl Dane, Avhose role of "Slim" in "The
Big Parade" won him many admirers, has
been cast for a role in "Monte Carlo," the
Carey Wilson novel which was adapted for
This
the screen by Alice D. G. Miller.
comedy feature, with a cast including Lew
Cody, Gertrude Olmstead, Roy D'Arcy,

"Fifth

Elaine Haiiunerstein and Lou Tellegen are
co-starred in one of the earlier of the current year's Gold Bonds.

Another of the earlier ones is "If Marriage Fails." The cast is headed by Jacqueline Logan and includes Clive Brook, Belle
Bennett, Donald MacDonald, Cissy Fitzgerald, Jean Hersholt and Mathilde Comont.
John Inee directed. "Drusilla With a Million" is the first Gold Bond of the cuiTcnt
season's pi"ogram and has already had many
first

run booking's.

Van Loan

to

Write Orig-

inals for Universal
Pictures
UNIVERSAL
has just signed
a

H.

H.

Corporation

contract with

Van Loan, well-known

screen author,

to write seven original
stories for the Universal stars, two for
Reginald Denny, and one each for Laura
La Plante, Mary Philbin, Norman

Kerry, Hoot Gibson and Jean Hersholt.
Under the agreement Van Loan is ta
start immediately on a story for Reginald
Denny to be titled "Wait a Minute,"
which will be a farce comedy detailing
the adventures of a young scion of
wealth who is forced to start at the bot-

tom

of his father's

department store and

how he wins success.
Van Loan worked in

the publicity de-

partment of Universal more than ten
years ago leaving to enter the original
story

mately

field.

fifty

He has written
photoplays.

New Menjou
"A Social
Highlights from the Producers Distributing Corporation release "Three Faces East."

Vogel Back From European Trip
States English Exhibitors are Enthused
Over De Millers 'Road to Yesterday"
M. VOGEL,
WILLIAM
ager of Producers

Release

Title

Celebrity'^

The release title for the new Adolphe
Menjou feature now in production at the
Paramount Long Island studio, will be "A
Social Celebrity." It was ori<rinally called
••I'll
See Vou Toniuht."

M-G-M Make

Addition to

Scenario Staff
have signed F.
Herbert, well known author, as a member of the scenario department. He left New
York on December 29th for Culver City to
take up his new duties.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

General Man-

International
Corporation, which handles Producers Distributing Coriioration's product
on the Continent, returned last week from
Europe after an absence of three months
during which time he visited most of the
large countries in Europe.

Vogel reported that the eight British exchanges of Producers Distributing Company,
Ltd., are lining up play dates at a rate
equivalent to that of the older established

mous Films, Prague, where they also handled
a number of important Pro-Dis-Co. productions.
The new P. D. C., Ltd., of Prague
has taken over the Famous Films exchanges.
"I arranged for the opening of our own
exchange in Geneva for distribution in Swit-

ago opened the Fox olfiee in Switzerland.
"We are also opening our own office in
Brussels to handle distribution throughout
Belgium in association with Georges A.

who

Boucksert,

Twelve of the first fourteen Producers'
productions have now been trade shown, he
said, but, owing to the advanced booking

run his own exchanges in Brussels under the
name of Etabl Dumarteau. Our Belgian organization will probably bear the title of
Beige Producers Distributing Corporation,
S. A., and will take over the Etal)l Dumar-

system, regular release will not start until
In discussing the pre-release ehow,ing of Cecil B. De Mille's "The Road to Yesterday," which is to start at the Tivoli the-

March.

London, on January 11, Vogel stilted
that the trade predicts a successful run for

atre,

picture at the West End play house.
I arri\ed in Germany," said Vogel,
"I found that the public there was very
much interested in the improvements taking
))lace in the theatre field within the past
three or four months.
Some more new first
run theatre construction has been started and
a number of leading old fashioned film theatres were modernized along American lines,
notably the Ufa Palast, Berlin's largest motion picture theatre. Mr. Kapee is introducing American presentation methods on each
program with an orchestra of seventy-five
pieces and the public is readily patronizing
this theatre in increased numbers and in
other ways expressing its approval.
tlie

"When

"In Czecho-Slovakia we are opening our
distribution exchange with Jan V. Musil
83 general manager and M. Z. Chrastil as
Up to this time Messrs.
sales manager.
Musil and Chrastil were co-partners in Fa-

Hugh

zerland.
Tliere we have appointed as manager, Joe Marius Boimond, who two years

companies.

own

approxi-

for the last several vears has

teau.

"Sweden is another territory where we are
operating our own exchange. While in Stockholm, we acquired control of Film Aktiebolaget Tule, our former distributor there.
Lars Bjorck is taking charge of the management and will preside over Pro-Dis-Co.
distribution in all Scandinavia, Norway,
Sweden and Denmark.
"In Holland we closed an extensive contract covering the distribution of our current product with Loet C. Barnstyn of the

Hague.
"Outright sales of the Pro-Dis-Co releases
have be<m made in practically each of the
remaining countries of Europe, it being our
preference to sell direct to native exchanges
wherever any market can purchase an adequate quantity at prices that justify our
recognized standard of production value.
"In retrospect, this trip proved a very
busy and eonstnictive one, a.s it resulted in
establishing Producers International Corporation in many of the most important territories in the European market."

Trio of scenes from "Three Faces East," a Producers
Distributing Corp. release.
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Added

SiIX

"Paris

to

At

Midnight" Cast
Meti'opolitiui Pictures has added six playto the cast of "Paris After Midnight,"

ers

Marion's screen version of the
"Peie Goriot."
The new
adrlitions are Brandon Hui-st, Jocelyn Lee,
.Mathilde Ciimont, Carrie Dauuiery. Jean De
Hriac and Fannie Yantis.
Jetta Coudal, Lionel H:uT>more, Mary
I'^raiices

Ilalzac

classic.

Hrian, P]dniund Burns and Kniiie Chautard
leading roles under the direction
lit' E.
NLison Hopjjer.
l)orti'ay the

'Made

Additions

Five

to

Phil Rosen Cast
I'hil

Hosen has made

five adilitions to the

cast ot Irs first picture for

Metro-Goldwyn-

.Mayer, which is as yet untitled.
They are
Gwen Lee, Antonio D'Algy, Julia Swayne
Gordon, Marcia Mannon and Bernard Siegal.
Kenee Adoree and Coni'ad Nagel have the
featured roles. The story is an original laid

France during the war and was adapted
hv Ahirion Orth and Harvev Gates.
in

Gotham

Acquires **Money
to Burn*' Rights

Action

stills

from the First

National production.

Gotham Productions

"Two Much Money."

rights
novel.

Record Comedy Month For Fox
Organization Expects to Establish High
Sales

Mark

Film
Fox comedy

Cor2)oration is enticipatiiifjsales record
for Laugh
Month. According to reports received
from branches everywhere exhibitors have
adopted the all-comedy program suggested
Ijy the Fox short subjects sales department
and the innovation has proven an excejitionally popular one with patrons.
a

Many showmen who were frankly dubious
regarding the success of such a project are
now said to have satisfied themselves that it
really

works

Scheduled for Fox release during the
Jialf of

Laugh Month

are

last

"A Flaming Af-

fair," an Imperial, in which Sid Smith has
the role of a street car conductor, and "The
Feud," (me of the Van Bibber series.

Christies

The

first

of

series released

the

has purchased screen

Reginald

the

Wright Kaufman

to Bum," which has been
printed in several editions. It will be produced early in 1926 as a Greater Gotham
Production with such stories as "The
Golden Web," by E. Phillips Oppenheim,

"Money

and "The Woman Who Did Not
by Rida Johnson Young.

Month

Laugh

During

to

Care,'"

East Side, West Side

November 15th

Laugh Month.

is

also availa-

Georgie
Harris and Barbara Luddy. The second of
this series, "The Fighting Tailor," is schedble for

It features

uled for release January 18th.

In addition to the two-reelers, three feature-length comedies will be ready for showing the last week in January.
"The First
Year," one of the John Golden adaptations,
with Matt Moore, Kathryn Perry, J. Farrell

MacDonald and Margaret Livingston,
be released January 24.

will

"A

Trip to Chinatown" and "The Cowboy and the Countess"
are scheduled for first showings on January 31.

Have Anniversary

Organization is Celebrating Tenth
Birthday as Independent Producers

COMPANY

FILM
is not
only celebrating by contributing generously to Laugh Month, but also the
lenth anniversary as an independent producing organization, and the sixth anniversary of its association with Educational

CHRISTIE

Film Exchanges for comedy distribution.
Although Al Christie pioneered into Holl^Tvood in 1911, it was not until January 6,
1916, that he left the Universal

and organized

Company

own producing

concern,
faking over the studio at Sunset and Gower
which the Christie Company has occupied
his

over since.

The Christie Comjjany is now in the middle of its sixth year of comedy product released through Educational. It has contrib,uted much to the development of the two-

comedy business during that time.
The sixth year with Educational marks a
program of two-reel comedy production
larger than any previous year's output,
reel

it includes ten Christie comedies featuring such stars as Neal Burns, Billy Dooley, Jack Duffy and others, and four star
series with six comedies in each, these being
the Bobby Vernon, Jimmie Adams and Wal-

since

ter

Hiers

The

series.

latest release in each of these series

Yes Babette," with Bobby VerWilling," with Walter
"
For Sadie's Sake," with Jimmie
Adams, and the two Christie comedies, "A
Salty Sap," with Billy Dooley, and "Run
are "Yes,

non;
Hiers

"Weak But

;

Tin Can," with Neal Burns.

Scenes

from

the

F.

B.

O.

Gold

"Flaming Waters"

Bond production

January

16,

1926
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"The Merry K idoiv" ( Metro-Golduyn-Mayer ) shown above a decided appeid. The arrangenient was
designed by Ernest Morrison and used at the Imperial Theatre, Asheville, iV. C, of tvhich he is the manager. Vari-colored lights were directed
from small spots on the silk drapes ivhich formed the background for the central cutout and the special lobby stands, made of conipo board
and decorated ivith scene stills.

Attractive color effects gave the display for

Advisory Board and Contributing Editors, Exhibitors' Service Bureau
•••rce J. g«hade, Schad* theatre,
Sandusky.
:

dwsrd

Ik

Uyinan, Mark Strand

theatre^ Brooklyn.
0.

O. Perry, ManaglnK Direetor,
Oarrlck theatre, HinneapoUa.

B. B. Bocera, itaaaging Director,
TlToU
theatre,
Chattanooga,

Tenn.
Stanley Cluunbera, Palace theatre,
Wichita, Kan.

WlUard

0. Patteraon, Metropolitan
theatre, Atlanta.

.

T.

RIcharda,

Saenger

Jr.,

Ajnnaement

Gen.

Mgrr.,

Co.,

New

Orleans.

Newman, ManagXag
Famoos Playera-LAaky

f. L.

Director,
theatres,

tlioatre,

Qolnby, Manarlng Director,
Strand
Palace and
Jefferson
theatres, Fort Wayne, Ind.
O.

Partington, Imperial theatre.

San Franclaco.

Oeorge E. Carpenter, ParamonntEmpresa theatre. Salt Lake.
Sidney Qraoman, Oraoman's theatres, Los Aagslss.

i

available previously.

For

ratings

PICTURE
KEY —

current

NEWS—first

and

older

issue of each

releases

see

MOTION

month.

ager,

Rotaky, Managing Director,
Palace theatre, Montreal, Can.

fjiininie Ciirrier, Alalia}^ iii^

The first column following the name of the feature represents the number of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor."
The second column
gives the number who considered it "Fair"; the third the number who considered
it "Good"; and the fourth column, those who considered it "Big."
The fifth column is a percentage giving the average rating on that feature,
obtained by the following method:
A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of
"Fair," 40°;; "Good," 70%; and "Big," 100%.
The percentage rating of all of
these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the number
of reports, giving the average percentage
a figure which represents the consensus
of opinion on that picture.
In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be
misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up

—

Poor

FAMOUS PLAYERS
Cobra

3

Fair

Good

4

5

— 2
— 3
FIRST NATIONAL
Unguarded Hour, The.
—
—
We Moderns
FOX
— 2
Everlasting Whisper, The
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Merry Widow, The
— —
UNIVERSAL
Calgary Stampede, The
— —
Lord Jim
That Royle

K. Sidney, Division Mas*
Lowe's theatres, Pittsburgh, Pa.

l«uls

Geo.

on

TITLE

Arthur G. Stolte, Capital
Des Moinfs, Iowa.

J. A.

:

Edition of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports
Productions listed are new pictures on which reports were not

Weekly

and eliminated.

I^s Angeles.

W.

THE CHECK-UP

:

George B. Brown, Managing Director, Loew'a Palace fheatra,
Memphis, Tenn.

Girl

.

,

7
3

Big

Value

Length

Broadway-Strand

Director,

De-

theatre,

troit.

Fred S. Myer, Managing Director,
Palac« theatre, Hamilton, OhI*.

Joseph

New

Managing

Plonkett,

Mark-Strand

reotor,

Dl-

theatrs^

York.

Ray Grombacher, Managing Director, Liberty theatre,

Spokams,

Wash.
Roaa A. McVoy, Manager, Tempi*
theatre, Geneva, N. T,

8

—
—

48
64

7

1

2

1

4

ft.

65

6,895
6,702
10,253
6,613
6,609

ft.

3

52
70

7

2

70

5,611ft.

3

17

96

10,027

ft.

Claire Meochime, Grand
Weatfleld, N. Y.

7

3

79

5,924

ft.

Ace

ft.
ft,

W.

S.

Managing

MoLaren,

rector,
Capitol
aon, Mich.

theatre,

DiJaek-

Harold B. Franklin, Director »t
ft.

Theatres,

Famoaa

Playera-I^asky.

Manager,
Sullivan,
Rialto theatre, Butte, Mont.

William

J.

H. A. Albright, General Manager,
West Coast Langly Theatre
Circuit,

Los Angeles,

Berry,

Circle

Managing

theatre,

Calif.

theatra^

Direct**.
Indlannpolla.

—
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Comedy

All

Circus Scores

at Parsons, Kan.
The All Comedy Circus program, made
up entirely of short features, has scored
again, this time converting the Best Theatre,
Parsons, Kan., to the use of the idea as a
regular occasional feature in the policy of
the house.
The All Comedy day was staged
by Manager Walter Fenney, who presented
a program of Pathe short subjects.
Fenney's stunt was probably the fii-st attempt of its kind in that territory. A wire
to Pathe from Manager Fenney says
"All
:

comedy

circus a great success here, in fact,
the biggest day's business we have done in
months. If laughing means they liked it,
they didn't miss.
circus dodger advertised the program
as "One big day for kids from 8 to 80

A

Scene showing a portion of the stage number nreienied by Eddie Hyman at the Strand,
Brooklyn, as a prologue to "'The Beautiful City," the First National production

one day in Parsons when laughs will come
faster than cinders from switch engines in
the Katy yards.
Be sure and get your
share of laughs, not cinders."
Another paragraph says "No all-comedy
show could be complete without 'Our Gang,'
so

Exploiting ^Ancient Mariner

^ t

Noteworthy Campaigns Developed In Pittsburgh,
Toledo And Other Cities Essays Leading Feature

—

A

of big exploitation campaigns for "The Ancient Mariner,"

among

tliem noteworthy drives by
the Temple Theatre, Toledo, and the Blackstone in Pittsburgh, api^ear to indicate that

one of the most successful stunts for stirring general interest in this production is
the essay contest run in conjunction with
The fact
newspajjers for school children.
that the Coleridge poem is included in Englisli

test

courses at schools makes the essay conan especially apt exploitation device

''The Ancient Mariner."
idea, developed by the Fox exploitation department, has been used on a
large scale of operation, and a complete
working plan was submitted to expoiteers
of the company. The contest has been tied
up with about a hundred newspapers so

for

The

being arranged
in connection with the presentation of "The
Ancient Mariner" at first run theatres.
far, such co()|)erative drives

for the award of prizes
divided into eight
prizes, ranging from twenty-five dollars to
two dollars, for essays on the topic "The

The plan

totalling

calls

fifty

dollars,

Ancient Mariner and its Lesson to Humanity."
In addition to the cash awards, prizes
of theatre tickets have been added for essays which fall short of the money prize
class.
The contests have been conducted by
the newspapers, with the result that theatres have received a great amount of free
jiublicity, in the form of readers on tlucontest, notes about the production, photographs, and ])ublication of the best essays.
Added dignity is given the stunt by havinsprominent men and women of the cities mid
towns, act as judges of the essays.

As
fore

the picture played the Blackstone bethe holidays, there was an extensive

for "The Ancient Mariner" with the
of Pittsburgh.
This was arranged by having jiosters, of window card
and one-sheet size, with aiip<'als for "early
mailing." There was a direct tieu]) betvve(>n
the picture and the appeal introducing a
tieu))

post

line
s])irit

offices

to

the

of

effect

"The

that

Ancient

the

liuiuanitariaii

Mariner"

would,

the i)icture.

Something

new

throwaways
was
engagement of "The
Ancient Mariner" at the Temple Theatre
was heralded about Toledo, through the medium of a booklet with pages the same size
as

the

when

in

the

regulation

news])a])er cartoon

and carrying cartoon

strii).

illustrations of all the

picture's big scenes.

The outside cover of this herald explained
that the book is an "Illustrated Aversion of
Sanuu'l Taylor Coleridge's "The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner" as visuidized in the William Fox masterpiece ])roduction of modern
frivolity "The Ancient Mariner," with play
date,

are

was

in their newest."
The
illustrated with three two-

column

Daughter."

were he alive today, prompt him to mail his
Christmas packages early.
Large space is being given now in the
Baltimore American to a Mariner Essay
and
Contest
for
Baltimore
schoolboys
schoolgirls.
The tie-up was arranged with
the Baltimore American by William M.
Whitehurst, assistant to the president of
tlie
Combined Whitehurst Theatrical Interests, in connection with the showing of
"The Ancient Mariner," at the Parkway
Theatre during the week beginning Monday January 4. The essays requested are
to be 250 words in length and the subject
should be "The Ancient Mariner and its
lesson to humanity."
The ^jrizes include
$50 in cash and ten pairs of tickets to see

achieved

they

cornerblock ads which are furnished free to exhibitors with all Pathe
short
comedies.
Two of these covered
Harry Langdon in "Feet of Mud" and
Charley
Chase
in
"The
Caretaker's

^

NUMBER

here

circus dodger

etc.

Prizes For Best Story Sell

"The Pony Express"
A

newsi)ai>er tie-up in which prizes were
offered for the most interesting storj- of an
actual experience "away back in 1860" at a

meeting of Old Timers, was the means of
creating a fund of good publicity for the
engagement of "The Pony Express" at the
New Central Theatre, Hot Springs, Ark.
The stunt was finely supported by the newspaper which was induced to sponsor it.
Other items of a lively campaign in Hot
Springs included a tie-up in which eight taxi
cabs carried these signs in the discs of their
spare tires: "The Pony Express in 1860.
Now Call a Yellow Cab."
To children in the seventh and higher
grades 13 prizes were awarded for 50 word
essay on the old trail drivers.
As an ad in the local daily, Sidney M.
Nutt, manager of the New Central, published
his personal endorsement of the picture.
The revival of the pony express- attracte<l
a great crowd as it has in every cit\' in
which this stunt has been used.

'II

"Lightnin'

A "Deaf and Dumb" matinee was

the

spot of the exjiloitation cain|)aign for
"The Pliantom of the Opera" at the Regent
Theatre in Colorado Springs.
The matinee w"as attended bv 200 students
of the famous Colorado school for deaf
unites, where "Chaney's
r^arents attended
when he was a child," and their attention
liiiih

was called to Chaney's hand and .gesture
acting.
The children marched from the
school to the theatre two bv two. traversing
the main sti-eets of town, ami attractins: no
small amount of attention.

Feat

is

Duplicated by Farmer
When

"Lightnin'
played at the American Theatre, Walla Walla, Washington, re'

among the advance publicity stories
apijearing in the local press on the engagement was the oft-rejieated one of "Lightnin' " Bill driving a herd of bees across the
desert in midwinter without losing a single
bee. A few days after Bill's bisrgest whoj)l)er apjK'ared in the Walla AValla Union,
there ajipeared also in the same jiaper. and
in all papei-s thereabouts, an account of
Glen ^Merchant of Forks. Washington, driving a herd of fifty-eight turkeys, that he
had brought thirty miles over a puncheon
trail from the Iluclsdunk ranch in the Hoh
Valley. The gobblers wei"e wanted for a
turkey shoot and ^ferchant on a
wager
drove his birds all the way on foot, losin*
onlv two en route.
cently,

School Matinee in Colorado
Springs for "Phantom"

Bill"

January

16,
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Hot Dog Stand Lobby Set
for Menjou Feature
Taking a suggestion from the Coney

Is-

land scenes in "Ihe King on xMaiu (Street,"
Manager U. Roscoe Faiiuce of the Strand,
Birmingham, erected a mechanical hot dog
iitaml in his lobby as an attractor for tlie
The display visualized Adolplie
picture.
j\Ien.jou eating a liot dog, while a man in
white apron looked on from behind the
Realism was supplied by a grill,
counter.
sinnhir to those used in rotisseries.
The effect was obtained by cutting an
in front of chimney to I'epresent a
^ate, across which were placed ornamental
iron bars. An excellent tire effect was obtained by using pieces of half inch mesli
screen wire, covered with strips of red paper.
Two fans in base of chimney and several
red lamps at bottom of wire screen, pro<:luced a very realistic fire.
On a rod running across front of gate, was a canvass
ham. By means of a motor attachment at
upper part of chimney, this rod turned constantly, giving the effect of liam being
roasted.
Mechanism was so controlled as to
give 20 revolutions to the minute.
Red
baby spot enhanced the warm glow of the
fire, which
attracted attention because of
the exceptionally cool weather during picture's ruj!.

opening

Figures cut jrom stock paper used effectively us imirquee decoriUions for the
Pathe's "The Freshman" at the V. C. theatre, Berkely. Calif.

Errol Feature Well Exploited
"Clothes Make the Pirate" Tied Up With
Other Drives
Big Social Event in Pittsburgh

—

THE
Issues Standing Invitation
to

Poor Children

Loew's Regent Theatre, Harrisburg, Pa.,
thi-ough its managing director, Russell A.
Bovim, has issued a standing invitation to
children who are unable to pay the price of
admittance, to attend tiie theatre during any
week, without charge.
The invitation, printed in the theatre's
Meekly "Nevvsette," says "If you know any
kiddies who are so unfortunate as not to be
able to afford a movie, call Loew's Regent.
AVe will be only too happy to have these
little ones as our guests at any matinee.
\je\ us help to make the little unfortunates
happy. If they are crippled we will call for
them as well as take them home. * * * If
you know any jioor kiddies let us know, for
we want them to be our guests Christmas
week and any other week."
The Christmas week attraction to which
the youngsters were especially invited was
the.Jackie Coogaii film play, ''Old Clothes."
:

^Don't Fold'

Warning

Stirs

Interest in Serial Herald
A variation of the don't-Fold-this-card
stunt

was recently used by F. Raoul Cleaver,

ex]jloitation man in Universal's Detroit exchange, to start the "Ace of Spades," a new
Adventure Pit-ture, on its way at the Idlehour Theatre in Alma, Micli. Through a
tie-up with the Alma Record, 3-column ads,
twelve and a half inches deep, announced a
free matinee for children at four o'clock
Friday. They were told that they would
be the guests of their "favorite paper" if
they cut out the advertisement and carried
it unfolded to the theatre's box office.

One thousand and one hundred kids
turned out for the first episode and five
hundred came back for the second which
means a smashing follow-up business for
this serial.

showing of

Charity Ball for the Harmarville
Convalesceut Home, held annually in
Pittsburgh and one of the outstanding
social events of the season, this year was
allied with exploitation for a motion picture, and prospered by that fact, as did the
Harry Davis' Millifui Dollar Grand Theatre
and Rowland and Clark's Liberty Theatre,
where "Clothes Make the Pirate" was the
featured attraction.
The Charity Ball was
Pirate's Bali," an arrangement
the enterprise of Allan S. Glenn,
of the exploitation department of
First National.

called

due
head

"The

to

The event, which was held at the William
Penn Hotel, was heralded by posters which
made a direct tie-up between the Ball and
Owing to the
-Clothes Make The Pirate."
]>r('stige

of the

affair, these posters

were on

disj)lay in hotel lobbies, banks, office build-

ings and locations of the sort ordinarily
closed to advertising of any form. Through
the General Chairman of the Ball, the society pages of the newspapers carried stills
of the ])icture, with mention of the theatres
at

The Cleveland Times ran

a series of

stories ottering prizes of tickets for

si.K

"tongue

twisters" based on the mouth filling names
Wurlitzer's
of the pictures' characters.
music store, on one of the most prominent
corners in town, turned over one of its windows to the display of an automatic projection
machine showing a trailer of
"Clothes Make the Pirate."
A special showing for the newsboys of
Toledo under the .joint auspices of the leading newspapers iimugurated the campaign
of "Clothes Make the Pirate" at the Pantheon theatre.
The Toledo newsboys saw the picture at a
I)review especially arranged for them on
Christmas morning, as the guests of the theThe news|)apers
atre and the newspapers.
reciprocated the t^urtesy of the theatre by
liberal allotment of stories and stills in their
news columns.

which it was showing.
The night of the ball Rowland and Clark

sent a quartette in costimie to the affair to
sing some of the numbers from "The Pirates
of Penzance."
They were billed as the
"Clothes Make the Pirate" quartette, courtesy Rowland and Clark.

Pittsburgh being the

home

of the Pitts-

burgh Pirates Base Ball team was also taken
advantage of, windows being fixed up bj'
Spalding's and by Hans Wagner's SportingGoods store, each devoting windows to stills
of favorite ball players and Leon Errol in
costume, cai)tioned "Pirates of Yesterday
and Today."
During its engagement in Cleveland at
the Allen Theatre this Sam Rork comedy
well campaigned.
contest in which
the readers were asked to finish the costume
of a sketch of Leon Errol who plavs the
lead in "Clothes Make the Pirate"— the
tis'ure being drawn in outline with the most
attractive pirate regalia filled in on him
winning a i)rize was published as feature
storv bv the Plain Dealer.

A

was

—

jrMylfand

.
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libitorsBox-OfRce Repi

Names of the theatre owners are omitted by agreement in accordance with the wishes of the average
exhibitor and in the belief that reports published over the signature of the exhibitor reporting, is a dangerous
practice.

Only reports received on
department.

Exhibitors

who

specially prepared blanks furnished by us will be accepted for use in this
value this reporting service are urged to ask for these blanks.

FAMOUS PLAYERS
Ancient Highway, The

4419
772897
Any Woman
2500
Beggar on Horseback, A.
4500
Best People, The
Coast of Folly, The
8000
Cobra
12000
4500
400000
4419
Golden Princess, The.
Goose Hangs High, The
2500
Hands Up
416912
796296
In the Name of Love
4419
2500
Irish Luck
4500
772897
King On Main Street, The
4500
KissForCmderella, A.
315652
Lord Jim
4500
363591
Lovers in Quarantine ....
4419
Manicure Girl, The
8000
Mannequin, The
416912
New Lives For Old
8000
Night Club, The
8000
Pony Express, The
363591
Son of His Father, A
8000
Stage Struck
4419
250000
400000
...

,

.

.

.

.

Street of Forgotten

Small town

Cold

Mo.
Mo.

1st run.

Clear Fair
JCold Fair
Cold Fair
Cold Big
Clear Poor
Clear Good

Iowa

Maine
Ind.

Iowa
Wash.
Minn.

Mo.
Cal.

Md.
Minn.

Mo.
Iowa

Mo.
Iowa

Wash.
Iowa
Ohio
Minn.

Maine
Cal.

Maine
Maine

Small town
Small town
Small town
General
Small town
1st run
Small town
Small town
1st run
General
Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run
Small town
1st run
Small town
1st run
Small town
Small town
1st run
Small town
Small town

Mixed
Ohio
Maine Small town
Minn.
Texas

Wash.

Small town
1st run
1st run

Good
Snow Good
Cold Good

796296
250000
314194
Scarlet West, The
8000
Shore Leave
2500
Splendid Road, The
363591
Unguarded Hour, The.... 416912
4500
We Moderns

8000
4419
2500

Ten Commandments, The
That Royle Girl
Wild, Wild Susan

Womanhandled
Of The World, A

1131
12000
796296
8000
120000
450056
314194

Maine Small town
Small town
Small town
Mo.
Nebr. Small town
General
Ind.
1st run
Md.
Maine Small town
Fla.
1st run
1st run
Mo.
Ind
1st run

Minn.

Cold Fair
Cold Fair
Clear Good

Snow
Cold
Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear
Stm'y
Clear

Fair
Fair
Fair

Poor
Big

Good
Fair

Good

Cold Good
Cold Good
Stm'y Good
Clear Good

Stm'y Good
Clear
Cold
Cold
Clear

Good
Good
Fair
Fair

Clear Good
Cold Fair
Clear Good
Clear Big
Stm'y Fair
Rainy Fair
Clear Fair
Clear Good

Ancient Mariner, The

450056
772897
2500
Arizona Romeo, An
4419
Best Bad Man, The
2500
Deadwood Coach, The.
4419
Durand Of The Bad Lands
4419
East Lynne
450056
8000
Everlasting Whisper, The
8000
Fighting Heart, The
250000
4500
Thank you
4419
When The Door Opened 314194
796296
8000
Winding Stair, The
4419
.

.

.

.

65000
8000
8000
4500
12000
796296

Ala.

Mixed

Maine Small town
Maine Small town
Iowa

Small town

Ind.

Mixed

Md.

1st

run

of Flanders,
Bright Lights

A

1131

Go West
Masked Bride, The
Merry Widow, The
Midshipman, The
Old Clothes

Stm'y Good
Cold Good
Cold Big
Clear

Good

Rainy Good

Pretty Ladies

Romola
Sally, Irene

Tower Of

The

Classified

Clothes Make The Pirate
Dark Angel, The

Find Your Man
Graustark
Half Way Girl, The
Lady Who Lied
Live Wire, The

Evil,

The

New Commandment, The
Pace That

.

Clear Poor

FIRST NATIONAL
Beautiful City,

Thrills,

Scarlet Saint,

The

The

.

4500
4500
315652
796836
400000
1131

4500
2500
416912
772897
314194
733826
733826
113344
4855
1131

450056
2500
4500

Iowa
Iowa

Wash.
Ohio

Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run

Wash. Mixed
Nebr.

Iowa

Mo.
Cal.

Mo.
Ind.

Md.
Md.
N. Y.
Pa.

Nebr.

Mo.
Mo.
Iowa

Small town
Small town
Small town
General
1st run
1st run
1st run
1st run
1st run
Small town
Small town
1st run
Small town
Small town

Mo.

Smalltown

Ohio

Iowa

run
run
Small town

Mo.
Mo.
Mo.

run
run
Small town

Minn.

Smalltown
Smalltown
Smalltown

Cal.

1st
1st

Rainy Good
Clear Fair
Clear Big

Stm'y
Stm'y
Stm'y
Rainy

Good
Good
Fair

Good

Clear Big

Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear

Good
Good
Good
Good

and Mary.

.

.

A

The

Lies,

Unholy Three, The

Clear Fair

Cold
Cold
Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear

Good
Big
Fair

Good
Clear Good
Clear Good
Cold Good
Cold
Cold
Stm'y
Cold
Cold

Coming

of

Hell's Highroad

People vs Nancy Preston
Prairie Pirate,

Road

to

The

Yesterday, The

Simon The Jester
Wedding Song, The

Good
Fair

.

550000
250000
65000
8000
65000
120000
65000
550000
12000
150057
8000
796836
772897
12000
150000
450056
550000
65000
65000
12000
65000
65000
8000
550000
363591
65000
4500

DIST, CORP.
65000
Amos, The

Big
Fair
Fair

Minn.
Minn.

Small town

Mo.
1st r\m
Maine Small town
Maine Small town
Texas
Iowa
Minn.

run
Small town
Small town
1st rim
Ind.
General
Md.
Maine Small town
Minn. Small town

Nebr.
N. Y.

1st

Without Mercy

1265
65000
120000
1265
1265
1265
315652
1265
1265
796836
1265

Smalltown

run
run
Texas
General
Ala.
Maine Small town
General
Ala.
1st run
Fla.
General
Ala.
1st run
N. Y.
General
Ind.
1st run
Iowa
Maine Small town
1st run
Ohio
1st run
Mo.
1st
1st

Ind.

Mixed

Iowa

1st

Mo.

1st
1st

N. Y.
Ala.
Ala.
Ind.
Ala.
Ala.

run
run
run

Mixed
General

Mixed
Mixed
General

Maine Small town
N. Y.

General

Ohio
Ala.

Mixed
Mixed

Iowa

Small town

PRODUCERS

Good
Fair

Mo.

1st
1st

Stm'y
Cold
Clear
Cold
Clear
Clear

Fair
Fair
Fair

Good
Good
Good

Snow Poor
Stm'y Good
Stm'y Good
Clear
Clear
Cold
Cold
Clear
Cold

Fair
Fair
Big

Poor
Fair

Good

Stm'y Good
Cold Poor

METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
Boy

Slave Of Fashion,

Necessary

.

.

Only Thing, The

With a Million
Isle of Hope, The
Keeper of the Bees, The
Last Edition, The
Midnight Flyer, The
Wall Street Whiz

run
run
Ind.
run
Maine Small town
1st
1st
1st

FOX

Stm'y Good
Clear Big

F. B. O.

Drusilla

Md.

Texas

Cold

Men,

The

Woman

Good

Minn.

Rainy Fair
Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear

Fair
Fair
Fair

Stm'y
Cold
Cold
Cold

Fair

Good!
Big
Clear Big
Clear Big
Cold Fair
Cold Fair
Cold Fair
Cold Big
Clear Good
Clear Good
Clear Good
Cold Fair

Good
Poor
Poor

Clear Big
Clear Poor
Clear Poor

Stm'y Good
Cold Good
Stm'y Fair
Clear Fair
Clear Good

Poor

Ala.

Mixed

Cold

Minn.

Small town
General
1st run
Small town

Clear Good
Clear Poor
Clear Good

Ala.
Fla.

Minn.
Minn.
Minn.
Wash.
Minn.
Minn.
Ohio
Minn.

Smalltown
Smalltown

St'my Good
Cold Good

run

Clear Fair
Cold Fair
St'my Fair
Cold Fair
Clear Good

Smalltown

Snow Good

1st

run

Smalltown
Smalltown
1st

January
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STATE RIGHTS
884
584
8000
1757
1265
1265

Black Gold
Crackerjack, The
Signal, The
'Eaxly Bird, The

Danger

His Master's Voice

A

Xittle Girl in a Big City,

Mine With

Rural
Wis.
Rural
Maine Small
Minn. Small
Minn. Small
Minn. Small

Clear Fair

Ark.

town
town
town
town

Snow Good
Cold Good
Snow Good
St'my Good
Fair

The
Police Patrol, The
Price She Paid, The

.

.

Neb.
Minn.
Ohio
Miim.

400000

Wash, Mixed
Neb.
Small town
Ala.
Mixed
Ind.
Mixed
Maine Small town

Range Buzzard, The

1688
65000
12000
8000
525

Souls for Sables

Speed Mad
Speed Spook, The
Unwritten Law
Who Cares

Small town
Small town
1st run
Small town

1131
1265
363591
1265

8000
315652

Minn.

Rural
Maine Small town
Wash. 1st run

Clear

Good

St'my Fair
St'my Fair
Cold
Clear
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear
St'my
Clear
Clear

Sawdust

of

the

Opera,
4.500

Trail,

Sporting Life
Storm Breaker,

4419
2500
250000
550000
400000
2500
8000

The
The

Poor

the Iron Door,

Overland Limited, The

Phantom
The

Turmoil, The
Up the Ladder

WARNER

WUd

Justice

Mich.
Ohio

Wash.
Ohio

Small town
1st run
1st run
1st run

Cold
Clear
St'my
Cold

Good

Bobbed Hair

Minn.
Minn.

Poor

Clash of the Wolves, The

Good
Good
Good
Good

Compromise

Fair

796296

Hogan's AUey
Lady Windermere's Fan
Man On the Box, The

Good
Good
Good
Good

1265
250000
.

.

.

Red Hot

Tires
Rose of the World,
Seven Sinners

The

General

Clear

Good

Cold

Fair

FILL IN THIS

Big

Good
Fair

Good
Fair
Fair

Good

,

1265

Cold
Cold

Good
Big

Good
Good
Good
Poor

Clear

Fair

Cold
St'my
Clear
Cold
Clear
St'my
St'my
Clear

Good

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Ala.

Clear

Fair

Minn.

Cold Good
Clear Good

Big
Fair

Who Wasn't Wanted,

Woman

Hater, The

65000
1265
8000

General
Small town
Maine Small town

BLANK AND MAIL TO —

M»ti»n Picture News, Inc.,
739 7th Ave., Ntw York City

Umi

.

315652
1265
1265
796836
1265
1265
400000

The
N. Y.

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

Ala.

1265
1265
65000

Wife

Maine Small town

General
Small town
Small town
Ala.
General
Md.
1st run
Minn. Small town
Texas 1st run
Wash. 1st run
Minn. Small town
Miim. Small town
Ohio
1st run
Minn. Small town
Minn. Small town
Minn. Small town
Wash. 1st run

Good

BROS.
65000

UNIVERSAL
Dangerous Innocence ....
8000
Home Maker, The
550000

Cold
Clear
Clear
St'my
Cold
Cold
Cold
Clear

Below the Line

UNITED ARTISTS
1500
706836
315652
796836

Small town
Small town
Mo.
Small town
Texas 1st run
N. Y.
General
Wash. 1st run
Mo.
Small town
Maine Small town

Fair
Fair

Pleasure Buyers, The

America
Little Annie Rooney

Iowa
Minn.

Date

In accordance Vfith your request we are reporting herewith the results from a box offi.ce angle, with the following pictures, same
The Check Up." It it expressly understood that under no circumstances will you publish same over my signature.

to

be used in compiUr-

of your "

TITLE OF PICTURE

DISTRIBUTED BY

CONDITION
of PRINT

EXCHANGE CITY

WEATHER
Big,

Good,

Fair,

Poor

,

-

Claas of patronage

Population

of

Town

Theatre

City

REPORT

CONDITION

State.

Good,

Fair,

Poor
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j\l

Gives Short An
Even Break With Feature

Liberty

Ad

M-ith

the

—

was accompanied by a
certificate of membei'ship
and a badge.
More than twelve hundred children were
Friend.

The

ticket

t

11

r c

A' e

ws

visitor to the city,
•

new theatre.
The nucleus of

the campaign was the ankuouncement that Miss Paramount would be
in the city for the opening of the festivities.
I in
this stunt the two local dailies gave
playing front page
cooperation,
fullest
In most instances these
stories every day.
stories
were played under five column

streamers.

More than 50

stores,

banks

and

cafes-

the campaign through
vertising, outfitting Miss Paramount
in many other practical ways.

participated

Miniature rural display for *'Go If est'' (MetroGoldwyn-Mayer) in the lobby of the Imperial
Theatre, Columbus, S. C. Arranged by ManaA fan motor was used to keep
lier C. B. Stiff.
the head and tail of the cow in motion.

given tickets during the

run without any

cost to the theatre.
Additional interest

in

ad-

and

Another attraction was the popularitycontest to select a girl to be crowned MissFond du Lac. This aroused interest throughout the county in which Fond du Lac is
located for the contest was open to alJ
young women of the county and scores were
entered. One newspaper and the merchantscooperated in this

situnt.

was gained by giving a Toledo fountain pen to children who
were able to gain the distinction of being a
Real Pal, the second order in the organization of Play Pals.
To win this degree a
child must do certain things to get a hundred points, which was all explained to the
Play Pals in the News Bee.
At the special peii'ormance for the "kids,"
a letter written by Jackie Coogan for the
Play Pals, and sent by air mail to the editor
of the Toledo News Bee, was read to tlie
vduntrsters before the showino-.

Deliver
Packages for Store

Express

Riders

Emmett Sorg, manager of the Paramount
theatre, Ogden, Utah, gave a new twist ta
the revival of the pony express as exploitaon Paramount's "The Pony Express."^
Three riders, during the five days of the
engagement, delivered packages for the
tion

local

stores.

showing, at the Loeu's Columbia theatre there of "The Merry tt idow"
animated uindotc display in If axhinitlon, D. C, for the
MiniaJure figures on dance floor were on mapnetized bases and were kept in motion by means of electric current
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
through platform.

Attractive
(

c

campaign, handled by Lsn S. Brown, manager of the house, with the assistance of
E. F. Corcoran, Paramount Exploiteer, followed an ambitious progi'am and succeeded
in creating widespread publicity for the

The Seattle Daily Times cai'ried on the
front page of its Motion Picture section a
four column page length disi)lay "ad" of
which more than twenty eight column inches
were devoted to a large cut on "AVild
Beasts of Borneo" the largest cut of those
offered for exhibitor's use in the Educational press sheet.
On the same day the Seattle Post-Intelligeneer carried on page two of its Screen
Section, a display "ad" measuring three
columns by fifteen inches of which one-third,
or fully double the space alloted the long
feature, was given to "Wild Beasts of
In this instance a press
Borneo" (-o])y.
sheet cut was also used to advantage.

the announcements were carried on the front
page playing up the special performance on
Saturday morning for the Play Pals. The
free tickets were sent to children who had
cut out and sent the coupon printed on the
second page of the News Bee to the Chief

i

The "Miss Paramount"

West."

of America, was started in Toledo to launch
a campaign for the presentation at Loew's
Valentine Theatre of "Old Clothes."
The Toledo News Bee conducted the Play
Pals movement by inviting all the boys and
All
girls to see the Jackie Coogan movie.

P

a stunt which has been used successfully in
several parts of the country, figured as an
important feature of the advance campaign
for the opening of the new Fischer Fond
du Lac theatre in Fond du Lac, Wis. The

The ))icture played the same hill
new Buster Keaton vehicle "Go

Starts Coogan Club to
Exploit "Old Clothes"
A chapter of the Jackie Coogan Play Pals

o n

'Miss Paramount' Advance
for Fond du Lac Opening

Both in newspaper ads and i)ublic-ity
readers the Liberty Theatre, Seattle, Wash.,
gave the short feature of a recent profirani
The short was "Wild
equal prominence.
Beasts of Borneo," a three-reel Educational
release.

t i

.

———
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—

.

..

.

,
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CITY

WAJLN EC,

Tames Theatre
The
Numbers
Film

KOS

E.

Fledermaus" (Overture), "Lolita Serenade" (Solo), "Concerto in D
"Bal
(Piano
Solo),
:\[inor"
Ballet
(Capitol
Masque"

(

—

Three column disptau Tor ••The

Film

liijd-."

\\'iun<:r'g

Numl)ers

—"The

Unguarded

Hour"
(Paramount),
Plastigrams (Novelty), Rialto Cine(News),

movents

'em

Set

Up

Comedy
Program
"Chimes of
Normandy"
Overture
Tenor
Solo, Harp \'irtuoso, "An Apology" Organ Novelty).
Cameo Theatre
Film Numbers The Birth of a
Aga in

(

)

Musical

—

(

)

Nation (United Artists) Camer>
,

Musical
Dixie"'

(Selected).

Program

—

"Evolution of
(Overture), "Soutbciii

Organ Solo.
Cohan Theatre
Film Nuiiiliers
Ben Hur (MetroMelodies,'"

Geo. M.

Man

(

uxiil

(

—

(iiil(lw\ ii-M:i\ er

i

,

Continue*!.

DELIGHTFUL THANKSGIVING WEEK

PKtK,)-

BUSTER kOJON

^letro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Apollo Theatre
l'alla>
Film Numbers
Stella
(United Artists), Continucil.

I'ilni

—

(

Con-

,

)

,

)

,

)

(

,

I

—

(

Preferred

(Prod. Dist. Corp.), The Last
Edition
(F. B. O.), Comedy

News

,

—

Program

(Internav e

r t

u

r

c

organ.

\

—

—

i

—

1

—

LOS ANGELES

Preferred
The Last

Steel

—

(

Program

(>

,

v e

r

organ.
Gordon's

u

t

r e.

Washington
Olympia Theatre

Street

Film .\nnil)ers
.Joanna
National
Coincdv,
(Pathe).

(Fir.t

—

Program

t)

\

New-

Film Numbers
(First
-Musical

t

\\

i

World

(Paramount),

A

— Overt

Dog's
<

.

Metropolitan Theatre
Film
Numbers The Wanderer
(Paramount), Topics of X\w
Day (Pathe), News (Interna-

—

)

Musical Program

—"A

Babylonian
Orscard; Interlude, De Pace; "Light Cavalry,
Sujipc
orchestra and organ.
New Boston Theatre
Film
Numbers The Best Ba
Man (Fox). .\ Punch in tbi
Revel,"

Patil

'

—

—

Nose (Pathe). News (Pathe).
Program Overture, oi
chestra and organ. \'audeville.

Musical

—

—

Program

— Organ

solos.

Figueroa Theatre
Film Ntimbers The Golden Strain
(Fox), Our Gang (Pathe).
^Musical Program
Stage Presen-

—

—

tation

(Stafi).

—TheatreMerry Widow
yn-Mayer
riie

Metro-(;ol(l\\

(

I

.

Con-

tinued.

Rialto Theatre

—The Pony E.xpress

Film Numljers
Para'uouiit

'ontinued.

(
I

.

iiitatre

—

Film
Xumliers
Beard's
Blue
Seven Wives (First National),
Pathe Comedy, Selected News.
Musical Program Orchestra,

—

TheatreFilm Numbers The Man on the
l;o\
(Warner Bros.), Educa-

Capitol

—

tional

Comedy. Selected News.

Program

Musical

—

"Sweethearts'*
novelty),
Orchestra

(Organ
overture.

Garrick Theatre—
I'lliii

Numbers

— Sally

Numliers

— Satan

In

Sables

(Warner Bros.), Hot Doggie
(Comedy). Kinograms and inNews.

Musical Pn.grani

—Vaudeville.

Hillstreet Theatre
I'ilm
Xunil)ers
Fifty-Fifty
(Associated
Ivxiiiliitors
.\dveiilures of Ma/.ie
F. B. O.
In,

)

,

of the

Saw-

dust (United Artists), Comedy,
Garrick News (Selected).
Musical Program "El Capitan"

—

I

ii\-erture

)

Princess Theatre

Numbers

Univeisal

)

— Sporting
Pathe

,

Program

Life

Conu'dy,

— Organ

over-

ture.

Strand Theatre—
I'ilm Numbers
The Golden Strain
(Fox), Comedy. Fox News.

—

Program

Musical

—Organ

over-

ture.

Tcwer TheatreFilm Numbers Sally,

—

Alary

(

Irene

and

Metro-Cloldwvn-AIaver

c.

I

Life (Pathe), News (Pathe).
^Musical Program
u r
organ and orchestra.

Special-

The Scarlet Saint
National), Fox News.

Musical

I

—

tional

I'ilm

(

c r

(Para-

Criterion Theatre

{

Forum Theatre

ternational

—

— Stage

Kinograms.

(Prod. Dist. Corp.),
Edition
Fal)les
(F.
B.
O.
Pat lie), News (Pathe).

Musical

Up

(Stall).

ties

l'"ilm

Fenway Theatre
F'ilm
Numbers

orchestra and organ. \aud('\ille
Loew's State Theatre
Film Nnnilicrs A Woman (jf lir

I

MetroLion
The
International
(

(ioldwyn-Mayer
Tamer F. B. O.
•
Xews.
Kinema Theatre
Film Numbers Wages For Wives
Fox
Laugh That (W Pathe
Pathe Review.
Pantages Theatre
Film Xumliers The Only 1'liing
Metro-tioldwyn-Maver
Paramount Empress Theatre
Numbers
I'^ilm
The Wanderer
(Paramount), Pathe News,
Victory Theatre
F
m N u m b e r s Manni'i|nin
(Paramount I. Pathe News.
(

Steel

Program

Musical

risior

—

BOSTON

^lusical

adapted
I'll
Lnew'H Aldine. PittsOurq.
Three
colli mil
dixptaii
p,r
"Go
West"
Metro <!oldir\in-Maper)

— Romola

(

I'aradc

tinued.

Musical

Numbers

)

Astor Theatre
Film Numbers The Big
Metro-(ioldwyn-Mayer

)

m. PAUL

SALT LAKE CITY
American Theatre —

tinned.

)

Stage

Haiinonists.

Colony Theatre
Film Numbers The Phantom of
The Opera (Universal), Con

(

— Special

—

mount

(

—

Evhu'ational
tional )

Program

Metropoltian Theatre
Film Ntimbers Hands

ii

i

•

—

(

News, Kinograms.

Film Number:

—

Reason Theatre
Film Numbers

First
International

Million- Dollar

—

Con-

,

)

)

J'rtKs Iduk liiiinut efferthelu

)

—Orchestra,

Film Numbers Madame Behave
(Producers Dist. Corp.), Comedy (Universal), Aesop Fable,
International News.
Musical Program
Amer ca

tinued.

)

V^^^

(

,

Program

singers, organist.
Colonial Theatre

—

(

)

Musical

I'ltlx-

Embassy Theatre
Film Numbers The Merry Widow

,

—

Pictorial

U'noicr Bros.)
State Theatre,

—

Film Numbers The Vanishing
American (Paramount), Comedy Pathe
News Fox

—

tion).

Synco-

pators."

bury.

Presenta-

"

Charleston,"

Apollo Theatre

—

.Anderson

—

Program O v e r t u r e,
Sweet Home," "Strut-

Th'

tin'

Theatre-

Rialto Theatre

Universal).

"Home,

Uu The

—
—

Loew's State Theatre
Film Numljers Classified

^Musical

—

I'ilm

Musical

—

or-

ille.

Theatre
Ntimbers Bluebeard's Seven
Wives (First National), News

Circle

'

Solo.

Womanhandled
Film Numbers
(Paramount), Rivoli Moviements (News), Screen Novelty.
Musical
Program "Gems from
the Opera" (A. B. C), (Overture), Special Orchestra, "Then
I'll
Be Hap]>y" (Organ Novel"The
Dime
Museum"
ty),

ternational News, Aesop Fable.
Program Vaudeville.

National),

INDIANAPOLIS^^

THE MAN ,«(i^
ON THE BOX" ^^^

III)

(Murray

)

Presentation,

in

—

Rivoli

Day

—Overture,

Vaude\

chestra,

cnap

—"Die

Program

Infatuation
(First National), Topical Review (Selected), Ko-Ko Steps
Out (Novelty).
"Sakuntala"
Program
Musical
(Overture), Special Stage Presentation (Continued).

Com-

(S.

Program

Musical
Syd

(Selected),
^Magazine
Cities of Other Lands (Scenic).

Numbers

—
——— ——

.

^Itisical

and News (Pathe).

Capitol

Film

Other

R.),
Topics of the

Fable,

edy,

—

Organ

—

Woman's Story

Capitol Theatre
Mates
Soul
Numbers
Film
At
(Metro-GoUhA'jn-Mayer),
The Rainbows End (Cartoon),

Cor]>s),

,

JW

St.

Strand Theatre

,

1926

16,

NEW YORK

ilusical

—

.

.

No titleyet because no title is big enough

————— —

.

.

.
.

———— ——— —
.

.

—————

,

.

.
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Ask at the
Exchanges for the

Film

Exhibitor:

h-.t

M

"Fete of

little to ask for, but it's the only
reliable aid you can give your musicians to help put the picture over

The Punch
News.

(Pathe),

Pathe

—"Irene"

(over-

Musical Program
ture)

PHILADELPHIA

—

Film Numbers The Merry Widow
StanMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer )
,

(

ley Magazine.
Musical Program

—

—Stanley

Revue,"

"Juvenile

—

Film Numbers The Big Parade
( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer )
Karlton Theatre
Film Numbers The Man on the
Box (Warner Bros.).
Arcadia Theatre
Film Numbers
Id ClothesMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Palace Theatre
Film Numbers Irish Luck (Para-

—

—

(

—

)

Aesop Fable.

Program

r c

h

e s t r a,

State Theatre

—

—

Film
Numbers Bobbed
(Warner Bros.). Hold

Hair
Even'-

thing
(Pathe),
Holla n"d
(Pathe). International News.
Musical Program "The Prelude"

News.
Musical Program

.

Lowe's Warfield Theatre
Film
Numbers Splendid

—

—

Musical
Program
"Roses
of
Picardy"
(Moonlight
and
Roses), "Might V Like A Rose"
(Medley of three)
"Mighty
Blue" (Vocal) "Idea of ]{oses"

Marco Idea).

r c

h

— Woman

Handled
(Paramount).
Hotsy
Totsy
(Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Program
"P » r t J a
Dancers" "At Bambam Baniy

—

(Organ).

—Western

—

Chest ers

Birtlida\-

—"Classical

Program—

r c

h e

s t r a,

organ.

— Sandra

Year's

Resolutions"

(Organ novelty).
Strand Theatre
Film
Numbers

— The

Eagle

(United Artists), Christy Comedy ( Educational ) Strand News
(Educational), On Many Shores

to .Jones (Universal),
tional News Comedy
lional)

Interna-

(Educa-

—

Dance

Musical Program Organ,
revue and contest.

(Scenic).

Musical

(First

—Lazybones (Fox),
Comedy, (Fox), News (Fox).
—
Musical Program "Popular Melo-

soloist)

DES MOINES

Alhambra Theatre
Little Annie
Film Numbers
Rooney (United Artists), Alice

—

(Universal), International News.
Musical Program Prologue Orchestration (Overture), "When
the Cat's Away" (Stage Presentation), "The Story of a Chrys-

—

anthemum" Tableau
Garden Theatre
Film Numbers The Best Bad
Man (Fox), Fox Variety, ComPathe News.
edy Fox
Musical Program "Happy New
Year" (Organ Specialty).
)

—

—

,

Capitol Theati

Film Numbers

—

Clothes Make the
(First National), Santa
Clans Reel.
Musical Program R e
b er
e
(Organ), Vaudeville, Fox News.

—

MILWAUKEE

)

—"Selections

Pirate

dies" (overture).

(

Program

(War-

,

(

.

—

"The EvoluDance" (overture),

from Rachmaninoff" (overture),
"Volga Boat Song" (baritone

in the Jungles

Broadway Strand TheatreFilm Numbers^What Happened

m m

Des Moines Theatre
Film Number.s Bluebeard's Seven
Wives First National Framed
(Comedy), Pathe News.
Musical Program Vocal solos.

—

(

)

,

—

Strand TheatreFilm Numbers Sleppin' Out, Our
Gang (Comedy), News.
Musical Program Vaudeville.

—

—

TheatreFilm Numbers Go West (MetroGoldwyn-Mayer
Cartoon,
Lower Lands.

Rialto

—

) ,

Merrill Theatre

—

YOU'LL NEVER FORGET

Film Numbers Go West (MetroKinograms,
Goldwyn-Mayer
Amundsen
Polar
F 1 g li t

NEWARK

)

,

i

Mosque Theatre
Numbers
Film

—The

Bride

(

national

Masked

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Comedy

.(Pathe),

News

—

)

)

(Inter-

Musical Program Vincent
and Orchestra.
Branford Theatre
Film Nuinheis Bluebeard's Seven
ComWives (First Nati<mal
edy (Pathe), News (Pathe).
of
Program "Barl)er
Musical
Russian
(overtuie),
Seville"
trumpeter, and sister
liallet,
team of "hhu's" singers.
Lop^'z

)

,

—

Capitol

Plug

Program

"My New

Fox Terminal
Film Numbers

e s t r a,

—

Granada Theatre

([Jniversal),

)

(

Road

National), Fire Away
(Educational), (Kinograms).

(First

Program

(Pathe),

TheatreNumbers

Film

—

grams.
Musical

•

Mact>onalJ

Jazz" (overture).

organ, vocal quartet.

—

(Overture), "Mother Machree"
"Labelle France"
( V i o 1 i n a
(French Airs), "Song Paintings" (Presentation).

Kinograms.

Musical

)

Numbers The New Commandment (First National),
Never Weaken (Pathe), Pathe

Film

Comedy

Street (S. R.),

National), Bobbed Hair
Kinograms.
ner Bros.

—

California Theatre

Shore"

FarrdI

Opera."

Rialto

—

Revue.

Cameo Theatre
Film Numbers

1

Offers plenty of fond to the reader,
but gets the attention. The fascinawords well e:rploited in
tion
of
Ad
listing of varieties of appeal.
of the Mozart Theatre, Canton, 0.,
for Universal'8 "The Phantom of the

"Sister Piano team," organ.

)

Numbers

CUyfon,

,

SAN FRANCISCO

(Faiichon

El'itl

Musical

—

Madison TheatreFilm Numbers Little Annie
Rooney (United Artists), Kino-

)

)

BflUmy.

Mayer), Kinograms.
Musical Program Orchestra.
Capitol Theatre
Film Numbers Kiss for Cinderella (Paramount), Pathe News,

—

—

(ParaNumbers
Cobra
mount
Capitol TheatreFilm Numbers
Some Punkins

J-'ilm

of

Fox Washington Theatre
Film Numbers The Ancient
Fox News,
(Fox),
Mariner
Comedy
Felix
Program Organ, Girl
Musical

Victoria Theatre

Ohadwick

SCREENED

(Selected).

Old
(Metro-Goldwyn-

Broadway

)

Film

MKLODRAMAEVER

TASTIC

tion of the

Numbers —Lights

Musical

—

Numbers
The Beautiful
City (First National), Laughing
Ladies
(Pathe),
Ko-Ko
Song Cartoon "Dixie", News

Film
THE MADDEST. MOST FAN-

MoJf

—

solos.

—

State Theatre-

Wanderer

Adams Theatre
Film

Willing
(EducaKinograms.
Program Organ over-

,

ture.

Rush

DETROIT

—

mount

— Gold

But

)

Musical

—Vaudeville.

— The

Number

Film

Xmas

—

Tenor

tional

(United Artists), Continued.
St. Francis Theatre

"Verdiana"

Fox Theatre
Film Numbers Thunder Mountain (Fox), Fox News.
Musical Program "Serenade"
Aldine Theatre

Weak

—

Numbers

"A

Lyric Theatre
Film Numbers Bluebeard's
Seven Wives (First National),

(Paramoiuit).

Presentation,
(Overture).

(overture),

of Ten).

Union Square Theatre
Film Numbers—Handicap (S. R.),
Fox Comedy, Pathe Weekly.
Musical Program Vaudeville.
Golden Gate Theatre
Numbers Passionate
Film
Youth (S. R.), (Bonehead Age),
(Pathe), (Pathe News, Pathe
Review, Aesops Fable).

Film

Stanley Theatre

(overture),

Laflfalogue Trip Through the
Twin Cities" (Organ novelty).
Dance revue.

"Milos Mins-

Sevil",

Musical Program
Imperial Theatre

.

—

Hodge Podge"

"Iltrovatore,"

(CDmpany

trel"

U's

(Fox), Garrick News (selected).
Musical Program
"Musical

Inter(Universal),
Party),
national News.
Program—"Phidre"
us i qa1

(Overture),

(

—— —

.

F

1

1

m

Theatre—
Numbers

(United

—

Artists),

(Pathe).
Musical Program

— Orchestra.

Strand Theatre—
I'^ilm
Numljcrs A Kiss for Cinderella (Paramount), Look Out
Educational
Kinograms.
Musical Program "Tunes of the

—

(

,

)

—

Day" (Orchestra Presentation),
"Christmas Selections" (Organ).
Wisconsin Theatre
Film Numbeis Her Sister from

—

Paris

National),

(First

Felix

Goes A-Walking (Educational),
International News, Kinograms.
Musical Program "Hits of 192.")"
((^\(>rture)
"Evervlxjdv Sing"
(Organ), On tlie "Back Porch
(I'rcsentation).
Ballet
Dan v

—

E^eet

Blancl

.

Tumbleweeds

Scandal

(

Presentation

MERMAID rOMEnV— FOX NEWS

)

SUNDAY THRnuCH WEDNESDAY

F '_'_ _g P ATS
^ifA'.'-F.P.^, ?

IJEnECHEMniliEiinH.
Y UR MOST EFFKTIVL

SALhSNAN

MINNEAPOLIS
new
"ilm

Sko»i

Numbers

(l'"()\),

i'ox

Sitri

-'riie Desert's Price
Control Yourself (Fox),

News.

Telling

iGarrick Theatre
ilm Numbers
Free Lips (Metroiiildwyii-Mayer), Slippers Feet

—

(

IMPERIAL

Astor Theatre

ment

in

action

SuB^..

—

sketch

two column

I

3-S-T-i

and arrangedi.ipla;/

Jack.iDnrille.
Imperial.
First National's "The

mandment."

by the

Fla.,

for

\ew Com-

.

./ (/

11

———— —— —

———— —

""''"m'ii||'Hi*''i'

International News.

Liberty Theatre

—

Starting

Taowrrow

(

)

^1 u s

,

World Over" (dance and musi(Organ Solos).
Royal Theatre
Film Ntimbers The Ancient
Highway
(Paramount),
The
Goofy
Gob
(Educational),
Amundsen
Polar
Flight
(Pathe),
Royal Mirror
(Selected), RoTal Current Events
cal novelty),

Musical Program "Aida." (Overture). "'When the Sun Goes
Down"' (Vocal Duet).
Pantages Theatre
Shining AdvenFilm Numbers
Aesop Fable,
(S.
R. ),
ture
News.
Musical Program Vaudeville.
Strand Theatre
Film Numbers That Royle Girl
(Paramount), Pathe Review,
Fox News.
"Charleston"
Musical Program
Ballroom Contest.

—

—

*

—

IN

THE

(Local).

—

Storm*^
IDiHNTrRf^RllM.MI uF.S^vW WlEWMI

(Organ Solos).
Mainstreet Theatre
Film Numbers
Moderns
e
(First National), Pathe News.
Educational Short Subjects.
Musical Program "Pojiular Se(overture).

—W

—

LOUIS

ST.

'

lections"
Solos.

Missouri Theatre

Film N u m b e r s — Mannequin
(Paramount)
zine

Missouri

(Selected).

Musical

Program

troujx'"'

IMaga-

— Orchestral

Organ,

overture.

"lilliputian

(Stage).

—

Hour (First
and Views
compofiitioit and good art give
stretKjth to the disiilai) slinun above.

Used by the Clcmmcr Theatre, Spokane,

"The

Universal's

for

ll'a«ft.,

Storm Breaker."

Film Numbers

Musical

—

(Paramount),

Capitol

(Selected).

Musical Projijram

Girl

News

—

Musical Prowram Orchestra.
Strand Theatre
Film Numbers The Midshipman
(Metro Goldwyn
)
Marionettes, Pathe News.
Musical Program Orchestra.
Lyric Theatre The Merry Widow
(Metro - Goldwyn
Kinofjrams.
Musical Program Orchestra.

—

-Mayer

,

-Mayer),

—

Gifts

Fire

Age

Program

— Orchestral

Theatre-

(Warner

Away

Brothers),

comedy. News and

Views (Selected).
Loew's State Theatre
Film
Numbers His
Secretary
(Metro-Goldwyn), News, Views
and Tours (Selected).
JSI u s
c a 1 Program
Orchestral
overture.
Organ, dance, vocal
and musif! numbers.

—

—

i

—

—

Plastic

and organ selections.
Kings and Rivoli Theatres
Film Numbers The Clash of the

Wolves

—

-

Capitol

—

— Orchestra.

Walnut TheatreFilm Numbers The Un^iarded
Hour (First National), Sportlifrlit.
News,
Topics,
Fable
(Pathe).

1

(S. R.), News and Views (Kinogram and Pathe).

TheatreFilm Numbers That Royle

Capitol

— The

and

— Orchest ra

Jazz revue.
Lyric and

End

Theatres.

CINCINNATI

(Kinogram

Program

selections

West

News

National)

Pathe).

Musical

HOUSTON
•

dii

cmi)h(i.-<i!!

-Mayer

)

,

—

Film Number Hogan's Alley
(Warner
Bros.),
Cupid Ala
Carte (Fox), Kinograms.
Family Theatre
Film Numbers
The Limited
Mail, Fox News.

(local),

Musical
Joys"

(Overture),
orchestra.

Isis

Theatre

(

Musical Program

— '"Concert"

gi-am

(Overture),
orchestra.

Numbers — The

l'"ilm

News

(Fox), Aesops
(Pathe).

Program

Fables,

— "Popular

lections" (Overture), organ
orchestra.
Vaudeville.

Rialto TheatreFilm, Numbers Where
(Universal),
Comedy
tional), News (Fox).

—

se-

and

Was

— Organ

and

-

,

Newman

-Mayer),

(Asso. Exhibitors),

Mirror
(Selected),
Current Events

(Local).

—

Musical Program "The Evolution
of
Dixie"
(overture).
Dance
Specialty

Life

(orchestral novelty),
(vocal number),
(Organ Solos).

(Universal),
Buster's
Nose
Dive (Comedy), International

News.
" Mignon "
Musical
Program
(Overture), "Why Shouldn't 1"
(Vocal
Novelty),
Orchestra

Harmony Four

—

Liberty Theatre
Xorelty arrangement featurinn Uni"The Goose ^\^oman."
A
two column display used by the Alhambra, Milwaukee.

versal's

Film

(Fox),
(Pathe),
Maid
(Educational).

Musical

Innocence
Morocco

In

Program —"William

Tell"

(Overture).

—

—

Film Numbers That Royle Girl
(Paramount)
Columbia Theatre
Film Numbers Stage Struck
(Paramount), Current Events

—

(L''niversal),

Tojjics of the

Day

Theatre—

Fibn Numbers— The Fool (Fox),,
Current Events (Universal).
Musical Program "Egmont''

—

(Overture).

Film Numbers — The Masked
Dancer
(Metro -'Goldwyn
Maver
Amundsen
Polar

Newman

Events

Rialto
I

(Educa-

Capitol Theatre

Marionettes

—

Numbers The Unguarded
Hour (First National), Current

Film

(Pathe).

—

ture).

Specialty.

Ancient

Mariner
Musical

WASHINGTON

Palace Theatre

Majestic Theatre

Theatre
Numbers Exchange
Film
of
Wives (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

—

—

and

Newman

Kinograms, Pathe News.
Musical Program Selections from
"The Merry Widow"
(OverColumbia Theatre
Film
Numbers
Sporting

organ

pro-

KANSAS CITY

—

Organ

(overture).

Metropolitan Theatre

—

ternational).

"Natoma'

)

— "Atmospheric

Program

Selections"

and

—

Coliseum Theatre
Film Numbers Winds of Chance
(First National),
Pathe Review,

organ

Number The New Commandment
(First
National),
Our Gang (Pathe), News (In-

Film

-

(Overture), "Kvervliody Stomp'
Specialty

Aesop's Fables.
]\Iusical

News (Pathe).
P r o g r a m— "Milenberg

—

—

Pantages Theatre
Film Numbers—Fifty-Fifty (Asso.
Exhibitors), Pathe News,

Houston Chronicle-Queen News

Liberty Theati
Film Numbers Zander The Great
(Metro Goldwyn
Comedy (Fox), Review (Pathe).
Musical Program
r g a n
and
piano selections.

Film Numbers The Clash of the
Wolves
(Warner
Brothers),
Aesop
Faltle,
International
Xcws.

Organ'

(overture).

Solog.

—

Blue Mouse Theatre

—

Four

di.ipla;i bii the fox Terminal
Theatre, Xeiiark. \. J., for "Havoc"
(Fox).

)

SEATTLE

Profiraiu

elements

Flight (Pathe), Comedy (Educational), Kinograms.
Musical Program Sitting on Top
of the World (overture), organ
and orchestra.

—

^Musical

all

on none.

accent

in

re.inlts

Musical
Program
piano selections.

Queen Theatre
Film Numbers Sally -Irene -Mary
(Metro Goldwyn

—

Too much

column

Grand Central Theatre
Film Numbers The LInguarded
Good

— Syncopators,.

Program

Musical

—

BREAKER"

—

Program "Lustsi)eil"
i c a 1
(overture),
"Charleston
the

Film Numbers The Only Thing
Bebnv
Metro-Gokhvyn-Mayer
Zero (Comedy), Internatiouiil
News, Libertj' News.

—

Peters

.
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,i,i„.ij-.,.,ii"-,i..i>itiHji!iw|imminiiii;i»".Hi>i.'i»iniuiii.LLKiifti

SLEMMER
House

—— —— —

,

1926

16,

itarv

— ———

Ntimbers Lorraine of the
Lions (Universal), The Uneasy
Three (Pathe), Aesop's Fable,

Strand Theatre
Numbers
Film

— Seven

Siniiei»

(Warner Brothers).
Earle Theatre-

—

Film Numbers Lovers
tine (Paramount).

in

t^uarau-

Wine^red wine '^ while
eddh was

the

split

asunder.

—a

a
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Manager

the

of

Kej^stone

Theatre,

Towanda,

Pa., rigid

adherence to the
motto "He profits most who serves best"
has worked out admirably in his case.
Woodin has built up a large following and
touch good will by application of methods
of fair dealing and community sel^•ice
work in which he has ])ut a lot of hard

—

labor and

much

at
performances
of
"The
Ancient
Mariner." In addition, the means he took

of acquainting the people with this desire
on the part of the Temple management
letter addressed to a large mailing list, was
instrumental
in
building
up a large
patronage for the engagement of the pic-

—

ture.

O'Connell

letter

's

recommended

highly

"The Ancient Mariner"

thought.

type of
support of

as

the

which deserved the
screen patrons and one which would richly
reward those who witnessed it as a work of
photoplay art and entertainment.
He
went on to say that it was his desire to
picture

The respect and reputation he enjoys in
Towanda for his efforts in behalf of the
community, was recently expressed by the
columnist of the Towanda Daily Review.
In the "Zip Column" of that paper Bill
a compliment that any
theatre manager would be proud to have
written of him. "Zip," who writes in a
straightforward manner and in the slang
of the day, is widely read and the prominence given to Woodin in this column
added its share to the popular esteem in
which he is held by the people of his city.

Woodin

receives

As an indication of what they think of
Woodin in Towanda, glance at the following lines taken from the "Zip review

:

"Right here in Towanda, Bradford
County folks has got a movie picture place
Bill Woodin,
-ttdiat is run and run right.
the manager is a Progressive, with ever>'
letter in the word a capital. He kept at it
Keystone all dolled up, like
he wanted it, and then he got busy on
Not all of 'em, cause
git tin good shows.
until he got the

ho couldn't do that. Nobody could, but as
good as can be got, them he gits. Take a
look at the big city programs and figure out
how many of the "Latest" shows they is
havin, is comin right along, almost at the
same time, right here to Towanda."

Manager

of

the

Provo
Strand,
exUtah,
results
ceeded expectations
when he took over the responsibilities of
distributing the toys which the firemen of
the city, according to a regular custom,
«ach year collect for the poor children.
Foi-merly, Mr. Sutton, writes, "these repaired old toys were distributed by municThis year, in order to
ipal organizations.
help ajid incidentally for a little extra publicity, Ave ran a Fireman's Toy Matinee,
a toy for admission.
According to
R. E. Sutton

,

"The results were very satisfactory.
This theatre seats 400, we had about 600
children, and received probablj^ 1,800 toys,
of evei-y discription, some worthless but
the majority in veiy good condition.
Managing

director
the
Temple
J. S. O'Connell
theatre, Toledo, the
fund of good will
toward that theatre was greatly swelled by
the offer he made to entertain as guests of
the management ever\' cri])ple(l boy or girl
in Toledo and the inmates of institutions

According

to

of

have every man,
Toledo to see the

woman and
film

child

letter therefore,

circularized prospec-

good propagianda for the

production and as well made a humanitarian appeal which is certain to react to
the benefit of the

Temple theatre and

its

management.

According to

Of
the
Theatre,

W.

City,

B.

Ascough

his

support

to

Victoria

Mahanoy

Pa.,

hibitor

the exlends

who

through this performance, which proved a
most profitable expedient for a theatre in a
district which is now suffering bad business
as a result of the strike of the hard coal

Manager of
According to
Clyde Klinger

fowieli

Freeland,

prestige, but advances the interests of
his theatre as well.
Mr. Ascough is prom-

inent in the affairs of the Mahanoy City
American Legion Post, and at a recent
meeting took the platform with a prominent clergyman of the city in urging the
need of a public rest room for the town.

Mr. Ascough 's remarks were headlined in
a newspaper report of the meeting and any
fm-ther publicity connected with the movewitli

it.

cer'niu to find his

Lift

the ReTheatre,

Pa.,

his

"free

suspension
admission tickets," offered in co-operation
with several local merchants, provide a
good way out of a bad situation caused by
the strike of the hard coal miners of his
district.
Ever\' Wednesday evening is
"free suspension night" at the Refowich.
Tickets are distributed by merchants who
tie up with the theatre on the stunt, and
are given to adults as well as children.
The portion of the expense is borne by the
merchants, who carry announcements in a
co-operative ad in the local newspaper.
The movement is one that will have its
beneficial after effects.

movements sponsored by

own

is

A' e zv s

r c

publicized in the newspapers. Interest in
the Victoria Theatre was greatly inci"eased

local organizations, increases not only his

ment

ii

in

boys and girls whom they knew. The offer
included the proffer of transportation, to
and from the theatre, for all such children.

The

t

As a special Christmas day celebration,
Ascough obtained the services of 200 school
children to appear in a "Jack and the
Beanstalk" stage number. A feature of
the celebration was the distribution of
Christmas presents by a Santa Claus at the
special Children's matinee given on Saturday December 19. The event was widely

and asked that the

recipient of the letter recommend institutions whose inmates they thought should be
entertained as free guests and crippled

tive patrons with

c

Exchange

Exhibitor's Idea
According to
William Woodin

i

name

associated

of

Manager
According to
Irving Green

the

Fellsway
Theatre,
Medford, Mass., his
bi-monthly
program, sent through the mails, is proving
its worth as a consistent business-getter for
The program is
this neighborhood theatre.
gotten up in rather novel form. It is an
economical method from the standix)int of
printing and mailing costs.
.

The program, which lists the attractions
for two weeks in advance, is printed in the
form of a folder about 22 inches long and
The top of the folder has
8 inches wide.
triangle corners to form a flap like an envelope.
The sheet is folded in five sections
from bottom to top, and the flap is held in
The two up))lace by a small ]iaper seal.
])er folds on the reverse side bear the lines:
"Important, see inside," printed on the side
j'or the address, and on the rear is the institutional copy, usually the regular house
slogan "At the Fellswaj- Always the best
show in town.
The programs ai"e printed
on colored stock green, blue, pink, etc. As
printed matter it is mailed under the cent
and a half rate per program. A large mailing list is maintained by the Fellsway, and in
each program there is a notice requesting
])eople to leave their names and addresses
at the box office of the Fellsway if they are

—

and Give a

Lift

THE

ideas which your fellow exhibitors offer on this page are
here to be "lifted" in toto or in
principle. So help yourself freely to any
advice, suggestion or stunt which you
think may be useful to you.

At the same time, consider the other
fellow; and give a "lift" by sending your
own ideas on exploitation, good-will
building, lobby decorations, newspaper
ads or any other phase of showmanship,
so that they may be passed on to other
exhibitors through the medium of this
"open house" for the free and open dis-'
cussion of Exhibitor's Ideas.

—

'

'

—

not

receiving the "Fellsway Flicker," the
M'hich Green has given his house

name
I

>

reran.

Ja

n

uar

\

Tennek

16,

1926

to

Increase
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Short

Subject Output
Teniiek Film Corporation ha-; planned a
marked increase in short subjects program.

With

that

end in view Kenneth

J.

Bishop,

president of the concern has departed for
Los Angeles. Several of the Tennek west
coast nnits are working on the Selig lot,
where a series of two-reelers are also being
made with the Selig wild animals featured.
In Xew York City the Fatty Laymon
and Charlie Dorety unit is making two-reel
comedies at the Estee studio.
They have
just started on a new story entitled "Hard
to Hold," third of their present series.
Another New York luiit has been orsfanized to
start on an additional set of twelve tworeel novelty comedies.

Malcolm

MacGregor

Signs

for Serial
Sam Bischoff
Pictures has signed jVIalcolm MacGregor for
the latter's first serial role. He will appear
in the ten episode picture entitled, "The Sky
Skidder," which is being produced by Levine.
The ten episodes are written around the
loves and hates of a police dog. In support
of MacGregor will be Louise Lorraine and
Thur Fairfax. Williaui .1. Craft is directins-.
Xat Levine, associated with

Highlights from

"A

Snitch in

Time" No.

11

of

Educational

"The Adventures

of

Mazie," series being distributed by F. B.O.

Makes

Big Tieup

Completes Arrangements for Harmonica
Playing Contests With All Theatres

WITH

the

aid

the

increased popularity of
l^ducational Film
Exchanges is doing everything pos-

short

sible

to

features,

Many

e.xhibitoi-s

booking

their

tieups have been
effected in the past but their latest one gives

product.

national

promise of eclii)sing
and effectiveness.

all

prizes at absolutely no cost to the exhibitor.
Educational is distributing through all its
exchanges a bixaadside giving contest particulars in detail and showing illustrations of
the prizess from which selections may be

made.

others in popularity

The Educational advertising and publicity
department has just completed an arrangement with M. Holnier, Inc., manufacturers of
ninety-five percent of the world output, of
harmonicas providing for a series of harmonica playing contests, which all theatres
booking Educational-Juvenile comedies can
take advantage of.

Through the arrangement theatres ever\where are assured cooperation of local musical instrument dealers, schools and newspapers.
Hohners are said to have outlets
for their product through 250,000 retail
stores.

The harmonica contest idea can be carried
out on as large a scale as desired, with preliminary contests culminating in a big contest on the stage of the theatre, with street
ballyhoos and a parade of the youngsters
entered in the contest. All the exhibitor has
to do is to notify M. Hohner, 114 East
Fourteenth Street, New York City, or his
nearest Educational exchange, that he is interested,
Trio of scenes from "For Sadie's Sake,'
release.

an Educational

will

send

and the harmonica manufacturers
along immediately all necessary
and even worth-while

instructions, material

jrMuJmi

—

;.!

;:
;

:
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—

Resume of Current News NA/eeklies |

—

NO.

5147

PLiladelpLia—

:

of Fhilailelphia ousts
Geu. Siuedlcy Butler as chief of police and the

Keudrick

—

George V. McxMariue fights back New York
Laughlin, state banking commissioner, is named
London Inas Gotham police commissioner
dians visit London and amuse Englishmen
;

—

;

—

V-2, Uncle Sam's newest
Provincetowu, Mass.
type of submarine, undergoes official trials
Paris -French couple take pet lion on air
Chicago Marionette revival is now
journey
Gene Lamb,
fine art; Near Kumbum, Thibet
KINOGRAMS cameraman, braves death to
yaks.
fierce
photograph battle between

—

—

;

KINO(}RAMS

—

New York— End

NO. 5148:

of the coal strike looms as miners and operarepresentatives gather for conference
tors'
New York Young Stribliug and his bride visit
Boston
New York on thiir honeymoon
Frozen fishing boats put into port Lanchow,
China Children help clergymen celebrate missions' birthday in isolated section of China;
Rome Italians see first trotting race on new

—

;

;

—
—

course; Woodlawn, Va.— Senator Underwoou
spends leisure moments at his beautiful country
home, Woodlawn, one of most historic properHounds engage in
ties in state; Hialeah, Fla.
New York
thrilling chase of mechanical rabbit
Chas. Thunborg. world's amateur skating
this counin
races
pi-actices
manv
for
champion,

—

;

—

Ormond.
try;
world's richest
Christnias day.

Fla.
ni.iii.

— John

Rockefeller,
i)lays a round of golf on.
T).

in incubators
Wihler, uncle of
President Coolidge, is chamjiion tiddler of Vermont Kansy Province, China Gene Lamb,
KIN()GRAM'S cameraman, discovers a river
that "runs uphill."

Raise 50,000 chickens

Plymouth Notch,

Vt.

—

J.

—

NO.

Washington-

5150:

President and Mrs. Coolidge greet thousands at New Year reception in White House;
Boston Rich merchant distributes hot dogs to

—

—

hundreds of children Boston She swims daily
no matter what tlie weather; Prince Carol of
Roumania renounces succession to throne
;

—

Philadelphia Liberty bell rings over radio for
Tesque
all nation to hear; Sante Fe. N. M.—
Indians dance four days to celebrate coming ot
wins
U.
Canadian
Newburgh
the new vear
championship in thrilling race
S. skating
Lake Placid, N. Y.— King Winter arrives in
Adirondacks and is greeted with ice sports ano
big night carnival.

—

;

NEWS NO. 2:
PVTHE
Boston College conquers

New York City-

Montreal Universon the ice; Boston,
^V ashadds tons to burdens of fishing fleet!
Mrs. Coolidge spreads holiday
ington, D.

Mass.—Zero weather

ity

cheer

C—
among

children

crippled

in

hos^pital

Here and There— Starts on first London-toCape Town flight! New York City-^Fin and s
champion skater seeks new honors in U. S
Denver, Colo.— Sets new world's record in
trapshooting .Jersey City, N. J. (Newark only)
—Sioux Indians honor Gov.-eleet Moore! New
York City (New York only)— Select new
Police Commissioner for New York City!
London, England— Church pulled down in an
hour bv traction engine and cables Chainonix,
P,.;jiiee— King Winter rules supreme-^here s
.

!

KINOGRAMS

New York—
5149:
inaugurated Mayor of
Philadelceremony
York in impressive

.Tames

New

NO.

Walker

is

—

;

phia Mummers, dressed in fantastic garb, appear in annual New Year's day street dance
Washington President and Mrs. Coolidge and
;

—

home from college for holidays,
Philadelwalk about White House gardens
phia—Holland sends 100,000 tons of '-briquette
anthracite" to help in coal shortage here WashResidents of nal^ion's capital smoke in
ington
shadow of Lincoln Minioiial Pctaluma. Cal.
their sou. .lohii,

;

—

;

:

!

Will Armament

be Limited

.•'

the actual proof!
This vital question holds the world s attento
tion as League of Nations invites U. S.
(1.
Europe in disarmament parley.
join
their
in
Whether America will join 55 nations
the probeffort to end the race of armaments is
lem now receiving the serious consideration ot
President Coolidge. 2. Working with the President in his important task. Secretary of State
deleIvellogg who mav head the American arms
gation to Geneva. 3. Myron T. Herrick
is.
liassador to France, is expected to aid V.
icpresentatives at the preliminary conference.
Demo4 Sen Underwood is mentioned as the
on arms
cratic leader most likely to be named
the
recalls
5'.
parley
proposed
This
delegation.
one in ir»21. when five leading world i)owers

Am

took the first big step toward disarmament at
b. Map
the naval conference in Washington,
shows l*w the world's largest navies were reit
saved
amount
the
be
7. What will
duced.
55 nations unite in reducing armaments on
conland, sea and in the air? The Washington
ference effected this tremendous saving on
navies alone.

PATIIE NEWS

NO. 3

:

Toronto,

Canada-

In
sports come with the snow king
Tacnafeared
in
Limelight Deadlock
the
Suprem.Arica plebiscite! Washington. D. C.

New

!

—

—

Senator of oil indictment BrusCardinal Mercier undergoes opsels. Belgium
Paper hats for milady
Paris. France
ii-.ition
Los Angeles, Cal. Test parachutes on first
fli-ht with200-lb. bags for freight ;Coral Gables.
Kla.- Star mermaids set new world's records!
Xiw York Citv New parley seeks to end coal
New York City Cold wave brings ice
stiik(>
Life -Vboard His Maskaters into their own
Pathe News presents exclusive
jesty's Fleet
liictures showing how Britain's .Tack Tars keep
<

frees

"ourt

—

;

—

:

—

;

—

fit

!

day

a

J.

;

KINOGRAMS

I

—

!l!l

Mayor

—

:

—

!

NEWS CONTINUITY, VOL.
FOX
27
Mt.
Hood, Ore. — American

D.

nual White

;

— Coolidges greet throng at anHouse reception! Newburgh, N. Y.

C.

-Gorman wins Middle Atlantic skating chamIn the Limelight -Queen Mother
pionship
M.irgherita of Italy dies in her 75th year as a
result of influenza attack; Liverpool. England
Princess Mary christens the II. M. S. RodPrenev St. Paul, Minn. (Minneapolis only)
sents plan for farm relief! Rome. Italy (New
York onlv)--.\merican prelate pays Holy Tear
visit to Rome! Pliiladelphin. Pa. (Except Phil-

—

;

—

;

Highlights

from

"Lickety

comedy

Split,"
release.

an

Educational

Legion

post on winter outing invent a new snow sport,
hare and hound cha.se on skiis
Currio, Italy
A traditional ceremony observed by provinces
since Middle Ages is the "Feast of Wax Candles ;" New York City
George V. McLaughlin
is
named Commissioner of New York's
police force by Mayor Walker; Buffalo, N. Y.
Mayor Schwab formally opens the Hotel DeGink
A Trip on Great Lakes Passenger
Steamer Millions of pei»ons ar* travelers each
year on America's inland ocean Constantinople
One of the great outposts of American civilization is Robert College Philadelphia
A holiRockland, Maine Nation's
day in prison
building boom speeds up the perilous work of
St.
lime mining 30<1 feet below the surface
World's smallest motor, made
Paul, Minn.
from cross section of a nail, is perfected b.v
Eugene Reinhold. aged 16: Tetuan, Morocco
Oriental pomp attends elevations of new Caliph
of S|)iinish Morocco by Gen. Primo de Rivera ;
champs,
swimming
Florida
Olympic
girl
blisses
Heany, McGary and Geraghty, goSouth for winter dip Cascade Range Heavy
rainfall of early winter turns Oregon's many
mountain streams into foaming cataracts.

—

;

—

—

—

;

;

—

——

;

;

—

;

—

—

;

FOX
28

NEWS CONTINUITY,

VOL.

7,

NO-

Jack Frost Begins His Reign

in EastW'ashington, skaters throng
beautiful Lagoon near Lincoln Memorial New
Y'ork City
James J. Walker takes oath as
new Mayor; Cochise, Arizona First motion
pictures of Chiricahua rock forest, created a
national park by President 'oolidge Liverpool
Princess Mary launches II. M. S. Rodney
Philadelphia
To mark 150 years of freedom,
agaia
the Declaration of Independence is
signed Salzburg. Austria This city boasts the
horses
Washmost luxurious bathing pond for
ington, D. C.
The Coolidge family has reunion when their son John comes home from
college; Pt. Judith, R. I.— U. S. lighthouse
service replaces one of world's tallest buoys to
El Paso.
aid ships in a dangerous sea lane
Texas A familiar sight in this city is Charlie
Stewart, 3 years old, riding his bicycle to kinAliami. Fla.
dergarten
Beach sports attract
a great thrcnig of bathers from sunrise till dark.

ern

:

U.

S.

— In

—

;

—

<

—

;

—

,

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
X

Titusville,

estate

boom

—

;

Florida

NO.

— Pelicans

New York

City

(

1:

Off

exiled by

real

Laugh Month

Intimate close-ups of famous funSpecial)
makers; Santa Monica, Cal. (Omit IndianapoFind new thrills flying upside down:
lis)
New York City (New York City only) New
head of police for New York City Portland,

—

—

—
—

;

Two injured when
Ind. (Indianapolis only)
flames sweeji business district causing $.500,000
]>os Angeles, Cal.
Dental science comes
loss
to the aid of leopard queen of the Selig Zoo
yWith
N.
IL—
the temperature at
M.anchester.
zero minus the Brownies open their their swimming season: Concord, Mass. (Boston only)
Miss Clara Fincbnke t>-ains her champion huskies for new laurels in th<' forthcoming dog
spell
Ronton.
cold
Ma-^s.
Bitter
derbies:
sheathes ships in ice Shanghai, China Shanghai turns to the God of .Tazz.
:

—

—

—

:

TNTERNATIONAL NEWS

—

NO. 2:

Wasli-

Y'ear of prosperity begins for
ington, D. C.
Y'ale team
I>ake Placid. New I'ork
America
Croton. New
beaten in swift hockey match
huge
transforms
cloak
niauic
Winter's
York
dam; Slieii.uidoali. Pa. Coal strike near end
New York Citv James .T.
as children hunger
Walker takes oath as new Mayor of N(>w York
before his long-time friend. Justice Wagner:
New York City Miss Je.inette Gilniore believes in getting pli'iitv of fre>-li air whi'<^ reHollvwoo-'. Cal.
hearsing for the stage:
Here's a invsteriou--- 'hmi we'd lik'^ to intr-xluce

1

—

;

—

NEWS NO. 4: Lake Placid, N. Y.
PATHE
brave frosty
— Steel runner kings subjects
Washice ptigeant
weather to rally at night

NO.

7,

:

:

on the giant battleships at sea.

ington.

s

—

!

KIN'OGKAMS

iv

Mummers hail 1U2G with colorful
adelphia!
pageant Bucharest, Roumania Crown PrinceCarol renounces throne Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Winter's cold fails to halt Pathe cameraman's flight over turbulent falls Coral (iables.
Fla. (Atlanta only)
Red (ilrange and his Chicago Bears win in Florida football debut
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—
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but

who

is

he?

Washin-ton.

D.

C— Yonng

.John Coolidge snends th«> h.didav with his folks
at th(> White TIou«o: Bost.>n, Mas«.-^Coloni.aI
lads and l.-issies return |o Beacon Hill for an
informal call unon Gov. Fuller: 0(T the _C<iast
Relief exneditions brave perils of
of France
stormy seas to help lighthouse keepers.

—

January

Stern

1926

16,

Brothers
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Announce

Four Comedies
producers of Buster
other comedies for release
through Universal, have four regular releases for the month of January, but have
Stern

Brown

Brother.s,

and

decided to augment the program for Laugli
Month by other pre-release showings.
The four regular releases are "Buster's
Bust-Uj),
"A Honeymoon Squabble," star"Her Lucky Leap,'"
ring p]dna Marian
starring Wanda Wiley, and "Helpful Al,"
featuring Al Alt.
"Buster's Bu.st-Up," fifth of the Buster
"

;

Brown series, was directed by Gus Meins
and features Arthur Trimble as Buster,
Dorothy Turner as Mary Jane and Pete, the
dog, as Tige.

"A Honejinon Squabble"
comedy for 1926.
by William Watson and has

an's tirst

is

It

Edna Mari
was

directed

in the support-

ing cast Jack Singleton, Victor Rottman
and Valerie Lavella.
Wanda Wiley's first 1926 comedy, "Her
Lucky Leap," was directed by Edward I.
Luddy. Whitney Raymond plays the chief
supporting role. "Helpful Al," the Al Alt
vehicle, was directed by Charles Lamont and
has in the cast Charles King, Lilian Worth,

Tony Hayes and Ouida Hill.
The pre-release pictures offered for Laugh
Month include two-reel comedies as far

Some

of

the

comedy

Many

ahead as the April releases. Among them
are three more Buster Browns, several with
Wanda Wiley and Edna Marian, and an assortment of other two-reelers.

action in

"Hot Cakes

for

Two,"

among

the newest of the Pathe releases.

Subjects on Pathe List

Day, Clyde Cook Featured in
Comedies for Third Laugh Month Week
Alice

A

MACK SENNETT

comedy featurAlice Day, and a Hal Roach
comedy featuring Clyde Cook top
the list of Pathe short subject releases for
the third week of Laugh Month there are
the usual other features, including onereelers, a chapter of the Pathe serial, "The
(rreen Archer," Topics of the Day and
ing

Review.
The Clyde Cook comedy is titled, "W^hat's
Katherine Grant
he World Coming To."

I'athe

I

IS

the

Martha
Jimmie

wife, while
Sleeper,

Finlayson.

others

in

De

Laura

Richard

the

cast

are

Cardi and
Wallace di-

rected.

"Hot Cakes
two-reeler.
P>eranger,

Young.

for

Two"

is

the Alice

Day

She is supported by George A.
Marvin Lobach and Joseph
Alf Goulding directed.
"Don't

Butt In" is the Roach single reel contribution with Paul PaiTott featured.
"Bellamy Baits a Trap" is the title of tiie
seventh chapter of the serial, "The Green
Archer," in which Allene Ray and Walter
Nfiller are the featured players.
In the
sii]i)iorfing cast are Fi'ank Lackteen, Buit
^[(•Tntosh and Walter P. Lewis.
Spencer
Hennet directed.
Pathe Review Xo. 3 features another
installment of the polar experiences of
l\nud
Rassmussen
in
crossing
Arctic
.Vmerica amid endless ice wastes.
Other
subjects of this issue are "Makers of Men,"
showing how West Point prepares America's
military manhood for the nation's defense;
and "The Sea Rover," a study of seagulls

Two

of Pathe News, the pioneer
complete the Pathe release sched-

issues

newsfilni,

ule for the

Alice

week of January

17th.

Day Completes New
Sennett Comedy

One comedy has been completed and a
number of others started for Pathe release.
Alice Day has finished a two-reel comedy
under the direction of. Eddie Cline.
The supporting cast includes Danny O'Shea,.
Ruth Taylor, Joe Young, Eddie Quillan
and Sunshine Hart.
Del Lord has started directing a Sennett
comedy with a -cast that includes Billy
Bevan, Madeline Hurlock, Vernon Dent and
Andy Clyde, and Gil Pratt is dii'ecting
Raymond McKee and Ruth Hiatt in a new
Smith Family comedy. Mary Ann Jackson,
Sunshine Hart and "Cap," the canine, are
vehicle

in the cast.

Ralph Graves has started a two-reeler
under the direction of Lloyd Bacon.
The
star is supported by Tlielma Parr and
Marvin Lobach.

"KO-KO STEPS OUT"
Out Of Inkwell Cartoon Plays

N.Y.

STRAND
this

week

in Pathecolor.

"Lighter

from the Mack Sennett two-reeler distributed
by Pathe titled "Widle Open Faces."

Than

Air"

is

one

of

Paul

Terry's animated cartoons of the "Aesop's
Film' Fables" series.
"Topics of the Day"
contains special "Laugh Month" features in
addition to the usual selection of fun,
clipjjed from the press of the world.

729 7th Ave. f^^^Sflj

Edwin Miles Fadman,

N. Y. C.

Pres.

Motion Picture News

iOO

Hands Up

Womanhandled
(Paramount

—

(Paramount— 5883 Feet)

6765 Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
vivacious comedy, based on tiie contrast between what
the \Vest really is and what many admirers of blood-andtliiuider Western pictures fondly suppose it to be, reg'isters a
laughing triumph for Richard Dix and his director, Gregory La
Cava, ^\ith much credit also due the star's associate players for
One natuarally sympathizes under
excellent support by all hands.
cover of a grin with hero Bill Dana when he pushes for Texas
filled with stern determination to do great deeds of daring in the
traditional "wide open spaces," only to find g-unplay a thing of the

Tins

past, cowboys riding in flivvers, tennis courts and golf courses in
view, houses equi^jped with modern improvements and nary a redBill's endeavors to fake all this
skin or "bad man" in sight.
stuff for his Eastern sweetheart's edification, and the complications
that follow are continuous food for mirth, with a real thrill climax
of stampeding cattle and a rescue of Molly to wind up matters
nicely.

THEME.

Western comedy. Bill Dana goes to Texas,
country tame, fakes Wild West atmosphere to please

finds
visiting sweetheart, deception fails, but he

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

wins

Smooth

Bill

Richard

as

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
Dix's

best comedy up-to-date.
Feature chorus girls' visit to
ranch, play up contrast between real and imaginary West.

DRAWING POWER.

comedy

Sure-fire

good

hit,

for

any house.

SUMMARY.

Unique comedy, showing actual western
ranch atmosphere as opposed to fanciful ideas of Wild West
as some suppose it to be. Snappy, bright, amusing,

THE CAST
Bill

Dana

Richard Dix
Esther Ralston
Cora Williams

Molly

Aunt Abby

Gwen

Olive Tell

Eh Nadel
Edmund Breese
Uncle Les
PhotoAuthor, Arthur Stringer.
Director, Gregory La Cava.
graphed by Edward Cronjager.
SYNOPSIS. Spurred by sweetheart Molly's admiration for WestHe finds the West tamed,
ern heroes, Bill Dana goes to Texas.
the cowboys preferring flivvers to horses and gunplay abolished.
Learning that Molly is coming, he provides fake Indians, teaches the
cowboys to ride, but she sees through the phoney Bad Lands' setThey quarrel, Molly is caught in a cattle stampede and restings.
cued by Bill, who thus proves his courage and wins her.
The Kid

Womanhandled

much sought

THEME.

her.

fast action,

good continuity, clever acting by principals and support.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

(Reviewed by William Campbell)
after "something new under the screen
sun," is' again supplied by his high-hat highness, Raymond
Griffith, who comes forward with a 100 percent, silly, but
nevertheless laughable, concoction built especially for him by Reginald Morris. Yes, tbis is ho'Kiim, but the (Iriflith fatis will like
it.
The plot deals with efforts of the Union and the Confederate
forces to grab a gold mine discovered for Lincoln by Pinkerton.
Griffith is the Southern spy who tries to get the gold for his side
and his efforts to do so furnish many amusing situations. Some
of the highlights include Griffith's love-making to his two future
wives as his stage coach is shot full of arrow holes, and which he
believes to be stings of a bee; the sequence in which he plays
African golf with the Indian chief; the blowing up of the mine
disclosing a richer vein of gold; the attempt of the Union soldiers
to shoot Griffith, and his escape, the near hanging and the efforts
of Rajanoud to get away with the load of gold.
Comedy. Struggle for gold mine by North
and South in Civil War. Hero about to get it when the
war ends, but it continues for him as he weds two girls.

THAT

ing.

with

Stage coach scenes.
chief,

mine explosion, hanging episode.

EXPLOITATION

ANGLES.

Play up Raymond
Put over high hat and evening
dress store window display with photos of Griffith.
DRAWING POWER. Suitable for any house, because
it will make 'em laugh.
SUMMARY. Pure nonsense but it's the kind your
patrons like.
A novel plot, many laughs, a good cast.
Well mounted, fairly well directed and something different.
Griffith

and Mack Swain.

—

THE CAST
Raymond

Confederate Spy
Girl He Loves
Other Girl He Loves

The

Mine -Owner
Union General

Abraham Lincoln
Sitting Bull

Brigham Young

Author, Reginald Morris.
Director, Clarence Badger.
Photographed by H. Kinley Martin.
SYNOPSIS. During the Civil War, officer Griffith is sent by
Confederacy to secure a gold mine. He is caught and about to be
hanged, when he is saved by the daughters of the mine owner. He
then grabs two guns and successfully holds up the gang when the
war is declared at an end. Then he follows Brigham Young's example and starts for Salt Lake City to marry both the daughters.

(Paramount)

Hands Up (Paramount)

PRESS NOTICE

in his latest

seeking a sure cure
for that tired feeling and the
blues will find it at the

"Womanscreen
success,
handled," will be the big film atTheatre
traction at the

m

.

This

is

*-

Theatre, commencing
when Manager

scream-

a

ingly funny comedy in which Dix
plays the part of Bill Dana, who

sent
est

goes West hoping to become a
hero of the open spaces, such as
his sweetheart Molly admires.
But he finds the ranch full of
the cowboys riding in flivvers, no gunplay, everything tame.
Anticipating Molly's arrival he frames
a Wild West setting with phoney
Indians, etc., but Molly detects

CATCH
ladies,

Richard DLx, star

of the

Paramount

duction "Womanhandled."

pro-

a

comedy

of

love,

including Marion
cast,
Nixon and Virginia Lee Corbin,
Montague Love, George Billings
and others.

CATCH

and
and the

laughs

New York

great open spaces where men are womanhandled, with Richard Dix a squire of
dames whom the girls couldn't forget!

"dif-

cellent

LINES

of

comedy, "Hands Up," a

Confederate spy who tries to
keep a load of gold from reaching the Union army. His adventures in the wild and woolly west
as he tries to accomplish his mission furnish one long laugh.
Griffith is supported by an ex-

the imposition.
However, as he really saves
her life in a genuine cattle stampede, she accepts him after all.

speedy story

Raymond

,

will preGriffith in his lat-

ferent" kind of story especially
written for the star by Reginald
Morris.
In this fun frolic, the
high hat laughmaker is seen as a

modern improvements,

A

OLKS

"p*

-*-^

on

Griflfith

Marion Nixon
Virginia Lee Corbin
Mack Swain
Montague Love
George Billings
Noble Johnson
Charles K. French

PRESS NOTICE

"D ICHARD DIX

fun makCrap shooting

Griffith's

Indian captive.

Raymond Griffith, who has the star role
"Hands Up," produced by Paramount

in

LINES

high hat have hit home
again with another hilarious comedy
laid in the days of '63,
Lincoln and
A spectacular comedy
Robert E. Lee.
of Civil War days.
It's a scream!

Ray and

his

J

a

unary 16, 1926
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Ben-Hur

Infatuation

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 12000 Feet)

AT

(First National

"C

A

donna! And how describe the crashing melodramatic surge of
the great sea-fight, the galley slaves' tragedy; the furious chariot
xace, madly dashing steeds, hurtling human bodies, flashing steel,
sweeping to a nerve-shaking climax f Perfect camera technique,
unifonnly fine acting by the gigantic cast, with outstanding per-

formances by Kamon Novarro, Francis X. Bushman, Miss Bronson,
May McAvoy, Carmel Myers, Nigel de Bnilier, Winter Hall. The
poignant romance between the heroic Hebrew youth and Esther
is partially overshadowed by the film's tremendous sjiectacular appeal, but no doubt can exist as to its triumphant entertaining value.

A

tale

of the

acceptable as

other man."
Society romantic drama, young wife, neglected by husband seeks secretary's attentions, finds in the
end she loves husband.
"tihe

THEME.

Nativity, scriptural and his-

atmosphere, romance between Jewish hero and
maiden, and former's victory over conspiring Roman foe.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Feature's photographic beauty, wonderful settings, superb direction and
atmosphere, spectacular lure, love interest, splendid acting.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Bill as one of greatest
screen spectacles. Tie-up with book stores on the novel.
Feature principals, sea-fight, chariot race.
POWER. Should do big business anywhere.
SUMMARY. A picture of awe-inspiring spectacular
Unsurpassed for beauty of settings, atmosphere,
appeal.
Leaves original stage production
breathless suspense.
hopelessly behind in point of thrilling detail and gorgeous
torical

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
Miss

Griffith

Lady

Little's confession.

and

Mr.

DRAWING POWER.

is

is

hackneyed but picture has been well mounted.

THE CAST

Bushman

Violet Bancroft

May McAvoy
Carmel Myers

Madonna

treachery Ben Hur serves three years in the galleys.
He falls in
love with Esther, daughter of Simonides. In a great chariot race at
Antioch he wins, despite foul play by Messala. He escapes a plot
by Messala against his life and weds Esther.

Ben Hur

(

Malcolm MacGregor
Warner Oland
Martha Mattox
Clarissa Selwynne

Lady Beatrice

Amrah

Dale Fuller
Director, Fred Niblo.
Author, General Lew Wallace.
Photographers, Rene Guessart, Karl Struss, Percy Hilburn, Clyde De Vinna.
SYNOPSIS. In Jerusalem during Herod's reign, Ben Hur, son
of a wealthy Jew, and Messala, a Roman, are boyhood friends, but
separate later on account of racial differences. Through Messala's

Corinne Griffith
Percy Marmont

Arthur Little
Ronald Parry
Osman Pasha
Mrs. Pritchard
Sir

Nigel de Brulier
Betty Bronson
Winter Hall
Mitchell Lewis

Joseph
Sheik Ilderim

j

Khedive
Howard Davies
Adapted from W. Somerset Maugham's play, "Caesar's Wife."
Directed by Irving Cummings.
SYNOPSIS. Neglected by her husband. Sir Arthur Little, Violet,
seeks the company of Ronald Parry, Sir Arthur's secretary.
The
two fall in love. Parry's sister, sensing the romance, arranges to
have Ronald transferred to Paris. However Ronald remains. Indications are that Sir Arthur has forever lost his wife's love.
Then
she hears of a plan to assassinate Sir Arthur. She suddenly realizes
that she really loves her husband.
She saves his life. A reconcilia-

!

tion follows.

Infatuation

Metro-Gold wyn-

Mayer)

PRESS NOTICE
most marvelous screen
spectacle of the season, "Ben
Hur," an adaptation of the world-

commencing

in her newest production, "Infatuation," adapted
from the widely read novel,

success as a stage play,
be given its local premiere at

tional

"Caesar's Wife," by

This romance of a
Jewish lad and maiden in the
days
of
the
Christ,
passes
through the Crucifixion period,
and relates the tale of the hero's
struggle with and triumph over a

form enjoyed a
The
Broadway.
story
deals

young

Watch
a

for

the

great

sea-fight,

the

wife,

the

romance

wed

to the

CATCH

of a
British

LINES
of a

woman who

to happiness between
husband and infatuation for
Women never know if
another man.

sought the path
the

on

of

London and Egypt and

with

The amazing drama

LINES

drowning galley slaves, the crashing
craft, and awful pomp of battle!

run

locale

in Cairo and who
neglects her with the result that
she accepts the attentions of her
husband's secretary. In the end
Miss
there is a reconciliation.
Griffith is at her best in the lead
and she is given excellent support by Percy Marmont.

has ever equalled this production.
Ramon Novarro fills the hero
role.
Francis X. Bushman appears as his Roman enemy. May
McAvoy, Betty Bronson, Carmel
Myers and others are in support.

Novarro, star of "Ben-Hur."
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayor production.

is

in its stage

long

commissioner

relentless Roman foe.
In point
of soul-stirring thrills, color and
magnificent photography, no film

Romon

W. Somerset

Maugham, and which

on

.

CATCH

one

of the screen's most beautiful stars, comes to the

famous novel by General Lew
Wallace, which scored interna-

Theatre

National)

^-^

-*

the

(First

PRESS NOTICE
pORINNE GRIFFITH,

T^ HE

will

Popularity of star makes this
theatres, towns.

This starring vehicle of the charming
a let down from former releases, but you have
the popularity of the star with which to sell it to the public.
Plot

Simonides

settings.

Egyptian atmos-

SUMMARY.

Corinne

Ramon Novarro

Iras

Artistic

climax.

community

suitable for larger houses,

THE CAST
Francis X.

The

EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Boost Corinne Griffith.
Put over window display with photos of star. Book tie-up.
Dress lobby in Oriental style. Have prologue featuring
Egyptian dancing.

coloring.

Messala
Esther

Love scenes between

MacGregor.

phere.

DRAWING

Ben Hur

Reels)

•

I

ously executed thrill episodes testify elocjuently to the rare
stupendous spectacle! Wonderability of Director Fred Niblo.
fully impressive the Nativity opening sequence, the symbolism of
the guiding star, Betty Bronson as a spiritually beautiful Ma-

THEME.

—Seven

Reviewed f>y Frank Elliott)
AE.SAH'S Wife," W. Somerset Maugham's play, from
which this offering is adapted, may have been a success
behind the footlights, but in its screen form, we have a
very tame affair, in short a picture lacking punch. The plot is a
rather hackneyed one.
Perhaps you have heard of the girl who
marries the well known busy man with tlie result that the young
wife looks elsewhere for attentions.
That's what you have here,
only the locale is switched from London to Cairo. The settings are
beautiful, Corinne Griffith wears some stunning gowns and the
supporting cast does fairly well with the material at hand.
But
the picture by no means is up to the standard of Miss Griffith's
recent releases. There is some drama in the scene in which the young
wife confesses to her husband that she loves another and a bit more
where she saves his life- from an assassin's bullet. Percy Marmont
is convincing as the busy diplomat, while Malcolm MacGregor is

Reviewed by George T. Pard\
LAST the loiig-looked-for "Ben Hur," whose regal magnificence, jioetic touches, compelling atmosphere and marvelI

love for her

Corinne

Griffith,

a

star

of

"Infatuation,"

First National release.

it's

love or

— just

infatuation

!

)

M
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The Gilded

Soul Mates
(

Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer

—6000 Feet

THE

THEME.

Comedy.

lionnaire forces niece to

British society atmosphere.

wed nobleman whom

merely wants money, discovers her

good

direction.

Wedding and

The

she imagines

Elaborate

Scene where Velma

complications.

Mil-

error, is content.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

settings,
meets lover.

first

lively finish.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Feature Aileen Pringle,
Edmund Lowe, and author don't boost as a typical Glyn
yarn. Tell 'em it's a merry comedy with high society polish.
;

DRAWING POWER.
pull.

Author's
Should win in average house.

name and

cast have

SUMMARY.

A(t()OD

hopele.-sly villainous after

Photography

Edmund Lowe
Phillips Smalley

Antonio D'Algy
Edythe Chapman

-

Dolly
Katherine Bennett
Stevens
Lucien Littlefield
Author, Elinor Glyn. Director, Jack Conway. Photographed by
Oliver Marsh.
SYNOPSIS. Markrute, millionaire, wants to marry his niece
Velma to Lord Tancred, on whose estate he holds a mortgage.
Velma refuses, but becomes acquainted and in love with Tancred
without knowing who he is. Discovering his identity, she repulses
him, but yields to her uncle's insistence and weds him, refusing,
however, to be his wife in reality. Tancred raises money, pays Markrute and tells Velma he wants a divorce. She realizes her mistake
and they are reconciled.

Mates

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Handsome

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
heroine.

Stress

human

Boost as heart appeal

butterfly type of
interest touches.
Feature princi-

pals.

DRAWING POWER. A

good card

SUMMARY.

pull, heroine's troubles win
Society atmosphere and good acting
by Alma Rubens and Bert Lytell will please fan majority.
Puts over some telling dramatic punches, is well directed.

Linda Haverhill
Alma Rubens
Brian Anestry
Bert Lytell
John Converse
Huntly Gordon
Jim Haverhill
Frank Keenan
Courtney Roth
Herbert Rawlinson
Mrs. Ralston
Vera Lewis
Mr. Ralston
Arthur Hoyt
Colored Maid
Carolynne Snowden
Author, Evelyn Campbell. Director, John Griffith Wray.
SYNOPSIS. Linda Haverhill, left penniless, is advanced money
by Converse, who desires her. She goes broke, falls in love with
Captain Brian Anestry of the U. S. army. Converse arouses Brian's
suspicions.
Linda burns her gowns to obtain insurance and is arrested.
Enroute to prison with a detective, their taxi is wrecked by
colliding with a patrol wagon. The detective, fatally injured, identifies a dead woman as his prisoner.
Linda escapes. Converse relents.
Brian and Linda ace united.

The Gild£d

Aileen

(Fox>

Butterfly

PRESS NOTICE

"qPHE GILDED BUTTER-

Pringle

FLY,"

-*•

a fascinating society

drama, replete with heart interest and suspense, will be the

of

main

"Soul Mates," listed to make its
initial local debut at the
This is a
Theatre on

Theatre on
Alma Rubens and Bert Lytell
fill the leading roles.
Miss Rubens gives a fine performance in

.

the
girl,

of

role

Linda,

who engages

American

Army

at

the

a
in

penniless
a losing

officer.

The supporting

cast

includes

Huntly Gordon, Frank Keenan,
Herbert Rawlinson, Vera Lewis,
Carolynne Snowden and Arthur
Hoyt, and other favorites.

Littlefield.

CATCH

CATCH LINES
She first loved, then despised, then
married him.
But the wedding was a
mockery, for she intended to be his wife
in name only, and told him so.
Guess
what happened to these "Soul Mates?"

attraction

fight with the world after her
father's death, is hounded by an
unworthy suitor, but saved at the
last by the love of a young

A

man, and Lucien

screen

.

bright, snappy comedy drama of
British society life, sumptously
staged, beautifully photographed;
in which the heroine first falls in
love with, then repulses a nobleman, weds him under protest,
and finally discovers that she
loves him after all.
picture alive with heart interest and sparkling humor, offering a brilliant supporting cast,
Phillips Smalley, Edythe Chap-

Mates."

neighborhood

Has audience

players in the latest adaptation
an Elinor Glyn novel to reach
the screen; the attraction being

appears in the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production "Soul

for

her spectators' pity.

and that sterling actor, Edmund Lowe, are the leading

who

settings,

drama with society backgrounds and

(Metro-Goldwyn)

CHARMING

Pringle,

0. K.

pleasing photography, sympathetic appeal.
Train wreck,,
scene where Linda escapes during auto collision. Climax.

PRESS NOTICE

Aileen

is

Drama, society atmosphere. Left penniless,
girl is advanced money by designing suitor, goes abroad,
gets broke, weds American officer.

THE CAST
Aileen Pringle

Soul

all.

THEME.

THE CAST
."

Markrute
Velma's Brother
Tancred's Mother

Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
audience picture, has well sustained suspense, no
small degree of heart interest, is elaborately mounted, well
directed and presented by a thoroughly capable cast.
Some
critical souls may point out that a girl as smart as the heroine
seems to be in other respects, would earlier have tumbled to the
fact that her esteemed papa lived by his wits and was a sponger
par excellence: also that she could have detected the designs of the
debonair Mr. Converse right off the jump. But Linda just had to
be that way or there wouldn't have been any story.
A somewhat
unusual twist is given matters by having the chap who is dogging
Linda with evil intent, relent at the last and resign her to the man
she loves.
The heroine gets a lot otf sympathy in her varied
troubles. Alma Rubens looking veiy alluring and helpless in the
role, v/hile Bert Lytell makes a good impression as the frank young
American officer. Huntly Gordon scores as the villain, who isn't so

theatres and towns.

English society comedy, offers- amusing
love story, although an Elinor Glyn tale, there is no sex
stuff in evidence.
Good atmosphere, fine settings, acting
and direction O. K. Will please fans in general.
Velma
Lord Tancred

Butterfly

(Fox— 6200

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
fact that this tilia is derived from an Kliiior (ilvii iioncI
iiatmally leads one to expect a preponderance of lurid sex
a])peal, but it ha{)pens that the fervid jiassiou element is
completely "out" in the present instance. Instead we are presented
with a distinctly liigli-class comedy balanced by a few dramatic
moments, English society backgrounds and a love romance wherein
the heroine first thinks she loves young Lord Tancred, experiences
a change of mind in that respect, man-ies him under compliance
with a bull-dozing uncle's demand, gives hubby an awful razzing,
but is finally tamed to a point where she admits she loves the chap
after all.
Taken on the whole it's an entei'taining picture handsomely mounted, well directed and likely to prove a good box office
asset.
Edmund Lowe is imttily-alluring as the immaculately
dressed Lord Tancred, Aileen Pringle bangs the emotional chords
a bit too heavily for such a light role, but is attractive, the supjiort
is adequate and photography pleasing.

News

Picture

n

t i

An

;

Bert

Lytell,

Butterfly.'

'

appearing in "The Gilded
a Fox production.

LINES

expose of social parasites and their
methods, a loving, trustful light-hearted
turned into a cynical grasping
girl
woman a gripping drama of society
which teaches the folly of following the

crowd

in

life's

game!
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The Yankee Senor

The American Venus
(Paramount

— 7931 Feet)

(Reviewed by Frank

(Fox

Elliott)

in the trail of an avalanclie of publicity on the
famous Atlantic City beauty tournanieut, comes this feature
built around this annual event that glorifies the American girl.
Paramount has gone the limit as far as lavish scenic investiture,
gorgeous costuming and Technicolor photography is concerned.
There is evidence in every scene that the money bags were turiied

FOLLOWING

down in staging this phantasmagorieal review of bathing
beauties and mannequins. There is a story, of course, but the least
It is just a light, airy plot used as an
said about it the better.
excuse for introducing the various events of the beauty contest and
there is jittle footage wasted in getting the observer to Atlantic
Here in beautiful natural color the beauties of the nation
City.
pass in review, take part in divers parades a la bathing suit,
pose in gorgeous fashions and line up for the verdict of the judges.
Miss Fay Lanphier, winner of the 1925 event, is seen in a minor
role, but to Esther Ralston goes the beauty honors.
upside

THEME. Comedy
town

publicity

man

melodrama.
to

boost

Shov^^s efforts of small
as American

sweetheart

TECHNICOLOR

THEME. A romantic drama in which an American civil
engineer rids Mexico of a bandit gang and wins an estate
and

Venus.

PRODUCTION

HIGHLIGHTS.

The

technicolbr
scenes of the various events of the Atlantic City beauty
pageant. The style tableaux. The auto-motorcycle race.
ANGLES. Put over local beauty
contest in co-operation with newspaper and merchants.

EXPLOITATION

Take
Play up Fay Lanphier, "Miss America" of 1925.
advantage of the six national tie-ups arranged by Paramount.
DRAWING POWER. With exploitation should do
business in any house.
SUMMARY. One of the novelties of the new year, has
unlimited exploitation possibilities. Lavishly staged with
many scenes in natural color and with much to appeal to
both sexes, this one should be a box office winner.

a senorita for himself.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Esther Ralston

Chip Armstrong

Lawrence Gray
Ford Sterling
Fay Lanphier
Louise Brooks

Hugo

Niles
Miss California

Miss Bayport
Edna May Oliver
Mrs. Niles
King Neptune
Ernest Torrence
Doug Fairbanks, Jr.
Neptune's Son
Author, Townsend Martin. Scenario by Frederick Stowers. Directed by Frank Tuttle. Photographed by J. Roy Hunt.
SYNOPSIS. Rebuked for attending a dance with Chip Arm:

Mary Gray breaks

her engagement to
urge towns to hold beauty
contests and to send winners to Atlantic City, Chip urges Mary
to enter.
Niles tries to ruin Mary's chances by wiring her to return because her father is injured. She does, but Chip gets her back.
They are too late, but the winner indorses Gray cream and Chip wins
strong,

Horace

publicity director,
Niles.
When New

York

artists

^^•"y-

DRAWING POWER.
them

in at

Tom Mix
Olive Borden

Tom Kennedy

Juan Gutierrez

Francis

Don Fernando
Doris Mayne
From novel "Conquistador," by Katharine Fullerton Gerould. Director, Emmett Flynn.
Photographed by Daniel Clark.
SYNOPSIS. Paul Wharton receives letter informing him he is
heir to Don Fernando.
Juan, a nephew, but in reality leader of
bandit gang, fails in an attempt to kill Wharton by tying him on
back of wild horse. Juan attempts to compromise him with his
fiancee and succeeds.
Juan then lures Paul to lonely hut, but Paul
cleans up trio of bandits.
Paul then weds Manuelita, daughter of
the Don.

The Yankee Senor (Fox)

PRESS NOTICE

T

in

photo-

"The Amerrelease.

most beautiful

girl!

Kennedy, Francis

McDonald Kathryn Hill and
others. The story moves swiftly
The
from beginning to end.
scene in which

Tom

is

rescued

from the back of a wild horse by
Tony, the fight between Tom
and a trio of bandits and sequence in which Flora attempts
to compromise the hero are a
few of the attention-compelling
moments.

LINES

CATCH

The eye has never looked upon such

in

Tom

Francis,

A drama

a

Venus." a Paramount

"The Yankee Senor,"

wonderful horsemanship.
An excellent supporting cast is
Olive Borden,
seen, including
Margaret Livingston, Alec B.

climax of the production arrives
in the scenes showing the various events of the great Atlantic
City beauty pageant. In the allstar cast are Esther Ralston,
Lawrence Gray, Ford Sterling
and Fay Lanphier, who was
crowned "Miss America," at the
1925 beauty contest.

Ksther Ralston, featured

and his wonder
horse, Tony, will grace the
commenicng
screen,

colorful story of Old Mexico
which gives the star ample opportunity to put over some of his
inimitable stunts, real fights and

a modern American Venus with
the romance between one of the
contestants and her home town
sweetheart and manager interwoven in refreshing manner. The

CATCH

OM MIX

a

spectacle tells of the search for

galaxy of gorgeous girls and gowns.
Story of the perfect American beauty.
A magnificent comedy melodrama built
around a nation-wide search for the

McDonald

Margaret Livingston
Alec B. Francis
Kathryn Hill

Flora

lavishly

this

bring

THE CAST
Paul Wharton
Manuelita
Luke Martin

commencing

mounted background

may

SUMMARY.

the beauties of Uncle Sam's domain beyond the fondest dreams
of "Flo" Ziegfeld, comes to the

Against

popularity

Not the best thing Mix has done, but may
get by because of its natural color feature, good fights and
acting by Tony, the wonder horse. Plot follows the usual
Mexican formula.

AMERICAN
"np HE
^ VENUS," which glorifies

lean

Star's

houses catering to Mix fans.

PRESS NOTICE

Theatre,

of the rail-

on the novel.

The American Venus
(Paramount)

.

Holdup

road shack by bandits and Tony's escape after hiding the
payroll. Sequence in which Tom is tied to back of a horse
and given a wild ride. The rescue by Tony. Fiesta scenes.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Boost Tom Mix. Put
on Spanish dance prologue. Book-store window display

THE CAST
Mary Gray

—Five Reels)

(Reviewed by William Campbell)
shots of a Mexican fiesta, the tying of the
hero on the back of a wild horse and his rescue by Tony, and
an honest-to-goodness fight between the star and three burly
bandits, are the highlights of this newest Tom Mix offering. The
picture, however, is a decided let-down for the star, who has a very
tame role in this instance and a hackneyed plot in addition. However, Tom Mix has a large following and they may overlook the
weaknesses of this vehicle as long as Tom gets an opportunity to
display his horsemanship now and then and to use his fists with
machine gun effectiveness in the climax. Tom is supported by a
very good cast, Olive Borden being especially charming as Manuelita.
Francis McDonald is an adequate heavy and Margaret Livingston does her stuff to perfection as the vamp. The natural
color scheme in the fiesta sequence in which Tom and Miss Livingston as well as the others dance, is really beautiful.

Tom

of the Fox production.
"The Yankee Senor."

Mix. star

LINES

of conflict and romance in
Mexico, based on the novel. "ConKatharine
Fullerton
quistador,"
by
featuring a fiesta in techniGerould

old

;

color.

Motion P
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(Independent Films— 5000 Feet)

THE

THEME. Melodrama. Cyrus Braidwoods supposed
daughter finds real father is a crook, goes safely through
underworld adventures, weds wealthy lover.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Meeting of lovers,
where each imagines other is a crook. Escape from flooded
underground den. Sustained fast action, melo punches.
crammed

melodrama
as
with sensational scenes, play up love romance.
Bill

Feature Dorothy Drew, Sheldon Lewis, Charles Delaney.
POWER. Not for critical audiences. O.K.

DRAWING

for smaller houses.

SUMMARY.

Melodrama with plenty

and numerous exciting complications.

of hectic action

Has underworld

atmosphere, confused plot, but shoots thrills across in
slam-bang fashion. Should please fans who want highlyspiced sensational

STKOXGHEART,

the dog comes to the rescue, attacks the villain

flight,

him

Dorothy Drew
Charles Delaney

Steve Randall
Lait Rodman

Charles Gerrard
Eric Mayne

Cyrus Braidwood
Rose Bailey

Miss Du Pont
Sheldon Lewis
Spotiswood Aitken
Eagle Eye
Author, Roy Briant. Director, Dell Henderson.
SYNOPSIS. Helen, reared as Braidwood's daughter, discovers
her real father is Rodman, over whom Braidwood holds a confession

McLeod

of complicity in the death of his wife.
Rodman obtains possession
Helen secretly enters Rodman's
of the incriminating document.
apartment in search of the vanished paper, encounters Steve Randall,
wealthy young bachelor. Each takes the other for a crook. They
are trapped in thieves' underground den which is flooded and barely
escape. Matters are finally adjusted and they agree to wed.

Accused

THEME.
mailer

Melodrama.

who makes youth

Dog

(Independent

underworld

the villain.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
for the best essays

Offer police dog puppy
on "The Origin of the Police Dog." to

be submitted by school children.

DRAWING POWER.
for children's

Fine

SUMMARY.

One of the best pictures in which "Strongheart," has appeared. Has a fairly entertaining story and
a goodly quota of stunts of which the dog is the star.
North Star
Marcia Gale
Dick Robbins
Noel Blake
Wilbur Gale
Archie

Strongheart
Virginia Lee Corbin
Stuart Holmes

Ken Maynard
Harold Austin.
Clark Gable
William Riley

West

Wayne Connor
Based on novel by Rufus King.
tographed by Joseph Walker.

North Star (Associated
Exhibitors)

PRESS NOTICE

STRONGHEART,

can

actors,

thrill treat

larceny,

comes

Theatre, on

dean

of

dog

to the
,

in his lat-

"North

Star,"
players as Virginia Lee Corbin, Stuart Holmes,
est

thrillidrama,

featuring

such

Ken Maynard and Harold AusIn this picture, Strongheart
given ample opportunity to display his uncanny ability in regis-

tin.
is

tering real thrills for the enterof
his
millions
tainment
of
screenland admirers. There is a
in honor of "North
Star," his clever escape from the
covered rear seat of an auto
which plunges into a lake, and a
pep packed climax in which the
dog chases the villain to his
death over a cliff. The picture is
rich in natural settings and offers

novel banquet

Delaney plays the
male lead, Sheldon Lewis, Miss
Du Pont and others supporting.
Lawful

Pho-

weds Blake.

a thieves' den.

CATCH

Directed by Paul Powell.

SYNOPSIS. Believing he has killed a friend Wilbur Gale runs
away. His dog is rescued from tramps by Noel Blake, a newspaper
man. Receiving a letter from her Brother, Marcia starts out with
Robbins to find him. Robbins finds Gale, attempts to blackmail
him. There is a terrific fight, a confession of a frameup and a chase
Marcia
of the villain by North Star to a fatal plunge from a cliff.

Charles

"

store display.

shows.

.

who appears in IndeCorporation's "Accused.

Book

O. K. for smaller houses.

starring Dorothy Drew, comes to the screen
Theatre on
of
the
The adventures of
heroine Helen, brought up as the
daughter of a kindly chap, only
to find that her real father is a
crook, are shot through with
mystery
and exciting detail,
swept by waves of lurid action.
An appealing romantic strain
permeates the picture, which
ends with the winning of the girl
in the case by a lover who shares
her perils and escapes with her

Drew,

friend.

The

banquet in
honor of North Star. The sequence in which the dog
escapes when car plunges into lake. The dog's fight with

when "Accused,"

Film

murdered a

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Films)

melodrama

look forward to a real

Dorothy

causes downfall of black-

believe he has

PRESS NOTICE
ANS who enjoy sensational
"P
^

pendent

and chases

edge of a steep cliff and forces him to loosen his hold
on the rocks and plunge hundreds of feet to his death. The climax
will register big with the children. Stuart Holmes is a convincing
heavy, while Virginia Lee Corbin is attractive in the leading feminine role. Harold Austin and Ken Maynard have the other principal parts. Some good comedy is furnished by Syd Crossley and
.Jerry Mandi as tramps.
to the

THE CAST

Helen

from

S

n r c

(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
canine star extraordinary, comes to the front
once more Avith a filmplay in which he demonstrates his almost
human ability as an actor. As the picture opens we see
Strongheart in the role of "North Star," being honored at a banquet. The plot deals with an unscrupulous fellow who tries tO'
drain the family coffer of the dog's master by making him believe
he ha.s killed a friend. The master, a weakling youth, flees to the
wilderness, but eventually is found by the parasite. In a temfic

stuff.

THE CAST

Bull

t

—Five Reels)

(Associated-Exhibitors

Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
plot of this picture resembles that of a serial of the oldtime brand, consisting as it does of a medley of looselystrung- but undeniably sensational episodes, with thugs,
lovers, jjolice, spurious and real fathers swinging around the underThe resultant complications
Avorld circle at a feverishly fast gait.
are bewildering and the continuity is joyously tangled, but the
melodramatic bombs explode furiously enough to satisfy the most
ardent searchers after exciting film seances and patrons of the
daily change and smaller houses will no doubt pronounce it all
Dorothy Drew and Charles Delaney figure
bully entertainment.
in the leading roles of Helen and Steve Randall, both giving highspeed, gingery performances, with Sheldon Lewis, Miss DuPont,
Spottiswood Aitken, Charles GeiTard and Eric Mayne rendering
adequate support. The scene where the lovers arc trapped in the
flooded underground crook den puts over the big punch thrill in
realistic style and the photogTaphy throughout is pleasing.
I

ANGLES.

c

North Star

Accused

EXPLOITATION

i

unusual entertainment.

LINES
legitimate

CATCH

crime,

thieves, society, stolen jewels, shadows
on a dim-lit wall, fingers twisting the
safe dial!

Ken Mayuaid. appearing
Star. "

in

"The North

an Associated Exhibitors release.

LINES

The story of a faithful dog who stood
against the rest of the world for his
master.
The wonder dog of the screen
"gets his man," and gets him good.

)

January

1926

16,

The
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Alarm

Still

(Universal Jewel
I

FOR

swift

Reviewed

Ity

George T. Partly

nielodi'amatic

action,

Her Big Adventure

— 7207 Feet)

(Kerman Films

punch and keen-edged

pense this fiim registers

way ahead

in the fire-fighting line.

It starts

in the

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy

sus-

of anytliing yet screened
oft'

—4800 Feet)

I

da\s when the

thunder of flying hoofs beat acconiiianimeut to the I'ush of the
blue-shirted brigade to the flaming scene of action, switching later
to the present era, with snorting motors taking the place of prancing steeds, and showing in detail the improved apparatus now in

Great stuff in both instances, chockful of \-ibrant thrills,
use.
splendidly photographed and wairanted to stir up the most blase
scene showing the trapping of the battalion chief
spectator.
hero and his men in a burning building and their escape along a
narrow cornice, pressing flat against the wall in single file is the
very acme of realism and one that nobody witnessing it is likely
But the picture is a whiz all through, as strong in sento forget.
William Russell is immense
timental as it is in sensational allure.
in the hero role, Helene Chadwick eAcellent as the erring wife and

A

the support faultless.

melodrama with society atmos|)here,
dramatic
COMEDY
phases stretching the probability string considerably, but
its

by humorous flashes that ])revent the specfrom taking the whole thing too seriously, with the result
that it classes as good entertainment of the ]:)rogram brand. Director John Ince didn't waste time or material tiwing to be subtle,
his intention was evidently to turn out an amusing picture with
mass appeal, and in this he has succeeded. You may not believe
that an average Yankee girl stenographer could ]Jose successfully
as a foreign Countess at a summer hotel, but you can't help being
interested in heroine Betty's masquerade just the same, or fail to
nicely balanced

tators

be gratified when bellhojj
hero, Ralph, foils the jewel-hunting'
crooks, and the big climax gathers in all the principal character*

made smooth for the lovers.
and Grace Darmond are 0. K. in the leading
excellent and photographj' first-chop.
with everything

Herbert liawlinson
support is

roles, the

Melodrama of the fire brigade. Hero's wife
deserts him, years later he regains her, after first thrashing and then rescuing villain from fire.

THEME. Society comedy drama. Hero quarrels with
wealthy father, becomes bellhop, wins stenographer posing as Countess at hotel, is reconciled to dad.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Speedy action, development of suspense, romance and melo phases. Scenes
where firemen are trapped, Dick's fight with Dunn and res-

heroine

at

Comedy

relief.

THEME.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
hotel.

Ralph's

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

cue.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Play

this

up as

a

fire

brigade melodrama of the finest. Stress the breathless suspense, rescue scenes, love interest, tremendous thrills.

DRAWING POWER.

Should get the money

any

in

SUMMARY. A

bully fire film. Has powerful melodramatic and sentimental appeal. Rescue scenes wonderfully
well done and effective. Will please fans everywhere.

THE CAST
Lucy Fay
Richard Fay

Frame ballyhoo with
Tie up with modiste stores on
style show, boosting heroine's gowns. Bill as bright comedy drama, stress society atmosphere. Feature Herbert
Rawlinson, Grace Darmond.

man

in bell-hop uniform.

DRAWING POWER.

house, large or small.

Helene Chadwick
William Russell
Richard C. Travers
Edna Marian
John T. Murray

,

Perry Dunn
Drina Fay

Andy Todd

Edward Hearn
Brand
Dot Farley
Mrs. Maloney
Adapted from Stage Play by Joseph Arthur and A. C. Wheeler.
Director, Edward Laemmle. Photographed by John Stumar.
SYNOPSIS. Lucy leaves husband, fireman Dick Fay, for politician Dunn. Eighteen years later Dick is battalion chief. His adopted

Tom

daughter meets Madame Clestine, modiste, who is really the missing
Dunn decoys Drina to his apartment. Fire breaks out.
Lucy.
Dick and his men arrive. Dick discovers Drina, gets her away and
thrashes Dunn. Trapped in the flames, he lowers Dunn to safety and
Reconciliation follows.
Drina is taken home by Lucy.
escapes.

The

Still

Good card

SUMMARY.

Amusing comedy drama, has suspense,

gets the laughs and holds interest throughout.
Develops and maintains audience appeal.

thrill shots,

THE CAST
Ralph Merriwell
Betty Burton
Countess Fontaine
Count Fontaine
Silas

Carleton Griffin

WilUam Turner
Ed Gordon

Merriwell

Transatlantic Smith
Author Not Credited.

SYNOPSIS.

Director, John Ince.
Ralph Merriwell quarrels with

his wealthy father
on his own hook, taking a bell-hop job in a Los Angeles hotel. His father's stenographer Betty, wins a Si, 000 prize for
an ad and comes to the hotel, where she poses as Countess Fontaine and Ralph falls in love with her. Complications ensue when the
real Count and Countess turn up, but Ralph is reconciled to his
father and wins Betty.

and

starts out

Her Big Adventure
(Kerman Films)

PRESS NOTICE

PRESS NOTICE

of

SENSATIONAL

of

a rip-roaring
fire

brigade,

which comes to the
Theatre on
The story starts in the days of
the horse-drawn apparatus, then

thrilling film

.

present

.

playing the feminine lead.

The

time,

former impersonates Ralph Mer-

who quarrels with his rich
takes a bell-hop job, and
falls in love with stenographer
Betty Burton, who comes to the
hotel posing as a Countess. The
complications which gather when
the real Countess shows up are
sure-fire comedy material, there's
an attempted jewel robbery, a
furious fight and climax which
pleases everybody.

ing

the

to

the

The hero

flames.

riwell,

dad,

be-

chief, rescues his

adopted daughter from the villain who took his wife away
eighteen
years
before,
thrashes and then rescues

first

him
from a burning building.
William Russell and Helene
Chadwick appear in the leads,

CATCH

LINES

How

Packed to the guards with suspense
and exciting situations.
Scene where
Chadwick. appearmg in 'The
Alarm, a Universal production

ro-

appeal

showing motor equipment and all
the improvements used in fight-

comes battalion

atill

incident,

and breezy
comedy are combined in "Her
Big Adventure," the big society
melodrama picture which comes
Theatre oh
the
to
Herbert Rawlinson is
the star, with Grace Darmond
mantic

has been adapted to the screen
in
a marvelously unique and

switches

Herbert Rawlinson
Grace Darmond
Vola Vale

,

Alarm (Universal)

'The Still Alarm,"
melodrama of the

neighborhod and

for

smaller theatres.

the most famous stage
ONE
successes
the past decade,

Helene

Meeting

of hero and
scrap with crooks.
Arrival of Count and Countess. Climax.

summer

firemen
trapped
in
flaming building
escape along narrow outside cornice, a
wonder of nerve-racking realism.

dollars
a swell

Herbert

Rawlinson,

who

appears

Herman's "Her Big Adventure."

CATCH

LINES

far do you supporse a thousand
would go in making a splurge at
summer hotel? Grace Darmond

lives like a million dollar
a whole week in "Her Big

Countess for
Adventure." I

Motion Picture News

J06

Man
(F. B.

Braveheart

Rustlin'

O.—4666

(Producers Distributing Corp.

Feet)

ADAPTED

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
has a novel role in this picture, that of a cowboy
turns reporter to please his school-teacher sweetheart and
goes after news items in a peculiarly vigorous fashion, aided
by a gun and fixed resolution to let nothing get by him. It's five
reels of lively, amusing material, quite different from the regulation
Westerner, which indeed it burlesques frequently and with enteritaining effect.
The comedy angle is the strongest in the story,
yet thrills are not lacking and the star is given plenty of opportunities to demonstrate his scrapping abilities and cold nerve. Take
it all around, "Man Rustlin' " may be said to strike a new Western
note and worthy of being listed as a cracking good program attration.
There are some capital outdoor views and the photography
throughout is of extremely high grade. Custer is well supported,
with Florence Lee showing to advantage in the heroine role, Jules
'Cowles offering a clever character sketch as Jim Tucker, and fast
action all the way.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

direction,

suspense and

resulting in neat weaving together of comic and serious
situations, Buck's news-getting ventures, romantic lure.

War dances.
climax.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
of both.
stunts.

Bill

You can promise

thrills in this

one,

should suit

Should win as program attrac-

SUMMARY. An

out-of-the-ordinary Westerner, especially strong in comedy line, puts over thrills, but manages
to burlesque open-air adventure stuff successfully. Lots of
zippy action, should please average fan.

Mary Wilson

Florence Lee

Jim Tucker

Jules

Pop Geers
Angus MacGregor
Smudge Perkins

Allen

Skeeter Bill Robbins

Author, William Branch.

Director, Del

SYNOPSIS. Cowboy Buck Hayden
to please his sweetheart,

turns reporter for local paper

also has literary aspirations. Buck goes after desperadoes, combatants in feuds and bandits
in his quest for news and makes good all around.
Incidentally, he
trails criminals who rob the Well Fargo Express and recovers their
loot.
In the long run he is signed up by an Eastern editor, becomes

and weds Mary.

Man

Rustlin'

Lillian Rich
Robert Edeson
Arthur Housman
Frank Hagney
Jean Acker

Tyrone Power
C.

DeMille's Stage Play, "Strongheart."

Director, Alan Hale.

Andrews.

Mary Wilson, who

a celebrated syndicate writer

Rod La Rocque

Sky-Arrow
Standing Rock
Adapted from William

James Kelly
Pat Beggs

;Slim

SYNOPSIS. Braveheart of the Yakima Indians falls in love with
Dorothy, daughter of Hobart Nelson, who is disputing certain fishery
Braveheart goes to college and attains fame
rights with the tribe.
as a member of the football team, is expelled through voluntarily
shielding Dorothy's brother from disgrace for attempting to throw
Ki-yote kidnaps Dorothy and her
a game in gamblers' interests.
Braveheart rescues them, renounces white girl and weds
father.
Sky-Arrow.

O.)

(F. B.

unfailing audience appeal,

THE CAST

Cowles

Sam

Has

theatres.

Braveheart
Dorothy Nelson
Hobart Nelson
Frank Nelson
Ki-yote

THE CAST
Bob Custer

all

SUMMARY. Combines melodramatic punch with great
emotional and sentimental urge. Spectacular and colorful,
splendidly acted and directed. Photography of first-class
grade. Will please all sorts and conditions of movie-goers.

tion anywhere.

Buck Hayden

Braveheart (Prod. Dis. Corp.)

PRESS NOTICE

"DOB
-*—

CUSTER

PRESS NOTICE

in

"Man

Rustlin'," a unique
comedy-melodrama will
main screen attraction

Western

'

be
at

"TD RAVEHEART,"

a screen
the interstage play,
nationally famous
"Strongheart" with a collegebred Indian for hero, will be
given its local premiere at the
•*—'

the
the

Theatre on
This picture is different from the
ordinary blood-and-thunder film
of the open-air adventure variety,
.

offering

turns

most

gallant

the moment
umph knowing

Rustlin',"

tri-

he did that
such a union would bring sorrow

and ultimate

A

as

disaster.

stunts.

honor.

LINES

A cowboy champion who
"Man

his final

of

in

romance of the
Northwest and exquisite blending of college and native life, in
which the idol of the football
team faces Fate's final test of his

porter, interviewed
in a mine shaft, a
marry him until he

O. production.

redskin,
self-sacrificing
for a white girl was

career punctuated by innumerable scraps and feats of daring.
There's a lot of laughable burlesque situations as well as thrills
with Custer doing some great

CATCH

B.

.

seen as the

returned but renounced by him

gun and horse. Hero Buck
makes good in his journalistic

F.

on
is

whose love

a

trusty

Custer, star of

of

Theatre

sweetheart and goes after news
with reckless vigor aided by his

Bob

adaptation

Rod La Rocque

original plot
dare-devil
cowboy
reporter to please his

a

wherein

well maintained

interest appeal.
Football sequence.
Braveheart's battle with Ki-yote.
Fine

DRAWING POWER.

DRAWING POWER.

The

human

EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Feature Rod La Rocque,
mention other notable cast names. Bill as melodrama,
with tremendous heart appeal and thrilling situations.

as

and there are plenty
as "different" Westerner.
Boost Custer's

laughs as

.

THEME. Melodrama dealing with love aflFair between
white girl and college-bred Indian, who makes sacrifice for
her sake, but later weds one of his own race.

Western comedy melodrama. Hero cowboy
turns reporter to please girl, succeeds by digging up sensational stories, becomes syndicate writer and weds her.

many

the

tographic effects are achieved.

THEME.

The good

—7256 Feet)

well-known stage play, "Strongheart,"
one of the earliest productions to glorify the college Indian,
this picture looks like a genuine box office winner that will
stand the test of any audience, highbrow or low. Rod La Rocque,
always a finished artist, never before reached the dramatic heights
to which he attains in his portrayal of the heroic Braveheart.
Both makeup and acting are perfect, he fairly lives the part, alternating between moods of tenderness, stoical dignity, and the repressed native ferocity of the warrior which leaps forth tigerishly
in the scenes where he fights and subdues his" redskin traducer.
Lillian Rich as Dorothy, and Jean Acker as the Indian maid to
whom the self-sacrificing Braveheart turns for comfort when he
realizes that his love for the white girl is impossible, are excellent
and better support could not be desired. The featuer never loses
interest, the action is swift, direction splendid, and charming pho-

BOBwhoCUSTER

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

from

writer!
thrill

Bob

film!

CATCH
turned re-

The honor

murderer barricaded
girl

made

who woulAi't
his

colorful

mark

as a

Custer's biggest laugh and

Rod La Rocque.
Prod.

star of "Braveheart," a

Dist.

Corp.

release

of a red

LINES
man, was

it

worth

Yet Braveheart
while to consider it?
shoulders another man's guilt to save
from disgrace the brother of the girl he
loves'

What was

his

leward?

;
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onal Newsfrom Corresponds
UPON

Hugh

Tower

the

Andress, late of
Theatre, St. Paul,

later of the Finkelstein &
forces in Minneapolis, has
fallen the duty of keeping things
going at the Lyceum Theatre in

and

Miinneapoiis

still

li;

Ruben

Minneapolis while legal difficulties
are straightened out and Clinton

& Meyers Amusement Company
decides what to do with

THE
opening

fifth

it.

anniversary of the
of
John Hamrick's

Blue Mouse Theatre in this city
was celebrated last week with appropriate ceremonies. The house
was handsomely decorated for the
occasion, and a complete program
of features and short subjects was
offered as a unit in the anniversary

illllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllilllli

theatre is one of the finest
the Northwest and Mr. Andress, who has excellent standing

although it is for the most part on
the dark list.
Earl Lorenz, who has been sell-

as a theatre manager, is keeping
it earning something right along,

ing

The

in

As

a feature of his holiday busi-

George Stigley of the Cameo
Theatre in White Center, Washington, last week was host to a
thousand children at two special
ness,

free matinees. A Santa Claus distributed presents to the kids, and

teachers from

program.

school

Ruby Thomas, poster clerk at
Manager Fred G. Sliter's local
First National exchange, was one

guests.

of the prize winners in the recent
First National Poster Sales contest, and as
a result received a
check for $85 as a New Year gift.

change,

were

the
also

White Center
Mr. Srigley's

Harold Harden, assistant manager of the United .'Artists exlast

week proudly passed

the cigars on the occasion of the
birth of the family's first young

Harden.

Charles

W.

Harden,

Carl Miceh,

wyn.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy^

Paramount

for

months,

is

for

a

few

back with Metro Gold-

and manager of
appeared even
more proud through his recently
He
received title of "Grandpa."
now takes rank as the second
grandfather on the local
Film
Row, being preceded by five years
by William H. Drummond, execuHarold's

the

father,

local

office,

Producers' Distributing
Corporation exchange.

tive of the

Jack Schlaifer, Western district
for Universal, and Lou
Metzger, recently-appointed sales
director for the West, spent several days here last
week with

manager

Manager Reilly of the local office.
They were en route to the Port-

who has had

the Southern Wisconsin territory
for Metro, resigned the first of
the year.
Joe Hasbrouck of the Star Theatre in Montevideo, was in the
Twin Cities the other day keeping
his new^ year resolutions.
Herman Schwann is using stage
acts in his new Wisconsin theatre
at

Eau

Claire.

following a tour of
They reentire territory.
turned to Los .Angeles early in the
land

office,

their

New
On
last

Year.
the occasion of his birthday

month, James Hone, executive

the Motion Picture
of Washington
entertained at a dinner party held
at the Olympian Hotel, Olympia,
where he was representing the M.
P. T. O. W. at the annual session
of the state legislature.
Mr. and
Airs. H. W. Bruen of the Pacific
secretary

of

Theatre Owners

Theatres Company in Seattle were
the only local exhibitors represented at the affair.

Atlanta
week brought two anniTHIS
versaries of some importance
Sig Samuels, owner of the
Metropolitan Theatre in Atlanta.

to

The

first

came on Monday when

Mr. Samuels celebrated the fiftieth
anniversary of his birth. The second fell on Friday and marked the
tenth anniversary of his entrance
into the motion picture theatre
field.

Some

forty of his most intimate

friends gathered with

Mr. Samuels

home on Monday evening to
"wish many happy returns" and to
present in token of their esteem a

at his

handsome pair of platinum, onyx
and diamond cuff links with studs
to match.
Many of those friends
are associated with Mr. Samuels
in the Metropolitan Theatre, and a
few have been connected with his
theatre enterprises since he launched the Criterion in .Atlanta ten
years ago.

Frank Sands, popular

First

Na-

salesman, now traveling out
of the Charlotte exchange, is receiving congratulations from his
tional

on his marriage recently
Miss Edith Shy, one time cashier for Rylander Theatre, AmeriMr. and Mrs. Sands
cus, Georgia.
will spend their honeymoon travelfriends

to

ing the Carolina territory.

Tom

branch manager for
Producers Distributing Corporation, returned to Atlanta the first
of this week from Charlotte, where
he spent the Christmas holidays
Mr. Little has
with his family.
been ill several days this week. It
is understood he is suffering from

trip

throughout

the stage play
be picturized.

mother, returning
week.

to

New York

this

Conductor Enrico Leide was
weilding the baton over the Metropolitan Orchestra Monday for the
first time in a week, following a
severe cold, which he contracted
at the

.Atlanta

concert
Christmas.

tra

fi/c/r

.Symphony Orches-

the

Sunday

before

a pidure as the

world has

hoped For f

special work.
J.

J.

Franklin, district

manager

tions Department of the Hays organization,
spent the Christmas
with
his
holidays
in
.A.tlanta

manager,
of
to

Davis, manager of the
Liberty exchange, arrived in Atlanta Thursday for a
short visit to the Home Office.
Ernest Neiman, district representative for Producers Distributing Corporation, came into .Atlanta last Wednesday for some

Rufus

Oiarlotte

C. L. Peavey, who is
taking the place vacated by Fred
Davie.
It is understood tliat Mr.

extended

Florida.

Warner, star
"Silence" which is

F. L. Davie, formerly manager
the Atlanta branch of Film
Booking Offices, left .Atlanta last
Thursday for Philadelphia, Pa.,
where he will take up the managerial duties of the Associated Exhibitors exchange.

of

Sydney Katz, assistant sales
manager for Film Booking Offices,
arrived in Atlanta last Wednesray
from New York to install the new

an

B.

Bill McCorvey, who has been
traveling for F. B. O. out of the
Atlanta office, plans to be with
First National in about two weeks.

Publix Theatres Corporation
Georgia and Alabama, with
headquarters in Atlanta, was presented with a handsome watch appropriately engraved on Christmas
Day. The watch was the gift of
managers
in
Publix
theatre
Georgia and Alabama who are under Mr. Franklin's supervision.
Miss Hazel Love si>ent the
Christmas holidays in Memphis
with her brother, Dave Love, who
was for years located in Atlanta
first as conductor of the Criterion
orchestra and later as head of the
Metropolitan Orchestra.
Lamar Trotti, member of Colonel Jason S. Joy's Public Rela-

Little,

a severe attack of tonsilitis.
Bill Wassman, one of the best
known salesman on film row, returned to Atlanta this week after

H.

Katz will be in Atlanta for a week
or ten days.

for
for

-an
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Louis Realty
LOEWS
Amusement Corporation
St.

and

will
of direc-

hold its annual election
tors and for the transaction of
.other business on January 11.
Madison, 111., is to have a new
It will be erected
picture house.

Madison a\enue.
Pauly & Son of Granite

Charles

.on

are the architects.

City,

111.,

The name

of

the owner and details of construction are being withheld for the
time being.

&

have
Laventhal
-taken over the Palace and Majestic Theatres on Franklin avenue,

Goldman

St.

Louis, to take charge of the

St.

Ashland Theatre for the LavenWalthal Amusement Company.
ter

Thimmig

now

is

in

charge of

the Mid\\a\.
Vollmer is one of
the \eterans of the local movie
world, and should make a very
valuable man for the Laventhal
c'rcuil.

Out-of-town
along Picture

seen

exhibitors

Row

during

the
included
John Marlowe,
Herrin, 111.; John R. Pratt, Ful-

week
ton,

territory, has

been transferred

to

Cincinnati.
He will have charge
of exploitation in the Cincinnati,
Indianapolis and Louisville territories with
cinnati.

headquarters

in

Cin-

Jimmy

Gately, formerly assistfor United Artists,
has resigned to accept a managerin
William Goldman's
ial
post
theatre organization.
ant

manager

:

Mo.

;

III,

ville,

Green Luttrell, Jacksonand Jim Reilly, Alton,

booker
with United
Shirley has
L^
ranks for

formerlx-

Collins,

Bill

now
Miss Helma

with LTniversal,
Artists.

also

111.

Louis.

Charley Vollmer has resigned as
manager of the Midway Theatre,

L OUIS

St.

deserted

is

the

George W. Gambrill, exploita-

United Artists.

She was cashier

Famous

and bookkeeper

for Uni\ersal foi

representative

tion

for

Players-Lasky Corporation

in this

many

years.

Hall \\ alsh has been appointed
salesman for Warner Brothers.
He formerly was with Universal.
He succeeds John MorI/het who will join Producers Distributing Corporation.
city

R.
Drummond, assistant
O.
comptroller for United Artists,
was a visitor .of the past week.

A. H. Klein, booker for

War-

ners Brothers, lea\es for Memphis, Tenn., to accept a similar position there with. Fox Films.

Jack Weil has moved his exchange into the quarters formerly
occupied by the Producers Distributing Corporation at 3314 Lindell Boulevard.

lanada
PAQUIN, proprietor
DONAT
Laurier and Eden
of the

owned by the late Harry Brouse,
an original director of First Na-

Theatres, Hull, Quebec, the only
•cinemas in that city, has become
identified with the Imperial Thea-tre, Ottawa, being a member of the
syndicate which has acquired the
theatre
from the
lease of the

tional.

Harry Brouse Estate,
This was formerly held
Bros.,
Ottawa,
•Coplan
whom, A. H. Coplan, is

Ottawa.
by the
one of

the proPrincess Theatre,
Ottawa. Dave Coplan, a son, was
the manager of the Imperial TheaThe Imperial
tre until January 1.
Theatre was the chief theatre
prietor

of

the

Tom

Nagle,

who has been

in-

terested in •amusement features

in

Manitoba,
is
now
identified with the Capital Theatre,
Ottawa, of which Pete Kehayes
has been manager for several
months. Mr. Nagle is active in

Winnipeg,

the capacity of assistant manager
and adviser. The Capital recently

discarded five

of vaudeville
presenting
special
photoplays with high class music
froin a 10-piece orchestra.

and

is

acts

now

The Regent Theatre, Ottawa,
Ontario, which is under the management of Leonard Bishop, again
made a reduction in admission
prices on January 2 when the
orchestra floor price for evenmg
performances was cut from 50
cents to 40 cents.
Several weeks
ago the matinee price was also
reduced in a similar way.
All employees of B. F. Keith's
Theatre, Ottawa, along with invited guests and
newspapermen,
enjoyed a special midnight dinner
and dance on the stage of th e
theatre

at

New

Year's,

Manager

J.
lin

M. Franklin and Mrs. Frankbeing host and hostess for the
The dinner had every-

occasion.
thing.

Walter Davis, manager of the
Empress Theatre, Edmonton, Alhas

berta,

joined

the

army

of

newspaper column writers,
column being a feature of

his

the

dramatic section of the Edmonton
Journal on Saturdays. Mr. Davis
follows the unique plan of writing_ under a nom de plume which
is his
own name spelled backwards.
This is the way it appears:

Retlaw Sivad.

Central Penn
CHARLES

CAMPBELL,
K.
house manager for two and a

half years, of the Victoria theatre,
Harrisburg, resigned his position
effective January 1, to become a
traveling salesman for the Clark-

At this
son Chemical Company.
writing Mr. Campbell's successor
had not been named.

—

Three Harrisburg theatres, the
Regent and Majestic,
with
Dauphin
cooperated
the
County Tuberculosis Society in
Victoria,

boosting the sales
Red Cross seals.

of

Christmas

The

Hippodrome

theatre,

Ma-

hanoy City, is now under the management of T. Edwin Phipps, formerly of Pottsville. He succeeds
Frank D. Hills, who resigned.
A midnight performance, beginning at 11.15 o'clock on New
Year's Eve, was put on at the Majestic theatre, Harrisburg, which is
devoted to motion pictures and
vaudeville.
The performance continued until after the arrival of
the new year and proved very
popular.
James K. Bowen, owner of the
old
Pergola theatre, AUentown,

has sold the property t<i the Pennsylvania Power & Light company
which proposes to erect an office
building on the site.
Further delays in the completion
of the new State theatre, Harrisburg, which is being erected on
the site of the old Orpheum, Locust and Court streets, will prevent its formal opening until late
in

March.

One

of the features of the YuleYork was an entertainment for the children of the
orphanages, and other poor children of the city, given at the
tide season in

Strand theatre nn tiie imirning of
30, by Nathan and Louis
Appell, of the Appell Amusement

December

A

Enterprises.
special bill of pictures and music was presented. The
arrangements were directed by C.
C. Pippin, manager of the Strand.
The improvements recently made
at an expenditure of $40,000 to the

Pastime theatre, Lewistown, by
Ike Berney, the owner, included
the installation of a $14,000

Marr

&

Colton organ, and a cooling and
ventilating system capable of delivering 75.000 cubic feet of

fresh

air into the building per minute.

Philacielphia
this territory the Sesqui-CenINtennial
in Philadelphia will give

to those who attend the fair the
inside story as well as the history
of the industry since its inception.
One or more buildings will lie devoted to the exposition of motion
pictures and their accessories and
there will be a notable gathering
of stars, directors and executives
of national reputation.
Edgar Moss, manager of the
Philadelphia exchange of the Fox
Film Corporation, has returned
from Hot Springs. Va., where he
spent several weeks recuperating

from
a
nervous
breakdown.
George Roberts, who was filling
the ixjsition of manager during
Mr. Moss' absence, has returned
to the home office in New York.
The lot at 612-616 Market St.,
Philadelphia, which is occupied by
the Stanley Company's Ruby Theatre,

has been sold to undisclosed
for a consideration said

parties

be $225,000.
The ground was
offered to the Stanley Company at
this price, but they believed that
the business of the house and its
location did not warrant an into

vestment of that size in land alone.
The lease on the Ruby still has
another year to run, at the expiration of

which

titne the theatre

will be converted into stores.

Jules E. Mastbautn, President of
the
Stanley Company, has announced that the new Earle Theatre at Atlantic City and the Stanley Theatre in Camden will Ix;
completed in time for early spring
openings.
When completed these
will be the two largest motion picture houses in their respective
localities.

J. Schwartz, who oi>erates the
Rialto on Germantown Avenue.
Philadelphia, reopened his theatre
on Xmas Day after spending $20,000 on remodeling and new decora-

tions.
The entire interior has been
overhauled, new draperies have
been added, new carix>ts from Litt
Brothers and the Art Decorating
Company, a local concern, super-

vised

the

Two new

alterations.

Power's projection machines were
also

installed.

Tiie

Rialto

is

a

neighborhood theatre and the seating capacity about 800.
pictures is its polic>'.

Straight

;

J

a

1!

16,

a r X

It

1926
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Baltiimore
WILLIAAI ZOLLNER,

for-

companies.

The

Baltimore
for
Warner Brothers, Inc., has nowgone to Pittsburgh to become conwith
Metro-Goldwynnected

Strand
land, Md., was
annual concert
Charities on

!Mayer.

December

merly

Al Garner

in

is

now

handling the
Universal in

short subjects for
Baltimore, while the features of
that company are being sold in that
territory by Clarence Eiseman.
Ed. Heiber, who was in Baltimore as \\'arner Brothers' representative, has become the manager
of the Washington, D. C, office of
Associated Exhibitors.
Warner Brothers, Inc., are now
being represented in Baltimore by
Charles Rechnitick.
Jack Pegler. formerly with the
W'ill Hays' Organization, working
out of the Xew York office, has

gone over to Pathe Film Company
and was in Baltimore recently as
advance man
for
the
"Laugh
Montii"
campaign
now being
•waged by tlie comedy producing

Theatre, Cumberused for the sixth
of the Associated
Sunday afternoon,
large audience

Belnord and Philadelphia avenues,
on Thursday afternoon, December
31, when Charles E. Xolte, manager of the playhouse and a police-

man

succeeded

were included

quieting the specthey
had become
alarmed when a set screw in a
ventilator fan broke.

in the entertainment held in St.
Martin's Auditorium, Gaithersburg,
Md., Wednesday evening, December 23.
About 400 children were

There was a shower of sparks
and throughout the building a loud
ripping
noise
was heard, but
stopped when Mr. Nolte quickly

27.

A

enjoyed the program.

Moving

pictures

present.

The advertising campaign to
bring before the public of Baltimore

the

that

fact

the

Embass_\-

Theatre, 415 East Baltimore street,

which

is

the

new name

for

the

now

being rebuilt by the
Independent
Film Company of
Philadelphia, Louis Berman, president, will open soon in January
has been started by the placing of
24-sheets at various points throughout the city.
Panic among 500 persons was
avoided at the Belnord Theatre,
Victoria,

tators

in

after

turned oft the electric current.
The fifth anniversary of the
opening of the Ri\oli Theatre.
Baltimore, Md., was celebrated
during the week beginning Monday, December 28. Since the playhouse has been opened, it has been
run successfully under the man-

agement of Guy
with Frank Price,
his

ous organizations and societies for
newsboys, orphans, poor and crippled children of Baltimore and
\icinity during the holiday week.

Wonders,

L.

acting

Jr.,

a,-.

able assistant.

Moving pictures figured \ery
prominently in the Christmas annual entertainments given by vari-

At each entertainment from SCO
2,0CO

to

children

The playhouses
took

fairs

at

place

were present.
which the af-

included

The

:

and Hoffman streets,
managed by Frank H. Durkee
Palace,

the

Ga.\-

Md.,

Annapolis,

Circle.

Governor

with

Ritchie and
Mrs. Ritchie acting as hosts to
1,200 white children;
the Star
Theatre,
.\nnapolis.
600
Md.,
negro children entertained; the
Maryland Theatre. Baltimore; the
Garden Theatre, Baltimore, where
a feature film was included with
the regular \audeville acts, and
Ford's Theatre. Baltimore.
x\lbert

C.

In the Criminal Court room the
prattle and laughter of 300 children were heard at a special entertainment at which moving p'cUires were featured.

Chicago
4^'

JAMES GREGORY

has

re-

modeled the Crown Theatre at
Crown Point, and renamed it the
Ted Schlanger of UniPalace.

who

inspected the theatre a
few days ago, says that it lives up
to its new name.
Aersal

District Manager Cleve Adams
of F. B. O., who spends most of
his time visiting the exchanges
under his charge, will be at his
Chicago headquarters for the next
week or so before again hitting the
trail.

Mrs.

Bennett

of

the

Liberty

Mason City, was on film
this
week arranging book-

Theatre,

row

ings.
Mrs. Bennett reports business good and 1926 prospects good.

Xate Joseph and George Paul of
the .States and Owl Theatres, were
again making their headquarters at
F. B. O.
exchange after being
absent during the holidays.

George

Dembow,

who

is

in

charge of arrangements for the
Inauguration Dinner to be tendered
President Jack Sampson by the
Cihcago Film Board of Trade, on
January 26th at the Bal Tabarin
of the Sherman Hotel, reports that
exhibitors and exchange men are
showing great interest in the
event, and present indications are
that five hundred will enjoy the
elaborate dinner and entertainment
wiiich will be provided.
Divisional Manager Roy Alexaiuler of Universal, this week is
visiting the exchanges under his
jurisdiction and expects to be back
at

his

Chicago

headquarters

bv

January 11th.
Glen Studebaker has purchased
the
Theatorium at Ashley, Indiana, according to Salesman Tack
St. Clair.

Lou Ring has reopened the
Opera House at Monmouth,

old
Illi-

having thoroughly remodeled and redecorated the theatre and renamed it the Fine Arts.
It has approximately twelve hundred seats and has been pracnois, after

tically

made over

into a

new

house.

Metro-Goldwyn's sales staff is
working hard to make Rozelle
Month, which starts February 1st,
a record breaker and early reports
are that they are receiving fine cooperation from exhibitors
the

m

territory.

Maurice Godshaw has resigned
Metro-Goldwyn salesman and
the
Western
Illinois
territory,
which he has been covering, will be

the zero

who

Marion,

waukee, was also handsomely remembered. To start the new busi-

weather, but motored to
Ohio, for his Christmas
holiday.
Frank Young, of United
Artists, was another film man who
spent the Christmas season at his
old home.

The opening of Ascher's NewTerminal Theatre has been set for
Thursday, January 7th, one week

as

later than originally intended. The
theatre interior is Spanish in its

looked after by T. E. Delaney, in
addition to his regular Indiana ter-

architecture, a side wall representing an old castle of Castile, and
the treatment is particularly bright
and pleasing. This house will be
one of the finest in Chicago.

ritory.

Max

Gumbiner has recently
taken over two houses and is
operating them in addition to his
Crescent Theatre on Milwaukee
.\venue.
They are the Harmony
on 43rd Street

and the Illini
Jack Rubin

Sterling, Illinois.

at
is

manager of the Crescent and
Frank E. Ford, formerly manager
of Sam Abrahams' Gold Theatre,
has been appointed to take charge
of the Illini.

Harry KofTman of
Koffman,
five

who

has

Plough

been

weeks, suffering from

&

for
a ner-

ill

vous breakdown, was sufficiently
recovered to visit friends on film
row this week, previous to going
to the Sacred Heart Sanitarium in
Milwaukee, where he expects to
rest and recuperate for a month or
more.

Ted

Schlanger, country sales
of Universal, is being
congratulated on the arrival of a
fine baby girl at his house
last
week.
Ted now has a complete
family, a boy and a girl.

manager

Mark
received

check

Koenig. F. B. O., booker,
a
substantial
Christmas

from

his

company

as

a

recognition of the specially good
work he has done for the last year.
District Manager Edwin Silverman of Warner Brothers, has returned from a visit to the West
Coast studios of his company.
Manager McCullom of Renown
Pictures was not to be stopped by

Rothacker Film

Manufacturing

Company employees,

their families

friends, five hundred in number, held their animal holiday party
at tlfls large studios on Diversey

and

Parkway

last

week.

A

Charleston

was one of the features,
and it brought out some steppers
as good as professionals, including
contest

Lorraine, who has taken a leave of
absence from her work at the
studio labt^ratory and is now working for Paul Ash at McVicker's

Theatre.

spent

ness year

having

his

right.

iiolida\-

in

Manager

Mil-

Gillick

salesmen as his
guests at a home dinner on January 2nd.
The Maplewood Theatre which
has been closed, will be reopened
on January 1st by J. Brotman, who
formerly operated the Glen on
is

the

Armitage Avenue.
Jack Barry is at the Grand Hospital, where he underwent an operation for appendicitis on Alonday
of this week.

Messrs. Peter J. and Fred W.
Schaefer and their wives, are planning to leave on January 20th, for
a
three-months' trip to
South
America. Among the places they
will

\isit

Canal,

are

Havana,

Panama

etc.

^iH. INDUSTRY

^NDIRS

Jerry Abrams, recently district
manager for Renown Exchanges,
has returned from a trip to New
Orleans, and it is understood will
open an independent exchange at
831 S. Wabash Avenue, to be
known as the Gotham Film Ex-

change.

Ben J. Judell has been handing
out the cigars to his friends, a nine
pound baby girl having arrived at
his

h

it

will

be

the wonder
of the

Industry/

home.

Ray

Lewis, general representaA. G. Stein Productions,
has been in Chicago for several
days making his headquarters at
tive

of

Commonwealth
The Pathe sales

the

Hotel.
staff

was par-

happy during the Christmas season as the exchange closed
from Thursday night until Monday
morning. Manager James Gillick
was the recipient of a handsome
golf outfit as a gift from the staff,
and District Manager Fred .\iken.
ticularly
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JACK
nected

ZIPP,

formerly
conwith
the
Cleveland
of the Standard Film Serv-

office

National, covering the Toledo territory in a sales capacity. Brandt
recently resigned as assistant man-

ice Company, and now in the sales
department
of
the
Pittsburgh
Standard Film Exchange, spent
the Christmas holidays in town,
and was heartily welcomed by his

ager

A. M. Goodman

has

N. Connor, formerly with
Vitagraph exchange in Buffalo, is now with the Cleveland
office of
Producers Distributing
Corporation, covering

apDetroit

the

Film
to

filling

A. G. Ainsworth has been added
Distrithe local Producers

buting Corporation's sales
in the Toledo territory.

well again.

trict,

Rowan

place.

special representative for P. D. C. in this dis-

spent a few days of last
Cleveland, in consultation
manager Robert
with
division
Cotton.

week

J.

few days.

Four

little

girls,

the

in

Progwas in Xew York
Years week-end.

S. Jossey, president of

ress

Pictures,

over

New

The public has been educated in
the effectiveness of modern fire
preventatives.
New Year's night
there was a fire in the L-akewood
theatre and not one person in the
audience was the least bit excited.
The fire was confined to the pro-

ciates of J. F.

a

force,

Loewe,

Chester

Mrs. Gepfert has resigned as
Cleveland
bookkeeper
of
the
office of the Standard Film Exchange.
She is succeeded by her
former assistant, Lillian Haessly.
Cleveland friends and film assoBruce, local Fox
salesman, wish to express through
this column their condolence upon
the sudden death of his wife the
day after Christmas. Mrs. Bruce
had been ill with pneumonia only

Akron

territory.

has
been in poor health for a long time
and has been given an indefinite
leave of absence to last until he is

Bob Rowan's

Metro-

L.

been

pointed manager of the
exchange of the Standard
Service Company.
He is

Cleveland

the

the

Film Exchange

old friends in the
Bldg.

of

Goldwyn exchange.

Sheldon Lewis, playing the 'heavy' in
"A Desperate Moment," a Henry Ginsberg release.

oldest nine years of age, survive.
Walter Brandt is with First

jection booth but the smoke filled
the auditorium. The management
of the theatre asked the audience
It did so, quietly, and
to leave.
orderly, to the jazz music which
was supplied by the organists until
the theatre was empty.

William P. James is once again
the
proprietor
of
the
Queen
theatre, Shadyside.
short time
ago James sold the house to L. J.
Joseph, but Joseph turned it back

A

to

former owner and has

its

left

the picture business.

Exhibitors stayed close to their
firesides last week.
Few of
them wended their way to the film
centre in Cleveland. Among those
who were discovered in the Film
Exchange Bldg. however, were H.
T. Palmer, L^ric, Fairport Harbor; Earl C. Lair, Louisville,

own

Lambrigger,
Louisville;
Gus
Orville;
John Peruzzi,
Butler, Niles; A. J. Paul, Royal.

Grand,

Galiom
Clyde;

;

S.

John Furrer, Harkness,
D. Shia, Old Trail, St.

Clairsville; Milton Bryer, Waldorf, People's Ideal and Winter's,

Akron

and John Danim, Strand,
Wadsworth.
;

Omah;
T

J.

McCarthy

of the Bala-

ban and Katz firm was a

J_^»

recent visitor in Omaha.
$100,000 suburban house will
be erected by George O. Monroe
at Military avenue and Fontenfelle
boulevard.
Buildings
now occupying the site will be razed and
the theatre is expected to be ready
for business by August 1, 1926.
Mr. Monroe is a motion picture
theatre builder and exhibitor.
A. B. Seymour of the Universal sales force,
spent Christ-

A

mas

home in Oklahoma.
M. Tracy, Storm Lake, Iowa,

at

E.

exhibitor,

has

discarded

his

ROBERTS,
ART
manager
Milwaukee

assistant
of the
branch of F. B. O., together with
Mrs. Roberts, spent the holiday
season with friends and relatives

Minneapolis.

in

G. Frackmaii, manager of the

tre,

The new company

Omaha.

Twenty-fourth

Among

Arbogart

plans

and
South

the Cosy,

at

at

Emerson, Nebr., by

William Huntsman, Jr., to J. C.
Wilkins.
The Luxcas at Lucas,
So.
Dak., was sold by Frank

Meyer

Wis.,

Milwaukee's film row.

Miller, of the executive
staff of the Fischer Theatres, left

Yager.

new

$1,000,000

A. H. Blank theatre has arrived
and is stored in the basement of
the Strand, one of the other Blank
theatres in Omaha.
Part of the
statuary is from France and the
other from Russia.
It was purchased by John Eberson, Chicago
theatre architect.

Harry

Friedel,

Metro-Goldwyn
Des

enjoyed a visit in
Moines during the holidays.
booker,

Chicago

Majestic Theatre at Racine, Wis.,

week

was another prominent exhibitor
from that city to be seen in Milwaukee last week.

to

that capacity.

"Dad" Wolcott, manager of
•

S.

last

in

Sam

to L.

Statuary for the

his

Players, has succeeded to the post
of alternating chairman of the arbitration board of the Milwaukee
Film Board of Trade, and is actively looking after his new duties

was prominent among the recent
visitors to

R. Daniel, and the

George Smith, manager of the
Milwaukee branch of Famous

convalescing

Racine,

W.

offices long enough
drop in on his friends
and business acquaintances in Milwaukee.

from serious illness.
N. C. BlumlxTg, manager of the
Theatre

to

Opera House at Brunswick from
Ed Rohwedder to M. Stevens.
The Star at Maurice, Iowa, was
sold by J. S. Mears and J. E.
Mears, and the Gem, now renamed

Milwaukee office of Progress Pictures Company, has returned to his
duties after spending several days
of the holiday season with his
family at Evansville, Ind., where

Rialto

deals out-state
the Lyric at

;

Alec Johnson of Blair, Nebr.,
has bought the Hippodrome thea-

is

of

from Ed Hopley to
W. Anderson of Cozad the
J.
Town Hall at Avoca from H. H.
M.arquardt to Elmer Hallstrom
the Tivoli at Bartley from J. W.

Omaha.

Frackman

theatre
sale

Twenty-fifth

P. Kissinger.

Tekamah

N

streets.

and

from R.

were the

modern

erection of a large
house on the corner of
the

Cuming

streets,

"The Nebraska Theatres Company" was formed a few days ago
by the World Realty company,
owners of the World, Sun, Moon,
and other theatres and Samuel and
Louis Epstein, owners of the Orpheum and Roseland in South

Mrs.

M. J. Weisfeldt, division manager for F. B. O., spent the holiday season in Milwaukee, fraternizing with his many local friends
as well as looking in at the local
branch offices.
J.

crutches
after
an accident six
weeks ago. He is the owner of
the New Princess theatre.

the

D. W. Brassington's new Capitol
Theatre at Iron Mountain, Mich.,
was formally opened on Christmas
Day.
The new house has a caFriends of
pacity of 1,000 seats.
the management in all parts of
Filmdom sent profuse floral offerings to add to the festivity of the
occasion.

•

C*incinnati
OSTER
manager of
JOHN
the Spencer Theatre WashingJr.,

ton

C.

name

H.

O.

has

changed

of his theatre to the

the

Gem.

R. Byrs, manager of the
Theatre, Hillsborough, O.,
spent several days with the various

H.

Forum
film

exchange managers booking

many new

pictures for the

coming

year.

E.

W. "Gene"

Friedmann, the

jovial representative of
tiles

Specialties

Co.,

has just returned
tended trip in the

The TexCincinnati,

from
F.ast.

an

ex-

He

re-

ports that business

is

rather good

and that the majority of theatre
owners are contemplating extensive improvements and re furnishings in their houses.

George Kirby, booker for F. B.
O. was seen to start work several
days last week as early as six in

the morning.
obvious there

The reason

is

most

a drive on amongf
the
F.
B.
O. bookers and a
splendid prize is the reward to the
winner.
is

Harry Michaelson manager
B. O.
Chicago.

F.

spent

the

holidays

for
in

:
;

January

16,

1926
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Salt
branch manLP.agerMcGINLEY,
Famous
of
the

.

local

Players-Lasky exchange, returned
week from Butte, Mont. The
Famous Players-Lasky salesmen
were in for the holidays and have
this

left

all

again for their respective

territories.

The Film Board of Trade here
has sent a floral offering to RichUtah, for the funeral of
field,
Mary Thurman, who passed from
this sphere a few days ag-o.
George L. Cloward, who has
charge of the Metro-Goldwyn exchange in this city, is spending
C. L.
the holidays in California.
Dillard. local office manager for
Metro-Goldwyn, spent Christmas
in Boise, and will be in Butte,

by the first of the year.
Samuels, salesman out of
J. F.
this exchange, also spent the holidays in California.
Branch manager, H. Bradley
Fish, of the local Fox exchange,
became ill in Idaho during his recent trip there and was forced to
return home earlier than he had
Mont.,

'

He was confined to
anticipated.
his bed with the " flu " for a few
Upon his return to the ofdays.
fice a day or two before Christmas he was presented with a
traveling case by the office force.
and David McJ. L. Tidwell
Elhenney have left the local Fox
office tor their territories.

Messrs. Banard and 5teele have
bought the Isis Theatre at Bingham, and are opening this house
December 29th. Mrs. Swenton
Miss
Winona
has
succeeded
Knowles as the manager's secreMiss
tary at the Fox exchange.
Knowles had been with Fox for
the past six years and is now
goinof to be married.

Lake City
Branch manager,

and N. J. Flynn,
owners of the Globe theatre,
down town house of Kansas City,

W.

Seattle territory for F. B. O.
E. M. Gibson just returned to this
office from the coast.
Joe Soloman spent the holidays in Los

Utah.

few days.
Matthew Aparton, manager of
the Universal exchange here, is
back
from
an
extended
trip
trip through the territory and is

ritory for a few days.
James Keitz, Greater

in this city for a

leaving ajjain this week.

Vete Stewart, salesman out of
local
Associated First
tional exchange, is in this
for the holidays.

the

Nacity

Pathe salesmen were in for
regular weekly conference
with W. G. Seib, local branch
manager.
A new theatre is to be opened in
Burley, Idaho, about March 1st.
This house is being built by
Thornberg and McDermott.
Carsten Dahnken, one of the
owners of the American Theatre
All
their

.

Dave Frazer, special district
representative for Producers Distributing
Corporation,
left
has
here after a week's visit, and is
now in the Den\er office.
Dave Barnholtz, booker for
Producers

Angeles and
Joe

was with no small elatinii that
Blotcky, Paramount branch
ma!iager, announced this week the
initial
Kansas City showings of
It

ex'-iihitors

Christmas Day shows, despite
unusually cold weather.
At the
Mainstreet tlieatre a Christmas
party was staged for all actors and
members of the staffs of motion

and legitimate theatres,
while
actors
from
legitimate
houses gave their time in distributing gifts at various charitable inpicture

With

the wrestling "rage" still
at its height in Kansas City, Fred
Spears, manager of the Empress
theatre, Kansas City, still is finding it profitable to stage short
wrestling bouts as specialty numbers each Friday night.
Santa Claus was unusually kind,
as a whole, to exchange representatives

along Kansas City's movie

this year, especially as

contracts

far as

were entertained by "Billy" Truog,
assistant sales director, and Harry
Taylor, branch manager, at the
Ivanhoe Country Club.

in

branch
in

manager,
on

calling

the territory.

Educational representative, after ten long weeks
in the territory, came in and introduced himself to old friends.
"Jerry" Curran. First National
representative, is firmly convinced
that there was a better Christmas
spirit among exhibitors this vear
than ever before.
William Warner, First National representative,
is
spending the holidays in Denver,
Colo.,
while Ralph
Heft.
Schiller and

W.

A. Burke

of the
same company Omaha,
Neb., for their resting spot.
The Independent Film Corp. just
has completed a large shipment of
Krazy Kat buttons to exhibitors in
coniunction with the showing of
Krazy Kat Komerlies.
Harry Scott, Pathe general sales
manager, was in Kansas Citv lining up the staff for the 1926 offensive.

were concerned.

Sixty
members of the Universal branch

P.D.C.

"Red" Jones,

Harry

stitutions.

row

sistant

Film

Row was

brightly
cards,
while
its

busy comparing
Christmas

colored

some

changes installed

of

the

ex-

Christmas trees
in their respective windows. Eddie
Green, Metro-Goldwyn represen-

in

is

celebrating-

its

and pencil

set and a leather bill
folder was given.
turkey was
also presented to each of the Victory employes.

back on the job

has

resigned

from

Milton Cohn

Theatre

Ben

Theatre

Victory
and the
Ogden,

anniversary
this
week.
The employes of this theatre presented ]Vranager Carl A. Porter
with a Waltham Desk clock for
Christmas, and to Assistant Manager, Ray Hendry, a fountain pen

force of Lhiited Artists.
is now makinfr the

the sales

will

city,

A

Dowd

interests there.

city,

and

this

in

The Victory

again.

points in Utah
Artists product.
H. H. Jensen,

this

Kansas City motion
from suburban
houses to down town first run theatres, did a good business on special

is

Empress

second

CorporaLos
in

Distributing;
the hohdays

;nent

publicity and exfor the
Para-

All of the married employees at
the Paramount Empress Theatre'
here, under the management of
George E. Carpenter, were given
a turkey and bonus for Christmas, and all ushers were presented
with a five-dollar gold piece in
their envelopes.
The boys gave
Manager Carpenter a nice traveling bag.

Features
branch manager, is leaving
immediately after the first of the
year for the Idaho branch.
The Boise Theatre Company of
Idaho opened their Rialto Theatre January 1st.

t'l-i

the

work

Paramount

local

arrive here this
week from San Francisco for a
few days, and will then leave for
New York to look after theatre
in

spent his "vacation"

theatres,

mount

W. H. Rankin, who has
charge of the W arner Brothers'
local exchange, is out in the ter-

is

of

ploitation

L. Manx, assistant to Fred J.
McConnell, head of the complete
service department for Universal.

branch manager.
X'irtually all

charge

theatres

three of his company's new productions. A large audience attended the pre-view screening of three
new P.D.C. nro(lu'"tions Sunda^-.
After which C. A. Schultz, P.D.C.
branch manager, left for Minnesota, w'herc he spent the holidays
with relatives, but C. W. Allen, as-

picture

was transferred

Bloon

K.

W. H. Pickering, exploitation
manager for Famous PlayersLasky, resigns from this position
on the first of the year to take

Angeles.

week obtained a franchise for
the showing of all Cecil de Mille
productions and others of P.D.C.
The deal, which places the Globe
in the first rank among Kansas
City movie houses, was closed by
the Flynn brothers, O. T. Hill of
Louis, special representative
St.
for the De Mille interests, and C.
A. Schuhz, Kansas City P.D.C.
last

this city on his way to California
to visit the studios.

Davis

to

ansas
WILLIAM

A.

L.

of the local F. B. O. exchange, is
going to
have a sales meeting
January 2nd.

with

his

Exhibitor visitors this week, inLubin Jones, owner of the
Cozy Theatre, Malad, Utah, and
^'red Brown of the Loa Theatre at
Loa, Utah.

United

clude

owner of the Rex
I 'tab, was in

Hvrum.

at

:

City

tative,

selected

the Tenth
Citv, Kas.

California for his

Christmas vacation, while C. H.
Lambert, assistant manager of that
exchange, went to St. Louis, but
combined business with pleasure.

Cunningham,

Earl

Street

theatre,

Kansas

Paramount

confined to his bed
because of illness, but his condition
is not dangerous.

exploiteer,

is

Sam Berger and

Harris Wolf-

berg, special Metro-Goldwyn representatives, who have been making a survey of the Kansas City
territory, returned to New York.

•

M. A. Levy, Fox branch manager,
during
contends
business
that
Christmas week this year was better than in several years past during the

same

period.

The following new theatres and
changes in management in the
Kansas City territory during the
last week have been announced
Lucy & Wilkinson are constructing a

Kas.

;

new

theatre at Hoisington,
S. D. Huyter, formerly of

the Highland theatre, Kansas City,
constructing a new theatre in
is
the new Westport
Kiowa, Kas.
theatre, suburban house of Kansas City, seating 1,000, has been

,,

Like the

thunder
of the

;

opened by Frank Amos
third and Mercer streets

at

Forty-

the new?
Rialto theatre Kansas City suburban house, was opened by Edward
Rhodeman Earl Hayes, who has
been assisting Jack Truitt in the
management of the Grand theatre,
Moberly, Mo., has resigned to take
over the management of the Martheatre,
Manhattan, Kas.,
shall
owned by the Dickinson Circuit
;

;

"Happy"

Franks, formerly with
Junior Orpheum Offices in
Kansas City, has been manager of

the
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ork and Ne^?^ J ersey
T. CARROLL, well
EDWARDrepresentative
of Asso-

known

Exhibitors in the State of
Jersey, is severing his connections with the Company that he
years.
eight
for
served
has
During this time Mr. Carroll has
made a host of friends who will
certainly regret to hear of his
withdrawal from the sales end of
definite
CarroH's
industry.
the
plans are to go into partnership
with a prominent member of the
Film trade and they will direct
their efforts along theatre brokerciated

New

age lines. They expect to open
up an office in the near future.
The Faulkner Theatre Circuit
has taken over the Park Theatre
The Park was
at Caldwell. N. J.
M.
formerly controlled by C.
Metzger.

Sam Perry, of the Englewood
Theatre, Englewood, N. J. is back
on the job again after having been
ill for the past two or three weeks.
Sam was seen around the local exchanges on Tuesday when he was
catching up with his booking.

Charlie

"Kid

Stombaugh's

brother," a prosperous real estate
man from the West Coast dropped
in this week to call on the popular

Newark- Pathe branch manager.
The brother and his family are en
route to Europe and will sail away
just as soon as Charles guides
them to a number of good Broadway shows.
Charles Rosensweig, Manager
of the F. B. O. New York Exchange, takes his vacation at this
time of the year. However, he is
back at his desk again after a ten

of appreciation from
Messrs. Faynor and
Stombaugh of the Pathe Exchange, were presented with Xmas
gifts that are almost indispensable
in this dry climate.
The Syivia Theatre, 50th Street
and 5th Ave., Brooklyn, which
has recently been closed will relot
open about January 20th.

As a token

their

staff,

A

much

in this business.
H. Goldshein and a partner were the pro-

in-

stalled.

Several more local theatres are
reported as holding their opening
nights during the month of January.
The Oriental, a 2,000 scat

prietors.

Frank and Ben Worth have purchased the Eureka Theatre at Hoboken, N. J.
They also operate
the Palace in the same city.

house at Hackensack, N. J. is almost complete and will be ready
the latter part of the month and
the Bunny theatre at Mt. Vernon,
controlled by Harris and Marrow,
is
scheduled for January 20th.

Tony

Brooklyn, has severed his connecwith that playhouse.
E. L.
Green is the new -manager.

tion

Another change in local theatres
Sam Ronheimer, who has
for some time been associated with
the nafnes "Ronly and Globe."
It
is reported that
a Mr. Needles,
concerns

formerly of the Lyric Theatre at
23d Street and 7th .Avenue, is the

thoroughly overhauled and will
soon open its doors again. The
Park, 180th Street and Boston
Road, recently taken over by
Morris Schange, will reopen on
lanuary ISth.
Henry Grossman, of the firm oi
Joelson and Grossman, has sold his
interest in the Cresent and Bel-

mont theatres to his partner. Mr.
Grossman has a lease on the
United Theatre, Brooklyn, and
that house is expected to be ready
the latter part of February.

Roth

who

Brothers,

recently

opened the Strand at Summit, N.
are

J.,

more

reported

theatres

that will
spring.

be

as

two

building

in

their

ready

in

territory
the early

David Hauser, former owner of
Greenwich Theatre on the

lower West Side of

New

York,

is

building a 1,500 seat house to be
known as the Brooklyn Heights
Theatre. Mr. Hauser expects to

new

playhouse ready
about the middle of February.
Lew Lefcourt, who is on the
night "Pick up" of the Prudential
his

Film

Distributors, recently suffered the loss of his mother who

passed away at her
day afternoon.

W.

Earl,

new owner of these two houses.
The Casino Theatre, Rockaway

home

last

Sun-

Manager of Loew's

Alhambra at Halsey and Knickerbocker Brooklyn, has been ill for

Brooklyn,

.\venue,

nas

reopened

and the ownership is under a newcomer from up the State.
Another closing reported is the

Woodrow
Edith Roberts, who is featured in "The
Taxi Mystery," a Henry Ginsberg release.

several days but is back at his old
job again.
L. Steinberg, who has been holding down
the management
of
Goldreyer and Fleischman's Manor

K

the

Cavallo,
formerly
the
of the Culver Theatre.

manager

The Bunny is the sixth in line for
the Harris Enterprises and they
are also building a new theatre at
City Island. The Grange Theatre,
137th Street and Broadway, recently damaged by fire, is being

have

trip to the country.

day

new equipment has been

of

Theatre at Avenue
and Coney
Island Ave., Brooklyn, has been
transferred to one of the firms
theatres in Yonkers.
Max Greenberg, well known
Brooklyn exhibitor of a short time
ago, is back home again but not
broke. Mr. Greenberg strayed over

—

New

into the State of
Jersey to
try his luck but just
could not
stay away from his old stamping
grounds, so has returned and taken
up his stand at the Cleveland thea-

2390 Pitkin avenue.
The Windsor Terrace Theatre
closed its doors last Sunday and
the closing is reported as a definite
tre,

one.

However,

that does not

mean

Theatre,

nue, Brooklyn.
According to

Ave-

\\'ilson

Equip-

Howell's

Company, equipment sales
are still holding up in good shape.
Recent theatres where installations
were made include The Sylvia,
ment

Brooklyn The Oriental Theatre,
Harris's Bunny at
Hackensack
Mt. Vernon, Lloyd Film Storage
;

;

rooms,
De Forrest
Phonofilm Company and the New
Brooklyn Heights Theatre.
Al Friedlander's Garden Theatre
which has been closed for the past
two or three weeks, due to a boiler
explosion, reopened the night beProjection

Xmas.
The many friends of Moe
.Streimer, manager of the United
Artists Exchange in New York
fore

City,

death

regret to hear of the
of Mr. Streimer's father,
passed away at his Brooklyn
will

who
home on Monday. January
The elder Mr. Streimer was

4th.

74
years of age and all the children
were present at the time of his
death.

Nev? England
SAMUEL

DAVIDSON,

merly with Abe Snyder

in

sold

has acquired the .Strand
Theatre at Fitchburg, Mass., and
will operate it with a double bill
weekly.

pendable Films, Inc., has taken
charge of Wholesome Films, Inc.,
at 42 Melrose street, Boston.

The
offices,

Olympia

Theatres

Co.

which for some time past

located at 333 Washington street, Boston, occupying
the greater part of an entire floor
at that building in the heart of
the shopping district, have removed to larger quarters in the
building
junction
of
at
the
Brighton and Commonwealth avenues, Boston.
John J. Ford is
manager of the offices.

have been

Frank

owner-manager

Cronin,

of the Crescent Gardens, Revere
Beach, Mass., and of the Central

Square Theatre

in

Fast

Boston,

has addetl another theatre to his
chain, the National in Boston.
Faulkc, who formerly operated
the
Norfolk Theatre in
Quincy, Mass., which he recently

N.

Jake Lourie and

for-

De-

to

his

as-

sociates,

The new

theatre being erected
R.
I.,
by the
interests
Fatnous
PIayers-I.^sky
is progressing rapidly
and it is
expected that it will be ready to
open early in the spring. It will
have a seating capacity of apat

Woonsocket,

proximately 2,000.

Edward

Fay of Providence,
owner of Fay's Theatre in

R. I.,
that city, has been seriously ill but
is now convalescing, which will be
welcome news to his host of
friends throughout New England.
L. J. Hacking, manager of the
Producers' Distributing Corporation at Boston, left Jan. 6 for a
month's trip to the Pacific Coast.
He is a member of a party of
officials
of the company
from
New England and New York.

They

will

go

to

Los Angeles and

other California pQJnts on the trip.
Manager Myrtle of the Capitol
Theatre, Springfield, has arranged
with the Westinghouse interests to
broadcast the musical program of
his theatre each week.

The Strand Theatre in the
Dorchester district, Boston, has
reverted to its original owner,
Hyman Phillips and his associates.
This
was one of the
Gordon circuit houses whose inwere transferred to the
Paramount control last summer.
Seven hundred children of Ansonia. Conn., were guests of I. J.
Hoffman at the Capitol Theatre
terests

during the holidays, when a typiChristmas program was given

cal

and

gifts

were

distribute<l

from a

big tree on the stage.

There has been some
widening Kneeland street

talk
in

of
the

theatrical district of Boston and
as a result contracts l)eing signed

by

the

Unique

and

Washington

now

contain the proviso
event of the street
widening and interference with,
or discontinuance of the two playhouses, the contracts automatically

Theatres

that

the

in

become

cancelled.

to
that
Extensive
alterations
part of Derby, Conn., city hall

now known
tre,

to

rented
Israel

J.

as

the

.Sterling

thea-

from month to month
Hoffman of .\nsonia.

Conn., as a motion picture house,
with a view of thoroughly moderm'zing it will be taken up for
delinite action by the aldcrmaiiic

board

in

that

city

at

its

January

meeting.
Proposed alterations are
sponsored by Mayor Frank J.
Conway and a seeming majority
of the aldermen.
Issuance of a
$30,000 bond issue is the plan now
plan.
proposed
finance
the
to
Present plans provide for a seat-

capacity of
from 1.000 to
Present seating capacit.v
of the playhouse is about 400,
while the equipment is antiquated.
ing

1.200.

January

1926

16,

employees
THEI
National exchange

the

in

in
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Abe

First

Albany,
National

the
First
constituting
Club, met lasti week, and elected
the following officers: Alfred J.
Marchetti, president Carrie HimElla
M.
secretary
melberger,
Renee
and
treasurer,
Rourke,
Craven, chairman of the enter-

Margaret
Miss
soon.
named
Stemmie has been handling the
office since Air. Krause left.

Herman Stern, local managfer
for F. B. O., took a swing through
York during the
northern
past week, and was close on the

New

of

heels

H.

J.

Maclntyre,

local

Famous Players,
for
who spent ten days visiting the
houses to the north of here.
manager

Salesmen in the First National
exchange here, received some handsome memorandum booklets on
New Year's Day from A. W.
Smith. Alex Herman, local manager for First National, was in
New York city during a 'portion
of last week.

Employees
of
exchange

players

Tom Murray

the
here,

Famous

tendered
a farewell party be-

fore he left for New York city, to
take up his duties there.
The entire proceeds of the dance
which will be given by the Associated Film Clubs of Albany, at
the Hotel Ten Eyck, on January
IS, will go to the establishment of
a fund which will be used for
charitable work throughout the
year.

be
Schenectady,
delivery

film

a

tween Albany
and one that

and

may branch

out

eventually to other towns.

;

tainment committee.
No one yet has been appointed
as manager of the local Bond exchange to succeed Jack Krause,
who/ is now managing the local
Associated Exhibitors.
of
office
Sidney Sampson, general manager for Bond, was in town during the week, and it is expected
that the new manager will be

who runs the Family
Rotterdam, has now

Siegel,

theatre in
esablished

There

is

a

likelihood

that

two

theatres in Schenectady will be enlarged during the coming summer,
as both the Woodlawn and the

Star are comtemplating extensive
improvements in the near future.
Both are residential houses.

There was a report current during the past week that William
Shirley, former owner of theatres
in Schenectady, might acquire a
new house in the near future. Mr.
Shirley was reached at his home

ruary

He

1st.

of the Strand Group of houses

Albany and Troy,

smile of satisfaction these days as
he visits the new house in course
of erection in Albany.
William Smalley, of Coopers-

notes of interest to exhibitors, include the fact that D. C. Aldrich
has closed his house in St. Regis
Falls,

C.

Mike Freedman, who

to

deserted

the larger theatres of Schenectady,
house
small
residential
for
a
some little time ago, in order to
become an exhibitor, rather than
look forward to a pay check,
seems to be doing very well these
days.
Mr. F"reedman is thoroughly
conversant with the picture business and is showing just the sort
of pictures his section appears to
like.
He never fails to introduce
some novelty during the week, and
his house is rapidly taking rank as
the leading residential theatre in
the Electric City.

There was an enthusiastic dinner
party at Jack's restaurant in Schenectady,
week,
one night last
when James Roach, manager of
Farash Theatres in Schenectady,
entertained the thirty or more employees of the chain.
Mr. Roach
is planning to reopen the Broad-

way

theatre, announces that the
house will be renovated and redecorated and should be in readiness to reopen not later than I-'eb-

in

who

H. Goulding, manager.
The theatres in Watertown,
which have been owned and operated by Nate Robbins, of Utica,
and which now become a part of
the Mark Strand chain, observed

for the winter, and that H.
Richardson's
in
theatre

tier

refused

A

town, was along Film Row during
the
week. Other
short
news

the report.

but

his

in

make any comment whatever on

Schenectady,

tady,

wearing a

is

Chestertown, has been taken over
by the American Legion.
Ted E. Hayes started in on
January 4, as a salesman for the
local Warner brothers' exchange.
Mr. Hayes will cover the southern

in

is now planning to hang out
Mr.
shingle
next
spring.
Dwore's father is also the owner
of a theatre in Schenectady, and
will probably take over his son's
house to a considerable extent.
special picture program was
given at Proctor's theatre in Troy,
on the day before New Year's, for
the orphans of the city. The entertainment was under the auspices
of the Rotary Club of the city, but
the theatre was donated by Charles

has decided on a

fifteen cent admission.
Uly S. Hill, managing-director

place

devote

will

his
on, to the

from now
of the

the Garland City. Unusually
attractive programs were offered
at each of the theatres, and the
residents of the city responded in
a way that left nothing to be dein

Walter Vadney,

of

entire

time

management
Hudson theatre in Water-

vliet.

sired.

The Antique

theatre in

George H. Cobb, of the New
State Motion Picture Commission, was in Albany during the
past week for a day or two at the
branch which is maintained in the
Xo announcement
capitol.
state
has yet been made as to whether
Mr. Cobb will be immediately replaced by a Democrat, or will be
permitted to remain until the pro-

Water-

York

town, which has been one of the
Robbins group of houses, will be
run by Carl Phillips, from March

Mr.

on.

1,

anniversary last week that
the advent of Mr. Robbins

an

marked

Phillips

recently

bought the property, but the lease
has a couple of months to run.
The Schenectady bowlers from
among the theatres of that city,
have issued a challenge to the
bowlers in the Troy theatrical
league for a series of games with
a dinner to be paid for by the

gram

of reorganization determinesthe future of the Commission.

William Benton, of Saratoga
negotiationsSprings,
completed
during the past week for the RiIt isalto theatre in Glen Falls.
also reported that Mr. Benton will
take over the Park theatre as

losers.

Frank

Braymeier,

manager of

the Barcli theatre in Schenectady,
and a veteran in the business, has
been promoted To the end that he
will now handle all exploitation
work for Farash theatres in that

well.

Both Louis and Meyer SchinCr
Gloversville,
were in New
York City last week. There was
a rumor along Film Row that the
Schines may soon take over the

of

city.

George Dwore, who graduated
frorn law school several months
ago, " but who has been devoting
his time to his theatre in Schenec-

theatre in Boonville.

'm^M^m^

flouston
A

SPRINGER,

Pathe

Film

representative, who has been
in Houston for two weeks, spent
Christmas in Dallas, Texas, with
his family.
Mr. Springer will return to Houston alter the holidays
•

to complete his

work.

Al Lever, manager of the Saenger

made

now

Frank Baxter, former Kansas
showman, who is now in Florida
stopped off in Houston for the
Christmas Holidays. Mr. Baxter

a short trip

will
lirst

Isis theatre

New

theatre in town will entertain before the holiday season has passed.

Jesse H. Jones, who constructed
the Melba theatre, Dallas, and is

in

ter.

Orleans last week.
Mr.
Lever went on business to the
home office of Saenger Amusement
company.
Virgil Sincr and his company
have returned to the Prince theatre
for a holiday engagement.
After
New Years the company will move
to the Cozy theatre whicli has been
dark for one year.
The Prince
will close its doors but reports are
about town that Pantagcs will take
over the lease at an early date.
Charles Camp, manager of the
Prince theatre entertained a New
Years party for the entire staff
and company of artists.
Every
to

constructing two theatres

Houston, one to cost a million dollars, is in New York for the win-

return to Florida
of the year.

about

the

Mrs. Warren Holmes, wife of
Warren Holmes, former manager
of the Palace theatre, who was
killed in an autombile wreck several months ago is the mother of
an eight-pound boy.

Wm.
sail

Horwitz
for

Jr.

and his wife

New York

ary on a business
short stay in

will

early in Janutrip.
After a

New York

they will

return

to

Houston via

The New Ritz theatre management announced last week that the
Ritz
would open for business

Forman.

about the middle of January.
Charles Camp was unable to
move his Royal Follies into the re-

Hoblitzelle president of
Interstate Amusement Company operating two theatres in

Karl

the

modled Cozy theatre the first week
of January because the workmen

Houston

not

icle

S.

the Palace theatre and the Palace

Inc.

Bryant

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
MOTloa PICTURE FILM

over

Houston Chronrepresentative,

of a chain of vaudeville theatres
operating in France with headquarters in Paris.

Forman manager of

723 Seventh Ave. N. Y.,

Amusement

here

Word comes from Harry S.
Portman former Houston theatre
man. Mr. Portman is at the head

cold.

Elliot

visiting

has been elected to the vice-president's chair of the Houston Optimist Club.

Harry
VanDemark of
the
Queen and Capitol theatres has
been confined to his home with a
bad

was

the week-end.
Jeff Barnette,

complete the repair
work. When completed the Cozy
will be a new theatre only the old
walls have been left standing and
the entire equipment is brand new.

could

Empire Laboratories
'^2zin>:

Players entertained with a midnight supper and dance for the entire
organization
during
the
Newspaper
Christmas
holidays.
men were also the guest of Mr.

Havana,

Cuba.

5437
5736

Motion P
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c

n

t

N ews

re

Detroit
MOULE, managing
THOMAS
director of John H. Kunsky
cember 26th for
business

left

De-

New York

on a

luiterprises,

'J'lieatrical

trip.

Lew Cohan, manager

of the Co-

lonial theatre, is another prominent
exhibitor, who with Phil Kaplan
Orleans to atwill leave for

New

tend the Mardi Gras.

The Garden

&

Tucker

liy

in Albion,
been purchased
former
Tucker,

theatre

again

Mich., has

owners.
Hurrell Tripp, who operates the
Regent theatre in Bangor, Mich.,
reports that during the months of

and

January

February

he

will

close his house.
Robert Cotton, District manager
of P. D. C. was in town last week

with

manager

Lincoln
Orion, Mich., is

theatre.

conferring

Frank

Stuart.

The

now

Lake
owned by

R. E. Silver.
Steve Springett, who
the Family theatre in
Mich., has just returned

operates
Jackson,

from

St.

Petersburg, Fla., where he was
spending a short winter vacation.

manager of Associated Exhibitors, Detroit, left for New York over the
Liebman.

Walter

branch

holidays to visit with his father,
and at the same time confer with
his

company

associates.

Mrs. H. Lane, operating the
Holland theatre, Holland, Mich.,
announces a change in policy
which all the boys are glad to

From now

hear.

on,

this

theatre

will show four changes a week, instead of two.
A. M. Elliott, who has a lot of
the say-so about the F. B. O. office,
is so very busy these days that he
has little time for anything, but

business.
Jn spite of the zero weather during the holiday season. Jack Daley,
booker for Associated Exhibitors
motored to Toledo to visit friends.
His car froze before he was half
way there, of course, he had al-

cohol in it, but he claims someone
drained his radiator.
Condolences of Michigan's filmdom have been extende to Ed.
Young, assistant booker at the
I'athe Exchange, in the death of
his twelve year old son, who passed
away suddenly last week.
W. H. White, who operates the

Beachwood

theatre and
Morris
Lynch, of the Catherine theatre,
together have left for Florida,
where they will spend part of the
winter montiis vacationing.
Among the numerous exhibitors
in town just before Xmas were the
following Harry Angel, owner of
the
Croswell
theatre,
Adrian,
Mich. Charlie Carlyle, from the
:

;

Mecca

Palace

theatre, Saginaw,
Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. T,ester Matt,
from the State and Strand theatres
at Flint, Mich.
Ed. Strang, from
the Regent theatre, Port Huron,

hundred and seventy-five thousand
dollars and seats sixteen hundred
and fifty, took place on the evening
of December 26th before a capacity
audience. The theatre is owned by
Williams & Lancaster.
Fred N. Harris, one of the
oldest exhibitors in the State of
Michigan and who hails from the
town of Hart, was in town last
week having plans drawn for a
new theatre in his town to start
construction about the first of January, 1926.
Smiley & Black, who recently
took over the Quo Vadis theatre in
Detroit, have changed the name of
this house to Princess.
Balaban & Katz's new Michigan
theatre, which is to have a capacity
of five thousand and cost two
million dollars, will soon be ready.
According to latest reports received from officials, this theatre,
Michigan's finest, is to open about
the middle of March, 1926.
Ground has been broken in
Wayne, Mich., for a new theatre
The site
to cost about $125,000.
of this theatre is near Henry
Ford's factory out there. Work is
to be pushed forward as rapidly as
possible.

many

children attending his
over 2000 toys
were given away, and last but not
least Alex didn't forget the boys in
the Film building either, for all his
friends there received a suitable
gift from him.
to the

theatre

Xmas day

Clem Jarvis, owner of the Garden and Orpheum theatres at
Lansing has plans under way for
houses.
remodelling both
these

Upon

completion, the present policy
of showing second runs will then
be changed to showing of first

run pictures.
Fred P. Reynolds,

known

star

film

former well

salesman,

made

appearance around the Film
building just before Xmas visiting
with old friends.
Fred's in the
his

Bob Sheehan, of the Martha
Washington theatre, Hamtramack,
who originated the Sunday noonday concert idea for a suburban
house plans to hold these concerts
again every other week starting
Jan. 1, with a thirty-five piece orchestra.
During the past year
these concerts proved to be very
successful in this theatreT

Henry S. Koppin, of the Woodward Theatre Co. threw a party
the day before Xmas,
inviting

many

all

Geo. Wilbur, who
the houses at Pontiac,

Lacmmle's youngest branch man-

who has been

"boss" at the

COSTUMES FOR HIRE

.

Henry

Ross,

manager

district

Paramount, has been in Detroit for the past several days conwith manager O. W.
ferring
for

Bolle.

Walter Liebman, manager of
Associated Exhibitors local exchange, returned from a ten day
visit in New York this week.
Joseph Casco, one of Detroit's
foremost exhibitors, who has been
very ill for the past two months,

^ A

will

leave

Mersereau,

Violet

Arthur

in

Lamb's

Ray Moon, former
York.
salesman has been tendered
position as

manager

city

the
of the Detroit

exchange.

downtown theatres, and a
few neighborhood theatres enjoyed
a healthy New Year's Eve business, most of them offering special
Detroit's

attractions at midnite in addition to
the regulor program.

Lew Thompson,

district

manag-

er for Associated Exhibitors, was
a Detroit visitor the past week.

Frank De Lodder, owner of the
East End theatre in Detroit, exopen his new theatre
pects
to
about the first of June. The house
will be a very attractive one, and
will have a capacity of 1,200.

Wall, formerly exploiteer
in Washington, D.
C, has been transferred to the
Ed.

J.

Paramount

Detroit

office,

succeeding Kennath

Renaud, who recently resigned to
take the position as manager of
the Grand Riviera theatre in Detroit.

Gabriel L. Hess, general attorElm Board of Trade
making a tour through several
slates,
stopped in Detroit last

ney for the

week
local

to visit
secretary.

David

Palfryman,

to

Florida,

remain

until

improves.

his condition

The town of Three Rivers,
Mich., enjoyed the opening of a
new theatre last week. This house
belongs to the string of Fitzpatrick & McElroy Circuit and L.
H. Warner is manager of the
house.

As

a

tribute

to

Manager Jack

Y'oung. the entire stafT of Warner
Bros, is out digging up new con-

Cloud in Detroit,
Burton in Eastern
in
Sturgis
William
Michigan.
Western Michigan, and Charles
tracts.

Rav

Frank

\\'.

F.

report excellent
special,
results here and out in the state.
The Colonial theatre, Detroit, playing Warner Bros., reports excellent returns from this firm's pro-

Powell,

ducts.
C. K. Miller
seat theatre in

Wayne, near De-

Vaudeville

troit.

with

building a 1.200-

is

pictures.

will

be

The new

played
theatre

will front 110 feet on Michigan
avenue, the main street, will be
brick and
in
fireproof, finished
white tile, and will have a stage
20 bv 60 feet. Stores on the first
floor and shops on the second floor
also are planned.
Henry Koppin. owner of several Detroit neighborhood picture
houses, recently held open house
for his friends, entertaining them
with several acts.
Joe Friedman, Universal manager here, has been called to Uni-

home office. New York.
has been with Universal eight
years, starting from the bottom.
"Before that he was an operator.
Universal
former
Rav Moon,
salesman here and in the state,
will succeed him.
Producers Dist. Corp. has hired
versal's

He

MacClaren, from the Captheatre in Jackson, Mich., was
among those present at the Detroit exchanges during
the
past
Bill

itol

week.

Edward Delaney,

exploiteer for
at present in
this territory, has been pullin.g a
number of clever stunts in connection with his company's product in Detroit.

Metro-Goldwyn, and

PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

for

shortly

where he intends

for

animal business.

agers,

operates

and

ager.

Detroit exchange for some time,
leaves this office January first for
a "big" job with Universal in New

real
his

To

manager, the change

troit office as

being necessary due to the illness
of Robt. J. Rowan, former man-

Santa Claus to
manager, Glenny
Watkins at the Plaza theatre he
presented a $100.00 bill and to
Glenny's wife a set of silverware,

ber is a
everyone.

Formal opening of the Lancaster
theatre in Detroit, which cost two

;

Exchange, operated by the StandPittsburg,
in
ard Film Service
has been transferred to the De-

"Molly May" series, the first being "Her
First Night in Philadelphia."

Michigan.

Mich.

.\rthur M. .Goodman, formerly
manager of the Federated Film

comes Alex Schrie-

When Xmas

of the exchange managers,
salesmen and friends to attend.
Plenty of food was served to the
boys, cigars, etc., and entertainment furnished which helped to
make the event one that will not be
forgotten for some time to come.
Joseph Friedman, one of Carl

;

W. Prass, exploiteer for UniMiimeapolis, came to
in
versal
Detroit last week to work temporarily with F. R. Cleaver, local
Due to
exploiteer for Universal.
the tremendous amount of work
along this line in the Michigan
territory, is the reason.

for its Indianapolis
Jules Peters, covering the
northeastern part of Michigan for
Producers, is reported getting ex-

Lee Reaper
office.

ccllenl

results.

BROOKS

Tel.

5580 Pen.

!
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and Pearl theawell-known
suburban
amusement houses of Denver, have
been taken over by tlie Midwest
Theatres Company. Such was the
announcement
made by Max
Schubach, president of the Midwest organization. The new ownAli-siuii

tres,

ers will take posession of the new
additions to their chain on January 1st, 1926. The Mission thea-

considered one of the finest
Denver's suburban theatres.

tre

is

of
It

was sold

tres

to the

Midwest TheaP. Brown,

Company by Fred

who

for the past year has been
the manager of both the Mission
It is located at
and the Pearl.
1435 South Pearl in the heart of
a densely populated section of the
city.
Up to this time the only
theatre controlled by the Midwest company on the south side
the
Cameron on Santa Fe
is
Boulevard.
Seth Perkins, assistant to Dave
Manager for
District
Bushon,

W.

" Bill "

Metro-Goldwyn, was a visitor in
Denver last week-end.
He arrived in Denver from Salt Lake
City and left for the southern ter-

manager for Film Booking Offices, went to San
Francisco to
spend the holidays with his fam-

ritory.

iiy.

Another new theatre for Denwas opened by Frank Culp,
an old-timer in the theatre busi-

manager for Producers, spent the
holidays in Denver with his fam-

ver

He

ness here.

has named it the
it Christmas

Granada and opened
day
at

in the afternoon.

2925

It is

located

West 25th Avenue, over

on the North

E.

Dave Frazer,

who

ily,

Matthews,

assistant

local

district

Les Weir,

reside here.

manager for Producers,
expected in Denver sometime

district

is

in

January.

Side.
It has a ca600 seats and is furnished
with
new
equipment
throughout.
real
suburban

Goldwyn manager, announces two
new salesmen for this territory.

theatre and an improvement to
the neighborhood in which it is

Lake

located.

Jack Byrne has arrived from

G. E. Rosenwald, the new Universal manager, spent Christmas
with his family in Kansas City,
returning to Denver the following
Monday. He expects his family
to move to Denver shortly to
take up their residence here.

York

of

pacity

A

Robert

Sam

J.

Garland, local Metro-

Henley, formerly of Salt
City, has been retained to

New Mexico

cover the

territory.

New

City to represent Metro in
the northern part of the Denver
territory.

Ralph Brashier, traveling audifor
Famous Players and

tor

Thomas
tative

Kilfoil,

for

represenspent a few

special

Famous

days

in

Hugh

Denver

Braly,

local

visitinjj

manager

with
for

Paramount.

The annual meeting for salesmen, managers, assistant managers,
and bookers, was held by the Denver Film Board of Trade on the
afternoon and evening of December 28th. The old timers who attended
former
meetings
pronounced Monday's sessions the
best ever.
The entire afternoon
was devoted to discussions pertaining to the selling cxi motion
pictures, operations of the Film
Board
Trade,
of
Arbitration
Board and various other activities with which a salesman should
be familiar.
In the evening a
banquet was held for the employees.
Chief John Healy of the
Denver Fire Department was the
guest of
honor.
His address
dwelt largely on fire hazards in
the industry.

"M^-'f^ff^
«»aiBmJli5!lilHtyii>i »fT

Buffalo

i

A HAPPY

throng crowded the
Newark,
theatre,
Capitol
N. Y., the newest link .in the
Schine chain, for the opening show,
which started at midnight, DecemThe house, which has a
ber 31.
seating capacity of 1300, was built
The theatre
at a cost of $150,000.
replaces the opera house, which
was destroyed by fire last April.

George A. Bouchard, formerly orat
the old Mark-Strand,
Hippodrome and the Hotel

ganist
Shea's

played the opening
program on the $20,000 organ.
An audience which filled the
Academy theatre in lower Main
street, Buffalo, the other evening,
hardly batted an eyelash, when
smoke, filtering in thru the south
side of the house, pms the screech
of fire apparatus sirens outside,
told of a fire nearby.
Had it not
been for the action of Al Sherry,
many of the crowd might have seen
the picture and departed without
even learning that the blaze, starting from a gasoline explosion in
the barber shop next door, had afforded firemen a brief but stubborn
fight.
Sherry, however, was taking
no chances, and his prompt action
nipped any possibility of a panic.
Al told the folk that there was no
danger, but that those who cared to
Statler, Buffalo,

A

leave would find plenty of exits.
few went out, but most of them remained for the show.
Eighty-four guests attended the

banquet and Christmas party held
by employes of the new Palace
theatre in Lockport in the Del Ray
restaurant
at
11 :30 P. M. on
Christmas day in the Lock City.
"Bobby" Demming, organist, and
chairman of the arrangement committee, acting as toastmaster.
party followed on the Palace stage,
including the distribution of presents
and dancing.
Mayor-elect

A

Frank

J.

Moyer was

the guest of

honor. George T. Cruzen, manager
of the house, was congratulated for
the manner in which he has put the
Palace on the map.
Michael Shea, president of the

new

Shea

Operating

company.

which organization now

is
associated with Publix in the operation of Shea Buffalo houses, gave
Christmas party for
his annual
employes on the stage of the

Court

street

house

immediately

the final performance on
New Year's eve. Negotiations
forced postin the Publix deal
ponement of the event this year
until
New Year's instead of
Christmas day.
after

After being dark for several
weeks, the Lyceum theatre, Ithaca,
re-opened
Tuesday, January 5.
The booth equipment has been
modernized and it is planned to
run pictures throughout the winter season.

The annual Movie Ball held
Monday evening, January 4 in the
Hotel Statler by the Film Board
of Trade of Buffalo was a huge
success.
Everybody
connected
with local exchanges and theatre
circles was there with bells on.
.A.
fine program of entertainment was
staged and dancing continued until

Much

sunrise.

credit

is

ence

with

John

local

Sitterly,

representative.

Bob Murphy,

recently with Uniand one of the best known
exchange men in this neck of the
woods, said au revoir to Film
Row last week when he left "U"
to assume his new duties as manager of .Shea's North Park.
versal,

Harry T. Dixon, F. B. O.
manager got a swell Christmas
present. The office force sent him
a golf bag, clubs, etc., in fact
everything but golf stockings. But
the funny part of it is that Harry
However, he
doesn't play golf.
try and

will

clares.

•

learn

now,

he de-

Fore

iSViV.V.V.'.VJ-.W.V.V.V.'.V.V.V.V.W-VAVAV^AT-

MOLLY MAY
(of Molly

May

Series, [Inc.])

12 High Class 2 Reel Comedies

Wishes

to

Announce That

I

due the

members of the committee, all of
whom worked hard to put the ball

Her First Night in Philadelphia

over.
J.

B.

Whitney,

former Metro-

Goldwyn salesman out of the Buffalo office,

was

so enjoyable, she

and recently associated

Schine corporation as
manager of theatres in Lockport
and Medina, N. Y., has been appointed manager of the Olympic
theatre, the Buffalo link in the
Schine chain, succeeding Ray S.
Averill, who, it is reported is to
become associated with the Comerford interests in Pennsylvania.
with

is

now

experiencing

the

Her

First Night in

and that she

Is

New York

promised she shall soon have

•

George Ross, formerly cashier
the Fox exchange, has succeeded Louis Schindler as cashier
Mr. Schindler now is
at Pathe.
at

booker in the Pathe office.
F. A. Maxwell, a newcom.er in
the exchange end of the business,
has been engaged as a salesman
for Associated Exhibitors, in the
Buffalo territory.
E. J. Smith,
general sales manager, was in
town this week for a brief confer-

Her

First Night in the Follies

thanks to the delightful ingenue, Violet Mersereau; her
director Joseph Levering; her producer Arthur

and her

distributors, Craniield

and Clarke,

J.

Lamb

(Inc.)

'..sw.v.VirAv.v.".vA'.vAV.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v,»!
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Power's Projectors—

Sold This
This

list

( day noon

2 Power's

I

Week

only includes sales

In Florida Alone
made from Monday

— the deadline for advertising copy for

6B

to

Thurs-

paper;)

this

Projectors of the latest type to

Hawkins & Hudson

Hawkins & Hudson

T. N. Leach

S. J.

Victory Theatre

New
New

Marlea Theatre
Haines City, Fla.

Circle Theatre

Bert Johnson

American Theatre

Edwards Theatre

Magnolia Theatre

Orlando, Fla.

Sarasota, Fla.

Brooksville, Fla.

T.

M. George

DeSoto

City, Fla.

Theatre
Port Richey, Fla.

Reynnolds

Sebring, Fla.

Titusville, Fla.

They are
that's

and

why

live-wires

—those Florida Exhibitors,

they appreciate the quality, economic value

service of Power's Projectors.

It's

a wise

man who

recognizes and follows a good example.

WHAT ABOUT YOU?
Southern Theater Equipment
'STICK
100 Walton

Co.

TO STECO— IT PAYS"
Atlanta, Georgia

Street

POWER'S DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION

90

GOLD STREET

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

—
January

!

1926

16,
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How The

'Charleston' Set
Box Office Records

Amateur Contest Cost Metropolitan

THE

)-ound" was announced
the Georgian began to

capacity of the Metropolitan
Theatre, Atlanta, Ga., was strained to
the
utmost wliile the management
groaned for lack of room to take care of
the steady tide of patronage drawn by the
lure of the Charleston contest staged in
that house last week in conjunction with the
Atlanta Georgian and Hearst's Simday

winners

—25^otographing

In Atlanta

Monday afternoon
feature
first,

daily

the

second

and

More front page
third prize contestants.
space than a presidential candidate could
appropriate

What
men is

is particularly interesting to showthe fact that this Charleston Contest was an inexpensive feature. The entire

American.

$500

New

to Stage

These girls form a minature chorus.
It
likewise included the performance prizes of
$5.00 each to the winner in each "qualifying round" a total of three five dollar
prizes a day; six tickets to the Metropolitan go to the second in line, with four
tickets to the winner of third place.
The grand winner in the Saturday night
final received a silver loving cup from the

—

Atlanta Georgian and will be given a week's
appearance of the young confi>st
ran within $500.00, which included
engagement at the Metropolitan Theater to
Monday matinee found the
the salai-y of Miss Olive Hill, premiere
exploit her version of the Charleston prodanseuse who spent ten weeks at the
house packed to the last' seat with fully two
fessionally.
The second grand prize was
Howiird Tlieatre in Atlanta during the
hundred standing in the lobby and foyer
$25.00 in gold the third a season ticket to
summer staging ballets, and Miss Hill's
autl another hundred craning their necks
the theatre. The act opened ^\^th Miss Hill's
four assistants in her special dance number.
from points of vantage on the mezzanine.
singing of "Charleston Back to
Monday night brought not only
Charleston";
the
Hill
Girls
capacity but turn-away busistrutting in after the opening
ness; Tuesday surpassed Monmeasures, and continuing until
day; and Wednesday outstripthe song concluded.
Then the
ped Tuesday's record.
|
I
cpuntet went directly into the
But that was only because
most approved interpretation of
an extra performance of the
ATELY we have become convinced that many exhibithis dance and snaps it out to
dance contest was sandwiched
tors do not know their audiences as well as they
I
should.
If they did, certain practices that are now
Originally
a
spirited finish.
Miss Hill
into the program.
prevalent more among the smaller town and neighborhood
then presented the contestants,
planned for two perfomiances
houses would be done away with.
one by one, each entrant making
a day one at the second afterher bid by her dance.
noon show and another at the
For example, in the town where we live which, with
its immediately surrounding territory, has a population o'i
Each
contestant
second nig-lit show the attendhad
the
approximately 5,000, are two theatres.
One is new and
stage to herself (or himself, for
ance reached such proportions
up-to-date, while the other house is the original theatre
many boys pai-ticipated) Avhile
that the only solution was an exrecently remodelled. It appears that many of the prospecThat third
on.
tra perfoiTnance.
When the last entrant
tive patrons of these theatres v/ho previously were not in the
finished the entire group was
was instituted
performance
habit of attending local shows decided that these better
brought on and each in tui-n
Wednesday, coming at the first
theatres warranted their patronage.
7:30.
And it
was led forward by Miss Hill
evening show
Quite incidentally, we have gathered a consensus of
while the audience declared the
solved the problem that had the
opinion regarding these theatres from several of the local
measure of its approval by apmanagement in a fever Tuesday
town's folks who were in a way of becoming steady cusnight when the house refused to
plause.
Not only first place,
tomers for these better theatres. It was practically unanimbut second and third places
clear at nine o'clock and insisted
ously unfavorable.
on remaining until the Charleswere determined by the apThere seemed to be definite reasons for their attitude,
ton amateurs performed.
plause of the audience.

The

first

tenders at the

;

giiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii!iii!i^^

MISSING AN OPPORTUNITY

L

—

—

—

—

—

After Wednesday the schedule was changed to three appearances a day for the contestants.
And each performance brought an entirely new
group of Charleston exponents.
Therein lies the secret of its
pulling power.
Each entrant
has a group
boosters
of
family, relatives and friends
and the aforesaid boosters turn

out en masse to applaud their
favorite.
It is the only time

on record

when any special attraction has
overshadowed the picture at this
theatre.

Three weeks of advance pubheld front page space
in the Atlanta Georgian every
day. After the first preliminary
winner
in
the
"qualifying

licity that

but

among them was

not included the quality of pictures,

main those shown were above the average. The
complaints were of a comparing nature that is, the projection, music and added attractions, such as vaudeville,
stacked unfavorably against these same features of theatres
in a somewhat larger town six miles away.

for in the

—

We

pose as no judge of the various classes of vaudetheir relative value, though we question whether
some vaudeville is not a detriment in itself. But we do
maintain that poorly played musical accompaniments along
with projection that tends to ruin the entertaining value of
pictures, are inexcusable.
Perhaps some picture fans become so engrossed in the pictures themselves that they will
stand anything but those fans are now in the minority.
ville

and

—

So these two houses in our community have missed a
They were in a position to attract a larger and better

cue.
class of patronage but the management miscalculated
importance of good projection and music.

P.

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHninuiiiin

the

M. Abbott.

With

the Charleston craze at
height
the
stunt
which
caught the fancy of youthful
amateur dancers, was backed by
the Atlanta Georgian with a
clever and telling sponsorship,
ablv engineered bv Managing
Editor W. M. Baskervill, who
was equally ably abetted by
its

Manager Willard Patterson on
behalf of the Metropolitan Theatre,
the
event
scored
a
tremendous success and set a
new record for special attractions at the Metropolitan.
The contest proved not only
the biggest attraction ever pre.sented at the Metrojiolitan but
it eas'ly surpassed in the amount
of |)opular interest it created
anything of the kind ever attempted in Atlanta.
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Cost and Method of Operatin
A News Reel Camera
Many

Theatres CapitaUzing Box -Office Value of "Locals''

appears
THERE
tendency on
tures
reels

to

be

a

One

growing

of world events supplied

by

full

the big

companies. The box office value
of such local views is put at a high figure
The State theatre,
by many theatres.
Uniontown, Pa., for example has three
cameras and maintains a complete laboratory equipment, for the production of the
State News, one of the regularly featured

news

reel

FN

considering the box office potentialities
of local news views and the possibilities
of making such pictures as a regular attraction for his house, the question which
will arise in the mind of the exhibitor is—
"How, what expense, and what revenue?"
The first question is readily answered.
There are a number of cameras on the market which are made for news and topical
work. Some of the better known ones are
the DeBrie, Universal, Akeley, Ne'wman
Sinclair, Williamson.
These range in price
from about $500 to $3000 each. The price
of a motion picture camera is fixed by the
production costs and the profit taken by the
manufacturer.
Small production and high
profits means a camera costing thousands,
but huge scale .production and small profits

*

makes the lower selling price.
For this
reason, price alone is no criterion of quality.

How

then

may

The next question is the difficulties inThe first thing to be learned is

cranking. Either the exhibitor or the chief
operator of any theatre will find that a few
moments practice will enable him to crank
the camera in a passable manner.
It must
be remem))ered that the local film can fall
down hard in quality, but it will get by if
all screenable.
Cranking and exposure
about all there is to straight work. The
exposure is regulated by the size of the lens
stop.
This is regulated by turning a collar
which has eight stops in the usual cine lAis.
Due to the photographic properties of the

at
is

Herbert C. McKay, of the New York Institute
Photography, operating a new low-cou
camera soon to be introduced on the market.

of

These features are usually found on only
the best cameras. Recently a camera known
as the Institute Standard was introduced by
a large school of photography in New

York

city.

This model is one of several which are
being developed for the use of the exhibitor in making local reels and as well
for the "free lance" camera man who makes
pictures of sensational events with a hope

of selling them to the large news reel companies.
The machine incorporates the features which are essential to work of this
kind, and is made to sell at a price which
will bring it within the range of the consumers for whom it is designed. It has the
harmonic intermittent cam movement, a capacity of 200 feet of standard gauge film,
outside magazines, spring belt take-up and
is built to carry the accessories necessary
for "trick" work.

film used,

these eight stops will enable the

photographer to secure the correct exposure
under any lighting conditions. The proper
stop to use is indicated by any of the better
grade exposure meters for sale by all
dealers.

'"pHE camera

is focused either by a scale
the lens jacket or by visual
means. Until the camera operator becomes
familiar with the visual focussing arrangement, it is better to set the focus by scale.
*-

upon

It is not unusual for the beginner to
have his first 200 foot roll of film quite
good enough for projection, with the exception of the rough ends and the waste

the exhibitor choose his

camera?
The camera must have a good intermittent.
The Geneva movement common in
projectors is the least desirable movement
for a camera.
The intermittent movement
should be of the harmonic cam type such
as is used by Bell & Howell, Pathe, Mitchell,
Universal and others. This is the most important point to be obsei"ved.
This movement gives the most satisfactory screen
quality.
The camera should be compact. It
should have outside magazines with the
spring belt take-up which is simple, positive and always visible.
The lens should
of course be a good, sharp cutting cine
anastigmat.
The camera should have a capacity of at least 200 feet of standard
ffause film.

three to fifteen

volved.

Earl L. Crabb, now managing director of
the Metropolitan Theatre in Boston, and
that city's finest playhouse and one of the
finest cinema palaces in the world, was
one of the pioneers in making local news
pictures when he operated theatres in SyraIn the latter city
cuse and Utica, N. Y.
his theatre was a six hundred seat house,

of his usual feature offerings.

mean from

houses.

thirty houses.
Thus after getting the starting equipment a thirty house string can get
a daily news reel service at a film cost of
less than $5 per reel.

offerings in that house.

charged ten cents admission, and yet included its own news views in the topical
An instance is related of a
reel each week.
500 seat theatre in a town of about 5000
population, which showed to packed houses
for three days running, matinee and 2
evening performances, views of a local
event.
The capacity business was credited
to the local views because the exhibitor considered his feature far below the standard

should

reel

Figure your own profits. If
you can aiTange a local circuit, say county
wide, or even embracing five or six counties,
you can get one camera, one cameraman,
and make each reel play to the whole string.
These reels by forcing can be made to play

the part of exhibitors to
produce their own local news picfor incorporation into the topical

npHE

cameras which are suitable for this
in pi-ice from one hundred
and ninety dollars for the Institute Standard to some $2500 for the Akeley.
(All
prices are for camera, lens, tripod and
case).
The other topical cameras range in
price from $500 to $1500.
Any of those
cameras will make film of good qualify. The
difference in price is a question of production methods, profits, refinements and accessories.
The film will cost approximately
41/^ to 5 cents per foot for negative stock.
Total film, and laboratory charges will run
approximately 10 to 12 cents per foot for
one print. This includes both negative and
positive film and all laboratory charges.
An average of $115 to $135 per full reel
will cover most news reels including titles.
--

work range

W orking parts of new model camera with intermittent movement of harmonic cam type and
outside magazines, one of several new styles of
camera being developed for the use of theatres
and

free-lance

camera men.
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Make Movies

to

of

Local Events
{Continued from preceding page)
which occurs in even the best professional
work.
As for the events which form good subjects.

Any
know

exhibitor

who

uses news

reels

only a question of
adapting the national idea to a local area.
In the camera, the most important parts

will

are:

this.

It is

the intermittent; the shutter; the lens

In operating the camera there are but a few points to be obThe camera must be kept level.
served.
It must be mounted upon a tripod which will
hold it absolutely rigid without any movement of any kind, this will give a rock
steady picture upon the screen; the crank

and the magazines.

turned with a smooth uniform
movement or the movement will be jerky
Finally the
and the exposure irregular.
proper lens opening must be used to properly expose the film at the normal shutter
speed used.

must be

The first two points are easily observed.
Cranking is a matter of practice, while
there are several excellent little devices upon
the market which will indicate the proper
exposure to be given any subject under any

G.B, Odium Praises
''Tkeatre Management
inauguration in
SINCE
issue of MoDecember
12tli

News, this
department has received the warmest praise from exhibitors everywhere. Theatre Management, however, is particularly proud of the
commendation which has been extended to it by G. B. Odium, mantion

actual

the

film

department Mr.
Odium, in a letter dated January

been secured. There are a few points which
will liolp, but which are not really vital. In
the first place at the end of each scene have
a boy hold up a slate bearing your name,

name and

the scene numlior.
Then when aljout two feet of this has been
taken, open the camera door and cut a
generous notch from the edge of the film.
the

theatre

When the film has been exposed, the magazine must be taken into the dark room beHere the film
fore the film is removed.
is removed from the magazine, wrapped in
the original black paper and placed in the
film can.
The lid of the can is put on
and the adhesive tape wrapped around it
before the can is taken into the light. The
film is now ready for development.
In case a rush positive print

is desired, it
possible to do your own finishing with
portable ecjuipment M-hich may ))e kept in
any convenient closet. These small tank
printers are very good, and with care can

is

be made to turn out first class work. With
such outfits, prints can he shown within three
to five hours after the pictui'e is taken.

However, when there

is no rusli, it is, perhaps, l)est to send the film to the commercial laboratorv for both titles and finishintr.

Publix Presentations At
Capitol in Detroit
JOHN H. KUNSKY this week announced that

his Capitol Theatre,
Detroit, Mich., as one unit in a national chain, will present the special features staged by John Murray Anderson,
noted revue producer of
York, for

New

Publix Theatres Corporation.
The policy will be inaugurated at the
Capitol with the showing of Anderson's
"The Melting Pot," which phyed at the
Rivoli, New York, last week and initiated
the new regime now in force at that
theatre.

Of

hibitor.
1,

this

1926, says:

"It just so happened that as the
Bells rang in the New Year I was
reading your Theatre Management department and was impressed with the progress of your
Each
paper in its helpfulness.
and every manager has an individuality and your intermixing of
ideas
on theatre management
should be of vast help to

As
is

Picture

ager of the Majestic Theatre of
Hornell, N. Y., and a veteran ex-

conditions which permit photograpliy.

a
making of
THE
simple matter when a good camera has

ttie

its

many."

showman of wide expeOdium has many

a

rience,

]\Ir.

definite and well tested ideas on
theatre management, and this department takes pride in announcing the publication in an early
issue of an article setting forth his
opinions on Lobby Displays the
first
of a group of articles in
which he and other exhibitors will
discuss various phases of theatre

—

iiiaiiagement.

Buy

Site

Auto

for

Park

to

the

future

congestion

about their theatres, Eamsdell Brothers of
the Orpheum Theatre, Maiden, Mass., iiave
purchased a large tract of land between
their new theatre now under construction,
at the head of Dartmouth street and Mountain avenue, as a parking space for antos
This tract will liold befor their patrons.
OrBoth the
tween 200 and 250 autos.
l)lieum and the new Middlesex Theatres are
located in a densely settled business section
and the new jiarking space will be easily
available from both theatres. The walls are
nji to the first floor on the new Middlesex
Theatre and work is being pushed forward
rapidly to enclose the |)layhouse before
heavy snow sets in. It is expected to have
the theatre ready for oiieniim' late in the
Sprim-.

to Mana^je the

Theatre

in

Empire

Bridgeport

Peter Dawe, former proprietor of Dawe's
Theatre on State street, Bridgejiort, Conn.,
the Empire Theatre, that city,
recently changed policy of substituting screen production in place of a stock
company. Mr. Dawe has been identified for
years with several of the leading motion
picture houses in that city and has been
prominent in the industry throughout the
will

manage

under

its

southern

Presentions

New England

field.

To Be More Elaborate

The stage of the Brooklyn Mark Strand
Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

is to be enlarged
permit more elaborate
jiresentations, according to an announcement last week hy Edward L. Hyman,
managing director of the house.
Plans have been drawn which \vill effect
many changes. These plans call for the
remodeling of the entire stage which now
takes in the orchestra stage and tlie p:esentation stage.
The latter is to be made

and

improved

to

larger so that it may accommodate presentations twice the size of those given in the
past.
The orchestra stage is to be imjnoved upon in many respects and additional facilities for the most approved and
up-to-date type of lighting equipment are
to be installed.
P. Dodd Ackermann, well
known scenic designer, is drawing up the
plans for the new arrangement.

Pantomime
''His

Prologue
For
People" at Duchess

The Duchess Theatre, Cleveland, started
January 4th, with an indefinite
run of "His People." Prices for the engagement have been set at 50c and $1.10.
]\ronday,

Special music has been provided to score
the picture and an elaborate prologue has
been an-anged.
This prologue consists of
scenes taken from the picture.
Several
scenes have been lifted from the picture and

have been produced in pantomime.
spoken.
is
The characters are

No word

dressed
exactly as they are in the picture. The atmosphere is created so that there is almost
no transition from the prologue to the jjicture.
The Duchess has been the home of
Yiddish drama heretofore.

Regent

Rochester to
Feature Stage Act

Maiden Theatres

for

With an eye

Dawe

TO ENLARGE STAGE
OF MARK STRAND

at

Add

A. L. Morris of Regent Theatre, RochN. Y., launched a new policy for that
house after eleven years of motion pictures
only, on December 27.
The Regent now
presents a feature act with the film feature
and short subjects. Stage changes were
ester,

lu'cessary to otter the jiroper facilities for
the acts.
An entire lu^w setting has been
designed for the stage.
Prices in the
balcony and orchestra at the evening perfornuuices have been hoostcNl five cents.

Sees Further Advance In
Presentations This Year

A

STILL further advancement in
the caliber of presentations offered
at first run picture theatres during 1926 is seen by Jules E. Mastbaum,
president of the Stanley Company of
America as one of the important developments of the industry this year.
Artists of international reputation are
gradually being weaned away from the
legitimate and concert stages into the
folds of the motion picture, he points
out.
This was especially noticeable
during 1925 and Mr. Mastbaum believes
that the number entering motion pictures for the first time in the capacity
of entertainers will be trebled during
the current year.

;
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The new Keith-Albee

Saxe's Retlaw,

St.

James Theatre, Boston, which has

Fond du

Lac,

Wis. Holds Premiere
the liiost brilliant up-state theater openings in the history of Wisconsin
was celebrated at Fond dn Lac, Saturday,
when Saxe's beautiful new Retlaw Theater
was formally opened to the public. Never
l[)efore was such a lavish opening bill presented in any city of similar size in the

The presentation was engineered by
Ed. J. Weisfeldt, production manager of
Saxe's Wisconsin Theater at Milwaukee, assisted by members of his staff. A "big time"
overtui-e was rendered by the eighteen piece
orchestra conducted by Rudolph Kopp, also
In addition to
of the Wisconsin Theater.
the Saxe executive staif, the audience on
the opening night included such well known
personalities of Wisconsin film circles as
Max Stahl, manager of the Milwaukee
branch of Educational; Sam Shurman, Milstate.

manager

for

Metro-Goldwyn

George Levine, director of Universal's theater operating activities in the Northwest
territory; George Smith, manager for Paramount; Sam Abrams, F. B. 0. branch manager; Ed. Weisner, First National sales
manager in Wisconsin; Art Schmitz of
F. B. 0.; Max Weisner, general manager
of the Badger Theaters, Inc.; and others
of equal prominence. The new Retlaw Theater was erected for the Saxe circuit by
Walter Sehroeder, hotel magnate of Milwaukee. It is a 1,200 seat house, designed
by Rapp & Rapp, architects, and represents
one of their best efforts in the field of
"Happv" Meiniger, one
smaller theaters.
time manager of the Merrill Theater at Milwaukee, is house manager of the new
addition to the Saxe chain.

Westerly, R. 1., is to liave another new
theatre, according to assurance given yesterday by David Novogrod, proprietor of the
Central and Lyric theatres of Pawcatuck.
The show house is to be erected on the site
at 43 High street ])nrchased by Mr. Novogrod last February. The property now includes the foi'iner home of Di'. J, Howard
Morgan, which \ii) to recently was (i('('U))i('d
(

ttie

'ross.

local

chjiplcr

(if

the

American

completely rebuilt.

The new structure will be of Colonial ilchave a seating capacity of 1,400, and
will house two stores on the ground floor and
four smaller stores on the second floor, according to Mr. Novogrod.
Plans for the removal of the Moi'gan
property have been completed and the new
theatre, it is reported, will be erected and
ready for occupancy by next fall.
A syndicate of theatre owners of which
Mr. Novogrod is a member, controlling a
circuit of 81 show hou.ses, has sponsored the
project.

The Metropolitan Wrecking Company of
New Haven has been engaged to start within
a short time the work of tearing down the

Morgan house prejjaratory to beginning the
erection of the theatre.

Albion,
Rialto.
Robson's
N. Y. Opened Dec. 2nd.
new motion jjicture
any town of its
in western New York, was opened on
W^illiam H.
evening of December 2.

The

Rialto, Albion's

theatre, one of the finest in
size

the

Robson, the owner and manager, personally
erection of the building,
site of the former home of
Sheret Post, American Legion. The Rialto
is fireproof with a modem ventilating system and large fire escape doors on each side
of the auditorium on the ground floor. The
mezzanine seats 70 and wicker chairs are
used here.
These may be reserved in adTwo new Powers projection mavance.
chine have been installed in the booth. The
Main street front contains three stores in
front of the theatre

supervised

which

is

Frank

Novogrod Plans Playhouse
for Westerly. R. I.

bv

reopened after being

sign,

One of

waukee

just

K'ecl

the

on the

Houston

To

Build

At Omaha, Neb.
is about to begin on the new
theatre which will be opened
in the northern suburb of
Omaha about
March 1. Fraidc W. Houston, who recently
sold the Lyric theatre at Tekamah, Nebr.,
is the owner.
Mr. Houston has been a
for sixteen years, eight of
tiieatre man
them in Indiana.
The new theatre will seat 600, will li.r c
all latest conveniences and e(|uipment. iind
will have a large idpe organ.
George L.
Fischer is the architect.

Construction

Minne Lusa

This adds another

first

run house to Boston theatres.

Y. Has Two
Theatre Openings

Buffalo. N.

New

Niagara Falls' newest picture theatre, the
which replaces the old Eugenia, has
opened at East Falls street and Portage
Falls,

The new theatre has a seating capacity of 1,250. There is a spacious gi-ound
floor, a large balcony and a roomy mezzanine floor. The building is 00 by 114 feet.
The stage is 52 by 20 feet. The equijiment
road.

throughout is thoroughly modern. The seats
unusually comfortable and the rows
rather fartlier apart than hi the average
theatre, thus adding to the comfort of patrons. There is a woman's rest room on the
mezzanine floor and another on the main
floor.
A comfortable smoking I'oom for men
is located in the basement.
The interior

are

decorations are not yet comj)lete. The theatre will be closed this summer for the completion of this work. The present plain and
simple decorations then will give way to an
elaborate decorative scheme.
There is a
large orchestra pit. The building has eleven
exits.
The Ohio fan ventilating system is
used. The exterior of the building is yellow
brick and white stone. Above the attractive
inarrjue is a large electric sign.
The theatre is owned and will be onerated by Sam

Mr. Trapasso and

Trapasso and company.

Frank De Fozio

its manWhitney avenue,

will be active in

agement. Albert Elia,

17013

was the architect and bu'lder. Motion pictures and vaudevi'le will l)e the policy. Sam
Battaglia

is

conductor

of

the

five

piece

his

hand-

orchestra.

George Biehler announces that

some new motion jticture theatre will open
in
Hamburg, N. Y., on the evening of
Thursday, January 14.
Mr. Biehler has
spent much time and taken great care to
assure this thriving western New York town
one of the most attractive and cosy theatres of its size in tlu' state and his efforts
have been successful. When the house opens

due for some
Mr. Biehler now

jiatrons are
pri.ses.

the

biggest

attractions

vei'v i)leasant suris

busy lining up

obtainable

for

the

entertainment of Hamburg folk. Mr. Biehler
lias l;een operating the Palace theatre in
Hamburg for nuuiy years and h's new theatre is really an ap]>reciation of the excellent patronage of residents over a long
J

eriod.
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Unrivaledfor service andquality
Eastman Positive Film, constantly
subjected to drastic tests that

must

prove it right, is unrivaled for the service

it

renders and the photographic

quality
It

it

gives.

from studio to

carries quality

screen.

To make

sure pictures are printed

on the genuine look
for

the

tion,

in

the margin

black-lettered identifica-

"Eastman" "Kodak".

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Projcctiot^

,

Optics Elect* ieity,Prdetical Ideas ^ advie
,

and projection room were included
on the program.
By some freak of plan,
the portholes on the front wall of the projection room were misplaced, with the result that standard projectors could not be
used.
Special long legs were required to
raise the
projectors level with
the port
holes.
The lamphouses were then on a level
with one's head and since the projectionist would obviously be required to possess
a rubber neck if things were left this way,
a concession was made by constructing a
platform 18 inches high beside each projector.
And so it goes with careless archifixtures

Inquiries

and

How Many

Freaks for
1926

Comments
The Design of Theatre Projection
H. Kurlander, Edison

Lamp Works

]F this article had been written
four or five years ago, it would
have been essentially one of
criticism
not altogether of the

—

it

constructive
does at this time, it

sort.

Coming

as

must be tempered

with mildness and strike merely a cautionary note.
motion picture theatre consists primarily of three things; an auditorium, a screen
and a projection room. All other equipment,
however necessary and useful, can be considered as being merely accessory to these
From the standpoint of prethree things.
room or
the projection
senting a show,
"booth" as it is sometimes inelegantly referred to, is undoubtedly of the greatest
importance. The auditorium, however elaboi'ate, is merely a comfortable viewing place
for the patrons. The screen is only a medium for rendering the picture visible to
the assemblage and serves as a register for
the skill of the projectionist when presenting the show.

A

The projection room, however,

is

equiva-

lent to the back stage area of the legitimate
theatre with its various "props" and equipment for putting the show across. Lack of

equipment or poor design

will

unfailingly

in the form of reduced box
In the formative years of
office receipts.
the "Picture Parlor," the "booth" consisted
merely of a cloth covered structure housing
the lone projector, which spilled the film on
the floor or into a waste paper basket. Con-

reveal

itself

siderations of safety and efficiency made
necessai-y marked changes in such practices
by progressive stages, and recent years
have witnessed a decided change of attitude

toward projection room desiarn on the part
of both architects and exhibitors. That the
lesson has not been fully learned, however,
is evidenced bv the fact that here and there
projection rooms are encountered which all
too plainly point to either gross ignorance
or gross negligence on the part of the archiTlie blame for such blunders rests
tect.

squarely upon his shoulders.

appear as
thought it would
though most mistakes would occur most frequently in the smaller theatres, designed by
men having only limited experience in this
This is far from being the case, since
field.
only recently one of Washington's largest
and newest theatres experienced difficulty
when the architects unwittingly attempted
to project the picture to the screen through

At

of

issue

PICTURE NEWS

MOTION

carried the
promise that 1926 would see another record volume of theatre construcsurvey of this
tion in this country.
field, made by one of the nation's leading
architectural magazines, revealed that no
fewer than 1645 new theatres are projected for the present year.

A

Rooms
J.

A

RECENT

first

several large crystal chandeliers! Meeting
no success along these lines and being un-

We

cannot

help

but

wonder how

many

of these theatres, when completed,
will present freaks in projection room
design, and so, with the hope of preventing, if possible, some of the more pro-

nounced blunders

in this

of theatre construction,

we

are reprint-

tectural Forum" and which aptly describes some of the salient features of
projection room design.
Incidentally, this article also carries
an argument against the use of extremely long projection distances which
seem, more and more, to be becoming
the vogue.
Such long projection distances have proved to be one of the
principal obstacles to the standardization of screen brightness in the theatres
of the country.

to move the chandeliers without destroying the symmetry of the interior, the
services of a projection engineer were obtained, with the result that a periscopic arrangement was used to shunt the projector beams down and around the offending
luminaries!
The periscope, by the way,
consisted of two large plane mirrors tilted
at such an angle as to deflect the beams

able

sufBciently to clear the obstructions. Needless to say such an arrangement is at best
and the projection in this
a makeshift,
theatre will never give compI.ete satisfac,

sometimes possible to avoid such
an expensive solution by lowering the projectors, where sufficient clearance under the
obstruction can be obtained. This was done
in a large new high school building in a
Long Island town about one hour's ride
from New York. Here the architects tried
in vain to shoot the light beam through
a 20-inch concrete ceiling beam near the
beam
chipping out the
Since
"booth."
would obviously weaken the stnicture, it
It

Projection

important item

ing an article which originally appeared
in a special theatre number of "Archi-

tion.

tects.

is

was decided to saw ofl the projector's legs
which would give the required clearance.
The fact that the projectors were so low as
assume a
projectionist to
force the
camel-like posture beside them evidently received no consideration, and in the minds
of most of the persons concerned, it deThe light was on the screen
served none.
what more could one reasonablv ask?
Going from one extreme to the other a
to

—

certain theatre in Orange, N. J., was recently renovated, and new trappings, organ.

The

tl
Location

thing to do when designing a
room is to choose its location.
meant not so much its location at

first

projection

By

Room

this is

the rear of the theatre, but rather

its

loca-

tion with regard to the entire auditorium.

Motion picture theatres today

fall into these

and well defined classes:
picture
vaudeville and
1. Combination
houses possessing two or more balconies

three separate

each.

Main

2.

floor

size possessing

theatres,

usually of

small

no balconies.

3. Large theatres possessing but one balcony each.
In Class 2 theatres the projection room
is placed at the rear and the requirements
Class 1 theatres do not
are fairly simple.
offer much leeway in the choice of a loca-

the picture is more or less
The principal
the program.
consideration here is to place the projection
room where it will require the removal of
In Class 3 theas few seats as possible.
atres, however, there are two locations from
tion,

since

incidental

to

One is
a selection can be made.
obviously at the rear of the auditorium, using a plan such as is now common ]n-actice,
and the other is at the front and center of
The latter location is ranch
the balcony.
to be preferred for a number of good
In the first place the tendency in
reasons.
this class of theatre is to go to extreme

which

(200 to 300 Feet) which make the
projection of satisfactory pictures quite a
problem when the projectors are located at
the rear of the auditorium.

depths

The

light intensity in the projector

beam,

contrary to recently held popular opinion,
inversely as the square of the
varies
"throw" or projection distance. Hence on
extremely long "throws," such as those just

montioned,

it

becomes necessar\^ to use the

The high-intensity arc
more expensive both in first cost and

high-intensity arc.
is

than the other forms of
It was only the reprojection devices.
fused
of
cent commercial manufacture
quartz which solved the condenser breakAt such
age problem of this outfit.
long projection distances it is practically

maintenance

miw!
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impossible
ture

is

the

foi-

projectionist

sult is a

deter-

to

distorts

the^

the projection room located in the
central front part of the balcony, however,
the projection problems beconae relatively
Less expensive and more eiBcient
simple.
types of projection systems can be used. It
is often possible to use the special incandescent motion picture lamp, where conditions
are favorable, thus securing the benefit of

With

maximum

the

effect."

This naturally

picture,

the projection angle should not exceed 12
degrees, in order to insure satisfactory
projection.
Aside from the distortion of screen objects, which occurs
when the projection
angle is excessive, it is also impossible to

The
at lowest cost.
conditions in this case approach those of
the ordinary theatre of medium capacity,
and consequently are satisfactorily handled.
efficiency

simultaneprojection
lens can only focus one plane at a time.
Hence if the center of the picture is "in
focus" the top and bottom screen areas will
be "out of focus."
Focussing anv one
particular area is therefore accomplished at
the sacrifice of definition in the remaining

focus all
ously on

parts

the

of

the

screen,

picture

since

the

areas.

{To he concluded next week)

Unique House of 350 Seats Built on Plot
19 ft. by 90 ft.

Avoid Heavy Projection Angles

ON

December 15th, one of the most novel
motion picture theatres probably that
has yet built on the Pacific Coast
opened its doors to the public at Santa

Aside from the distance of the projection
room from the screen the most favorable
location is that on a level with, and exactly
on the center line of the screen. It is not
often possible to meet this condition except

Cruz, Calif.

The Cameo, a 350 seat band box of a
was conceived, designed and built
under the personal supervision of J. A. Harvery, Jr.
Harvey has original ideas and

some

in the case of Class 2 theatres, so that

"Keystone

and a screen actor
under such conditions would have a small
The Society of
head and enormous feet.
Motion Picture Engineers recommends that

naked eye whether the picin focus on the screen.

mine with

theatre,

projection angle is generally unavoidable.
The old vaudeville houses, later equipped
for motion picture projection, are the worst
offenders in this respect.
With the projectors located up in "nigger heaven" to use
the parlance of the streets, the projection
angle has often become so great that intolerable distortion of the picture has resulted.
An excellent, or rather bad example of this
is in a large vaudeville house in Newark,
N. J., where it becomes positively annoying
to watch the pictures.
The effect of a heavy
understood.
projection
angle
is
easily
Since the projector beam is of a diverging
wedge shape it will be seen that the top of
the beam, striking the screen first, will be
narrower than the bottom of the beam
which travels farther, so to speak. The re-

does things differently. As he has said, "allotted but 19x90 ft. by a cruel landlord," he
has put into his unique little theatre all the
features that are the latest and up-to-theminute devices in the big theatre palaces.
For the comfort, convenience and hygienic
safety of his patrons, Har\'ey has caused to
be installed, a smoking section in his auditorium; a woman's "primp room," having
all the powder puff boxes, electrical curling
irons and toilet facilities that would be
found in a modern beauty shop; a "cry
room" for fretting babies; a four-way ventilation system to carry the smoke away so
that the air will be kept constantly pure and
fresh.
Electric heat is used throughout the

A

house.
special organ was constructed to
fit the miniature requirements of the building.

Harvey's policy will be 10 and 20 cents
admission prices, first run picture product,
a dollar's worth of show and courtesy for a
dime.

The Cameo marks the third theatre

in

Santa Cruz. The Santa Cruz of the Greenfield circuit and the Unique operated by
Frank McCauley.
its

The resort strength of Santa Cruz and
rapidly growing population no doubt

support the three theatres
and everybody will be happy. The character, contract and policies of the competing

will satisfactorily

houses are so widely different that confliction will not obtain.

Harvey was fonnerly in the motion picture theatre business in Vacaville and Dixon.
Later he remodeled an empty building in
Merced into a theatre and finally sold to the
T. & D. Enterprises, who conducted the
Merced

theatre.
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System
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An Amazing

WORLD

THE

Pictures that on the average screen are dull,

X^

shadowy and tiresome, snap out clear,
lively and bright on a Super-Lite Screen.
That

over, have
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Screen
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Colored
Ilfilits

Ouitof Plain
Reco Color

snap on a

Just

Hood and you have
color

brilliant

ruby, green, opal, blue,

:

amber.

COLOR HOODS
never fade.

40%

to

Color is in the glass.
over dipping.

60%

f^m

CLCCTWIC

COMPA

Mtin,

cheapei

3S

than
messV

B«oo Fluken.

of

Saves

Motor*. MlTtn
2928 W. Conoreat
St., Chicago

dipping

Warner's Egyptian Theatre, Seattle,
Wash., Holds Successful Opening
Warner's Egyptian Theatre, reputed to
be the finest neighborhood playhouse in the
Pacific Northwest, oj)ened its doors to the
public of Seattle on Christmas Day, 1925,
under management of Leonard K. Brin,
Northwest representative of the Warner
Brothers Company. The house is located at
Fourteenth Avenue Northeast and FortyFifth, in the lieart of tlie University district, and is within easy reach of all principle residential and business districts of
the city.
It has a seating capacity of approximately 1,400 including lower floor and
balconv, and represents an investment of
close to $500,000.
The new house is Egyptian style through<nit.
The exterior is an adaptation of the
Egyptian temples, and is finished in a mat
glaze terra cotta.
ticket booth in typical
Egyptian style is located near the center of
the lobby, and a large marquee,
with
changeable letters on all three sides, extends to the street line.
mammoth electric sign surmounts the front of the build-

A

A

Theatre

ing.

Construction

The
are

in

a

position

stores

occupy the remaining

an
gained

interior of the auditorium is designed
open court, entrance to which is

through a long foyer handsomely
furnished with chairs and settees of Egyptian design. The auditorium is enclosed by
masonry walls, with twinkling stars above.
The painting and decorations are of extreme
beauty, and are truly authentic in Egyptian design.
A winged sun, over the stage,
is a symbol of the Egyptian deity watching
and caring for life on earth, and huge columns on either side of the auditorium and
liroscenium are replicas of the pillars at
the entrance to the temple of Karnak.
A full stage, the only one in any picture
house in tlie city of Seattle, is provided for
stage productions of any type.
beautiful velvet traveler curtain extends over the
entire length of the stage, and complete
equipment, including a handsome cloth of
gold curtain, is included in the stage accoutrements. Flood lights from either side
flf the stage furnish the lighting for presentations, and flood and footlights of newest design offer additional lighting facilities.
Stage lights are on a double control from
both the projectionist's booth and the stasc

to

analyze any theatre proposiIf
tion from every angle.
you contemplate building a
in
touch
get
theatre,
with us before you arrange
for plans and specifications;
we can save you money, due
to our special knowledge of

We

construction.
theatre
are prepared to analyze your
proposition, prepare sketches,
submit an estimated cost, prepare plans and specifications
and supervise construction, so
that the ultimate cost will not
exceed the estimated.
will prepare you a statement
showing the probable net returns on the investment and
methods of
advise
as
to
finance.
can handle your
proposition from inception to
completion, turning the theatre over to you complete in
every detail, ready to operate.
Send us your proposition for

A

We

We

analysis.

the keynote of all the furnthe luxurious rugs throughout
the entire house to the draperies and curtains of the stage. Entering the foyer, the
beauty of the rich burnt-orange hangings

bordered with blue-patterned

tlie

is

once

mezzanine

A

floor.

smoking room

known

as

Warner's

Tlieatre.

Two new Sim-

plex projectors,
rewind table, spotlights,
curtain and light control, and house lighting system are contained in the booth.
The B. F. Shearer Theatre Equii)ment
Com]iany of Seattle and Portland are responsible for the equipping and furnishings
of the house.

Automatic

Ticket

New

Co. Issues

Register

Pamphlets

E. S. Bowman, Treasurer of the Automatic Ticket Register ComiJany, announces
that literature describing latest model Super
Gold Seal Ticket Register is now ivady for
distribution.

Mr. Bowman reports that volume of business on hand is greater than ever l)efore in
the history of the company.
George Mead, who was in New York for
the holidays, has returned to take uj) his
duties as Western Manager, with headquarters in Chicago.
Mr. Mead rejiorts that
Lubliner & Trinz, Chicago, who recently purchased seven Ticket Registers for new houses
about to o)ien, are building a number of
additional theatres.

CARTOON

DEVICES

TITLE

IMPROVED TYPE
E. S.

RINALDY

CHESTER,

N. J.

Efficiency with

Economy

Beauty Spots

H.Robins Burroughs Co.
Engineers

in

New York

70 East 45th St.

City

Ask

30 to 50% saved In postage, etc.. through
dinlred.
If
elimination of dead and duDlloate UieatreH u-iualLv llHted.
LUts of Producers, Dlatributors and Suppiv Dealers.

Fr.ank

KOr.niNO— ENCI.O.SINCr^MAII.ING

MOTION PICTtTRE DIRECTORY
Aie..

at

41st

St

Phone. Pennsy. 7484-748B

CO.

New York

CJtj

Theatres

life.

Under !50 BfaU, 30%; under 600. 70%; under 800. 85%;
OfBf 800. 15%.
most economical method of reachlOK theatres li
$4.00 PER M UP.
Ust*
our ADDKESSING .SJCUVICE.

The

709 SlJth

Modern

are all of those wlierc
Netschert natural prepared
ruscus trees, palms, ferns
and artificial flowers have
a place.
Low cost and long

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES

MCI.TIGUAPHING— MLMEOORAI'IIINO—

is

provided, enclosed in glass and equipped
with latest atmosphere machines, and a
typical "crying room" for babies is also
provided on the same glass-enclosed plan.
The projectionist's booth is located at the
rear of the mezzanine, and is reported to be
practically the replica of the modern booth
of the Piccadilly Theatre in New York, now

itself.

Our Motto

silk, is at

strikingly apparent.
Orange-tan rugs are
used throughout the house. The u]jholstery
adheres to the same idea of Egyptian designs, the same hangings being used in the
balcony loge section, rest rooms, smoking
rooms and ladies' parlors, all located on

the roof.

as

We

Small

portion of the building, extending its entire length on Fourteenth Avenue.
Huge
electrically lighted tripods, with a steam effect, suiTQount the corners of the theatre on

Luxury is
from

ishings,

61

for Cat. 7

Netschert, Inc.

Barclay

St..

New York

;;

;
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CLASSIFIED
RATES

AD SECTION

lo cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Eniplo5mient Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.
:

WELLKNOWN

Corner Space
with 4 private offices; solid partitions with one elaborate private
office, including special floor covpartition,

railing,

ering,

etc.

BETHLEHEM ENGINEERING
CORPORATION
Broadway

1G50

at 51 »t Street

YOUNG MAN,

26, single;
8 years' experience in motion

picture work, including pro-

and manufacturing
motion picture equipment

jection

and

machinist-electrician

as

contemplating'
the new
year has been for years featured attraction in some of
the finest theatres in Amerexceptional references
ica
from some of the most successful and largest theatre
owners in United States
\vill consider offers from the
highest class moving picture
theatres only; if you are
looking for a permanent box
office
attraction,
or
wire
write Box 5, Motion Picture
News, Security Bldg., Holly-

reputation

is

new connection by
;

;

Wanted

of

PIC-

TURE THEATRE MUSICAL DIRECTOR of national

mechanician
laboratory
thoroughly understands developing, printing and handling of film as well as machinery and equipment involved can furnish best of

wood, Calif.

For Sale

;

Box

references.

News,

Picture

Motion

585,

New

York

City.

WILL
on

patents
designed to

basic

sell

"Aiselite, "

illuminate aisles

this device

;

used in many prominent
theatres, but not manufactured at present patent expires in 1937
if interested,
communicate with patentee.
T.
I. Ilance, Moriden, Conn.
is

EXPERIENCED OPERATOR, New York

License,

;

Tel.
employment.
wants
Morningside 5642, New York.

THEATRE

WANTED

for

MANAGER
high

class

;

FOR SALE.— Motion

showing road shows,
vaudeville and pictures must

ture theatre

have at least 10 years' expe-

fully

house

;

and state when and
where and salary received
must be capable of handling
rience

Box

with large stage
references
required.
Motion Picture
575,

News,

New York

theatre
best

City.

WANTED.— To

buy

or

one with stage
preferred in city of not less
than 5,000.
Address, Box
520, Motion Picture News,
lease theatre

;

;

New York

summer

;

town

of

pic-

famous

resort of over 5,000

equipped

.seats
700
onlv theatre in Tannersville,
X. Y. J. J. Bvek.
FOR SALE.
Fireproof
brick and reinforced concrete
building on lot 50 x 200, running from street to street,
containing 2 stores, 3 offices,
large
loft,
banquet room,
lobbies, check and dressing
rooms, dance hall 110 feet
long and fully equipped, 676-seat picture house with stage,
;

—

curtains,

scenery,

etc.,

pic-

ture

City.

machines, screen, twin
8-foot typhoon fans
everything, except the film: only
picture house in town of
7,000 nearest hou.se to 10.000
people; best dance hall within 15 miles; price, $150,000
(Not 149); 85 per cent can
remain on mortgage at 6 per
cent
the cash payment required does not even cover
cost of equipment.
E. IT.
Rolston, Seymour, Conn.
;

HAVE YOU

Seeburg Or-

gan, Style S preferred, that
you wish to sell; must be
good condition. Lyric Theatre, Erwin, Tenn.

THEATRE

MANAGER

AVAILABLE.— 35

years of

age
14 years in business,
both in United States and
Canada 9 years in present
;

;

;

;

theatre as manager; best of
references; or would lease or
buy mention size theatre
what have you to offer? New
England preferred. Box 540,
;

Motion

York

Picture

City.

News,

New

FOR SALE
70

H ay wood- Wakefield

Veneer Theatre Chairs. Used
less than 90 days. William
J.
Dunn, Academy Bldg., Fall
River. Ma.ss.

The layout of newspaper displays shown above show^
representative ads used for First National's ^'The Dark
AngeV by first-run exiiibitojs. As usual, the influence
of the press-book suggestions is clearly evident in the
majority of the arrangements for this picture.
The
displays shown ivere used by the following theatres:
Rialto.

Omaha;

Olympia.

Strand,

New Haven;

New Orleans
Isis,

Pantheon, Toledo;
Houston; Capitol, Detroit;

Rialto. Tulsa.

;

9
2

12
1

.

...
.

. . .....

Motion Picture News
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FEATURE RELEASE CHART

I

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
Short subject and comedy release, as well as
Jiave a short-cut t07vard such information as he may need.
information on pictures that are coming, zvill be found on succeeding pages. {S. R. indicates State Right

g
I
B

g
m
J
3

release.)

Refer to

I

THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE
SEPTEMBER

Feature
Henry Edwards
4mazing Quest. The
George Walsh
4merican Pluck
.Special
Cast
Ai No Man Has Loved.
Kenneth McDonald
B«ttler, The
Rin-Tin-Tin (doj)
B«low The Line

Wm.

Bit Pal
Black Cyclone

Rex

Pitts-Horton
California Straight Ahead .Reginald Denny
Gloria Swanson
Coast of Folly

Amos

of

.

Bud Barsky

(S. R.)

5000 feet
6001 feet.. Oct.
4543 feet.. Oct.
5058 feet. .May
.6008 feet Dec.
7238 feet Sept.
6840 feet Sept.
5677 f eet Sept
4928 (eet Sept.
7311 feet. Sept.
10264 feet June

.

.

Warner Brothers
Ginsberg Dist
Pathe

Russell
(horse)

Business of Love

Coming

.

Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Universal

.

.

Paramount

Rod La Rocque
Reed Howes

Cyclone Cavalier
Dark Angel, The
0*0 0, Son of Zorro
Free to Love

Prod. Dist. Corp
Rayart (S. R.)
Colman-V. Banky.. First National

R

Freshman, The

Douglas Fairbanks
C. Bow-D. Keith
Harold Lloyd

Galloping Jinx

Buddy Roosevelt

Special Cast
Havoc
" Lefty " Flynn
High and Handsome
His Majesty Bunker Bean. M. Moore-Devore
Thunder (dog)
His Master's Voice
If Marriage Fails
J. Logan-C. Brook
Special Cast
Kentucky Pride
Jack Perrin
Knockout Kid, The

Man of Nerve
Man Who Found

Special Cast

Bob Custer
Himself .Thomas Meighan

Mystic, The

Never

Pringle-Earle

Twain

the

Tyler

Johnny Hines

'

.

.

.

.

.

31
24
30
19
12
1

26
26
27

.July 25

Aug. 29

.

.Sept. 26
Nov. 14

.May 23
Sept. 19

.

.

4901 feet
Oct.
3
Sept. 12
.Feb. 21
.Nov. 28
Sept. 5
Sept. 12

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Stewart-Lytell

Wm.

New Champion, The
Not So Long Ago
Once In a Lifetime

Fairbanks
Betty Bronson
Richard Holt

.

Outlaw's Daughter, The
Parisian Nighis

.

8143 feet
Metro-Goldwyn
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)4547 feet.
Paramount
6849 feet
Gerson Pict. (S. R.). .iiOOO feet
Universal
4375 f eet

Tellegen
the Opera .... Lon Chaney
Special Cast
Plastic Age, The
Pretty Ladies
Zazu Pitts
Bow-MacDonald
Primrose Path, The
Fred Thomson
Kidin' the Wind
Kennedy- Welch
Scandal Street
Revier-Landis
Sealed Lips
of

Aug. 8
.Dec. 19

Aug. *
Dec. 5
Dec. 19

.

.

.

Josie Sedgwick
E. Hammerstein - L.

.

.

.

O

6278 f eet

.

June 2r

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

10

25
3
24

6923 feet. Nov. 14
7
Pict.(S.R.) .5770 feet. .Nov.
6974 feet. .Sept.l2
Lillian Rich
Prod. Dist. Corp
•ven Days
Barthelmess-Mackaill. First National
6856 feet Aug. 29
Shore Leave
Virginia Valli
Universal
6424 feet
Siege
June 20
Special Cast
Paramount
Sen of His Father, A
6»2S f eet .. Sent. 19
7000 feet Sept. 1
Windsor-O'Brien
Tiffany (S. R.)
Souls for Sables
6. O. S. Perils of the Sea. Elaine Hammersteain Columbia Pict. (S.R.)5303 feet. .Dec. 26

Arrow
Columbia

.

.

Frank Merrill
Hoot Gibson

Sun Up

Wally Wales
Laura La Plante
Evelyn Brent
Buck Jones

Tearing Loose
Teaser,

Hercules Film

I'he

Three Wise Crooks
Timber Wolf, The
Trouble With Wives, The Vidor-T. Moo/e
Richard Talmadge
Wall Street Whiz, The
Stone-Mason
What Fools Men
Wheel, The
Special Cast
White Outlaw, The
Jack Hoxie
Special Cast
Wild Horse Mesa
Wild, Wild Susan
Bebe Daniels
With This Ring
Mills-Tellegen
.

.

4579 teet.
5247 f eet

Universal

Sterling-Revier
Special Cast

.

.

Love

Blanche Sweet

Win,' Lose or

Draw

Leo Maloney

The

Stair,

.

.

.

.

..6!)K7teei
Film Book. Offices .6074 feet

.

May

Universal

.

.

Fox
Paramount

4h69 feet
6489 feet

Film Book. Offices
First National

Fox
Universal

Paramount
Paramount

.

.

.

.

.

.

30
Oct. 24
Se»<. 26
Aug. in

Nov. 7
7349 feet .Oct. 10
7325 feet. .Aug. 2
4831) feet .June 27

.5452 feet

.

.

7221 feet. .Aug. 22
5774 feet. .Aug. 15
5333 feet Oct.
3

B. P. Schulberg

Feature

Star
R. Barthelmess
Prevost-Harlan
Louise Lorraine
Jack Hoxie
Jack Perrin
Eleanor Boardman
Art Acord
Corinne Griffith

Beautiful City

Bobbed Hair
Borrowed Finery
Bnstin' Through

.

Cactus Trails
Circle,

The

Circus Cyclone,

The

....

Classified

Make

the Pirate .Errol-D. Gish
Irene Rich
Compromise
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Desert Demon, The

Clothes

.

Dollar

Down

Kuth Kolana

of

The
F»If
K.{hting Heart, The
Golden "fiiicess The.
Greal Sensation. The ....
.

Tiffany (S. R.;

Universal
Madoc Sales

Metro-Goldwyn
Universal
First National
First National

Wivea

.

O'Brien-bellamy

The .Robert Frazer
.

.

1

4609
6927
7000
6!i86

1

Artclass Pict
Gerson Pictures

Ty:er'!>

551

5012
5»«0

Hurricane Horseman, The Wally Wales
Richard Holt

L^w

6460
7781
6500
4506
4800

Warner Bros

Madoc

Ib Search of a Hero
Iron Horse, The
Ceep't of the Bees,

Length

Artclass Pict
Truart (S. R.)

Heart- Up
.... " Lefiy " Flynn
Gloria Grey
Heartless Husbands
"H'ric- loy
Hell's Hui. u«a
I

F. B.

Prod

F.
B. P.

.

Reviewed

feet
Nov.
feet ..Oct.
feet...Dec.
feet ..Oct.
feet
feet
Oct.
feet
Aug.
feet .Oct.
feet...Nov.
feet ..Nov.
feet.
feet .Aug.
feet. Oct.
feet .. Oct.
.

.

14
31
5

24
31

22
17
14

'7
29
24
17

3
Oct.
Sept. 19
Sept. 26

^HH2 feet. Nov. )
5000 feet ..Dec. 26
1

.

Sales
Disi.

Corp

Corp

Schulberg

K(i«4 feet

.

.

feept.

.

6712 feet

Oct

li

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Tom Mix
.

Fight to a Finish,

Flower
Fool,

of

Paramount
Fox
Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn
Universal
Universal

4661 feet.

A

Universal

On

.

.•

Wm.

Columbia (S.
Paramount
Fox

R.";«i

Wally Wales

Artclass Pict

Go West

Buster Keaton

Metro-Goldwyn

His Buddy's Wife

Glenn Hunter

Home Maker, The

Alice Joyce

Assoc. Exhib
Universal
Assoc. Exhib

Keep Smiling
King on Main
Last Edition,

St.,

The.

.

.

The

Monty Banks
Adolphe Menjou

Film Book. Offices.
Fox Film

Special Cast
. .

New Commandment

Metro-Goldwyn

Marion Davies
Dempsey-Taylor
Mae Murray
Glass-Hawley
Sweet-Lyon
Jackie Coogan

Assoc.

Rose

of the

World

Scarlet Saint,

The

Sporting Life
Stage Struck
Stella Dallas
Tessie

Raymond McKee

Truart

Special Cast
Buffalo Bill Jr

Artclass Pict

Gloria

July

7

26

Aug.
Aug.

1

Nov

7

^

Oct. 17
Oct. SI

6437 feet

Nov.

U

550(1

Iul>

26

I <•

5824

.

.

6286 f eet
5070 feet
67«" fppt
6691 f eet

Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal

Lnittd Artists

McAvoy-Agnew

Arrow
Fox
Chadwick (S.
Chadwick
Assoc. Exhib

R.) ...

.

..

tb. R.

24

Nov. 21
Dec. 19

.

.

teet

luly 26

7373 feet

Nov. 28
Dec. i
Aug. 2t

e.'imi

f'

National
Universal
Truart (S. R.)

ChadwicK

.

6800 feet

Fir it

F.

Oct.
.

.

First National
Prod. Dist. Corp

.

5
7

Oct. 24
Sept. ?•
Nov. 28
HI.'; feet. Nov. 2^
6221 (eet
Oct. 24
6.s3!i feet
Sept. I»

Paramount

Uncbastened Woman, TheTheda Bara
Tom Moore
Under the Rouge
UneuMrded Hour. The.. Sills-Kenvon
Leatrice Joy
Wedding Song, The

Dec.
Nov.

f nt

70 .0 leet
6h><0 feet

First I^itional

Special Cast
Transcontinental Limited Special Casi

f

5600 feet...Dec. 26
4614 feet Dec. 12
4540 feet .Dec. 12
9980 teet Nov. 14
5000 fret .Aug. «
7506 feet Nov. 21
4728 feet

Warner Bros

Bennett-Colman

Colleen Moore
Reginald Dennv
Where Was I?
Louise Lorraine
Wild Girl
w Miiif r. Ine
.cnarles Kay
Wyoming Wild Cat. The .Tom Tyler

It

Dec. 5
Uui. Ji
April 2t

Nov

fison fo

Warner Bros

Swanson

Mouerns

34

21

6980 feet ..Nov'. 14
5915 feet Nov. 14

Warner Bros

Thank U

.

1

2%
21

Rayart
First National

Lowell Sherman
Astor-Hughes
Marie Prevost
Rich-O'Brien
Special Cast

Seven Sinners
Simon the Jester

1

10027 feett Sept
Sept. 12

.

Saddle Cyclone
Satan in Sables

.

t

E xhib

Metro-Goldwyn

Metro-Goldwyn
Old Clothes
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Only Thing. The
Peoole vs Nancv Preston. Bowers-De La Motte.Prod. Dist. Corp
Larry Semon
Chadwick
Perfect Clown, The
Special Cast
Ginsberg Dist
Phantom Express, The
Bob
Custer
Film Book. Offices.
Streak,
The
Ridin'
Road to Yesterday, The... Joseph Schildkraut. .Prod. Dist. Corp
.

.

12
28
It

Inn'- 2'

94''S feet
4292 feet.
6256 feet
5600 feet
775.'i fee
5400 feet
6229 feet
.6400 feet
7236 feett

Paramount

Ralph Lewis

Lazybones
Lights of Old Broadway.
Manhattan Madness
Merry Widow
Midnight Limited

.

feci

4514 feet
6374 leei

R.)

14
28
>l

Oct.
Sept. 11

.

.

Fox

Assoc. Fxhib

Edmund Lowe

.

Sfino feet
Aug.
6478 feet ..Nov.
6895 feet...Nov.
5 reels
5844 feet. Oct.
6756 feet Nov.
8553 feet Oct.

United Artists
.

.

.

.

Warner Bros
Paramount

.

.

.5924 feet

'on

Fairbanks
Pola Negri

Night

The

O

.Assoc. Exhib

Fox
L.Barrymore-H.Hamp-

F^ftv-Fifty

Reviewed

4659 feet.
5500 feet Nov.
5519 feet. Nov.
6034 feet Nov.
4983 feet. .Dec.
57(l» feet
Nov.
6260 feet Nov.

Artclass Pict
Madoc Sales
F. B.

Tack Holt

.

Length

Distributed by

Star

.

riec.

tiMi'j it

«fi.iof-,.|

5

5800 feet
i

B O

Sl.ifi

feet

Nov. 2»

DECEMBER

4440 feet

(S. R.).

.

.

.

.

a

10424 feet. Sept 13 '24

7

29
2C

.

Best People, The
Special Cast
Bright Lights
Ray-Starke
Hoot Gibson
Calgary Stampede, The
Call of Courage. The
.Art Acord
Camille of the Barbary
Toast
Busch-O. Moore ...
Clash of the Wolves
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog)
Valentino
Cobra
Daring Days
Josie Sedgwick
Durand of the Bad Lands. Buck Jones
Rudolph Valentino
Eagle, The
Special Cast
Easi Lynne
,

We

.

24
21

.

.

Margaret Livingston
Fred Thomson

.

O

Kum
8. O

Fox

.

Buddy Roosevelt

Romance Road

Distributed by
First National
Warner Brothers

Fox
561
M etro-Goldwyn
6300
Columbia (S. R.)
Geo. O'Brien
Fox
7032 feet
Bronson- Hamihon
Puramouni
6395 leet
W. Fairl«nks-P. Garon. Columbia (S. R.)...4470 feet

ot a Flirt,

.

le
24

9801 feet Sept. 21
4603 feet .Sept 21
5139 feet ..Nov. 21
6447 feet ..Oct. 31
Paramount
5027 feet .Oct. 17
.Paramount
6648 feet Nov. 7
Chadwick
6500 feet Sept 19
Universal
6093 feet;..Sepl .2«
Arrow
5994 feet ..Nov. 7
Fox
7537 feet .Oct. It
Metro-Goldwyn .... 6849 feet Oct. I*
Arrow
6600 feet ..Oct. 17
Ginsberg Dist. Corp.. 5060 feet .Nov. 21
First National ...... 6750 feet
Oct. 31
Clarion Photoplays. .. 4988 feet
Fox
6107 teet. Oct. IT
Prod. Dist. Corp
6550 f eet Oct. 24

Prod. Dist. Corp
Rayart
Warner Bros

.

The Tom Mix
Wives, An
Special Cast

E'crlascing Whisper,

Exchange

.

Paramount

.

NOVEMBER

.

OCTOBER

.

F. B.

Vera Reynolds

Feature
Action Galore
After Marriage
All Around Frying Pan.
Ancient Highway, The
Best Bad Man, the

Galloping

May 2
Dec. 19
feet
feet. .Aug. 29
feet
June 13
.

Columbia
5267
Metro-Goldwyn
5906
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) .5060

.

7282 feet Oct.
7498 feet ..Oct.
5443 feet ..Oct.
4042 feet...Not.
6080 feet ..Nov.
6911 feet ..Oct.
6802 feett. Aug.

B. P. Schulberg
First National
Universal

Special Cast

Without Mercy

.

Warner Bros
Metro-Goldwyn
Paramount

Compson

Why Women

Reviewed

8850 feet .Oct. 31
6753 feet Aug. 16
6570 feet .Oct. 24

Paramount

.Harry Carey

.

.

.

Steed Madness
Spook Ranch
Steppin' Out

Betty

The.

Length

|

Clarion Photoplays. ..4903 feet

Pride of the Force, The... Tom Santschi
Red Hot Tires
Monte Blue
Regular Fellow, A
Raymond Griffith
Seven Keys to Baldpate. .Douglas MacLean.
Some Pun'kins
Chas. Ray
Storm Breaker, The
House Peters
Substitute Wife, The
Jane Novak
Thunder Mountain
Special Cast
Tower of Lies
Chaney-Shearer
Wandering Fires
Constance Bennett
Wandering Footsteps
Special Cast

.

F. B.

8464 feet Sept.
Universal
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)6848 feetOct.
5828 feet. .July
Metro-Goldwyn
Arrow
5475 feet Oct.
Film Book Offices 6014 feet Oct.

Universal

.Ben Lyon
Logan-Landis

.

Pony Express, The

Winding

Film Book Offices ... 51 82 feet
7000 f eet
First National
9700 feet.
First National
F. B. O
4452 feet.
7168 feet
Paramount
6239 feet
M-G-M

Kerry-Miller
Daniels-Ford

Other Woman's Story .... Calhoun-Frazer

Prairie Pirate,

•

i

United Artists

Leo Maloney
Man on the Box, The .... Sydney Chaplin
Midshipman, The
Ramon Novarro
New Brooms
Hamilton-Love
No Man's Law
Bob Custer

Pace That Thrills, The.
Peacock feathers

September

Distributed by

Mary Pickford

Luck and Sand

Shall

Meet

Phantom

.

.

United Artists
B. P. Schulbert (S.R.^
6883 feet.
Pathe
4488 feet
Artclass Pict
920U teet
Fox
F. B.
5669 feet
7149 feet.
Warner
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)5827 feet.
6006 feet.
F. B.
6652 feet
Fox
Rayart Pict. Corp.
(S. R.)

Tom

Go Gallagher
Live Wire, The
Lost World, The
Let's

.

Star

Lorraine of the Lions
Qvprs tn Quarantine

.

.

.

Feature
Annie Rooney

Little

Length Reviewed
Distributed by
Cranfield & Clarke... 6500 feet
5000 f eet July 1
Chad wick
7929 feet. .Feb. 28
Fox

Star

for Productions Listed Prior to

|

Feature
Aorirni Manncf. The
Blind Trail, The

Star

Length

Distributed by

Snecial Cast

Fox

Leo Maloney

Clarion Photoplays.

.

.

4900 feet

Reviewed

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

January 16, 1926
George Walsh
Evelyn Brent
Peters-Compson

.

Broadway Lady
cor the

Defense

.

.

S. O'Neill-B.

Don't

The

F. B.
5500 feet .Dec. 12
7 reels
.Not.
Asso. Bxhib
Film Book. Offices... 4500 feet .Dec. 26

M

Roach. Metro-Goldwyn

Universal

M-G-M
Columbia

Rudolph Schildkraut

Infatuation

Paramount

The

.

.

Tiffany (S. R.)

B.'ino

Percy Marmont
Paramount
Haraoton-Kirkwood.. .Assoc. Exhib
Eltinge-Pennington. .Prod. Dist. Corp
Buck Jones
Fox
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp

Lord Jim
LoTer's Island

Ifidam Behave

Mae Murray

Bride, The
Midnight Flyer, The

Masked

Prod. Dist. Corp

M-G-M

Morganson's Finish
Night Cry, The
Night Watch, The
Palace of Pleasure
Separate Rooms
Ship of Souls

Rin-Tin-Tin
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Warner Bros
Truart (S. R.)

B. Lytell-L. Rich

Assoc. Exhib

Siberia
Silent Witness, The
Sky High Corral

Special Cast
Louise Lorraine
Art Acord

Fox

Tony Runs Wild
Torrent, The
Tough Guy, The

Tom Mix

Fox

Corter-Garbo
Fred Thomson

M-G-M
F. B. O

...

Trumpin' Trouble

Buffalo Bill, Jr

5
feet .Dec.
feet .Dec. 12
9
feet
Jan.
5
feet .Dec.

Two Can Play
Bow-MacDonald
Under Western Skies .... Norman Kerry

14

feet.

.Dec.

5

feet

G702 feet. .Nov. 21
5417 feet. .Not. 14

.

Man Four Snuare
Man From Red Gulch

5437
5699
6200
6500

Metro-Goldwyn

F. B. O
Tearle-Mills
Tiffany (S. R.)
Stroneheart f dog) .... Aisoc. Ezhib
Horth Star, The
Louise Lorraine
Truart (S. R.)
5800 feet
Pals
Glenn Hunter
Pinch Hitter, The
Asso. Exhibitors
Dec. 12
Irene Rich ...
Warner Brothers .... 7202 feet
Pleasure Buyers. The
George Walsh
Prince of Broadway
.... Chadwick
Richard Talmadge
Prince if Pep
491 1 feet
F. B.
.Special Cast
Sally, Irene and Mary.
Metro-Goldwyn
5564 feet .Dec. 19
Special Cast
Silver Treasure, The
Pox
" Lefty " Flynn
Smilin' at Trouble
F. B. O
5175 feet Dec. 19
Special Cast
Soul Mates
M-G-M
6000 feet
Anna Q. Nilsson
Splendid Road, The
First National
Dec. 12
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Streak of Luck, A
Artclass Pict. (S. R.) 4884 feet
Dempster-Fields
That Royle Girl
Paramount
10253 feet. .Dec. 19
Gondal-Ames
Three Paces East
Prod. Dist. Corp
Buddy Roosevelt
Thundering Through
Artclass Pict
4527 feet
Cody-Busch
Time the Comedian
Metro-Goldwyn
4757 feet. .Dec. 20
Pete Morrison
Triple Action
Universal
4800 feet Nov. 14
'^. Hart
T»mblewreds
United Artists
7 reels ..Nov. 2>'
Two Fisted Tones
Universal
Jack Hoxie
4555 feet Dec. 5
Wages for Wive«
Special Cast
Fox
6352 feet Dec. 5
fi.'ll.'; feet.
Nov. 28
When the Door Opened. .Special Cast
Fox
Woman of the World, A Pola Negri
Paramount
6353 f eet Dec. 26
Womanbandled
Richard Dix
Paramount

Landis-Devore

Men

Morals for

.

.

Monte Blue

Upstairs, The
Million Dollar Handicap,

Assoc. Exhib

Nov.

..

7008 feet. Nov. 28
Dec. 26
7816 feet. .Dec. 19
.9221 feet. .Dec. 26

First National

Warner Broe
Columbia (S. R.)
Prod. Dist. Corp
Warner Bros

Special Cast
Special Cast

Sgs.'?

First National

Paramount
Warner Brothers.

M-G-M

Vera Reynolds

6310

.

Clarion Photoplays. .. 4900 feet
F. B. O

Special Cast
Special Cast
Leatrice Joy

Love

The

Money Talks

Tiffany (S. R.)

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

JANUARY
Feature
Star
American Venus, The .... Special Cast
Irizoaa Sweepstakes, The Hoot Gibson
Barrier, The
Kerry-Barrymore
Blue Streak, The
Rich. Talmadge
Br»»en«;aM
Rod LaRocqne
oonqaered
Gloria Swanson
Count of Luxembonrg.
.George Walsh
.

Artclass Pict. (S. R.) .4800 feet

Assoc. Exhib
Universal

MARCH
Feature

Age

of Indiscretion

Universal

Jack Hoxie
Dixie Merchant, The
Special Cast
Hill,
Special Cast
Enchanted
The
Bzquifite Sinner, The .... Nagel-Adoree
fifth Avenne
De La Motte
Pighting Edge, The
Harlan-Miiler
First Year, The
Special Cast
Flaming Waters
Special Cast
Ooldeo Butterfly, The
Special Cast
Golden Cocoon
Chadwick-Gordon
His Jail Bride

Hoodoo Ranch, The
Husband Hunters
I

Mannequin
Rastlin'

6326 feet

.

.

Sky High Corral
Soeed Limit, The
Splendid Crime

Art Acord

Raymond McKee
Daniels-Hamilton
William Boyd

Steel Preferred

Mary

Stella

.

Philbin

.Larry Semon
Charles Rav
" Lefty " Flynn

.

The

Hoot Gibson

Cohens and the Kellys
The
Coming and Going

Universal
Artclass Pictures.

Special Cast
Buffalo BiU.'Jr

.

Manhood

.4800 (eet.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Film Book. Offices
Assoc. Exhib
Warner Bros

Fox
Fox

Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Marriage
Mv Old Dutch

. .

Fox

Dangers of a Great City. Special Cast
Forbidden Waters
Priscilla Dean
Special Cast
Happiness
Valli-O'Brien
How to Train a Wife
Lowell Sherman
Love Toy, The

Universal
Warner Brothers

What a Nurse
Syd Chaplin
Play Safe
Monty Banks
Rod La Rocqne
Red Dice
Six Shootine Romance... Tack Hoxie
Buddy Roosevelt
Tangled Herds
Wally Wales
Vanishing Hoofs
Why Girls Go Back Home. Mane Prevost
Oli,

Assoc. Exhib
Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal
Artclass Pictures
Artclass Pictures

4800 (eet.
4800 (eet

Warner Brothers

APRIL
Feature
Ace of Hearts
Border Sheriff, The

Star
Special Cast

Combat, The

House Peters

Length

Distributed by

Reviewed

Fox

Jack Hoxie

Universal
Universal
Clarion Photoplays.

4900 (eet
Special Cast
Film Book. Offices
Warner Bros
Other Women's Husbands Blue-Prevost
Fox
Special Cast
Road to Glory, The
Universal
Rustlers Ranch
Art Acord
Warner
Bros
M. Moore-D. Devore
Sap The
Warner Bros.
Irene Rich
Silken Shackles
Universal
6887 (eet
Reginald Denny
Skinner's Dress Suit
Foj
Streets of Sin
Artclass Pict. (S. R.) .4800 feet
Buddy Roosevelt
Twin Triggers

Leo J^aloney

. .

.

.

7200 (eet

.

.

Dec. 3*

MAY

Warner

Feature

4800 (eet
6500 feet

Distributed by

Star

Costello-Harron
Pete Morrison
Click of the Triangle T. .Hoot Gibson
Irene Rich
Footloose Widow, The
Hell Bent for Heaven .... Monte Blue
Honeymoon Express, The.M. Moor»-D. Devore.
Looking for Trouble
Jack Hoxie
Norman Kerry
Love Thief, The
Mary Philbin
Sally in our Alley
.

4901 feet. jan!

9

.

6981 feet

Leo Maloney
Simpson
Three Weeks in Paris .... Moore-Devore

5800 feet

fS. R.)

M-G-M
Lumas
Gotham Prod

Silent

5600 feet] .Jan!

Warner Bros
Assoc. Exhib
Universal
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)

6000 (eet. .Dec. 26
4680 feet

Pathe
Chadwick

6 reels

O

Under Western Skiei
Norman Kerry
Universal
Western Pluck
Art Acord
Universal
What Happened to Jones Reginald Denny
Universal
When Love Grows Cold. .Mrs. Rudolph Valentino F. B. O
Where the Worst Begins .Ruth Roland
Truart fS. R.)
White Mice
Jacqueline Logan
Associated Exhib
Without Orders
Leo Maloney
Clarion Photoplays.

Universal
Universal
Universal
Clarion Photoplays (S. R. 4900 feet
Warner Bros
6050 feet
>

Distributed by
Universal
Pete Morrison
Warner
Bros
Dorothy Devore
A Rin Tin Tin (dog) .... Warner Brothers
Warner
Bros
Marie Prevest
Universal
Reginald Denny
Rolling Home
Universal
Art Acord
Scrappin' Kid, The
Warner Brothers
Social Highwayman, The. Hailan-Miller
ChadwirU-Russell .... Universal
Still Alarm. The
Clarion Photoplays
Leo Maloney
Yellow Contraband

Feature

Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal

Warner Bros
Warner Bros
Warner Brothers

JUNE

4800 (eet .........

Paramount

Reviewed

Universal
Universal

9

O

F. B.
Artclass Pjcttirea
.... Prod. Dist. Corp

Length

Warner Bros

Bride of the Storm

Chasing Trouble

Fox

F. B.

.

Dec. 26

Assoc. Exhib

Assoc. Exhib

Bowers-Tashman
John Banymore
Bow-Lewis

.

.

Fox
Warner Bros
Paramount

Tmart

Roaring Rider, The
Rocking Moon
Sea Beast, The
Shadow of the Law

9

Jan.

.

.

FB.O

Harold Lloyd

Evelyn Brent
Wally Wales

.

Fighting Shadows
Isle of Retribution, The..

Fox

ArtclassTictures

Lon Cbaney
Eva Novak
Thnnder (dog)

Phantom of the Forest
Queen O'Diamonds

Traffic Cop,

Fox
Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn

Baddy Roosevelt

Money

Mocking Bird, The
Northern Code, The

Maris
Stop, Look and Listen.
Sweet Adeline

4539 feet

Rayart (S. R.)
Elaine Hammerstein. .Columbia (S. R.)
Blanche Sweet
Assoc. Exhib
Glenn Hunter
Universal
SpeciallCast
Paramount
Bob Custer
Film Book. Offices

Ladies of Leisure
Lady from Hell
Littis Giant, The

Warner Brothers
Pred. Dist. Corp..
Universal

Harlan-Miller
.

U

.

Griffith

Tohastown Flood, The... .Special Cast
Jack Perrin

Knockout Kid, The

Msrrving

Universal

Tiffany

Do

Man

5600 (eet. .Dec. 26

Prod. Diit. Corp
Warner Brothers

Bowers-de la Motte.
Prevost-Moore

Fists

Chip of the Flying

6418 (eet. .Not. 21

Paramount
Chadwick
Metro-Goldwyn
Prod Dist. Corp
Fox

Dean

Raymond

Pete Morrison

Reviewed

.5800 feet

Holly-

of

wood
Champion Lever, The

O

Prod. Dist. Corp

Demon, The

Hands Up
Hearts and

Blue Blazes
Broken Hearts

Length

Distributed by
Truart (S. R.)
Universal

Star

Metro-Goldwyn
F. B.

Windsor-Nagel
Priscilla

7 reels

Paramount

.

Dance Madness
Danger Girl, The
Darbreak

Reviewed

Length

Distributed by

5800 feet

.

.

Wm

6800 feet

Truart (S. R.)
Universal

.

.

SfiOO feet

Fox
Fox

.

.

Reviewed

O

Busch-Marmont

Warner Bros

Mackaill-Mulhall
.

for

Miracle of Life,

Pict. (S. R.)

Universal

M-G-M

.Betty Bronson
Lady Windermere's Fan. .Special Cast
Ledge in the Wilderness,

Kiss for Cinderella, A.

The

Length

Distributed by
F. B.

Norma Shearer

The

.

Harlan-Miller
Special Cast

Thomas Meighan

Luck
Joaima

Irith

7500 feet. .Aug. 22

Norma Shearer

.

Special Cast

Made

feet
6433 feet

.

Leo Maloney

King of the T»rf
Light Eternal

Man

Special Cast

Dana-Agnew
The

Heavy Odds
Little Iriih Girl,

Fox

Goaee Woman, The
Great Love, The
Brute,

Feature
Star
Half-Breed Hostler, The.. Bob Custer

Lure of the Wild

Truart (S. R.)
First National

Girl from Montmartre .... La Marr- Stone
Special Cast
Golden Strain, The

Handsome

6000 feet

.

Special Cast

His People
His Secretary
Hogan's Alley

Reviewed

Chadwick

Cowboy Musketeer, The. Tom Tyler
Flood,

Length

Distributed by

Star

Feature
Blue Blood
Counsel

111

Star

Escape, The
Gilded Highway, The
Hero of the Big Snows,
Passionate Quest, The.

Lengtk

KevieweJ

.

.

.

.

4664
(S. R.)

(eet. .Dec.

6

4900 feet

.'.

4207 feet ......
6700 f eet Dec. 19
.

.

.

.

5800 feet.

!

'

.

.

.

Dec'.' 12

Comedy

.

.

.

4900 (eet

Releases

FEBRUARY
Feature
Beaatifal Cheat, The

The
Broadway Boob, The
Cave Mas, The
Desperate Game, The
Fighting Cheat, The
Bells,

FiritTear,The

Star

Laura La Plante
Lionel Barrymore
Glenn Hunter
Prevost-Moore
Pete Morrison
Wally Wales
SpecialCait

Distributed by
Universal

Length

Universal
Artclass Pictures

Fox

Reviewed
Feature

Chadwick Pictiires
Assoc. Exhib
Warner Broi

Absentminded
"

4400 (eet
4800 (eet

"

Dec'. ' ii

Accomat o( Monte Crista
Air Cooled
Alice Plays Capid
Alice the Jail Bird
All

Abroad

Star
Ifeely

Edwards

Distributed
Universal

by

Bisehoflf, lac.

" Aesop Fable "
" Helen

&

J>athe

Winkler (S. R.)
Winkler (S. R.)
Warren "..Fox

Length
1

Reviewed

reel

2 reel*
1

reel

2 reals
J reels
2 reeta

Dea. I»

....
.

.

.

Motion Picture News

328

Special Cast

Back to Nature
Badly Broke

Charles Puffy
Charles Puffy

Bad Man, The

"Dinky Doodle"
"Aesop Fable"
Jimmie Adams

Barnyard Follies

Be Careful
Be Careful Dearie

" Our

Better Movies

Between Meals
Beware of Your Relatives
Big City, The
Bif Kick, The
Bonehead Age, The
Brainstorm, The

Gang

F. B.

1

"

reel

Sent,

2 reels

Amc. 31

1 reel

Universal
Universal

reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel

i

Not. 7

I

Oct.

1*

We

2 reels

.

.

My

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Channel

English

Swim,
" Aesop Fable "

The

Special Cast
Failure
Charles Puffy
Faint Heart
Jimmie Adams
Fair But Foolish
Al St. John
Fair Warning
feUx the Cat BasU lato
" Cartoon "
Business
Felix the Cat ia Sets Are
Felix the Cat ia

Not. 31
reel
Nov, 28
2 reels .... Nov. 21
3 reels
Seyt. 3t

Educatioaal

1 reel

Educational

1

A

Fighting Tailor,

Al St. John
Special Cast
Sid Smith

A

Flyin' Fool

For Sadie's Sake

Jimmie Adams

Framed

Lloyd Hamilton
Arthur Lake
Neeley Edwards

Free Ride, A
Fresh Paint

.

.

1

Educational

1 reel

Happy Go Lucky

Neeley Edwards

Haunted House, The

" Aesop Fable "
Special Cast
Al Alt

Heart Breaker, The
Helpful Al

Her Lucky Leap
Hero Wins, The
Lawyer

Wooden Wedding

reel
2 reels.

Wanda Wiley

Universal
Universal

Pathe

Fox

Perrv-Cooley
Special Cast

Universal

1

Universal

2 reels
1

Universal

1

Bowes

Pathe

2

Universal
Educational
Educational

1

Alice Day
Hotsy Totsy
Pathe
How the Bear Got His Short Tail
Film Book. Offices
How the Elephant Got His Trunk
F. B.
Humming Birds, The .... Buddy Messinger .... B'way Dist. Corp
" Aesop Fable "
Hungry Hounds
Pathe
Ralph Graves
Hurry, Doctor
Pathe

June Bride, A
Just Spooks

Cliff

Bowes

—

Educational

2
I

2
.

.

1

1

2
1

2
1

Raymond McKee

Pathe

2

Neely Edwards
" Aesop's Fables "

Universal

1

"Dinky Doodle"

5
24

26
12

reel

Pathe

Arthur Lake
Walter Hiers

.

.

.

.

Pathe
F. B.

Neal Burns

to

Guide

Him

.

.Charles Chase

Nursery Troubles
Nuts and Squirrels
Off His Beat
Officer No. 13
Officer of the

O

1

reel
Nov.
reel
reels
reel
reels. . . .Not.
reel ...
Nov.
reels
Dec.
reel
reel
reels
reel
reels
reel
Oct.
reels. . ..Dec.
reel
reel
I reel
.

21

2 reels
1

reel

1

reel
reel

1

Universal
Educational

2 reels

2 reels.

Fox

2 reels

Universal
Educational
F. B.

1 reel

2 reels.

3

.Oct.

.

Dec. 19
.

.

.

.

17

.Oct.

.Sept. 12

2 reels ... Oct.

3

.

1 reel

2 reels

Oct.

3

Educational
Universal
Educational
Educational

2 reels .... Oct.

3

Pathe

2 reels .... Sept. 5
.Oct. 24
2 reels.

1 reel
1 reel

2 reels
2 reels

Pathe

1 reel

Educational
Universal

2 reels

.

.

Sept. 12

1 reel

Fo x

One Wild Night
One Wild Ride

2 reels .... Nov.
2 reels
2 reels

Neely Edwards

Universal
Educational
F. B.
Universal

"Our Gang"

2 reels

Bobby Vernon
Alberta Vaughn

Educational

2 reels
2 reels

Mack

Papa, Be Good
Parisian Knight,

Glenn Tryon
Earle Foxe

Pathe
Pathe

.

I

A

F. B.

Sennett

Peacemakers, The
Peggy in a Pinch
Peggy's Heroes
Peggy's Pests
Peggy's Putters

.

Pie Eyed Pie
Pike's Pique
Pifiag Hot
Pleasure Bent
Pleasure Bound
Prep School

Punch in the Nose, A
Rainbow's End, The
Raisin' Trouble
Rainy Knight, A

.

2 reels
2 reels.

Jack Cooper
Dooley

Soft Pedal.
Solid Ivory

1 reel

2 reels

.

Oct. 31

31

.2 reels

2 reels
2 reels

Fox

2 reels .... Aug. 2t
3 reels
Not. 14

3 reels

1

Oct.

reel

17

2 reels

Clyde Cook

Pathe
Educational

1 reel

Earle Foxe

Fox

2 reels
2 reels. .. .Oct. 31
1 reel
Nov. 21
2 reels
2 reels .... Not. 21

Wanda Wiley

Spot Light
Starvation Blues

Pathe
Pathe
Arrow
Pathe
Film Book. Offices

reel

1

1 reel
Oct. 17
2 reels
2 reels .... Sept. 2<
.

.

.2 reels

.Nov. 14

Universal

2 reels.

Bischoff (S. R.)

2 reels

Lige Conley

Educational

Clyde Cook

Pathe

2 reels .... Oct. 24
2 reels.
.Dec. 19

Edna Marian

Universal

2 reels

Special Cast

Fox

2 reels

Educational

1

"Fat

Men"

Take Your Time
Ralph Graves
Taxi War, A
Eddie Gordon
Tea for Love
There He Goes
Harry Langdon
" Aesop's Fables "
Three Blind Mice
"Fat Men"
Three Wise Goofs
Too Much Mother-in-LawConstance Darling.
The
Tourist
Johnny Arthur
Transients in Arcadia .... Special Cast
" Aesop Fable"
Ugly Duckling, The
Uncle Tom's Gal
Edna Marian
Understudy, The
Arthur Lake
Uneasy Three, The
Charles Chase
Unfriendly Enemies
Jas. Finlayson
Wandering Papas
Clyde Cook

Watch Out

Bobby Vernon

Weak

Walter Hiers
Chas. Puffy

. .

.

.

Sept. 12
.

Bowes-Marlowe
Special Cast
Alice Day

Westward Ho

Dec. 19

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Universal
Educational
Educational

Alberta Vaughn

But Willing

Oct.

1 reel

Al Alt
Special Cast
Big Boy
Special Cast

SomewhereSpecial Cast

Stranded

2 reels

F. B.

Speedy Marriage, The
Spooky Spooks

Strong For Love
Sweet and Pretty
Sweet Marie
Sweet Pickle, A

reel

1

.

It

Aug. 23

2 reels

Pathe

Mohan-Engle
West

Man

O.t.

reel

1

Harry Langdon
Jimmy Aubrey

Billy

Bill

7

2 reels
2 reels

Educational
Bobby Vernon
Cliff Bowes
Educational
" The Gumps "...... Universal
Alice Day
Pathe

Down

Dec. 5
.Dec. 19

2 reels
2 reels .... Oct. 10

Bischoff (S.R.)

Educational
Film Book. Offices

Alice Ardell

'.

2 reels .... Nov.

Arrow
Pathe
Billy

Dec. 12

2 reels

Fox
Fox
Fox

" East Side "
" Helen & Warren "
" Sheiks and Shebas " Davis Dist
" Sheiks and Shebas " Davis Dist
" Sheiks and Shebas " Davis Dist
" Sheiks and Shebas " Davis Dist
" Krazy Kat "
Winkler (S.R.)
Alberta Vaughn
Film Book. Offices
Al Alt
Universal
Charles Puffy
Universal
Lige Conley
Educational
Arthur Lake
Universal
Special Cast
Pathe
"Felix the Cat"
Educational

Politics

7

1 reel

Pathe

Oo-La-La
Or What Have You
Over There-Abouts

in

.

2 reels.
2 reels
2 reels

" Aesop Fable "
Walter Hiers
Eddie Gordon
Arthur Trimble
Lige Conley
" Fat Men "

So Long

!•

2 reels

Universal

Oh Buster
On Edge
On the Links

Pawnshop

Oct.

2 reels
2 reels

Edna Marian

Day

Tailoring

Dec. 12

1 reel

Chas. Puffy

I

17
31

O

Edna Marian
" Aesop Fables"

Cliff

.

Fox

Day

Swedie

No Father

Somewhere

.

Pathe

.Neely Edwards

My

Stars

So's Your Old

Dec. 19

.

Hold Everybody
Hold Everything
Hold Tight

Love Cuckoo?

reel

1 reel

Fox

" Aesop Fable"
Perry-Cooley

Alice

Dec. 26

2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels .... Oct.
2 reels.
.Oct.
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
l^reel
1 reel
Dec.
1 reel
2 reels
Oct
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels. . .Dec.
2 reels
2 reels .... Sept.

BischolT, Inc

.

My

Educational

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

Winkler (S.R.)
Pathe
Pathe

Charles Puffy

Smash Up, The

Universal

Pathe

.

Dooley
" Krazy Kat "
Monkey Business
Moonlight and Noses
Clyde Cook
More Mice Than Brains. ." Aesop Fable "
Movies, The
Lloyd Hamilton
Billy

Muddled Up

F. B.

reel
Not. 14
2 reels. .. .Dec. 5
2 reels

Universal
Universal
Educational

.

Her Sleep.." The Gumps"

S
5

Sept.

reel

1
1

Bischoff, Inc.. .

.

A

7

2 reels

Johnny

Honeymoon Hotel, The
Honeymoon Squabble,

In

Misfit Sailor,

2 reels ... Nov.

Pathe

F. B.

.

Seal
Seal

Pathe
Pathe

Alice Day
Special Cast

Reviewed

1 reel

Pathe

.

.

Min Walks

Slippery Feet

2 reels .... Nov. 28

Pathe

2 reels .... Sept.

Red
Red

Glenn Tryon

.

5

2 reels
2 reels

Universal
Universal
Universal

Daris Dist.

"Cartoon"
"Cartoon"

Love and Lions
Love My Dog
Arthur Lake
Maid in Morocco
Lupino Lane
Maizie Won't Tell
Alberta Vaughn
Merchant of Weenies
.Charles Delaney
Min's Home on the Cliff Joe Murphy

Slow

Pathe
Pathe

Alice Ardell

.

Soapsuds Lady, The

Educational

Sinclair

.

.Dec.

. .

.

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

Length

Special Cast
Brains
Alice Ardell
Lickety Split
" Aesop's Fables "
Lighter Than Air
Lion and the Monkey, The " Aesop Fables "
Little Brown Jug, The
" Aesop's Fables "
Little Red Riding Hood .. .Baby Peggy

Scrambled Eggs
Sea Scamps
Shoes
Should Sailors Marry
Sky Hooks
Sky Jumper, The

1

1

Distributed by
UniTersal

Lame

Saturday Afternoon
Saving a Safe
Scandal Hunters

1 reel
I reel

Star
Charles Puffy
"Hey Fellas"

Laughing Ladies

Roomers Afloat
Salty Sap, A
Salute

reel
reel

Educational
Educational

Charlie Chase

Deep

1

reel
reel

Educational

Holly wouldn't

Jiminy Crickets

1

Educational
Educational
Universal
Universal

Arthur Lake

The
Honor System, The
Horse Laugh
Hot Cakes for Two
Hot Dog
Hot Doggie
Hot Feet

1

Fox
Fox

.

Half Fare

Isn't

Nov. 21

reel

Educational
Educational

Educational

Billy Bevan
From Rags to Britches
Wanda Wilev
Going Good
"Aesop's Fables "
Gold Rush, The
" Our Gang "
Good Cheer
Morning
Ralph
Graves
Good
Madam
Billy Dooley
Ooofy Gob, A
Mortgage,
The
Gosh Dam
Great Open Spaces, The.." Aesop Fable"
Oreen-Eyed Monster, The Arthur Lake

In

1

Fox

Away
Affair,

Dec. 26

2 reels

Educational

.

Own

Universal
Educational
Edueational

Educational
Educational

.

His
His

1 reel

Fox

The Cold

" Cartoon "
Rush
Felix the Cat on the Farm." Cartoon "
Felix the Cat Flirts with
" Cartoon "
Fate
Felix the Cat Kept on
Walking
Felix the Cat on the Job ." Cartoon "
Felix the Cat Spots the
" Cartoon "
Spooks
Felix the Cat Tries the
" Cartoon "
Trades
Felix the Cat Trips Thru
" Cartoon "
Toyland
Lupino Lane
Fighting Dude, The

Flaming

Pathe

" Cartoon "

Wets

The
Co-Ko Nuts
Eo-Ko Packs 'Em In

LiT(, Cowards
Long Pants
Love and Kisses

2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
Chas. Puffy
Oct. !•
2 reels
Come ." The Gumps "
1
reel
...
Camel's
Eddie Gordon
2 reels.
.Dec. 19
Captain Suds
2 reels
Oct. It
Caretaker's Daaghter, TheCharley Chase ..:.... Pathe
Neely Edwards
Universal
1 reel
Cat's Whiskers, The
Charles
Chase
Pathe
2
reels
Boy
Charley
Lige Conley
Educational
.Dec. 12
2 reels.
Cheap Skates
Universal
Joe Murphy
2 reels
Chester's Donkey Party
Educational
2 reels ... Nov. 14
Johnny Arthur
Cleaning Up
Pathe
" Aesop Fable "
1 reel
Brother.
Closer Than
.Special Cast
Fox
2 reels
Oct. !•
Clondy Romance.
Alberta Vaughn
B.B.O
2 reels
Constant Simp, The
Smith-Bennett
Fox
2 reels
.Not. 28
Control Yourself
Eddie Gordon
Universal
2 reels
Crowning the Count
Glenn Tryon
Pathe
2 reels ...Oct. IT
Cuckoo Love
Florence Gilbert
Fox
2 reels.
Dec. 26
Cupid a La Carte
Wanda Wiley
Universal
2 reels
Cupid's Victory
Bischoff , Inc
Jack Richardson
2 reels
.Oct SI
Cured Hams
Pathe
2 reels
Dangerous Curves Behind Mack Sennett
..Not. 7
" Aesop Fable "
Pathe
1 reel
Day's Outing, A
Charles Chaplin
Pathe
2 reels
Day's Pleasure, A
Film Book. Offices ... 1 reel
Dinky Doodle at the Circus
Film Book. Offices ... 1 reel
Dinky Doodle in the Hunt
Bowes-Marlowe
Educational
1 reel
DogDaze
Charles Chaplin
Pathe
3 reels
Dog's Life, A
Pathe
1 reel
Don't Butt In
Fox
2 reels
Dec. 13
East Side, West Side
L. B. Comwell (S. R.)l reel
Ebony Clean Up
Trimble-Turner
Universal
2 reels
Aug. 29
Educating Buster
Edna Marian
Universal
Eighteen Carat
2 reels
Fox
Elsie in New York
2 reels

Hump

Me

.

2 reels
1 reel

Educational
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Film Book. OfiBces
Universal

Kick

Elynick,

2 reels

Fox

Trimble-Tarner
Trimble-Turner
Trimble-Turner

.Dec. 12

1 reel

Pathe
Pathe

" Aesop Fable "
Smith-Bennett

.

i reel
1 reel

Pathe

Feature
Again

Reviewed
.

1 reel

O

Educational
Educational
Pathe

Edna Marian
Mohan-Engle

Brotherly Love
Bnster Be Good
Buster's Bust Up
Baster's Nightmare
By the Sea
California Here

2 reels.

Pathe

Neely Edwards

.

Length

Distributed by
Educational
UniTersal
Universal

Star

Feature
Bachelors' Babies

Fire

.

.

5

Sept.

reel
Fox
2 reels. . . .Aug.
Pathe
2 reels
Oct
F. B.
2 reels
Not.
Pathe
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Oct
B'way Dist Corp. ... 2 reels
3 reels
Pathe
1 reel
Pathe
F. B.
2 reels
2 reels
Sept
. Universal
Educational
2 reels. . .Aag.
Fox
2 reels .... Oct.
Pathe
1 reel
Sept
Universal
2 reels. . .Oct
reel
Universal
1
Not.
Pathe
2 reels
1 reel
Pathe
Pathe
2 reels
Educational
2 reels
Aug.
Dec.
Educational
3 reels
Oct
UniTersal
1 reel

2*
24
21
SI

13
1*
3(

.

21
t

.

31

33
19
I

What's the World Coming
14
14

26

To

Clyde Cook

What's Up
Whispering Whispers
Whistlmg Lions

Who's Which
Wide Open Faces
Wildcats of Paris

Window Dummy, The
10

5

Winning Pair.A
Working for the Vest
Wrestler, The
Yes, Yes. Babette

Your

Own

Back Yard

Cliff

Bowes

Parrott-Ralston
Cliff

Bowes

Ralph Graves
" Aesop Fable "
Ralph GraTes
Wanda Wiley
Johnny Sinclair
Earle Foxe
Bobby Vernon
" Our Gang "

Pathe

2 reels

Educational

1

Pathe
Pathe

2 reels

Educational

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe
Universal
Bischoff (S. R.)

Fox
Educational

Pathe

reel

Dec. 13

1 reel

reel

1

Oct

It

i reels
reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
3 reels
3 reels
1

Nov

21

Dec. 19

Oct
Oct

34
31

Aug. 3»
Dec. 19

Oct

3

"

:

.

1

.

.

.

January 16, 1926
"

'

'""

'"""

'
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'

"'"

""""

>"""""""'i""i

u

...ii.Hi.,,111..,,

'

......^

,

I'""""
I

I

I

r^\
r~il*
^rl/^l*^
^llr\1^/^^0
OlUJl
L wjLiUIC/CLo
'

'

I

=

=

I

I

1

I

Feature
Star
Blind Goddess, The
Special Cast
Bluebird's Seven Wives Lyon- Wilson-Sweet.
Border Intrigue
Frankly n Farnum
Border Women
Special Cast
Bom to Battle
Tom Tyler
Borrowed Plumes
Special Cast

Length

Distributed by

^?A°'t^rrt?^^r?^r--''"""°'''''"''°'----^atr'^
Pathe
Astride (Sportlight)
All

8 reels
Inde. Pict. (,S. R.j
5 reels ...
Phil Goldstone (S.R.)5000 feet
F. B.

Am.imi M.i.e.
Amundsen Polar

J^^^i-S"'".
_Alberta
Vaughn

.

'••

D K BeOood
S W W
Babv

Red

.

•"0«°rr^nl"°°

...'

.

Juvenile

(Serial)

Arrow

Seal Pict.

2nl" ^1
Not.
21

1

reel

V,-.i!'
3reeU.... h;*..
Oct*.

ilU"-;

Frgh't

wXi /c^The"^"""' .George
c

^^'IV
?;?'«•••,

Universal
Do/I Coal

^- ,:

l!

Z.

PM Facts
*
(Series)
Film
.•••••
F ame Fighter, The (Senall Herbert Rawlmson.Rayart
F ashes of the Past
•

.

.

•

r^u

'

°*''*

'

'

'

J"!,'
reel
1

!

i

] 1 1 [

i

.2

pflT" ^'"

1

ptn Io=Vd:'-V

%

"Dj/.f

^

of

Piperock

In a China
I

Shop

.

,

Corbett-Holmes

.

(Variety)

Remember

Iron Trail Around (Variety)
Just Cowboys (Mustang Series)

Knicknacks of Knowledge (Hodge Podge)
Ko-Ko on the Run (Out-of-Inkwell)
Ufe's Greatest Thrills

"ts.

] l :

l

! i i :

rtt*i
"*'

IIM'

'

'

k,'r:t"->i

Magic Hour, The
Malical Movies (Hodge Podge)
Ma5 With a Scar. The (Fred Humes)
Marionettes (Hope Hampton)
Marvels of Motion (Series)
Tosie Sedgwick
Montana of the Range.
Mother Goose's Molies (Hodge Podge)
My Bonnie Ko-Ko Series)
.

.

.

(

.

.

My Own

Carolina (Variety)
Outings For All (SporUight
Perils of the Wild ^erill)
Josie Sedgwick
Queen of the Hills.
Raid, The (Mustang Series)

Range Law (Mustang

2 reels .... fsept. Zi

Fox

1 reel

Universal
Educational
Red Seal Pict
Universal
Cranfield & Clark.
Educational
Universal
Educational
Red Seal Pict
Universal
Educational
Red Seal Pict

2 reels.

Series)

1 reel

.

.

1
1

2
1
1

2
1
1

Fox

1

Pathe

1

2 reeU
2 reels
1

Universal

Runaway Taxi. A (Stereoscopik)
Rustlers ofBoulderCanyon, The Mustang Series) Universal
Universal
Ruatlin' Kid, The (Mustang Series)
Scariet Streak, The (Serial) Jack Daugherty .... Universal
Shakespeare (Gems of the Sireen) ...r:.. . . . .Red Seal
Pathe
Shooting at Time (SporUight)
Universal
Shootin' Wild (Mustang Series)
Red Seal
Silvery Art
Fox
Sky Tribe. The (Variety)
Pathe
Songs of Ireland (Music Film)
Pathe
Starting an Argument (SportUght)
Story Teller, The (Hodge Podge)
Educational
Taking Chances (Mustang Series)
Universal

1

1
1

1

2
1
1

1
1

2

Pathe

(Sportlight)
Toiling for Rest (Variety)

Fox

1

Too Many Bucks (Mustang Series)
Top Hand (Edmund Cobb)
Tricked (Mustang Series)

Universal
Universal
Universal

2

Uprising Generation (Sportlight)

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

Walloping Wonders (Sportlight)
Price Touchdown. (Sportlight)
Whiripool, The (Variety)
White Paper (Variety)
With Pencil, Brush and Chisel (Variety)

What

2
2

.'

1

.

1
1

Fox
Fox
Fox

Wild Beasta of Borneo
Wild West (Serial) Ferguson-Mulhall

1

.

Oct.
3
.Sept. 2«
Dec. 19

.

1
1

Pathe
Pathe

.

5

Sept.

5

Oct.

3

Aug. 2»
...

Sls^pJlc^^Th,

irk^j^^r"^

The

o'eV^r kor.e.

l

!

Dice

Woman. The
<^i„,u.,

!

1

!

lu.v.

i

!

!

°°wom^„

.

.

.

19

Nov. 21

reel
.

.

reel

.Oct.
Oct.

17
3

.

.

.

.

.

Oct. 24
.Sept. 2«

Amateur Gentleman, The. Richard Barthelmess First National
Apache Princess
Wilson-Gerber
Davis Dist.-Vital
Aristocrat, The
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S.

Oct.

1

Auction Block, The
Back Slapper, The

Boardman-Ray'.
Special Cast

Bad Habita

Special Cast

'.

'.

'.
'.

..

Nov. 21
Dec. 19

..Sept. 15

.

.

Beau Geste
Beauty.

Special Cast

..

.

Behind The Front
W. Berry-Hatton
Behind the Screen
Special Cast
Bellamy the Magnificent .Special Cast
Beloved Pawn, The
Reed Howes
Ben Hnr
Special Cast
Beverly of Graastark
Marion Davlei
Big Parade, The
John Gilbert
Black Pirate, The
Douglas Fairbanks.
.

;

ReviewedJ
T.

•

^^^%

P"
F"

Cry The^.

"LNew

LiJ^

Leatrice Joy

^-

^'^'^f

York.

.

fZ'ni^."

^FirstI

c
. n/r
iu n
Sweet-Mulhall
|pec.a Cas

^

g°^•A••,^• ;
Phil .Goldstone

.

Fighting Courage
Fighting Heart, The

Ken Maynard
Frank

MemU

_,
„
Fighting Smile, The

nn
Bill

j

ll'^Ti
^ ^et Foot
^ ym Thru.

S?"-'i™
Maalyn i5r^!i
MUls

.

,.

,

.

Fly">g Fool, The.
Forest of Destiny,

r-

Cody

'"'V
S°"'"
1^°^^*""° «

"'
jn'V W
;iD \
Inde.Pict.
Corp.(S.R.)
i

.

.

,

.

.^
The

Fresh Paint

n'^'^v^
Davis D.s f -Vita

,

rfod^l?'
National

.

Ray™o°;?

Paramount

.

Woman

.

.

.

Universal

Special Cast
Colleen Moore
Special Cast

Justice of the Far North
Just Suppose
Kiki

Norma Talmadge

.

or Loyalty

Lena Rivers
Leave It to Me

.

Marilyn Mills
.Gish-Gilbert

M-G-M
Truart (S. R.)

M-G-M
M-G-M

5500 feet

)

Metro-Goldwyn
Paramount
4946 feet

Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist. DiT
Arrow
Warner Bros

4800 feet .. Not. 14
• reels

^'^'^u

•

,V

.-:

.

V

i

x

'

-

Jan. 9

Universal

;•.;

LitUe Firebrand, The
Lodge in the Wilderness

R

First National
Davis Dist.-Vital

B. P. Schulberg

Ughtning

The
The
Broadway

Bros

M-G-M
M-G-M
First National
M-G-M

Al Ferguson
Lawson Harria
Special Cast
Special Cast

Richard Dix

Little Blt*of

7 reels

^^'
S^^"*}
Bow-McKee

Les Miserables

M-G-M

..

Whitman Bennett ...

C. B. C. (S.

Let's Get Married
Life of a Woman

12550 feet. Not. 2S

Gotham Prod. (S.R.)
First National

.

The .. Special Cast

The

Lightning Jack
Lightning Passes,
Lights of Mojavo,

Sept.

M-G-M

Richard Barthelmess. First National

The

Boaeme._

Metro-Goldwyn

y :,„
M

u-

Davis Dist.-Vital

Ohnsted-Arthur

j^^^^

Law

i^r^'S^ V /o t,\Astor Dist.
(SR.)

Special Cast

Lawless Love
6000 feet. .Not. 14

.

Warner Bros

M. Moore-Devore .... Warner

.

;iti\

B. P. Schulberg

Arms

Cheater,

•

JJ-R-JJ
M-G-M

Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Irene

Uwfol

'

Paramount.
........ ..........
Davis Dist.-Vitel .... 6500 feet .. Not. 7
£?"'^"^ v, t,-,
..o„„ V :•»
.Dependable
Films. .4800
feet. .Jan.
9
Davis Dist.-Vital

Women

The
The

Mill.

of the Harem,
of Leisure

"

Fox

.

Special Cast

The

Lady
Lady

,u

Margaret Livingston. .Fox.

ZS^^iS^aiiiresi

La

............
^000 feet. .Aug. 2*

'.

i

.

'

(S. R.)

.•/•n'^.'jl''"'*,4n ;'/,„-; V
Inde.Pict.Corp.(S.R.) 4700 feet

SnecialCast.

Can Dolt

In His

.

...

'

i.
W
Farnum
frmklyn

Heir's Apparent
Hell's Four Hundred

1

1
;<",„!
4(,30 feet

Yi^^^raph

^'S'^u'

'

Gambling Chaplain, The.Specia Cast
|P«f'^' ^ast
'i"^?"^' f <^*^°' JJ^^
Gentle Cyclone, The ...
Buck Jones
American
Girl.
'*•*
R'»"fy'°e
David Butler
Gold Hunters, The
Special Cast
Roose Man Thp
Herbert Rawlinson.
Great Jewel Robbery
Grey Vulture, The
Ken Maynard
Special Cast
Grifters, The
^uiliver s TraveU
"s'l^P"" ""<=hess, The ... Special Cast
Specal Cast.
5"em Girl, The
Ken Maynard
Haunted Range, The
Special Cast
Haven, The
Hearts and Spangles

;

•

^*"-

£?" '\'^'"

M-G-M

i

•

i

n"^'
Paramount

Special Cast

'

•

;

Griffith
fP'-^ja Cast
^P^'^'*' ^^**

l'">°<^%
1"^'=?.^*'

;

V?^"^^'^*;^,'c'bSunset Prod. (S. R.)

&"''°,1%?"f'^
Harold Lloyd
Ben Wilson

c
^ake

Fort Ff^yne
Four Straeglers,

•

... ...000 feet.

Davis Dist.-Vital. ... 5 reels .... Jnly
Bud Barsky Prod.

'^.^''f°°
Dick Jones

The .......

"
i

^7.^r«Hfnr^ ><;
p
Lee-Bradford
(S.R.)

.

„.

^

m
National

M-G-M

^

.

='I„n Th»
w.
Horseman.
The ...
Fighting Buckaroo, The. .Buck Jones
Figu^rs Paradise, The .Rei Balcer.

Fifth

M-G-M
Paramount
M-G-M
M-G-M
Metro-Goldwyn

s^oofVei

'

Paramotmt

.United Artista

;.;.;.;;;:;;:;::

'

Killer,

R.)

Rayart (S. R.)

.

] l ] ]

.

^^^^

F B O
Warner

.

M-G-M
M-G-M
Rayart (S. R.)
United Artists

.

''".': '''"':

Prod. Dist. Corp

Valentino

.

Astor Dist. (S.R.)
Warner Bros

.. Monte Blue
Bashful Buccaneer. The. .Reed Howes
Bat, The
Special Cast

Barriers of Fire

.

l

.

First National

.

Pa2h^e

.'

2

."

,,^,,^^^

1 1 ] l

9

.

"

^

f,"l°^'^
Gallopmg V,
The
Dude t^v

.

Atlantis.

.

.

iJir^fV.Hnn,!
b^.? „, ,!. «;.«in. «,.„
Natio^l.
Sun ... r„„Vt..;.
Constance t.i^.'a.,'
Talmadge .. First
iiVn ?.' '™'„.
^r-i,
S^hnlbwg (S.R.)
.
^<'»»
;
Ev'
H. F Jans ,s. R.,
Ermm- and Rhinestone.
..

..

M-G-M

.

(horse).-." !
Priscilla Dean

«

'^''-

"

.

loS Bir^mori
Barrymore
^°^

.

Paramount

Aloma of the South Seas. .Gilda Gray
Altars of Desire
Special Cast

"

'

=

Length

^'''^'-

S^'m"'*-^''*^- ...
JVl-G-M
Dependable Films. .5000 feet. Jan.
Davis Dist.-Vital.
.5000 feet.. .Aug.

.

I

T

.•.•.•.•••:•;:

'

Rex

Mrs

Don luan
R°° J"5°,V

Carobine
,

'

'.

th„

.

I

,

9500 feet: jiiy 18

'.

Paramount
|.rstNaHona.

Holt-Dove

P?.^'

Nov. 21

reel
reel
reel
reels.
reel
reel
reel
reel
reels
reel
reel
reels.
reels
reels
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
real

'

^T.^fi^fe^^^
Spetial Cast

The

j^

9

.

.

'.

.

Dec.

I

.,

6 reels . . Jan,
'^- ^•' ^''"'""'

S^

.

j^^^^^ ^.^^

Leaves

Cominp:
Attractions
*^
Distributed by

Fox

L^^ctf lfi°^

^^^ Maynard

I

T^.

BVothers .•:::::::::::;::::::::

Buck Jones

Desert Gold

Human

„

: \ i

^-,Ve"vTs

U^^^^

Horses and

Star

wlmer

.'

M-G-M

Dorothy Drew

Hurricane,

Feature

.'

Davis Dist.-Vital

Defend Yourself

His

_

.'

J i

Cyrano de Bergerac ::;.:; Special CastV.' :;:::;: Atlas Qist. (S. R.V.
.Special Cast
Dancer of Paris, The.
First National
Special Cast
Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Danger Line. The
nan?pr=! of a Great Citv
Fox
•.•
.'''.^otfw' HortN^he'^*
:HaVrvCarev
P°od. bis;. Corp.*«/ °' *» Sio"'

fjf'^

2 reeU
Sept. 12
10 episodes. Sept. 12
2 reels

Educational

Edmund Cobb

Winged Rider, The

1

.

Nov. 14

.

.

.

U

.Oct.

.

.Nov. 21
2 reels.
2 reels
10 episodes

I

Then and Now

.

Oct.

2 reels.

Pathe

.

reel
reel
reels.
reel
reel
reels
reel
reel
reels
reel
reel
reel
reel

2 reels

.Fox

.

Dec. 26

10 episodes
2 reels

Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal

Rider of the Pass (Mustang Series)
River Nile. The (Variety)
Road From Utigo. The (Mustang Series)

.^

2 reels

1

.'

\

i

l

The

^-"f
Dcacl CommanQ,

.

Short Films Syn

2

Arrow

:

Umversal
Fox

1

'

^

'

M-G-M

Special Cast

ricanpr Flamp Thp
Wid^w', TheV. \

'

&T^aTThWustangseriesV--:::;:;;;.\:&'rral."'::':;:::^
Hero

Ro-

Maker's
^.nce. The

Cigarette

.

J reels
.^

Metro-Goldwvn

%'^-^ZT-^^

? ^!!

Edncationil
Universal

Larkin W::.

\

*

I

Y^'^ZVr^^

(S. R.)

Syd Chaplin
I'^H
Special Cast
Coney Island
Courage of Captain Plum. Special Cast
Cowboy and the Countess,

J reel.

Series)

Humes)
...^.
...
Colorful Fashions From Pang (Novelty)
Crook Buster, The (Mustang)

Ginsberg Dis. Corp.

Chantv Rail f he

r,l^;^Tne^V^°»Useries).v.:::::::K^^^^^^^
Breakin' Loose (Mustang
Call of Hazard, The (Fred
Clever Feet (Sporthfht)

•

O

cXir^e''NilMfA;:::::::::;:;:::::::::::::Trrr?s

-oft-IJ

'

3 reels

pfthe
pV . i;^",!
Educational
Pathe

..?'"^^f°F

Bar-G Mystery

ir«l! "! ='

Pathe

Animated Hair Cartoon. (Series)
t^H^'j;!

.

Jan. 9

Jane

.

8StK^^li^he:;;;;E.aineHammerstein.S9&Corp:

?'r*oP B O

.
.

The

Flight,

.

.

Reviewed

fre!!"----"^1 reel

^IJ^^---\V^^^^^'::V^^^^^^^
Al'^po',;,

Reviewed

.First National

.

Broodine Byes

Feature

Length

Distributed by

Paramount

Paramount
Truart (S. R.)

Jack Pernn

Tiffany (S. R.)

Ambassador

.

.

. . .

Ken Maynard

Flemine Prod. (S.R.)
Davis Dist.-Vital

Rav-Starke
Edith Thornton

Metro-Goldwyn
Arrow Pictures

Al

Feriuson

.

6500 feet
SSOO feet
5000 feet

Pict. (S.R.)

Tiflany (S. R.)

5007 feet. .Dee. 13
S500 feet

—

.'

Motion Picture- News

330

a

5800 feet Oct. 17
Astor (S. R.)
First National
Ivan Abramson (S. R.) 7 re«U
May J
.

.

Ramon Novarro

Men

of Steel
to Garcia,

Message

Boardman-Nagel
Milton

A

.

.

.

Sills

Columbia Pict.
Troart (S R.)

Midnight Special
Miss Brewster's Millions Bebe Daniels
Million Dollar Doll

Misraates

Doris Kenyon

Miss .118
Miss Nobody
Mile Modiste

Special Cast
Colleen Moore

Modem

Musketeer, A

. .

.

First National

M-G-M

First National
First National
Bad Barslcy (S.R.)

Corinne Griffith
Gene Corrado
Special Cast
Buster Keaton

.

Monte Carlo
Mr. Battling Butler

My Own Pal
My Lady of Whims

Charles

W.

M-G-M
Arrow

West

Paramount
Lowell Prod

Lumas Film

Ralph Lewis

Palace of Pleasure
Paris
Paris at Midnight
Partners Again
Passionate Youth
Part Time Wife, The
Peggy Takes a Chance

Fox

Gotham Prod. (S.R.)

Vanishing People

of a

(S. R.)

.

Tiffany fS.

Jack Perrin

.

.

Dec.

5

6600 feet

M-G-M
Davis Dist.-Vltal
Prod. Dist. Corp
Davis Dist.-Vital
Dependable Films.

.

feet. .Jan.

5481 feet.. Sept 1»

Truart

Davis Dist. Vital
Davis Dist-Vital

M-G-M
M-G-M

Special Cast
Special C».st

Davis Dist.-Vital
First National
F. B.

5000

(eet. .Dec. 19

O

Edmond Lowe

Fox Film
Ambassador

Pict. (S.

5000 feet

Travis Coup, The
Tiffany (S. R.)
6500 feet
Tricks
Marilyn Mills
Davis Dist. Div
5 reels .... Sept. 1 *
Trip to Chinatown, A
Special Cast
Fox
True North, The
Special Cast
Griffln Prod. .. 70W (eet .Dec. 1»
Twentieth Centuiy, UnlimitedSpecial Cast
First National
Untnown Lover, The
Elsie Ferguson
Vitagraph
6895 feet If ov. 2S
Unwritten Law, The
Elaine Hammerstein . .Colombia Pict. (S.R.)5365 feet.. Not. 1*
Up and At'
Ambassador Pict. (S.
Jack Perrin

CO.

1

5

.

9

Fox

R.)
.

4900

Fox

Ken Maynard

Travelin' Fast

.5679 feet

R.V

Ginsberg (S.R.)

Roberts-Agnew

Fred Thomion

.

.

.

Em

5000 feet
10063 feet. Not.

R.)

Vanishing American, The. Dix- Wilson
Vengeance of Durand, The.Irene Rich
Viennese Medley
Special Cast
Volcano, The
Bebe Daniels
Volga Boatman, The
Elinor Fair
Wanderer, The
William Collier,
Warrior Gap
Wilson-Gerber
Way of an Eagle, The
Special Cast
.

14
2»

Paramount
Warner Brothers
Paramount
Prod. Dist. Corp

Paramount

Jr. ...

.

Wedding March, The
What Will People Say
When Husbands Flirt .... Dorothy Revier
When We Were TwentyOne
Special Cast

.

»

(S.R.)

Monte Blue

Warner Brothers
Davis Dist.- Vital

Wide Open

Marilyn Mills
Special Cast
Dick Jones

Wild Oats Lane

Dana-Agnew

Sunset Prod. (S.R.)
Prod. Dist. Corp

Wife, The

Special Cast

M-G-M

Wives
Wives
Wives

M-G-M

PHncipal

at "Auction
of the Prophet
for Reat

Lee-Bradford (S.R.) .6600 feet.

Valli-O'Malley

Gotham

.

.

YoKe.

The

9-

R.)

Davis Dist. Div

.Wilson-Gerber
Special Cast

B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Tiffany (S. R.)
6500 feet

Tom Mix

Fox
Warner Brothers

Special Cast
Special Cast

You Too

Jan.

(S.R.)

Banner Prod. (S.
Metro-Goldwyn
Metro-Goldwyn

Wrong

Coat, The
Yankee Seaor, The

.

Universal

Davis Dist. Div

.

Worst Woman, The

(S. B.)

Astor Dist. (S. R.)

Wolf Hunters The
Special Cast
Woman Who Did Not Care
World's motion, The
Worst Man of the Troop

Pict. (S. R.)

Suaset Prod.

Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Women
Women and Wives

12

5500 feet. Dec.

M-G-M
Ginsberg Dist. Corp.

White Chief, The
White Fury
White Heat

Great Divide

19

U

Paramoimt
Metro-Goldwyn
Columbia

Winning of Barbara Worth
Witk Kit Caraoa Over the

14

8173 (eet. Sept. 11
4»00 feet. .Aoc.

Davis Dist

M-G-M

Whispering Canyon

M

T

First National

.

.

.

.

H. B. Warner

Tough Guy, The
Trailing Shadows

.

.

First National
B. P. Schnlberg (S. R.)
Prod. Dist. Corp
Ambassador Pict. (S.R.) 5000 feet
Ufa
.Sept. 13
Prod. Dist. Corp

Jack Perrin

7 reels

.

.

Arrow

Moore

Tonio, Son of the Sierras. Wilson-Gerber
Too Much Money
Nilsson-Stone

.

.

Colleen

5491 feet

.

.

Rome

Jane Novak

Timber Wolves
Toilers of the Sea

Charles Ray-E. BoardmanMetro-Goldwyn
Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
United Artists
Sidney-Carr
fi n««ls
Soecial Cast
Truart (S. R.l
Tnly
Calhoun-EUis
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)5900 feet Dec.
Davis Dist. Vital
Peggy O'Day
Davis Dist.-Vital
Peggy in Chinatown
Peggy O'Day
Peggy in Danger
Davis Dist.-Vital
Peggy O'Day
Davis Dist.-Vital
Peggy From HeadquartersPeggy O'Day
Peggy on the Job
Davis Dist.-Vital
Peggy O'Day
Peggy of the Secret ServicePeggy O'Day
Davis Dist.-Vital
Peggy Scores a Victory. .Peggy O'Day
Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital
Peggy Under Orders
Peggy O'Day
Plumes
M-G-M
Special Cast
Poor Girl'i Romance, A Special Cast
Film Book. Offices
Prince of Pilsen
Stewart
Prod. Dist. Corp
Anita
Porsaed
Dependable (S. R.) ..5000 feet. .ITot.
Dorothy Drew
Quality Street
Metro-Goldw^in
Quo Vadis
First National
Emil Jannings
Feb.
Racing Blood
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)
Rainbow Riley
Johnny Hines
First National
Reason Why, The
Pringle-Love
M-G-M
Reckless Lady
Belle Bennett
First National
Red Clay
William Desmond .... Universal
Red Kimono, The
Mr«. Wallace Reld
Davis Dirt.-Vital
Return of a Soldier
etro-Gold wyn
Special Cast
Road That Led Home, The
Vitagraph
Rogue's Riches
Astor Dist. (S. R.)
SpedaJ Cast
Romance of an Actress
Chadwick
Ropin' Venus, The
Umiversal
Josie Sedgwick
Rust
M-G-M
Special Cast
Rustling for Cnpid
Fox
Sailors' Wives
First National
Salvage
Tmart (S.R.)
5800 feet
SavaKe, The
Ben Lyon
First National
Scandal Street
Arrow
Welsh-Kennedy
fi750 feet. .Not.
Scarlet Letter, The
Special Cast
M-G-M
Scraps
Mary Pickford
United Artists
Special Cast
Paramount
Sea Horses
Sea Wolf, The
Ralph Ince Prod
Ralph Ince
7500 feet. .Dec.
Second Chance, The
Nilsson-Frazer
First National
Self Defense
Special Cast
Arrow Film Corp
Seventh Heaven
Special Cast
Fox
Seward's Folly
Special Cast
M-G-M
Shadow of the Wall
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)5900 feet. Dec.
Special Cast
.

.

Tongo

M-G-M
M-G-M

Special Cast
Special Cast

.Stewart

.

5600 feet. .Nov. 2'

Rayart

LOwell-Russell

One of the Bravest
Open Book
Ordeal, The

.50eo f«ot

Prod. Dist. Corp
Paddock. A. G. Sten, Inc

Special Cast
Special Cast
.Billy

. .

M-G-M
M-G-M

Special Cast
Special Cast

Nervous Wreck, The
Nine and 3-5 Seconds
Nocturne
North of Nome
Oh. Horace
Old Ironsides
On With the Show

Tale

.Davis Dist.-Vltal

.

.

Temptress, The
Special Cast
Tentacles of the North
Special Cast
Ten to Midnight
Texan's Oath, The
Ken Maynard
That Old Gang of Mine. .Maclyn Arbuckle
Thoroughbred
George O'Brien
Thoroughbred, The
Special Cast
Three Bad Men
Special Cast
Three Pals
Marilyn Mills

Fox
Arrow

Herbert Rawlinson.

Neighbor's Wife
Mysterious Island
Mystery Lady, The

.

Taxi Mystery, The

M-G-M
M-G-M

Tom Mix
Clara Bow

My

(S. R.)

Paramount
Assoc. Exhib

.

Shadow of the Mosque.
Shave and Shave Alike
Shebo
Shenandoah
Shipwrecked

.

M-G-M

Special Cast

.

Cranfield

.

Sky Rocket, The
Peggy Hopkins Joyce Assoc. Exhib
Smith of Cornell
George Walsh
Chadwick
Special Cast
Rayart
Somebody's Mother
Paramount
Song and Dance Man, The Tom Moore
Rudolph Valentino .... United Artists
Sons of the Sheik
Span of Life
Betty tllvthe
Banner Prod. (S.R.)
Wilson-Getber
Davis Dist.-Vital
Starlight Ranch
Strange Bedfellows
Metro-Goldwyn
Sunshine of Paradise Alley Special Cast
Chadwick Pict.-

First National
First National

Midnight Flames

Distributed by
Length Reviewed
& Clarke
B200feet
S.R.)
Ufa
5750 feet. .Dee. 26

Star

Mosque. .Odette Taylor

of the

Shootin' Square
Siegfried
Silence
Sign of the Claw

M-G-M
M-G-M
Fox
M-G-M

Special Cast
Special Cast

Married Cheats

Memories
Memory Lane

. .

Metro-Gold wyn

Thousand

Paces

Feature

Shadow

Fox

Special Cast
Lover's Oath, A
Ramon Navarro
Lunatic at Large, The .... Leon Errol
Lying Wives
Special Cast
Man and the Moment
Loyalties

Man With

Reviewed

Davis Dist. Div

Marilyn Mills

Mare Nostrum

Length

Distributed by

Star

Feature

Long Odds

M-G-M

erOpinionsonNewPict
" Bluebeard's

First

Seven

National

Wives "

Strand,

New

York.
Times:

"This
picture
is
a
{^ood-natured, wliolesome and luimorous travesty on life in the
motion picture world. The audience forgot all about the biting
wind outside in the constant merriment over this picture. It is a
most engaging effort, which is so
humorous that one docs not want
to turn one's head for an instant
for fear of missing a single laugli,
wliich mirth is helped along by
witty captions."

World:
"A bright,
laughable and sophisticated comedy. A large crowd at the Strand
yesterday clapped its hands and

Morning

bellowed over the dej>iction of
various episodes of studio busi-

ness and threw itself
of m(>rriment."

into gales

"It's a merry
from start to finish. This is
tlie best thing Ben Lyon has ever
done.
Lois Wilson is delightful
and Sam Hardy is irresistible. Al
Santell is a great director and the

Herald-Tribune:

tale

titles

are perfect."

Morning Telegraph:

"Excellent
runs like a gold thread
through the story. The spirit of
'Bluebeard's Seven Wives' is one
of happy-go-lucky burlesque and
afford audiences
many a
will
hearty chuckle and satisfying
guffaw."
Daily
Mirror:
"'Bluebeard's
Seven Wives,' at the Strand this
week, is a merry travesty on the
inside workings of the movies,
and unreels amid chuckles, laughs
satire

and shrieks from
ences.

It

liilarious

audi-

expertly titled and

is

neatly directed by Al Santell.
crackerjack
entertainment,
It's
shooting laughs from beginning to
end with the rapidity of a machine gun in action."
American
"We were very
:

much

amused

by 'Bluebeard's
Seven Wives.' Ben Lyon is very
entertaining, as are Lois Wilson
and Sam Hardy."
Daily
News:
"'Bluebeard's
Seven A^'ives' is a novel and thoroughly enjoyable thing to watch."
Evening Post:
"The moving
industry is thoroughly
j)icfure
and hilariously Inirlesqued at the
Strand this week in 'Bluebeard's
Seven Wives.' Mr. Lyon seems
entirely

at

home

this sort, Lois

in

Wilson

comedy
is

of

pleasant

and Sam Hardy plays Gindellicim
Alfred
with considerable gustn.
Santell has made the most of his
opportunities in this picture."

Evening
Telegram:
"'BlueSeven Wives' will enjoy

beard's

plenty of popularity for it is calculated to tickle the fancy of
every movie mad male."

Evening Graphic: "This picture
Last night's aua knockout!
dience fairly rocked with laughBen Lyon does the best
ter.
work of his career. His is a peris

characterization.
'Bluefect
beard's Seven Wives' is a corking
The sub-titles are
good story.
clever, the cast more than capable, and the direction by Al Santell

excellent.

ture go

Don't

let this pic-

by without seeing
Williams

it."

Press, Inc.

jhe hestpicture
IS

no better than

the machinery Which
makes it^a>ndrif>ht

here -

ishein^manwjactured
the recognized tine
qfiDorlds supreme
st(Jbndard
fion

mo

picture machinery

Duplex Motion Picture Industriesjnc
4fing Island City,New7drk

—
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Kothacker-Allcr

|1

.'.'^iWiiiMi

Laboratories,

Hollywood,

Calif.

First National Pictures, Inc.
Presents

''

Too Much Money

'
'

with

I

Anna Q. Nilsson and Lewis Stone.
Adapted from the Israel Zangwill
Play.
Scenario by Joseph Poland
And Jack Jungmeyer. Titles by
Ralph Spence. Art direction by
Milton Menasco. Photography by
George Folsey.

Arthur Tavares, film

Everything directed by
John Fjrancis Dijlon under the
Personal supervision of Earl Hudson.
A First National Picture.
Rothacker Prints and Service,
Editor.

Anna

Q. Nilsson

and
Lewis Stone
in

'Too

Much Money'

Look Better —

Wear Longer!

Founded 1910
by

Watterson K. Rothacker

January 23, 1926

Reg. U. S. Patent Office

That must
be 'Mike'-it's
the funniest

show on Earth !"i

ASK

^

a not at

"

itsCapitol(N.Y)
World Premiere

^ffoldwyri'

rtayer^JHl
XXXIII

No. 4

Bntrrea an teconilclnsg matter Januaru 3/, rm, at the''Plf)k dfflei'at ivi
under act of March S, 1879

Published Weekly

Albany

Los Angeles

— $2.00

o year

Ne w York

PRICE, 20
Chicago

ORGAN

UNIT

Where Beauty

is

Desired

The New Uptown Theatre, Chicago, is another of
the successive list of Wurlitzer triumphs in artistic
organ construction.
The Mighty Wurlitzer provides music that is in perfect
harmony with the splendor of this magnificent new playhouse and
contributes

its full

share in attracting patronage.

The Wurlitzer Organ has come

present dominant position in the
motion picture industry also because of its unrivalled box office value.
to

its

Wurlitzer branches in thirty-three cities from coast to coast serve Wurlitzer
organ owners, and extend any co-operation in presenting delightful musical
programs.

NEW YORK

CINCINNATI
121 E. Fourth

St.

SAN FRANCISCO
250 Stockton

St.

DENVER
2106 Broadway

WURUIZEH

NANOS ORGANS HARPS MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
•

•

•

120

W. 42nd St.

CHICAGO
329

S.

Wabash Ave.

LOS ANGELES
814

S.

Broadway

;'^<•<T5:

As
and

When Promised

We promised you Big Paramount Pictures
right

We

through from

now

till

FalL

promised these Big Pictures on or

before precise release dates*

WeWe making good 100%
For

on both promises.

instance:

FEBRUARY
THE WANDERER.
Raoul Walsh's road show spectacle now
at popular prices. With Ernest Torrence,
Greta Nissen, William CoHier, Jr. From
Maurice Samuels' famous play.

THE GRAND DUCHESS and
THE WAITER.
A Parisian love cocktail with Adolphe
Menjou, Florence Vidor. Malcolm St.
Clair Production.

THE SONG
MAN.

and

DANCE

Geo. M. Cohan's stage con\edy hit with
Tom Moore, Bessie Love, Harrison
Ford. Herbert Brenon Production.

THE
VANISHING AMERICAN.
Zane Grey's Epic Romance of the Red
Man. With Richard Dix, Lois Wilson,
Noah Beerv. Directed by Geo. Seitz.

BEHIND THE FRONT.
Big comedy special with Wallace Beery,
Raymonci Hatton, Mary Brian. By Hugh
Wiley. Edward Sutherland Production.

DANCING MOTHERS.
The ultra-modern
Clara

society stage success
Tearle, Alice Joyce,
Herbert Brenon Pro-

Conway

starring

Bow.

duction.

All ready to be played

NOW

f

paramount Q>ictures
t>i^

i

whe PaUic hnows the
Site

(parantauitt

BIG Pictures in 193 6

Qlctures

dOMEJOURN^^^KtO^

^Smi

^M..

;:asi

The Biggest National
Advertising Campaign
in the History of the
Industry is telling

them

^'.

so!

^VER 70,000,000 people are
reading in 40 national

publications monthly that
Paramount Pictures are bigger
and better than ever this
Spring.

The

list

Evening

Saturday

includes

Home

Post, Ladies*

Journal, Liberty Magazine, all
the national fan magazines and

26 farm

journals.

That means audiences created
in advance at your theatre for
Harold Lloyd in "For Heaven's
Sake!" (his first Paramount release), "The Vanishing American," "The Wanderer," "Behind the Front," "The Song and
Dance Man," "Dancing Mothers," Douglas MacLean in
"That's My Baby," "The Grand
Duchess and the Waiter" and
the 22 other big Paramount
Pictures to be released between

now

and

Fall.

When you book Paramount,
you not only get the screen's
finest box office product. You
your profit, with the
$15,000,000 worth of good

tie up,

to

will created for Paramount
Pictures by nine years of big,
consistent national advertising.
"j^m^.
\

FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR.

Pr«j<d«nt

•

.

f'l^

:

Tinc'c
Mac

ksthc
screen

WILLIAM BOYD
Mae Tinee

the

in

''Chicago

Tribune '—says
'

JOHN

C.

FLINN

"If this picture doesn't 'make' William Boyd,
so far as the movies are concerned,

StcelBdfetrecl

guess.

shows him up

It

as

having

I

miss

just

nw

about

with

everything that goes to insure the popularity of

VEHA m&YNOLDS
& WILLIAM

BOYD

udopiedby Elliott J.
Jrom the

Claws on

male screen idol. Good looks, bonhomie,
pep, humor, appeal, the winsomest smile that
ever won a woman's heart, and a clean-cut, twothe

SAIURDAY EVENING POST STORIES
•VheMventHreioJ WallyCav''
by

HERSCHEL

S.

Directed hy JSLTTICS

HALL

fisted

Hogatl

men

A METROPOLITAN PRODUCTION

manliness sure

—

all

to

put him over with the

these things are his,

"I ask you

—

is

AND

he can act!

that filling the bill?"

RELEASED BY

PRODUCEKS DISTKIBUTINC COKPOKATIOM
F. C.

MUNROE.

Member

ProiJ.nl

RAYMOND PAWLEY.

VKcPiMidtm and

Trtj.utcr

JOHN

C.

FLINN.

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

Vicc-Proldcni and Cencril Manaitr

WILL H. HaYS,

Presicient

Foreign Distributors
Producers International Corporation
130 West 46th Street., Nev York. N.

J

Kdliira
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Kilgen Wonder Organ
for Gary's New Theatre

m
i|n5tallatiini5:
CHICAGO

^M4^-.^Ritz

'^^

White Palace
Radio Station

W-H-T
Vogue

Maywood
ST.

LOUIS

Grand Central
Tivoli
Capitol
Ritz
Radio Station

^

1^ ^'

"Voice of
Louis"
West End Lyric
GARY. IND.
St.

Palnre Theatre nt Giry, Indiana,
Above — Interior M
onr ni thf most ttutrouohlv rauipped and impoxina motion
in the
West.
—
John
picture
Neti)

Mirlrltc

theatr,:^

P.bcrsoii.

the

New

vntionnU\
Palace

reputed

Riciht

theatre

architect

A/f.

who designed

Palace

Broadway
ST. PAUL
Capitol

\ KILGEN
^

^

ing

"The Voice

in Gary's

i

Wonder Organ

is

furnish-

of the Silent

Drama"

CAPE GIRARDEAU
MO.

Broadway

KEOKUK
Grand

newest Theatre.

HOUSTON

The

selection

of a

Kilgen for the

Palace adds one more impressive
tion to the great

and growing

list

New

Majestic

installa-

of Kilgen

Wonder Organs.
Whenever
%ik

there

is

a desire for perfect re-

sponsiveness in the true and vivid expression
of

all

human

upon by

emotions, the Kilgen

architects,

is

agreed

organists and theatre

owners.

An

Invitation

Kilgen Organ architects have
been studying the organ rec|uirements of theatres for
Let them confer
years.
with your builders on the question of an organ installation.
The benefit of this long study
knowledge is available
and
without
obligation
on your
part.
When you write, please
state the most convenient time
fur an appointment.

many

\L-

ST.
Studio

—232

LOUIS

Wrigley Bldg., Chica<io

THE VOICE OF THE SILENT

DRAMA

^

Booked

ibr

arun at B.S.MosS

unprecedented premiere aboard
the S.S. Leviathan ^^ ^^ -^^
it's

PEGGY HOPKINS JOYCE
/re
resented by

Associated
Exhibitors 4
Oscai A.Piice
^president

THE
SKYROCKET
—
A
Marshall Neilan Productioru

From the Cosmopolitan J^agazine Story b/Adela Rogers St.John^'
Produced br Celebrity Pictuies, Inc.

cuss

Of SERVICE

WESTEMi UNION

SYMBOL

TELEGRAM

If

DAY lEHER

BLUE

NIGHT MESSAGE

NITE

NIGHT LETTER

N I

none

ol these three symbols
alter the ctieck (number ol

aopears
words) tti)S IS a telegram. Ottiet
wise Its character is indicated by the
symbol aDoearing after the check.

The

li'ing

time as-showfi

\n

NEWCOMB CARLTOM. PRESIDEfn-

(he dite !'"• on

full

'!)

E.

ATKINS

.

New

SYMBOL
1

1

DAY LEHER
ttlGHT

BLUE

MESSAGE

NITE

NIGHT LEHER

N

L

none of these tfiree symbols
appears after the check (number ol
words) this IS a telegram. Other
If

wise

FIRST VICE-PRIESIDEJfT

shown on

SERVICE

TELEGRAM

AM

rale telegram* and day letters, and the I'me at receipt at destination as

Received at 54 West 45th Street.

URky6^ 77 NL

OEORGE W.

CUSS Of

all

messages,

its

character

is

1

ndicated by the

symbol aopearing afler the check.

ts

STANDARD

TIME.

York.

EXTRA 1/65

1926

WATERLOO IOWA

Zkl^

11 PU

11

19

II

OSCAR PRICE
PRESIDENT AS3N EXHIBITORS NEWYORK NY
THE FRANK AMUSEMENT CO OF IOWA WILL CELEBRATE ITS SIXTH
ANi.IVERSARY DURING THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY SEVENTH STOP AFTER SCREENING

MANY AVAILABLE SUBJECTS FOR THIS MOST IMPORTANT EARLY EVENT

AM

PLEASED TO ADVISE YOU THAT THE PLAZA SIOUXCITY AND THE I33I3

9
I

I

re
resented by

Associated

CEDARRAPIDS WILL PRESENT THE SKYROCKET AS PREMIER PRESENTATIONS
IN THE STATE TO BE FOLLOWED WITHIN A WEEK BY WATERLOO AND CLINTON STOP
W.E

EXPECT A SKYROCKETING ANNIVERSARY WEEK REGARDS AND THANKS

Exhibitors A:
Oscai A.Piice
'President

FRAt:K Al^USEMENT CO

01''

I<T*VA

ALEXANDER FRANK PRES.

1

Qhere's going to be a blast oflaughter
-^ in your theatre whenever you shoW

HAMILTON
COMEDIES
1
1

•

•

You can count on

—

—

it
always and can promise your
patrons an extra good lot of laughs, with assurance
of a lot of extra profits, too, if your exploitation is
the kind that fits this fine type of Short Feature.

check up exhibitors' reports on "THE MOVIES"
you want further proof.

Just
if

Presents
x

^

Lloyd Hamilton
in

"FRAMED^^

Member, Motion Picture
Producers and Distributor,
of America, Inc.
Will H. Hays, President

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc.

Showman Makes

This

25 Per Cent Added Profit
by Exploiting His Short Features

THE SPICE OFTHE

Roy

PROGRAM"

who

runs the Fuller Theatre in Kalamazoo, Mich., played the two-reel Lupino
Lane Comedy ''The Fighting Dude'' the first
week in January and built a great Laugh Month
Tillson,

exploitation

campaign around

it.

Here's his own story of the results at the box-office:
SYMBOL

Class of service
Telpgram

Day

Letter

Blue

Nighl Mess39e

Nite

N

nighl Letter
II

none

of

these

three

WESTEJj^* UNION

ai)Cr:;r5 alter ttie

NrWCOMB CARLTON. POCSIOENT

GEORGE W.

E.

|

SYMBOL]

Telegram

Day

AM

L

symbols

check (number of
words) this is a telegram. Olhernise Its Character is indicated by the
symbol apprartng after the check.

CLASS Of SERVICE

Btue

Letter

Night

Message

Nile

NL

Nighi Letter

none

these three symbols
apoe^n. after the chei k number of
words) this 's 3 telegram. Otherwise its character is>ndiutedbythe
symbol jppeanng after the check.
If

o(

i

ATKINS, first vicc-raEsioCNT

RECEIVED AT
KAL--.

:.IICH

JAK 12 1926

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES INC.
370

BOX

AVE

7

OFFICE

PERCENT

NEW YORK

PEPPED

DURING.

MONTH

HAVE CAUGHT THE SPIRIT
AND GOING

out'

LEAST

AT

UP

LAFF

N Y

TWENTY

FIVE

PATRONS SEEM TO

THEY LAUGH COMING IN

CONGRATULATIONS ON SOME WONDERFUL

EDUCATIONAL LAFF MONTH SPECIALS

NOW PLAYING CHEAP SKATES

EVERYONE A KNOCKOUT

BOY HOW THEY ROAR

ROY TILLSON

You,

too,

can make big Added Profit by booking and boosting
Educational n^^mmmmmmmms^
Pictures
EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES,

Member Motion

Picture

Producers and Distributor

Inc.

P

of

America.

Inc.— Will H.

Hays,

President

h

No More
Blue Mondays
YOUR THEATRE

on Monday afternoons
and evenings by this new Plan which is taking the
country by storm. Cash in on the universal interest
in radio and boost your attendance on slack days.

FILL

—

C WE FURNISH

everything complete
radio
outfit and all details for operation of Plan, including advertising materials. No trouble for you.

C EVERY PATRON
you

select, the

gets a

key

— on

the night

fortunate possessor of the only

master key opens the lock and gets the radio outfit.
Everybody talks about it
you get vv^ide publicity
a sure-fire hit w^herever it is used. Brings em
builds up a steady clientele
in again and again

—

—

—

for you.

CBE THE FIRST

your locality to feature this
popular money-making Plan
don't put it off
in

—

another day!

C NO OBLIGATION — just

NOW

send

in the

coupon

for full information.

Send
in this

coupon
for full

BRISTOL-BARBER SALES

CO.,
(Charles H. Parker, Manager)
3 East 14th St., New York City
Send me full particulars or have your representative call to explain your Key
Plan for stimulating theatre attendance on slack days.
under.stand that this entails
I
no obligation on

my

part.

Na

information

Theatre

Address

WILLIAM

S.

IN
44

TUMDLEWEEDS

SCortfbuHAL G.

VD

HART

EVARTS

^daptedforihe screen hij C.

GARDNER

ft

SULLIVAN

WAKING DAGGOT

Direc

The New York
"Hart and his 'Tumbleweeds' packed 'em
and we recommend it."— Herald Tribune.

in,

"Elaborate production lifts 'Tumbleweeds' out
of the 'Western' class. The land rush scenes
American.
are magnificent."

—

"We

Hart in his 'Tumbleweeds' and
we believe you will, also." — Graphic.
like Bill

Verdict

Hart continues to film such pictures as
*Tumbleweeds' he is back to stay with his host
of fans."— Journal.

"If Bill

"'Tumbleweeds'
his finest

—

is

one of Hart's

picture."

— Telegraph.

finest

—

if

not

"Hart's superb riding stirred Strand audiences
to rousing cheers."— Mirror.
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Laughing Gas
THE OLD YOUNG
AUDIENCES SHAKE
JELLY ON A PLATE
WATCH MARSHALL
COMIC SENSATION

wyn-H^^Cr

NEILAN'S
nth

aS'EL,.
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WITH

HIS

LATEST WESTERN SCREEN FIND

WONDERFUL HORSE AND

HIS PALS

-FRANKIE DARRO, PONY

IN

CRACKERJACK
BOX-OFFICE WESTERNS
THE CURRENT RELEASE
OF WHICH

THE FAST ACTION DRAMA

OF THE WEST

Have You Played
These Sure Fire

Tom

Tyler Winners

"Let's

Go Gallagher"

"The Wyoming Wildcat'^
<<

The Cowboy Musketeer"
DISTRIBUTED BY

Film Booking Office of America,
1560

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Inc.

AND DOO

WATCH FOR

GEORGE IRVING
''COLONEL''

FAIRFAX

The American Father
in

''The King of the Turf''
F.B.O.

- - - -

James Hogan

Reprinted from Motion Pictire News, Issue of Jcuiiniry
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The biggest mdicnce
picture the screen has liad in

sold''

many years

,

L

WILLIAM FOX
presents

^

,,

Represents one of the truly
^^wonder^' pictures of the

section of the globe

screen*

equalled

From every possible angle of
showmanship 'The Johns-

The

—Result;

an audience never before

—

is

picture

waiting!
is

a stupendous

no money was denied
its director; no eflfort spared:
no time-clock held on its production* A mighty creation
effort:

town Flood" ranks high with
the biggest ticket selling pro-

ductions this industry has
ever made*

that will bring with

During the past 36 years its
story has been carried to every

wave"

it

a ''tidal

of big profits for

any

box-office*

It'

ith

GEORGE —O^BRlEN
Janet Gaynor

Florence Gilbert

Anders Randolf

Sior^ b\ Edfrid

—

Paul Nicholson

Bingham

—

Robert Lord

IRVING CUMMINGS PRODUCTION

FOX FILM CORPORATION

here*s a
wonder I

No.

For Season of 1926—1927

10

William Fox
presents

DAVID BELASCO^S
Tremendous stage

success

^he

AUCTIONEER

By Lee Arthur and Charles Klein

What a purchase

this

was/

^^The Auctioneer" has a lover every-

where*

It

was in

this stage

For two soUd years,
tional year's run in

success that the great-

played

character actor the
world has ever known

over the country*

est

was uncovered:

DAVID
WARFIELD

to enthusiastic

Then came

after

New

its

sensa-

York,

audiences

it

all

meet
the tremendous public demand*
several revivals to

As a FOX picture you can look forward to one of the biggest money
makers of the season.

Tax FilniOarporatinn-

"

to be CO
the Broadway run of the

ImYwimt
weeks
at the

THEATRERun terminated by the opening cf
John Barrymore
J AK.

in

The SeaBeast

15 "

Ronald Colman-May McAvoy
(

ij

hy (irran^enient toith Samuel (foldwyn.)

..,»,.

.^EMSTLUBITSCH

I

EMSTLVBITSCH prodvction

IMEIE FAN
B.S.MOSS

C AivTE O
:

for an indefinite period
beginning' Jan.) 7*"

Irene Rich - Bert Lytell
'

Classics of the Screen

^^-

AHNUAL

AMPA

REVEL

HAKED
TRUTH
^DANCE
DINNEIl

5

-

9his 15 not a

subuuaq rush

-a seat for evenibod^ at 100 table^r
seofinq 100 celebrities -attendance
limited to 1000. ^wo Jazz Bands
Luill provide continuous music for

hoof and eye entertainment

-

•

TICKETS

HO.
TABLES^
[seating

i?om

I

ten/

SCHARLES EINFELD

First National

365 Madison Ave.-sVanderbilt

6600

'

.i- .*

mm.*

AGAIN THIS YEAR
Robert C. Bruce, foremost artist of the screen
in outdoor photography, has created

SOMETHING

NEW

in Screen Novelties for the

m

SHOWMEN OF AMERICA
i

*4X)!»*-

A

of scenic effects

series

which can be

built into a

and scenic novelties

show

any length

in

desired.

ROBERT C. BRUCE
Pictorial

•«iif*-

Photographer

Thirty different

subjects,

from 200

feet.

to

900

varying

in

length

•««f*-

Designed as aids to presentation for
to build a varied program.

showmen who

want

•-Hi^f*

The musician's great opportunity
harmony of sound v/ith art on the
Address
C.
6101 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,

BRUCE

ROBERT

Calif.

or

Room

1704, 2

W.

45th

St.,

New York City

to

combine the

screen.

!

j^

NATIONAIi^

ANlSfOUNCEMENX;
January-to-June, is ivritten
in Showman* s language
It]lets

the pictures '^speak

26Toutstanding Box-office Hits
and 2 Stupendous Specials!

I^appears

first

inrMOTlON

Picture NEWS,Tof course. _
The big announcements are all
in the

NEWS

first.

ALBANY,

Volume XXXJII

N. Y.,

AND NEW YORK

CITY, January

No. 4

23, 1926

Wall Street

A

MAN

said to me, the other day:
can see what's going to happen to

industry. Wall Street has
Street will run it.

"I
this

come

in; and,
They'll play
checkers with the various concerns, move
them around to suit themselves, and their own

now, Wall

objectives, etc."
And this talk

is

quite

common

these days

within the business.
^

1;

^

and merchandize the

securities to the public.
only with the latter class of firms that

concerned. When we speak of
*'Wall Street" in connection with this industry
we refer to, and only to, these underwriters
and merchandizers of securities.
this industry is

And

experts, executives

to get a true perspective of

them we
must view these merchandizers of stocks and
bonds just as we regard the wholesalers of cotton, wheat, sugar, manufactured articles
or
films.
That's just what they are, security
wholesalers— and that's where their profit is.
When we say that once they are in the business they will want to stay in it and run it, we
are pretty far from the truth and the facts.
When Wall Street launches a financial structure there is a brief period of banker control.
That IS natural. But once the bonds and stocks
are distributed— sold and placed in
other
hands, the bankers are anxious to pass
on to

—

who

represent the owners,
the industry and the public. It would be too
much, much too much, to expect bankers to
run a varied lot of businesses and run them
well.

underwriting

is not successful and
the securities don't move from the bankers'
shelves, they will naturally remain in control
till the securities do sell
and they may attempt

If the

^

Well, let us see.
To begin with. Wall Street is one of the
least understood institutions on the face of the
earth. Wall Street has always been more maligned than maligning.
So has the industry of motion pictures. The two should have
charity for each other.
Wall Street, let us explain for those who
may not know, is made up of two classes of
firms. There are brokerage houses who buy
and sell securities on order of their clients and
for a commission. I'hen there are investment
bankers who underwrite financial structures
It is

something else. That, we repeat, is their business.
That is where their profits are. The
business then goes into the hands of trained

;

mergers,

or

reorganizations

to

this

end.

Again, if a banking firm is successful in one
underwriting it may go on to other underwritings within that industry. The experience
acquired equips them to be further successful.
But in no event do they want to get in an
industry and stay in it and be of it. That isn't
their business.
In fact, the last thing in the
world they do want is to get caught by an
enterprise and have to stay and learn all about

and go to work in it while their own and
lucrative business— the one they are trained for
it

—

consequence.
So there won't be any Wall Street control
in this business, nor any more Wall Street
interference than Wall Street can possibly
avoid. Thousands and thousands of concerns
in this country have passed through their
period of underwriting and gone back into
suffers in

their

own

executives' hands. Today they are
scot-free from banker control.
When they
need additional capital they get it from their
own stockholders.

—

And so it will be in this business with the
strong and successful concerns. It is only the
ueak and needy that get an overdose of Wall
Street.

.
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OUR

l!ob

congratulations

t

AN

o

Welsh, Oscar Price,

Peggy Hopkins Joyce,
"The Skyrocket" and th^ Lev-

iathan for the very successful
premiere last week of the former picture on the latter ship.
don't hesitate to say
that it was about the best of all the remarkable prem-

We

ieres in this business.

And we might

remark that few pictures have
ever been handled throughout as cleverly. If anyone
also

ever doubts that exploitation is half the battle, let
them rememljer "The Skyrocket."
make the pre-

We

diction that

it

will

go down

in historv.

i

c

t it

re

X e zv s

EDITOR
Tke Week

in ReA)iev?

September that he had finished paying what the
picture had cost him personally.
Nevertheless, Mr. Griffith may, and should, take
comfort in the fact that upon "Intolerance," which
the public would not have in a large way at the boxoffice, rests much of the fame that always will be associated with his name.
Then he went on to speak of the tremendous power
of the motion picture. He summed this up in a very
striking manner by saying: "I believe no nation can
now be great unless it has a great motion picture industry." The chancelleries of Europe are finding that
out have found it out, some of them, within very recent days.
The picture industry in America is great there
can be no question about that great, especially in the
sense used by Mr. Griffith
in bringing to all peoples
the American commercial message
American customs and clothes and' machinery and products with
last

;

—

—

and

direct

;

—

bearing on world trade.
Mr. Griffith himself has had a big part in
American motion picture to its present

vital

Certainly,
bringing the

commanding position
made to its technique

— through

the additions he has
the great number of players he
trained the pictures he has created and, particularly,
the big shove forward given the whole business of
picture-making and exhibition by "The Birth of
;

;

;

A

Oscar A. Price, president of Associated Exhibitors, Inc.; Peggy Hopkins Joyce, star of "The Skyrocket;" and Captain Hartley of the
Leviathan, at the premiere of the picture on the giant boat Thursday
evening, January 7.
(Photo by Foto Topics, Inc.)

one of the big companies releasing upwards of
fifty pictures a year could exploit all of them as "The
Skyrocket" has been handled, there wouldn't be much
question about the success of most of them. But then,
take concentration and concentration takes
it does
time.
And not every picture has exploitation mateIf

rial.

By the way, the advertising didn't do the Leviathan
It was a mighty good job all
any harm, either.
around, and mighty well done.

Nation."
*

*

*

IRST NATIONAL comes forward with its announcement of pictures for the next six months
January to June, this year, and comprising
twenty-six features and two specials.
Of these, the highlights, looked at from the showman's angle, seem to us to be about like this "Men of
Steel" and "The Viennese Medley," quite different, of
course, in theme and locale, but both promising to be
unusually interesting and "big" from the audience
\-iewpoint
one the epic of steel and the other a powerful theme, too, centering about the post-war havoc

F

:

—

Vienna.

in

—

to

this
starring Norma Talmadge
rate,
At
should prove perhaps her strongest role.
any
High up
it is eagerly awaited, as all her pictures are.
on the schedule should be placed Colleen Moore in
"Irene" and "Miss Nobody," while Constance Tal-

—

essays another scintilating Hans Kraely role in
"Silky Ann."
Corinne Griffith is represented by "Mile. Modiste,"
from the famous comic opera by Herbert and Blossom,
and "Ashes," the latter affording her a strong dra-

Also,

THAT

was a remarkable speech which D. W.
made to the A. M. P. A. the other day.

Griffith

He stated his intention of retiring in two years
a quiet place on Chesapeake Bay, where, surrounded by friends, books and peace, he would be far
from the storm and stress of picture production.
certain philosophical irony ran through his remarks. He pictured himself as being worth millions
but only in his imagination, and asked his listeners
to pray that his dream would be realized.
Speaking of his work as a pioneer, he pointed out
that he had made a determined effort to give the pubIn "Intolerance," for example.
lic ideas on the screen.
He thought, perhaps, he had tried to crowd too much
into one production. At any rate, he said, it was only

A

"Kiki,"

madge

matic

role.

comedy features of unusual promLeon Errol in "The Lunatic
at Large," Harry Langdon in "Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp!" and Johnny Hines in "Rainbow Riley" and
"The Brown Derby."
Four

ise

first

rate

are likewise included:

—
:
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ON BROADWAY
By William A. Johnston
Richard Barthelmess has two in the hst, both of
which would seem to be well worth waiting for, "Just
Suppose" and "The Kid From ^Montana," the latter
presenting- him in an altogether new role.
Milton Sills, in addition to "Men of Steel," will be
seen in "His Partner's Wife," another of the many
Liberty stories to reach the screen.
Some strong box-office titles are listed among the
Earl Hudson is scheduled to do "Too
all-star group.
Much Money" and "The Savage." Robert T. Kane
is to make "The Reckless Lady" and "The Dancer of
Paris." June Mathis is producing "The Far Cry" and
"The Second Chance." Sam Rork and Marion Fairfax contribute "The Desert Healer." Sawyer and
Lubin are represented by "The Girl From JMontmar-

Edwin Carewe has "Twentieth Century Unlimited" and "Pals First." M. C. Levee with "Molasses," E. M. Asher with "Good Luck," and Louis
B. Mayer and John M. Stahl with "Memory Lane"
tre."

round out the list.
It is a showman's group of pictures, abounding in
saleable titles, brilliantly studded with stars and featured players of tried and tested box-office and appeal,
and it is, as well, a balanced group of pictures which
should satisfy all without surfeiting patrons with any
particular type of production.
Something deserves to be said, too, of the insert
itself which announces the First National January to

June group. It is a complete departure, in appearance and make-up, from previous First National announcements, and vividly reflects the showmanship inherent in the productions. C. F. Chandler and "Bob"
Dexter should receive many words of praise on this
insert
neither should the art department be ignored
in handing out the compliments.
This year is going to be a race for good pictures
great pictures and if this announcement is any criterion First National should be well up front in the race.

—

—

DRESSER,
LOUISE
rank for

it

will be recalled,

won

first

the best individual performance by an
actress during 1925 in the poll of leading photoplay critics, recently conducted by Motion Picture

News.

This

was for her work

in

'"The

"I have been in pictures such
while just three years,

a

little

to be exact

they are
——

still a geat
-mystery to me, but I am trying
to find my niche in them the
same as I did in the theatre.
\\'ith my kindest thoughts to your organization, my
heartfelt thanks to all concerned."

^

^

^

THERE have been

indications, in recent years, of
the stability of the motion picture industry but
none has impressed us quite so much as Pathe's
announcement that twenty-seven per cent of its employees have been with the company five years or

more.

There are approximately 1600 employees; of these
434 are on the five-years-or-more list; 353 have from
five to nine years to their credit 64 from ten to fourteen years; and 17 have fifteen years or more continu;

ous service with Pathe.
Long service with a single concern shows a very
high morale in the organization. The Pathe situation is decidedly unusual and quite the reverse of the
customary condition, as regards changes in personindustry.
of stability of a very definite
reflects credit on the whole film world.

nel, in this

It is indicative

and

SELLING pictures

A

sort,,

with pictures
sound prinmotion picture advertising and the
means employed by Universal to carry to exhibitors their message of a forthcoming Dimitri Buchowetzki production, "The Midnight Sun." There is
nothing new about using a number of stills in an advertisement but the way a first page and three spreads
were used in this instance, certainly deserves a menciple

!

of

—

In the lay-outs are over fifty scenes of this picture with attractive, snappy captions wdiich are unusually discriptive.
One other reason as to why we
praise this form of advertising is due to the fact that
in the past few months a number of exhibitors have
written in to Motion Picture New^s on this very
same subject. "Give us more stills of new pictures so
we can tell what they're all about," they say and we
take this occasion' to compliment the advertising de~
partment for giving them just what they want.
tion.

—

Goose

Woman."
Miss Dresser has written us a letter of appreciation,
which is as charming as she is herself. We quote it
"A great many fine and wonderful things have
come my way during the twenty-five years I have
spent in the theatre, but nothing has surprised or
pleased me more than when I read in your Christmas
issue that 'The Goose Woman' had been so highly
thought of by so many splendid critics. I wish I might
convey to each one of them through you how truly
grateful I am, how thoroughly I appreciate the great
tribute they have paid me.

FOX gave
its

us an opportunity to preview "The
First Year," and in addition to what our review may say, we cheerfully go on record as to
wide audience appeal and to the multitude of laughs

in this first rate, well

woman

made comedy.

Every

girl

and

looking forward to, or backward on, or down upon the first year of matrimony,
and they'll want to see this well advertised picture and
drag the men folks along. It will please them all.
Matt Moore is at his best and Frank Borzage does a
creditable piece of direction based upon Frances
in this

Marion's

country

script.

is
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Speaking Editorially
FLORIDA

is proving to be quite a mecca for
film folk, as the theatre situation in the boom

William Fox and James
is a very live topic.
R. Grainger have departed for Miami, and it is
reported a Fox theatre chain is in contemplation.
State

Harold B. Franklin, of Famous Players, also went
to Florida this week, and it would not be surprising
to hear of some important developments soon.

BOOKING

combines, proposed and actual, come
to the fore again this week.
There is a movement in St. Louis to get the independent houses
together in a combination, though the plan is stil!
in a formative stage. In Southwest Washington and
Oregon a company has been formed which seeks
the booking and buying union of all the smaller
theatres in that region. New York City exhibitors
are discussing a booking pool, according to reports.
•*

ELSEWHERE

*

*

in this issue are detailed descrip-

C

Dwight
Leeper, vice-itresident of Richmount Pictures, distributing
Raynrt product abroad, photographed on the Coast with Max and Moritz,
trained chimpanzees appearing in "The Phantom Police," a new Rayart
serial.

"Tavern Knight;" and there are others of equal
importance planned or in the making.
It is, of course, imperative that quality on the
screen keep pace with exhibition quality. The bigger
and more pretentious the theatre the more necessary
tini's

—

—

be equally
that the main attraction
the picture
good or even better. In no other way can the
motion picture's hold upon the public be fully main-

Laugh 'Month Campaigns put on by
exhibitors, among them R. F. Woodhull, President
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America;
and Roy Tillson, manager of the Fuller Theatre,
Kalamazoo, Mich. They merit careful reading;

it is

and should prove added incentives to other exhibitors who have not yet joined in the campaign.

Editorial

359

Second Editorial Page

362

tions of

*

*

*

rpHE DENVER POST, in a recent issue,
^

a liberal

amount

devoted

of space to an attack on the

the public to protest to their representatives in Washington
a plan that should be followed, not only by
the public, but by exhibitors everywhere.

—

HIGHLIGHTS
week show

*

-*

the production news of the
carefully considered plans for picin

Joseph M. Schcnck announced that
Norma Talmadge and Ronald Colman will appear
in an elaborate production of "The Garden of
Allah;" Norman Trevor, well-known stage figure,
has been signed by F.P.-L. Jimmy Cruze came back
from Europe, where he did preliminary work for
*'01d Ironsides," one of Paramount's future historical specials, the other being "The Rough Riders."
John Barrymore, whose "Sea Beast" for Warners
came into view on Broadway this week, having completed "Don Juan," will start work shortly in Sabatures of value.

;

tained.

Pictures and People

proposed Federal Censorship Bill, introduced by
Congressman Swope. There is a strong appeal to

*

—
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RISING
RED THOMSON, F.

YOUNG MAN
Western star, is rising so
meetmg with such favor

O.

B.

vapsdiy in the film firmament and has been

en

part of exhibitors

tiie

are to be

Hope Hampton,

screen star, disof the gowns which

playing one
she wears in '^Colorful Fashions

from Paris." done
Educational

in color,

is

which

reelasins.

from

made on

that his future productions

B. O.
expense is

advices

charge of proto be spared in
along with his famous

Schnitzer, vice-president of F.

I.

J.

and the pubhc

a greatly increased scale, according to
in

duction, now in Los Angeles.
No
making each picture starring Fred Thomson
horse. Silver King, better and bigger.
Under the supervision of Milton Gardner, production manager
for Thomson, a corps of writers is at work fashioning future stories
of unusual merit and novel treatment.
homson himself takes a
deep personal interest in this end of production, and insists on suit-

John

C. Flinn, the energetic vicepresident and general manager of
Producers Distributing Corporation, all set for a clean sicpep in

1

able

showman

ship angles in each story.

homson has an unusual record
around world's champion for three
I

loo,

as

an ahtlete, having been allyears.
Silver King,

different

remarkably popular.
Where mo.st of the movie horses are
1 homson's
steed is a thoroughbred Irish hunter, insured
$ 00,000 by his master.
IS

mustangs,
for

1

"PAN" DUBS GOTHAMITES RUBES
LEXANDER PAN lAGES, head of Pantages circuit,

A
IS

day

reported to have remarked the other

real

showmen

I've been a dumbell all my
East instead of fighting the long jump

'rubes.'

Irene Hiitler, three and one-half
years old, of !Sew York City, winner of the first prize in the Child
Movie Star contest conducted by

Metro-GoldwYn-Maver.

life

in

Mmneapolis: "The

in

New

west of Chicago.

are

York's exhibitors are
for

the

going into the

not

West."

He

announced at the same time that he was about to enter Manhattan.
1 he Pantages circuit, while primar.ly vaudeville, features

during

pictures prominently.

and

month

in

Tuxedo

HONORED

the eve of his retirement as

Rialto

Rivoli,

Laugh

comedies.

URIESENFELD
PON

One of the newest and fairest of
the Educational leading ladies is
Helen Fosler, who will do her bit

Criterion

theatres,

managing

director of the

New York

Hugo

City,

Riesenfeld was presented by the employees of the three houses with
a bronze bust of himself, executed by Emil Fuchs, the sculptor, as
an earnest of their esteem and affection for him.
Many of the

employees had been with him during all the ten years of his regime.
He was deeply affected by the tribute, and the occasion was a

memorable one.

A FOX LAUGH MONTH SCHEDULE
N

unusual

of co-operation with the spirit of

bit

Laugh Month

announcement that Fox Films
has readjusted production and release schedules to permit of showcomes
ing

to

three

light

of

week with

this

its

most

the

important

1

rip to

Chinatown

"

productions,

all

The three are "1 he
and "The Cowboy and the

angle, during this month.

FSIX LITTLE

with
First

a

comedy

Year,"

"A

Countess."

ASTERISKS

AIRLY

stamp

A

piquant portrait of Edna Marian,

Century comedienne, selected by
am pus as one of its latest
promising Babv
of most

the tf
roster

Stars.

by

generous use was made this week of the asterisk
The recommended
the National Board of Review.

"The Sea Beast,' starring John Barrymore,
"The Great Love," "The Yankee Senor," Tom Mix, "Mike,"
with Sally O'Neill, Pathe Review No. 3 and "Time Flies," a
productions

include

Lupino Lane comedy.

is one of the most charming
camera studies we have seen recently of Pola Negri, and was
the
filming
during
taken
of
"A Woman of the World" (Paramount).

This

.
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TWO-THIRTY-THREE CLUB ACTIVE
1 1

H

newly elected

a

officers,

of the most representative film

men

in

2 -story
holding company to erect a
usual nature, the Two-Thirty-Three
month in healthy sh-ape.
he officers for the year of

1

$1,500,000

1

1

total membership of
,265
Hollywood, and plans for a

club

1926

building of un-

on

enters

will be:

its

President,

sixteenth

Edwards

Davis (re-elected)
Vice Presidents, Frank Lloyd, John McCormick and Wallace Beery; Corresponding Secretary, Bryant Washburn; Recording Secretary, Raymond McKee (re-elected); Executive Clerk, Fred Douglas; Treasurer, Samuel Kress (re-elected);
Board of Directors, George Sargent, Chairman; John Ince, Perry
Vekroff, James W. Home, Lewis W. Gill, George Fawcett,
Edward V. Rowland, John E. Elliott, David H. Thompson,
Louis Physioc, Joseph Goldsmith, Jr., and John LeRoy Johnston.
Membership Committee is Winifred North, Lewis W. Gill,
1 he
Mitchell Lewis, Herbert Prior, William H. Turner, David H.
During the year the Hilarity Degree will be given by
1 hompson.
a committee headed by Harry O. Dull, Charles Stevens, George
Marshall, Paul Hurst and Scotty Beal.
;

and archaeologists have tried for years to decide
the Venus de Milo were doing before they were
broken off. Esther Ralston, who has the title role of ''The American
J eniis" (Paramount) shows Larry Gray, the male lead, her idea of the
Artists, historians
tvhat the arms of

LLOYD AS AN EVANGELIST

prominent film men initiated recently into the club are:
Monte Blue, Edwin Carewe, Walter Long

'

from the advance reports on "For Heaven's Sake,
his first comedy for Paramount, Harold Lloyd has struck out once
In this picture Jie combines a
more along an altogether new vein.
that happiness is to be found in
very human, worth while theme

—

—

He
with his usual sure-fire comedy situations.
in a mission in the slums, and becomes a gogetter of the evangelist fraternity, going out and bringing in the
Jobyna Ralston is again his leading
converts by force, if necessary.
interested

lady, with

public institutions.

Douglas Fairbanks,
and Del Lord.

J UDGING
becomes

1

Among

classic lady's pose.

helping others

On Christmas Day the club presented President Edwards Davis
with a Chrysler coupe and appropriated $ ,000 for the purpose
of bringing Christmas cheer to various members and to inmates of

Sam Taylor

directing

and the

reliable

Lloyd

staff

around

A MILLION DOLLAR SMILE

J US r

is a smile worth?
To Mrs. Douglas MacLean, wife of the Paramount comedy star, his smile is now potentially worth $250,000 under the terms of a novel Christmas gift
which she received from him.
Through a Los Angeles insurance

broker,

how much

MacLean

recently applied

for a

policy protecting

to the extent of a quarter million against illness or

might terminate

A

his screen career,

with

his

himself

accident which

wife as beneficiary.

clause in the policy provides that any injury or illness which

prevents the comedian from smiling the smile that audiences

H

LITTLE COLONEL'S ANNIVERSARY
ENRY

B.

WALTHALL,

who

has just fimshed

in

"Three

Faces East," has just celebrated his twelfth screen anniversary.
During that time his pictures have shown all over the globe, in
As the Little Colonel in "The Birth
great theatres and in lowly.
of a Nation," he was generally credited with the most sympathetic
piece of acting ever seen on the screen, but Renaud Hoffman, who
will produce "The Unknown Soldier," claims that in this production he will have an even finer role in popular appeal.

so well

is

to be considered sufficient

photograph of the MacLean smile
tion is to be filed with the policy.

know

grounds for a settlement.

in its

A

present state of preserva-

Violinists' fingers, dancers' legs, and
such professional assets
have been insured on numerous occasions, and Mr. Ziegfeld once

took out policies to protect himself against his leading show

marrying, but

this

declared

to

be the

first

girls

instance in which a

been placed on anything so intangible as a smile.

definite value has

M

is

GEORGIA
ORE

than a

little

human

interest

attaches to the announce-

ment that Georgia Hale has been placed under long-term contract
by Paramount. Little more than a year ago, Georgia was an unknown extra girl bathing beauty now and then hanging on precariously in the hazardous task of struggling for film fame.
;

;

Ihen came "The Salvation Hunters," the 'successful failure*
fame and a position as Chaplin's leading woman,
after utter ruin seemed in sight when the public refused to grow

that brought her

enthusiastic over the picture.

more than a stepping stone

Realizing that comedies could be no
for this gifted

miss,

Chaplin released

Now a suither from her contract when Paramount beckoned.
and we may hope that
able vehicle is being prepared for her there
genuine achievement and its rewards may come to the girl so
deftly and fittingly "subtitled" in "The Gold Rush" at various

—

points as just

"Georgia."

OTO
N

George O'Brien leaves the Indians and miners on his set to come
over to pay homage to Frank Borzage, acknowledged "Squash King
Foxe, who is playing
of the Hollywood Athletic Club," aided by Earle
under Borzage's direction in "Wages for Wives" (Fox).

AID TONSIL HOSPITAL

evening, January 20th, at 9 o'clock, a special
performance of "Just Suppose" will be given at the Plaza Hotel
ballroom for the benefit of the Babies Ward of the Tonsil HosPersonal apsupper dance and cabaret will follow.
pital.
pearances will be made by Richard Barthelmess, the star, and his

Wednesday

A

leading lady, Lois Moran.

:
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Government Seeks to Re-open
Famous Players Hearing
Correction of Errors in]Record

is

Desired

acknowledgment that tlie refusal of tlie examiner in the
Players-Lasky case to permit the admission of relative
evidence would constitute a pre judical error on which the court of
appeals would remand the case to the Federal Trade Commission for
rehearing, counsel for the commission on January 7 made an earnest
argument for tlie reopening of the case in order that such testimony
might be admitted and also that information regarding the acquisition of theatre interests by Famous Players since September 1, 1924,
the date arbitrarily set by the examiner as the limit of the testimony to
be admitted, might be brought into the record.
Failure by an examiner to admit relevant testimony is a reversible
error, it developed during the argument, as is also any attempt to limit
Failure by the commission,
the dates to which evidence can apply.
therefore, to have all material facts in the record and to permit the introduction of evidence applying to any date up to the conclusion of
the trial, might result in the courts throwing the case back to the com-

By

Govt.

tacit

INFamous

mission.

Reopening of the case is opposed by Famous Players, the commiswas told, l)ecause the respondents feel that, on the basis of the
record even as it now stands, the commission must absolve them of the
charges made. Furthermore, it was declared, the case so far has cost
sion

the respondents $200,000, exclusive of counsel's fees, has spread over a
number of years, and to reopen it would mean much additional expense
and still more time before a conclusion of the proceedings.
Argument on the motion to reopen was
More than $400,000,000 worth of theatres
made by A. F. Busick, assistant chief counhave been built since 1924, he declared, and
He declared that it asked "Can it be that the commission would
sel of the commission.
was proposed

to insert in the record information as to the theatres in which the
respondents have acquired interests since
September 1, 1924, and as an inducement
to the respondents to consent to the reopening he offered them the privilege of
introducing similar information regarding
the theatre-owning activities of their competitors, which information, barred by the
examiner, has been held consistently by the
respondents to be relevant to the case and
constituting one of the prejudicial erroi's
of which undoubtedly they would take advantage sliould the case be carried to the

courts.

Busick declared that Famous Players acquired very few houses during the taking
of testimony but that, after the close of tiie
hearings, they acquired a substantial number of theatres including, he said, the Gordon chain of 38 in New England which also
had a 50 per cent intei'est in the Xew Hampshire company owning 40 houses, giving
Famous Players more than 100 New England theatres, and also that it was reported
they had or would acquire the Balaban
and Katz interests in "something like 500
theatres."

"We

were under investigation

at least

two

years before the case began to be tried."
Robert T. Swaine, counsel for Famous
Players, pointed out to the commission in
opposing the reopening. "The trial of the
case began nearly three years ago. It seems
to use that we are entitled to a decision of
this case upon the record as it stands, before we are asked to make another trip all
around the country to find the literally hundreds of witnesses for whose production we
went to a great expense and who are now
scattered to the four winds."

take the position that all the rest of the
industry should be growing at that great
rate and that this respondent, admittedly
the leader of the industry, should have to
stand still in the construction of new and
fine modern theaters?"

Swaine laid before the commission a
stipulation showing all of the information
regarding theatre ownership which the
counsel seeks and asked that it be used, after
checking up. in lieu of new testimony. This
statistical
abstract, he said, shows that

Famous Players have acquired

interests in

107 houses since September 1, 1924, while
competitors have acquired 562, including
114 bv I'niversal, 162 bv Fox, 132 bv
First National. 128 by De Mille, 16 by
Warner Vitagraph and 10 by Loew-Metro.

Much
case,

exaggeration has accompanied the
Swaine commented, even to the argu-

ment of

the counsel for the commission.
Instead of 78 theatres being involved in the
New England deal, there were actually 54,
he said instead of Balaban and Katz having 500 houses, they had nearer five, and,
matter of concrete fact, Famous
as a
Players has no interest in that concern and
Famous
that concern has no stock in
Players, the truth being that Balaban and
Katz have inaugurated a method of presentation which has proven very successful
and, Famous Players desiring to try out the
same method, had given Balaban and Katz
a management contract under which they
manage certain Famous Players theatres.
;

Discussing the evidence barred out by the
examiner, Swaine declared that while the
respondents' counsel made 175 objections
which were overruled, the commission's
counsel

made

2.871 which were sustained,

Jannings Signed by Famous for Three Years

EMIL
man

JANNINGS, famous

Ger-

stage and screen star, has
been signed by Famous PlayersLasky to a three-year contract, according to a cablegram received from Ber-

on Thursday.

Under its terms he
permitted to return to Germany
each winter to make one picture for
Famous-Metro-Ufa, and to appear on
the legitimate stage for two months.
It is reported that his first picture will
be under the direction of D. W. Griffith.
lin

will be

and 217 witnesses called by the

resjaond^ents

were not permitted to testify.
Decision will be announced by the commission in a short time.
Attorney Bromley, of counsel for Famous
Players, summed up the new developments
as follows in a statement to the News
"The government made a motion returnable in January,
embodying these two
:

points

To reopen case and bring facts down
January, 1926, because they understood
that we had acquired over 600 theatres.
"2. To reopen the case for the purpose
of correcting the examiner's errors and excluding Famous Players-Lasky testimony.
"Their new chief counsel in argument
admitted that the record was so full of
errors that no court of appeals would sustain any order the coimnission might make
against us, and that the examiner had committed so many erroi-s that he woiddn't
appear before tlie court to argue in support
"1.

to

of any order.

"Famous made a motion to dismiss the
complaint on the record as it stands, or in
the alternative, if that were denied, for the
commission to designate what errors it
wanted eon-ected before taking of new
testimony.
"On the

first

point of the

government

stipulation which
showed the percentage of pictures we had
made in 1924 and 1925, and the number of
theatres we had really acquired since September, 1924, together with the number of
theatres that our competitors had acquired,

motion

we presented

a

and we compared those totals to a new
count of theatres made by the Hays office
showing that there are now twenty thousand theatres."
While the precise contents of the stipulation have not been divulged, it is understood
that it seeks to show that the theatre acquisition of Famous since September, 1924,

has been only commensurate with the
general growth of the industry, while that
of other companies has been proportionately
greater.

The various deals involved in the acquisition of all these houses are also enumerated,
For instance, under Fox
believed.
is
it
would presumably be included the acquisition by that firm of a 40 per cent, interest
in West Coast Theatres, Inc., at that time
consisting of 104 houses.
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Movie

Child

PARAMOUNT PROMISES NOVELTY
"Ship That Sailed

HECTOR

to

c

f

it

N ews

r c

Contest

Star

Winners Named

Mars"

TURNBULL,

winners have

been announced in
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and New York
American contest to select a child who coula
Prize

associate Paramount
producer, announces a radical departure in
motion picture production with a picture that
will be known as "The Ship That Sailed to Mars,"
a fantastic comedy starring Raymond Griffith.
Secret preparations for the filming of this production have been underway
for sixteen months, according to Turnbull, and it will be at least three
months more before actual work can begin,
Roy J. Pomeroy, master of magic, who achieved the opening and
closing of the Red Sea in "The Ten Commandments" and many of the
mystifying effects in "Peter Pan" will be active in the making of "The
Ship That Sailed to Mars," which will be directed by Clarence G. Badger,
Turnbull is authority for the statement that the picture will contain
nothing that the screen has seen before.
"It will be absolutely different from any picture ever produced," he
"It will not be an experiment either.
That part of it is chiefly
said.
For more than a year Roy Pomeroy and his asa thing of the past.
sistants have been working day and night evolving ideas and ways of
making them practical. When he first told us some of the things he
planned to achieve, we hardly could believe him. So he went ahead and

the

proved his arguments."

The Columbia Theatre Bui'.ding in Kittanning, Pa., was damaged by- fire to the extent
of $75,000 on the morning of -lanuary 8th.
The first floor of the building has been used
as a theatre and the rest of the structure
consisted of apartments and oHices. The
origin of the fire is unknown.

Oppose Cleveland Zone System
Exhibitors

With Method of
Runs Ask Fewer Zones

Dissatisfied

Apportioning

First

THE

present system of zoning operated b.y the Film Board of Trade in
Cleveland, is the object of growing
criticism on the part of several exhibitors
Complaint is made that
in that territory.
the present plan, under which there are 39
zones, causes many theatres to play day
and date which under natural conditions
would not be in comf)etition with one another.
They advance the theory that a better balance of competition could be maintained under a system based on twenty
zones for the city.
The uncertainty of release dates for first
runs is one of the main objections lodged
against the present svstem by the exhibitors.
Changes in the first run release dates
necessitates all subsequent runs pushing
their dates ba^k or for\vard as the case may
be, for the reaspn that each exchange has
an average of not more than four or five
prints and there are many more theatres
in line for the pictures under tlie system
as presently operated, the exhibitors say.
J. J. Harwood, president of the Cleveland
exhibitor organization, declared tliat the
zoning plan was never adopted by iiis association, but that it was put into operation
afler its endorsement l)y the New YorI<
headquarters
of
companies.
distributing
Conditions have led to charges of favoritism on the part of distributors, exhibitors
claiming that C'rcuit owners are being favored before individual owners.
In describing the conditions arising from
the plan now in operation, Mr. Harwood
said:
"After the first and second runs a
])icture becomes available to all the first run
houses that have bought it for their respective zones, and where a di^trib- tor has sold
say 20 of these first-runs from ten to fourteen of them are disappointed.
The zones
are so small that in a numbei- of instances
the first-run houses in connecting zones are
really competitors, so you can imagine how
the exhibitor that does not get the jiicture
will

i

C(>el.

—

''The situation becomes keener in the case
of the so-called big specials, such as 'The
Ten Commandments' and 'Don Q,' where the
exhibitor has been compelled to pay a big
guarantee and then an overage.
It Avould
aid the situation somewhat if a distributor
had a sufficient number of jjrints to serve
every house sold when the picture is declared available, or to withhold selling the
subsequent runs until the houses he can furnish are through with the picture.
Then if
the other houses feel that the run has hurt
them they can buy at a lower figure so that
he can see a possible profit."

Bill

A

Would

Raise St. Louis
Inspection Cost

bill

theatres

raising

from

fee for
$2 flat to a sliding scale with
tlie

ins])ection

a $5 minimum has been presented to the
St. Louis Board of Aldermen at the request
of Director of Public Safety Brod.
Under the new scale houses with 1,000 or
less seats would pay .f5 for each inspection.
The larger houses would pay $5 extra for
each additional 1,000 seats.
Brod said
that the building inspectors are virtually
do'iig the work for nothing at tlic present
rate.

developed into a screen star.
First
of $1,000 and a .$200 a week contract
goes to Irene Butler, three years old of 42.S
be

I)r;ze

Riverside Drive,

New York

City.

Others who were prize winners included
Elmer Lowrey of Roosevelt, L. I., who won
a thousand dollars; Helen Brady of Brook-

Dorothy -lane Hodge of New York
David Clark of Harlem who each received a check for five hundred dollars;
Barbara Fox of New York City, Sol Switzer of Brooklyn, Piivllis Walker of New
York City and Baby Rea Blonde of Brooklyn, each of whom were presented with a
check for two hundred and fiftv dollars.
lyn,

City,

Kittanning

Theatre

Damaged by

Destroys

Fire

Is

Fire

Theatre

in

South Dakota
The Rex theatre of .Midland. S. 1)., operated by Roberson and \Veleh, was destroved
in a .$10,000 fire covered

by $6,000 insuremploye, lighting the
lights, tossed a match onto a floor that had
Ijeconie soaked with gasoline.
Two dwellings were destroyed in the blaze.
ance

recentlj'.

An

Brooklyn Exhibitor Will
Have Large Circuit

FROM

present indications, A. H.
Schwartz, prominent Brooklyn Exhibitor, is successfully carrying out

his plans to establish a circuit of theatres throughout Brooklyn and Long
Island, N. Y.
The first two theatres of the newchain are located at Avenue
and Coney

U

Island Avenues and at Kings Highway
and Flatbush Ave., both in the Flatbush
section of Brooklyn.
Construction on
these is progressing rapidly and their
openings are scheduled for Labor Day,
1926.
Foundation work on two more
houses in the towns of Flushing and
Freeport on Long Island is almost com-

and steel construction will follow
sometime this month.
In Huntington
Port Washington and Corona three
more Long Island towns excavating
will start before February 1st and all of
plete

—

—

houses will be ready for their
openings by the first of next year. In
addition to the above mentioned theatres, Mr. Schwartz will have at least
six more playhouses under construction
at
different points on
Long Island,
which in conjunction with his present
chain in Brooklyn and Queens, will
bring the circuit up to about twenty-five
these

Benton Acquires Glens Falls

Company
In taking over tlie Kialto and Park theain Glens Palls, William E. Benton of
Saratoga Sprin"-s. has acouired the entire
capital stock of the Glens Falls Operating
conii)any.
Benton will contiinie a prosrram
of ])ictures for the first three days of the
week at the Rialto, and pictures and vaudeville the last three days.
The Park will
continue as a straight ])iclure house.
ters

theatres.

The following theatres in Brooklyn
are now being operated by the Schwartz
Circuit:
The
Albemarle,
Farragut,
Kine;swav. Rialto, Century, and Linden.
In Jamaica:

The Merrick and

Rialto.
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Kent, Williams, Thomson and
Others Here on '^Majestic''
Ufa Deal Discusse^d:

F.
By

P. L.

L. C.

a liim compaii\- with S. R. Kent, J. D. Wiliams, Major H.
C. S. Thomson, Greorge T. Eaton and Leopold Friedman as executives; Plarry Rapf, Herbert \\'ik'ox and Harry Cohn as producers,
James Cruze as director, Betty Conipson, Mae ]\[urray and Dorothy Sebastian as feminine stars, Georges Carpentier as male lead, E. Bruce
Johnson and F. Wynne-Jonos as directors of the foreign department,
Howard Strickland as publicity representative, Sam Eachmann in charge
and you will have
of exhi])ition note that we say "imagine" only
some idea of the all-star aggregation of film notables which arrived
from Europe on AVednesdav of this week aboard the R. M. S.' 'Majestic."
For four days the great hner wa.s ])uffeted and beaten l)y Atlantic
gales, and tliough she did not "linif) into port,'"' as the newspaper writers arc wont to say, the Xews representative, upon boarding it at quarantine fn tm the coast guard cutter, found the film celebiities more
tliaii lia|i]t\ that tlie voyage was at an end.
Although it was impossible,
i]i
the shoit space of time available, to do full justice to all of the news
available in this gathering, some of the highlights follow:
Furthei- details of the Famous I'layers-Metro-Goldwyn-Ufa deal an-

—

nounced liy Kent, Friedman and AVymie-Jones.
Emil Jannings, Germany's famous American-born actoi-, has been
signed by Famons Players and will be brought here.
Geneiid optimism over foreign conditions expressed by all.
"Williams announces excellent progress in production plans of British
National Pictui-es.
PlayeTs,
deal wliif'h took him to Germany reeently,
and which has been widely discussed in the
trade and daily press.

"The

deal

is sini'

many what
coin[)any.
dudiuL;-

is

in

which

eommereial allihave formed in Ger-

ly a hisj

"We

ance," he said.

etfect

will

Paramount,

which necessarily had to be taken into conwe feel that it has been well
worth it. As a b:g step forward in international relations, it shouM benefit the
whole industrj'."
F. Wynne-.Jones, the Ufa representative
in New York, was likewise pleased with the
turn events have taken.
He said:

siileration, but

"E-verything

a

now

r-^lease

a

distril)ntinfj

nroui'am

in-

Metro-Goldwvn-Maver

and Ufa

jiictiires.

These pictures

will

he shown in the Ufa chain of theatres
the horses for which Ufa books.
Since

also

and

Ufa
is in a more dominant position in Germany
than any other company is in any other
this will give splendid reprcsenta
our product.
"'Paramount and Metro-Goldwyn, in turn,
V ill each distribute five Ufa productions in
ll'e United States, provided always that the\
are suitable for release here.
Tf less than
hat numt)er of pictures meet that standard,
then a fewer number will be released.
couiitr^-^

tion

to

is

finally settled,

is

happy.

have available

to the fullest extent the enresources and brains of their production
ilepartments.
The possibilities which that
oi;ens up are obvious.
"We are happy, toc), to have obtained a
channel of distrilbution in America for oui"
best pictures. Although, under the arrangement, their obligation to release our pictures is subject to screen acceptance, that
is as we wish it, because no one is more
anxious than Ufa to avoid the distribution
America of Ufa pictures which will be
'flo]:s.'
We are confident, however, that
w;th the facilities and assistance made
a\ailal)le to us we can produce pictures
which will be a real factoi- here.
"Famous and Metro-Goldwyn are well
satisfied, too, with the splendid distril)ution
which they will obtain in Germany.
Carl
tire

.

m

also,

is

thoroughly satisfied witk

the outcome of the deal, since Universal will
not_oidy obtain increasctl rcei-esentation in
Germany for a period of thi-ee y?ars, at
least, F)ut will gam play-dates on Broadway
as. well."
Sam Rachmann, well known in l^urope
and America, and who :dso figrred largely
ni the recent deal, rcpcn't-, excilent theatre
nvospfcts '! Gei'nrn''.
He his been applying .American exhibition methods to Ufa,

I

''Otherwise, the details are substantially
as ali'cadv printed in the various press accounts.
What the Universal arrangement
is 1 do not know.
That is entirely between
Ufa and Universal.
"It is not true that there has been any
coercion or threats toward any company,
German or American. It was a purely business confei'ence, along business lines, and
such matters did not even enter into the
situation.
No one has been 'frozen out' or
'beaten.'
To that extent, some of the newsI)aper accounts have given a wrong impression.

S.

R. Kent.

"The deal is an important move for the
industry, and is so flexible that any co-operation deemed desirable among the comI'anies involved is provided for, in any dejiartment."
r^eopold
Friedman of Metro-GoldwynMayor, who reiiresented that firm at the negotiations in Berlin, also expressed himself
as- highly pleased at the oiitcome of the conferences.
"It has been strenuous business," he said,
"ironing out the thousand and one details

and every-

Under our arrangement with
Famous Pla.yers and Metro-Goldwyn, we

one

Laemmle,

jiciieral ni;ni;iuer of Famou^;
llirew further light on tlie Ufa

S. R. Kent,

J^annijngs

Moen

IMAGIXI]

—

S,igns

J.

D. Williams.

:

:
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houses,

notably

the

Ufa

Palast-am-Zoo,

which has been extensively remodeled and
is being run along American lines, with a
orchestra,
modern equipment and
large

many

innovations in policy. As a result, he
at this house has been un-

says, business
paralleled.

J. D. Williams and George T. Eaton of
British National Pictures, Ltd., and Herbert

Wilcox,

English

producer,

brought

with

them a print of "Nell Gwynn," which Wilcox has just finished and which Williams
iind Eaton hope to place here.
Williams reported steady progress in the
plan of British National to stimulate interest in Britisli production, and expressed optimism regarding the future.
"We have a studio site thirty minutes
from London and outside of the fog belt,"
he said, "and with the facilities which we
shall provide there we hope to accomplish
worth while things. W^e have plans right

now for several pictures wliich will set an
altogether new standard in British production.

"I have full confidence in the future of
are going to make
the British picture.
pictures that will have box-office value in
America pictures with sales angles. I shall
have some interesting things to announce
during my stay here."

We

—

Major H.

C. S.

Thomson of Film Book-

ing Offices, who has spent the past two
months in London, Paris and Berlin, ex-

Fox

pressed ssitisfaet-on with the foreign situation.
When asked Mhat effect the Ufa affiliation might have on other American companies operating in Germany, he said
"I do not believe that this deal will seriously affect other companies.
The Ufa
program of releases already included a considerable number of Famous Players and
Metro-Goldwyn pictures, and other companies will presumably continue to go
through their present channels of release.
The only possible effect would be if Ufa
should increase its production of moderate
cost pictures to obtain more contingent permits for the importation of Paramount and
Metro-Goldwyn product, thereby crowding
the market.
There is nothing to indicate,
however, that that will be done."
E. Bruce Johnson, head of the foreign
department of First National, likewise ex|)ressed satisfaction with the European situation as he found it on this trip.
Harry Rapf. associate production executive at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios,
was I'eturning from a brief vacation trip
with Mrs. Kapf and their son, Maurice.
"This was my first trip abroad," he said,
"and I return with a greatly increased respect and appreciation concerning our productions, our theatres and our studio facilities.

I

Despite

all

European
will

like them in Eui'ope.
of contingents and so on
theatres need our pictures and

found nothing
talk

continue to have them.

It

has been a

great

experience."
at Nice, Eapf visited the

While

gram

studios,

where Ingram

is

now

Kcx Lilocated.

Howard Strickland, publicity representative of Rex Ingi-am, brought with him the
print of "Mare Nostrum," which Injust completed, as well as glowing reports of the merits of the picture.
Harry Cohn, of Columbia Pictures, when
questioned concerning that company's foreign production plans, smiled and said
"I have been on a vacation a real one,
with no thought of business won'ies.
Joe
Brandt arranged all of those details while
he was abroad."
James Cruze, the director, returning with
Betty Compson, his wife, from a tour of the
Continent, during which he made a trip to
Trii)oli to gather local color for "Old Ironsifles," expressed great enthusiasm for the
technical methods worked out in the German studios. If it could be arranged, he
would enjoy making a picture there, he
said, which would utilize some of these mechan'cal devices and methods.
first

gram

—

Miss Compson,

Mae Murray and Doro-

thy Sebastian, returning stars, came in for
considerable attention from the ship news
photographers, as did Georges Carpentier,
the French boxer.
According to reports
current on board, Carpentier is in this country to appear in a picture, but it was impossible to learn

what company would make

it.

to Establish Chain in Florida
Have Taken Interest in Wolfson-Meyer
Midwest Still Expanding; Publix to Build

Said to

THE

presence of William Fox in Miami was followed by a report from

the Florida resort that he has secured an interest in the Wolfson-Meyer circuit,
operator of several houses for colored patronage, the Lincoln theatre and the builders of a new first-run house scheduled to
open in the Spring. The report also stated
that Mr. Fox will be joined by James R.
Grainger, general sales manager of the company, and together they will visit several
Florida cities for the purpose of establishing a chain of theatres.

Balaban & Katz Midwest Theatres, Inc..
are continuing to expand, the latest theatres
to become affiliated with this organization
being Miller & Spencer's Stei"ling Theatre
at Lincoln, Illinois, and the Highland Park
Theatre at Highland Park. Chicago theatres recently taken over by Balaban & Katz
Midwest are the Metro, formerly the Terminal on Lawrence Avenue and the Capitol
on Kedzie and Lawrence, both of which are

owned by Halper & Feder.
George Rosing, managing director of the
Erie Amusement companv of Buffalo, announces his company will build at least
three motion picture theatres in the Queen
City of the Lakes, each of which will cost
$500,000.
All will be community houses.
The first will be built at Broadway and Detroit street and Architect Henry Spann has
completed plans for this house which will
have a seating capacity of 2500.
It is
planned to onen this theatre about October
1926.
i.
The present Fillmore theatre
wliich is nbout fiOO feet from the proposed
new $10,000,000 Union station will bo closed
for about two months nfter the new Iheatre
is opened, for redecorating nnd remodclinc
About $35,000 will be s))ent on this work,
according to ISfnx Rosing, manager.

Immediate construction of a $450,000
theatre in the University Mound district bv
Ackerman & Harris, San Francisco theatrical firm, was announced from the offices of
the company.
The theatre will have a seating cai)acity of 1500, and be of Class
construction.
The same building will house

A

a general market and eighty stores. Dimensions of the property are 250 by 150 feet.
The transaction is being handled by the
realty firm of Hyman Brothers.
On account of the name of the district the new
theatre will be called the University.
Announcement was made December 31 by
Gore Brothers and Sol Lesser of West
Coast Theatres, Inc., that construction work
will start in Los Angeles about Januarv 15,
on what they claim to be the finest neighljorhood house in America, "The La Brea," to
1)0

erected

at

a

total

cost of

$850,000

at

North Ea.st corner of Wilshire and
Sycamore boulevards. The building- peimit
calls for a .$400,000 theatre, office and store
building and twelve luxuriously furnished
the

bachelor apai'tments.

was

$;100.000.

Tlie

cost of the lot

The equipment for the

in-

run about $150,000.
Five peninsula playhouses have been acquired by West Coast Theatres, Inc., and
will be added to the string now under their

terior will

The houses incorjiorated in the new
merger are the Garden in Burlingame. the
Regent in San ]\rateo. the Sequoia in Redwood City, the New Stanford and the Varsitv in Palo Alto.
Thev formerlv were under the control of Ellis" Arkush. The West
control.

'

Coast Peninsular Theatres, has been canitalized at $1,000,000 to handle the business.
E. J. Arkush nnd D<iretta Arkrsii of Burlingame, Mav K. Griffin of Redwood City
and Jacob Samuels of San Francisco are

named

directors.

B ^ K

Circuit;
in

Knoxville

Publix Theatres is jilanning a new $1,000,000 theatre for Knoxville. R. E. Hall
& Co., Inc., of New York, architects and
engineers, have prepared the plans of the
new house for Tennessee Enterprises, Inc.
Razing of the old buildings now occupying
the site at the corner of Clinch Avenue and
State street will be started at once and contracts for the construction of the new building will be let as speedily as possible. March
15 ought to see building operations well under way. The new theatre, with a seating
capacity of approximately 2,300, will be the
largest in Tennessee.
Still another theatre for the Butterfield
chain.
The newest will be the State, costing $.")00,000, to be built in Kalamazoo,
Mich. Work will begin in the spring so
the house can l)e ready by fall.
Incidentally, W^. S. Butterfield, owner of a great chain
of picture and picture-vaudeville houses in
Michigan, has incorporated for $5,000,000.

The new firm is known as W. S. Butterfield
Theatres, Incorporated. It will include the
several Butterfield theatres as well as the
controlling
company,
parent
heretofore
known as the Bijou Theatrical Enterprise

Company.
$2,500,000

is

the estimated

amount

to be

expended in theatre construction in Milwaukee under plans recently announced bv
interests there.
Of these the Stillchain will erect a 1,G00 seat house on
southea.st corner of 37th and Center

several

man
the

streets.

Others include a theatre and business
building to be erected by ]\I. L. Annenberg
at Farwell avenue and Ivanhoe place: a
2000 seat theatre by Semi & Pcssin at
North and Fond du Lnc avenues, a Saxe
Annisoment Entenirises Ihontre at 48th
sfroel nnd Lisbon avenue.
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Booking Combines Again in Spotlight
Ten New York

—

St. Louis
City Circuits Planning a Buying Pool
Combination Formed in Far West
Independents Active

combines
BOOKING
widely separated

in

important and
of the

sections

countiy were reported this week as
already formed or in process of formation.
In New York City, ten local circuits are
discussing organizing a holding company
to obtain first runs through concentrated
buying power.
booking combination to embrace every
independent picture theatre in St. Louis is
in a formative stage.
In southwest Washington and Oregon the
Inland Theatres Comjjany has been incorIJorated to band together iti a booking and
buying circuit all the smaller houses in the

A

_

—

intended as opposition to this supremacy.
The St. Louis booking combination is in
the formative stage and details of the arrangement have not been fully decided.
Joseph Mogler, president of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of St. Louis,
and owner of the Mogler, Bremen and Excello theatres in North St. Louis, admitted
that such a plan was under consideration.
"We have not fully decided what will
be done in this direction" Mogler said in
discussing the new booking organization.
"We are endeavoring to obtain data on
similar plans now in operation in other
cities.

"We

territory.

The New York plan, which has been discussed at various times in the past few
years in one form or another, contemplates
some seventy theatres, representing circuits
in every section of the city.
All the theatres would be thrown into one
pool, which would be represented by the
holding company, and stock in the latter
would be distributed according to the numbers of tlieatres, cost, seating capacity, etc.
Each circuit would be represented by one
director on the holding company board.
It is reported tbat a prominent Wall
Street financial firm is willing to advance
a big loan stated in some quarters to be
expansion
for
purposes.
$10,000,000
Three big circuits Loew, Keith and Fox
now hold the buying prestige in the city,
and the proposed booking pool would be

—
—

—

contemplate taking in every independent house in the city and may also invite some of the larger theatre chains to

We

don't know yet just what we
will do, but it is certain that a booking arrangement to serve many of tlie houses in
the city will be put through."
Mogler stated that he had not heard
from William Fox the exact date he will
be in St. Louis to discuss the local first
run situation with members of the exhibitors'
league.
In a recent telegram to
Mogler Mr. Fox said he would be in St.
Louis about January 15th, and at that time
would meet a number of independent exhibitors who had advised against the construction of a large first run house for Fox
pictures in St. Louis.
"We hope to be able to convince Mr. Fox
that he will be protected on first runs for
join us.

his

pictures"

posed

any

to

Mogler said. "We are opmore theatres being con-

structed in St. Louis in the near future because we feel that the city is now overIniilt.
Our move was not directed against
Mr. Fox or his organization, but against
new theatres here."

Organization

of

the

Inland

Theatres

Company, comprising motion picture houses
in Southeast Washington and Oregon, was
announced last week in Seattle by Edwin
B. Kivers, a stockholder and manager of
The
the Arcade Theatre at Walla Walla.
purpose of the new organization will be to
band together

in a

buying and booking

cir-

cuit all the smaller houses in this territory^
and future plans entail the purchase and

construction of a chain of houses in cities
not already covered in the present organization.

The

«.

which was purchased
cently from L. M. and G. E. Terhune,
be the principal house in the circuit.
Arcade,

re-

will
It

period of several weeks, during which titne it will undergo a thorough remodeling, redecorating, recarpeting and re-equipping.
It will be reopened under the name of the Strand Theatre, featuring a first run, 25 cent admission
policy that has been used so successfully
by Mr. Rivers during his connection with
various theatre circuits in Seattle and also
with the West Coast Theatres Company in
will be closed shortly for a

Los Angeles

last season.

Pathe Exchange Has Splendid Record
Twenty-Seven Per Cent of

With

LABOR
among

turnover and proper morale
employees are among the big
problems of any huge organization, so
Pathe Exchange, Inc., may well be proud of
the record it is establishing.
No less than
twenty-seven percent of its employees have
been in the service of the concern for five
years or more.
The exact number is 434 of
approximately 1,600 employees.
Of these
353 have seen Pathe service from five to
nine years, 64 from ten to fourteen years
and 17 over fifteen years.
To celebrate the terras of long service and
express appreciation to its employees for
their loyalty, Pathe presented diplomas and
gold emblems to those in service five years
or more in a ceremony unique in motion

Others at this ottice with long-time service
records
Siunuel
Macknovitch,
15
are:
years; Gaston L. Chanier, 13; Brendan P.
Egan, 13; Mario Frejmann, 13; P. Allen
Parsons, 12; Manuel Rivera Resialado, 12;
John W. Kyke, 11; Sadie Gilde, 11; Artliuv Rousseau, 11 and John Humm, 11.

At

the

Bound Brook Laboratory

in

Andrew Hoagland,
At Jersey
what

lier

n

At Pathe

Leon Franconi, Manager of the Film EdDepartment, a seventeen-year man, is
the oldest employee at the Home Office.
iting

16,

and Katherine Gu-

16.

li'ck,

years of se

Seventy-five of the

staff

the lead-

point of service are:
Antoinette
Despland, 18 years; Thomas Fellows, 18;
Katherine Furtner, 18; Josephine Bullock,
18; Reba Kershner, 18; Edward Mangeot,
18; Alex. Pluhar, 17; Walter Conklin, 17;
ers

Home

Office

Employees Have Been

the Concern for Five Years or

were summoned to the office
of Vice-President and General Manager Elmer Pearson where each was presented with
a gold emblem and a diploma.
The presentations were made by Mr. Pearson, who
signed each diploma with Paul Fuller, Jr.,
President of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Following the Home Office ceremonies,
the presentations were duplicated in every
one of the thirty-four branches throughout
the United States and in the Laboratories
in Bound Brook and Jersey City.

picture annals.

Its

Juliette Champion is just
states with a record of 18

*^-ity,

-jne

ice.

Nettie Kuver and John
A. Bartone top the list with records of 11
j'ears of service, followed closely for honors by Editor Emanuel Cohen, who has
headed the pioneer news film for ten years.
Five, ten and fifteen-year emblems and
diplomas have been awarded to those named
above in recognition of their respective
lengths of service.
Recipients of the ten year awards in the
Pathe
Branch offices
follow:
Albert
Adatte, Bound Brook, 11; John J. Jennings,
Boston, 11; Walter S. Wessling, Los Angeles,

11;

^'Tews,

Julia

Sievers,

New

William Turbett, Philadelphia,

Orleans,
11,

11;

and the

in

Service

More
of whom have served ten years
employees, George E. Maillard,
Philadelphia; Raymond Haskell, Los Angeles; .James A. Curran, Boston; L. A. Samuelson, Seattle;
Gertrude Wilbert, Cleveland; John Leai-y, Pittsburgh; Erwin Stahl,
St. Louis; Thomas F. Holden, Cincinnati;
Wade S. Windsor, Cleveland.
The following Bound Brook employees received the ten year rewards
Margaret
Wooley, Tres Gulioh, Andrew J. Seip,
Ciiarles .Jeannerot, Frances Gavin, Elizabeth Smith, Louis Hanta, Asa Applegate,
Florence Freuler, Josephine Kohl, Mary
Haley, Arthur W. Miller, John E. Judson,
Frank Bullock, .James Jones. John Lusk,
Katheritie Frangart, Ormand Riker, Albert
Dassa, Harry Hayes, William Fellows and
following
as

all

Pathe

:

Emory Schoonmaker.
Jersey City winners of ten year honors
were John T. Richards, Edward Kraemer,
Walter Werner, Heni-y Baker, Elizabeth T.
Calahan, Michael Angaroni.
Home Office recipients of ten year emblems and diplomas other than those previously named were:
L. S. Diamond, E. S,
Heller,
Charles J. Fischer, William C.
Smith, Dorothy Lambeck, Joseph Sanfilippo, Charles A. Brady, Jr., Leo Adler, Frances B. Roset, Grace Traverso.
The record of Pathe i's one which will attract country-wide attention to the motion
:

picture industry.

Motion Picture News
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Denver Film Board Names

New

Senate Finance Committee Agrees to Raise
Admission Exemption to 75 Cents
to
REFUSING
missions, the

adopt the minority recommendation to repeal the tax on adSenate finance committee on January 11 agreed to increase

elected are:
thews, F. B.

Only three recommendations were made, the first dealing with surtaxes, the
second with the capital stock tax, the repeal of which is advocated, and the third
being the admission tax. Other matters in the bill, of secondary importance, are
included in the minority program, but are to be dealt with as they are reached.
The minority recommend a tax reduction of $500,000,000, instead of $325,000,000 as provided in the House bill, asserting that this can be accomplished
without endangering the payment of the national debt in 32 years.

Pathe Executive Returning From Tour
Sums Up Existing Conditions in Field

—

cities.

"In my trip to the Middle West and
South during the past three weeks I found
the Pathe District and Branch Managers
and salesmen very optimistic and enthusiastic over our new season's product," Mr.
Scott declares. "The newly appointed field

men of Pathe's Exploitation Department
are accomplishing most satisfactory results
in demonstrating to exhibitors the value of
advertising their short subjects, serials and
two-reel comedies.

Nawere
Mat-

Matthews, Film Booking Offices. The new
Fire Committee is composed of G. E.
Rosenwald, Universal; Charles R. Gilmour,
Warner Brothers, and W. E. Matthews,
Film Bookitig Oflfiees.
Something rather unusual about this

Scott Issues Survey of Trade

existing in the field at the beginning of a
new year a twelve month which, lie declares, is filled with promises of prosperity
for the motion picture industry in general.
The tour, made in connection with Pathe's
new product for the year, was made in the
record time of twenty days for visits to 15

The

;

Democrats.

from a tour of fifteen
centers, Harry Scott, general sales
manager of Pathe, this week issued a
statement in which he sums up conditions

held

vice-president, W. E.
0.; secretary, A. P. Archer,
Educational
executive secretary, treasurer
and general counsel, Duke W. Dunbar.
Members of the Ixiard of arbitration who
will represent the exchanges for the next
six months are Charles R. Gilmour. Warner
Brothers; S. B. Rahn, Pathe, and W, E.

the exemption from 50 cents to 75 cents.
is believed that if the change is approved by the Senate the House will
reach an agreement on this tax without much difficulty.
Entire elimination of the admission tax had been suggested to the Senate
finance committee by the minority membership as part of the tax program of the
It

RETURNING

Officers

The Denver Film Board of Trade
its semi-annual election last Monday.
new president is J. H. Ashby, First
tional, and the other officers who

election
officer

was the fact that every elected
was contested, thei'e being two or

more candidates for ench

otfice.

Working on Draft of New

"1 had the oppoil unity of interviewing a
number of pi-ominent exhibitors who reported that their business during 1925 had
irreatly exceeded exiiectations. Most of these
exhibitors expressed the conviction that
their business in 1926, judging by the present outlook, would exceed that of tlie past
year.

"In the industrial sections I found a temporary lull due in part to the holiday season
and to the fact that it was inventory time.

Many big factories at this sea.son of the
year pursue a practice of laying off some
of their force until their inventories have
hccii completed.
"In the mining districts conditions seem
be only slightly affected by the anthracite
strike. Farming sections are evidencing pros-

Fire Rules for Chicago
Representatives of the Exhibitors Association of Chicago and the City Fire De])artment are working on a draft of the
])roposed new fire prevention ordinance
which will do away with the provisions of
the present out of date ordinance which was
drawn up before the day of the modern motion picture theatre and works serious hardships on Chicago owners.
The Exhibitors'
Association committee which is headed bj'
Business Manager Jack Miller, includes
Messrs. Barney Balaban and Knight of
Balaban & Katz; Louis P. Newhafer of Ascher Brothers; Peter J. Schaefer of Jones,
Linick & Schaefer nnd Louis Marks of
Marks Brothers.

to

notable extent, and the theatres
these agricultural districts are reflecting
the healthy trade condiions in most instances by substantial box-office receipts. The
t'armer is out-stripping the city dweller in
tlie acquisition of up-to-date facilities and
find the farmer investing
even luxuries.
in radios, newer and better cars, modern
home equipment, and the like. In a few
of t)ie towns where business is not so good
llie situation may be attributed to the fact
tliat the local exhibitors are not furnishing
tlieir patrons with shows of sufficient merit
from Iheir radios,
to entice them away
))erity to a

in

We

Hunt's

Jersey
Hunt's Theatres,
jjlans

To

Theatres

Build

House

Inc.,

has just received

from W. H. Lee, Philadelphia

architect, for a new quarter of a million dollar
motion picture theatre on Kings Hiahway,

Haddonfield, N. J.
a chain of four that

This house is the first of
Avill be erected in prom-

New

Jersey towns during the coming
Hunt's Theatres, Inc.. building i)rogram calls for an expenditui-e of .$1,000,000
for four new houses.
inent
year.

hi'idse. clubs, etc."

Stanley

Stock

Admitted

to

Lichtman Plans

New York Curb
The

to

Make

Series of 12 Features

New York Curb Exchange

has admitted to unlisted trading privileges 334,306
shares of the new capital stock of the Stanley Co. of America of Philadelphia, on a
"when, as and if issued" basis in exchange
for Class A and Class B stocks, against subscri|)tioii rights and as a stock dividend.

that Al Lichtman will
a series of twelve features
this year. No releasing arrangements
have been made as yet, so far as is
known. However, it is expected that
Lichtman will be actively engaged in
the distribution phase of the enterprise
as he has had a wide experience in that

reported
ITproduce
is

field.

3

50 Companies Launched

According

in

N. Y. During Year
A

Harry

Scott,

general sales manager
changes, Inc.

of

Pathe

Ex-

report issued tluring the past week by
the Secretary of State's office covering tlie
MCtivities of the corporation l)urcau for the
past year, shows tiiat api)r()ximately 350
motion picture c()mi)anies \v(>re incorporated in New York State during the vear.

to reports the first feature
the series will star George Jessel,
stage comedian now appearing in "The
of

Jazz Singer" in New York. This work
will
probably be filmed in the east
though plans for other pictures which
Lichtman will make call for the bulk of
the production taking place on the west
coast.

I

Janu'ary

22,

19 2

6
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Laugh Month Gets Much

Publicity

Newspapers Throughout Country Devote Many Columns of Space
to January Short Subjects Campaign
MONTH has swept the country on a smashing campaign for the Central and
Laugh Month secured a

LAUGH
by storm with
c-oast

its

publicity

campaign

reaching newspapers from coast to
and from the Gulf to the Great Lakes.

The clijipings reaching the secretary at headquarters, which started as a trickle in December, have become a veritable flood. In
addition to the almost daily mention in the
New York City papers, have been editorials,
cartoons, front page screamer heads and
column mentions from all parts of the
country.
In Texas where "'Ma" Ferguson issued a
proclamation naming January as "Laugh
Month" the newspapers throughout the state
caiTied both editorial and news comment on
The Associated Press and the
the event.
United Press services carried this news all
over the world.
Texas theatres had the proclamation
painted on one and three sheet cards and
used them for lobby displays.
David Lustig, manager of the Regun Theatre, New York City tied up with the campaign when he played "Hot Feet" a one reel
comedy by staging a Charleston and Laugh
Month contest. He too used the banner and
pennants.
In Kalamazoo, Roy Tillson, who directs
the destinies of the Fuller theatre went after
the Laugh Month idea strong.
During the third week in January Tillson
will again feature a two reel comedy in his
advertising and publicity. While not as extensive as his tirst week's campaign it will
nevertheless be thorough.
In Jersey City and Union City, New Jersey, David Schaefer, director of publicity
and advertising for the Haring and Blumenthal theatre circuit is concentrating his efforts on the tliird week and expects to jnit

Lincoln theatres which are two of the main
houses of that circuit.
He is decorating the lobbies of both theatres with clown figures and papier mache
heads and cutouts. The ushers and doonnen
will all be dressed in harlequin suits and the
newspaper copy will be in keeping with the
spirit of the occasion.
Scliaefer is also going to put out a float
advertising the comedy feature of the program at both theatres and this will have half
dozen clown figures in addition to advertising
the features and comedies to be shown during their laugh festival.
Roy Tillson staged one of the greatest
Short Feature newspaper advertising, publicity and exploitation campaigns that was
ever accorded a two-reeler in the State of

when the Educational-Lupino Lane
Comedy "The Fighting Dude" played the

]\riehigan,

Fuller Theatre which he manages at Kalamazoo, Michigan, January 3rd to Gth.
The Lupino Lane Comedy, which incidentally
was pronounced by February"Screenland" and recently in the columns
of the New York Telegraph as one of the
best of all Laugh Month releases, was booked
by Mr. Tillson to serve as the principal
feature in a Laugh Month Exploitation
campaign.
That he succeeded admirably may best be
ascertained by a summary of what was used
to exi»loit the comedy and what the campaign
accomplished.
Short Feature and Laugh Month "Ad"
space dominated the three column by seventeen inch newspaper layout used in the Kalamazoo Gazette as an opening announcement,
and likewise the smaller "ads" that succeeded
it.

Universal Schedules
Seventeen

|)lans to release

seventeen

Jewel productions, the second half
of the second White List, between
now and the first of August. The releases
started with "The Little Giant" on January
3rd and will conclude with "The Phantom
Bullet" on July 11th.
The new release schedule includes four
picture for Januaiw, two for February, three
for !\rareh, two for xVjn'il, three for May, two
for June and one for July. There will be
three releases starring Reginald Denny, one
each for Laura La Plante, Mary Pliilbin,
House Peters, four starring Hoot Gibson,
two for Norman Kerry, one co-starring Virginia Valli and Pat O'Malley. one with Glenn
Hunter and three all-star productions, one
of which has May ifcAvoy and Pat O'Malley
in the leading roles.

The first Universal release of the New
Year is "The Little Giant," a screen adaptaof Hugh McNair Kahler's Saturday
Evening Post story, starring Glenn Hunter
and directed by Will Nigh. This picture was
made in the East and is the only picture
Universal has made in the East since before
tion

the

succession

of

pen of "Penn.

E. Wise," one of the foremost columnists in
the middle west.
One of the articles in the
Kalamazoo Gazette stated: "In order to
enter into the spirit of National Laugh

—

Month,

which

is

now under way, LeRoy

manager of

the Fuller, has booked
'The Fighting Dude' for a showing at the
theatre starting Sunday.
The Fuller boss
in order to carry out the desired effect has
instructed Slim Doreman, on the gate, to use
a dude make-up during the time this comedy
is
being shown.
Slim was around this
mornin' trying to borrow some balloon bottom pants, some polka-dot spats and a little
black derby to get the desired effect."
Tillson,

Besides the special Laugh Month accessories including a banner, postei's and pen-

"The Fight11 x 14 lobby cards, 50

nants, Tillson used a trailer on

ing Dude," a

slide,

and two three-sheets on this
comedy. Several windows displays were arranged for and a shadow-box was used in
the lobby in which a cut-out of Lane was
one-sheets,

placed.

Type-set one-sheets displayed on front of
street-cars passing the theatre, featured
the Short Featui-e and Laugh Month program.
Special Laugh Month date strips
were used as well, with the EducationalLupino Lane one-sheets. For a street bally a
rough looking man togged out as a prize
fight trainer carried a banner ready "I am
the trainer of The Fiahting Dude
See me
all

—

at the Fuller."

Tillson's Laugh Month compaign aroused
the greatest enthusiasm in and around Kalanuizoo, and he I'eported most gratifying
results at the box-office.

Many Releases

Comprising Second Half of Second
are Due Before August

Jewel Productions,

White

U\I\'ERSAL

humorous references from

the

List

Edna Murphy

war.

is

featured with

Hunter.

"The Arizona Sweepstakes," a Hoot Gibson Jewel, adapted from an original story
by Charles A. Logue, follows "The Little
Giant" on the schedule, marked for distribuJanuary 10th. Clifford Smith directed.
The supporting cast includes Helen Lynch,
Emett King, George Ovey, Philo McCullough, Kate Price, and Kingsley Benedict.
tion

Maris," a screen adaptation of
Locke's novel, with Marv Philbin
in the starring role, is the third Universal
release for 1926 on January 17th, and
Charles Brabin directed.
The supporting
cast includes Jason Robards, Elliott Dexter,
Gladys Brockwell and other favorites.
"What Happened to Jones," the first
Reginald Denny picture for 1926 follows,
being released January 31st.
This is an
adaptation of the George Broadhurst stage
"Stella

William

J.

farce, and was directed by William Seiter.
Marian Nixon has the principal supporting
role.

"Under Western Skies,"
Jewel release,

is

a

the

Februaiw 7th

super-western

starring

Norman Kerry. It was written and directed
by Edward Sedgwick, with Ann Cornwall in
the chief supporting role.
Laura La Plante's first 1926 Jewel is "The
Beautiful Cheat," adapted by A. P. Younger
from tlie Saturdav Evening Post story by
It was directed by
Nina Wilcox Putnam.
Edward Sloman. with Harry Meyers in the
chief supporting role. Included in the cast
are Alexander Carr, Robert Alexander, Tom
S. Guise, Kate Price and others of equal
popularity on the screen.
On March 1st, will come "The Cohens And
Kelleys," a

humorous comedy drama made

by Hariy Pollard from Aaron Hoffman's
stage play, "Two Blocks Away." This production features George Sidney and Charles
Murray.
Vera Gordon has an important
role.

"The Man in the Saddle," a Hoot Gibson
Production adapted from William McLeod
Raine's story "A Daughter of the Don's,"
is the
next Universal release for March,
which will reach the screen March 14th.
Herbert Blache directed it from an adaptation by Ra>7nond Sehrock. Virginia Brown
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Faire, Cesare Grravina, George Grandee and
others are in the cast.
"Combat," the next release, is a House
Peters picture, made from an original
screen story by J. G. Hawks and Edward
Montagne. Lynn Reynolds directed it with
a supporting cast including Wanda Hawley,

Walter McGrail, C. E. Anderson, Charles
Mailes, HoAvard Truesdell and Steve

Hill

Clemento.

Then comes "Watch Your Wife," a Jewel
co-starring Virginia Valli and Pat O'Malley.
The supIt was directed by Svend Gade.
porting cast includes Aggie Herring, Nora
Hayden, Nat Carr, Albert Conti and Helen
Lee Worthing, the former Follies beauty.
The picture will reach the screen April 4th.
"Skinner's Dress Suit," the Reginald

Denny
Dodge's

comedy
story,

based on
is
next on

Henry
the

Irving

schedule.
in

Laura La Plante is co-starred with Denny
this picture.
William A. Seiter directed

it.

"Skinner's Dress Suit" will be released April

On May

Avill release "The
was made from the famous
old stage melodrama written by Joseph
Arthur and A. C. Wheeler.
Edward
Laemmle directed it from an adaptation by
Charles Kenyon. William Russell and Helen
Chadwick x^l^Y the principal roles, with
Edna Marian and Edward Hearn in the

Still

by Albert Chevallier and Arthur Shirley.
Pat O'Malley and Jean Hersholdt are featured in this production, t^ich
was directed by Larry Trimble.
The first June release, to reach the screen
June 13th, will be "The Love Thief," a
Norman Kerry picture. The second .June
release, set for June 27th, will be another

May McAvoy,

18th.

2nd, Universal

Alarm."

It

chief supporting parts.

Following "The Still Alarm," Universal
release another Hoot Gibson picture,
"Chip of the Flying U," directed by Herbert
Blache and adapted from the novel by B.
M. Bowers. Virginia Brown Faire has the
principal supporting role.
Lynn Reynolds
will

Reginald Denny picture, "Rollins: Home."
"Rolling Home" is from a storv by .John
Hicks Booth, and is being directed by William Seiter.
Booth's original, which was a
stage play and later a musical comedy, was
adapted for the screen by,. Rex Taylor.
The final 1925-1926 picture on the Universal Jewel schedule will be "The Phantom
Bullet," a Hoot Gibson Production adapted

May

from "Click of Triangle T," a novel by
Oscar J. Friend. The Hoot Gibson produc-

23rd, "My Old Dutch" will be
This is an all-star picture adapted
from the famous old song and stage play

tion unit is putting every effort behind this
picture and promises to make it an out-

directed the lilm.

Its release date is

9th.

On May

released.

standing western drama.

Picture Industry Will Assist
Signal Corps

MOTION
portant

jjictures are to

activities

part

of

the

in

the

Motion

Picture Advisory Council Organized to Help
Spread Propaganda for Uncle Sam

play an impeace-time

Army.

Realizing that people in the interior sections of the country know little of the functions,
composition and activities of the
Army, for the sujjport of which they pay
taxes, and feeling that they would be pleased
to see pictures sho^\'ing what the Army is
and what it does, the War Department has
decided to go "direct to the people" in an
effort
to
quell the constant "knocking"
which is aimed at our national defense.

The first step toward the successful operation of such a plan was to gain the cooperation of the motion picture industry, and a
meeting was recently held between officers
of ihe Army and outstanding figures in the
industry at which the plan was thoroughly
discussed, and the full cooperation of the
industry was promised.
Following that meeting there has been
formed a Signal Corps Motion Picture Ad-

Laugh

Month

Contest

for Exhibitors

EVERY

exhibitor has an opportunity for performing real service
to his fellow exhibitors as well
as a chance to win one of the cash prizes
in entering the Laugh Month exploitation contest in which the Laugh Month
Committee is offering $850.00 in prizes
for the best local campaigns tying up
with the national drive.
One of the principal advantages of the
Laugh Month campaign from the exhibitor standpoint is the examples it
will furnish of one hundred per cent advertising campaigns providing extra profits from the short features as well as
the longer features.
If you are conducting a local Laugh Month campaign

—

if you aren't you ought to be
every
other exhibitor in the country is vitally
interested in what you did and what
the results were at the box-office.
There are four opportunities to win
one of the cash prizes which run from
$100 to $5 for each of the foxu- weeks
of the month.

and

Army

insure the fullest cooperation between
the motion picture industry of the country
and the Army, and instructions are being
issued to all commanding officers to woi'k in
coojaeration with the industry as much as
possible. Already, it is stated, very gratifying results have been obtained in the flow
of still pictures to the press and it is hoped
that similar results will be obtained on the
screen.
will

Lasky Made Major

in

Officers* Reserve
L. LASKY, first vice-presi-

JESSE
dent

of

Famous

Players-Lasky

corporation in charge of production,
was sworn in yesterday as a Major of
the Officers' Reserve of the United
The ceremony
States Signal Corps.
took place in Mr. Lasky's office at 485
Fifth Avenue.

visory Council, on which it is proposed to
have a representative from each of the important motion picture companies. So far,
this council includes Lt. Col. Will H. Hays,
President, Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America; Major Jesse L.
Lasky, first vice president. Famous PlayersLasky Corporation; Major Saul E. Rogers,
vice president and general counsel. Fox Film
Corporation; Major J. Robert Rubin, vice
president and general counsel, Metro-GoldMajor
Corporation;
Distributing
wyn
Edmund Lynch, chairman of the board of
directors, Pathe Exchange, Inc.; Major Robert H. Cochrane, vice president. Universal
Picture Corporation; Richard A. Rowland,
general manager, First National Pictures,
inc.; Albert Warner, vice president and
treasurer, Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.;
Earl W. Ilammons, president. Educational
Film Exchanges; Cecil B. DeMillo, vice
president. Producers Distributing Corporation; Hal E. Roach, president, Hal E. Roach
Studios; Fred W. Bcetson, secretary, Association of Motion Picture Producers, Inc.;

With the commissioning in the Signal Reserve Corps of the outstanding rej^resentatives of each of the large motion picture
producing companies and news weeklies, and
the formation of the advisory council, it is
believed that the results achieved will be
great and the effects of its policies will be
of nation-wide importance.

:

E. B. Hatrick, managing editor, InternaFilm Service; Lt. Col. F. L. Herron,
manager, foreign department, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America;
and Lt. Col. Jack S. Connolly, Washington
Representative, Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America.
Those members of the council with official
designation are members .of the Signal Reserve Corps the other members will be commissioned in the Resen-e and have expressed
their willingness to accept such commissions.
The establishment of the advisory council

For its part, the Signal Corps will constantly endeavor to locate events or situations in the corps areas, departments or
localities which can be made the subjects of
interesting pictures; will maintain contact
with tlie representatives of the picture
organizations,
notifying
them of these
events and, in addition, will make arrangements in advance to insure that local commanders will be agreeable to the taking of
the pictures and that they will render such
cooperation as is practicable; and will act
as liaison officer with any producing company filming Army events or scenes to
insure accuracy of detail
and to render
every assistance possible to the local commanders and to the filming personnel.
;

Army activities in this connection will be
under the administration of Maior General
C. -McK. Saltznian, Chief Signal Officer.

tional

;

Harry
Irving

Millarde to Direct
''Lovey Mary"
Thalberg has signed Hany Mil-

Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract
already been assigned to direct
Mary," an adaptation by Agnes
Christina Johnson from the novel by Alice
Hagan Rice. Millarde directed "Over the
Hill," "If Winter Comes," and other suclarde

to

and he
"Lovey

cesses.

a

lias

:

:
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Tax

$1.50

Bill
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Exemption

Penn. Owners Contribute $2500

Introduced

from tax
EXEMPTION
missions up to $1.50

Turn Over That Amount to National
Body and Pledge Another $2,500

of all ad-

proposed
in an amendment to the revenue
law which has been introduced in the
Senate by Senator Harreld of Oklahoma.
The Senate finance committee this
week reached that section of the measure
but passed it over in order that matters
on which there would be no division
could be disposed of before the more
difficult tax provisions were taken up.
Democratic members are suggesting that
the exemption be increased to $1, and
there may be some support for this
recommendation among one or two of
is

the republican members.
Circus interests were in Washington
last week for the purpose of endeavoring
to have the exemption raised, claiming
that the present 50 cent exemption does
not take care of their business.

Safier

Cleveland
Resigns
Board Presidency

Maurice SaHer has resio:ned as president
of the Film Board of Trade of Cleveland.
His resignation followed his appointment as
central division manager for United Artists,
a position which will take him away from
Cleveland a great part of the time, thus
it impossible to preside at the regular Film Board meeting.
^Yard Scott, Fox exchange manager and
vice president, automatically moved up into
the presidency and Gradwell Sears, First
National exchange manager, wa.s elected vice

making

president, in Scott's place.

Publix Will Open Plaza In
The new Plaza Tlieatre in Loudon will
open February 8 under the direction of Albert A. Kaufman, director of theatres for
the Famous Players-Lasky theatre interests
in Europe, according to announcement made

by Harold B. Franklin, of Publix Theatres
•Corporation.
Frank Tours, formerly associated Avith the
Music Box Theatre and world-famous as the
composer of "Mother 0' Mine," will be
musical director; Francis A. Mangan, formerly of the Capitol Theatre, Chicago, will
be general producer and Albert Hay Malotte
will be chief organist.

Palace
Britain
Heavy Fire Loss

While the fire was confined
upper part of the building,
the loss by smoke and water is reported
heavy throughout and will necessitate exten-

January

8th.

to

the

sive repairs before the house can be reopened.
The Palace is one of a chain of
Southern New England picture houses controlled by Israel J. Hoffman of Ansonia,
Conn., and his associates. The origin of the
fire is

The Western Pennsylvania Unit went on
record by a resolution to notify the Motion
Picture
Producers and Distributors of
America, of which Will H. Hays is President, through the National Organization,
that the J" unqualifiedly endorse the work of
the National Contract and Arbitration Committee in its campaign for an equitable contract, and that they wall cease to participate
in the arbitration of disputes arising- out of

A Record

1925

unknown.

ANEW

record

for corporate

activity

on the part of motion picture enterprises was established during 1925,
according to a survey published by TinFilm Daily. 1,685 companies, listing a total capital of $581,557,141.00, were granted
charters during the year, according to that
authority.
Of these only 1,175 companies
listed active capital, and 510 capital stock

Following the resume of activity for the
three years, published by The Film
Daily
last

Charterod

Without

Total No.

Year

Chartered

192.5

1,685
1,217

1924
1923
Totals

Capital

Capital

ol"
328
177

$.^81,557,141
178,636,(W)6

766

208,313,500

3,668

.$968,507,547

May was the most active
when 232 units were chartered.

_

month

Rejects
Pictures

By nine votes, Bronson. Minn., turned
down Sunday pictures. The vote was 34
to

25 against the open Sabbath.

in

detail

the aggressive campaiaii being

and showed

made by

the

National Organization in this relation, and
presented evidence of cooperation by the
various State Units which have brought various favorable responses from legislators.
The Pennsylvania Unit voted to inaugurate
an intensive campaign ^vith their Congressmen and Senators towards this end.
That the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America will call a conference of First
National franchise holders, large and small,

was disclosed by Joseph M. Seider.

largest
nearest

number

filed in any one month, the
approach being March with 224.

is next with 162. More than $130,000,000 was listed by December charters.
This establishes a new monetary record, although June is a fairly close runner-up with
$103,640,900.00. Below will be found a list
of 1925 incorporations by months

January

1,015

-Month
.January

February

March
April

May
June
July

August
September
October
_

in 1925,
This is the

November
December
Totals

Chartered
Total No.
Without
Chartered
Capital
Capital
162
$66,107,000
54
87
21.239,000
23
224
36,946,440
63
115
36
42,.583,50O
74
232
29,010,721
135
103.640,900
30
42
146
27,591,000
51
146
31,995,600
32
98
62,656,800
88
102
8,877,500
30
109
19,448,180
129
37
131,460.500
.1.685

$581,557,141

510

P.D.C. Holds Sales Conference
District

for Sales

P'aIVATE,

Managers Received Individually
Talks in **P rogressive Convention''

all-day conferences in which

managers were received individually by sales manager W. J. Mordistrict

is the new type of sales convention
by Producei-s Distributing Corporation
during the past ten days. The convention
was divided into two periods of five days
each.
The first four days in each period
were given over to private conferences between ill-. Morgan and an individual manager.
On the fourth day an open meeting,
attended by the four managers present in

gan,
lield

Town

Sunday

Business manager Joe Seider covered the

Music Tax situation

Corporate Year

each period, was held.

Minnesota

present contract. Harry Davis was appointed to cooperate with the National Contract and Arbitration Committee as direct
re)n-esentative for the Western Pennsylvania unit.
tlie

Nearly Six Million Capital Listed by
1,685 New Motion Picture Enterprises

Has

The Palace theatre, oldest playhouse in
"New Britain, Conn., was damaged by fire
to the extent of $75,000 on the morning of
lai-gely

a meeting of the Theatre owners
of Western Pennsylvania held at the
Hotel William Penn in Pittsburgh on
January 6th, the treasurer was directed to
immediately pay into the treasury of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
the sum of .'12.500 and pledged a further
paj-ment of $2,500 on its qtiota on a per
capita basis.

instead.

London

New

AT

Commenting on
conference
"I

found

the

innovation,
tliis

form of

"progressive"

sales

Moi'gan

said:

Mr.

sales

meeting, the

next best thing to a personal visit to every
section

of the country.

In private, unin-

teiTuptcd, intmiate talks with our division
managers, facts were brought out that
would be overlooked or crowded out in the
usual procedure of a general sales conference.
By receiving one manager each day,
and devoting the whole of that day to a
discussion of his problems, the meetings
took the form of a personal visit.
Attending the first five day period of the
Producers Distributing convention were LJ. Hacking, P. H. Clark, Q. F. Lenehan
and Robert Cotton, representing sales divisions 1, 2, 3 and 4 covering the eastern and
second five day period was attended by C.
The
central sections of the United States.
E. Maben-y, C. D. Hill and R. A. Morrow,
representing districts 5, 6 and 7; covering
the mid-western division, and Tom Brady
representing Canada.

:

M
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Dance

T. O. C. C. Plans Dinner

Elaborate Preparations Being Made
for Sixth Annual Event at Astor

TilK

Owners

CliMinhcv

of

week that
would hold its Animal Dinner and
Dance on Lincoln's Birthday, February 12th.
(

'oiiiiiK'i'ce

aiiiiouiiccd

this

it

This function will be the sixth of its kind
held by the organization and the Hotel
Astor has been selected by the committee in
charge to house the elaborate afi'air.
There is a particular significance attached
to the Dinner and Dance this year as the
large membership of the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce is desirous of obtaining a new club house, and therefore
every effort is being i)ut forth to make
the
function an unprecedented financial
success.
In foiTQer years only the Gold Room of
the Hotel Astor was utilized by the ex-

arrangement
l)ro visions

to

Ochs who has contributed
ure

but so extensive are the plans for
Annual Dinner and Dance that the
entire chain of Ball and Banquet rooms
have been acquired.
When the plans for the function were
taking form, Vincent Lopez and his Casa
Lopez Orchestra were placed under contract
to furnish the dance music, and, by special

has made

to

the

great

no

in

measTheatre

little

of

success

all

Owners Chamber of Commerce activities
with which he has been identified.
Those
serving with him this year are S. I. Berthur
ses,

Victor Clark Takes

New

Post

From Lasky Studios to Take
New Place With Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
ANNOUNCEMENT was made this week bv Mayer in association with
Resigns

by Louis B. Mayer, vice-president in
charge of production for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, that Victor Clark, for a
number of years general manager of the
Lasky Studios, has resigned to become associated with M-G-M, to take effect in the
near future.

He

is

to

occupy the newly created position

at the M-G-M plant of Manager of Studio
This is in accoi'dance with the
Oj^erations.
)>i()gram of increased production activities
for the coming season now being prepared

Inspiration To Feature
Lois Moran
INSPIRATION Pictures is to feature
Lois Moran, sixteen year old

girl, in

(i.

fhalberg,

"Nineteen

twenty-six

will

witness

the

program of producing in history of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer," said Mr. Mayer,
"and our enlarged activities demand an increased personnel and the new position
of Manager of Studio Operations will be

greatest

occupied by Mr. Clark whom we believe to
be one of the leading executives in the film
production world.
"Victor Clark has been associated with
Famous Players-Lasky for the past five
years. Following a year at the Long Island
studios of that company he went to Hollywood for La.sky and later took over the gen-

managership of their Hollywood stuHis achievements have won him an
enviable position in the motion picture
trade," concluded Mr. Mayer.
dios.

'

is

Miss

Moran gained

narecognition
o w i n g her

tional
f

o

II

performance
in
"Stella
Dallas" a Samuel
Goldwyn producinitial

which she
played the role of
tion, in

Laurel.

The
in

Chamber

first

picture

which

Miss

Moran appeared with Barthelmess was
"Just Suppose," which will open at the
Strand Theatre in New York on January
24th. This young Miss is an American
girl who was educated in France, where
she danced in the Ballet of the Paris
Opera House.

newly elected
Atlanta

the

Commerce

campaign

has-

Sunin Atltanta. He appeared
before the last regular meeting of the
Rotary Club and declared one of At-

fired the first shot in a

for

most vital needs now is a provision for more amusements and recreation for the rapidly increasing number
of workers in the industries of the city.
In part, Hoffman told the Rotarians:
lanta's

I

do not know whether you people

realize it or not, but to many workers
in Atlanta industries Sunday in this city
is a mighty long and tedious day.
With
tremendous increases being made in the
number of workers as well as big an-

nual increases in payrolls the necessity
of early action on the part of business
interests of the city to provide more
pleasure for the workers is apparent to
all.
I don't know what some of you
ministers here think about this question,
but I know that the great mass of working people are entitled to their sports
and pleasures."

Year Opens Well for

New

Corporations
The new year opened up well from the
standpoint of motion picture companies incorporating and entering the business in New
York state. The past week brought the following companies into the business, according to charters granted by the secretary of
Level Short Films, Inc., $20,000 capitalM. K. Duell, N. Helerstein, N.
Dronsnick, New York city; Vyse Amusement
Corporation, $5,000, Ruth Eosenthal, Samuel
ization, with

Bronx; Gilbert Price, Brooklvn;
Tismer Theatre Corporation, $100,000, L.' P.
luppa, Joseph luppa, Joseph Paulen, RochS. Pariser,

ester.

Laconia Amusement (.'orporation, $10,000^
Milton Hart, S. W. Sollf rey, New York city \
Mitchell Fruitstone, Brooklyn; Albion Attractions. Inc., $10,000,

Montreal Rejects Eight Per
Cent of Posters
The annual report of the poster censor
of Montreal, Martin Singher, for the year
1926, just issued, shows that approximately
eight per cent of all the theatre posters,

Edward

and Albert Kernan, New York

Speigel,

Moe

city.

Cincinnati Board Elects

New

Officers

eral

"The Kid From Montana," a Sidney
production, in which Richard

Barthelmess

of
of

state

Irving

Olcott

starred.

N e IV s

u r c

Hy

Gainsboro, J. Louis Geller, J. ArHirsch, Joe Hornstein, Charles MoJ. L. Ryan and M. D. Schwartz.

man,

t

day amusements

Many celebrated personages will be present both at the dinner and the dance and it
is eAi)ected that the great array of motion
picture stars will find themselves matched
in numbers by the equally noted members
of the legitimate stage.
Those in chai'ge of the entertainment have
promised some unusually interesting features by visiting artists who have been selected for their popularity and skill. With
^'incent Lopez will be his famous dance
team, Addison Fowler and Florenz Tamara,
who have won sufficinet recognition to be
accurately called the foremost dancers in
America today.
The Ball Committee is headed by Lee A.

the Sixth

c

Head Urges
Sunday Amusement
president

his orchestra.

hibitors,

i

WD. HOFFMAN

willi Lo])ez the latter

augment

P

Atlanta

•
'riicatrc

n

t i

The following were elected to office of the
Cincinnati Film Board of Trade on January
4th to act for the year.
President Roy H.
Haines, manager. First National, re-elected.
Vice-Pres., Fred Strief, manager for Uni-

James V. Allan, manager
for Warner Bros, a-ssistant treasurer, and
The
executive secretary, Evelyn ilcNamee.
offices under the supervision of Miss McNamee will continue to be in the Palace The\ersal, treasurer;

atre buildinir.

Baker

Titling
''Just Suppose''
Finishes

of

cards and still photographs intended for
use in Canada's largest city Avere considered
unfit for public view and were condemned.
The official statement shows that 111,047
different pieces of lobby, window and billboard advertising were submitted for examination during the 12 months and 101,477 were approved by the censor and
9,570 were rejected.
The civic revenue
from the examination of the posters, etc.,

"Just Suppose," InspiraBarthelmess picture, has been
completed by C. Graham Baker, who also
prepared the scenario from the stage play.
Bakei-'s next assiginnents are "The Kid
From Montana," and Jeffrey Faniol's ''The
Amateur Gentleman," in which Barthelmess
will appear under the direction of Sidney

amounted

Olrotl.

to

$.3,241.87.

The

titling of

tion's latest

—
J a n

II

a

Radio

19

2

r y

Causes

Slump

575

2 6

Pictures

in

to

Japan

WoodhuU Boosts Laugh Month

The motion picture producers and exhibJapan have been for the past three
or four months suffering a very distinct drop

in tlieir revenue, according to advices reaching the Department of Commerce. Responsible persons connected with the American
film industi'v say that the revenues they are
receiving now, as compared with last spring
before broadcasting was introduced, are on
some leading films only about 10 per cent of
what they ought to be, or would be under

normal conditions.
This decrease in the theatre attendance on
the part of the theatre going public may be
partly ascribed to economic depression, but
it is undoubtedly due to a very considerable
extent, they say, to the growth and poiiularity of radio in Japan, as the counti-y people
especially are economically better off now
than at any time in the past few years.

Carrying Out All Suggested Ideas
His Own Theatre in New Jersey
WOODHULL, President of the some fun on the screen
Is

itors in

at

RF.

Motion Picture Theatre Owners ol
• America, who has made speeches on
"January Laugh Month" broadcasted "January Laugh Month" over ten radio stations
and written "January Laugh Month" for a

—

number of trade papers, newspai)ers and
magazines, when interviewed on the subject
of "January Laugh Month" this Aveek stated:
"I have nothing further to say."
National President Woodhull admitted
that he had said all it was possible to say,
and that now he is executing in his own
Baker Theatre, at Dover, N. J., lOO^o of the
suggestions he has made to the theatre
owners of the country in connection with
this movement.
review of President
WoodhuU's January program at the Baker
Theatre, shows that the most serious pictures billed for this month are news reels.
From the time one sights the Baker a block
away, one is impressed by the hilarity of its
announcements. The marquise, the box office,
the foyer, even the aisles are bannered and
ballyhooed with banners presaging whole-

A

Ventilating of
Wash. D. C. Theatres

Investigating
As

trom pneumonia
orders have been issued

a result of 42 deaths

since January 1st.
by the health officer of the District of Columbia for an exhaustive investigation of

the ventilating systems of all motion picture
in Wasliiugton. with a
\'iew to checking any potential spread of

and other theatres

the disease through impure air.
It is explained that i>neumonia

contagious, and is more likely to be spread in
Inspecplaces where the air is not pure.
tion of the ventilating sy.stems in the theaters is expected to show whether the air is
pure, and it is not believed that laboratory
tests will be necessary if the ventilating apparatus is in prober working condition.

Two

Houses
John S. Evans, former president of the
M.P.T.O. of Southern New Jersey and Dela-

who has been

seriously ill for several
months, recently sold his Drury and Tioga
Smitlian,
Theatres to James
a Mauch
Chunk attcu'iiey for a price said to be close
S. Kaison is acting as manager
to $225, 00(1.
of the Tioga, while Pete Marks, who was
employed by Mr. Evans, has been retained
as manager of the Drur\-.

Would Close

Bill

D. C.

THE

closing on
Sunday of all
places of amusement in the Dis-

of Columbia is provided for
introduced in the House of
Representatives by Congressman Lankford of Georgia "to secure Sunday as a
trict

a

bill

day of

rest."

The measure specifically prohibits the
operation of any motion picture theatre
or other place of entertainment or public
assembly

at

"Laugh Month" was made

in

the

January

MoOwners of America. At
time he wrote, under his column entitled

1st issue of the othcial Bulletin of the

tion Picture Theatre

that
the "President's Puljiit:"
"In as much as I learned at a very early
age the value of laughter, it is a most easy
task for me to enter into the 'January

Laugh Month" with enthusiasm.
"Leaders in organization work and physicians have at least one thing in common.
They spend at least ninety per cent of their
time listening to the ti'oubles of other folks.
It requires all kinds of will power to maintain a sense of humor, without which I do
not believe any human being, whether rich
or poor, can exist."

Twelve Immortals forA

.

MPA
.

.

Leaders of Motion Picture Industry
to

THE

Preside

at

Naked Truth Dinner

immortals of the movies
on hand for the annual Naked
Truth Dinner to be held at the Astor,
Februarv fi. 192().
The men whose combined wealth could buy the entire city of
New York, whose fame encompasses the face
of the globe, to whom the motion picture
owes its present secure and prominent position in the eyes of the jvorld.
These men

organization within a month of each other.
Three of the inunortals have graced meetThey are
ings of the association so far.
Adolph Zukor. S. A. (Roxv) Rothapfel. and
last week, D. W. (Griffith.
Tickets to the dinner are rapidly beingsold and many desirable spots in the room
have already been reserved.
Addresss all
requests to Charles Einfeld, 365 Madison

will
personally he present at what bears
every indication of being the greatest social
event in the current and past film year.
These gods of the silver sheet are Adolph
Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, D. W. Griffith, \VUliam Fox, Will Hays, Richard A. Rowland,
Carl Laemmle, Sidney R. Kent, Joseph M.
Schenck, Marcus Loew, S. A. (Roxy) Rothaptel and Sam Kat/,.
It can be said without fear of contradiction that this is the first
time that these twelve immortals have been
seen under the same roof. It is practically
certainty that each of them will be presiMil.
with the j)ossible exception of Carl
I.iicmmle, who nuiy be in Europe at the time
and therefore unable to attend.

A\(nue,

twelve

will be

;i

Houses on Sunday
in

of this theatre.
President WoodhuU has not only given
extra time to the comedy short subject, but
he has taken particular pains to insure that
every one of his January bookings has a real
laugh. January for President WoodhuU has
meant the shelving of all "sob sister" programs. Mr. WoodhuU's final declaration on

is

John Evans Disposes of

ware,

.

which an admission

fee

is

directly or indirectly received. Violation
of this provision would be punishable
by a fine of not less than $5 nor more
than $50 for the first offense, and by
fines of between $25 and $500 and imprisonment for not more than six months
for subsequent offenses.
The bill is the same as was introduced
by Representative Lankford at the last
session of Congress.

the present purpose of the A.M. P. A.
one of the dozen undying ones to
a single table at which shall also be seate
luitstanding stars, directors and other picture notables.
These tables are to be scattered over different i)arts of the grand ballroom so that the function will take on the
It is

to assign

1

St.

it

tion to jiresiile nt

a

weekly meeting of the

Citv.

Louis House Leased for

Long Term
A

was closed January Sth by Fred
L. Cornwell, owner of the Delmonte Theatre, Delmar boulevard near Clara avenue,
St. Louis, whereby the theatre Avas leased
deal

for a long period to Ray Miller of Mexico,.
Mo., and Jack Weil of St. Louis, Mo.
MUler has disposed of the Grand Theatre,
Mexico, Mo., to Smith & Josephson of Kansas City, Mo., and will take personal charge
of the Delmonte Theatre.
He also subleased his theatre in Moberly, Mo., several
weeks ago.
Weil is the head of Jack Weil Pictures,
an independent distribution organization.

San Mateo House Looted by

Cracksmen

aspect of a big family affair.

The selection of the twelve immortals
was one of the first acts done under the new
A.M. P. A. administration of which Olendon
Allvine is president. At the second meeting
was decided to have a vote among the
membership to determine the outstanding
figures in the industry who had done the
most to promote the welfare and growth of
the moring picture; and who were in a posi-

Xew York

Cracksmen looted the safe of the San
Mateo Calif. Theatre Friday nijiht, Jan.
1st., making away with more than ^1000 in
cash, the receipts from Thursday and Friday night shows. The theft was discovered
late in the moriung when \. J. Grav, manof the house, visited his office to count
cash and prepare to place it in the
bank.
The safe dooi- was o])en and nearhv was a "iinnH\-."
asrer

his
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Paramount Appoints Hoffman
E.

HOFFMAN,

production

at thhe Cecil B. De Mille
plant in Culver City, has been appointed as executive manager of the Famous
He
Plaj-ers-Lasky Studio in Hollywood.
will assume his new duties at once and will
cany out plans for the installation of the

pro(iuction forces in the newly-purchased
quarters, the twenty-six acre United Studios.
In announcing this change in the studio's
personnel,
associate
producers
executive
Scluilherg and TurnbuU said:
'We are gratified that we have obtained
a man of the calibre of Milton E. Hoffman
to fill the responsible position of executive
manager. His keen insight into our organization's particular system and problems,
gained through years- spent as general manager of our West Coast studio and as general manager of our London plant, makes him
j)articularly well fitted for his new post.
His experience also in a managerial capacity at other studios has well equipped him
for the fulfillment of his first big tasks in

at the

long connected with
the Universal sales forces, has been appointed as new contact executive, a position created by Arthur Kane, who has since resigned from the Universal staff to enter the production field. Friedman will have his headquarters at the home office of Universal in
New York and his duties will be the maintainance of liaison between the studios at
Universal City and the "U" sales force.
Universal has found this corelation of
studio and sales force a powerful balance
wheel to keep the production and sales in
It has made for better mutual unstep.
derstanding and has resulted in better picIt has
tures and more specialized selling.
particularly enabled Universal to follow the

change in the public's picture taste rapidly.
The former Detroit manager already has
assumed his new position. He was royally

Verdict

For

Sunday Pictures
ago an attempt was
SOMETIME
made
open the picture theatres
to

on Sunday, in St. Petersburg, Fla.
J. J. Gillooly, owner of the Capitol theatre agreeing to "break the ice'' by opening his house on Sunday evening and
charging the regular admission charges.
He was oromptly arrested. His case
came up for trial last week and he was
acquitted by County Judge, John U.

who

that
the
Supreme
ruled
Court of the State of Florida had described the legal Sunday as from dawn
to sunset.
It is reported that the City Commissioners will at once take steps to pass an
ordinance prohibiting the showing of
Motion Pictures in the city on the Sabbath and will define the day as from
Bird,

new home

launching.

"Paramount will take gradual possession
of its new home, installing one production at
a time as contracts made by United with
will take
rental companies are fulfilled.
full charge by Maj- 1.
Our first unit to move
{)robably will be the company which will
make 'Fresh Paint,' a modern comedy starIt is planned to
ring Raymond Griffith.
begin filming this picture on January 18.

We

equipment

"The

at

the

Lasky

studio,

has been gathered together through
the last 12 years and much of which could
not be dui^licated, will be moved to United
when the predominance of production is
This equipment includes the most
there.
elaborate technical scenic effects department
vvhich

in

Headquarters

Friedman,

Florida

to its

United Studios, and to bring about a
smooth running organization to carry out
the expanded production plans we are now

motion pictures."

'

'U' Position
'

midnight on Saturday
Sunday.

until

midnight on

Home

at

Office

welcomed by the Universal home office staft".
He spent several months in an executive
capacity

at

the

home

office

several

years

ago and made many warm friends.
Friedman's place in Detroit is taken by
Kay Moon, formerly the star salesman of
Detroit is one of Univerthat exchange.
Friedman's
sal's most efficient exchanges.
record with that exchange had much to do
with

liis

selection for the

ii

r c

N e zv s

Committee

Administrative Committee of

new

post.

Exploding Films Cause Fire
Loss of $60,000
^

Own-

America will meet at National
Headquarters at 745 Seventh
Avenue on January 26th-27. The first
session will be called sharply at 2 p. m.
ers of

The meetings

are of special importAll officers and directors of the
National Headquarters who may be able
to attend are earnestly requested by
Business Manager Joseph M. Seider, to
make every effort to be present.
Reports of considerable progress made
since the last meeting will be rendered
at this two day session.

ance.

Buster Keaton Starts Work
on '^Battling Butler"
Buster Keaton has started production of
the screen version of "Battling Butler," the
stage comedy produced in New York and
London, in which he will star for Metro-

Cold wyn-Mayer. The gag men signed for
the picture by Joseph M. Sehenck, producer
of the work, include Al Boasburg, Paul
Gerard Smith, Charles Smith and Lex Neal.
Sally O'Neil will appear as Keaton's leading lady and Francis McDonald and Walter
.James will appear in principle roles. Keaton will direct the picture as well as play
the

Appointed Contact Executive and Will

Make
Joseph

Lasky studio

t

the Motion Picture Theatre

at the

Friedman in New
Is

THE

connection with the removal of the equip-

ment

P. T. O. A.

c

Will Meet

Assumes Duties at Once as Executive
Manager of West Coast Studios

MILTON
manager

M.

i

name

role.

Fairbanks Completes Work
on ''The Black Pirate"
Camera work on "The Black Pirate,"
Douglas Fairbanks' newest starring vehicle
for United Artists, has been completed, it
was annoxmced this week. The film is now
being edited and titled. The picture will be
])resented as an all-color feature, the master
be sent to the Technicolor laboratory in Boston M'here it ^nll be used for
making all release prints. It is undei"stood
that plans have been made to present the
|)icture for a special New York engagement,
similar to that which was given "Don Q"
jjrint is to

last venr.

An

explosion in the moving picture films
carried in stock by John A. Chantler &
Company, 226 Bay Street, Toronto, close to
the Toronto Stock Exchange, at 9:30 p.m.
on the night of Januarv 5, caused damage
to the extent of $60,()(')0 through the fire
which followed.

A large quantity of reels evidently intended for use in home projectors and which
had been iuijjorted from Europe was burnThe wining merrily after the explosion.
dows of the four-story building were blown
out in the crash but no one was injured.
The explosion was heard for several blocks.
in
Negri
Jowitt
Again
Supporting Cast
have Anthony
Jowitt, young British actor in the supporting
cast of her new Paramount starring production.
He also ajipeared with her in her last
starring vehicle, "A Woman of the World."
Another ])layer selected for the east is Erwin
.

Negri

Pola

Connelly, well

The

New

oriijinal

wright,

will

known

again

character actor.

is an
by Ernest Vajda, Hungarian playand will be directed by Dimitri

Negi'i story, as yet untitled,

Hiu-liowetzki.

Beauty Contest Winners Get

"U"
Dorothy

Contracts

and Blanche Fisher,
beauty contests conducted by
Universal, have been signed to new contracts
by that company following completion of
their first six months' work.
Miss Gulliver
won a contest at Salt Lake City and Miss
Fisher one at Omaha. They have been playing leads in comedies and westerns and supporting roles in features.
The new eontracts cover a period of six months.
winners

Gulliver

of

Tod Browning

M-G-M

to

Produce

Series

Tod Browning has signed

a contract with
do a series of pictures to be known as Tod Browning producBrowning has achieved success with
tions.
such i:)ictures as "The Unhly Three" and
"The Mvstic." He was also responsible for
the direction of "The Black Bird," a Lon
Chaney starring vehicle, due for release in

iletro-Goldwyn-Mayer

l-'chruarv.

to

—
Jan

n'a r

23,

y

m

1926

Denver Exchange Wins
Warner Trophy

THE

Denver Exchange carried away

honors in the Warner Brothadvertising accessory contest
participated in by thirty-four branch
sales exchanges.
The contest has just
closed and the winning exchange received permanent possession of a silver
loving cup, while the booker and poster
clerk, Fred Knill and Walter O'Connell,
won cast prizes of $125 each.
Cash awards were made also to four
other offices, the prize in each case being divided equally between two men.
These prizes were as follows, the booker
and the poster clerk being named in this
order in each instance:
Second Salt Lake City, Julian C.
Smith, $50; G. Clark Jones, $50 Third
—Portland, Ore., L. S. Clark, $25; H. P.
McNary, $25— Fourth— New Orleans, J.
D. Jernigan, $25; L. Dessomes, $25
Fifth— Oklahoma City,, R. M. Ginder,
$25; E. R. Felix, $25.
first

ers

—

—

Goudal to be Featured
by De Mille

Jetta

Jetta Goudal, at present playing a featured part in "Paris at Midnight," having
been lt)aned by Cecil B. De Mille to Metropolitan Pictures who are producing this
picture for Producers Distributing Corporation release, will be featured in a special
series of productions by De Mille when finished w-itli her work on the Metropolitan
picture.

Though the specific stories in which Miss
Goudal will be featured by De Mille have
not been announced it is stated that Mrs.
E. K. Adams, literary adviser to DeMille,

Scenes from the Banner production

Joy
F.

New

Assistant to

Richard Jones

Billy Joy, Leatrice Joy's brother and an
assistant director of Pathe comedies at the
Hal Eoach Studios for the past few months,
has been made assistant to F. Ricliard
Jones, Director-General of the organization,
Lewis Foster, formerly assistant to Jones,
is now engaged
in scenario work under

Carl Harbaugh has returned to tlir
scenario
staff
following
several
months' work with Mary Pickford and
other feature companies.

Jones.

Roach

Rossman Photographer

for

Five

jiedition.

Stories

are

WITH

tiic start of the new year Warner Brothers have five companies at
work, with four productions in the
process of editing and four stories being
pi'ppared for early production.
"The Sap," Raymond Hitchcock's stage
success, has started with Kenneth Harlan
Mary McAlister has
in the leading role.
the leading feminine part, while the others
include "Heinie" Conklin, Dave Butler, Eulalie Jensen and Jolm Cossar.
Erie Kenion is directing.
"Why Girls Go Back Home" is under
way with James Flood handling the meganhone for an all star cast. It is headed
by Patsy Ruth Miller and Clive Brook, The
othei's are George O'Hara, Myrna Lov and
Jane Winton. The story is by Catherine

by Walter Morosco, with
bv Sonia Hovev.

'riie Grifters," a oruok story, is well unway with Dolores Costello and John
Harron in the leading roles. The others in
the east are Matthew Betz, Dot Farley, Lee
Moran, Gertrude Claire and Joseph Dowling.
Roy Del Ruth is directing.

der

"Leave It To Me'' is William Beaudine's
production since returning to the Warners.
The cast is headed by Dorothy De\ore, John Patrick and Montague Love supported by George Pearce and Jim Gordon.
"The Night Cry," R in-Tin-Tin's newest
first

June Marand John Harron have the leading
human roles Avith Gayne Whitman, "Heinie"
Conklin, Don Alvarado and Mary Louise
feature, is Hearing completion.

lowe

Miller supporting.

Joins

Hoot

Gibson Cast
Director Lynn Reynolds has added ilark
Hamilton to the cast supporting Hoot Gibson in "Chip of the Flying U" for Universal.
It is an adaptation from the novel by
B. M. Bower. The supporting cast includes
A'irginia Brown Faire, Philo McCulIough.
Hany Todd and others.

Herman Raymaker

is

directing.

"Other Women's Husband," which again
has for its leads Marie Prevost and Monte
Blue, is almost ready for release.
Huntly
Gordon and Phyllis Haver have featured
parts.
This was directed bv Erie Kenton.
"Oh, What A Nurse!" Syd Chaplin's second big comedy, is another almost ready for
distribution.
Patsy Ruth Miller has the
leading feminine role. Matthew Betz, Ed
"

Kennedy and

Mark Hamilton

by the Henry Ginsberg Distri-

Being Edited With
Others Being Prepared for Production

Four

the scenario

Karl
Rossman,
producer of
Pathe's
"Kivalina of the Ice Lands," has been appointed official photographer of the Detroit
Arctic Expedition which will seek to reach
the North Pole by airplane.
Rossman will
make a pictorial historj^ of the entire ex-

released

Warner Companies Busy

Brody, adapted

Arctic Expedition

is

buting Corporation.

has secured several vehicles that will be in
keeping with the French player's character.

Billy

"A Desperate Moment." which

Daviil Torrenee are also fea-

tured.

Irene

Rich's
next
picture,
according
an announcement from the Warner Bros,
main offices this week, will be "Silken
Shackles," a smart, sophisticated comedy by
Walter Morosco. Most of its action is laid
in Budapest.
The next picture to he directed bv J. Stu<rt Blackton is "Hell Bent-For-Heaven,"
-oni the i^lay by Thatcher Hughes.
MarConstance is now writing the scenario.
v.
to

''

':
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Two Added To

"Prince

of Pilsen" Cast

METROPOLITAN

Pictures

has

added Otis Harlan and Rose
Tapley to the cast of "The
Prince of Pilsen," which will be a Producers Distributing Corporation release.
Harlan will have the part of a comedy
bandit and Miss Tapley, a favorite of
the old Vitagraph Company in Brooklyn,
has been cast as the chief lady in waiting to Princess Bertha of Thorwold,
played by Myrtle Stedman.
Paul Powell, who is directing the production shot some of its most spectacusequences during the week with more
than five hundred extras in the scenes.
The principal one of these was the
jousting tournament and the attending
festivities which immediately precede the
wedding of Princess Bertha and the
pseudo Prince of Pilsen.
lar

Eugenia
Gilbert
Opposite
George Walsh

Scenes from "Ibanez Torrent," a Cosmopolitan release

through Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Company

Boasts Strong Stock
Paramount

Now has Forty-Five Players

and Fourteen Directors Under Contract

PARAMOUNT
lai-ge

will

l)oasts

an exceptionally

and capable stock company which
work during the new year under

the direct supervision of the three associate
producers, Hector Turnbull, B. P. Schulherg and Williain Le Baron. There are no

than forty-five contract players and
fourteen directors of note on the company's
less

Charles Bird.

On

the

list

of contract directors arc such

names as D. W. Gritlith, James Cruze, Allan Dwan, Herbert Brenon, Victor Fleming,
Frank Tuttle, Irvin Willat, Malcolm St.

Chadwick Pictures Corporation ha-s engaged Eugenia Gilbert for the leading feminine role in support of Geoi-ge Walsh in
"The Test of Donald Norton." Miss Gilbert
recently completed the leading role opposite
Johnnie Walker in Chadwiek's "The Transcontinental Limited," which M'ill be released
next month.
"The Test of Donald Norton" is the fifth
George Walsh production of the season. It
will be directed by Reeves Eason and will
have in the supporting east Tyrone Power,
Evelyn Scobie, Virginia True Boardman,
Robert J. Graves, Mickey Moore and Joan
Meredith.

Edward Sutherland, Clarence Badger,
William De Mille. William Wellman, Gregory La Cava and Dimitri Buchowetzki.
('lair,

rolls.

The noted players who have been under
contract to the organization for some time
Negri,
Pola
Swanson,
Gloria
include
Thomas Meighan, Bebe Daniels, Raymond
(Jriffith, Adolphe Men.iou, Ernest Torrenre,
Betty Bronson, Jack Holt, Florence Vidor,
Hichard Dix, Wallace Beery, Noah Beery,
Alice
Cortez,
Ricardo
Collier,
William
Joyce, Greta Nissen, Lois Wilson, Esther
Hnlston, Mary Brian, Harrison Ford and
Raymond Hatton. Theodore Roberts, who
is slowly recovering from a long illness, is
also on the

list.

now under the Paramount
banner brought with him Carol Dempster
and Neil Hamilton, who are now contract
1).

W.

Grifiitli,

B. P. Schulas is W. C. Fields.
berg also brought Clara Bow, Gilbert RoWilland, Alyce Mills and Donald Keith.
liam Wellman came with Schulberg as a
l)layers,

Paramount

director.

Irene Rich

is

Recovering After

Collapse
star of "Lady Windermere's Fan," has recovered sufficiently
following a breakdown to leave for California in care of a trained nurse. Miss Rich
collapsed at the Ambassador Hotel in New
York, where she started her personal appearance tour over the Warner circuit.
Monte Blue, who an-ived in New York for a
brief vacation, will substitute for Miss Rich
where she had been booked to appear.

Irene Rich,

Warner

Miss Rich came to New Y^'ork in October
and left for Eur<)i)e', where she left her
On her return she
mot her and children.
started on the first personal appearance

A cold contracted
tour she has ever made.
while filming "Lady Windermere's Fan" in
Canada weakened her and the nervous
breakdown followed.

other players recently signed was
Arlette Marchal, Parisian actress, who ap-

Among

l)eared

with (iloria

Swanson

in

"Madame

Sans Gene." Gilda Gray is another who has
just completed her first starring vehicle,
•'Aloma of the South Seas." Percy Marmont
and Warner Baxter are contract players
Others on the list are
recently signed.
Ford Sterling, George Bancroft, Lawrence
(iray, William Powell, Richard Arlen, Josejih Striker, George Rigas, Anthony JowLouise Brooks, Margaret ^Morris and
itt,

M-G-M

Signs Nagel to

New

Contract
Louis H. Mayer, vice-president in charge
of production" for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
has signed Conrad Nagel to a new contract.
He has been for a long time under the
M-G-M banner. At present he is playing
the male lead with Renee Adoree in Phil
Rosen's as yet untitled picture.

Highlights

from

the

Universal
People."

production

His
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Norman Trevor Signed
by Paramount

NORMAN

TREVOR

has been
signed to a long term contract to
appear exclusively in Paramount

He

"Young Blood,"

will leave the
in which he is

pearing on the

New York

sume his first
new contract.
The player's

picture

Pictures.

major

in the

cast

of

now

ap-

stage, to as-

work under

first role will

the

be that of a

French Foreign Lagion

in

the Paramount screen version of the
P. C. Wren, "Beau Geste," which Herbert Brenon will produce.

Added to Cast
"Monte Carlo"

Several

of

Several additions have been made to the
of "Monte Carlo," which Director
Christy Cabanne is shooting at the MetroGoldwj'n-Mayer studios. Among those recently a.ssigned important roles are Karl
Dane, Trixie Fnganza, Zasu Pitts, Antonio
D'Algy, Henri La Garde and Cesare Gravina.
Those previously announced in the cast are
Lew Cody, Gertrude Olmstead, Roy D'Arcy
cast

and Harry Mevei-s.

Renee

Adoree's

Sister

to

Make Film Debut
sister of Renee Adoree, will
picture debut in Phil Rosen's new

Mira Adoree,

make her

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production which is
still untitled and in which Renee will have
Mira was an
the leading feminine role.
acrobatic dancer in Mexico Citv for several
seasons after leaving France and only joined
her sister a few months aso in Hollvwood.

Buck Jones

in

highlights from

"The Cowboy and

the

Countess." a Fox Film Corporation release.

'Skyrocket' Seen on Leviathan
Premiere of Peggy Hopkins Joyce Special
For
Associated
is
Notable
Affair

PKdOV
socialcd

HOPKINS
E.Niiibitor.s

.JOYCE'S
.\s"The Sky-

special.

rocket" had its i)remiere showing in tlie
Room of the Steamsln])
(irand
l^all
Leviatiian tlie evening of January 7th and it
was one of tlie most brilliant affairs of the
Miss Joyce
kind in the annals of tilmdoin.
was hostess for the occasion to close to a
thousand people prominent in the picture
industry, society and newsi a)jer(loin.

Miss Joyce made

the

trij)

from

Ilnlly-

event, whicii was
inaugui'ated with a reception in the Palm
Garden of the giant liner. K'eceiving witii
Miss Joyce were Cai)tain Hartly, Staft'
Commander Moore and Purser Summit of

wood

esjjecially

for

the

the Leviathan.

Following the recejition the guests repaired to the Grand Ball Room where Miss
Joyce was given an ovation until the picture
got under way.
Music for the showing wa.s
compiled and the orchestra directed by
Josei)h Hollander.
During the showing of the picture and
after it had been projected a radio program
was being broadcast from the Palm Garden
through station
the high i)owered
l)roadcasting unit of the Hotel McAlpin.
Harry Hershfield was master of ceremonies
for the broadcasting and Miss Joyce, Oscar
Ca))tain
Price,
president of Associated,
Hartly and others addressed the radio
audience.
After the picture was ]>i-o.iected supy)ei'
was served in the immense dining room of
the big ship.
Following sui:)per dancing to
the music of two orchestras was i;i oi'dei'.

WMCA,

Lealrice Joy in

"Made For Love."
release.

a

Pro-Dis.

Corp.

Dancing was held botli in the Hall Iiooni
and the Palm Garden.
During the course of the post-showing
festivities a reel of film
itself

reel

presenting the affair

was projected. The making of this
was in the capable liands of Leonard

Mitchell, chief of the

United States Lines'

Motion Picture Department, to whom credit
is also due for the wonderful projection of
the picture.
It was the general consensus
of the hard-boiled film men that the projection was perfect
no small matter when the'
handicaps were considered. The film showing arriving guests, etc., was projected just
exactly one and three quarters hours after
the last scene liad been shot.
The projection installation was made by
the U. S. Lines Motion Picture Department,
of which Charles Fierer is Chief.
The projectionist
of
the
Lexiathan is Th;)iiias
.McAulev.

—

Marcia Manon Returns
Rosen Production

in

Marcia Manon, who five vears agO'
abandoned her screen career because of ill
health, has been added to the cast of Phil
Rosen's new Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer producMiss Manon regained
her strength after retiring to her ranch near
Santa Barbara.
Conrad Nagel has the leading I'ole in the
picture, with Renee Adoree ))laying opposite
him. Others in the supporting cast include
Gwen Lee, Antonio D'Algy, Julia SwajTit,tion, as yet untitled.

Gordon and Bernard

Siegel.
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Madge Bellamy Chosen
Lead

for ''Sandy"

MADGE by

BELLAMY

lected

Fox

has been se-

to play the

Elenore Meherin's

role in

title

serial

story, "Sandy." The story is now being
run in serial form by newspapers
throughout the country. Elaborate preparations are under way at the Fox
studios for the immediate production of
the story which will be directed by

Harry Beaumont.
Appearing in support of Miss Bellamy
will be Leslie Fenton, Bardson Bard,
Harrison Ford, David Torrence and
Eds^the Chapman.

Mack

Emmett

Charles

"Unkown

Is

Soldier"

Renaud Hoffman, who

will

produce "The

Unknown

Matt Moore and Kathryn Perry

in

the

Fox

film

version

of the

John Golden stage success.

"The

First

Year."

F. B. O. Planning Biggest Drive
March to be F. B. O. Month With ThirtyFour Exchanges of Company Cooperating

Soldier" for Producers Distributing
Corjjoration
release,
has selected
Charles Emmett Mack for the title role.
The story is credited to Dorothy Farnum.
Production is scheduled to start at the Metropolitan studios in Hollywood next week.
Certain sequences will be shot in New York,
where the entire company will be brought
six weeks hence.

Gwen Lee Signs New M-G-M
Contract
Gwen

Lee, a comparative

screen has

been signed

0. is planning it.s biggest sales
drive for the month of March, which
•will be known as F.B.O. Month, ac-

cording

to

announcement

by

Colviti

W.

Brown, vice-president in charge of production.
During that month the thirty-four
exchanges of the company will bring the
F.B.O. product to the atttention of the exhibitors and public, with special stress laid
on the four feature releases and six short
subjects listed for distribution during the
month.

The

full details of the plan for the dri\ e
be presented to branch managers antl
their staffs by Lee Marcus, general sales
manager of the company, who is now on
On this trip Maia, tour of the exchanges.
cus will confer with important exhibitors in
addition to holding meetings at the exHe will cover Denver, Salt Lake
changes.
City, Los An.ueles, Snn Francisco, Portland,
Seattle and Chicago.

toric

G-old

hop to Hawaii, listed as an F.B.O.
Bond, will be distributed on March

28th.

newcomer to the
a new Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer contract which
feet early in February.

FB.

to

to

advantage

in

Ladies," "Lady
Secretarv."

will take af-

She has been seen

such pictures as "Prettv
of the Night" and "His

The short subjects will include ''The GoGet-Her" and "And How!" episodes four
and five of "Fighting Hearts" F.B.O.'s new
series based on stories by Sara Hellraan, in
which Alberta Vaughn is starred. Two Bray
cartoons will be released during March as
well as "A Beauty Parlor," a Standard Fat
Men comedy and "A Fraternity Mix-Up," a
Blue Ribbon comedy starring Alice Ardell,
both from the Joe Rock Studios.

will

An

advertising, publicity

campaign

and exploitation

being laid out, with special accessories ordered for the branches of the
company and for five thousand exhibitors
throughout the country. The sales and advertising departments have been perfecting plans for the drive in the expectation
that it will be the forerunner of the biggest
year in the history of the company.
is

The productions listed for distribution
during March on which special emphasis
will be laid are:

A Tom

Tyler production, as yet untitled,
scheduled for release on March 7th. A
romantic drama starring Evelvn Brent on
March 8th, with "The Night Patrol," starring Richard Talmadge, on March 14th.
^'The Non-Stop Flight," a dramatization by
T^niory Johnson of the navy's recent his-

Rock

Planning

Comedy

Situation

Series

preparing to release a number
of situation comedies through F.B.O. durWith this end in view he has
ing 1926.
options on the services of two noted humorists whom he will probably send tc the coast
in the near future.
Rock at the present time is turning out
two series of comedies under the banner of
"Standard" and "Blue Ribbon." Tiiis scliecf
ule will be augmented shortly by the introduction of a new series of fun films bearing
Rock's name.
Joe Rock

is

Universal Signs Players for
Feature
Universal has added Charles Puft'yj Nat
CaiT and Charles Crane to the cast of "The
Mystery Club," the feature wliicli Herbert
Blache is to direct. Matt Moore and Edith
Roberts have the leading roles. Othei-s in
the cast are Warner Oland and Mildred
Harris, who returns to the screen for the
first time since her marriage.

Scenes

from

the

Universal

Alarm."

production

The

Still

January 23, 1926
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Clarke

Two New

Series

Cranfield and Clarke, producers and distributors with headquarters in New York
have taken on two new series of pictures.
One of these is the Molly May series of twoThe
reelers to be released immediately.
title of the initial one is "Her First Night
Philadelphia," featurins: Violet Merin
sereau.

Another series featuring world famous
paintings will be released shortly. These are
two-reel dramas each taking for its subject
one of the famous paintings, about which a
The four so far completed
story is built.
are titled "The Doctor," "The Mother,"
"The Angelus" and "Sin."
third series due for immediate release
is a dozen single reelers with the title of
Screen Classics.
The International twelve
single reel novelties are also being contin-

A

ued.

Ralph Ince Will Support
Olive Borden

RALPH
both

INCE, who
as

director

is

well

been chosen by Fox

Seaplane

P.N.

9

Louis B. Mayer has signed John Arnold
Madame Fred de Gressac to new Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer contracts. Arnold is well
known for the many effects he has achieved

has

to play the

by the clever use of his camera He was
responsible for the photography on many
of the Mae Murray jjictures and others.
Madame de Gressac has contracted to write
an original, early California story and possibly to do other stories and adaptations,
before returning to Paris in May. She did
the adaptation of "La Boheme," starring

leading role in support of Olive Borden
in "Yellow Fingers," which has just
gone into production under the direction
of Emmett Flynn. The picture is based
on a story by Gene Wright, and the
scenario is by Eve Unsell.
Edward Piel will play Kwong Li, the
Claire Adams and Otto
chief villain.
Matiesen have the second leads. Nigel
de Brulier and Armand Kaliz will
portray the other principal supporting

have the use of the
seaplane P.N. 9, in which Commander
Rogers made his flight from San Francisco
to Hawaii, for his production of "The NonStop Flight," which dramatizes that historic
hop. The stoi-y is being written by Johnson
and his mother, Mrs. Emilie Johnson.
In addition to the famous plane which was
forced down three hundred miles east of
Honolulu, the naval department has also
agreed to loan Johnson many other planes,
destroyers and men. Special officers of the
Pacific Fleet will be assigned to the Johnson
unit.
The production will be released by
will

F. B. 0.

John Barrymore

in

the

big

and John Gilbert, which
bv King Vidor.

Lillian Gish

directed

is

being

roles.

Miss Borden makes her first appearance in a featured role as Tom Mix's
leading woman in "The Yankee Senor."

Fitzgerald

for

Ginsberg

Johnny Walker,

for release through Henry Ginsberg
The picture is
Distributing Corporation.
now being cut and titled on the coast.
Edith Roberts and Robert Agnew are feawith Virginia Pearson, Bertram
tured,
Grassby and Phillips Smalley tn important

"My
tii'st

had

Lee

Moran and Harold

Fitzgerald only recently completed
Lady of Whims," a Golden Arrow

run feature.

James Fitzgerald Signs
Wilson

Pierre Gendron
have completed the script for "Brooding;Eyes," fifth of the Banner productions in
which Lionel Barrymore will star. It is an
adaptation from the novel, "The Man With
the Brooding Eyes," by John Goodwin.
The picture will go into production probably some time next week under the direction of Edward Le Saint.
Scully and

Warner Brothers production, "The Sea Beast," which

New One

Miller.

roles.

Alice

Start

For Arrow

PhotogTaphv was completed last week on
"The Taxi Mj'stery," fifth of the Royal pic-

Mary

To

Dallas Fitzgerald will start work soon on
a new production for Arrow. He has pur"^
chased screen rights to "Silver Lanterns,
the story by Ethel Doncher.
Among those
so far engaged for the cast are Pauline
Ethel
Garon,
Clayton,
Dorothy Dwan,

tures

Emory Johnson

New

and

known

and actor

to

Contracts

**Taxi Mystery" Completed

Emory Johnson Will Use

Two

Mayer Signs

Get

Hugh

Hugh Wilson was

signed by James A,
week, for a leading role
in a feature production that Fitzgerald will
film in Virginia.
Wilson has just com])leted a part in "Keep It Up" for F. HerFitzgerald,

this

rick and "Rainbow
nie Hines.

its

premier* on

Broadway

Riley,"

this

week

staiTing John-
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Gotham Names

First

Story

for Fairbanks
Gotham Productions,
wliieh
rcceiillv
signed William Fairbanks, announces that
star's first production under the new arrangement to be '"Catch-As-Catch-Can," a
novelette by William Henry Cook, well
known as a Mriter of sport stories and formerly boxing editor of "The Police Gazette."
This new series of (jotham productions
is to be known as William Fairbanks Thrillodramas. While thrills will be the oastanding feature, logical stories will be found as
the framework for each production.
The
series will be released through Lumas Film
Corporation.

Lubitsch
Reported
Recovering

Ernst

Ernst Lubitsch, who was stricken last
week with an acute attack of kidney trouble,
is on t)ie road to recovery, according to word
received at Warner Brotiiers Home Office
during the week.
The turn for the better
developed just as the surgeons decided an
operation would be necessary.
The Warner reports say that while the
director

still

is

Beverly Hills, he

confined
is past

his

to
all

home

at

danger unless

com])]ications set in, and will shortly be out
to prepare for the big spectacle he is to
nyikc for the company.

Renee

'Tine Manners" Next For
Gloria Swanson
JH

Will Play

May McAvo.A' has arrived in New York
and is busily engaged in preparing her
wardrobe for "The Savage" in which she
have the leading feminine role opposite
The picture is scheduled to go
into production this week under the direcwill

Ben Lyon.

tion of Fred
filmed in the

National and
Id

make

Newmeyer.

Interiors will be
studios of First
later the unit will go to Florida

New York

directing Miss Swanson in "The Untamed Lady," will also direct the forthcoming production.

Beaudine

to

MacLean

New

Direct
Vehicle

Paramount has assigned William Beaudine
to direct Douglas MacLean in the comedian's
forthcoming picture, "That's My Baby."
Beaudine has been signed for the MacLean
comedy by arrangement with Warner
Brothers, to whom he is under a long term
contract.
The starting date of "That's My
Baby" has been postponed a week in order
to permit Beaudine to finish "Leave It to
Me," which he is directing for Warners.

Will

Direct

''One

Increasing Purpose"
Frank Borzage has been chosen by Foxto direct "One Increasing Purpose" and will
head a company to England where the picture will be made.
The novel is by A. S.
M. Hutchinson, author of "If AVinter Comes"
Borzage
iind has attracted wide attention.
will go to England in April to confer with
Hutchinson and make plans for the ]:)roductiou,

wliicli

will

Philo McCullough has been added to the
cast of "The Savage," which Fred Newmeyer
will direct in the east for First National.
Ben Lyon and Mae McAvoy have the featured roles.

Barrymore

Completes
"Don Juan"

Work in
BARRYMORE has completed
JOHNwork
"Don Juan"
Warhis

in

for

ner Brothers and has departed on a
vacation which will keep him away from
the studio perhaps until early February,
when he will start work in "The Tavern
Knight." Both of these productions are
to be on the Warner 1925-26 schedule of
releases.

Barrymore, but nearly
everyone else who had an important part
in the making of "Don Juan" left Holonly

lywood when

was conCrosland, who directed
went to Santa Barbara, and George Hoilingshead, who assisted him is on his
way to New York. Following the completion of "The Tavern Knight," Barrymore will go to England, where he is
scheduled to appear on the stage in
that production

Selecting '^Dangers
Great City'' Cast

of

is

Gaynor
Long Contract

Signs Janet

to

Fox has signed Janet Gaynor,

nineteen
year old girl to a long term contract which
provides for her appearance in featured
She
roles for'a number of years to come.
will make her first appearance in Ir\'ing
Cummings, spectacular production of "The
.Tolinstown Flood," based on Ihe disaster of
1889.

Alan

Richard HI.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pi(rtures, among
them being "The Eternal Struggle," "Women Who Give," "The Bandolero," "Excuse Me," "Man and Maid," "Exchange of
Wives" and "The Big Parade." The new
Chaney feature, "The Black Bird" is a
.Innuarv 11th release.

Louise Dresser Signs
"Blind Goddess"

First

National
Purchases
Kitchen Play

i-'irst

National has purchased screen rights

"A Man's Way," an unpublished play by
Karl M. Kitchen. Kitchen is well known as
a newspapei- man in the Metropolitan field.
fo

For

Louise Dresser has been signed by Parathe part of Mrs. Clayton iti "The
Blind Goddess," which Victor Fleming is to
direct.
Jack Holt, who will play the part of
Hugh Dillon, and Esther Ralston, who will
play opposite him, are the two other players
so far selected for the cast.
Hope Loring
and Louis D. Lighton adapted the Arthur
Train storv for the screen.

Buys

Sax

"Quarantined

Rivals" Rights
Sam Sax has purchased screen rights to
"Quarantined Rivals," by George Randolph
Chester for the new 1926-27 Gotham Productions program.
It is a farce comedy
and one of the earlier of Chester's stories.
The story originally ap]>eared in magazine
form and later was combined in a book of
stories by the same author. It was purchased
by Sax from the Chester Estate, through
the Edward Small Play Company.

Clark

Estelle

M-G-M

be for release next season.

completing the cast for "Dangers
of a Great City," a crook melodrama which
has just gone into production on the Fox
lot in Hollywood with Pauline Starke in the
leading role under the direction of Chester
Bennett. Rockliffe Fellowes has the leading
male role opposite Miss Starke, while others
]irominently cast ai'e Johnnie Walker, Grace
Darmond and Mickey Bennett. Tlie story is
an oriaiiial l)v Howard Hawks.

Fox

New

Renee Adoree, who recenth' completed the
leading feminine role in "The Black Bird,"
Lou Chaney's next release, has been signed
to
a new contract by Metro-GoldwynMayer. Miss Adoree has appeared in many

Among

Fox

Signs

Contract

mount for

the exteriors.

Philo McCullough Added to
**Savage" Cast

cluded.

for

story

screen in collaboration with Townsend
Martin, who is to be the supervising
editor.
Frank Tuttle, who is at present

Fox

Not

be

Paramount. It is an
by
James Ashmore
Creelman
will
have
Eugene
and
O'Brien in the leading male role.
Creelman is adapting the story for the
tion

original

in

**The Savage*'

will

Gloria Swanson's next produc-

Borzage

May McAvoy

MANNERS"

46T7^INE

Adoree

M-G-M

out

by

the

many

Signed
Contract

to

contracts being handed

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

is
one to
Clark to play important roles in
forthcoming productions.
Miss Clark has

Estelle

distinguished hei'self in several small parts
and bits, especially in "His Seci-etary," and
other Hobart Henley and Robert Z. Leonard
jiroductions.

<<

Skyrocket" Will Open
at N. Y. Colony

ASSOCIATED

Exhibitors

big

Peggy Hopkins Joyce special,
"The Skyrocket," is booked to
open an indefinite run at the B. S. Moss

Colony
24th.

Theatre,

The

New

York,

picture was first
in the Grand Ball

January

shown

to

the trade
Room of
the steamship Leviathan, January 7th.
Since Miss Joyce completed "The
Skyrocket" her producers have placed
her under contract for three additional
pictures, thereby showing their complete
satisfaction with the current vehicle
which tells a story of Hollywood life.
It originally appeared in serial form in

the Cosmopolitan Magazine and was
written by Adela Rogers St. John.
The picture boasts a cast, which in
addition to Miss Joyce includes Owen
Moore, Earle Williams, Gladys Hulette,
Gladys Brockwell, Lilian Tashman, Bull

Montana, Bernard Randall and others.
It was the first independent production
of Marshall Neilan.

January 23, 1926
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Warners Sign Louis for Five

Sierra

Years
Warner Brothers have signed
to a new contract which

Louis

Exercised
on
Chaney Contract
METRO GOLDWYN MAYER

Willard

for
that player's continuous presence with the
Warner organization for five years longer
at least.
Louis has appeared in more Warner pictures than any other player and he
has been seen in a wide diversity of roles.
The rotund player scored his first hit as
the Prince Regent in "Beau Brummel.'' It
was because of his work in this production
that John Ban-j-more insisted he have an
important role in "Don Juan," which has
just been finished and is to be released on
next year's schedule.
Some of the recent pictures in which
Louis has figured prominently are "Kiss Me
calls

-

Hold
first

annual

into
great
Chaney
came
prominence in filmdom because of his remarkable work in "The Miracle Man."

Since that time he has appeared in a long
list of successful screen productions and
with his affiliation withMetro-GoldwynMayer became firmly established as one
of the leading stars of the silent drama.

Ball

ball of

The Jazzbo Club,

the social organization of Producers Distributing Coi-poration, will be held on Friday. :\L'irch 26th, at the Hotel Astor.
Plans are being made by the executive
committee to make this affair one of the
most noteworthy events in the social activities of motion picture circles.
An elaborate supper will be served at midnight.

Sally

Rand

Joins Cast
''Red Dice"

poration release has added Sally Rand to
the cast, which already includes Marguerite
De La Motte, Gustave von Seyferitz, Ray
Hallor, George Cooper, Alan Brooks, Wal-

Long and Clarence Burton.
Hocque has the starring role.

Smith"
Completed

George Mel ford has completed
the cast for "Whispering Smith," which he
is making for Producers Distributing Corporation release.
The latest additions are
James Mason, Nelson McDowell, Richard
Neill, Will Walling and Warren Rodgers.
H. B. Warner. Lillian Rich, John Bowers
and Lilyan Tashman are the featured

Scenes from

the

Production

on

the

of

first

a

series

of

comedy dramas under the working title of
"The Assignment," starring T. Roy Baimes
and Ethel Shannon has just started under
the direction of Horace B. Carpenter.
This
series is being produced by Sierra Pictures
Incorporated for A. G. Steen, Inc., of New
York
City.
The cast includes Stuart
Holmes, Lionel Beliriore, Ernest Wood, Melbourne Moranti and Bertram Johns. The
Seelig Studio has been leased for this production.

Rod La

Kosloff Assists

Prominent Players Added

of players have been added
the cast of "Kiki," in which Joseph M.
Schenck is starring Norma Tahnadge ftn*
First National release..
The cast now includes Ronald Cohuan, Gertrude Astor, Marc
McDermott, George K. Arthur and p'rankie
Darrow. Clai'cnce Brown is directing.
to

Samuel Goldwyn-Henry King production, "Partners Again with

With

Theodore Kosloff, dancer,
actor and nuisician, is now a director, assisting Cecil B. De Mille in the production
of "The Volga Boatman" for Producers
Distributing Corporation release. With the
picture having a Russian setting and Kosloff born in Russia his advice with the production has been of great value. Kosloff is
also playing an important part in the picture, being featured with William Boyd,
Elinor Fair. Victor Vareoni and Julia Fay.

"Old

Game'' To Start
February 15 th

Army
Old

Army -Game," W.

C.

Paramount

Fields

go
about Februai-y 15th under the direction of Edward Sutherland,
with Clara Bow in the leading feminine role
lirst

into

"Kiki" Cast
A number

Mille

"Volga Boatman"

"The

to

De

The talented

Cast

Director

players.'

Of

William K. Howard who is directing
"Red Dice" for Producers Distributing Cor-

ter

''Whispering

New

Starts

Series

Lon

D. C. Jazzbo Club Will

The

-

have exercised the option extending Lon Chaney's contract and it
is now assured that star will be with the
company for some time to come. Plans
are being perfected whereby Chaney will
appear in a series of notable productions,
which it is said will give him even
greater opportunities than he has had in
such pictures as "The Unholy Three,"
"The Tower of Lies" and his latest,
"The Black Bird."

Asain." "The Limited Mail'' and "Hogan's
AHev."

P.

Pictures

Option

starring" vehicle for

production

()p})osite Fields.

be

will

made

Most of

the scenes are to

in Florida.

Luther Reed has finished the screen play
based on J. P. McEvo3''s stage production

"The

Comic

Supplement."

Thomas

(leraghty will supervise the i)roducti{)n.

Potash and Perlmutter," released through United Artists

J.
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National Pictures
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yjanuaru -<Jiine, 192.(y
"Bu pcr/ortnance — the ciominalitu/ influence
/or exhibitor pros/beritj/.

%x

By
!*?rS!

siifjerlatiVe cfuality,

they set neur

production standards for the industry.
Backinc/ audience appeal with intensive
shourrnanship, they command the most
profitable channels of public patronaye
e\'er

opened

to i^our theatre.
-^c^i'

^/^*
ilGUrKI

*

'h

Joseph cM- Schcnck
^
prcscnti
Ly
^

(f-)Oerq

Morma

/f"^

box^oflie(9

oph^

!!

!

uti ksl'-^her grcaff^lj

pVEN

though "Her great^tl"
*-^has been said of e'very

Talmadge production from
"Smilin' Through" to "Grauit is "Kiki" that reveals
the glorious Norma's utmost

stark,"

"Kiki/'the phenominal Belasco
stage success that played 600

performances on Broadway

NORMA

TALMADGE as
"Kiki," the irrepressible
Parisienne gamine,the straighthearted child of crooked alleys,
the spit-fire waif of shadowy
stage-doors Never before has
Norma had a role so fascin!

ating.

What

a

tion

Famous

!

box-office
star

;

combinafamous

stage-hit

Ronald Colman heads the supporting cast Hans Kraly has
adapted the tale with Continental verve; and Clarence Brown
;

has directed

it

magnificently.

proiM ^iis:

t^memlDer 'SAVLTy Now
John M^Cormickj

n-^^s^^^n

prcsenH

comet
in

er newivS

bi

the mo^t- popular musical

^^ comedu ov the decade

M
I

tlEN E

Colleen's the box-office wizard nnd"Ircnc's"thc
box-office bewitcher!

"Sally,"

"So Big" and

a high standard

"We Moderns"

for 1925,

setting

proved Colleen

Moore's drawing power. Now, added to that,
comes the play by James Montgomery which
drew to capacity on Broadway for two years,
went on the road with six companies, and is
still

playing!

Suiuptmmdy produced,
Moorc'i

piijuaricy,

laughter

and lean

with Qolleen

her geuius for
perfectly mir-

rored; directed by Alfred E. Green;

June Mathis,
''Irene"

is

editorial director

—

the picture you'll play

ind bring back for a return en-

gagement even bigger than the

first.

as"jaffiii

—

nnouncing:
arrival of a
twin ^sister to

The
'*

Her Sistel^/Aom

Paris''

And what

furore that

mad-cap mademoiselle
started!

Bizarre, surprising, is this
newest craze of Europe

the play Hans Kraly is
adapting for Constance

TALMADGE^
^Prtsmtedhij

JOSERH M.SCHENCK
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'IRST NATIONAL'S long-heralded epic
might of

steel.

It is

strikes with the

a creation of furnaces and caul-

drons; every resource of the gigantic industry
at the producers' disposal.

was placed

But more than that has been

pictured.

^1^^^'

"Men

of Steel" seizes upon the ruddy

through the glare
^white-heat.

— the

creatures of

demons moving

human

impulses at

Their drama never could have been written;

only the screen has the power to

tell

so

immense a

\^tl^

^fa^Mmbimdin ^JM%iMomd^^

story,

COKIN N E
GKIFFITH
PKODUCTIONSiNc.

resents

onmt Gr0k
'^'^INCOMPARABLY BEAUTIFUL'^
MAGNIFICENTLY GOWNED '^ ECU PS^
ING ALL HEK PREVIOUS SUCCESSES
THE WOPvLD FAMOUS PLAY OF PAWSIAN
VICTOR HEKBERT
LOVE By HENKY BLOSSOM
IN

W

MLLE. MODISTE"
N Extravaganza!
production.

That describes the

The wine ofcontinental

sparkles through the romance ofFifi,
who created gay chapeaux for other
women's heads and brought gayer chappies to her own feet. While Miss Griffith
life

has already contributed "Classified" and

"Infatuation" to First National's Winner ^roup, scoring two remarkable

hits,

she has never before been presented in

such an ambitious production as "Mile.

Modiste." There are settings indescribably rich; costumes for the joy ofwomen;

—

all created
of men
by Director Robert 7^. Leonard; yet not

scenes for the envy

for a

moment can Corinne

Griffith's

personality be forgotten.

"Mile. Modiste"
is

FiaST

be

NATIONALS

her triumph!
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.*.;. »-f,':.,-.».fc.:iW'.">V'-.- : •3i*'»~~i':-'-'.«x.-?

NATIONAL
- '. '
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Exhibiton

who

believe

vAul the

box-oflBce

/JUST SUPPOSE"
JUST SUPPOSE

Dick Barthelmess gave you an even surer draw than
"Shore Leave/'. He has; it's "Just Suppose-"
.

Adapted from
bij

Hie ploij

A.E.THOMAS
Directed

bi^

KENNETH WEBB

JUST SUPPOSE you could present him in the very role in which
millions have always wanted to see him; a prince of good fellows,
slashing his way through the polo fields — dashing his way to romance
— the boy who would rather be a peasant in the kingdom of love
than emperor of a nation.

THAT'S ALL IN "JUST SUPPOSE"— enacted on the guarded playgrounds of American society where the Prince of Wales was
entertained.

PUT A BIG RED CIRCLE on this playdate for a big black entry
on your books
And that's a certainty — not just suppose
!

tells

!

them, accord First National lea dership

THE FIRST IS A WOW! Based on Thompson
Buchanan's play, "Rainbow Riley"

Johnny

as

a newspaper cub

pants to report a mountain feud
wild mountaineers

dug

a nice

presents

who wore

— but

golf

those

deep grave and

he nearly made that "hole in one." Advertised
in "Saturday

Evening Post," "Liberty," "Life"

and national fan magazines, "Rainbow
is certainly a wow.

Riley"

Erst National offers the greatest line-up ofsk

—

-"-^te-

o

lW

^

4

^"^Oft- ends you'll

BtOwn Derby

^J^ull ofgDld

suiS'^'Hi-e comedies, packed
with The Live Wire's" punch
and redoubled in drawing
pow€r by the huge9t cam^

paign op publicity, exploitatticm and national advertism^f
evei- launched (bra comedy

d

star.

AND THE SECOND
Johnny

as

c/

IS

DITTO.

an amateur pugilist pitched into the

professional ring with an old
a mascot

Picture

— and

him: "Lips that

brown derby

as

sweet words of love to inspire
kiss

canvas

will

never

kiss

mine."

From the play by F. S. Merlin and Brian Marlow,
"The Brown Derby" sets laughter running riot
It's

nationally advertised too.

mm ever presemea unaer one banner

I

Add langdon to

First IlationaPs

knock

!

ILan^don
'"

staits a Coas^^s^ast maiathon in his
first feature comedy fbi* JirAi national

—

—

but the laughs he starts will be
heard "rouna iJie world

Ohfirstfof
liMt national

IS

Tramp,

rrama

>ttt$!

The season'^ comedy sensation

^o^^

.oov>>* _v^°*''^

na.

^vv>-

p^
Directed by FRED NewmEYER-- Produced under the supervision ^ EARL HUDSOJ

winneiafiier winner I

No wondei* exhibiton

•A^^R'&J

rs

m [^ESTAmMfs

bank on

Gi^EArest- -vfe-)-

/

First- National's Wrnnei* Gioup;I

'

Read by millions; Incited by nation-wide ex

4
w>

*•?#!"

iii.
^•'i

^1^^^ ^

nn^^j

''')''

..^//i

-A

f
f
"IT

7H AT

tvotild

'' suddenly
asked?

oR

any

girl

do

if

"VTEW YORK'S

she uerc hungry for life and
— no questions

•*

received one million dollars

Joanna

who

gayest clubs whirled around Joanna

parties, escapades across the continent.

she return to poverty

started out to spend.

tvotild one of the men
her million marry her?

^ house

flattered her

R

and

when

her

—

Could

money was spent!

cotdd she exfject to regain the boy

who

once

offered love?

one ^irl oftodcff
•^lolth lips too red
terrific

success.

Nearly

newspapers have serialized H.
L. Gates* story; and with every
scene of heartbreak and happiness vividly pictured 'Joanna"
has a ready'made audience ror
^"th*^^"'^"

^with eyes too

200

--but with

bright

a happily

old-fashioned heart.

DorOthV Mackal

7Ti
K W
JackMulhal'

and

"X

11

I

showmansliip a^ain

jloitation. First National

'^

Marion Fairfax froduction
\:

<:'J V

St Of

>^r//.,

yj.

v/

^

h' f/uu

A

C//1

">y-ah/^

II

0//1,
''

////

If

'Of,

Th e

Si/i,

IK

~^-
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^^
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s

e
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Eat,

i»«

"•'"•'«'-J'ort„,

pUBLlSHfeD

first

in"Cosmopoli-

•*

tan Magazine;" as a book, a
seller that equalled the records

"The Sheik;" then syndicated
through the most important
of

newspapers in the U. S. A.— eight
miUion people have already read

"The Desert Healer."
They're only part of the audience
that awaits Sam E. Rork's presentation.

Rork

is

a

showman

I

He saw

opportunity in "Ponjola" and
"Clothes Make the Pirate"— two
stories that many producers con-

sidered "too original." Their success

ran like wildfire from coast

Now, in conjunction with Marion
Fairfax, he ha« chosen "The
Desert Healer" the story with
8,000,000 readers. Lewis Stone,

—

Nita Naldi, Barbara Bedford,
Tully Marshall and Ann Rork,
heading the stellar cast, are players who bring to the screen all
the drama, oriental romance
and conflict enacted against the
untramelled backgrounds of
the East. Directed by Maurice

Tourneur.

EIGHT MILLION READERS ALREADY.

Barbara

%^

y

CXaldi

.^

rinqi ihrouqh a
diittdic

offlame
'

iki-.

\^
"

.

^H
11

•

•

m

1

TT^S a scene for every

^ audience to gasp at
—when fire sweeps
among tlie f easters at
a Venetian pageant

and tongues leap
across the canal at the
escaping gondolas.

'mriVID as that

cli*

^ max is the story is

vivid, too: a

power-

Eul portrayal o£ w^anderers abroad, defi-

ant, pleasure-mad
people deriding the

Far Cry from home.

hxfdmeyaurlm-i^tmn^

.

Announcing:-

ANOTWCR MONEY SPINNER
TAKE
she'll

Israel

woman from luxury and
find her own way back.

a

Zangwill's play develops that

theme with

brilliant

'i

o

\

sequences of ex-

travagance and gripping contrasts of

human nature dressed
Much Money" comes
of Zangwill's

Moderns"

in rags.
at

"Too

the height

vogue, after

"We

o

established his screen rep-

utation.

John Francis Dillon, director of
"Flaming Youth"and "We Moderns,"
has given this
efforts

his

directorial

finest

and brought together Lewis

Stone and

Anna Q.

Nilsson, the most

popular screen combination, to ensure
for

"Too Much Money"

neous a reception

as

as instanta-

his

previous

productions have won.

s

^

Inc.

>

^

•^r^

iipthetmnidsqfjvdllaii(malsjmdiic^
—

fc—

afc

r

!

Ill

II

.

-r^'

^i^K

Gfirst HoUorial

has the pictures--

I

!

^^Ml^yJIP"

iipuis B.tM/nreK.

ilobDoM-Stabl
PF^ODUGTION
^

V^'i

"

•

- •

•

the dusk

IVhere the danit of tomorro'W

of yesterday,

Memory

kisses

Laiic begins."

RETRACING

his steps back over memory lane, the
boy who had gone out of her life, but not out

of her heart, returned to pierce the bubble of her love,

dream

— because

it

meant her happiness.

drama of "Memory Lane" made by
life, John M. Stahl
carried to
dramatic heights by Eleanor Boardman and Conrad

Such

is

the living

that great reporter of

—

Nagel.

When

you think of John M. Stahl, you think of "The
Dangerous Age" and "Why Men Leave Home;" and
you kiww how the crowds will follow "Memory Lane."
o/J« original play by

John M. Stahl and Benjamin Gtazer,

~""i8r

i

^-

r

lad those pictures ore the seasons

hits

"

put

3

ifdrt

A&imf

jvith

Anna
it's tlie

CtNilsson

most wkidy read novel

Mrs, \*S^1soti Woodmw, one
of Atnenca^s star authors

by

Awia Q.NiissDii and Huntley Gotdon,
wiso enact tlie

cpismiaiid

aay

dmma tinforgettably.

an aiidieoce that rivals

stars.

June Mathis sad lamb^rt Hi%er
die the pT&ducing brains >w ^'v
a fid thetj muhe winners f

'Who am I? You have forgotten. Yet,
You were the
you sent me to prison once.

—

and hate
I came out hating you
made a "woman of me. What molded me
Hate
in the fashion men call beautiful ?

judge.

of you

\

!

—

past
"But you have seen deeper into me
you have seen that I
past hate

beauty

—

—

But you remember I inias guilty
once, and in your mind one sin condemns
love

a

you

woman

''It is

!

forever.

love that

chance

is

asking you

now for a second

!

be vour biggest yeai becai

Gjhe neweit idea

OUTH

in surprise jtoriei /

SEAS? Yes. The

story starts on a desert
island where explorers go to
discover a new race of white
savages, and think they've
found one. They bring him
back to New York, exhibit him
in a cage; and through his bars
he loves the girl who put him
'

;

there.

Who

is

he?

A

savage?

No!

That's revealed in an astound'
ing denouement when the
picture veers from tropical romance to a thrilling drama of
newspaper life— an "inside",
unwritten story that makes
new, swift, surprising enter-

tainment.

mn
4,»

f

Cinds

I^ Nxtional at

it:9

peak

U)irectJrom S)niru {anel
RECALL all the spectacular

melodramas that have

created a furore during the
past decade, andthe most notable of them have come from
Drury Lane. Rarely does a
Drury Lane production reach
the screen these days, hoivever, except perhaps as a revival, although producers
want them, exhibitors virant
them and the public daqiors
for their headlong dash of

\

\r'

and romance.
SELDOM is more than one of

action, thrill

these mammoth presentations staged at the famous
Drury Lane Theatre, London,
each year; and in securing this
year's reigning sensation for
distribution as a First National Picture, Faultless Pictures
Corporation has scored an unquestioned ^' scoop.'*

<

"Good Luck!**
THE
Hear the thunder of ractitle Is

ing hoofs and the throb of
hearts in it. **Good Luck**
brings the year*s best luck
to you!

J^^f^iT,ifss

"j^^T

^'cri/

T/
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ii^Iar

'irecl

my t
JA

C0i}\K

Sci

Hay

^mouf

LIFE and men— Sylvia Flegi-' ing played against them
and

SAW

the

baize

them, and around
of

tables

Mon^

Carlo she was called
Reckless Lady.

The

Reckless? She was

whose

first

a mother
gamble was love.

-^'

Then

for fifteen years she
gambled for the money that
kept her children; and when

the man who had admired
her loved her daughter instead, the Reckless Lady
made her last great gamble
against Fate that enmeshed
the girl. And at Fate she
cried: "I'll see you!"

//fQ^/X.

BELLE BENNETT

BEN LYON

Where

but in Monte Carlo
could such a tale be set ? Who
butBelle Bennett could enact

LOIS

JAMEi KIRKWOOD
LOWELL SHERMAN

'^

that role?

From Sir Phillip Gibhs ' Novel
directed by

Hoivard Higgin.
Sada Cnix'tin.

CHARLES MURRAY

Scenario hy

m'tcKant

prcscriis

^Reckless
* ^Ladt ^
fA

MORAN

Her winnings are yours/

Nationals.

CONWAY
TEARLE
and

ANNAQ
NILSSON
and a cast Indudinc^^

MAY ALLISON ^^
IAN K E T 4^j
I

JEAN WER^WOLTf
LUCY

BEAUMONI

RICWARD
%e sjxdacular

A.ROWLAND g>mmU

adaptation of

CDITM O'iUAUGMNE-SSV'S riovU

!l

WriFtcn for Hie icreen

ONTHS
-

and months of

secret production activity

— and

such a picture as exhi*

bitors

have always hoped for

is

achieved!

Madness of war — not on the
firing line*

but in the

cities

where life is squandered to for-

—

get death! Love ^^blazing,
flickering, dwindling in a
starved people.
faith; dread,

Famine and

hope, hysteria!

The human emotions of

—

Vienna the city of pleasure
turning to a city of griefsweep like the Danube between panoramas of palaces
and slums!

— Incomparable/

Ray Rockcrr

Production Mtiiiai^er
Chief Cinerrtatoar (iphet
Arf Director
Film Director

.

Joliti

Boyle

E J. Schulter
George McGuire
.

popuiariiij^RObEPJ KANE kas pro-duccd the riche^ itorucJrien tvtr wrote

•

I

•
EN were

as minuies La her

Mcandske

loas^vcm murw

f It were possible to select
from the wealth of pic*

J

tares

v

in

National's

First

January to-june aggregaone production as the

tion

most distincti\
Dancer of

e,

Pjaris"

"The

^By the author of ''The
Green Hat" and "these
stor\
its

People,"

thisT.

occuHfies a place of

own.

catches

At»d the picture

Aden's

spirit

in

^following the steps of the*

ittlerAmerican danl:er of.
Paris — the toast of the
boulevards
until her

—

steps

become

a

frenzied

beat of heels, dancing in
despair.

CaM

"^ DANCEKo/* PAPdS"

will

'i

^yould'^^l

laim long consideration.

Charming

•

conjure crowds

^en tjoo^o beqon
i»
•n
vnile
lim
the twe/vc
there's no l/mit to
fbe dromo and tbriil

;^ore^e^^^«

presPnti

•

tow^^f^^^^f-g^Uarc/

^^e
most th ']^}^^^cimiiu
screen rl ^^^'^W ^i^i °^«ajea,„

i?^^''om

MClfVEC

tile

ti,e f

•

K

^''^

.

t/)e

With an
Vtai-

all-

casf^

T& drums are silent^ and
the rushing tide ofgfory

aMroken

is^

stream of life

ebtimgiJii'augh the glare

^0^mMoris lamps

«

<^

^ *

«v..

.^1

\
^^.

***^^hjt*

\^^v^^
•it

Aav^<^^^'^
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THE MAN

WHO WENT

man, gentleman. And the

p./
OUT:-Dick

girl

who

waited wearily even though
news: "Dick Castleman lost at se;i
still

Castle\vaitcd for him
she heard this

./'

THE MAN

WHO

LOST HIMSELF: -Convict

784, escaped. Pursued, scuttling through the night,
the jail-siren moaning and swelling the pursuit,
he changed his identity.

AND THE MAN WHO CAME BACK
was a laughing hobo, mistaken for Dick
Castleman, returnedfromthedead. An old
Southern estate was given to him. This happy imposter chuckled himself into a fortune— but the eyesoflove saw right through

him

into incredible

shadows of the

past.

'"'"''A^ss

brings

you a cast of stars

I

^^

ROAD

%VingieB. Roe

A woman who lived
man. A girl
who was only a
girl. And a dance
like a

hall girl >- a red^
lipped frenzy. They
play strange parts
at the cross-^roads
of the Splendid Road

Frank Lloyds two productions reflect

First

umm amofuj, m ifews qimkd produckons

-

,

(pmaja stiedal over aiujover uQQia bu tiit hwc-office ied^\X

mos
op

REX BEACU'i ALA5I<AN MA$T»^P1ECE-

10^*^

yJim suck a^asfas onlu
[ANIC

,,

LLOYD cm assemble:

rANNAQNILIJON^ BEN LYON
VIOLA OANA-VICTOR.M'LAGLEN
Boiworhh
CJaudeGiHingwab-^Philo M^Cullou^
JohnTMui-i-ay
OoroHi(| iebaii^ian > Mobai-h

National's

standards in winners

and

specials.

'^

LOST WORLD

is amazing Six Continents
No

other picture has scored so

start-

lingly.

No other picture has played so many
other has

mous
**

won

such a unani-

box-office verdict:

Business Tremendous!"

And

it^s still

WATTERSON

R.

ROTHACKER

ujith

long runs*

No

SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE
presented bi^ arrangement with

hy

going strong!

BESSIE LOVE, LEWIS STONE
WALLACE BEERY, LLOYD HUGHES
Kesearch and Technical Director, WILLIS
under super\/ision of

H.

O'BRIEN

EARL HUDSON.

%¥om£OidhmoiikeTs!\w^^Aiiooaijis

§j|

BRAHAM
the living picture
"Abraham

Lincoln" never

will die.

Today

the picture lives in the
of as vast an audience as has ever witnessed a
production. More than 8000
theatres have played it for
extended runs, and this year

memory

"Abraham Lincoln"
a

will

set

record for return engage-

ments that

among

will place

the

classics

it

first

of

the

screen.

Repeat "Abraham Lincoln" and repeat the History of 8000 Theatres
"3usmess Exceptional !"
:

Awarded
the Photoplay

Magazine Medal
as the finest
production of
it's year

Scenario by
OirprfP,i hi^

FRANCES MARION
PHILIP ROSEN

t

-and no one can parallel
First

Nationals line-up -

2© BIG PICTURES and
2 STUPENDOUS SPECIALS
between January and June 1920 .

—

and Winners of the
have already come one

in addition to the Specials

Winner Group
after another,

The pidures speak
Examine the

list

that

smashing records day after day

for First National.

with a showman's eye.

can forget the magnitude of the

stars

Even

if

you

who have made

them; even overlooking the unquestioned box-office
ability

of the producers and diredors; even putting

aside First National's record of performance,

backs every First National Picture with the

of a guarantee; but getting right

IN

down

force

"WHAT'S

THE PRODUCTION?"—

The answer

is:

"JUST

WHAT THE

COMES CROWDING TO
With

instinctive

PUBLIC

SEE."

and practised showmanship

National offers the exhibitor

PICTURES! They

First

HIS KIND OF

play to capacity.

WINNER

^oo\

GROUP
tKK6t

nofionol

K

to

full

which

Pictures

^:

First National

Announces Spring List
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SPRING

PROGRAM
Norma Talmado'o

I

]Moore

Colleen

^

in

"Kiki."

"Irene"'

in

^

and

"Miss Nobody."

i

Constance

-

g

Talmad;n-e

in

"Silky

Ann."

s

Sills

in

"Men

of

Steel"

and "His Partner's Wife."
Corinne

:

'

;

^

By Richard

I

First
Pictiu'es, Inc.

WE

I

—

ing and sniij^py action.
We try to think six montiis or a year
ahead of the public and guess what people
will want before they know tiiemselves.
What's going to catch on and what isn'tThat's the cpiestion that takes a lot of
guessing.

I

"The Far Crv,"

\

"Memory Lane," John M.
"The Second

I

I

I

"The

I

the long run the

I

be

pretty

etiiially

dis-

tributed.

The business of a producing organization,
as I see it, is to insure the exhibitor by
offering him values of proven worth at the
box office. Values in stars, values in stories,
type
values
in
directors,
values in
a
apof
production
of
audience
tested
peal
these are tangible assets which an
exhibitor has a right to expect fifty-two
weeks in the year. They are his assurance
of a profit on his investment.
Over and
above these assured values, there will be an
occasional extraordinary production, such
as "The Lost World" of last year, "The Sea
Hawk" of the year before, "The Viennese
Medley" and "Men of Steel" of the coming
season.
But exhibitors don't live on occasional
super-specials.
They are the cream and
cake.
The bank account grows fat or lean
according to the drawing power of the pictures that reach the theatre week after
week.
The
company that consistently,

—

g

j
|
|

I

I

Viennese

IMedley,"

|

Stalil

Robert

June

IMathis Production.

=

l

|

s
|

l

j

I
j

f

Century Unlimited,"
Edwin Carewe Production.
"Pals First," Edwin
Carewe
Production.

I

"The

from Montmartre,"
Sawyer-Lubin Production.
Girl

t

|
I
-

^

|

I

to

rcmeinhcr

tlial

tlie

))resent

the future.

If we are doing Ihe right thing here
and now, the future will take care of itself.

Every hour of every day we are making
the future for ourselves and for those inlluenced by our activities.
This thought

came to me very forcibly when I was in
Europe this autumn, travelling and resting
and storing up strength for the future.
in theatres of Germany, England, France
Italy I saw First National pictures
that we made a number of years ago.
Most
of them have been well-nigh forgotten in
this country, but right now they are very
much alive abroad.

and

While we were doing our best to fulfill
the present needs of exhibitors in the United
States, we were at the same time building
jjictures the

From
one

its

ideal,

world over.

inception. First National has had

one purpose

—a

service

to

ex-

of the finest pictui'es obtainable.
These pictures must be supplied at a cost
insuring the exhibitor, the producer and the
distributor a fair profit on the investment.
hibitors

In 1918, the founders of First National
this as a present need and sought to
meet it in a way that it never had been met
before through an organization of, by and

saw

—

for the exhibitor.

The

basic principle behind First National

From week to week we
meet the present need of the
exhibitor and in doing so have taken care
of a future far beyond the most optimistic
dreams of the handful of exhibitors drawn
together by a common purpose.

has never altered.

and prospered

have aimed

—

this policy
the
building up of picture values.
The best
evidence that we have succeeded is the testimony of the exhibitor himself offered in box
office reports such as those published in the
News a few weeks ago. First National came
first in the number of pictures selected as

money-makers.
This result

LIKE
makes

for the future influence of American motion

in and month out, year in and year
out, offers sound values is giving stability
to the industry as a whole and enriching

through a development of

By Robert Lieber
President of First Xa tional Pictures. Inc.
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month

the individual exhibitor.
First National has grown

THE PRESENT THE FUTURE

dividuals.

'

"Molasses," M. C. Levee Produc-

j

Robert Lieber

p
=

I
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This little bit of common sense philosophy
applies to companies as well as to in-

j
i

"Twentietli

1.

I
i

"The Dancer from Paris," Robert Kane Production.

I
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"The Savao^e." First National.
"Good Luck," E. M. Asher Pro-

^

on

will

;:

i;

mean tliat there are no
which you can bank. In
breaks

5

Cluince," First Na-

I

lucky

^

tional.

I

1

-s

Production.

i

The unexpected liappens. It always will
happen in the show business; but that does
definite values

^

First Nati(mal.

duction.
"The Reckless Lady,"
Kane Prodiiction.

not

J

|

Desert Healer." Sam RorkFairfax Production.
"Too Much Money," Earl Hudson Production.

National

are in the show l)usiness and you
know what that means fast think-

"Just

]\Iarion

=

A. Roivland

Maiuifier of

in

"The

i

|

|

Larfje."

I

I

General

"Mile. 'Mo-

Suppose" and "The Kid from
Montana."
Johnny Hines in "Rainbow Riley'' and "The Brown Derby."
"Tramp,
Lano-don
in
Ilarrv
Tramp, Tramp."
Leon Errol in "The Lunatic at

=

TESTED BOX OFFICE VALUES

in

Barthelmess

Richard

i

Richard A. Rowland

Griffith

diste" and "Ashes."

\

^
=

'
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1
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is not accidental.
It is not
{Continued on third pacje this section)

Sam

Spring, Secretary-Treasurer and Chairman of the
Sales Cabinet, First National Pictures.

to

Each year the surface problems of the industry may seem to change; but after all
there are only two great needs for the present and the future good pictures and square
First National is supplying both.
dealing.

—

Stars of First National Features

Millon Silts, icho tiitl he seen in "Men of SteeP' and "His
Upper ion:
galaxy of First National's program for siiring.
nife;' i.onslance Talmitdge, in "Silky Ann;" Richard liarlhelmess. in "Just Suppose" and "The Kid from Montana."
Corinne Griffith, in "Mile. Modiste" and "Ashes;" ISorma Talmadsie in "Kiki." and Colleen Moore, iihose vehicles tvill be "Irene"
and "Miss Nobody." Hottom rou-: Johnny Nines to be starred in "Rainbow Riley" and "The llroivn Derby;" Harry Langdon,
tvho will make Ids First National debut in "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp;" and I, eon Errol, tvho will appear in "The Lunatic at Large."

The

star

h'urtiier s

TAventy-Six and Tw^o Specials From First Natl.
NATIONAL
FIRST
nounces twenty-six

PICTURES

anregular releases
from January to June, 1926, and two

super-specials.

'THE DESERT HEALER"
npHE
Marion Fairfax production
TESTED BOX OFFICE VALUES ' beingfirstproduced
in collaboration with
By Richard

A.

Rowland

doubtful if at any time since its organization in 1918 has First National faced
a new year with such a compelling line-up
of productions the output of studios on the
East and West coasts and of independent

due to lucky breaks. I believe
outcome of a consistent policy.

producei-s.

we accomplished

Glancing over the list of titles, it is interesting to note that most of the pictures are
based on famous plays and best selling
novels that already have enlisted the interest
Adof millions of playgoers and readers.
vance advertising already has been given the
pictures through the mediums of the stage,
books, magazines and newspapers.

values of First National
pictures are stronger than ever.
New names
have been added to an unbeatable list of
stars.
We have a wonderful line-up of
sure-fire
stories
and the producers and
dii'ectors contributing to the First National
program stand at the top of their profes-

It is

—

(Continued from page 1

this

it

section)

to be the

And what

last year we are certain
to surpass this season for the reason that

the tested

box

office

sion.

First National stars are represented in the output of the ne\t six months.
Norma Talmadge, Colleen Moore, Corinne
All

the

For the season of 1926 First National
has a combination of box office values that
insure success.

Constance Talmadge, Richard BarHarry Langdon, Leon
Errol and Johnny Hines will be seen in pro-

Griffith,

thelmess, Milton Sills,

BARTHELMESS PICTURES

ductions.

Following tlie policy that always has been
adhered to by First National the output of
independent producers of the first rank will
occupy an important place in the new season's program.
Producers contributing pictures that promise to be of conspicuous importance are Joseph M. Schenck, Robert T.
Kane, Edwin Carewe, Frank Lloyd, M. C.
Levee, Sam Rork, E. M. Asher, C. C. Burr,
Marion Fairfax, J. Boyce Smith of Inspiration

and John M. Stahl.

John E. McCormick will present Colleen
Moore and, also on the "West Coast, June
Mathis will retain an important post as a
production
executive.
At the Eastern
Studios, General Manager Richard A. Rowland has carried out his belief in the unit
system of production by placing Earl Hudson at the head of one unit and Al Rockett
at the head of another with Ray Rockett
acting as business

manager

at the studios.

Much is expected of the two big specials
now nearing completion, "The Viennese
Medley" made in Hollywood under the suof June Mathis and "Men of
an Earl Hudson production starring

pervision
Steel,"

Milton

Sills.

First National

reports

that

"The Lost World" and "Abraham Lincoln"
are continuing to establish records in large
and small theatres throughout the country.

First

Sam

Rork, promises big things at the box

office.

^HE

first
of the Richard Barthelmess
productions for the new season is "Just
Suppose," adapted from the play by A. E.
Thomas, produced by Inspiration Pictures

'

*I

and directed by Kenneth Webb. Supporting Mr. Barthelmess are Lois Moran, Geoffrey Kerr, Bijou Fernandez and a number
of other well

known

players.

The story concerns the

heir to the throne
of a small principality of Southern Europe
who shows a lack of dignity that worries his
royal parents.
Prince Rupert falls in love
with a pretty American girl and she with
him, whereupon there starts a delightful
romance under unfavorable circumstances,
for, of course, the royal prince will not be
jjermitted to

wed

Prince Rupert

his

American sweetheart.

rudely shaken from his
dream castle when his is ordered to return
to his country and prepare for his duties as
a ruler.
An unexpected happening makes
possible the union of the young lovers when
a happy culmination of ther love seemed imis

possible.

Following "Just Suppose" Mr. Barthelmess will be seen in "The Kid from Montana" in which he portrays the character of
an untutored cowboy who falls in love with
an Eastern society girl. In this picture Mr.
Barthelmess has a role unlike any he has
portrayed during his long career.

The title of the picture is "The Desert
Healer," a screen version of the best selling
novel by E. M. Hull, author of "The
Shiek." In book form the story had a tremendous sale. Also it proved to be one of
the most popular serials run in the Cosmopolitan Magazine in a long time.
Following the magazine publication came serialization in the Hearst chain of newspapers.
All told, it is estimated that the story has
had no less than eight million readers.

In the screen version the locale is a picturesque part of India where the dramatic
sequences of the tale are unfolded.
Mrs.
Hull has designed a plot admirably adapted
to motion pictures and the producers are
giving it a colorful production.
Among
those prominent in the cast are Lewis Stone,
Barl)ara Bedford, Tully Marshall and Anne
Rork.
Miss Rork is the daughter of Sam
Rork and this marks her debut as a picture
actress.

''TRAMP, TRAMP,

TRAMP"

'TpHE first Harry Langdon feature pro* duction has been entitled "Tramp,
Tramp, Tramp."
It was made under the
of Harry Edwards with Joan
Crawford, Edwards Davis, Carlton Griffith
and Tom Murray in the cast supporting the
famous comedy star.
Jim Burton, a multi-millionaire shoe

direction

manufacturer has two hobbies, his daughter
and his business. As a publicity stunt to
advertise the shoes he manufactures, Burton
arranges a foot race across the continent,
a great barbecue being prepared to celebrate
the start of the race.

Harry Langdon,

as Mr. Nobody, chances
attend this barbecue and see the shoe
manufacturer's daughter Betty, with whom
he immediately falls in love. He enters the
race with results of a tragi-comic nature.
Betty and her father cross the continent and
are among the thousands waiting at the
finish line when the pathetic Mr. Nobody
steps across, the winner. Naturally he finds
favor with the admiring Betty.
to

Weeks were spent

in the preparation of

most successful gag men on
the coast being employed on the development of the comedy incidents.
this story,

the

National Production executives on the East and West coast.
From left to right: Ray Rockett. business manager Eastern studio; John E. McCormick, general
of production on the West coast; Earl Hudson, head of the Eastern studio unit; Al. Rockett, head of Eastern studio unit; June Mathis, editor-procjucer. West

manager

coast studios.

Executives of First National's Sales Cabinet.

Ned

manager

Depinet,

Southern Territory; Ned Marin, manager
Eastern Territory.

of

of

Western Territory; A.

W.

Smith,

Jr.,

manager

of

Milton

Sills to

ILTON SILLS

will be seen in one of
National's big- specials, "Men of
Steel," a dramatic story of the steel industry, many of the scenes for which were made
First
at the steel mills in Birmin.oham.

k/f

IVl

Yivtit

National secured the fullest co-oj^eration of
Judge Gary in the making of this picture,
an Earl Hudson production under the direction of George Archainbaud.

Jan Bokak, immigrant laborer in the
Mesaba iron mines confesses to the murder
of Mary Berwick's brother on the night he
He thinks
has become engaged to Mary.
Mary's brother, Alex, is the murderer and
wants to save him. He escapes and makes

way

to the steel mills owned by Cinder
There he becomes a leader among the
mill workers and is a real ])ower among the
men. Labor agitators try to l)ring him into
a plot to wreck the mill but he spurns them
when he finds it will cause the death of some
of the woi-kei-s. He rushes through the mill
as the plotters overturn a large water tower
on to the .section which contains the blast
his

Pitt.

furnaces.

daughter, Clare, is in the mill at
the time but is saved by Jan who is now
Iknown as John Brook.
Jan invades the
fiuarte.ra
gf the labor agitators and is
wounded so badly he is expected to die.
Pitt has him taken to his home where he is
nursed back to health. Then when he finds
Jan and Clare in each other's anns he announces they are engaged. Thev are shocked
at the announcement but go tln-ough witii it.
Meanwhile, back at the range Mary Berwick's mother reveals that she is the runPitt's

away wife

of Pitt and that

Mary

is

be Starred In

"Men of

minutes later Jan comes out but Mary faints
when she sees him and he carries her back
There his old love surges
into the house.
anew and he decides to turn down Clare and
marr\' Mary.
He goes to the church, calls otf the wedding and is man-ied to Mary by a Justice
The crowd, now a mob, atof the Peace.
tacks Jan and Mary as they depart from the
office.
They are about to hang Jan when
Pitt rescues him only to learn that Jan has
really married his daughter after all, the
long lost daughter he never more expected
particularly strong cast has been
to see.
assembled in su])port of Mr. Sills, including

A

Doris Kenyon, Victor McLaglen,

Alli-

and

George Fawcett

Frank Currier,
.John Phili]) Kolb.

son,

I

Mae

"HIS PARTNER'S WIFK'
N ADDITION to "Men of Steel," Miltou
Sills will

a storv bv

"On

the

be starred in an adaptation of
originallv entitled

Henry Holt

Plinth.""

The new

title

is

"His

Partner's Wife."
One million dollars, owned jointly by the
four men in a locked room, has disappeared
from their office safe. One of the four must
he the thief. It is agreed that if the guilty
one gives the combination of his private
safe, immunity will be granted to the extent of allowing him to go free if he safely
walks the five-ineii plintli from the window
of the locked room to the window of the

One man, sensing

that the real thief

woman

he loves, the wife of one of
the others, decides to confess to save her.
He makes the terrifying trip, returns the
money w'hich the woman has placed in his
private safe, and then persuades h?r not
to elope as she had intended but to return
He has suffered but feels
to her husband.
that he has done well. His friend brokenly
thanks him after his returned wife conis

the

fesses.

^'QQQj) IIJCK"

A DRURY LAXH melodrama of the ever
^^ popular type has been selected by E.
M. Asher as
National

list

his contribution to the First
It is enfor the new season.

"Good Luck."
As a play "Good Luck" ran

titled

for

many

London and on account of its
dramatic qualities was much in demand by
motion picture jiroducers. Mr. Asher ])aid
a high figure for the screen rights and is
months

in

planning

to

produce the story on a big

making the most of the

scale,

thrilling incidents

it

contains.

The characters run true to melodramatic
form, the plot developments hinging upon
the clash between the villain and the hero
"Good
the heroine.
in their pursuit of
Luck," how'ever, is a strictly up-to-date melodrama in which all the improvement.s of
The airplane,
modern science are used.
radio and other modern devices are utilized
in the preparation of a genuine thriller.

"THE SAVAGE"

ADAPTED

from an original story by
Ernest Pascal, "The Savage" will be
an Earl Hudson production. The story concerns Dan Terry, a reporter sent to the
Marii)Osa Islands, south of the Equator with
instructions to reach the islands in advance
of an expedition headed by Professor AtHis job is to score a scoop on a
water.
Terry goes by airplane
rival newspajier.
and is wrecked when he reaches the islands.
Scarcely has he climbed from the wreckage,
when lie is knocked unconscious by a falling
He
free, toi)pled over in a terrific storm.
found by Professor Atwater and his
is
daughter, who conclude that he is one of the
wliite savages and take him back to New
Yoik where he is exhibited as a curiosity.
Terry escapes, and, of course, in the end
inarries the girl witli whom he has fallen in

Pitt's

daughter and sister of Clare. When Mrs.
Berwick dies, Mary and her brother, Alex,
and a friend, Pete Masarick, come to the
Mary goes to Pitt's home to tell
mill city.
him who she is but meets Jan tiiere with
She accuses Jan of murdering her
Clare.
brother. Jan in dramatic fashion proves his
innocence when he takes them to the null
and forces a confession of guilt from MasaThe day of the wedding comes ai:d
rick.
Mary is among the crowd of workers who
gather in front of the Pitt home to cheer
tiieir hero and the mill owner's daughter as
they leave for the church.
The crowd is wild with delight for it
means one of them will rule the mills. Clare
and her father leave the house i\rst. A few

next.

Steel''

E. Bruce Johnson,

manager Foreign Department,
National

Pictures.

First

love.

Ben Lyon and May McAvoy are

in the featured roles.

cast

Advance

stills

from

"Men

of

the

Steel,"

National

First

Special

Mihon

starring

Sills

and directed by George Auchainbaud under the supervision

-Tke Vilennese Medley'' Will
Vieniu'se Medley," one of the two
-*big specials of First National's program, was made on the coast under the
supervision of June Mathis, who also wrote

<<T^11E

from a story by Edith
O'Shaughnessy. The direction was in the
hands of Curt Rchfeld assisted by Charles
continuity

the

behind

it

all

what the war has meant
have been spent in the perfection of eveiy
detail that would contribute to a correct
picturing of the incidents
unfolding of the story.

who

of Film-

with important roles being played by

son,

Tearle,

Anna

Q. Nilsson,

Mae

Alli-

Ian Keith, Lucy Beaumont, Nigel de

Brulier,

John Sainpolis and Edward Earle.

A

tremendously moving and spectacular ]iroduction is promised in "The Viennese Metlley."
It has as its background tlie aristocracy of Vienna, before, during and after the

The two central

war.

Von

Berg, played

bj'

are Fanny
Q. Nilsson and

figures

Anna

Hartig jdayed by Conway
Tearle. Fanny's family is thrown into consternation when she innocently becomes involved in a scandal forcing the postponement of her marriage to the Count. After a
period spent on a fai'm allowing the scandal
to subside, Fanny returns to Vienna where

Count

Von

the poj5ulace is sutt'ering from the ini'oad of
war profiteers. She does everytliing in her
power to relieve the distress of those in

want.

doubtful if any picture dealing' with
and post-war developments in Eurojje

It is

wai"

utilized

in

has painted in such realistic colors the suffering of those caught in the maelstrom.
There is a vivid personal story in the development of the lives and characters of the
people met in "Tlie Viennese IMedley" and

The above scenes

are from

SIR

Ihe

the story weaves itself
around the tangled lives of these pleasuremad and hectic descendants of a conservadetail

"The Viennese Medley,"

a

as

First

National Special production

program

is

"The

Reckless Lady" i>rodueed by Robert T.
Kane, with Belle Bennett in the title role.
This story was originally entitled "The Eter-

army officer.
The gay and somewhat dissolute life of
the younger set in London is depicted in
realistic

led

Philip Gibbs story included

in the First National

author of
"Pleirs Apparent" which is being produced by Edwin Carewe under the title of
"Twentieth Centuiy Unlimited." The period
is four years after the war in England, a
time of recklessness and cynicism and discontent with mid- Victorian morality.
Because they returned home intoxicated
after a rather unconventional party, botli
Audrey Nye and Julian Perry are ex])elled
from tlie schools they are attending at
Oxford. When Julian's car in which they
have started for London, breaks down they
In the course
decide to walk to the city.
of their hike, which takes a cou])le of days,
they are obliged to stop at inns where they
are seen by friends of both their families
and when they reach home they find that
damaging reports have preceeded them.
Julian is the son of the ctlitor of a ])())juis
the
lar jingoistic journal and the girl
daughter of the vicar of an Episcopal
jiarish.
It soon transpires that Julian falls
violently in love with th(> young wife of an
is

Special

"THE RECKLESS LADY'

ANOTHER

the

"TWENTIETH CENTURY
PHILIP GIBBS

Hudson.

tive

Months

UNLIMITED"

cast reads like a wlio's

dom
Conway

Europe.

A

Earl

generation.
In the end they are
to see the folly of their extravagances.

a graphic presentation of
to

Woolstenhulm.

The

is

te

of

nal

Hazard."

Colonel Fleming of the British ai'iny in
India, leaves his wife and child when he discovers that his neglect of her because of
professional duties has driven her to take a
lover.
She has gone to Italy with her two
children and supported

them by

secret

gam-

Fifteen years later, the Colonel, now
dismissed from the army, wants to see the
bling.

makes an arrangement whereby
former wife moves to London where the
father is living. The daughter, Sylvia, marries a wealthy young furniture manufacturer
of Grand Rapids and is enabled to support

children and
his

the family.

Moving to Grand Rapids, she finds her
European temperament out of accord with
To relieve the momid-west conventions.
notony a little, she flirts with a young
Frenchman employed in her husband's factory. He takes the affair seriously and ends
by shooting himself, causing no end of scanThe story
dal in the gossipy community.
closes with an optimistic note when the
young wife discovers that she is going to
have a child and appears ready to make the
best of (piiet domesticity with her faithful
husband. "The Reckless Lady" is a beautifully appealing story with the mother love

theme paramount.

made under

the supervision of

June Mathis.

t

A Group

Top row:

of First National Featured Players

Robert Frazer, Cotnvay Tearle, Jack Midhull, May McAvoy, Blanche Sweet. Second row: Belle Bennett, Den Lyon, Dorothy
Mary Aslor. Third row: Lcivis Stone, Anna Q. Milsson, Doris Kenyon, Mae Allison, Ronald C.olman. Lower: Huiih Allan,
Joyce Complon, Lois Moran, Charles Murray, Victor McLaglen.

Mackaill, IJoyd Hughes,

Scenes from "Irene" a First National picture presented by John E. McCormick, and

n«i

A

"I rene
*

RENE,"

ture Colleen

Make
and

the

Woman."

the time

is

The

locale

is

New York

the present.

Irene O'Dare, a beautiful girl of the slums,
transfoiTaed into a lady and becomes a
member of New York's smart social set. Her
chance comes when Donald Marshall, who is
interested in boosting a continental modiste
recently arrived in New York, decides to use
Irene as an advertisement for the modiste's
gowns. Irene is passed off as a lady, a role
she is able to fill as the result of long experience in imitating women of fashion in
the store where she had worked. Her sweetness of chai'acter wins many friends and
€ventually she makes permanent her social
advantages by marrying Donald. There are
many striking and beautiful sequences in the
picture, notably the fashion show shown in
color through a new photographic process.
is

"MISS

NOBODY"

TN

sharp contrast to "Irene" will be Miss
•• Moore's second
production for the new
season.
It is entitled "Miss Nobody" and
has as its central character a girl, Barbara
Brown, whose father has deserted his wife
and child to roam the Southern seas. The
mother's death leaves Barbara at sixteen,
homeless and penniless and New Year's finds
her taking refuge with the mistress of a
luxurious residence provided by a millionaire patron. Barbara's fresh, young beauty
attracts the covetous eye of the aged roue
bv tl'.e niune of Hardiman and cventuallv

JiJinny Hines

Moore

Colleen

reported to be the finest picMoore has ever had, with
its spectacular effects and its humorous and
It is an
dramatic values, is completed.
adaptation of tlie musical comedy by James
Montg-omery whicli is known the country
over. The theme in this instance is "Clothes

t(J

in

scenes from

Moore.

starring Colleen

An

adaptation

ot

the musitdl

comedy

ol

the

same name.

Starring Veliicle

she is forced to flee, adopting the disguise
of a tramp. She finds a protector in a fellow
tramp who saves her from various perils.
In time Hardiman suffers a change of heart

character of the reporter is just the sort
of thing for Johnny Hines.
Another vehicle for the C. C. Burr star
is "The Brown Derby," based on the musi-

i)rovides Barbara with an adef|uate
home. It turns out that the tramn who has
befriended the girl is a son of tlie million-

comedy by S. S. Merlin and Bryant
Marlow. The locale is New York's east side
and the theme has to do with a promising
pugilist suffering from an inferiority complex, although he is successful in amateur

and

aire.

There are ample oi)])ortunities for comedy,
pathos and romance in "Miss Nobody" whicli
provides a characterization unlike any of
Miss Moore's previous ]iortrayals.

JOHNNY

HINES' PICTURES

TOIINXY HINES
»J

Avill

"Rainbow

the

start off

new

based on
Thompson Buchanan's well-known play
"The Cub" in which Douglass Fairbanks
starred on the stage a number of years ago.
The story concerns a cub reporter, Steve

year

Riley,

with

who

is

desj)atc]ie(l

Riley,"

to

the

Kentucky

mountains to cover a feud. He meets Alice
Renlow, a beautiful mountain girl, daughter
of the leader of one of the factions and
Jessie White, also a mountain girl, who
chances to be the daughter of the leader of
Despite her lack of
the opposing faction.
charm, Jessie makes a play for the young
reporter.
This triangular romance helps to
complicate matters considerably and there
is a chase over the mountains in which Riley
is pursued by both clans.
He is finally
trapped in a cabin surrounded by clansmen.
Alice Renlow and her brother gain
entrance through an under gTOund passage
and help the prisoner to escape.
In the
meanwhile Riley has managed to send reports of the feud to his newspaper and

when he returns

is

lauded for his brilliant

work.

The story has snap and
is

filled

"Rainbow

witli

liuniorous

Riley," a Charles C.

action

all

iiiciih'iits

through,

and the

Burr production

to be

cal

This pugilist, Battling Bertie as he
made the objective in a bet between a wealthy young sportsman and a
fight promoter, who is certain any capable
man can be made a success once he is imbued with confidence in himself. Bertie is
made to wear a brown derby which is supposed to bring luck and success to the
wearer. The plan works perfectly in giving
the small time pugilist sufficient confidence
and he sweeps ail befoi'e him, including the
girl he loves.
bouts.
is

called, is

"PALS FIRST'
<<pALS FIRST"

is an adaptation of
3f the
play by Lee Wilson Dodge, which
ich had
a long run in New York and was popular
on the road.

A

is a comedy-drama, the story having
do with the unexpected return to his

It
to

home

of ;i young man who is supi)osed to
dead.
Danny Rowland and Dominie,
two vagrants, are welcomed by the colored
caretaker of an old mansion near Nashville
because he believes that Danny is the young
master, Dick Castleton, who has been away
for two years.
Between Danny, who has
escaped from jail, and Dominie, who has
also served time, tliere is a strong bond of
friendship and the latter is anxious to get
away from the estate, fearing that Danny
will be cxjio^ed.
lie

released by First

National.

Leon Errol

in

"The Lunatic

scenes from

Leon Errol

Large." a First National picture adapted from the story of

interpretation as the leading figure in
at Large," adapted from the

"The Lunatic
noved

Doi'othy
by J. Storer Clouston.
and Kenneth McKenna are in the
directed hy Fred Newmeyer.

in the yard of the asylum where Bill is
waiting for Beatrix.
In the crash, Henry
is hit on the liead and regains his mind.
Bill and Beatrix are married and all ends
happily.

Mr.ckaill
oast

Sam

Smith, exponent of the easy life,
and a man with no home or object excejit
simply living, is tricked into a private
sanatarium for the wealthy feeble-minded,
where he is believed to be a rich patient who
was expected there. He meets Bill Carroll,
who has been railroaded to the asylum by
a twin brotlier who is insane, but who wants
to wed Beatrix Stavnes, who is alreadv betrothed to Bill.

* bj' Mrs. Wilson Woodrow, directed by
Lambert Hillyer at the West Coast studios.
It is

jihere

a society
in

drama with a racing atmos-

which

sixteen-year-old

Caroline

wliere

to celebrate tlie
take place in a dirigible
right after the party. Guards arrive to get
Sam who esca])es again. Sam reaches the
aviation field in time to grab a danglingHe climbs
ladder from the dirigible.
aboard and succeeds in stopping the wedding.
The dirigible is wrecked and lands

complications before their innocence is
proven.
The story has a distinctly smart atmosphere and offers ample opportunities for
character development. The cast includes
Anna Q. Nilsson, Huntley Gordon, Charles
Murray, Mike Donlin, Dale Fuller, Sam De
Grasse and Corliss Palmer.

They are
tlie

an

Bill

a

so

much

alike tliat Beatrix can-

the difference and
wedding, not knowing
insane man.
tell

enlists the aid

and makes
party

is

his

way

of

is

on with
marrying

going-

siie

is

Sam who

to Beatrix's

escapes

home

being staged

wedding which

,

''THE SEC01\D CHANCE"
tjnpHE Second Chance" is from a story

Logan is sentenced to a reform school by a
young judge. Clay Jeffries.
Years later,
after being released from the reformatory,
Caroline goes to Euro))e and transforms herself into a charming young woman who marries a British officer and is left a widow
when he dies. She is introduced to the smart
set of New York where eventually she meets
and falls in love Avitli the judge who senBoth of them become invoh'ed
tenced her.
in a race track scandal, and there are many

not

is to

that

title

by

J.

Clouston.

Storer

In ''The Lunatic At Large

T EON ERROL will follow his success in
L' "Clothes Make the Pirate" with a come<ly

at

s^

''MEMORY LAiSE"
T^ HE

Louis B. Mayer-Jnhn M. Staid contribution to First National's program
will be "Memory Lane," an original play by
Mr. Stahl and Benjamin Glazer, witli
Eleanor Boardman and Conrad Nagel feaOther players are Wiltured in the cast.
-*-

liam Haines, John Steppling, Eugenia Ford

and Frankie Darrow.

The

locale

is

in a

New England

village

where Mary and Joie are sweethearts |)lanning a future together but unfortunately the
parents of Mary arrange a matrimonial alliance with Jimmy whose financial prospects
appear bright. A year after the marriage,
Mary is stirred by the news that Joie has
returned to town.
True to her marriage
vows, Mary decides not to see him but she
dreams of Joie as an ideal lover who during
the past year has achieved success and
wealth in New York.
It

happens that Joie

is

invited to Mary's
instead of the
pictured, she is

home by her husband and
fascinating

man

she

had

appalled by the apjiearance of her former
sweetheart. He weai-s a checkered suit, jiaste
diamonds, showy tie, a derby set at a vicious
angle and carries a cigar in the side of his

mouth

— altogether a

idealistic

repellant picture to the
thereafter is

young woman who

content with

licr

husband.

I

Pictorial episodes from "Just Suppose,

in

which Richard Barthelmess

is

starred.
Itis an Inspiration production adapted
First National.

from the play by A. E. Thomas and released by

Scenes from the Earl

Hudson production "Too Much Money."

First

a

No rma Talniadge

National

picture adapted from the story

Star in ''Kiki

to

Dorothy Revier, Matilda Cumont and Wil-

FOLLOWING

her jiieat aehievement in
"Graustark," Norma Talmad.o-e will be
seen in "Kiki" in the Siirins: of the newThis is an ada)>tation of tlie famous
year.
Belasco stage success in which Leonore Llric
starred two years ago. It is being given an
elaborate production by Jose])h IVL Schenck
under the direction of Clarence Brown. Included in the cast are Ronald Colman, Ger-

liam Austin.

"The Far Cry"

a society

is

drama

illus-

trating the social unrest of the present generation.
Claire Mai-sh is the daughter of
an American mother who has drifted away
from the conventional moral code of her

from sheer slackness and

country

and

living in

is

Claire,

Paris.

inertia

herself

a

trude Astor,

although still little more than
a girl has already married and di\orced a

made

dissolute Frenchman.
At the time of the

social

Marc McDermott, George K.
Arthur and Frankie Darrow. Hans Kraly
the adaptation.

rebel,

play, her ard."nt admirer is Dick Clayton, a young American
There enters a
studying art in Paris.
wordly-wise Count who makes a play for
Claire thereby arousing the jealo.-.sy of
Dick. After a series of misunderstandings,
the young jjcople are content to patch up

"Kiki" is a street gamin of Paris, ungoverned but withall a fascinating little per.son with no respect for either rejjutations
Determined to become a
or conventions.
dancer, she gains entrance to a manager's
office by a ruse;
Her naive replies to the
manager's questions and her general devilmay-care attitude intrigue his interest and

their differences

The

AN

i)roduction thereby startins: a feud
around wiiich much of the action of the play
centers, as the street gamin reveals unexpected resources of feminine shrewdness, in
time outwitting her rival. Kiki is an extraordinarily inspiring i)art for Norma Talmadge affording am})le scope for this talented star to run the gamut of drama, comedy and pathos.
the

l)een

as

by

titled

company.
The screen adaptation of "Silky Anne"
is being made by Raymond L. Schrock and

Edward

Clark. Sidney Franklin will direct.
Miss Talmadge has been peculiarly fortunate in her last few pictures, notably
"Her Night of Romance" and "Her Sister
from Paris" and it is probable that she will
continue for the time being to give por-

of "The Far Cry," based
on the successful play by Arthur Richman, was completed at the "West Coast
Studios several weeks ago under the direcNun.bered in the cast are
tion of Balboni.
Blanche Sweet, Jack Mulhall, Hobart Bosworth, jVIyrtle Stedman, .John Sainpolis,
•*•

from "The Reckless Lady,"

selected

Edwanl (lark
"Silky Anne" has
the next starring vehicle

story

for Constance Talmadge for the First National program, according to an announcement just received from the office of that

"THE FAR CRY"

of scenes

original

temporarily

PRODUCTION

group

lilc

'SILKY ANNE''

irrepressible Kiki offends the star of

A

and abandon the gay

of Paris and return to America.

he allows her a try-out.

trayals in a similar comedy vein. The story
in pre])aration now ])rofits by the colorftil

atmosphere
l>r()i)riate

a

which

provides

such

an

ap-

of tht

story of

th.it

"MOLASSES'
PUBLISHED in the Saturday
Post under the
the

title

Evening

of "Buccandeers of

Bahamas," a story now called "]\Iolasses"
produced by M. C. Levee. Kenyon

will be

Gandjier is the author.
Jim Duane's father is rich and crude, ami
when Jim falls in love with Roderica Vallender his father is a serious handicap, for
Roderica's mother, though poor, is ]n'oportionately proud and considers the younger
duane inferior and ineligible. But the ValIcnders do need money and their uncle Jason
lias left them four million dollars worth of
Nassau, Bahamas,
real "paducah" rye
in
i'or which four million may be had if boot-

leggers will honestly transport the
the "dry" United States.

iwe to

How to find an honest bootlegger is now
She gets
the problem of Mrs. Vallender.
Jim to enlist the services of his capable if
crude parent. The scene shifts to Nassau,
where Jim meets Rosamond Fair, a clever,
She
l)retty girl of no social pretentions.
saves his life and uses her influence to prevent his getting into the lawbreaking tangle.
Jim's father perceives that the Vallenders
merely
his
son, and
are double-crossing
waiting to get the money from the rye.
An
also

English lord, of impoverished estate,
bootlegging, has turned

up and won

however, pretends still to
By a ruse which is
be betrothed to Jim.
effective if ungentlemanly, Duane, senior,
shows up Roderica's "devotion" to Jim and
heads his son toward Rosamond Fair who
Roderica is to
is obviously the right girl.
wed the lord, but a reckless bootlegger
abdrcts her and she comes in for all the
and her
notor'ety and sensationalism she
l{oderica,

who,

aristocratic

mother

liave

unsf-ru]>ulously

sought to avoid bv using the Duanes.

setting for Miss Tahnadgc.

Robert T. Kane production

by Israel Zangwill

title

by Philip Gibbsand distributed by First National.

"Memory Lane"

is

a

John M. Slahl production

to

be offered by

First

Co rinne Griffith in
pORINNE

GRIFFITH'S

first

for the new season will be "Mile.
Modiste," a version of the celebrated musical comedy by Henry Blos.som and Victor

Herbert in which Fritzi Selieff won renown
on the stage some years ago. The play has
been given a sumptuous production under
direction of Robert Z. Leonard.
The cast
supporting Miss Griffith includes Norman
Kerry, Rose Dione, Willard Louis and
Dorothy Cummings.
Fifi, a salesgirl in

Mme.

Cecile's Parisian

millinery shop, has ambitions to become a
great singer, so she rejects an offer of marriage from Gaston, Mme. Cecile's worthless
son, and, also, an offer from Capt. Etienne,
nephew of the Count de St. Mar, because
she knows the uncle would never consent.
Hiram Bent, a wealthy American, loans her
money to leave the shop and embark upon
her musical career.

A

year later, she
London, repays

a sensational success
and returns to
Paris.
Here she is scheduled to sing at a
Charity Garden Party, given by the Count
St. Mar, but he discovers who she really is
and forbids her to see Etienne.
Hiram
Bent brings about a meeting between her
and Etienne, however, in which they both
admit their love for each other, but she still
declares she will not marry him until the
Count asks her to do so. She sings and the
Count, not being able to see her, is charmed
by her voice and invites her to dine with
him.
She comes; he recognizes her again
and is won over, pleading with her now to
in

inarr\-

liis

is

Bent

lovelorn nephew.

Scenes from "The Far Cry," a

w

b

Ths above scenes

T^

OLLOWING
Griffith will

continue the tour.
Five years later, on the eve of the actress'
sensational debut in New York, word is received of the death of the cliild by drowning.
Of course, she is distracted but conPresently she distinues the performance.
covers that her faithless husband has fallen
a victim to the charms of her youngest sister.
After proving to this sister that her
husband is little more than a cad, she divorces him and in the end is free to marry
a friend who has been faithful to her
There are
through all her tribulations.
many emotional possibilities for Corinne
Griffith in the role of the actress.

"TOO MUCH MONEY"

ANEW
found

version of the love triangle

is

"Too Much Money" based
on the story by Israel Zangwill in which
Lewis Stone and Anna Q. Nilsson are featured, under the direction of John Francis
Dillon, supervised by Earl Hudson.
Robert Broadley, immensely wealthy, is
in

devotedly in love with his wife but instead
of leading a contented life together there
are repeated clashes due to too much money,
according to Dana St' art, a clnb man who

F'irst

National |)icturc adapted from the play by

Stuart suggests
a friend of the family.
that the solution is for Broadley to pretend
that he has lost his fortune thereby forcing
a simplified manner of living.
The couple move to an apartment in the

is

"Mile. Modiste," Corinne
produce "Ashes" by Reginald Good. The theme concerns itself with
mother love and a stage career. The mother
in this instance is torn between her professional ambition and her duty to the
young child forced to travel about the country on one night stands. She is induced by
her husband, who is something of a rotter,
to place the child with relatives wliile they

^

are taken from the picture.

Mile. Modiste"

"ASHES"

production

^^

National.

Bronx, the husband pretending that he is
Meanwhile, Stuart seeks to
seeking work.
win Annabel but without success. He plays
his trump card when he converts all of
Broadley 's assets into negotiable securities
and tells Annabel that he is going to
Europe, exposes Broadley 's trick and begs
her to go with him.

"THE DANCER OF PARIS"
ROBERT KANE offers a Michael Arlen
story in "The Dancer of Paris" directed by Alfred A. Santell with Dorothy
Mackaill, Conway Tearle and Robert Cain
in the cast.
The plot concerns Sir Roy Martel, English
diplomatist who has met Consuelo,
fabulously wealthly American girl in the
United States. In their brief affair he has
been in earnest and she in fun.
They meet in Paris quite some time after.
Sir Roy is attached to the British Embassy'.
Consuelo is the rage of the bright places
of Paris. Noel Anson, friend and co-worker
of Sir Roj', meets Consuelo and falls madly
in love but makes little headway with her.
Sir Roy breaks down from overwork.
One night he calls at the apartment upstairs to ask for a little quiet.
He faces
Consuelo.
Her presence ha-s a magic efSir Roy immediately passes the long
fect.
awaited crisis. But it is not Sir Roy that
Consuelo eventually accepts.
Noel Anson

wins

Arthur Richman.

out.

Directed by

Balboni.

I

r^

'

MEN OF

STEEL'
(Milton

Sills

and Doris Kenyon)

'THE SAVAGE'
(Ben Lyon and

'THE CRYSTAL CUP*

May McAvoy)
(in

preparation)

PICTURES
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I

•

•
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Watch

m*

for

Her

Introducing

Marion

First First

National Picture

^iMi

—
Fairfax Productions
LEWIS STONE
IN

''THE

DESERT HEALER'\

Witk TuUy Mirskall,

*

>sfita

Naldi, Barbara Bedford

*\^

THE NOVEL WITH

8,ODO,000

READERS

^M
A^great moiern lov2 story of the Far East— Adapted and produzei hy MARION FAIRFAX^ from the best-seller by E. M.
Hull, author of ''The

Maurice Tourneur directing

Sheik.''''

I'M

RECENT MARION FAIRFAX SUCCESSES:
Aaapter and Editorial Director of

"THE LOST
-JDi

—

WORLD

/

Author, Aaapter and Production Supervisor of

'THE TALKER"
Adapter and Personal Supervisor of

Sam E Rork

s

.

'CLOTHES

great

comedy novelty

—

MAKE THE PIRATE"

.^^
I'lTAt

^/y^

national
Pictures

of

its

series

quality

of

photoplays

starring

RICHARD BARTHELMESS for distribution by First National Pictures, Inc. The 1925
group included SOUL-FIRE, SHORE LEAVE and THE BEAUTIFUL CITY, which did
bigger business than any preceding group.

The 1926 group

will

be better than ever.

JUST SUPPOSE.
prince
An international romance of stirring interest, lavishly produced. The star's
most attractive role. Lois Moran a captivating leading lady.
!

THE KID FROM MONTANA.
marvelous characterization
success of

to

Another
rival

the

SHORE LEAVE,

-Dick" as
a cowboy comes east to win the hand of an
aristocratic beauty. Highly dramatic and
strong love interest with
featured as leading lady

Lois

Moran

Olcott Production.

THE AMATEUR GENTLEMAN.
colorful picturization of Jeffrey Farnols
great novel. Will exceed the success of

THE BRIGHT SHAWL.
Olcott Production.

Watch her ascend

to a

topmost place

in

During 1925 she was featured with Richard
Barthelmess in THE BEAUTIFUL CITY,
and with Rod La Rocque in NIGHT LIFE

OF NEW YORK.

By courtesy of Inspiration Pictures, Inc.,
she was co-starred with Leon Errol in
CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE, and
played the

GWYNNE,

and stellar role in
produced in England.

title

Keep your eye on her during 1926!

Inspiration Pictures, Inc

INSPIRATION

•'

565 Fifth Avenue,

All That The

Name

New

Implies"

York City

NELL

:

:

:

mr

'%!>

C.
Jt^

GRAHAM BAKER

SCENARIOS
FOR VITAGRAPH
PIONEER TRAILS

EDITING

AND

TITLING

FOR VITAGRAPH

THE MAM FROM BRODMEY'S
THE MIDNIGHT ALARM
THE MAN NEXT DOOR
MASTERS OF MEN
FOR FOX

THE WINDING STAIR

CAPTAIN BLOOD
THE CLEAN HEART
PAMPERED YOUTH
BELOVED BRUTE
BEHOLD THIS WOMAN
THE REDEEMING SIN
BETWEEN FRIENDS

LOYALTIES

-o<

SCENARIOS FOR INSPIRATION:
STARRING RICHARD BARTHELMESS

THE BEAUTIFUL CITY
JUST SUPPOSE

THE KID FROM MONTANA
THE AMATEUR GENTLEMAN

national

^/v^-^a

!
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JUNE MATHIS

^In
«v*

editorial director of

"The Second Chance,""Classified,"
with Corinne Griffith and Colleen
Moore productions including
"Desert Flower," "Sally,"

"We

Moderns" and "Irene"
and now

"THE VIENNESE MEDLEY"
Written for the Screen and Produced

:^

by June Mathis.

V

^^

^M

»v'*

BALBONI
now
a
"JD^

directing

THE FAR CRY"

>o.-

O
FIRST

NATIONAL PICTURES

Si

^^/v^

national

^^-^
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HARRY LANGDON

COLLEEN MOORE

Comedian Has Meteoric Rise
When Mack Sennett announced that

Vivacious and Appealing Star
Although Colleen Moore will perhaps
always be thought of as "The Flaming

he

had a new comedy find in the person of one
Harry Langdon, a vaudevilhan and ex-

^'outh Girl,'' her work since that time has
displayed a depth of range, a versatility and

"wise ones" of the industry
be shown.
They had heard of

cartoonist, the

waited

to

comedy "finds"

a brilliance such as

can boast

before.

And the surprising thing was that Langdon did "show" the wise ones in short order.
His very first comedy, "Picking Peaches,"
chcked immediately in the theatres, and in
succeeding releases the critics and the public
discovered a

new comedy luminary on

Such

horizon.

pictures

Miss Moore embarked upon
During a
period of four and one-half years she played
featured roles and leads in no less than

Tampa,

the

thirty-two

new

self,

and "Temperament
incomparable

"The

Perfect Flap-

'

established her as the

dehneator

of

It

was "So Big,"

however,

established the fact that she

consideration

as

one

of

that

was

the

first-rank

but those who know Langdon
work have no doubts whatever of the
fresh triumphs that await him in the feature
comedy field.

comedy
just

his

success.

preceded

"We

Moderns,"

Texas occu-

Ihis blue eyed daughter of

which may be well called
combines a delicate
and wistful beauty with an ar.stocratic refinement and poise.
Her current production is "Mile. Modiste," which should afford an unparalleled
a screen niche

Her appeal

for

the

of fashion

sort

display

expected in the
"Mile. Modiste"

lavishness

Corinne Griffith vehicles.
will be followed by "Ashes."

Her

previous

now

playing its
first run engagements and receiving the usual
popular acclaim accorded her productions.
Miss Griffith started her career with Vitapicture,

"Infatuation,"

is

graph on the West Coast, after a brief term
as a

professional

Vitagraph

for

remembered

and

\

<

years,

several

others.

"1 he
"Six

"

I

was

With
appearing in

pictures

"The Climbers,"

Selznick and
followed.

She

dancer.

such well
Ice,"

as

"Thin

he Garter Girl"

Common Law"
Days"

for

for

Goldwyn

Her first picture for First National was
Frank Lloyd's production of the famous
pornovel, "Black Oxen,'
in which her

Madame

Zatiany won instant apand made her one of the most
talked of figures on the screen.
Other successes have followed in rapid succession, intrayal of

^

JOHNNY HINES
A

Appeal

Star of Brilliant

and luxurious

which

provided her with a superflapper role, plus some real, dramatic moments.
"Miss Nobody" will be next.
it,

CORINNE GRIFFITH

opportunity

ac-

"Sally" presented her in a glittering extravaganza of comedy, drama and beauty,
which will be paralleled in her current production, "Irene," also based upon a musical

and

""

really

entitled to

tresses of the screen.

production,

/' jjjH

char-

flapper

acters.

contract with

unique.

would

per," "Flaming Youth," "Painted People"

under which he will be given
the opportunity to outdo all his previous
efforts in the comedy field.
His productions
will now be brought
up to full feature
length, the first
to
be "Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp," now in production.
Few comedians have made the grade in this type of

|;ies

re-

she

firm in the belief that her efforts

one day bear fruit.
Such productions as

First National,

^^

was

she

clung tenaciously to her faith and confidence in her-

1

led to his

productions before

warded by stardom, but

'

this

Fla.,

a picture career at an early age.

Youth," "The Cat's Meow," "The First
Hundred Years," "The Luck of the Foolish," "All Night Long,"
"Boobs in the
Woods," "Feet of Mud," "The Sea
Squawk, "His Marriage Wow," "Lucky
Stars," "Remember When?" and " he
White Wings Bride" speedily established
him as an expert in the coaxing of the chuckle
and extraction of the hearty laugh.
All of

stars

Born at Port Huron, Mich., and educated at the Convent of the Holy Name,

"Flickering

as

few of the younger

of.

preciation

cluding "Lilies of the Field," the picturization
of a
popular stage play,
"Single
Wives," "Love's Wilderness,'' "Declasse,"
" 1 he Marriage Whirl," and "Classified."

Real "Live Wire"

Johnny Hines had a somewhat varied
but always succesful career on the stage
and screen, which eventually brought him
under contract to First National, where he
IS starring in a series of C. C. Burr producHines'

tions.

"

1

first

under

this

contract

was

he Live Wire," and his second, "Rain-

He
Riley," has just been completed.
about to start "The Brown Derby."
Hines is a native of Colorado, where he
was born in Golden. He is of a theatrical
family, his older brothers and sisters having
apjjeared on the legitimate stage and in
bow

IS

vaudeville for a

Johnny

is

number of

years.

a graduate of the College of

New York, and it was not long
graduation that he started a theatrical career.
He was a talented dancer
and after a short stay in vaudeville and the
legitimate he went into musical comedy,
where he scored his first big success.
the City of
after

his

Gradually Hines drifted into pictures exand he has been winning an exever
since.
following
ceptionally
wide
Among his earlier pictures were "Miss Petticoats," "Tillie Wakes Up," and "Alias
Jimmy Valentine." Then came "A Scrap
"Neighbors," "Hearts of Gold,
of Paper,
"The Little Intruder," and "Eastward Ho."
The Torchy Comedies followed for Educational, and then Johnny was seen in such
pictures as "Sure Fire Flint," "Burn 'Em
Up Barnes," "Luck," "Little Johnny Jones,"
"Conductor 1492" and " he Crackerjack."
clusively

"

"

1

ANNA

Q.

LEON ERROL

NILSSON

Established Screen Favorite

the beholder's attention at

the average citizen

first

sight

and

Few comedians

have been dearer to the
he of
heart of Broadway than Leon Errol
and now, thanks to
the famous jelly legs
the

could possibly be
classed as a veteran performer of stage and
screen.
Yet veteran she is, though not in
point of years as compiled by the censusthat this star of filmland

Coming
signs of

ment

country

industry

m

the days

was beginning

to

He

when
show

a

As
him

favorite

foot-light

The

leading picture companies

her

for

"

1

First

She

the

the Pirate,"

where

forth-

A
Ever

Star of

Many

Dons Kenyon

University,

Talents

graduated from Columb a

since she

much

has divided

way

She was

the screen.

all

made
The stage won

before

she

popular on Broaddebut on the

her

her back at times,

the footlights, his unforgettable performances

screen.

"The Misleading Lady, "King, Queen,
Jack," "Bunny," "Nancy Lee" and "The
Bird Of Paradise" loom up brightly.

but picture fans throughout the world were

"

services

of

the

this

first

company

talented

actor,

to secure the

whose

aji-

in "The Prisoner of Zenda" and
"Scaramouche" at once established him
firmly in the good graces of the picture fans.
Stone s pantomime is of the subtle type that

pearances

is

so peculiarly effective in

ence

without resorting
In emot'onal roles he

swaying an audiranting

to

rises

to

methods.

spectacular

heights by dint of sheer personal magnetism,
in

domestic drama

ficial

constraint

his

freedom

from

arti

and perfect ease of manner

have an unfailing audience appeal.
And,
to crown all, he possesses that keen sense of
humor which enables him to get the full value
out of any comedy situation.

One

of the most active performers on the
screen to-day, Mr. Stone last year was fea-

tured

in

Marry";
wood,"

Metro-Goldwyn's
First National's

"Cheaper

to

"Inez from HollyWorld,"
"Fine

"The
Lost
"The Talker," "The Lady Who
Lied," "What Fools Men."
He will next
be seen in the same company's "The Girl
From Montmartre."
Clcthes,"

style

of

in the

pirate

"The Lunatic at Large,"
forthcoming group from this
company.
In this picture he has been given
every advantage in the way of direction and
story to bring back out his unique talents.

many

Metro was

His

DORTS KENYON

he achieved before

persuaded
"Clothes

in

antics created

in

of her time between the legitimate stage and

in

his

in the

sook the "legitimate" field for the broader
domain of motion pictures.
Among the
successes

Sam Rork

undertake the leading role

included

National release.

Brilliant and Popular
was a clear case of "the stage's loss and
screen's gain,' when Lewis Stone for-

brilliant

audi-

signed Errol as a star, as the result of which

will soon

a

a result of this,

he will be seen

LEWIS STONE
It

enema

So great was his success in this supercomedy special that First National promptly

he

"Too Much Money,"

coming

to

turned in to a roaring, fire-eating
buccaneer, leading him, on his return, to
assume his rightful place in his home.

services.

actress's versatility.
in

bow

clothes

all

1

little

his

comedy showed to splendid advantage
story of the meek little tailor whom

work during last year in
lop of the World";
First National's "One Way Street," "1 he
alker " "Winds of Chance," and "The
Sj^lendid Road," bears eloquent witness to
Paramount's

to

Make

excellent

be seen

made

first

nothing short of a sensation.

wanted her badly and vied with each other

the

His

is

"Yolanda," where he gave indication of what was to be expected of him in
this field, but it was in "Sally," in support
of Colleen Moore, that he had his first real
opportunity to "do his stuff."

A

bids

comedy

ences in

with the American public, was quickly lured
away from the "legitimate" to the silent
drama.
perfect screen type, her rise to
fame in the new branch of art was rapid and

Her

rapidly

unique without being
forced, funny without being vulgar and his
iense of humorous values is such as comes
only from long experience.

Miss Nilsson, who had already

established herself as

in

is

future strength as an entertam-

its

factor.

certain.

popularity

and even world, wide.

nation,

of

style

silver sheet a perfect technique.

to this

picture

the

that

screen,

silver

become

For as a mere child she trod the
taker.
Thespian boards in Sweden, where she was
born and received a stage-training so thorough and efficient in its results that she
brought to the

—

—

to

would seem impossible

it

Comedian

Inimitable. Popular

youthful grace of dainty Anna Q.
Nilsson is something which always attracts

The

so

t

that

insistent

she at last decided to cast
First

Na-

onal signed her to a contract which

will

her

lot

with

entirely

pictures.

make her adhere to this decision for some
t me
to come.
Miss Kenyon is an exceptionally talented
girl,

whose

ability

is

considerable recognition

mentioned

for

honor

America."
Miss Kenyon's
Victor

\

ork.

opposite

Fate."

first

confined

not

In fact her literary

ing.

to

act-

work has won her
and her name was

in

Who

"Who's

part

was

in

the

In

late

"Princess Pat" in New
1 hen she turned to the films playing

Herbert's

George Beban in "The Pawn of
She spent three years in pictures
then returned to the stage.

after that,

Among

the

more recent

pictures in

which

Kenyon has appeared are the late
Thomas Ince's "Idle Tongues" and Samuel
hr
Goldwyn's "A Thief in Paradise."
Miss

I

under her First National conThis was
tract was "If I Marry Again."
followed by "1 he Half Way Girl" and
first

picture

"The Unguarded Hour."
seen in
First

"Men

National.

She

will next be

of Steel," just completed by

if

SAM RORK

EARL HUDSON

The Showman of the Screen
No quality is more essential to the motion
who would

picture producer

A

the bullseye

hit

of public taste than that intangible something
that

showmanship

constitutes

—

at least,

measure
runs the

trait

more

producer,

who possesses that quality in liberal
is Sam Rork, whose experience in

theatrical

the

a

One

often talked of than found.

way

producer.

his

legitimate

pictures

before entering

field

gamut from program boy

Not alone

in

New York

was

"Sundown," "Flaming Youth," "The Perfect Flapper," "Her Temporary Husband,"
"Men of Steel," "So Big," "The Half

however.

experience,

stage

Broad-

to

During the past season he contributed

to

Way

the First National schedule that remarkable

comedy

—

success, "Clothes

a showmanlike answer

Make

the Pirate"

for genume comedy, m which he
brought together a strong story, a splendid
comedian and a staff which brought the
Now, in association with
most from both.
Rork, Marion Fairfax is producing "The
Desert Healer."
Leaving a position as Mack Sennett s

Rork

representative,

some

derbolt,"

Katherine

starring

years

as business

ago,

duced box

affiliation

and a splendid

"The

Spoilers,"

Hampton, came

series
in

manager of a unit. Success was
was given charge and prooffice

knockouts.
to

New York

and

followed.

"The Halfway

of two-reel

O'Malley," "The Knockout, "The Scarlet
Saint," "Too Much Money" and others.
He is now finishing "Men of Steel," which

association

next.

he started his career

took charge of the production units of First
National there for a year, making "Chickie,"

Four other pictures
Then, in
with Selig he made "The Rosary"

MacDonald

111.,

Then he went East

and Thomas Meighan.
with Miss

Elgin,

so instant that he

"The ThunMacDonald

entered production with

in

working in a watch factory.
From that he
went into newspaper work, then into trade
journals in the motion picture field, and then
into the publicity game in motion pictures.
When First National decided to start their
own productions Hudson went to California

demand

personal

Girl" and "Chickie."

Born

insatiable

the

to

Successful Producer

Horatio Alger never conceived a career
that surpasses that of Earl Hudson, who although still a young man has reached
heights in the film world that many struggle
years to attain.
He is supervisor of one of
First National's Eastern production units,
and has made some outstanding successes.
Standing out among his greatest chievements are such picture as "The Lost World,"

dramas.

with

T hree

Jesse

box-office

"The Talker"

Producing

Executive

Al Rockett's business career began in the
of the American Smelting and Refining Company.
But the lure of the screen

service

irresistible

and both he and

fascination

for

him

Ray, forsook
their native state of Missouri and fled to the
home of the silent drama in California. In
the fall of 1914 Al became assistant direct
r with Balboa Company.
Two years later
he became purchasing agent at Universal.
brother,

his

After five years with Universal Rockett
and his brother, Ray, formed their own producing organization and made several fea-

"Truant Husbands"
and "Keeping Up With Lizzie."
Meanwhile he and his brother had been planning
to make a picture showing the life of Abraham Lincoln, so after making several pic-

ture pictures including

tures

they

and the

turned

result

was

to

a

"Abraham
picture

widely acclaimed as one

of

Lincoln"

which
the

best

was
yet

made.

Photoplay Magazine awarded the
brothers a gold medal for producing the best
picture of the year.

Then Rockett went with First National as
assistant to General Manager Richard A.

Rowland.
Later he was made
manager of the Eastern production

business

units of
National in New York.
And when
Rowland decided to change his production
policy in the East Rockett was made a proFirst

duction supervisor
year.
tional

to

CHARLES

AL ROCKETT

exercised an

of

year.

followed.

Prominent

"The Making

be one of the biggest specials of the
Then he will devote his entire time
to one producing unit making four pictures
a year with his hand constantly at the helm.
is

successes through First National, "Ponjola,"

"Inez from Hollywood" and

Girl,'

making four pictures a
His first picture under the First Nabanner will be "Puppets."

An

C.

BURR

Experienced Producer

C. C. Burr, producer of the Johnny Hines
starring vehicles for First National,

went

to

the production side of the industry through the
mill of the

newspaper.

His entrance into motion pictures was with
employment in the business department of
Paramount, following which he became advertising manager and was later advanced to
the office of assistant general manager.
He
resigned in
920 "to get out on his own,"
which resulted in his signing of Johnny Hines
and the production of the famous "Torchy"
comedies.
1 wenty-six
of these were made
with signal success which prompted Burr to
inaugurate a more ambitious production
schedule for his star.
This resulted in Johnny's first feature-length comedy, "Burn 'em
up Barnes," which proved an instantaneous
hit.
Following "Burn em up Barnes" came
"Sure-Fire Flint," "Little Johnny Jones,"
1492,"
"Conductor
"Speed
Spook,"
"Early Bird" and "Crackerjack."
These
were so successful that they attracted the
I

attention of First National,
Burr's services and that of his

who

secured

star.

"The Live Wire," the first of the C. C.
Hines
proved
Burr-Johnny
productions
Johnny's tremendous drawing power, and
established him permanently as one of the
big r irst National money-making stars.
The
latest production completed for First National by the
Burr-Hines combination is
"Rainbow Riley," an adaptation of Thompson Buchanan's play, " Fhe Cub."

mm
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LAMBERT HILLYER
Director

REMEMBER
co;

-SKIN DEEP''

-THE SPOILERS''

First National

Goldwyn

'THOSE

WHO

DANCE'

'THE

First National

MAKING

of

O'MALLEY'

First National

%
FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES

national

^

>Ct-

GRAHAM BAKER

C.

MARION FAIRFAX

One of Leading Scenarists
Backed by an experience that takes

Leading Anthor Becomes Producer

An important figure for some time in First
National's production activity, Marion Fairfax, screen author extraordinary, has now

in

every phase of the art of picture making, C.
Graham Baker has long held a high place
among the best-known scenarists of the in-

Rork

comparatively recent acquisition
of Inspiration Pictures, he has already
worked on "The Beautiful City," "Just

jects.

\ll

National units

Among

the

Director

in

but his love for things theatrical led him into
that field of endeavor, first as designer of
stage settings on the Pacific Coast for John
Cort, next as property

The

Mille.
destiny.

It

man

for

Cecil

De

engagement decided his
was a case of development by
latter

when he forsook the
property-room atmosphere for the wider
range of scenario-writer and adaptor, turnrapid periods, such as

ing out, in collaboration with
hits

like

"Fashion

Sada Cowan,

Row," "Don't Doubt

Your

Husband,"
"Smouldering
Fires,"
"Broken Barriers," "Bluebeard's Eighth
Wife," "To-Morrow's Love," "Changing
Husbands" and "The Lighter of Flames.
Next he leaped in as an art director and
production manager, among the results of his
activities being "Whispering Chorus," "Old
Wives," "Male and Female," "The Affairs
of Anatole."
When he was loaned to
Famous Players he worked on Mary Pickford's "The Little American," "Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm," "Stella Maris," and
"

"The

Princess";

Douglas Fairbanks
in the making of
"Knickerbocker Buckaro."
So much for
past history!
In more recent times "The
New Commandment" and "In the Name of
Love stand out as screen winners and testialso

Little

enlisting

monials

to

his

the

services

ability

of

this

director.

she wrote

Produc-

made under

World," "If

her editorial direction

at

Her
been

pic-

Marry Again," "So Big"

I

"

Man

and "As

Desires.

career in pictures, which has

earlier

included

varied,

^

screen worlds.

Before turning to the

drama she was
Broadway play

the author of a

successes,

"Mrs.

and

SIDNEY OLCOTT
A

Among

Leader

Directors

Sidney Olcott has perhaps had as wide
experience in the direction of pictures as

most any director

in

An

he was Kalem's

made

to the

I

is

906,

when

"From the Manger
made a large number

concern

for that

He

Cross."

actor in

salaried director

first

al-

for he

the industry,

one of the real pioneers.
he

with

silent

number

of

"The
which was picturized by Sam
Talker,'
Rork, "The Ways and Means," "The
Builders"

.

association

Famous, Goldwyn and Marshal Neilan.
Miss Fairfax brings to her important work
in jjictures a rich and varied background of
experiences that embraces both the stage and

^

d^ST

as an architect

life

Holman Day

"Flaming Youth."

National included "Single Wives,"
"For Sale" and "Flirting with Love."
After coming East she edited "The Lost

Howard Higgin, who recently
"The Reckless Lady" for First

National, started out

continuities

First

Fortune
Hunter,"
"The
Ninety and Nine," "The Little Minister,"
and "Her Lord and Master."

completed

for

titles

tions

"The

Has Had Rapid Rise

studio.

flawless

'

—

HOWARD HIGGIN

Biograph

many

In association with

'

Fibre,"

the

at

the

Just be-

sensation.

editor-in-chief of the First

which she has prepared were those for "The
Lost World
and "The Perfect Flapper."

"Love Watches," "The Whisper
Market," "The Garter Girl," "Moral

Worth?

was

fore that she

short sub-

other

Desert Healer," Miss FairMake the Pirate,"

Sam Rork comedy

the

were those which headed Corinne
Griffith toward the top,
"The Broadway
Reputation
Bubble,"
"What's
Your
turizations

for

release.

"The

Prior to

Desert Healer"

fax supervised "Clothes

—

Agnes Ayres in a series of
Included among Baker's

"The

filming

is

National

First

Suppose," and "The Kid From Montana."
Graduating from the newspapers as special writer and cartoonist. Baker started his
picture career at Vitagraph, and the greatlyimproved type of pictures during the last
two years of its life, was due to Baker's
Hutchinguidance of its editorial destinies.
son's "The Clean Heart," Booth Tarkington s "Pampered Youth,'' and Sabatini's
"Captain Blood," were titled and edited by
him; and his were the picturizations of Morgan Robertson's "Masters of Men," George
Barr McCutcheon's "The Man From Brodney's," and Emerson Hough's "The Man
Such notable financial sucNext Door."
cesses as "Pioneer Trails," and "The Midhe also dinight Alarm" were originals
rected

Sam

turned producer and in association with

A

dustry.

has

of successful productions since then.

Olcott was only recently signed

and

spiration Pictures
First

National

for

his

first

company

that

by

In-

release through
will

be

"The Kid From Montana."
It
will be
followed by "The Amateur Gentleman," a
picturization

Among

of

Jeffrey

the pictures

Farnol's

which

first

novel.

established

Olcott with the leading directors of the industry was "Timothy s Quest
and later he
was assigned to the direction of "Little Old
"

New

York," which

resulted

in

a

real

tri-

umph.

"The Green Goddess,"

in

which George

Arliss created a sensation on both the stage

and screen was directed in the picture verby Olcott.
He followed that success
with another equally as great, "Monsieur
Beaucaire," and then came "The Humming
Bird," in which Gloria Swanson scored so

sion

heavily.

As

a

director

made among
the past

"The

year

with

other

Paramount,

Olcott

ones

during

successful

"Not So Long Ago," and

Best People," both adapted from successful stage plays.

including

"

Boltay's

Daughter.

J.

BEN LYON

BOYCE SMITH
Although

J. Boyce Smith, General Manager of Inspiration Pictures, Inc. was born and educat-

m New
New York
ed

is

pany when he was almost

incorporators

Pictures, Inc., in
its

He was

20 Broadway.
of

tions

Secretary and Counsel.

President

and

He

came to the attention of First Nawhen he played the role of Boris in
"Potash and Perlmutter' and was promptly
engaged for "Flaming Youth," which was

\

Always

a prime favorite for leading roles

opposite the screen's feminine stars, he rarely

has a chance for

rest.

It

is

one picture

just

A

glance at his pictures of
the past year bears out the contention that h?
after another.

one

is

one of the hardest worked leading men in
"The Necessary Evil," "The Pace

films.

In the re-organ-

That

1924, he became ViceGeneral Manager and has

Thrills,"

"The New Commandment,"

"Bluebeard's Seven Wives" and "The
Reckless Lady" represent his year's work.
And he is now playing the featured male role
in "The Savage" which is being made under
the supervision of Earl Hudson for First

made

has

first

followed by his signing a long term contract
with First National.

served as

He

as

tional

ization in October,

since served in these capacities.

and played leads in such successes
the Third," and "Seventeen."

"Mary

Inspiration

May, 1921, and

for the

stage he played in thirty-two stock produc-

I

I

World Film Comas much an infant

Leaving the screen

as the industry.

In
904 he began practicing law in New
^ ork City and before entering the motion
picture field had become the head of the firm
of Smith, Schenck & McDavitt in the Equit-

of the original

and screen
Seven years ago he began play-

ing boy's parts with the

family.
After graduating from
one of the public schools he prepared for
Columbia College at the Collegiate School.
He studied for seven years at Columbia University, graduating with honor from the College and the Law School, being awarded four
degrees, and being elected to Phi Beta Kappa
and to the Editorial Board of the Columbia
Law Review. In addition to his scholastic
achievements he was a successful athlete and
a leader in undergraduate activities.

Ben Lyon

just out of his teens,

nevertheless a veteran in stage

experience.

^ ork City and comes of an old

able Building,

Demand

He's Always in

Manager

Inspiration's General

a thorough study during the past five years
of the legal, financial and practical aspects of

motion picture production.

National.

Boyce Smith is a nationally known figure in the Theta Delta Chi Fraternity and
organizer and treasurer of the Theta Delta
Chi Club of New York.

Among

J.

Ben's

past

outstanding

"

LLOYD HUGHES

LAMBERT HILLYER
Able and Versatile Director
Lambert Hillyer, still in the sunny thirties,

Gifted Screen Player

The

of

statecraft

the

Thomas H.

late

started to tread the literary trail early in life,

Ince in discovering and acquiring new talent
for the screen was never better exemplified

than when he drew Lloyd Hughes from his
secluded life as a student at the Polytechnic Institute in Los Angeles and enlisted
It didn't
h'm as a moving picture recruit.

take long for the "regulars" to admit that
a natural-born
them.

His

man

first

actor

was scored

Pickford

leading

as

in

was quickly to be seen that he was an actor
to whose expert hands any kind of a role
could

be

An

entrusted.

safely

around" player,

beginning as a

in

the

sense

true

"all-

of

the

is
always in demand.
During the season of 1923 he was featured
in seven productions; 1924 registered him in
six leading parts; and during the past yea\

words, he was, and

newspaper reporter in his
and graduating into
where he became well known

native state of Indiana
the fiction field,

.^

Then
as a brilliant writer of short stories.
theatre called him and there followed

the

several years of successful endeavor in stock
From the stage to the
and vaudeville.

screen

and
Paramount- Altera ft orname of Lambert Hillyer
transition in his case,

was an easy

the days of the

in

big hit

Mary

had appeared among

"Tess of the
established him as
1 hat
Storm Country.'
a gifted exponent of straight drama, but it
with

pictures

"Flaming Youth," "Painted People,
"The White Moth," "Wine of Youth,"
"Wages of Virtue," and "Lily of the Dust."

are

ganization

the

became known to the fans as associated with
For the lattheir Western idol. Bill Hart.
Hillyer directed twenty-five pictures, all
money-makers, thereby winning assured
reputation as a successful producer of open-

ter

big

adventure

air

verged

into

clusively

Later he dimelodrama.
and proved conlines

other

that

not confined to

his

skill

Western

as

a

dramatist

was

stuff.

A

his

glance at the releases sponsored by
Hillyer for First National during 1925 is
sufficient proof of the director's versatility,

First

including "I

name shone prominently in the casts of
National's "If
I
Marry Again,"
"Declasse," "Sally," " The Lost World,"

Want

My

Man," "The Mak-

he Half

Way

O'Malley," "The Knockout"
"The Unguarded Hour." Each of

In his last picture for First National,

"The

of

"The

Desert Flower," and "

1

nig

of

and
these

wiiom he
was co-starred, giving a performance which
elicited warm praise from critics the country

deals with totally different phases
all are noted for the dynamic
force and swift action which distinguished
The Hillyer art goshis early productions.
pel is a strenuous one, reflected in his work,
as vigorous as the amusements he turns to in

over.

hours of relaxation.

Girl."

Scarlet

honors

pictures

Saint,'

with

he

Mary

shared
Astor,

the

w!th

dramatic

life,

but

^

f

Hm

im
MISS

CORINNE
GRIFFITH
%i>
Asner, Small and Rogers

*,

present

MISS CORINNE GRIFFITH
in a

numoer

;,«

Coriane Grirritn Productions

or

including

"MLLE. MODISTE"
adapted from v ictor HerDert

s

brilliant stage success

Directed by Robert Z. Leonard

o,

"INFATUATION"
by

W.

bomerset

Maugnam

"CLASSIFIED"
by Edna Ferber

All First ISlational Pictures

^.
national

.(Jc-

BEN LYON'S
and Tne Critics
Announcements Regarding

"BLUEBEARDS SEVEN WIVES"

.*o

"It's a knockout!
Ben Lyon as the nero of

'4-%

amusing tale, does the
work of his career.
In
Havfact, Ben is quite amazing.
ing seen him play the role, we can t
this

best

^
o.

agine any one else doing it quite as
well. Mr. Lyon's air ofutter helplessness

throughout the

picture enlists
As the bank clerk
your sympathy.
he IS fine; as the movie hero
In fact, his is
excellent.
a perfect characterization.

Reg in a Cannon

in the

V

New York Graphic

^^

^'

^^

;>^

^

,4^

^S'"'

V

Recent Release
'

Ihe

New Commandment'
Coming

''The Savage

\<^

/

.-J

)

ntf

mft

\u

^1

*

*M
DOROTHY REVIER
"

The Cameo Girl"

in

"JUST
''THE
-zD-

(First

A WOMAN"
FAR CRY"

National Pictures)

"BEWARE OF BLONDES"
(Universal
and

"STEPPIW OUT"
(Columbia Pictures)

national

;a?

VICTOR McLAGLEN

JOHN M. STAHL
Creates Successful Films

Reaches Top in Year

one were asked to define exactly
wherein the directorial talent of John M.
Stahl lies, it would seem fitting to ascribe it
If

to the possession of a

which enables him

sense

sixth

appeal.

comedy

situations

His productions
remarkable

past have been chiefly

and

in

the

for

the

fashion in which delicately

adjusted
blend with

subtle

m

his

career

picture

McLaglen

K0^

of

believer in quality

rather

Mr. Stahl has proceeded

screen entertainment.

You

m

that

quan-

first-class

that

is

Men

why

an average mark.
"Husbands and Lovers,"

was

And

First National's banner,

commercial and

last

year

"Why

registered

all

as

He
roles

under

whom

she

is

when

still

joint

very young as

recognized the screen value of her personaland put her in her first picture.

ity

Small parts and bits in productions made
by the various leading motion picture concerns followed, and attracted the attention
through

her

consistent

work.

She appeared as leading woman in a considerable number of
independent productions, including "Supreme Test," "Do It
Now," "Marry in Haste," "The Martyr
Sex," "The Sword of Valor," "Down by
the Rio Grande," "The Other Kind of
Love, "The Call of the Mate," "The Virgin,"
"The
Wild
West,"
"Border
Women," and others. She also appeared in
" The Rose of Paris" and First National's
"Just a Woman."
For Columbia she has
appeared in important roles in "The Fate of
"

a

"Enemy of Men," "When HusFlirt,"
"The Danger Signal,"

Flirt,"

bands
"Sealed Lips" and "Stepping Out."

L,

"Men

"The Un-

it

resulted in First

Well-Known

of
is

of

Earl

Steel,"

being

the

filmed

Hudson.

Scenarist

John Fish Goodrich,

one

best-

the

of

was born in DelaHe was still very young
van, Wisconsin.
when his family moved to Keokuk, Iowa,
where his boyhood was spent. He graduated
from Cornell University and started his

known

scenario-writers,

(•'^'!>K

working career in the Chicago Stockyards.
From there he went to Texas and sold land.
He then became engaged in a farm mortgage
business

in

Southwest.

the

He

had ideas and took them to A. J.
Mason of the firm of Hoover and Mason,
big

engineers.

construction

steel

Mason

took Goodrich in and he was soon designing
labor-saving appliances.

When
rich

World War broke

the

joined the British army,

four times

out Goodwas wounded

On

and came out a Lieutenant.

return to America, he turned to Holly-

his

wood and
that he

scenario writing, with the result

became known

picture authors on the
as

well

his original

tales

original

Among

as one of the leading

West

stories

coast, supplying

adaptations.

as

have

that

been
"

screened

"Capital

are:

"Daytime

Wives,"

Dawn."

Pictures

he wrote

the

Perfume,"

now

and

Punisliment,

"Thundering
for which

current

adaptations

"My

include

"Faint

Lady's Lips" and "The

Triflers."

He
two

is
now preparing the continuity for
forthcoming First National pictures,

"Men Of

and "Puppets"; and
"His Partner's Wife."

Steel,"

also adapting

Na-

to a long

which

supervision

Charm

dancer in a Russian ballet.
Following this
she appeared in legitimate stage productions
in the East and the West, with considerable
success.
Later she became featured dancer
in one of the leading hotels of San Francisco.
It was here that a motion picture producer

of producers

to

JOHN FISH GOODRICH

under contract, started her

professional career

came

artistic successes.

Dorothy Revier, who will appear in "The
Far Cry" under the direction of Balboni,
through the courtesy of Columbia Pictures,
to

was rapid.
America

progress

term contract.
playing one of the important

him

now

is

in

"special"

DOROTHY REVIER
Actress of Beauty and

his

so impressive that

tional signing

Leave Home," of 1924 vintage; and

"Fine Clothes," released

England where

Then came McLaglen's big opportunity.
Frank Lloyd cast him in the prize role of
Poleon Doret in Rex Beach's "Winds of
Chance." McLaglen proved to the picture
world that his place is in motion pictures with
His work
his performance in this picture.

can't rush

strike

rank

holy Three."

his

merely

the

to

and appointed

with one of the featured roles in

him,
opinion one extraordinarily good
[picture, produced with
painstaking care, is
worth a score of hastily turned-out features
for

Army

play the title role in "The Beloved Brute."
His work stood out in this picture as that of
a finished actor and he established himself as
He followed this
an immediate success.

deliberately in

self-imposed task of turning out

his

being promoted

in the British

to

the begin-

than

Major

Less than a year ago he

was never conventional, originality
was, and has continued to be, his fetish, nor
has he had cause to regret his departures from
the beaten path.

A

age of fourteen

After the war McLaglen entered pictures
in

ning he

tity,

at the

Provost Marshal of Bagdad.

judgment and execution were widely noted by the critics as distinguishing the work of this director from

From

home

distinguished himself during the

World War,

acteristics of the Stahl

that of his contemporaries.

left

He

boxer.

char-

these

screen

and joined the King's Body Guard.
At
sixteen he was a silver prospector in Canada, two years later he was a professional

shades of humorous suggestion
emotional urge, and the gradual building-up
of plot material into an effective crisis.

Early

to the

with such a unique record of experiences as
Victor McLaglen.
Born in London, educated in Christian College, South Africa.

to accurately balance the

entertaining values of

dramatic

of

sort

Seldom has an actor come

is

*S»

big

steel

under the

Javorite hero

of the untamed Tvest

zn

DriftiriThru
When
there

Harry Carey

is

rides

excitement for

and

fights in a

Western feature

all.

—

He

epitomizes the old brave West, quick to help the
weak, ready to battle the strong, staunch as a rock, cool
as a glacier when the bullets are flying, hard riding, warm
hearted, the cowboy of cowboys.

No wonder

the public likes him, wants to see him!

Now

presented in his newest and greatest picture, with
thrill, fight, heart interest and pathos.
The Carey fans,
who are legion, will eat it up. And it will make many

new
It's

friends for him.

twice as good as anything he's yet donel

Vrescnted hy Charles R. Rogers

Pafhepicture

L

—
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YOUR IDEA

TYPE DISPLAYS
N

page we are reproducing sevsent in by Advertising
and Publicity Manager Kelly of the Finklethis

eral type displays

—

& Ruben theatres in St. Paul, as
held of
examples of the excellent work which is being done m the
puts it.
type-set ads by a "young man in our office," as Mr. Kelly

stein

A

perfunctory inspection of the displays here

vince the ad

man

that the

young man

to

con-

sufficient to

is

whom Mr.

"next week billing" reaches the
balance of the layout is concerned
reader before his eye leaves the "picture," for Errols eccentric knee
and pirate-booted foot carry the eye to this speck of type.

Kelly refers

"Kiss for Cinderella" ad is probably the best of the lot, for
"display"
of the finest sort. The smart contrast between the
here
'"^'^
«
,,
r
r lU
..^^U
deep black of the type and the gray effect of the rules g.vs punch

The

is

is

icsuns.
remarkable results.
accompiisning some reniarK.auic
indeed
leed accomplishing
the ads here reproduced are
of
layout
general
the
To begin wUh
display composinotlble for trlslmpfe arrangement and effective
...
_
>''T-i^ D„... D„j ^/Tor,''
Best Bad Man
"The
Even the small, single column ads on
tion.
1

.

1

A

possess the quality to attract attention, deliver
with
effect, and when appearing on the page
crisp
with
the mesasge
other displays, fight off competition of the other ads.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

u

— In—

T
I

J

T
U
R
E

VALLI

O'BRIEN

designer

B

Dancing Mad

!

Featurino

I

LEW

SMILIN'

;;

and

His Syncopating Steppers.

''',

>»»»^»»»»»»^»%»»»»»^^»»»»«|

—i

BIG STAGE IREVIEW
Sawyer

with

Sisters

Lew Emmel
Geo. Barton. Jr.

I

Warren

Sisters

L

A-S-T-O-R
Interesting type display for a multi
feature prof/ram at the Astor Theatre, St. Paul.

Make

picture,
tre

which

name

\

is

plate.

draw

driving

the

concentrate

on

Even

would gain

as

the

much

as

display

Road" ad

is

a

being mediocre.

long

way from

And

dispensing with the "fram-

ad
Here

from medi-

far

ing," the

is

ocre.

again,

there

is

a

current attraction from the com-

—

device

which

is

simply

a

R

which many artists making
hand drawn displays would
regard with justifiable pride.
The "Muhi Feature Bill"
ad, used in one column, shows
a clever adaptation of a neat
idea of featuring a group of

To

items.

with
flag design

achieve so
rules
is

the

did

title

by the action cut and the thea-

the very unobtrusive

—

two words

and which

forms

so far as affecting the

an

witi*

TONV
The Wonder

two elements of

partition for the

Horse

—m

the display.

One

•THB BEST
BAD MAN"

most commend-

the

of

many highly commendable features of this young man's
work, is the manner in which he
able, of

down

keeps his copy
in the

of the feature

'now
adequate

connects the

mum.

The

TOM MIX

expertly solved by the rule which

signal

it.

desired

"next week"

and the problem was

attraction,

effec-

indeed a credit

man who

was

particular

this

average

than

Bigger

bill.

for

subordinate to it. This "hurad man seems
dle" the F &
to have cleared nicely, and he
with his rules
effects
gets

tively

ing

display, evidently,

and

display

frame for the

is

arrange-

"Cinderella"

ultimately results in a defeat
of the true purpose of the

the eye directly into the

EIDE
3aE
EIGE
THE FAMOUS CAPITOL

"The

very clever device to separate the

the Pirate," the only one of the group

excellently balanced

this

the "Splendid

by the way which uses an illustration cut, is another neat arrangement
The triangular sjjot
for featuring more than one entertainment item.
for the Kiddie Revue gives that number an excellent display without
As a matter of
detracting from the force of the photoplay feature.
fact, the device makes a virtue of necessity, as it were; for the converging lines of the triangle

applied in the display for

principle

"borders" to an extent which

to the

display for "Clothes

to

good deal the same

But in general the latter
ment.
the superior, though
perhaps,
is

—

them apparently

•SIEGE"

i;

seems to be
on the
part of most layout men, to
develop a sort of "border
some lure about
obsession"

EUGENE

F
E

to handling

rules, there

VIRGINIA.

—in—

A

it

name

On a page carrying many black toned layouts,
Splendid Road."
which are in the majority so far as amusement displays are concerned,

a rather general failing

"A DOG'S LIFE"

L

When
fancy

i

surely the reverse cut for the theatre

cannot be missed.

and Harold Lloyd,

IVI

and

..

i

i

to the copy,

and pep

1

comes

,

,

the

When

you read the copy
ad you have

sonal" appeal
the

children's

plete

—

Girl

Even

story.

them

'A

Kiss

Drama

with

"Make

the

to

for

by the
Effective small ads used
Finklcstcin <i liuhcn St. Paul theaAbove, a display for Never
Weaken" (Pathc) and lielou- one for
"The Bext Bad Man," (Fox).

tres.

com-

Christmas

Bring

in

the "sea-

there:

is

sgQiSD

to a mini-

"Cinderella'

whole

Now.

see

Bronson

Betty

Cinderella'

J.

$1,000,000

'The Splendid Road.' "

A total

The

M.

Cinderella

of about

Pan'

'Peter

Barrie's
Ball.

34 words, and

Miracle

Next—
yet every

been covered, and the coming bill announced
This same virtue is to be found in all the displays
we show here, and which, we think, can be emulated with pride and
profit by many theatre advertising men.
salient sales angle has
in the

bargain!

an
Make

KIDDIE REVUE

the

children's

if

Chriit.

avvxt

mae complete

ii

BRING THEM TO EEC

BETTY BRONSON

A

ANNA

Kiss for Cinderella'
J,

M

Barrie

s

Miracle

Drama with

the

$1,000,000 Clndcvella Ball.

NILSSON
ROBERT FRAZIER
LIONEL BARRYMORE
Q.

ROAD"
"THE SPLENDID
THE GOLD
DRAMA
A

OF

FBONTIER AND AN ANOEU
ROAD HE-MEN DISPUTED.

WVO OARED TO TREAD THE

I!

orrxc
D.

F.

&

K.

TYPE DISPLAYS

Left:
A lively ad for "Clothes Make the
Pinite" (First National). Above: Ttvo column
nil-type flash for Paramount' s "A Kiss for
Cinderella." Right: Another Garrick ad using
type only for First National's "The Splendid

Road.'

.NOW

NEXT

W. GRIFFITH'S
"SALLY OF THE SAWDUST'
with
Carol Dempster

January

471

1926

23,

AND OURS

radio set on the stage near the screen and
reel the radio was worked to
where Old Santa Claus was. Messages
came at different times and were read so

between each
find

the

that

much

they were coming

that

The

radio.

and

Santa Claus

last reel

all

dressed up with a red Santa

came down

sleigh bells

the aisle to the tune of Jingle Bells
Santa told the children stories, by the way,

played on the organ.
there were about 4

5 children present, and

1

had them

Then Santa went through

Bells with him.

it^^^^TUP^b^ *«>'

"aai^

^^"

"

."^

and

confidence

is

which

builder

be

B.

of

of interesting the sports fans,
Keith's Theatre,
Ottawa,

B.

Manager
Ontario

J.

M.

—who

Mr. Franklin has been using considerable display space in the
newspapers to announce the fact that sport results are being announced
from the stage of the Keith Theatre and by the use of screen slides.

The

advertising display carried the information that football results

were to be announced at certain afternoon performances and all
games in the National Hockey League between Ottawa and New
York, Boston, Pitsburgh, Toronto and Montreal would be announced score by score at the theatre on the nights that they take
place.
For the Federal and municipal elections. Manager Franklin
also had a wire service that enabled him to make announcements re-

a form of in-

can

in

—

_V^^^^^
^^m
^^^^^^

that sells the theatres advertising

good-will

came out

all

found that the ice hockey matches and other sport events were a formidable competitor
hit upon the plan to counteract the effects of
this counter attraction, by a special advertising campaign.

SELLING THE THEATRES ADS

stitutional

A MEANS

S

Franklin

eiiiht days in advance of the shotving of
"Fine Clothes" (Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer) at the Rialto Theatre, Chattanooga, by Manager H. C. Cravens.

D COPY

Jingle

and gave

APPEAL TO SPORTS FANS

A

Shadow-box dispUiy used

A

all sing

the audience

every boy and girl a candy cane, after which they
front of the theatre and had their picture taken.

I

were very

children

interested in this part.

After the
suit,

was

effect

over this

used

garding vote

and profitably by theatres.
This course was adopted in a two-column display down the
entire page, used in Waterloo, la., by the Frank Amusement ComThe
pany, for the advertising of the Plaza and Rialto Theatres.
copy is in the form of a personal message signed by Alexander
Frank, president of the company, and the following excerpts from
the ad will illustrate best the basic idea and the method of execution
of this institutional ad, which is under the heading "Regarding the
Plaza and Rialto Theatres!
Inspiration."
Obligation
"There is nothing that holds one so rigidly to a definite course as
public avowal of purpose
It places every action in the
broad daylight, subject to instant recognition of the slightest error
or digression
Knowing that
But also it is an inspiration.
€very move is under public gaze, one takes great pride in doing each
task well .... And therein lies the primary object of our advertising.
It IS designed as a public commitment, an invitation to scrutiny and a challenge to challengers, in order that each man in our
own organization may feel a great responsibility placed upon him.

results.

effectively

Manager Franklin has found

cannot attend the sport features come to the theatre to enjoy
the show and also to hear the sport scores.

O

.

The

.

carefully planned entertainments

.

.

Amusement Co.
common good."

A

FRED
LL

service but a

of the day.

RICE'S

the

titles, etc., is

1

remembering
future

for

the "Lightnin'

its

since

for

several

application to

Hour"

so successful in

The

oledo.

The

sales idea

stunt

city.

at

special prices only

during certain hours

opening of the sale on these special

articles

was

lamp over the counter where
The lamp, which resembled a flash of

indicated by the lighting of an electric

such goods were displayed.

in

was moved

lightning

The

changed.

to the various counters as the scene of the sale

idea used

was

that lightning struck certain locations

This was used for an entire week. The department store manager wrote a letter to Fox exchange manager Ward
Scott, saying that he had never put on anything so successful as his
"Lighnin' Week" and said he would always be in line for further
at certain

.

common

suggest themselves in

will

Temple Theatre in that
The story advertised

....

longer a Frank

worth

is

was done by the
W. L. Millner Company, one of the leading Toledo department
stores, in conjunction with the showing of the Fox picture at the

patronage but to secure our patrons
Let every advertiser
thus view his published claims as public espousal of a sacred trust
and "The New Order of Things' will some day come to be no
the

which

and

which proved

Frank Amusement Co., are our answer

.

of the novel co-operative stunts which were evolved

other pictures, through

every theatre opto the unusual demand that they know our publicity has placed upon them.
Every item on our programs is secured with the thought 'This must be
worthy of the high claims made for us.'
That is what our
publicity is planned to accomplish.
It is published not to lure a
.

NE

means

....

.

NOVEL CO-OPERATIVE STUNT

"Lightnin',"

—

erated by the

that, as a result of his service, those

who

intervals.

co-operation with the theatre.

practice for

PARTY

2 years of age of Warsaw, N. ^
and vicinity were the guests of a Christmas party of the O-At-Ka
Theatre on the morning of December 224, when Fred A. Rice,
owner and operator of the theatre, acted as host
a complete and
generous host, as the following account of the affair, sent us by
the kiddies under

1

.

—

Mr. Rice,

The
comedy.

Comedy

indicates.

was held at 10:30 A. M. There were five reels of
2 reel Gang Comedy "Official Officer" a single reel
"Super Huper Dine" showing an Xmas tree and the trouble

party

A

Father had getting

it

home

in

the street car.

A

two

reel

Comedy

"Royal Raz.'
"Santa Claus" came before the party was over.

•

Chihlrt'ii

There was

a

i

ntt'ildiiud at
theatre,

O-AT-KA

a
if

(liiislnids

arsau, A.

by Fred RUe ut h
Christmas Eve morning.

party given
1.,

Mo
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bltpr sBox-Q|fice Repo
Names of the theatre owners are omitted by agreement in accordance with the wishes of the average
exhibitor and in the belief that reports published over the signature of the exhibitor reporting, is a dangerous
practice.

Only reports received on
department.

Exhibitors

who

specially prepared blanks furnished by us will be accepted for use in this
value this reporting service are urged to ask for these blanks.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Adventurous Sex, The.

550000
550000
Bad Company
Camille of the Barbary Coast 450000
4500
Introduce Me
.

.

N. Y.
N. Y.

General
1st run '^

Mo.

Transit

Iowa

Small town

Vt.
Vt.

Iowa
Mich.

Small town
Small town
Rural
Small town
1st run
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run
1st run
1st run

Mo.

Transit

N.J.

1st
1st
1st

Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear

Poor
Fair
Fair
Fair

Adventure

2692
2692
Air Mail, The
Bedroom Window, The
884
Beggar on Horseback, The.
5000
414216
Best People, The
'
Border Legion, The
1688
2692
Code of the West, The
3059
Comin' Thru
Dressmaker from Paris, The
2692
3059
East of Suez
3059
Feet of^Clay
1688
2692
Forty Winks
1063
Golden Princess, The
2692
Goose Hangs High, The
3059
Guilty One, The
3059
Her Love Story
505076
Kiss for Cinderella, A
314194
150000
993678
450000
414216
550000
401158
796836
253000
1131
Kiss m the Dark, A
1688
1063
Lovers In Quarantine
5000
Lucky Devil, The
2500
1131

796836
Magpie, The
Man WTio Found Himself,
8000
The

New Brooms

1063
1063

Night Club, The

1131

1688
2500
2692
Old
1688
Paths to Paradise
166468
Pony Express, The
5000
f2d week) 401158
8000
Regular Fellow, A

New York, The
Home Week

Night Life of

1131
to

Baldpate

1063
253000
2692
884
5000
796296
1688
1063

Shock Punch, The
Society Scandal,

A

Street of Forgotten

Men, The

Wages

of Virtue,

Wanderer, The

The

1131

5000
2692
884

That Royle Girl
Thundering Herd, The.
Tiger Love
Top of the World, The
Trouble With Wives, The

796836

Maine Small town
Nebr.

Iowa
Ohio

Small town
1st run
1st run

Cold
Clear
Clear
Cold

Good
Good
Good
Good

F. B. O.

FAMOUS PLAYERS

Seven Keys

Wanderer of the Waste land,
The
3059
Wild Horse Mesa
1131
Womanhandled
150000

1131
.

2692
8000
126468
505676

Ark.

Ky.
N. T.
Nebr.
Vt.

Maine
Vt.

Maine
Maine
Nebr.
Vt.

N. C.
Vt.

Maine
Maine
Cal.
Ind.

N. Y.
Ohio
Ohio

Texas
Nebr.
Nebr.
N. C.
Ky.

run
run
run

Good
Good
Good

Snow
Snow

Good
Good
Good

Ridin' the

Clear

Fair

Trigger Fingers

Clear

Poor
Fair

Stom'y Good

Snow
Snow
Stm'y
Cold
Clear

Stm'y
Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

Cold
Clear
Cold

Good
Good
Good
Big

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Fair

Good
Fair

Good
Fair

General
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run

Rainy

Good
Good
Good

Clear

Poor

Cold
Cold

Good
Big

Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold

Good
Good
Good
Good

Maine Small town

Clear

Fair

Small town
Small town
Nebr. Small town
Nebr. Small town
Mo.
Small town
Vt.
Small town
Nebr. Small town
Iowa
Neighborh'd
Ky.
Small town
Ohio
1st run
Maine Small town
Nebr. Small town
N. C.
Small town
Texas General
Vt.
Small town
Ark.
Rural
Ky.
Small town
Md.
1st run
Nebr. Small town
N. C.
Small town
Md.
Small town
Ky.
Small town
Vt.
Small town
Ark.
Rural
Nebr. Small town
Vt.
Small town
Maine Small town
Iowa
Neighborh'd
Cal.
1st run

Cold
Clear

Good

Mo.
Nebr.
Ohio

N. C.
N. C.

Around the Frying Pan
Drusilla With A Million.
Girl of the Limberlost, The
Keeper of the Bees, The
All

Clear
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear

Clear
Clear

Stm'y
Clear

Fair
Fair

Bull's Lair,

Beautiful City,

The

Nebr.

Graustark

Halfway

Her

The
From Paris

Girl,

Sister

.

.

Live Wire,

The

My

New Commandment,

The.

.

Steel Preferred

Winds

of

Chance

Desert Outlaw, The
Dick Turpin

Stm'y

Poor
Poor

.5000

N. Y.
Mich.
Ky.

4419
4419
3394

Minn.
Miim.
Mich.

run
1st run
Neighborh'd
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run
Neighborh'd
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town

Mich.

1st

993678
414216
796836
126468

Man Has Loved

1131
1131

Durand of The Bad Lands
8000
East Lynne
796296
Everlasting Whisper, The
4419
Heart Buster, The
3059
Hunted Woman, The
1131
Kentucky Pride
4419
Lone Star Ranger, The.
1131
Riders of The Purple Sage,
The
5000
.

.

Teeth
The Trouble Shooter
.Thunder Mountain
Wages For Wives
Wheel, The

Good
Good
Good

Don't Doubt Your Husband

Big

Excuse

T.

Ohio
Iowa
Ky.
Minn.
Neb.
Ky.
Ind.

Iowa
Iowa
Kans.
Minn.
Wis.
Neb.

Clear

Good

Snow

Big
Big

Clear

Snow

Good
Good
Good

Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear
Stm'y
Cold
Clear
Cold

Good
Good
Good
Good

Clear

Big

Fair
Fair

run

Cold

Big

Stormy Fair
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold
Cold
Clear

Rainy
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold
Cold
Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear

Good
Good
Good
Good
Fair

Big

Good
Good
Big
Big
Big

Good
Good
Big

Good
Good
Good
Fair

Cold

Good

Clear

Big

Cold

Good

Clear

Good
Fair

Good
Fair

1st run
Small town
Maine Small town
Neb.
Small town
Minn. Small town
Small town
Md.

Clear
Cold
Clear
Cold

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Snow

Fair

Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
General
Small town

Clear

Big

Cold
Clear
Clear

Big
Fair

Md.

Minn.

Ky.
Neb.

2500

Mo.

1131

Neb.
Minn.
Texas
Minn.

4419
253000
4419

1st

Stormy Good

1st run
Clear
N.J.
Ohio
1st run
Cold
Iowa
Neighborh'd Cold
Neb.
Small town Clear
Neb.
Small town
Cold
Maine Small town Stormy

1688

Good

Fair
Fair

N.

550000
993678

Pace That Thrills, The ...
Scarlet West, The

Big

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

Mo.

Transit

1131

Son

Clear
Clear
Clear

Good
Good

Miim.
Nebr.

414216
401158
126468
5000
4419

Lost World, The

As No

Fair

4419

1st run
Small town
Small town
Small town

5000
314194
150000
126468
2606
3325
1777

Joaima

Good

Stm'y
Stm'y
Stm'y

Nebr.

1131

Knockout, The

Md.

1131

Pirate.. 450000

Fair

Stm'y
Cold

Mich

1131

1131

Make The

Clothes

Ancient Mariner, The

Big

3394

Classified

FOX

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Nebr.
N. C.

796296

Stm'y

Cold
Clear
Cold
Clear
Cold
Clear
Cold

1131
1063

Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run
Small town
Small town
General
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town

FIRST NATIONAL

Snow

Clear

Texas

The

Good

Good

1131

Nebr.
Nebr.
N. C.
Mich.
N. Y.
Nebr.
Mich.

3394
253000

Wind

Fair
Fair

Fair

3394
550000

Man of Nerve, A
Midnight Flyer, The

Wild

1131
1688
1063

.

Stormy Fair

Snow

Good
Good
Good
Good

Clear
Cold

Good
Good

Snow
Clear

METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
Me

2692
529

Vt.

Mich.

Small town
Rural

.

J ami

2 3,

a r \

Lights of Old Broadway.
Little

473

1926

.

Robinson Crusoe ...

.

993678
416216
1131

.

Merry Widow, The
Only Thing, The

550000
796296
450000
505676
126468

Pretty Ladies
Soul Mates

Rag Man, The

1131
Sally, Irene

and Mary

8000
796296
253000
529
1688

Time The Comedian
Unholy Three, The
Zander, The Great

Mich.
N. J.
Neb.
N. Y.

Md.
Mo.

run
run
Small town

1st
1st

Clear
Clear

nm

Cold
Cold

run

Rainy

Transit

Clear

1st
1st

nm

Cold
Neighborh'd Clear
Small town Clear
Maine Small town Cold

Cal.

1st

Iowa
Neb.

Md.

1st

nm

Texas General
Mich. Rural
Small town
Neb.

Good

UNIVERSAL

Fair
Fair

Home Maker, The

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Fair

Clear

Good

Rainy

Fair

Cold

Big

Stormy Good

PATHE
2500
1688
796836
529
1688
884

Black Cyclone

Freshman, The

Hot Water

Mo.
Neb.
Ohio
Mich.
Neb.
Ark.

Small town
Small town
1st run
Rural
Small town
Rural

Cold
Clear
Cold

Big

Snow

Poor

Good
Good

Big
Stormy Big

Cold

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Bad Lands, The

3059
3394
529
314194
4419

Charley's Aunt
Silent

Sanderson

Wedding Song, The
Without Mercy

Maine Small town

Minn.

Small town
Rural
1st run
Small town

Md.

1st

Mich.
Mich.
Ind.

Cold

Good

Snow
Snow

Big

Poor

Cold

Good

Clear

Fair

Cold
Cold
Cold

Big

STATE RIGHTS
Danger Signal, The
On Time
Prince of Broadway, The

.

.

796296
1063
8000

run
N. C.
Small town
Maine Small town

Fair

Good

California Straight

Ahead

.

.

Hurricane Kid, The
Daring Days
Himchback of Notre Dame,

The

884
796296
8000
Bustin' Thru
3394
Peacock Feathers
401158
2717
Phantom of the Opera, The
1688
Saddle Hawk, The
314194
Sporting Life
414216
Stella Maris
529
Storm Breaker, The
3394
529
Teaser, The
2717
Two Fisted flones
529
Up The Ladder
What Happened to Jones.. 993678
450000
Where Was I?
253000
126468
White Outlaw, The
Calgary Stampede,

The

Dorothy Vernon

of

4419

Minn.

Small town

Clear

Big

Vt.
Cal.

Small town
Neigh'hood
1st run
1st run
Small town
Neigh'hood

Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold
Cold
Clear

Fair

Haddon

HaU
Gold Rush, The
Little Annie Rooney
Wild Justice

2692
505076
993678
796836
2717
126468

Mich.
Ohio
Okla.

Iowa

Good
Good
Good
Poor

Good

FILL IN THIS

Maine Small town

Clear

Big

Mich.
Mich.

Cold
Clear
Cold

Poor

Ark.

Cold

Big

Md.

Rainy Good
Stormy Good
Cold
Fair

Rural
Rural
Small town

Okal.

Rural
1st run
Maine Small town
Mich. Small town
Ohio
1st run
Okal.
Small town
Neb.
Small town

Ind.

N.

1st
1st

nm

run
Rural
Small town
Rural

J.

Mich.
Mich.
Mich.

Clear
Clear
Clear

Cold
Clear

Cold
Cold
Clear
Cold
Clear

Okal.

Smalltown

Mich.
Mich.

Rural
1st run

Mo.
Texas
Iowa

Cold
General
Cold
Neigh'rhood Cold

Mich.
Mich.
Mich.

Rural
Rural
Rural

Clear

Transit

Good
Good

Fair

Big

Good
Good
Good
Fair

Good
Good
Poor

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

VITAGRAPH
Happy Warrior, The
Love Hour, The
Unknown Lover, The

WARNER

529
529
529

Snow

Good

Clear

Big

Snow

Poor

Clear
Clear
Clear

Fair
Fair
Fair

Clear

Big
Big

BROS.

Bobbed Hair

UNITED ARTISTS
Don Q

8000
529
529
2717

The

Man On The

Ohio

1st

1131
1131

Md.

Smalltown
Smalltown

884
4419

Ark.

401158

Bridge of Sighs, The
How Baxter Butted In
Lighthouse By The Sea,

Box, The

My

Wife And 1
Seven Sinners
Three Women
Where The North Begins

1131

401158
.

.

1131
1131

Neb.

run

Rural
Small town
Small town
1st rxm

Minn.

Md.
Ohio
Neb.
Neb.

Smalltown
Smalltown

Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear
Cold

Poor
Fair

Poor

Good

BLANK AND MAIL TO-

Motitn Picture News, Inc.,
fig 7th Ave., New York City

DaU,

In accordance with your request we are reporting herewith tht results from a box office angle, with the following pictures, same
The Check Up." It is expressly understood that under no circumstances will you publish sam4 over my signature

to he

used in compti^-

*ion of your "

TITLE OF PICTURE

DISTRIBUTED BY

EXCHANGE CITY

CONDITION
of PRINT

WEATHER
Big,

Good,

Class of patronage-

Popalation

of

Town

Fair,

Poor

Theatre-

City..

REPORT

CONDITION

State.

Good,

Fair,

Poor

.

.

•

—— —

.

—

.

— —

.

,

.

.

—

.

.

.

Motion Picture News
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^tRuxbShe
Musical

LOS ANGELES
Figueroa Theatre^

Numbers

Film

—Madame

Behave

Fox
Comedy, Pathe News.
Musical Program Jazz Orchestra,
(Producers

—

Charleston Dancers, Charleston
Contest.

Pantages Theatre—
Film Numbers— The

Three Wise
Crooks (F. B. 0.), Moonlight
(Comedy), Pathe
and Noses
News.
Musical Prof;r;>in Vaudeville.

—

Hillstreet

Film

TheatreWhat
Numbers

—

Fools

•

Men

(First National), International News, Aesop Fable.
Musical Program Vaudeville.

——

Forum Theatre
Film Numbers Made For Love

—

(Producers Dist. Corp.), My
InterEducational
Sweedie
(

)

—

—

—

Numbers Woman of the
World (Paramoiint), Mama Be-

Film

(Pathe), Aesop
have
Pathe and International News.
Musical Program "The Charming Bird" (Solo), "Persian BalFable,

—

let"

Theatre—
(

) ,

—

(

)

Loews State TheatreThe Blackbird
Film Numbers
Hot
Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr

—

(

,

)

(Elducational)

Interna-

,

News and Kinograms.
Musical Program "Moon Dear"

—

tional

(Solo).
Million Dollar

Theatre-

—

(

)

tinued.
Rialto Theatre

—
—The

Numbers

press

Widow
Con-

,

—

(Special Presentation).

(

)

,

—

—

m

—

California
(Universal),
Selected
Events

Numbers
Ahead
Straight

(

Film Numbers

—The Merry Widow

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

)

Con-

,

tinued.

The Aster Theatre—
Film Numbers— The
(

Big Parade
ConMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer
)

,

tinued.

—
Numbers — Stella Dallas
Film
(United Artists), Continued.
Geo. M. Cohan Theatre—
Film Numbers — Ben Hur (MetroContinued.
Goldwyn-Mayer
Warners Theatre—
WinderNundjers — Lady
Film

Capital

—

Musical Program -"Capriccio Es"The
(Overture),
pagnole"
Swan" (Ballerina), "Miserere"
Fan(Sextette), "A (Jhinese
tasy" (Trio), "The Legend of
ahe Pearl" (Ballet).
Strand TheatreFilm Numbers That Poyle Girl

—

Paramount

)

,

(Warner

Bros.),

Topical

Review

(Selected)

—

—

Rialto Theatre —
Film Numbers — The

Last Edition
Current Events
(Universal), Oh, Blister (UniB.

0.)

versal).

Ask at the
Exchanges ior the

Exhibitor:

Filr

—

"Beautiful
Musical
Program
(OverBlue Danube" waltz
ture).
Special Presentation
"Broadcasting."

—
—

Columbia Theatre
I'ilm

Numbers

The

Artists),
(United
Events (Universal),
(Educational).
It's little to

ask

for,

but

it's

the only

reliable aid you can give your musie picture oyer
cians to help pv'

M-usical

Program

(Overture).

—

Eagle
Current

On

Edge

"Tiepak"

)

Alusical

and

Facts

,

Figures-

Program— "By

the

Bam

Bam Bammy

Shore" (Overture),
Orchestra, Organ.
Parkway Theatre
Film
Numbers
The
Ancient
Mariner (Fox)," Buster's Nightmare (Universal), Topics of
the Day (Pathe) Kinograms.
Musical Program Selections from
"Tannhouser" (Overture), Orchestra, Organ.
Rivoli Theatre

—

—

•

—

—
—

Numbers The New Commandment
First
National
News (Pathe), Hotsy Totsy

Film

(

MILWAUKEE

—

Alhambra Theatre
Film Numbers His People (Universal), Love My Dog (Uni-

—

)

International News.

,

Program

— (a)

"Gvpsy

Airs", (b) "Eili Eili" (Overture), "Pal of My Cradle Days"
"Dance
Divertise(Tenor),
ment" and "The Moth and the
Flame" (Presentation).

—

Garden Theatre
Film Numbers-—-Three Faces East
(Producers Dist. Corp.), Felix
Cartoon, Pathe News.
Musical Program "Dream Pal"
(Organ Specialty).

—

Merrill

Theatre-

—

Film Numbers The Only Thing
Live
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Eklucational
Pathe
Cowards
Review. Kinograms.
Strand TheatreFilm Numbers The Live Wire
)

(

)

,

—

National), Marinettee
( Educational
Kinograms.
Musical Program "Hello 1926"
(Overture), "I Want to Be
(First

)

—

,

Hnppy" (Organ Specialty).
Wisconsin Theatre
Film Numbers That Royle Girl

—

(

Paramount

International

)

News.

Musical

Program

— "Mignon"

(Overture), Dancer, Male Quartette.

)

,.

(Pathe).
Musical Prograrn "No, No, Nanette" (Organ Selection), "Want
a Little Lovin'," "Deep River
Blues,"
"Paddlin'
Madelin'
Home," "Speech," "Tiger Rag,"^
"Lydia Pinkham" (White y
Kaufman's Orchestra), "Down
by the Winegar Woiks" (Stereoi)tican Novelty with Organ),
Orchestra, Organ.
New Theatre
Film Numbers The Splendid

—

—
—

Wonder

Crime
(Paramount)
Book (Scenic), Live

Cowards-

Educational
News ( Pathe
Musical Program
Classical
Favorites
(Overture),
Musie
(

)

—

,

)

and ancing. Orchestra, Overture.

,

LOUIS

ST.

—
—Keeper
the
Bees (P. B. O.
Musical Program — Orchestral and
organ
Vaudeville.
Loew's State Theatre—
Film Numbers — The Only Thing
St.

Louis Theatre

Numbers

Film

of

)

selections.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
News,
Views and Tours (Selected).
Program
Orchestral
Musical
overture and popular number.
Organ, vocal, musical and dance
numbers (Stage).
(

,

)

—

—
— Womanhandled

Missouri Theatre

Film Numbers

(/Paramount). ^Missouri Magazine (Selected short subjects).

BALTIMORE

—

Century Theatre—
Film Numbers — Irish

Musical Progiam Orchestral and
organ numl)ers.
On stage ^"A
Radio Frolic."
William Goldman's Kings and
Rivoli Theatres

—

—
—The

Fox News.
Musical Program
"Sitting on
Top of the \A'orId," "Show Me
the Way to Go Home," "Remember," "Rose of Picardy," "Stop,
Lefs Go," and "Bam, Bam,

Film

Bainy Shore," Orchestra, Organ.
Garden Theatre
Film Numbers -The Midnight
Flyer
F. B. O.
News (Fox),

Grand Central, West End Lyric
and Capitol Theatres
Film Numbers Clothes Make the

—

Metropolitan Theatre
Makg
Numbers Clothes
Film
(First National),
the Pirate
(Fox), Fair
Current Events
and Foolish (Educational).
Musical Program "Asleep in the
solo,
Deep" (Prelude), bass
"Jolly Robbers" (Overture).

(F.

*

Luck (Paramount), Good Cheer (Pathe),

(^letro-

Tunis
Magazine

—

Wedding
Numbers The
Film
Song (Producers Dist. Corp.).

,

WASHINGTON
),

Earle Theatre-

Unknown

(

—

)

"Here and
Musical Program
There in The Pit" (Overture),
"Charleston Carnival" (Revue).
Embassy Theatre
(

—
—

Strand Theatre
Film
Numbers The
Lover (S. R.).

versal

—

1

,

—

Musical

Cameo Theatre
Film Numbers The Phantom of
the Opera (Universal), Cameo
Aesop
Selected
Pictorial
Fable and Novelty Film.
Musical Program "Faust" (Overfrom
Song"
"Jewel
ture),
Faust, Organ Solo.
Colony Theatre
i

)

rent Events (Pathe), Topics of
the Day (Pathe), Cuckoo Love
(Pathe).
Musical Program "I'm Sitting
on Top of the World" (Overture )

"Bam, Bam, Bamy,

Follies"

F

(Specialty)

(Organ Novelty), "Gypsy

Orchestra,

Shore"

color

Film Numbers The Masked Bride
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Cur-

Marionettes

CITY

— Mike

Numbers

(Scenic),
(Selected).

Mr.

Mannequin

(Paramount),

mere's Fan
Continued.

Goldwyn-Mayer

(

—

(Color Film), Lighter Than Air
(Aesop Fable), Events of the
World (Selected News).
Musical Program "La Forza Del
Special
(Overture),
Destine"

)

Pony

Ex(Paramount), Continued.

NEW YORK
Capitol Theatre—
Film

Film

Apollo Theatre

Film Numbers The Merry
Met ro-Goldwy n-Mayer

Film

)

(

Theatre—
Numbers

News

Film Nunil}ers— The Wheel (Fox),
Fox
Comedy
Dynamited
News.
Musical Program "The Kiss I
Organ
Ca n Forget''

Feet

—

Current

(iStage).

Criterion

emevents (Selected), A iStretch
in Time (Cartoon).
Musical Program Selections from
"Faust" (Overture), Xylophonist and Charleston Dancer, Vocal Harmonists, "I Love My
Baby" Organ Novelty
Rivoli

—
—

Palace Theatre
(

— The

,

national News, Kinograms.
Musical Program "The Greatest
Love in All the World" (Solo),
•'Daddies Swectlieart" (Solo).

Metropolitan Theatre

— Orchestra

Splendid
Road (First National), Burma
Blues (Novelty), Rialto Cin-

Numbers

Film

Corp.),

Dist.

Program

Overture, Organ Solo.
Rialto Theatre-

—

—

(

)

,

Dynamite Gump (Universal).
Vaudeville,
Musical
Program

—
OrcliesMa. Organ.
Keith's Hippodrome—
Film Numbers —

Preferred
Steel
(Producers Dist. Corp.), The
Soapsuds Lady (Pathe), The
Green Arclier," No. 4 (Pathe),
Pathe
Aesop Fable, News
Musical Program \'audeville, Orchestra, Organ.
Warner's Metropolitan
Film Numbers lAird Jim (ParaBabette
mount),
Yes,
Yes,
(Educational), The Gold Push
(Pathe),
News (Pathe and
Fox), American (Colleges (Pathe

—

(

—

I

Numbers

Man With-

out a Country (Fox),

News and

Views (Selected).
Musical

Program—O'rchestrU

lections.

On

stage

—"Kiddie
Se-

Revue."

—

—

Pirate

Framed

(First
Nationul),
(Sducatioiial )
Kino,

grams.
Musical Program Orchestral Orgiin and Stage Acts.
Grand Opera House
Film Numbers Camille of the
Barbary Coast (Assoc. Exhibit-

—

—

—

ors

) ,

News

and

Views

(

Se-

lected )

Msical Program
bers.

Orchestral
Vaudeville.

—

num-

Delmonte Theatre
I'llm Numbers
Not So I^ng Ago
(Paramount). Selecte<l News
and Views, Comedy, Fables.
Musical Program Orchestral and

—

—

vocal numl)ors.

——————

.

—

.

Beacon and Modem Theatres
Film Xiiiiibeis Biavelieait (Pro-

—

Counsel
Corp. ) ,
duceis-Dist.
(Assoc. Exfor the Defense
hibitors Comedy (Educational),
News (International).

Program

—Overture,

Or-

gan.

—

(Pro-

ducers Dist.. Corp. ), Counsel for
Exhibi(Assoc.
Defense
the
(Pathe), News
Fables
tors),
(Pathe).
Musical Program Overture, Organ.
Street
.Washington
Gordon's

—

Olympia Theatre
Film Numbers I nfatuation

—

(First National),
ucational
News
,

Comedy (Ed(

Pathe

)

—Overture,

Program

Or-

chestra. Vaudeville.

Loew's State Theatre
Film Numbers— The Only Thing
Sally,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
and Mary (Metro-Goldwjn-Mayer), Comedy (Pathe),
(

,

)

Irene

News (Pathe).
Program —-Overture,

Musical

Or-

chestra and Organ.

Metropolitan Theatre

— Hands Up (Parthe Daj'
(Pathe), News (PaPthe).
—
Musical Program "The Fortune
Film Numbers

amount

)

Topics

,

of

(overture),

Teller"

Orchestra]

"The College Four," quartet;
organ and orchestra in ballet
numbers.
New Boston Theatre
Film Numbers The Plastic Age

—

(S. E.), What Is the World
Coming To (Pathe), Our Gang
(Pathe), News (Pathe).
Musical Program Overture, Or-

—

and

chestra

\'aude-

Or<raii.

ville.

James Theatre
Film Numljcrs The Phantom of

SSt.

—

the Ojjcra (Universal), Comedy
(Pathe), Topics of the Dav
(Pathe), Fables (Pathe), News

Pathe
Musical Program Overture, Orchestra and organ.
Colonial Theatre
(Special)
Film
Numbers Stella
Dallas
(United Artists).
(

)

—
—
—

BUFFALO
Shea's Buffalo

)

(

chcslral Overture, Organ Solos.
Shea's Hippodrome
Film Nuudier.s The Iron Horse

—

Fox
Coo Coo Love Pathe
Hippodrome Review (Selected).
Musical Program-Congs of the
Old Folks (Overture), Organ
(

,

Lafayette Square

Numbers

—Without

Mercy

(Producers Dist. Corp.) Pathe
comedy, Kinograms.
Musical Program
"Stradella"

—

(overture), Vaiuleville.

—When the Door
Opened
Fox
There Goes the
Bride (Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Program — "Bits of PopuNumbers
(

lar

Hits"

(Pathe),
(Selected).

.

)

,

(Overture),

Vaude-

ville.

Film Numbers

—

Solo.

New Olympic

Theatre
Arizona
Numbers The
Film
The
Universal
Sweepstakes
S. R.),
Eyes of Hollywood
Her Lucky Leap (Comedy),
Olympic News (International).
Musical Program Songs of the
South (organ).

—

(

) ,

(

SALT LAKE CITY

,

)

—

News.

—

(Paramount),

antine

Overland
Limited (S. R.), The Royal
Pathe
(Pathe),
Fourflushers
Review, International News.
Pantages Theatre
The Blackbird
Film Numbers
iletro-Gol(hvyn-Mayer)
Paramount Express Theatre
Numbers The Vanishing
Film
American (Paramount), Pathe
News.
Victory Theatre
Film Numbers The Enchanted
Pleasure
(Paramount),
Hill
Bound (Pathe) Pathe News.

—
—

ograms.
Musical
Program
Selections
from Victor Herbert's "Mile.

—

—————

.

.

.

,

(

(

) ,

(Fox),

Numbers

Day

(Overture),

Prologue,
Widow."
"Merry Widow Waltz."

—When the Door
Fox Maga—
Program "Echoes From

zine.

(Fox),

Broadway" (Overture), OrchesOperatic and popular

tra.

lections by Ensemble
cial Oirhi'stra.

Aldine Theatre
Film XumbiMs
(

—

and

se-

spe-

Big Parade

.Metro-(!()ldwyn-Mayer)

Karlton Theatre^
Film Numbers-:—A

of the

World (Paramount).
Arcadia Theatrie
Numlicrs The Beautiful
Film
City
First National)
PPalace Theatre
Film Numbers Woman IIan(lle<l

—

I'aranuiunt
Victoria Theatre
(

)

Numbers

Film

—

Surprised,"
Special
presentation singing (lancing luimbers.
St. Francis TheatreFilm Numbers .loanna
Paramount )
Laughing
Ladies
(Pathe),
Kinograms,
Pathe
Review.

—

(

— Why Women Love

First National).'

Musical

(ov-

Imperial Theatre

Film

Numbers

(I7nitc(i

—The

Artists)

Cameo Theatre
Film Numbers
-

Gold

Rush

continued.

—

Arizona
Sweep
Stakes (Universal), Her Lucky
I-<eap
(Universal),
Interna-

News.

(

)

—

,

"Zampa"

Dancers with OrPopular Songs
(So-

(Overture),

prano)
Brandford Theatre
Film Numbers Joanna
(First
National),
Come<ly
(Educational
News Pathe
Program "Medley
ifusical
of
Popular Hits" (Overture), "Re-

TheatreNumbers The

—

—

mount),
(iarrick
Laffograpli
(Comedy), Pictorial News (Selected

Bamy

Shore,"

Bam,

Bam,

(Baritone).

Union Square Theatre
Film Numbers— Big Pal (S. R.),
Fox Comedy, Pathe News, special musical
program. Vaudeville.

Golden Gate Theatre
Film Numbers The
Knockout
l'"iist National), Beware
(Educational),
Aesops
Fables,
Pathe News, Pathe Scenic.
Loew's Warfield Theatre
Film Numbers The
Blackbird

—

—

)

,

Victor
Herbert"
(Overture),
Singing and Dancing Specialty.

Brooklyn Mark Strand TheatreFilm Numbers "The Phantom of
the Opera" (Universal), Topical Review (Selected).
^lusical Program
"Home, Sweet

—

—

—

)

Musical Program ^Saxophone Soloist and organ overture.
Princess Theatre

—

Film
NumlxMS Why
\\omen
Do
Love
First National
1
Comedy
Kinograms.
Musical
Program Organ Over(

)

(

)

,

,

—

ture.

Strand TheatreFilm Numl)ers—The Gilded Butterfly
Laughing Ladies
Fox
(Pathe), Kinograms.
Musical Program
Organ Over(

)

,

—

Tower Theatre
Film
Numbers

—

His
Secretiiry
(Metro Goldwyn), Don't Butt
In (Comedy), Pathe News.
Musical Program "Pique Game"'
(Orchestra and stage show).

—

—

the

—

Beautiful
City (First National), Laughing Ladies (Pathe), Marvels of
Motion
(Red Seal), Capitol
Digest (Selected).
Musical Program "Dixie"' (Organ Novelty), "Evolution of the
Dance" (Orchestra).
Garrick Theatre
Film Numbers
(ParaCobra

CLEVELAND

Musical Program- "Jingle BeUs,"
(Overture), "Lost Chord, (Sp-3-

"On

)

"Opera vs.
and voeal-

ture.

—

—

Program

.

erture), "An Atmospheric Prehule" (Presentation).

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
International News, Kinograms.
Musical Program "Memories of

Mosque Theatre
Film
Numbers Lady Windermere's Fan
(Warner Bros.),
Comedy
Educational
News
Musical

Program — "Samoa"

(

NEWARK

(International).

(

(

Tumbleweeds

(United Artists).
Capitol Theatre

Film Numbers

—

Fire
Away
(Selected

)

Capitol

(

cialty),

Woman

isits

,

(Orchestra

.Jazz"

The American
Pa ramount
Pathe
News, Pathe Review.
Musical Program "You'll Be

tional
Tiie

—

My

Numbers

—

the

die "Violin," in a clock store
orchestra,
"Cross
Heart
^Mother, I Love You" (Organ).

Fox Theatre
Film Numbers

^lusical

of

—

Film

PAUL

Astor Theatre

)

—

Grand Theatre

)

(Comedy News
Musical Program

,

from

recessional

Wom.anhandled

—

— Excerjtts

(

Film Numbers
(Paramount),

Film Numbers Road to Yesterday (Producers) Dist, Corp.),
Alice Wins the Derby (comedy),
International News.
"Slavonic
Musical Program
Rhapsodic" (Overture), "Melo-

PHILADELPHIA

—

Hungarian Rhapsody" (ballet);
scenes from "Faust," "Faust
Ballet"
(augmented
ballet),
and "Prison Scene" (soprano,
tenor and bass baritone); selections from
Verdi's
"Aida''

(S.

California Theatre

Venue

Merry
The
Metro-Goldwyn-MayMagazine
(SeStanley

;

Film

,

Opened),

News

,

SAN FRANCISCO

—

"Vilia/'

)

—Songs

Musical

—

(

"Zigeiuierweisen" (string quartet)
"(rypsy Love Song" (bassbaritone, Gypsy Dancers and
string quartette), and "Second

ST.
Lynne

Snapshots

Screen

R.).

(

Stanley Theatre—
Numbers
Kilm

Home. The World Over" (Overture),
"A Gypsy Musicale,"

(Overture).

Fox Terminal Theatre
Film Numbers
East
Fox
Comedy
Fox

•

"ilerry

Idle

Tongues (First National), Kin-

—The

er),
lected).
-Musical Program

"Popular

—

Unguarded
Hour (First National), Mamies
Romance (Fox), International

Widow

—

Rhythms" (Overture).
Rialto TheatreFilm Numbers Lovers in Quar-

^lodiste"

American Theatre
Film Numbers The

Kinema Theatre
Numbers
Film

—

Pathe
Kinograms.
Musical Program
(

Stillman Theatre

Film Numbers

—The
—

Eagle

(L^nit-

EdPace Makers
ed Artists
ucational), International News.
Musical Program "Russian Mel"Volga
(Overture),
odies"
Boatman"
(Vocal,
"Dance
Russe" (prologue).
Allen TheatreInfatuation
Numbers
Film
(First National), Gosh Darn
Mortgage (Pathe), Topics of
the Day (Pathe), Natlie News.
)

,

—

Musical

Program

(

-

— "Comic

Opera

Cocktail" (overture).
State Theatre-

—

Film Numbers Sally, Irene and
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Mary
Haunted Heiress ^Universal),
Dixie (Pathe), Nature's Nu.series (S. R. ), Pathe Review.
OverMusical Program Organ
fure). "\Vhen I Waltz With
(

)

—

You'^

(

vo(-al

)

,

(

Vaudeville.

.

—

)

,

Shea's North Park

member"

Film Numbcr.s A Kiss For Cinderella
(Paramount),
Good

dancer

—

TheatreWandering Fires
R.), All Around Frying
(S.
Comedy
Pan
(F!
B.
O.),

Capitol

Musical Program 'Selection from
"My Girl" (Overture), Organ

chestra,

Loew's State Theatre
F"ilm

Park

North

Cheer

News

)

Solo.

Film

)

(

—

—

)

L———— ——— —

—

—

Film Numbers A King On Main
Comiedy,
Street
(Paramount)
Selected
Current Events
Musical Program The Melting
Pot (Special Presentation), Or-

(

. ..

.

—

Fenway Theatre
Film Numbers Braveheart

)

•
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BOSTON

Musical

.

1(^26

J a n u a r v

Musical

———
——— —

,

.

(

—

TRAI E ^S S F LL

5 EATSl

)

(Contralto), Female
doing Whirlwind and
Charleston.

YOURVuisi bimiiVE

sau^jnAN

——————— —
..

. .

,.

.

.

——

—— —

.

.

.

,

—————
—
———

.

.

.

.
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Park Theatre

—

Hill
ings

—

flE APE'S

Enchanted
(Paramount), Easy Pick-

Numbers

Film-

Tlie

Topics

(Educational),

of

HIPPOHROME
CLCVELAND5 CKbATEST AnU9£M£NI VAlXJe.
COtlVNDOUS DAILY IOak

Day (Pathe), Kinograms.
Musical Program—"William Tell"
the

4

(Overture), "The Last Rose of
solo),
(soprano)
Summer"
"Rustle of Spring" and "Rest
(organ numIn My Arms"

JOUm

s^tT^

TODAY

CECIL RDeMILLE

—The

Koad

of Yes-

Producers Dist. Corp.

)

What's the World Coming To
(Pathe), Pathe News, Aesop's

—March

from
(Over-

"Nut Cracker Suite"
ture), Vaudeville.
Circle Theatre

Numbers

Film

—Lady

Winde-

Program

—The

Merry

Widow

HOUSTON
Theatre

)

,

—

)

(

,

Orchestra.

—

icle-Queen Theatre

News

Gang

Our

cal),

(Lo-

(Comedy),

News ( Pathe )
Musical Program "Dreaming and
Drifting" (Overture), Peaceful
Valley (Organ Overture), Organ and Orchestra Selections.
Capitol Theatre

—

Numbers

Film
Hill

—The

Enchanted

(Paramount),

Yes,

Ws,

Babette
(Educational), Kinograms.
Musical Program
"Just For
You" (Overture), Organ and

—

•

Piano Selections.
Rialto Theatre
l''ilni

Numbers

—The Family Secret

Comedy
News (Fox).

(Universal),
tional),

Musical
Program
Piano Selections.
Majestic Theatre

(Educa-

Sonij"

D. C).

(F.

Amundsen's Polar Trip (PaDreams"
of
"Land
the),
)

—-Organ

and

—

,

)

)

—

ville.

Liberty Theatre

—

—

—

(

specialty

—

Away
Musical
grain,

Capitol

)

—

Aseope Fable.
Sportlight (Pathe).
Program -Orchestra, Organ, Song duo.

—

Musical

Madison Theatre
Film Numbers Little Annie Roo-

—

(United

grams

(Educational).

Program

(Kino-

Artists),

)

—

Musical Program Orchestra and
Organ.
State TheatreFilm Numbers Irish Luck (Paramount
News ( Pathe )
Musical Program Orchestra, Or-

—

) ,

—

gan, ^'audeville.

(Universal),
News
Fnternational )
Educational

Jones

,

—Organ,

Sing-

ing band, dance contest.

Fox Washington Theatre
Eilm Numbers The Best Bad
Man (Fox), Parisian Knight

—

(Fox).
Musical Program

—Organ,

Spe-

CHICAGO
Chicago Theatre

Film

Numbers

—We

First National
(International),
cational )

—Special

Ukdc and Banjo

])ro-

(stage).

Theatre-

—

Film
Numbers Bright Lights
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
Marvels
of
Motion (Red "Seal),
(

)

,

)

^Toderns

News Weekly
Framed (Edu-

,

Program

—

"Carmen"

(Overture),
"Classical
Jazz"
(Specialty). "Violin and Film
Novelty"' (Specialty),
"That
Certain Party" (Organ Solo),
Presentation.

TheatreFilm Numbers The Unguarded
Hour (First National). International
News
(Universal),

Tivoli

Cartoon

—

(

Selected

)

Program "When You
Were Young, Maggie"

I

(Orchestra
duo.
Lyric Theatre
(

—Winds

Chance

of

—

(

(Selected).

—

Musical Program
"Solenelle"
(Orohestra
Overture),
"My
Only One" (Organ Novelty).
Strand Theatre
Film
Numljers
The
Eagle
(United Artists), Christy Comedy, Strand News (Selected).
Musical Program Organ Over-

—

—

ture.

KANSAS CITY
Newman Theatre
Film Numbers—That
Paramount

(

Selected

(

Local )

cialties).

—

,

)

—

(

—.Joanna
—

Womanhandled
Wide Open Faces

) ,

Pathe
Kinograms.
Musical Program
'That Certain
Party" (Baritone Solo).
State Theatre
Film
Numbers
Infatuation
(First
National), There He
Goes (Comedy), State News

(First

Numbers

Piano

Overture),

Paramount

National )
Musical Program "Underground
China" (Presentation and Spe-

Musical

)

,

)

Royal Girl

Ne>yman Mirror

,

Newman

Events

Program — "Recollections

of The Masters"
(Overture),
Harpist Serenaders (Orchestral
Novelty
Organ Solos.
Liberty Theatre
Fikn
Numbers
The
Storm
Breaker
(Universal),
Dynamited
(Universal),
Aesop's
Fables, International News.
Musical Program
"Raymond"
(Overture),
Male
Quartet
) ,

SEATTLE

—

Blue Mouse Theatre
Film Numbers
Rose

—

World

the

of

-

(Warner Bros.), Aesop

Fable, Comedy (Universal), International News.

—

Musical Program "High Jinks"
(Overture), "Five Feet Two,
Eyes of Blue" (Specialty).
Coliseum Theatre

—

Film Numbers The Merry Widow
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Kinograms, Pathe News.
Musical Program Selections from
the
"Merry Widow"
(Over(

)

,

—

ture)

—

Bees

(F.

B.

of the

Smash Up

O.),

(Comedy), International News.
Musical Program "Opera Mir-

—

(0\'erture),

To-Morrow"

"Di-eams

Film

Numbers

Organ Solos.
Royal TheatreFilm Numbers Mannequin (Paramount), Slippery Feet (Ekiucational), Royal ^Mirror
(Selected
Current
Events

—

)

Local
Musical Program
Syncopators
(Stage Overture), Organ Solos.
Mainstreet Theatre
Film
Numljers -The
Splendid
Road (First National), Educational Short Subjects, Pathe
News.
Musical Program "Popular Se(

—

—

Flyer

—
—

—

Musical

Numbers— The

tcrdv

Ma/ic
.Musical
ture.

(l-'ox)
(

F.

But-

Adventures

B. 0.).

Program

Gilded

of

News (Fox).

—Organ

Over-

Aesop's

Organ

(Overture),

Solos.

CINCINNATI
Capitol

Film

Theatre—
Numbers

—

Infatuation

(First National), Felix Cartoon, Capital News (Selected).
^ u s ica 1 Progra
Orchestra.

m—

[

Walnut TheatreFilm Numbers
The

—

American

News,
(Paramount),
A'enus
Topics and Fables (Pathe).
Musical Program Orchestra.

—
—

Strand TheatreNumbers
Clothes
Film
Old
Metro Goldwyn - Mayer
Air
(Comedy), News and
Tight
Topics (Pathe).
-

)

^lusical

Aster Theatre

Midnight

0.),

Program— "Atmospheric

Selections"

(

MINNEAPOLIS

B.

Fables, Pathe News.

—

Pantages Theatre
Film Numbers-The Best Bad
Man (Fox), Aesop Fable, Pathe
News.
Musical Program Vaudeville.
Strand Theatre
i'"ilm
Numbers The Live Wive
(First National),
Pathe Review, Educational Comedy, Fox
News.
IVIusical
Program
"Charleston"
Spcc-iiilty nnd riintcst.

(F.

Organ

(Overture),

Pantages Theatre
Film
Numbers The

— The

Beautiful
City (First National), Better
Movies (Pathe), International
News, Liberty News.
Musical Program "Nola" (Overture), 'Down by the Vinegar
Woiks" (Organ and Vocal).

Film

—

)

lections"
Solos.

of

(Specialty),
"Mighty Blue" (Vocal).

Liberty Theatre

—

—

.

Columbia Theatre
Film Numbers The Keeper

rors"

Broadway-Strand Theatre
Film Numbers —-What Happened
(

and

—

)

(Kinograms),
Artists),
ed
Dude
( Comedy
Fighting
organ.
Capitol Theatre(First
Film Numbers ^Joanna
(Pathe),
National),
News

new

)

(Fox).
Roosevelt Theatre

—

Musical

Des Moines Theatre
V\\m
Numl)crs Little
Annie
Rooney (United Artists), Fire

—

Film

Film Numbers The Big Parade
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Musical Program -Special score.
Adams Theatre
Film Numbers The Eagle (Unit-

(

DES MOINES

Orpheum Theatre
Film
Numbers Lady Windermere's Fan
Warner Bros.
Monroe Theatre
Film Numbers The Iron Horse
Film Numbers

—

(Selected).

Musical

McVicker's Theatre

cialty Act.

Film Numbers
The Pleasure
Buyers (Warner Bros.), Sunshine Comedy, Review (Pathe).
Musical
I'rogram Organ
and
Piano Selections.

—

(First National).

DETROIT

Comedy.
Musical Program

—

Dream" (Presentation), "Rondo
Capriecioso" (Organ Solo), "In
Our Alley" (Prologue to feature
Castle Theatre
Film Numbers The Phantoit of
the Opera (Universal).

(

SStrand Theatre
Film Numbers His People (Universal), A Pikes Pique (F. B.
Kinograms, Universal ProB.
gram, "Charleston" (specialty).

to

Film Numbers When the Door
Opened (Fox), Aesops Fables,
News Pathe
Musical Program
"Popular ScSelections" (Overture), Vaude(

Tuo column iid of Reade's Hippodrome, Cleveland. Jor "The Weddint/

)

Queen Theatre
Womanhandled
Film Numbers
(Paramount), Houston Chron-

—

) ,

—

Film Numbers
Soul
Mates
(Metro-Goldwyn), live Oofir*
ards (Comedy), Garrick News

Film Numbers

)

)

—

—

(

Tft& UeSTE/i_/''

Shubert-Detroit Opera House

Numbers The Unguarded
Hour First National Comedy
Pathe
News International
Musical Program "Concert Selections" (Overture), Organ and
)

SIMON

-*<:

(

Film
(

7J'**?S<'&

(special

(overture),
Stage Attraction).

Merry

"The

Prologue

—

(

Stage

(Warner Bros.),
mere's Fan
Aesop's Fables, Pathe News.
Musical

(

toon.

ville.

Program

—"Popularity"

Program

Garrick Theatre

Inter-

,

)

Musical
Program
"Orpheus"
Overture
"The
Artist's

Keith's East 105th Street-

Musical

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
national News.

TheatreFilm Numbers
Little
Annie
Rooney (United Artists), News
and Views (Universal), Car-

—

Fables.

—

Capitol

Musical Program "Suppe's Light
(Overture), VaudeCavalry"

(

Presentation.

Uptown Theatre
Film Numbers The Merry Widow

(Overture),

,

terday

,

W idow"

—

Film Numbers

(

^Musical

Reade's Hippodrome
Life
Numbers Sporting
Film
(Universal), A Punch In the
International
( Pathe )
Nose

News.

Musical
Program
"Zampa"
(Overture), "I Never Knew"
Organ Solo ) "Jazz Cyclone"

(

bers).

Isis

———————

.
.

,

Program— Orchestra.

Lyric Theatre

—

Numiiers The Merry Widow
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Kino-

l-"ilm
(

,

grams.
Musical Program

,

— Orchestra.

4

—
January 23, 1926

Duffy

Jack

Jack Duffy

is

Featured

is

Christie
to
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in

Comedy
be featured in a new

Christie Comedy which has just started
under the direction of Hai'old Beaudine
and wdl be released by Educational. Vera
Steadman plays opposite Duffy and Natalie
Joyce has the other chief girl role. Gene
Morgan, Blanche Payson and Bill Blaisdell complete the cast.

Fox

Starts

New

O. Henry

Two-Reeler
Fox has

started a

new

().

Henry

two-reeler

under the title of "From the Cabby's Seat."
Gladys McConneli is playing the 0. Henry
girl and Gene Cameron has the leading male
role.
Others in the cast are Art Rowlands
and Ernie Shields.
Benjamin Stoloff' is
directing.

Buster
to

Brown Dog Signed
Long Contract

Stem Brothel's, producers
Brown Comedies for Universal

of

Buster
have

release,

signed Pete, the dog to a long term contract.
is now playing the role of Tige in the
Buster Brown series. Pete is said by some
reviewers to have a real sense of humor.

He

Scenes from

"Weak But

Educational release.

Stern Bros. Adopt Ncav Policy
Announce Only

High Class Comedies
Century Name is Dropped

Series of

Will be Produced

—

ANEW

production policy under which
only series of high class comedies will
be made by the cvimpany has been announced by the Stem Brothers, producers
for the Universal release schedule.
Hereafter the pictures will be known as the Stern
]^>rothers
Comedies, the former output
Century Comedies is to be discontinued.
There will be at least five series of firstclass comedies on the 1926-1927 release
schedule of the Stem Brothers Comedies. An
extension of the present Buster Brown Productions will foi'm the nucleus of the new

—

schedule.

Another new series of two-reelers, already
making for next season's release by

out

the Stern Brothers, is "What Happened to
Jane," a high-class situation comedy series
starring Wanda Wiley. The stories are being written by Roy Evans.
Al Ford has been engaged to appear opposite Miss Wiley in this new series.
The
remainder of the supporting cast is of unusual strength, including Hilliard Karr, the
fat comedian, Eleanor Leslie, well known
character actress and others of equal promi-

nence.

The Stern Brothers are now considering
several story series of national importance
as vehicles for their stars.
"Our unprecedented success with the
Buster Brown Comedies convinced us that
the market is ripe for more high-class comedies,"
say the Sterns, discussing their
change in production policy.

"A close analysis of the comedy market
has also proven to us that series pictures
are more in demand than week in and week

releases,

may

however good those releases

be.

"The foregoing two phases of the comedy
situation were the determining factors in our
decision to confine our production activities
from now on, to series comedies.
"We have reorganized our production facilities, and increased our studio personnel,
as well as adding a number of higher grade
technicians and writers to our staff.
are
now in a position to turn out comedies without equal in the industry. That is our goal."

We

Pathe

in the

Highlights from "Mazie's Married," No. 12 of "The
Adventures of Mazie," an F. B. O. production.

an

Willing,

Programs
Presented
for Poor Kiddies

Co-operating with the New York Evening
Graphic, Pathe presented screen programs
for poor kiddies in New York and Brooklyn
during the holidays.
Harold Lloyd, "Our
Gang" and other Pathe comedies were fuz'nished gratis for the entertainment of
thousands of youngsters at Keeney's Bedfort Theatre, Brooklyn, on December 29th,
and at the Gotham Theatre, New York, on
the

same

date.

Gillespie

Cast

for

Role in

Theda Bara Comedy
William Gillespie, has been added to the
supporting Theda Bara in her Hal
Roach comedv, now in production under the
direction of Richard Wallace and the supervision of F. Richard Jones.
Tyler Brooke,
Jimmie Finlayson, Fred Malatesta and Joe
Madeson are other supporting players.
cast

—

::

—
);!;

!

:
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I

—

repair Los Angeles, Cal.
Army of crocodiles
arrive from Egypt; Shaniko," Oregon
Three
lunulred wild horses caught in mountain round-

PMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^

;

Resume of Current News NA/eeklies |

—

UJ).

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

NEWS CONTINUITY, VOL.
FOX
Washington, D. C—Army,
29:

NO.

7,

Navy,
Cabinet and Diplomatic Corps attend the
White House New Year's reception; News from
Europe Gen. I'angalos emulates Mussolini and

—

declares dictatorshii) in Greece
Peterboro, N.
J.
Two of world's biggest monoplanes are
Hearing completion here for dash to North Pole
in
Spring; Paris Premier Jiriand and the
French ('abinet witness conferring of Caidinals' red hat on Mgr. Cerretti
New Orleans,
Nurmi. a horse as fleet of foot as his
La.
speedy
field
namesake, defeats a
in Fair-grounds
Inaugural Niagara Falls. N. Y. Winter's icy
magic turns the mist of the Falls into crystal
mantle covering the land of honeymoons Decatur, Ga.
State employs .3 famous bloodhounds. Rig Boy, Buck and Fan, to guard convicts toiling on roads; Polo Season Opens in
the Southland —Winter sojourners watch Reds
and Bines in fast battle at Flamingo Club:
I?oston. Mass.
Irene Hesenius, IS. the .champion swimmer of New England, starts the newMiami. Fla. A place
year with an icy dip
where footballs grow on the trees The Notre
Dame alumni team practices wnth cocoanuts
Lake Placid. N. Y. The foremost university
ski-jumners compete for the fifth annual award
of the Marshal Foch prize.

—

;

—

—

!

—

;

—

:

—

——

;

—

"

maid

as nurse

;

Conn.

Yalesvillc.

FOX
30

Suffolk,

:

accompanies

dry

—

VOL. 7, NO.
Fox News cameraman

Va.
agents

on

"moonOutstanding

perilous

shine" raid in Dismal Swamp
Figures in the Day's New.s Helen Wills goes
abroad to defend her tennis title against famed
Des Moines, la. Senator A. B.
Suzanne
Cummins congratulates first Iowa woman in
Pasadena.
.\ellie G. Tomlinson
Federal post
Fifty thousand football fans see UniversCal.
ity of Alabama beat Washington 20 to 19. in

—
—

;

;

—

—

:

—

Pasadena, Cal. Five hundred thousand people watch Tournament of
Voledam. Holland Holland"s most
Roses;
severe winter in years locks her canals in ice
Shoes milady will wear for Spring
St. liouis
and Summer are displayed before the national
footwear show Wheatley Hills. L. I. A day
with Will Rogers, the cowbov philosopher, who
post-sea.son classic;

—

—

:

raises his family in the

Austria's

New Army

—
Western
Manoeuvres —Total

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

—

:

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

NO. 4: Rome,

on U.

fight

Japan

S.

—

Fla.
Bullbut oh, so refined
Kiota,
football
revived in Japan

soil

— Old-style(Atlanta

post-war st;-ensth of 20,000 men stages a battle
Winto cross Danube: Essex County,. N. Y.
ter sport with a kick is mushing b{>hind trusty
dog team in snowswept Adirondack moun-

—

Japan

news

no.

(Omit Boston and

New

.•.

:

Kioto,

Orleans)

—

.laps get rare glimpse of prettiest Geisha girls;
Huge
Orli^ans, La. (New Orleans only)
crowds witness New Year's handicap at south-

—

New

—

Boston. Mass. Malcom E. Nichols
ern track
inaugurated as Boston's new mayor; New York
City A dog's life isn't what it used to be.
Here's a police hound whose main job is acting
;

—

only)
Alabama and
Washington in hard-fought battle on California
gridiron: St. Louis, Mo. (St. Louis only)^ St.
Louis sets footwer fashions for world WasnConstruction
iugton, D. C. (Washington only)

Pasadena, Cal.

—

—

;

on new fifteen-million dollar home for
(Chicago
National Press Club; Chicago, 111.
starts

— Ilundre'ls

escape death when famous
New
Centiirv Limited leaps from rails
York Citv Irving Berlin, master of ja^.z. wins
Miss Ellin Mackay. young daughter of million;iire: New Y'ork City (Omit Boston and New
skating:
styles
fancy
TTa\en)
I^atr'st
in
onlv)
20tli

—

;

—

R. T.
(New Haven and Boston
Old time fidi'lers menace modern jazz
bands: On International Newsreel Snecial
Newsreel Ex-nedition finds huge crocodile lairs
in depths of Bi-azilian wilds.
Pi-(i\

idence.

—

onlv)

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
ville.

111.

:

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

prizes at
styles in

—

fashionable show
New
St. Louis
women's shoes shown at big exhibit
;

—

Kueiti. Tibet
Natives ship grain as they did
thousands of years ago. never having seen a
boat and relying upon blown up skins of yaks,
hitched together, to serve them as rafts.
(Another Gene Lamb exclusive for KINOGR.\MS.

KIN0GRA:MS

no.

Ottawa— Cana-

.o1.j2:

dian parliament opens with brilliant ceremony presided over by Governor General Lord
Byng Philadelphia Coach Lawson Robertson
begins work early with University of PennsylWashington
vania track team candidates
John R. !McCarl. comptroller general, the
watchdog of the Treasury, who has czar-like
Shanghai,
powers over nation's expenditures
China Chinese shop on streets as strike closes

—

;

;

:

—

—

Thousands of Italians
Italy
pledge selves to raise funds to help pay off
Scott Field. III.— RS-1. largest
debt to U. S.
semi-dirigible in the world, and new aircraft of
stores

Rome.

;

:

maiden voyage: Bodiam.
turns farmer and
raises Shetland ponies on her estate in Sussex
Past champions of the ring are shown to be
still busv in other walks of life in a KINOT^.

army, makes

S.

Eng.

—Lady

GRAMS

its

Hope

Estelle

exclusive.

— ITncle Sam

—

tries

NEWS
PATHE
Girls never go

NO. 5: Belhout new type air-

—

Baker River, Wash. (Omit Chicago
!Man-made "falls'' a scenic marvel ChiBehind the scenes at
cago, III. (Chicago only)
Winter Snapshots.
radio
station
Iiopular
Washington. D. C.^ Capital's first snowfall
lirovides battle ammunition for Senate pages:
ship

I

;

New

tains.

I\TI:K.\ATI0X.\L

!

NO. -jVA
Rome, Italy—
government
holds
ceremonies
again dedicating the Coh)sseum to church Atlantic Cit.v
Irving Berlin and his heiress
bride, the former Ellin Mackay, pose for Kinograms while on their honeymoon Washington
Ogden Hammond, new ambassador to Spain,
calls at the White House
New York A. P.
Moore, retiring envoy to Spain, returns to native land; New York
Helen-Wills, U. S. tenuis champion, sails for Europe to study but
.she also will play in big matches
Pasadena,
Cal.
Three hundred thousand turn out to see
annual carnival of roses
Tampa, Fla. Big
crowd turns out to sec first bull fight in United
San Francisco Olympic club memStates
bers greet New York -with annual frolic in
water New Y'ork High priced cats strive for
Fa.scist

style:

s.-iddle.

Holds

Old

Buck, sturdy St. Bernard, takes care of a
couple of kitties, just as though he liked the
job; Quebec, (Canada
Longest snow toboggan
lures thrill hunters; Winchester, Mass. (Boston
only)
Nevl'
model ice yacht shatters speed,
records in thrilling tryouts D(>nver. Col. (Denver only)
Rabbit round-up provides feast for
Denver's needy Chicago, III. (Chicago only)
Thousands view choice poinsetta blossoms at
mid-winter flower show
Philadelphia,
Pa.
(Philadelphia only)
Liberty silent since 1836
chimes forth arrival of sesqui-centennial year
Rome, Italy Cardinal Hayes, noted American
prelate, visits the Vatican as Holy I'ear closes
Hasbrouck Ilts., N. J. Giant Fokker plane
under construction for new polar flight Palo
Verdes,
Cal.
Frank Vanderlip, the noted
banker, makes a hobby of mules
Washington,
D. C. (Washington only)
President and Mrs.
Co'olidge greet thousands at annual New Year's
reception
Philadelphia. Pa.
Famous Mummers' revel a dazzling spectacle New York City
Elephants run "wild" in heart of city; Newburgh, N. Y.
Skating speed kings open racing
season.

Italy— Holy Year ends! Tampa,

NEWS CONTINUITY,

KINO(iRAMS

—And

—

—

;

;

—

Quebec, Canada Down the world's longest toboggan with an International Newsreel cameraEverybody's on skis in Quebec these
man.
Burbank. Cal. Ex-Champion .Tim .Tefdays
fi'ies now a peaceful farmer: Miami Beach. Fla.
U. S. polo plavers prepare for Britons Near
Sph'nx worn l)y age goes under
Cairo, Egypt

—

:

—

—

;

Oakland. Cal.—
5:
Pasadena,
the air
Los Angeles
City of Roses
Cal. (Except
Friends
Paris. Frane<"
glorifies its namesake
of Mme. Curie, co-disco\-erer of radium, urge
her election to memlJership in the French
Academy of Science New York City Former
V. S. Ambassador to Spain returns home

NO.
up

in

—

>

;

—

;

—

;

—

D. C. French Ambassador to
Red Bank. N.
I'nited States to get new post
supplies thrills for winter sport
boating
Ice
.J.
lovers
Okaka, .Japan .Japanese Sea Scouts
Havana, Cuba
train on government warships

Washington.

!

—

—

;

swing! Rome.
— Cuban racing season
Year New York City
— Pope ends Holy
tackles
Mayor
Walker
only)
—
(New York
new job! Detroit. Mich. (Detroit only) — Honor
!

in

full

Ital.v

!

his

Sherman.
polar exnlorer at public recei)tion
Bellfonte swamps Sherman in post-season hiuh school crid classic! Pasadena, Cal.
Alal)ama beats Washinston in West; Washing(Washington only>
Capit.il City
ton. D. C,
a 'oi'ts new traffic light signals!

Texas

I

—

—

P.VTIIE

NEWS

NO.

G:

Tientsin,

China-

Chinese honor Heavenly Mother at picWashington, D. C. Conturesque pageant
gressmen vote for more and better pies Cocoanut Grov(>. Fla. Classical d;incers try rhythmical steps in Southland .setting! Langley Field,
Non-rigid training ship makes initial
Va.
Washington. D. C. Launch inquiry
flight
into Justice Department's investigation of alleged aluminum trust! Quebec, Canada (Except

—

!

—

!

—

—

!

P.ostoii)

-War

r.each, Fla.

ing in
causes

is

Canada! Miamr
"Genes" do winter train-

declared in

— Famous

warm South!

Naples, Italy

— New

crater

Pensacola,
Vesuvius to erupt again
Fla. (New Orleans and Atlanta only)^Twelve
killed. 8 injur<>d in explosion of turpentine still I
Begin
Washington, D. C. (Washington only)
work on new National Press Club building
Scott Field. 111. (St. Tx>uis only)— World's
;

—

I

largest semi-rigid
Highlights from the Buster

Brown comedy

for

Universal, "Buster's Bust-Up.'

flight

dirigible

in
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Named

FleiscJier

Red

Seal President

MAX FLEISCHER,
of the

Ko

creator of

Out

Inkwell product, the Ko-

one-reel antics and a

num-

ber of other amusing series, has been
named president of Red Seal Pictures
Corporation to succeed Edwin Miles
Fadman, who tendered his resignation
last

week.

On

assuming

his

new

office

President

Fleischer said:

"Our production schedule embracing
the original 140 featurettes is to continue.
From time to time we expect to increase
our distribution facilities and also to
take on for release special and timely
subjects, both foreign and domestic."
The eight series already well on the
way are: Ko-Ko Song Car-Tunes, Out
of

the

Inkwells,

Gems

of

the

Screen,

Marvels of Motion, Searchlights, Reelviews, and Film Facts, thirteen in each
issue, and a series of twenty-six Animated Hair Cartoons by Marcus, New

York Times

cartoonist.

Joe Rock Starts First Blue

Ribbon Comedy
Joe Rock's initial Blue Ribbon production
for 1926 will be started at once on the west
coast under the direction of Gilbert Pratt,
with Rock super\isino^.
It will be made
under the title of "Alice Blues" with Sid
Smith and Alice Ardell in the leadinj? roles.
The first of the Rock Standard Comedies
starring "Fat" Karr, "Kewpie" Ross and
*'Fatty" Alexander, will also go into production soon.
The director lias not yet been
decided upon.

Action highlights from '"A Salty Sap,"

a

Christie

comedy

released through

Educational.

Four Comedy Subjects byPathe
Widely Varied Program of Releases
for Fourth Week of Laugh Month

PATHE onhas

included tour comedy sul)release schedule for the
fourth week of Lauorh Month starting'
January 24th. Mack Sennett and Hal Roach
are rejirescnted by two-reelers, while the
balance of the prosram is made up of

Grantland Rice series of "SportThis subject demonstrates the fact
that the uprising generation is an active,
vigorous lot of youngsters because all seek
some form of athletics to reach the goal of
good health. J. L. Hawkinson is the pro-

"Topics of the Day," "Aesop's Film Fables," a chapter of the serial, "The Green
Archer," a Grantland Rice "Sportlijjht," a
Pathe Review and two issues of Pathe News.
Hal Roach's contribution is "Charley, My
Roy," starring Charle>~ Chase, with Katherine Grant playing opposite the comedian and
Walter James, William Courtright, Fred
Kelsay and Sidney D'Albrook in the supporting cast. Leo McCarey directed.
"Whispering
IMaek
produced
Sennett
Whiskers" with a cast that includes Billy
Bevan, Andy Clyde, Madeline Hurlock and
Kewpie Morgan. Del Lord directed. Paul
Terrv's "Aesop's Film Fable" is titled "The
Little Brown Jug."
"The Uprising Generation" is a timely re-

ducer.

jects

tlie

lease of the

liglits."

"The Cottage in the Woods" is the title
of the eighth chapter of the Pathe serial,
Green Archer" adapted bv Frank Leon
Smith from Edgar Wallace's novel of the
same name. Allene Ray and Walter Miller
are featured in a east which includes Frank
Lackteen, Burr Mcintosh, Dorotliy King and
Walter P. Lewis. Spencer Bennet directed.
Pathe Review No. 4, features a trio of
"Workers Under The
entertaining subjects
p]arth," another microscopic study of "The
Magic Eye" series produced by L. H. Tolhurst; "The Harvest Fleet," showing scenes
of reaping time in the great Western wheat
fields;
and interesting scenes at Rutgers
"Tlie

:

College in Pathecolor.

Educational Gives Radio Talks
Comedy Making
REPRESENTATIVES

of Educational
Pictures have been conducting a
series of radio talks on short feature
pictures from station
in Boston, as a
stimulant to the Laugh Month campaign,
now at its height.
A. S. Moffat, local Kinograms representative, gave the first of these talks on Wednesday, January 6th, on the subject, "How
He focused attena News Reel is Made."
tion on the Educational news reel for a
fifteen minute period.

WBZ

Scenes from Chapter seven of the Pathe
Green Artnci.

serial.

"The

News

Reel and
Th rough Boston Station

Representatives Tell of

Taking the Shenandoah disaster as an
example, Moffat gave a thrilling outline of
the experiences of the Kinograms cameramen in covering this assignment, from the

were advised of the disaster
were run off on the
screens of picture houses in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Albany, Syracuse and Rochester, a little more than
twenty-four hours after the crash.
Immediately after this talk there followed
a screening right in the studio of the cui'rent issue of Kinograms, and as the scenes
were being shown, Moffat talked interestingly about them.
The response from the radio fans who
communicated direct with the radio broadcasting station was so great Moffat was
asked to give another talk on the newsreel in the near future.
time they

first

until the finished reels

Motion Picture
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Opinions on Current Short Subject
" Buster's Bust-Up "

—

(Universal Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
would be hard to figure how these Buster Brown comedies, produced by Stern
In ArBrothers, could be improved upon.
thur Trimble as Buster and Doreen Turner
as Mary Jane they have a very capable pair

IT

of youngsters, but

in

the

Tige,

situations fully as well as they

comedy

the

The

seems destined

trio

to

become more

popular with the release of each picture

if

the stories and situations are as good in the
future as they have been in the past. In this
one there is an abundance of material and the
situations and by-play are taken full advantage of. It is an improvement even on those
that have gone before.
The Cast
Arthur Trimble
Doreen Turner

Buster
Mary jane
Tige

The Dop
and Mary Jane have a
falling out, during the process of which Buster
becomes entangled with a painter's ladder and

—Buster

The Story

gets his face spattered with paint just at a time

His
raging.
mother, thinking him a victim of the malady,
puts him to bed, from where he escapes with
Discouraged, they sit
the assistance of Tige.
on a girder, not knowing it is about to be
They
hoisted to the top of a lofty building.
eventually land unharmed with the aid of a
parachute and are welcomed back by Mary Jane
and Buster's mother.
Summary This is a splendidly acted comedy with a good story and some lively situaIt is replete with action of a pleasing
tions.
variety and will be appreciated in any type

when

a

smallpox

epidemic

—

JOHNSTON.

"A Honeymoon

dog, they

have a real comedy star. It is no reflection
upon little Miss Turner nor Master Trimble
to say that this dog stars seems to realize
do.

velops into a real stunt comedian, only to
find out in the end that she "wants Johnny to be
himself."
Summary An amusing comedy with Johnny
Arthur at his best. Does some clever burlesque
Rest of the cast do good
of prominent stars.
work.-rEDW. G.

is

—

house.

—Two Reels)

'TpHIS

J.

Smith)

somewhat

of a domestic tangle
"* caused by an up-to-date young bride who
refuses to be the "And Wife" on the hotel
is

register.
Miss Marian is the girl
starred in the picture, a rather lively

who

is

comedy

whose humor

is not aided any by the ridiculously overplayed antics of a rotund house
detective.
With a bit of toning down of
that character it would be above the average.
There are some fairly good situations,
which however are anything but new. Otherwise it is a knockabout and hokum which is
injected to speed up the action, of which
there is plenty. Miss Marian is a pleasing
comedienne and this is the type of picture

in

which she
The Story

is

seen at her best.
with her newly married

— Betty,

husband refuses to register at the hotel as "And
Wife," but insists upon using her maiden name,
which fact is shortly discovered by the house
detective,

who

proceeds to

make

miserable

life

for them, as he also does for a reconciled divorced couple who take adjoining rooms.
Eventually the detective ejects both young men
from the hotel and upon sneaking back the situations becomes more complicated when they
enter the rooms of the wrong wives. They are
discovered by the detective and a long chase
ensues, after which wives and hubbies enter
accusations
against
each other.
is
all
It
straightened out when proper marriage licenses
are revealed and explanations made.
Summary
action
fast
comedy with
some good but often-used situations. Miss
Marian is a pleasing comedienne who does
her work well. An acceptable picture a trifle
Dveracted in spots.

Stars"

—

(Educational-Tuxedo Two Reels)
ERE'S a first rate two reel comedy with
Johnny Arthur as the star and it cer-

H

ought to prove entertaining to the
The story concerns
average audience.
Johnny's efforts to win his lady love who has
Some clever bura movie star complex.
lesque work is pulled by Johnny Arthur in
his impersonation of several well known
The story and the direction is by
stars.
William Goodrich and the photography by
Byron Houck.
tainly

The Cast
The Boy

Johnny Arthur

His Mother

Florence Lee
Virginia Vance

The Girl
The Butler
The Gardener

George Davis
Glen Ca vender

—

Thf Story Johnny is the son of a domestic
manufacturer of "Imported" gowns and as all
dressmakers have a dummy, his mother has
Johnny has a lady
raised her son to be one.
love and his efforts to win her everlasting affection is sorely handicapped by the fact that
she gets her big thrill from looking at the
She
photographs of prominent movie stars.
Johnny that if he could only make love in
the manner of her heroes, that there might
be some hope. He then dons a sheik costume,
practices some real heavy love stuff and again
However, by
presents himself to his fair one.
the time he arrives, the postman has already
tells

delivered a photograph of another star and she
This time its
has no further use for Sheiks.
Douglas Fairbanks and by the time Johnny has
jumped thru several windows and accomplished
other acrobatic stunts, the girl has received
another photograph and this time it's
still
Harold Lloyd. Johnny gets desperate and de-

—

marriage to his

The wedding day

moment

arrives and the ceremony
gets under way.
But on the side lines, hovers
the villain Martha Sleeper who manages to
whisper to the nervous groom "that she'll get
him yet." Martha is an old admirer of Clyde's.
is

the

set,

hand.
Domestic difficulties arise that often
bring the tears to Clyde's eyes and though his
father Jimmie comes to offer comfort, it is
without avail.
In the meantime, the villain
Martha still pursues her old time sweetheart,
endeavoring to break up the home.

Summary
that
is

is

fine

—A

built

delightful,

first

around a clever

rate

idea.

comedy
The cast

and the direction excellent.

"Hot Cakes

for

Two"

(Pathe— Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Edw. G. Johnston)
is very fair comedy entertainment
stars Alice Day but as in a two
reeler previous to this one, it does not seem
as though just the right kind of a story has
been chosen or a fair chance been given to
this clever comedienne to display the best
However, it's a Mack Senof her wares.
It carries
nett production and that counts.
thru with the usual Sennett snap. Alf Collid-

HERE
that

ing did the directing.

The Cast
The Girl
The Actor

Alice

Movie School Man

—

Day

George Beranger
Marvin Lobach
Joseph Young

Boy-Friend

altar.

hard to keep 'em down on
days, particularly when the movies paint the many allurements of the big towns.
So, little Alice leaves her cornfields to answer
the ad of a movie school that promises to
make a shining star out of her in record breaking time. Alice arrives at the school they get
her bank roll and immediately start in to see
the way she registers in front of a camera.
She is ordered to shed a few tears and the re-,
few
suit is a lot of laughs and giggles.
more trials and she is turned out a finished
diploma is handed to her with the
actress.
advice to call on the big producers at once.
However, in the meantime Alice has to eat and
takes a job turning pancakes in one of a well
known chain of restaurants. At a studio, she
meets a rich actor and tells him that she is the
They
daughter of the restaurant proprietor.
fall in love but Alice nearly loses him when,
after seeing her in the window, he decides to
Her boy friend from the counvisit her table.
try also has movie aspirations and is on her
Many complication follow.
trail.

Clyde Cook is starred as the shrinking little
violet, Katherine Grant, the manly bride and
Martha Sleeper is the pursuwig villain.

Fair comedy entertainment but
one hasn't the number of laughs that generally come from Sennet productions.

—A

"My

manly sweetheart, Katherine.

The couple take up their abode in Katherine's
home where little Clyde is ruled with an iron

Squabble "

(Stern Bros.-Universal
(Reviewed by Chester

ally consents to give his son in

The Story
farm these

It's

the

—

—

A

" What's the World Coming To? "
(Pathe

— Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Edw. G. Johnston)

A

CLEVER
it

may

idea that is not so fantastic as
seem, has been worked out in

from the Hal Roach studios.
aware that the ladies have
gradually been coming into their own and of
This
their tendency toward masculinity.
shows just what is apt to happen one hundred years hence when the blushing groom
this

two

reeler

Most everyone

is

—

instead

the

of

—

bride

The

is

led

to

the

Summary

" Hot Dog "

Clyde Cook
Katharine Grant

Martha Sleeper
Jimmie Finlayson
Laura De Cardi

Father

Family Friend

—

take a hundred years

The Story Let's all
jump ahead of the procession.

Instead of the

wearing 'em up around the knees, they've
entirely discarded dresses and taken to trousers.
Bobbed hair, smacking of too much femininity,
has been supplanted by a close-crop cigars,
pipes and swagger sticks are very much in
vogue. And then on the other hand the males
have blossomed forth in the latest Paris creations and their actions suggest the modest little
damsels of bygone days. And now for a plot
we have with us, little Clyde who is trembling on the brink of matrimony and Jimmie,
girl's

—

—

—

who

—

this

Cast

The Groom
The Bride
The Villain

his father

A

after a heartrending scene fin-

(Universal-Blue Bird

A RTHUR TRIMBLE

— One Reel)

the featured player
in this one-reeler, which is typical of those
of the series that have gone before. It provides
the usual rivalry between Arthur and Elddie
Arthur takes Betty to the hot dog
for Betty.
party in a horse-drawn vehicle, where Eddie
takes her from him in his smart roadster.
Eventually the trio arrive back at Betty's house
Arthur
to learn she has forgotten her key.
climbs tlirough a top window, overturns furniture and bric-a-brac and all but wrecks the
house.
When he reaches the front door he
finds a note from Eddie saying he and Betty
have gone for a spin. It's a fair picture for the
is

•^*-

neighborhood houses.— CHESTER

J.

SMITH.

i
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(Fox

—Two

Reels)
(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
An amusing Celtic-Hebrew comedy with
East Side and ring atmosphere, in which
Abie, son of a Jewish tailor, suddenly turns
"box-fighter" and substitutes when a pug
fails to show up for a fistic engagement.
It's

entertaining stuff, with a bit of

lively

romance sandwiched in, and the glove-scrap,
funny as it is, doesn't lack for real honestto-goodness thrills. The character-sketching
throughout is excellent, the Irish and Jew
types as comic as they make 'em, thanks to
the good work of the whole cast, with Barbara Luddy and Georgie Harris scoring
heavily in the leads.

The

warnings from prominent citizens. Bob
opens his office and Eugenia, the vamp, immediately starts in to ensnare him despite the
fact that Bob's affection leans toward Thelma
who is a regular girl. The vamp's actions
again provoke the wrath of the town bad man
who attempts to chase Bob out of his office.
However, Bob turns the table on the villain
with the aid of some laughing gas and his
psuedo-bravery wins him the girl and the esteem of his fellow townsmen.
Summary Good entertainment and the cast
is
Should please everywhere.
a strong one.

—

—

followers crowd the club to see the scrap be-

tween Abie and his Mick opponent, and the
girl is there.
After a hot struggle the bout is
declared a draw and the opposing factions con-

—

Abie's father finds a
each other.
His
ticket in the street and attends the show.
wrath changes to admiration when he learn^
that Abie is six hundred dollars ahead of the

slapstick and an
assortment of time worn gags make this
fair entertainment and for an audience that does
not hesitate to laugh over stunts that they have
already seen several times, this one will get
by.
The story concerns two couples that have

game and he asks enthusiastically —^"When do
we fight again?" The girl too is satisfied, and
ends well.

Smnmary

— Fast

action

all

the

way

through,

comedy brisk and snappy, story has human interest touch.
Good entertainment for any
audience.

"The

Whirlpool of Europe"

(Fox— 756

A

scenic, with

fine

Feet)

sombre

interest attached

shows the actual starting point of
to
the World War
Sarajevo in Bosnia, now Jugo
Slavia where Archduke Ferdinand of Austria
met his death from an assassin's bullet, an occurrence which plunged the entire civilized
it,

for

it

dates at the same place in a park. Thru
a series of incidents they become estranged and
switch partners.
free for all tumble in
a dance hall finally lands them all back in their
original places.
The cast includes Cliff Bowes as the star.

A

Zelma O'Neal, Helen Foster and Howard Esary.
Jess Robbins did the directing and the photographv is by Ben White.— EDW. G. JOHN-

STON.
" Reelview
y TOW

"Wide Open Faces"
(Pathe

—Two

shown

ideal

do

all

— One

Reel)

Orient is
this single reeler and while the
pottery

the

in

ing the scarce water, etc.
the lighter tasks that require

The men perform
more skill. What

happens when nature shows her wrath makes
up the balance of the reel. Fighting the elements, ice covered ships and the effects of fire
fighting in winter time, storms and floods are

shown.— EDW.

JOHNSTON.

G.

" Pathe Review No. 1 "
(One Reel)

ANNETTE KELLERMAN

featured in
is
1926 series of Pathe Reviews and her work is very fine. This is her
second appearance and there is much more
action than in the preceeding subject. A process
camera is used and a lot of interesting shots
have been obtained of a variety of fancy diving
this first of the

"How to make
and under water swimming.
money," scenes in a French mint and another of
the "American Wild Flower" scries in Pathecolor with a time-lapse camera, complete the
reel.— EDW. G.

JOHNSTON.

Willis.

The Cast
The Dentist
The Girl
The Vamp
Bad Man

Ralph Graves
Thelma Parr
Eugenia Gilbert
Leo Willis

Prominent Citizen

Marvin Lobach

Graves, as

Bob Bridger

the dentist, decides to settle in a Western town
where a vacancy has occurred in his particular
line.
The reason for the lull in Bob's profession is that all of his predecessors have been
forced to leave town by the village bad man
who resents any attention to his sweetheart,
even though she is by nature a vamp and does
most of the love-making. Undismayed by sev-

lair

"Felix Kept

is

ceptionally

chapters

fine.

cannot

a

in

Beyond
fail

Arcturus Oce-

shown

preceding
interest

to

in

reel,

question,

one from
with some
handkerchiefs which were decorated with a
cat's head.
The cat's whiskers were of silk
and failed to pass the custom officials thereby
causing considerable difficulty. This is one of
the stops that Felix made during his wanderings
in search of the horizon.
Feli.x caught the inspiration for this extended tour from the lines
of a poet who promised much to any one who
reached the goal but after many thrilling adventures in his tour around the earth, finally
reaches the spot from where he started forth
and proceeds to vent his wrath upon the poet.
this

EDW.

G.

JOHNSTON.

" Pathe Review No. 3 "
(One Reel)

TWO

parts of this review stand out as real
interesting subjects.
The first shows a
chapter of the Knud Rasmussen Expedition in
the Arctic region and the second part another
chapter of the "Makers of Men" at the West

Point Military Academy.
The scenes of the
Arctic are characteristic of that vast expanse
of icy waste and the many difficulties that
befall those who seek its traverse.
At West
Point, the Cadets are shown at gunnery practice
and also the finishing touches that are put on
America's future military officers.
study of
seagulls in Pathecolor completes the reel. EDW.
G. JOHNSTON.

A

" Three Blind Mice "
(Pathe— One Reel)

CARTOONIST

this

exthese

EDW.

JOHNSTON.

—and

it

is

—

Urban-Kineto's First

REELVIEW

STON.

Plays

N. Y.

" Ta-Ra-Ra-Boom-Der-E "
(Red Seal-Ko

Ko

Cartoon

— One

CAPITOL
This

Reel)

another old time tune for the audience to sing while Ko-Ko goes thru his antics.
This time he jumps from "Ta" to "Ra" and
finally ends up on "Boom" in a tragic manner.
Max Fleischer has put this cartoon over in the
usual entertaining way. EDW. G. JOHN-

Week

is

—

STON.

Paul Terry made this one

for "Laugh Month" and has turned it out
in the usual entertaining style.
The story concerns the activities of "three blind mice" who
are not nearly as blind as they wish to make
the other animals believe.
But the cat always a notorious character in these series of
fables
is of the opinion that the mice are blind
and sees a chance to put one over. The mice
turn on him and he gets a teriffic beating.
G.

is

the belief of this reviewer that all exhibitors
should get in on them. Studies of babyhood
in Pathecolor and the method of gathering
sticky dates from the tall palm trees are
also shown in this reel.- EDW. G. JOHN-

Here

— One Reel)

SULLIVAN imported
PAT
London where he was presented

—

(Pathe— One Reel)
Review and as

On Walking"

(Educational Cartoon

—

" Pathe Review No. 2 "
chapter of the
ANOTHER
anographic Expedition

Flei-

"The Charlesclown from his

Mr. Fleischer coaxes the
and with the aid of a banjo induces Ko-Ko
to try out a few steps. The clown's feet do not
seem to be able to negotiate the intricate twists
and kicks of the dance, so he asks for a partner.
This partner gradually fades out and takes the
form of Miss Ruth Fleischer, a charming professional dancer.
"And CAN she Charleston^
yes, she CAN Charleston!"
All the difficult
steps are shown
and then by a trick of the
camera, Ko-Ko takes the place of Miss Fleischer and steps out at full speed.
With the
popularity that this particular dance enjoys at
the present time, this number ought to go
over well.— EDW. G. JOHNSTON.
ton."

—

—

Max

that strange creation of

scher's, has also fallen for

country for the grown man the children
the hard labor^ such as mixing clay, haul-

GOOD

— Ralph

in

make

Reels)

(Reviewed by Edw. G. Johnston)
comedy entertainment is offered
in this Mack Sennett two reeler directed by Lloyd Bacon.
Ralph Graves is
featured and plays the role of a dentist who
longs to fill some of the wide open faces of
a Western town where there is an open season on the followers of his profession.
Graves is ably supported by Thelma Parr,
Eugenia Gilbert, Marvin Lobach and Leo

The Story

they

KO-KO,

methods are crude, the natives seem to get away
It's an
with their trade in very good shape.

—

A

A"

(Red Seal-Urban-Kineto

;

globe into a bloody chaos.
The views begin
right on the corner where the Archduke was
killed, and scenes in Dalmatia, now also Jugo
Slavia, follow, showing the cockpit of Europe
where Caesar's soldiers fought and conquered,
and Venetian and Turk grappled to the death.
picture of intense interest to the student of
history and sure to appeal to the average fan.

action,

made

gratulate

Out"

Steps

(Red Seal— One Reel)

—

"Brotherly Love"
(Educational-Cameo One Reel)

CONSIDERABLE

Cast

Georgie H arris
The Boy
Barbara Luddy
The Girl
Frankie Adams
The Prizefighter
Sidney Franklin
The Boy's Father
Walter Perry
The Girl's Father
Anna Hernandez
The Girl's Mother
The Story Abie's father, a tailor, is opposed to "box-fighting," but the son sees visions
of wealth in wielding the padded mitts, and
when he is offered a chance to substitute for a
fighter who fails to appear for a ring engagement he grabs the opportunity. He is further
stimulated by the fact that the promoter is his
sweetheart's papa. The Irish and Jewish ring-

all

"Ko-Ko

eral

"Tlve Fighling Tailor"

729 7th Ave.
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DISTRIBUTORS
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CLASSIFIED
RATES

10 years' theatrimotion picture ex-

and

New

City.

AT LIBERTY.— Manager
years pictures; go anywife piano or organ.
Box 600, Motion Picture
News. Nev/ York City.

16

where

—

;

YOUNG MAN,

26, single;

8 years' experience in motion
picture work, including pro-

and manufacturing
of motion picture equipment
machinist-electrician and
.as
mechanician
laboratory
thoroughly understands developing, printing and handling of film as well as machinery and equipment involved can furnish best of
references. Box 585, Motion
News, New York
Picture
jection

;

or

Motion Picture

For Sale

;

Xews,

5,

News, Security Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

adexploitation,
Box 460,
vertising and ideas.

ricture

wire

attraction,

Box

write

AT LIBERTY.— Manager

York

ws

AD SECTION
ofSce

live wire;

Motion

A' e

:

Wanted

perience

Picture

II

lo cents a word for each insertion, in advance
Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.

except

cal

t i

FOR SALE.—

Two prints
of The Passion Play (5 reels)
Box
in first class condition.
595, Motion Picture News,
New York City.

BANNERS. —

CLOTH
3x15

$1.40,

3

feet,

colors,

any copy up to 15 words;
one day service; sent anywhere also Bargain Paxjei
Banners. Associated Adver;

W.

111

tisers,

18th

St.,

Kansas City, Mo.

WILL
on

patents
designed to

basic

sell

"Aiselite,

"

illuminate aisles

this device

;

used in many prominent
theatres, but not manufactured at present patent expires in 1937
if interested,
communicate with patentee.
T. I. Hance, Meriden, Conn.
is

;

;

City.

EXPERIENCED OPER^
ATOR, New York

License,

Tel.
employment.
wants
Morningside 5642, New York.

THEATRE

WANTED
house

for

showing

MANAGER
high class
road shows,

vaudeville and pictures must
have at least 10 years' experience and state when and
where and salary received;
must be capable of handling
with large stage;
theatre
required.
best
references
Box 575, Motion Picture
;

News,

New York

City.

WANTED.— To

buy

or

one with stage
preferred in city of not less
than 5,000.
Address, Box
520, Motion Picture News,
lease theatre;
;

New York

City.

WELL KNOWN

FOR SALE.—Motion

pic-

ture theatre town of famous
summer resort of over 5,000
;

fully equipped
seats 700
only theatre in Tannersville,
N. Y. J. J. Byck.
FOR SALE.
Fireproof
brick and reinforced concrete
building on lot 50 x 200, running from street to street,
containing 2 stores, 3 offices,
large
loft,
banquet room,
lobbies, cheek and dressing
rooms, dance hall 110 feet
long and fully equipped, 676seat picture house with stage,
;

to "»«iap'

baa >i

the only

w»j

lo

(n

luail

—

J,

Constance'PILHADGE
u

'iir^

^y the ptTpnUr

scenery, etc., picscreen, twin
8-foot typhoon fans; everything except the film
only
picture house in town of
7,000 nearest house to 10,000
people be.st dance hall within 15 miles; price, $150,000
(Not 149) 85 per cent can
curtains,

machines,

ture

;

;

PIC-

TURE THEATRE MUSICAL DIRECTOR of national
reputation is contemplating
new connection by the new
year has been for years featured attraction in some of
the finest theatres in America
exceptional references
;

;

;

remain on mortgage at 6 per
cash payment redoes not even cover
cost of equipment.
E. H.
Rolston, Seymour, Conn.
cent

;

the

quired

;

from some of the most sucand largest theatre
owners in United States;
will consider offers from the
highest class moving picture
theatres only; if you are
looking for a permanent box
cessful

gOME MEN ARE BOOBS

FOR SALE
700 Haywoo d- Wakefield
Veneer Theatre Chairs. Used
less than 90 days. William J.
Dunn, Academy Bldg., Fall
River, Mass.

Wide

variety in the arrangements

and decided pep in

general effects have been an outstanding feature of the
newspaper advertising tvhich first-run theatres used for
The spedFirst NationaVs "Her Sister From Paris."

ments shown in the group above

,

were used by the

Capitol, Detroit; Circle, IndianfoUoivng theatres:
apolis; Chicago, Chicago; Stillman, Cleveland; Stanley,

Philadelphia,

and Mary Anderson

in

Louisville.

a

January

23,
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^e^e Reviews of F
Mike

The Fate of a Flirt
(Columbia Pictures Corp.

AN

—5793 Feet)

(

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

ENTEETAIXING

picture promising- good box office posThe comedy strain presibilities as a program attraction.
dominates, offering a lot of farcical situations and seriocomic thrills keyed up to the speed limit, and there's a satisfactory
romance developed from a wager made by Sir Gilbert, young
Briton, tliat he can win the American girl upon whom his heart is
So
set without relying on his title's glamor to help matters along.
he goes to w^ork for Mary's folks as a chauffeur, and needless to say,
Of course the course of true love doesn't
is successful in his quest.
run smooth, in fact a bewildering number of complications spring
up to enliven the game, such as a blackmailer who endeavoi-s to
pass himself off as Sir Gilbert and the escapades of the heroine's
Uncle John, all of which add to the merriment and interest.
Dorothy Revier is saucily captivating in the feminine lead, Forrest
Stanley a likeable hero: support excellent.
Comedy drama. Sir Gilbert, British peer,

THEME.

wagers that he can win a certain American girl, while in
chauffeur guise, and succeeds after various adventures.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Acting of Dorothy
Revier, Forrest Stanley, Thomas Ricketts. Identity complications. Snappy action and surprise finish.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up idea of hero
voluntarily hiding title so as to win girl on merits. Bill as
Feature
amusing comedy, but stress romantic side.
Dorothy Revier and Forrest Stanley.
DRAWING POWER. Should get the money as a pro-

gram

attraction.

SUMMARY.

Will appeal to majority of fans. Comedy
inclines to farcical humor, gets the laughs, love affair interesting. Well directed and acted.

THE CAST

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer- -6755 Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
for the masses
Director Marshall Neilan
utilized the old reliable formula of broad comedy gags,
slam-bang action and a melodramatic windup.
Result
picture that rocks the fans with laugh-explosions, puts over a double
thrill wallop at its close and sends them home more than satisfied.
There's no pretense of making this anything more than an amusing
film with straight elemental appeal, and it surely fills the bill in
those respects.
good attraction for any house, even the so-called
highbrows can't fail to get a humorous "kick" out of it. Thei'e are
sonie very funny sequences in the old caboose home, with Sally
O'Neil, her sweetheart, convivial dad, and infantile brood she
mothers, all contributing to the merriment.
entertainment
REAL
has

THEME. Comedy melodrama. Heroine, nicknamed
"Mike," lives with father and kids in old caboose. She and
sweetheart are instrumental in capturing train bandits.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Scene where vision
of colored elephants cures father and pal of drinking.
"Mike's" domestic developments. Romantic and comic appeal.
Fast action. Runaway car rescue.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up broad comedy
stuff and thrills at finish.
Bill as one of season's most
amusing and exciting films. Feature principals.
POWER. Should do good business in any

DRAWING

house.

SUMMARY.

THE CAST
Mike

Moore

Sally O'Neil
William Haines

Charles Murray

Mike's Father

Forrest Stanley
Tom Ricketts

Shamus

SYNOPSIS.

A

William Austin
Clarissa Selwynne
Charles

young English

West

disguised as a chauffeur,
loves Mary, daughter of his wealthy employer. To gain the aunt's
But a villain
consent the lovers involve her in a harmless trick.
posing as a nobleman, threatens blackmail. After a variety of adventures and complications his schemes are defeated and the lover's
identity revealed.
The girl's hitherto hostile relations are surprised
and pleased when Mary becomes the bride of Sir Gilbert, erstwhile
chauffeur.
lord,

The Fate of a

straight audience appeal, ripping ac-

good comedy gags, hurtles into bully

melodramatic climax.

Dorothy Revier
Phillips Smalley

Has

tion, love interest,

James

:

—

A

Mary Burgess
Uncle Burgess
Sir Horace Worcester
Riggs
Aunt Burgess
Eddie Graham

I

Schmaltz

Ford Sterling
Frankie Darro
Junior Coghlan
Muriel Frances Dana

Terrence
Sheila

Author and Director, Marshall Neilan.

SYNOPSIS. Patsy, known as "Mike," lives with her two little
brothers, sister and father, Clancy, in an old freight car on a siding
in the desert.
She enlists the aid of a circus manager from the
nearby town to cure Clancy and his pal of drinking. Both swear
off after they see visions of colored beasts.
Patsy learns of a plot
to hold up the Limited.
She and the children narrowly escape death
when the freight car runs wild down grade. She tells her sweetheart of the bandits' scheme, the authorities are notified and the
outlaws captured.
Mike (Metro-Goldwyn)

(Columbia

Flirt

Pictures)

PRESS NOTICE

TF

PRESS NOTICE

COMEDY

and

exciting

-^

ro-

at

mance are combined in
equal quantities in "The Fate of
A Flirt," listed as the leading
screen offering at the
Theatre on
It's the
story of a daughter of a wealthy
family, who has a love affair
with her chauffeur, much to the
wrath of her relations. A villain
tries to blackmail the lovers, but
his plans are defeated and pretty
Mary becomes the bride of the
erstwhile chauffeur, who turns
out to be a titled nobleman with
money to burn.

when

Dorothy

screen.

out

There's

Dorothy Revier, star of "The Fate
a FUrt" a Columbia production.

of

Revier

couple

of

red-hot

other a pursuit of train-robbers.
Sally O'Neil, the heroine, a great

supporting cast.

CATCH LINES

Smalley and other popular

She wore

overalls, lived in a freight
her father, brothers and
they called her "Mike."
heroine you will love, a comedy melodrama alive with mirth, speeding to an

car,
bossed
sisters;
and

LINES

Suppose you were an heiress, with
your choice of the world's handsomest
and cleverest men.

a

melodramatic punches at the
close, one a thrilling rescue, the

players in support.

CATCH

how

to a reel in this picture. "Mike"
in this case is a girl, daughter
of a section boss, who lives with
her little brothers and sister in a
home-like freight car, bosses the
roost, has a sweetheart and cures
her old man of drinking.

scores a great hit in the heroine
role, with
Forrest Stanley as
hero and Thomas Ricketts, Phillipps

that sidesplitting
is flashed on the
Nobody has yet figured
many laughs there are

comedy, "Mike"

.

Fascinating

you are feeling gloomy, blue
or cynical, go laugh it all off
the
Theatre on

William
player

in

Haines who is a featured
"Mike," a Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer production.

A

exciting finish.

Motion Picture News
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Too Much Money
(First National

Lover's Island

—Eight Reels)

(Associated Exhibitors

—Five Reels)

(Reviewed by William Campbell)

(Reviewed by William Campbell)

Lewis Stone clerking in a kosher emporium bundling
also picture him as an
ashes-covered janitor in a tenement. Yep, that is what you'll
see in this picturization of an Israel Zangwfll play that has been
transplanted to the screen by John Francis Dillon. The story is a
very ordinary one and rather poor material on which to waste the
talents of a Lewis Stone.
The picture opens with some elaborately
staged scenes in the home of Robert Broadley, consisting of boudoir
scenes, a pajama breakfast party and other lavish interiors.
There
is some humor in the sequence in which the movers cart away the
furnishings of the mansion. Many may find merriment in the store
scenes where Stone does his stuff as a clerk, but this sequence would
be better if cut down, in fact the whole feature needs trimming.
There is some suspense in the climax in which the husband overtakes his supposed friend fleeing with the former's wife and fortune
and recovers both after a battle royal.
Modern society drama in which a husband
has to arrange to pose as a poor man to awaken wife to
fact that he'd like more of her company.
HIGHLIGHTS. Interruption of weekScenes in tenement district.
end party by the movers.

IilAGINE

up salami and counting out herring;

THEME.

PRODUCTION

Lavishly staged interiors.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

BECAUSE
well for

of the "names" in the cast, this one will do quite
th§ smaller houses for which it evidently was intended. It is a fair program picture, laid for the most part
against artificial backgrounds and telling a story not overly convincing.
Among its assets, however, are James Kirkwood, Hope
Hampton and Louis Wolheim, as well as Flora Le Breton, the delightful little English actress and Flora Finch.
There are several
good fights during the action of the plot, especially the one at the

between Kirkwood and Ivan Linow. The latter, by the way,
and Wolheim, are two of the most villainous looking types imaginable.
There are some rather risque scenes showing the shapely
Hope enjoying a cooling plunge a la Mother Eve. There may be
some who would wish the water was clearer. But be that as it may
it all ends satisfactorily and may please the class of patronage for

close

whom

it is

intended.

THEME.
member

Romantic drama, waif

of fishing village

wins

of "400" as husband.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
and

The storm scenes
Sequence when Johnson attacks Clemmy.

fights.

Avery's escape.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Play up James Kirkwood
Tie up with jewelry stores on Hope

Boost Lewis Stone and
Anna Q. Nilsson. Use title as theme of tie up with loan
associations, banks, etc. Fill money bags, borrowed from
bank, with paper, and pile them in lobby with suitable

and Hope Hampton.

reading matter.

SUMMARY. A good attraction for the house that
changes its bill several times a week. A good cast, but
only a fair story, artificial settings too obvious at times.

DRAWING POWER.

Popularity of stars

may

draw.

Don't promise much.

SUMMARY.

Not up

Stone releases but

Too

long.

A weak

provide entertainment for some.
role for a talented star. Well staged and

Anna Q. Nilsson
Robert Cain
Duke Masters
Edward Elkas

Deruck Glynn
Rabinowitz

Adapted from Play by Israel Zangwill.
Photographed by George Folsey.

Director,

John

F. Dillon.

SYNOPSIS. To

curb his wife's social activities Robert Broadley
on suggestion of friend Stuart, deeds property to latter and

her he is broke. Stuart subsequently persuades the wife to flee
with him, but she previously tips her husband off, he catches up,
tells

follows.

Meanwhile wife abstracts

from

securities

Stuart's

overboard, having substituted paper for the valuStuart leaps after bag. Husband and wife begin new honeyables.
moon with regained fortune.
it

Too Much Money

(First

National)

PRESS NOTICE

MUCH MONEY,"
"'pOO
-•

THE CAST
Hope Hampton
James Kirkwood
Ivan Linow

Julia

Flora Finch
Flora LeBreton

Daw

Jack

Randy Phelps

ppl VLSI
^M'^ii^'.

husband,

who

disgusted

with the continual social engagements of his wife with whom
he is much in love but whom he
rarely sees, decides to accept a
friend's suggestion and deed all
his property over to him and declare himself a poor man. Then
the couple move to a cheap
apartment.
While the husband
works the supposed friend seeks
to get the wife to elope with
him.
Told of the hoax she
agrees, but in reality does so
only that the man may be captured.
second honeymoon

f

Q.

Nilsson, featured in "Too
First National release.

^^
i
Hope
Island"

Hampton.
an

star

Associated
\eise.

of

a

James Kirkwood, Louis
Wolheim, Flora Le Breton, the

ing

who

English beauty
little
has recently won much fa-

vor

in

vivacious

American on stage and
Flora Finch and others,
appear on the

screen.
will

Theatre

screen,

commencing

Island,"
the Smart Set magHoward
story
by T.
azine
Kelly. The picture is filled with
tense scenes, opening with some

"Lover's

tunity

wear

to

A
re-

a

some

for

which

CATCH

LINES

ning gowns
famous.

"Lover's

Exhibitor's

and

cast, includ-

fine

remarkable realistic storm scenes
aboard a fishing schooner and
followed
by some honest-toMiss
goodness fistic battles.
Hampton, as usual gets oppor-

*

LINES

This husband had to work as a janitor to bring his social-mad wife back to
earth.

PRESS NOTICE

HAMPTON
HOPE supporting

based on

^\

begins.

Much Money," a

Lover's Island (Associated
Exhibitors)

in

A

CATCH

^^^^^H

<

^

commencing
"Too Much Money,"

.

Raymond

Author T. Howard Kelly. Directed by Henri Diamont-Berger.
Photographed by Alfred Ortlieb.
SYNOPSIS. Jack Avery meets Clemmy Dawson ward of Capt.
Dawson. Followed to Lover's Island by Sam Johnson, a brute, who
attempts to attack her, she declared the man was Avery when the
Clemmy
captain vows the man she v. as with should marry her.
learns Avery is engaged to another. She leaves. Avery follows, to
There is a fight, with Johnson on
find her about to wed Johnson.
the loser's end. Clemmy and Avery wed.

Theatre,
tells of a

Louis Wolheim

Dawson

Sam Johnson
Amanda Dawson

with Lewis Stone and Anna
Q. Nilsson in the principal roles,
will be the attraction at the

Anna

program houses, and

Clemmy Dawson
Capt. Joshua

Lewis Stone

Stuart

bag and throws

Suitable for

theatres.

Jack Avery

THE CAST

fight

community

small

former Lewis

to the standard of

Robert Broadley
Annabel Broadley

acts

pearls, cosmetic, etc.

DRAWING POWER.

may

has some humor.

Dana

Hampton

romance

nameless

of

little

stun-

she

is

the seacoast in which
waif tangles up two

lives and a whole village in one of the
most exciting stories ever written.

J

,
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Memory Lane

The Palace Of Pleasure
(Fox— 5467

(First National

Feet)

GOOD

and some remarkably handsome settings combine to make "The Palace Of Pleasure" an attraction that will please a majority of fans and draw well in the
average house. Emmett Flynn has handled a not too original plot
with skill and dexterity, deftly dressing up some old situations in
new clothes so to speak, and weaving them together so neatly that
the continuity never breaks, suspense is early developed and speedy
action maintained. A dashing hero sought by a Government which
has set a price upon his head always enlists fan sympathy, and
exile Ricardo Madons, who wooes and wins actress Lola in such
masterful style, is no exception to the rule. The romantic advendirection, acting

JOHN

STAHL

M.

knows

THEME. Melodrama. Royalist leader sought by
Portuguese Government, abducts and weds actress who
afterwards saves his life and escapes across border with

for childhood sweetheart.

acting the part of a smart Aleck.

castle.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Bill as sensational, color-

ful romantic melo.
Boost story's love interest feature
leads.
Disregard supposed "historical values," as the real
;

Montez

flourished in entirely different era from that

THEME.

DRAWING POWER.

Good box

office

Romantic melo with plenty

of suspense

Handsomely mounted, well acted, skillfully
Has good cast and general audience appeal.

THE CAST
Compson
Edmund Lowe
Henry Kolker

Lola Montez
Ricardo Madons

Betty

.

Don

Sebastian

George Seigmann

Caesar
Captain Fernandez
Harvey Clark

Francis

McDonald

Harvey Clark

Maid
Adapted from Stage Play.

Nina Ramano

Lola's

Emmett

Flynn.
SYNOPSIS. Don Sebastian, Portuguese Premier, sets a price on
the head of royalist Ricardo Madons.
Latter is in love with Lola
Montez, actress, whom Sebastian also adores. Madons abducts Lola
and compels her to wed him, but does not hold her to the compact.
Lola, really in love with him, repents having sent for assistance.
When Sebastian's soldiers arrive, she plots successfully to deliver
Madons, escapes with him and they find happiness across the border.
Director,

The wedding.

Mary and Joe

Scene

His device to

in

which Joe is misMary's love for him.

in

kill

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Play up the name of
John M. Stahl and the stars, Eleanor Boardman and Conrad Nagel. Put on a prologue with old song favorites.

DRAWING POWER.
office

SUMMARY.

attraction for

thrills.

directed.

lane.

taken for chauffeur.

things

SUMMARY.
and

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
memory

Good box

average house.

Society drama in which wife retains love
Latter dispels illusion and brings

her happiness with husband.

shown

in film.

It is a tale that tugs at the heart

and Eleanor Boardman is immense in the leading feminine
role, while Conrad Nagel and William Haines do exceptionally well
as rival suitors. Like all Stahl pictures this is artistically mounted.

him.

Scene where Ricardo
Premier's guards. The abduction. Adventures in
Lola's sacrifice for lover. Sunshine finish.

life.-

memory lane days, realizing that it is up to him to make the girl
happy with her husband and baby, returns and disillusions her by
strings

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Elliott)

Therefore when he begins to
paint it on the screen he usualh'' accomplishes something decidedly worth while.
And "Memory Lane," his latest contribution to the silver sheet is going to strike a responsive chord
wherever it is shown. It is clean, wholesome entertainment all the
way through. The girl's schoolday sweetheart goes away to "make
his fortune."
But he forgets to write and in the after years another boy comes into the girl's life. Then, on the eve of her wedding the other boy returns and the girl finds she still loves him.
But, ralher than hurt her fiance, she weds him. Later the boy of

tures of the pair, flashed against colorful backgi'ounds, hold an
audience's interest, which reaches high-tide mark in the scene where
Lola is nearly slain when she stops a bullet intended for her lover.
Ancient stuff, but well done, Edmund Lowe and Betty Compson
acquitting themselves creditably in the leads, with good support.

baflfles

—Eight Reels)

(Reviewed by Frank

(Reviewed by George T. Partly)

Suitable for the best houses.

names.

Your patrons have learned to expect good
Stahl's name is connected with a

when John M.

This one will not disappoint. Well acted, beautimounted, filled with human interest.

feature.
fully

THE CAST
Mary Bradley
Jimmy Holt

Eleanor Boardman
Conrad Nagel
William Haines

Field

Joe

Mary's Father
Mary's Mother
The Urchin

John Steppling
Eugenie Ford
Frankie Darrow

Aunt

Hedda Hopper

Authors John M. Stahl and Benjamin Glaser.

M.

Directed by John

Stahl.

SYNOPSIS. Mary

Bradley and Joe Field have been sweethearts
weds Jimmy Holt. A year passes and a

since childhood, but she

baby arrives. Joe hears the news and returns to the village. He
decides to act like a Bowery sport. His actions disgust Mary who
does not know that Joe is doing it to bring happiness to her with
Jimmy. The stunt succeeds and Joe departs once more for New
York.

The Palace

^^^H^jM

W

^
1

(Fox)

Memory Lane (First National)
PRESS NOTICE
JOHN M. STAHL who
J usually can be depended upon

PRESS NOTICE

T OCAL

-—'

patrons of the silent

drama can look forward to
distinct treat when that mar-

a

worth while in
entertainment has produced another charming story of

velously colorful romantic melodrama "The Palace of Pleasure"
is shown on the screen of the
Theatre during the
week of
The story is
concerned with the lurid love afof

beauty

Lola Montez,
and
theatrical

screen

American home life, "Memory
Lane," which will be shown at

EM

'^^^^^^^H

m^i

Betty Compson, who appears in "The
Palace of Pleasure," a Fox release.

Theatre,

the
ing

whose

.

tells
first

George Seigmann, appearing
important parts.

CATCH

commenc-

This photodrama

an intriguing story of the
year
married
of
life.
Eleanor Boardman, Conrad Nagel and William Haines play the
principal parts and they are supported by a cast of talented

talent

her the toast of all Europe,
and especially Portugal, during a
period when political and passion
intrigues held full sway in Lisbon.
Betty Compson gives a
magnificent performance as the
bewitching Lola, with Edmund
Lowe in the gallant lover's role.
A brilliant supporting cast is
in evidence, Henry Kolker, Harvey Clark, Francis McDonald,

made

'

something

for

.

fairs

-_^::^^^EL

of Pleasure

players.
"Memory Lane" combines the qualities of authenticity
and naturalness.
The production is artistically mounted and
filled with quaint humor as
is
well
as
moments of intense

drama.

in

LINES

It

The

love story of one of the World's
most fascinating sirens Lola Montez.
for whose smiles a kingdom was nearly

will

romance!
his

steps

bubble

lost

and monarch almost toppled from

Eleanor Boardman. appearing

his

thron

ory Lane," a First National production.

in

"Mem-

of

CATCH

LINES

carry you

back

The boy she
find

your

first

retraced

her

ing her illusion meant
piness.

to

loved

and pierce the
her love drama, because breakto

giving her hap-

j

M
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Rocking Moon
(Producers Distributing Corp.

—6000 Feet)

(Reviewed by Frank

realism and novelty which pervades
picture
most attractive qualities as a drawing card. It
could scarcely be otherwise, seeing that it was fihiied in
genuine Alaskan surroundings, shows for the first time on the screen
a view of the largest fox farm in the Northwest, where blue foxes
are bred for the market to furnish forth the rare furs so much in
demand by feminine fashion stylists; and remarkable shots of religious rite dances by the Indian tribes, with weird totem pole ceremonies, and other doings strange to civilized eyes.
The stoiy is
also altogether out of the ordinary, melo-dramatically powerful and
pos.sessed of considerable I'omantic charm, so that the feature as a
whole can be listed as an attraction of unusual merit. There are
rare beautiful photographic effects in evidence.
Lilyan TasliTuan
is a graceful, ap})ealing heroine; John Bowers plays the lover with
true heroic energy; Kocklift'e Fellowes registers as a forceful villain
and the sujiport is fxcellent.
air

is

its

THEME.

Melodrama. Girl owner of fox ranch on
tricked by unworthy suitor who steals pelts, casting suspicion on her lover, but latter clears himself.
island

is

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Unique atmosphere.
Indian religious rites and dances.
Melodramatic action,
well developed romance. Fight between hero and villain.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Bookstore tieup on novel
from which picture is adapted. Boost as big novelty film
and exiting melodrama. Feature principals.
POWER. Should do good business in all

DRAWING

classes of theatres.

SUMMARY.

Something widely "different"

A

here.

well directed, clevely acted melo, with bizarre settings,
filmed in Alaskan locale. Shows curious Indian rites and
dances, has strong melodramatic and romantic lure.

THE CAST
Sasha

Lilyan

Fellowes

Rockliff e

Laska Winter
Luke Cosgrave
Eugene Pallette

Colonel Jeff
Side Money
Author, Barrett Willoughby.

Director,

George Melford.

SYNOPSIS. Sasha Larianoff operates a fox farm on Rocking
Moon Island, assisted by Gary Tynan. She hopes to pay off a mortgage held by trader Nash with the season's receipts. Sasha's foxes
suddenly disappear and so does Gary. Nash, who desires the girl,
persuades her Gary has played her false. Latter has been trapped
and bound by invaders. Escaping, he finds a cavern in which are
the missing pelts.
Gary overcomes Nash, who proves to be the
thieves' leader, in a terrific fight, restores the pelts and wins Sasha's
love.

—Six Reels)
Elliott

action picture that may be classed a.s^
of the best
offerings in recent months.
It
is a red-blooded tale of the northwest lumber camps from
the pen of Clarence Budington Kelland and Lloyd Ingraham, who
presided at the megaphone, has caught the spirit of the tale and
translated it to the screen in most acceptable manner.
The picture
is set for the most part in the outdoors.
The scenes during the
cutting down of the giant timber, riding of the "High Line" across
deep gulleys, capturing of the enemy's train, blowmg up of the
bridge, and the final success of the hero in getting his logs to the
mill, are all shot mid towering timber.
As for fights, there are some
in this one that will recall to many those in "The Spoilers."
John
Bowers gives a fine portrayal in the leading role, while Marguerite
de la Motte is good in the principal feminine part. Alan Hale is
an acceptable heavy, while Dan Mason injects some fine comedy
moments. The climax sure packs a punch.
is

as

THEME.
Youth puts

Melodramatic romance
his father's

enemies and wins

of

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

The

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
Marguerite de

la

Motte.

Boost John Bowers and

DRAWING POWER. A

good attraction

SUMMARY. An
ture can be

example

made when

there

of
is

what an excellent little pica good story to start with

a good director handling it. Fine acting, settings much,
better than usual in pictures of this class.

THE CAST
Larry Pond
Alexia

John Bowers

Newton

Marguerite de la Motte
Lois Ingraham

Jean Carroll
Preston Tolley
Alan Hale
Tacitus Hopper
Dan Mason
Howard Russell
Luther Newton
Gus Brent
Jack Curtis
Author Clarence Budington Kelland. Directed by Lloyd Ingraham. Photographed by Abe Schultz.
SYNOPSIS. On the death of his father, Larry Pond inherits
lumber business. Preston Tolley, engaged to Alexia Newton, whom
Larry also loves, is seeking to ruin Pond. But Larry after taking
his dad's old clerk and another college fellow in as partners, beating
up Tolley and taking away his bride to be; goes into the woods
,.

and

after

some

stiff fights,

gets his logs to the mill.

Tashman, appearing

Moon"

a

in

"Rocking

Producer's Distributing
poration release.

Cor-

or

charm!

.

.

He weds

Alexia.

Fists
(Associated
Exhibitors)

PRESS NOTICE
T

one of
unique

OHN BOWERS

and Mar-

guerite de la Motte are costarred in "Hearts and Fists"
which will be shown at the

J

commencing

Theatre,

.

Filmed in the giant forests of the
great northwest this production
is
rich in scenic backgrounds,

some
of

of the logging scenes being
surpassing grandeur.
The

story shows how a young man,
suddenly inheriting a run down
lumber business, rejuvenated it
in spite of the herculean efforts
of his enemies to ruin him. There
are some real, honest-to-goodness fights and a climax that will
make everyone sit up and take
notice.
There is an excellent
supporting cast, including Dan
Mason of Toonerville Trolley
fame, Lois Ingraham and Alan

LINES

Hale.

shadow

totem poles, basking in the
midnight sun hanging low
on the horizon, here romance, tragedy,
intrigue and love are ever present to
repel

.

and

Hearts

suspense and wonderful atmosphere, with strange, fascinating
dances and religious Indian rites
shown in dazzling detail.

I-ilyan

program

and

How

the

fights.

for

houses.

.

of grotesque
light of the

up

Bill as thriller, play

romantic melodramas, filmed in
the wild portion of Alaska where
the story's action takes place, is
scheduled as the main screen atTheatre
traction at the
on
The narrative concerns Sasha, a young girl who
operates a blue fox farm, is
sought by a seeming trader, who
throws suspicion on the man
who loves her when a wholesale
theft of pelts takes place.
the hero finally clears himself
is told in a story rich in thrills,

Moon, beneath

beautiful natural

backgrounds. The scene in which Larry beats up rival.
Fight between Bowers and Jack Curtis. The collapse of
bridge. Riding the High Line.

PRESS NOTICE

CATCH

beats

its feet,

girl.

Corp.)

Rocking

lumber country.

rundown business on

Rocking Moon (Prod. Dis.

OCKING MOON"
""P
-*-^ the season's most

s-

THISone a crackerjackprogram

Tashman

John Bowers

Gary
Nash
Soya

e zv

Fists

(Associated Exhibitors

this

Picture N

n

i

Hearts and

(Rcvie\\cd by George T. Partly)

TIIK one ofof

t

CATCH
who is featured in
Bowers,
John
"Hearts and Fists," an Associated Exhibitors

release.

LINES

The throbbing pulse of He-Man's
Land the Big Timber Country! Double
insurance of

a

real

life

drama

!
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Price of Success

(Columbia Pictures Corp.

Blue Blazes

—5500 Feet)

(Universal

Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
society drama deals chiefly with an intrigue between the
married hero and a lady of commercially flirtatious propensities, with the wife conducting an inside campaign to win
back hubby, and succeeding in the long run. It isn't a film for
juvenile consumption and exhibitors catering principally to the
family trade may deem it too daring a theme for booking purposes,
but so far as sex suggestion goes the average adult won't And anything to resent; Director Tony Gaudio has handled his subject with
good taste and judgment. For those who like these domestic mixups, "The Price of Success" will probably pass muster as pleasing
entertainment.
The cast is excellent, Alice Lake doing very good
work as the injured but wily spouse, Lee Shumway giving a polished performimce in the role of the philandering Harden, Alma
Bennett a wickedly alluring siren and Gaston Glass contributing a
neat character sketch of Wally Van Tine. No drag in the action,
settings attractive, pJKjtography 0. K.
Society drama. Finding a vamp luring her
husband, wife determines to fight for her own, schemes
successfully and wins him back.
HIGHLIGHTS. Scene where wife,
vamp, and husband meet in Plaza. Dinner, where Ellen
shows knowledge of intrigue. Events leading up to recon(

THIS

THEME.

PRODUCTION

ciliation.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up idea of wife refusing to submit to fate, and means by which she wins
back hubby. Bill as fascinating society drama of intrigue,
and luxurious atmosphere. Feature Alice Lake, Alma Bennett,

Lee Shumway.

DRAWING POWER.

Depends on your patronage.
they like this kind of picture.
SUMI'xARY. Well produced, has good cast, married
man intrigue theme a bit daring, but subject delicately
handled. Cleverly acted and maintains interest.
Good,

new
NOTHING
Western just

in plot material, but an agreeable program
the same, calculated to please all who pine
for the hard riding, fast shooting stuff, with thrills galore
and the necessary love element well to the fore. The picture is
very well photographed, offering many fine rugged scenery shots,
and the cloudburst-flood episode which winds up matters and disposes of the villainous crew, puts over a satisfactory big punch

Pete Mon-ison a likeable chap as well as an athlete of
does very well in the role of Dee Halloran,
putting up a couple of swirling action scraps and is all to the
good in his horsemanship feats. Les Gates plays the villain well
and Barbara Stan- registers pleasingly as heroine Grace Macy, with
Dick La Reno, .Jr., scoring in the part as her youthful brother.
Capable support is given the principals by other members of the
cast. Western types are colorful, direction is adequate and there is
no let-up in the action, which moves rapidly from start to finish.
finale.

uncommon prowess and

THEME. Western melodrama. Girl seeks money concealed by murdered grandfather in lonely cabin, suspects
wrong man, but unmasks real criminal with hero's aid.

PRODUCTION

HIGHLIGHTS. Clever riding stunts,
well staged fights, romantic glamor, colorful atmosphere.
Big cloud-burst and flood scene at close.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

DRAWING POWER.
drama

Lake

George Harden
Ardath Courtney
Wally Van Tine

Lee Shumway

Van Tine
Jimmy Moran
Mrs. Moran

Tom

Alma Bennett
Gaston Glass

Peter

Hopkins.

Ricketts

Speck O'Donnell
Florence Turner
Director, Tony Gaudio. Photographed

by Frank Good.

SYNOPSIS. Ellen Harden finds husband George is attracted by
Ardath Courtney. She invites Ardath to dinner and lets her know
she is aware of intrigue. Ellen rents an apartment for Mrs. Moran,
a poor woman ill-treated by a drunken husband. Visiting this flat,
Ellen is framed by Ardath, who sends George there. Latter's suspicions of Ellen's infidelity are cleared up when Moran appears,
furious at Ellen for befriending his wife. George thrashes him and
is

reconciled to Ellen.

The Price

SUMMARY. A

IGH

society atmosphere and

•* -*

intrigue,
dazzling
backgrounds, breathless heart interest, are the distinguished characteristics of "The Price of Success," scheduled as the big screen

Good wherever Western melo-

likely

program

from

Dee Halloran

Pete Morrison

Jim Welsh

McKeller
Grace Macy
Jess

Barbara Starr
Dick La Reno, Jr.
Les Bates
Jerome La Grasse

Macy

Buck Fitzgerald
Matt Bunker

Rastus
James Lowe
Author, Frank C. Robertson.
Director, Joseph Franz.
Photo•graphed by Jack Young.
SYNOPSIS. Grace Macy searches for money hidden by grandfather before he was killed by thieves.
She has dying criminal's
confession branding McKeller as the murderer.
Buck Fitzgerald
offers to assist her.
Dee Halloran knows McKeller is innocent.
Fitzgerald attacks Grace to obtain confession. She escapes to Death
Wash, where her grandfather's deserted cabin is, pursued by Fitzgerald and his men. Dee comes to the rescue, finds the money and
wins Grace.
Blue Blazes (Universal)
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husband.
The support

is

CATCH

1

LINES

She met her husband and the woman
face to face.
She pretended to be careless

a

Columbia

'The

Price
production.

of

their

man.

And

that

brought

knees

affair, flirted with another
finally, she did something

the

erring

spouse to

his

Pete

in

thrills

combined with
atmosphere of the

plenty,

generous quantity when "Blue
Blazes," starring Pete Morrison,
Theatre
comes to the
on
This is one of the
fastest Western melodramas ever
screened, with Pete Morrison
acting as protector of a young
girl who comes West in search
.

&

^

rich in talent.

PRESS NOTICE
fans who want

OVIE

the breezy
great out-doors, will find both in

p'

.

a loyal wife who refuses to surrender to a beautiful vamp, and
the successful fight made by the
former to win back the man she
loves.
Alice Lake gives a performance remarkable for its emotional fervor, in the wife role,
with Lee Shumway, as the erring

m

Pete Morrison

first to last reel.

on
The story deals
with a husband who goes wrong,
tre

appearing

picture.

best as hard-riding, athletic hero.
Story follows
familiar lines, but breezy action and thrills keep up interest

Thea-

attraction at the

Alice Lake,
of Success."

Western

his

at

of Success (Columbia
Pictures)

PRESS NOTICE
"LJ

brisk

THE CAST
Alice

J.

as

demand.

is in

THE CAST
Ellen Harden

Tom

Bill

melo, play up Pete Morrison's riding and fights with villain.
Mention Barbara Starr. Stress, cloud-burst episode.

if

Author,

—5000 Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

Morrison, star of "Blue
a Universal picture.

Blazes.

of

money hidden by her grandwas killed
Chance throws her

father just before he

by

thieves.

into the clutches of the murderer,
directs her suspicions to an

who

innocent man.
But Pete intervenes, restores
the tresure to the girl and wins

her love.
Barbara Starr is the
heroine, supported by a fine cast.

CATCH LINES

A dashing melodrama of the West,
vibrant with furious action and romatic
Pete Morrison at his best, ridwith marvelous agility, scranning
fiend.
Heart throbs, a whirl of
excitement and bully climax!
lure!

ing

like

a
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My Lady

Whims

of

Sweet Adeline

—6089 Feet)

(Arrow

(Chadwick Pictures Corp.— 6000 Feet)

.

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

THERE'S

THEME.

Comedy.

chaperon wild daughter
he wins at the finish.

I

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

no plot worth mentioning here, merely a medley of
loosely connected episodes thrown together in haphazard
fashion against a jazzy background, and rather futile comedy
enveloping the adventures of a foolish flapper who hangs around
Greenwich Village and resents the interference of an agent hired
by her anxious papa to prevent her from going the limit. It is
obvious from the start that heroine Prue will eventually go to a
lovers' clinch with her trailer, pending which she leads him a heck
of a time in and around Hobohemia. The humor is forced and
largely of the horseplay variety and nothing in the film seems likely
to win favor with critical audiences.
As an attraction for the
smaller houses "My Lady Of Whims" may get by 0. K. Clara Bow
is always a fascinating figure and plays the part of Prudence with
her customary sparkle and energy.
Donald Keith registers as a
peculiarly wooden type of lover, but can plead in excuse that the
role didn't give him much chance to be anything else.
A secondstring love affair between Carmelita Geraghty and Lee Moran also
ends happily.

Hero hired by wealthy father to
is led a merry chase by girl, whom

A

PLEASING

picture and likely box of&ce attraction for the
average house. It presents Charles Ray in the sort of role
in which he first won recognition as a star, that of a goodhearted, whole-souled country lad, kept down by an inferior, but
never relinquishing an ambition to become "somebody" in the world
and winning success in the end. It's mostly comedy, with an occasional bit of pathos thrown in on the romantic and human interest
side, the plot is easy enough to anticipate but doesn't get monotonous
at any time, Charlie Ray's rustic characterization wins hands down
and keeps an audience on the broad grin. The title has drawing
power, as the old popular ditty it is taken from is known all over,
and the hero's rendition of the song neatly worked into the climax.
Besides the star, there's excellent acting by Gertrude Olmstead as
the pretty heroine, Jack Clifford plays the scheming brother Bill
well, and the support is adequate.
Photography 0. K. at all stages.

THEME.

Village lad has vocal ambitions,

by elder brother, also his rival
Rnally makes good as singer and wins girl.
worst of

it

given

is

in love.

He

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Star's good acting,
competent direction, smooth work of supporting cast.
Breezy comedy situations, heart appeal. Climax.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

old-time

Clara Bow's acting.
Greenwich Village settings. Masque ball. Pursuit of yacht
down bay. Interrupted wedding. Slapstick touches.

Play up the jazz and

Greenwich Village atmosphere.

Tell patrons it's a wild
flapper yarn with plenty of laughs.
Feature Clara Bow.

DRAWING POWER.

Suitable for daily change and

smaller houses.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
Ray

can promise

Play this up as a genuine
picture, with star in role fans like best. You

Arrange song

lots of laughs.

DRAWING POWER.

tieup.

Should win wherever Ray

is

popular.

loose-jointed comedy.
Has some jazz,
slapstick appeal and thin plot.
May do business where
patron's aren't particular as to story values.

SUMMARY. A typical old-time Charlie Ray f^lm, offering star in sort of role that made him famous in past. A
pleasant picture, good rustic characterizations and atmosphere, gets the laughs and has sentimental seasoning.

THE CAST

THE CAST

SUMMARY. A

Prudence Severn

Clara

Donald Keith
Carmelita Geraghty

Hartley Greer

Wayne

Leigh

Rolf

Bow

Francis

•

Dick Flynn
Author Not Credited.

MacDonald
Lee Moran

Director, Mr. Fitzgerald.

Charles Ray
Gertrude Olmstead
Jack Clifford

Ben Wilson
Adeline
Bill

Wilson

John P. Lockney
Sibyl Johnston

Pa Wilson
Fat Lady
Cabaret Dancer

SYNOPSIS.

Bartley Greer and his pal Dick Flynn are broke in
New York. Bartley accepts an offer from wealthy Mr. Severn to
keep an eye on his wayward daughter Prudence, who has gone to
live in Greenwich Village.
Bartley obtains a room in the house
where Prue lives with her girl-chum, Wayne Leigh, and finds she
is entangled with an undesirable artist named Rolf.
Discovering that
Bartley is her father's agent, Prue snubs him continually and leads
him an awful chase. Bartley finally halts a wedding between Rolf
and Prue aboard a yacht, carries the girl off triumphantly and wins
her affections.

Ma

Gertrude Short
Ida Lewis

Wilson

Author, Charles E. Banks.

SYNOPSIS. Ben Wilson

the household drudge, bullied by his
elder brother, Bill, his only consolation the possession of a fine
tenor voice. He falls in love with Adeline, newly arrived. Bill is
Ben makes a hit singing "Sweet Adeline." Bill prohis rival.
cures him a chance to sing in a Chicago cabaret. At first he breaks
down, but rallies, recovers himself and is warmly applauded. His
dream of success comes true and he gets the girl.

My Lady

of Whims (Arrow)
PRESS NOTICE

GAY

Sweet Adeline (Chadwick
Pictures)

the Bohemia of
Greenwich Village is set
forth in alluring colors in "My
Lady of Whims," the breezy
life

PRESS NOTICE

in

comedy which

will be

A

Ray
Charles
dmirers
of
will be glad to hear that this
justly popular star is once again
appearing in the country lad type

-^^

shown on

Thethe screen of the
atre on
laughing riot
in which a wilful flapper evades
the
young chap her anxious
father sets to watch her, leading
him a merry-go-round chase and
having her own way despite all,
until the crucial moment when
she is about to wed an undesirable artist.
Then the fireworks
begin and only end when the
prospective bride is deposited
safe home by her guardian-cap.

role

A

.

ambitions, makes a hit singing
"Sweet Adeline," is given a
chance to sing in Chicago, makes
good, wins fame, fortune and
girl.

A comedy drama crammed
with laughs, Ray in a wonderful
part supported by Gertrude Olmstead, Jack Clifford and other
noted players.

CATCH LINES
resolved to live her

own

CATCH

life

Greenwich Village.
When father
hired a chap to watch her. she led him
All the sparkle and jazz
a wild chase.
in

who appears in "My Lady
Whims." an Arrow release.

Clara Bow.
of

of

modern Bohemia

in

this

picture!

in

Theatre on
Mr. Ray appears as Ben, younger son of a rural family, bullied
by his elder borther, who is also
Ben has vocal
his love rival.

Pretty Clara Bow gives a
sparkling, vivacious performance
as the flapper heroine, and is
splendidly supported.
girl

which made him famous

the past, his vehicle being "Sweet
Adeline," scheduled for its premiere local screen showing at the

tor.

This

Jerome Storm.

Director,
is

Two
Charles Ray. whose latest appearance
"Sweet Adeline." (Chadwick).
in

is

boys

story
sentimental

love

and
ever
lure.

a

LINES
girl,

told,

the

sweetest

merriment

and

:

:

:
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midl Newsfrom Corresponden
ON

MONDAY,

January

4th,

the
Film Board of Trade
held their con\ention at the Hotel

DesM oines

Savory.
The meeting convened
4:00 with a 100% attendance.
At 4:30 a short meeting of the
at

Salesmen and Bookers was

A. McChesney bought the
J.
Monroe Theatre at Monroe, Iowa
from F. L. Young.

subjects
N. C. Rice

was made

which Mr. E. W. Bantord was
chairman for the evening.
The
following men spoke on various

M. Weisseldt Harry
Weinberg George Bandy E. T.
Smith Nat Curry Mr. Nils Mr.
Crawford George Xaylor Ludy
Bosden and Thomas Brown.

F. D. Wall3.ce, formerly cashier,

manager of

ass't

Universal Exchange.
A. H. Gottlieb, of the Universal

;

;

;

Exchange,

7

SIX

of
hundred
employes
Skouras Brothers Enterprises,
Inc., owners of the Grand Central.
West End Lyric, Capitol and
Missouri Theatres, and of the St.
Louis Amusement Company were
entertained at the seventh annual
banquet at 'the Coronado Hotel, St.
Brief talks were made by
Louis.
Spyros P. Skouras, president, and

Charles P. Skouras, vice-president,

Harry Koplar vice-president

of the St. Louis Amusement Company. They sketched the strides
made by the Skouras Brothers
Louis
Enterprises and the
St.

Amusement Company in 1925.
Noah Bloomer of Belleville,

111.,

has taken over the Gem Theatre,
Marissa, 111.
O. R. Kern of Senath, Mo., has
purchased the theatres in Lake
City and Nettleton, Arkansas.
Tranquilly has sold the
j.
J.
Home Theatre, New Berlin III., to

The Home Theatre

George Kiefer,

111., has been closed.
Herbert J. Krause. manager for
Famous Playcrs-Lasky, is back on
the job once more.
.A.pparently he

at Bluffs,

POTTER,

formerly

an

exhibitor but more recently
proprietor of a large Boston garage, has reentered the theatrical
business and taken over the Star
Theatre in the Flint Village section of Fall River, Mass., buying
from Ben Salvini.
He will personally manage the house.

A

film in the Palace Theatre
Hartford, Conn, took fire just
before the close of the program
New Year's day and about 900
patrons of the house filed out
without disorder.
When the film
took fire, the shutter of the fireproof both automatically closed
and the lights came on. The or-

struck

up

a

lively

exit

march and the patrons left, few
of them being aware that there was
any trouble at all.
The burning
film was soon extinguished by the
operator.
The house was emptied
in less than three minutes.
James
stage

A.

Shepherd,

name was

Carl

L.

whose
.\lberti

Bryant of the Gem TheOlewein,
Byron Wat-

at

down by an automobile

has fully recovered from his recent

run

operation.

dianapolis several weeks ago.
Out-of-town
exhibitors

George

Gambrill

formerly

Paramount

ploiter for

ex-

in this dis-

departed Sunday, January 3
new post, Cincimiati. Ear!
Cunningham, who works out of
Kansas City, will take St. Louis
under his wing, dividing his time
trict

for his

between the two

act as hosts to a party of fortyfive college boys and girls on

New

Year's Day. Carson attends Vanderbilt University and was home
for the Christmas holidays.

Mrs. Russell Armentrout,

known

in In-

town

of

visitors this

w^ife

Pittsfield

and

Barr\-, 111., exhibitor, is convalescent following an operation for

appendicitis.

Grossman of

^V. T.

the Palace
Nevada, W. T. Cleveland of Belmont, Iowa, Brooks
of Dows, Iowa and Bill Desmond.
at

seen

Film Row were
Curley
Lawson, Mount Olive, HI.
Mr.
and Mrs. I. W. Rodgers, Poplar
Bluff, Mo. and Cairo, III.; Jimmy
Clayton and wife. West Frankfort, 111.; John Rees, Wellsville,
AIo.
Charley Goodnight, DeSoto,
Mo. Elvin Weeks, Staunton, 111.
Oscar Wesley, Gillespie, 111. ; Jim
along

:

:

:

Reilly,

Alton,

111.

Ray Barnes,

;

Carmi, 111.
and S. E. Pertle,
Jersewilie, 111.
Sol Rose salesman for Universal
pictures had an arrow escape from
injury in a near-auto accident at
(iranite City, III., on New Year's
;

Day. He travels Southern Illinois and Eastern Missouri
for
L^niversal.
C. D. Hill district manager for
Producers

Distributing

has announced that

March

Corpora-

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has gone tO'
New York for a sales conference.
W. F. Haynes formerly sales-

man

Producers

for

Corporation,

Distributing

on

here

is

week.

ducers

almost completely recovered from
the injuries sustained when he was

Barney Rosenthal, president of
Columbia
Pictures
Corporation,

spent

of recent years has been

patrons in the theatre at the time.

owner of the
Westerly Opera House at Westerly,

home

Mass., died at his
last

in

He had

week.

Norumbega

for
about 20 years and prior to that
time was manager for the .Allied

Theatres in
and vicinity.
one son.

at

N. H,
Iea\es a wife and

Portsmouth,

He

Kline of the Associated
Boston,
who was
formerly with the Metro-Goldwyn
staff in Boston and with Warner
Brothers in Albany, has resigned.
J.

L.

Exhibitors,

The Colonial Theatre

in

Law-

rence. Mass., had a close call from
serious damage in a general alarm
fire

which broke out Jan.

and

Des

Manager

.^rt La Plant of ProDistributing
Corporation
much of the week in

Northern

Illinois.

England

manager of Norumbega Park and
the Norumbega Theatre, AuburnNewton, Mass.
been manager

visit

Russell McLean, personal representative of District Manager C.
D. Hill of Producers Distributing
Corporation, is on a tour r-f the

Kansas City, Omaha
Moines exchanges.

dale,

a

from Florida.
W. C. Wiethoff and D. D. Matin
are now in charge of Universal';
booking department.

C. E. Penrod, division manager
for F. R. O. was a caller of the
week. He reports that his son has

who

will be

as
Columbia Month in
honor of the second anniversary of
the opening of his exchange.
Bill Scully, manager for .MetroGoldwyn-Mayer spent the greater
part of the week out in the territory.
He made Taylorville, Mattoon, Effingham and other towns in
that section of Illinois.
J. E. Flynn, district manager for

tion departed Sunday, January 10,
to attend a sales convention in
York City. He will be gone a

and

week

known

;

districts.

Carson Rodgers, son of Mr. and
Mrs. I. W. Rodgers of Cairo. 111.,
and Popular Bluff, Mo., surprised
his parents by permitting them to

of the well

Out
were

L OUIS

in

ganist

W.

atre

week.

formerly assistant

exhibitor for the First National,
started Jan 4th as a salesman in
the southern part of Iowa.

Theatre

7.

P.

to

KJe^??
•

Jan.

for Chicago Thursattend the Sales

left

Tan.

da>',

St.

RJ.

the

;

;

and

Convention at the Congress Hotel.
Nate Rosenthal of the Majestic
Theatre, Dubuque, Iowa, made his
first trip to Des Moines this week.
L. W. Alexander, Sales Director, was in Des Moines Thursday,

;

;

visitors in the city this

Lew Elman,

at

:

were

held.

In the e\ening a banquet was held

;

son of the Grand Theater at
Knoxville, and F. Foston of the
Eastern Iowa Theatre Company

the
big furniture building adjoining the
theatre.
Firemen laid a water
curtain in the six-foot alleyway
between the buildings and although
the outer wall was scorched, saved
the theatre.
The fire started just
after noon-time so there were no
5

in

B.

C.

Bliven,

R. I.
death

has been bereaved by the
of his brother, B. Frank
Bliven, a Westerly merchant.
The exchange salesmen are out
on the road again after the holiday season, a large number of them
being taken off the road and getting acquainted with the home
offices

and exchange

staffs

Thornton's

Opera

House

at

has been taken
over by the United Theatres, Inc.,
R.

I.

which company operates the Maand Palace at Arctic, R. I.
This company also operates the
new theatre at Westerly which will
open the latter part of this month.
jestic

has a seating capacity of about

It

1.000.

Concetta Sarno has leased Mystic

Hall,

Main

and

Friends of George A. Hickey,
formerly of the Boston division
of Metro-Goldwyn and now with
the

same company

ing-ton

area,

have

in the Washrecei\ed word

of his illness of pneumonia

York

in

New

City.

during

that period annually owing to the
fact that most holiday bookings
are made considerably in advance
of the usual bookings.

Riverpoint,

Medford, Mass., and is
planning to open a moving picture
theatre in the building sometime
in February.
streets,

Wareham

Hacking, head of the Bosexchange of Producers Dis-

L. J.

ton

Corporation, has postcontemplated trij) to the
Pacific Coast to March owing to

trilniting

poned

his

press

of

business

at

the

present

time.

one time
at
Boston film exchanges, who went to Peacedale
where he conducted a theatre and
later to New York, has disposed
Joseph

Mulvey,

identified with the

of his interests

in

the metropolis

and returned to New England
where Iv^ is again being greeted
by friends.
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Detroit
AX'EKV

ilistiiiguishcd visitor to

the city of Detroit this week,
was Marcus Loew, who came to
talk things over with Lester Sturm,

manager of Metro.
J. C. Brady, Canadian representative for P. D. C, and Harry
O'Connor of the Regal Film Co.
in Toronto, Can., were visitors at
the Detroit P. D. C.
week, where they met

office

last

Manager

Frank Stuart.
Lewin,

Ed.

was

district

for Associated Exhibitors.

Norman Lane, until recently
connected with Paramount as accountant in the Louisville ofifice is
wintering in Detroit, and he expects to stay a while.
The Van Dyke Theatre

in

De-

was sold by A. Bizovi.

Charlie Davie, who has been
traveling the state for Universal,
now cit\ salesman, filling the
is
position vacated by Ray "Moon,
now manager of the Exchange.

The Garden Theatre in Albion
has been sold to A. Eckmyre and
L.

York
¥.

City.
L. Davie,

several years

ago managed two Detroit exchanges, and just recently manager
of F. B. O. in Atlanta, has returned to Detroit where he will
manage the Associated Exhibitors

Burkmine.
Walter Liebmann, who for sev-

George Davidson, city salesman
A. B. C, bought a new
Chrysler coach, and so did Jimmie
M inter, general manager of A. B.
C, and Sammie Decker, the
for

booker, still has his reliable Baby
Lincoln Four.
Jack Young, manager of Warner Bros., attended the Divisional
Convention held in Indianapolis
last week where he met Sam Morris,
general manager, and Lloyd

manager.
The Mack Theatre, formerly
operated by Barbou Bros., has been
Willis, divisional

sold to B. F.

Woodworth, who has

engaged

been

the

hardware

sales

manager

in

business.

George

week
local

to visit with members of the
exchange.

(not Dempsey's
Jack Kearns
manager) but one of our own exis
resting easy since an
operation performed last week.
He expects to leave the hospital

hibitors,

who

office.

who

manager for the United Theatres
of America in Rhode Island, came
to Detroit last week to assume new
duties.
He will travel Michigan

troit

managed the Associated
Exhibitors office in Detroit, tendered his resignation, effective Jan.
16th, and will then leave for New
eral years

Weeks,

of Paramount, and Oscar Katner,
exploitation manager from New
York, stopped in Detrroit last

this

week.

Harry

Brown, one time manager of Universal exchanges in
Cleveland and Washington, D. C,
and now special representative for
S.

Associated Exhibitors, is for the
present working out of the Detroit office.

A

recent addition to the Metro
sales stafif is H. D. Brown, who
will travel the southwestern part
of Michigan. Mr. Brown was formerly state salesman for Para-

mount.

The roads

in

northern Michigan

wliere he entertained great
audiences at the State Theatre.
Lee Reaper, well known film
salesman in Michigan, and C. E.
Osborn, formerly with Universal,
have left to join the sales staff of
day,

P. D. C. in Indianapolis.

Sam Nathanson

is going to detime henceforth to
selling Standard short subjects, according to the announcement of
A. M. Goodman, new Detroit manager for Standard. William Flemion will sell features in Detroit.
E. H. Beck will cover the eastern
part of the state and Bert Foster

vote

his

all

the western part.
Mr. Goodman
also will take active part in the
selling.

Rumors this week had it Fox is
going to build a new theatre here.
At present he controls the Fox
Washington on Washington boule-

are so badly drifted, says Bill
Prass, exploiteer, who has been
temporarily transferred to the Universal
office
in
Detroit,
from
Minneapolis, that he was obliged
to travel part way by sleigh last

vard.

week.

week.

Jesse Crawford, most prominent
organist in the middle west, who
appears regularly at the Chicago
Theatre, came to Detroit last Sun-

movies included, gave special midnight performances New Year's

W.

George

Trendle

of
the
a new director in
the Griswold National Bank.
Harry Ross, of Paramount Division office, visited Detroit last

Kunsky

offices

Most of

the

is

downtown

theatres,

Eve.

Buifalo
THE

Stone Theatre, Binghamwill be used for stock,
commencing about February 1, according to an announcement by
Manager H. M. Addison. M. E.
Comerford. one of the partners
and stockholders of the Binghamton theatre company, with Ned
Kornblite and David Colien have
ton,

signed a contract to this effect.
Lewis Eisenberg, manager of the
Elmwood. (ine of Buffalo's big
community houses, is nursing a
broken thumb.
The other night

Lewis was about to stow away a
few thousand shekels taken in at
the box office, when some one suddenly
opened the office door.
Lewis, perhaps thinking it was
Jesse Jame^. as suddenly slammed
the safe door but he forgot that
his thumb was in the way
Arthur L. Skinner, manager of
the Victoria, acted as installing

HOWARD
manager

WAUGH,

formerly

of

Universal's Alliambra Theatre started the new
year in his new capacity as general
field
manager
for
the
Saxe
Amusement Enterprises. He will
iiave charge of all houses operated
by the Saxe Circuit throughout the
state, excepting those in Milwaukee.
The creation of the new post
of field manager, and the appointment of Waugh to the job is the
first big change made in the Saxe
organization
since
Harold
J.
Fitzfrera'd Incame general man-

ager

and

Thomas

right

hand

Saxe. president.

man to
The new

officer

the

at

installation

cere-

monies of Mystic Arts lodge of
Masons, Tuesday evening last.
Art is a former master of the
lodge.

Mitchel Fitzer is making elaborate plans for the opening of the

new Kenmore

theatre, Kenmore,
few weeks. He is now
lining up some great attractions
for the premiere which promises

N. Y.

in a

to be the biggest event in the history of this thriving Buffalo suburb.
If they keep on building new
houses in this neck of the woods,
we can see where Al Becker of the
Becker Theatre supply company
soon will be classed with John D.
Rockefeller, Henry Ford, etc., as
one of the country's wealthiest
men.
Al had been equipping the
booths of almost every new the-

position

is

looked uixtn by those

who know Waugh

as the ideal outlet for his exploitation' genius.
J.

G.

Frackman,

manager

of

Progress Pictures company spent
three days in attendance at the
annual sales meeting in Chicago.
J. P. Gruwell, manager of the
Ideal theatre at Wisconsin Rapids,

was

a business visitor in
kee the past week.

Milwau-

—

atre hereabouts of late and there
ha\e been plenty.
The Buffalo Athletic club now is
putting on motion picture shows
from time to time.

Charley Hayman, president of
the Strand Amusement company,
operating the Strand and Cataract

Manager Charley Goodwin of
Universal exchange is organizing
the employees of the office into
a Universal club which will put
on social events from time to time.
Eugene A. Pfeil, former manager of the old Mark-Strand, Buf-

18th.

falo, and until recently manager
of the Circle, was married New
Year's eve to Dorothv J. Kepner
at the home of Mr. Pfeil, Amherst
Estates.
Gwendolyn Maust has been engaged as a stenographer in the As.sociated Exhibitors office by John

M. Sitterly, branch manager. Al
Teschmacher, booker, expects to
visit the auto show and pick out
a new Pierce-Arrow.

Milwaukee

brancli

of

Paramount,

attended a meeting of Paramount
managers in Chicago.

Art Dcsmarcaux of Madison,
manager of the Strand theatre was
in Milwaukee on a brief business
trip the past

week.

John Ludwig of the Ludwig
Film Exchange is in Minneapolis
on a business trip.

Sam

Thurston, manager of the

George Hcrzog of the Strand
theatre at Manitowoc was in Milwaukee for a few days, visiting at
a number of the local film ex-

Rijou theatre at Green Bay was in
Milwaukee during the past week
Christmas
purchasing
belated

changes.

Danny Ryan, formerly a salesman with the Celebrated exchange,

George Smith, manager of

tlie

presents.

theatres,
sail for

in
Niagara Falls, will
South America on Tanuarv

Howard Waugh, former Jamestown exhibitor par excellence, is
now district manager for the Saxe

Amusement company, covering 28
of
Milwaukee.
outside
in Buffalo and Jamestown for a short visit during the
holidays.
George E. Williams, former exploiteer at the Buffalo Paramount
office, has been appointed director
of publicity for the Howard theDuring
atre in Atlanta, Georgia.
his absence he has loaned his gas
theatres

Howard was

buggy

to

Brother Ernie Williams,
manager at the Para-

accessories

mount

office,

who

will

begin tour-

ing at once.

joined the forces of MetroGoldwyn.
Elmer Salter, formerly witl)
Metro-Goldwyn, has joined the

has

sales force of the Vital Fjcciiange.

P. Kennedy, manager of the
theatre, Milwaukee. six>nt
few days on a business trip to

S.

Merrill
a

Minneapolis.
C.

W.

Eckhardt.

general manager of the

assistant

Fox Film
Milwaukee

exchanges visited the
office on Wednesday, Dec.
N. Rlumborg, manager

23.

of the
Kialto theatre at Racine, was a
business visitor in Milwaukee the
past week.

iJ

January

1926

2 3,
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Salt Lak(
Film Board
THE
hold
here

ul
Trade
their next annual meeting January 11th, at
which time officers for the coming
year will be elected.
C. O. Hawxhurst, owner of the
will

Princess Theatre at Sugar House,
out of Salt Lake City, was doing

some booking
row.
Milton
salesman,

week on

this

film

United
Artist
covers the Southern

Cohn,

who

Utah territory, is still working
that section.
James R. Keitz, manager of the
local Greater Features exchange,
leaves for Idaho within a few

wore in town doing some booking
week.
W. T. Withers, formerly of the

last

Denver office, was transferred to
the Salt Lake F. B. O. exchange,
out of which he will travel Idaho
Montana.
Joe K. Soloman
has just purchased a new Hudson
sedan coach, and will travel Utah,
Wyoming and Nevada out of this
and

office.

Vete Stewart has left with his
Associated First National product
for the Idaho section after a short
stay in this city.
Claude Hawkes
just left for southern

W. H.

days.

owner of the
Preferred Pictures exchange here,
is making the key towns of Idaho.
Matthew Aparton, local branch
manager for Universal, had a brief
meeting with
L.
B.
Megzger,
Western Division Sales Director,
and L. J. Schlaifer, Assistant
Maync,

George

Sales Director, who passed through
this city Jan. 6th.
Lou and Harmon Peery, of the

Egyptian Theatre

Ogden, Utah,

at

Utah out of

this office.

Rankin, local manager of

Warner Brothers exchange,

is

now

Boise, Idaho.
Jack Connors is
covering the Idaho territory while
E. T. Keller is in southern Utah.
E. H. Smythe has been advanced from the shipping department of the local Pathe exchange
to the position as booker.
Earl
in

former booker here having
resigned to take over the management of the Isis Thheatre at Bingham, Utah.
Steele,

R. B. Epperson has left for a
three weeks trip through the Wyoming and Idaho territory, and' C.
J. Hamal has also left for a two
weeks' trip on the Yellowstone
branch, out of the Pathe office.
R. D. Boomer, branch manager
for Associated Exhibitors in this
city, is leaving for southern Utah
and expects to be gone two weeks.
Clyde H. Messinger, manager of
the Educational exchange here, is

way

various local exchanges have
been 100 per cent efficient.
W. A. Calkins, formerly branch
manager for Pathe in the Butte
branch, has resigned and accepted
the

a position as sales representative
for Associated Exhibitors in the

Lake territory.
Dave Bershon, western district
manager
of
Metro-GoldwynSalt

Mayer, is_to arrive in this city the
latter part of this week where he

Yellowstone

will

branch, where he expects to be for
about a week or ten days.
Louis Marcus, district manager
of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, was absent from the city

tive

on

his

to

the

week, having made a selling
key town of the ter-

this

trip into the
ritory.

A. R. T. Young, traveling auditor for Famous Players-Lasky, is

now

in

Salt

the

Lake City ex-

change conducting an audit of the
branch.

The thorough inspection of the
Fire Committee of the Film Board
of Trade here reveals the fact that
the prevention measures taken by

meet Paul F. Berger, execufrom the Metro-Goldwyn NewYork office, and they will hold a

sales

conference

in

the

local

ex-

change
with
branch
manager
George L. Cloward and the sales
representatives.
C. A. Dillard, office manager and
salesman for Metro-Goldwyn, has
returned to the office from an extended trip which took him into
Boise, where he spent the holidays
with his family. Dillard, upon returning, is found to be engaged tc
be married, and his exchange associates are looking forward to having a gay time in the near future.

IC^'.I

an>rraric4sd0

w

THE

the Bay
View District suffered a fire
that destroyed the stage, organ and
The fire ocrear of the theatre.
curred at midnight and was of an

ered to him.
It proved to be a
beautiful Colonial Waltham watch,
suitably engraved as having come
from the managers of Universal

unknown

Universal employees gathered in
the projection room on the afternoon of December 24th and enjoyed what will undoubtedly become an annual Christmas frolic.
A tree had been decorated and

Lorene Theatre

in

origin.

C. C. Flagg, of Chowchilla, has
taken over the Broadway at Tur-

by Bob
run this
conjunction with others

formerly

lock,

Hampton.
house

in

operated

Flagg

will

New
he is interested in.
equipment has been installed by
Preddey.
Lou Metzgcr, western sales
manager for Universal Pictures,
that

and L.

J.

Schaiffer, district sales

manager for the same company,
were in San Francisco for a conference with C. A. Nathan, manager of the San Francisco Universal Exchange.
L.
Schlaiflfer,
J.

who

spent
Christmas in Seattle, was pleasantly surprised on Christmas morning
when a small package was deliv-

Exchanges

in his territory.

there were presents

for

all.

The

Wurlitzer
Company loaned a
phonograph, and some fancy dancing took place.
Universal salesmen Jack Frazier,
Joe Huff and Harry Goldberg,
were in tlie city for the New Year.
A. J. Moeller, general manager
of

the

national

organization,

fol-

lowing the Minneapolis convention
of the M. P. T. O. A., paid a
visit to San Francisco during the
week of Dec. 20th.
Plans have been completed for a
motion picture theatre seating 400

to be built at once at 46th avenue
and Irving street, by Ward Cox.
Jack and Betty B rower came
into town to wish all their old
friends a Merry Christmas and a

Happy New

Year.

former branch manager of Metro-Goldwyn, and one
of the popular and best known exchange managers
the
San
of
Francisco zone, has been appointed
as branch exchange manager of
Associated Exhibitors.
F^red Voigt,

Mike Coyne is the newly appointed local manager of United
Artists.
Coyne
measures
his
amusement experience with a long
list

of varied associations.

After serving as manager of the
Visalia Theatre
for over
four

Harry

years,

lowing
by the
Realty
several

Seipcl steps out folthe acquisition of the house
Golden State Theatre and
Corp. Seipel is considering
positions that have been

tendered him.

Following their policy of promoting from the local personnal of
branch, G. F. Sullivan, who
has been identified with F. P. L.
for a number of years, recently
graduating from booker to a chief
position on the road as salesman,
has now stepped into the exploitationist's chair made vacant by the
promotion of Oscar Kantner, who
has been transferred to the home
tlieir

office.

Al Oxtoby, of First National,
a little trip recently and
called on his friends at Antioch,
Pittsburg and Crockett.
L. G. DoUiver, of the Western
Theatres Supply Co., San Francisco, has returned from a trip
took

throughout

the
eastern
states
visited in the interest of
obtaining information in regard to

where he

newly

marketed equipment, supand accessories for the enhancement of local picture exhibiting and theatre operating.
plies

Philadelphia
JULES

MASTBAUM,

E.
president of the Stanley Company,
has sent Albert Rosenthal, a well
known art connoisseur, to Europe
to make purchases of art treasures
to be added to Mr. Mastbaum's
large collection.

Keegan, formerly booker in
the Hildinger offices in Trenton,
has resigned and is now with
Hunt's Theatres, Inc., as special
Bill

Isaac Levy has
succeeded Mr. Keegan as booker
for Hildinger in Trenton.

popular bookers along Vine Street,
who has been associated with
F. B. O. for the past several years,
has been made special representative of the company in this territory and

handling all the short
products
John Phalen, formerly
with
Fox, has succeeded Mr.
Byrne.
is

W.

some of their real estate
holdings in Miami.
David Barrist and C. H. Goodwin, former owners of the Ritz
Theatre, who will build a new
moving picture theatre in Berlin,
N. J., in the near future, sailed recently on the "Kroonland" for a
three weeks' vacation in Florida

A. V. Mack, formerly Philabranch
manager
for

delphia
Pathe,

who

is

now

selling

general sales

manager of two-reel comedies, was
a recent visitor in Philadelphia.

Abe Sablosky and John J. McGurk, of the Stanley Company, are
in
spending
a
short
vacation
Florida and at the same time

and Cuba.

representative.

Cox

now

acting as manager of Hunt's Criterion Theatre,
J.

P.

is

Moorestown, N. J. Mr. Cox refrom California.
James Byrne, one of the most

cently returned

Empire Laboratories
723 Seventh Ave. N. Y.,

Inc.

Bryant

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
MOTIGH PICTURE FILM

^^^
5736
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Ckiicago
ger

James

E.
C.

Florine,

Salesmen O.
Chick Kepler and
Marshall and Mrs. Goldic

E.-

Gillick;

George Miller, manager of the
Simansky & Miller's Park Theatre
on West Lake Street, who has
been feeling indisposed for some

;

who

Quinn.
cashier

for

has

officiated

as

nine vears.

is now confined to his home
with an attack of the grippe.
He
hopes to be on the job within a

time,

Suhject
Manager Ted
Schlanger of Universal is out on
the road this week with Salesman
Robb Funk in the interest of Uni.Short

versal's short subject

Ned Marin and

C.

few days.

James Cradion has been appointed manager of the Parthenon, Berwyii, Illinois, taking the
place made vacant when James
Gregory decided to devote his
time to his interests in Crown

program.

W. Bunn

of

Associated First National, were
hicago visitors last week and
made their headquarters at the
local exchange.
I.

Point.

District
Manager Roy Alexander has returned from a week's
trip during which
he visited a
number of the exchanges under
his

jurisdiction.

Ashman

Bill

serial

district

Gloria
Swanson,
starred
Struck." a Paramount

MANAGER
RYAN
connection

has
with

in

"Stage

picture.

CHARLES
terminated his
Mil ford
the

Theatre after two years' successful record as manager.
William
J. Mueller, the owner, is succeeding Mr. Ryan as manager.
Pathe has presented several old
employees of the Chicago exchange with handsome gold pins
and diplomas in honor of their
faithful services and loyalty covering a period of five years or
more.
Those receiving the testimonial pins were Branch Mana-

Reich
AIoss,
purchasing
J.
agent for Lubliner & Trinz Theatres, Inc., has resigned to accept
a position with a large steel company in Wheeling, West Virginia.

has been appointed
representative

for

Pathe with headquarters in New
York City and is spending January with the Double I salesmen
of the Chicago branch.
Chic Kepler of Pathe, has been
assigned to Illinois territory and
will cover Central Illinois.
Ted
Meyers is back with Pathe and
has been appointed to cover the
south side of Chicago.
Country
Sales Manager H. O. Graham
has engaged Maurice Whitmoyer
as two reel comedy salesman and

him to the central Illinois territory, and Clint Vidor,
forinerly connected with Fox, in
the same capacity in the Northern
assigned

Illinois

district.

sales

di-

Universal, was here
last
week for a sales meeting
which was attended by District
for

Roy

Manager

Alexander

Managers

Branch

May McAvoy,

starring in "Tessie." for
Films.

Arrow

iieb of Des Moines; Phil Dunas
of Alinneapolis, George Levine of

Manny

antt

Gott-

Brum-

Milwaukee and William
bcrg of Chicago.

Woodstock, Illinois, may soon
have a second motion picture theatre, according to reports reaching
Chicago, that John Mills, formerly

Chenoa

exhibitor,

open a theatre

Lou Metzger, western
rector

SeattL

will

shortly

Woodstock.

in

Frank Evans has resigned as
manager of the La Grange Theatre,
La Grange, and has been
Goldman,
by
Dave
succeeded
formerly assistant manager of the
Parthenon in Bcrw\n.

STACKHOUSE, former
RS.manager
Warner
of

the
Brothers exchange in Salt Lake
City, arrived in Seattle last week
to take over the management of
the Associated Exhibitors office,
succeeding Paul R. Aust. whose
resignation became effective the
Mr. Stackhouse
first of this year.
formerly
with
was
associated
several him ventures in the Northwest a number of seasons ago, and
his return was heralded by inany
of his friends in that territory.
.Mr. .-\ust, whose connection with
Associated Exhibitors dates back
has
made no
several
seasons,
•

definite announcements relative
his plans for the future.

to

Atlanta
E. GRIGGS,
EARLE
exploiteer
in
this
wa,s

the

principal

Universal

territory,
speaker at the

Thursday evening meeting of the
Business Woman'.s Committee of
the Y. W. C. A.
R. R. Miller, who recently resigned as mana.ger of the Alamo
No. 2 Theatre in Atlanta, has gone
to Lake City, Florida to take over
the management of the Universal
Theatre at that point.
Willard
Patterson,
Mrs.
C.
publisher of the Weekly Film Rei'ic7v. spoke at the rec|uest of the

Atlanta W^oman's Club to the MoPicture Division of the Club
on
Friday
afternoon,
January
8th. Mrs. Patterson's talk covered
the development of motion pictures.
tion

Oscar Oldknow, of Liberty Film
Distributing Corporation, returned
the end of last week from a very
interesting trip through Florida.

Sydney Katz, assistant sales
manager for Film Booking Offices,

who

has been in the Atlanta

for the past week inthe new manager, C. L.

exchange
stalling

New York

Pea\y, returned to
Thursday.

on

Tom

territory.

Little,

manager of the At-

Producers

lanta
leave

exchange,

will

week for
Birmingham, Alabama, where he
the end

of

this

will attend the opening of the Picadilly Theatre on next Monday.

Miss
clerk

Persic
Stephens, billing
for
Educational's .Atlanta

Mr.

last

week

Ward

Oljiphant.
R. S. Ballantyhe, southern
trict manager for Pathe, paid
local exchange a short visit
tween trains on Tuesday of

to

Maurice Mitchell, salesman for
Liberty, returned the first of this
week from a trip throughout the

Alabama

exchange, was married

dis-

the
bethis

week.
Miss

Willie Jo Stephenson, is
secretary in the Atlanta
exchange of Associated Exhibitors.
G. Wise, brother of the late
Marvin Wise, spent sc\eral days
the

new

week in .\tlanta. Mr. Wise
makes his headquarters at the
Capitol Theatre, Birmingham, .\la.
this

iiouston
O'DONALD from the
BOB
home
of the Interstate
office

Amusement company
for

two weeks

a

Donald

in town
Mr. O'manager of the

De Bruler former manager has
employ of the company.
IT. V. Garver business manager
for ITarlcy Sadler and his company has been in Houston for ten
left the

re-conditioning

The

is

visit.

will act as
Interstate Majestic theatre tmtil a
new manager is appointed. Ralph

days

his company will open for a
winter engagement, January 17th.

where

the

Prince

Cozy

theatre

re-opened

January 9th after being closed for

more than a
is

the

year.

Charlie

he was

manager,

Camp
former

manager of the Prince.

W.

manager of the
.Service company

L. Johnson

Southern Film
has been confined to his home with
a bad cold.
Abe Silverberg manager and
owner of the Crown and Folly

theatres is in Dallas to buy films
and attend business meeting.

Otto Brauer South Texas reprefor the L^niversal Film

sentative

Exchange who
and

calls

headquarters,

Houston home
making his

is

territory in a new Flint automobile.
Christmas
present
from himself.

A

Col. A. L.
hardwell and his
president Karl Hoblitzelle of the
Interstate
Amusement company

were

in

Houston

last

week.

Mr.

Hoblitzelle was here to attend a
business session and Col. Fardwell
to inspect their

two

theatres.

Ross and Ed. Dorbandt and their
Father, running shows at Jacksonville and Athens, have opened
np two new shows recently, the
one in Jacksonville being named
the Claire, seating 500. and the
one in Athens being named, the
Majestic, seating 300.
They had
one show in each of these cities
before, so now have four in their
string.

f
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or k and Ne^\^ Jersey
WALTER
chased

READE

has pura Sheriff's foreclosure sale, the premises known
as the Strand Theatre at Freehold,
at

N J. The purchase price is reThe theaported to be $181,000.
tre will be temporarily closed to
allow for remodelling and then
will be added to the Reade chain,
making twenty- four in the circuit.
Walter Reade's theatres extend to
New York,
the following cities
Geveland, Asbury Park, Long
Branch, Plainfield, Perth Amboy,
New Brunswick and
Trenton.
Freehold.
been
have
cards
Invitation
:

for

issued

opening performBaker's Hollis The-

the

Sam

ance

at

tre,

Jamaica

Avenue

Street, Hollis, L. L,
•evening, January 12.

and 191st
on Tuesday

The Hollis
is a new theatre and the seating
Other thea•capacity about 1.000.
tres controlled by Mr. Baker are
the Lyric at Mineola and the Park.
Another house, the
at Boro Park.
Bellaire at Ozone Park, is nearing
completion and will probably open
sometime in February.
It is reported that the Harlem
Opera House, New York City,
originally under the control of
Leo Brecher and operated recently
by the T,oew Circuit, will once
again come under Mr. Brecher's

supervision.

,

owner of the Fugazy Theatre on West Houston

Frank

Street.

Valli,

New York

City,

made

his

appearance at exchanges for the
Mr.
first time in several weeks.
\'alli's only child
a son has recently recovered from a serious

—

—

illness.

been a number of
opening dates puhlishcd concerning the premiere of William Sal-

There has

AH.

Vincent, Assistant Manager of the Rialto and Victory Theatres, Denver, started out
the new year by getting married at
5 :30 P. M. on New Year's Day.
Mr. Vincent and his bride, on New
Year's Eve suddenly decided to get
married just as the bells were
ringing at midnight. They found
•

out that it would be impossible to
carry out their plans, so decided to
do the next best thing and that
wa^ procure the first marriage license in the City and County of
Denver and get married on New

Year's
Day. Mr. Vincent has
been associated with the Rialto
and Victory Theatres, Paramount
first run houses, for several years,

and

is

well

known

theatre managers
men of Denver.

among

and

the

exchange

The Egyptian Theatre, another
new D. & R, amusement house
celebrated its grand opening Friday, January 8, at 8 P. M. The
new theatre has a capacity of
over 700 seats, and is the finest
and best equiped of the D. & R.
chain of theatres. It is located at
32nd and Clay Streets, one of the

up-and-coming districts in Denver.
The grand opening Friday niglit

was a

strictly invitation affair.

kin's

new Monroe Theatre

at 76tii

Avenue, New
According to Milt
York City.
Kronacher of the Pathe Exchange
the right day is February 11th
unless something should happen to
Milt's booking memoprevent.
randa bears out his statement.
Street

and

Looked

First

like

some kind of a big

being figured out over in a
corner of the Pathe Exchange on
Messrs.
Tuesday of this week.
deal

Gottesman and Kutinsky and a
whole flock of Jersey exhibitors all
had their heads together in deep
conference.

The

Columbus

Theatre, Consolidated Amusement Enterprise's
new house, located at 58th Street

and
City,
this

Eighth Avenue, New York
will open the early part of
week.
Straight pictures will

be the policy and the seatiiig capacity is about 800.
L. Fishkin is the new manager
of
Loew's
Alhambra Theatre,
Knickerlx)cker Avenue and Halsey
Fishkin
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
succeeds W. Earle, who has recently been

ill.

Manager E\ans, formerly with
the Consolidated Amusement Company, is the new manager of the
(iothani

and

Theatre

Broadway,

at

138th

New York

Street
City.

The Gotham is owned by the TriBoro Amusement Co.
The Seventii. .\venue Theatre, a
short time ago known as Jean's
Seventh Avenue Playhouse, will
again be under new management.
This time Jacob Findling is the
proprietor and last Saturday was
the opening night.
Last week the Motion' Putirk
Nfws rep<irted that Ed. Carroll,
well known New Jersey representative
of
Associated Isxhibitors

Harry Nolan, well known exin Denver Territory, left
last week for Los Angeles, Cali-

hibitor

fornia on a business trip.

Lee A4arcus. General Sales Manfor Film Booking Offices,
spent a day in Denver last week
visiting W. E. Matthews, Manager of the local branch of F. B.
ager

O.
F'red Lee, owner and manager
of the Victory Theatre at Lamar,
Colorado made one of his rather
frequent visits to
Denver last
week. Mr. Lee is one of the most
popular exhibitors among the exchange men and when he arrives
in town it is considered an unusual
occurrence and news of his presence spreads rapidly.

G. E. Rosenwald. local manager
for Universal has returned from a
week's trip into Wyoming territory.

William Ostenberg, Jr., owner
and manager of the Orpheum
Theatre at Scotts Bluffs. Nebraska, arrived in Denver, Friday
morning on a business visit, and
while here he attended the grand
()nening
of
the
new Egyptian
Theatre, the latest D. & R*. amusement house.
n.
E.
Sherman,
Sunsliine

tor the past eight years, had l^ft
that company to try his luck along
theatre brokerage lines.
There i?
no question that this report was
an error as far as the theatre

This is the time of the year to
order a new motor-car and Dave
Gross of Fox has signed for a
Iirand new Willys Knight to be
delivered about February 1st.

brokerage part is concerned, for
Mr. Carroll stepped out this week

Lee Theatre has
This house was
originally operated by Grebe and

The

representative
for
zone.
Ed Carroll
has a host of friends and they all
extend their well wishes to him in
this new venture.
as

a

special

Pathe

this

in

The SyKia Theatre,

is

Leon Medem former manager of
the Pathe Branch at Albany, recently paid a visit to his old headquarters.
Air. Medem is now a
Special Representative for Pathe,
out of New York City.

50th Street

the 21st of January. The new proprietor was
formerly with the
'\\'eequahc Theatre, Newark, N. J.
Chester Saw^'er, Treasurer of

The many friends of Joe Lee,
the big football player who heads
the Fo.x Jersey sales force, will
regret to hear that he has been laicT
up for the past two weeks with z

Com-

Equipment

Cine

pany, has recently returned from
trip to Havana. Cuba, made in
the interest of his firm.
According to the latest report,
Herman Rachmiel will open the

a

bad attack of tonsilitis.
Joe is
expected to return to duty sometime this week.

Herb
Kaufman
and
Izzy
Schmertz, also of the Fox organization, will probably look over the
gasoline gage on Izzy's automobile
the next time they go on a trip.
Recently they ran dry near Briarcliff' and there wasn't a convenient
gas station waiting for them.
report from Joe Hornstein of
the
Howell's
Cine
Equipment

New Ambassador

Theatre over in
Brownsville,
Brooklyn,
on
the
22nd of January.
Looking about ten years yomiger,
Louis Rosenthal of East Orange
fame, has returned from a several
weeks' visit to Florida.
Perhaps
Mr. Rosenthal's youthful appearance is due to the fact that this is
the first vacation that he has taken
in ai)out ten years and last but
not least the report of a real estate clean up that runs around the

A

Company indicates considerable
business for the "ast year.
toof sixty-eight local theatres
tal

—

A

hundred thousand mark.
There is considerable speculation
around the Fox Sales Organization

were equipped according to a list
out and all but about a
dozen were theatres constructed

given

days as to who the lucky
man will be to accompany Harry
Buxbaum and Dave Gross to the

during 1925.
Milt Kronacher's wife has gone
to the country or to Coral Gables,
Florida, which is all about the
same thing and we have it from
Milt himself that he is having a

these

West Coast
This

near

the

in

to be the
traordinary effort
cent sales drives.
is

future.

reward for ex-

made

name of the new management
unknown at present.

the

and Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn, will
go under new management about

Howell's

Fort

changed hands.

in the re-

^^^
great time.

Theatre, Albuquerque,
ico,

last

was

New Mex-

also a visitor in

week.

to town and when he does
come everybody makes it a point
to see him while he is here.

comes

Denver

Mr. Sherman seldom

Arthur

J.

Lamb

presents

THE MOLLY MAY

SERIES

(INC.)

12-2 reel comedies
Written by A. J. LAMB
Featuring VIOLET MERSEREAU

^T
Direction of

1st release

"

'Twas Her

JOSEPH LEVERING

—Jan.

First Night in Philadelphia"^

18tii

also

MAKE ME LAUGH!
featuring Joe

Raymond

6-2 reel comedies written by A.

supervision Joseph Levering

The M'orld's

Distrihiitlruj

—

Rights

Lamb

J.

1st release
to

Alarch 5th

the above vested in

CRANFIELD & CLARK,
1476 Broadway,

New York

City

Inc.
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Minnesota
THE
Trade held

Film Board of
first

its

dinner at the Nicollet hotel early
in the week and prophesied that
increased prosperity of the northwest would be reflected fav. rably
in the motion picture industry in
1926.

spring a $300,000 1,500-seat thea-

Hancock,
Minn., renamed it the "Hancock"
and added it to his string, which

Madison, Wis. The announcement came simultaneously
with that of the Strand Theatre
company which also plans a new
Michaelson now operates
house.
and Orton theatres.
the Palace
His new house will be located on

Delmar

Penfield
theatre

has
of

includes houses at Morris, Graceville and Clinton.

Lake

Mills,

Iowa, has

a

new

picture theatre just opened.

The dinner was attended by 125
film company managers ar.d salesmen. The principal address was
given by Ralph Hamburger, manager of the iN'orthwestern Mutual
Life Insurance company.
J.

taken the

B. J.

annual

Tatum of the Minneapolis
& Commerce association,

E.

Civic

spoke on "selling' Minneapolis and
St. Paul to the northwest.
Theodore Hays, general manager of Finkelstein & Ruben and

The Legion

tion picture. W. A. StefTes, presiMotion Picture
of
the
Owners association,

la., has been closed.
It
ated by the local post of the
erican Legion.

J.

Jeffer-

Distributors

has reopened the

Saturday nights.
W'illiam Prass, Universal exploiteer of Minneapolis, has been
transferred to Detroit.

management.
The meeting was arranged by
Eph Rosen of Film Booking Offices and the toastmaster was J.
E. O'Toole of Producers Distritheatre

William

Putnam,

formerly of

Oklahoma City, has replaced Jack
Hell man as exploitation man for

buting corporation.
The new Capitol theater at Dubuque, la., formerly the Family,
is now reopened in the hands of
It
has been enJoseph Diener.
tirely remodeled.

Players-Lasky
neapolis.
Jack Hellman
I'amous

in

Min-

is a brother of the brilliant Sam Hellman,
creator of Dink O'Day and writer
He has
of many picture stories.
had great success in drawing public
attention
to
the Paramount
product.

William Ander-

the Lyric thea.re, Little
Minn., was recently purchased by A. J. Hand, who with
H. Griff has full control.
in

Falls,

Herman

sucteeded
George Bromley as manager of
the State theatre at Alexandria,
Minn., owned
by Jac bson and
Peterson company. Lerch recently
left the sales staff of Associated
Exhibitors in Minneapolis.
has

For leading the Metro-Goldw.> n
sales staff in the drive just completed, Louis J. Blumberg, veteran
cash price.
He was
national race.

won

a $150
12th in the

Celebrated exchange, a state
Minneapolis, has
in
firm
taken on L. E. Fairchiid for sales

Edmund M.

Michaelson has announced that he will build next

work.
After being hurled through the
windshield of his car when it was
forced off the road near Waverly,
Minn., last week. Max Rivkin,
Minneapolis Metro-Goldwyn salesman, is recovering both physically

and financially. He was picked
up by a passing driver who found
him unconscious and took him to

Waverly

applying

after

first

aid

methods.
is

back at work

as publicity director of the Hennepin-Orpheum after endeavoring
to nudge a motor truck out of his

A

ten.

"Our" theatre at Brajton,
has been taken over by S.
Nelson.

box

la.,

R.

Woodman

Hall at
Meadow,.
has been leased for motion
picture purposes by Haliburton
Brothers.
R. T. Laatsch is now in charge
of the Grand theatre at Mondovi,^

Wis.

Fred Benno, James Cobb and
Frank Thayer finisiied first, second and third in the national

Famous Players-Lasky prize sales
contest. They are all on the Minneapolis staff and the staff fi is.:ed
sixth in the running.
Sioux Falls
branch, under Ted
Mendelhall,
finished third.
It is Councilman Frajola now.
In theatre circles he is H. Frajola of the Lyceum theatre, Gil-

bert,

fell

the truck just as he
the battle.

on him from
had about won

In
taking over
Crystal
the
theatre at Earlville and the Garden at Lisbon, the Eastern Iowa

Minn.
of W. A. Steffes*^
theatre
at
Watertown,
now in the hands of Joe

Management
Colonial
S. D., is

Maitland,

former Mandan exhib-

transferred Elmer
Bohlig, former
manager, to his
new Logan theatre in Minneapolis.
G. W. Johnson of
Marmarth,
N. D., has opened the New Cozy
itor.

at

Frank Burke

way.

Theatres company has brought its
total number of houses to 12. The
company is managed by M. Cos-

S. D.,

Lerch

right

Magic theatre in Pierson, la.,
which was recently closed by H.
L. Dean after a bjycott following
his effort to operate the p'ace on
Sundays.
It is now showing on

corporation
and L. W. Alexander of Universal
Film company. Fred Cubberly of
Finkelstein & Ruben spoke on

son

William Youngclaus of
Charles Curl

H. Flynn represented
Will Hays and film men heard
from were F. H. Knispel of Pro-

the east side.

Minneapolis salesman,

son.

L.

interest of

Kennedy has b lught the

R. M. Harvey has sold the
Grand opera house at Perry, la.,

Theatre

The

C.

Am-

Empress theatre of Akron, la.,
from Charles P. Buswell.
The Strand at Kimballton, la.,
has been taken over by Hulsubus
and Lehr from Huffman and

to

dent

ducers

Lewis,
was oper-

at

Hansen.

veteran theatre man of the Twin
Cities, told of the rise of the mo-

spoke.

theatre

in

tre

Steffes

Bowman.

William Eckl of St. Paul and
Mrs.
Margaret Hoffman have
taken over the Star

Minn.
Following

Cosmo

at

purchase

Doon,

Madelia,
of

the

by his
father, G. McAllister of Madison,
It
S. D., took charge recently.
was formerly owned by August
theater,

la.,

Kahl.

incinnati

A

SMALL

fire

at

the

Park

from Pittsburg

Hall Theatre in Oakley, a
suburb of Cincinnati, for a while
threatened the tranquil disposition
of its manager, Mose Wilchins.
But the fire as stated was only a
small one and now Mose is as
tranquil as ever.
The Park Hall
is owned by the Frankel interests.
Roy Haine, manager for First
National in Cincinnati, returned

last

made arrangements

he

week, where
to take over

W. Va. territory.
Ralph Kinsler, well known local
film salesman who recently went

the

-

Florida to get rich, has returned with the announcement that
the home town never looked so
to

good before.
Cecil Tipton

burg, well

and Chas. Middle-

known W. Va.

exhibi-

honored the city and film row
with their presence last week.
They are always welcome visitors.
tors,

URATIZ

Chas. Lowenburg, exploiteer for
Uni\ersal, is arranging a new exploitation system for use in the
smaller towns on his circuit.

YOUR FILM

TTymie Banks and Mrs. Banks,

220 WEST 42^° STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE

a
CHICKEBINC ^
'

203-7

ALLAN A.LOWNES
PRES.
'a

C. A. Howard of the Isis Theatre, Felicity, 0., was another exhibitor to make the rounds of the
film buildings last week.

John Vigna, shipper de luxe for
Universal is now redecorating his
face by allowing the hair on his
upper lip to grow long.
Van Delft of the Opera
J.
House. Mt. Orab, O. booked s»\eral pictures while in the city last
week.
Paul Smith of the

Cap'"tol

The-

Batavia. O., dropped into
town the other day and made a
fiv-ng trip through the various exchanges.
atre,

Mr. and Mrs. V. E. GiUoM of
the

Virginia
did

Theatre.

Wellston.

some

after holiday shopping while in the citv last week.
O.,

sDcnt the New Year's season in
Cincinnati. Hymie is the manager
of the Cinderella Theatre in Williamson, W. Va., which is considered one of the prettiest theatres
in the coal state.
George Brown of the Colonial
Theatre, Bluefield. W. Va., spent
several days around the film buildings
visiting
with the various

the local
exchange last week to
get
acquainted
with the local

managers.

force.

Tul'us Leonold of the Mecca
and ^fidget Theatres, Dayton. O..

lookpd

at several pictures while in
the film buildings the other day.

Jacocks, home office
for Universal, d'-opped

Bert
cial

U

oflfi-

into

Ned Beetz of the Princess and
Liberty Theatres, Dayton, Ky.,
paid his usual visit to film row.
Walter Hartner of the I\y TheWilliam MarTheatre, PaIndiana, were two more ex-

atre, Cleves, O., and
tin of the Patriot
triot,

hibitors to grace the film buildings with their presence last week.
Goldie Steinberg, of the Standard Film Co. office force, h?^ been
seriously ill for the last week.
R. V. Erk, of the Mays Opera
House. Piqua. O., spent several

days

in

was seen

the

city

in the

and while here

companv of Dave

Helhie and George Kirbv of the
F. B. O. forces.

Marv McHii^h,
manaeer

popular

office

for Met-'o-Goldwvn has
been confined to hpr home for several davs w'th illness
Hp»- return tn the Rrnndwav F'lm Build\n" will be most welcome.
CiCOT"t Kirbv. hooker and ofTi'^e
mana'i'er for Fl
B. O.. h^s resigned and IS now 'en-inor ;„ the
S^fTl" capT't'' for A=sn'-i'>f»>'^ T^xh'bitor.s. tak-riET the nlpce of Chns.
Kratz. v-hn is leaving the motion
picture business.
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Cleveland
iiiiii

TI{E

Cle%-eland .Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Association has set
Monday, February 1st, as the date
of its annual jamboree.
This one
is
to be a dinner dance.
It
is
staged to take place at the Music
Box, and the tax is $5.00 per
couple.
Anyone connected with
the motion picture industry is eligible to attend.
The party is not
confined to Cleveland film men
alone, but it is hoped that film
folks from the nearby towns will
take enough interest in the social
functioning of the association to
make reservations for tables. Just

write to

W.

J.

Banks, secretarj' of

ii

Illllllllllllllll

pursue the policy which Barth
introduced,
continuing
show
to
double feature and keeping a five
piece orchestra as an added attracwill

tion.

John G. Furrer is both an exand an exdiangeman. It
all depends upon where he is when
you talk with him. In Defiance,
where he owns the Rivoli, and in
Clyde, where he owns the Harkhibitor

ness he

a dyed-in-the-wool exin Cleveland, he's a
member of the sales staff of the
Progress Picture Company, with
hibitor.

is

But

northwestern Ohio as his special
field of endeavor.
Keith's Palace theatre, Cleve-

the association, enclose five bucks,
and he will do the rest.
recent communication from
Sam Robinson of the Angella

land, will not go into the three-aday policy with feature pictures as
part of the program, at least not

Theatre on Buckey Road, Cleve-

until the

A

land, discloses the fact
is
starting off the

Xew

doing a

that

Sam

Year by

of dolling-up on his
tlieatfe.
In the first place, the
house will get a n(Jw name and
the entire interior will be redecolot

A

rated.
new organ will be installed and a brand new electric
sign will adorn tlie outside front.
Also, the lobby will be entirely rebuilt and Mr. Robinson expects to

reopen about the middle of

Feb-

ruary.

summer

Assistant

time.

manager Dykeman says there

is

no

foundation for this rumor.
Philip
Spitalny,
musical
director at Loew's Allen theatre,
took last week off and went to
-N'ew York to see what's the latest
in orchestration and presentation.
Martin Printz, general manager
of the Circle theatre, Cleveland,
leaves
next week for a three
month's trip to California. Ray
Coldberg will be in charge of the
house.

Abe Schwartz
prietor and

as
of the

retires

manager

pro-

The Cleveland Paramount Pep

Man-

Club, composed of everybody connected with the Cleveland Famous
Players-Lasky exchange, has invited its sister clubs of Columbus,
Cincinnati, Detroit and Pittsburgh
to attend a dinner dance to be
given January 23d, at the Winton
Hotel.
F. J. Hays, veteran film man of
Buffalo,
has
the
come
into
northern Ohio territory and is now
associated with Pathe in a sales
capacity,
covering
the
Toledo
territory
with
Pathe's
two-reel
comedies.
Harry
Reavey,
everybody's
friend, is now with Universal.
He

Theatre, Superior avenue
and East 105th street, after seven
years of personal activity. He has
sold the house to Louis Korobov,
who takes over the reins on January Uth.
Schwartz has not announced his plans for the future.
M. B. Horwitz, general manager
of the Washington circuit, one of
the largest neighborhood motion
picture circuits in the city, left
town Monday for an extended vahattan

cation.

Nargyros, owner of the buildwhich houses the Majestic
theatre, Cleveland, has taken over
J.

ing

active
management of the
the
house.
M. C. Barth had leased the
Majestic from Nargyros, but he
turned it back to the owner, who

is

doing special work.
J.

National Honor Roll

of Progimportant

S. Jossey, president

ress Pictures, held an
sales meeting last week

Mr. Exhibitor:
ou Want
ou Want
ou Want
ments

Y\

Tax

to

defeat the Music

to

get a fair contract

to

prevent unjust encroach-

Mr. Exhibitor:—

Y

our NationalOrganization is for you
our National Organization is by you
our National Organization, and

—

WIN

The OFFICIAL BULLETIN of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America is dedicating one of its
columns

to the

purpose of recording

100% STATE UNITS.

which was

attended by all members of the
Cleveland and Cincinnati offices of
the company.
G. R. Ainsworth
has been appointed special serial
representative covering the Qeveland territory. Edward Hope has
a
similar position covering the

Is

YOUR

state unit eligible for

placement on

this

—

("incinnati territory.

Zeltner,
in
charge of
publicity in northern
)hio
has
been transferred to
Washington D. C. Lee Balsly

Irwin

Paramount

I

succeeds him.
However, Balsly
will handle both Cleveland and
Columbus, and maintain headquarters in Columbus.
R. C. Steuve, of Canton, and one
of the original motion picture exhibitors in the state has leased his
Orpheum theatre to Frank Nolan
of Cleveland and has retired from
active

business.

The Film Bldg.

register

was not

patronized last week.
Among the few out-of-town
visitors registered were A. G. Constant. American in East Liverpool
and Strand in Steubenville Peter
Retig,
Mystic,
Galion
G.
L.
Fleischman, World, Toledo; John
Pekras, Elyria, and Frank Kelly,
Lincoln, Massilon.

very

well

;

;

Robert
role

in

Agnew, who plays a featured
"The Taxi Mystery" a Henry
Ginsberg

release.

NATIONAL HONOR ROLL!!
Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of

America

745 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

Tel. Cir. 4037-8-9

:
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^]OW
*

the
Pro-Dis-Co.
that
drive has ended, Bob Moch-

manager, is expecting
word almost any day that he has
rie,

local

won

the trip

West

Coast.*
In fact Mr. Mochrie has gone so
far as to wire his New York tailors lor a new suit,
the local exto

the

change has worked hard to win
first honors, Mr. Mochrie having
been out on the road a good part
of the time calling on exhibitors,
while lights burned at the exchange far into the night.
In
fact the oltice force

worked

all last

Sundai' in Winding up its part in
the drive, and then repaired to one
of the local hotels for a" dinnei
that was set up by Mr. Mochrie.

As

weeks

the film
building being erected on the outskirts of
Albany for such exchanges as care to change from
present
headquarters,
their
assume more definite shape.
The
building will be ready for occupancy by May 1st.
Up to the
present time six of the exchanges
in this city are sure of locating in
the building.
Quite a number of exhibitors
were in town during the week.
John Augello, who is erecting a
new house in Utica, was booking
for the theatre, which will have
the same name as the old one,
the

pass,

"The Family." Bill Smalley was
Walter
up from Cooperstown.
Hayes of Buffalo was in town but
spent his time at the new house
being erected here by the Strand
interests.

Arrangements have been made
so that Edward Hochstim, also
a salesman in the F. B. O. office,
will look after Mr. Filkins territory as well as his own for the

time being.

who runs a
Coxsackie, added to his
holdings the past week when he
ac(|uired the house in New Baltimore that has been operated by
Matthew Moran.

house

at

Uonald Baine.
Ted O'Shea, manager of the
Metro-Goldu yn exchange here, remarked the other day that his oifice was something in the nature
of a training ship, explaining b\
saying that within the past four
weeks, no less than four student
salesmen ha\e been sent here for
training.

Mr. and Mrs. Louis BuetLner
and Mr. and Mrs. L. T Shearci
of Cohoes will leave the latter
part of the month for a trip to
the West Indies and the northern
sections of South America.
The
partv will be gone

for a

month.

Mr. Buettner

and Mr. Shearei
constitute the Cohoes Amusement
Company with theatres there and

Hudson

in

Falls.

H. Maclntyre, manager for

J.

Paramount here, was in New
York last week. Herman Vineberg, manager of the Albany Thetre

in

this

will

city,

observe his

wedding anniversary on
January 25th.
Gardner Hall in Troy, one of
the Rose chain of houses, is now
being handled by W. H. Rose,
formerly of Gloversville and a
sixth

brother of the owner. Harry Rose,
another brother, is handling the

Bijou

Troy.

in

The house

is

now

boasting new stage settings p"<\
other improvements.
Stanley Secor is handling the Rose house, in
Kinderhook, which is opened Sat-

urday evenings only.

Elmer

Griffin,

who

has

been

handling one of the residential
houses in Troy, and who was recently operated upon for appendicitis at one of the hospitals in that
city, is now on the road to recovery.
Jake Golden, manager ot
the Griswold in Troy, who has
been confined at a hospital near
Boston, is also recovering and
will be back on the job in a few
Harrv Carr, an onerator at
days.
the Palace Theatre in Trov. who

has been at the Albany hospital
sutfering from blood poisoning in
one of his hands, has recovered

and

is

back

at

horseshoe on his
his
associates.
Mr.
elected to the State

floral

Brooks was
Assembly last November.
Abe Stone, owner of the Arbor
Hill Theatre in Albany, and who
announced sometime ago that he

site for a new house,
stated this week that he was having plans drawn and that building
would get under way in the early
spring.
Jake Rosenthal, owner of the

has bought a

Rose Theatre

in

Troy,

was

last

week

elected as vice-president of a
company in that city.
He will continue to devote the
greater part of his time, however,
to his theatre.

furniture

are now under
for a series of bowling con-

Arrangements

way

between teams from motion
theatres
Troy and
in
Walter
Roberts,
Schenectady.

tests

picture

manager of the Troy Theatre,

will

captain one of the teams, while
the
Schenectady
five
will
be
headed by Claude Fish, owner of
the American in that city.

The Trov Theatre is splitting its
receipts this week with the Iran
Grotto of that city.
Joe Kallet, owner of the Strand
erecting a new residence in that city which will be
ready for him early in the spring.
John Garry, manager of the
in

Rome,

Empire

in

is

Glens Falls, was

in

New

York City during the
Bob Pierce of Ilion
Nate

c

t

N

u r e

e -w s

tire to the Academy
ot Music
xNewburg, one of tiie
Jramous Players nouses, it is expected that the theatre will be
shape tor reopening in the near

age done by

m

m

work.

Harry M. Brooks of Troy, president of the M. P. M. O. in that
city,
was much pleased at the
opening of the New York State
Legislature on January 6th when
he found a
desk from

i

past week.
as well as
Robbins of Utica, are in the

hie town this week.
Workmen are busily engaged
these days in repairing the dam-

future.
L. J. Rose, district manager for
the Schine lirothers, was in Cartage the past week, in a swing to
several ol the theatres under his
control.
Osmyn Brownell, who
has been connected with the Schine
organization for several months,
has been made manager of the
Carthage house.
He will also
handle the theatre publicity.

William Benton of Saratoga
Springs and Mike Kallet of Oneboth

ida,

known

well

exhibitors,

were confined to their homes the
past week with hard colds.

A

thirty-foot section of the roof

on
Proctor's
new theatre in
Schenectady fell during the noon
hour the past week but without injuring anyone as all persons had
left the house during the lunch
hour.

The opera house in New Paltz
has just been taken over by Walter Seaman who also operates motion picture houses in Marlboro,
Highland and Milton. The house
will be extensively remodeled and
renovated.

An

important

picture

circles

in
motion
Northern New

deal

in

York took place the past week
when Attorney Thomas E. Shean
of Massena sold out his interest
in the Rialto to his partner, Frank

Kuras.
Suffering a nervous breakdown,

Harold

Filkins.

well

a

known

salesman for F. B. O. out of this
city, will be off the road for a few
weeks.
Between doing the booking at
the L^niversal exchange and looking after a sick dog. which is the
pride of his heart. C. R. Halligan
of the Universal exchange has a
pretty

full

week.

lanada
a season of baseball,
AFTER
several of the moving* picture

feature, and there are also orchestra numbers.

exchanges

George McComber of the Royal
Theatre, Fort William, Ontario,
has taken charge of the Strand
Theatre at Calgary, Alberta. The
manager of the Strand was
formerly Pete Egan, who has become house manager of the Capitol
Theatre, Calgary, which is under
the supervision of John Hazza.
Mr. Egan was at one time a prominent exhibitor of Winnipeg, Man.
Don Romanelli, conductor of the
Empire Theatre, Toronto, has been
gaining considerable attention recently because of musical achievements and mention has been made
of the fact that he comes of a
family in which the father and
four sons are all theatre orchestra
directors.
One is Luigi Romanelli,
conductor
of
Tivoli
the

Toronto, Ontario, are
in
the sport of
hockey. An ice hockey team has
been organized to represent the
Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
Regal Films, Limited, and Famous
Lasky Film Service, Limited, and
the club is playing in the Toronto
Hockey league a couple of times
each week, itibe manager of the

now

in

interested

is John Matheson of Famous
Players.
Ikfanagcr
Donat Paquin, proprietor of the Laurier Theatre,
Hull, Quebec, is making a regular
practice of the presentation of two
comedies on every bill of the
theatre, having found that these
short subjects form a splendid attraction.
The International News
is
also shown, along with the

team

.

COSTUMES FOR HIRE

Theatre Orchestra for many years
and director of the King Edward
Hotel band. Both Luigi and Don
Romanelli have played before H.
R. H. the Prince of Wales. Baron
Byng of Vimy, Lady Byng, and
other celebrated persons.
Events have been moving rapidly
for H. E. Wilton, a well-knovi'n
exhibitor of Hamilton, Ontario.
Some time ago he was manager of
the Strand Theatre there until the
Savoy opened as a "big time'"
moving picture house with performance twice daily. The Savoy
has closed again, however, and Mr.
Wilton is once more manager of
the Strand, the policy of which is
to change programmes three times
each week.
An interesting arrangement has
been made by the exhibitors of
Ottawa, Ontario, with the two
daily newspapers

PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

for the publica-

tion of reviews each week on current attractions, the criticisms being written by representatives of

the newspapers.
The managers
interested include J. M. Franklin
of B. F. Keith's Theatre; Leonard
Bishop of the Regent Theatre
Don Stapleton of the Centre and
Mr. O'Regan of the Imperial.
This is the first time in local
annals that the newspapers have
consented to publish regular reviews on picture presentations on
a permanent basis.
recent visitor
in
Ottawa,
Ontario, was J. C. Kennedy of
Toronto, former manager of the

A

Regent

Theatre,

Ottawa.

Mr.

Kennedy was accompanied by his
wife, ]\irs. Kennedy, who was for
some years cashier of the Regent
before her marriage last summer.
They were given a warm welcome
by the local moving picture men.

BROOKS

Tel.

5580 P*i

J

I
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Theatre Management
Tells

How To

Establish

Good

Will For Theatres
"Easy

THAT

To

Goodwill

Get" Says Regge Doran In Address to Student Managers

— most

precious insti-

tutional asset of motion picture theatres
is so easy to get that it is often
overlooked by exhibitors, is the statement

—

made by Regge Doran,

director

of

the

Pathe Department of Public Relations, and
widely recognized as an expert in that field,
in an address before the Publix Theatre
Managers School in New York City, on
Thursday, January 7th.
In summing up the situation as faced
by the average exhibitor seeking to build
prestige and goodwill for his theatre, Miss

and can soon be accomplished by a
meeting called once a week. At these
meetings everybody learns something, and
sooner or later everybody teaches something.
Then knowing where he stands in relationship to his patx'ons, the motion picture theatre manager should get to know as manyof them as he can, and that means a large
too,

staff

percent of them.
Of course, I do not say
that this is possible in the large first run
theatres.
It is not, but then there are so
few of these in comparison to the smaller

lias to stand in the lobby of his theatre
while they are coming in.
I do not think
that there could be a more friendly group
of people than motion picture fans, and all
he has to do to keep them fans and to add
to their ranks is to learn to smile and say
how-do-you-do?
By practicing this amiability he makes a most valuable discovery,
namely. What his Public Want. He learns

and many changes of mind
he is at all alert his program keeps
pace with theiT varying humours.
This is all true of the adult, but to my
community houses.
Doran drew upon a vast experience in that
mind there is a much more important paTo know his patrons the exhibitor just
work.
She was identified with
tron to be cultivated, and that
the West
Coast Theatres in
is the child.
He is the fan of
California, and established the
today whose decision of tomorfirst
Public Relations Departrow places the motion picture
ment for that large theatre
industry fifth or first on the
chain, before joining Pathe to
list
of all industries in the
organize and
administrate
a
thoroughfare, for eleven miles, has
world.
similar department for this disIn regard to him, however,
had its general aspect, at night, changed.
tributing company, the first to
most exhibitors miss the bigThis important traffic artery runs thru
institute a special department
gest hit they have, and I think
town after town, all suburbs in a sense of a large
of the kind as a service to exthat is simply because they do
city.
hibitors.
not appreciate the ticket sellThis very apparent change has been in greater
The address which Miss Doing value of advertising, and
ran delivered before the stubrightness and cheerfulness
the result of moespecially
of
word-of-mouth
dent managers follows:
advertising.
tion picture theatres and their lavish use of light.
Yet we all know
"Goodwill is the most preciwhat great talkers children are,
Each town or business center now presents at
ous possession that a motion
and if the figures are true
least one alluring display sign and inviting lobby
picture exhibitor can have.
To
which were made public reentrance.
spend all his energy in getting
cently at a federal investigaA great difference. Only three years ago one could
the trust and esteem of his pattion seventy-five per cent of
traverse this same eleven miles and not have attention
rons is the best investment he
the daily attendance at movies
drawn
a single commanding display unless it was found
by
can make for himself, his theis under twenty-four years of
among the unusual activities of the Saturday night bustle.
atre, and for the industry.
And
age.
Of course we hear on aH
But the most significant phase of this enormous increase
this public friendship is so easy
sides that the motion picture is
of electric display is that these attractive fronts are not by
to get.
So very easy, in fact,
adult entertainment, and that
any means exclusively those of new theatres. At least
that many exhibitors quite overthe younger generation should
half belong to theatres that were there three years ago.
look it.
Like most other memnot be allowed to go at random.
Light is synonymous of gayety and entertainment, of
bers of the human race they seek
It
and they shouldn't.
is,
beauty and emotion. Exhibitors to-day are more generally
out the most difficult road to
appreciating the psychology of light and are employing it
So what is the exhibitor going
success, and try that first.
I
to far better advantage, both for exterior and interior use.
to do?
Take one performance
think that they do this unconLight often has been the main agency in placing a mantle
a week, one regular performof
charm
over
an
otherwise
common place theatre. To-day
sciously, for the public, strange
ance, and book it with Young
it is one of the exhibitor's best friends.
as it may seem, figures rather
America in mind. That too is
Yet, for all the versatility and effectiveness of light it
vaguely in their daily work.
the easiest thing in the world to
requires, in a degree, the knowledge of a few scientific
"I have said that it is easy
do in the suburban theatre.
principles for its proper application. Here, often, is where
to get this goodwill, and it is.
Don't try however, to put anyexhibitors encounter trouble. However, there are booklets
The first thing that a good exthing over on this junior papublished on theatre lighting that are sufficiently complete
hibitor realizes is his indebtedtron, because he knows more
to serve as a guide to the iminitiative. Also, manufacturers
ness to his patrons, and the fact
about our industry than many
of incandescent lamps render free lighting recommendation
that he is a public servant. He
services.
With these data and engineering services availof us do who are in it. There
is never a good exhibitor until
able any exhibitor who neglects his lighting problems is
are loads and loads of our adult
that fact is cleai'ly established
losing step with the parade. Light is now one of the main
entertainment pictures that are
features of up-to-date theatres.
in his mind.
Then he teaches
not only fit for children but
this truth to every single emP. M. Abbott.
should be seen by them.
Theployee of his theatre. This eduscreen being named "the greatcation of employees is simple
est
medium of education" is
riKiiiiiirHttiiiiiii

and

if
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Methods
Of Establishing
Goodwill For Theatres
(Continued from preceding page)
trite, but nevertheless true.
By establishing this Junior Matinee for the performance to be most effective has to be a matinee
and has to be on Saturday afteraoon— just
think what a great amount of goodwill the
exhibitor is getting. In the first place he is

—

automatically

He

pictures.

silencing many objectors to
is getting his house talked

about favorably. He is building up a new
audience for the future. But what is more
to the immediate point he is increasing his
Box Office Receipts tremendously. Every
time he runs a Junior Matinee he is turning
out hundreds of ardent advertisers, who
have paid to become such, and Avho are
just so many ticket sellers for his theatre, not alone at their own performance
but all during the week. Doesn't it stand to
reason that if the child is so pleased that the
parents, uncles, cousins, and aunts will want
to be pleased too.
" 'A little child shall lead them' has been
proved often and often. Those who are so
led come to the every day performance, and
led come to the every day performances,
and many of them so led have never been

—

there before.
"All they have to do is prove that the
childi-en were right in their ardor and your
army of fans is increased."

Kunsky

Houses

To Open

New Bills Mondays
To Accommodate

the

new Publix Theatre

Corporations shows, which start at John H.
Kunsky's Capitol theatre, Detroit, on January 25th, announcement has been made that
new programs at the four Kunsky theatres in dowtown Detroit will be opened
Mondays instead of on Sundays.
The new "Jazz" policy which has been inaugurated at the State, Kunsky's new, $2,000,000 house, has proved such an unusual
success that it will be maintained for several
weeks at least.

Enlarging Stage of the
Allen Theatre

THE

Allen Theatre, Cleveland, is
the scene of building activities

no regular show on
the screen; carpenters are busy making

when

a new
lighting
that all
cured.
on big

there's

stage, putting in all necessary
effects and arranging things so
the big stage effects may be seThis is preparatory to putting
specialty numbers at the Allen

theatre. Fred Desberg, general manager
of Loew's Ohio theatres, of which the
Allen is one, said that it will be the
policy of the Allen to present a big
specialty act each week.
This policy was introduced early in
the season with great success.
the big acts offered then at the Allen

Among

were the Leviathan Band, Edna Wallace Hopper, Rae Elinor Ball and her
These artists, however, were
Brother.
handicapped by the limited stage facili-

Now

that the managethat the public likes these
big acts in addition to their screen fare,
the necessary changes are being made in
the stage accommodations, so that these
big acts will become regularly a part of
No advance in
the Allen programs.
admission prices will be asked.
ties of the Allen.

ment knows

Warner's Circle

in Cleveland Switches

to Pictures

THE

and Vaudeville

Circle Theatre, Cleveland, C, operated by Warner Brothers, will
switch to the combination picture-vaudeville policy, starting either January
16th, or January 23d.
Negotiations were completed last week between Warner Brothers and Alexander Pantages of Los Angeles to introduce Pantages
vaudeville at the Circle.
Feature pictures will continue to be shown, and three
performances will be given daily, starting at 1 p. m. and closing at 11 p. m.
The Warner management, in making the announcement of this change of
policy stated that it was yielding to the increasing popular demand for the variety
show and that it was appealing to the college student body which lives in the
vicinity of the Circle theatre.
Cleveland will be Pantages' first stop east in a proposed inroad into twentyfive prominent eastern cities.
The circuit has thus far been confined to western
towns, which now include forty-one in number. The cities nearest to Cleveland
where Pantages productions are shown are Toledo, Detroit and Indianapolis.
George Dumond, general manager in charge of the Warner theatres, has been in
Cleveland for the past several weeks, during the negotiations for this change of
policy. He will remain there until the new policy is in operation. Although nothing
authentic has been said on the subject, it is rumored that Warners are contemplating putting a combination policy into all of their houses throughout the country.
Cleveland has been selected in which to try it out.

Roxy Theatreto HavePermanent Chorus,
Kurt Schindler Will Direct
AMONG

the musical featm-es which are
presented at the new Roxy
theatre, now being built at 50th Street
and 7th Avenue, New York City, and which
will be conducted by S. L. Rothafel, will be
a permanent chorus of 100 trained voices,
to

be

according to an announcement made last
week by "Roxy."
Kurt Schindler, director of the Schola
Cantorum and prominently associated with
choral activities in
gaged to direct the

New

York, has been en-

Roxy

chorus.
According to Mr. Schindler, "This chonis
will function sometimes alone, sometimes
with the orchestra, so that many works both
of oratorio and opera will be available. One
of the unusual features and a wish I have
always hoped to see realized," Mr. Schindler
continued, "will be the performance of choral
music with dancing, thus opening an entirely
new repertoire of music. In this way we
shall be able to present for example the folk
dances and songs of Spain, Russia and the
Balkans in their original form, and no end of
choral and dancing novelties."
That the work of the large chorus under
Mr. Schindler will be one of the outstanding
features and among the novelties which
Rothafel is planning for his huge theatre, is
indicated by the elaborate prei>arations which
are being made to facilitate the work of the
singing organization and its diretcor.

One of

the structural novelties of the Rox^'
theatre will be a choir chamber, hidden from
view of the audience. The chamber will acsingers.
The singing organcombined with the symphony orchestra of 110 pieces, consoles for a duo-organ
which will be installed high a})ove the stage
and a twenty-piece jazz orchestra for dancing numbers, indicates the emphasis which
Rothafel will put on music as a leading feature of a form of entertainment which it is

commodate 100
ization,

expected will mark a new departure for a
theatre devoted to "pictures and."

Mr. Schindler predicts that within a short
time his chorus will function with the precision and skill of an orchestra and as Mr.
Rothafel has assured him that no music is too
good for his theatre, he promises wide and
unlimited scope in his programs. The plans
of the new Roxy theatre are on an incredibly
sumptuous scale including for Schindler's

branch of endeavor perfect rehearsal rooms,
ideal conditions to foster all that is finest

and noblest in music and perfect equipment
for the individual comfort
says the announcement.

of the

Sunday Song Contests

artist,

at the

Liberty, Seattle
Following their tremendous success last
Manager Leroy V. Johnson of the
Liberty Theatre, Seattle, has again inaugurated his weekly Sunday morning song contests, arranged by Oliver Wallace, concert
organist, and offering $20 in prizes to members of the audience who receive the most
applause in renditions of the songs selected
each week.
The contest is a tremendous
season.

business-getter

formances,

Sunday morning per-

for

which

are

usually

poorly

at-

tended.

Palace,

Seattle,

to

House

Pictures and Vaudeville
Manager Joseph Muller of the Palace
Hip Theatre, Seattle, has announced that
he will soon inaugurate a new policy of motion pictures and vaudeville at his house,
which has housed the Will Iving Musical
FirstRe\Ties for the last several seasons.
will be used, and a change of
program will be offered twice weekly, acThis policy was used
cording to reports.
for several months at that house once before the King shows opened their engage-

run pictures

ment.

Boston Now
Running Longer Show

Metropolitan,

The new Metropolitan Theatre in Boston,
has lengthened its program from a two hour
show to two" houi-s and twenty minutes. This
gives ample opportunity to give even the
longest features without interfering with the
additional numbers on the program while,
if the feature is short, it permits an added

comedy

reel.

—
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Lobby Displays Should Express
The Quality of Your Show
Your Front

Is a

Show Window— Dress
By G, B, Odium

Manager, Majestic Theatre

EVERYa THEATRE caters
specific

to

clientele

and has its own following or else two or three theatres could not exist in the
Therefore each,
same block.
and every theatre must have
individual
its
problems, of

how

the

attract

to

transcient

passerby as well as their standard patron. To do this at the
least expense for the greatest
value has -always been my personal hobby, for where you
could spend a thousand dollars
in one theatre with ease, ten
dollars
in
another
theatre
would be an excessive sum.

Back
music

when

in the old days,

cue

were

sheets

un-

vaudeville and picture theatres and

was connected with

Anything to attract attention was the
main idea of these frontal displays. I recall of a time when
I was an assistant
manager, a theatre using a real live cow as
a "bally" for some pastoral picture. It was
summertime and oh, the mess we got into.
The cashier quit as did one of the porters
and we got the laugh from all the "legit"
houses in town who were just itching to
get something over on the "movies."
And
once I had a house artist do a set of icicles
for the marquee, border at the opening of the
siunmer season.
They were done in rigid
Beaver Board, painted visible on both sides
and were made to repeat the following seasons by repainting. My managing director
kicked.
He wanted the same effect on oilcloth
"so they would wave or move in the
wind and attract attention." Now who ever
heard of waving icicles? Yet in the latter
item there is food for much thought and

—

—

summer season while
summer season it seems com-

writing of the
mon sense to say that larger and more vivid
displays are necessary in the summer as
many of your passers-by are in automobiles and a "Flash" is therefore necessary.

A cheap litho by the cutout process and
a few adroit lines of color properly mounted give a finish not obtainable with crinkly
mussy posters.
color scheme individual
to each presentation
I mean for cards,
posters and art panels creates a uniformity of detail which is impressive; showing
organization of detail.
Soldiers would not
be half so impressive all dressed in different
colored uniforms.

A

—

—

my

opinion for a standard modern
no display more
effective than the hand painted poster
sometimes with cutouts from one three or
six
sheets
or oftentimes color designs.
These panels can be washed off and re-done.

In

Main

street house, there is

—

—

frontal

display

is

it

is

the

circus tactics cre-

and tends gradudislodge your solidified patronage
for a transcient throng of Thrill Chasers,
who leave you for the next man who flings
to

out a red banner

down

widely spread throughout
is good medicine, par-

the season certainly

in-

—

ious at all
four or six inset panels on the
sidewalls properly illuminated both from
front and from the back (to enhance cut-

out effects).
Panels should be framed for
a 42 X 28 inch card which is obtainable in
very effective colors. Two of these can be
used for current attractions and two or four
for coming events or all for coming attractions as the desire may be. These cards
if done artistically can be arranged for outside showing during current run.
The space just over the inside of the
entrance doors should not be neglected, for
an effective advance display for the outgoing crowd (usually slow moving). This
space is high enough for the fellow back of
you to see over yoiu' head as he exits and
ofttimes forms the basis of conversation
long after your theatre has been left.
It must be remembered at all times that
your "Front" is your show window If
you are catering to a 10c crowd, display
accordingly and if you are plajnng to 50c
or $1.00 patronage your front as well as
your interior must be furnished accord-

Gorgeous

Downtown

Department

—

alls.

the street.

Yet the transformation of your front for
specific occasions

advance and displayed

with their artistic window displays
symphony of art and color yet the
5 and 10 just across the street with its garish disi)lay also does a thriving business.
It would be just as much out of focus for
Macy's, Wanamaker's or Eaton's to dress
their window a la 5 and 10 as for you to
have your ushers in tuxedos and put on
Shoot 'Em Up Western thrillers, or ypur
front in shining brass and glittering crystal and expect your patrons to be in over-

ates the Fire Sale effect

ally

in

—for

The

not.

The continuous use of

These displays can be completed one full change period

we must not forget the outgoing
patron who has just seen your presentation
and should be in a susceptable mood for
the "Come again" idea.
For the inside of the lobby, if it is spacside

stores
are a

proper and profitable idea for one theatre,
for another

title.

ingly.

you will admit, have changed
since those days, and now the theatre manager faces the problem of making displays
which appeal to the particular type of patronage to which he caters, and where the
things,

of

display.
This of course was
exceptional but can be duplicated anywhere you can secure
an artist quick in action and in
comprehensive -grasp of the
subtle
story underlying the

the Small

—

considerable argument.

type

work

—

He then organized a group of six
chain of houses in Canada.
houses of his own, selling out in 1918. After which he was connected with Charlie Hayman at Niagara Falls, the Michaels Bros.,
Buffalo and the Palace Theatre, Olean. He is now manager of the
Majestic Theatre, Hornell, N. Y., operated by the Maple City
Theatres, Inc.
ticularly during the

studio for this specific

can be maintained well within
the quota of any city of 40,000
or better.
The writer has had
panels on a theatre front
which were the continuous
topic of conversation on the
street, splashy and effective attention arresters which people
used to come especially to see
and look for the new Art

the C. W. Bennett Theatres in Hamilton, Ontario, in the "nickelodian" days of the picture business. Later he managed several

—

ballyhoo

A

article by G. B. Odium is the second of a series of discusby exhibitors on the subject of lobby displays. The first,
written by A. G. Stolte, managing director of the Capitol Theatre,
Des Moines, appeared in the December 26th issue of Motion Picture
News.
The author of the accompanying article is a vetern showman, and
has a reputation as an expert on picture theatre publicity and exploitation.
He is a native of Richmond, Va., and was educated in
music and art. His first association as a theatre manager was with

This

sions

"pianist" who
could put in the "plunk plunks" for comedy
and "Hearts and Flowers" for tears was
a "^viz" and talk of the town, we all "sold
our goods" with our fronts, so to speak.
There were invariable and almost uniformly
observed rules. For example, the war piccalled for guns,
tures which were plenty
a cannon and cannon balls and a few flags.

But

Accordingly

of Hornell, N. Y.

known and your

—

It

C.

B.

Odium

Neatness and orderly array are particularly desirable even in the cheapest theatres and next to cleanliness is an earmark
of how vour show will be presented, for
after air"The Show Is The Thing."

Motion Picture News-
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West Coast

"Ideas"

To Be

Circuited

"Gold and Pearls" is the title of the Fanchon & Marco "Ideas" presen tatinn staged some time ago at the West Coast Theatres' houses. The
number was in three episodes, as shoivn in the photos above. A dance and tableau featured the opening episode, which was followed by tin
The final scene showed the "living curtain"- shown in the photo on the right.
ensemble scene with an acrobatic interlude.

WEST COAST THEATRES

is understood to have in preparation a plan
to cireiiit throuo-hout the larg-e cities
and West the West Coast presEast
the
in
enttations, under the supervision of Fanehon
and Marco. Sol Lesser, of the West Coast

company, now in the East, is preparing to
where these stag-e numbers will be
shown, according to an announcement from

visit cities

the organization.

The
troups

circuiting arrangement will give the
many months engagements in addi-

tion to the eighteen weeks
wliich

they

now have

.

at

California time

West Coast

the-

atres.

The "Fanchon and Marco Idp«s," a few
of which are shown in photos on this page,
have gained a national reputation. Loew's
Theatre, San Francisco, is at present the
base of operations for the presentations.
Marco's idea and his stage acts are thus
called
is that the numbers should go to
the other extreme of the theme of the picture.

—

—

—

if the picture had a South
Sea Island atmosphere, Marco would stage
"Ideas of Geo. M. Cohan" a.s a stage

For example

attraction.

A number

An

"Idea" presented at Loew's State, Los Angeles, in which Victor Herbert's music was
featured in a number of solo and choral singing and specialty dances.

&

specializing in Spanish efjects, with dancers and a Marimba band, staged by Fanchon
Marco for If est Coast Theatres, Inc., is
At opening the musicians were seated on the .ftage, and following solo song, lattide effect in centre opened and revealed two
dancers. At start of dance, musicians left stage and took their positions in frame of back drop, as shown in photo at right.

shown above.
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excess weight.
the attractive
balcony.

The walls of the booth form
background to the spacious

The St. James Theatre is advertised as
"The Intimate Theatre" because the matter
of size has been sacrificed to comfort and
hominess.
The management wants the
jiatrons to come again and again.
It does
not particularly cater tq transients but to
the community, the Back Bay of Boston, in
which it is located. It has a seating capacity of approximately 2,000 and presents
first run features, Fables, Topics, Comedy
and News besides five acts of vaudeville.
There is both orchestral and organ music.

The

process commenced in
to be on a small scale.
When once the work got under way, however, it was determined to make it typically
a Keith-Albee Theatre.
This meant additional changes.
A new front and marquis
were constructed, the lobby was entirely rebuilt and refinished, even to the carved
July,

rebuilding

first

planned

Marble flooring was
rubber matting laid.
From the foyer new marble stairwavs were
constructed and the walls were refinished in
the rich, warm tones which characterize
Keith houses. No greater change was made
anywhere than in the rest rooms, lounges
!ind toilets, which were practically completely rebuilt.
The ladies' suites on both
the main and mezzanine floors are now
models of beauty with a combination of
colors at once magnificent and pleasing.
The walls are in cerise silk with ivory
trimmings.
There are indiA-idual toilet
crystal chandeliers.
laid
and recessed

room and there is at
hand complete fittings for any taste in all
cosmetics.. The toilets are new throughout.
The men's lounge and smoking rooms are
Hnished in a rich cream with furnishings
ui»holstered in brown leather.
One is at
once impressed by the spacious rest and
tables in the cosmetic

toih't

facilities

considers

that

of
the

the theatre when one
is
seating
capacity

slightly less than 2,000.

The remodeled Keith-Albee

theatre that was recently reopened.
This house is located on St.
ton and is now one of the finest houses in that town.

James

St.,

Bos-

With such

extensive changes, one can
imagine the changes made in the
auditorium itself.
The old theatre auditorium was panelled.
This panelling was
all removed and there is now one big arch
at each side of the house, gracefully blending with the lines of the new proscenium
well

Keith-Albee

Adds Another

House
With

the opening of the St. James Theon Hunting-ton avenue, Boston, the
Keith-Albee interests have completed their
second remodelling job within a single year
and have added another first run motion
picture and vaudeville house to Boston.
Within the year three new first run hou-ses
have thus been added to Boston, the Metropolitan, the Keith-Albee New Boston, and

As
tre,

James Theatres.

in the case of the

New

Boston Thea-

James Theatre was a remodellThe New Boston was constructed

the St.

ing task.
within a building once used as a department store, but a modern building in every
respect.
The St. James Theatre was a
stock theatre before being iiurehased by
the Keith-Albee group but the work of
remodelling, once started, was almost as extensive as in the New Boston.
_

Probably the most important engineering
which was surmounted was the
construction and location of tlie projection
This booth or room is 42 feet long
booth.
and 12 feet in width, is supplied wilh
running hot and cold water and toilets, and
difficulty

Run

to Boston

atre

the St.

First

equipped with three projection machines,
two spotlights and a stereopticon.
It is
virtually
a separate building in itself,
strapped to the wall of the structure and
sujijiortcd, in addition, by steelwork.
Ex-

is

elusive of equipment,

tlie

steel

booth

w(>iglis

sixty-two tons.

Because of the construction of the building in which the St. James Theatre is
located and because a large dance hall in
the .same building is built with its main su))jioi-t

from

the

roof timbers, and to avoid

arch.
Formerly this was square. Now it
forms a graceful arch which was built on
the old one making it six feet lower, yet

giving fully as

stairs.

To

booth as much
framework was constructed
of steel, the walls of gypsum block and the
floors of poured gypsum, making it coinplclcly
(ircjirdof and
yet cliiiiiniilini; ;il]
a.s

lighten the ))r()je('tion

|)()s.sil)lc,

the

three bathrooms have been inand two shower baths. A trunk lift
the trunks to all dressing rooms

tapestry,
stalled

cided to strap the projection booth to the

This has been done so cle\erly, howan expert would not believe
that it was not built into the theatre when
tlie
building itself was erected.
There is
not the slightest indication but what it is an
integral part of the theatre.

height as other thea-

Back stage the work was equally comThe dressing rooms are all in

raises

ever, that even

much

the old boxes, three in

j)lete.

any vibration which might result from the
dance floor when in use, the engineers dewall.

Even

number,
were ripped out and replaced with the
Keith-Albee style boxes, two in number on
each side.
tres.

(

where formerly they were hauled over the

New box ofifices were installed, a ventilating system was built which is operated by
a ten horsepower motor and a fan located
in a new fanhouse on top of the auditorium while heating is now done by the mushroom system.
There are concealed aisle
lights in both main floor and balcony.
The
stairways and floors are newly and richly
carjieted.
In fact, an entirely new theatrehas been built where once the old St. James
existed.

II
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Unrivaledfor service andquality
Eastnran Positi\^e Film, constantly
subjected to drastic tests that

must

pro^^e it right, is unri\^aled for the service

it

renders and the photographic

quality
It

it

gives.

from studio to

carries quality

screen.

To make

sure pictures are printed

on the genuine look
for

the

tion,

in the

margin

black-lettered identifica-

"Eastman" "Kodak".

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Michael Shea Announces
Suburban Theatre

New

The Kensington section of Buffalo is to
have the largest neighborhood house in
western New York, according to an announcement by Michael Shea, head of the
Shea Amusement company, who says that
new building, leased from the Bickford
Realty company for a term of 20 years, will
be located at Bailey and Kensington avenues, which point is fast becoming one of
lie
busiest comers in Buffalo's great "east
>ide.
The new house will be known as
Shea's Kensington and will be completed by
September 1, 1926. The building will have
a seating capacity of 1,500 and will cost apthe

t

proximately $500,000.
"The plans submitted by the Bickford
Realty company," said Mr. Shea, "promise

word

the last

in theatre construction.

Stores

and otfice building are a part of the plan.
The Kensington district is growing at a
rapid pace and in this new house, residents
of that part of the city will be given the

same pictures booked at the downtown Shea
houses, with their accompanying presenta-

A

Wurlitzer organ of the latest type
and every modern convenience will be adopted in its construction. In
])oint of beauty and comfort, the new house
will be one of the most luxurious."
tions.

will be installed

Carrier

Merges

Engineering

With Air Conditioning

Beautiful

organ

grill

Note also the unusualness of the
of the Palace theatre, recently opened in Gary, Ind.
A Kilgen organ is installed.
design incorporated in the proscenium.

Theatre Building Continues! Active In
New England Territory
NATHAN

YEAMANS'

new theatre in
Fall River, Mass., which is located on
North Main street opposite the Plaza thenearing completion and will
probably be opened before the end of the
month.

atre, is rapidly

Two new

theatres are under construction

run by Fred
Quincy and Al-

in Wollaston, Mass., one to be

Murphy, who operates

the

It will
hambi-a theatres in Quincy, Mass.
have a seating capacity of about 1700.

Abe Spitz, owner and manager of several
theatres in Greater Boston, has this week
broken ground for a now theatre to seat
about 1500 in Wollaston, Mass., next door
Foundations will
to the Masonic building.
be put in during the winter so that construction work may go forward rai)idly in the
spring and the theatre be opened next fall.
The Colonial theatres. Inc., of Bristol,
Conn., have had plans prepared and are
soon to receive bids for a new theatre to be
known as the Colonial theatre, with seating
capacity of about 1800, to be built in that
site has already been purchased
town.
on Main street in the business center.

A

Excavations have been started at Hancock
and Beals streets, Quincy, Mass., for a new
Iheatre for W. Wilson of the Wollaston
I'alaee

theatre.

The structure

will

be of

brick and cast stone and will be 200 by 60
feet.
Plans were prepared by Tuck & Co.
of Roxbury; Mass. The theatre will have a
seating capacity of about 1600.

The Liberty Theatres Co. has been incorporated at Boston with a capital of $25,000.
Philip L. Markell is president of the company; Samuel M. Katze of Lawrence, Mass.,
is treasurer and Charles Morse is cle rk o f
The new corporation has
the corporation.
acquired the Liberty theatre on Blue Hill
avenue, Boston, fonnerly owned by William
London and operated by L. M. Bowes.

The Carrier Engineering Corporation
which has long specialized in the field of
Air Conditioning Engineering has recently
acquired all of the capital stock of the
Atmospheric Conditioning Corporation of
Philadelphia, Pa.
The entire Air Conditioning business of
the latter company will be continued by the
Carrier organization, while the Air Washer
Business which the Atmospheric Conditioning Corp. formerlj' conducted has been recently purchased by Strandwitch & Scott.
Inc. who will continue to manufacture and
install Webster Air Washers with the Web-

Dewpoint Control.
John F. Hale, president of the Atmos-

ster

pheric Conditioning Corp. has accepted a
position as Representative and Engineer for
tthe Aerofin Corp. with headquarters in
Chicago.
H. A. Terrell, Treasurer of the Atmospheric Conditioning Corp., will have charge
of a construction force for the consolidated
Carrier Engineering Corp. and the Atmospheric Conditioning Corp. and will be
located at Newark, N. J.
E. Nesdahl, former Chief Engineer and
S. C.

Bloom, Engineer

in the

Chicago

offic«

of the Atmospheric Conditioning Corp. will
continue with the combined companies.

Manchester, N. H., is to have a new thename of the owner is at present

atre but the

withheld.

Fort Wayne,

Have
Combination House
Ind.

to

Plans are being coni))leted for the erection of a million dollar theatre building to
be erected on site of the old Trinity English

Lutheran Church, Wayne and Clinton
Fort Wayne, by the Keenan Hotel

Streets,

The new theatre
and movie hou.se and

interests.
ville

ing capacity of 3,100

will be a vaudehave a seat-

will

persons.

Architects

drawing the plans of this new theatre are
Charles R. Weathei'hogg of Fort Wayne
and Howard E. Crane of Detroit.
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Mirror Arc
Projection
1

is

much more

lran:^rieR

sensitive

than other methods because the arc cannot be
drawn out as long as the
vertical arc

and the

-

'
,

You Supreme
Stabil^y and that's
Gives

volt-

age must be kept practically normal. The Transverter does this automat-

°

especially important in

ically.

The

Transverter

1

also

gives
you easier control and the
most in candle power for
what you pay at the meter.

»

Mirror }\,rc Projection,
,

*,

1-^

/

"l^^^^^^l

^
c

.

Designed either for vertical or
horizontal use as preferred.
^

^MMMIpB'
^1,-1"

"

Write for our

latest

many advantages

i»'—i&;

descriptive literature showing the

of the Transverter.

Perkins Electric Ltd., Canadian Distributors

ELECTRIC
<3foHERTJNER
COMPANY
Clevela^tloL OKlo
19 OO W. 112
Sii-cci^
111.

Old Friends
Manufacturers, large and
small, who for years have

been selling their products
to the motion picture industry, have always used
the

News

as their princi-

pal advertising

medium.

'iv

-J

De Luxe Special

loyalty of these old friends.

^W^

Good Films ^
To make Good

Pictures

Shown on Good

I

Must Be

Screens

GREENS chosen with due regard

%

to the size

1

and operating con-

ditions of the theatre are bound

1 to be moreefFective than

C/

This is a source of great
pride with us for we can ask
no stronger endorsement
than expressed thru the

XJ.&A

,

selection

is

made

where the

indiscriminately.

-Install a-

-e«-«

iMinusa "De Luxe Special
It

Pays!

MiNUSA Cine Screen Co.
Bomont

at

Morgan

>-

/

f

Saint Louis

J

a<S^^.
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Projcctioi:)
Optics

Inquiries

,

Eketr ieity,Prde1ical Ideas ^ advie
For the most jDart, they are all right, but
many, too many, of them are "catch questions," pure and simple, and so can serve no

and

Comments
Caught! B'Gosh
E. P. Tinkham, (we hope the

name

is

spelled correctly)

Lake

View, Maine, ^oes the enviable
honor of having solved the
question of where Vivien P.
Bauglm dug up that brain racking series of
.

questions wliich he so recently shot at us
without the slightest warning.
It appears that Friend Baughn copied
Yes, indeed he did. so now he will
them.
have to stand the gaff of pitiless publicity.
Serves him right for trying to high-hat us.
are certainly glad that the astute Tinkham put us wise because, to be perfectly
frank about it, we were secretly afraid that
Baughn might come back with another batch.
But we shall be fully loaded and waiting for

We

him next time, so beware.
Having no books of our own to sell we
can fearlessly stand forth and publish the
name of the Volume from which these questions were copied. It is contained in Friend
Tinkham's letter which is as follows:
just finished reading the Projection
Department article of the News for the week
In regard to brother
of November 14th.
Baughn's letter and questions I wish to say
that I have located all of his questions as, no
doubt, some of the other projectionists have.

"Have

"All of the questions asked and answered
in the Nfavs niav be found in a small book
by the Technical
(l^rice $1.00) published
Book Companv, Now York City, and written
by James K. Cameron. The title of this book
is

other purjjose than to utterly confuse the
student.
Catch questions, as such, have but
little ijractical value and their solution is
I'arely, if ever, an indication of the answering person's intelligence, or even his knowledge.

No

Indication of Intelligence

A

rapid sol\er of cross-word uuzzles, is
not, necessarily, a brilliant person.
There
are many people on this earth who take
gTeat delight, and spend much time, unraveling puzzles, but who, when -confronted with
a real emergency that I'equires quick thinking and instinctive action, go into a blue
funk.
The real test of a person's intelligence is
this "What will he do when confronted with
an emergency?" There is then no time to
pick out a quiet, cozy, corner and maul over
the pros and cons of the situation in an effort
to find the best method of approach.
Action is the thing that is required and the
way a man acts when placed in such a posiIt is
tion is a mea.sure of his brain power.
this thing which distinguishes the leader

are never won by arm-chair military
critics but by practical men doing practical
things in a practical manner in the face of
almost certain death.

Wars

Duplex

REWINDERS

in the

very

cost

little

compared with
the years and

'Examination Questions.'

same as those answered

Price

$9.50

F.O.B.

Long Island

that cinches that.
The sad part of this entire affair

—

—and

tions.

a system to burn out for the simple reason
that no current returns to the generator
through this fuse. The answer is contained
in the very meaning of the word "balanced."

City,

N.

this booklet, there are a number that,
jirobably due to typographical errors, pos-

in
Inc.

Y.

sess

no meaning.

instance, the number of "volts" that
a No. 6 wire will "carry" is indeed a moot
question and one which could well torture
the best brains of the country.

For

Frankly, we have no means of telling just
volts such a wire will, when

how many

pressed, carry.

What

AUTOMATICKET
Installing One Machine
i^/VA

on

hrial

invariably I'e^uUs in

odoplmdGold Sealfot
Tin

it

has a sad part lies in tlie nature of some
of those questions. We do not doubt but what
the author of the booklet wa.s guided by the
best of intentions and really believed that he
was acting for the best interests of the projectionist by getting him to use his gray
matter in solving the answers to the ques-

the burning out of
the neutral line fuse in a "balanced" 3-wire
circuit at first thought appears rrrelevant
but a moment's reflection shows it to be a
If the projectionist has
fairly proper one.
any idea at all of what a "balanced" 3-wire
system is, he should immediatelv know that
it is impossible for the neuti'al fuse in such

No Meaning

Not Fair

Sure enough, there were the questions, so

Proper
The question involving

Aside from the catch questions contained

Factory

DUPLEX MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRIES,

News.

light.

minals will be approximately only one-tenth
that applied to the primary.
If he knows that, he knows plenty because
he can then figure out for himself what the
secondary voltage will be for any given apFurthermore, knowing the
plied voltage.
secondary voltage for any given applied voltage, and dividing one by the other will give
him the ratio of turns, which is constant.

years of service
which they give

"I notice, however, that the answers are
not to be found in flic book."

Well, Friend Baughn, we should say that
the drinks were on you.
Immediately upon receiving Tinkham's letter we started hunting for a copy of the
above named volume, which we knew was
somewhere about the premises, and after a
seai'ch of about an hour or so, brought it to

difference does it make whether the
primary of a transformer is connected in
series or in parallel in the feeder circuit?
For what matter who cares? As a matter of
fact, it can be considered as being either in
series or in multiple whichever way one
wishes to look at it.
It is enough for the projectionist to know
that when the primary terminals of a transfonner are connected to the feed wires, current can be drawn off the secondao' terminals in inverse proportion to the ratio of
number of turns on the two coils. Thus, if
the primary has ten times the turns of the
secondary the current in the latter will be
appro imately ten times that of the former
and the voltage across the secondary- ter-

from the follower.

"If you will obtain a copy of this book
and turn to page 39 and examine questions
12, 18, 39, 47, 61, 63, 66, 69, 70, 72, 91, 95,
107, 114 and 128 you will find they are the

Wherein the Good?
What

*

a

all Houses

circuit.

GOLD SEAL

Per-/.ormance

AUTOMATIC TICKET
REGISTER CORPORATION
Nevst York
723 Seventh Avt,

Is

Needed

Forgetting these questions for the umment
and si)eaking in a jiurely general manner,
with no one in particular in mind, we are
auaiii

prompted

to call attention to the fact

not a single volume written in
any language that e.\))lains in a simple truthfiil
inaniier the ))lienoinena encountered in
It is, indeed, extremely
picture projection.
unfortunate that the jirojection field is, apparently, so unattractive that this long felt
n(>ed cannot compel the attention of pei-sons
possessed of all the information necessary to
clearly and concisely describe to the prothat there

jectionist

is

the

fundamental principles.

—
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week)

consideration in the desipfn of a
motion picture jjrojection room is obviously
This element of safety can
that of safety.
be looked at in two ways. It is first necessary to render the projection room fireproof, so as to confine therein any conflagration that may originate in the room
itself.
This is taken care of by the physiThe second
cal construction of the room.
requirement is that of panic prevention.
The film now in use, the precautions taken
in handling it, and the improvements in
projector construction have all contributed
to reducing the fire hazard to such an extent that film fires are now few and far
between.
When they do occur they are
largely due to gross negligence on the part
The greatest danger,
of the projectionists.
when a fire starts, lies in possible panic
among the audience. For this reason it is
necessary to close all of the openings in the
projection room which lead into the auditorium.

The

first

A commonly used method of securing
such control consists briefly of a master bar
to which are attached the drop shutters by
means of tapered pins loosely fitted in holes
These pins
drilled through the master bar.
are held in place by turning the master bar
a quarter of a revolution by means of a
control lever which lever is then held in
l)lace by means of a fused master cord to
which are connected all branch fused cords.
The release of any one branch line will rewhereupon the
control
lever,
weight of the shutters will rotate the master
bar. i)ermitting the shutters to drop.
Generally speaking, the average architect
wiien designing a projection room, is all
right until he comes to the matter of laying
out the portholes in thfe front wall of the
the

He

room.

then usuallv finds it necessai'j'
to fit the ports to meet the local conditions,
such as avoiding beams, chandeliers, and
the like.
This is obviously "placing the
cart before the horse" to use a new and
original phrase.
Despite the fact that projectors are built as to allow some leeway in
adjustment for height and angle of tilt, the
proper thing to do is to first lav out the
projection room ports, and then make the
local conditions meet these
requirements,
whatever they prove to be.

it

feet

is

1.

2. Place the room so that the center line
of the screen will come midway between

the two projectors.

Avoid heavy vertical projection ankeeping in mind that the limit is 12
degTces for results which are fully satis3.

gles,

factory.
4. Be sure that no obstructions are in
the pa,th of the light beam after the location
is

chosen.
5.

The

Choose
so

that

Room Summary

a

suitable local ion for the
the projection distance precome within the easy range

ferably Avill
of the common projection systems now on
the market.
The nearer the screen the better, keeping in mind that nothing less than
a 4^ < -inch equivalent focal length projection lens should be used.

projection

room should

be

ab-

fireproof.
Safety shutters should
snugly in their grooves and be cushioned

solutely
fit

to

prevent banging.

A ventilating fan and exhaust pipe
leading to the open air and having a minimum free opening of 18 inches should be
provided to insure good service.
7. All doors to the projection room should
be of the sliding gravity type self closing.
8. Toilet facilities should always l)e provided for the convenience of the projec6.

tionist.
0.

The artificial lighting .should be adeand preferably of the totally indi-

(|uate,

rect type.
10. The ceiling should be painted a light
cream, the two side walls and rear a light
gray and the front wall (toward the screen)
a dark gray.

11. A firm foundation for the entire room
should be provided.
This is highly important.
12.

The

floor should be

varnished or bet-

dark gray. This precaunecessary, since the top surface of

ter still painted a

tion is
the floor

(usually covered with 1 inch coat
of neat cement) will powder and injure the
film and projector mechanism.
13.

The projection room should be easy

of access.
14. All
wires of the electrical
should be enclosed in conduit.

system

15. Power service to the projectors should
be placed in conduits beneath the floor and
emerging directly under the lamj) of each
projector.

16. A strong bench and metal cabinets
should be provided, either in the projection
room or in a special room immediately adjacent to it.
17.

House telephones and

necessary

the

systems to the manager's
orchestra pit should be provided.

signal

office

and

These suggestions cover briefly the important points governing the design of a suitable projection room. If adhered to, we may
confidently look forward to the early disappearance of those three species of pro-

—

jectionists now commonly encountered
the "camel-backed projectionist," "the sub;

marine
necked

New

recommended.

Projection
room

in the

H. Kurlander

Considerations of comfort and efficiency
on the part of the projectionist demand that
sufficient side and head room be allowed
for in the projection room.
With this in
mind we have a key to the problem of locating the ports.
All "spot" stereoptican
lantern
and projector ports should be
spaced 3 feet apart. When but one projector is used 8 feet should be allowed for
it.
Making due allowance for clearance
between front wall and projector, and projector and rear wall a tofal width of 10

Automatic Ticket
Register Corp

"You'll find

Clt»

J.

(Continued from

lease

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18J38 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES

Rooms

Proper Design of Projection
Very Important

projectionist"
projectionist."

and

"rubber-

the

$500,000 Theatre
Hollywood, Cal.

William

Allen,

architect,

is

for

completing

plans for the erection of a new $500,000
theatre building with a seating capacity of
2,500 to be built on site 150x290 feeit on
the east side of Vermont, just south of

Hollywood

Boulevai-d, accordins"

to

Fred

president of the Far West Theatre
Corporation. The structure will be erected
by Ealph B. Lloyd, who will lease fhc building for 25 years.
Miller,

.

.

.
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.

.
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have a short-cut toivard such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy release, as zvell as
information on pictures that are coming, will be found on succeeding pages.
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release.)
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for Productions Listed Prior to

September
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SEPTEMBER
As'No

Man Has

Loved

Henry Edwards
George Walsh
.

Kenneth McDonald.

The
Below The Line
Battler,

.

.

Length Reviewed
5500 feet
5000 feet. .July 11
7929 feet Feb. 28

Chadwick
Fox
Bud Barsky (S. R.) .5000
Warner Brothers
6001

Special Cast

.

.

Feature
Lovers in Quarantine

Distributed by
Cranfield & Clarke.

Star

Feature
Amazing Quest, The
American Pluck

.

.

Rin-Tin-Tin (dog)
William Russell

.

.

feet

Oct. 31
Ginsberg Dist
4543 feet Oct. 24
Big Pal
Pathe
Black Cyclone
Rex (horse)
5058 feet. May 30
Pitts-Horton
Astor Dist. (S. R.) .. .6008 feet. Dec. 19
Business of Love
Universal
California Straight Ahead Reginald Denny
7238 feet Sept. 12
Gloria Swanson
Paramount
6840 feet. .Sept. 12
Coast of Folly
Prod. Dist. Corp
Coming of Amos
Rod La Rocque
5677 feet Sept. 19
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
4928 feet Sept. 26
Cyclone Cavalier
R. Colman-V. Banky First National
7311 feet Sept. 26
Dark Angel, The
United Artists
Don Q, Son of Zorro
Douglas Fairbanks.
10264 feet June 27
Love
Bow-D.
Keith
B.P.SchulbergCS.R.)
4825
feet
2
Free to
C.
Jan.
Pathe
6883 feet. .July 25
Freshman, The
Harold Lloyd
Roosevelt
Artclass
Pict
4488
feet
Galloping Jinx
Buddy
Fox
Havoc
Special Cast
9200 feet Aug. 29
" Lefty " Flynn
F. B. O
5669 feet
High and Handsome
Warner
His Majesty Bunker Bean M. Moore-Devore
7149 feet Sept. 26
Gotham Prod. (S.R.).5827 feet. .Nov. 14
His Master's Voice
Thunder (dog)
F. B. O
6006 feet May 23
If Marriage Fails
J. Logan-C. Brook
Fox
Kentucky Pride
Special Cast
6652 feet. .Sept. 19
Knockout Kid, The
Rayart Pict. Corp.
Jack Perrin
4901 feet
(S. R.)
Let's Go Gallagher
Tom Tyler
Film Book. Offices. .5182 feet Oct. 3
Fi rst National
7000 f eet Sept 1
Live Wire, The
Johnny Hines
Lost World, The
Special Cast
First National
9700 feet Feb. 21
4452 feet Nov. 28
Man of Nerve
Bob Custer
F. B. O
7168 feet Sept. 5
Man Who Found Himself. Thomas Meighan. ... Paramount
Mystic, The
Pringle-Earle
M-G-M
6239 feet Sept. 12
Never the Twain Shall
Metro-Goldwyn
8143 feet. Aug. 8
Meet
Stewart-Lytell
New Champion, The
Columbia Pict. (S.R.) 4547 feet Dec. 19
Wm. Fairbanks
Betty Bronson
Paramount
6849 feet Aug. 8
Not So Long Ago
Gerson Pict. (S. R.) .5000 feet Dec. 5
Once In a Lifetime
Richard Holt
Outlaw's Daughter, The Josie Sedgwick
Universal
4375 feet Dec. 19
Parisian Nights
E.
Hammerstein - L.
Tellegen
F. B.
6278 feet. .June 20
8464 feet Sept. 19
Phantom of the Opera.
Lon Chaney
Universal
Plastic Age, The
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)6848 feet. .Oct. 10
5828 f eet July 25
Pretty Ladies
Zazu Pitts
Metro-Goldwyn
Primrose Path, The
Bow-MacDonald
Arrow
5475 feet Oct. 31
Ridin' the Wind
Fred Thomson
Film Book. Offices.. .5014 feet .Oct. 24
Arrow
6923 feet Nov. 14
Scandal Street
Kennedy-Welch
Sealed Lips
Revier-Landis
Columbia Pict. (S.R.) 5770 feet Nov. 7
6974 feet Sept. 12
Seven Days
Lillian Rich
Prod. Dist. Corp
Shore Leave
Barthelmess-Mackaill.First National
6856 feet Aug. 29
Siege
Virginia Valli
Universal
6424 feet June 20
Special Cast
Paramount
6925 feet Sept. 19
Son of His Father, A.
S. O. S. Perils of the Sea Elaine Hammerstein. Columbia Pict. (S.R.) 5303 feet. .Dec. 26
7000 feet Sept. 12
Souls for Sables
Windsor-O'Brien
Tiffany (S. R.)
Speed Madness
Frank Merrill
Hercules Film
4579 feet
Universal
5247 feet May 2
Spook Ranch
Hoot Gibson
Steppin' Out
Sterling-Revier
Columbia
5267 feet Dec. 19
5906 feet. Aug. 29
Sun Cp
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) .5060 feet June 13
Tearing Loose
Wally Wales
Teaser, The
Laura La Plante
Universal
6967 feet May
Three Wise Crooks
Evelyn Brent
Film Book. Offices.. .6074 feet Oct. 24
4869 feet Sept. 26
Timber Wolf, The
Buck Jones
Fox
6489 feet. Aug. 11
Trouble With Wives, The Vidor-T. Moore
Paramount
Wall Street Whiz, The
Richard Talmadge
Film Book. Offices. ..5452 feet .Nov. 7
7349 feet Oct. 10
What Fools Men
Stone-Mason
First National
Wheel, The
Special Cast
Fox
7325 feet Aug. 2
4830 feet June 27
White Outlaw, The
Universal
Jack Hoxie
Special Cast
Paramount
7221 feet Aug. 22
Wild Horse Mesa
Wild, Wild Susan
Bebe Daniels
Paramount
5774 feet Aug. 15
With This Ring
Mills-Tellegen
5333 feet Oct.
3
B. P. Schulberg
feet.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Star

Other Woman's Story.
Pace That Thrills, The.
Peacock Feathers

.

.

.

.

Compson

.

Tom

.

Tires
Monte Blue
Regular Fellow, A
Raymond Griffith
Seven Keys to Baldpate. .Douglas MacLean.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Paramount
Paramount
Chadwick

.

Chas. Ray
House Peters

Storm Breaker, The
Substitute Wife, The
Thunder Mountain
Tower of Lies
Wandering Fires
Wandering Footsteps
Why Women Love
Win, Lose or Draw
Winding Stair, The
Without Mercy

Universal

Jane Novak

Arrow
Fox
Metro-Goldwyn
Arrow

Special Cast

Chaney-Shearer
Constance Bennett

.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Rayart
Warner Bros

Santschi

Red Hot

Some Pun'kins

.

.

.

.

Ginsberg Dist. Corp .5060
6750

Special Cast

.

Blanche Sweet
Leo Maloney
Special Cast
Vera Reynolds

.

.4903 feet

7282
7498
5443
4042
.6080
6911
6802
9801
4603
.5139
6447
5027
6648
6500
6093
5994
7537
6849
6600

Paramount

Harry Carey
.

First National

Clarion Photoplays. .4988

Fox

6107
6550

Prod. Dist. Corp

feet ..Oct.
feet
Oct.
feet
Oct.
feet ..Nov.
feet
Nov.
feet ..Oct.
feet .Aug.
feet
Sept
feet
Sept
feet
Nov.
feet ..Oct.
feet
Oct.
feet ..Nov.
feet
Sept
feet
Sept
feet ..Nov.
feet
Oct.
feet ..Oct.
feet
Oct.
feet
Nov.
feet
Oct.
feet
feet. .Oct.
feet
Oct.
.

10

24
24
21

7

.

29
26
26

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

21
21
31

.

.

17
7
19

.

.

26

.

7

10
10
17

.

.

.

.

.

.

21

.

31

.

17
24

NOVEMBER

.

.

.

F. B. O
B. P. Schulberg
First National
Universal

Calhoun-Frazer
Betty

The

.

.

.

Warner Bros
Metro-Goldwyn
Paramount

Logan-Landis

Pony Express, The
Prairie Pirate, The
Pride of the Force,

Length
Reviewed
6570 f eet Oct. 24

Clarion Photoplays

Ben Lyon

.

.

.

Distributed by

Paramount

Daniels-Ford

Luck and Sand
Leo Maloney
Man on the Box, The .... Sydney Chaplin
Midshipman, The
Ramon Novarro
New Brooms
Hamilton-Love
No Man's Law
Bob Custer

Hoot Gibson

Length Reviewed
4659 feet
5500 feet Nov.
5519 feet .Nov. 28
6034 feet .Nov. 21
4983 feet Dec. 12
5700 feet. .Nov.
6260 feet. .Nov. 28
5924 feet Oct. 10

Art Acord

4661 feet

Feattire

Distributed by

Star

Action Galore
After Marriage
All Around Frying Pan..
Ancient Highway, The
Best Bad Man, The
Best People, The
Bright Lights
Calgary Stampede, The

Buddy Roosevelt
Margaret Livingston
.

.Fred

.

.

Thomson

Artclass Pict
Madoc Sales
F. B. O

.

Paramount
Fox
Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn

Jack Holt

Tom Mix
Special Cast

Ray-Starke

.

Universal
Universal
Camille of the Barbary
Coast
Busch-O. Moore
Assoc. Exhib
Clash of the Wolves
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog) .... Warner Bros
Cobra
Valentino
Paramount
Daring Days
Josie Sedgwick
Universal
Durand of the Bad Lands. .Buck Jones
Fox
Eagle, The
Rudolph Valentino .... United Artists
East Lynne
Special Cast
Fox
.

Call of Courage,

.

.

The

H

.

.

.

.

.

5600 feet .Aug.
6478 feet .Nov. 28
6895 feet .Nov. 21
.

.

5 reels
'

5844 feet. Oct! 24
6756 feet Nov. 21
8553 feet .Oct. 10
'.

.

.

L.Barrymore-H.Hamp-

Fifty-Fifty

Wm.

Assoc. Exhib
Colimibia (S. R.)

Edmund Lowe

Paramount
Fox

ton

Fight to a Finish,

A

Fairbanks
Pola Negri

.5561 feet

.

June 24

4514 feet. .Dec.
6374 feet .Oct.
9488 feet April
Galloping On
Wally Wales
Artclass Pictures .... 4292 feet
Go West
Buster Keaton
Metro-Goldwyn
6256 feet Nov.
His Buddy's Wife
Glenn Hunter
5600 feet. -July
Assoc. Exhib
Home Maker, The
Alice Joyce
Universal
7755 feet Aug.
Keep Smiling
Monty Banks
Assoc. Exhib
5400 feet. .Aug.
King on Main St., The .... Adolphe Menjou
Paramount
6229 feet Nov.
Last Edition, The
Ralph Lewis
Film Book. Offices .6400 feet. Oct.
Lazybones
Special Cast
Fox Film
7236 feet Oct.
Lights of Old Broadway
Metro-Goldwyn
Marion Davies
6437 feet. .Nov.
Manhattan Madness
Dempsey-Taylor
Assoc. Exhib
5500 feet. July
Merry Widow
Metro-Goldwyn
Mae Murray
10027 feet Sept.
Midnight Limited
Glass-Hawley
Rayart
5855 feet. Jan.
New Commandment
Sweet-Lyon
6980 feet. .Nov.
First National
Old Clothes
Metro-Goldwyn
5915 feet. Nov.
Jackie Coogan
Metro-Goldwyn ... 5824 feet Dec.
Only Thing, The
Special Cast
People vs. Nancy Preston Bowers-De La Motte .Prod. Dist. Corp
6300 feet Nov.
Perfect Clown, The
Chadwick
Larry Semon
5600 feet Dec.
4614 feet. .Dec
Phantom Express, The .Special Cast
Ginsberg Dist
Ridin' Streak, The
Bob Custer
Film Book. Offices .4540 feet Dec.
Road to Yesterday, The. .Joseph Schildkraut. Prod. Dist. Corp
9980 feet Nov.
Romance Road
5000 feet Aug.
Raymond McKee .... Truart
Rose of the World
Special Cast
Warner Bros
7506 feet Nov.
4728 feet
Saddle Cyclone
Buffalo Bill Jr
Artclass Pict
Satan in Sables
Lowell Sherman
Warner Bros
7000 feet Oct!
National
6880 feet Nov.
Scarlet Saint, The
Astor-Hughes
First
6286 feet .Dec.
Seven Sinners
Marie Prevost
Warner Bros
Prod. Dist. Corp
5070 feet Oct.
Simon the Jester
Rich-O'Brien
6763 feet Sept.
Sporting Life
Special Cast
Universal
...
6691 feet. Nov.
Stage Struck
Paramount
Gloria Swanson
10157 feet. Nov.
Stella Dallas
Bennett-Colman
United Artists
Tessie
McAvoy-Agnew
Arrow
6221 feet Oct.
6839 feet. .Sept.
Thank U
Special Cast
Fox
Transcontinental Limited Special Cast
Chadwick (S. R.)
6800 feet. .Jan.
Unchastened Woman, TheTheda Bara
Chadwick
B.'jOO feet.
Under the Riuge
Tam M^o-e
Assoc. Exhib
luly
6613 feet Dec.
Unguarded Hour, The .... Sills-Kenyon
First National
Wedding Song, The
Prod. Dist. Coro
7373 feet Nov.
Leatrice Joy
6609 feet ..Dec.
We Moderns
Colleen Moore
First National
6630 feet .Aug.
Where Was I?
Universal
Reginald Denny
Wild Girl
Truart (S. R.)
5800 feet.
Louise Lorraine
Chadwick (S. R.)
Winner, The
Charles Ray
5156 feet. Nov.
Wyoming Wild Cat, The Tom Tyler
F. O. B

Flower

Fool,

of

Night

The

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

5
31

25
7

25
8
1

7
17
31
14

25
12

.

2

.

14
14

.

.

.

.

.

.

OCTOBER

.

Feature

Star

Distributed

R. Barthelmess
Prevost-Harlan
Bobbed Hair
Borrowed Finery
Louise Lorraine
Bustin' Through
Jack Hoxie
Cactus Trails
Jack Perrin
Eleanor Boardman.
Circle, The
Art Acord
Circus Cyclone, The
Corinne Griffith
Classified
Clothes Make the Pirate. Errol-D. Gish
Irene Rich
Compromise
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Desert Demon, The
Ruth Roland
Dollar Down
Everlasting Whisper, The. Tom Mix
Special Cast
Exchange of Wives, An
Fate of a Flirt, The
Geo. O'Brien
Fighting Heart, The
.

Golden Princess, The
Great Sensation, The

.

.

.

" Lefty " Flynn
Gloria Grey
Leatrice Joy

Heartless Husbands
Hell's Highroad

Hurricane Horseman, TheWally Wales
Richard Holt
In Search of a Hero
O'Brien-Bellamy
Iron Horse, The
Keeper of the Bees, The Robert Frazer
.

Tyler's

Little

.

Wives

Annie Rooney

.

Lorraine of the Lions

Dec.

Truart (S.R.)

Fox
Metro-Goldwyn

561 1 feet
6300. feet

Metro-Goldwyn

Warner Bros

Mary Pickford
Kerry-Miller

O

Madoc

Sales

Prod. Dist. Corp
Artclass Pict

Oct.

Oct.

.

.

.

.

.

.

17

Nov. 14
Nov. 7
Aug. 29
Oct. 24
Oct. 17

.

.

.

7032
6395
4470
5482
5000
6084
4440

feet
Oct.
3
feet. .Sept. 19
feet
Sept. 26
feet
Nov. 21
feet
Dec. 26
feet. .Sept. 5
feet
.

.

.

.

.

.

Gerson Pictures
Fox Film Corp .10424 feet Sept. 13
F. B. O
6712 feet Oct.
.

31

Aug. 22

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

F. B.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

31
5

Oct. 24

.

Artclass Pict

Columbia (S.R.)
Fox
Bronson-Hamilton.
.Paramount
W. Fairbanks-P. Garon. Columbia (S. R.).

Heads Up

Lew

Oct.

6500 feet
4506 feet
4800 feet
5511 feet.
4609 feet
6927 feet
7000 feet
6586 feet
5012 feet
5860 feet

.

Universal
First National
First National

.

.

.7781 feet.

.

Tiffany (S. R.)
Universal
Madoc Sales

.

,

Length Reviewed
6460 feet Nov. 14
.

Warner Brothers.

.

.

by

First National

Beautiful City

.

.

.

'24
17

B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
United Artists
8850 feet. .Oct. 31
Universal
6753 feet Aug. 15
.

.

.

12
21
8
21

24
21
19
24
26
28

28
24
19
2
25
5
28
5
29

28

DECEMBER
Feature
Ancient Mariner, The
Blind Trail, The
Blue Blood

Star
.

Length

Distributed by

Special Cast

Fox

Leo Maloney
George Walsh

Clarion Photoplays

Chadwick

I

Sept. 19

.

.

4900 feet

Reviewed

I

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

January 23, 1926

509

Cotinsel for the Defense

Evelyn Brent
Peters-Compson

,

.

F. B.

Assoc. Exhib
Film Book. Offices.

Cowboy Musketeer, The. Tom Tyler
Buck Jones
Desert's Price, The
S. O'Neill-B.

Don't
Flood,

The

Handsome

.

Truart (S. R.)
First National

Special Cast
Special Cast

Fox

Dana-Agnew

M-G-M
.

.

Harlan-Miller
Special Cast

Warner Bros

7 reels
7008 feet
.

Paramount

.

.

6500 feet
6702 feet

Tiffany fS. R.)

Percy Marmont

Lover's Island

Hampton-Kirkwood.

Madam Behave
Man Four Square
Man From Red Gulch..
Masked

Bride,

Eltinge-Pennington
Buck Jones
.Harry Carey

.

The

Midnight Flyer, The
Morals for Men
North Star, The
Pals
Pinch Hitter, The
Pleasure Buyers, The.

.

Paramount
.

.

.

.

.

Time the Comedian
Triple Action

Metro-Goldwyn
F. B.

.

Nov

.

21

.

Nov. 14

,

.

.

.

F. B.

.

.

.

5800 feet

O

.

491 1 feet

Jan.
Jan.

.

.

.

Dec

2
2

Metro-Goldwyn
Fox

5564 feet

F. B.

5175 feet. .Dec. 19
6000 feet .. Jan. 10
7646 feet Dec. 12

M-G-M

.

.

19

First National
Artclass Pict. (S. R.) .4884 feet
10253 feet Dec. 19
Paramount
7,369 f eet
2
Prod. Dist. Corp
Jan.
4527 feet
Artclass Pict
.

.

.

.

Metro-Goldwyn

Cody-Busch

United Artists
Universal

.

Fox
Fox
Paramount
Paramount

.

.

4557 feet. .Dec.
4800 feet. .Nov.
7 reels .... Nov.
4555 feet Dec.
6352 feet. .Dec.
6515 feet. .Nov.
6353 feet Dec.
6765 feet Jan.

Universal

.

.

.

.

.

.

20
14

28
5
5

28
26
10

JANUARY
Feature

Star

Distributed

Avenue

De La Motte
Harlan-Miller
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Flaming Waters
Gilded Butterfly, The
Golden Cocoon

.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Chadwick
Metro-Goldwyn
Prod. Dist. Corp
Fox

7256 feet
5600 feet

Universal

4539 feet

Fox
Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn

6326 feet

F. B.

Prevost-Moore

Warner

Buddy Roosevelt

Artclass Pictures .... 4800 feet
Tiffany
6500 feet
Assoc. Exhib

Stella Maris
Stop, Look and Listen.

.

.

Sweet Adeline
Traffic Cop,

The

Under Western Skies ....
Western Pluck
What Happened to Jones
When Loves Grows Cold
Where the Worst Begins.
White Mice

.

.

Without Orders

10

9

Columbia

9

(S. R.)

6981 feet, .Jan.
2
4666 feet Jan. 10

.

.

Lumas
Gotham Prod.

5600 /eet

Evelyn Brent
Wally Wales

F. B.

.

.

.

.

Jan.

9

.

The

The
Broadway Boob, The
Cave Man, The
Desperate Game, The.
Fighting Cheat, The
First Year, The
Bells,

.

.

Fox

M-G-M

Bow-MacDonald

Assoc. Exhib
Universal

Under Western Skies .... Norman Kerry

7 reels

MARCH
Feature

Age

of Indiscretion

Blue Blazes
Broken Hearts

Pete Morrison
Holly-

of

wood
Champion Lover, The
Chip of the Flying

Length Reviewed
5800 feet

Distributed by
Truart (S. R.)
Universal

Star

Hoot Gibson

Warner Brothers
Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal

Special Cast
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Special Cast

Fox

Harlan-Miller

U

Cohens and the Kellys,
The
Coming and Going
Dangers of a Great City
Forbidden Waters
Happiness
How to Train a Wife
Love Toy, The
.

Manhood
Marriage
My Old Dutch
Oh, What a Nurse
Play Safe
Red Dice
Six Shooting Romance.
Tangled Herds
Vanishing Hoofs

.

Priscilla

Universal
Artclass Pictures.

Dean

Special Cast
ValU-O'Brien
Lowell Sherman
.Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast
Syd Chaplin

.

.

.4800 feet

.

Fox
Fox
Universal
Warner Brothers
Assoc. Exhib
Prod. Dist Corp
Universal
Artclass Pictures ... 4800 feet
.4800 feet
Artclass Pictures.
Warner Brothers

Monty Banks
Rod La Rocque
.

.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Film Book. Offices
Assoc. Exhib
Warner Bros

.

Jack Hoxie

Buddy Roosevelt
Wally Wales
Why Girls Go Back Home Marie Prevost

.

.

.

APRIL
Feature
Ace of Hearts
Border Sheriff, The

Length

Distributed by

Star
Soecial Cast

Fox

Jack Hoxie

Universal
Universal
Clarion Photoplays.
Film Book. Offices
Warner Bros

House Peters
Leo Maloney
The Special Cast
Other Women's Husbands Blue-Prevost
Fox
Special Cast
Road to Glory, The
Universal
Rustlers Ranch
Art Acord
Sap, The
M. Moore-D. Devore Warner Bros
Warner Bros
Irene Rich
Silken Shackles.
Universal
^nner's Dress Suit
Reginald Denny
Fox
Streets of Sin
Artclass Pict.
Twin Triggers
Buddy Roosevelt

.

.

Reviewed

4900 feet

.

.

6887 feet
(S. R.)

.

.

Dec. 26

4800 feet

MAY

Paramount

6000 feet. Dec. 26
6680 feet Dec. 26

Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal

Pathe

" Lefty " Flynn

F. B. O.

.

6 reels

Chadwick

Length

Reviewed

Warner Bros
Costello-Harron
Bride of the Storm
Universal
Pete Morrison
Chasing Trouble
Universal
Hoot Gibson
Click of the Triangle T
Warner Bros
Irene
Rich
Footloose Widow, The
Fox
Buck Jones
Gentle Cyclone, The
Warner Bros
Hell Bent for Heaven .... Monte Blue
Honeymoon Express, The. M. Moore-D. Devore. Warner Bros
Universal
Jack Hoxie
Looking for Trouble
Universal
Norman Kerry
Love Thief, The
Universal
Mary Philbin
Sally in our Alley
Clarion Photoplays (S. R.) 4900 feet.
Leo Maloney
Silent Simpson
6050 feet
Warner Bros
Three Weeks in Paris ... Moore-Devore
.

.

Universal
Universal
Reginald Detmy
Universal
Mrs. Rudolph ValentinoF. B. O
Ruth Roland
Truart iS. R.)
Jacquelin Logan
Associated Exhib
Leo Maloney
Clarion Photoplays.

star
Featurs
Pete Morrison
Escape, The
Dorothy Devore
Gilded Highway, The
Hero of the Big Snows, A.Rin Tin Tin (dogi
Marie Prevost
Passionate Quest, The.
Reginald Denny
Rolling Home
Art Acord
Scrappin' Kid, The
Harlan-Miller
Social Highwayman, The
Chadwick-Russell
Still Alarm, The
Leo Maloney
Yellow Contraband
.

Art Acord

Distributed by

.

Distributed by

Length

Reviewed
*

Universal

•

Warner Bros
.

.

.

.Warner Bros

Warner Bros
Universal
Universal

;;;•.•:• A
4664 feet. .Dec.

•••••

Warner Bros

7207 feet Jan.
Universal
Clarion Photoplays (S. R.) 4900 feet

i

5
10

4207 feet
6700 feet. .Dec. 19
5800 feet. .Dec. 12
.

4900 feet

Comedy

Length

Releases

Reviewed

Universal

Star

Feature

Chadwick Pictures
Assoc. Exhib

Absentminded
Account

Warner Bros
Universal
Artclass Pictures

.

.

Norman Kerry

Fox

Distributed by

Star

JUNE

Assoc. Exhib
Universal
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)

Larry Semon.
Charles Ray

Laura La Plante
Lionel Barrymore
Glenn Hunter
Prevost-Moore
Pete Morrison
Wall v Wales
Special Cast

6800 feet
5800 feet

F. B. O.
Artclass Pict. (S. R.) 4800 feet

Buffalo Bill, Jr

.4800 feet

.

Warner Bros

.

Assoc. Exhib

Fox

O

Artclass Pictures.
Prod. Dist. Corp

Stir

Feature''

Truart f S. R.)
Universal

Cortez-Garbo
Fred Thomson

FEBRUARY
Beautiful Cheat,

Fox
Fox

B. Lytell-L. Rich
Special Cast
Louise Lorraine
Art Acord

Truart (S. R.)

Tom Mix

Trumpin' Trouble
Two Can Play

6500 feet

Warner Bros

.

Assoc. Exhib
Universal

Raymond McKee

.

Jan.

.

Eva Novak
Thunder (dog)

Philbin

.

4901 feet. Jan.

(S. R.)

.5800 feet

Mary

Sky High Corral
Tony Runs Wild
The
Tough Guy, The

Feature

Truart (S. R.)

Daniels-Hamilton
William Boyd

The

.

Rayart

Art Acord

.

Jan.

Dec. 26

Fox

Bowers-Lashman
John Barrymore
Bow-Lewis

Steel Preferred

Siberia
Silent Witness,

.

M-G-M

Rin-Tin-Tin
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

.

Paramount

Sky High Corral
Speed Limit, The
Splendid Crime

.

.

Film Book. Offices

Law

Tiffany (S. R.)

.

Special Cast

of the

Prod. Dist. Corp
Assoc Exhib

Special Cast
Special Cast

6200 feet. .Jan. 10
7200 feet Dec. 26
5883 feet. Jan. 10

Bob Custer

Shadow

.

O

Man

Rocking Moon
Sea Beast, The

Vera Reynolds
Busch-Msirmont

.

Maimequin

Phantom of the Forest
Queen O'Diamonds
Roaring Rider, The

Miracle of Life, The
Money Talks
Morganson s Finish
Night Cry, The
Night Watch, The
Palace of Pleasure
Separate Rooms
Ship of Souls

4900 feet

..

Warner Bros
Columbia (S. R.)

Monte Blue

Upstairs, The
Million Dollar Handicap,

Reviewed

O

Prod. Dist. Corp
Warner Bros

Man

.

Fox

I

Rustlin'

.

Fox

.

Marrying Money
Northern Code, The

.

.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Warner Brothers

.... Warner Bros
Griffith
Paramoimt
Bowers-de la Motte. Assoc. Exhib

Do
Harold Lloyd
Johnstown Flood, The .... Special Cast
Knockout Kid, The
Jack Perrin
Ladies of Leisure
Elaine Hammerstein
Lady from Hell
Blanche Sweet
Little Giant, The
Glenn Hunter

Special Cast
Special Cast
Leatrice Joy

Combat, The

Raymond

Hearts and Fists
His Jazz Bride
Hoodoo Ranch, The
Husband Hunters

Little Irish Girl, The
Lure of the Wild
Made for Love

Fighting Shadows
Isle of Retribution,

Chadwick-Gordon

Hands Up

M-G-M

.

M-G-M
F. B. O

The .... Nagel-Adoree

Fighting Edge, The
First Year, The

F. B.

Norma Shearer

7931 feet. .Jan. 10
5418 feet Nov. 21

Universal

Lon Chaney
Blue Streak, The
Rich. Talmadge
Braveheart
Rod LaRocque
Count of Luxembourg .... George Walsh
Dance Madness
Windsor-Nagel
Danger Girl, The
Priscilla Dean
Daybreak
Demon, The
Jack Hoxie
Dixie Merchant, The
Special Cast
Enchanted Hill, The
Special Cast

Fifth

Clarion Photoplays.

Special Cast

Metro-Goldwyn

Kerry-Barrymore

Exquisite Sinner,

Reviewed

Length

by

Paramount

Cast
American Venus, The
.Special
,
Arizona Sweepstakes, The.Hoot Gibson
Barrier, The
Black Bird, The

Leo Maloney

Light Eternal

.

.7202 feet

.

Length

O

.

.

.

Distributed by
F. B.

Heavy Odds
King of the Turf

Torrent,

.

Chadwick

Pete Morrison
Wm. S. Hart
Tumbleweeds
Two Fisted Jones
Jack Hoxie
Special Cast
Wages for Wives
When the Door Opened. .Special Cast
Woman of the World, A Pola Negri
Richard Dix
Womanhandled
.

.

Jan. 10
Nov. 28

.5437 feet. .Dec.
5
5699 feet Dec. 12
6200 feet Jan. 9
6500 feet. Dec. 5
5 reels
Jan. 10
5800 feet
Dec. 12

Prod. Dist. Corp

Landis-Devore

.

.

Fox .'

Tearle-Mills
Tiffany (S. R.)
Strongheart (dog) .... Assoc. Exhib
Louise Lorraine
Truart (S. R.)
Glenn Hunter
Asso. Exhibitors
.Irene Rich
Warner Brothers.

.

.

.

.

Assoc Exhib
Prod. Dist. Corp .... 5417 feet

Mae Murray

George Walsh
Prince of Broadway
Richard Talmadge
Prince of Pep
Sally, Irene and Mary .... Special Cast
Special Cast
Silver Treasure, The
"Lefty" Flynn
Smilin' at Trouble
Special Cast
Soul Mates
Anna Q. Nilsson
Splendid Road, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Streak of Luck, A
Dempster-Fields
That Royle Girl
Goudal-Ames
Three Paces East
Buddy Roosevelt
Thundering Through

.

Dec. 26
9221 feet. Dec. 26
.7816 feet. .Dec. 19

First National

The

.

.

Paramount
Warner Brothers.

Lord Jim

2

Aug. 22

8983 feet Nov. 14
6433 feet. Jan. 2
6610 feet Dec. 5

First National

.

.

.

.

M-G-M

Thomas Meighan

Luck

.

.

Pict. (S. R.)

Universal

Norma Shearer

Mackaill-Mulhall
Joanna
Betty Bronson
Kiss for Cinderella, A.
Lady Windermere's Fan. Special Cast
Lodge in the Wilderness,

Jan.

.

^^

Feature
Star
Salf-Breed Hostler, The. Bob Custer

The

Columbia

Rudolph Schildkraut

Infatuation

598^ feet
7500 feet

Universal

The

Brute,

.

Fox
Metro-Goldwyn

.

La Marr-Stone

....

His People
His Secretary
Hogan's Alley
Irish

Koach

Special Cast

from Montmartre
Golden Strain, The
Goose Woman, The
Great Love, The
Girl

Length Reviewed
5500 feet. .Dec. 12
7 reels .... Nov. 21
.4500 feet. .Dec. 26
5709 feet. Dec. IS
6000 feet

Distributed by

Star

Feature

Broadway Lady.<

4400 feet. Dec. 12
4800 feet

of

Monte

Air Cooled
Alice Plavs Cupid
Alice the Jail Bird

Distributed by

Neely Edwards

Universal

" Aesop Fable "

Pathe.

.....•

^ink

S. R.
(S. R.)

Bischoff, Inc

Cristo

er

Winkler

Length
reel..
2 reels.
1

i"^j'
2 ree s.
2 reels.

Reviewed

..
.
...
.
.

Feature

Nature
Badlv Broke
to

" Dinky Doodle "
" Aesop Fable "

Bad Man, The
Barnyard Follies

Be
Be

Jimmie Adams

Careful
Careful Dearie

" Our

Bt'tter Movies
Between Meals
Beware of Your Relatives
Big City, The
Big Kick, The
Bonehead Age, The
Brainstorm, The

"

Edna Marian
Mohan-Engle
Aesop Fable "
Smith-Bennett

*'

Trimble-Turner
Trimble-Turner
Trimble-Turner

We Come

Here

Gang

Neely Edwards

.

Brotherly Love
Buster Be Good
Buster's Bust Up
Buster's Nightmare
By the Sea
California

& Warren ". .Fox

Special Cast
Charles Puffy
Charles Puffy

Chas. Puffy
" The Gumps "

.

Camel's Hump
Eddie Gordon
Captain Suds
Caretaker's Daughter, TheCharley Chase
Neely Edwards
Cat's Whiskers, The
Charles Chase
Charley My Boy
Lige Conley
Cheap Skates
Chester's Donkey Party. Joe Murohy
Johnny Arthur
Cleaning Uo
Closer Than a Brother ..." Aesop Fable "
Special Cast
Cloudy Romance
Alberta Vaughn
Constant Simp, The
Smilh-Bennett
Control Yourself
Eddie Gordon
Crowning the Count
Glenn Tryon
Cuckoo Love
Florence Gilbert
Cupid a La Carte
Wanda Wiley
Cupid's Victory
Jack Richardson
Cured Hams
Dangerous Curves Behind Mack Sennett
" Aesop Fable "
Day's Outing, A
Charles Chaplin
Day's Pleasure, A
Dinky Doodle at the Circus
the
Hunt
Doodle
in
Dinky
.

.

Dog Daze

Bowes-Marlowe

Dog's Life, A
Don't Butt In
East Side, West Side
Ebony Clean Op
Educating Buster
Eighteen Carat

Charles Chaplin

Elsie in

New York

English

Channel

.

.

.

.

Reviewed

Length

Distributed by

Star

" Helen

Abroad

Bachelor's Babies

Back

2 reels.

.Dec. 19
2 reels .... Dec. 12

Educational
Universal
Universal
F. B. O.

.

.

reel
1 reel
1 reel
Pathe
1 reel
Sept.
Educational
2 reels .... Aug.
Educational
1 reel
Pathe
2 reels .... Nov.
Pathe
1 reel
Universal
1 reel
Universal
2 reels
Pathe
1 reel
Oct.
Pathe
1 reel
Fox
2 reels
Educational
1 reel
Universal
2 reels
U niversal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Oct.
Universal
1 reel
Universal
2 reels
Film Book. Offices ... 1 reel
Universal
2 reels .... Dec.
Pathe
2 reels .... Oct.
1 reel
Universal
Pathe
2 reels
Educational
2 reels .... Dec.
Universal
2 reels
Educational
2 reels .... Nov.
Pathe
1 reel
Fox
2 reels .... Oct.
F. B.
2 reels
Fox
2 reels .... Nov.
Universal
2 reels
Oct.
Pathe
2 reels
Dec.
2 reels
Fox
Universal
2 reels
.Oct.
2 reels.
Bischoff, Inc
2 reels.
.Nov.
Pathe
Pathe
1 reel
Pathe
2 reels
Film Book. Offices ... 1 reel
Film Book. Offices ... 1 reel
1 reel
Educational
Pathe
3 reels
Pathe
1 reel
Dec.
Fox
2 reels
L. B. Comwell (S.R.) 1 reel
Universal
2 reels .... Aug.
Universal
2 reels
2 reels
Fox
.

.

Universal
Educational
Educational

reel
Dec.
2 reels .... Nov.
Nov.
1 reel
Nov.
2 reels
Sept.
2 reels

" Cartoon "

Educational

1 reel

" Cartoon "

Educational

1 reel.

..." Cartoon "

Educational
Educational

1 reel
1 reel.

Failure
Faint Heart
Jimmie Adams
Fair But Foolish
Al St. John
Fair Warning
Felix the Cat Busts Into

Business

Pathe

I

Fox

.

"Cartoon"

Fate

10

Long Pants
Love and Kisses
Love and Lions
Love My Dog
Maid in Morocco
Maizie Won't Tell
Merchant of Weenies
Min's

Felix the Cat on the Job ." Cartoon "
Felix the Cat Spots the

Spooks
Felix

the

19
10

12

Toyland

Educational

1

Educational
Educational

1 reel
1 reel.

10

No

28

Flaming

7

Affair,

A

Educational

Educational

'.

1 reel.

" Cartoon "
Lupino Lane

Educational
Educational

2 reels

1 reel

.

.

Helpful Al

Al Alt

Her Lucky Leap
Wanda Wiley
" Aesop Fable "
Hero Wins, The
His Own Lawyer
Perry-Cooley
His Wooden Wedding .... Charlie Chase
Hollywouldn't

Johnny

Hold Everybody
Hold Everything
Hold Tight

Perry-Cooley
Special Cast

Sinclair

1 reel

.

.

2 reels.

Educational

Fox
Fox

.Dec.

5

Universal

2 reels
2 reels

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

2 reels
2 reels.

.Nov.

7

Dec. 19

1 reel

Educational

.

.

17
Oct. 31

.Oct.

2 reels
2 reels

Pathe
Pathe

1

reel

Universal
Universal
Universal

1 reel

Pathe

1

1

reel

Fox

2

Universal
Universal

2
2

Pathe

1

Fox
Pathe

2
2

Bischoff, Inc

2

reel
reels
reels
reels
reel
reels.
reels
reels.
reels
reel
reels
reel

2

F. B. O
Universal

2

Edna Marian

Universal

2 reels

" Aesop Fable "
Chas. Puffy

Pathe

1

Universal

1

Day

Pathe

2

Universal
Educational
Educational

1

Alice

Arthur Lake
Walter Hiers
Cliff

Bowes

1

2
1

Hotsy Totsy
Alice Day
Pathe
2
How the Bear Got His Short Tail
Film Book. Offices. .1
How the Elephant Got His Trunk ..'
F. B.
1
Humming Birds, The
Buddy Messinger .... B'way Diet. Corp .... 2
" Aesop Fable "
Hungry Hounds
Pathe
1
Hurry, Doctor
Ralph Graves
Pathe
2
.

.

;

In

Deep

Isn't

Cliff

Love Cuckoo

Jiminy Crickets

June Bride,

A

Bowes

Raymond McKee

Winkler
Pathe
Pathe

2 reels .... Nov.

7

.

!

.

(S. R.)

.

5

10

3
19
17

12

.

.

Educational
Universal
Educational
Educational
Pathe
Universal
Pathe
Educational
Universal

3

5
24
12

Arthur Trimble
Lige Conley
" Fat Men "

Neely Edwards

"Our Gang"

Pathe

2 reels

Oo-La-La
Or What Have You
0«er There-Abouts
Papa, Be Good

Bobby Vernon
Alberta Vaughn

Educational
F. B.

2 reels
2 reels

Mack

Pathe
Pathe

2 reels

.

Sennett

Glenn Tryon
Earle Foxe

A

" East Side "
" Helen & Warren "
"Sheiks and Shebas"
"Sheiks and Shebas"
"Sheiks and Shebas"
"Sheiks and Shebas"

Politics

.

.

2 reels

2 reels
1 reel

2 reels .... Dec. 5
2 reels .... Dec. 19

Fox
Fox
Fox
Davis Dist
Davis Dist
Davis Dist
Davis Dist
Winkler (S. R.)
Film Book. Offices.

Dec. 12

2 reels .... Nov.
2
2
2
2

reels
reels .... Oct.
reels
Peggy's Pests
reels
Peggy's Putters
"Krazy Kat"
1 reel
Pie Eyed Pie
Pike's Pique
Alberta Vaughn
2 reels
•.
Piping Hot
Al Alt
Universal
2 reels
Oct.
Pleasure Bent
Charles Puffy
Universal
1 reel
Pleasure Boimd
Lige Conley
Educational
2 reels.
.Aug.
1 reel
Prep School
Arthur Lake
Universal
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels .... Oct.
Punch in the Nose, A
" Felix the Cat "
I reel
Dec.
Rainbow's End, The
Educational
Arrow
Raisin' Trouble
2 reels
Rainy Knight, A
Pathe
2 reels
2 reels
Oct
Roomers Afloat
Bischoff (S. R.)
Jack Cooper
2 reels
Billy Dooley
Educational
Salty Sap, A
Salute
Alice Ardell
Film Book. Offices . .2 reels
Harry Langdon
Pathe
3 reels
Saturday Afternoon
F. B.
2 reels
Saving a Safe
Jimmy Aubrey
Universal
2 reels
Scandal Hunters
Al Alt
1 reel
Oct.
Special Cast
Educational
Scrambled Eggs
Big
2 reels
Boy
Educational
Sea Scamps
.Aug.
Special Cast
Fox
2 reels.
Shoes
Nov.
2 reels
Clyde Cook
Pathe
ShouM Sailors Marry
Educational
1 reel
Sky Hooks
reels
2
Earle Foxe
Fox
Sky Jumper, The
Oct.
Educational
2 reels
Slippery Feet
Bobby Vernon
Nov.
1 reel
Cliff Bowes
Educational
Slow Down
" The Gumps "
2 reels
Universal
Smash Up, The
2 reels .... Nov.
Alice Day
Pathe
Soapsuds Lady, The
1 reel
Pathe
Soft Pedal
Oct.
Pathe
1 reel
Mohan-Engle
Solid Ivory
2 reels
Billy West
Arrow
So Long Bill
2 reels .... Sept.
Pathe
Somewhere in Somewhere Special Cast
Alberta Vaughn
Film. Book. Offices. .2 reels
So's Your Old Man
Nov.
Universal
2 reels
Wanda Wiley
Speedy Marriage, The
Sept.
Bischoff (S. R.)
2 reels
Spooky Spooks
.Oct.
2 reels.
Lige Conley
Educational
Spot Light
.Dec.
Pathe
2 reels
Starvation Blues
Clyde Cook
..Sept.
2 reels
Universal
Stranded
Edna Marian
2 reels
Special Cast
Fox
Strong for Love
1 reel
Bowes-Marlowe
Educational
Sweet and Pretty
Aug.
2 reels
Special Cast
Fox
Sweet Marie
Oct.
2 reels
Alice Day
Pathe
Sweet Pickle, A.
2 reels
"Fat
F. B.
Tailoring
Nov.
2 reels
Pathe
Ralph Graves
Take Your Time
Oct.
Universal
2 reels
Eddie Gordon
Taxi War, A
2 reels
B'way Dist. Corp
Tea for Love
reels
3
Pathe
There He Goes
Harry Langdon
" Aesop's Fables "
1 reel
Pathe
Three Blind Mice
2 reels
"Fat Men "
F. B.
Three Wise Goofs
2 reels ... Sept.
Too Much Mother-in-Law Constance Darling .... Universal
Educational
2 reels .... Aug.
Tourist, The
Johnny Arthur
2 reels .... Oct.
Fox
Transients in Arcadia .... Special Cast
"
Sept.
"
1 reel
Aesop Fable
Pathe
Ugly Duckling, The
Oct.
2 reels
Universal
Edna Marian
Uncle Tom's Gal
reel
1
Universal
Arthur Lake
Understudy, The
Nov.
2 reels
Pathe
Charles Chase
Uneasy Three, The
I reel
Pathe
Unfriendly Enemies
las. Finlayson
2 reels
Pathe
Clyde Cook
Wandering Papas
Aug.
2 reels
Educational
Bobby Vernon
Watch Out
Dec.
2 reels
Educational
Walter Hiers
Weak But Willing
Oct.
1 reel
Universal
Westward Ho
Chas. Puffy
What's the World Coming
2 reels
Pathe
Clyde Cook
To
Dec.
1 reel
Educational
What's Up
Cliff Bowes
2 reels
Pathe
Whispering Whispers
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

7
10

.

.

10

22
31
19

31

Educational

1

Pathe

2

Neeley Edwards

Universal

I

"Aesop Fable"

Pathe

1

.

.

.

.

.

;

-

17

29
14

31

28

28
17

26
14
12
24
19
5

29

24

Men"

Dec.

5

Oct.

24

.

.

.

.Dec. 25

.

.

.Sept. 12

Dec. 12

'

The
Honor System, The
Horse Laugh
Hot Cakes for Two
Hot Dog
Hot Doggie
Hot Feet

Dooley

.

One Wild Night
One Wild Ride

.

1 reel

1

Alice Ardell

.

1 reel
1 reel

Pathe

Pathe

.

.

2 reels
Dec. 25
2 reels
2 reels .... Nov. 28

Educational
Educational
Universal
Universal

Fox

Honeymoon Hotel, The. .Neeley Edwards
' ~'
Honeymoon Squabble,
'^~.'Z

Universal
Educational
F. B.
Bischoff, Inc
Universal
Universal
Educational

.

.

>

.

.

Fox

Universal
Educational
F. B.
Universal

•.

Peacemakers, The
Peggy in a Pinch
Peggy's Heroes

I

Jimmie Adams
Framed
Lloyd Hamilton
Free Ride, A
Arthur Lake
Fresh Paint
Neeley Edwards
From Rags to Britches.
Billy Bevan
Going Good
Wanda Wiley
" Aesop Fable "
Gold Rush, The
" Our Gang "
Good Cheer
Good Morning Madam. .Ralph Graves
Goofy Gob, A
Billy Dooley
Gosh Darn Mortgage, The
Great Open Snaces, The " Aesop Fable "
Green-Eyed Monster, The Arthur Lake
Half Fare
Arthur Like
Happy Go Lucky
Neeley Edwards
" Aesop Fable "
Haunted House, The
Heart Breaker, The
Special Cast

Pathe
Pathe

" Krazy Kat "
Clyde Cobk
" Aesop Fable "
Lloyd Hamilton
Charles Puffy

5
5
14

1

P the
Universal
Educational

.

.

Sept.

reel
Sept.
reel
Nov.
2 reels .... Dec.
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
Oct.
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
Oct.
2 reels
1 reel
Dec.
2 reels
Oct.
2 reels.
2 reels
Sept.
2 reels
2 reels.
2 reels
Oct.
1 reel
2 reels
Oct!
1 reel
2 reels .... Oct.
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels .... Sept.
2 reels .... Oct.
1 reel
2 reels
Sept.
.1 reel
1

Fox

Oh Buster
On Edge
On the Links

29

.

.

Day

Pawnshop

.Nov. 21

.

reel
reel

2 reels

Pathe
".

.

12

.

" Cartoon "

For Sadie's Sake

.
.

!

25
21
28
21
26

"..

Swedie
Neal Burns
Father to Guide Him. Charles Chase
Nursery Troubles
Edna Marian
" Aesop Fable "
Nuts and Squirrels
Off His Beat
Walter Hiers
Officer No. 13
Eddie Gordon

Parisian Knight,

Fox

Flyin' Fool

.

1

Educational
.Pathe

Stars

Officer of the

reel.

" Cartoon "

Al St. John
Special Cast
Sid Smith

.

1

Universal
Davis Dist
Red Seal
Red Seal
F. B.

Arthur Lake
Lupino Lane
Alberta Vaughn
Charles Delaney
Joe Murphy
Billy

.

.

.

,

Cliff

F. B.

Pathe

Her Sleep.." The Gumps "

More Mice Than Brains
Movies, The
Muddled Up

My
My

.

Alice Day
... Special Cast

Misfit Sailor, A
Monkey Business

14

.

Glenn Tryon

Moonlight and Noses

Felix the Cat Trips Thru

Fighting Dude, The
Fighting Tailor, A
Fire Away

on the

In

.

.

Cat Tries the

Trades

Home

Min Walks

.

.

.

Kept on

Cat

the

Walking

In

10

7

The Cold

in

Felix the Cat on the Farm " Cartoon "
Felix the Cat Flirts with

The

Laughing Ladies
Lame Brains
Alice Ardell
Lickety Split
" Aesop's Fables
Lighter Than Air
Lion and the Monkey, The." Aesop Fables "
Little Brown Jug, The ..." Aesop's Fables
Little Red Riding Hood
Baby Peggy
Live Cowards

5

22

Felix the Cat in Eats Are

Wets
FeUx the Cat
Rush

Charles Puffy
" Hey Fellas "
" Cartoon "
" Cartoon "
Special Cast

Again

Length Reviewed

Distributed by

Star

" Dinky Doodle "

Me

Ko-Ko Nuts
Ko-Ko Packs 'Em

Swim,
" Aesop Fable "
Special Cast
Charles Puffy

Feature
Just Spooks

Kick

Klynick,

1

.

Trimble-Turner
Edija Marian

The

Felix

2

.

Motion Picture News

610

All

..
.

..
.
.
.

reel
reel
reels
reel
reels ....
reel
reels
reel
reel
reels
reel
reels
reel :
reels ....
reel
reel

Nov. 21

Nov. 14
Nov. 14
Dec. 26

Oct.

Dec.

10
5

Whistling Lions

Parrott-Ralston

Who's Which
Wide Open Faces

Ralph Graves

Cliff

Bowes

Wildcats of Paris

"Aesop Fable"

Window Dummy, The
Winning Pair, A

Ralph Graves
Wanda Wiley
Johnny Sinclair
Earle Foxe
Bobby Vernon

Working

for the

Rest

Wrestler, The
Yes, Yes, Babette

Your

Own

Back Yard

"

Our Ganf "

Pathe

1

reel
reel

Educational

1

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

2 reels

Universal
Bischoff (S.R.)

Fox
Educational

Pathe

1

Oct.

!
1

15
31
26
3

21

^

29
19
3

12

10

Nov. 21

reel

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

21
31

.

.

.

.

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels.

..Dec. 19
..Oct. 24
..Oct.

.

.

.

31

.Aug. 29
..Dec. 19
3
..Oct.
.

.

...

.

January 23, 1926

511

Feature

Short Subjects
Distributed by

Feature

Ace

of

Spades

(Serial)

.

.

William Desmond

.

.

.

.

.

All Astride (SportUght)
All for a Girl
All Tied Up
All Wool
.«

Reviewed

Length

Universal

10 episodesOct. 24

Pathe

reel
reels
reels
reel
Oct.
reels
Oct.
reels .... Nov.
reel
1 reel
2 reels
3 reels .... Oct.

.

.

.

Pathe
Pathe

Are Parents Pickles? .... Parrott-Ralston
" Our Gang "
At Home
" Juvenile "

Baby Be Good
Bar-G Mystery

Educational

Pathe
Pathe

(Serial)

Barrier Busters (SportUght)
Boundary Line, The (Mustang Series)
Breakin' Loose (Mustang Series*
Call of Hazard, The fFred Humes)
Clever Feet (SportUght)
Colorful Fashions From Paris (Novelty)
Crook Buster, The ( Mustang)

1

Educational
Universal

reel
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel

Fox

Cuba Steps Out (Variety)
George Larkin
Fight Within, The

Universal
Red Seal Pict
Rayart

Film Facts (Series)

Flame

Fighter,

The

(

Serial) Herbert

Rawlinson

.

.

.

I

Red

Seal Pict
Universal

Pathe

Pathe
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal

10 episodes
2 reels
2 reels .... Oct. 10
2 reels .... Nov. 23
2 reels

Fox

reel
Nov. 28
2 reels .... Oct. 17
1 reel
Oct.
3
2 reels .... Nov. 21
2 reels

Fox

Remember

Short Films Syn

Fox

Iron Trail Around (Variety)
Just Cowboys (Mustang Series)

Universal
Educational
Red Seal Pict
Universal
Cranfield & Clark
Educational
Universal
Educational
Red Seal Pict
Universal
Educational
Red Seal Pict

Knickknacks of Knowledge (Hodge Podge)
Ko-Ko on the Run fOut-of -Inkwell)
Life's Greatest Thrills

Magic Hour, The
Magical Movies (Hodge Podge)
Man With a Scar, The (Fred Humes)
Marionettes fHope Hampton)
Marvels of Motion (Series)
Montana of the Range ... Tosie Sedgwick
Mother Goose's Movies Hodge Podge)
My Bonnie (Ko-Ko Series)
f

My Own

Fox

Carolina (Variety)
Outings For All (SportUght)
Perils of the Wild (Serial)
Queen of the Hills
Josie Sedgwick
Raid, The (Mustang Series)

Range Law (Mustang

Series)

Rider of the Pass (Mustang Series)
River Nile, The (Variety)

Road From Latigo, The (Mustang
Runaway Taxi, A (Stereoscopik)

1

Universal

Series)

Pathe

Rustlers of Boulder Canyon,The(Mustang Series) Universal
Rustlin' Kid, The (Mustang Series)
Universal
Scarlet Streak, Tha (Serial Jack Daugherty .... Universal
Shakespeare (Gems of the Screen)
Red Seal
Shooting at Time (SportUght)
Pathe
Shootin' Wild (Mustang Series)
Universal
Silvery Art
Red Seal
Sky Skidder, The
Bischoff
Sky Tribe, The (Variety)
Fox
Songs of Ireland (Music Film)
Pathe
Starting an Argument (SportUght)
Pathe
Story Teller, The fHodge Podge)
Educational
Taking Chances Mustang Series)
Universal
Then and Now (SportUght)
Pathe
Toiling for Rest (Variety)
Fox
Too Many Bucks (Mustang Series)
Universal
Top Hand CEdmund Cobb)
Universal
Tricked (Mustang Series)
Universal
Uprising Generation (SportUght)
Pathe
Walloping Wonders (SportUght)
Pathe
What Price Touchdown (SportUght)
Pathe
Whirlpool, The (Variety)
Fox
White Paper f Variety)
Fox
With Pencil, Brush and Chisel (Variety)
Fox
Wild Beasts of Borneo
Educational

10 episodes

)

1
1

1

1
1
1

2

f

Wild West

Winged

fSerial)

Rider,

Ferguson- Mulhall

1

1

2

2
2
1
1
1

1
1
1

.

reel
reel
reel
reel
reels
reel
reel
reels.
reels.
reels.
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reels

3

.

.

.Nov. 21
.Dec. 19

.

.

.Sept. 12

.

(S. R.)

Maker's
mance, The
Cleaner Flame, The

The

Ro-

Crashing Through
Cyclone Bob
Cyrano de Bergerac

Aloma

of the South Seas
Altars of Desire

.

.

Gilda Gray
Special Cast

Paramount

.

Demon

Ken Maynard

The

Deserts' Price,

Buck Jones
Hawley-Von

The

Desperate Moment
Detnur
Devil Horse, The
Dice Woman, The

Do Clothes Make
Woman?
Don Tuan
Dumb Head
Earth Woman, The

Length

Reviewed

5000 feet. Jan.
.

1

Rex

Boardraan-Ray
Special Cast
Special Cast

Monte Blue
Bashful Buccaneer, The. .Reed Howes
Bat The
Special Cast
Beau Geste
Beauty
Special Cast
Behind The Front
W. Berry- Hatton
Behind the Screen
Special Cast
Bellamy the Magnificent .Special Cast
Beloved Pawn, The
Reed Howes
Ben Hur
Special Cast
Beverly of Graustark
Marion Davies
Big Parade. The
John Gilbert
Black Pirate, The
Douglaa Fairbanks.

M-G-M
M-G-M

.

'.

(S. R.)

Metro-Goldwyn
.

.United Artists

'.

.

9
2

.

6500 feet

'.

H. F. Jans i^S. R.)
Prod Dist. Corp
.

Astor Dist
First National

Lee-Bradford

The

Bill

.'.'..

(S. R.)

Fox

.

Goldstone
5000 feet
Davis Dist.-Vital. ... 5 reels. .July 11
Bud Barsky Prod.
(S.R.)
5000 feet
Inde. Pict. Corp.(S.R.) 4630 feet

Fliil

.

Codv

Flames

Special Cast

M-G-M

Fleet Foot
FIvin' Thru
Flying Fool, The
Forest of Destiny,
Forever After

Marilyn MiUs
Al Wilson
Dick Jones

Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital
Sunset Prod. (S. R.)

Corinne Griffith
Harold Lloyd
Ben Wilson
Special Cast

First National

Raymond

Paramount

Gotham Prod.

The

Four Stragglers, The
Fresh Paint
Friends

(S. R.)

Davis Dist

5000

M-G-M

Griffith

The
Franklyn Farnum
Gambling Chaplain, The Special Cast
Garden of Eden, The
Special Cast
Glorifving the American Girl
Gold Hunters, The
David Butler
Goose Man. The
Special Cast
Great Te wel Robbery
Herbert Rawlinson
Grey Vulture The
Ken Maynard
Grifters, The
Special Cast

feet.

.Aug. 29

Vitagraph

'

M-G-M
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Inde .Pict. Corp. (S.R.) 4700 feet

M-G-M
M-G-M

.

'.'.'"'

Paramount
Davis Dist.-Vital .... 6500 feet

.

.

.

.

M-G-M

.

.

.

,

Dependable Films .. 4800
Davis Dist.-Vital
Warner Bros
.

feet

Nov.

7
9

Jan.
.'

]

Universal

M-G-M
Astor Dist. (S. R.)

Haunted Range, The
Haven, The
Hearts and Spangles

Ken Maynard

Davis Dist.-Vital

Special Cast

M-G-M

Heir's Apparent
Hell's Four Hundred

Soecial Cast
Margaret Livingston
Special Cast
Special Cast

Gotham Prod.

Her Rig Adventure

.

7

jfov.

Paramount

Special Cast
Special Cast

Frisco Sal
FrivoUty
Gallooin g Dude,

Sept. 26

(S. R.)

First National
.

.

Fox

Kerman (S. R.)
4800 feet.
Whitman Bennett ... 7 reels

.

Jan. 10

B. P. Schulberg

The

M-G-M

Special Cast
Special Cast
Soecial Cast

It

World

Truart (S. R.)

M-G-M
M-G-M

Olmstead-Arthur

'.

Millionaires,

M. Moore-Devore .... Warner Bros
Special Cast
Colleen Moore
Special Cast

Justice of the Far North
lust Suppose
Kiki. ...

Norma Talmadge
Marilyn Mills

Bnw-McKee

or Loyalty

.

.

.First

5500 feet

'.'.'.'.

National

First National
Davis Dist.-Vital

'.

Metro-Goldwyn
Paramount

.....'.

M-G-M
". P. Srhulberg
Davi- Di-t.-Vilal
Davis Dist. Div

'.

.

.

.

4946

feet. .Jan.

4800

feet. .Nov. 14

Arrow

9

5 reels

Warner Bros
Universal

Woman

Lightning Tack
Lighfninp Passes, The.

.'.

First National

M-G-M
C. B. C. (S. R.)

Richard Barthelmess

The

of

M-G-M
M-G-M

Special Cast

James

Carobine
Irene
Tason

Litrbt"!

.12000

Jan.

Aug.

Warner

M-G-M

Paramount

M-G-M
M-G-M

.

.

New York .... Special Cast
Horseman, The
Fighting Buckaroo, The. Buck Tones
Fighter's Paradise, The. Rex Baker
Ken Maynard
Fighting Courage
Fighting Heart, The
Frank Merrill

Richard Dii

Rayart

.

O

F. B.

Fifth

Life of a
Lightnin'

................'..'.."

.

.

•

.

Fast Life in

Les Miserables
Let's Get Married
!'.!!!

.

.

B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)

Paramount

M-G-M
M-G-M

.

.

Tiffany (S. R.)
.

Lena Rivers
Leave Tt to Me

Nov. 14

.

.

Davis Dist.-Vital
Bonner
Constance Talmadge. First National

Sweet-Mulhall

Law
5000 feet

July 18

Priscilla

Al Fergu on
Lawson Harris
Special Cast
Special Cast

M-G-M

.

Dean

Far Cry, The

.

.

5709 feet Dec. i9
Ginsberg Dist. Corp. .5781 feet. .Jan. 9
Prod. Dist. Corp
Pathe
\\\\
Prod. Dis( Corp

.

Mrs. Valentino
John Barrvmore

Lawful Cheater, The
Lawless Love

.

Warner Bros
Rayart (S. R.)
United Artists

.

orse)

La Boherae
Gish-Gilbert
Lady of the Harem, The. Special Cast
Ladv of Leisure
Special Cast

Astor Dist. (S. R.)

Barriers of Fire

(^

Priscilla

Leatrice Joy

Mill

.

Fox

Eltz.

Eve's Leaves
False Pride

Can Do

.

First National

Ermine and Rhinestone

Killer,

First National

Auction Block. The

Paramount

the

East. of the Setting Sun.
Eden's Fruit

Fighting Smile,

.

5 reels ... Oct. 24

.

5000 feet
Davis Dist.-Vital .... 5000 feet

Holt-Dove
Stone-Bedford

Desert Gold
Desert Healer

The

.

Back Slapper, The
Bad Habits

Prod. Dist. Corp
Davis Dist.-Vital ...

M-G-M

Rider,

.

Fox
Harry Carey
Wilson-Gerber

Dependable Films

Tell the
Inoyitable

M-G-M

Atlantis

Atlas Dist. (S.R.)... 9500 feet
First National
Astor Dist. (S. R.)

Dorothy Drew

I'll

Amateur Gentleman, The Richard Barthelmess. First National
Apache Princess
Wilson-Gerber
Davis Dist. -Vital
Aristocrat, The
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
.

Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Defend Yourself

In His Arms
In Praise of

Distributed by

Fox
Ambassador Pict.
Anchor Film Dist

,

Coming- Attractions
Inde. Films

Bob Reeves

Special Cast

I

Star

Davis Dist.-Vital

lack Perrin

Hurricane. The

Special Cast

M-G-M

Dead Command, The

Human

Feature

Arrow
Warner Brothers

Buck Jones

.

His Woman
Horses and Women

Accused

M-G-M

Special Cast

Gulliver's Travels
Hairpin Duchess, The .... Special Cast
Harem Girl The
Special Cast

.

9

Metro-Goldwyn

.

.

6 reels
Jan.
(S.R.) 5000 feet

Corp.

Truart rS. R.)

.

Oct.

2
Sept. 12
10 episodes Sept. 12
2 reels

Pathe
Pathe

Edmund Cobb

The

reel.
reel

Ginsberg Dis.

Elaine Hammerstein. .Ginsberg Dist. Corp.

For Heaven's Sake
Fort Frayne

2 reels .... Oct. 24
2 reels
Sept. 26
10 episodes

6

Astor Dist

A

Dancer of Paris, The
Danger Line, The
Dangers of a Great City
Dark Horse, The
Daughter of the Sioux, A

2 reels
1 reel
2 reels ... Sept. 25
1 reel
Dec. 25
2 reels .... Oct. 10
Nov. 14
1 reel
1 reel
Oct.
3
2 reels .... Sept. 25
1 reel
Dec. 19
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
Dec. 5
1 reel
Sept. 5
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
Oct.
3
1 reel
Aug. 29
1 reel

9

June

.

Metro-Goldwyn

24

.

Universal
Universal

Jan.

feet
reels

Arrow

Harvard

of

Syd Chaplin
College Widow, The
Special Cast
Coney Island
Courage of Captain PlumbSpecial Cast
Cowboy and the Countess,

:

.

.57774

Phil Goldstone (S.R.)5000 feet
F. B. O

Lake-Glass
Lionel Barrymore

Cigarette

10 episodes
2 reels
2 reels .... Sept. 26
2 reels .... Oct. 10
lo episodes
Dec. ti
2 reels

Pathe

Flashes of the Past
FUrting With Death
Gold Trap, The (Mustang Series)
Green Archer, The (Serial) Ray-Miller
Hearts of the West
Edmund Cobb
Corbett -Holmes
Hero of Piperock
China
Shop
(Variety)
In a

reel.

First National
Inde. Pict. S. R.)

.

Tyler
Special Cast

31
24
21

1

.

Tom

Checkered Flag, The

reel
Sept. 12
2 reels .... Oct. 31
2 reels .... Dec.
5
2 reel'

Pathe

Lyon- Wilson-Sweet
Franklyn Famum
Special Cast

(S. R.)

Brown

1

Universal
Universal
Universal

.

Reviewed

Length

Paramount

Special Cast

Born to Battle
Borrowed Plumes
Broken Homes
Brooding Eyes
Call in the Night,
Charity Ball, The

1

2
Buddy Messinger .... B'way Dist. Co
Film Book. Offices... 2
"Fat Men"
Pathe
1
Mohan-Engle
F. B.
Alberta Vaughn
2
Amazing Mazie..
Pathe
3
Amundsen Polar Flight, The
Red Seal Pict
1
Animated Hair Cartoons (Series)

Distributed by

Star

Blind Goddess, The
Bluebird's Seven Wives
Border, Intrigue
Border Women

Paramount
Truart 'S. R.)
Tiffany fS. R.)

Tack Perrin
.

.

.

.

Moiav. The

.Al

Ferguson

Fen Maynard

feet. Jan.

10

IMSO feet. Nov.

Little Pit of Broadway.
Little Firebrand. The

23

Lodge in the Wilderness
Long Odds

.Ray-Starke
Edith Thornton

Marilyn Mills

6500 feet
6.S0O feet

/n^bassador Pict. (S.R.) 5000 feet
Flemini? Prod. (S. R.)

Davis Dist.-Vital
Metro-Colt^wyn
.^-row Pictures
Tiffinv (S. P )

Davis Dist. Div

5007 feet. .Dec. 12
6500 feet

1

Motion Picture News

512
Distributed by

Star

Feature

Reviewed

Length

Loyalties

Special Cast

Fox

Lover's Oath, A
Lonatic at Large, The

Ramon Novarro

Astor (S. R.)
5800 feet. .Oct. 17
First National
Ivan Abramson (S.R.17 reels .... May 2

Leon Errol

...

Lying Wives

Man
Man

Special Cast

and the Moment
With a Thousand

Faces

M-G-M
M-G-M

Special Cast
Soecial Cast

Mare Nostrum

Fox

Memories
Memory Lane

Ramon Novarro

M-G-M

Boardman-Nagel

Men

Milton

First National
Firrt National

of Steel
Message to Garcia,

A

.

.

Sills

Columbia

Million Dollar Doll

Pict. (S. R.)

Paramount

.
.

Assoc. Exhib

'

Mosque

.

.

.

Special Cast
Odette Taylor

Shadow

of the

Mosque

.

.

.

Stewart

.

.

.

Gotham Prod.
Cranfield
(S.R.)

Rome

Ambassador Pict.(S.R.)5000
Ufa
Prod. Dist. Corp

.

First National
First National
Bud Barsky (S.R.)

My Own Pal
My Lady of Whims
My Neighbor's Wife

Tom Mix

M-G-M
M-G-M
Fox

Ten

Mysterious Island
Mystery Lady, The
Nervous Wreck, The
Nine and 3-5 Seconds
Nocturne
North of Nome

Special Cast
Special Cast

Mr. Battling Butler

Clara

First National

M-G-M

Bow

.

Arrow

Herbert Rawlinson

Oh, Horace
Old Ironsides
Old Soak, The
On With the Show

Davis Dist.-Vital

.

M-G-M
M-G-M
Nov. 21

5600 feet
5491 feet

One of the Bravest
Open Book
Ordeal, The

Ralph Lewis

Lumas Film

Special Cast
Special Cast

M-G-M
M-G-M

Palace of Pleasure

Fox
Charles Ray-E.Boardman Metro-Goldwyn

.

.

.

.

(S.R.)

.

.

.

Prince of Pilsen

Pursued

Dorothy Drew

Film Book. Offices
Prod. Dist. Corp
Dependable (S. R.)

Emil Jannings

First National

Johimy Hines

First National

.

.

5679 feet

.

.

Dec.

5

.

.

M-G-M

Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast
Anita Stewart

.

.

.

Calhoun -Ellis
Peggy O'Day
Takes a Chance
Peggy O'Day
in Chinatown
Peggy O'Day
in Danger
From HeadquartersPeggy O'Day
Peggy O'Day
on the Job
of the Secret ServicePeggy O'Day
Peggy O'Day
Scores a Victory
Peggy O'Day
Under Orders

Peggy
Peggy
Peggy
Peggy
Peggy
Peggy
Peggy
Peggy
Plumes
Poker Faces
Poor Girl's Romance, A

7 reels

Prod. Dist. Corp
United Artists
6 reels
Truart (S.R.)
July 1
Gotham Prod. (S.R.).5900 feet. .Dec. ^S
Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vilal
Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital

.

Sidney-Carr
Special Cast

Universal

Quo Vadis
Rainbow Riley
Reason Why, The
Reckless Lady

.

.

Nov. 14

First National
.

.

Jan.

.

Return of a Soldier
Road That Led Home, The
Special Cast
Rogue's Riches
Romance of an Actress
Ropin' Venus, The
Josie Sedgwick
Special Cast
Rust
Rustling for Cupid

2

Scarlet Letter,

The

Sea Horses
Sea Wolf, The
Second Chance, The
Self Defense
venth Heaven
Seward's Folly

First National

M-G-M

Special Cast
Mary Pickford
Special Cast
Ralph Ince
Nilsson-Frazer
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

United Artists
7500 feet. .Dec. 19

First National

Arrow Film Corp
Fox

M-G-M

Paramount
United Artists
Davis Dist.-Vital

Metro-Goldwyn
Chadwick Pict
6500 feet

Tiffany fS. R.)
Ginsberg (S. R.)

M-G-M
Davis Dist.-Vital
Prod. Dist. Corp

Chadwick
Davis Dis.-Vitael
Dependable Films

.

.

.

4900 feet

.

.

Jan.

9

Fox
5481 feet. .Sept. 19

Truart

Davis Disi. Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital

M-G-M
M-G-M
Davis'Dist.-Vital .... 5000 feet. .Dec. 19
First National
F. B.

O

Fox Film
Ambassador

Pict.

5000 feet
6500 feet

(S.R.)
Tiffany (S. R.)

Davis Dist. Div

5 reels .... Sept. 15

Fox
C. C. Griffin Prod.
First National

.

.

.

Ambassador

7000 feet
6895 f eet

Vitagraph

.

.

.

.

Dec. 19

Nov. 28

Pict.
.5000 feet
10063 feet.

Paramoimt.

Nov.

7

Warner Bros
First National

Paramount
Prod. Dist. Corp

Paramount

8173
4900

Davis Dist

feet. .Sept. 12
feet. .Aug. 22

M-G-M

Monte Blue

Warner Brothers
Davis Dist.-Vital

5500 feet

.

.

Dec.

5

Ginsberg Dist. Corp. (S. R.)

Wide Open

Marilyn Mills
Special Cast
Dick Jones

Wild Oats Lane

Dana-Agnew

The

Special Cast

M-G-M
Simset Prod. (S. R.)
Prod. Dist. Corp

i

M-G-M
Principal Pict. (S. R.)

Sunset Prod. (S.R.)
Astor Dist. (S. R.)

Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Lee-Bradford (S.R.) 6600 feet
.

World's Illusion, The
Worst Man of the Troop .Wilson-Gerber
Special Cast
Worst Woman, The
.

Paramount
Ralph Ince Prod

Chadwick
Rayart

Special Cast

One

12:

Assoc. Exhib

M-G-M

Twenty-

feet

Sept.

Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn
Columbia

ValU-O'Malley
Wives for Rent
Special Cast
Wolf Himters. The
Woman Who Did Not Care
Women and Wives
World of Promise, The

5800 feet

Truart (S.R.)

Scraps

When Husbands
When We Were

Flirt ....

Dec. 26

.

.

(S. R.)

Dorothy Revier

Will People Say

Great Divide
Wives at Auction
Wives of the Prophet

Fox

Ben Lyon

.

Gotham Prod.

(S. R.)

Vanishing American, The .Dix-Wilson
Vengeance of Durand, The Irene Rich
Special Cast
Viennese Medley
Bebe Daniels
Volcano, The
Elinor Fair
Volga Boatman, The
William Collier, Jr
Wanderer, The
WUson-Gerber
Warrior Gap
Special Cast
Way of an Eagle, The

Winning of Barbara Worth
With Kit Carson Over the

First National

Savage, The

Travis Coup, The
Marilyn Mills
Tricks
Special Cast
Trip to Chinatown, A
Special Cast
True North, The
Twentieth Century, Unlimited Special Cast
ElsieJFerguson
Unknown Lover, The
Up and At 'Em
Jack Perrin

Chadwick

Fox

Sandy

Jack Perrin

Edmond Lowe

Vitagraph
Astor Dist. (S. R.)

M-G-M

Salvage

Travelin' Fast

Wife,

Universal

Wives

Fred Thomson

White Chief, The
White Fury
White Heat

William Desmond .... Universal
Mrs. Wallace Reid
Davis Dist.-Vital
Metro-Goldwyn
Special Cast

Red Clay
Red Kimona, The

Tough Guy, The
Trailing Shadows

Whispering Canyon

(S. R.)

M-G-M

Pringle-Love
Belle Beimett

Ken Maynard
Special Cast
Special Cast

What
5000 feet

Nov. 28

Gotham Prod.

Racing Blood

Timber Wolves
Toilers of the Sea

Wedding March, The
.

Metro-Goldwyn

Quality Street

.

Tonio, Son of the Sierras .Wilson-Gerber
Nilsson-Stone
Too Much Money

Universal
Lowell Prod

Special Cast

.

Tongo

Paramount

Paris
Paris at Midnight
Partners Again
Passionate Youth
Part Time Wife, The

.

.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Charles W. Paddock. .A. G. Sten, Inc
Special Cast
M-G-M
Special Cast
Arrow
Billy West
Rayart

,

to Midnight
.George Walsh
Test of Donald Norton
Texan's Oath, The
Ken Maynard
That Old Gang of Mine. Maclyn Arbuckle
Thoroughbred
George O'Brien
Thoroughbred, The
Special Cast
Marilyn Mills
Three Pals
.

Jean Hersholt
Lowell-Russell

Sailors'

,5000 feet

.

.

Dec. 12

.

First National
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Prod. Dist. Corp

H. B. Warner

Strange Bedfellows
Sunshine of Paradise Alley Special Cast
Tale of a Vanishing People
Roberts-Agnew
Taxi Mystery, The
Temptress, The
Special Cast
Tentacles of the North. .Special Cast

Modern Musketeer, A
Monte Carlo

.

Reviewed

Length

(S. R.)5900 feet
Clarke
6200 feet
5750 feet

Jack Perrin

Doris Kenyon
Special Cast
Colleen Moore
Corinne Griffith
Gene Corrado
Special Cast
Buster Keaton

Mismates
Miss 318
Miss Nobody
Mile Modiste

&

Ufa
Arrow

Jane Novak
Colleen "Moore

Claw
Sky Rocket The
Peggy Hopkins Joyce
Smith of Cornell
George Walsh
Somebody's Mother
Special Cast
Song and Dance Man, The Tom Moore
Sons of the Sheik
Rudolph Valentino
Starlight Ranch
Wilson-Gerber

Truart (S. R.)

.

Wall

Siegfried
Silence
Sign of the

M-G-M

Special Cast

.

Midnight Flames
Midnight Special
Miss Brewster's Millions Bebe Daniels

Distributed by

Star

of the
of the

Shave and Shave Alike
Snebo
Shenandoah
Shipwrecked
Shootin' Square

Metro-Goldwyn

Married Cheats

Feature

Shadow
Shadow

Coat, The
Yankee Senor, The

Tom Mix

Yoke, The
You Too

Special Cast
Special Cast

Wrong

.

.

.

.

Jan.

9

Universal

Davis Dist. Div

Gotham (S.R.)
Metro-Goldwyn
Fox
Metro-Goldwyn
Davis Dist. Div
B. P. Schulberg

(S. R.)

6500 feet

Tiffany (S. R.)

Fox
Warner Brothers

5 reels

.

Jan. 10

M-G-M

ytuiimtkM""
wm\
"

Braveheart

"

— Pro.

Dist.

Corp.

Forum, Los Angeles
Examiner: "With ciidmsiastic
applause all tlirouj;li the picture
and with frank and unmistakable
tears at the dramatic conclusion,
'Braveheart' made its world ])remiere at Tlie Forum. The story
has the same human elements
which made the play so popular."
"'Braveheart' is the
Times:
most delifrhtful entertainment in
the world full of thrills, beauty,
Alan
romance and adventure.
Hale is to be congratulated on
the strength, smoothness and vi-

—

Rod La
vidness of its direction.
Ro<;que gives a most ingratiating
performance, full of
fire
and
charm. Pictures like 'Braveheart'
are going to be of inestimable
value some day because of the

Indian

wliich

lore

tain."

.

.

con-

tliey

—

gripping."

with

love,

and pathos, 'Braveheart'

is

from average run of
different
Picture is full of acI)hotoplays.
tion and
has very clever love
story.
La Rocque gives one of
l)est {performances of his career."
Express

tal

is

"Unlike

make

— rather

simplicity

power.
ful

:

many

forest idyl.

appeal

its

does

find

it
is

Rod

in

fundamen-

in

Love theme

of De-

'Braveheart'.

productions,

not
pageantry

do<?s

modern romance."
"Soul

its

a delightI^a

Rocque

a splendid idealization of

the

Capitol,

N. Y.

Sun

:

" 'Soul Mates' is capably

handsome

set-

and

actors, as well
as a generous portion of what
Elinor Glyn calls 'it.' It is better
tings, clothes,

directed and acted than the usual
program picture."

Graphic:

'"Soul Mates'

is

an

and amusing roowes much of its success to the very good acting of
Aileen Pringle and Edmund Lowe.
Mr. Lowe presents just the right
combination of ardent lover and
determined caveman with a plenMiss Printiful sense of humor.
gle can always be counted on to

entertaining

mance.

It

an intelligent (.haractorization, no matter what the role."
" 'Soul Mates' is in
Telegraph
Mrs. Glyn's lighter vein, and will
good entertainment
tlioi'ight
be
by audiences at the Capitol and
elsewhere for it combines those
give

:

Mates"— M-G-M.,

done, and there are

"Beaming

Herald:

Mille's

the stoic of pioneer
the bronzed hero of

:

—

thrils

— not

days but

.

" 'Braveheart' is an excellent film!
Rod La Rocque in
the title role bronze of skin and
feathered of dress is intensely

Record

Indian

elements she knows well how to
present in easily assimilated form
bred
well
aristocratic,
the
couple moving in an atmosphere
refinement with
riches and
of

—

flashes of daring in their impulses

and actions when under the spell
of amorous attraction."
" 'Soul Mates' is a
American
typical Elinor Glyn story produced in the typical Glyn style,
and with a heroine enacted by
actress,
favorite
Glyn's
Miss
Aileen Pringle, it makes up the
sort of a picture that Elinor Glyn
:

audiences expect."

Williams

NEW YORK

Press, Inc.

—

ALBAWr

(
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W

and George L. Rapp, Architects

C. L.

^ammounl Jheater
MAJOmEQUIPPED

WiiiilieE

No

other lighting equipment would satisfy the deof this experienced group of showmen in
this, their finest and most up-to-date Moving Picture Palace.

mands

Major

The
Major

Stage
"Spots"

linve
.veiirs of servic-p built in.
Tln-y liave 2fi fcatiirt-s.

o'li-

Over abuse

"E

ing

p

allowed

is

Their up lieep
<'onseqiientIy less.

for.

1

Lightis
Line

Here dependable lighting was demanded. The
most light available from a certain number of units
was required. Up-keep costs were considered.
And MAJOR Theatre Lighting Equipment was
unanimously selected.

of
e

t

V

<'oine ness
e r y-

.

tliing Electrical For The

is

Theatre."

Ma.jor Floodlights give the
and eroeltieient
most
exinterior
or
nomi<'al
terior f1oo<llighting servobtainable.
Tlie
iee
most light at the least
cost is the Ma.jor

Wherever comparative tests are made, Major
Equipment is always chosen for no chance can be
taken on unproven and doubtful equipment in the
modern theatre. And it is for just this kind of
house Major Equipment is built. Each piece is of

A special
bulletin tells all
abo'it them.
way.

—

standardized construction extra sturdy throughout. Each part is designed and built to give "the
most efficient light at the least cost." As in the
case with Major Spotlights for example 26 Major
all of
features, many exclusive, govern its design
Major Equipment has exclusive points of superiority.
You can not find them elsewhere.

—

^i

—

Major Bulletins are yours for the asking.
Estimates and consulting service are furnished Free of obligations.

Company

SEqfu/pmenf

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
District Offices
Louis,

St.

O.

II.

Mi9

Eottman

Bell Ave.

Detroit.

H.

Mo.

II.

Michigan
Norton

New

509 Conti Street

Md.
Wolfe-Mann Mfg. Co.
320 S. Hanover St

H. B. S(iuires Co.
383 Howard St.

Dallas. Texas

New

Cleveland. Ohio

W.

It.

Orleans.
J.

S.

KeUer

Wakefield
Comnieice

ea Wayne

St.

2i2'i

rinclnnati.

Ohio

Minneapolis.

F. SohuriB
.;i:i K. Tliiril .St.

E.

Tj.

412

La.

11,

St.

Minn.

Cooper

Builders Exchange

Baltimore.

York.

Y.

N,.

B. Maclntvre
197 7th Ave.

Kansas

City.

San Francisco,

Calif.

D. C. Griltiths
Rockefeller Bldg.

Mo.

Robert Baker
lOB E. 14th St.

Daiver, Colo.
Alex Hibhard. Inc.
VJW Blake St.

Indianapolis, Ind.
The Scott- Jaciua Co.. Inc.
707 Koosevelt Bldg.

Philadelphia. Pa.
Wni. A. MacAvoy,
244 N. 10th St.

Los Angeles, Calif.
H. B. Squires Co.

Pittsburgh. Pa.
Cotlin-Peri-y Co.
501 Ferguson Bldg.

229

Boyd

Seattle,

St.

Wash.

H. B Suuires Co.
552 First Ave.. C.

Salt

Lake

City.

Jr.

Utah

Kavmond Ackerman
212 S. W. Temple St.

RothttektrAllgr Laborafriei. HoUyw»oi. Calii.

Inspiration Pictures, Inc.,
Presents Richard Barthelmess
In

''Just Suppose*

*

from the play

Adapted by Mrs.
V. E. Powell. Scenario by C. Graham
Settings by Tec-Art Studios.
Baker.
Title effects by H. E. R. Studios.
Photographed by Stuart Kelson.
By A.

E.

Thomas.

Edited by William Hamilton.
Directed by Mr. Kenneth Webb.
A First National Picture.
Rothacker Prints and Service,

Richard Barthelmess

and
Moran

Lois

m

*Just Suppose'

Look Better—

Wear Longer!

Founded 1910
by

Watterton R. RotbaokM

nfttiW
Rdl. r.

Los Angeles

.V.

ralriil

Ojji,,

New

York

^'^ncago

i

he TSTe^

Console of 5tyle

49

fotoplaijer

Pi t Pipe

ORGANS
Qg^
^ Permanent
Feature

Musical

<^^ JKiusicalj ^Artistic

^'-m

and

Structural JAchie\^einent
making it possible for the

Average

Exhihitor'^to offer

highest
type of Performance ^ ^
his Patrons the

^

an L/oupon
J/ailC

to

nearest office

today

Does Not ReQuire
^ High Priced Organist
/

for-

NEW

SELLING
PLAN /

Can he played Manually of^ with
ordmaru 88 J/ote Music Jiolls.
^

nOBEKT

U^OKTON
ORGAN CO.

Robert Morton Organ Co.
JV^ewVorA

1560 ^roady^ay

'^ Chkag^o

San Francisco, 16S Golden
Bos^nge/es 935 So. Olive
CEwumt OCACAW PERCuaaoHS uan;

^

845 So.Vaiash

Gate.

Oend me without
obligation full details
of your New Selling Plan

Name
Theatre
Seating Capacity
City and State

'Ain't it

funny

^

how the trade ^ets mse
in advance

when a real

knockout's coming'?
ie talking about
lis

everywhere/*

J

«Yeah,diJ7ou read^^
^iiat that wire fix)m the
coast to John Ciark said
about us ?--xt said,
^Behind the Front 'is a riot/

^

Raymond

Hatton

The greatest Paramount

Comedy yet/'"

^

^Jixe you cashing in

On the amazing rise
To Box Office Pobukrity

Of this

man

RAYMOND GRIFFITH?
five lilts

m a row

f^t'Ti^^^^ipvf^'^

NOW

And

HANDS up/
(CLARENCE BADGER PRODUCTION. With MARION NIXON, VIRGINIA LEE CORBIN, MONTAGU LOVE,
MACK SWAIN. 9'rom the story by REGINALD MORRIS - Screen play by MONTY BRICE ar:d LLOYD CORRIGAN)

A Ready-to-Play^

^

9ammoiuit 9tdUffe
Member

oi

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of

America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President

NOW!

The Greatest

The Outstanding

of All

Spectacle of

P

c^XUSTER'S
LAST STAND ON
XU

Thrilling Western Dramas!
Glorious American West!
the
HORN
THE LITTLE
BIG

)ijtfb

^'li

%^

..

^ji^Mm

<%

f/^-.

\.\

Presented by CARL

LAEMMLE

Spectacular Epic of
The Last Word in Great WesternsUniversal

s

Dustin Farnum
Hoot Gibson
Anne Cornwal'
Ward Crane
Kathleen Ke>
Eddie Gribbon

(Icncial Custer

Hob I,angdon
Betty

Stanvvood

Sam Kelden
1-ucretia

Helden

"Jonesy"

Harry Todd
Lawrence Stanwood, Harold Goodwin
Senator Stanwood George Fawcetl
"California Joe"

.

.

Noble Johnson
Senator Harness. Charles K. Fren^
Cyrus Penficld
William Steele
President Crant ... .Walter Rodgers
(nam's .Secretary
Ed Wilson
Kain in the-Kace
Joe Bonomc
Sitting;

Bull

A GREAT THRILLING

EVERY THEATRE
A UNIVERSAL PRODUCTION

PRESENTED BY

the Last American Frontier!
the Uhimate in Great Thrillers!

V^OU

are marvelous, gloriously beautiful
the most

—

glamorous of all! I knew
that you would be gorgeous
and charming, but you are
more; you are breath-taksuperb.

ingly

you
ular

I

^

•*

welcome

to the spotlight of pop-

acclaim

of

the

truly

<

great."

The PHANTOM
of the Opera

(/•

A

DIMITRI

BUCHOWETZKI

PRODUCTION
Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE

1

(DiuiE

mm

f^'

\I7'ELCOME

to

the

aris

tocracy of motion
tures;

welcome

circle

of

to the select

box
proud

blue-blooded

office successes.

I

am

of your magnificence

know

pic-

and

1

that your achievements

will surpass

even those of the

other illustrious members of
our great and proud family."

The HUNCHBACK
of Notre Dame

—

!

Universal tested

IS
Hundreds

at the box office

THIS GREAT PICTURE
BEING RE-RELEASED

of exhibitors

repeatedly ask

demand

unprecedented

Universal

Universal to re-release "Outside the Law."
decides to re-release it.

In answer to

finally

And so Universal
asks. "How about its box office power today?"
by putting the picture to the hardest, the most exhaustive, the mos t
conclusive test possible. Just to prove that the picture is all that any exhibitor could ask for
to prove that it is more than most exhibitors expect.
Read what happened:

A

hard-boiled

answers

its

and now

WHY

READ
an

it

Universalite

own

question

At the Cameo Theatre, in Pittsburgh, one of the toughest sho v
towns in the country, without advance paper or advertising or
exploitation, without special presentation or accompanying features, in the worst weather of the Winter (cold, wind, snow, sleet,

Suppot

rain) this picture HAS JUST BROKEN EVERY HOUSE
RECORD FOR ATTENDANCE AND RECEIPTS— EXCEPT
THOSE PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED BY "THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA."

That's
to

why one

be re-released

of

the greatest box office successes the industry has ever produced
ready to clean-up again for every exhibitor everywhere.

is

now ready

— now

Directed hg

UNIVERSAL JEWEL

offers

you the great sensational clean-up

EVERYTHING NEW -Prints-Paper
Accessories
Everything

is

new on

sories of all kinds.

A

this picture

Remember what

btf

towns

in

all

the

way from new

prints to

new

acces-

line-up of powerful box office aids unsurpassed for color,

action and every element of

ted

—

—Press Books!

this picture

box

office appeal.

did in Pittsburgh, one of the

most

difficult

the whole country, under conditions that were positively cruel

yet "Outside the

Law" came through with the second
And that without the new

that theatre has ever had.

new everything

that will be at your disposal

finest

prints,

when you

play

show

—and

engagement' that

new

accessories,

it!

It is the opportunity of a life-time for an extra clean-up; another tribute to
Universal showmanship. Now booking at your Universal Exchange!

Tod BroxOning
*'

i<

i

'*y^

—

~

~

~
i

Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE

%

To you

exhibitors
^vho \vant your theatres
properly lighted

Buy Good Lamps
To

get full value

from

you buy use
Mazda Lamps.

We place our staff of lighting experts at your service without charge or obligation.

the current

Edison

They give
light

at

because
their

max mum
i

minimum

a

long

efficiency

period

of

time.

There is a right Edison Mazda Lamp for
every fixture in your
theatre.

or utility lighting.

it

lighting writes off
it

is

its,

own

fit

added attractauditorium or wher-

cost in .the

brings to your lobby, stage,
applied.

Have your

have your local reprecall

lighting to

Works

of (ienpral KIcrtric Co.,
IlarriHon, New Jersey.

Please

plan

theatre.

ever

sentative

new

your individual
requirements. It will cost you nothing to have them make
recommendations regardless of the size or type of your

Good

Liini|>

II

Our engineers will

iveness

Edison

be overlooking great possibilities in decorative

maintain

they
initial

over

cost

You may

and

inspect

tlie

liglits in my theatre.
It is understood that this request does
not obligate me in any way.

drop a

line to the

eral Electric

the

lighting designed by experts. Just

Edison

Lamp Works

Company, Harrison, N.

J.,

of

Gen-

or mail

coupon.

Name
Theatre
Adilri'ss

I

MAZDA
EDISON
LAMPS
GENERAL
ELECTRIC PRODUCT
A

THREE FACES EAST

triumph

for

Jetta Goudal
Los ylncjeUs Sxaminer

LJERE

is

a

three-fold

triumph, an artistic

—

triumph a box-office
triumph and a\triump'T.

for Jetta Goudal, Cecil B. DeMille's exotic star.

Read the reviews and be convinced.

—and

Book the picture

turn this convic-

tion into dollars at the box office!
" Sliould prove a
for

winning box oOicc card
M. P. Xeics

any theatre."

"Not

many years has

for

picture in which suspense

is

there

been a

so unifonnly

maintained."
Harrison's Reports

"Jetta Goudal does some of

tlie

best

work

of her entire career."

Los Anfjcles
"Hokls
the

tlie

Ilcrdlil

Jetta Goudal

interest of the a\i<lienee from

foot of celluloid until the grand
climax. "* *
success? Well, one should
first

A

sny so!

I OS Ancjcles Da ill/

Xcns

"The direction of
exce]»tionally good
many ways, he has
piece of work in this

done a more effective
than in 'The Phantom

of the Opera.' * * *

The inscrutable appeal

Rupert Julian
quality.

is

Indeed,

of
in

Goudal which first brought her to
the fore in 'The Bright Shawl' is used to

CecilRDeMille presents

.

THREE

considerable advantage."

Los Angeles Times

and Monte Katteijohn
Tram the play fy

Anthony Paul Kelly

FACES

'Witk\

of Jetta

o^ti^fatV CGardnerSulIivan

JETTA GOUDAL
ROBERT Ames

EAST'

HENKfBmLTHALL
and CLivE Brook

A Rupert Julian

production
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some

figures!

"During the

last

week

of last year our distri-

butor for the

York

New

territory sold 65

Simplex Projectors'^

Here's the Point
The exhibitors who bought those
for many prosperous new years.
They

realized that the public

provided.

Projectors were laying the foundation

now demands

the best projection that can be

They, themselves, wanted Projectors that would give years of

unfaltering performance.

So.

naturally,

they selected Simplex.

If you would like more facts and statistics, write us and we'll tell you point
by point why so many exhibitors are now installing new Simplex

Projectors.

SIMPLEX DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
90 Gold Street,

New York

City

r«.

fcT

\|

Lee-Bradford Corporation
AH

III

IK

A.

LEE,

I'resicltnt

PRESENTS

BETTY BLYTHE
WITH CARLYLE BLACKWELL AND MARY ODETTE
SIR H.

National Distributors
I^ee-Bra<U"ortl

Corp.

701 Seventh Ave., New York

"S

IN

RIDER HAGGARD'S

H E"

Produeed bv A

to

\ Products

Greater New- York and Northern N.
Unique Foto Fihn
Suite 408, 723 Seventh Ave.

ASTOR HOTEL
SAT. EVE., FEB.

6th.

SIXTH ANNUAL

AMPA

Oh Boy— What
Speculators

hands

a revel

positively not get their
on any of these tickets.
Avill

TWO MARVELOUS ORCHESTRAS
SOUL TO SOLE DANCING
THE TWELVE MOVIE IMMORTALS
THE WHOLE INDUSTRY WILL BE
^

Tickets per Person

$10.00
Tables Seating

$100,00

1

^RAZZED"

Charlie Einfeld at 383 Madison Ave., N. Y.,
has the tickets

Nat Rothstein of F.
and Master

B. O. Chief Announcer
of Ceremonies

*

r

I

iSm

lll<B

No.

William Fox
presents

11

For the Season

1926

Grand
One

— and

still

they connel

— 1927

Amw hki

of

DAVID
BELASCO^S

Another play that brought
fame and fortune to the two
Davids—Belasco and War^eld^

solid stage

successes
by
David Belasco
Pauline Phelps

Another great title in stage
history— another shining
magnet for box-office dollars*

Marion Short

Another wise FOX purchase
for

Fox

1926^27 supremacy.

Keep your eye on these

Fox new

season

No.

announcements -

ToxFilniOarporatiDa
they We amazing!

12
will be

published
next week

j

FIRST

of the great

Hoyt plays

Fox Film Corp Dial ID a.

!

becomes

great

FOX picture
0rJfL°'<lcL

*ip:

-J

Fox Film Co rpD ratio PL
Member

of

Motion Picture Producers and

Distril)utors oi

America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President.

iPresented by

Associated Exhibi tors/z/r.
Oscar

A

Price Pres.

From Leroy

Scoffs

Famous Novell
Directed by Burton Kiity

Personally Supervised

hy Edward Siltoil

mpson
Bpr Jay Hunt

- any

one of these

BettyCompson
"^Hmse Peters

JayVunt
would mean money in your

box-office

— and here you have all three of them in one picture — THREE of the biggest stars of the screen!
Betty Compson in her greatest role since ''The
Miracle Man''— House Peters, always a sure-fire boxoffice attraction and Jay Hunt, more famous and
beloved than ever since ''Lightnin'." With a sensational novel by a successful author as their vehicle.

—

I

^l(glF(£
^

—

The western star that
steady business

'^

BOOK AND

LIGHTNING

y
j.^^tAAr

Produced by

w

Exclusive Foici^n

Distriburors.

INDEPENDENT PICTURES

H-C Export CoiDoration
iSbo Birwdway

New

FBO

Yolk.

Under

WIBNTS
pictures G.MBR

2S5l^ricdilchsir.isK Berlin.

Germany
RCExporlCoip.

»-j7 DirbtiyScLondon.

the
Personal Supervision of

Entfl.ind

Socictc

Anonymc des RInw

FBO

JESSE

oqFavibourJ SiHoimrc rarls

It's

written in the Stars

MARCH

J.

GOLDBURG

— Exhibitors

are waiting for

IS F. B. O.

it

MONTH
-

millions love will imdenvrite
for tfou with evety release —

BOOST

F.B.O>

ACTION mSTBRNS
Two
The

latest releases of

which are

MAN RUSTLING"
A

rapid

fire

action

drama packed with

thrills,

and

"BEYOND THE ROCKIES"
A

w^estern thriller that will

pack 'em

—

in

—

Regular as clock work week after w^eek Bob Custer
packs thousands of theatres, because of Custer's magnetic
personality, his hard riding, straight shooting and his reputation as a red hot scrapper.

Millions of fans love his pic-

because they are jampacked with ACTION ....
and all fine stories. Have you played these former re-

tures,

leases.

"NO MAN'S LAW"
"THE RIDIN' STREAK"
Watch For These Coming Releases

'THE VALLEY OF BRAVERY"
'THE DEAD LINE"
'THE DEVIL'S GULCH"
All Custer Pictures are Distributed by

III''

Vi-

i

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

V

s

OF AMERICA, INC.
1560 Broadway, New York

CHILLS! THRILLS! MYSTERY!
AND THE REAL

GOTHAM

BOX-OFFICE PUNCH

NOW

READY

BOOKING

NOW

PIODIKTIOHT

Released by

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
1650

SAM

Broadway

And

SAX, President

Distributed by Thirty Live

New York

City

Wire Independent Exchanges.

Foreign Rights Controlled by
L. IV. Kas titer, Frcs., 218

INTER-OCEAN FILM COMPANY,

Cable Address "Inofilms"

W. 42nd

Street,

Nr^.-

York City

p^>*
f^

6* 4

Z***

c*

January 15th

JOHN BARRYMORE

in

"THE

smashed in on Broadway

at the

f

SEA BEAST"

^

Warner theatre. And what a smash!

A welcome

back from Barrymore fans after the
^
^

year absence!

A

whale hunt, tender

storm scenes and the

at the

most powerful love

story ever filmed, and stamping
I

enthusiasm the

two

cheering theatreful of screen

critics, thrilling to its
I

starts

HIT

of

HITS

it

by

their

of the season.

JohnBarrvmore

"THE SEA BEAST"
the

Warner

two-a-day.

is bife

enough to change

theatre from a continuous run to
It's

big enough to sell out at every

performance at two dollar top and set a
record for advance sales.

enough to take
sics of all

maker

its

place

And

new

that means big

among the screen

clas-

time and to be the biggest money

available to exhibitors this season.

/«"The Sea Beast
W

John Barryntore^s only
stage or screen appear-

ance this season
performance that

won

unstinted praise from
press and public. It

a
a

new type

is

is a

A

^

of role;

virile, forceful

characterization,

that will live
forever in
screen
history.

What

the ^^N^w York Qritics Said:

"A tremendous

victory for

Warner Bros.

one of the most

virile

It

will doubtless

Barrymore presents

crow^d the house for w^eeks to come.

and powerful characters ever seen

on the screen."
•—^iorning Telegraph.

"The

final

such as

is

embrace

of the lovers brought rousing applause

rarely evoked from an audience."

— <5ve«/«g
"You may spend
feel that

all

World.

command and

the praises at your

you haven't done the piece more than

still

half justice."

--''Daily '^'ws.

"One

of the finest seascapes

to miss seeing

A picturization

of

on record.

can't afford

John Barrymore."
'^Svenitig Telegram.

Herman

immortal story
Bedford whaling

You

Melville's

of

New

"Dolores Costello

is

one of the finest actresses of the screen.

She has youth, beauty, individuality."

"Moby

— "tZyew

Dick'^

York oAmericau.

with

"A fine picture with drawing power, through
Dolores Costello

itself

and by

virtue of the ma^ic of the Barrymore name, as well as hij

performance. The picture without Barrymore would have
TXreaed by iMillard Webb

stood up ^- with him

it's

that

much

stronger."

— Si ME

in 'Variety.

A Warner' Bros, Production

'

WILLIAM

S.

HART

'-^

IN

r

'

TUMBLEWEEDS

Sioru bij HAL

G.

EVARTS
"DirectX

t

^dkpUdJhr Ih screen hv C.

h^YiXSG

GARDNER

SULLIVAN

DAGGOT

r

''More Real

Money

"Tumbleweeds' very

good.

99

The

cream of the Westerns. Hart surely
came back with a knockout. One of
our best. Made us more real money
than any picture we have run. Don^t be
afraid to step on it.'^
R.D.Young, Polo

—

Theatre, Polo, IlL,in Exhibitors Herald.

//

/V

X3NmD ARTISTE

^^^,\,, C\.ap\\n
Jifrom

Chairman Jioaru
.

Obran,^

_

1

[^l^^s:i>.

the one overwhelming'

'>^;r

-

MeS QUDOLPU

VALENTJNO

J

Am

m

on the part

of millions of

to

f
W

NATACHA
The World's Most Romantic Figure — In Her First
{I

is

the tremendous force that
throughout the entire

EVERY EXHIBITOR KN
Backing up

this tremendous psychological force
that surpasses any publicity received by any star
is set for a national clean-up.
Directed by

HARRY

O.

—Distributed by

HOYT— Produced under

per

FILM BOOKING OFFICE

—

and

irresistible

power of

1§

BROOK

1^

women

,

girls

and

flappers

see

Hcture

—Laura

Jean Libby's Famous Story
;;

mws CdU
jampack every theatre
Nation— and what's more

will

L)WS THIS

TO BE TRUE

3 a campaign of front page newspaper publicity
a all the history of motion pictures. Everything

Exclusive Foreign

Distributors.

R-C Export Corporation
150O BiDddway

New York

Fan

AGENTS
Pictures aMB

255 FrlcdnchvrJsse

H

Borllii

Ccrmjny
R-C Export Corp.

»-j7 DArbl^St

L.):;.lnn

Entfldnd

lal

^

supervision of

America,

Inc.,

DANIEL CARSON GOODMAN
1560 Broadway,

New York

Soacic Anonymc des Films FBO
b9Fjiibouro St Honorc Pans
France

1,

Another
News^ Year!

Again during.

1925

Motion Picture News

far

outstripped i t s
competitors in paid
advertising carried.
great recognition
from the space buyers
of the industry to the
trade journal which
leads in selling value

A

through a thorough
understanding of the
field backed by the
biggest distribution of
any trade journal.

>

v^^resented

Egyptian
glamour, has now created
such a role as exhibitors
have always hoped for.

ii

arrjid

:^fcv

y

«i
/

fe.
*?' 'y

w

^
A«.

-i

I

t

,,ti?sn

CORINNE QRlFhlfH PRODUC ilONS,

Inc. present

CoRiNNE Griffith
in

—

"INFATUATION"
—

Cairo incensy, languorous City of Wonderful Night. Corinne the
orchid of the screen her beauty unforgettable even among the bewilder'
ing beauties that surround her! Wife of one man, idol of another!
What a splendid creature of drama Somerset Maugham achieved when
he ^vrote this play! And how Irving Cummings has directed it, with
Percy M.armont, hialcolm M.cQregor and Warner Oland superbly cast,

—

A PICTURE BIG THEATRES ARE PROUD TO PLAY/

A Hut
•'

IKL;..;-.i.V>."V

.

''^^'Nsaito.

national Picture

—
If I

—

were an exhibitor I would put one item at the head of

the slate this year for thoughtful business consideration

and that

is

the matter of short subjects.

matter, plain and simple.

.

.

.

It's

What do you, an

—

a business
exhibitor,

intend to do about short subjects in 1926?

a. JOHNSTON
Motion Picture News.

Wm.
in

answer?
What do you intend to do?
Well, what^s the

your patrons as so much
added entertainment "thrown in"

To

ofFer Short Features to

Or

your patrons the same as you do
the longer features — and make added profit outof them?
If

to sell

them

to

you're going after added profit, of course you'll

have to book GOOD Short Features
and then exploit them.

to begin with

Apparently the answer to Mr. Johnston's question is
that most showmen are going to do more about and
with — Short Features this year than ever before.

—

At any

rate, right

now

there are one hundred exhib-

every week joining the thousands who are already
showing Educational Pictures the best Short Features
that any exhibitor can get for entertainment and boxitors

—

office value.

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES.
^ur:>laAa.
•THE SPICE

OFTHE PROGRAM-

Prrsident

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
Will H. Hays, President

of

America, Inc.

Inc.

-"^

'

sHEA^t^the
;

o?^f^„^
Shearer
liorrna
as

Ruth L^'^.'f

Shearer

for,

^^^^
^

tile

a story

fan-

uayer
her

^^^^^f.,

gen^u^

..eestabV^sbesV^er
'^'^^^'^tt'toWsV^
^^.^^.eturee
start to
.

From

ata
injured

first
to the

^^

"

^''

l^nd

her>

tV^et^

^^^'^
.

^«dVi-^^^^^^^°'''''

^

KPT HenW^

Mid

a

,oer
^^^''

d\rect\on

^^,ey ^N^^^-""

^^^^^
,

P\ct\ire

The bf'

iJs

business

t^^i!2.'-^!!

Talk of the Public!
of the most
adONE
vertisements which has ever
effective

been placed in the national fan
magazines is shown on the oppopage^

site

IT

will appear in the

issues of Photoplay,

March
Motion

Motion Picture
Magazine, Movie Monthly, Film
Picture Classic,

Fun, Screenland, Picture Play
Magazine and Movie Magazine.
"HIS SECRETARY" drew $64,520.75 in
one week at its Capitol (N.Y.) Premiere
and was held over for a second week.

The

public interest in this production

is

extraordinary.

THE OUTSTANDING HITS ARE IN
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER'S QUALITY 52

^%cGrealesl^'Up%eInduslry£ver6m/

—

ALBANY,

Volume XXXIII

N. Y.,

AND NEW YORK

CITY, January

No.

30, 1926
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The Public Decides
the highways
are moving along
PLANS
and byways of New York, and in another
in

months

six

war map

the present

industry will have settled

down

of the
into pretty

Maybe it will take longer, maybe less time.
One strategist hinted at four months. But, at
any rate, we shall see in due time the present
imaginary or indistinct
thus will be

lines in solid black.

set anotlier

era in this fast

plunging business. It will last for its due and
appointed time and then, of course, we'll get

—

another era.
*

What

will this

*

*

forthcoming era be?

Well, there's but one, though a general,
general, but highly definite

—

answer to that
and important.

era will be the result of what the public
wants, just as every past era in the business
has been determined and every future era will

*

>K

And

the men who will own the theatres
and supply the entertainment will be the men
with the courage and vision to see and foresee
what the public wants and will pay for.
*

*

*

In the meantime a lot of slush will be
printed
unconsciously or deliberatelv misinformative. We'll talk about plots, schemes,
personalities, mergers, trusts, etc. We'll view
the situation from every angle but the true one.

—

We who

are vitally concerned will look at
from our own business standpoint from
where the shoe pinches. If we're hurt we will
yell out good and loud, whether or not we ^re
in the right line of march and whether or not
our own equipment is right, and in order. That
of course, is natural, but it isn't going to
change the march of events one bit.
it

—

all

—

The best theatres best located, built and
run, will win out.
And many will line up
in chains. Of course, that can't be prevented
it has its advantages.
But, also, chains
won't solve or control the situation. Their
danger, like that of factory production, is the

killing of initiative

and individuality.

The

moment you

—

the public wants!

The kind of theatres we shall have and the
kind of entertainment they will give will be
decided bv what the public wants and will pay
for.

*

standardize entertainment to the
point that the audience hears the click of the
gears then the public won't respond. And

be determined.

*

*

Hi

and

The

What

—

public.

definite lines.

And

We'll talk about trade moves and trade objectives and forget all about the thing upon which
the whole business rests and that which alone
determines its big moves and that is the

the public,
situation.

we

repeat,
*

is

*

the key to the whole
*

Pictures and stage acts will be the entertainment, and the best of each will win out
whether or not they come from concerns that

own
are,
*"'^e

And

whatever the stage acts
their glitter and expense,
picture will.be the supreme entertainment.
theatres.

and whatever

Whv?

Simplv because the public wants

tures, that's all.

Good

ones, of course.

pic-

Motion Picture News
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AM

iOOD

deal of interest
centers in the presence
here of J. D. Wilhams.

A"
He

has brought with him and

will

endeavor to

i)ut in

EDITOR
The Week

distribu-

Gwynne," with
Dorothy Gish, produced by Wilcox

tion here "Nell

in

England and

purchased by his company, "British National."

If

he

and perhai)S also in contracting for the
outlet here of more British ])ictures, he will prove his
own contention and at the same time effect what seems
the most practical and best solution of the British prois

successful,

duction problem.

Commenting upon

the "(juota" schemes to stimu-

late British production,

The Kinematograph Weekly

says:

assumed, of course, that to this comproblem a commercial solution cannot be
found without Government interference. A big step
has already been taken by J. D. Williams to prove the
truth of his belief that the American market is already open to British films of the requisite quality.
He will almost certainly sell 'Nell Gwynne' there, and
and he has made plans to marsell it to advantage
ket in the U. S. any worth-while film made at the
"It need not be

mercial

—

National' studios at Boreham Wood.
"Those who believe that the solution of the British
production problem is to be found in the American
market, and in joint selling by British producers in
and they have weighty facts to support
that market
should watch the 'British National'
their opinion
have an idea that it is built on an
scheme closely.
idea which, properly understood and applied, would
make a quota look ridiculous even to Sir Philip Cun-

in Re\)iev(?

V^ERY

so often someone does the thing that is
widely talked about and does it well.
The
First National publicity staff is to be congratulated upon the radio performance of "Too Much
Money." This thirty-minute skit came over the air
through WJZ and its big relay stations last week, and
must have interested greatly millions of listeners. It
was good. Music was cleverly brought in while the
principal characters gave the lines of an interesting
part of the play, selected so as to intimate what had
gone before and what the play was about, but also
to intrigue the listener to know more and especially
the outcome
a teaser advertisement, in other words,
like the scenes in a trailer.
The idea is excellent; but

E

—

—

now we have

its

actuality.

This same sort of thing, varied in treatment of
course, will be done each week by First National.

One
the

picture a

Sundav of

week

will be represented just

before

release.

'Br.itish

—
—

We

liffe-Lister."

S.

HUTCHINSON

arrived in

New York

last

SJ

week from Hollywood, with a print of "The Nut
Cracker, "which Associated Exhibitors will release as a comedy "special."
The picture features
Edward Horton, and the story was a Bobbs Merrill

that

"best seller."
it

is

made by

It

is

well spoken of.

The

fact

a veteran producer, S. S. Hutchin-

son, speaks for its

showmanship

qualities.

We

are frank to say that we not only hope, but bethat J. D. Williams will succeed in the important
undertaking he has tackled in England. He has the

lieve,

and determination to go
through with what is obviously a big job and one of
big consequences. We will say this, that no one in the
entire film industry is better equipped or more likely
vision, courage, experience

to succeed.

—

The stills of "Nell Gwynne" principally of Dorothy Gish in the title role make fine promise for the
picture, a special showing of which will be given Monday evening at eight-thirty at the Hotel Ritz-Carlton.

—

A

PICTURE

that

is

already forecasted as a hit

"Three Faces East," a Producers Distributing Corporation release made from Ailthony
Paul Kelly's .stage play of the same name.
It is an exceedingly fine Secret Service melodrama,
presenting an enthralling conflict of wits between the
German and British Intelligence departments during
the World War, remarkably well directed and acted.
is

The

them. Perhaps, however, Blanco Bill has been sneaking into theatres, of late.
A good many who look
down upon the movies do this but they don't seem

action takes place behind the lines, so that it cannot be rated as a battle picture, but the fighting thrill
strikes home nevertheless, for there are shots of a
Zeppelin attack on London, dropping flaming bombs,
with the anti-aircraft guns repelling the assault, that
register as the limit in spectacular appeal.
The narrative is strong in human interest, with
Jetta Goudal giving a striking ])erformance as a British girl in Government employ, who loves a German
spy, but sacrifices her heart instincts to the impulses
of loyalty. This "love versus duty" idea is really the
big thing in the picture, as sentimentally effective as
That old-time favorite, Henry
it is convincing.
Walthall, is seen in a role which, during one short
situation, when he greets his wounded son, recalls
his wonderfully affecthig pantomime as the little
Colonel in "The Birth of a' Nation," a performance
still lingering in old-timers' memories as an emotional

to select the artistic pictures.

masterpiece.

ALLh:N WHITE wrote us some
WILEIAM
time ago declining
upon a motion
to sit

pic-

committee because he knew
nothing about pictures.
He had not, for instance,
said,
seen
Mary
Pickford
he
ever
or Douglas Fairbanks on the screen. So, much as we admire the Sage
ture

of

contest

Emporia as a

journalist,

we

can't get excited over

on "Are the Movies a Mess or
they are one or the other or both, surely

his' article in Collier's

Menace?" If
we won't get a

solution

from a man who doesn't

:

see

—
January

3 0,

1926

555

OM BROADWAY
By William A. JoKnston
The

picture certainly possesses audience appeal in

most thorough sense of the phrase, is superbly
photographed and gives every indication of proving
a big box office success.
The premiere performance of "Three Faces East"
will be given at the Hotel Plaza, New York, under the
the

direction of Hugo Riesenfeld as part of the Carnival
staged by the Film Mutual Benefit Bureau.

W

*

INFIELD

R.

*

A

*

SHEEHAN

returned this
Coast where
he has been engaged in the exceedingly important work of speeding up production. Some of the biggest studio news of the year has come from the film
colony as a result of Mr. Sheehan's visit there. As
we have already pointed out editorially from time to
time,- the Fox organization is concentrating on very
fine literary and play material with a view to continuing its record of outstanding pictures.
Mr.
Sheehan also enlisted the services of a group of excellent screen artists.
Altogether, his stay at the
Coast was productive of large results which have
been and will continue to be shown on the screen.

week from the Fox studios

at the

PRODUCERS

are turning more and more to the
picturization of history.
Universal announces
this week that the life of George Washington
will be brought to the screen
definite plans are al;

ready under way. The ])urpose will be to show the
Father of His Country in a human light.
History is one of the richest sources for material
from which pictures may be made, is the opinion of
Jesse L. Lasky.
"Let us look back at the box office successes of the
last few years," he says.
"Many of the biggest pictures, the pictures which have had the widest popularity and in turn have made the most money for
producers and exhibitors have been those productions based on historical themes.
"The fact that 'The Covered Wagon' is historical
is the reason for its longevity.
Pictures, for the most
part, which deal with modern problems are in the
theatres today and on the shelves tomorrow. But not
so with historical productions. They are lasting for
history itself

is

"So successful have these
pictures been that Paramount
is now planning to make screen
records of two other important
chapters in American history,
the one a thrilling spectacle presentmg a vivid story of the exploits of the frigate
Constitution.
The other will preserve on the screen
the adventures of Theodore Roosevelt and his followers in the Spanish- American war.
"We have elaborate plans for both of these productions.
James Cruze has just returned from
Tripoli and other European locations where he gathered a world of data in connection with the activities
great
of 'Old Ironsides' in its stand against piracy.
volume of historical data also has been placed at the
disposal of Paramount by the government."

lasting.

"Take 'The Ten Commandments.' It is history
Biblical history.
Although there is a modern sequence in this production I am convinced that, like
'The Covered Wagon' it will remain a popular attraction for years to come.
"More recently we have had 'The Pony Express'
and 'The Vanishing American,' two attractions destined to follow the lead of their predecessors.
One
relates to that period in American history before the
laying of the transcontinental railroad.
The other
is a vivid portrayal of the history of the
Indian.

*

T

*

*

HE

acquisition of Emil Jannings for the
American screen by Famous Players, as announced exclusively in this publication last
week, is of more than passing imp'ortance. Virtually
every important American company has angled for
his services at one time or another, without success
heretofore. When a representative of the News was
in Berlin last summer, Jannings expressed the fear
that an American company would put him in stereotyped roles and not give him an opportunity for the

expression of his versatility.
Evidently S. R. Kent convinced him that such
would not be the case with Famous Players, since he
is due to come here in April, according to our Berlin
correspondent. Jannings is further protected by the
fact that he will be permitted to return to Berlin each
winter to make one picture for Ufa and to appear on
the Berlin stage, where he is as popular as on the
screen.

Jannings, curiously enough, was born in Brooklyn,
His
N. Y., of American and German parentage.
father died when Jannings was but an infant, and his
mother, alone and friendless, returned to her relatives

Germany. Young Emil was accordingly raised
and in due time became an actor at the
renowned Grosses Schauspielhaus, then presided over
by Max Reinhardt, who staged "The Miracle."
in

there,

Jannings achieved great popularity on the speakingstage for his pantomimic ability and vital performances. Pictures claimed him, though he continued to
appear on the legitimate stage each winter with Reinhardt.
When Famous Players formed a German
])roduction unit, a few years ago, under the name
"Efa" Jannings was one of the contract players.
These contracts were all bought off, however, when
internal difficulties weakened the venture.
As an actor, Jannings is almost unbelievably versatile.
Consider his roles in "Passion," as Henrv
VJII in "Deception," as "Othello;" in "One Arabian
Night," as Pharaoh in "The Loves of Pharaoh,'' the
doorman in "The Last Laugh,' and more recently as
the circus trapeze artist in "Variety" and in the title
rcjle of "Tartuffe"
and ask how many actors could
run such a gamut of characters and make each a
clear-cut, distinctive, individual performance
if any.

—

—
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But it ought also to be clear by this time
order for them to be preserved, in order that
they may function properly, they should be given

preserved.

be found a very

interesting article by H. M. Richey, General
Manager of the Michigan M. P. T. O., on the plight
of the small theatre owner. Summed up, Mr. Richey,
as a result of a tour of ]7^ towns in his State, says
that theatres in communities of 3,000 and under are
He assigns several reasons for
facing extinction.

For our own part, we are striving to do that very
Some months ago, as a result of our theatre
survey, we established MOTION PICTURE NEWS MlDthing.

Week, for the specific purpose of giving the smaller
theatres a paper especially suited to their needs. The
response has shown that our view was correct.
The small exhibitor, so-called, is important very
important so much so that we believed he needed
and would appreciate a paper of his own. The
growth of Mid-Week proves we were right.
So \vc say that this point may well be considered
by all elements in the industry: special service for
the small town theatre. Mr. Richey has opened up
discussion of one of the industry's vital probleius.

—

—

*

we

*

*-

advise reading of the whole article
to gain complete grasp of the view which Mr. Richey
forcefully presents.

in'a statement
Los Angeles, stresses
MR.theHAYS,
need for and development of man-power in

What we are concerned with here is his conclusion, if we may call it that: namely, the industry

This

this situation;

should not permit these

Mr. Richey
tomorrow in

sees

them

houses to be closed up.
creators
of the patrons of
as

the exodus

little

now

in

progress from coun-

try to city.

The whole subject is one of great interest. Two
years ago, Motion PiCTrRE News began a survey
of the theatre field; and the trend away from small
houses has been evident throughout our investigaThere is, of course, a clearly marked swing
tion.
toward the bigger theatre in the more populous
No doubt about that. But Mr. Richey's
center.
article brings emphatically to the notice of everybody in the industry this outstanding consideration:
•*

THEATRES

*

at

Man-power and woman-power. Right.
assuredly an industry and an art of personality, more so than any other activity in existence at
the moment. Development of new talent all along
the line stands at the top of the list of imperative
Progress has been made, as Mr. Hays
necessities.
points out. More is needed.
the industry.
is

v^

y^

7^

FROM

an exhibitor with a small store show Carl
has risen to a position of great influence
in the screen world.
All the industry will gladly
join in the celebration of the twentieth annix^ersary

Laemmle

it.
His is a remarkable story
of the great stories of ambition, enterprise and

of his association with

— one

achievement

in

America.

*

smaller towns fulfil, beyond
a shadow of question, a very definite mission.
They ought for that reason, among others, to be
in the
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I he presidi'iil of llie liliuk Cat club, darcxlevil fixers of Hollywood,
pins the badge of member ship on Reginald Dennv, Universtil star.
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^•,U^ •"•
^ crack
I -I
•!
<i
/
i'»
I
IS a
who
Like
the
other
flyer.
members,
Denny
s name has
thirteen letters.
'

under the Act of March

3,

1879.
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PICTURES
AND

PEOPLE
WKNEW
HEN

WHAT HE WANTED, BUT—

editor, sent a young man
by the name of Clarence Thompson to Carl Laemmle with a letter
of introduction, young 1 hompson was convinced that he wanted to
be a scenario writer.
Harvard graduate and coming from a
prominent Boston Back Bay family, he felt that there was a real
Laemmle talked with him and
opportunity in the scenario field.
then and there decided that his clean-cut appearance and manner
would get him ahead more rapidly on the screen than in the script
department.
He sent him to Universal City, where he put him in

Arthur Brisbane, prominent

"Lefty" Flytin, rifter conferences
with F. B. O. executives, has decided to return to thtit name and
drop the "Maurice." His next is

"The

Traffic

Cop."

A

Laemmle
for

a

University for tutelage.

role

creditably.

Recently, as a

test,

Olive Borden, whose rise has been
meteoric, culminating in her signing a long-term contract
with
W illiam Fox. She will star first in
"Yellow Fingers" for that company.

he was cast

"Mavericks," and has acquitted himself more than
You never can tell in this industry.

in

F OX

—

"SIBERIA"

wants absolute accuracy and realism in "Siberia," which
is Victor Schertzinger's latest and most pretentious productions for
that company.
The director likewise agreed that anything save

would mar the picture. As a result, a
was assembled which did not have to guess at any detail.
Herman Bing, assistant to F.
Murnau, the German directorial
wizard, was appointed to "sit in" with Schertzinger.
Dan Makarenko, Russian actor and former member of the Czar's military
family, was made technical assistant, while Nicholas A. Dunaev,
truth to the slightest detail
staff

W

Russian director and playwright, aided with the script.
In addition,
were used in the various street and cafe scenes,
and Russian children were photographed in the scliool sequences.
scores of Russians

Lee, one of the petite
beauties of the Christie comedy
lot, notv appearing with Bobby
Vernon in his comedies for Educational release.

Frances

Doris Kenyon as she appeared in
character on location at Birming'
ham, Ala., for First PiJational's

forthcoming
speci(d,
Steel," in which she

"Men
is

of
featured.

0^\

Dolores CosteUo, daughter of Maurice Costello, whose work opposite
Barrymore in "The Sea Beast"
(Warner Bros.) is said to make
assured her position on the screen.

Marcus Loew

and Fred
were two
mighty happy people the day after
the opening in New York of
" B e n H ur"
( Metro-GoldwynMayer}.

Niblo,
Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president in charge of production at Paramount,
is sworn in as a major in the officers reserve of the signal corps by

Major Stanley James and Colonel Edward Hartman.

the

-

(rightj
director,
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SPEAKS

J OHN

ON FOREIGN FILMS

ROBERTSON,

the director, spoke before the A.M. P.
luncheon on Thursday, January 4th, and having recently
returned from a tour of Europe his talk dealt principally with conHe stressed the fact that the universal popularity
ditions abroad.
of American films had created a wide market for other American

A.

at

S.

its

1

He decried statements to the effect that America had
boycotted foreign productions and said that it was simply a question
of entertainment value, or lack of it.
"Dunhill pipes and Rolls-Royces," he declared, "are widely
When England makes Dunhill and Rollsused in America.
products.

Royce

pictures they will enjoy just as great a popularity as these

products."

He

remarked that many remarkable

backgrounds were

obtained abroad, as well as government co-operation, and that
pictures would no doubt be produced abroad.

to

be

many

Associated Exhibitors shipped the first print of "Hearts and Fists" to
the Rialto Theatre, Tacoma, by air mail.
Postmaster Backus is here
delivering it to H. T. Moore, president of the Moore Amusement

Company.

T

JUNIOR STARS BACK
HE

Paramount Junior

Stars,

who

are by

way

of becoming

seasoned veterans after several weeks of uninterrupted work before
the camera on "Glorious Youth" under the direction of Sam Wood,
have returned to the Long Island studio after a three weeks' sojourn
at Lake Placid Club, Essex county, N. Y.
Byron Morgan, author,
returned with them.
They were due to leave late this week for

TTWO
Red Bank, N.

HE

Four of the Universal feminine stars who made their start in Western
drama stage a little tableau depicting the days when men were men and
women tvere gun-toters. They are Virginia Valli, Mary Philbin, Laura
La Plante and Marian Nixon.

FRING
OUND:

ideal

the object of his praise

BIG 'UNS

—

—

long a catch phrase
will become
an actuality in First National's "Men of Steel," for in this picture
a fistic encounter of no mean proportions will be staged by Victor
McLaglen and John Kolb.
The former stands six feet three, while
the latter measures no less than six feet seven inches.
battle

of the giants

author.

r«

C.C.OUR.R.

is

He admits he doesn't know anything about mot. on pictures.
2.
He never hangs around the studio with a worried countenance.
3.
He never says, "Here, let's try this," thereby suggesting some
impractical and costly idea.
4.
He has never tried to get any
of his friends in the cast.
5.
He wrote the story in less than a
week.
He has never tried to change since.
6.
1

boat racing sequence.

AROUND THE STUDIO

So says Thomas Meighan, and
Ring Lardner, well known humorist, who
has written the new Meighan vehicle, "The New Klondike,' a
tale of Florida water and land sharks.
According to the Gaelic
star, Mr. Lardner's estimable qualities are:
the

J., to film the ice

.

{I'tf*

Going-, OOT

'YvMo

Now. But |m TftKiNfr W«th Ane)
Of JoHNivy t-)(f>)cs 66gr Pictures

TftATS WtiAT You
THINK, "^oo Bfto

you CPiNTiTIcK
AfvOUND 0NT«- I

it

Now
ing

there should be an avalanche of hopeful producers descend-

upon Mr. Lardner.

FLORIDA BREEZES

T

X RVIN WILLAT,

the director, and Billie Dove, charming screen
player and his wife, were recent sojourners at Boca Raton, the
Florida development, en route to Havana and Mexico City between

pictures.

time,

1 he
roster
reads like a

K

becoming the Mecca of film folks at the present
seem to be pending, as well.
of executives down there from the theatre departments

Florida

and some

is

interesting theatre deals

"Who's Who.

WATCH
EEP

"

MISS

BORDON

—

your eye on Olive Borden
not that that should be at
all difficult,
for Miss Borden is a most decorative person and
distinctly easy on the vision.
MoTION PICTURE News was one
of the first to call attention to her remarkable beauty and potential
ability, which should be fully realized under her new starring contract with Fox.

liradley Barker, who has appeared in the last four Johnny Hines pictures, including "Rainbow Riley" (First National), and is something of
an artist in the bargain, sent this clever Neiv Year card to C. C. Burr,
the producer.

5
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MADGE
O MORE

the screen than

JOINS FLAPPER RANKS

Madge

shy young lady has graced
has ever been the embodiment
comes as something of a shock, there-

sedate and

proper,

Bellamy,

of the innocent ingenue.

It

who

Madge

has abandoned the unsophisticated hero"Sandy' will blossom forth as a rival of Colleen Moore,
She has learned the CharlesClara Bow and Dorothy Mackaill.
reduced
sacrificed her wealth of hair for a sleek bob
ton
pounds via the lamb chop and pineapple route; and discarded
Fox is making elaborate plans for
crinolines for knee-lengths.
"Sandy," and the metamorphosis of Miss Bellamy should lend
fore, to learn that

and

ines

in

added

1

;

;

interest to

an interesting picture.

%^A.
!f hile Allenp Ray iias appeiiring in the li-ndiug role of the Piithe
"The Green Archer," at the Lon^ Island studios, she made such

serial.

a hit

with families living thereabouts that several mothers named their offspring after her. Here are two of the lately christened "Allenes."

R
for

CASTING "WHAT PRICE GLORY?"
AOUL WALSH,

Fox, arrived

on the

script

roles.

Many

and

in

to

who

will

New York
make

this

direct

"What

week,

to put the

Price Glory?"
final

touches

screen tests prior to casting the leading

prominent players,

it

is

understood, have applied for

consideration for the parts of Capt. Flagg, Serg. Quirk and Char-

maine.

Walsh

states that he is still of an open mind as regards
and will still consider applications and make tests. He
be back on the lot in Hollywood at work by February 0.

these roles,

expects to

I

CUSTOM MADE. NOT FACTORY

P ICTURES
says Louis B.

who

must be custom made these days

to

Six of the fashion models in the style show sequence of "When Love
Grows Cold" (F. B. O.), displaying elaborate fur wraps from Merle.
Nalacha Rambova (Mrs. Rudolph Valentino) is starred in the
production.

be distinctive,

Mayer, head of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

studios,

days of factory production have passed forever.
"It IS just the same analogy as the tailor,
he says.
"He can send
his suits out to jobbers to finish up, because it makes no difference
who does the stitches but everything depends u(3on how the suit
is cut.
So with pictures, we apply the very acme of factory system
to the mechanical labor and avoid it studiously in the creative labor."
asserts that the

'

—

M

BOX-OFFICE TITLES
ARIE CORELLI,

author of "1 he Sorrows of Satan," had
titles, according
to William LeBaron, associate producer in charge at the Paramount
Long Island studio. In connection with plans for the Griffith proa most unusual flair for the creation of box-office

LeBaron looked over

her other works up to the time of
1924, and found such titles as these: "Barabbas,
"Boy," "Eyes of the Sea," "God's Good Man," "Holy Orders,"
"1 he Master Christian,"
"Innocent,
"The Life Everlasting,
duction,

her death

'

in

"

"

"The Murder of Delicia," "My 'Little Bit,
"The 1 reasure of Heaven, "Woman, or
"

^ oung Diana.

O

The

Secret

Power,"

Suffragette" and

"The

"

"ROCKING MOON" WINS
UT

of a long

list

of prominent features reviewed this

week

by the National Board, the only one selected to receive the little
asterisk denoting excellence is the Producers Distributing Corp.
release, "Rocking Moon."
This picture was made with a great
deal of care, and exteriors were actually filmed in Alaska at the
silver fox farm with which the story deals.
Location trips of this
sort are getting so common as to cause little comment, but that this
striving for accuracy and atmosphere pays is shown by the reception
accorded "Rockmg Moon."

BAR MEN AT STUDIO

M:EMBERS
Richard Barthelmess, star of the Inspiration picture "Just Suppose"
(First National), tvhich tvill be giving a showing for the benefit of the
Babies'
ard in the Tonsil Hospital, !Setv York, together iiilh Betty-

W

Nixon and Constance Fox, two
to assist at this

hospital.

of the society girls giving of their time

(Photo by Underivood

&

Underwood.)

of the American Bar Association, including
some of the leading legal lights of the country, in convention at
Los Angeles were the guests of Louis B. Mayer at the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer studios last week. The attorneys and counsellors
were shown about by the male stars and directors, while their wives
were convoyed around by the feminine players. It would seem to
us, offhand, that the jurists and their wives would have gotten more
of a "kick'' from the

visit

with

this reversed,

but

we may

be wrong.

Motion
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Ruth

who

will play the
principal feminine role in "Brooding Eyes." starring Lionel BarryClifford,

more; a
rele<ise

Banner production for
by Ginsberg [)ist. Corp.

Laura La Plante, Universal star, brings a neiv loveliness to the screen
in "The Midnight Sun," in tvhich she plays the premiere ballerina
of the Imperial Russian Ballet.

SRENEE'S
D-CALLED

"fat parts,"

have been coming the
along for some time

way

of

the

critic

the spotlight in that production.

An

leading

the

feminine

feminine lead

in

come her way

role

It

I

('

.'V

I'

ir t

Lois Moran, leading lady in "Just
Suppose," made by Inspiration
for F.irst National, photographed
in a setting befitting her youthful

charm.

ROLES

hope of every player, seem to
lately.
After strugghng

in

has credited her with steahng

m "La

important part

"The Black

An

since.

attack

influenza

studio for a short time but she has

now

kept

Boheme,"

and now the
M-G-M have

Bird,"

Rosen's untitled picture for

Phil

ci

mediocre productions, or mdifferently cast
the role of Melisande in "The Big

in

she

better ones,

I

Renee Adoree

was given
Parade," and more than one

in

I'

her

out

She

returned.

of

will

the

bear

watching.

A

"WHISPERING SMITH" HELPS
NOTHER instance of the striving after realism and

which

is

replacing old slipshod methods

is

accuracy

furnished by the produc-

"Whispering Smith," in which both Joe LeFors, the original
character, and Frank H. Spearman, the author, are
LeFors' exploits as a U. S. Deputy Marshal served as
assisting.
He is assisting Director
the model for "Whispering Smith."
George Melford in all the exteriors and will help stage many
Spearman, the author, has
episodes in which he himself figured.
assisted the studio forces both in the treatment of his story and in

tion of

Marceline Day, one of the most
promising of the rising young
players, ivill be seen as Necia in
Metro-Goldtvyn-Mayer's picturiza-

don

of

"The Barrier."

U^

of the

name

Mary

Philbin, the charming Uniwho has recently completed what is said to be one of
her finest pictures, "Stella Maris."
versal star,

casting true to type.

W

UNIQUE TESTIMONIAL
HEN

Charles L. Eyton

many years of service as
Famous Players-Lasky studio,

after

left

Hollywood en

route to Europe,

general manager of the West Coast
he was presented with an impressive

The gift was an immense book o!
by the employes.
parchment, inscribed with the names of every employe of the studio
and bearing the signatures of more than one thousand stars and
featured players who were at one time or another associated with

testimonial

Paramount while he was
by

Hugh McKenna,

at the studio.

veteran

The

caretaker,

presentation

while

1

was made

heodore

Roberts

voiced the appreciation of the personnel.

FRENCH TALENT

T

IF THE

atmosphere in "Paris at Midnight," which
making for P.D.C., isn't correct it won't be
To begin with, the story is
the fault of the personnel making it.
Five members of the cast
adapted from Balzac's "Pere Goriot."
Mathilde Comont,
Chautard,
Emile
Goudal,
French:
Jetta
are
Jean de Briac and Charles Raqua. Another member, Lionel Barrymore, also knows his Paris intimately, as does E. Mason Hopper,

French

l\ances Marion

Cortex will hardly be
recognized by his admirers as he
appears in the closing sequences
of "Ibanez Torrent," a Cosmopolproduction for Metro-Golditiin
loyn-Mayer.

Ricardo

the director,

who

is

studied there as an art student.

the assistant production

manager,

is

as

French as

his

E.

J.

name.

Babille,

I era Steadman, principal leading
lady at the Christie studios, tunes
up the Christie hydroplane for the
winter races.
She is the girl
champion of the coast.

:
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Town

Theatres Facing
Richey Declares

Crisis,

Urges Industry to Save

Them

By H. M. RICHEY

as Creators of Future?

next plan should be a plan that will cut dowqi distribution and production costs to the smaller theatres and
here is the reason:

General Manager, M. P. T. O. of Michigan

Detroit, January 19
(Special Telegram

ti>

Mot on Picture News)

been in the business nearly live years.
that time I have heard small town exhibitors called everything in the motion picture vocabulary from "thief, cheat, bicycler, sobber, " and on
down the line, but after visiting one hundred and seventy-five smaller theatre owners in their "own

IHA^"E
During'

haunts,"

I

want

to

add a new word

— indispensable.

If I could have had every producer and every sales
of every company with me on this trip, I
I did.
I
think they would have opened their eyes.
had heard so many times that the average small town
theatre was a "dump;" that its proprietor spent most
of his time on the strong end of a fish-pole, that he did

The patrons of that little theatre today are the
>'oung country folks of tomorrow who going to the city,
will become the fathers and mothers of the theatregoing public in the next generation. It is the old story
of the daily exodus to the city.
I do not care what you say; if it is true that they
could not make a living if the films were given to them,
this I do know:
The motion picture industry cannot
afford to see them closed up.

manager

not deserve any business. When
saw the other side of the story

them and
was more tlian

I visited
I

amazed. I was chagrined that I might have allowed
mvself to ever be sold such an idea.

Business conditions in the State generally are good
but that does not go for the small towns. With good
roads leading into big cities only twenty miles away,
radios offering programs that keep hundreds home,
abnormal protection being asked by bigger communities, the high cost of delivering a print to the theatre
and the tactics of some salesmen, together with fiftydollar minimums for big pictures, the future of the
theatre owners in the towns under 3,000 is anything
l)ut

The

initial

interview with Mr. Richey on the crisis

town theatres appeared in The Film Dally.
In response to a request from Motion Picture News
Mr. Richey wired the above statement. Other points
made by him in the Film Daily interview follow
"If the producers of the United States, if every
sales manager who sits behind a mahogany desk could
have seen what I have during the past two months,
could see the important place that motion pictures
occupy in that community, see the effort the little fellow is putting forth to give his community the best he
can aff'ord, I believe all of them would agree that we
cannot afford to have them closed, even if they have
For the picture fan of toto give them the pictures.
morrow is the one who today is in the smaller community and who tomorrow will be attracted to the big
cities, from which the major producers expect to get
of the small

the bulk of their business.

promising.

Yet they are carrying on, and for the life of me
cannot see why. Unless there has come over them that
rosy feeling that comes from being a servant to your
fellowman. Most of them are engaged in some other
business in order to make both ends meet. Most of
them are proud of their little theatre and are sincere
in their efforts to provide for the people of their community the very best they can, many times knowing
they will have to take the profits from Saturday night
to pay for the picture they ran Thursday and Friday
and vet through it all thev did not sob.
I

They have heard it said so often that it
$3.50 to $5.00 to lay a print down to them that they are
resigned, hoping through some stroke of Providence
things will be better tomorrow. The dumps I heard
about dwindled to one out of ten and I found manv
little theatres that were a surprise for neatness and
beautiful simplicity.
costs from

'

'

'

When
more

'

the big l)rains of the industry start making
distril)ution jilans, or plans to save mone^', the

"I did not find them 'sol)bers, I fount] most of them
honest, worthwhile citizens, who though they live modestly, w^ere facing the situation with an optimism that
is uncanny, once you see their books as I have seen
'

them.

$50 minimum on big pictures is a thing of the
for many of these smaller communities who, unless there is a change in the situation, cannot longer
afford to buy and show the big pictures. The money
is not there.
-*
•*
*

"The

])ast

"Radios, of course, have hurt, and hurt badly. It
Just
is the old story of the daily exodus to the city.
as the young people of the communities are leaving the
farm and the smaller towns for tlie city, so the motion
picture theatre-going public of these communities,
motor clad, are spending a lot of their amusement
money where they can get 'three acts and a feature'
for a quarter.

"The

situation for the smaller theatre owner in the
is certainly 'not so good'."

smaller towns

Motion Picture News
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Farley

W.

D.

Griffith Picks

Menjou

in His Forthcoming Production
GRIFFITH has concluded a six weeks' search for

DW.

an actor
the role of Satan in "The Sorrows of Satan," his next production for Paramount. He has decided upon Adolph Menjou
as the one best qualified to portray this character from Marie CorelH's
book.
Griffith decided several days ago that he wanted Menjou, but the
latter is now completing "A Social Celebrity" under the direction of
to

Mai

fill

and was scheduled to start next month on "The Ace of
The production schedule has been rearranged however, so that
Menjou could first work in "The Sorrows of Satan."
The only other member of the cast chosen to date is Carol Dempster,
St. Clair

Cads."

who will play the part of Mavis Claire, the English Novelist. Griffith
is now seeking a man suitable for the role of Godfrey Tempest, the
young writer who comes under the influence of Prince Lucio Rimanez-

Schenectady

Gets

for Satan Role

House Lease
Just before leaving for Miami last week
for a six weeks' stay, W. W. Farley, of
Albany, took over the lease of the Van Curler theatre in Schenectady, which has been
opei'ated by the Berinstein brothers for the
past year, or so.
This gives Mr. Farley
complete control of Schenectady, outside of
tlie vaudeville field.
He will make no change
in the j)olicy of the Van Curler, and road
shows will be booked for the house. Dell
Raechell, who has been handling the Van
Curler, will be transferred to one of the
other Berinstein houses, and in all ])robability, James Roach, who is handling the
four Farley motion picture houses in Schenectady, will include the Van Curler mth
his other duties.

Satan.

Fox

Naked Truth Tickets Go Fast
Tremendous Success Already Assured
Annual Dinner-Dance of A. M. P. A.
PREPARATIONS are now well under the Samuel Goldwyn offices
way and

assured for the
sixth annual Naked Truth dinner and
dance of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers to be held at the Hotel Astor, New
York, the night of February 6th. Celebrities of the picture industry and the Broadway legitimate stage have expressed their
intention of being on hand for the occasion
and they will be introduced to the guests
by Nat G. Rothstein of F. B. 0., who will
serve as official announcer.
success

is

Among

the usual features of the aft'air
burlesque news reel wherein the enSome of the
tire industry will be kidded.
best laugh specialisi:s in the business are
lending their services to the preparing and
Victor Shapiro of
editing of this picture.
will be a

Big Theatre

Carl Laemmle, Sam Katz and Jesse
Lasky.
With the admission tickets limited to one
thousand, indications are that the available
supi)ly will be exhausted well in advance
of the date set for the dinner-dance. Those
in the industry are warned to make their
reservations early through Charles Einfeld
of First National at 383 Madison Avenue,
who is in charge of the sale.

Omaha
for

McNamee

$1,000,000 Houses

O. Sales
Promotion Chief

FB.McNamee
O.

F. B.

has

appointed

sales

Edward

promotion direc-

tor to succeed R. K. Bartlett,
McNamee is a
recently resigned.
veteran of the motion picture industry
and has seen service in many capaciFor several years he was affiliated
ties.
with First National and Fox Film Corporation as exploitation and publicity
man. He is also a contributor to many
of the national magazines.

Fox Theatres Corporation made applicaweek to the New York Stock Ex-

change for the listing of 800,000 shares
of non-voting, no par value Class A common
stock of the Fox Theatres Corporation.
Christy Cabanne has signed Eugene Borden, stage and screen actor for the role of
Vaiwo in "Monte Carlo," which Cabanna is
directing for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Borden
has just finished a road engagement in
"Little Kitty Kelly" to re-enter pictures.

Ottawa Theatre Adds Stage

land,

Two

plans announced by
individual theatre operators and circuit, owners, the Omaha territory this
year will witness the greatest building program it has ever known. Among the large
operations in theatre construction which
have been launched are two large cinema
palaces, each to be erected at an estimated
One of these is the A.
cost of $1,000,000.
H. Blank theatre now being built at 20th

•

figures as Adolph Zukor, Sam L.
Rothapfel (Roxy), D. W. Griffith, Marcus
Loew, Sidney R. Kent, William Fox, Joseph
M. Schenck,' Will Hays, Richard A. Row-

Known;

to

editor-in-

known

Building Plans Greatest Territory Has

ACCORDING

who

is

Among the biggest features of the accasion will be the presence of the "twelve
immortals,'" composed of sucli universally

in

in

Program

1926

and Farnam Sts., and the World Realty
Company's structure to be built at 16th and
Douglas, Omaha.
Throughout the territory new suburt)an
houses are under way or are iilanned for
Epstein Bros., operators
the near future.
of the Orpheum and the Roseland in South
Omaha, have plans for six more houses. At
Grand Island thei'e are two large houses
being built, one by Universal and the other
by Famous Players. The Universal project
will cost in the neighborhood of $'2r)(),000
and Famous will spend over $300,000 on
the theatre to be built on West Second St.

Orchestra as Attraction
Manager Pete Kehayes of
Ottawa, a downtown

Theatre,

installed

a

10-piece

the Capitol
house, has

by way of
band being placed on

orchestra

siJecial attraction, the

stage for all performances.
Manager
Kehayes recently discontinued the presentation of vaudeville and replaced the five

the

with another feature picture, giving
two features for a show along with short
subjects.
Progi-ams are changed twice
acts

weeklv.

Eugene

Borden

Signs for
**Monte Carlo" Cast

"Monte Carlo" is described as a satiricalcomedy dealing with the actions of Americans abroad. Lew Cody and Gertrude 01mstead have the leading roles, while in the
supporting cast are Roy D'Arey, Harry
Myers, Karl Dane, C^sare Gravina, Trixie
Friganza, Zasu Pitts, Henri Lagarde and
Arthur Hoyt.

Gus Edwards

to

Produce

Acts for Publix

Gus EDWARDS,

producer of musihas signed a contract
with the Publix Theatres Corporation to produce three stage revues to be
presented in leading Publix theatres
throughout the country.
The first production, called "The Garden of Girls," and including about thirty
people, will have its first presentation
at the Rivoli Theatre, New York, the
cal revues,

thei'e.

The Miime Lusa, now being built in
Omaha, is scheduled to open about March
1.
The house which I'eter 13ribilis and
Henry E. Ilower are building at 33d and
California is also to be opened soon. Plans
for a theatre at 49th and Militai-y have been
announced by Ernest A. Harms.
In addition to the Omaha theatre, A. II.
Blank will build a new theatre in Des

Moines.
3,000,
build.

for

tion this

chief.

Boom

Apply

Theatres

Exchange Listing

The

Avill

theatre, Avhich will seat about
cost over a million dollars to

week

of

February

14.

Mr. Edwards

will

prepare the other two productions for
presentation at intervals of about six
weeks.

—
J a n,n ar y
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Industry to Observe Laemmle's
T\ventieth Anniversary
Entered Screen World

in

1906 as Small Exhibitor

ONE

of the rdost important events of the lilm year will be the celeHe entered
bration of Carl Laemmle's Twentieth Anniversary.
the film world February 26, 1906, as the proprietor of a small
store show in Chicago. He is now a figure of world-wide importance as
the head of one of the industry's biggest production, distribution and
exhibition companies.
Twenty years ago, when Laemmle entered the motion picture business, it was struggling along in an infancy of store-front grind shows,
short, split-reel pictures, mostly of the novelty variety, and erratic production and distribution. Much of the progress since that date has
found Laemmle and the organization at his command, well to the forefront.
His far-sightedness and consistent driving power and his progressive steps towards the advancement of the industry offer striking
reasons for celebration, not only l\v the Universal organization, but by
the entire industry.
Laemmle's twentieth anniversary celebration will not be limited to his
Universal associates. His admirers and well-wishers of the entire industry and out of it will join with him.
Already he is receiving congratulatory Avires and letters, felicitating
him upon the approaching anniversary.
Will H. Hays, at the head of tlie Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of America, was one of the first to communicate
with the Universal chief, (leorofe Eastman,
head of the Eastman Kodak Company, was
equally as ardent in his pi-aise and congratulations.
Other comnnmications are
l)Ouring- in

from prominent

from
companies and

exhibitors,

the heads of various tilm
other imjjortant figures in the industry.
The Univei'sal ch'ef is now in Europe,
but will sail for America next week aboard
the Steamship Olympic.
He will arrive in
New York February '2nd, to be on hand for
the many activities which will take place
in coiHiection with the 2()-year celebration.

Laemmle's entry into the film world was
the opening of the White Front Theatre on
Milwnukee Avenue in ("hicago.
It was a
crude

little

camp

cliairs

with only 190 seats
rented from a neighboring
undertaker.
No blare of trumpets in the
daily papers iieralded this enterprise; no
electric marcpiee flashed its beckoning beacon to the crowds; no imj)()sin<j- fi-ont drew
affair

them in.
The crowds came, however, and

it is

fortu-

nate for Carl Laemmle that they did, for the
erstwhile clothing store manager of Oshkosh had invested every nickel he had in the
world in that enterprise.
His investment
amounted to about $3(i()(). In twenty years
this modest sum has grown to millions and
has evolved into a globe encircling institution employing many thousands of people.
The little White Front theatre did so well
that Laemmle acquired another.
Within a
few months he was operating four in all.
Exhibitors remembering the difficulty of
getting film in those days realize why he
finally took the bull by the horns and opened
a small exchange, partly to acquire a sufficient supply of film for his own houses, and
also to help out other exhbitors in similar
i'ircumstances.

Having a
found

film distributing service, he next
in getting enough films to

difficulty

(listrib\itc.

I'niversal

The next step for the jiresent
was to essay jiroduction

chief,

his own part, in a small way at first,
He never let go
but rapidly increasing.
of his theatres, however, and although the

on

White Front Theatre and its
humblebrothers not long since has been superseded l)y more pretentious houses, there
or elsewhere, Laemmle has continued to retain his interests in the exhibiting end of
the game.
Laemmle has an invigorating outlook 011
the motion picture business. In his recent
letter to his Universal associates, in which
he anticipated his approaching anniversary,

original

he said:
"It's a wonderfuh business.
It's a crazy
business, not half so crazy as it was in the
(arly days, but still a bit daft in spots.
It's a business of big figures. It's a business
of terrifically hard work. But I love it.
"It has a lure no one can resist.
And it
still
has boundless possibilities.
It has
never been j)lumbed to the bottom. It will
go on improving and improving with each
year. You can't get away from it. I've seen
many men leave it forever only to come

—

back to it.
"Standing

off to one side und getting
a better perspective view of these twenty
years of ceaseless activity, I wonder how

we have

all weathered the innumerable gales
and tempests we have struck. Attacks from
within and attacks from without have all
been met and overcome ^and the old busi-

—

ness goes smoothly,
antly on its way.

bear.tifrlly,

triumph-

"Twenty years of glorious friendships
All the money in the world could not induce
me to give up the friendships I have found
in this industry. Friendships in every possible walk of life, in every corner of the
civilized globe
friendships among' the rich
and the poor, the high and the lowly.
"All the greed we have battled against
^all the intolerance, all the hatred and envy
and opposition of every description all

—

—

—

Carl Laemmle, President of Universal Film Corporation.

these are cast aside from the memory when
faced with the goodness, the fineness, the
sportsmanship and the friendships
"Do you wonder I love it ? Do you wonder that I view these twenty years with
))ride and joy and a softness of the heart?
"Well here goes for another twenty years
!"
even better than the first twenty
Carl ]..aemmle's rise to fame and fortune

—

from
ago

humble beginnings twenty years
regarded as one of the most colorful

his

is

stoi-ies

of

world.

He, however, attributes

entire business
his success
in no small degree to the fact that he has
always retained the exhibitor's ]ioint of
view.
It is said of him on good authority that
he often has passed up handsome profits
in order to give small exhibitors the break.
The best instance of this is his 1925 Com])lete Service Contract policy, by which he
agreed to supply exhibitors with the entire
Universal output at a nominal weekly rental.
This move astounded the industry and was
characterized as a throwback to the early
days of film distribution. The thousands of
letters

I'cached

of

success

without this
been forced

the

and

praise which have
small exhibitors, who,
Comjilete Service, might have

thanks

him

in

from

to the wall, is regarded by
Laennnle as ample recompense for the move.

Alan Crosland Will Again
Direct Barrymore
Alan Crosland, having completed the diof "Don Juan" with John Barrymore, has been assigned by Warner Brothers to direct the same star in "The Tavern
Knight," which will follow "Don Juan" on
the 1926-27 schedule of Warners.
rection

M
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MIKE LEVEE NOW PRODUCER

t i

Pic

11

N e tu S

n r c

t

Companies Acquire
N. Y. Charters

Motion picture companies incorporating iu
state during the oast week in-

Plans Three Specials a Year

New York

WITH
Famous

the transfer of the United Studios to
Players last week, Mike Levee,
president of the United, and the man
who built those studios from a series of ramshackle bungalows will hereafter devote his time
M. C. Levee
to producing.
According to present plans, Levee will make from two to three special
productions per year, and will produce as an independent unit, his first
production going through First National.
This initial picture will
be a comedy adaptation of .the novel, "Buccaneers of the Bahamas"
which ran serially in the Saturday Evening Post. The screen version
will be exhibited under the title of "Molasses."
In the cast will be such prominent players as George Sidney, Charlie
Murray, Mary Carr, Kate Price and others. Al Santell will make the
picture for Levee.
For the present Levee will work at United, and it is planned to
finish the picture before Paramount takes possession of the studios
early in May. Each of the M. C. Levee productions will be backed by
extensive advertising and exploitation campaigns.
Camera work on
"Molasses" will start early next month.

cluded the following, according to chartersgranted by the secretary of state
Oi'iam
Film ('orporation, $25,000; Murray E,
Visco, Daniel Portnova, Robert Fannellep
New York city; F. G. Short Films, Inc.,
Jennie, Felix and Louis Goldfarbr
$5,000
:

;

Far Rockaway.
Silo Enterprises, Inc., $1,000, Esther M,
Gurin, William E. Keating, Jean Casalboro,
New York city; Parward Productions, Inc.,
capitalization not specified, Charles Beale,
HaiTy Stearns, L. P. Randall, New York;.
Aitken Properties, Inc., capitalization not
stated,

K. A. McGuire,

Murphy, New York

Frank,

S.

D,

G.

city.

Eyolf, Inc., capitalization not stated, JF. Wharton, Odin Gustafson, D. L. Whitney,.
New York; Jewish Educational Pictures,
$250,000, Herman Einhovn, Emma Sachsp

David Kornbluth, New York city; Schulman-Goldberg Theatrical Corporation, $150,000, Nathan Schulman, Louis Goldberg,.
Abraham H. Sarasohn, New York.

K. C. Manager Bandit Victim

R. E. Pritchard Dies Suddenly
End

FL.VMKS

orij^iiiating

—

Fire

prL'sumablv from

a cigarette acfideiitally dropiied on the
tioor of his room caused the death of
Robert E. Pritchard, a former employee of

Motion Picture News, and a prominent
member of the motion picture industry,
Monday morning, January 18th.
Mr. Pritchard had resided

at

the Rich-

mond Hotel, New York for several years.
Monday morning at 3 o'clock he rang- for
water which was delivered immediately.
that time he was sitting in an easy chair,
partially attired, smoking a cigarette. Scattered around the chair were the Sunday
ice

At

papers.
Fifteen minutes later, employees of the
hotel smelled smoke and upon investigation
found Mr. Pritchard's room in flames. The
hotel fire apparatus was used in combating
the blaze and the city fire department called.
fire was extinguished, Mr. Pritchard's body was found still in the chair. He
had evidently made no attempt to escape
and was suffocated by smoke, presumably
while asleep.
After the regulations of the city authorities had been complied with the body was
prepared for burial and shipped to Chattanooga, Tenn., where Mr. Pritchard's rela-

After the

tives

reside.

was

A

sister,

Miss

Margaret

seriously ill at the time of
her brother's tragic death and had not been
informed of her bereavement at the time this
was written.
Rol)ert E. Pritchard was l)orn at Madisonville, Tenn., the son of Robert Pritchard,
a former prominent attorney of Chattanooga. He entered newspaper work early in
life and served on the staffs of Chattanooga
and New Orleans papers.
While on the New Orleans Item, he took
charge of the motion picture department
and in 1916 came to Motion Picture News
where he inaugurated the Ej^hibitors' ServAt this post he was remarkably
ice Bureau.
success-ful, attracting wide attention to himPritcluu'd,

in

Hotel

Third Time

manager of the Lintheatre, large suburban house of Kansas City, for the third time in three months0.

Lenhart,

wood

Prominent Member of Industry Meets
Tragic

for
W^.

Room

and the News by Ils liandling of the
In 1919 he accepted an attractive offer from the A:len Circuit at
Toronto and a year later returned to New
York to become Advertising Manager for
Educational Pictures Corporation. Eor the
past three years, he has been with First National, doing sales promotion and exploitation work in the First National studios boh
in New York and on the Coast.
At the time of his death, Mr. Pritchard
was unemployed, having left First National
just prior to January 1st. He had not Ijeen
in the best of health for several months and
for the past two weeks had been ill enough
to keep him confined to his room the gT. ater
jiart of the time.
His illness however had
self

department.

nothing to do with his untimely death. All
evidence points to the theory that immediately after the bell boy's visit with the
water, Mr. Pritchard fell asleep in his chair,
the cigarette dropping to the floor among
the loose papers scattered about.
He evidently had been reading up to the time he
called the bell boy as his bed was i ndisturbed.
The deceased who was 47 years of age,
is
survived by his sister, and several
cousins, all residing in Tennessee.
Mr.
Prichard's father, his last surviving parent,
died about 12 years ago.

was the victim of bandits this week. Monday two bandits entered the theatre througb
an alley door about noon, rushed into the
door of the office in the front part of the
building and,* with several

persons in

knowing

the

was a holdup, took $985.05, the receipts of Saturday
and Sunday, which Mr. Lenhart just had
taken from "the safe. About $100 in the safe
The loss
was overlooked by the bandits.
was covered only up to $300 by insnranec.
street looking on, not

it

Kansas House Destroyed by
Fire
Fire destroyed the Royal Theatre, Bonner
Springs, Kas., Monday night, the loss being'
estimated at $30,000. The house was owned
by Charles Gei-mau. The blaze at one time
threatened the entire block.
"

M.

P. T. O. Issues Convention Itinerary Booklet

AN

elaborate

thirty-page

booklet,

prepared
by the New York
Central Railroad under the personal supervision of George F. Stanton^

in detail the itinerary
of the National M. P. T. O. Convention
to be held in Los Angeles in the Spring,,
is on hand at the National Headquartersof the Motion Picture Theatre Ownersof America, 745 Seventh Avenue,
York City.
Hourly details of the trip, from thetime the train pulls out, at three-five P.
M. on May 23, until the return at eleven

which describes

New

Fred Martin Passes

Away

in

Chattanooga
Fred Martin, well known in southeastern
film circles, passed away on January 15th
in Chattanooga, Tenn., after a lingering illHe
ness following a series of operations.
had a varied career in the film industry, having been for many years connected with the
Jake Wells chain and later with Albert
During the past several yeai-s he
Sottile.
has traveled the southeast with several major
companies, including Metro-Goldwyn-Mayci'
and l''o\. Martin leaves no relatives.

A. M. June 23, the places the conventionees will tour and the places they willbe entertained are all included in this
prospectus of the trip which may be

procured at National Headquarters.

Sam Sonin, Chairman of the expedition urges all in the East who are contemplating the trip to make reservations
It is claimed the prices are unearly.
usually low for a trip of this type.

J ami

a r y
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Would End News Reel Censoring
Republican Measure Introduced in New York; Governor
Appoints Walrath, But Says Attitude is Unchanged

THE

first bill pertaining to the motion
picture industry to be introduced at
the present session of the New York
Legislature, made its appearance in

state

Senate on Wednesday, January 20,
being introduced by Senator J. Griswold
AVebb. a Rejiublicau from Dutchess county.
The bill modifies the provision of the present
^eensorship law in New York state, to the
extent that it exempts news reels from examination.
In some quarters the bill is
-viewed as the opening wedge of a movement calling for the abolishment of the commission, the bill being introduced by a Republican, naturally being accorded support
from members of that party.
Governor Alfred E. Smith named John
H. Walrath, former Mayor of Syracuse, to
the New York State Motion Picture Commission on Monday night of this week. Mr.
"Walrath will succeed George H. Cobb, of
Watertown, who has been chairman of the
.commission since it began to function in
August, 1921. Mr. Cobb will return to his

Washington
Bill

-the

home

in

of law.
is

Watertown and take up the practice
The position pays $7,500 but there

a possibility that the commission will be

wiped out of existence this year by either
Governor Smith or the reorganization plans.
All three heads of the commission are now
Democratic politicians and leaders in their
respective cities. Mr. Walrath was for many
years a leading business man in S\Tacusc
and served as Mayor for several terms,
feeing defeated last fall.
Mrs. Elizabeth V.
Colbert, also one of the heads of the commission, is Democratic vice-chairman of
Albany county, while Arthur Levy, secretary
of the commission is a Democratic politicisin

of New York.
Although Governor Smith has named a
person to succeed Mr. Cobb, he let it be

known

firmly convinced that censorship should go and that he was still
standing on the same policy of years past
in declaring that motion picture censorship
was absolutely unnecessary.
When Mr.
W'alrath was selected for the position, he
was acquainted with the situation and the
possi})ility of the position being little more
than a temporary one.
that he

is

Riesenfeld
to
Direct
Carnival Benefit

HUGO

RIESENFELD

have
complete charge of the premiere
showing of "Three Faces East,"
which will feature the entertainment at
the Motion Picture Carnival of the Film
Mutual Benefit Bureau to be staged at
the Hotel Plaza, Nev York, February
will

In addition to directing the perRiesenfeld will write the
music score and direct the orchestra.
The picture is a Rupert Julian production based on the stage success
written by Anthony Paul Kellev.
Tetta
3rd.

formance,

•Goudal, Robert Ames, Henry B. Walthall and Clive Brook are in the cast.
Members of the motion picture industry and the society world are expected to attend the carnival, the proceeds of which are to be turned over to
charity. In addition to the preview the
entertainment will include a midnight
ball and carnival features in which debutantes will impersonate film stars.

QUICK

$853,986.85 and that its running expenses
over the same period amounted to $373,927.97, leaving a profit to the state of
During the past year receipts
$480,058.88.
amounted to $197,049.34, the largest in the
history of the commission, but its operating
expen.ses of $89,956.33 were also the largest.
In connection with the Commission's report, a portion is devoted to the aid that has
been given the commission by state troopers
who visit the theatres iti the smaller communities and who report directly back to
their head, on any violations of the law.

Censorship
Killed

action by the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of Washingand the Northwest Film
Board
Trade of Seattle, effectively
eliminated the censorship bugaboo that
cropped up for its annual breathing
spell recently in the State of Washington legislature's yearly sesson. The bill
ton,
of

was

killed in

committee, due primarily

The same recommendations were made by the
Commission as a year ago, which include one
giving the Commission power to stop the
showing of pictures in which criminals or

to the efforts of J. M. Hone, executive
secretary of the M. P. T. O. W., assisted by part of the association's legislative committee, including F. J. Talabere of Walla Walla, C. E. Farrell of
Ellensberg and J. A. Quimby of Bellingham, as well as L. A. Drinkwine of
Tacoma, president of the body.

persons of a debased character appear.
The commission also calls attention to a
question as to the power of municipalties to
prevent the exhibition of films that have
been licensed by the state. It appears that
there have been one or two complaints of
this sort coming from the municipality which
has a censoring board of its own, ant where
persons in charge insist that different eliminations l)e made from the picture other than
deemed necessary by the Commission.

The i)lan as outlined by the leading Republican majority in the Assembly as well as
the Senate according to the best authorities
is that no action will be taken or the Republican attitude on censorship will not be
known until the Charles E. Hughes nonpartisan reorganization committee files its
report with the Legislature.
The proposition is to see what this committee decides relative to the consolidation of
the state departments.
It is rejiorted that
the Hughes- committee will not recommend
the abolition of the commission entirely, but
will recommend that the functions of the
ccn.sor board be transferred to the State
Dejiartment of Education.
The report of the New York State Motion
Picture Commission, just submitted to Governor Smith, outlining the work of the commission during the last twelve months, there
were 4,230 eliminat'ons made by the commission during the last twelve months, these
consisting of 3,868 scenes and 368 titles.
All

told

the

Commission

examined

Smith

According to the Commission pictures
have shown gi'eat improvement since the
censorship became effective in New York
state, the report closing with a declaration
to the effect that on account of the millions
invested in motion jiicture' theatres, that
there is even greater need of censorship
and clean, wholesome pictures than ever
before, not only to protect the public, but
ahso to protect those whose fortunes are invested in the theatres.

Lawrence. Mass., House to
Show Films and Sketches
The Cosmopolitan Theatre at Lawrence,
is closed for minor alterations and
impi'ovements and is to reopen with a program of pictures supplemented by short
Mass.,

8,949

olavs or sketches in

Eliminations were made from 712
films, while 2,598 films were approved by
There
the commiss'on without elimination.
were 592 permits granted wifho-.t examination and 3 310 original licenses issued, while
duplicates were issued to the extent of

Italian.

reels.

K. C. Censors Handle
366 Miles of Film

30,0,39.

to Miss Emma Viets,
ACCORDING
chairman of the Kansas State

Twelve features were condemned in their
Eliminations
by the commission.
wore made on the following grounds, in
some cases eliminations being made on more
inhuman,
than one ground
Indecent, 656
entirety

:

in

passed through the board's office during
the year 1925, statistics compiled by
her show.
The censors reviewed 1,801 pictures.
There were 4,013 other pictures, duplicate copies, which went through the
board's hands, but were not reviewed unless eliminations had been ordered. Only

;

1,438; tending to incite to crime, 1.804;
tending to corrupt mornls, 318; sacrilesious,
20.

Of

the

eliminations

made by

the

Com-

428 came from dramas; 140. from
eomeilies; 61 from comedy dramas; 65 from
serials, two
from news reels, two from
educational; one from cartoons- and 13 from
miscellaneous.
Dunns' the year 32 appeals
from decisions of the Commission were made
by producers seeking a review by the entire
commission.
The report of the commission to the Governor stresses the fact that it is a revenueproducing body and calls attention to the
fact that during the period of its existence
from August, 1921, to January 1, last, the
receipts of the censoring body amounted to

Board of Motion Picture Review
Kansas City, Kas., 366 miles of film

missi(>n,

five
'

pictures

were

rejected

entirely.

Eliminations were made on 338 pictures.
Under a ruling authorized by the state
its last session, news reels
were exempt from censorship and the
fee for censoring educational and scenic
reels was cut from Si to 25 cents.
Fees received during the year totalled
Of this, 10 per cent was
$23,454.50.

legislature at

transferred to the general fund of the
state and the remainder used to pay salaries and maintain the board.

;
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Provides Income
Kansas-Missouri

Plan

Coal Strike Closes or Curtails Fifty
Theatres in Mining Territory

NEVER

in the history of the motion picture industry in the territory comprising Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and Delaware, has
there been such a violent reaction against the exhibitor as has been experienced as an outcome of the anthracite coal strike.
Following the declaration of the strike in September, business showed a decided
improvement, due to the fact that the idle miners, flush with earnings, patronized
the motion pictures liberally.
As time wore on, however, the attendance has
gradually diminished until at the present time more than fifty theatres in the territory have been obliged to either close their doors or curtail their shows. Upwards
of fifty houses have reduced their shows from six to four days a week and almost
as many that have been running a fewer number of days a week have shut down

entirely.

Philadelphia exchanges are daily receiving notices of cancellation from exhibitors
in the coal belt and it is predicted that within another month more than one
dred theatres will have either closed down or curtailed their shows.
To add to the troubles of the exhibitors in Wilkes-Barre and Tunkhannock,

hunpub-

health officials have issued orders forbidding children under sixteen years of age
at attend motion picture theatres. The quarantine in the former place is the result
of an epidemic of measles, while in Tunkhannock, scarlet fever is very prevalent.
The general slump in the coal section has been so pronounced the last three
weeks that Philadelphia exchanges are severely hit by loss of rental.
lic

for

A plan, whereby a permanent monthly
income will be obtained for the M. P. T. 0.
Kansas-Missouri, is being worked out by
C. E. Cook, business manager, and imofficially has been approved by the exhibitor
body.

The plan consists of a permanent tie-up
of the M. P. T. O. K-M, and an exchange,
the name of which was not divulged, due
to the fact that the plan is in embryonic
stage, in which the exhibitor body will do all
the booking of a certain short subject in the
Kansas City territory and reap a percentage income on the earnings of the product.
The short subject is a weekly issue
product and the stability of the project has
so appealed to Mr. Cook that a contract
may be entered into within the next ten days.

Committee
Stages Showing
Welfare

Child

Child Welfare Committee of the
Literary Union of Portland, Me.,
has arranged a series of motion picture entertainments for children, the first of which
was given at Keith's T'leatre, Portland, Saturday morning. They will be continued from
time to time.
"Big Game Hunting in
Africa" was the feature with a comedy and
Tlie

Kansas -Missouri Fix Problems
Admit Producer-Owner Theatre Managers

and Decide Arbitration Matter

THE

admittance as members of managevs of jiroducer-owned theatres into
the M. P. T. 0. Kansas-Missouri and
tlie decision not to represent in any way exhibitors, who are non-members of the exhibitor body, in joint board of arbitration

cases were two important developments in
the meeting of the board of directors "^f the
M. P. T. 0. K.-M. in Kansas City Tuesday.

The date of the next convention, which
will
])rot)ably
be in Topeka, Kas., or
Wichita, Kas., in April, was left to a committee composed of A. F. Baker, Electric
Theatre, Kansas City, Kas.; Jay Means,
Murray and Prospect Theatres, Kansas City,
Mo.; R. R. Biechele, Osage Theatre, Kansas
City, Kas., and C. E. Cook, business manager of the exhibitor organization. The last
convention having been held in Kansas City,
Mc, the next one naturally will be in the
Kansas.
While the resolution adopted, favoring the
admittance into the organization of manastate of

does not
by-laws are
the
at the next convention, the work re-

gers of j)roducer-owned

become
changed
maining

effective

tlieatres,

until

done is little more than
voting power, producer-managers will be on the same ba,sis as all members, virtually the only exception being that
no producer-manager will be eligible to hold
routine.

to

be

As

to

office.

The arbitration board stand is the outgrowth of long agitation. John Corcoran,
Midway theatre, Kansas City, Kas. F. Amos,
Westport theatre, Kansas City, Mo., and L.
J. Lenhart, Roanoke theatre, Kansas City,
Mo., exhibitor members of the arbitration
;

hoard, will continue to sit on the board
in hearing cases of non-members, but that is
all.
There will be no advance investigation
of the ciises and, to hai'c the facts, no
interest whatever dis])layed in eases excej>t
where exhibitors are M. P. T. 0. K.-M.
members. Also, the exhibitor body will urge
a revision of the rules of the arbitration

board to harmonize with existing conditions
Kansas City territory, ignoring altogether the procedure of similar boards in
in the

other cities, unless such procedure should
be deemed beneficial to Kansas City.
It also was decided at the meeting that the
association will obtain an attorney, who will
act as counselor to represent the M. P. T. 0.
K.-M. in all legal matters, to be retained on
an annual retainer fee basis. R. R. Biechele,
president, and A. F. Baker, member of the
board of directors, were appointed to select
the attorney.
Approval in no uncertain tone was
voiced at the meeting of the tie-up with
P. D. C. last month, known locallv as
"Exhibitors' Month," in which the M. P. T.
0. K.-M. received a j)ercentage of all
P. D. C. product sold during the month,
the exhibitors aiding in obtaining bookings.

Paramount Manager Heads
Milwaukee Board
George Smith, Milwaukee manager for
Paramount, was elected president of the Milwaukee Film Board of Trade at the annual
election held Monday.
Frank De Lorenzo,
branch manager for the Producers Distributing Corporation, was named vice president
Max Stahl, Educational branch manager,
secretary and treasurer, and John Ludwig of
the Ludwig P^ilm Exchange, sergeant-atarms.
Ben Koenig, legal advisor of the
Board, was re-elected as e^ ecutive secretary-.
All the officials for the coming year rank
very high in the esteem of local filmdom, and
under their guidance the Board expects to
go through a very useful year.

Quirk Acquires Photoplay
and Opportunity
James R. Quirk has comjileted ari'angements with R. M. Eastman and E. M. Colvin,
all .joint owners of Photoplay and Opjxirtunity Magazines, whereby Quirk will ])urchase both i)ul)lications.
Quirk has lu'ld a
large minority interest in the magazines and
has been editor and publisher of Piiotoplay
since 1914. It is announced there will be no
changes in any department of the publications.

Woman's

news reel completing the program.
For these specials admission of 10 cents
only is charged, the theatre management and
the L'nion coojierating to bring the series
of pictures within the reach of all children
of the citv.

Olympia Returns
Shows Daily

Gordon^s
to 3

Gordon's Washington Street OlvTnpia
Theatre, Boston, has returned to its former
policy of three shows daily after trying
out a four-show policy for. several months.
There are now shows at two, five and eight
o'clock with vaudeville only at the last two
shows and an extra picture in place of the
vaudeville at the first show, giving two
feature films at the first show and one feature film, comedy and news with vaudeville
at the other two.

M.

P. T. O. A. Establishes

Honor Roll

FOR

first time in its history,
National Headquarters of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America
units an

the

is

establishing for

Honor

Roll.

its

affiliated

Only State Or100% paid up in

ganizations which are
their dues to the National Organization
will be eligible for placement on this
roll,

which

will

occupy a permanent and

conspicuous place

in the Official Bulletin
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America.
The announcement in the Official
Bulletin of this Honor Roll has already
created spirited competition among the

States Units affiliated with the present
organization, the headquarters of which
are at 745 Seventh Avenue, New York
City.
Western Pennsylvania, Maryland
and New Jersey already head this list.
There are a number of other State Units
which are 95' r and 98'~; paid up in their
contribution for the maintenance of their

National Organization.

;
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$2,000,000 Detroit
Many New

Theatre Transactions

are

House
Reported

Also

Fox

for
From

the

Mid- West and West Coast Theatres Organization

AMONG

tlie news items with regard to
theatre expansion and the building of
new houses in various parts of the
United States is one announcing that Fox
will start construction immediately on a two
million dollar house in Detroit.
The site is
on the west side of Woodward Avenue, be-

tween Columbia and Montcalm, according to
Walter Shafer, manager of Fox Washington
theatre in Detroit. The new house will have
a seating capacity of five thousand. It is
expected to open in Septembtu', 1927.
St. Louis film circles have been informed
that 13alaban & Katz have taken over the
Washington Square theatre in Quincy, 111.
The price paid, has not been I'evealed, but it
It
is said to have run well into six figures.
Desberger will
is anticipated that Joseph

manager of

continue as
Grand boulevard in St. Louis is to have a
.30()0-seat independently operated first run
Confirmation of rumors to
picture palace.
this effect has been obtained, but for the
present the identity of the operating company is being withheld.
The new theatre will be a part of a large
office building structure to be erected at the
northwest corner of Grand boulevard and
Delmar boulevards bv the Knights of
Pythias.
the theatre.

The American Bond

Mortgage

aM<l

Co.,

$1,250,000 issue of 6>^
per cent first mortgage serial gold bonds to
finance four theatres planned on the Fast
Inc.,

is

floating a

New

York, by the Delancey-Clinton
Realty Co., Inc. The bonds will mature in
from two to fifteen years, will carry interest
pavable twice a veai' and are being sold in
denominations of" $1,000, $500 and $100.
The theatres are: A combination theatre
and commercial building at 180-186 Suffolk
running through to 11 Clintcm
Street,
Side,

Street:

the theatre

projier will seat 1,220.

The storehouse building
remodeled

Street, will be

at

105

Hivington

to contain

an

exit

for a theatre to be built on the remainder

Ground Broken for New
Warner House

WITH

more than a thousand
persons in attendance, includ-

ner

ing
Brotliers

many

city

broke

officials,

ground

last

Warweek

for their Hollywood Theatre, which is to
be one of the finest in California. Fit-

ting ceremonies

marked

the occasion.

Motley H. Flint, vice-president of the
Pacific
Southwest Trust & Savings
Bank, of Los Angeles, turned the first
shovelful of earth and ground was
broken also by Harry M. Warner, Jack
'L. Warner, Bennie Zeldman and all the
Warner Bros, stars and directors who
were on the west coast at the time.
All the events on the program were
broadcast by the new Warner Bros,
portable radio
took place.

The new

station

theatre

is

6XBR

as

they

to be in the heart

Hollywood, at Hollywood Boulevard
and Wilcox Avenue, and will cost two

of

million dollars. It will be six stories in
height, with a frontage of 196 feet on
Hollywood Boulevard and 223 feet on

Wilcox Avenue.

Theatre Construction

Heavy

wealthiest
in
that

is

in St. Louis

THEATRE
prominent
ment

construction played a
part in the establishof a record building year for

f 925.
Of the grand total
of $54,877,013 permits for 61 theatres
totaled $3,247,680, while alterations to
theatres totaled $496,825.

St.

Louis during

of the plot

A

the house will seat 600.
1,700-scat theatre will be built at 126-128
Clinton Street with a roof garden seating
1,000
there will be a commercial building
in connection with it.
The fourth will be at
185-191 Avenue B and 602 E. 12th Street
ai\d will seat 600.
The officers and directors of the company
are also majoi-ity stockholders of the Bijou
Holding ('or|). which guarantees the completion of these various projects.
That the city of Hawthorne, California,
will soon be graced bj' a $150,000 theatre
and store building is the announcement issued by Abe Gore of the Venice Investment
Co., and vice president of West Coast The:

;

atres,

Inc.

states that construction work will
start innnediately on a lot 150 by 175 feet

Gore

on Hawthorne Boulevard, 300 feet north of
RioadwaA'.
The theatre will be known as

"The Roosevelt."
Plans and specifications executed by John
Paxton Peri'inne, architectural engineer,
were approved by Gore Brothers, and Sol
Lesser, Adolph Kamishand D. B. Vanderlip.
Fjcw Zuckerman, realtor and one of the principal owners of the Conunercial Exchange
building of Ix)s Angeles, handled the purchase of the new property.
According to D. B. Vanderlip, one of the
executives who also was interested in the
closing of the deal, the theatre will seat over
1000.
It will contain a stage large enough
for any road show as well as for the perfect
staging of West Coast Theatres presenta-

produced by Fanchon iind Marco.
Coast Theatres Company, of
which Oscar Nenfeld and Sam Stiefel are
tions,

The East

the j)rincii>al stockholders, recently acquired
the Roxborongh theatre, Roxborough, Pa.
the Karlton theatre, Pleasantville, N. J.: the
Einb;issy, Swedesboro, N. J.: the Fire Hall,
National Park, N. J., and the Palace theatre,
Glassboro, N. J.
The Palace, Glassboro;
the Fire Hall. National Park, and the Karlton, Pleasantville, N. J., have been acquired
on leases from the Stiefel Amusement Co.,
Inc.
Incorporation papers for a state wide the-

were granted last week in Columbus. The papers name as incorporators
the Coshocton-Cinderella Theatre Company,
Dover- Webber Theatre Company, LoganKuble Theatre Company, Muskingum Theatre Conqiany, and the Sidney-Majestic Theatre ('ompany, Lawrence M. Rich, Max L.
Kishel, J. C. Luckay, L. Clark and L. London of Cleveland. Rich states that the com))any would include the operation of a number of Ohio theatres other than those named.
From Minneapolis comes word that F. and
R. through William Hamm, one of the
atrical circuit

and

most

section

are

figures
powerful
pushing
much
Johnson, an archi.

building activity. L. J.
tect, has been hired to devote all of his time
to the planning of new theatres.
The company is reported dickering for a site at
Minot, N. D., with a number of other deals
under consideration. While there has been
some discussion of Minneapolis suburban
theatres to be erected by the circuit, no decision has yet been made.
The World Realty Corp. of Omaha is out
after a chain of combination houses in 15
Nebraska cities, starting with Columbus and

Fremont.

The Columbus theatre

cost
All new
theatres are to seat 1,000, exce])t in the case
of Hastings and Grand island where the
capacities will be larger.
theatre and office building to cost
$150,000 will be erected at once in Montabello, California, according to the announcewill

$100,000 and Fremont, $150,000.

A

ment of Harry M. Sugarman, general manager and secretary of the West Coast Junior
Papers have been signed
Theatre Circuit.
by Oliver P. -fustic, whereby his lot with a
75 foot frontage on Whittier Boulevard, and
150 feet on Spruce will be covered by a
theatre building seating 900, and contain
offices and stores.
Plans for the structure are being executed

by Richard M. Bates, Los Angeles

architect.

West

Coast Junior Theatre Circuit has
signed a long tei"m lease with Justic for an
aggregate rental of $200,000.
According to Sugarman, the location is
ideal, inasmuch as Spruce Street is to be
cut through at once, opening northerly and
This
crossing over Whittier Boulevard.
street opening will place the theatre on the
northeast corner of Whittier Boulevard.
Michael Rosenberg, vice president of West
Coast Junior theatres will shortly announce
a plan to award $150 in cash to the person
suggesting the best name for the theatre; a
name that will be fitting and proper in keeping with the fast growing town of MontabeUo.
This marks the opening of a gigantic
building plan on the part of the West Coast
Junior Tlieatre Circuit which will mean that
several other leading Southern California
towns, such as Whittier, Ventura and Santa
Maria will be accorded new theatres, said

Sugannan.

Chicago Referendum
Daylight Saving
saving
DAYLIGHT
years has worked

On

which

for five
a handicap on

Chicago Moving Picture Theatres
summer months, will be put
to a referendum vote for the second
during the
time

in
election.

five

years

at

the

November

This decision was arrived at
by the City Council following a hearing
by the Committee on Judiciary at which
organized labor demanded a repeal of
the present law.
The decision of the City Council
means that daylight saving will be in
effect during the coming summer starting the last Sunday in April and continuing to the last Sunday in September.
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Albany

Craver

35%

of First National Franchise
to Sams, of Winston-Salem

Sells

CRAVER.
RD.MOTION
PICTURE NEWS

prominent figure

week

•
five per cent interest in his First National franchise to A. F. Sams of Winston-Salem, N. C, lawyer. State Senator from Forsyth County, and owner of the
Capitol Theatre in the Carolina city.
Mr. Craver is engaging in the real estate business in Florida. He had previously
sold his theatres to Warner Brothers.
This means Mr. Craver's virtual withdrawal from active participation in the film
industry, although he of course still holds the controlling interest in the First
National franchise, for his territory, which is included in the Charlotte exchange

Louis Houses

St.

With One

Seat

Persons Business

AN

to

7.05
Falling Off

Company, which is constructing the house at
Thirteenth and Main streets, tmnounced that

St. Louis, of Avhicli exhibitors of that

M. B. Shanberg, president of the Shanberg
Poster Advertising Company, would manage
the new theatre. Mr. Shanberg manages 12
other theatres of the Midland chain.
There no longer exists any doubt con-

city are complaining, but at the other

end
dif-

ferent situation exists.
check up of about a year ago in Kansas
City revealed that there was a seat for every
4.05 persons.
Since that time approximately 8,000 seats have been added to the
total, with more than 6,000 more
not plans,
but actual construction to come by the
middle of next summer.
And business is
good, not theoretically, but in physical fact,
as the lobby of any down town first run
house will prove almost any night. Kansas
City has a field to draw from which includes a population of about 600,000.

A

—

—

Important announcements were made
week concerning the new 4,000 seat Midland Theatre, construction on which starts
Herbert M. Woolf, presiin a few weeks.
dent of the Midland Theatre and Realty
this

cerning the fact that the new theatre's booking will be controlled by Metro-Goldwyn,
although the actual financial interest which
Metro-Goldwyn has in the house has not
Thomas 0. Lamb of New
been disclosed.

York City, theatre architect, and Robert
Boiler of Kansas City are preparing plans
for the new house.
With the removal of all doubt concerning the building of the Midland theatre and
the affiliation with Metro-Goldwyn, comes
the announcement from HaiTy Warner of
Warner Brothers, who was in Kansas City
this week, that the proposed plans of Warner
Brothers, to build a large first run house
Mr.
in Kansas City have been abandoned.
his way from Los Angeles
Europe, being accompanied by Motley

Warner was on
to

Flint, executive vice-president of the Pacific

Southwest Trust and Savings
l^)s

Ball

H. Maclntyre

J.

H.

C. Bi.ssell,'

as chairman,

Herman

Ted O'Shea,

Stern, F. T. Lawlor,

Rav Smith, Arthur Goldsmith and

C. East-

Every

Shows

average of one seat for every 7.05
persons may be causing a slump in

of the state in Kansas City an entirely

Annual

Hold

are to be used in establishing a fund which
can be used in case of emergency such as
sickness or unemployment.
The programs were furnished by G. A.
Woodard, former manager for Fox in Albany, and who is now running a printing
and advertising establishment. Six acts of
vaudeville from one of the local theatres
were featured during the evening. The committee in charge of the affair consisted of

district.

Slump Hits

Clubs

ew s

The first annual ball of the Associated
Film Clubs of Albany, held at the Hotel
Ten Eyck last Friday night, attracted fifty
or more couples and proved both enjoyable
and successful. The proceeds of the affair

Southern exhibition circles, informed
that he had disposed of a thirty-

in
this

Film

N'

Company

Overheated Furnace Causes
Theatre Fire
Grand

The

Duquoin,

theatre

111.,

was

destroyed by fire on January 14. An overheated furnace is believed to have been the
cause. The fire started about 5 :15 ]). m., an
hour before the usual opening for the evening show.
The theatre was the property of the ReddYemm-Hayes Circuit and seated approximately 1200 persons on two floors. It was
erected but a few 'vears ago at an estimated
cost of $150,000.

Hoosick

Falls

Passes

Exhibitor

Away

Charles A. McCarthy, of Hoosick Falls,
N. Y., one of the oldest and best known
exhibitors in this part of the state, died at
his home last week, following an illness of
several months.
He was a familiar figure
along Film Row uj) until a year or so ago,
when he leased his house to Lew Fischer, of
Fort Edward, and announced that he intended to take life a bit easier.

of

Angeles.

Haas is Named Paramount's
Colorado Circuit Manager
Jay A. Haas has been apiooiiited the CirManager of Paramount theatres in
Colorado. Mr. Haas, for the past two years,

cuit

has been Exploitation Manager for Famous
Players in Portland, Oregon. He has been
in the show game for many years, having
managed Levey's Or]>lieum in Seattle; The
(h-pheum in Butte, Montana; The Grand
Theatre in Portland, and a number of other
amusement houses. Mr. Haas will assume
his new duties immediately with headquarThe
ters at the Rialto Theatre, Denver.
Paramount theatres of Colorado are located
at Denver, Greeley, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo.

New York

Village Votes
For Sunday Pictures

The residents of Canastota, N. Y., recently voted in favor of Sunday motion pictures.
There is but one theatre in town, this
being run by M. J. Kallet, who also h.i-s a
house in the neighboring city of Oneida.

Zanft on Directors Board
of Ascher Bros.
COMMISSIONER John Zanft,
vice-president and general manager
the Fox Circuit of Theatres,
has been elected a member of the board
of directors of the Ascher Bros, circuit
of

in Chicago.

Mr. Zanft, who has been theostensihead of the Fox theatre circuit for
many years, has taken an active part in
directing the expansion program of that
organization from a local string to one
ble

Kansas

City Globe Suffers
Big Fire Loss

Fire starting back-.stage in the Olohc iheatre, first

John Zanft, Director of Theatres for Fox, elected to
the Board of Directors of Ascher Brothers. Chicago.

run motion picture and vaudeville

house of Kansas City, early Sunday morning resulted in $15,000 damage, as well as
the loss of $12,000 in receipts for the week,
according to William and N. J. Flynn, managers.
It was necessary to dose the house
I'or a week.

In addition to
of national importance.
his theatrical activities Mr. Zanft takes
an active interest in local and state affairs.
He holds the honorary title of
Commissioner by appointment of Gov.
Smith to the Board of Managers of the
New York State Reformatory at Elmira,
N. Y.
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Motion Picture News Prize Contest For
Branch Managers and Film Salesmen
Picture
MOTIOX
Dollars
the
for

News

hereby announces the offer of a prize of One Hundred
from any branch manager or film salesman on the

best article

subject:

i

"How Motion

I

Picture

News

Me

Helps

in

My

Contact With Exhibitors."

The competition is open immediately. It will close at midnight on July 1, 1926.
They may be as
Articles should be typewritten and limited to 1,000 words, if possible.
short as the contestant desires. The judges will be the editorial staff of MoTlOX PICTURE

I
I

I

'

News.

I

more

deemed

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
I

amount of the prize
be published in full
short history of the winner's career. Articles deserving honorable mention

In case two or

articles are

will be given to all articles so tying.

of equal merit, the full

The winning

article

will

together with a
will also be printed.

Competing articles should be addressed to the Editor, MOTION PICTURE NEWS, 729
Seventh Avenue, New York City, and the na me and address of the contestant should be
written on the first page.
All branch managers and salesmen are eligible to compete. Manuscripts cannot be
returned. Copies should be kept by contes tants.
Motion Picture News cannot be
responsible for loss of manuscripts in transi t.
Proof of mailing will not be considered
proof of receipt.
yfiiiiiii
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Selig Studios
Will Be

Known

as
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Bought by
Associated Studios, Inc.;

Working on Productions

PA.BoardPOWERS,

Chairman of the
of Directors of Associated Ex• hibitors, has purchased the Selig
Studios on Mission Road, Los Angeles.
Final details of the transaction were consummated last week, and the plant, now undergoing a
thorougli
rejuvenation
will
henceforth l)e known as the Associated
Studios, Inc.
The property, comprising ten acres in
addition to which Powers has secured the
use of Luna Park, giving the studio a total
of thirty acres, was purchased by him to
house the production activities of the various West Coast units making i^ietures for
Associated Exhibitors release.
In addition
to these units it is likely space will be available for leasing companies Powers' plan being to maintain an institution that will give
producers an opportunity to make pictures
without an exorbitant overcharge.
Considering the space and the equipment
at hand no studio in Los Angeles has better
facilities for economical production than the
Associated it is claimed.
There are four
immense stages with a total of approximately 100,000 feet of stage space.
The
mill, carpenter shop and paint shop are the

word

modern construction.
There are dressing rooms sufficient to accommodate all the principals and extras of

last

in

the largest production.
In the administration building there are 30 offices in addition
to the executive offices.
Besides the dressing rooms there are modem bungalows of

Two

in

Name

OFFICIALS

and employees of Universal City are opposing a move
on the part of the Chamber of
Commerce outside of the plant to change
the

name

Cahuenga.

of
that
community to
The name Cahuenga was

upon partly because of the
proximity to Cahuenga Pass, and partly
decided
in

commemoration

of the signing of the

Treaty of Cahuenga some seventy-five
years ago, in which General Pio Pico
formally surrendered California to General John C. Fremont on a spot just
opposite the main entrance to the studio.
The Universal Corporation and its
employees are opposing the movement
with a lively enthusiasm, and officials of
the studio point out that if the big plant
had not been built there there would be
no Universal City.

three

Producers

Now

for Associated Release

"U" Opposes Change
City

P. A. Po^vers

rooms and bath each for the use of

Already making their production headquarters at the Associated Studio are A. A.
Hutchinson, who has just completed "The
Nut Cracker," starring Edward Everett
Horton and Mae Buseh; Bert D. Carber,
who is to make a series of western features
starring Bill Cody, and Thomas L. Griffith,
who is to co-star two well known pla,yers as
yet unnamed.
The product of all of these
will be distributed by Associated Exhibitors.
Several other producers are maldng arrangements now toward the transferring of
their activities to the Associated.
Emil Offeman, West Coast representative
of the Associated Exhibitors, is in complete
charge of the new studios as general manager.
W. I. Heywood is studio manager
while others of the executive force are
George Morris, comptroller; Fred Stark,
Harry
superintendent
construction;
of
Campbell, chief electrician; Ed Forrest,
scenario editor; W. J. Finn, head of the
photographic department; Henry Stahl,
head of the paint shop and Ben Estland,
director of publicity.

stars.

There are sLx cutting rooms, four film
two projection rooms, in addition to
camera vaults, still rooms, portrait gallery,
vaults,
etc.

In the electrical department there are
four generators, 5 G. E. rotaries and two
sun arcs. Included in the smaller equipment
are 120 broads, 120 spots and a practically
unlimited number of banks.

M.

T. O. of Texas Calls
Meeting for Feb. 5

P.

W. S. Waid, manager of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners Association of Texas
has called a meeting of the Board of Directors for February fifth, to be held at
Dallas, Texas.

Motion P
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Universal Completes Research

Work

PRELIMINARY

research work has been completed by Universal for the
forthcoming super production to be built around the great national figure,
George Washington. Much of this work has been conducted by Edward

Moffat, will known novelist now at Universal City.
Moffat has sought out many interesting diaries touching upon Washington's
various character phases, and has drawn material from a vast number of sources
of information.
thorough search of early Americans has been made in preparation for this picture, which will reach the screen as a Universal super-production.
Actual production work will be started as soon as Carl LaemmJe arrives in
Universal City.
The Universal chief is now in Europe and will return to this
country within the next few weeks.

A

Shea Opens Ne\v Buffalo House
Gala Occasion Marks Opening Perform$2,000,000 Theatre
ance of New

MICHAEL

SHEA'S new

.

Buffalo,

Shea's

Buffalo,

theatre in
was for-

mally opened last Friday night,
with every one of the 4,000 seats occupied.
It was a gala occasion which brought oat
Buffalo's "400," civic representatives, and
representatives of the motion picture industry, the stage and

The

performance

was scheduled for 8

ing the house were lined with automobiles.
One of the early arrivals was Ad()!i>h
Zukor.

At 8 :30 Daniel J. Sweeney, deputy superintendent of education, came upon the stage
and after thanking Mr. Shea in behalf of
the business men in the vicinity in whose
))ehalf he presented a loving cup, introduced Mayor Frank Schwab who complimented Mr. Shea on behalf of the people of
Buffalo.

The program was opened with the playing
of The Star Spangled Banner by the orchestra of 50 pieces under direction of Harry
years has been
weilding the baton at Shea's Hippodrome.
The orchestra is on a platform which, is
Tschaikowsky's
raised and lowered at will.
for

several

Pommer

—

John Murray Anderson
presentation, "The Melting Pot," which went
over

big

with

the

the

audience.

costumed and snapped up

Grorgeously

was

enthusiastiNathaniel Finston concally a])plan(led.
ducted tlie orchestra during the revue. Then
followed "The King on Main Street," an
it

appropriate title for the opening ])icture.
"Laughing Ladies," a comedy closed the bill
and as the folks departed, the orchestra
played "Shea's Buffalo Theatre March,"
composed by M. I. Gordon, solo cellist and
dedicated to Mr. Shea.
Shea's Buffalo was built at a cost of
$2,000,000 of which over $350,000 was spent
in furnishings and interior decorations. On
Januai-y 14, 1925, just a day from the opening date a year later, the firsi; sod was turned
by Mr. Shea in preparation for the erection
of the house. Since the beginning an army
of workmen has been engaged 24 hours a
day in rushing the house to completion.

Resigns as Ufa Chief

A. Dupont Sails; First Three
Famous-Ufa Releases Are Announced
E.

POMMER. one of the directors
ERICH
charge of production and
of
I^fa, witii

of distribution outside of Germany,
has T'esigned from that com])any, according
fi) a cablegram received this week from the
Picture
P.erlin correspondent of Motion

News.
This was not uiiex])ected, and was forecast in the News some time ago as the necessary outcome of internal ditt'erenc&s as to
It is regarded as unlikely, however,
that Df. Feli.x Kalman will return to his
foi-mer position at the head of the company,
owing to his advanced age.

policy.

Ponmier, one of the best

known

])r<)duc-

tion executives in Europe, although still a
young man, started in the film industry in
Paris IG years ago. From cutting and editing he rapidly progressed to important

Returning to Gerstudio executive W'ork.
many, he rose during the war to a commanding position at the head of Decla-Bioscop,
consolidation of
then Ufa's chief rival.

A

t

u

N

re

c tv

s

Aid

Motion pictures contribute 42.6 per cent
of the recreation, contentment, amusement
and comfort of eidisted men in the Navy,
the House committee on ai^propriations was
told by Rear Admiral William R Shoemaker, Chief of the Bureau of Navigation,
during its liearings on the Navy appropi-iation bill for the fiscal year beginning July
1,

next.

So interested are the men about

this

form

of entertainment that thev have voluntarilv
contributed $322,000 from the profit made
by the ships' stores in order that the supply
of films might be unobstmcted.
The Navy buys the output of four large
concerns and also secures pictures through
twelve independent producers, getting a rate
of 6% cents a foot.
So extensive are the
two circuits maintained by the Navy, the
committee was told, that it requires three
years for a picture to make the rounds.

in masterful

Then came

the press.

o'clock, but as early as 7 the streets adjoin-

Wallace who

"1812" overture followed and was played
manner. Then came the news
reels and later the organ console was raised
into view on a platform just like the orchestra and the soloist played a number to
demonstrate that the big Wurlitzer can do
anything even talk.

c

Pictures Great
to Navy

For

George Washington Special

i

the two companies was brought about, and
Ponnner amalgamated the resources of the
firm, including the studio pro]3erties at Tempelhof and Babelsberg, respectively.
Tiie cablegram also stated that E. A. Du|)oiit,
Haniis Winter, Mae Mui'ray and
Hudol])ii N'alentino were sailing on the Leviathan for New York. This might indicate
that Dupont, a leading German director, will
take up his work with Universal, or it may
merely mean that he will bring a ])rint of
"Variety," his latest production.
A story in the Berliner-Zeitungram-Mittag
states that Famous Players will release as
its first three I^fa pictures in America: "The
Waltz Dreain," "Variety'' and "The Farmer
from Texas," the last named having been
made by Joe May with Edward Burns and
Pauline Garon in the cast. The story also
states that
all

other

where Ufa
its own.

Famous will distribute these in
countries throughout the world
has no distribution machinery of

Warners

Will Sell Three
Theatres in N. C.

Ed Turner, president of the Carolina
Theatres, Inc., has announced that his organization
wnll
Warner
take
over the
theatres in Concord, Lexington and Columbia,

eft'ective

February

1st.

On

this

same

date thev will take over the theatres at
Elizabeth City. Statesville, Rock Hill and
the beautiful suburban theatre at West
Asheville.
They also operate the theatres
at

Hickory, Lincolntown and Newton. The
office of the Carolina Theatres, Inc.,

home

located in Ashville.
the Warner Bros, home office in New
that final papers had
it was stated
not been signed but that a representative
is

At
York

was now on

his

Universal
as

wav south

of

to do so.

India

Formed

Delaware Corporation

An

incorporation of the week in DelaAvare was Universal Pictures of India, capital .$10,000.
The attorney was the Corjioration Trust Company of Wilmington.
It was stated at Universal that this represented no change whatever in that companj''s distribution in India, or in the
personnel there, but simply involved the
formation of a separate corporation for its
handling.

Schad Again Heads East
Penn. Exhibitors
Schad, head of the Carr &
Schad theatres operating in Read•ing. Pa. and vicinity, was reelected president of the M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Penna., Southern N. J. and Delaware at the annual meeting of the organization held in the rooms of the joint

HJ.

arbitration board.
E. Cohen,

M. E. Comerford and
Wm.
Floyd Hopkins were elected vice-presidents; M. Lessey treasurer and Jack
Rosanfeld, Jay Emanuel and George
Kline members of the board of managers.
The next meeting of the Board
will be held on January 28th, at which
time the question of percentage bookings will come up for a large share of the
discussion.
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European Situation

Discussed

is

Fraenkel Tells of Low Standard of Houses and Showmanship
Exhibiting Business in Central Europe
By

Heinrieh Fraenkel

Berlin Correspondent, M. P. News
dealing with the general European
trade situation the crux of the whole
problem must necessarily be seen in the
state and development of the exhibiting
business. It goes without saying tliat satisfactory receipts can only be exti'aeted out
of a market, the theatres of which are playI am
ing to capacity and at good prices.
sorry to say that, from this point of view,
things are leaving rather much to be desired on these fields, the fault lying entirely
with the, generally speaking, deplorably
low standard of the exhibiting business.
In all the European territories, apart of
Great Britain, Gennany seems to be the
only notable exception to the rule; anyhow
she has, undoubtedly, made considerable
As
strides witliin
the last two years.
shortly back as that any American showman who ventured into the country at that
time
will
remember it even Germany
.seemed to be hopeless in that respect, the
exliibiting business averaging on a standard where it ought to have been 10 years
ago.
Since that time, however, or rather
Avithin the very last year, things have considerably improved in Berlin and in some
others of the county's larger cities.
Altliough exploitation is not nearly yet where
it ought to be, there are still some few halls
built and run on more or less modern lines
of exploitation which shows that the thing
can be done and that more improvements
can be reasonably expected within the near
future.
In the provinces, it is of course
much worse. I have, within the last 18
montlis seen about .300 German theatres in
3 dozen cities and towns of every size.
And most of what I saw of the halls as
well as of exhibitors' personalities
was not
very encouraging.
Still, there seems to be
springing up a new generation of exhibitoi-s with the right knack for exploitation
methods; and if they are well taught they

IN

—

—

—

—

will,

in

—

due time, get acquainted with that

far from easy art of putting over a film
and catering to their public.
Things are much worse in most of the
other European countries and especially so
in the eastern territories of Central Europe.

have lately toured several of those counin order to organize First National
Czecho-Slovakia,
Austria,
Publicity
in
Hungary and Poland.
Having, incidenI

tries

tally, closely

studied the exhibiting situation

and seen about 30 different

halls in Prague,
Vienna, Budapest, Warsaw, I am bound to
admit that, what I saw, did not even come

up

to

my

rather

pessimistic

10 years ago; it's still in the very infancj'
of the trade.
As for as cpiantity goes it's quite sufficient.
There are 800 halls in Czecho-Slovakia and
500 in a relatively small country like
Its the quality which makes the
thing so appalling.
In Vienna, which can
proudly boast of being one of the world's
most famous capitals there is not a single
theatre which could claim to be run on even
the faintest modern lines or which would
even look like what patrons can rightly exThe
pect of a modern provincial house.
worst thing, however, even woi'se than the
state of the very houses, is the fact that
exhibitors, on these fields, do not seem U)
have the slightest understanding for modern showmanship.
all
I am expecting quite a lot
of an

Hungary.

round improvement

from

(Note:

The foUowinn

ten especinlly for

new

First

They are, so far, quite content to sit tight
and whine about rotton business instead of
trying to show some initiative and to cater
to the public.
As a matter of fact, even an
exhibitor showing all the capabilities and
experience of Sam Katz, Roxy and Riesenfeld rolled into one, would be up against a
tough job if he were to sit at the place of
one of those wretched "colleagues" of his
and try to use his showmanship. The first
thing for him to do would probably be to
burn down the whole place and build a new
tlieatre.
Provided he had the capital.
Which is rather scarce in these territories.

Pnder these circumstances, it seems to be
quite an obvious
why American
question
companies, instead of going in for more or
less i^roblematic "educational" jobs, do not
start theatres of their own in these fields,
in order to see to it that, at least in the
first run houses, their goods are exploited
properly. The question seems obvious. But
the answer is still more so:
Taxation is so absurdly hish in these fields
that it must necessarily nip in the bud any
enterprise in the exliibiting field. In Vienna
it's more than 40 per cent of the gross takings, and in Warsaw around 50 plus some
smaller items bringing the
whole up to
nearly 60 per cent of what the exhibitor
takes at his box office. Authorities, in these
fields, have evidently not yet grasped
the
fact that one cannot eat a cake and have it
and that it would be rather more their job
to further trade instead of hampering it.

show that under the
would be out of the
(juestion for American business men to go
in for exhibiting on these fields.

Own

Film Talent

Move on Foot

This will

suffice

to

])resent circumstances

it

Encourage Native Directors,
Writers and Actors to Build Up Production

article haa

Sees

been writ-

MOTION PICTURE NEW S

by William Parker, American film man who has
joined the Gaiimont Company in England as
supervising Editor, and presents an interesting
survey of the British sitMUion as seen from
the inside through American eyes.)

is likely that something will be done
encourage the production of motion
pictures for and by the British, but the
government and the cinema trade are as
far from agreement a,s they were when the
subject was
first
broached.
Everybody,
meaning the newspapers, government officials and the few British producers now at
work are emphatic in their declaration
that something must and something will be
done, but just what that something is no
individual seems able to determine.
The suggested quota system as a sui-e
means of getting British-made pictures on

ITto

the

mately do a lot of good to the whole American trade which, in sjjite of "dominating"
those markets to a rather great extent cannot, so far, make out of them nearly as much
as they should yield, for the simple reason
tliat exhibitors do not know how to sell their
goods to the public.

National i)olicy of starting press-sheets on
these territories, even if, for the time being,
results should not come up
to the e pense.
It seems to be necessary, however, for tlie
simple reason that, somehow or other, a
start must be made in educating exiiibitors
on these fields and making them understand
that the renter does not only sell nim his
goods, but also his ideas for 73utting them
over and making the most out of them. I
feel confident that such a jiolicy must ulti-

British to Develop
American

expectations.

In some of these places the exliibiting business is not even where it should have been

in

to

is receiving, oddly enough,
The exsupport in cinema circles.
hibitors rejected it by a majority vote,
and the British film producers point out
that a quota system would only serve to
bring a flood of "dud" films to the screen,
with the evil effect of driving patrons from
the "cinema palaces."
The last word from the government on
the subject came in the form of an ultimatum to the cinema trade, an ultimatum
in effect that if the trade could not make
up its mind then the government would
make up the cinema trade's mind for it.
From the British Board of Trade came a
statement, quoted in the newspapers, that
proposed legislation will be "designed to
protect the cinema exhibitor against his

British screens

little

American masters."
The Briton is a shrewd
I

were asked

my

politician,

personal opinion

and

if

—founded

—

on a study of the situation I would say
that the Briton is far more anxious to get
his pictures into American theatres than he
is to keep American pictures out of Brit-

The present agitation is, in
the logical outcome of the
futile efforts of British producers to get
releases in America.
happy solution to the perplexingproblem would be a spirit of co-operation
wherein some sort of exchange system of
stars and directors would be worked out,
with an assured American release for
worth-while British pictures.
Unless a co-operative plan is adopted the
American film producers undoubtedly will
lose ten per cent of their present business
in the United Kingdom, that being the generally understood quota the British government is said to have in mind. Once the
ish

theatres.

my

opinion,

A

(Continued on page 572)
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M.G.M. Reach Midwinter Peak
Every Production Unit at Culver City
Plant Will be Busy Within Two Weeks
METRO-GOLDWYN- MAYER will the Magnificent," starring John
reach the peak of Midwinter production within the next two or three
weeks, when cveiy unit of the vast organization will be busy. More activity is promised
than ever before in the history of the Culver
City plant.
The first two directors to get under way
will be Jack Conway, with "Brown of Harvard," and Archie Mayo, with the Rupert
Hughes story, "Money Talks." The Rida
Johnson Young story was adapted by Dorothy Farnum with continuity by A. P.

Younger. Conway is now lining up his cast
with no names announced as yet.
Claire
Windsor and Owen Moore have been cast
for the leads in "Money Talks," the scenario
for which was prepared by Frederic and

Fanny Hatton.
Tod Browning will soon start on "The
Four Stragglers," by Frank L. Packard,
author of "The Miracle Man." Leon Abrams
is scheduled to begin "Nocturne," by Frank
Swinnerton. Both directors are now casting.
preparing to begin
filming "The Scarlet Letter" with Lillian
Gish starred. King Vidor starts "Bardleys
Victor Seastrom

is

{Continued from page 571)
British government acts there will be similar,

Gilbert, in

two weeks. This will be filmed in Technicolor and Dorothy Farnum prepared the
scenario from Sabatini's story.
Marcel DeSano soon will start on "In

Donn Byrne,
ready to begin on the
Cosmojiolitan production of "The Temptress," by Vicente Blaseo Ibanez.
Antonio
Moreno will play the male lead.
John M. Stahl is scheduled to start his
initial
production
Metro-Goldwynfor
Mayer, within a short time. It will be "King
Toto" with Lew Cody. Hobart Henley and
Al Raboch are both trying to decide between
several potential vehicles. Robert Z. Leonard
will be back on the M-G-M lot to begin another picture as soon as he completes the
production of Corinne Griffith in "Mme.
Modiste."
Monta Bell is fast completing his preliminary plans for the production of "Charm,"
adapted from the play by John Alexander
Kirkpatrick by Alice D. G. Miller.
It is expected that Edmund Goulding will
Praise of James Carabine," by

and Mauritz

Stiller is

return to the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios
within a short time to do an original.

Educational February Releases
Two-Reel Comedies and Six Single
Due Exhibitors During Month

Six

Reelers

SIX

two-reel comedies in which the leading stars of both the Christie and Educational studios will appear, feature
the February release schedule of Educational.
One each will feature Lloyd Hamilton,
Lupino Lane, Al St. John, "Big
Boy" and Bobby Vernon. There will
also be
a Christie two-reeler in which
Neal Burns and Vera Stedman will co-star.
Lloyd Hamilton's offering will be "CareIt is said to be of the thriller

ful, Please."

type and replete with the usual Hamilton
variety of humor. The Lupino Lane comedy
will be "Time Flies," the third of the series
of Lupino Lane comedies.
Al St. John will be seen in the new
Mermaid comedy, "Hold Your Hat," in
which the coraerian will have on display all
of his well known athletic ability. The new
featuring
comedv,
Educational - Juvenile

"Big Boy"
is

said will

is

titled'

show

"Sea Scamps," and
baby comedian off

this

it

to

splendid advantage.
From the Christie studios the two-reelers
contributed to the February Educational
lineup will be "Page Me," a Bobby Vernon

Columbia Has Completed
"Lure of Wild"
STRAYER,
FRANK promoted
R.

cently

titled

Two

are of the

Bowes appears.
"Keep Trying" and "Don't

Stop."

The Hope Hampton special is "Colorful
Fashions from Paris," second of the McCall
Color Fashion News series.
"Fielix the
Cat in Blunderland" and "Felix the Cat Fans
the Flames" are the cartoon contributions,
while the Hodge-Podge will be "A Criss
The customary two issues
Cross Cruise."
of Kinograms will also be released each
week during February.

Lois

Moran

Leading
"Padlocked" Role
Gets

Lois Moran has been awarded one of the
biggest roles in the Paramount production
schedule for next season. She is to have the
leading feminine part in "Padlocked" the
Rex Beach story now running in Cosmopolitan Magazine and shortly to be publislied in
book form. The picture will go into production under the direction of Allan Dwan
at tlie Lasky studio in Hollvwood on Janu-

ary 25th.

only

reto the directorial

ranks by Columbia Pictures Corp>oration, has completed "Lure of the

Wild" for that company. The picture
features the marvel dog, Lightening, and
has a cast which includes Jane Novak,
Al Roscoe, Richard Tucker, Pat Harmon, Mario Carillo and Billie Jean.

Among

and "Run Tin Can," in which Neal
Burns and Vera Steadman appear.
Six one-reel subjects are also on the re-

They are

other productions directed by
Strayer were "Enemy of Men" and
"Steppin' Out."

Former

if

not more

dra.stic

Colonies, there being a
in

legislation

in

the

movement on foot

Australia to bar all but domestic films
the Australian theatres.

from

It
is
possible to make good box-office
pictures in England, there is every factor
here for good pictures, but most"" of the

producing companies have
their energies

been

devoting-

making weak imitations
of American films.
I
have found, however, in my talks with the more alert and
to

intelligent

British

movement

to begin

producers a
definite
to develop a school
of writers, actors and directors.
There are
in England,
according to a newspaper
authority, only three capable directors.
There is, I am told, no such thing as a
scenario writer who can be depended upon
to submit a workable continuity.
The British producers would like, and
have tried in the past, to benefit by the
experience
of
American directors and
writers by employing them, but their experiments in this regard have been veryunfortunate. The stories I have heard here

now

of what some of the American directors and
actors have done to British producers have
put the American film industi-y as a whole
in a very bad light.
Why these directors
and actors think they should do things
abroad which would subject them to discipline and discharge in an American studio
is a question for them to answer.
In lieu of importing these people, the
British producers will look to their own
field for talent.
definite move toward
this objective is the announcement of the
Daily Express, Lord Beaverbrook's influen-

A

vehicle,

lease chart for the month.
Cameo variety in which Cliff

Own

Will Develop
Film Talent

British

Cameraman

Given

Player Contract
Maurice Kains, who until a few months
ago was a second comeraman has been
signed as a player by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Six months ago he was used as a subject to
test a new camera. The test revealed his possibilities as a screen subject and he was
given small parts.
His success has been
rapid and the contract is the result.

newspaper, that it will at once proceed
produce an all-British film, with $250,000 set aside for this purpose.
tial

to

Colleen

Moore

Work

in

Completes
"Irene"

Colleen Moore has completed her work
in "Irene," the first of three First National
Specials for the coming season.
The other
two are to be "The Viennese Medley" and
"Men of Steel," both of which are now in
preparation.
In order to give exhibitors an opportunity to an-ange early showings for "Irene,"
orders have been issued for prints to be
rushed to exchanges at the earliest possible
date.
According to the present schedule
all branches will be supplied before the end
of January.
The release date is set for

February

21st.

Marlboro Pictures Ready to
Start Production
0. A. Peters, president of Marlboro Pictures, Inc., a recently formed New York
corporation with a capitalization of $75,000,
is at present considering several stories offered for production.
Walter Fi'ied, named special
representative by Peters, has left for Florida to
look over studio facilities both in Miami
and Jacksonville.
In a statement issued last week Peters
said: "We expect to have our first feature

production launched about February first.
The cast and director will be announced
shortly."

:
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Man Power
'Picture

Business
in

most
4n^iHE
year

significant feature of the
the rapid development of
man and woman power in the motion picture industry," said Will H. Hays,
president of the Motion Picture Producers
& Distributors of America, Inc., in a statement issued upon his arrival in Los Angeles
is

week.
"Our business

this

is built largely upon personnel. Take away our directors, our actors,
our writers and we have nothing left but a
highly organized production, distribution

and exhibition machine with nothing
it

to keej)

running.

"The studio

is

the chief source of usefuland failure in
And the studio is only a

Gro^vth Year's Feature
Built Largely Upon Personnel/'
Statement Issued in Los Angeles
is

Missouri Governor For
10 Percent Tax

FOLLOWING
ferson City,

a conference at Jef-

Missouri, between
Governor Baker and State officers
it was agreed to add 10 percent tax on
amusements to the proposed constitutional amendment to be voted upon in
November. The amendment would be
used to raise added revenue for the state
school system.
Important educators
have been invited by Governor Baker
to discuss the measure on January 26th.

motion pictures.

years old. Its progress as an art or a business is without analogv' in either field. Wlien
dramatic art was a thousand years old its
players were bedded in barns and said their
Twelve yeai-s ago prolines in stable yards.
ducers were startling the public by giving
them their first views of stories that were
more than two reels long.

"The quickest development has been in
those phases more easily adaptable to the
motion picture
photography, costuming,
staging, lighting, construction of scenery,
and acting.

—

"Nearly any unprejudiced student of the

drama

will say that the best acting in the

theatre today

The camera

is

found

in

motion pictures.

The actor cannot
imitate
he must he.
The greatest actors
are appearing in motion pictures. Not only

—

is

pitiless.

F. P.-L.
Wall

AN

interesting

standing ones is for the same reason that we
do not have six hundred great novels or six
hundred great plays in a twelve-month. The
necessary man power does not exist.
"It is merely a question of finding men
and women who have the talent necessary to
make always the very best. Motion picture
producers are trjdng to employ only the
directors and writers who have that ability.
They are doing their utmost to develop
them.
Directing and scenario writing are
two great professions that are a part of thisand no other enterjirise. Applications by
the thousands come fi'om persons who want
to

write scenarios

or direct

pictures.

In;

most cases they are persons who are not

ness, prestige, profit, success

body of men and women gathered to record
upon reels of celluloid definite images which
when projected upon a screen will tell a
good story.
"The motion picture is only twenty-nine

Says Hays

the stars, but the player who has the smallest
they are actors in the fullest sense of
the word.
They cast their spell by their
actions
not by words nor by a beautiful
bit

—

—

voice.

"The greatest difficulty in progress has
been in those phases of the art in which
it has been necessary to develop the talent
completely.
And here has been the most
significant development. It is as if in twelve
years from the time man first began to construct buildings the architect who designed
tile Woolworth building had been created;
as if twelve years after the invention of the

we had produced Kreisler, Kubelik
and Mischa Elman.
"In the late months have come forward
so many fine directors, skilled writers and
talented actors that the motion picture is
producing at least once a week a story that
compares favorably with the best in art, in
the drama and in literature.
"The only reason the six hundred motion
pictures produced within the year are not
all of the quality of the two hundred out-

violin

qualified to pass even the first test.

"Producing companies are taking experienced writers into the studios and teaching
them the technique of motion picture comMany of them have learned and
l)osition.
have prospered. Actors, newspaper men,
dramatists, stage directors, artists, photographers men whose training would best
make them adaptable for motion picture
directing are being given every opportunity
Schools for these
to learn this new art.
purposes have been established by producers.

—

"These efforts are succeeding. Every few
weeks the public is shown a picture directed
by a person whose name they have never
seen on the sci-een, mth a scenario written
by one of whom they have never heard; and
great pictures by those they know are doing
finer things than ever before.
"It is the development of men and women
with the ability to tell a story well on the
screen that has been the year's most important progress this, and the gi'owing appreciation and support of the public for the

—

trulv good."

Foreign Expansion

is

Sho\v^n

Journal Outlines Growth in Export Business and
Theatre Building in London, Paris and Brussells

Street

and comprehensive sur-

vey of the growth of Famous Players
abroad, both as regards cxiDort business and theatre construction, is presented
in the following article appearing in a recent
issue of The Wall Street Journal
Famous Players-Lasky Corp. is engaging
in a program of expansion in Great Britain
and on the Continent that is expected to result in a substantial inci'ease in foreign
business. Four large theatres with a seating
capacity ranging from 2,500 to 3,500 are
being built in capital cities.
First of these to be finished will be the
Plaza, in Picadilly Circus, London, which it
is hoped will oi)en February 22.
The Carlton, another large house in Haymarket, London, has just been started.
In Paris, a large theatre on the Boulevard
des Italiens, is under way and will probably
be finished next fall. This will be the first
large moving picture theatre of the Times
Square type in Paris. Another large theatre
will be started soon in Brussels.
Famous Players export business in 1925
was the largest in its history and gross is

it is hoped
improvement of theatre

theatre owners to follow which

estimated at over $10,000,000. Foreign sales
in 1925 were 25 per cent ahead of 1923 and
more than double 1921. Foreign business of
American moving picture companies is
ranidly growing and now accounts for a considei'al)le (proportion of earnings.
It is felt the real development of the moving picture in Europe has only begun. Most
of Europe is still in the "nickelodeon" stage
and there are few theatres of the modern
American type. Most moving picture houses,
particularly in the less importatit towns,
are converted stores and small halls. Consti'uetion of new and more attractive houses
It
are expected to bring larger audiences.
will then automatically follow that film
rentals can be increased in proportion to the
size of the theatre audiences, even without
greatly increasing admissions.
Average moving picture admission in England is 2/6 to 3/6 (about 60 to 85 cents)
and in France is six francs or about 21 cents
at current exchange.
Purpose of Famous Players in erecting its

tile loan at maturity to $4,500,000 which is
substancially less than the present value of
In this property as well as in
the land.
many other parcels of its real estate. Famous
The building
Players has a large profit.
will be completed by January, 1927.
new theatre in Miami, Fla., will be
opened in February, 1926, one in St. Peters-

own

burg,

nish

theatres in the capital cities is to furexamples and incentives for other

will lead to a general

facilities in Europe with resultant larger
revenues to both domestic and American film
producers.
Famous Players has also important exl^ansion plans under way in the United
The formost of these is the ParaStates.
mount Building in course of construction
in Bi-oadway between 43rd and 44th Streets.
It will have 31 stories of office space and a
theatre with a seatiifg capacity of 3,700.
It is being financed by $10,000,000 51/2%

real estate mortgage bonds recently offei'cd
to the public.
Operation of the sinking fund will reduce

A

Fla.,

in

Birmingham,

April

or

Ala., later

May and

on

one

this year.

in>

:

M
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Will Picturize Barnum's Life
Paramount Will Make Big Praduction
of '*The Greatest

THE

life of P. T. Barmmi. reputed tlie
greatest of all showmen, is to be
made into a pictm-e by Paramount
under the title of "The Greatest Show on
Earth." After two years of research work,
Monte Katterjohn has written a screen vei-sion of a story on Barnum and put into
scenario form the amazing- episodes in the
career of the great showman.
To supplement the Katterjohn story,
Paramount has purchased the screen rights

W. L. Werner's biography, "Barnum,"
l)ublished two years ago.
Equally interesting with the announcement of the production is the fact that Wallace Beery has been
to

chosen to bring to the screen the personality
of Barnum and that he would arrive in New
York this week to discuss the part with
Jesse La.sky and Katterjohn.
In discussing the coming production,

Laskv said

Mexico Strong

Show On Earth"
"Having spent most of my life in the
show business I naturally have always been
interested in the personality and exploits
greatest showman that ever lived.
For a number of years I have had the idea
of making a picture around Barnum's life.
" 'The Greatest Show On Earth' will bp
one of the biggest pictures we will bring to
the screen next season.
Naturally it will

of

the

contain many scenes of circus life, but it will
not be a circus picture, it will be the picture
biography of an anuizing personality, one of
the outstanding figures of the American
seen in the last half of the last century."
Production of "The Greatest Show On
Earth" will begin in the very near future.
Material to be used in the picture is now
being assembled at the Lasky studio, and one
of the best known directors in the business
will handle the production.

for U. S. Films

Customs House Report Shows Vast Increase
in Importations During the Past Year

ACCORDING

to a story in the Los
Angeles Times in the form of a dispatch from Mexico City the last
Customs House report of imports from the
United States to Mexico shows the ever
growing popularity of American pictures
in Mexico.
During the nine months ending with September, 1924, theatres in Mexico bought
from American producers 3,052,955 ft.
and during the same time last year, 5,389,915 ft., 1,436,690 ft. more or about 1,500

more

pictures.

Nearly 90 per cent of the pictures shown
in Mexican theatres come from the United
States, 6 per cent from Germany and 4

per cent from France, Spain and Italy.
There are none from England and only
now and then one made in Mexico by some
special

There are 44 picture houses in the City
Amerof Mexico, and 700 in the country.
ican producing companies all have Mexican offices to distribute their pictures. The
managers are combined into a Film Board
of Trade, the president of which is Gen.
Olvera.
The owners of the theatres are
also organized.

The import duty on films from abroad is
That
very high 5 pesos ($2.50) a kilo.
makes the duty on a picture of average
length about 60 pesos ($30).

—

Atlantic City Exhibitor Inaugurated
O'KEEFE of
EDWARD
Square Theatre, Atlantic
J.

is

the

real

the City

City, N. J.,
pioneer,

Laugh Month

according to information gleaned from a
vast amount of material from all parts of
the country, by the Pathe exploitation de])artment.

chairman of the Laugh
Month campaign for Atlantic City and he
Mr. O'Keefe

was

also

^[ovie

is

gi'neral

campaign

manftger of the Greater
in that territory.

Early in 1912, O'Keefe went to the City
Square Theatre from the vaudeville field,
and there he met with little success with
Pictures were just starting
the two-a-day.
to attract attention and Mr. O'Keefe hiked
He had
to Philadeli)hia to look them over.
H tough time finding many available films,
but in the single reels put out by the oldtime Mutual Company, he saw a ray of
light in the dark clouds that rolled by
slowly.
The General Film output was tied
up in Atlantic City by a fellow exhibitoi-.
O'Keefe contracted for all the single reel-

Way

Back

in

1912

ers he could get from Mutual and one or
two other film concerns. It meant a weekly
cost to him of $65, but they immediately,
to his own words, "made
the vaudeville
look sick."
Mr. O'Keefe aiul vaudeville j)arted and
were lU'ver company in that house again.
Early in 1913 the Keystone ("omedies

came

c

t

N e zv s

ur e

Gross

Despite printed rei)orts to the contrary,
the Chailie Chaplin studio

word comes from

announcing that Milt Gross, clever young
New York cartoonist will remain with the
comedian.
The engagement of Gross is to
continue for United Artists Corporation
as

planned,

connection

with Chaplin's
Circus." The cartoonist is collaborating on a number of whimsical situations whick i^ra being devised for
the comedy.
in

new production, "The

Denny

Reginald

Cast

is

Completed
Director AVilliam A. Soiter has completed
the cast and started production on the Reginald Denny starring vehicle for Universal,
"Rolling Home."
Marian Nixon has the
feminine lead opposite the star, while others
in supporting roles are Ben Hendricks Jr.,
E. J. Ratcliffe, Anton Vaverka, Margai'et

Seddon, George Nicholl, George
Alfred Knott and C. E. Thurston.

Marion,

Jack
Pickford
Signs
for
**Brown of Harvard"
Jack Pickford has been signed by Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer to i)lay the role of Doolittle
in "Brown of Harvard," an Irving Whalberg production of the Rida Johnson Young
novel and stage play.
Jack Conway will

An

direct.

elaborate production

is

planned.

company.

O^Keefe Laugh Month Pioneer
Bills

i

Will Remain
With Chaplin

Milt

Fleming Augments '*Blind
Goddess" Cast
Victor Fleming has made two additions
"The Blind Goddess," which
he will direct for Paramount.
They are
Ward Crane and Louise Payne. Featured
players in the cast are Ernest Torrence, Jack
Holt, Esther Ralston and Louise Dresser.
to the cast for

Letter

All-Comedy

P

n

t i

Mack

Sennett and Ford
Sterling in the leading roles.
In the two
comedians O'Keefe got the
idea
for
a
strictly all-comedy bill, and he promptly
decided to introduce a program of five reels
to contain nothing but Keystone comedies
four repeats and one first-run film, of
the custard pie and dizzy-stick vintage.
Showmen with whom O'Keefe conferred
about the plan told him he was crazy and
that nobody would sit through five reels of
comedy except a few kids.
"Well," says O'Keefe, "I decided to try
it out anyliow
and from the first day until
now it has been a real success." The allcomedv bills are now run twice a month.
in,

with

—

—

in

Shows Duplication
Mailing Lists

Motion Picture News,

New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
It costs me an extra janitor's fee to
have my two bushel waste basket emptied twice a week instead of the regulation once. Our company at its office gets
the mail addressed to the following
theatres:
Olympic theatre, Liforama theatre.
Majestic theatre. Temple theatre, Elk
Grand theatre, Star theatre.

The

Majestic, the Liforama, the Star
off the map.
piece of mail addressed to the

and the Elk Grand are

One

Olympic
Co.,

theatre,
Bellaire, O.,

Spragg Amusement
The
would cover.

other operating theatres here are the
Capitol theatre and the Roma theatre.
This was formerly the Strand and also
We get
gets a duplication of mail.
three and four copies of the Universal
Weekly every week, all of which hits
Same way
the big basket except one.
on most other mailed circulars.
The only theatres in Bellaire, Ohio,

Olympic, Temple
ment), Capitol theatre,

are

(same manage-

Roma

theatre.

Very respectfully,.
The Spragg Amusement Co.
by Ben. S. Morris
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Alma Rubens

Signs
Fox Contract

Foxnew

has signed

New

Alma Rubens,

to a

contract and she will play the
feminine lead in some of the biggest productions made by that company
during 1926. The first of these will be
in "Siberia," now in production.
Miss Rubens has been with the Fox
organizations for more than a year and
has had prominent roles in some of the
most pretenticnis pictures filmed at the
Her more recent
west coast studios.
releases include "East Lynne," The
Winding Stair" and "The Gilded Butterfly-

directed
by Victor
"Siberia,"
In
Schertzinger, Miss Rubens is surrounded
by a cast which includes Edmund Lowe,
Lou Tellegen, Paul Panzer, Lilyan
Tashman, Tom Santschi, Henel d'Algy,

James Marcus, Daniel Makarenko and
Samuel Blum.

Cruze Back, Ready to Start
''Old Ironsides"
James Cruze arrived in New York from
Tripoli la.st week and almost immediately
departed for Hollywood, where he will produce "Old Ironsides," an historical film of
the early American navy for Paramount.
Accompanying Cruze were his wife, Betty
Compson, and Laurence Stallings, author of
'•The Big Paiade" and "What Price Glory,"
who will prepare the dramatic treatment of
"Old Ironsides."
Cruze spent a month in Trir)oli making
location photographs and securing local color
In New York
for the coming production.
he conferred with Jesse L. Lasky and it wa.s
decided to start production on the picture
at once.

Louise

Brooks

W.

is

Opposite

C. Fields

When W. C. Fields makes his first starring vehicle for Pai'amount he will have as
The Fields
his leading lady Louise Brooks.
incture is entitled "It's the Old Army
Game." Clara Bow was originally slated for
the leading feminine role hut will be unable
to assume it because of a previous engagement in a West Coast Paramount production.
Old Army Game" was
"It's the
adapted to the screen by Luther Reed and
will be directed by Edward Sutherland.

^'She" to be

York

Shown

in

New

Territory

F. B. O.

Riley."

Next Month

FB.

O. has scheduled eleven I'eleases for
Four of
the month of February.
• these are feature productions and
seven short subjects.
Heading the list is
"The Tough (Juy," starring Fred Thomson
and his famous horse, "Silver King. Lola
Todd appears opposite Thomson and Holx-rt

February 28th distribution. It is
a racing melodrama by Louis Joseph Vance
and was directed by James Hogan. Princii)als in the cast are Kenneth Harlan, Patsy
Ruth Miller, and Mary Carr. Others included are George Irving, Al Roscoe, Kathleen Kii-kham, David Torrenee, Dave Kirby,

McKim

William Franey and Ed Phillips. A Harry
Garson production, still untitled, and starring Lefty Flynn is also scheduled for release on the 28th.

has the heavy role. David Kirkland
directed.
The ])icture is scheduled for release February 1st.

"Beyond the Rockies" is listed for release
on February 21st. It is an Independent Picstarring Rob
Corporation
release
tui'es
Custer and was made fi'oni an original story
by J. Edward Leitliliead. Jack Nelson is
directing the cast which includes Eugenie
Gilbert, David Dunbar, Bruce Gordon, Milton Ross, Eddie Harris, Max Holcomb, Ray
Laidlaw and Max Aslier.
"The King of
season's

the Turf," ninth of tiie curBond i)rodnctions, is

Gold

Stop Cheating Yourself
Out of Real Profits—

listed for

The

first

of the seven short subjects to be

released are

"The

Giraffe's

Long Neck" and

"Alice Blues," both set for February 7th.
The fonner is a one-reel cartoon from the
Bray studios, and the latter a two-reel Blue

Ribbon comedy produced by Joe Rock and
starring Alice Ardell.

On February 14th, "Mazie's Married," last
of the twelve "Adventures of Mazie" series
Alberta Vaughn is
will
be distributed.
starred with Larry Kent, Al Cooke and Kit
Guard in support. Raljili Ceder directed the
entire series.

"Here Comes the Bride," No. 2 of the new
"Fighting Hearts" series also listed for February 14th release. The stories are by Sam
Hellman and Alberta Vaughn is starred.
are scheduled for release February
They are "Uncle Tom's Cabin," a onereeler form the Bray studios, and "Heavy
Love," a two-reel Standard Fat Men comedy
produced by Joe Rock with "Fat" Karr,

Two

in

Paramount has added Edna May Oliver to
the cast of the new Richard Dix picture,
"Let's Get Married," which is being photographed at the Long Island studio. Others
]n'ominent in the east with Dix are Lois
Wilson and "Gunboat" Smith, ex-prize

"Rainbow

titled

Four Feature Productions and Seven
Short Subjects on Release Schedule

BOOK

the author's story.

fighter.

From

11

rent

"She," the pictuiization of Sir Rider Haggard's novel, which ha-s been widely read, has
been secured by Unique Foto Film of 729
7th Avenue, for the New York territory.
It is claimed that the production, which stars
Betty Blythe, is faithful, in every way to

Edna May Oliver Again
Dix Cast

Highlights from Johnny Hines' latest feature comedy released through First National,

21st.

"Tiny" Alexander and "Fatty" Ross featured.
MADE HJCHr- PRjCE MCHT

rROFin mCHT

BOOK THEM TODAY!

"Read 'Em and Leap," third episode of
the "Fighting Hearts" series will be released
February 28th.

:
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China Encouraging U. S. Films
Government Representative Seeks

'

Americans

CHINA,

now

Developing

in

a total of about
eighty motion picture theatres, wants
more American films and a greater
wliicl)

lias

number of playhouses

in which to present
In an eft'ort to interest American film
men in developing the field in China, the
Chinese Government has sent Sum Nung
Au-Young of Peking, Commissioner of Social and Economic Research in America and
Europe for the Chinese Government, to
confer with leading distributors regarding
the possibilities of the film market of China.
Au-Young spent several weeks in Hollywood and then went to New York to confer
with Will H. Hays and with various distributors.
In outlining his mission lie said
"At present there are less than 80 theatres
in all of China and these are heavily patronized.
The Chinese like best the comedies
and the so-called society dramas. They are
verv fond of Charlie Chaplin and Harold
Lloyd.
''The Oiinese are ^progressing rapidly in
production of pictures.
There are 15
studios in China, many of them quite small.
rliem.

iirry he skyrocket,"

There

I

at

"The chief factor in retarding the popuAmerican motion pictures has been
the fact that few of them are captioned
Chinese.
The theaters print the story in
Chinese in the program so the spectators

house.

plot.
I believe that with
extensive distribution through the
building of more theatres, the American
producers will find it worth while to insert
Chinese titles.
The production of Chinese
l)ictures for the Chinese is a tiling to be encouri^ged.
I hope that American producers
can be interested in aiding us in this. At
present, the Chinese outside the cities do not

c

Laws'' which were adopted

had no motion
picture theatres, 127 years ago, are
again in the limelight as evidenced by Governor Silzer's latest message in his capacity
as Chief of that State.

In this message, Governor Silzer places
himself on record as recommending a drastic modification of these "blue laws.*'
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
New Jersey have been dil'gent in their atin fact
tacks on these antiquated statutes
those familiar Avith the situation largely
attribute to this fact the Governor's favorable position toward the group of theatre
owners affiliated wnth the Motion Picture
Men outside
Theatre Owners of America.
the film industry in New Jersey credit the
New Jersey Motion Picture Theatre O^vners

—

Paramount

Busy With
Roosevelt Data

has detailed HerPARAMOUNT
mann Hagedorn, director of the

Roosevelt Memorial Association, to
the south west to gather material for a
motion picture production dealing with
Roosevelt and the Rough Riders. The
cooperation of the press has been sought
to get into touch with former members
of the famous regiment and to find

someone

to

impersonate

Roosevelt

in

the film.

Hagedorn goes

directly

to

San An-

Texas, there the R6ugh Riders
gathered and
were trained.
From
there he will go to El Paso to see extonio,

Governor Curry of
men who were

other

New Mexico
in the

and

famous

regiassist in

Later Hagedorn will
ment.
the production of the picture, which presumably will be filmed in Southern
California.

Peggy
vetticle

the star's Providence screen deout..

can understand the

more

understand American costumes and American ways and will be most interested first
in pictures about their own people.
Later,
however, they will welcome American pictures just as they are

now welcomed

in the

P.

D. C. Lists Music for ^^The
Volgi
[a Boatman''

An
which

advance

list

of the musical numbers

will be used in the final cue sheet for

"The Volga Boatman"

w'ill

be

issued

by

Producers Distributing Corporation in order
facilitate the work of orchestra leaders
and theatre organists in preparing the accompaniment of the Cecil B De ^Nlille pro-

to

duction.

Rudolph Berliner,

cities."

Blue La^vs

Drastic Modification is Recommended
in
Message
of
Governor
Silzer
"Bl

the

Hopkins Joyce starring

The picture lends itself to numerous
tie-ups and all of the larger stores carried Peggy Hopkins Joy e -'indows.
Large newspaper space was also given

larity of

May Modify Jersey
when New Jersey

in

** for Associated Exhibitors opened
Providence Monday, December 18th,
and despite inclement weather was enthusiastically received by capacity audiences.
Receipts for the day at the Victory Theatre are said to have been far in
excess of the daily average for the

Extra iieople are paid 50 cents a day and
Now and then one
the stars get $b a day.
of our stars from the speaking stage makes
a picture and receives as much as $10,000
for one picture.

musical director for
claims the production
lends itself to a striking setting. "Of course,"
says Berliner, "The central strain of our
completed score will be 'The Song of the
Volga Boatman,' which inspired the photoplay, but with this great folk piece will be
a splendid grouping of those much-desired
chances to 'cut loose' and give the public
Cecil

THE

Opens

Providence

to Interest

Field

''Skyrocket"

with this particular success chiefly because
they have presented logical reasons, and at
no time have they resorted to "mud slinging"

B.

De

Mille,

something really

fine."

campaign.
That the fight is won is not conceded by
any member of the New Jersey Organization, least of all by their Px'esident, Joseph
M. Seider. Mr. Seider, although he has
maintained a reticence so far as that crusade, the most important in the history of
in their anti-blue

'

the Organization, is concerned, feels particularly encouraged bj' the reception by the
Republican Legislature of the organization's
argument in favor of legalized Sunday pictures through local option.
The sources of information cognizant
with the situation are inclined to credit
Governor Silzer's successor on January
19th, who will be
Governor Harry A.
Moore, with an attitude similar to the one
now possessed by the present chief executive.
It is further gathered from the channels running close to the legislative body
that should the "Blve Laws" be changed in
any way, one of the first revisions will be
to greatly increase the latitude of the theatre owners' rights in New Jersey.

Hearing Denied by Supreme
Court on Conn. Tax
The appeal of the American Feature
Film company of Boston to the Supreme
Court of the United States to review the
Connecticut film tax law w^xs denied this
week in a mandate signed by Chief Justice
William Howard Taft.
The ease is dismissed without costs to
either party.
Originally Fox Film corporation of New York was a party to this
action, but withdrew at the time the exchanges were reopened in New Haven
after an agreement had been reached with
state leaders.

^^W^%

Scenes from Larry Semon's first feature comedy for
Pathe release titled "Stop, Look and Listen."

:

January

19
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Sax Engages Space

O.

at F. B.

Studios
In order to speed

up production, Sam

Gotham Productions, has

ISax, president of

contracted for additional space at the Fihii
A second Gotham
Booking- Offices studio.
unit, in addition to the one at the Metropolitan Studios, will start )>roduction there
in February.
By the middle of February Sax will liave

four units at work at the same time. The
company will finish "Hearts and
first
Spangles," "Racing Blood" and "The Sign
of the Claw," the three remaining subjects
of the twelve on the 1925-26 Gotham pro«ri"am.

The second unit at the F.B.O. plant will
"The Golden Web," an E. Phillips

start

Oppenheim

story,

first

of

the

Greater

William Fairbanks
•Gotham Productions.
will be starred in the third comijany in a
series of "thrillodramas." while the
fourth unit will be an all-comedy (•om])any
featuring Lloyd Hamilton in a series of
twelve two-reel comedies.

Tiew

Meighan Supports Junior
Paramount Stars
When the Paramount Junior Stars make
their film debut in "Glorious Youth," the
Byron Morgan story which Sam Wood is
directing, they will have in the supi)orting
cast Thomas Meighan, Lila Lee and Chester
Conklin, this trio having been added in the
past week.
Previously it was announced that Adolphe
Menjou, Clara Bow, Percy Marmont, Lois
"Wilson and Richard Di.x were filmed in
scenes of the Juniors' picture. All of these
senior stars have minor su])porting parts,
Avith the leading roles played by the juniors,
supported in addition by Ralph Lewis.
Joseyih

Burke and James Hradbury

in

Sr.

<-har;icter roles.

Moreno Will Play Lead
"The Temptress''

in

The leading male role in "The Temptress,"
Cosmopolitan's forthcoming production for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer release, has been asThe i)icture
signed to Antonio Moreno.
-will be directed by Mauritz Stiller, Swedish
<lirector, who recently was brought to this
country by M-G-M.

Schenck, Goldwyn Unite
for Big Picture
be
HE Garden of Allah"

"T

W'l

made

mammoth

pr^dvction by the combined production forces of Joseph M. Schenck and
Samuel Goldwyn, with Norma Talmadge
into a

in the starring role

and Ronald Colman

from the Goldwyn organization playing
opposite her.
Henry King will direct
the picture from a scenario prepared by
Frances Marion.

The picture rights to the Robert
Hichens novel are owned by Schenck
and he and Goldwyn will produce the
picture in Egypt and Northern Africa,
the exact locale of the story.

The

pro-

duction will start in September with
with Biskra the center of operations.
When completed it will be distributed

by United Artists as

a special.

Group

of

highlights in the action of

"The Reckless Lady"

First

a

National production.

Round Table

Calls

Ray

Rockett

Will

Conduct

Sessions
Weekly

Discussions of First National Problems

WITH

production luunming at the
eastern studios of First National.
Ray Rockett, studio manager, has

inaugurated

a

weekly

round

table

discus-

annoyances and difficult' es that have come up in
It is
the course of picture production.
thought these discussions will bring alwut a
closer cooperation and a better general understanding all around of department heads.
It is Rockett 's idea that these heads of
dipartments should meet weekly and lunch
together to frankly discuss any problem of
pi'oduction for the efficiency and welfare of
sion by

all

deiuirtment heads of

all

Milton

Lightner.

Sills

Georoe Archainbaud

Virginia

will

1k'

starred

and

will direct.

Bradford

M-G-M

Joins

Players

who tor the uast year's
of the Universal Stock
Comiiany, has been signed as a stock player
\'irgina Bradford,

has been a

by

member

She has had
Universal jjroductions.

.Metro-Gokhvyn-Meyer.

small pai'ts in

manv

the organization.

In discussing the weekly conferences,
H ockett said
"In any studio you will always find many
little troubles that are often too small to
w.'rrant a derartment head carrying them
But sometimes if
to the general manager.
left to develop some of these grow into aniHivances that in the end will be bis- ones
and jierhaps cause ill feeling or retard production and make themselves felt generally.
There is no place where the\- may be brought
up and discussed so satisfactorily as over
tlr,'

lunch table."

Among

the latest stories to go into production at the eastern plant is "The Savage," with Ben Lvon and May McAvoy in
the featured roles, and Sam Hardy and
Fred NewPhilo Mc(^rllough in the cast.
meyer is directing the picture under the
supervision of Earl Hudson.
Shooting on "Men of Steel" is now in its
twelfth week, with approximately four or
five weeks more to "-o before it is completed.
On the comrletion of "Men of Steel," A. L.
Ro'-kett will start his first production 'nider
be
will
It
th° First National banner.

"Puppets'' from the stage play by Frances

jrmmymnd

M
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o n

Two

Appoints

Universal

New

Directors

Universal has added two
the

N e iv s

Picture

directorial

new names

They

staff.

Loemmie and William Wyler.

to

Ernst
Laemmle has
are

an assistant at the studio for a number
He is preparing a western feature
in which he will direct Jack Hox;e. Wyler,
also an assistant director who made a series
of two-reel westerns with Jack Mower some
months ago, will direct Art Acord in "Lazy
Lighting" as his fix'st feature production.
l)een

of years.

O. Buys ''Her Honor

F. B.

The Governor"
Film Booking Offices has purchased screen
rights to an origiiuil story titled "Her Honor
the Governor," which dramatizes the American woman in jiolitics.
It is the work of
Hyatt Dabb and Weed Dickinson.
The
story will l)e put into production immediately and is announced as one of the outstanding features of the new season's program.

Vajda

Completes

Bob Custer

in

scenes from

"The Half-Breed

Hostler,

F.

B. O. release.

First National to Broadcast
With

In Arrangement

Station

WJZ

the

good

recei)tiou

ac-

corded the broa<lcastiiig- of a specially
treated scene from "Too Mucli Mo.iey,"
one of the current First National attractions, the company has arranged with Radio
Station
to put on the a'r on Thursday
evening of each week a scene from the pro<luction to be released tha iollowinj^ week.
This arrangement will give first run exhibitors full benefit of the publicity for their

WJZ

Sunday openings.
"Just Suppose," starring Kichard Barthelmess, was broadcas last Th rsday evening at 8 :30 p. m., which time has been set
as the regxilar period for this novel idea

every week.

Ne

t

we^k 'Memory Lane"

is

scheduled.
A dress rehearsal of the broadcasting of
"Too Much Money," he'd at the Hotel Astor,
New York, on Wednesday evening, January
13th, was attended by prominent representatives of magazines and newspapers and
executives of the Had'o Cori;<)ratioii, as well
as First National Pictures and allied producers. Ko'.lowing an informal dinner, at
which addresses explaining the st'0])e and
purpose of the innovation were delivered bv
Colonel C. F. Davs, Harold T. Melhuish of
the Radio Cor] orat'on and Sam el Spring,
representing First Nationa'.
"Too Much Money" was broadcast for tiie
benefit of the diners.
An imp omptu radio
an adjoining
str.dio has been erectjd in
room of the hotel in wh'ch the broadcasters
ernu'ted the roles bef(-re a microphone that
sent the sound waves only across the hall
into a loud speaker in the dining room.
In

the

treatment

accorded

Money," an adaptation of

the

"Too
])'ay

Much
of the

sanu' title by Israel Zangwill in which Lewis
Stone and Anna Q. Nilsson are co-featured,
four characters were iut'.oduccd in a scene

De

with which the story- starts and which affords the impetus tor s bsequent action.
The dialogue was c'everly devised to give
an idea of the characters concerned and to
buil 1 u]) a dramatic situation, leavnig the
audience in doubt, howexer, as to the outcome.

The

radiui/e(l

Money"

cari'ied

\ersi()ii

the

Ernest \'ajda, Hungarian novelist, has
completed his second original story for the
screen.
It was written especially for Betty
Bronson and Ricardo Cortez and is still untitled.
William Wellman will direct the picture which will go into production within a
few days. Arlette Marchal, French actress,
has been signed for an important role.

will

Radio Specially Treated Scenes of Pictures

FOLJ.UWING

Original

Paramount

for

Much

"Too

of

api)eal

of

a

one-act

sketch, l)ut care was taken to
piijue the interest in order that listeners-in
would want to fol'ow the story in its complete form on the screen. Orchestra music
was made a iiatural background for the

Ready

Mille

to

Start

"Silence''
The De Mille i)roduction department will
woi"k within the next few days on

start

"Silence,"

screen

the

adaptation

of

Max

Ma rein's

mystery melodrama with H. B.
Warner in the same role he portraved on the
speaking stage. Ruj^ert Julian will direct.
The supporting cast has not yet been decided
upon.

dramatic

dialogue.

No

Robert Kane Buys Current
Stringer Serial
Wilderness
rights
to
"The
a serial by Ai'thur Stringei-, now
running in the Saturday Evening Post, have
been ])urchased by Robert T. Kane, who
will put the story into production at an
It
early date at the Cosmopolitan studio.
will be a First National release.
Screen

special

t'orui

will

!);

lol

lowed in the

handling of sul)se(pieiit >tories, the idea
being to find a treatment most suitable to
each. The greatest care is being taken in
the preparation of the scripts, which will be
presented by actoi's ski'led in talking over

Woman,"

the radio.

According to a conservative estimate
reaches an audience of filtecu m llion.

WJZ

Lubitsch

Will

Produce

'The Door Mat"

Barrymore Supporting Cast
is

Selected

15anner I'l'oduclions

is selecting a cast fo
Lionel
Barrymore in "Brooding
Kyes," to l)e released by the Henry (liiisberg
Distributing Corporation.
The ])layers so
far signed include Ruth Clifford, Montague
Love, William V. Moir.;, Lucien Littlefield,

Beiniett.

The two

be cast this week.
Production has already started at the Banner studio in Hollywood under the dir<'ction
of Edward Le Saint.
roles

still

to

l)e tilled

will

adaptation of "The Door Mat,"'
a successful stage play, will be the

next Ernst Lubitsch picture for
Brothers. Screen rights to the
story were only recently purchased. Lu-

Warner

su})i)ort

John Miljan ami Alma

AN
bitsch

and

his

assistants

are

work on the script at once.
"The Door Mat" is by Ethel

starting

Clifton

and Brenda Flower and is not to be confused with "The Doormat," which had
premiere at the Punch and Judy
its
Theatre in New York in 1922. This will
be the last comedy-drama Lubitsch will
produce before making his long-promised
big spectacle.
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Owen Moore is Given Long
Term M-G-M Contract
Owen

M()(n-e.

at pre^^ent playing the role

of West End Bertie in "The Black Bird"
the Lon Chaney stai-ring- vehicle, has been
signed to a long- terra contract according to
an announcement made on the coast by Louis
B. Mayer, vice-president in charge of production for Metro-Goldvvyn-Mayer. By the
terms of the contract Moore becomes a
featured player and he will rank with Lew

Cody, Eleanor Boardman, etc.
This member of the Moore trio, the other
two being Tom and Matt, has been in pictures since the early days having api)eared
before the camera in Biograph productions,
previous to which he played in the "Legitimate."
He will be assigned a big leading role for
his initial appearance as a featured contract
player.

'*U" Signs Matt Moore for
Lead in Feature
Universal has signed Matt Moore to play
the featured leading role in "The Mystery
Club," which will shoi-tly go into production
under the direction of Herbert Blache. The
story was written by Arthur Somers Roche.
strong cast will support Moore.
In the
principal roles will be Charles Puffy, Edith
Roberts, Mildred Harris,
Charles Lane,

A

Warner Oland, Fred Herbert, Alphonse
Martel, Finch Smiles, p]arl Metcalfe, Nat
Carr, Jed I'routv and Alfred Green.

After

Crozier

Material

Baron, associate producer
for Paramount has assigned Emmet Crozier
to search for material for Thomas Meighan's
next

series

Le

of

pictures

to

start

early

in

April.
Crozier, a former newspaper man
had an active sliare in the preparation of
"Irish Luck" and "The New Klondike."

Olmstead

Gertrude

New M-G-M

Signs

Contract

Gertrude Olm.stead, who has been playing
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer productions for
over a year has been signed to a new contract.
At present she is playing in "Monte
Carlo" ojjposite Lew Cody under the direction of Christy Cabanne.

in

FRED

THOMSON'S

western fea-

tures are to be made on a bigger
scale than ever according to announcement from F.B.O., the distributing company. The first of the larger
Thomson pictures will be "The Tough

Guy,"

his

next release.
popularity

Thomson's

has been so
constantly on the increase during the
past season and the demand for his pictures so insistent, that it has been decided to increase the production budget
for all future attractions in which the big
Western hero is to be starred.
Under the supervision of Milton
Gardner, production manager for Thomson, a corps of writers is at work on
stories for future productions.

Chinatown"

William

a

Fox production.

Denver African Expedition Will Show
Death Duels of Wild Jungle Denizens
nerve and the
instinct of
HITMAN
savage beasts are strangely contrasted
kill

a thrilling moving picture record
Life which is being made in southwestern Africa by the Denver African exin

of

Raw

pedition.

Financed by H. E. Ellison and a group
of Denver business men who are interested
both in the scientific and pictorial jjhases
of the enterprise, the party is headed by

and even

thrilling incidents of the

hunt are

The
the film already made.
Bushmen are stdl in the savage state in
which they have existed for hundreds or
thousands of years.
portrayed

Official

in

representatives

from

the

British

South Africa and from the
Capetown univei-sit^- accompanied the exjx'dition on its trek into the Kalahari desert
countrv where the first Bushmen were found.

government

in

Dr. C. Bi'nest Cadle, internationally famed
and big game hunter.
Dr. Cadle is known in southwestern
Africa as "the Man without Fear."
His
job in stage-managing the duels to the death
among the wildest denizens of the African
jungles demands nerves of steel as well as
intimate knowledge of animal life.
Under
scientist

Paul Hoefler, Denver camerafilming a series of battles jjetween
natural enemies in the jungle world. These
elemental and deadly struggles which stress
the savagery of Raw Life run the gamut
from the lowest to the highest in the animal

his direction,

man,

Larger Productions for
Fred Thomson

to

Pictures to Display Ra^v Life

for

Meighan
William

Humorous moments from "A Trip

is

kingdom.

Combining the film record of the fight
instinct in animals with a scientific study of
a form of human life, which is only a scant
step above the wild beast, the Denver African
party is making a sensational picture of the

mysterious Bushmen.
One of the primary objects of the expedition is to determine whether or not
these wild people of the sandveld and the
bushveld are the long sought missing link of
the evolutionists.
Scientists already have
decided they are the oldest people living in
Africa.
And they are so close to beinganimals themselves they may provide the
conclusive proof of the evolutionai-y theory.
Domestic scenes of Bushmen life, weird
tribal ceremonies, grotesque animal dances

^riendlyThd
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Richard

Shayer

M-G-M

Joins

Staff

E. Richard Shayer, author and i)laywright
has signed a contract to join the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer writing staff. Shayer first
caught the attention of the studios when he
staged a war sketch before the members of
the Writei-'s Club at which In-ing Thalberg
was present. Following a conference with
Lewis B. Mayer the contract was signed.

Universal Stock Company
Signs Dancer
Joan Warner, professional dancer, who
many musical comedy hits and
in vaudeville, has been signed by Paul
Kohner, Universal casting supervisor, as a
member of the Universal stock company.
Miss Warner is eighteen years old and a
graduate of Los Angeles high school. She
has had little screen experience.
has danced in

Sam Hardy Joins Cast
"The Savage"
Director Fred

Hardy
Scenes from the Cecil B. De Mille production for release through Producers Distributing Corporation
"Braveheart."

Plans For
Director

Coast to

"What

titled

Price Glory"

Raoul Walsh Arrives From
Confer With Laurence Stallings

DEFINITE

plans are shaping for the
Fox production of "What Price
Glory" which they will adopt for the

the

disjiatch

visit to

New

announcing Walsh's present
York. He will seek any actors

who

popular
the
tremendously
stage success.
With the purpose
in view of getting production activities defi-

believe they are qualified to portray the
various roles.
He expects to complete his
conferences with Captain Stallings and secure players in time to begin filming on the

nitelj' launched Kaoul Walsh, who has been
assigned to the direction of the picture, ha'^

Fox lot in Hollywood by February 10.
"What Price Glory," based on the stage

screen

from

Broadway

come

in from the West coast.
While in New York, Walsh will confer
•with Laurence Stallings, co-author of the

stage play,

who

also wrote the screen

adap-

tation.

Actors have not yet been selected for the
parts of Captain Flagg, Sergeant Quirt and
the French girl, Charmaine, accoi'ding to

is
duplicating its sensational
success with road companies
throughout the country, will be '^alsh's first
picture for Fox under his new contract.
Since he made "The Honor System" for
Fox several years ago, Mr. Walsh has diI'ected several successes, including Douglas

Fairbanks in "The Thief of Bagdad." His
most recent picture was "The Wanderer."

Five Features in Actual Production
and Six Others Ready for Filming
five features in actual production and six others in the final
stages of preparation, Metropolitan
fitudios are in the midst of their heaviest
production schedule. The pictures now being produced include "Paris at Midnight,"
•"Wliispering Smith," "Forbidden Waters,"
''The Unknown Soldier" and "The Prince
of Pilscn," All are to be released through
Producers Distributing Corporation.
E. Ma.son Hopper is directing "Paris at
Midnight," which is Frances Marion's second
Metropolitan ])r()duction.
The story was
adapted by Miss Marion from Balzac's "PenGoriot" and features Jetta Goudal, Lionel
Ban-ymore, Mary Brian, Edmund Bui-ns and
EmUe Chautard.
"Whispering Smith" is George Melford's

current picture.

Frank

It is the screen version of

Spearman's novel of the man who
modernized the railroads across the Rockies.
The company, headed by H. B. Warner,
Lillian Rich, John Bowers and Lilyan Tashman, is now on location at Mojave.
"Forbidden Waters" is the second priscilla

has added Sam
"The Savage," which

Newmeyer

to the cast of
into production

went
at the New York
Philo
studios of First National this week.
McCullough has also arrived from Hollywood to play one of the principal roles.
Ben Lyon and May McAvoy are featured
in the picture.

Bennett Adds
to

Mack Swain

Fox Cast

Director Chester Bennett has added Mack
Swain to the cast of "Dangers of a Great
City," a crook melodrama which has just
gone into production on the Fox lot. Pauline
Starke and Rockliffe Fellowes have the leading roles, with Grace Darmond, Johnnie
Walker and Mickey Bennett in support.

which

])lay

New York

Metropolitan Studios Active
WITH

of

II.

Dean Metropolitan

Philo McCoulloiigh signed a five-year con-

Hollywood last
week and immediately left for the east to
assume a leading role in the Earl Hudson
l)roduction of "The Savage," which Fred
Newmeyer is directing with Ben Lyon and
tract with First National in

Mav McAvoy

in the

featured roles.

Semon Pathe Comedy
Due January 31

is

THE

release of "Stop, Look and
scheduled for January 31st,
Larry Semon will make his screen
debut as a star under the Pathe banner.
The comedian departs from his previous
characterizations and plays "straight"
in conventional clothes in this latest

IMListen,"

comedy.

feature, written es-

by Pei'cy Heath, Alan
Hale is directing and the east includes
Walter McGrail, Casson Ferguson, De Sazia
Mooers and Dan ^fason.
Rcnaud Hoffman has started filming "The
T'nknown Soldier," and A. H. Sebastian has
"The Prince of Pilsen" well under way with
Paul Powell directing Anita Stewart and
George Sidney in the leading roles.
pecially for the star

Philo McCullough Signs Five
Year Contract

Semon
includes

is

supported by a cast which

Mary

Carr, William Gillespie,

Lionel Belmore, B. F. Blinn, Bull Montana, "Babe" Hardy, Curtis McHenry
and Josef Swickard. John Adams presents "Stop, Look and Listen," which
was adapted by Semon from the musical
comedy by Harry B. Smith. The comedian also directed the picture, which
is

in six reels.

30,

Jant{,ary

19
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Skate.Derby to Advertise
First National Month

FIRST
chiefs

NATIONAL

exploitation

have affected a

tie

up with

several leading dailies in the Middle West to promote an ice skate derby
in furtherance of the First National

Month campaign. Newspapers which
have joined the move include the Minneapolis Star, the Milwaukee Sentinel,
and Detroit Times.
The Star is confining the derby to
school children of Minneapolis and St.
Paul. The Sentinel will hold the finals
of the derby at Milwaukee's municipal
rink.

Six pairs of Alfred's Ice King skates
with shoes have been offered the contenders in the
National's stars

names

of

six

of

— Norma Talmadge,

First

Col-

Moore,

Milton
Sills,
Richard
Barthelmess, Constance Talmadge and
Corinne Griffith. The skates have the
stars' autographs etched on their blades.
leen

Buster Keaton Starts Work
on '^Battling Butler"
According to an aiinouncenient from
Joseph M. tSclienck, Buster Keaton started
work on "Battling Butler," an adaptation of
the stage play written by Brightman, ililford, Furber and McDonald, and the production will be completed for Spring release
through
Metro - Goldwyn - Maver.
Sally
O'Xeill will apjiear opposite Keaton.
Al Boasberg, Paul Gerard Smith, Charles
Smith and Lex Neal, who worked on "Go
West," are the 'gag' men signed by Schenck
for the new- production.

Highlights from the

Metru-Goldwyn-Mayer production "Soul Mates.'

ttT T^^

U^^ Starts

Two

Six Feature Units and

Companies Busy
tcalnrc units and two comedy
SIXoanies
are busy with production

ct)in-

**Rough

Riders"

Research

Work Completed
With research work about com|)leted, John
Russell, well known motion picture writer,
departed for Hollywood last week to collaborate with Hermain Hagedom on the
story of "The Rough Ridei-s" for Paramount.
is the story of Theodore Roosevelt and
the Spanish-American war and is to be produced as a roadshow.

It

A

nation-wide search is now on for a comparatively unknown actor to play the role
of Roosevelt.

Fox Adds Four

to ''Yellow

Fingers" Cast
Fox has added four players

to the cast of
''Yellow Fingers," which has just been
started at the west coast studios with Olive
Borden in the leading role. The new additions are May Foster, John Wallace, Jose-

phine Crowell and Chai-les Xewton. Emmett
Flynn is directing the production which is an
adaptation of the Gene Wright novel of the

same name.

Universal

Paramount has- decided u|)on "Because I
Love You" as the final relea.sing title for Pola
Negri's next picture, which previously had
been titled "The Peacock Parade" and "The
Pasteboard Queen." It is a Dimitri Buehowetzki production from an original story by
El-nest Vajda.

These

City.

will

at

be aug-

mented within another ten days with at least
one more feature company, with two other's
ready to start

near future.
Two features went into production during
the past week.
They are "Rolling Home''
and '"Percii of the Devil.',' The foi-mer is a
William A. Seiter production starring Reginald Denny, supported by Marian Nixon,
Ben Hendricks, Margaret Seddon and E. J.
in the

Two Comedy

With Productions
(libson;

"The

Fj-ontier Rider," starring Art-

Acord, directed by Cliff Smith; Dick Smith
is directing Neeley Edwards and Slim Edwards, and Slim Summerville is directing'

new comedy series.
Edward Sedgwick is preparing to

.Vrthur Lake in

photoplay

based

on

film

a

of railroad
stories, "The Rocky Mountain Flier" and
Edward SJoman is looking for material.
Pjdward Laemmle is collaborating with Raymond Cannon on an ada]itation of "The
Whdlc Town's Talkinu."
a

series

Ratcliffe.

"Perch of the Devil" is an all-star production featuring Mae Busch and Pat O'Malley.
It was adapted from the Gertrude Atlierton
novel and is being directed by King Baggot.
Other companies at work include "The
Mysteiy Club," directed by Herbert Blache
with Matt Moore, Edith Roberts. Wanier
Olajul, and others; "Beware of Blondes," a

comedy featuring Edward Everett
Horton and Laura La Plante directed bv
farce

Hari-y Pollard; "Chief of the Flaying U,"
directed by Lj-nn Reynolds, starring Hoot

Paramount to Make "Kid
Boots" With Cantor

PARAMOUNT
Boots," the

"Because I Love You" New
Negri Picture Title

Ne\v Features

is

to

produce "Kid

successful
musical
comedy in w^hich Eddie Cantor is
the star.
Cantor will also star in the
picture version, which is to go into production at the Long Island studio early
in the Summer.
Edward Sutherland,
who will direct the production is now in
Chicago consulting with Cantor regarding the production. Townsend Martin,
who is to supervise "Kid Boots" is also
in Chicago with the director and star.

^riendlyJIand
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Dwan

Allan

to

Direct

"Padlocked"
^^-p^ADLOCKED"
r"^

will

by Rex Beach
be one of Paramount's big-

gest productions for next Fall,
according to announcement by B. P.
Schulberg, associate producer, who has
already assigned Allan Dwan to direct.
The Beach story was purchased by

Paramount before
present

at

its

running

publication..
in

It is

Cosmopolitan

Dwan exin serial form.
as his belief that it is the best
motion picture material he has ever
seen.
"Not only is it out of the rut,"
he said, "but it is also the most colorful
and dramatic story ever placed before
Magazine
presses

it

me."

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Buys
Conrad's ^'Romance"
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has purchased "Romance," a novel written by tlie late Joseph
Conrad in collaboration with Ford Maddox
Hueifer, and it will be given a most elaborate
])roduction.
The story attracted considerable attention

at the

time of

publica-

its

and has been widely read. It will be
made by o;ie of the company's best directors
tion

Scenes from "Beverly

of

Graustark," a Cosmopolitan production released through Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

in the

Many Fox February
Four Supreme Attractions and
Starring

Vehicle

Fox

has arranged a very extensive releasing schedule for the month of February, which will include four Supreme
Attractions, a Tom Mix starring vehicle,
two Imperial Comedies, the fifth of the O.
Henry two-reelers, the tiftli of the Married
Life of Helen and Warren series, two onereel Fox varieties and the usual Fox News
issues.

The

initial

Fellowes, Ford Sterling, Milia Daven-

port and .Jolin MacSweeney.
"The -Johnstown Flood" will be released
February 14th. It will bring to the screen
the happenings of one of America's greatIrving Cummings directed.
est disasters.
George O'Brien heads the cast which includes
Florence Gilbert, Janet
Gaynor,
Anders Haiidolf, Paul jS^icholson, Walter
Perry, Paul i'anzer. Max Davidson, Georgie
Harris and Sid Jordan.
"Dangers of a Great City," a crook melo-

drama is set for release February 21st. It
was directed by Chester P>ennett and has
RocklifTe Fellowes and Pauline Starke in
the leading roles. In the principal supporting roles are Johnny Walker, Grace Dar-

mond and Mickey Bennett.
Two big features are scheduled
lease February 28th.
Tom Mix will
in

Tabloid Organizations

Tom Mix
List

in

Claire McDowell,

reported that Gus Sun and the
is
Spiegelberg interests, operators of theatres
in Charlotte, have consolidated their tabloid
organizations.
The move eliminates a very
keen competitive struggle formerly existing
companies the report
between these two
It

novel, "The Chicken Wagon Family."
In
the supporting cast are J. Farrell MacDonald,

Sun and Speigelberg Merge

Harvey Clark, Onest
Edward Martin-

Conlv, Evelvn Ai'den and

states.

dale."

The release schedule also contains many
attractive short subjects.
First of these, on
February 7th, are "Egypt Today," a oneVariety, and "A Bankrui)t Honeymoon," an Imperial two-reeler.
On February 14th will come "A Woman
of Letters," of the Helen and Warren series.
reel

Supreme Attraction on February 7th will be "The Road to Glory,"
The cast indirected by Howard Hawks.
cludes May McAvoy, Leslie Fenton, Rockliffe

Included

Releases

near future.

"My Own

Pal" and the other

is

for rebe seen
a rural

comedv drama directed by Frank Borzage
and titled "The Dixie Merciiant."
Olive Borden will l)lay the leading role
oi)posite Mix and little Virginia Marshall
will also be seen to a<lvantage in the ])roduction. Madge Bellamy and Jack Mulhall
have the leading roles in "The Dixie Mer<'hant," adapted from the Barry Beiietleld

This will be followed on the 21st with "Elsie
New York," an O. Heni'v, "Officer of the
Day," an Imperial, and "Sawdust and
Spangles," a Variety.

in

Abrams Will

Leon

Direct

''Nocturne''
Leon Abrams former Parisian writer and
who produced Sarah Bernhardt's
la.st screen play, is at work on a new story

director,

soon to go inlo production for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, to whom he is now under contract.
Followin'2' that Abram will direct
"Nocturne." an ada])tation from the novel
.bv Fi'ank Swiiiiiertou.

De

Sano to Direct
Ring Story

Prize

The first directorial assignment for Marcel
de Sano since he siuned a Metro-Goldwyn^layer contract will be "In Praise of James
Carabine," a story of the prize ring, by
Doiin Byrne.
The scenario is now being
prepared. Details of the cast have not yet
been announced.

Trio of

scenes

from

"Western
production.

Pluck,"

a

Universal

January

1926

30,
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'Beau Geste' to be
in

Made

America

PARAMOUNT
America
Geste"
is

to

make "Beau

instead of in
Algeria as originally planned. The
change was made because of the preoccupation of the Foreign Legion and
other branches of the French army with
in
Morocco and their
Riffians
the
consequent inability to cooperate in the
making of the picture.
in

Herbert Brenon, who is to direct, was
on January 16th and his
plans were changed at the last moment.
As a result production work on the
English sequences will be started immediately at the Long Island studio and
to have sailed

is

it

probable the desert scenes will be

made

in California.

Charles Rogers, a member of the Paramount Picture School has been cast for
an important role in this picture despite
the fact that his picture experience
covers a period of only six months.
Wallace Beery and Neil Hamilton have
also been assigned to important parts.

Rabocb Renews Contract
With M-G-M
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have renewed

tlie

Though
directorial contract of Al Raboeli.
one of the younger directors iu tlie industry
he has to his credit several important
achievements. He was art directoi- for Rankin Drew's "The Girl Philips" and not only
designed the settings, but appeared in the
picture as well. Later he became associated
with Charles Brabin anrl wrote the scenario
for "Driven." He also assisted Fred Niblo
in the direction of "Ben Hur."

von Stroheim

Scenes from "Joanna," a current

M.G.M.

Preparing

"Wedding March"
von Stroheim, acccjinpanied by his
secretary, Betty Mason, and his assistant,
Louis Germonprez, is in the San Bernardino
mountains preparing the contimiity for "Tlie
Wedding March," his initial production for
P. A. Powers, which is to be released
through Paramount. It is an original story
by von Stroheim and lie will also play a
leading role in it. Production will l)e started
about February 15th.
Ericli

Contest Winner
Signed by "U"

Beauty

MKTRO

Another beauty contest winner has been
signed to a five year contract by Universal.
She is Adrienne Dore, winner of the Los
Angeles Examiner "Miss Los Angeles" contest, and second place winner in the "Miss
America" contest at Atlantic City.
Miss
Dore's first I'ole is in Herbert Blache's production of "The Mystery Club," from
Arthur Somers Roche's "Crimes of the ArmChair Club."

Owen

Will Star
"Shipwrecked''

in

Seena Owen lias not withdrawn from her
contract with Metropolitan Pictures, despite
reports to tlie contraary.
In fact she is to

make her

initial ajipearance under the Metropolitan banner in "Shipwrecked" an adaptation from the stiige play by Langdon McCormick.
Actual production is scheduled to

within ten days, though the director
east have not yet been announced.
start

and supporting

4 in February

-

is

features for release
early in February. Tliey are "The
Auction Block," 'I'lie Devilkin," "Money
Talks" and "I bane/. Torrent." "The Auction
Block" was adapted by Frederic and Fanny
Hattoii from the Rex Beach novel of the
same name and was directed by Hol)art
Hanley.
Charles Ray and Kleaiior Boardman have the leading j-oles. The supporthig cast includes Ernest Gillen, James Corrigan, Sally O'Neil, David Torrence, Forrest

Seaburv,

foui'

Ned

Sparkes

and

Charles

the juvenile lead.

Gillen in

Others prominently cast
Claire McDowell, Joyce

areCannel Myer^,
Coad and John Miljaii.

Blasco Ibanez's novel, "The Torrent" was
Bell into a fine screen
drama, entitled "Ibaiiez Torrent." Greta
Garbo and Ricardo Cortez have the leads.
Other players of importance are: Gertrude
01mste<l, Edward Connelly, Maurice Kains,

made by Monta

Lucieii

Littlefield

continuity

is

from

and
the'

J\lario

Carillo.

The

pen of Dorothy Far-

nuni.

Clary.

"Money

Talks'"

is

a

liri)ert

Mayo.

and Owen Moore have
Tlie story was adapted

Hughes story
Windsor

Chiire

(lie

by

leading roles.
Frederic and

Fanny Hatton.
"Tlie Devilkin" will be Benjamin
tianson's first American produclion.

Chris-

Norma

De

Mille Has Completed
''Volga Boatman"
CECILE B. DEMILLE has completed

Seena

Have

to

-

directed by Ai'chie

is

National production, starring Dorothy Mackaill.

"Auction Block." "Money Talks" "Devilkin''
and "Ibenez Torrent" Due Next Month
GOLDAVYN MAYER has Shearer
the star, with Ernest

scheduled

is

First

"The Volga Boatman,"

his

second personally directed production for Producers Distributing Corporation release, and it is now in the cutting room. The picture tells a story of
the
Russian rev^olution and DeMille
claims it is the greatest production he
ever made.

Lenore CofFee made the screen adaptafrom the original story ^by Konrad
Barcovici. William Boyd heads the cast,
which also includes in the main support-

tion

ing roles, Elinor Fair, Victor Varconi,
Theodore Kosloff and Julia Faye.

jrmmmmd
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Lead
"Lovey Mary"

Bessie Love to Play
in

LOUIS
Bessie

B.

MAYER

has

signed

Love for the leading rolein "Levey Mary" which will be
directed by Harry Millarde from a conwritten
tinuity
by Agnes Christine
Johnson.

cast

for

Members
this

of

the

supporting,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

production have not been chosen as yet.
Miss Love was chosen for the part
after a thorough canvas of the actresses
available, competition being keen as the
role was coveted due to its sympathetic
character and excellent name.

De

Mille Signs Sullivan to

Long Contract
Cecil B. De Mille has signed C. Gardner
Sullivan to a long term contract and the
writer's first work under the new document
will be the continuity of "Bachelor Brides,"
Rod La Rocfpie's next starring vehicle for
Producers Distributing Corporation release.

Lucien

Littlefield to

Support

Tom Mix
-Lcnes from the screen adaptation of the stage play,

Keen Contest

"The

Outsider," re'.eased by Fox.

in Sales Drive

Branch Managers Making
Whirlwind Finish in the Competition
After all the returns are in
TIIRTY-EIGHT branches of First

Lucien Littlefield will have one of the
leading supporting roles to Tom ^lix in the
star's new vehicle for Fox titled, "Tony Runs:
Wild." The picture will be directed by
Thomas Buckingham, with Tony, the Mix
horse also featured.

First National

are staging a whirlwind
finish in the sales campaign which
concludes January 30th with $8,000 at stake
to be awarded successful managers and
Reports indicate heavy
their employees.
bookings of First National product.
The standing of the branches according
Oklato the latest returns was as follows
homa City, New Jersey, Washington, Atlanta, Dallas, San Francisco, Detroit, Des
Moines, St. Louis, Vancouver, Charlotte,
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Bos-

Xational

:

ton,

New

olis,

Salt

Orleans, Kansas City, MinneapCity, Los Angeles, Buffalo,
Omaha, New Haven, Toronto, Calgary,
Philadelphia,
Portland, Albany, Chicago,
Louisville, New York,
Cleveland, Seattle,

Lake

Milwaukee, Denver,
and St. John.

Winnipeg,

Montreal

the

first,

sec-

ond and third branches will share in the
distribution of prize money.
The manaj^er,
booker
assistant manager, salesmen, head
and head cashier or bookkeeper all will
In addireceive substantial remuneration.
tion each employee in the first branch will
receive a sum ecjual to three weeks' salary;
in the second branch two weeks' salary and
in the third branch one week's salary.
In connection with the sales drive another
feature of First National Month is the exploitation contest open to exhibitors of
houses of all classes.
Entries will be received up to February 21st.
Prizes will
be awarded exhibitors submitting the best
exhibits.
In tiic event of two or more contributions being deemed of equal merit,
the prize tied for will be awarded to each
entrant.
The prizes in this event total
$2,000.

Dolores Costello Warner Star
Harry M. Warner Announces Elevation
of Player Before Sailing for Europe

B

I]

POKE

sailing

for

Europe

last

Saturday with IMotley H. Flint, Los
Angeles banker, for a six weeks tour
of the Warner exchanges in England and
the continent, Harry M. Warner, who, ar-

from the coast only stayed in New
York long enough to witness the premiere
of "The Sea Beast," announced that thei-e
would be several new faces in the Warner
pictures for the coming season and that he
had elevated Dolores Costello to the rank
riving

of star.

Warner's

trip

abroad, he stated, was to

see that Warner pictures were being given
the best possible distribution in
Europe
and to arrange for the super-specials thai
are to be part of the company's produd

scheduled for next season.
This schedule
is about ready, he said, and an announcement would be made in a few days.
Another reason for his going abroad, he
stated, was to study the problem of the
internationalization of pictures but not to
accjuire foreign theatres.
Warner will return from Europe on March 2nd and will
s])end most of his time on the coast.

Scenes from "Triple Action." a

Universal productioi.

-

January

1926

30,
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xhibifi^^ Service^uKem:^

The

and colorful method of displaying Tom Mix in "The Lucky Horseshoe" (Fox) adopted by the Majestic Theatre, Portland, Ore.
arrangement is especially notable for giving a striking action effect in a comparatively small space.

vivid

The

Advisory Board and Contributing Editors, Exhibitors* Service Bureau
<iporEP

.1.

Scliade

S<-Iia(Ic,

tlieatr.-.

George

8anflii»ik.v.
:

^Edward L. Hyniiin.
theatre.

Xee

Straiiil

Brooklyn.

Weekly Edition

I.yceuni

I^aiulaii,

.v.

Miirk

tlieatre,

MinneapoliH.

Chattanooga,

theatre,

chambers, Palace theatre,
Wieliita, Kan.

HViUard

C. Patterson. AIetro|>olifan

theatre, .Vthinta.

V. Richards. .Ir..
Saenger .4miisenient

(;en.
Co.,

'Mgr..

New

I>ireetor,

theatres

.Angeles.

..Arthur
ti.
.Stolte.
Des Moines
theatre, Dos Moines, Iowa.

W.

C. Quimliy, Managing Director. stran<l I'alacc and .Jefferson

theatres.
.3.

'.v.

tre,

Fort

Wayne,

Empress
tres,

Ind.

Partington, Imperial

San Francisco.

"George E. Carpenter,
jSidnej

on

ratings

theatre.

thea-

PICTURE NEWS— first
KEY — The

first

older

issue of each
column following the name

Salt

I>akc.

iirauman. (irauman's theaLos .\ngeles.

ager,

releases

see

Eddie

month.
of the feature represents the

of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor."
The second column
number who considered it "Fair": the third the number who considered!
"Good": and the fourth column, those who considered it "Big."
The fifth column is a percentage giving the average rating on that feature,
obtained by the following method:
A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of
"Fair," 40%; "Good," 709;; and "Big," 100%. The percentage rating of all of
these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the number

—

reports, giving the average percentage
a figure which represents the consensus
of opinion on that picture.
In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be
misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up
and eliminated.

Poor

FAMOUS PLAYERS.

Fair

10

—
—
—
—

Last Edition, The

FIRST NATIONAL.
New Commandment, The ....
FOX.
The

UNIVERSAL.

WARNER

BROS.

Bobbed Hair

Big

Value

Director,
theatre,
De-

troit.

Fred

S.

Managing

^lyer,

Palace

tor.

tlieatre.

Managing Direc-

.Joseph Plunkett,

Mark-Strand

tor,

(!roml)a<her.
rector,
Libert.v
ane, Wash.

Ra.v

Managing

•.

.

.

7,816

ft.

2

1

67

6,400

ft.

4

-

60

7

1

I

70

9,488

W.

li.
Franklin. (M:-i'<'l'>r of
Thealres, l':inions Pla.yers-T.ask.v.

Kialto

ft.

78

.\.
I.,

Sullivan,
J.
theatre. Butte,

.\lhriglit,

theatre,

>Ianager,

Mont.

Manager. T. D. &

tacndale, Calif.

—

5,924
6,093

ft-

42

ft.

Claire Mcacliime,
\Ves( field. N Y.

1

61

7,781

ft.

.\<'e

3

•Jackson,

Il'it'old

Reels

11.

4

theatre.

Mich.

\>'illiam

2

—

Capitol

Temple

Managing Direc-

.M<'l.aren,

S.

tor.

Di-

Spok-

theatre,

.\. Mc\'o.y. .Manager,
theatre, Geneva. N. Y.

63

New

theatre,

York.

Length

1

Dire<'-

Hamilton,

Ohio.

Ross

A
FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Kiss for Cinderella,

Storm Breaker, The

Good

Managing

Zorn,

Doardway-Strand

num-

it

Fool,

Rotsk.v. ^lanaging Director,
theatre, Montreal. Can.

Palace

MOTION

ber,

Calgary Stampede, The
Paramount

K. Sidne.v, Division ManLowe's theatres, Pittsburgh, Pa.

I.oiiis

<;co.

and

current

TITLE

Xewman, Managing
Famous Players-Lasky
L.

Los

of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports
new pictures on which reports were not

ot

Orleans.
-F.

:

gives the

;.Stanley

:E.

For

R. Rogers. ^lanaKins Director.

TivoU
Tenn.

E. Brown. Managing DiEoew 's Palace theatre.
Memphis, Tenn.

rector.
:

available previously.

Perr.v. XanaKint; Director.
Garrirk tlieatre, MiiiiieapoIiN.

:E.

THE CHECK-UP

Productions listed are

C.

•C.

:

(;rand

theatre,

Managing Director,
Herr.v,
tlieatre. Indianapolis.
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"Phantom" in Person Gives
Advance Announcement
Manager Ray Brown of

the Strand TheAltoona Pa., has the "Phontoni'' in
person announce the coming to his house
atre,

of the Universal spectacle "The Phantom
of the Opera."
At the end of the feature at the Strand
theatre, in Altoona, Pa., the theatre was
darkened some for a spotlight which
travelled slowly from the left side of the
house to the right lower box while the
drums kept up an incessant roar ending
with a bang when the spotlight reached the
box.
In an instant, up jumped a robed
figure with a large hat decorated with a
flowing feather, and a "Phantom" mask hiding his face, the robed figure began "I am
the Phantom. I hide in cellars and commit
terrible deeds.
I come to you next week
with five thousand and fifty others including
Lon Chaney, Mary Philbin and Noi-man
KeiTy.
Come next week and I will thrill
you and again I will make you laugh. I am
"
'The Phantom of the Opera.
At the word "Opera," the spotlight went
off and the balance of the performance con:

'

A

grocery store in Oklahoma City reproduces a scene from ''The Goose W oman" (Universal)
with dolls and toys, and features the Liberty theatre in the interests of an attractive windoiv
display for a special brand of cofjee.

Stunt For Pathe Comedy Scores
Contest to Find
Scenarist Echoes

Young Americans Best
Through New England

THE

vast possibilities open to exhibto exploit short comedies is
pointedly illustrated in a big exploitation
stunt just concluded wherein
Manager CruU of the Albee Theatre, Providence, R. I., in conjunction with the Providence News, S. Barret McCorraick, exploitation manag-er for Pathe, and Tom North,
special representative for Pathe, staged a
contest for the children of New England.
Through this contest, Providence, R. I.,
gave the motion picture industry the world's
youngest and most talented scenario writer,
itors

Edna Sedgwick, aged

After being received and comiJJimented by Mayor Gainer
of Providence, this little Miss marched on
the State Capitol of Rhode Island to meet

Governor

Aram

9.

J. Pothier.

Then the

little

9-year-old Edna turned south to Broadway
and was feted on the Great White Way.
Edna was the winner of the contest in
which a prize of $200 and 40 other prizes
of lesser amounts was awarded to the New
England youngster between 5 and 14 years
of age who wrote the most adaptable ideas
for a scenario for the Pathe-Hal Roach
"Our Gang" (Jomedians. The big contest
was announced at the Alb^e Theatre, Providence, two months ago.

—

—

Fifteen hundred scenarios poured in from
writers following front-page announc(!ments and daily stories in the Providence News. Jack Sullivan, motion picture
critic of the Providence News, used 300 columns of reading matter and 75 photogi'aphs.
Motion pictures of Edna meeting the Mayor
and Governor were shown in the KeithAlbee theatres, while the talented little

embryo

who

a toe dancer as well, entertained crowds at the theatre at a special

writer,

is

show when the award was made to her.
In New York she was met at the Grand
Central by the Keith Boys Band, companies
of Girl and Boy Scouts, Singer's Midgets,
animals from the Hippodrome, including
three elephants, four reindeer hitched to a
Santa Clans driving, newspaper

sleigh with

and photographers.
A special
was provided by the city. Park
Avenue was roped oil for two blocks while
pictures were made for the New York
ilailies and Pathe News.
A parade then led
to the office of Pathe Exchange, Inc., 35 W.
reporters

police escort

15th St.

37 Days Publicity on Stunt
for 'Phantom of the Opera*
The Amateur

Contest conducted
l)y the Philadeli)hia Daily News in connection with "The Phantom of the Opera" engagement at the Aldine Theatre, has the
"long distance" record for a newspaper
publicity stunt in the Quaker City.
Starting on October 12th, it continued
through November 16th, bringing the total
number of days up to 37. Each day an important announcement bearijig on the contest appe;ired in the columns of the Daily
News thereby creating an uninterrupted
stream of publicity on t)ehalf of the i)ictur('
which was reflected in added returns at the
Aldine box-office.
The rules of the contest .stipulated that
one amateur dramatic criticism on the
"Phantom" l)e published each day of the
])icture's run and that the three prizes for
the best ones be awarded at its close.
Critics

tinued.

Society Girls Aid Drive for
"Kiss For Cinderella"
The biggest single unit of Manager G. E.
Brown's campaign on "A Kiss for Cinderella" was the appearance of fifty Memphis
society girls on the Palace stage at the
Saturday matinee.
The young ladies aj^ijeared in the original costumes they wore at the Annual New
Year's Cabaret held at the Peobody Hotel
for the benefit of charity.
The event was
outstanding because of the fact that no
girl in the group could have been paid to
make an appearance, while their social
standing drew a capacity house.
Because
of its unusual success, the event will be
repeated next year on a more elaborate
scale.

A

lovely

young

costume appeared

girl

in

in

the

an old-fashioned
lobbj-

of

the

week prior to play date and also
during first two days of showing. She distheatre a

"Kisses for Cindera candy Kiss obtained gratis from a

tributed thousands of
ella,"

leading confectioner.

Newsies

Ballyhoo "Last
Edition" in Seattle

Newsboys and carriers of the Seattle
Union Record, formed in line and carried
banners ballyhooing the engauement of "The
Last Edition" at the Columbia theatre in that
city.
The demonstration was staged at small
cost by Manager Rol)ert Bender, who invited
the newsies to a special matinee jierformance.
They marched to the theatre with banners
(lying and distributing on the way the

herald reproductions of newspapers.

The Strand-Pathe I\'ews plane which made
scenes of a big local football match for special shoiving at the Strand Theatre, Memphis.
The stunt was one of several used in a special
drive for the Newsreel features at the Strand.

—

—

:
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Scarcity
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Giants for ''Unholy
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Having three men, a giant, a dwarf, and
an impersonator of Lon Chaney, pose as

'i^'WW

Jacobs for the benefit of Loew's Regent
Theatre at IlaiTisburg, Penn.
Aji advertisement in the want ad column

activities

shadow

of the eami^aign

L/

1

of the pajjer calling for the services of a
giant and a dwarf, ran for two days without any response. So Jacobs called up the
paper and gave the idea of writing an article on the scarcity of dwarfs and giants.
On the third day a giant and a dwarf applied and were accepted at the theatre.
The paper ran a special story on this occurrence.

Further

—

t

"The Unholy Three,"
the ill
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer starring vehicle
for Lon Chaney, was the main feature of
a campaign waged by Exploiteer Larry
starred trio of

% r
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con-

lobby in which
was placed a head of Chaney illuminated by
a green light, two hundred window cards,
One of a pair of "ballyhoo iiagons" which the Midwest Film Exchange is using in Oklahoma
four thousand cards for the radiators of .City to exploit shotcings of "Down Upon the Suwanee River," a Lee-Bradford feature. The
automobiles bearing a -welcome to a visiting
trucks are equipped with caliopes.
football team, and on the reverse side an
advertisement of the picture, teaser ads in
'it
the newspapers, and a trailer two weeks
ahead of play date.
sisted of a

bo.x in the

Mi

Booms

An

matinee performance of
"The Ancient Mariner" proved one of the
outstanding items of a successful exploitation campaign on that picture at the Strand
theatre in Seattle.
The matinee was conducted in co-operation with the Seattle
"old

salts"

Star.

The Star not only invited Seattle's
ancient mariners, but it ran each day as
well, i)ictures and biographies of the old
sailors, together with some
very spiTited
depositions from them, as to whom had
been the longest voyager on the Seven Seas.
Most of the old fellows seemed to be rather
eontemptuous of any mariner who had put
ill less than fifty years before the mast, and
dubbed such tyros as "bo.ys."
The tie-up
earned many inches of free space.

Man On The Box

Washington Campaign Su pported By Newspapers:
Three Main Units In Metropolitan's Drive

Show

of "Ancient
Mariner" for Old Salts

Special

''The

THKEE main

luiits,

two of which were

heartily hacked by newspapers, comprised the backbone of an elilicient e ploitation campaign for the presentation of
"The Man on the Box" at the Metn)i)olitan

theatre.

The

Ercniitg Star, in co-operation with the Cramlall Enterprises, gave
Wasliinijtni)

morning i)ai'ty to 800 boys and
from the various orphanages and children's homes in the District of Columbia.
For this event the Ci'andalls otTered the use
of the Ambassador Theatre and the newsa

special

girls

transported the, youngsters in buses.
Dr. Frank W. Ballon, sajjerintendent of
the District of Columbia schools, gave ofnclal sanction to the event and waived the
operation of the compulsory school attendance act.

l)a])er

There was a taxi war on at the national
capital during the run of the picture and
the Independents took advantage of the situation by displaying on their cars placards
i-eading

"Independent Taxi. 'The Man on the Box'
to Earn His Living ami Obey the
Law."
The cam))aign was executed by Bert Adler,
en'>aged on special campaigns for Warner
Bros., and the exjiloitation staff of the Cran-

Wants

dall theatres.

"Smile" Contest Puts Over
"Go West" in Portland
A

"Smile" Contest tie-up with the PortTeleuram exp'oited the run of Buster
Keaton's "Go West" at the Liberty theatre
i)t Port'and. Oregon.
The "Smile" Contest was taken from the
press book, and consists of a drawing contest, the drawings to show what kind of a
smile Buster Keaton would have if he
smded.
A two column drawing Avas run
1-Mid

—

in the Portlaiul T<'legram for a

week

in ad-

vance of showing with appropriate stories
The
on the contest and on the picture.
I'ri/.es for llie wiiuiers were ten dollars in
gold, a monthly })ass to the Liberty theatre,
and 'eight double passes for "Go West."

Kiddies Exploit "Below
The Line" in Edmonton
The numager of the Monarch Theatre, in
Edmonton, Alberta province, Canada, put
over a good stunt during the recent run
there of "Below The Line," when he invited the school children of the town to
draw pictures of "Rinty," and offered three
cash prizes, of three dollars, two dollars and
'

Manager H.

C. Farley of the Empire, Montgomery, Ala., let old dobbin pull the Dinosaur and
thereby heightened the effect of this ballyhoo for "The Lost World" (First National).

one dollar, respectively.
The competition aroused deep interest
pack the theatre at every
.-yid helped to
showing, as Rin-Tin-Tin was already a
prime favorite with the kiddies as well as
their elders.

The FIRST Authorized

and Complete Scenes of

EX-KAISER
WERE SHOWN
JANUARY

16th

the

DOORN

AT

THE ISSUES OF
AND JANUARY 20th
IN

OF THE

PATHE NEWS
Fragmentary and hazy shots with a telephoto
lens,

and taken through a

fence,

have hitherto

constituted the motion picture record of the

Kaiser since he

Now

see the

lost his throne.

man who

chaos as he actually

is

plunged the world into
today, in pictures which

were authorized by him, and for which he
willingly

posed

!

FIRST and BEST

as usual!

JOHN ADAMS

Presents

LARRY SEMON
in

TOR LOOK
n
AND LISTEN!
a

Adapted from

the

Musical Comedy

Directed by Larry

A

—

b>'

Harry B. Smith

Semon

Big National Stage Success Becomes a

Big Larry Semon Hit
Larry

Semon

as

"Luther Meek"

is

there are Josef Swickard, Lionel

Belmore,

Something to remember.

Montana

Mary

Carr

and

Bull

also in the cast.

He's absent-minded as a Tadpole;
as

innocent as a

as

funny

ing

"Oh

new hatched

chick;

A

mixture of laughs and

thrills,

ending with an auto chase that
as a 2501b. songstress sing-

that

I

had wings Uke a

shocks you, grips you, and has you
gasping for breath from laughing.

dove."

1926

Dorothy

Dwan is the school-maam,

easy to look

at,

hard to

forget;

and

will be a big year for

"Stop,
it

Look and

comedy.

Listen" will

make

bigger.

Pafhepicture

A

Terrific

Drama That

Is

Being Lived Today!
The

front pages of the newspapers are selling **Casey

of the Coast Guard** for you.

Just look at them.
aliens,

— powerful

Rum

and drug

traffic,

organized efforts, and

Coast Guard to stop them.

Pafheserial

smuggling

it's

up

of

to the

Battles are fought,

men in the U, S» service are killed, —to

defend the law. This story covers the inside

hardy men.

It is

amazingly

thrilling, yet

lives of these

it's

also

amaz-

ingly true.

The

title

want

both

tells

and

to see the Coast

sells

Your public will
in a drama that's

the serial.

Guard

as

it is,

being lived today.

Pafh^serial

CHARLES

R.

ROGERS

Presents

^

HARRY CAREY
m

a

You'll

on

DRIFTIN

make more money

than any Harry
Carey picture you ever
this

played, because

it's

a better

picture.

You

don't need to look

for a better Western.

There

aren't any.

You

can't

until

you

tell

see the

the half

W

MARK.

it

whole picture.

Pafhepicture
TRADE

of

January

1926

30,
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Publishers Tie Up For
''Joanna" Drive
First 2\ati(inal Pictui-('> has tied u]i with
Barse and Hopkins, the publishers, on a
two dollar cloth edition of "Joanna," the
novel by H. L. Gates which has been produced on the screen by Edwin Carewe witli
Dorothy Mackaill in the leading role.
So far as is known "Joanna" is the first

heroine of a serial story written especially
for newspapei's to win lasting place in a.
first

grade book publication.

It is

announ-

ced by the publishers as the most fascinating and startling novel of the year, and in
its construction and pi'esentation, the most
original.
It
is
estimated that already
*'Joanna" ha-s had more than .3,000,000
readers in the United States through newspaper publication in almost every important city in the country.
That she was a
heroine of a new kind is evident from the
requests for her in permanent form from
those who watched her, day after day,
through her newspaper publication.

With window cards, circulars, stickers
and other exploitation accessories, Barse and
Hopkins are giving the book the strongest
of

with the retail sellers.
Book store window displays are being arranged in conjunction with the showing of

sort

pi-omotion

the picture at local theatres.

*'U"
In

Duke

Features
National Contest
Stars

cooj)«'r;itii)ii

Murta

of

with

Ilngli

The lavish and effective arrangement of cut-outs shoun in the photo above of the Strand theatre
Tampa, Fla., made a compelling display and forcibly proclaimed the presence of Charlie
Chaplin in his netv United Artists feature "The Gold Rush."

Tillson's

Complete Campaign For Lupino Lane Comedy
at Kalamazoo Cited as Model For Short Feature

in

McXair and

Display

Topics, official
publication of Drug Topics' display department, Joe Weil, Director of Exi)loitation for Universal, has designed a movie
star contest which will be displayed nationally during January and February in
over 1,000 of the country's leading drug
stores.

Five photos of Universal stars, with a
white band on which has been printed '"What
Star is This?" covering part of the face
of each copy below giving the titles of the
latest productions the star has appeared in,
have been mounted on special cars 'and will
be used as centers of window disnhus.

Laugh Month Drive

ROY

TILLSON staged one of the
greatest Short Feature ncwsjiaper
advertising, publicity and exploitation campaigns that was ever accorded a
two-reelei- in the State of Michigan, when
the Educational-Luj)ino Lane Comedy "The
Fighting Dude" played the Fuller Theatre

Short Feature and Laugh Month "Ad"
space dominated the three column by seventeen inch news})aper layout used in the
Kalamazoo Gazette as an opening announcement, and likewise the smaller "ads" that
succeeded it.
Laugh Month secured a succession of

he manages at Kalamazoo.
January '.id to 6th.
The Lupino Lane Comedy served

humorous references from the pen of "Penn.
E. Wise," of the Kalamazoo Gazette.
Besides the special Laugh Month accessories, including a banner, posters and pennants, Mr. Tillson used a trailer on "The
Fighting Dude," a slide, 11 x 14 lobby
cards, 50 one-sheets, and two three-sheets oil

which

.Mich..

as the
feature in a great Laugh .Month
Exploitat ion camj)aign.
That he succeeded admirably may l)est be
ascertained by a summary of what was used
to exploit the comedy and what the camj)rincipal

this

comedy.
_

paign

acconi[)lisli(>d.

Several window displays were arranged
for and a shadow-box wa.s used in the lobby
in which a cut-out of Lane wa.s placed.
Type-set one-sheets displayed on front of
all street-cars passing the theatre, featured
the Short Feature and Laugh Month prouiam.
S])ecial Laugh Month date strips
were_ used as well, with the EducationalLiipino Lane one-sheets.
For a street bally, a rough looking nuin
togged out as a i)rize fight trainer carried a
banner reading "I am the trainer of
FIG1IT1N(J
See me at The Fuller."
Three-sheet lobby display boards, lobby
and marquee hangers, electric signs and display frames all carried the Laugh message
ill
a featured and forceful manner.

DUDE—

Cards

in

Swedish Exploit

"The Tower
I'ostal cards

THE

of Lies'*

addressed to the Swedish resi-

of Everett, Wash., |)layed up the
Swedish angle on the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
picture.
"The Tower of Lies," by the
Swedish authoress, Selraa Lagcrlof, ivnd directed by Victor Seastroni, the Swedish

ilcuts

director.

Elaborate cutout lobby stand for First National's "Classmates" used at the McDonald theatre,
Eugene. Ore.
Features centerpiece cut from stock 24-sheet.

The postal cards were printed in Swedish
and sent out to twenty-five thousand Scandinavian patrons of the Everett theatre. The
results were most gratifying.

—
Motion P
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Horse Race on Main Street
Boosts ''Kentucky Pride"
cooperative

with a
Youns'stown,
Oliio, the Liberty theatre obtained ))ermission to stafje a hoi'se race over a course on a
main thoroughfare as an advertising' stunt
for "Kentucky Pride."
The event was well
built up the ciiarity angle ai)pealing to
a

Tlin)Ufj;li

('rij)pled

Childi'en's

tie-up

Fund

in

groups and individuals.

The Youngstown Vindicator and the
Rotary Club sponsored the stunt. The race
was started by the Chief of Police. Every
effort was exerted to get a big crowd out to
witness the race, as the Eotary Club took the
occasion to launch a drive for the Crippled
Children.

—

The horse that won it was a
was called "Kentucky Pride."

fixed race

The stable
colors of the winnins' jockey consisted princiDidly of largfe multi-colored sign or his
back, counselling everybody to see "Ken"The Merry Widow" (M.-G.-M.) at the Capitol, Little Rock. Manager R. T. Newton designed
the arrangement which features cutouts of the famous waltz scene behind window frames.
The strip of carpet painted on the base of the displays gave depth to the scenes.

Gives Plan of Thorough Drive
Campaign For **The Spaniard*'
Employed Wide Variety of Publicity Angles
Creamer's

OUTLINING

a campaign which he
used for "The Spaniard," and which
proved most successful from every
standard of measurement for picture exploitation, John W. Creamer, of the Sti'and
Theatre, Chillicothe, Mo., gives the working
plan of a drive which was admirably thorough. As will be seen from the following
account of the methods he employed. Creamer went down the calendar of jjublicity
mediums available to the average theatre.

Mr. Creamer outlines the campaign as

fol-

lows:
"Set of six teaser slides run for two Aveeks
in advance, copy changed at end of first
week.
These slides run while organist
played 'Spain.'
"Two one-sheets, one on each side of
proscenium arch, hit by small spots while
teaser slides were run.
"One thousand rotos distributed house to
house, space on back sold, paying for rotos
and printing.

"Hand

painted banner used in rear of
auditorium for two weeks in advance, illuminated as audience passed out.
"Painted lobby mirrors 10 days in advance.
"Special built lattice work lobby display
used for week in advance. This was built
in one end of lobby, and between shows,
M'hile audience passed out a Victrola concealed back of dis])lay played a late Spanish record. This caused every one to look
for the source of the music, incidentally
selling them 'The Spaniard.'
"Tie-up with fashionaljle ladies ready-towear store. The first time thpy ever permitted foreign advertising in their window-s.
"Tie-up with Spanish classes at local high
school. Passes offered to the bov and girl
in each making the greatest effort to get

Spanish lessons. Photos and rotos
on bulletin board in teacher's
Contest extended into letting the
room.
Spanish Club pick the winners of the
Passes presented by president of
passes.
Spanish Club. All Spanish students urged
by teacher to see the picture and report on

their

displayed

received from Spanish Club
them.
for co-operating with
Arrangements made to use Spanish students
on stage as a chorus, singing poi3ular songs
in Spanish as a prologue.
"Mounted one-sheet on rear of my coupe
for one week in advance.
"Teaser ad run two times in Constitution

Letter

it.

thanking

me

—

two weeks in advance 'Wanted I will put
on a Spanish bull fight in Chillicothe soon
and will be interested in finding a place to
exhibit same.
Address me, Senor Cortez,
"B," care of Chillicothe Constitution.
"Teaser ad run several davs following
previous ad: 'A Public Statement. In regard to adv. stating that a bull fight would
be held here, we wish to state that while it
:

the

is

national

sport of the Spaniard,

would rather not have
held

in

Chillicothe.

Committee of

"Ad

we

a real live bull fight

What

do

you

tucky Pride" at the Liberty, as he always

won,

etc.

Exploits "Fighting Heart"
Before Fight Fans
A special drive to interest tlie pugilistic
fans of Youngstown, 0., is the Hippodrome
Theatre's presentation of "The Fighting
Heart," was included as part of a thorough
general campaign for that picture.
A
broadside devised after the fiishion of paper
used by clubs announcing bouts, was prepared.
A scare-head caption directed attention
to
the
"World's Championship
Fight,", that George O'Brien would indulge
in at the Hippodrome Theatre.
These
broadsides were distributed to the crowds
assembled at two local fight events, and
were also given a heavy distribution in pool
rooms, barber shops and other places whei-e
men usually congregate.

The lobby of the theatre

—

in addition to
regular selling aids displayed a threesheet board carrying large photos in opposite corners, of ("hampion Jack Dempsey

—

its

and George O'Brien
ture

say?

— both

—the

star of the

pic-

in fighting trim.

Citizens.'

used in answer to previous adverSince
tisements: 'Senors and Senoritas
you object to a live bull fight being held in
Chillicothe. permit me to say that vou can

—

me

as the matador in two bull fights in
Paramount picture, 'The Spaniard.'
coming to the Strand, Thursday and Friday.

see
the

(Signed) Ricardo Cortez.'
"A dozen letters actually received protesting against holding of the bull fight."

New Twist on Radio Tie Up
for "Ancient Mariner"
Another angle of the radio tie up for
theatre e'T)loitation purposes was evolved in
San Antonio, Texas. I'ecently by Ben Gersdorff, manager of the Majestic theatre, in
connection with "The Ancient Mariner."
Gersdorff hooked up with the San Antonio
Daily Li<rht to broadcast every night for
seven nights one or two verses from the
"Rime of the Ancient Mariner." Announcements then invited listeners to send in short
essays on the meaning of the partiVular verse
read, with prizes offered for the best essays.

Logs, constructed of papier mache and used as
frame material for poster and still displays, indicated the atmosphere of First ISational's
"Winds of Chance" in the lobby display for
that

picture

at

the

Majestic

land, Ore.

Theatre,

Port-

;
;

a

I
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CLASSIFIED
RATES

;;

AD SECTION

lo cents a word for each insertion, in advance
Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.

except

:

Wanted

For Sale

AT LIBERTY.— Manager;
live

wire; 10 years' theatri-

cal

and motion picture

perience

exploitation,

;

vertising

and

Motion

Picture

York

Box

ideas.

CLOTH

—

New York

News.

WILL
on

City.

PROJECTIONIST of

willing to accept moderate
salary highest kind of references
8 years with present
employer
write me and I
will give you more details
about myself. Address, Chief,
Motion Picture News, 729
7th Ave., New York City.

to

this device

;

used in many prominent
but not manufactured at present patent expires in 1937
if interested,
communicate with patentee.
I. I. Hance, Meriden, Conn.
is

;

New York

" designed

theatres,

of New Jersey,
or Penn.sylvania

states

St.,

patents

basic

sell

"Aiselite,

illuminate aisles

wide

city experience seeks jiosition
in small town at once
pre-

fer

18th

Kansas City, Mo.

years pictures; go anywife piano or organ.
Box 600, Motion Picture
;

W.

111

tisers,

AT LIBERTY.— Manager
where

—

colors,

;

City.

16

3

feet,

any copy up to 15 words;
one day service; sflnt anywhere also Bargain ra]jei
Banners. Associated Adver-

ad460,

New

New.s,

BANNERS.

3x15

$1.40,

ex-

;

;

;

;

FOR SALE.—Motion

;

AT L I B E R T
Feb.

theatre man-

director,

ager and advertising expert
a showman with years of experience, Avith
leading
all

Broadway

theatrical
-procircus
enterprises
have no equal in the
show business, as a strong
oppo.sition billing agent thou-

and

ducers

;

;

sands of would-be publicity
men now using my original
ideas; will locate any place
in United States where I can
get a reasonable salary for
good services age, 39
excellent
appearance
producer of stage presentations;
reference,
any
recognized
;

;

;

showman
or

Wire

in the world.

write,

Chas.

A.

5331

Ski 11m an Ave.,
side, Long Island.

Koster,

Wood-

YOUNG MAN,
experience
sires

in

position

12 years'
industry, deoffering
ad-

vancement. Box 615, Motion
Picture News,
New York

town

of

pic-

famous

summer
.

resort of over 5,000
seats 700
only theatre in Tannersville,

equipped

fully

N. Y.

J. J.

;

Byck.

FOR SAL E.— Pictiu-e
business with all high class
equipment ^594 .seats), including Page organ with both
hand and mechanical consoles, in one year old attraction neighborhood theatre in
city of over 100,000 in nortliern Iiuliana; building for

Box

Address,

rent.

tion Picture News,
City.

FOR SALE. — 300

expert,

desires

engagement

to play alone in
picture
theatre,
evenings
only, within commuting dis-

tance from

New York

Box

Motion

610,

New York

green finish theatre
chairs always a large stock
of used chairs on hand imlowest
mediate
shipment
prices.
Tlieatre Seating Co.,
845 S. State St., Chicago, 111.
;

;

;

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE AND EQUIPMENT.
Two machines long lease
only theatre in county seat
of 1500 leaving state must
sell at once
reasonable one;

;

half

Mrs.

;

balance,
terms.
Lillian M.
Braswell,

cash,

Eddwille, Kv.

City.

Picture

City.

WANTED.— Theatre,

400
or more seats in mid-west
town of 5000 or more population.
Theatre, 6646 Parnell
Ave., Chicago.

new

veneer

;

PIANIST,

Mo-

620.

New York

;

City.

News,

;

high-powered pub-

15,

licity

Y— Af ter

ture theatre

FOR SALE
700 Haywoo

d- Wakefield

Veneer Theatre Chairs. Used
less than 90 days.
William J.
Dunn, Academy Bldg., Fall
River, Mass.

A group of representative newspaper displays of firstrun houses featuring "Clothes Make the Pirate" (First
National), clipped from papers published in various
cities throughout the country.
Ads shown in the layout
were used by the following theatres: the Capitol,
Detroit; Allen, Cleveland; Grand Central, West End
Lyric and Capitol. St. Louis; CrandalVs Metropolitan,
W ashington, D. C; Capitol, Des Moines; T D Theatre,
Oakland, Calif., and Loew's Warfield, San Francisco.
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tRimJlieatfiE
NEW YORK

Figuero Theatre

CITY

I'll

Capitol Theatre
Film Niinibeis

Goldwyn
Tunis
ziiie

(

-

t

—

Numbers

.1

Producers

I

(SciMiic)
)

Capitol

.

Ma<i

CHICAGO

i-

—

Chicago Theatre

—

Tnst

(

(Overture), "Sleepv Time
(Organ
Solo)," "The
Lloneymoon" (Presentation).

Gal,"

Tivoli Theatre

K.-

(

I'jhu'ational

'

(

Ball"i

(

Thice-roUimn
I'ji

(Scejiic-Novelty ), Rivoli Movieo\ents (Selected News), To[)ics
of the Day (Pathe).

—

Musical
Piogram
"Poet and
"Melody
Peasant"
Overture
Mixers"
Orchestra
Special
"Sleepy Time Gal" (Organ Novelty ), "Skylarks" (Special Puli(

)

,

(

lix

)

Presentation

Rialto Theatre

Little

)

—

Brown Jug

Fable).

Program

Musical

K ing"
Girl

(

in

)

,

(J'ath.'

Were

1

"Lonesomest

Town" (Organ Novelty

Ukelele

—

Beast

\'ocalists

and

)

Dance

Team.

Score

Cameo Theatre
Film Numbers

— Lady
(Warner

Fan

mere's

Comedy
Musical Program
)

Bros.).

— Excerpts

from

"No, No, Nanette" (Overture).
"Roses of Love" (Vocal Solo),
Solo.

Colony Theatre
Numbers
Film

—C

i f o r n i a
(Universal),

al

Coiitiiiued.

—

t

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

j

t

,

oii-

iimcd.

—

I'aradc

Con-

.\Ietro-(;oldwyii-Mayer
tinned.
(

Apollo Theatre

Film

Numbers

(L'liited

—

Dai
Stelln
.Artists). Coiilinued.
•

Geo. M. Cohan Theatre
Film Numbers Ben liur

—

(ioldwyn-Mayer

)

,

Mark Strand Theatre—
"Infatuation"
Numbers
l'"ilni

—

(First National).
view (selected).

—

Program
Rhapsody"

Topical

Liszt's

Re-

"Span-

(piano solo),
Espagnole" "'La Pa"Itevue
loma" (mixed quartette), "Madciro" (tenor solo). "Tango
Chocio"
(dance), "Cuba"
I'd
"Spanish
solo),
(soprano
ish

—

corps), "Mat"La
(baritone solo).
tinata"
"In
(ensembbO.
Isspagnola"
dian Love Lyrics" "The Tt'in|>lc
])antomime) "Less Than
Bells"
solo).
(contralto
Dust"
the

Dance"

(ballet

,

(

(.1/.

(I.

M.)

lor

"The Onhi

ilHi'il

measure hij the
Kanxax Cilii.

ill

tun

Xiirinini,

"Till

I

Wake" (soprano

and Palc Hands

1

re-

solo)

Love" (tenor

Wire

Live

National), Adventures
F. B. O.), Pathe
Mazie
News. Aeso]) Fable.
(

Program

Rialto Theatre

Film Numbers

—Vaudeville.

(Educational)

New Com-

—

"
" Z a m
Program
pa
(Overture), "I Never Knew"
(Organ Solo). "Jazz Cyclone"'
(Presentation
Capitol TheatreFilm Numl>ers The Plastic Age
(S. R. ), News and N'iews (Uni-

versal

—

—

Girl

tion

— "Odds
"Our

(Overture).

(Organ

and
First
Solo).

First Birthday'" (Presenta-

)

Roosevelt Theatre
pro-

—

—
—
Musical Program — V^audeville.
Criterion Theatre
(ireat
Numbers — The

Pantages Theatre
Film Numbers Mv Lady's Lips
(S. R.), Pathe News.

l'"iliii

.o\ f
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(Piitlie),
Ladies
Laughing
Pathe and Fox News.
Musical Program Organ Solos.
Forum Theatre
Numbers Red Hot Tires
l''iliu
(Warner Bros.), Romance in
(

Program

Ends"

Anniversary"

logue to Feature.
Loew's State Theatre
Film Numbers Clothes Make The
Pirate (First National), Mar(Educational), Interionettes
national News and Kinograms.
Musical Program Organ Solos.

—

)

Musical

"Our

That Royle
Paramount
Program Special
Musical
)

— The

(First National), International
News.
On Edge

)

(First,

^lusical

Number.s

mandant

—

—

of

I

MetroContinued.
(

BROOKLYN

Musical

Film

Uptown Theatre —

Mitsieal

TheatreNumbers The

Hillstreet

(

Ahead

Straight

(organ

)

LOS ANGELES

Winder-

Embassy Theatre
Film Numbers The Merry Widow

draun layout

cessional

Fusileers"'

)

Film

solo). "0|)era a la Carte" (xylophone solo), and Rubenstein's

for feature. Tenor
S])ecial Orchestra.
solo.

The Astor Theatre
Film .\umber.s The Big

Thinn"
column

the

hii

Soprano

solo.

(

Ncatljj

iiKcd

^yirt^^^

"Kammenoi-Ostrow

—

Organ

—"If

Overture

Warners Theatre
Film Numbers The Sea
(Warner Bros.)
Musical Piogram Special

Cameo Pictorial (Pathe), Aesop
Fable, The Stage Hand (Semoii

Film Numbers
The Vanishing
American (Paramount), Rialto
Cinemevents (Selected News).

The

first yatiii iinl'a 'I'lif Lire
Stranil I'liiiitn'. Milirtiiihif.

jiir

(lisplaii

(ParaIllusion

Welsh

Solo), "Royal
Specialty

Chili"'

)

—

—

)

Musical
Program
"Carmen"'
(Overture),
"Classical
.Tazz""
(Specialty). "Don Alvin With
Novelty
Film"
(Specialty),
"That Certain Party" (Organ

)

Kevue
Rivoli Theatre
Film Numbers Hands
mount).
Man
or

—

Numbers The New Coniiiiandant
(First National, Inlernatinoal
News.
On Edge

Film

C

(

Digest,

Program — "Popular Clas-

sics''

Musical Program -"New -Mark
Strand Frolics" including "The
Cigarette Girls" (Ballet Coips
"Valse in
Sharp Minor" and
"Polonaise in A Flat Major"
Pianf) Duo), "L'Amoui' Ton
jour L".Ani]Jur (Soprano Solo).
(

.

)

Musical

)

\'alse"
"l'oini)adour
Corps).
••Jhe
Night

Weekly

LTniversal
Literary
Cartoon (Selected).
(

Sniijio-c

T<i|)ical

,

ilannecpiin.

News

(Paramount).

Strand Theatre—

Nuinliers
First National
Selected
view

— The

Nuinliers

I'ilm

solo), "The Swan" (Ballerina).
(Vocal
"Cliinese
Fantasy"
"Legend of the [)earl"
trio),
(i'.allcl ('nrjis. ). Organ Solo.

(

Con-

(

Musical Progiani "Capriccio Ks|)agnole" (Overture), "Sucidio''
(\'ocal
from "La Gioconda"

J^'ilni

Beha\e

Corp.)

iiiued.

MotioMike
C'oiil iiiiu'd.
Mayer).

Selected

— iladame

Dist.

Film Numbers

— Winds

of

Chance

National).
McVicker's Theatre
(First

Numbers

—

The Knchanted
(Paramount
Musical Program Paul .\sli in
"A Caravan of Jazz"' (Presentations and Specialties).
Mnroe Theatre
Film Numbers -The Iron Ilorse
Film

Hill

—

\

—

(Fox).
Castle Theatre-

Film Numbers
tlie

()ii(>ia

— The

Phantom

(T'niversal

of

^

)

—
—

GC WEST

Color (Davis Dist. Div. ). Fair
But Foolish (Educational). InNews and Kinoternational
grams.
Orchestra
Program
Musical
(Overture), Sojuano Solo.
Metropolitan Theatre

—

Film Xumbers What IIai)pened
To Jones (Universal), Pathe
and International News.
" Stradella
Musical
Program
Song" (Overture), Dance pres-

—

entation

"I'm

The

of

Berlin

Song

Lonesomest

Hits.
Girl in

'i'own" (Exit).
Million Dollar Theatre-

—

Film Numbers The Merry
Metro <!oldwyn-Mayer),
(

tinued.

\\

idow
Con-

( liaraeirr and
theme of "Go "West"
Tiro(.U. a. MA
ne^tlfi conveyed.
eotiimn ditvlny uned hii the llinltu.

Den Moines.

^_

————
.

J

a n

ar

II

—

.

Theatre-

nd

30lh

Newman Theatre
Film Numbers^— Sally, Irene and
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Mary
Pathe
X e w ni a n
t omedy.
(

,

M

(Universal),
(Universal).
Aesop
Xews (Universal).
.Jones

Comedy
Fable,

Film

Astor Theatre
Film Xumhers

Splendid

(Educational).

Pat he

News.
Musical Progiam "Circus Week"
(Orcheslra
Stage act.

—

Film

hook

laiioiit,

Theatre-

—

gan Novelty), Repertoir
.

—

—

(United

(Or(Or(Bari-

"My Only One"

tone)
Garrick Theatre
Film Xiunher:

.\ r

t

Tlic
s

i

I

Rush

(loh]

s),

Howe's

Hodge
Podge
(Educational),
Xews Fox
Musical Progiam "Indian Love
(

)

Call" (Orcliestra Overture).
Princess Theatre
Film .\uinliers Parisian Nights

—

—

(F.

B.

O.

Between

).

:\leals

(Pathe). The Amundsen Polar
Flight" (Pathe), Kinograms.

Musical

Pidgiam

ture.

— Organ

over-

K.

B.

(). ).

Kinograms.

—Soul

,,

.

Program

Wide
News

,

— Marjah,

llie

Mystic (Stage Act). "Blue DanOverture
)

(

.

NORMA
SHEARER

Assiucd by

LEW CODY
W'lLLARD LOUIS

A
Stenographers

Love Story—

l''ilm

— S tell a Dallas
Cont.inued.
Theatre —

Numliers

Artists),

(L'nited

Loew's State
Film X'umliers Cobra (Paramount). Don't Metro-(_4oldwyiiMayer). Topics (Pathe), Failles
Xews
and
(Pathe
(Pathe).
Fox I.
Overture (Or^Musical Program
gan and Orchestra
Metropolitan Theatre
American
Numbers The
Filiu

—

)

(

R.),

S.

(

)

Solos.

Royal TheatreFilm Xumljers
The \\" a n d e r er
(Paramount),
Mirror
Royal

—

(Selected),
Current
Events
Local ).
-Musical
Program "Syncopators"

—

(0\erture|, Organ Solos.

Main Street Theatre
Film
Numbers loanna

—

(First
X'ational), Pathe News, Educai.mal Short Subjects.

—

t

Musical Program
"At nios|dieii<Selections"
(Overture), Org:ni
Solos.

SAN FRANCISCO

Pantages Theatre

—

Film

N'uniliers
Belnw
the
Line
(Wai'iier Bros.), Aesop's Fables,

California Theatre

—

Film Xumbers Havoc (Fox), Tile
Hair Raiser (Comedy), Ameiican Wildflowers (Pathe), International News,
Pathe Re-

—
—

Hajijiened
(Universal), Buster's

Jones

Hunting
Partv
(Uni\'ersal
Pathe Xews.
Musical Program "Irving Berlin
Revue" (Automatic stage pres)

Se-

Xumliers

— Manhattan

(Asoc. E.xhibitors

MadHoney-

),

moon Squables (Universal)
Program — "Tri])

Musical

World

,

Tn-

Around
Amer-

ica" (Overture), "Songs of tlie
Old Folks." "Little (irey Home
the
in
"Pilgrim's
W' e s t,"
Chorus" Saxaphones), "1 Love
Von. California."
(

—
—

Imperial Theatre
Film
X^umbers
Gold R u s h
(United Artists), Continued.
Francis Theatre

—

N'umliers
Moana
(Paramount
ContiniUMl.
Union Square Theatre
Film Numbers Wide 0]ien
S.
R.), Fox Comedy, Pathe News.
Musical Program Vaudeville.
Golden aGte Theatre—
I'ihu
Xumbers Scarlet Saint
)

,

—
—
—

(First

—

X^ational),

— ]Made

Xumbers

for

—

—

\'eiuis

Paramount

(

(

(

,

)

Musical

Pnigiam- Overture

(or-

ga HI.

Fenway Theatre
l'"ilni Xumbers
The Red Kimono
(Davis
Dist. -Vital), Made foi'
Love (Prod. Dist. Corp.), Fables
(Pathe).

(

Prancing

News

(Pathe).

Program

— Oxcrture

Washington

.

T

)

(

o

])

i

c s

—

)

(

chestra

)

.

.

MINNEAPOLIS
Aster Theatre
Film Xumbers Tiie Naukcc Senor
iFoxl,
(Fox). Fighting Tailor
Fox Xews.

—

Program

^lusical
ture.

— t)igan

0\-er-

Garrick Theatre
Film Numbers Dance Madness
.Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
One
Wild Ride (Pathe (omedy).
Universal News.
^Musical Program
"Dance of the
from
Gioconda
Hours"
La
(Overture)
".Itist
Flower
a
From an Old Bomnu't"" (Organ
with soloist and dancer.)
Lyric Theatre
Film X'^innbers A Woman of the
Wdild (Paramouul). W bisiiet(Pal he), Kinoing Whiskers
grams.

—

)

.

—

—

Program

— Organ

t)ver-

ture.

State Theatre
Film Numbers The Dark Angel
(F'irst Xational), Ko Ko Nuts
(Cartoon), Univt^sal News.
Orchestra Over^Musical I'rgram
ture.
Stage feature with orch(-stra. organ and dancers.

—

—

Strand TheatreFilm .Xumbers The Gold Rush
(United Artists), Howe's Sense
lulucational
and Nonsense
Kinograms.
Musical Program Orchestra Over-

—

(

(or-

)

—

gan).

Gordon's

)

(Pathe). Fables (Pathe). News
International
Overture. "If I
^lusical Pi'ogram
musiWere King," Or(du'stra
cal luiniber. "In a Studio" (Or-

Musical

Lovi'

(Prod. Dist. Corj).).
The .Mi.l
night Flyer
F. B ().), Conu'dy
Ivlucational
News (International )

Musii-al

Series," "Leaving

Film

Beacon and Modern Theatres

—

)

Cameo Theatre
ness

— "Popular

BOSTON
Film

Granada Theatre
Film Xumbeis What

Film

Program

lections" (Overtuie). "Sur]>rise
.Songalogiu'." Organ Solos.

—

view.

Musical Program "Fantasia from
Aida" (Overture), "Samson and
Delilah"
(Modern
Version),
"Old Refrain" (Vicdin).

to

Pathe News.
Musical

Parade
)

Colonial Theatre

(

St.

Secretaru*

Big
Metro-Goldwyn-.Mayer

(

Sjioi'ting
Universal
Jj
f e
Aesop's Fables (Pathe), International Xews.
Program
"Serenade"
Musical
(Overture), "A Bellhop Serenade," (Male 0"i>i'tet), Organ

Mates

)

(Pathe).
.Musical

over-

ternational Xews.

A L L E NT

Xewman

,

— Tessie

(

s

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Open
(Pathe),
Faces

entation act

—
—

Strand Theatre
Fihri Xumlier^
The Yankee Scnor
(Fox), Adventures of Mazie
(

—

.

Infatuation

News (Selected).
Musical Program "Mignon'
chestra),

jjitss

II

—Organ

(

There
He
Goes (Pathe),Film Facts (Red
Seal),

iini)i(j

n.

Number

Film

Xational),

(First

ilhiitan

Program

ulie"

—

Xuniliers

)

—

for •'Tlie Kci/xr of the
O.) hti the Strmid.
Kdiisax Cit.n.

(F.

liees,"

.

I

Capitol

culiimii

^lusical
ture.

Crime (Paramount), Weak But
\Villing

'J'liij

Tower Theatre

— The

Xund)ers

i

.

PAUL

ST.

,

(

Solos.

.BOBBY VERNi

Happened

r

Liberty Theatre

—

— What

o

—

)

Colonial Theatre
Film Kuniliers

r r

i

Musical Program "Tchaikovsky's
(Overture),
SexSolennele"
Organ
(Instrumental),
tette

—

(

)

Selected
Events, (Local).

—

Program

)

(

.

Overture,
"La .Stradella." Novelty organ
solo. ' That Certain Party."
Apollo Theatre
Nund)ers The
ilasked
Film
,Metro-Gold\vyn-Mayer
Bride
Comedy (Educational), News
Reel (Fox).
Program Singers, orMusical
chestra and organist.

to

.

—

(

—

)

(Fox).
Musical

.

Majestic Theatre
I'ilm Xumliers
The

KANSAS CITY

Trooil

Splendi<l
Xuiiibers
The
Oonifdy
Road (First Natioiiiil
News
Reel
(Educntioiial
Film
X()\ elty
(Universal I.
)

————— —

,,

—

CTRAND
k_/

Film

—
—————

.

585

INDIANAPOLIS
Circle

.,

1926

3 0,

x

——
——

,

Street

ture.

Olympia Theatre

Xumbers

lust S u ]> p u s e
National),
C o m e d \
(Pathe), News (Pathe).
Musical Program Overture
(orchestra and organ.) Vaudeville.
Keith-Albee's Boston Theatre
Film .Xumbers The (iilded Bu(terflv (Fox), Charley My Boy
(Pathe), News (Pathe).
?ilusical Program
0\erture
(or(du>stra and organ.) \'audeville.
I'iliii

CLEVELAND

(First

—

—

—

—

Keith-Albee's St. James' Theatre

Film

Xumbers

— The

Man

Bi'>t

—

Had

(Fox), Topics
(Pathe),
(Pathe), News (Pathe).
.Musical Program
Oxciture (o,(lie>-lra and oigan.) \'aiid"\ille.
Fables

—

Stillntan Theatre
Film .Xumliers Phanloni of tlu'
0|)era Universial i. Inti'rnational

—

(

News.

—

Musical Program (irand Fantasy
from "Faust" (Overture), gaiden scene and .Tew(d Song from
"Faust" (Prologue).
Allen Theatre—!
Sujipose
Numbeis lust
Film
(First Natipiial
I Do
Pathe )
Uprising* 'Getieration
(Pathe),
Topics f){ the Day
Pathe),
Pathe Xe\V>^.
Music-;} Program
"Caprice Itali-

—
)

.

(

',

(

—

Land Lord (Pathe).
^lusical Progiam
\'aude\ille.
Loew's Warfreld Theatre
Film Numbers Blue BeardSeven Wives (First X'ationali.
Amundsen Polar Flight (Pathe
International News. Kinogram-.
Literary Digest Review.
Musical Program "Brown Evcn"
Overture
"Vanity"
Saxa

—

i

—

A liipicnl Alien Theatre laiiout used
for
Metro-Gold u)in-M aijcr's
"His
f>ecreiarj/."

(

idione),

)

,

".A.raliesques"

Dancing- and Sinsina).

(

(Persian

YOUR MOST

EFF^iVt SALtSNAN

——— —
'

.

.

,

.

.

———— — —
.

.

.

.

.,

—— —

.

..)

.

.

——

-

.

Irving Berlin. (Overture).
chestra, organ.

"If
(Overture), Jazz:
Believe in Me as I Believe
in You," "Hammy Shore."

enne"

You

New

(Or-

Park TheatreFilm Numbers Bluebeard's Wives
National
Love and
First

Theatre
Brooms
Numbers
Film
(Paramount), The Flying Fool
(Fox Comedy), Old Virginia
Pathe
Scenic
News
Musical Program "International
Songs
(Overture).
Fantasy"
(Orand Dances (Specialty).
chestra, Organ).
Parkway Theatre
Numbers Siege (UniverFilm

(Pathe), Topics of the
(Pathe), Pathe Review,

sal), The V^anishing Armenian
Comedy), News
(F.
B.
0.

State Theatre—

—

Numbeis Joanna
Dynamited
National),

I'ilm

versal), 'riirills and
K.), i'athe Review.

Musical

i'rogram

(First
(Uni-

Spills

—Organ

(S.

(Over-

—

Kisses

Day

Weekly

Kinograms.
Musical Program "March Slav"
(Overture), Jazz: "What Could
Be Sweeter Than You," "Lonely
Girl," "Vou Told Me to Go."
"Clap Hands" (Dance and accordion specialists). Organ spe-

—

News

—

Arias
from
Butterfly"
(Overture) Vaudeville.
Keith's East 105th St.—
l''ilin
Numbers -Winding Stair
,

)

Charley My Boy
Aesop's
Fables

(Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Program "Rose
Overture
\'audeville.

—

(

)

Circle

Film

stairs

Marie"

,

Theatre
Nundiers

—^The

Life
(United Artists),

ame

Behave

Scenic

NEWARK
(Educational),
News
(International), Scenic (S. R.
Musical Program "Indian Lovo
Call" from "Rose-Marie" (so]irano). Dance of Indians (ballet). "The Pioneer" (prologue).

—

)

Branford Theatre
Film Numbers—'Infatuation (First
National
Comedy
Pathe
News (Pathe), Local Laffs.
Musical Program Selections from
Romberg's
".Maytime"
(overture). Buck and wing dancer,
"Popular Nu miters" (.Jazz or,

(

novelty

grams.
"Classical
u s i c a 1 Program
Jazz" (overture), "Then Til Be
llajipv" (Organ solo).
Rialto theatre
Film
Xtimbers
of
Rose
the

—

—

World

(Warner
Clown

Perfect

Kinograms.

The
(Chadwick),

Bros.),

— Po|iular

Musical

Program

dies

(overture).

Melo-

Fox Terminal
Film Numbers

Man

)

—

WonMad-

(Educational),
(S. R. ), Kino-

M

Mosque Theatre
Film Numbers —:\^anishing American
(Paramount),
Comedy

chestra

—

derful?

Up-

(

—The Best Bad
and Warren
News Fox
—
Program "Songs
the

Fox

)

Musical

,

(

)

of

Day" (overture).

—

CIEMWt.
A Big Triple
Feature Program

,

Xumbcrs

Hud

Lands

Riot
F.
Feathers

—

Dorothy

Can-

News

field's novel-

Musical

(

Fox

(

THE

F(i.\

—

"The Calgary
n.
Stampede.
'

noot

,

)

(Pathe
)

Program

day

(

—

Corp.),

Inter-

— Organ,

.Jazz

Protl.-Dist.

national News.
Musical
Program
band. Dance act.
Capitol

Film

TheatreNumbers
Just

(First

—

Suppose

National), Pathe News.

Aesop Fable.

—

O r c h e s t r a,
Fashion revue.
Fox Washington Theatre
Film Numbers When the Door
0])ene(l (Fox), Fox News, Peacemakers
Fox
^Insical
Program
Organ
and
Musical

Program

(

—

)

singer.

NOW SHOWING

Gtlikon

CLEMMER

ENTERTAINERS

Maker."

One

cotiimti

"The Home
dixiilan.

Sportliglit

—

.Just
,

)

Musical
"Mary"" (Organ specialty).
Des Moines Theatre
Film
Numbers
Infatuation
(First
Natiomil).
My Stars
(Educational),
All
Astride,
(Sportlight ), Pathe News.
Musical
Program "El Tredo","
lntcr])retative Dancing).
Strand TheatreFilm Nnml)''rs Hands Up (Paramount),
Weak But Willing

—

—

(

—

(

I'diu'ational

)

,

Musical Program

Kinograms,
Lanc-

— Singing,

(Instru-

Artists"'

"(Jirl

ing,

mental

)

—

X'andcvillc.

Fox Theatre-

C7/e

I

%rWolves'

,
"

,

\

comedy
'

— Musical

.Mile-

stones in the Romantic Life of

)

Fox

,

Rhapsody" (Overture),
Boat
"N'olga
"Kosarv"
and
.Song" '(Male Quartette), ".Mr.
Siiean"'
Gallagher
and
Mr.
(Duo). "Melody in F" "La

garian

"\

cUso
AL-ST.JOHN

l"o.\

—

rOMWRDOC

^, ^ . «f
^^Cj^sh ft

—

Wages for Wives
Theatre
-Sews,
.Screen .Magazine.
"Second Hun-Musical i'rogram
(

I
|

"yHYnAy

Windci-Bi'othcrs),

Wild Flowers (Pathe
color). The Sylph of t le Sea
Three
Hliiul
Mice
(Scenic).
I'm the
(Aesop Fable), News,
and Fox

—

"Po])ulaire"'
Musical
Program
Divertisse(Overture), Vocal
ment and Charleston (^arnival.

)

.

) ,

(

Film .Numliers

)

Program

—
Suppose
Fox News.
Program — Singing Band.

Numbers

First National

—

)

NnmlxMs Lady
merc's l'"an (Warner

.Musical

(

Stanley Theatre—

Traviata," "II Tiovatore," ".hist
.\-Wearying For Vcni," "Mighty
Lak a Rose.'" "Mandalay."" Eti
s(Mnble with 21 singers and <laM(

ccrs),

Stanton Theatre
Film Xumbeis That

—

(

tipokane. for UnivirxaVH

Capitol Theatre

Film

(Pathe-color),

•

)

DES MOINES

PHILADELPHIA

-AmericMn

Jlorder. for diniil(iii rahif onlii. mtikrs
ad of the Clcmmfr Theatre.
this

organ.

Fihn Numbers American Venus
(Paramount), Stanley Magazine
Selected
Sea Rovers

—

I'ilm

—

Film Numbers ^The Eagle (United
Artists), Kinograms.
Musical Program Orchestra and

i

of

Film Xumbeis Three Faces l<]ast
(Producers' Dist.Corp.). Dangerous Curves Behind (Pathe
Comedy). The Green Archer No.
T)
(Pathe
Serial). News,
(Pathe), Aesop Fable.
X'audcv illf.
Musical
Progi-am
Oicliestra. organ
Warners' Metropolitan
I

— THE

)

—

MAKER"
lit

—

Film Numbers Infatuation (First
National), Fox News, My Stars
Educational
Musical Program O r c h e s t r a.
Organ, \'audeville.
Broadway-Strand Theatre
Film NuihIkms-— Road to Yester-

the
Peaceful
.\
Fins and

(). ).

(

HOME
ITettAorluff

State Theatre-

(

Adams Theatre

—

orgii M.

lllllllllllllllllQllIll

OrchcstfM, (iigan
Keith's Hippodrome

((I

and

(Oichestia, or-

I)iir;iii<l

B.

— Orchestra

.Aetion and attraction are features of
thix simile column displaii for Vnirersal's -'liustin' Throuuh." used hij
the Palace, Des \Ioines.

)

)

(

I.

(

—

with orchestra.
gan
Garden Theatre
I'lliii

News.
Musical Program

—

BALTIMORE

)

of the SawArtists), Pathe

(United

Orgiin,

Century Theatre
Film Numbers Mannequin (Paraniotmt), A Parisian Night (Fox
Comedy
News Weekly Fox
Musical
Program Cornet Solos

NOW

Madison Theatre
Film Numbers Sally
dust

"HIGH JINX"

)

DETROIT

(Fo.x), Helen

)

•LAVIX;

and singer

—

TheatreNumbers Isn't

Capitol

Film

Man

—

(Pianist with reproducing piano
A formal tape of laiiout liueeexxfullii
used bii the Park and Cameo, f'levelatid.
"Wild
United Arti.'it's
for
Justice." Good half tone work is an
nnitsual feature of the ad.

(Warner Bros.)

)

)

a Little Lovin' " (Orselections), Divertissements

gan

,

) ,

—

Want

"I

"Madame

Fox
Pathe

Kinograms

)

(

(Universal).

Program

Musical

(

—

— Flaming

Waters
(F. B. O.), Whafs the World
Coming To? (Pathe), International

I

)

)

Reade's Hippodrome

Numbers

(

Musical Program "Gypsy Sweet
"Sometime,"
"You're
lieart,"
Just a Flower" and "Let's Wander Away" (Instrumental Selections
by Trio). (Orchestra,
organ
Rivoli Theatre
Film Numbers Clothes Make the
Pirate (First National), News
Pathe
Musical Program Preliule (Overture), "The Jolly Robbers" and

cialty.

Film

—

,

)

IpalaceI
NOW

—

)

(

—New

(

Vaudeville.

ture),

(

.

Motion Picture News
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.

('ompetlinii two lolumn ad for \y artier llro.t.' "The ( lash of the W'olris."
scil

hii

the

l<

inils Itiroli

Louis.

in

St.

(

Paramount

Royle

(;irl

)

Karlton Theatre
l'"ilni

Numbers

—

.Souls

for

.Saldcs

——
———

J a n

,

(S. R.), Laiigdon comedy.
Arcadia Theatre
Film Xumljeis VTe 5* o d e
(First National).
Palace Theatre

—

Numbers

Bees

—Keeper

B.

(F.

O.

Numbers

of

r

n

— Bright

News

s

the

)

Lights

Metro-Uoldwyn-Ma yer
TheatreFilm Numbers Man on the Box
(Warner Bros.).
(

)

Capitol

—

Film Numbers The Big Parade
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayers)
Con,

Film

mony Duo).
Garden Theatre
Film Numbers Lure

—

of the Wild
R.), My Boy Friend (Educational), The
Green Archer

,

—

selections.

Majestic Theatre

—(iolden Strain
(Fox), Aesop's Fables.
Musical Program — "Current Hits"
Numbers

orcliestra
and
selections, vaudeville.

(Overture),

organ
Isis Theatre
Film Numbers The Great Love
^letro-Uoldwyn-Mayer
Comedy (Pathe), News (Interna-

—

(

)

,

tional).
Program Singers, orilusical
chestra and organ selections.

—

Film Numbers-— "His Secretary"'
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
Comedy (Educational), Kinograms.
(

) ,

Program — "I

Had Some

Before I Had You"
(Overture), orchestra and or-

Chie. Else

gan selections.

TheatreNumbers

"Braveheart''
(Producers
Dist.
Corps.),
Comedy (Educational), Nc-^^-s
I

Fox

-

)

Liberty Theatre

—

—

M'li'cl idii-;.

j
f€T-

Production

Number

—

)

News

mandment
(First
National).
Framed (Educational), InterNews.
Musical
Progran> "The
Bat".
(Overture), "Clap Hands. Here
Comes Charley" (Organ). "At
The Bridge" (Presentation).

—

ST.

LOUIS

—

Overture.

Strand TheatreFilm Numbers Too

—

and Topics (Pathe).

(

—

Overture. Organ accom])aninuMit.
On stage: A Dance Orchestra.
Tap Dancer. Character Singers
and Musicians.
St. Louis Theatre

—

Numbers Satan in Sables,
(Warner
Brothers),
Selected

Sliort

Subjects.

—

\'iews.

Musical

Program

G

o

1

d e n

News and

—Overture

and

Missouri Theatre
Film Numbers Hands Up
I'aramount). Missouri Magazine.
Musical Program O r c li e s t r a,
Oriran, \'ocal and dance inim-

—

(

—

lier>.

Goldman's

of

Coliseum Theatre

Kings

People (UniViews.
Program
Orchestral

Musi

c a

1

aiul

—

and vocal luimbers.
Grand Central, West End Lyric
and Capitol
Film
Numbers
Blue
Beard's
Seven Wives
First Natioiutl

—

(

Lickety

(Educational).

Split

—

organ and vocal numbers.

Blue Mouse Theatre
Film
Numbers
The

Circle

Metro-Goldwvn-Ma ver
Pathe
The

Uneasy

—

(

\<ir

/";•<;</

Commandment"
ami

j

(•(jllii/iutc

(First
/ca-

U'cefc

ad n) the Mainntreet
Theatre, Cleveland.

in norelti/

Fable
Three

News.

(

Pathe

Kinosirams.

—

—

national News.

Program

pliduic .lazz

—Special

Week

Sym-

Overture.

Liberty Theatre-—

Film
"

—

Numbers

We

Moderns
Sneezing

National),

Interna(Comedy),
and Liberty News.
Program "Second Hun-

Beezers

tional
.Musical

—

(Overture).

i;ba|>sody

Pantages Theatre
Film Numbers Thank You (Fox).
Aesop Fable. Pathe News.

—

Program

^lusical

\aude\'illc.

Strand Theatre
Film Numbers The .Merry \\ idow
Fox
Metro - Goldwyn Mayer
News.
Selections from
^Musical Program
(Over"The Merry Widow"
ture). Dance Pi elude.

—

-

(

)

,

—

—

)

.

)

.

(Pathe),
^lusical

)

,

(Pathe),

Hits"

Widow
Con-

(

)

tinued.
Gifts Theatre-

—

Film

Numbers
(Warner Bros.),

,

Compromise
Her Lucky

Leaj) (Universal). Kinograms.
Family Theatre
Film Numbers
Bright
Lights
Metro Goldwyn Maver
Tea
for Two (Comedv), Fox News.

—

(

-

-

SALT LAKE CITY
American Theatre
Film

Nundjers

Program

—

Feet

The
S|)lendid
(First National), Tender
(Educational).
Interna-

tional

News.

Road

—

Kinema Theatre
Film Numbers Kentucky

—

Pride
(Fox).
One
Spookv"
Night
(Pathe), Cafe In Ca'iro (Producers Dist. Corp.), Pathe Review. International News.
Pantages Theatre
Film Nuiuliers
Dance ;Madness
Metro-Goldwyn-.Mayer).
Paramount Empress Theatre
Film
Numbers
The
Grand
Duchess and the Waiter (Para-

—

(

—

mount

)

Victory Theatre
Film Numbers The Best Bad
Man (Fox), Isn't Love Cuckoo!
(Pathe). Patlie News.

—

PITTSBURGH

Palac Theati
Womanhandled
Film Features
(Paramount). Current Events
Three
Pathe
I' n e a s y
Topics of the Day
Pathe
(

—

Film Numbers Tlie Merry
Metro-tioldwyn-Mayer

MILWAUKEE

(

Orchestra

) .

Musical Program N'ictor Herliert
Revue ((herture).
Columbia Theatre
Film Numbers Simon The Jester
(Producers Dist. Corp.).
Never \Veaken (Comedy). Inter-

Musical

—

— "Three pojiular

(i)verture).

Columbia Theatre
The Eagle
Film
Features
(United Artist) Continued.
Rialto Theatre
Film Features His People (Universal), Current Events (Uni-

—

Warners State Theatre
Numbers Lady
Windermere's Fan
(Warner Bros.),
Warner News
Selected
Fun
From the Press (News Digest),

—

Film

(

Lunaw

)

,

(Pathe-Stereoscopik)
Orchestra Overture, "Moiilight and Roses" (Vocal Solo I.

;\Iusical

Mr.

Program

Exhibitor:

—

Ask

Exchanges

at
the
for the

Film

—

SEATTLE

iiliiDiiil

Lucky

Stars

)

Kinogram News and Views.
Musical Program Orchestral.

"'III

\\(>manhaiullL>d

).

(Comedv),
News.

and

— His

News

versal),

—

Numbers

Rivoli Theatres

Film Numbers

—

Program "ilerry Wives
Windsor" (Overture).

Musical

uariaii

po|)ular numbers. Vaiuleville.

William

The Coliimhin, Portland, Ore.. .scZ/.s
the prodiiier-director in this tirocultimn dixjilaii for "The Roiid to
Ye-iiterdnn'' (P. D. C).

(First

Program
Orchestral
Overture. Organ accomi)animent.

Musical

Program

Overture.
Lyric Theatre

(Paranuuint

—

Much Money

(First National), News, Fables

l-ilm

Loew's State
Film Numljers Time the Comedian
iletro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Better Movies (Pathe), News..
Views and Tours (Selected).
Orchestral
Musical
Program

—

Mannequin
(Paramount),
Misfit
Sailors
(Comedy), News and Topics
(Pathe), Aesop Fable.
Musical
Program
Orchestra

New Com-

—

Eagle

The

Walnut Theatre
Film
Numbers

-Musical

—

Aesop

—OrchestraFable.
Over-

ture.

,

Speciality)

Wisconsin Theatre
Film Numbers The

national

(Selected),

Program

:Musical

—

,

Capitol Theatre

Numbers— The Road to Yesterday (Producers Dist. Corp.),

—
)

CINCINNATr
Film

to

,

)

\'andeville.

Alhambra Theatre

y

Cecil B.
DeMille's

—

Delmonte Theatre
Film
Numbers The
Strain (Fox). Fox

WASHINGTON
Film

firti

D« Milte

—

Film

Film Numbers Flaming Waters
(Warner Bros), Comedy (Fo.x),
Review (Pathe I.
^lusical
Program Organ
and
j)iano

Tb%

H

Comedy
Educational
Kinograms.
Musical Program "The Vanishing American (Overture).
Strand Theatre
Film Numt)ers Winds of Chance
(First National), What's Up?
Educational
Kinograms.
Musical
Program
"In
the
Yukon"
(Overture
on
the
Stage), "Truly I Do" (Organ

Capitol Theatre

Rialto

—

—

(

Film

•

(Pathe serial), Fox and Pathe
News.
ilusical Program
"Just Around
the
Corner"
(Organ Songo-

{

National), Ciironiele Queen
News ( Local ) News ( Pathe )
Framed (Educational comedy).
Musical Program "Camel Walk"
(Overture), "For Vou"' (Organ
overture), organ and orchestra

.Musical

Enchanted
(Paramount).
Strand Theatre
Film Features C ompromise
(Warner Brot3iers).

(S.

(

(First

Features—The

Hill

Film Numbers The Vanishing
American
Paramount
Felix

—Oraustark

.

—

I

HOUSTON

Film

—

•

National), O Fighting
Dude
(Educational), Current Events
(Fox).
Musical
Program "Irving Berlin's Hits''
(Overture).
Earle Theatre

Program— "Fantasy

logue
Merrill Theatre

tinued.

Queen Theatr
Film Numbers

————— —

.

Musical
of
Southern Melodies" (Overture),
"Indian Love Call" (Soprano),
"The Melody Monarchs" (Har-

—

Aldine Theatre

—— — —

. .

(United Artists), Oh, Buster
International
( Universal )

Victoria Theatre

Film

)

,

.
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.

Film

—— ———
———

.

1926

3 0,

a r y

11

.

.

.

versal)

Aesop

International

Pre])

School

sal).

—

Program
Noon and Night"

!Musical

"^loruing.
(Overture).

Metropolitan Theatre
Features .Joanna
Film

—

(Univer-

It's little to

(First

ask

for,

but

it's

the only

reliable aid yeu can give your musicians to help put the picture over

.

M
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Picture \ e w s

ttipr sBpx-Qfnce Repi
Names of the theatre owners are omitted by agreement in accordance with the wishes of the average
exhibitor and in the belief that reports pubUshed over the signature of the exhibitor reporting, is a dangerous
practice.

Only reports received on
department.

Exhibitors

who

specially prepared blanks furnished by us will be accepted for use in this
value this reporting service are urged to ask for these blanks.

FAMOUS PLAYERS
Adventure
Air Mail,

The

Beggar on Horseback, The.
Coast of Folly, The

Cobra
Code of the West, The
Devil's Cargo,

...

The

Forty Winks

In

King on

Me

of Love
in Street, The

Kiss for Cinderella,

.

.

A

1st

Nebr.
N. C.

1063
5000
2075
2075
2914
1131
1131
529

1131
1131

The Name

Wash.

1131

2075
529
5000

.

Md.
Md.

Minn.
Mich.

1131

Golden Princess, The
Goose Hangs High, The.

Small town
Rural
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Rural
Small town
Small town
Rural
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run
1st run

2914
529

2075
420000
796296
792296
400000

Miss
Tenn.
Tenn.
Minn.
Nebr.
Nebr.
Mich.
Nebr.
Tenn.
Mich.
Miss.
Nebr.
Nebr.
Tenn.
Fla.

run

Stm'y
Cold
Cold
Cold

Good
Good
Fair

Poor

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

Big

Cold

Fair

Clear
Cold

Good

Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear

Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold
Clear

1131
2075

Lord Jim
Lovers in Quarantine

414216
450000

Mannequin, The

Man Who

Small town
Small town
Neighb'd
Transient

Clear
Clear

Small town
Small town
Small town
Mo.
1st run
Small town
N. C.
Nebr. Small town
Nebr. Small town
Mich. Rural
Nebr. Small town
Tenn. Small town
Minn. Small town
Small town
Miss.
Small town
N. C.
Tenn. Small town
Nebr. Small town
1st run
Ind.
Mich. Rural
Transient
Mo.
Ohio
1st run
Tenn. Small town
Mich. Rural
Maine Small town
Nebr. Small town
Mich. Rural
Minn. Small town
Small town
N. C.
Tenn. Small town
Small town
N. C.
Tenn. Small town
Cal.
1st run
Mo.
1st run
Ohio
1st run
Maine Small town

Nebr.
Tenn.
N. J.

Mo.

1063
1131
1131
529
1131

Old Home Week
Paths to Paradise
Peter Pan
Pony Express, The

Regular Fellow,

A

Rugged Water
Seven Keys to Baldpate
Shock Punch, The

.

.

.

2075
4419
5000
1063
2075
1131

,

314194
529
Ten Commandments, The.
450000
That Royle Girl
401158
2075
529
Thundering Herd, The
Tomorrow's Love
3059
1131
Too Many Kisses
529
Top of the World, The
Welcome Home
2914
1063
Wild Horse Mesa
2075
1063
Wild, Wild, Susan
2075
505676
Womanhandled
772897
796836
Woman of the World, A.
3059
Worldly Goods
Splendid Crime, The.

.

.

Minn.
Minn.
Tenn.

White Thunder
Wild Bull's Lair, The
Bluebeard's Seven Wives.
Classified

Fair
Fair

Good
Fair
Fair
Fair

Good
Good
Good
Fair
Fair

Good

Rainy

Fair
Fair

Clear

Good

Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold
Cold

Good
Fair

Good
Fair

Big

Good

Stm'y

Fair

Cold
Stm'y
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold
Clear
Stm'y
Clear
Clear
Stm'y
Clear
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear
Stm'y
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear
Stm'y

Good
Big
Big
Fair

Poor
Fair
Fair
Fair

Good
Big
Big
Fair

Good
Big

Good
Fair

Good
Fair

Big
Fair.

Good
Good
Good

Make The

Clothes

Human

Tornado, The
Keeper of the Bees, The
Last Edition, The
Lilies of the Street

Love Bargain, The
Nerve,

A

.

1131
1131
1131

772897
505875
2914
2914
1131

Nebr.
Nebr.
Nebr.

Mo.
N. Y.

Minn.
Minn.
Nebr.

Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run
Small town
Small town
Small town

Clear

Cold
Cold
Clear
Cold

His Supreme
Idle Tongues

Clear

126468
414216
400000
126468
772897
2914

Moment

1131

414216
314194
1500000
414216
1500000
2914

Learning To Love
Live Wire, The
1777
Madonna of the Streets.The 5000
Making of O'Malley, The..
1131
Marriage Whirl, The
1131
4419
Necessary Evil, The
New Commandment, The. 250000
414216
Sandra
Scarlet West, The
1131
Soul Fire
1131
505676
Splendid Road, The
450000
2914
Talker, The
.

1131

Unguarded Hour, The.
We Moderns

What

Fools

Winds

...

401158
796296

Men

Feiir

Snow

Fair

Clear
Clear
Clear

Big

Rainy

Good
Good

Iowa
N.J.

Mo.
Minn.
Nebr.

Ohio

Md.

131

Nebr.

4419

Minn.
Nebr.

1

Chance

of

1131

Big

Transient
Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run
Small town
Small town
Small town

Cold
Clear
Clear
Cold
Cold
Clear
Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear
St'my
Cold
Cold
Cold

Good
Good
Good
Fair

Good
Big

Fair

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Big
Fair
Fair

Good
Fair

Good
Fair

Snow

Good

Clear
Clear
Clear

Fair
Fair
Fair

St'my

Good

Clear

Fair
Fair

St'my
Clear
Clear
Cold
Clear

Big

Cold
Cold
Cold
Cold
Clear

Good
Good
Big

Clear

Fair

Cold
Cold

Fair

Big

Good

FOX
Ancient Mariner, The
Best Bad Man, The
East Lynne

The
Havoc
Fool,

Heart Buster, The
Last of the Duanes, The..

Man Who
The
Rainbow

When

Texas

1131
1131

Nebr.
Nebr.

4419
414216
1131

Minn.
N.J.

run
run
1st run
Neighb'd
1st run
1st run
Small town
Small town
Small town
Neighb'd

Clear

Good
Good
Good

Cold

Fair

Nebr.
Penn.
Mich.

Small town
General
1st run

Clear
Cold
Clear

Big

1st run
Small town
Minn. Small town
Maine Small town
Miss.
Small town
Nebr. Small town
Ohio
1st run
Minn. Small town
Neighb'd
N.J.
Texas 1st run
Ohio
1st run
N. Y.
1st run
Ohio
1st run
Penn. General

Cold
Clear

Big
Fair

Clear
Clear

Fair

Md.
Ohio
N.J.
Fla.

Md.

1st
1st

Fair

Good

Played Square,

The

Trail,

the

250000
796296
796836
414216
120000
796296
.

Lazy Bones

Door Opened.

.

75917
1500000

Good
Good

METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
Me

Good

Masked

.^0.59

5000

796836
2914
414216

Man And Maid
Bride,

The

Big

Good

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

Minn.

2914
505875
75917

Joanna
Just Suppose

His Secretary

Big

1st run
Neighb'd
Wash. 1st run
Iowa
1st run
Mo.
1st run
Minn. Small town
Nebr. Small town
Minn. Small town
N. Y.
Neighb'd
Penn. General
Nebr. Small town
1st run
N.J.
Ind.
1st run
Mich. 1st run
1st run
N.J.
Mich. 1st run
Minn. Small town
Wise.
Small town
Miss.
Small town
Nebr. Small town
Nebr. Small town
Minn. Small town
Texas 1st run
Neighb'd
N.J.
Nebr. Small town
Nebr. Small town
Cal.
1st run

2914

1131

Infatuation

Fair
Fair

Fair

Good
Good

Nebr.

Excuse

Snow

Cold
Cold
Cold

Minn.

Good

Cold

Fair
Fair

1131

Big

Fair

Clear
Cold

2914

1131

With a Million...

Flashing Spurs

of

.

Declasse
Desert Flower, The
Enticement
Graustark

Great Divide, The

Man

.

Pirate.

F. B. O.

Drusilla

Transient
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town

N. C.

Big Parade, The
1500000
Confessions of a Queen, The
5000
Denial, The
2914

Fair

Mo.

1063

FIRST NATIONAL

Good
Good

Found Himself,

4419
The
4419
New Brooms
2075
Night I ife of New York, The
772897
Not So Long Ago

450000

Poor
Poor

Light of the Western Stars,

The

Micnigut Hyer, The
Scar Hancn
Three Wise Crooks

2.'S0000

Merry Widow, The
Midshipman, The

.

40H.S8
.S0.5875

401158
75917

Mich.
Miss.

Cold
Clear
Cold

Good
Good
Good
Big

Snow

Poor

Clear
Clear

Good

St'my
Clear

St'my
Cold

Big
Big
Fair
Fair
Big
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Navigator, The
Only Thing, The

1131

772897
505875
250000
2914
5000
3059

Romola
and Mary
Seven Chances

Sally, Irene

.

.

Sporting Venus, The
of a Girl, The

Way

Nebr.

Mo.
N. Y.

Texas
Minn.
Miss.

Small town
1st run
Neighb'd
1st run

Cold
Clear
Cold

Good
Good

Clear

Big

Smalltown
Small town

Snow

Fair

Cold

Good
Good

Maine Small town

Clear

King

of

5000
1131
1131

Wild Horses, The..

Miss.
Nebr.
Nebr.

Clear
Clear

Good

Rainy

Good

Small town

Smalltown
Smalltown

Big

Nebr.

Maine Small town
Maine Small town

3059
1500000
400000
796296
414216

Maine Small town

Madame Behave
Gulch, The.

Mirage, The
People vs. Nancy Preston,

Simon the Jester
Three Faces East

Small town

1131

3059
3059
4419
3059
3059

Charley's Aunt
Let Women Alone

The
Road to Yesterday, The

Daring Love

3059
3059
505676
3059

Company
Handicap, The
On Time
The

1131

120000
126468
414216
400000

Souls for Sables

Out
Wandering Fires

Who

Cares?

Gold Rush, The
Annie Rooney
^2d week)
Sally of the Sawdust

1131
1131

Little

400000
1500000

Small town
Maine Small town
Maine Small town

Minn.

His People
Little Giant, The
Phantom of the Opera,

Mich.

Wash.

Md.
N.J.

St 'my

Fair

WARNER

Fair

Being Respectable
Bobbed Hair

Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold
Clear

run
run
run
Neighb'd
1st

1st
1st

Good

Good
Good
Big

Good

St'my
Cold
Clear
St'my

run
Maine Small town
Cal.

Nebr.
Fla.

Iowa
N.

T.

Wash.

Teaser,

The

Western Pluck

Where Was

I?

314194
505875
The
2075
450000
250000
5000
505676
120000

1st

Good
Good
Fair

Small town
1st run
1st run
1st run
1st run

Clear
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear

3059
505676
414216
505875

Broadway After Dark
Dark Swan, The

1131

2914

Golden Cocoon, The
Gold Diggers, The
Her Marriage Vow
Hogan's Alley
Lady Windermere's Fan.

Good
Good
Good
Fair
Fair
Fair

FILL IN THIS

St'my
Rainy

Good
Good

Cold
Clear
Cold

Big
Big

Snow

Big

Clear
Clear

Good
Good

1st

run
run
Small town
Transient
1st run
Small town
1st run
1st run

Rainy

Big

1st

Clear

Fair

Cold

Good
Good

Cold
Cold
Clear

Good

Maine Small town

Clear
Cold
Clear
Cold

Clear
Fair
Fair

St'my
St'my
Cold

Fair

Wash.
Mich.

Good

796836
1500
3059

401158
414216
400000

Lighthouse by the Sea, The
1131
Limited Mail, The
401158
Circle, The
Street, The

Marriage

Narrow
Rose of

Ind.
N. Y.

Teun.

Mo.
Texas
Miss.
Cal.
Fla.

Clear
Clear

Poor
Fair

Good

BROS.

1131

Maine Small town
Maine Small town

Small town
General
1st run
1st run
Small town
Small town
Neighb'd
1st run

Nebr.
Penn.
Mich.
Ohio
Nebr.
Nebr.

UNIVERSAL

Big
Fair
Big
Big

Recreation of Brian Kent,

Steppin'

The

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

STATE RIGHTS
Fast

Eagle,

Storm Breaker, The

PRODUCERS DIST. CORP.

Man From Red

1131

75917
1500000
796836

Poor

PATHE
Freshman, The

UNITED ARTISTS
Don Q

the World,

1131
1131

The

Tenth Woman, The

796296
3059
2914

run
N. T.
Neighb'd
N. Y.
1st run
Nebr. Small town
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Opinions on Current Short Subject
"A Flaming
(Fox

Affair

"

— Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
"D REEZY farce comedy, a compilation of
J-^ comic absurdities that get the laughs
Sid
and speed along at a clipping rate.
Smith in a mirth-arousing characterization
of a gent who wants to be a hero in girl's
eyes and succeeds by passing himself off as
a dauntless fire-fighter, with the assistance
of a battalion-chief's helmet atop of a street
uniform.

conductor's

car

An

irresistibly

funny role to which the star does full justice.
Consuela Dawn gives a vivacious portrayal
of the girl, with Rodney Hildebrand and
Joseph Belmont furnishing adequate support.
Fire scenes good, photography excellent,

ment

Likely
film well directed.
for average audietice.

entertain-

The Cast
The Boy
The Girl

Sid

Fireman
Fire

Chief

The

Story

— When

girl

Smith

Consuela Dawn
Rodney Hildebrand
Jospeh Belmont
shows liking for

heroic firemen, her admirer sends her photo
It's
really a street
of himself in uniform.
He obconductor's garb, but she falls for it.
tains possession of a fire-chief's helmet and
He shows her
girl
finds him
wearing it.
around firehouse and hooks himself to ladder
in
demonstrating use of apparatus.
Alarm
sounds, he is carried off and shoved up to
window of burning house, finds two Frenchmen
inside, lowers them to street with rope, follows
himself,
universally
congratulated
for
is
bravery and wins the girl.
Summary Good farce stuff with burlesque
romance, well directed and acted.
Sidney

—

Smith at his best in lead. Action fast. An
amusing comedy that should be welcome addition to any program.

(

" Parisian Modes in Color "
Eduoational-Kodachronie One Reel)

AFTER —

—

ladies have looked this
line over
and they will all want to many
a bank account is apt to receive a bad dent
Hope Hampton has never appeared to

the

fair

—

for
better advantage than she does in these latest
Parisian creations
that
are
reproduced in

Kodachrome

color.

Being a model

looking a little bit
foolish is a rather difificult task but Miss Hampton certainly possesses the necessary poise for a
role of this sort.
In addition, she particularly
lends herself to color film subjects as any one
will testify after witnessing her work in this

without

picture.

Dazzling creations from the leading fashion
shops are displayed by Miss Hampton which
include models from Phillipe ct Gaston, Charlotte, Poiret, Worth, Martial et Armand, Drescoll,
Lenvin, Jean Palnu, ("heruit and Roue
Souers.
The "Kodachrome" color process used in tliis
picture also deserves a meiUion for the different
hues and difificult shading of some of the models,
stand out with fine effect.
EDW. G.

—

JOHNSTON.
(

AJIMMIE ADAMS

— Two

The Cast
The Farmer
The Actress
Stage Manager
7'lic

to

tlie

Jimmie Adams
Mollie Malone

— Jimmie
farm"
Stiiry

Reel.*)
of the

comedy out

Christie studios and directed by Harold
Beaudine that promises to register as good
"Tillie" the trick mule or
entertainment.
throughout
jackass, figures conspicuously
the two reels and shows her heels to very
good advantage in several instances. Molly
Malone "fresh from the farm" is most attractive and Eddie Baker looks the part of
The story
the hard boiled stage manager.
concerns a trip that Jimmie makes to the
city in order to deliver a number of animals
and fowls to a theatre.

Eddie Bakei

engaged in a "back
enterprise and has been engaged
is

by a show playing in one of the theatres of a
near by city, to bring in some of farm animals
and fowls to be used in one of the acts. To
begin with consideralsle difficulty is experienced
!)> Jimmie when he endeavors to hitch "Tillie"
the mule to a cart. Tillie kicks several of them
apart before she is placed in front of one heavy
enough to withstand the effects of her heels.
As the caravan passes thru the city the geese
escape from their crate furnishing a number
of amusing situations when Jimmie attempts to
capture them.
Reaching the theatre, he meets
Molly Malone who is being mistreated by a
hard boiled stage manager and immediately
becomes her protector.
Pursued by the stage
manager who resents interference with his love

—

making, Jimmie becomes mixed up in the act
is going on and his antics are
received
with much applause by the audience. The end
of the reel shows Jimmie, Molly and "Tillie"
that

en route to the farm

SiimnMry
is

— Good,

in their strange conveyance.
pleasing entertainment that

suitable for all theatres.

" Lighter Than Air "
(Pathe-Aesop Fable One Reel)

HERE
Paul

—

is

one of the funniest that cartoonist
Terry has turned out in several

weeks. The bubble craze has taken all the animals by storm. These are most extraordinary
bubbles in fact they carry passengers while
floating in the air and a large flock of mice
with a chief bubble blower in charge, are
having a great time joy-riding thru the ether
until the wily old cat gets aboard another bubble
and chases them. This one is full of laughs.

—

EDW.

G.

" Whispering Whiskers "
Pathe Two Reels

THIS

—

recting.

The
Billy

"Good Cheer"
(Reviewed by Edw. G. Johnston)
provided a real
assorted

"Gang"

and this two reeler should pull exceptionally
good at this time of the year. Most every
member of the Gang is in this one and they
all get an excellent chance to show their
wares. Robert McGowan did the directing.
Mary Kornman,

THE CAST

Mickey Daniels, Fatty Joe
Downs and Jay Smith.
The Slory The first scene opens with all the
Gang assembled in front of a big store window
where a Santa Claus is doing his stuff. With
the exception of two of the older members of
the (Jang who are entirely disillusioned as to
the reality of the benevolent Old Man, the rest
of the youngsters are very much impressed
with the
performance.
Then the curtain
is pulled down but after a few minutes
accidentally flics up again disclosing the fake Santa
Claus.
The kids disperse, muttering, "there
ain't no Santa Claus."
However, Micky and
his pal decide to attempt the restoration of their
faith but are handicapped by lack of funds.
They hit on the scheme of selling hot bricks to
all who happen to be out in the terrific storm
and manage to get a pocket full of money.
Xinas presents are manufactured and they start
out on a midnight trip down the chimneys.
At
the same time a big bootlegging plot is being
carried out and the conspirators are all disguised in Santa Claus costumes.
The Gang
assist in their capture and everything turns out
well for them.
Summary Plenty of holiday atmosphere in
this one and the "Gang" are at their best.
Farina,

Cobb, Jackie Condon, Johnny

—

—

Andy

Bevan,

Cast

Clyde.

Hurlock

Madeline

and

Kewpie Morgan.

The Story

— Charley

Brush and Pete Porter

are a couple of laborers in an office building
where a detective agency happens to be a
During the course of their duty one
tenant.
day, Charley puts on one of the several sets
of whiskers that are hanging around the room
and as his disguise serves to hide his identity
from Pete, he at once aspires to become a
sleuth,
.\bout this time a turbaned individual
from the Far East pokes his head in the door
and thinking that Charley is the chief detective
informs him that a famous ruby is hidden in
They enlist the aid
the house of I3on Peruna.
of Madame Murino who is a clairvoyant, believing that she can tell them how to locate
There is another party also
the lost jewel.
looking tor the ruby and he attempts to impersonate the clairvoyant in order to secure
A big affair is put on
Charley's information.
at the home of Don Peruna with both factions
in attendance and they do as fine a job of house
wrecking in their efforts to locate the .gem, as
will want to see.
SuDimary Slow at the start but gathers
speed toward the middle of the picture and

any one

—

the second reel is very much better.
for a not too critical audien ce.

O.

K.

"
Careful, Dearie
(Edueational-Cameo One Reel)

"Be

—

PLENTY

(Pathe— Two Reels)
time Hal Roach has
THIS
holiday number for his

—

(

(Reviewed by Edu. G. Johnston)
one gets away to a poor start and
drags almost all the way thru the first
reel but about mid-way begins to find its
legs and comes down the stretch a winner.
So, if your patrons do not mind a lack of acthe latter part is bound
tion for a short time
It's a Mack
to send them away satisfied.
Sennett production with an exceptionally
good cast. Billy Bevan and Andy Clyde are
Del Lord did the diin the leading roles.

JOHNSON.

—

" For Sadie's Sake "
Efliicatioiial-Cliristic

Story by Frank Rowland Conklin, directed
by Harold P.eaudine, photography by William
Wheeler and Fred Jaccpieniin.
Produced by
the Christie Film Co.

—

of complicated domestic troubles in
reeler and with a
this atnusing single
theme of this kind, a generous number of laughs
can always he looked for. The story concerns
a shrewish wife who is ever nas'^ing her docile
jnisband to demand a raise from his boss. Difficulties arise in the home when the wife becomes
jealous of the attractixe maid who manages to
pl.ice the male member of the household in
positions.
The maid is
"fired" and after going to the office to get her
back pay, makes such a splendid impression on
the boss that he decides to come thru with
the raise in salarv. thinking that she is his
The boss then invites himself to lunch
w'fe.
at the home and this necessitates the re-en-

manv embarrassing

gagement of the maid

in

order to carry out

Many complications result before
fraud.
matters are ironed out. The cast includes Joe
Moore, Chrystine Francis, Fay Holderness and
Wallace Lupino. Zion Mvers ilid the directtile

i„g._EDW.

(i.

JOHNSTON.

" Tight Cargo "

Bird— One

(Universal-Blue

THIS
dies

Reel)

another of the series of short comein which Charles Puffy, the rotund
comedian is featured. It affords Puffy a better
opportunity than most of those stories in which
he has been seen in the past. A silk hat salesman in .Kfrica, he is attacked by a crocodile,
from which he makes his escape to a cannibal
camp, where he is destined lor the boiling pot.
.An exhibition of magic saves him and wins
for him the princess who has been betrothed to
the cook.

is

The

latter

and

liis

henchmen way-

lay Puff\- and place him in tiie stew kettle, from
wiiich fate he is saved by the Princess. There
in this one and it
is same real good corned v

should be appreciated.—

CHESTER

J.

SMITH.

")

J

auH

a.r

1926

3 0,

y
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"Charley, My Boy
Pathe Two Reels)

"

—

(

( Rei^ieiied by Ediv.
G. Johnslon)
will be an unusual kind of audience that
this one will miss fire on, for in the opinion of this reiewer, here is one of the snappiest two reel comedies that has come out
of the Hal Roach studios in some time.

IT

Charley Chase is starred and Katherine
Grant plays the opposite lead and it's not
so easy to find a combination which will
With the
provide a merrier entertainment.
strides that Charley Chase has taken in
the past couple of years, the Motion Picture
industry can well afford to keep their eyes

on him fcr

its a certainty that this clever
fellow will not stop at being a comedy star.
And Katherine Grant is right along in the
Leo McCarey directed.
running.
The Cast

—

Charley Chase, Katherine Grant, Walter James, William Courtright, Fred Kelsey and Sidney D'Albrook.
Tlir Stary
Katlicrinc's papa who is a successful business man has a mate picked out for
his attractive dauRhter
in the person of "Old

—

Charley"

— who,

—

"though rather

old, bald and
happens to be a valuable business
friend.
Katherine meets him and after one
look, is not overjoyed at the prospect.
In
the meantime "Young Charley"
stone broke
is out scouting for a job in his only suit of
clothes.
An introduction is effected between
Young Charley and Katherine when the latter's car splashes mud over the only suit.
However, Charley does not mind, for its love at
first sight.
He then pursues his quest for a
job and answering an ad, horns his way into an

passe,"

—

—

he reads a placard announcing a reward of a
thousand dollars for the capture of a desperate
bandit.
He proceeds to capture everyone he
encounters and eventually runs into the bandit
disguised as an old man.
Jerry takes pity on
the

—

—A

MAX

" Film Facts No. 1 "
(Red Seal— One Reel)

FLEISCHER

girl.

in-

A

EDW.

'•

The Man With

(Universal-Mustan<t

JOHN-

the Scar

— Two

(Rpvieu'cd by Chester

good comedy
SOME
with the usual western
fairly

"

Reels)

Smith)

].
is

interspersed

stuff in this

two-

reeler which features Fred Humes.
There is
just .enough of the comedy to relieve the
usual effort at tenseness which dominates
these pictures. Humes has a rather pleasing
personality and this is among the best pictijres

he has done.

The

story

is

lift

into

town on

his

—A

good short western in that it
relieved by some comedy above the average
in pictures of this type.
The story is simply and
well told and should prove attractive in the
Siiiii))iary

neighhoriiood houses.

"Animated Hair Cartoon "
(Red Seal— One Reel)
A Reus, "Times"

IV/f

^^ i-

artist,

has again turned

nut an

interesting exhibition of his skill
with tile pen and brush and this time he transforms some hard looking characters into the
well known countenances of Snub Pollard, Jack

Charles Chaplin, Rudolph Valentino,
Charles Murray, Mabel Normand, Irvin Cobb,
Hair, moustaches, ears,
and Harold Lloyd.
etc.,
flv around at an amazing rate.
EDW.
G. JOHNSTON.
Holt,

—

simply and

directly told without the many complications
of the western and therefor is an improve-

(

(Universal-Century

— Two

(Reviewed by Chester

\X7'ANDA WILEY

is

again seen

in

^

these comedies.
In "Her Lucky Leap" Miss Wiley is made
the unwilling and unknowing accomplice of
a trio of jewelry crooks, which fact brings
about all of her daring exploits in dashing
cabs and motorcycles and eventually wins
for her a reward which she has long sought.
is

good

an abundance of good comedy matwo-reeler and it is brimful of

Tlic

Story

— Three

take

—

Ijresents

fairly

good

crude.

It

laughs

his

effort

to

first

captures a

middleweight boxing champion doing his
roadwork and proceeds to mix it with him,
and then halts a college professor, who is on
the trail of some rare insect specimens.
The .S'/o/v— "Cold Cash" Harding will not
permit his daughter. Bubbles, to marry any

man who

is not possessed of one thousand
dolJerry Evans is enamoured of Bubbles
and has the neccssarv amount with the exception of 1965.
At the height of his distress

lars.

— This

comedy

story, whose
will doubtless

however,

in

the

western

humor

offers

them all by dasinng from one cab to another
and eventually skims across a telephone wire
into a home which proves that of her aunt, a
jewelry fancier. The crooks succeed in getting
into the house as Wanda makes her getaway
on a motorcycle and dashes into the police station, where she is followed by her pursuers.
The two latter arc captured and Wanda rewarded with all the insigin'a of the police department.
SiiDimary This is an extremely fast moving
Iiicture with some good situations and knockabout comedy cleverly executed by the star.
It should make manv new admirers
for Miss
Wilev.

is

neighborhood houses.

PUFFY,

— One Reel)

featured

in this single
his pal, the runt, a bit out of
luck discover a fat wallet on the sidewalk,
but they hesitate too long in picking it up and
it
goes to another.
In endeavoring to get a

and

reeler,

match from a milkman who has rung a doorbell
the milk vendor makes a hasty escape and the
housekeeper passes them two dollars, with
which they repair to a lunch counter built on
a construction elevator.
Becoming enamoured
of the waitress they do not realize they are
being hoisted to the roof or that they have the
company of a husky street cleaner, who proceeds to call the waitress down, following
which she announces he is her husband. Puffy
and the runt fall into a vat of plaster below.
There is not much to recommend in this one

—

J.

SMITH.

" Felix the Cat Spots the Spook "
(

Educational-Cartoon

good
HEREwhich very
Felix

— One Reel

a

Pat Sullivan cartoon
ni
is shown seeking a little
slninber after a round of nocturnal visits.
l-'elix spys a comfortable looking nest
in a
tree top and clindjs in for a snooze only to
be ousted by a bouncing big bird.
Next, he
tries a pig yard where three full grown
porkers are asleep and even they don't want
him for a bed companion. However, thru a
trick he gains possession of a key to a house
and after disposing of the mice inmates and
a s'-ook, Felix is rewarded by being given
a place in the bed of the owner on his reis

turn.— EDW. G.

JOHNSTON.

—

Held Over This Week At

N. Y.

CAPITOL

Urban-Kineto's First

"All Astride"
(Pathe Sportlight

— One

REELVIEW
Reel.

A LTHOLIGH the automobile has certainly
x\. .replaced the horse in the matter of fast
transportation, Grantland Rice shows in this interesting "Sportlight" how thoroughly indis-

729 7lhAve.

pensable they are in some parts of the country,
such as among the cattle ranches, rough mountain roads,
race track.

swamps and on

A

a

somewhat
be good for some

(Universal-Blue Bird

relief

bandit and win the reward

to them.

it

Sininiiary

.slick
jewelry thieves on
advantage of an epidemic of

seasickness to ply their trade, but they make
the mistake of dropping a diamond necklace
down the neck of Wanda instead of that of
their female accomplice.
Wanda inadvertently
bumps the latter into the deep blue sea as the
crooks realize their mistake.
The chase starts
on shiiiboard and continues after the landint; and
is also taken up by a detective.
Wanda eludes

comes when Humes in
track down a much wanted

of

of an entirely different type than the usual
run.
This one offers some crude comedy
whose main element of humor is the substitution of a skunk for a Thanksgiving turkey.
The Story The town of Piperock is preparing for a Thanksgiving celebration and is
much distressed by the fact that Paradise, the
rival town has secured possession of the only
turkey available in the county. Volunteers are
called for to secure the turk for Piperock and
Magpie and Dirtyshirt offer their services.
-After a series of adventures they succeed in
getting the bird and Dirtyshirt returns with it,
spreading the tale that Magpie was yellow and
had failed. Magpie gets his revenge when at
the opera house Dirtyshirt is being lauded for
his courage and success.
He substitutes a
skunk for the turkey and in the resultant excitement obtains possession of the bird and
wins the admiration of the women as he later

ment.

The comedy

Reels)

Smith)

Pewee
Holmes as Magpie Simpkins and Ben Corbett as Dirtyshirt Jones.
They are western

CHESTER

fast action.

shipboard

J.

predominates this series
COMEDY
two-reelers
which
feature

CHARLES

one
of her typical action comedies in which
she is called upon to take many a hard
knock and to go through evolutions suitable
There is
to her somewhat unique talents.
scarcely another girl on the screen compelled
to take the punishment Miss Wiley does in
'

— Two

"Badly Broke"

Reels)

Smith)

J.

Piperock

of

Revieiied by Chester

" Her Lucky Leap "

terial in this

structive single reel subject that shows
the complete evolution of the harvesting indusstry.
Scenes go back to the primitive and
show the different methods that finally lead to
the speedy machines that are in use today.
silk worm nursery in Japan and the manufacture
of the silk thread, what time means to man in
the matter of the different things that take up
his life, complete the reel.—
G.

STON.

a

is

There

made up an

has

him

purchases a square meal for him.
Following -the meal Jerry discovers the identifying scar and gives chase, overtaking the
bandit just this side of the Mexican border,
where he holds him until the arrival of the
posse.
He wins the reward and with it the

—

not knowing tliat it is part of his prosoffice
pective father-in-law's establishment. The chief
executive is a stickler for neatness in personal
attire and when he walks into the office, Charley mistakes hirn for another applicant ajid attempts to show him the way out calling attention to the poor taste displayed in several articles of clothing that lie wears.
"Old Charley" and Katiierine also appear at the ofifice and
a lot of good comedy follows with "Young
Charley" finally running awav with the prize.
Siim-mary
fast ste- "ing, merry comedy
with Charley Chase and Katherine Grant in the
leading roles.
Is suitable for all theatres.

offers

latter,

horse and

"The Hero

(Universal-Mustang

the polo field and

fine descriotion is

instance.— EDW. G.

given

JOHNSTON.

in
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N ews

and
Three Sennett Comedies

are

Started
Mack Sennett

has started ])roduction on
just comjileted
another two-reeler. Eddie Cline is directing
a racing two-reeler with Alice Day in the
starring role.
She is sui)orted by Danny
O'Shea, Ruth Taylor, Eddie Quiilan and
three

new comedies and has

Joseph Young.
Gil Pratt is making good progress with a
new comedy of the "Smith Family" series
with Ruth Hiatt and Raymond McKee in the
roles of Mr. and Mrs. Smith.
The support-

ing cast includes Mary Ann Jackson, Sunshine Hart and Cap, the canine.
Del Lord is directing an unnamed comedy
with a cast that includes f>illy Bevan, Andy
Clyde, Madeline Hurlock and Vernon Dent,
while Lloyd Bacon has completed a tworeeler starring Ralph Graves and as yet unThelnia Parr is Graves' leading lady.
titled.

McKenzie

Named

Scenario

Chief for Rock
Joe Rock Productions has appointed Bob
McKenzie head of the scenario department.
He is well known as a screen writer and gag
man and will pass on all story material submitted by free lance writei's. Before joining
Rock, McKenzie was identified with Unifor a number of years.
The Rock
productions are distributed by F.B.O.

versal

Humorous moments from "Be

Careful

an

Dearie."

EcJucational release.

Marshall Speeds Up Production
Supervisor of

Many

Fox Comedies

Pictures

to

E. MARSHALL, supervisor
of comedy ))roduction at the Fox
\vst foast studio is continuously speeding up jjroduction activities, with the; result
that an e.xception amount of product is being
turned out reguhirly. Last week he finished
the si'th of tlie "'Helen and Warren" married life series titled, "Cheaper to Move,"
and he has already started the seventh of
Hallam
the series, "Too Many Relations."
Cooley and Kathryn Perry play the leading

GEOHGI']

roles in the

scu'ies.

Work has
Van Bib})er

been started on the
series

under the

si.xtli

title

of

of the

"The

Reporter," with Earle Foxe in the role of
Van Bibl)er and Florence Gilbert as his
leading woman. Lew Seiier is directing.
"From the Cabby's Seat," sixth of the 0.
Henry comedy series was finished .January
The
15th and will be released April 4th.
next of the series, "A Social Triangle" will
be started at once and is scheduled for release

Mav

16th.

Number 4 of the "East Side, West Side"
series, "A Number One Society," went into
production January 171 h under the direction
of James Gruen, a newcomer on the Fox
directorial

are by
Rilwns.

staff.

Sidney

The story and scenario
and J. Walter

Ijanfield

Llovd J'acon, son of Frank Bacon,

is

an-

is Rushing
Completion
Their

other new director on the Fox lot. His first
l)roduetion will be "The Garden of Edam,"
with Edna Marian playing the feminine lead
opposite Artiiur Houseman. Edward Jamison is also in the cast.

Joe Rock Completes Second

Two-Reel Drama
Joe Rock has just comi)leted the second
two-reel detective drama starring "Fearless"
a ]iolice dog, which is entitled "His Pal."
Chesterfield Motion Pictures Cor]ioration is
distributing these subjects which com))rises a
series of twelve, each being a complete story
in

itself.

The
in

cast,

addition

for this second release comprises,
to the dog-star. Jack Mower,

(Jrace Cunard, Bruce Gordon, Florence
and others.

Neeley Edwards Starts

Comedy

for

T'lric

New

"U"

Neeley Edwards has started woi'k on a
new comedy vehicle for Universal written
Scott Darling, supervisor of comedies for
company. The story is said to have a
l"'rench setting with Neeley as an innocent

1)\-

the

.\inerican tourist.

Dick Smith

is

directing.

Scenes from "His
Life of Helen and

Own

Lawyer." one

Warren"

of the
series being made

"Married
by Fox.

J a n

II

a

.'

v

'r

19

.
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Studios Broadcast Laugh

Langdon Comedy on Pathe List

Month Program

RADIO
screen and the press
this

week was added

pubHcizing

for

Month.

Special

radio

as a

National

medium
Laugh

programs were

sent over the air from stations in the

East and West by picture studios.
The West Coast broadcasting was
done from Station KNX, known as
"The Voice of Hollywood." A "Laugh

Month" program was broadcast, including short addresses on the subject by
Larry Semon. Dorothy Dwan and Walter Wessling of Pathe's Los Angeles

A

three-hour "Laugh
scheduled for
Saturday, January 2nd, with such wellknown screen personalities as Harry
Langdon, Charley Chase, and the famous
"Our Gang" troupe on the program.
In the East the message of "Laugh
Month" was broadcast on Wednesday,
office.

Month"

January

special

program

6th,

York

was

from Station WJZ, New
Woodhull, Presi-

City, by "Pete"
dent of the Motion
Owners of America.

Palhc

lias

Theatre

Two

Members
"Our Gang"

Pathe Drafts
of

Picture

Company's Schedule of Subjects for Fifth
Week of Laugh Month Shows Good Variety

to the

drafted two members of "Our

Gang" for roles in the new Charley Cha.se
comedy which Leo MeCarey
directing.
These youngsters are Johnny Downs and
"Husky" Hanes. The latter is not only api.s

pearing with Chase,' but is also supporting
Glenn Tryon in a comedy being directed by
Robert McGowan.

FOUK
Langdon

(-oniedies,

including

Harry

the

directed this production of Edgar Wallace's
novel from a scenario by Frank Leon Smith.

"Saturday Aftei'noon," a chajiter of the
Pathe-serial "The Green Goddess" an issue
of Pathe Review and two numbei-s of Pathe
News make up this company's contribution
for the fifth week of Laugh Month.

"Saturday

special

three-reeler,

Afternoon,"

three

a

Pathe Review jiresents another chapter
of "Plundering the Sea," a camera record
of the Octurus Oceanographic Expedition
led by William Beebe, which is released in
cooperation with the New York Zoological

reel

Societj'.

"A June Bride" is the latest of the
"Aesop's Fables." Every issue of "Topics
of the Day" during Laugh Month contains
special fun material.

comedy special produced by Mack Senuett
with HaiTy Langdon starred shows Harry
in the role of the dutiful husband of a
domineering wife who demands and reeach

ceives

Saturday

Harry manages

most

of

his

pay.

few pennies,

to hold out a

Titling
is
Completed
Painting Series

is discovered doing the hold-out act on
the particular Saturday he had arranged a
big date with a young lady. He is ordered
to stay at home but jjersuades the wife to
relent and she gives him a nickel with Avhicli
he departs for his "spree." Langdon's suj)porting cast comprises Vernon Dent, Ruth
ITarry
Hiatt and Peggy ^Montgomery.

but

Crantield and Clarke have completed the
titling of the new series of two-reelers thej'
will release, based upon internationally cele-

brated paintings. The first subject is titled
"The Angelus," by Jean Francois Millet,
and is to be followed by "The Doctor'," by
Sir Luke Fildes, R. A., England's foremost

Edwards directed.
"Long Pants," a Hal Roach comedy,
starring Glenn Tryon shows Tryon as a
male "fla])per" who has acquired his first

artist.

These old-time paintings have been transposed into modern surroundings and a story
has been woven around each of them, acted

they being of the
"collegiate" cut but not unshrinkable around
Vivian
which fact the comedy revolves.
Oakland, Cissy Fitzgerald, Jack "Rube"
jtair

of

long

trousers,

l)v

Clifford and Sue O'Neill appear in sujjport
Ti-yon in this production which Fred
L. Guiol directed.
It is a two-reeler.
Paul Parrott is featured in the one reel
comedy "Soft Pedal," also produced by Hal
It is built along the usual lines
Roach.

carefullv selected casts.

Pembroke to Direct
Joe Rock Comedy

of

of the comedies

on

New

Pere Pembroke has been signed by Joe
Rock to direct "Heavy Love," a forthcomingStandard fun film featuring "Fatty" Alexander, "Kewpie" Ross and "Fat" KaiT,

Parrott has been turning

out.

The ninth chapter of "The Green Goddess"
Patheserial starring AUene Rav and
Miller
is
titled
"The "Battle
Walter

broke

In this chapter the state troopers
surround Bellamy Ca.stle,and are fired on
Excitement
by Bellamy and his cohorts.
rei<>ns high in every scene.
Spencor Bennct

Nationiil in the production of feature length
comedies. Lois Boyd has the feminine lead
opposite the trio of fat comedians. The picture will be distributed bv F.B.O.

wliich goes into production next week. Pemis well known as a comedy producer,

the

his last

Starts."

engagement having been with First

JOE ROCK presents

1-^

"FEARLESS"

\

5

12-2 Reel
First

"A

String of

Van
Two

Pelt Productions

\

Subjects Ready

Diamonds" and "His Pal"
Distributed by

Chesterfield
Corr.edy highlights from the Educational release titled

"Brotherly Love."

«
J^
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Broadway New York
rf.

—

—

:

:!

Christie Offers Strong Casts

plosion kills scores of workers

— Fierce waterfront
— "Safest"
Louis. Mo.

fire

in

Boasts Established Comedians
Appearing in Support of Leading Stars

THE

Clii'istii' ()i-i;uniz;iti()n, n'lensiiijj- its

comedies

Educational Film
laying particular stress

llii-ouj^ii

Exchaiifi'es is

on the character of the cast supporting- its
niany
regular starred comedians.
\\ iiilc
strong players are not featui'ed the company
points out the fact tliat in practically all the
new comedies there are comedians filling
the minor roles who have themselves been

comedy stars.
Appearing in the Vernon, Hiers, Adams
and Christie current series are such comeJack Duffy, Hank
Mann, Kalla Pasha, Eddie Baker, Billy
Engle, Lincoln Plumer, Eddie Barrv, George
Hall. Billy Blatcher, Jay Belasco, Fred
Peters, Gus Leonard, George French, Ward
Caulfield, Bill Blaisdell and Victor Rodman.

dians

as

Irving,

Bill

Among the girls familiar to picture-goers
are IMolly Malone, V^era Steadman, Frances

Amber Norman and Anita

"In ottering star series of comedies such
the Bobby Vernon, Walter Hiers and
Jimmy Adams comedies and in featuring
the names of such comedians as Billy Dooley
and Neal Burns in the Christie series of

as

advertising is necessarily
placed heaviest on those names which have
come to be recognized as the greatest boxoffice value, but one should not lose sight
alone, but are surrounded with players who
of the fact that those stars are not offered
can contribute largely to the success of the
the

whole picture."

Resume of Current News Weeklies i
iiiiiiiii

Fox

7,

NO.

.{2: All \\'('.stcni Europe swept by floods;
Henry
Interesting Figures in the Day's Xews
Herenger, neu French anihassailor t(i I". S., ai\Vi(U' brims
rives with wife; Xew York City
predominate nniong attractixe designs in Si)ring
here;
Beverly
iiats disiilayed at .Nliiiinery Show
Hills.
Cal.
Harry Co((i)er of Texas beats
Wash(;eorue N'onFhn, West coast chanijiion
Heh'n Kelhr. sightless and deaf,
ington. D. (".
calls iit White House to enlist aid tor a foundaTwo llnusual Maiine Accition for tlie blind
dent.s in South
Big schooner Viihhniar turns
over on sand-bar. l>locking Miami harbor
Kashmir, Didia .V stirring spectacle i.s pilgrimage of tlKHisands of Hindus to Himalayas

—

—

—
—

;

—

;

—

—

honor their god Shiva
Panama Bay Fox
News cameramen aecomi)any submarine fleet

to

;

from Coco Solo

ba.se to batth- i)ractice.

THE XF:WS NO. 7: Chicago. 111.— (ExPAcept
Chicago and Milwaukee) Spectacular
warehouse; I-os Angeles,
(•;,]
Harrv Cooper wins .flO.OIHI open gohl
Washington, D. C. Blind and deaf
tourney
New York
wizard' talks with Mrs. Coolidge
(^itv— Carpentier pays third visit to U. S.
Mosley
Cynthia
City
Lady
York
Xe\v
Washinghere to study labor conditions
S.
in
U.
seat
Nye wins
C.
D.
ton.
Floods Sweep Europe Over $50.Senate
ODO.OOf) damage is cause<l by vast inundations
which grip European nations following thaw
Memphis. Teun. Pigeons
and heavy rains
The Exhold ui) cameraman on way to work
Kaiser in Exile After seven years the first
has posed
motion pictures which Wilhelni
for since his flight into Holland; Detroit. Mich.
(Detroit only i— America's biggest ice playground brings iileasure to tboiisands.
destrovs 7-st<>ry

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

:

;

—

—
—
;

H

XEWS NO.
PATHF,jumpers
match

Paterson. N. .7.
for metropolitan
Ski
Wilburton. Okla.— Ninety
championshii) title
killed in coal mine blast! Poland Surings. Me.
Walden's huskies win two-day. 40-mile dog
7-ace! Nanuir. Belgium- Royalty brings cheer
Here and
area
flood-swept
to sufferers in
There- -Thirteen-year-old boy pilot flies to capiNew
tal to ilemtmstrate safety of aviation
York Citv Woman under .30 becomes director
Florida
Miami.
firm:
of AVall street banking
Log rolling latest sport in sunnv Southland!
Winter weather
Denver. Colo. (Denver only)
no bar to Denver University track runners
Honor
Philadeliihia. Pa. (New Orleans only")
Flonrnov at annual gathering of noted athWilheim
letes! A Day with the Ex-K.iiser
HohenzoUern, yesterd^>y surrounded with the
pomp of Germany's Emnerov. today n 7-year
Philadelphia. Pa. (Phil.adelexile at Doom
Ben Franklin's home town honors
T)hia onlvl
Los .\ngi'1es
his memory! Phoenix, Arizona
S<'1s new world's record for living trotonly)

S:

leai)s

I

—

:

Miners grim

—

—

—

:

—

ting stallions.

f

;

—

—

;

—

— Finny

pets safe from hungry
Oakland, Cal.
army of d\icks

aquarium

novel

kindness

lures

:

record

—

Near Iloquiam. Wash. Indian can<}eists shoot
Rome. Italy American aid
perilous rai)ids
makes Italian babies happy: Saigon, China
Bull monarchs in thrilling battles; Frisco. Cal.
Big shi]) and oi)ium cargo set afire

—

:

—

Theatre

Roberson

Repeats

Comedy Program
An

bill
having proved sucRobertson Theatre, Uierks,
Arkansas on last Christmas day, the management followed up with another 'comedycircus' on New Year's day, just a week later,
Pathe subjects playing a dominating part
on both bills.
The management used a circus dodger
to advertise the second comedy show which
read "Our Christmas show proved such a
success that we are giving one the first day
of tlie great coming year, with our best
wishes." Numerous cartoon cuts were used

cessful

all

at

comedy
the

add attractiveness

to the dodgers.

showing Harry
Langdon's "The First Hundred Years,"
Charles Chase in "Position Wanted" and
and at the second circus "Luck 0' The
Foolish," with Harry Langdon, Hal R-oach's
"Our Gang," in- "High Society'' and another Aesop's Film Fable," all Pathe subthe

first

comedy

iects.

:

Los Angeles

:

in

;

—

:

women who

— Find

seventy-five

floods
haven't bobbed their hair
and gales assail Europe working devastation in
Oei'many. Belgium. P"'!ance .-ind Enghnu'.
;

KINO(iRAMS
Me.

XO.

51.".4:

Poland

Springs,

sled dogs
new world's
— Champion contest
Wilburton, Okla.
set

record in forty-mile
Scores are killed and injured in coal mine
Freeville, X. Y..— (ieorgc .Junior Republic.
the world's smallest republic. go\erned by boys
and girls between Iti and 2L inaugui'ates a new
Hsi
l)resident and then work goes on .-is usual
(leneral Chao, chief of staff of
Pao, China
(Miinese army, presides over meeting at which
funds are raised to exterminate bandits in
West Point, X. Y. Army
Xorthern China
cadets (irepare with foils and sabres for comNewing intercollegiate championship events
York One p(>rs()n is killed and 100 are injured when crowded elevated trains crash ou
Wilkes-Bai're.
Williamsl)nrg
bridge
Pa.
Pupils in firemen's school do daredevil stunts
:

—

blast

;

—

;

—

;

—

:

;

foi'

camera.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Harbor,

NO. G: INIiami
collapses in Harbor
.\lr)ng
the Amazon, Brazil
of giant ant army at work

Fla.

blocks traffic
anuizing films

:

—

Shij)

;

Wash., D. C. -Helen Kellar '•chats" with
Oi-e.- Introducing
P(U-tlaiul.
Mrs. Coolidge:
the first rope-walki'ng <log Indianapolis. Ind.
only) .\ristocrats of catdoni and
( Iudianai)olis
uride of poult ryland in fiU' and feather show;
:

—

'.

—

51.58: Pottsville, Pa.—
as coal conference fails and

they and mines remain idle in anthracite belt
Miami, Fla. P.arkentine turns turtle after
running aground ami blocks Floiida harbor;
Washington, D. ('. Helen Keller calls on
President and Mrs. Coolidge: Los Angeles
Crowd of 5.1M)0 says farewell to ^Irs. Aimee
McPhersou, woman evangelist, off on trip to
Xew York Georges Carpentier
llr)ly Lan(i
Lady Cynthia
returns to America New Y^ork
Mosley, titled English Socialist and daughter of
husband
('ui'zon,
arrives
with
her
I^ord
Washington. D. C. Senator Berenger, new
French Ambassador, and his wife arrive in nacapital

City's

On

KINO(;i{A^LS NO.

tion's

kitties

to

lilllllilllllllliillllll

NEWkS COXTIXUITY. VOL.

;

Poland Springs, !Me. (Boston
Veteran husky captures new honors in
test;

(Chicago only)

says

two-reelei's

;

—

Regarding the Christie players, Al Christie

—

Galveston, Tex.
causes huge loss
St.
soars smoothly

dirigible

Catalina Islthrilling cross-country ilog race
California sunand, Cal. (Los Angeles only)
shine greets czar of baseball; Chicago. III.

Lee, Duane Thompson, Natalie Joyce, Yola
Jean Lorraine, iviarian Audre,
U'Avril,

Aileen Lopez,
Garvin.

new

only)

Company

lire

:
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i

—

!

Workiu(>n
(Boston
only)
Mass,
narrowly escape death whtMi walls of old
.\ngeles,
I>os
Cal.
collapse
ILuise
Parker
(Los -Vngeles only) Faithful flock bid woman
(Frisco
Evangelist bon voyage: Frisco, Cal.

Boston.

;

—

only) Male nuiinie(iuins display latest styles
for Sheiks: .Vn International Newsroel Special
Northfield,
Vt.
Floods sween E\irope

—

;

Crack

college

riders

train

on

icy

INTERX.VTIOXAL NEWS NO.
TienTsin

China— Chinese

course.

7:

f^imilies

—

Near
flee

as

war flames anew; Middleboro, Mass. Elk and
boar to roam New England woods: Wilburton.
Terrific mine exOkla. (Oklahoma City only)

Scenes

iiuMi

ilic

Pathe

Release.

"Charley

My

Boy.'

!
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Reviews Of Fea
A

(Universal

Moana

Romance

Six Shootin'

—4837 Feet)

(Paramount

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

TO

A CERTAIN

<'apabl('

all

extent this luUows tlu- usual Western plot
trail but as the love affair develops it is given some new
curves, and the net result is a film that will surely please
Jack Hoxie's admirers and find favor wherever ciuick action melodrama with lanch and rolling country settings is in demand. In
the picture's early stages some timely comedy relief has been skillfully injected, the last three reels are pretty well crowded uj) witli
serious love-making, desultory scrapping; and the finale sees the
gains cracking in earnest with all hands joining in.
Jack Hoxie
is as vigorous and wholesome as ever, his stalwart figure always to
the fore when there's fighting to be done; Olive Hasbrouck carries
off' the dramatic honors by a veiT appealing and natural portrayal
of the wilful girl whom Iloxie eventually wins.
The support is
tliruuuli,

THEME.

Western melodrama. Chance makes cowboy Jack halfowner of a ranch with girl partner. Latter
dislikes him at start, but he eventually wins her.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Snappy brisk action,
good direction, neatly developed love affair, comedy relief,
iight episodes and big general gun battle at close.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Bill as Hoxie's most
Feature star and Olive Haslively Westerner to date.
brouck. Safe to promise lots of action and thrills.
DRAWING POWER. Good at any house where Westerners are favored by patrons.
SUMMARY. A bright Jack Hoxie Westerner. Has
all the usual melodramatic thrills combined with a love
story a bit out of the ordinary, good comedy relief, is
cleverly acted and well directed.

THE CAST
Hoxie
Hasbrouck

Jack

Jack
Donaldeen Travis

Olive

Currier King

William A. Steele

Lightnin'

Carmen Phillips
Bob McKenzie

Mrs. King
Ricketts

Mammy

Mattie Peters
Virginia Bradford

Muriel Travis

Adapted from Story by Ruth Comfort Mitchell.
Smith. Photographed by William Nobles.

SYNOPSIS.

Cowboy

Director, Cliff

Jack, left a half share in ranch, finds other

He admires her, but she is prejudiced
Currier King, neighboring ranchman and a bad egg,
against him.
makes love to Donaldeen. Jack thrashes him, but the intrigue continues until it turns out that King has a wife living.
Donaldeen is
made captive by King but rescued by Jack and his men after a gun
Donaldeen admits her love for Jack.
battle.
owner

is

Donaldeen Travis.

A

T
J

—Seven Reels)

(Reviewed by Frank

ROBERT

FLAHERTY,

us "Nanook of the Nortii,"
now c-ontributes another I'emai'kahle ttlni for the entertainment of the world. It i.s "Moana," which show^s us life as
is lived in the Samoan Islands.
it
Surmounting' difticulties which
would have (liscouraged most men, Mr. Flaiierty "carried on" and
as a result has achieved a moving pauoi-ama of South Se.a„customs
that is as entertaining as it is instructive.
A\'ith the members of a family as the i)riiu-ipal characters We are
shown their daily fight for existence, tiieir sports, their method
of ()l)taining- food in the .iuiigle, on land and in the sea; their colorful dances, their primitive rites, their love-making. It is all decidedly
worth while. The backgrounds, of course, are treats for the eye,
being- beautiful shots of troi)ical foliage, landscapes and seas.
Real
tliiills are supplied in the caj)ture of the wild boar, the giant turtles
and ci'al)s, the climbs up towering trees for cocoanuts and the photog:raphing of the entire ordeal of tattooing- through whieii Moana
goes so that he may sit with the leaders of his jjeople.
The characters are all beautiful i)liysical s|)ecimens of man and
womanhood. Nothing more unusual, off the l)eaten ])ath and novel
has l)ccii >c<'n on the silver sheet in years.

THEME. A
man

true story of the love and life of a native
Samoa and his betrothed.

of Savaii in British

PRODUCTION

HIGHLIGHTS. The capture of the
boar, the giant turtle and the mammoth crab.
The preparation of the family garments and food, all supplied by
nature.
The tattooing of Moana. The dances. The
shooting of the quaint canoes into the trough of the waves.
ANGLES. Go after the schools
heavy on this one. Put on a preview for civic officials,
Decorate lobby in South Sea
the press, teachers, etc.
style.
Put on prologue of South Sea dances if possible.

EXPLOITATION

DRAWING POWER.
attract business

if

The novelty

you exploit

THE CAST
Moana Tu'ungaita Fa'angase

Pe'a and tribesmen
Directed, photographed and produced by Robert Flaherty, assisted
•by Mrs. Flaherty and a brother, David Flaherty.
SYNOPSIS. Moana, son of a tribal chief of Savaii, with members
of his family, are shown in their daily pursuits of hunting, fishing,
obtaining foods of various kinds, preparing them over crude ovens;
in their dances and tattooing ordeal and finally Moana's wooing of
According to Samoan custom and law,
the maid of his heart.

no boy can become a man till all sorts of fantastic forms have been
pierced into his body with hard bone needles.

Moana (Paramount)

PRESS NOTICE

FLAHERTY, who
ROBERT
produced "Nanook of the

PRESS NOTICE

in another of
breezy Western

"A

North," has, after twenty months

Shootin'
chief
the
screen attraction at the
Theatre on
A fine outdoors picture with plenty of hard
riding, gun battles, beautiful photography, with Hoxie as a gal-

Romance,"

will

Six

cowboy

who

rescued by the

A

real

commencis commembers of

cast

fishing trips, sit in with them at
their tribal councils, see Moana
woo his lady fair and watch him
go through the ordeal of tattooing which is the open seasame to
manhood in the tribe.

CATCH
Robert

Flaherty,
a

producer

Paramount

of
release.

"Moana'

LINES

real
romance of life and love!
The intoxicating charm of the South
Seas as never before depicted in words
or pictures.
A hero handsome as a
god a new kind of beauty as a heroine

A

LINES

red-blood Western melodrama,
thrills
vibrating
with

packed
with
romance!

The

which faces them each day, we
go with them on hunting and

she de-

Besides Hoxie's fine work in

star of "A Six Shooti:
a Universal production.

.

We

the hero role, that of Olive Hasbrouck as the girl commands admiration.
A strong supporting
cast is in evidence.

Hoxie.

his

posed entirely of the
a Samoan family, Moana, Tu'ungaita, Fa'angase and Pe'a.
are shown in a stirring manner
their grim battle for existence

spised and finally acknowledges
that she loves the latter.

CATCH

finished

Theatre,

the
ing

left

man

Samoa,

remarkable picure of South Sea
life,
"Moana," which comes to

half
share of a ranch, finds his partner to be a girl with a strong
dislike for him.
She is wooed by
an unworthy suitor, taken capis

British

in

be

.

Romance"

one should
O. K. for best

of this

bit.

(Universal)

melodramas,

Jack

a

Romance

Six Shootin'

his vigorous,

tive,

it

houses and would be great as one of the features on a
double bill.

ACK HOXIE

lant

Elliott)

who gave

;

!

!
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The Song and Dance Man

The Ancient Mariner
(Fox— 5548

(Paramount

Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

ABF^AUTIFUL

ingeniously interwoven with a modern
love story, this i)roduetion registers as a charming example
Henry Otto directed the sequence illusof screen artistry.
trating the weird adventures of the hero in Coleridge's classical
poem and has succeeded in conveying the subtle sense of its bizarre
mystery and supernatural lure in a series of scenes that are remarkable for superb lighting effects and magical appeal. The modern tale, directed by Chester Bennet, serves very well as an introduction and windup to the allegory, in fact the poem presentation
alone wouldn't do for the average fans whose reaction to its darkling
majesty might be expressed in the phrase "what's it all about?"
But the combination of the past and present ought to hold them
and prove a fine educational factor as well as interesting entertainThe outstanding dramatic performances are those of Paul
ment.
Panzer and Nigel De Bruilier, cast respectively as the ancient and
modern mariners. Support 0. K.
i'aritasy

—

THEME. Poem

Fantasy and Modern Story. VisualizaAncient Mariner's adventures induces wealthy roue
to abandon designs on innocent girl, who returns to man

tion of

who

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Enthralling beauty of
Episodes of
views depicting Ancient Mariner's voyage.
Phantom Ship and shooting of albatross. Clever interpolation of modern narrative. Fine work of cast.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Tieups with schools and
educational boards. Stress film's mystery, romance and
wonderful scenic beauty. Feature principals.
Should win

if

Depends

on

your

SUMMARY. An

NEVER

tion
to a capital T.

He has achieved in his interpretation of the apHerbert
pealing character something that is excej)tionally fine.
Brenon has done his work so well that the picture eclipses the
stage play from every angle.
The "back stage" shots are the last
word in pep and realism, while the "first night" and farewell performance of "The Girl from The Bronx," are new notes in gorgeOur Stetson is off to Bessie Love, who in the
ous investiture.
principal feminine role also registers 100 per cent and when the
folk sec her strut the Charleston they're going to talk all over
town. The plot is one filled with human interest. There are heart
tugs galore, but the comedy element has not been overlooked. Much
fun is furnished by Josephine Drake as the landlady'.

THEME.

Comedy drama dealing with trials and tribulations of song and dance man, who after succeeding in
business, returns to first love the stage.

—

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

interesting love story

prologue.

DRAWING POWER.
SUMMARY. You
good

A

all

through

Suitable for the finest houses,

can't

THE CAST
Paul Panzer
Gladys Brockwell
Robert Klein
Clara Bow
Earle Williams

Ancient Mariner
Life

Death
Dora Matthews
Victor Brant

Leslie Fenton
Barlowe
Nigel De Bruilier
Modern Mariner
Adapted from Coleridge's Famous Poem. Directors, Henry Otto,
Chester Bennet. Photographed by Joseph August.

Joel

Dora Matthews forsakes her sweetheart

Joel for

On

eve of her intended elopement with Brant an
old sailor gives Brant a strange liquid to drink and unfolds before his
eyes the "Rime of the Ancient Mariner," who killed the beautiful
albatross. Brant realized he is about to kill true love and goes away.
Later, he returns to find Dora no longer infatuated with him, and
resigns her to Joel.

The

Ancient

AN

Mariner

Happy

Miss Lane
Joseph Murlock
Charles Nelson
Fred Carroll

Bobby Watson
George Nash

Josephine Drake
Adapted from George M. Cohan's stage play. Directed by Herbert Brenon. Photographed by James Howe.
SYNOPSIS. "Happy" Farrell, song and dance man, broke in
New York, holds up Joseph Murlock, is caught but given another
chance. Nelson, theatrical man, stars Miss Lane, in whom Happy
is interested.
He goes West, makes a fortune, returns to New York,
After advising all that happiness
finds girl about to wed Murlock.
for those of the theatre can only be found in the theatre, he returns
to tanks as a song and dance man.

The

(Fox)

Song and Dance
(Paramount)

PRESS NOTICE

and
is offered by
Mariner," which

Dance Man," which was written
by George M. Cohan and in
which he starred.
Paramount
has made the play into an even
better picture and it will be

.

important

CATCH

Theatre,
shown at the
commencing
Tom
Moore appears in the role made
famous by Cohan and he is sup.

ported by Bessie Love, who
again struts the Charleston as
she did in "The King on Main
Street," Harrison Ford, Norman
Trevor, Josephine Drake, Helen
Lindroth and others. Moore never
had a part that suited him better
than this. The plot deals with
the trials and tribulations of a

song

roles.

dance

man.

LINES

Tears and laughs mingle in this
George M. Cohan comedy that shows

Marvelously

a startling contrast

new

I

and

CATCH

LINES

beautiful scenic effects,
between the old and
worlds, a love story of tender interest in modern times combined with
thy mystical lure of a famous poem,
a screen sensation

Ma

never was a better
THERE
show than "The Song and

poem

be

figure in

Love

Jane Rosamond

exhibited for the first
time in this section on the sceen
of
the
Theatre on
The story deals with
the rescue of an innocent girl
from a wealthy rake with whom
she is about to elope, when an
old sailor unfolds the tale of the
Ancient
Mariner's
adventures
before her admirer's eyes, and
he resigns her to the man who
really loves her.
The modern
and ancient narratives are visualized in a series of scenes of
surpassing beauty and colorful
Paul Panzer, Gladys Brockwell, Clara Bow, Earle Williams

Bow, who appears in "The Ancient Mariner" a Fox production.

Bessie

Harrison Ford
Norman Trevor

Inspector Craig

unique combination of a

"The Ancient

Tom Moore

Farrell

PRESS NOTICE

celebrated
modern love story
will

go wrong on this one. It is
photography.

in acting, direction, setting,

great story, fine cast, box office hit

THE CAST

Clara

"Happy's"

EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Great names to deal with;
George M. Cohan, Tom Moore, Bessie Love, Harrison
Ford, Herbert Brenon. Play them up big in your ads. Put
Or Charleston
on Song and Dance Amateur contest.

combined with

A

SYNOPSIS.

of

big and small.

a fantasy of rare beauty, has both scenic and romantic apdecidedly unique and highly artistic film.
peal.

wealthy Brant.

Death

partner, attempted hold-up. Try-outs for places in revue.
Bessie Love's Charleston. First night of show. Happy's
return.

patronage.

properly exploited.

Elliott)

was a role so made to order for a star than the
George M. Cohan creation of "Happy" Farrell, the song
and danee man. And Paramount made a fortunate selecwhen they chose Tom Moore for the part. Tom is "Happy"

'

really loves her.

DRAWING POWER.

—Seven Reels)

(Reviewed by Frank

life

Moore,

Dance Man"

star of "The Song and
a Paramount production.

never has been
it
Herbert Brenon who

"back-stage." as

shown

Tom

before.

"A

Kiss For Cinderella," has
eclipsed his former efforts

gave us

!

.
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The

Million Dollar

The

Handicap

(Producers Distributing Corp.

—6117 Feet)

(Universal Jewel

Reviewed hy George T. Partly)
SURE-FIRE audience picture! While the hery little Southern heroine who dons jockey silks and pilots a horse to victory
in the face of seemingly unconcjuerable odds has frequently
"done her stuff" for the screen, she has never put it over mth such

abandon and startling effect as registered in this case.
The big race event on which the plot hinges is a wonder of perfect
camera technique. Uusually such scenes present a rapidly moving,
blurred effect of riders and horses, and you can only catch glimpses
of them here and there. But this time the race can be followed by
the spectators from start to finish in every detail, closeups and
long shots are alike clear and distinct and the finish is superb.
Sheer frank melodrama, but a cracking good one, with great heart
interest and a couple of corking fine fights. Vera Reynolds, a magSupport capinetic, dashing heroine and real dare-devil rider.
tal, Ed Burns an attractive lover, Clarence Burton a realistically
reckless

Direction excellent.

sinister villian.

THEME.

Turfman buys supposedly worthless horse

which is ridden to victory by his daughter in a big
She also clears reputation of unjustly accused lover.

race.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Colorful atmosphere,
Fast melodramatic action, romantic
Big racing scene. Vera Reynold's work.

development.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Boost story to limit, play
love interest and go the limit on
the racing stuff as the most realistic and exciting ever

up melodramatic
filmed.

Burton,

thrills,

Burns, Clarence

Ward

DRAWING POWER.
melodrama

Has

pull, forceful

punches and

THEME.

Youth appointed

Vera Reynolds
Edmund Burns
Ralph Lewis
Ward Crane
Tom Wilson
Walter Emerson
Clarence Burton
Photographed by

George Mortimer
John Porter
Phillip Crane
•.

Tom
Alan Porter

Langdon
Author,

W.

A. Eraser. Director, Scott Sidney.
Devereaux Jennings.
SYNOPSIS. John Porter, turfman, is tricked into buying a doped
His daughter Alis discovers that the horse can run. Her
horse.
sweetheart, Mortimer, cashier of a bank, shields her brother Alan
when latter embezzles funds, and is dischaged. All's father suffers
a paralytic stroke and is in money difficulties.
Alis, disguised as a
jockey, rides her despised horse in a 810,000 handicap race and wins.
The excitement cures her father, Mortimer is cleared and wins Alis.

The

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Development of huSnappy comedy scenes. Stormy interview between Elmer and wife. Good finale.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Tie up with washing machines company on store window displays. Bill as breezy
comedy with strong human interest appeal.
Feature

man

interest factor.

principals.

Good attraction for any house.
Combines sympathetic appeal with amus-

ing comedy situations.
Acting high grade all the way
through, work of Glenn Hunter and Edna Murphy being
particularly effective. Has general audience lure and likely
office possibilities.

Elmer Clinton

Glenn Hunter

Myra

Edna Murphy

Clinton

Uncle Clem
Bard
Olga

David Higgins
Jim Bradbury, Jr.
Jean Jarvis

Royce

Leward Meeker

Mrs. Dansey
Author, Hugh McNair Kahler.
graphed by Sid Hickox.

SYNOPSIS.
peddler,

Royce

is

made

Enfield,

son of proprietor, jealous of Elmer, plots to ruin

whose campaigns

wife.

The

in

leading role, supported by
Edmund Burns, Ralph Lewis,
Ward Crane, Tom Wilson, Clarence Burton and a host of pop-

;

Jarvis,

Dodson

MilDist.

Thomas McGuire,
Raymond

Mitchell, Pete

and other well-known

lights

of

filmland.

LINES

CATCH

glowing,

breath-taking, suspenseof the South with
realistic
racing scenes, a

crammed melodrama

release.

Leward Meeker, Louise

Mackintosh,

ular players.

Corp.

.

himself with the aid of an old
uncle and wins back his wife's
Icve. In the supporting cast are
such popular players as David
Higgins, Jim Bradbury, Jr. Jean

an undeserved

marvelously
tender love story, unbounded

of the

washing machine company fails
at first through self-conceit and
yielding to flattery, but redeems

the

CATCH

interest,

story deals with the career
of an ambitious youth who becomes sales manager of a big

stain.

A

human

The

.

Vera Reynolds a knockout

with

which comes to the screen
Theatre on

story treats of the heroic
daring of a girl, who rides a despised horse to victory in a
famous racing event, saves her
father and clears her sweetof

Giant," a comedy
rippling with laughs and

Little

alive

The

name

(Universal)

in

"The
drama

Dollar Handicap," which will be
given its big local premiere at the

heart's

Giant

HUNTER and Edna
GLENN
Murphy are featured

the

on

Little

PRESS NOTICE

greatest
horse-racing
ever
scenes
filmed are shown in that wonderful romantic melodrama of the
sunny Southland, "The Million

Theatre

Mackintosh
Photo-

are failures.
Elmer and his wife don't live
within their income and quarrel.
Clem sells several machines on
the quiet. Elmer discovers Royce is double-crossing him and whips
him. Elmer gets rid of parasite crowd, wins out, is reconciled to
latter,

PRESS NOTICE
of

Louise

Director, William Nigh.

Elmer Clinton, reared by his uncle Clem, an old
sales manager of a big washing machine company.

Million Dollar Handicap
(Prod. Dis. Corp.)

SEVERAL

Vera Reynolds, featured in "The
lion Dollar Handicap" a Prod.

of big firm is

THE CAST

Alis Porter
.

manager

sales

redeems himself and makes good with

THE CAST
.

of light eon-

is

well filmed.

box

horse race that's the limit in vivid realism.

.

jilot

strong heart appeal, there are
taken as a whole this comedy drama ought to do very well from the
box office standpoint. It gets off to a good start, maintains a lively
pace until the fifth reel, when the crowding in of a lot of somewhat
unnecessary detail slows the action down. But the speed picks up
again and there is no slackening until a satisfactory and wellturned climax is reached. Glenn Hunter is at his best in the role
of the young salesman who suffers temporarily from au undue
Edna
sense of his own cleverness but makes good on the end.
Murphy shares dramatic honors with the star, in fact her natural,
appealing performance as the young wife is easily one of the best
things about the picture, while David Higgins furnishes a capital
The support is adequate.
character sketch as the old peddler.
Photography 0. K., jiretty long shots, lighting effective, interiors

SUMMARY.

first-class

big audience appeal, snappy, colorful

melodrama with good romantic

The

many human touches with
many amusing situations and

l)ut

DRAWING POWER.

Will win wherever

popular.

is

SUMMARY.
a

Edmund

Feature Vera Reynolds,
Crane.

pleasing entertainment.
OFFERS
struction
contains a good

failure at first, but
aid of old uncle.

beautiful photography.

—6850 Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

I

A

Giant

Little

thrills

and

pretty Vera Reynolds riding her horse
to victory in a mad. dazzling finish

Edna Murphy, featured

in

"The

Little

Giant" a Universal production.

LINES

Midnight parties dulled his brain and
And he thought
broke his pocketbook.
they were all a part of Big Business!
Then an old peddler came along and
woke him up. So his dreams came true!
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Enemy

Flaming Waters
O.— 5700

(F. B.

(Columbia Pictures Corp.

Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

I

THEY

put over a sure-enough thriller in this sensational yarn
of the o'l fields, which also looms up strong from the sentimental and comedy angles, otters as exciting entertainment
as the most avid admirer of punch melodrama could desire and
There's no getting away
I'egisters as a indly box office attraction.
from the fact that the big wallop scene which shows the great flood
of waters topped with blazing oil, sweeping everything before it
and threaten'ng the lives of hero, mother and heroine, is a fine bit
of camera work bound to jar the most blase onlooker into shivers
Apart from which, the human interest note is
of anticipation.
clearly sounded, the characters ai'e life-like and the story carries
<-onviction despite its melodramatic grandiloquence.
Malcolm Mc(ii'cgor, PauFne Garon and Mary ("arr are excellent in the ])rincipal roles and well supported.
F. H:irinoii Weight, who directed

With

"Di'usilla

Melodrama. Danny O'Neil bests swindling
promoter, makes fortune in oil fields, saves his mother and
sweetheart from burning oil flood.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Clever development
Sustained swift action.
Big rescue scene when burning flood

romance and comedy

Good atmosphere.

relief.

breaks.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Safe to boost this as a

melodrama that hasn't a dull moment in it. Dwell on
romantic and humorous touches and big thrills,

story's

Danny thrashing the swindler; and above
ous episode of flaming flood.

DRAWING POWER.

the tremend-

all,

appeal,

SUMMARY. A

crashing melo with unusual heart apOffers sensational oil field
peal and bright comedy relief.
story, with blazing flood climax that's a wonder.
Malcolm McGregor
Pauline Garon

O'Neil

Doris Laidlaw
Mrs. O'Neil
Jasper Thorne

Mary Carr
John Miljan
Johnny Gough

Midge

Mayme

Mrs. Rutherford

SYNOPSIS.

Director, F.

Kelso

Harmon Weight.

Danny O'Neil goes to Oil City with his mother,
who has swindled her. He gets the better

seeking Jasper Thorne,

Thorne

in an oil deal and buys a well than turns out a "gusher,"
overflow surrounding the ranch they live on. A lamp thrown by
Thorne' ignites the oil.
Danny's foolish friend Midge opens the
Danny rescues his mother
reservoir gates, a flaming flood results.
and Doris. He wins the girl.

of

attraction that possesse.s unlimited mass
appeal, is handsomely photographed, skillfully directed and
combines melodramatic force with consideraiile human inAlso, the picture provides Dorothy Revier with a role

suitable in every way to her talents.
Miss Revier is not only good
to look at, but registers as an emotional actress of marked ability.
She doesn't overdo matters, her pantomime, forcible and ap])ealing
as it is, never goes beyond the natural limits of expression and holds
an audience's attention through sheer artistry. Cullen Landis is a
likeable hero.
Here and there a shot of comedy for which Leo

White and Cesare Gravina are jointly responsible, leavens the
melo action nicely. Credit must be given Frank Strayer for having
directed the film not only with an eye on the box office i)ossibilibut a strong leaning to the artistic side as well.

ties,

its

Flaming Waters

Gifl whose sister is betrayed vows vengeance
men, becomes cabaret favorite, but eventually is
wooed and won by worthy suitor.
all

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Title has pulling power.
as thrilling melodrama, with great heart lure.
Play
up idea of girl's war against men on account of sister's
betrayal and death.
Feature Dorothy Revier and Cullen

Landis.
First-class card for

SUMMARY. Has general audience appeal. Puts over
melo punches forcibly but discreetly, strong on human
touches.
Well acted and skillfully directed, stars work
particularly effective.

(F.

Norma Bennett
Dr. Phil Ordway
Tony
John Hurd

Dorothy Revier
Cullen Landis
Ceasare Gravina
Charles Clary

Leo White

Roberti
Janet Bennett

Barbara Luddy
Margaret Landis
PhotoStrayer.

Miss Ordway
Author, Douglas Bronston.
Director, Frank
graphed by Frank Good.
SYNOPSIS. Because of her sister's betrayal and subsequent
death Norma Bennett takes a vow tp make all men pay. She becomes a night club favorite and is courted by Hurd, the man who
ruined her sister.
Dr. Phil Ordway is in love with her, but she
marriage.
Discovering Hurd's identity with that of her
sister's betrayer she goes to a cabaret to shoot him, but he is slain
by another hand. Dr. Phil finally weds her.
refuses

B. O.)

Enemy

makes

a

fortune

and

-*—'

gains

Gough, Mayme
and others in support.

Johnny

CATCH
duction.

appearing
B. O. pro-

tidal wave of
doomed house in

.

siren with a mission of vengeance to be wreaked on all men.
A true lover beckoned, but she
pursued her path until she discovered the man who ruined her
sister.
On the verge of killing
from another
him,
a
bullet

a

avenging hand cut his life short.
And happiness came her way at
last.

Revier's performance is
emotional appeal,
Cullen Landis scoring as

Miss

a revelation in

Miljan,

with

Kelso

the faithful lover.

CATCH

LINES

For years he wondered what had beof the little shop girl, and found

sweeping over

the ravine, rushing
to envelope girl and mother; a deluge
of destiny, a flaming fate, as the glowing river of burning oil boils on!

Re-

local

LINES
fire,

Dorothy

the star of "Enemy
great romantic
the

story of a girl whose loved sister's betrayal turned her into a

whirlwind of action from
last, with Malcolm McGregor, Pauline Garon and Mary
Carr in the principal roles, it is
a film no regular movie-goer can

John

is

will be given
premiere at the
This is the
Theatre on
Its

to

miss.

vier

of
Men,"
melodrama which

A

to

(Columbia

PRESS NOTICE

TDEAUTIFUL

beautiful wife.

afford

Men

of

Pics.)

who swindled his
mother, the means by which he

F.

neighborhood

houses and towns.

promoter

MacGregor,
Waters" an

of

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

.

Malcolm

work

Bill

melodrama of
the oil country, with one of
the greatest "fiery flood" scenes
ever
photographed,
"Flaming
Waters," is the big attraction
Theatre
listed for the
This story, as
on
strong in human interest as it
is in exciting situations, treats of
the adventures of Danny O'Neil
in getting even with a crooked

•I'laming

Splendid

Dorothy Revier in lead. Deft balancing of melodramatic
punches and heart interest values. Cabaret shooting scene.

A THRILLING

A

often

THEME.

on

*^-

the

isn't

so skillfully nourished ;ind clfectivc.

PRESS NOTICE

first

It

THE CAST

THE CAST

Author, E. Lloyd Sheldon.

terest.

•

program

DRAWING POWER.

Has universal audience

should please anywhere.

Dan

AN

excellent

—5508 Feet)

Reviewed by George T. Pardy

you get a straight melodrama with heart touches and pathetic values

a Million," scores again.

THEME.

of

Men

of

come
Dorothy

Men"

Revier. star of "Enemy
a Columbia production.

of

her a notorious woman in a great city!
She was the enemy of men because of
the terrible crime one had committed!

J

a n u

ar

\
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Stella

The Sea Beast

Maris

(Universal- Jewel

— 5786 Feet

(Warner Brothers

RevieweJ by George T. Parih
addtion to the list of Jewel features, "Stella
Maris" reflects credit on all concerned in its production.
Mary Philbin distinjjuishes herself by wonderful work in
A sharper type contrast than that presented by
the dual role.
Unity, the faithful, devoted drudge, and Stella, an exquisitely
charming, unsophisticated "daughter of the gods" can scarcely be
iinagrined, yet both characterizations stand out with cameo-like
clearness, as natural as life and a lasting tribute to Miss Phil bin's
dramatic versatility. She is capably supported l)y all hands, with
Oladys Brockwell scoring in a peculiarly venemous portrayal of the
The double exposure effects are a veritable triumph
Adcious wife.
of camera technique, in fact the photography throughout is an
Pathos and melodramatic urge are combined in masartistic treat.
Splendidly directed
terly style, the story's interest never slackens.
and acted, this film should win everywhere.
•

I

AXOTABLE

THEME.

Drama.

Details

two

stories of

life

girls in

high and low social stratas. one finding happiness, the other
sacrificing herself for man she loves.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Star's

work

fine

in

around good acting. Double exposure effects.
Emotional stress. Scene where Unity kills Louisa and self.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Bill as heart-moving
Feature Mary
drama alive with suspense and pathos.
You can
Philbin's great portrayals of Stella and Unity.
praise story's dramatic power to limit without any fear of
a comeback.
DRAWING POWER. Should give satisfaction at all
houses, large and small.

dual

role, all

SUMMARY.

Intensely pathetic, dramatically effective,
beautifully photographed, well directed. Has some of finest
double exposures ever shown. A sure box office hit.

^

/

^

Dr.

Dexter
Gladys Brockwell
Jason Robards
Phillips Smalley
Elliot

William J. Locke.
graphed by Milton Moore.

SYNOPSIS.

Lawrence

Lilian

Haynes

Author,

)

THEME. Young whaling captain loses leg in a battle
with huge whale, devotes life to its extinction, is finally
successful, regains mental balance and sweetheart.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Barrymore's splendid
acting.
The marvelous marine photography. Fine work
of Dolores Costello and support. Scenes where Ahab loses
leg, ship driving through storm, fight between brothers,
slaying of Moby Dick.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Feature John Barrymore
and Doloies Costello. Play up the magnificent ocean
Bill as greatest senscenes, the battles with Moby Dick.
sational marine

melodrama

Director,

Charles

Robert Bolder
Brabin.
Photo-

Maris, invalid, lives in a fairyland of fancy
created for her by her great friends, John Risca and Walter Herold.
John is separated from his vicious wife, Louisa. Latter is imprisoned
for torturing slavey Unity Blake.
John adopts Unity, who adores
him. Stella is cured. John confesses his love for her. Louisa, released, horrifies Stella with lies about John and Unity.
Unity proves
her devotion bv killing Louisa and herself. Stella turns to Herold,
whom she really loves.
Stella

Maris (Universal

it

PRESS NOTICE
TWTARY PHILBIN'S
*"-*

starring
Maris, adapted

shown

Theatre

"big" production in every sense of the
Magnificent photography, crammed with sensational
swiftly,

John Barrymore

Esther Wiscasset
Derek Ceeley
Flask

Dolores Costello

Perth

Reverend Wiscasset
Pip

.•

Millard

Melville's Novel,

Universal

production.

No
love;

sacrifice

she

took

marine and
greatest
whaling epic of the age has
reached the screen in the pictur-*-

at

for

way!

''Moby

"The Sea Beast"

the

ous

production,

This marvelstarring

John

Barrymore, will be given its local
premiere at the
Theatre on
Moby Dick
is a monstrous whale on whom
the hero vows vengeance for
having lost a leg while pursuing
him. Fortune favors him in the
.

end.

For spectacular thrills and
wonderful marine photography
nothing has ever equalled this
feature, in which Mr. Barrymore
adds fresh lustre to his laurels.

CATCH
An

irre-

imselfish

of

world-famous

.

interest,

Herman

Melville's
novel,
Dick," filmed under the titled of

iation

LINES

too bitter
the only

Bros.)

np HE

Barrymore. starred in "The Sea
Beast" a Warner Bros, production.

John

deep

LINES
waters,

a startling
whaling days,
palpitating with suspense and thrills,
that prince of actors. John Barrymore,
A picture that
in the leading role!
once seen, you will never forget!

epic

melodrama

emotional appeal, with beautiful
Mary Philbin doin^ the greatest work
of her career in a dual role.
a

Director,

The Sea Beast (Warner

^1)

sistible

Philbin. starred in "Stella Maris"

Dick."

SYNOPSIS. Ahab and Derek Ceeley, harpooners, are in love
with Esther Wiscasset. Ahab wins her. While hunting the great
whale, Moby Dick, Derek pushes his brother overboard and the big
fish bites off his leg.
Ahab devotes his life to the pursuit of Moby
Five years later he learns of Derek's treachery, who is
Dick.
drowned in a fight. Esther and her father are wrecked and picked
up by Ahab's vessel. Moby Dick is killed. The lovers are reunited.

latest
Stella

on

human

"Moby

Webb.

wonderful performance,
aided by marvelous double exposure effects. The support includes such stellar players as Elliot
Dexter,
Jason
Robards,
Gladys Brockwell.

Mary

George O'Hara
Mike Donlin
Sam Baker
George Burrell
James Barrows
Vadin Uranoff

Queequeg

It is a

CATCH

fiercely realistic.

Ahab Ceeley

Unity, a little slavey, who gives
her life for the man she loves.

story of rare

is

THE CAST

Miss Philbin plays a dual role,
that of Stella, an invalid girl of
rare beauty who is cured by an
operation and finds the real
world so different from the fairyland she though it was and

A

pa-

PRESS NOTICE

vehicle,

be

will

if

SllMMARY. A
word.

from the novel
by William J. Locke, is hailed
by critics as one of the finest
emotional dramas ever screened.
It

great card anywhere,

trons' nerves can stand its realism.

Adapted from Herman

Stella

of season.

DRAWING POWER. A

pi^jH^i^^

\

Feet)

WHATEVEIi

melo incident, moves

THE CAST
Maris
Unity Blake
John Risca
Louisa Risca
Walter Herold
Sir Oliver Blount
Lady Blount

Stella

—6393

(Reviewed by (jeorge T. Pardv
may be said for or against its savage realism,
there can be no denying the magnitieently spectacular lure
of this ocean epic of the old whaling (hiys. Nor can the
most hard-boiled critic fail to voice admiration of John Barrymore's wonderful acting, equally wonderful makeup, and the allurThe scene
ing grace and beauty of the heroine, Dolores Costello.
where Ahalj loses his leg and the cauterizing of the bloody stump
with the white-hot irons is a horribly effective bit of melodrama,
mighty well done, but ])retty sure to rack some folks' n«^-ves, and
most feminine patrons won't like it. There are many other strenuous episodes; Ahab driving his \essel through stormy seas in his mad
hunt for vengeance on the white whale, the battle to the death with
his treacherous brother, all emphasized by Barrymore's masterly
portrayal of anguish and insanity. But sweetness and light trnimpli
at the close, with the lovers united, which is a welcome set-off to the
stark tragedy of the earlier portion of the picture.

of
of

the

old

Motion P
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The Outsider

Look and Listen

(Pathe— 5305 Feet)

(Fox— 5424 Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
this j)ifture Larry Semon makes his first appearance as a
star under Pathe's banner, offering a fast-gaited, amusing combination of melodrama and comedy that should win high favor
with a majority of the fans and register as a likely box offlee attraction.
Adapted from a musical eemedy, the plot is of light construction, but merry gags, thrilling stunt work and the necessary
bit of romance are in evidence all through the production which
There's a whimdevelopcs interest early and holds it to the end.
sical stage burlesque touch showing the stage-struck lieroine getting

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
the far-off days of "The Miraele Man" pictures with a
faith-cure slant have come along with considerable regularity,
the theme seems a po])ular one when romantically developed,
as in the present instance, and this feature gives promise of rolling
up a respectable box office score. It isn't propaganda for or against
the medical profession, though prominent surgeons are shown as
failing to achieve a cure where the magnetic hero succeeds.
Because, in the final analysis you discover that the gy^jsy-gent healer's
power over the girl was due to the fact that she reciprocated his
affection, which doesn't say much for his chances with ordinary
patients who couldn't all be expected to love him.
But the story
will please the average movie-goer all the more by its reliance on
the tender passion as opposed to mere science.
Lou Tellegen is
sufficiently impressive and dignified in the hero role, Jacqueline
Logan emotionally effective as the girl, suppoi-f well balanced and

IN

muddled up in her
funny and Larry gets

all

initial footlight

ajjpearance that

is

distinctly

the laughs in plenty when in company with
the colored porter he dodges an angi-y mob, and as for the thrills
stutf, it comes thick and heavy, with the star indulging in some
extraordinary acrobatics. It's the sort of role that suits Semon in

every detail and he does it full justice,
other players supporting- him gaily.

witli

Dorothy

Dwan and

photography

THEME.

Stage struck girl persuades sweetheart to
back her in show, which fails. Bank is robbed, hero captures thieves, recovers money, weds girl.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

amazing acroNeat balancing of thrills and

comedy.

Star's

and clowning.
Chase scenes, train wreck, burlesque windup.

batic angles

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Feature Semon's clown
Bill as combination melostunts, play up diverse thrills.
drama and comedy crammed with exciting situations and
unexpectedly funny punches. Mention prominent players

fast

melo and

Will please wherever they want

farcicial fooling.

SUMMARY. A

good Larry Semon vehicle. Gives star
fine opportunities to display agility and clowning talent,
has plenty of melodramatic thrills and physical suspense
mingled with side-splitting comedy.

Drama. Crippled girl dancer pronounced incurable by surgeons is restored to health by will-power and
love of Hungarian gypsy mystic.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Acting of Lou TelleEmotional urge.
Dancing
gen and Jacqueline Logan.
scenes. Episode where girl recovers use of limbs.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
power over mental and physical
fervidly emotional heart drama.

Lou Tellegen and

Jacqueline
up faith-cure theory.

Has

Larry Semon
Dorothy Dwan

Dorothy
Mother

Mary Carr
William Gillespie
Lionel Belmore

Bill

Sheriff

Man
Man

Bull

Montana

Joseph Swickard
Adapted from Henry B. Smth's Musical Comedy. Director, Larry
Semon.
SYNOPSIS. Luther Meek, well behaved young citizen of a small
town, has a sweetheart named Dorothy who pines for footlight fame
and coaxes him into backing a traveling show in which she is starred.
On the opening night the show manager and Luther's graceless stepbrother rob a bank. Luther is blamed, escapes from pursuers and
follows the thieves, finally catching them and recovering the money.
Dorothy renounces the stage forever and weds him.

^

chief

at

Jacqueline Logan
Lou Tellegen

Basil Owen
Sir Jasper Sturdee

Pritchard

Shadow
Doctor Todd
Adapted from Dorothy Brandon's Stage Play.

Walter Pidgeon
Charles Lane
Joan Standing
Gibson Gowland
Crafurd Kent
Director, Roland

V. Lee.

SYNOPSIS. Leontine Sturdee and dancing partner, Basil Owen
tour Hungary. They meet Anton Ragatzy, mystic faith-healer who
falls in love with the girl.
She is injured in an acrobatic dance, taken
back to London and pronounced incurable. Ragatzy follows, offers
aid, is denounced by doctors.
Finally he obtains admission to Leontine.
After several failures she rises and walks at his command.
Leontine realizes that it was their mutual love that wrought the
cure.

The Outsider (Fox)

PRESS NOTICE

A LL
•^*-

the magic of gypsy lore
and atmosphere, the power
of faith-healing when aided by
love

set forth in the story told

is

on the screen by "The Outsider"
which comes to the
Lou TelleTheatre on
gen and Jacqueline Logan are
the featured layers. The former
is
cast as a Hungarian mystic
who undertakes to cure an English girl he loves, given up by
noted surgeons as a hopeless
cripple.
How he succeeds, de,

Theatre on
wonderful
clowning
abilities were never shown to
such advantage as in this film,
in which he portrays a youth
with a stage-struck sweetheart,
whose ambitions lead him into
.

influences
in
hostile
a
of vividly dramatic sequences that strike right home
to the hearts of the spectators.
Walter Pidgeon, Roy Atwill,
spite
series

kinds of wild adventures, before she is finally tamed
Dorothy Dwan gives a great
performance as the heroine, supported by Mary Carr, William
Gillespie, Lionel Belmore, Bull

all

Joan
figure

Craufurd Kent,
prominently in the sup-

Standing,

porting cast,

Montana, Joseph Swickard Babe
Hardy, Curtis McHenry.

CATCH

LINES

if

Larry Semon, star of "Stop, Look,
Listen" a Pathe production.

of

Play

THE CAST

the

He was a fast stepper as a banker,
but the chorus girls made him look as
he were standing still!
Larry Semon
at his best, a three ring comedy circus,
smiles, acrobatic thrills and romance!

work

developes appeal,

Semon's

CATCH

fine

in leading roles.

awakens sympathy for heroine. Is well directed, cleverly
acted by principals and support. Offers no particular argument for faith-healing, but by mixing romance with idea,

thrills,

attraction

love's

Should do well in average house.
good dramatic sequences,

amazing
stunt work, melodrama and
romance, suspense and excitement, you'll find them all in
Larry Semon's latest picture,
"Stop, Look and Listen," billed
the

of

touching and

some

PRESS NOTICE

as

Dwell on

Logan

Look and Listen (Pathe)

T AUGHS,

idea

Bill as

Anton Ragatzy

Luther Meek

Stop,

SUMMARY.

Stress

ills.

Leontine Sturdee

THE CAST

Strong
Strong

first-class.

THEME.

DRAWING POWER.

in cast.

DRAWING POWER.

SINCE

Lou Tellegen, featured in "The Outsider" a Fox production.

LINES

She was an internationally famous
dancer who scorned a Hungarian gypsy's
But
when an accident
devotion.
crippled her and surgeons failed to aid,
was the gypsy's love and mystic
it
power that wrought a cure!

)

Jiiit'iiary

19

30,
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Just Suppose
(First National
(

T

— Seven Reels)

Reviewed by Frank

(Pathe

most interesting thing about this screen version of the
A. E. Thomas play is the appearance of Lois Moran, the

(liarmiug little star Avho was introduced to us in "Stella
Dallas." and who in "Just Suppose," is refreshing as a Spring
zephyr. There isn't the least doubt about Miss Moran's genius for
pantomime. She doesn't act; she lives her part. As for the feature, well it is just fair entertainment and certainly not worthy of
the talents of a Barthelmess.
This mythical kingdom-costume material isn't especially suitable for Dick.
Fortunately the i)lot gets
him to America for part of the story and these secjuences have the
greatest appeal.
The ])icture has been exceptionally well mounted,
some of the exteriors being made on the Widener estate in PhilaThe supporting cast
delphia.
There is an exciting polo game.
has been well selected as to type.
But it is all rather tame stuff
for an artist who gave us "Classmates," and "Shore Leave."

THEME.

Modern romantic drama of a prince who falls
with an American girl whom he wins after surmounting many obstacles in this and his native land.
in love

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
quence

in

Comedy

introduced

The meeting between
The polo game. The

the
se-

which the prince pretends "heart trouble."

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Play up Barthelmess and
emphasize fact that he has a beautiful new leading lady.
Lois Moran. Advertise it as a stirring romance of dashing
prince chap and beautiful American society girl.

DRAWING POWER.

Popularity of star should draw.

Suitable for any house.

SUMMARY. Not the best thing Barthelmess has done
by any means, but may provide mild entertainment for admirers of this star.
Artistic mounting anJ new leading
lady help to camouflage a rather weak story.
THE CAST
Rupert
Linda Lee Stafford
Count Pechy (Toni)
General Karnaby
Prince

The King
The Crown Prince

Richard Barthelmess
Lois Moran
Geoffrey Kerr
Henry Vibart

George Spelvin
Harry Short
Bijou Fernandez
Director, Kenneth Webb.

.'.
.

.

Mrs. Stafford
Adapted from play by A. E. Thomas.
Photographed by Stuart Kelson.*
SYNOPSIS. Rupert, second son of King of Koronia, goes to
America, meets Linda Stafford, with whom he became acquainted
at home, and tells her of his love.
She also confesses she is in love
with him. Then Rupert is called home because of death of crown
prince. But twins are born to the widow. Rupert, free to wed whom
he will, rushes to Linda who has returned to Europe on a visit.

Suppose

Just

—Five Reels)

(Reviewed by Frank

Elliott

HE

at dedication of orphan's home.
prince and the girl in America.

Thru

Driftin'

(First

HOUSES

Caiw

is

framed on

a.

murder

chai'ge,

makes

l)ut

THEME.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

The opening scenes

as Carey and the donkey board the freight and meet with
some rough handling. The getaway after he is framed for
murder. The meeting between Carey and the girl, fight at
the climax.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
He

Carey.
this

one up

Boost the name of Harry
a prime favorite with the western fans. Play
as one filled with thrills and action.
is

DRAWING POWER.

Popularity of star makes this
one O. K. for program house.
SUMMARY. This one meets all the requirements of a
good outdoors feature. And it is much better produced
than most pictures of this type. Good acting thruout.

THE CAST
Daniel
"Bull"

Brown
Dunn

Harry Carey
Stanton Heck
Ruth King

Stella, his wife
Joe Walters

Raymond Nye
Joseph Girard
Harriet Hammond
Bert Woodruff
Directed by Scott R.

Sheriff
The Girl

Joshua Reynolds

Authors, Basil Dickey and Harry Haven.
Dunlap. Photographed by Sol Polito.
SYNOPSIS. Daniel Brown, a "drifter," going to aid of gambling
den operator's wife, finds himself framed into a murder charge when
wife shoots gambler.
Dan makes his escape, in which he is aided
by the girl who hides him in Pullman stateroom. Dan finds refuge
with Josh Reynolds, prospector, who tells him there's gold on girl's
ranch. Dan foils plans of foreman and gambler's wife to rob girl of
her property. The girl proves Dan innocent and then marries him.

National)

Driftin'

Theatre,

of a
riictures in which he will star.
Here v;e find Harry in the role
wandering plainsman, who
of
after winning a fortune at the
wheel, is framed into a murder
first

charge, but escapes with the aid
of a girl who is arriving in the
west to claim a ranch left her by

an uncle.

his

former

nlays opposite

.

"Ju1st

who

starred in
Sunoose" a First National Picture.
is

CATCH

LINES

—

Harry

one of
beauties,
while the

remainder of the cast has been
selected with great care. There
"re some real fights and much
fine horsemanship.

LINES

Story of the love of society

The

Ric hard Barthelmess.

Hammond,
Mack Sennett

Harriett

supersedes
his
love.
However, all is rearranged at
the end of which the Prince and
his American
Princess "living
happily ever after."
It is a'l
r'one in an atmosphere of modern magnificence.

CATCH

commencing

"Driftin' Thru," the
new series of action

in

country

love story of a Prince who defies
a nation,
and dashes to freedom and
love.
When a boy would rather be a
peasant in the kingdom of love than
emperor of a nation that's romance.

one of the

-*

most popular portrayal of
western characters, comes to the

-*-

,

and

(Pathe)

"LJARRY CAREY,

"Just Suppose," an adapthe play by A. E.
Thomas, comes to the
Theatre, commencing
when patrons will see Dick's
new leading lady, beautiful Lois
Moran, who, although only 16
years old, has a genius for pantomime. The story opens in the
mythical kingdom of Koronia,
v/here Prince Rupert meets and
f'lls in love with Linda Stafford.
But the death of an elder brother
ci'ddenly places him in direct line
of

inheritance,

Thru

PRESS NOTICE

in

regal

get-away by

Western melodrama in which "drifter' saves
the ranch of a beautiful girl from plotters, after girl saves
drifter from the noose.

"D ICHARD BARTHELMESS

c'

his

leaping from horseback to speeding train and hiding in the heroine's
stateroom until the sheriff departs.

PRESS NOTICE
tation

Elliott)

catering to the western fans will find in this first
of the new Charles R. Rogers series of Harry Carey productions a safe bet. While there is nothing startlingly new
in this one, and who could expect it in a western, there is evidence
throughout of expert handling of the scenario, direction, photogra.))hy and settings.
The story depicting how the fair owner of
a ranch saves a "drifter's" life and in return having her property
saved for her by the latter, who beats up the supj^osed friendly
foreman, runs smoothly from beginning to end. The plot is laid
ag-ainst a
series of beautiful tuxtural backgrounds in the plains
country.
Cai'ey has an appealing role as a hobo of the western
wastes and some real human interest is introduced by his love for
"Kentuck'," a diminutive donkey. Real action is introduced when

prairie

grounds

Harry

Carey.

Th rough"

star
1

Pathe

"Drifting
of
release.

"drifter."
of scenic

Romance,
manship.

girl for
told
against
backgrandieur.
Thrills,

Adventure.
Daring
Real
Fights.

Horse-

.1/

002
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Picture N e w ^
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I

ondl NeiDSfrom Correspondm
SPRINGER
LD.
Exchange hub manager

in

Pathe Film

•

Abe

Work
which

is

on the new Ritz
almost

theatre,

completed,

lias

film

Houston

the week-end in Houston.

Silverberg, owner and manager of the Folly and Crown theatres has returned from a four da\'s'
While in Dallas
trip to Dallas.
Mr. Silverberg purchased some
new fall pictures in addition to
other business matter he attended.

He has a host of
friends throughout Texas.

his headquarters.

filllllllllllilllhlillillUllllllllllilllllllllll

been held up for a short time.
The theatre is expected to open at
an early date.

one of the few well known
showmen of Texas.
showman from
Pickens,
Jack
in
the
Rio
Harlinger,
Texas,

showman from

Grande valley, spent a short time
in Houston last week. Mr. Pickens
will open show nimnber two early

H.

L.

Bock,

Mexia and Waco, Texas, has been
in

Houston for several davs.

Mr.

Rock

York and

eAv

is

Ne^vv^

to several other thea-

on
construction
Long Island, A. H. Schwartz,
Brooklyn exhibitor, has recently
announced the acquisition of a
large theatre site at 212th Street
and Jamaica Avenue where he will
tres

under

-^^

immediately break

ground

for a
store building.
Plans for the theatre call for a
seating capacity of 2500.
This is
another link in. the recently an-

modern theatre and

nounced expansion program of
Mr. Schwartz and when the circuit
is

complete,

it

un(|uestionably
factor in Brooklyn
will

become a big
and on Long Island.
Sam Perry of Englewood, although looking a bit pale, is again
back on the job and made his usual
Tuesday trip to exchanges. Sam
has only recently recovered from
a serious attack of pneumonia.
Get J. Gordon Reid, managing
director of Fabian's Mosque Theatre, to tell you the story that he
told over at the Pathe exchange

—

week. It's a good one and
Mr. Reid knows how to tell them.

this

He

gets plenty of practice during
"Reid's Half Hours" over
the
radio.

Harry Hecht, of
cuit of

New

the Hecht CirJersey, was an ex-

change visitor this week.
Mr.
Hecht was accompanied by his
well known "Four Horsemen."
Faulkner's New Roslyn Theatre
at Roselle, N. J., recently held its
opening and many prominent exhibitors and exchange men were in

attendance.
This
adds
another
link to the fast growing Faulkner
circuit.

reported that Marcus Loew
is to take over the Levy Brothers
Theatre, located at Lincoln Road
and Bedford .\venue, Brooklyn.
This house has recently been nearing completion and the seating capacity is about 2500.
Sam Sonin's
Lincoln Theatre is just across the
way.
With the Bedford, Kameo,
I'ulton and the Levy Bros, house
under the Loew banner, this section of Brooklyn comes pretty well
It

is

under single control.
The opening date of the Embassy Theatre, East Orange, N. J.,
has been set for February 1st. This
house has recently been under construction by Pollack and Bratter.
Pelham Lynton, dapper and energetic salesman who specializes on
two reel comedies for Pathe in this
territory, has a brand new "iron.
hat."

Theatre openings, transfer of
ownership and changes in management are still active in this zone.
Irving Lesser,

who

operates the
Great Neck Playhouse and several
other theatres, has recently taken

over the Strand Theatre at Rockville Centre and will take possession about January 2 1st.
The Drury Lane Theatre at
167th Street and .Amsterdam Avenue, New ^'ork City, which has
the past three
been closed foi
reopen in the near
years, will
future, according to a rep<irt.

.Another opening
Little

Theatre

is

that

of the

and the date is set for January
This house was originally
21st.
called the Sylvia and located at
50th Street and 5th Avenue.
Matthew Chrystmos' New Parkside Theatre at Yonkers, N. Y.,
which was to have opened on January 15th, will not hold its premiere until the early part of February, probably about the 8th. The
delay is due to a strike made by the
plasterers.

Other February openings include
two theatres at Portchester, N. Y.
One of them is the Capitol which
will add another in the Jack Ungerfeld circuit and the other one
the Ambassador, controlled by
is

Rogowsky

Brothers. It is reported
that both theatres will be completed

by February 15th.
It

is

rumored

that

home

but

is

known

well

here.

W'm. Harwitz, Jr., and wife of
the Texan and Iris theatres are on
their

wav

to

New

"N'ork.

^^ClS<S---.'>,\'..r^\r^

Brooklyn. N. Y.,

in

Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Bickert of
in town on a
swing annind the Saenger circuit.
Mr. Bickert calls New Orleans
Dallas have been

Jersey

'^rv-vm^^
INaddition

Before going to the
Mr. Pickens represented a
exchange and made Houston

February.

valley

spent

the

Hughes

Theatre, 187th Street and Hughes

Avenue. Bronx, New York Cit>-.
will soon reopen under new management. This house was disposed
of by one of the local theatre cir-

some little time ago.
The owner of the Windsor Ter-

cuits

1224
race Theatre property at
Prospect Avenue, Brooklyn and a
new comer as an exhibitor will
assume the management of that
house.
The former manager gave
up the lease.
The Palace Theatre at Keyport.
.\'.
J., formerly called the Armory
will go on a six-day schedule, according to report. This house has

—
—

recently undergone extensive >verhauling.

The Prospect Palace, Bronx, is
reported as having definately closed
doors.

its

.\rron Sacks, of the Associated
Exhibitors sales organization has
returned to his duties after a serious siege of illness.

The brother

of Betty Schmeterer
Pathe booking office recently met with a very bad accident.
It was found necessary to
amputate Mr. Schmeterer's leg.
Theatres recently equipped by
Joe Hornstein of Howell's include
F'ollack and F>ratter's Embassy at
F.ast Orange, The Palace Theatre.

—

— of

Staten

Island,

The

Ambassador

PortchesJoe expects to move into his
new quarters about February 1st
and those who arc favored with
an invitation to the f)fiicial opening
may expect the kind of hospitalitv
that
XIr.
Hornstein
generally

and Capitol Theatres

at

ter.

serves.

William McChesney has

lost his

travelling companif)n in the per.son

George Faulkner,
Faulkner
has
moved

of

Jr.,

Mr.

East
to
also making

I'Yed Faulkner, Sr, is
(Grange and l-'red I^'aulkner, Sr.. is
also making his residence at the

same address.
Jack Withers, formerly manager
Pittsburg branch of Associated Exhibitors, is tilling Ed Carof the
roll's

old position in the

New

^'ork

branch of that company.

Chicago
Till''

The Star Theatre at Clinton,
Iowa, has been sold by Manager

formerly owned by C. L. Bishop.
has been taken over by Miss Barter who was in Chicago this week,
lining up her Ixiokings.
Manager William Brumberg of
Universal has completed the re-

Wilson to Ramsey
cuit oncrators.

lease of the Family Theatre at Mount Carroll, Illinois,

of
arrangement
which presents a

exchange
handsome and
the

business-like appearance.
The mdividual booths for salesmen is a

decided improvement.

Wilbur Robinson
nected with

Pathe

is

and

again conis

selling

two rcelers in north side territory.
Mr. Robinson, some months ago,
received severe injuries in an automobile accident but is now entirely
recovered and full of the old time
pep.

&

.\lger,

cir-

that
lames T.
and Vincent T. Lynch,
have purchased a site on Main
Street, Downers Grove and will
erect a twelve hundred seat de lu.xe
house in that city.
.According to
It

is

reported

Dvorak

F.lmer F. Behrens, who
plans, a completely
eqtiipped stage and large organ
will
be features of the house,
which will be of Spanish design.
Rudolph
Wurlitzer
& Sons,
manufacturers of musical instruments, including theatre organs,
are planning big expansion in Chicago. .According to Howard W'urlitzer, the firm plans the establish.Architect
is

drawing the

ment of twenty branch stores in
outlying territories.
It is reported that the big new

& Katz

Theatre on Randolph Street, which will be part of

Balaban

the

twxMity-two

story

Masonic

Temple, nearing completion on the
site

of the

old

Colonial

Theatre,

named

the Oriental, which
fits in with the treatment given it
b\C. W. and George L. Rapp,
architects.
Jack Ryder, for ten years sales
manager of Paramount's Detroit
will be

Louis Rrecka and taken over the
California and Pilsen Theatres on

West

26th Street.

Chet Bell, Paramount salesman,
has been transferred frotn Chicago
The
to the
Detroit Exchange.
west side territory which he has
been covering, has been taken over
by Louis Goldberg.

duties.

is reported that the north side
to have another two thousandseat motion picture theatre which
will be part of the business block
to be erected at the northeast corner of Addison Street and Southport .Avenue. The building will be
owned by the .Addison Building

Abe Ostrowsky, who operates
White Palace at Kedzie and
Ogden Avenues, has bought out

ers have leased and will operate the
theatre.

exchange, has been appointed city
sales manager for Chicago, and
has
already
assumed his new-

the

It

is

Corporation and (Jumbincr Broth-
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It
T. McELHENNEY,
DAVID
formerly Idaho sales reprehere for Fox, has resigned and has joined the Metrosentative

Goldwyn-Mayer

forces.

L. J. Schlaifer, division manager
for Universal, will be in this city
this week from Denver, and will

remain for a few days.
Universal has added a new sales-

man

to the local

salesforce in the

person of George Ekre.
Louis Marx, complete service
man for Universal, is here from
New York, working out in the territory with the salesmen.

Ruger,
owner of
John
American and Orpheum Theatres
at Park City, was visiting the row
as
this week,
were the Peery
the

Brothers of the Egyptian Theatre
at Ogden, Utah.
Lee Marcus, General sales manager for F. B. O., spent one dav
in Salt Lake on his way to Los
Angeles last week.
Joe K. Soloman, salesman out
of the local F. B. O. office, is leaving for a trip into Wyomine. W.
T. Withers is traveling the Yellowstone branch in Idaho out of this
office.

Gordon, who has charge

F.

Associated

the

First

National

exchange in this city, has left for
Butte, Montana.
Vete Stewart is
now covering Idaho and Claude
Hawkes is in Southern L^tah for

Manager Gordon

a short trip.

in-

tends to hold a conference with
John Harrington, sales representative out of the Butte exchange.

W. H.

Rankin,

Warner Broth-

ers local exchange manaeer, is on
his way to Butte, Montana.
J. P.
Connors of this exchange has also
left
for an extended trip into

Montana.
George Jensen is now selling for
Pathe here. Jensen was formercovering the Montana territory
Warner Brothers.
James R. Keitz has left his
local
managerial chair at
the
Greater Features exchange for a
two weeks' trip into Idaho.

1\-

for

M.

Stringman,
Colon-al Thedtre

M.

T.

at

of
Theatres

Cbestler

Gem

3nd

operating

were exhibitor

L'tah.

the

Ogden. and
the
at

Princess
Bin,gham.

visitors this

week.

Th" Paramount Emp'^ess Theahc-e has a new change of pol-

Davis,

here for F. B. O.,

branch
is

manager

leaving for a

two weeks' trip into
some time next week.

distric' representa-

Producers

for

Distributing

larger than the proverbial
of cider, but with the
same old infectious smile, the cigar
and the white carnation, Julius
Singer, sales director of the complete service department for UniAlbany last
versal,
arri\ed
in
week, and remained a half day or
so at the Universal exchanee before going on to Utica. Mr. .Singer
received a royal welcome from

for a week or so in looking after
business in that territory.

Film Row.
Harry Brooks, of Utica, is
building a nine hundred seat house
in that city, which will be managed by S. L. Wolf, who formerls
acted as manatrer of the Orpheum

from

same city.
"Pop" Linton, of LUica, one of

in the

the

veteran exhibitors of central
York, who is erecting a theatre replacing the one burned about
a year ago, was in Albany during
the past week, and announced that
he expected to open his house
about March \S. Mr. Lniton plans
to use a seven-piece orchestra and
also an orean, the house being a

New

first-run affair.

George T. .Ames,

local

manager

for Pathe, made his first trip last
week to the Lake Placid section
and now looks forward to the time
when he will again be called on
business to the famous .Adirondack

winter resort.

.Amos Leonard, dis-

representati\c for
Pathe. left he'-e o" Mondav for
New Ha\-en, where he will remain
trict serial sales

.Ackerman Gill, resident manager of Proctor's Theatre in Schenectady, lost his father last week,
through death and the funeral was
largely attended by attaches of the
theatre and others. Flot-al wreaths
were recei\cd from F. F. Proctor,
as well as the house employees.
The honorary pall bearers were
the city's police force.

.Austin Interrante. local manager
for Warner brothers returned last
a swing through northHerman Stern,
^'ork.
local tnanager for F. B. O.. is on a

week from
ern

New

week's trin through the same territory at the present time.

Leon Medcm was so tickled one
day last week, while in to'<n. in
receiving his final naturalization
pane's, that he inxited all the
young ladies in the Pathe exNeedless
change, to a luncheon.
to sav 'be'- acn»>nted
Mr. M^dprn
torm''r1\- hand'ed Pathe's affairs
in Albany, but is now associated

with the company's Newark office.
Frank Hopkins, former manap-er

for LIniversal

district

manager

Exiiibitors
in

town

in

last

here, but now
for .Associated

Toronto, was backweek. renevvrti<i old

of
acquaintances.
Ben
Smith
Warner Brothers' exchange, is ill
with the grippe. Ted Myers, spefor
feature
representative
cial

COSTUMES FOR HIRE

several

The new Orpheum Theatre

McDermond

at

being opened by
and Thornberg, Jan-

Milford, Utah,

is

uary 13th.
Messrs. McDermond and Thornberg have also taken over the
theatres in Parowan and Miners\ille. formerly operated by Clark
Kessler. L'pon the advent of McDcmond and Thornberg into Milford with the new Orpheum, Kessler closed his Victory Theatre
there.

Dave Schayer, formerly Idaho
representative for Producers Disnow
is
Corporation,
tributing
manag ng the American Dansante
in

this

citv,

con junction
Theatre.

which
with

is

operated in

the

American

The month of Februar\ has been
designated as Producers month by
Branch Manaeer C. F. Parr of

sales

Da\e Frazer.

for

Harry Kreiter. new salesman
for Producers Distributing Corporation, just finished a highly successful trip in Nevada, and is now
making his first trip into the Idaho
territory with equal success.

the local exchange.

tive

pint

here

is

days.

be'oiniii" efifective next week.
The admission prices are to be reduced to popular prices again.

Montana

NO

Corporation,

tre

irv

A.

L.

W.
qf

Lake City

Artist
Cohn,
L'nited
representative, left the first
part of this week on a trip to
Montana and will be out in the
territorv for se\eral weeks.
Joe

Milton

Pathe, left .Albany
Chicago.

last

week

for

Robert Wagner, former manaof the Gateway Theatre in
Little Falls, and Nicholas Ser\atius, who was connected with the
Majestic in LHica, are now road
showing pictures in several of the
small places through the Mohawk

ger

The condition

of Harold Filkins, a salesman in the local F. B.
O. exchange, remains pract'cally
unchaneed.
Mr. Filkuis has been
ill
at his home for two or three

named

past.

I.

M. Brown has been

as salesman in the F. B. O.

and

office,

will

territory until
able to return.

The motion
erators of

cover Mr. Filkins'
such time as he is

Schenectady

met

last

week and

elected the following
President. Tohn T. SaurAlexander
\*ice-President,

;

Roth

Treasurer.

:

in this city as salesman unseveral weeks ago when he resigned, is again back in the harness, and will co\er his old territory in the Utah and Nevada sectil

tion.

R. D. Carruthers.

owner of the

Orpheum and Strand Theatres

in

Pocatello, Idaho, has pro\ided a
set of new wicker furniture for
his houses for the benefit of the
film salesmen who call upon him.
It has been placed at the back of
the theatre so that they miyht
watch the programs while waiting
for conference.

Clyde H. Messintjer, Educat'nnai
exchange manaeer here, has just
returned from a successful tendav trip into Idaho.
Paul F. Berger, executi\e frnm
the

Metro-Goldw>n-Mayer
in

office

New

ing the local
S.

York, i-, now
exchange.

B. Steck,

owner of

the

Home
visit-

Cozy

Theatre at O^den L^tah. was in
checking over contracts this week.
Frank White of the Real .'\rt
Theatre at American Fork, LUah,
was also lining up new business.
L. P. McGinley, manager of tlie
Famous Players-Lasky local exchange in this city, returned recently from a trek in Blackfoot
and Pocatello, Idaho.

No more junior movies will be
State Theatre in
gi\en at the
Schenectady, although the orphans
of the city will be entertained once
It was
a month as in the past.
sa'd that the children littered up
the theatre so badly that it was almost impossible to clean the huge
house in time for the afternoon

Workmen are busily engaged
these davs in rpsea*"!"" the Bi-oadwav Theatre in Schenectadx'. a
neighborhood house, which w'll be
nui by Frank Hickev and James
Roach.
Mr. Roach '« the manas:er of the Farash Theatres and
his present venture is solely his
own, with Mr. Hickey as his associate.

uicture machine op-

officers:

hoin

change

show.

valley.

weeks

Dowd, who was formerly connected with the United Artists ex-

Edward O'Don-

Thee is a probabil'tv that the
forty-five or more emplovees of
the Farash Theatres in Schenectady, mav shortly foi-m themselves
into a mutual benefit association.
The matter will come up at a get-

who

toeether meeting \>hich wdl be
held in the basement of the Barcli
Theatre in the near future.

The house
resides in the villape.
will be known as "The Jerome."

Motion picture operators in .Albany have decided to charge one

Mrs. Alex Herman, wife of the
manager of First National in Albany, was in New York the past

dollar

nell
.A

in

;

Secretary, Charles Travis.

new

theatre has been opened

Mayfield by Louis Jerome,

cents,

per
for

reel,
all

instead

of

fifty

work following the
This came about as

week, attending a dinner given
her brother before he sailed on a
pleasure trip on Saturday, for

usual show.
the result of trade screen'ngs that
hax'e been shown at the Colonial
Theatre by one of the local ex-

Spain.

changes on Sunday nights.

PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

BROOKS

1437 Broadway
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AI u

is

Ray Wallace, manager of the
Ohio Theatre, Alliance, is reported

F"oi

to be in a local hospital, seriously

the
time
five years,
F)K
the Union Theatre, Cle\eland
first

in

Tuesday evening.

open on

time it was
owned and operated by Frank and
\ara Ptelka, the Union Theatre
was closed on Tuesday evenings.
That was the Ptelka brothers'
night off.
But recently they sold
And
the house to George Uher.
now the house is open e\ery night
in the week.
years,

five

the

all

Yeggs celebrated New Year s
eve by breaking into the .safe of
the Euclid Theatre. They got the
day's receipts.
The Euclid Theatre

owned by Max Lefkowitz

is

and his

who

associates

ha\e a

George Settos, who has the
Lyric Theatre at Lima, has purchased the Orpheum, also in Lima,
from Bob Shaw. Shaw is out of
the picture business entirely for
the tmie being.
Jack Bates is still being pursued by the jinx.
He had just
gotten back into harness selling
films after being sick for almost
three years, when he collided with
an automobile. He has been laid
up for three weeks, but is now
recuperating.

W.

Mack,

A. V.

Pathe short
manager, was in
Sunday and held a

Cleveland last
sales meeting.

Lincoln Theatre recently.
They got the safe open all
right.
But they couldn't get the
strong box open which contained

Found
Billy Exton.
At the
Temple Theatre, Toledo. Exton
was last seen in Florida, where he
was severely attacked by the real

bo.x at the

money.

the

eeks.

manager
AH.FilmHuot,Booking

of

Offices

the
exan-

change in this city, last week
nounced the acquisition of W. K.
Bloom to his local sales staff. Mr.

Bloom
O.

is

well-versed

in

the F. B.

from that organization's
Lake City.

office

in

Salt

Ned

manager of

John
Hamrick's Blue Mouse Theatre in
Tacfima was elected president of
the Tacoma Theatre Managers orgain'zation at that body's monthly
meeting held last week, and ho
Fdris,

hold

the ensuing
year.
Other officers elected were
H. H. Berg of the Shell Theatre,
vice president: Bob McKinncll of
the Paramount Theatre, secretary
and Walter McNeish. of the Bijou
Theatre, treasurer. Mr. McNeish's
selection for the treasurer's office
marks his third term in that capacity for the organization.
will

office

for

H. M. Glanfield last week announced his resignation from Manager W. TL Drummond's local
Producers' DistrilnUing Corpora-

He

germ.

been

has

di-

vorced from motion pictures t'vabout a year. Now he appears on
the scene once more, this time as
manaf^er for the house owned by
K. MandeH>;ium.
Exton succeeds

t'on exchange sales staff, in order
to take up new connections in ».

similar capacity with Associated
Exhibitors, under the direction of
their new local manager R. S.
.Stackhouse.

having come to this city

field,

sales

;

estate

Sain Stein has once again opened
the Columbia Theatre, St. Clair
Ave., Cleveland.
The house has
been closed for the past few
v\

subject

The

entire

Seattle

Film

Row

joined together last week in expressing to J. A. Gage, Educational Pictures Exchange manager,

and Mrs. Gage their deep sorrow
the passing of Mrs. Gage's
father, after an illness of only a
few weeks.

at

Reports from Moscow, Idaho,
received this week, indicated that
the recent opening of the Kenworthy Theatre in that city early
this

month had been

a

tremendous

The house is an entirely
new and modern structure, built
by M. Kenworthy to replace the
former Kenworthy Theatre, used
success.

for several years as the leading
photoplay house in that territory.

.Among the changes in ownershi]) and management in this territory

recently

Columbia

is

the

Theatre

in

sale of

the
Cnluml)ia

recently

re-

Max

Schagrin, twin brother of
runs the Park Theatre,
Youngstown, and himself a former theatre owner, has gone to
California for the winter.

who

Christy Deibel, manager of the
Liberty Theatre, Youngstown, is
recovering from a recent operation for appendicitis.
With that
useless organ out of the way,
there wont be anything to stop
rjeibel from winnin<i another one
of those golf tournament cups that
he is collecting.

Morris Kaplan owns and runs
the

Camera Theatre.
business

a

it's

Managers Burton and Crockett
had the laugh on burglars who attempted to break into the money

who

signed.

Joe,

ill.

chain of local picture houses.

Jack O'Connell

Of course,
proposition, and

Kaplan wants it to be a paying
At the same time, he
wants his theatre to be the community centre of his neighbo'"hood.
He has always catered to his audiences, giving them the pictures
they ask for, and donating the
investment.

use of jii^ bn'isp vh'^n "'"as'nn
quired. But last week he won the
love and respect of the entire
•"

neighborhood

when hp

-

pen'^io'^ed

children whose father
v-as k'lled recently in an pccidcnt.
Kaplan has g;\'en the three youn'-

three

little

City,

suburb of Seattle, bv ].
.Mr.
to A. J. Miller.

a

W. Burke

came here recently from
Santa Ana, California, but is a
former Seattle resident and was
welcomed back into this territory
by many former friends.
Miller

Frank Harris, Western division
tnanager of the Pathe organization, spent the better part of the
last week in this city, in conference with Manager L. A. Samuelson of the local Pathe office. From
here he was scheduled to visit the
Portland office and then return to
headquarters in California.

The proudest day in the history
of motion pictures in Tacoma was
achieved last week when H. T.
^ioore, manager of
Rialto
the
Theatre, had the pleasure of presenting to packed houses the world
premiere of "Hearts and Fists."
the film made at the H. C. Weaver Company studios in Tacoma.
R. S. Stackiiouse. manager of the
Associated Exhibitors office in this
citv, und"r whose banner tlw film
is bf-ng distr;'''it"d. was pmong the

t

o

I

Picture N c w s

II

sters passes to the show, and has
promised them passes as long as

Good deeds

they are neighbors.

good news, travels fast.
B. Gardner has joined the

like
J.

Associated Exhibitors sales
and is co\ering the western
Ohio territory. He was formerly
with Metro-Goldwyn.

local

force,

Robert Cotton, division manaDistributing
ger for Proclucers
Corporation, made a round of his
covering
exchanges last week,
IndianCincinnati,
Pittsburgh,

and

apolis

Cotton's

round

was

This

Detroit.

first

trip this year.

The Film Bldg. register showed
the following out-of-tow-n exhibitor
guests for the past we;k:
F. C.
Reinecke, Paramount Theatre, Akron
George Manos, Rex, Toronto E. F. Allman, Pike, Dover
John Pekras, Rivoli, Dreamland
and Capitol Theatres, Elyria! H.
T. Palmer, Lvric, Fairport Harbor; VV. P. lames. Ohio, Shadvside; T. J. Fowles, Idol, Lodi Nat
Charnas, who has a string of
houses in Toledo; Tim Roberts,
White Way, Mansfield, and J. R.
;

;

;

;

Freeman and

Mrs.

Freeman

of

the -Academy, Cnnneaut.

the trade who attended the premiere. Delay in finishing
prints necessitated the expenditure
of more than one hundred dollars
to get the film from New York
to Tacoma by Air Mail, by the
distributors, but the show went on
"on time."

members of

W. C. Gowen, former assistant
manager of the C. AI. Dimn Theatre in Renton, last week rejoined
the sales staff of Western Film
Corporation, with whom he was
associated up to a few months ago.
Don

Kesler's

new

Bethell Thea-

Helena, Montana, opened to
packed houses a few weeks ago,
and since that time has been the
talk of the trade in this territory.
L^nlimited praise is accorded Mr.
Keslcr tor the manner in which he
has transformed an old opera house
into a beautiful and modern motion picture theatre, ranking second
tre in

to none in the
T.

II.

Warren

hibitors,

Montana
of

territory.

.Associated

Ex-

and Walter K. Miller of

Greater Features, both of Futte,
represented the industry at the
(ipening.

Pniladelpliia
WII

I.I.\.\I

G. lllMI'likil'-.S,

Philadelphia

branch

mana-

Me

will

leave

about the

first

of

tions

Company, is receiving congratulafrom his friends uixin being

March.
Xornian J. .\yers, who w.as lormerlv Philadeli)hia and Washington branch manager for' the Inde-

one of the three winning branch
managers in the United States in

ceiitly

a recent sales and collections drive.
Mr. Humphries' prize for being
one of the first three managers in
United States will be a trin to the
company's studios at Hollywood.

change in Washington as sales
manager.
S. Hebrew, district
J.
manager,
with
headquarters
in
Philadelphia appointed Mr. Ayers.
Upon his return from a rest

ger

f(jr

Producers

Distrii)uting

pendent

l'"ilm

joined

Corporation, has rcthe

Warner

Ex-

'•live

at

I

lot

Springs,

\'a..

lulgar

manager of the Philadelphia 'Fox Exchange, was greeted
with a huge basket of flowers, an
expression of good will and welcome from his employees.
During the absence of Harry
Knapp. chairman of the Penna.
Board of Motion Picture Censors,
.Moss,

villi

nia,

lias been visiting in Califorllenrv Starr Richardson, sec-

retary of the Board,
supervisory capacity.

is

actinj;

in a

Vincent McKnight, a member of
the staff of the .Atlantic City Press
Union, has been made publicity
d'rector for the Stanley Company
of .America in its .Atlantic City
Theatre.
The general publicity,
however, will be supervised from
the Philadelphia office by .Abe L.
Einstein.

;;
:
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K ansas
jV/fORE zero weather descended
-LVl upon Kansas City's film row
this week, but if there was any
depression in business ainong the
exchanges it w^as not noticeable.
Business during the last eleven
months has more than doubled the
expectations of E. C. Rhoden,
manager of Midwest Film Distributors, Inc., of Kansas City, while
First National Alonth, which will
last throughout January, is proving more than gratifying to that
company according to \\'. A.
Burke, assisstant branch manager.
Knickerbocker, R. R.
Thompson and Charles Russell
have been added to the sales force
of the Kansas City Associated Exhibitors force, according to Frank
Cassil, branch manager.
Charles

R. S. Ballantyne, Pathe district
manager, after a short visit in
Kansas City, departed for a threeweeks trip through the Southern
territory.

Grave concern

was caused by

the unexpected illness of
Byerle,
First
National

manager, who

is

search

hospital,

fever.

W.

Tom

O.

branch
confined in Re-

ill
of typhoid
E. Callaway of NewOrleans, southern district manager
for First National, is in charge
of the Kansas City branch during
Mr. Byerle's illness.

The new
Kansas

F. B. C). building in
City, which will inckule

5,000 square feet, will be completed for occupancy by February 1st,
it
was announced.
The build-

ing is located
dotte street.

1713-15

at

W'yan-

has joined the Pathe force in San
Francisco.
Eddie Green, MetroGoldwyn salesman who has been
basking in the sunshine on the
\\ est Coast during the holidays, is
back again plodding through Kansas City's snow.

H.

formerly

Bogart,

with
Paramount in Oklahoma City, has
joined the First National sales
force in Kansas City.
B. Bishop,
district exploiteer,
\\.

Metro-Goldwyn
drove through

Kansas City this week from Oklahoma City for St. Louis, accompanied by his family, where he
will make his home.
Dan B. Lederman, Associated
Exhibitors district manager, was
a Kansas City visitor this week.

Roy

Churchill, F. B. O. branch
manager, was out in the territory
this week aiding in putting over

"Laugh Month."
M. C. Seneft, formerly with

.As-

sociated Exhibitors, has been added to the Warner Bros., sales
force in Kansas City, as has Fred
A. Rohrs, also formerly of Assosociated Exhibitors.
Jerry Curran of First National doesn't op"13'
pose the number
any more.

ranking among F. N.
tiie national check-up
for the last quarter of 1925.
W. E. Truog, assistant Universal divisional manager, and Qiarles Sears, in charge of L'niversal

That

is

salesman

Kansas City

ter-

dropped
everything
other day to make a hurried
to New York.

the

theatres

the

in

ritory,

Howard Butler, formerly with
Warner Bros., in Kansas City,

O.

City

his

in

Eagon, who formerly was a Par-

amount representative

in the Kansas City territory, has been added

trip

territory.

The boys who wear the
continued to work

shades
speedy

eye-

a

at

exchanges along
Kansas City's movie row this
week. Bob Withers, branch manager for Enterprise, reports a
pace

in

marked increase

Kansas City Pathe

the

to

force,

according
to
.A..
Epnersoii.
J.
branch manager. Just to "rub it
in," Eddie Green, Metro-Goldwyn
representative who is spending the
holidays on the West Coast, sent
hack one of those "the water's
fine" cards to shivering Kansas

E. C. Rhoden, manager of Midwest Film Distributors, Inc., of
Kansas City is hustling out in the

City

friends.

R.

S.

Ballantyne,

Pathe Chief, has returned
from a trip to Oklahoma City and
Kansas key towns.

district

in the business of

Among

exchange for 1925 over 1924,
while Jack Langon of the StandFilm
Company exchange,
ard
that

the out-of-town exhibithe Kansas City market
week were
G. L. Hooper,

tors

in

this

:

Orphcum, Topeka. Kan.

inakes a similar assertion concernC. E. Reynolds,
ing his company.
Universal representative, is displaying pride in a new Elgin watch,
which was a gift from his company,
P. D. C. branch manager, is back
at his desk again after a visit with
liis Parents at Lester Prarie, Minn.
Warner Bros.,
Louis
Reichert,
branch manager returned from an
eastern Christmas trip, rolled up
It is
his sleeves and "dug in."
with high anticipation that Russell Borg, Educational booker, is
looking forward to the last week
of this month, which will be
Bookers'
Week, in conjunction
with a national drive on the part
In all movie row
of his company.
stores this week there was much
evidence of $10 gold pieces.
Did
not two dozen employees of Kansas City receive one "gold man"
each from their comjiany
K. L.

L.

;

Bren-

ninger, Coz^', Crystal and Best
theatres
Topeka, Kas.
M. G.
Wearv, Farris, Richmond. Mo.
W. P. CutT, Strand, Chillicothe.
Mo.
Roy Spurlock, Star, St.
;

;

Edward Peskay.
Alo.
Joseph
Penn. theatre, St. Joseph. Mo. M.
W. Hubble, Hubble theatre, Trenton Mo.; MVers Brothers .Auditorium, Slater, Mo.; H. Milliss, Phototorium, Smithville, Mo. Charles
-Sears, Universal theatres, Missouri
and Kansas.
:

:

;

William Mueller, Sedalia, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Christian,
Byers theatre. Excelsior Springs,
Mo.; G. L. Hooper, Orphenm, loWalter Wallace, Orpeka, Kas.
plieum, Leavenworth, Kas.
M. B.
Shanberg,
Midland
Circuit
of
Theatres, Kansas and Missouri
Ben Lew, Hippodrome, Joplin,
Mo.
;

;

'•'

Central Penn
'JV/r

IVX

^^

prominent

in

the

m^

i)'i

industry throughout
Penns\l\ania attended the formal
opening of the new Capital Theatre, Lancaster,
Pa., on the night
picture

of December 21.
This is the new
1,300 capacity house erected by

Mr. and Mrs. George M. Krupa to
Theatre which was destroyed by fire. It
is now being operated as a combined
picture
vaudeville
and
house, with two changes of bill a
week. C. H. Goodwin, representing the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners' organization and others.
John Creswell was master of ceremonies and introduced from the
replace the Krupas' .Aldine

stage the

builders ol the theatre
and members of the Krupa executive

force.
gifts

There

were

many

for Mr. and Mrs.
Krupa, including a horseshoe from
the Lancaster Kiwanis Club, of
which Mr. Krupa is a member.
An interesting part of the program was a recital on the large
floral

Robert Morton organ which has
been
installed
in
the
theatre.
After the exercises in the theatre
the guests from out-of-town and
the members of the Krupa organization were enterta'ned at a supper dance in the Stevens House.
The Colonial Theatre, Harrisburg, which was closed for almost
two weeks to pe-mit the completion of $40,000 worth of improve-

ments and renovations, reopened
-in Christmas eve, one day sooner
than had been planned.

where the coal strike has temporarily handicapped municipal enterprise of all sorts, seemed to be

The Industrial Board of the
i'ennsylvania Department of Labor
and Industry, which is revising
the building regulations governing
the showing of non-theatrical motion pictures, on the basis of suggestions made at the recent public
hearing on the subject, announced
at its meeting held at the capitol

community
without
usual
its
C hristmas Tree until Manager Ascough, of the \Mctoria picture
Mr.
theafe, came to the rescue.

re\'.'sioiis will

nounced
ruary

until the

meeting on Feb

The dressing rooms

of the

ican Theatre, Pittston, Pa., devoted
pictures and \an(le\ille, were
robbed on
Year's e\e, by
thieves who gained entrance to the

n\

b

SERIES

12-2 reel comedies
Written bv A. J. LAMB

New

.A.
new theatre was opened on
Christmas Day at Forty-Fort, Pa.,
by Frank Pcpe, of Pittston. Thcequipment of the house includes a
Marr & Colton organ.
Mahano\- City, in the hard coal
mining
belt
of
Pennsylvania,

La

(INC.)

to

months.

.

THE MOLLY MAY

Amer-

building by removing the screen
from a rear window. They ransacked the dressing room of oikof the performers
and escaped
with $40 and se\eral other art'cles.
Manager Claude Westle\'. of the
theatre, reported to the police thar
several other robberies have taken
place in the .American in recent

J

presents

not be finally an

10.

the A'ictoria and numerous
picture houses in the coal
regions, and Mr. Chamberlain saw
tn it that the tree was providedl
trols

other

Arthur

Harrisburg on January 8 that

in

the

Ascoiigh got in touch with Boyd
Chamberlain, of the Chamberlain
amusement enterprises, which con-

Featuring

\TOLFT MERSEREAU
JOSEPH LEX'ERING

Direction of
•

"Her
in

Number one now ready
First Night in Philadelphia"

tie-up with

a

the

comedy song

of

the

same

title

by

Lamb & Solman

(Joe Morris Music Co., Selling Agents,)

Philadelphia and

New

York.

— Her First Night on Broadway
— Her First Night in the Jollies
— Her First Night with the Salvation Army
— Her First Night Honolulu
CRANFIELD and CLARKE (INC.)

No.
No.
No.
No.

2.

3.

4.
5.

in

Distributors for the World

1476

Broadway

flKB'

New York City
aBnKaVBBBBai

Motion Picture News
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incinnati
JF.of

DAVIS, former manager
VVestland

Theatre,
Portsmouth, O., spent several days
in the city looking over the present
him situation. He has no immediate plans for the future but has
several propositions, he announced.
Kermit Freck, football player de
luxe and manager of the Eastern
and Grand Theatres, fronton, O.,
the

•

came

row

into film

last

week mak-

ing arrangements for the improvement of the Southside Theatre in
fronton which he has recently acquired.
a

The Universal Joy Club gave
party last week at which ice

cream and cake were served a

la

Volstead.
W. Lasance, Universal salesman
is
the proud owner of the Universal
Mustang Championship
This shows that he acmedal.
quired third place in the 1925 sales
This is the seventh condrive.
secutive time that Bill has won
this prize in the last three years

that he has been with the firm.

Ned De

Pinet, sales director for
First National, spent several days
at the local branch conferring with
Roy Haines, local manager.

George Kirby, booker for AssoExhibitors, has been
for several days.

ciated

home

ill

at

Hugh Nesbit, salesman for F.
B. O., in the coal regions of W.
Va., committed the extreme traveling man's error, that by getting on
the wrong train and traveling for
hours

discovering same.
Nesbit, however, got even for this
mistake when he prevailed upon
Roy Calloway to purchase a box
of candy for the telephone operator of the Corten Hotel at Welsh,

before

W. Va.
Hugh Owens, former manager
Famous Players

Charlotte,
N. C, has been transferred to the
local offices of the same firm in
the same capacity taking the place
of C. E. Pepoiatt, who has refor

at

signed to go into private business
at his home town of Atlanta, Ga.

Ed. Keene of Oxford, O., paid
usual visit to the exchanges
last week.
his

Eldon Byrness of the Columbia
Theatre, Athens, O., spent several
days in the city visiting with the
various exchange managers.
Fred Myers and Harry
managers deluxe of the

Silvers,

Palace
Theatre, Hamilton, O., drove down
one day last week and screened
se\eral pictures for early showing.

for Universal, visited the local ex-

change last week.
Ralph Kinsler,

known

well

local film circles, has joined
sales force of First National.

Al. Kinzler, of the Elite

in

the

Thea-

Dayton, O., bought several
pictures while in town last week.
Chas. Thompson of the Amuse
Theatre, Dayton, O., was another
tre,

exhibitor from the Gem City to
pay the local exchanges a visit recently.

special table was reserved by
the various film managers for the
Stage and Screen Scribes Frolic,

Ernest Emmerling of Ljoew's
Theatre, Dayton, paid one of his
rare visits to the various exchanges last week.

which was held at the Hotel Gibson Roof Garden on Wednesday,

little

A

January 20th. The affair was a
huge success, with the members
of the various shows in the city
furnishing the entertainment. Noah
Schechter was ciiairman of the affair.

Ralph Williams,

sales

director

Wilson, the very energetic

L. B.
tre,

manager of

the Liberty TheaCovington, Ky., has decided to

run a

serial

mencing with

in

his

this

theatre

week.

com-

This

is

the first attempt of this sort made
by L. B. for his playhouse and the
results are being keenly watched

by

local

movie men.

lanada
THE
moving

general reorganization of
picture theatre arrangements continues in Hamilton,
Ontario, where numerous changes
have taken place during the past
week or two. One of the most
recent changes was seen in the

announcement that George Swanwick, formerly proprietor of the
Princess Theatre, Hamilton, and
also with Famous Players Canare-opened the
Corp., had
dian

Lyric Theatre as an Independent
and
pictures
featuring
house,
vaudeville, shows being given continuously.

Announcement has also been
made of the re-opening of the
Temple Theatre, Hamilton, under
the direction of G. Gillan, this being another downtown house. The
Capitol Theatre, Hamilton, has
also reverted to the status of a
moving picture theatre, under the
Ray Tubman,
management of

formerly of the Algoma Theatre,

STEVE
know

DORIS,

one of the best

of
Racine,
Wis., will open his new house. The
exhibitors

Douglas, at that city on January
according to announcements
30,
sent otit to friends in the industry.
The new house will have 500 seats
and will rank as one of the finest

of the smaller houses of the state.
l'~inkclstein

plan

apolis,
.State
in

& Ruben
to

Theatre

alxiut three

will

at

open

Eau

weeks.

of

Minne-

their new
Claire, Wis.,

The

State

have some 1,200 seats and

will

he fine of the best houses oix?rated
Wisconsin by the Minnesota
in
circuit.

Mrs. Frank Eckart, who with
her husband operated the Palace
Rapids,
Wisconsin
Theatre
at
Wis., is rapidly recovering from
a slight but annoying attack of illness, which has interfered witli her

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, and the
Palace Theatre, Calgary, Alberta.
Maxwell Morrison, former manager of the Capitol, has gone to
Toronto, it is understood.
H. E.
Wilton, former manager of the
Savoy, Hamilton, has become manager of the Strand, Hamilton, and
the Savoy Theatre is now closed.
A few weeks ago, the Delta
Theatre,
Hamilton,
was completed and opened as a fine subur-

ban theatre.

The Imperial Theatre, long operated at Ottawa, Ontario, by the
late Harry Brouse, one of the original directors of First National,
has been acquired bv a new Ottawa
enterprise,
the General Amusements, Limited, for a long term of
years,

it

January

identified with
also control and op-

Canadian Geographic Board,
Ottawa, on Jaiuiary 15. The theatre man so honored was the late
Sir James Lougheed, owner of the

Eden Theaof which

Grand Theatre, Calgarw Alberta.
He died in Ottawa a short time

manager of the

conferred by the committee following monthly inspections at all
local film exchanges.
\Ailliam Roob, manager of the
Grand theatre at Port Washington,
was in Milwaukee a few days ago
to
exchange
confer
with
film
managers here.
He reported an
extremely successful holiday season at his theatre.
Dan Wolcott of the Majestic
theatre at
Racine was another
out-of-town exhibitor to visit Milwaukee during the past week.
I'ollowing a week's trip through
the upper piMininsula of Micliigan,
S.
H. .Abrams. manager of the
Milwaukee
B. O. exchange re-

was
16.

company

this

officially

announced

Those

erate the Laurier and
tres in Hull, Quebec,

duties as associate
theatre.

all

(ieorge Herzog, well known exhibitor of Manitowoc, Wis., spent
a day of last week in Milwaukee
l(K)king over the lay of the land
at the exchanges.

hVed I*\'ld, formerly \Vith MetroGoldwyn, has joined the sales force
of

B.

F.

tral

O.

Wisconsin

He

will cover centerritory.

P. Gruwell, manager of the
T.
Ideal Theatre at Wisconsin Rapids,
Wis., was a business visitor in
Milwaukee during the past week.
Me re]x)rted good business at his
tiicatre during the first week of
tJic new year.

Abrams, manager of the
Milwaukee F. B. O. branch reS.

If.

honorable mention for the
month of December bv the fire
prevention comniiittee. This honor

ceived

are
conducted
as
independent
houses.
The head of the new organization is Donat Paquin and with
him is associated Harry O'Regan
Moxley.
Mr.
and James T.
O'Regan is named as the manager'
of the two Hull Theatres and as
the general supervisor of the large
Imperial.
Mr. Moxley is the
house manager of the Imperial.
Incidentally, Mr. Mo.xley is one of
the best-known exhibitors in Ottawa, having operated the Ottawa
Regent for years and also the Russell Theatre there for some time.
A mountain peak, standing
8,850 feet high, in the Canadian
Rockies has been named in honor
of a Canadian exhibitor, according to official announcement by
the

is

<

1-".

jKirts
is

tliat

business

in

that section

boonung.

Sam

Miller

of

Chicago, book-

manager of the Fischer theaters, was in Milwaukee a few days
ing

The peak has been
name "Mount Lougheed."
ago.

officially

Cecil G. Kappey, organist of the
Strand Theatre, Calgary. Alberta,
gained distinction when his latest
composition, "Indian Reverie," was
used for the orchestra overture
and for the musical theme of "The
Vanishing American" when it was

presented at the Capitol Theatre,
Calgary, by Manager John Hazza.
The two theatres are under the
same control. Pete Egan. hou.se
manager of the Capitol, made the
arrangements while the adaptation was carried out by Cvril
Godwin, leader of the Capitol Orchestra.

A civic honor has fallen upon a
Hamilton, Ontario, exhibitor, H.
E. Wilton, manager of the Strand
Theatre, Hamilton, having been
elected alderman for ward 1 for
1926.
Aid. Wilton has already
taken his seat in the City Council
Chamber.

ago in conference with
change managers.

The motion
Oskosh

is

theater

at

local

ex-

picture business

at

prosperous at the presaccording to Charles
ent time,
Bauman, manager of the Star

Milwaukee

Oshkosh,
visitor last

who was

a

waak.

Art. Roberts, assistant manager
of the F. B. O. exchange in Milwaukee, together with Mrs. Roberts, spent New "^'ears with relatives and friends in, Minneapolis.
Mr. Roberts returned to his duties
a few days ago.

Brown of Fond du Lac,
manager of the I'ond du
Lac theatre, was in Milwaukee for
While
a brief visit last week.
Len

Wis.,

here

lie

confered with officials at
tiie film exchanges.

several of

January 30

OSBORNE

HW.
•

local

Universal

607

19 2 6

,

has

returned from a trip
where he greeted

territory
friends.

old

traveling auditor
for Universal, was a visitor at the

Lendon.

Bill

folks

M. F. Lowery, the high powered
U. A. traveling salesman, came in

change.

from a long southern trip to pass
the holiday period with his family
and the good cheer boys on film

period with home
and old friends was Mel
Hulling, branch manager of Warner Brothers Los Angeles ex-

end

joined

and has
through the

office

exchange recently.
Julius Cantwell of Progress has
just completed a lO-day trip in the
San Joaquin Valley.
Ray Grombacher, the leading
movie magnate of Spokane, Washington, once a San Franciscan and
in the show business, was a recent
.visitor.

holiday

Kenneth Hodkinson

will shortly
begin a tour of his district in interest of U. A. product now that a

new branch manager has been appointed to the local exchange.
Hodkinson has been attending to
the duties of both positions for
some

time.

Sam

Levin has taken over the
formerly operTheatre,
This now
ated by W. R. Senn.
Pacific

ciscans

Union Street circuit for
Ben Levin to devote his attention

who

to.

Among

the several San Franlocated in Los Angeles,
came up to spend the week-

affords a

row.

from
retired
Marpole
Jack
Pathe and joined the Associatea
ExhilDitors but all under the same
roof.
Jack will be titled city
salesman and booker.
Ben Simpson, recent manager of
Associated, is spending the holidays at his home in Marin County
but plans to locate in Los AnHis Marin County
geles soon.
property is for sale.

Harry Lustig of the Warner
Bros. Pacific Coast District was a

recent

visitor,

with

conferring

Branch Manager Morgan Walsh.
Slater & Brett, of Mutual Independence Exchange, the new eshandling
Chadwick
tablishment
product, went south to spend the

Christmas celebration.
Tom Gilboy has moved

from
Leavenworth street to more commodious quarters at 774 Golden
Gate avenue.
W. V. Tamblyn of the Broad-

way

theatre,

Nevada

City, recent-

town.
Milton Nathan is again to sit in
the
Executive Secretary's chair
for 1926. of the Film Board of
Trade.
ly spent several

days

in

ou til East
THEmanagers

Charlotte

Mlm

Exchanges

and theatre manabe guests of C. O.

gers are to
Kuester, business manager of the
Chamber of Commerce at one

on Monday, January 18th,
which time they will be enterThis lunchtained at a luncheon.
eon is to take the form of a gettogether affair and it is the desife
of Mr. Kuester to get the managers
to give expressions and opinions as
to- what the Chamber of Commerce
means to them and how it may

Tiie funvived by two children.
was held in Charlotte and the
The
remains placed in a vault.
burial will take jilace in Atlanta in
the Spring.
eral

Mr. Owens

o'clock
at

serve them.

W. .\. Wilkinson, of the Hays
organization, was a Charlotte visitor the past week, stopping off on
New York from
his return to
Ala., where he was
Prattsville,
called on account of the death of
his father.

A. B. Huff, owner of the Broadway, Orpheum and Capitol Theaof High Point, and Percy
Parish, general manager, was in
Charlotte the past week. Mr. Huff
stated that business at the Capitol,
which he has recently opened as a
picture house, is improving daily.
tres

Film

Entire

sympathy

to

Row

is

Walter

extending
J.

Price,

.Manager of the 1m)x Exchange, in
C'liarlotte, over the death of his
wife last week.
Mr. Price's wife
formerly was Miss Susie Cone of
.\tlanta.
Mrs. Price had been ill
for several months and her condiijecame more serious recently
but the whole film colony was entirely unprepared
for her death,
Besides her husband she is surtion

Views

of

the

P.

B.

will be

succeeded by

who has been

Styles,

sales-

man

with the Jacksonville Exchange.
Styles has arrived and is
being welcomed along Film Row.

and Imperial Theatres, in Anderson and also the Liberty and PasThese
time at Greenwood. S. C.
theatres were formerly controlled
by the Famous Players-Lasky CorMr. Eaves took possesporation.
sit)n January 11, 1926.
.\. B. Cheatham, formerly manager of the Ottoway and Ideal
Theatres of Charlotte, N. C. and

now

James Estridge, of Gastonian
Theatre, Gastonia, N. C, was a
Charlotte visiter a few days ago
setting in dates and bu.\ing new
product.

representative
of
special
Bromberg. of Progress
.Arthur
Charlotte vistor
Pictures,
a
is
and will remain in the Charlotte
for several
weeks we
territory
understand.'

reported that Mrs. Buckis
wife of Carl Buckner, manager of
the
National
Theatre,
(Ircensboro, X. C., is in a Greensboro hospital to undergo an oi>era-

C. is ecjuipping and will open a
new theatre in Chester. S. C. in

It

ner.

ticm.

Ferber, manager of the Orat Durham, has been looking after the Grand at Greensboro,
which has been running tab shows.
Mr. I^'crber has been driving back
.\'at

pheum

forward

and

(ireensboro
l-'erber

is

from
Mrs.
looking after the Durto

each

day

Durham.

ham house during

the absence of

Vern Johnson, manager of the
.\uditorium
Theatre.
Winston
Salem, N. C, is able to be out
again after being confined to his
home for several weeks by illness.
Donald M. Eaves, president of
the PiedmoiU Theatres, Incori>orated. having houses at Chester.
Rock Hill, Gaffney. Union and
other prominent towns in South
Carolina, has taken over the Strand

new Fox Film Corporation exchange

Winnsboro,

This will be
the next thirty days.
the only opposition to the Donald
M. Eaves house, the Dreamland.
Mr. Braswell also has tlie Palace
Theatre, at Winnsboro.
M.iss Kinney, from the Home
Office of the h'ilm Board of Tr.ide.
of New York City, is in Charlotte,
where she was called to introduce
and instruct a new secretary. .Also
to install some of the later systems
in

Nat.

exterior

A. B. Braswell, of
S.

use

Trade

in

other Film Boards
larger centers.

of

in the

Cieorge Hendrickson, Manager
the Liberty Theatre, Darlington, S. C, was in Charlotte the
l)ast week dating in pictures and
getting exploitation material for
several large pictures he expects
to show in the near future.
of

l-'rank Sans, salesman for First
National Pictures, was married to
Miss Marion Fdith Shy, of At-

—

They were
the paht week.
married at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. H. D. Horton, Dilworth, in the
presence of relatives and a few
Mr. and Mrs. Sans left
friends.
for a motor trip through the Carolinas and will be at home at 506
Boulevard, after January 15th.
lanta,

I'^..

Manager Rice, of the Capitol
Theatre, at Salisbury, was a Charlotte visitor the past week, introducing Mr. Young, his successor
James
as manager of this house.
Davis, of Salisbury, is owner of
the Capitol and Iris Theatres. Mr.
Kice is resigning as manager of
the Capitol to become manager of
Broadway, Winston-Salem, N.
This is a new house and is
owned by Messrs. Moses and
Sams, and will be operated as a
first class motion picture theatre.
This house is one of the most
modern houses in the South and is
e(|uipped with all the latest and
most modern equipment.
Joseph DeMaio, of the Universal Film Exchange home office in
the
C.

New

has been a Charlotte
the past week or ten
days.
Mr. De.^laio is what is
known as a black signal man and
visits the offices in his zone to
stimulate bookings and to get play
dates.
visitor

'\'ork.

fur

Hugh Owens, Manager

of

the

I'amous Players-Lasky Corporation,
Charlotte Office, has been
piomoted to manager of the Cincinnati Branch of the above corporation.
Mr. Owens will leave
on Wednesday to take up his new
duties.

at 397 South
2nd Street. Memphis Left to right; spacious shipping room. Manager's
view of the new building. There is no scarcity of sunlight throughout the building.

office,

cashier's

office

and the

'

M olio

608

F
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Atlanta
ANEW COMER

to the Atlanta
C. L. Peavey,
Katz installed as

film colony

whom

Sidney

Southern

is

Street.

Although new to Atlanta and the
Southeast Mr. Peavey is a veteran
film man, with a record datmg
back something more than ten
years, the past two years on the
sales
land.

force of F. B. O. in Cleve-

pected

Paul Whiteman's engagement in
Atlanta, where the king of jazz and
syncopation has a legion of followers,
brought
talented
two
musicians from Montgomery who
have more interest in Mr. Whiteman's visit than that of enioying
concert.
They are Frank
Woodruff, leader of the orchestra
of the Empire Theatre of Montgomery, and George L. f-Iodge, orTheir misganist at the Empire.
sion is concerned with the ballad
"For You'' that was featured recently at the Metropolitan Theatre
here.
Mr. Woodruff wrote the
words and Mr. Hodge set them to
music and now they are seeking
to interest Mr. Whiteman in the

from

composition.
It is a tuneful number with a singing rhythm and
seems destined for wide and increasing popularity.
C. T. (Shag) Jordan, salesman
for Universal in the South Georgia

and Alabama

territory,

was

in

At-

lanta over the last week-end.

The Universal Force

in

Atlanta

is in receipt of a beautiful letter of
thanks from Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
B. Williams for a wedding present
sent them recently, and each member of the force is invited to New
York as a special guest of the

return

to

week-end

this

a high-powered sales trip
carried him in Chattanooga

that

and other Tennessee towns.
P. C. Parrish, manager. Southern
Theatre
Equipment
Coninany,

.Atlanta

returned

office,

Thursday morning from Birming-

his

—

Cone

58^2

White, who has been

with Pathe for some time, succeeds
Mr. Johnson.
Charles E. Kessnich, Southern
Division manager of Metro-Goldwyn, is due back in Atlanta today
where he will meet major home
ofifice executives of the company.
George R. Allison, generalissimo
of the Fox forces in Atlanta, is ex-

the Atlanta Exchange
Booking Officcslast week.

manager of
of Film

Enterprises,

J. C.

liam.

E.
N. Hines, of the Lyric
Tlieatre, Hogansville, accompanied
liy his wife and daughter, was in

Atlanta for a few days

Tom

last

Little,

oiiening of the Picadilly Theatre.
United

C. Worns, manager
Artists branch in

of

the

San

new
Juan,

Porto Rico.

\\'.

Sanges, manager Progress

.\.

Pictures,

left

last

Tuesday

for

He

Birmingham.

will cover other
points in the territory, returning to

former Atlanta branch manager
and his bride.
F. A. Leatherman, was among
the first of Mike Coyne's Atlanta
friends to learn of Air. Coyne's apl)ointment to the managerial post
of United Artists' San Francisco
exchange, and we are indebted to
Mr. Leatherman for the itein.
R. F. Johnson, formerly at the
head of the Poster [department of
the local Pathe Exchange, is now
with the Accessory Department,

Atlanta

about ten days.

in

Ben Cammack, manager
Universal

local

Wednesday

Cammack
about the

for

of

the

Exchange,

left

Nashville.

Mr.

probably return
of the week.

will
last

injury.

Earle

R. H. Conway, president of the
Universal
Club of Atlanta, is
arranging a delightful Valentine
dance for the entertainment of this
congenial group, made up of members of Universal's Atlanta Exchange.

M.

formerly of
Theatre, at Nashville, Tenn., is now exercising his
showmanship at the Palace Theatre of Leesbure, Florida, one of
the L^niversal houses now operating under the supervision of Dan
Michalove.
the

Faine,

Vendome

S"!
S"mii°'s.
w>-o
\vith
his
brother, Sig Samuels, leased the
.Alpha Theatre to Louis Bach, has
gone to Orlando, Florida, to take
o\er the management of the .American Theatre for Universal.

Producers

week.

manager Producers
is expected to return today
from
Birmingham, where he attended the
Edwin

Louis J. Ingram, salesman for
Metro-Goldwyn, had a wreck on
his way to Gainesville, last week.
The wreck occurred on the side
of a mountain of the Appalachain Highway and although serious, Mr. Ingram escaped without

Distributine

Corpo-

ration will stage, durino; the month
of February, a drive for play dates.

Thomas

.A.
Little, who has been
with the Atlanta office for several
months, is most enthusiastic over

the outlook.

Walter

Green,
vice-president
Projection Corporation, was here last week to \isit
Arthur Lucas and Mr. Mcllheran.
Sig and Sol Samuels ha\-e leased
the Alpha Theatre to Louis B.
Bach.
The .Alpha is one of Atlanta's smaller houses and is located on Whitehall street.
Its
programs in the past h?\e been
made up largely of Westerns,
serials, and repeats of bigger features that have proved popular on
their first
runs in some major
International

house.

inneap
AR.ADIO

broadcasting station,
Minneapolis,
St.
Paul, participated in the opening
ceremonies for the New State

WCCO,

Eau Claire, W^is.,
Theatre at
opened last week by Finkelstein &
100
Ruben, owners of nearly
Northwest
It

theatres.

broadcast from 10:30 p.m. to

p.m. Monday the entertainment given by special artists at the
grand opening the following evening (Jan. 18) in the Wisconsin
11 ;15

city.

attention to beauty as are the State

and Capitol theatres of

rompanv

in

the

Twin

this

same

Cities.

It

and seats 1,300 per-

cost $3LS,000
sons.

It is located on Eau Claire street
half a block from Barstow street,
thoroughfare.
citv's
main
the
.Across the street is the brand new
Eau Claire hotel and imion bus
depot.
It has
a $20,000 organ and a
seven piece orchestra and for the
convenience of special 'parties it has
a
mezzanine floor which adds

The broadcasting i)rogram was
arranged by the Eau Claire civic
and commerce association and the
MinneaiKilis Civic & Commerce

greatly to the beauty of the theatre.
.About 20 employes are required to
handle the house.

association and by the owners of
the theatre and the Gold Medal
radio organization.

Mike Deglman is "the orchestra
leader and Richard Bach is organist.
.Arthur Molestad is assistant

A short talk was given by Knute
.Anderson, president f)f the Eau
Claire association.

manager.

Rishovd, former violin
soloist of the Minneapolis Sym])honv
orchestra
plavcd
several
numbers and there followed selections from the revue which opened
the Eau Claire State the next even-

Sigurd

ing.

The new theatre is a de luxe
house complete in every detail and
designed and handled with as great

The program will call for three
changes a week with vaudeville
units

added to the films on Friday

Saturday.
Claire will be

Among

those who went to Eau
Claire from the Twin City headquarters for the event were I. H.

Ruben,
Ruben,

Theodore Hays, Eddie
Harold Finkelstein, Ben

Ferris.

Mr. Hays, veteran theatre owner
and director of the Northwest,
supervised

the

location,

building

and decoration and outfitting of the

new

theatre.

This

the second theatre openClaire within a few
weeks and gives the thriving little
Wisconsin city of 25,000 inhabitants six handsome houses.
Of
these the New Wisconsin recently
ing

in

is

Eau

Herman Schwahn and
Grand Opera House are the
most pretentious, aside from the
opened by
the

In order that the new State may
get off to the most auspicious possible start, F. & R. have prevailed
upon V. B. Vail eau, a retired
theatre owner, formerly of .Albert
Lea, to conduct it and to establish
the policy for it.

and

vaudevile artists coming out of
Chicago for the new F. & R. northwest circuit.

Incidentally EatT
the first stop for

New

State.

The

engagement
of
Harold
Finkelstein.
one of the rising
juniors in the Finkelstein &- Ruben
organization, was annoimced last
week. He will marr\' Miss Gladys
Jacobs Feb. 2. Harold 1^'inkclstein
is the musical gem'us of the F. &
R. organization.
He handles the
selection of
music for the 90
theatres controlled by the company

and

works

production

with

C.

P.

Murphv.

manager, on some of

Under the name
the productions.
of Harry Fink he has written
several popular songs of recent
publication.
He also has charge of
the personnel.
Oiarles .Andrews of the .Aster
theatre, St. Paul, has been celebrating the arrival of a great grandchild.

Smiling Lew Epstein, theatre orchestra leader of St. Paul, got
quite a kick out of the fact that the
saxophone was used recently liv the
Minneapolis .Symphony orchestra
at one of its concerts.
"The sa.xophone is getting respectable," he
said.

Joe Maitland. new manager of
Tower theatre, has things running as smoothly as if the St. Paul
theatre hadn't changed managers
three times in the last six months.
the

R. E. Quale, manager of the St.
Paul Strand, declares that the open
winter about the Twin Cities has
caused a decided pickup in business
Vlithin the last few weeks.

Hal Daigler, manager of the
CSpitol theatre in St. Paul, owned
by Finkelstein & Ruben, is back
from a recent trip to Chicago with
Harold Finkelstein, personnel and
musical director of the circuit.
'

.
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6oy

Detroit
SE.
the

CHAPIX, who

ha\e purchased the Silver Slipper,

operated
Strand Theatre in Jackson, Mich., has sold his interests
to Mrs. M. Konopacki.

a well

.

E. A.

York

manager

George A. Roberts, special repfrom the Fox home office, was in Detroit for the past

Eschman, from the Xew
United Artists, and

week.

Safier,
new di\isional
in this territory, were in

Detroit last

Among
row

week conferring with

\\

A

city.

of

the

:

that eminent

little

Hamtramack,
out
in
thought of another good stunt, and
Bob
this time its a radio tie up.
reall\- has one of the best organists in the coiuitry playing at his

showman

the Detroit
Trade is H. R.

Theatre,
who with J. C. Ritter of the
Rialto
and Chairman Ed.
E.
Kirchner of the Family Theatre,
The exrepresent the exhibitors.
changes are represented by all new
members as follows Lester Sturm.
manager of Metro Jim Minter,
manager of A. B. C, and M. Star
of Educational.
Pfeiffle,

along filir.
Mrs. Signor,

visitors

Bob Sheehan,

new member of

Film Board of

the

week were

the Martiia
Washington Theatre in Ypsilanti.
Mich. She is engaged in the real
estate business now and reports
Ed. Reeves,
business very good.
from the Idle Hour in Paw Paw,
Mich., also made his appearance.

.

han. also of this

last

who tormerly operated

Traver, local manager.
A chain of small houses all iii
Crand Rapids, Mich., previously
owned by Beecher, Inc., have
been sold to Messrs. C. Glen Fleser, E. X. Brown and C. J. Talla-

H.

cabaret in Detroit.

resentative

oltice of

Morris

known

Priscilla

He is Reginald Webb,
organ selections will be
broadcasted from station W'JR in
Pontiac, a powerful station, everv
Monda\-, \Vednesday and Saturday at 1 1.30 p. m.
About a year and a half ago, a
theatre.

whose

:

;

young man came

Phil Selznick, former film salesin
Cleveland,
and Jimmie
Kilbane. brother of
the fighter.

man

came

to Detroit to seek

motor city. He
from Omaha and

the
all the vvav

a position

in

brought with him a diploma from
the University of Xcbraski.
.Automobiles did not interest him very
much, but motion pictures did,
and so he started at the bottom of
the ladder in the Pathe oflice as a

has

Bell

been

from Chicago

again

transferred

to take his position.

poster

E. A. Eberhart, who was manager for three years at the Baldwin Theatre in Royal Oak, Mich.,
resigned last week to take a position with a theatre circuit organ-

only a

ization in Detroit.

clerk
Holding this jolshort time when he was
promoted to the shipping depart-

ment.
ant to
talents

Construction

thought

came

onder what that boy
chance,
given
a
manager and soon
the

be

a

him

for
t

i

Mack

George
John H.

if

opportunity
o
salesman.

last

the

and

W

the

u')

theatre build-

corner of Marlborough
This house
avenues.
is to have a capacity of 1,5C0.
Frank Stuart, manager of P. D.
C, was out in the sticks last week.

on

the amount of film he sold over
the counter and the manv friends

he made.
could
do

sprung

week on another new

His next mo\e was assistthe booker and here his
were discovered because of

\\

Trendle, associate of
general

.

Kunsky, and
and secretary

manager
Kunsky Theatrical

ti.

.n

the state doing very
traveler!
good, and a few weeks ago he
was transferred to the city covering the east side.
He has made
good so far and more will be
heard about him as time goes on.
Xow that's the story about Benjamin Fred Silbee, a city salesman
today for Pathe.
in

for an extended

left

\

of
the
Enterprises,
isit to Cali-

fornia.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

\\

.

S.

Butter

leave early in February for Florida, where they will
spend a month,
field, e.xpect to

Malcom

C.

Maclnnes, manager

of the John H. Kunsky's new
State Theatre, was presented not
so long ago
with a six-pound
daughter.
Mother and daughter
reported as doing nicely.

\\
S. Stanton, who has been
salesman for Paramount for some
Chet I.
time, resigned last week.
.

"

\
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Buffalo

•m^"'w^^i^^
PATROXS

the
in
Franklin
Syracuse, were obliged to leave the other afternoon
when a strip of film in the projection booth caught fire and filled the
house
with
Although
smoke.
there was a hurried rush for exits,
there was no panic and none of
the patrons was injured.
The
operators fought the blaze with
hand extinguishers until firemen
The fire was confined to
arrived.
the projection booth and the damage amounted to only $100. The
Rev. .Arthur
B.
Merriinan
is
lessee of the theatre.
He quit tintheatre business to enter the ministry two years ago.
His brother,
R. P. Merrinian. 1122 Euclid ave-

Theatre,

manager. The owner is
Henrv P. Hallenback, 122 Stolp

nue,

is

avenue.

LN.XtJI,
Jl.Wyoming
Theatre

lircsulelil

•

.Association,

arrived

Thursday on

ul

thr

Managers
Denver
in

combined business and pleasure trip. Mr. Lynch
announced that the next annual
meeting of the Wyoming Theatre
Managers Association will be held
Frontier
during the Cheyenne
)ays
celebration
Chevenne,
in
Wyoming, the exact time during
the week to be announced later.
last

a

1

He

extended an invitation to the

Denver Film Board of Trade
have a representative present

He

Billy Leyser, director of public-

Picturo
Metropolitan
for
corporation, writes that he wishes
to be remembered to all his old
friends in BufTalo, where Billy at
one time was an exhibitor, managing several community theatre!<.
That was way back in the old General Film days, before Billy weiir
ity

new triumphs

in Cleveland and
on the VV'est Coast.
Genial Al Beckerich, manage:of Loew's State Theatre, Bui?alo
has been elected a director of the
Cireater
Buffalo
Advertising
llub.
Al now is engrossed in
nutting over a campaign in Buffalo

to

later

in

co-operation

of

the

Evening

Times.

George Biehler opened his new
Palace Theatre in Hrmburg on the

even ng
14.
of
January
The
house boasts a ten-piece orchestra.
George E. Williams^ former
Buffalo Paramount exploiteer, has
arrived in Atlanta, Ga., to take
o\er his duties of publicity director
George
at the Howard Theatre.
says it is a great theatre and a

is

staff

Til-

charge.

the

at

office

Brothers.
Mell
has covered most
in the past

is

all

of Warner
a veteran and
the territories

decade or

so.

Mar\ in Kempner, Paramount
manager and his staff were greeted
by President Adolph Zukor and
accompanying officials who came
to town for the Shea Buffalo openMr.
ing on Friday, January 15.
Zukor shook hands with ever>'

member of the office force and
congratulated Mr. Kempner on the
showing being made by the exchange.
Paramount, by the way.
will soon be in its new exchange,
one of the finest in the country.

tre, Santa
he, Xew
another well-known

to

and until recently manager of the
Cnrran Theatre of Boulder, Colo-

new

Film Row
week.
Eugene Gerbase, former manauer of Universal, has resigned
from the local Universal sales
force. He will not commit himself
as to his future plans, but it Is
rumored that he has been appointed to take over the management of one of the local exchanges.
E. N. Disney, former salesman

rado, has been appointed to manage the new State Theatre at
Boulder.
The State Theatre,
amusement
Boulder's
newest
house, will be constructed by the
Boulder Theatre Company, a $50,composed of
000
organization
The new theaBoulder citizens.
tre will be a .500-seat amusement
house, and will be located across
the street from the Citizens Bank.

of

the

son, the third child
family, weighs 7% pounds.

Mother

and son are reported doing

fine.

G. B. Howe, traveling auditor
for Universal Film Corporation,
arrived in Denver from Kansas
City, to visit with G. E. Rosenwald, local branch manager for
Universal, and expects to remain
several days.
Lou Gullett of the Paris Thea-

call

upon the

during the

.Mexico,

was

exhibitor

offices in

-^ast

at

Wyoming.

723 Seventh Ave. N. Y.,

Paul Duane, a new son, arrived
at the home of Joseph H. Askby,
local branch manager of First National and the president of the

in

Mell R. Edwards has been engaged as a member of the sales

to

is

new manager. Jack von

l)en\er Film Board of Trade, on
Sunday, January 10, 1926.
The

Empire Laboratories

meeting.

zer

great country.
Harry T. Dixon, manager, and
Elmer Lux, booker, both broke
into the columns of the F. B. O.
The
^Accelerator the other day.
Buffalo office is at the top of the
list
of exchanges for collections,
while T-ux is third in the country
on dates obtained by Ixjokers.
They're some hustlers at the Buffalo F. B. O. exchange.
Ed Flytm has resigned as man;.'vr>r of til" Bnft'alo ofiiccof United
.\rtists.
Pending the appo'ntment

the owner
and manager of theatres in Laramie, the home of the University of
this

of a

Inc.

Bryant

DEVELOPINC AND PRINTING
MOTION PiCTOBE FILM

5437
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s

M
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Baltiimore
EJ.

WALL,

tion

'

former exploitaWashington.
of Paramount, is now

man

D. C, office

Mich., for that company.
He has been succeeded in
Washington by Irvin Zeltner.
formerly
of
Cleveland
and
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
The Virginia territory will be
covered by J. B. Walsh, for Pathe.

Mr. Walsh was formerly with Associated Exhibitors in Washington, D. C.

Max

Milder

has

resigned

as

manager of the Trio Productions
Exchange, Washington, D. C, and

now

New

York.
Five dollar gold pieces were won
recently by George Payette and H.
Sego, First National salesmen for
is

the

in

number

of

new accounts

they

opened recently.
James V. Carnej', formerly manager of the Rialto Theatre, Washington, D. C, has been succeeded
by Fred J. Sarr, formerly of Detroit and later of New England.
The Embassy Theatre, 415 East
Baltimore street, will have two of
the latest model Powers projection machines to project the pic-

it

is

They

opened.

were installed by the Washington
The
Theatre Supply Company.
Embassy is the old Victoria Theatre, being remodeled by the Independent Film Company, Philadelphia, of which Lou L. Berman is

Detroit,

in

when

tures

in the

age, Md.,

Theatrical Interests.
After an illness of a number of
weeks,
George
Hammerbocker,
flute player at the Garden Theatre,
has returned to his work.
Having been entirely remodeled,
following a fire which partially destroyed it, the Capitol Theatre,
Lancaster, Pa., was reopened to

cently.

the

Mrs. Bernard Depkin, Jr., wife
of the manager of Warners' Metropolitan Theatre, was operated
on Monday, January 11, at the
Woman's Hospital of Maryland.
She is steadily improving.

management of Mr. and Mrs.
George M. Krupa, well known in

president.

The Majestic Theatre, Mt. Savwas damaged by fire re-

•

Combined Whitehurst

rector of the

Ben Oletzky, manager
Waverly Theatre, 3211
mount avenue, and son

of the

Green-

of Pete
Oletzky, proprietor of the Federated Film Exchange, Baltimore,

has returned to his work, having
recovered from an operation recently

performed

at

Hebrew

the

hospital.

Improvements have been made
on the Moller organ at the Parkway Theatre, managed by H. M.
Messiter, under the supervision of

Howard

S.

Jefferson, musical di-

recently

public

under

the

that city as former proprietors of
the playhouse.

D. Ruben,

has resigned as
manager of the Brodie Theatre,
1118 Light street, operated by the
L.

Amusement Company.

•Riviera

Joseph Robins, father of Sam
and Fred Robins, orchestra conductors of the Century and Garden Roofs, respectively, has gone
to Virginia Beach, Va., to talk
over concessions at that resort for
the summer. Mr. Robins, formerly operated a film exchange in
Baltimore.

An

orchestral organ has been
in the Central Theatre,
Martinsburg, W. Va., of which A.
installed

is manager.
The BerkeTheatre Company, Inc., C. W.

Irons

C.

ley

Boyer, president, operates the playhouse.
F. Henry Vanderherchen,
formerly conductor of the Vanderherchen Conservatory of Music,
Norfolk, Va., has been engaged to operate the instrument.

The
Opera House Theatre,
Frederick, Md., owned by the city,
will have its roof made leak-proof
and other impro\ements made, it
is understood.
Weinberg and
Va.,

ton,

Virginia

Sachs, Lexinghave leased the New
Theatre, Harrisonburg,

from the Virginia Amusement Company for ten years.
About $22,000 has been spent for

Va.,

improvements.
True Southern appreciation was
shown by the firemen of Richmond, Va., when they had a committee present the management of
the Bluebird Theatre in that city
with a handsome silver cup, on

Christmas morning.

The cup was

presented as an appreciation of
the courtesies which the theatre
had shown the firemen throughout
1925.

Ne%\? England
CALLAHAN, who
JOHN
}o Boston only a short

came

time ago

from the Middle West to become
exploitation manager for Paramount, and

who won friends everywork has carried him.

where

his

gains

another

smaller communities. "The
inspectors have reported a number of minor defects as well as
some decidedly serious conditions
in four theatres inspected," Supt.
Chaffee declared, and added that
proprietors
and managers had
in the

Plans

have

advanced

not

give details.

ciently to

It

suffi-

unwill be
is

derstood, however, that it
one of the largest theatres in the
state.

coming exploitation manager not

been ordered

only for the Boston territory but

P. Vartigian of Somerville is
build a theatre at 303 Broadway, Somerville, for which Archi-

changes.

tect

promotion

New Haven

and

by

Maine

be-

to make necessary
"Names of theatres,

as

owners and managers will not be
given out unless it becomes neces-

State police have
started a rigid inspection of all
motion picture theatres in the
smaller cities and towns and as a
result of the campaign at least one
house has been closed until extensive changes are made.
Superintendent Chaffee said that in the
course of patrolling, one theatre
found
in
a rural section was
where the fire hazard was extreme,

sary to prosecute,'" said the super-

for
well.

Rhode Island

intendent.

Jack S. Eaton, who recently
joined Loew's executive staff and
w'ho has been at Loew's State
Theatre in Boston for the past
three weeks, has been recalled to

New

York.
group of Hartford men
headed by Joseph Walsh of the
Rialto Theatre, Hartford, Conn.,

A

to

James Tuck of Boston has
drawn plans. The proposed thea80 by 50 feet, with one
is expected that contracts will be awarded within a
tre will be

balcony.

month

may

It

that construction

so

work

start early in the spring.

Extensive alterations and improvements are being made at
Loew's
Theatre,
Boston.
State
The entire interior is being redecorated.
The former rather
severe treatment of the lobby and

are planning the erection of a new
theatre on Farmington avenue,
avenue.
corner
of
Evergreen

foyer in imitation stone is to be
panelled with silk hangings and
the color scheme of the interior is
being made lighter with a soft buff

l^AMOUS

I'athc in the northern part of

ant olticc

*

quite ill with 'flu.
He
contracted the illness following a
little
automobile accident which

and the playhouse was promptly
This resulted in an order
closed.
for an inspection of all theatres

Players
exchange
makes the announcement that
Miss P. M. King, stenographer

for the booking department, is now
Mrs. E. J. Hulse.
It happened
during the Christmas holidays. Mr.
Hulse is located at Independence.
Iowa, but expects soon to join his
wife in Des Moines, transferring
Until that time
his business here.
Mrs. Hulse will remain at the

Famous Players office.
R. W. McEwan, salesman

state,

occurred
Rapids.

last

week

Cedar

near

just about

big party
They haven't had a
they had.
meeting since. But one is scheduled for this week.
itself

has been
work.
L.

out

at

D. Wallace,

that

who was

promoted from cashier

recently

to

assist-

manager
ill

and

is

for Universal,
not yet back at

now

Famous Players

office,

who

writes that
he had not found anv theatre in
which to invent as he had planned
and that conditions out there are
in

;

Fire starting in the projection
booth of the Central Theatre at
Manville, R. I., Monday night, resulted in damage of about $900
and caused the audience to hurriedly

leave

woman was

One

the theatre.
slightly injured.

The

started at 8.40, soon after the
show had started, a section of film
fire

taking

,re.

There

were

ab<iut

the theatre at the time. Napoleon Trahan of Centredale, R.
I., is owner of the playhouse and

400

in

Albert Levesque was operator in
the booth.

tre

at

Mr. Costen of
Iowa Theatres Com-

Knox\ille,

the Eastern

W. F. Curtis of the PeoTheatre at Redficld. and L. C.
Rice of Algona.

pany,

V. Clement, formerly booker

of the
is

The Universal Club
did

F.

for

tlic

is

combination.
The stage has been
completely reequipped
in fact it
is practically an entire new stage,
with soft drapes and complete new
equipment including all lighting
fixtures and the addition of a hundred
spotlights.
The dressing
rooms back stage have also been
refinished and refurnished.

nies

California,

not very good. Mrs. Clement and
the boy drove out with Clem.

Visitors in Movie Row were
Byron Watson of tlie Grand Thea-

A.

G.

Stolte,

Capitol Theatre,

manager of
Des Moines,

the
for

H. Blank Enterprises, was
in Chicago last week to attend the
convention of the Midwest TheaHe returned on
tre Mana.gers.
Thursday.
the A.

January 30, 1926
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Equipment Construction Opepation

Publix Theatre Managers School
Graduates First Students
All Will Be Assigned

THE

menihers of the first class of the
Publix Theatre Managers Training
School (formerly the Paramount Theatre Managers Ti'aining School) completed
last week the six months course at the
School.
At the Hotel Roosevelt, a dinner
was tended by Publix Theatres Corporation
to the members of the class as a tribute to
their work during the intensive training of
Present at
the course which they followed.
the dinner were executives of the Publix
Theatres Corporation and of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corjioration.
Mr. A. M. Botsford, Director of
Advertising of the Publix Theatres Corporation acted as toastMr. Sam Katz, Mr.
master.
Harold B. Franklin, Mr. Harry
I
Marx, Mr. George Weeks, and
Mr. John F. Barry, Director of
the Managers School spoke at

To

Posts

With Company

i)ast year, and because we can all see
through it, the means of adequately providing the high type of educated, intelligent
and thoroughly trained theatre managers
that this gTeat business has now come to

Boston.
One
assigned to
Beacli, one is assigned to the
Home Office Advertising Department of the
Corporation and one to the Statistical De-

demand."

partment at the

the

Many

of the men have already taken over
One memtheir assignments in the field.
ber of the class is now managing the Fenway Theatre, Boston, others have been assigned to NeAv Haven, Scolly Square TheaBoston,
Haverhill,
New Bedford,
tre,
Washington Street Olympia Theatre and

the

Fields

member of
West Palm

Mr.

Sam

Katz, President of

the Publix Theatres Corporation
in addressing the class develojied
the following statement, wliicli
is carried in tlie School Catalog

for the coming session.

"The

Maniigers Training School,
whicii has just completed its first
term, has proved itself of inestimable value in its work of providing a definite, specialized and
complete course of practical motion picture theatre
training.

managership

"I have watched the

work of

this School with the greatest interest, in its scope ami its possibilities

of service,

who

both

to

the

become an
manager, and to
the theatre where he eventually

student

desiTes to

efficient theatre

will be placed.

Its position in a

program

for the constructive
and continual raising of the
standards
of
motion picture
theatre entertainment is of the

utmost importance.

"The Paramount Theatre
Managers Training School now
becomes the training school of
the Publix Theatres Corporation

and

one of the most important divisions in the organization
of Publix Theatres.
"I have great hopes in the future of the Publix Theatre Managers Training School, both because of the splendid record of
is

Home

One member

Office.

ing in the operation of de luxe
houses.

Over

NEW

FIELDS

and motion picture theatre
equipment seem about as remotely connected
as any two objects imaginable. Yet one does
have its effects felt by the other.
We were an interested listener this morning while
a manufacturer of stage lighting equipment told of
new fields conquered by his company and their
unusually rich profits. His story went something
like this
Since prohibition enforcement has acquired some semblance of seriousness in its application to Broadway the mortality among the numerous supper clubs, cafes, etc. is extremely high. A
new club opening now may or may not be operating three weeks hence.
But each club must have its cabaret and effective
lighting and that means that every club is fully
equipped with spots and the like a very respectable order if only a one timer. However, this order
is often repeated.
The club is padlocked and the
owners open up again a few doors away. Then our
equipment manufacturer makes another complete
installation.
This added cost isn't, however, a
great worry to the club owners as they usually

—

make

—

theirs.

experts

|

near

1

training in

the maintenance of

equipment.

A

i

1
=

I
|

|
|

|
|
|
|

i
|

[
|
|
|

1

twice the actual list price or again perhaps four
or five hundred percent in excess.
Poor business methods and only a few motion
picture concerns are involved. In this instance however we refuse to severely condemn these companies for pirating as we've often attempted to enjoy evenings at these same night clubs and we pay
as we are billed and these charges are not only a
modest four or five hundred percent in excess.

—

M. Abbott.

New York

to

supplement

week was spent

at the Edison Lighting Institute,
Hairison, New Jersey, whose experts conducted a course in Theatre and Stage lighting.
Under
the guidance of experts the class
prepared advertising and exploitation campaigns for current

productions and visited over
one hundred theatres in New
York City and the vicinity on
different assignments.
A course

Organ
Maintenance
and
Organ Music for Motion Picture
Theatres was given at the Wurin

|
|
|

These club proprietors are uninitiated in the buying of theatre equipment and they pay just what is
asked by the manufacturer or dealer. Maybe only

P.

hundred

|

|

ROHIBITION

—

two

the School to give instruction during the period of
training.
Some of this training
took place at the auditorium of
the School where a miniature
stage and other equipment was
used in instruction. The Rivoli
Theatre was also used extensively
during the period of
training.
The class visited laboratories and factories in and
visited

:

Theatre

Paramount

the class has been

leaves for a Paramount Exchange for training ill exploitation before he leaves for an
assignment in South America.
Eight gi-aduates are now at the Metroj)olitan Theatre, Boston, and nine graduates are at the Chicago Theatres operated
by Balaban & Katz for two weeks of train-

|iiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;ii!iiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiniiiii:iiiiiiiii,iiiiiiii!iiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii;iliiiiiiiiiiiiiin

the dinner.

Conier Theatre,

|
j

|
|
|
|
|

litzer

Auditorium.

Mechanics of

Newspaper Work was studied
at the plant of the Western
Newspaper Union. Certain effects
in
presentation
were
studied
at
the
Inter-Theatre
Arts School.
During the full course of
training
the
Motion Picture

|

Trade Papers, Advertising Mag-

|

azines,

|
|

|
I

Window

Display Maga-

and Management Periodicals served to supplement the
formal instruction. The amusement pages of thirty representative American Newspapers were
{Continued on next page)

zine,

—

——
-

Motion Picture News

612

Student Managers Finish Course
(Continued from ])receding page)
studied each -week as part of the course in
The l)ei)artm(>iit
Newsj)aper Advertising.
Heads of tiie Publix Theatres Corporation
instructed the class in the organization and
operation of their respective departments, explaining the procedure of Home Office control and exi)laining the different forms that
are used by the Cori)oration in its opei'ation
of th(!atres. For one month the class served
as ushers at the Kivoli Theatre, New Yoi-k,
where they followed the regular ti'aining

g'iven the staff.

The next session of the I'ublix Theatre
Managers Training School will start Febru-

"^

^*##

*<f*

ary 2Qth. At this time apj^lications are l)eing received for enrollment at the School.
These applications will l)e sifted and the successful candidates notified during the coming month. The total of five hundred api)lications received for the first session of the
School will be surpassed. In the next class
of the Publix Theatre Managers Training
School will be repi-esented twelve theatre
managers now on the circuit of the Publix
Theatres Corporation. These men will attend
the Managers School for three months at a
For the new session of the
time.
School,
a laboratory or jjractice room
w i t h miniature
equipped
will
be
lighting
stage
in
practice
for
stages
and stage effects, with miniature window
display forms for px-aetice in arranging
window displays for cooperative advertising, and with cut-out machines for practice
in the construction of decorative advertising devices.
During the six months of training the
members of the class devoted their time to
the following subjects in the schedule

HISTORY OF THE MOTION PICTURE— Early

— Ttie First Reels — Feature Pictures — World
Wide Development — Present Significance — The Future.
THE HISTORY OF PARAMOUNT— The Formaof the Famous Players Film Company — Pioneer
Production and Distribution Methods — Organization of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation — International
Development — Distribution Systematized — The Present
World-wide Organization — the Future.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE— Historical, Summary — Stages of
Inventions

tion

Development
Great Moilern

the Earliest Store Shows to the
De Luxe Theatre —Factors Which deter-

from

mine Development

— Present

Status of

Motion Picture

/

II.

I'irst

Publix Theatre Manafiers'

class,

Trtiinins,

Top

Schoo!.

reading

rotv.

!

to righ'.:

lejt

J.

A.

Walsh (N. y. City), M. A. Blitzer (Brooklyn), E. Levine (Boston), E. Bernstecker (N. Y. City),
D. D. McFachin (Hibbiiig, Minn.), M. W'eisberg, (Dorchester), R. M. Gillham (Kansas City),
E. W. Pool (Los Angeles), W. S. Perutz (St. L oiiis), E. J. Lesser (ff arren. Pa.), F. M. Plessn^r
(Philadelphia), F. F. Smith (Chanute, Kans.), F. J. Gable (Beloit, Kans.), D. M. Baltimore
(New Castle, Pa.), E. A. Read (Canton, Ohio). Bottom row, reading left to right: G. Lab\
(N. Y. City), E. J. Kelly (Springfield, Mass.), ]. H. McKay (Wilmington, N. C), R. K. Wareham (Manhattan, Kans.), H. C. Bamberger, (Indianapolis, Ind.), E. I. Garfinkle (Brooklyn),
W. B. Rose (Lincoln, Nebr.), J. F. Barry, Direc tor, Publix Theatre Managers' Training School,
W. B. Lloyd (Set Cliff, L. L), T. L. Olsen (Seat tie. W ash.). F. L. Felhaher (N. Y. Citv), P. Boulogne (Mount Clair, IS. ].), M. H. Kress (Piqua, Ohio), J. F. Allen (I\. Y. City), E. Logano
(Elpaso, Tex.).

position

Corporation.

Picture

—

THE INTERRELATION OF PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION & EXHIBITION— Existing Method of

—

—

Played by
Film
Rentals
Part
Distribution
Film
Theatre Manager in Helping to Determine the Policy
Production and Distribution.
THE THE.ATRE SITE Factors Which Determine
Determining Theatre-going
the Ideal Theatre Location
Population of Communities Calculating the Growth of
Cities with a View to Selection of Possible Theatre

of

—
—
—

Locations.

TYPES OF THEATRES—

How the Policy of DifThe De Luxe
ferent Types of Theatres is Determined
The Second Run House The
First Run Theatre
\'audeville-Picture Houses
Community Theatre
The Styles
Building Codes in Relation to Theatres

—

——

of

Equipment

for

Each Type

—

of

— —

House.

THE THEATRE AND THE COMMUNITY—

Cooperation with the Community such as Membership in
Benefit
PerFunds
Community
Chest
Clubs
Local
formances Community Politics The Meaning of "The
Theatre is a Civic Institution."

—

—

—

—

—

PUBLIC SPEAKING

Distribution,
Principal
Territorial
Theatres
as
to
The Publix Theatres
Classes, Leading Theatre Chains

—The

Delivery— Com-

Essentials of

—

Occasional Announcement The Motion
Audience and Listener Typical Addresses
Conducting Meetings of the Theatre Staff Service
Talks and Instructions to Ushers.

—

HOUSE SERVICE-

—

The

Organization of Hou.se
ConPatrons The Policy of The
Concerning Courtesy to Patrons The
of House Manager, Floor Manager,
Program Boys, Pages. Doormen, etc..
in Training Staff to Promote Efficiency
Meetings, Efficiency Contests, Service

Employees for the Different Types of Theatres

Modern Theatre
Duties
Ushers, Cashier,

Definite

L'sed
— MethodsService

Such as
Awards,

—

with

Relations

tractual

—
—

etc.

— Organ — Music Library — Cuing
—— Orchestra
Special Program Numbers — Community

ML'STC
Pictures

Music Performances.
PROJECTION AND LIGHTING- Oper.ition ami
Maintenance of Projection Machines Oi)tics of ProMaintenance of Screens Stereopticon Effects
jection
Handling of Film Timing History of Theatre and
Producing
Lights
Color
Lighting Colored
Stage
Media The Psychology of Color Safety Lighting

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

— —
—
Lighting — Floodlighting

—

Lighting Marquee
Sign
Seasonal Changes in Lighting.
Light and Music

—

PRESENTATIONS

PROLOGUES

AND

— Th,

Principle of Selecting Prologues According to the Type
Stage Decoration
.Special Presentations
Picture

—

—

(if

Holiday Numbers.

EXPLOITATION

-The History of Motion Picture
The Use of Ad Sales— Cut-Outs—C.
Exploitation
Window Displays Built-in Fronts
operative Tie-Ups
Contests Preambulators Animated Displays Balh
hoos Lobby Decorations Marquee Use of the Trade
Papers.
ADVERTISINC General Principles of Advertisinc:
Motion Picture Theatre Advertising Advertising An
Type Display— Com
-Principles of Lnyout and Copy
Mechanics of Newspaper Work Relation
itosition
With Newspapers Principles and Practices of Phot
Engraving Originals, Mats. Electros, and Stereotype-

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

— Press

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Sheets— Out-door Advertising Lithographs
Newspaper Contests Preparation of Newspaper Advei

—

tisements.

PUBLICITY— Sources of Motion Picture Ne\K
Stories— Avenues of Distribution— The Local Press
Preparing Copy Preparation and Use of Electros an.i
Mats.
•

—

MAT!
GOODWILL BUILDING, CHILDREN'S
HOLIDAYS — Goo<lwill Building — Cooperation
of

XEES

with i?ctter I-^ilms Committees— The Management
Children's Matinees- How Theatres Tic Up With National and Local Holidays.

PROGRAM BUILDING—The

—

Beautiful Chrislma-i tableau "The Adoration of the Magi." created by Norman Edwards for the
Eastman Theatre. Rochester, IS. Y. The Herald Angels, grouped around the Madonna sang "Holy
An outstanding feature was the exquisite color
ISight" and "Hark, the Herald Angels Sing."

achieved by costuming and lighting.

Weekly

Program

Short
Cutting the News Reel— Feature Productions—
Greater Movie Season— Paramount Week
Subjects
Pre-Views.
Special Performances
TIIE\TRE ACCOUNTING The Accounting SysActem Followed by the Circuit -Individual Theatre
counting -The System of Forms and Reports Used
office
Relation of the Theatre to the District Manager s

and

to

the

—

Home

Office in

System

of

Reports.

THEATRE INSURANCE— FIRE AND
DENT PREVENTION.

ACCI
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Putting Benefit Performances on
Paying Business Basis

A

Finkelstein

& Ruben Develop

a

New

By Earle R.
FINKELSTEIN
of

several

& RUBEN,

theatres

in

tures.

The women are Mrs. Harry David Warner of St. Paul and Miss Grace Harris of
Minneapolis.
The new trail leads through the tangled
bjTvays known as organization benefits.
For the first time in the history of the
Northwest's largest theatre chain and for
the first time, so far as information is at
hand, in the history of the theatre business
a theatre company is going out actively to
persuade ci\'ic organizations, clubs, socieand lodges

Btiell
and bought some and sold the rest
and made it a big night
with a good show and much social commm-

them

operators

Minneapolis

and St. Paul and one of the largest
chains in the Northwest, are blazing another
trail through the wilderness of theatre management.
And two young Twin City women have
found a new field of activity in motion pic-

ties

Branch of Patronage Building

to give benefit nights at the

theatres.

Thei-e have been benefits and benefits in
the history of theatredom in the Northwest

but they just happened.
club or lodge would go to the theatre
manager and ask for the theatre for a night,
putting its ticket-selling strength behind
the project and drawing down a share of
the proceeds.
Various methods of handling this sort of
as many another
thing were tried but
it was generally
theatre man can testify
a nuisance.
Ben Ferris, director of advertising, or
somebody in the F. & R. organization, spent

to

As

a means of turning club benefits
and drives from detrimental into profitable channels for the box office, the
Finkelstein & Ruben houses in Minneapolis and St. Paul have created a
special bureau to solicit this business,
and the response, according to Ben
Ferris, to the many experiments so far
have been far beyond expectations.

gling.

Al^HEN

a few moments contemplating the situation
and evolved a thought.
If there must be l)enefits, why not make
them amount to something?
That, in a nutshell, was the idea.
And the result was that the portly grand
worthy chief mog-ul of the Ancient Order

it

'^'

checked

stein

& Ruben

was
a

all

figured

Two young women spend their entire
time in arranging performances to promote funds for clubs, lodges and other

proceeds.

social and civic organizations. The club
assumes no financial responsibilty but
gives an active service in the sale of

that particular show.

net,

up

the theatre
the lodge

then Finkel-

the rest of the

Item. One small army of ticket sellers become apostles of good will for F. & R. and
Item.
One
boosters for F.

proving a means
This feature
of reaching persons who ordinarily do
not go to the theatre, and thus is working as a force for developing additional
tickets.

over,

goodly

And

is

lodge
R.

became

permanent

&

Item. New faces began to appear regularly in the theatre and many of them were
members of the friendly organization who
had got the habit.

theatre patronage.
One of the main advantages of the
plan as worked out by this organization
is the fact that it tends to reduce to an
appreciable degree the competition of

Percentages of the admission prices were

worked out for each theatre.
Regular forms of agreement were prepared so that misunderstandings might l)e

amateur shows and performances.

minimized.

A

—
—

u])

their friends

of Organized Organizers, seated one day
his

un-roll-top desk,

was

a{)pr()ached

at

by a

And Miss Harris was put on the job in
Minneapolis to give her full time to the same
work inaugurated bv Mrs. Warner in St.

personable young woman.

Paul.

"Kind sir," she remarked, or words to
that effect, "could your organization use a
little of the coin of the realm?"

The big selling argument was that the
beneficiary need not invest a nickel in the
project. Settlements were made on total
number of tickets sold and both theatre and
beneficiary made a profit out of the trans-

"Don't ask foolish questions," responded
the p. g. w. c. m. "If you are selling something, go into your prologue and hasten
through to the final dance steps and the

action.

'

The scheme has been working

"I represent Finkelstein & Ruben and we
have a lot of theatres with plenty of seats
in them," said Mrs. Warner, for it was
none other. "You have a lot of members
that would like to have a theatre party and
sell
their own tickets to each other and
their friends and make a little monev for
the A. 0. 0. 0. Am I correct?"
"You have been from the first," said the
p. g. w. c. m., turning to the wall the
framed motto
"This is my busy day."
"I will not conceal from you the undeni-

now

success-

and
everybody is happy.
Mrs. Warner and Miss Harris work with
the advertising departments in their respective cities and their activities are held
fully

smiling exit."

for

a

considerable

period

responsible for many new friends the F.
R. organization has made.

&

:

able fact that the theatre doesn't

mind

the

revenue," Mrs. Warner went on.
"But there are other factors entering into
like good will and Ave
the equation.
like to get into touch with people who are
not regular patrons of our theatres and so
we will make you this proposition." And
she made it.
How
"Very well, what is the catch?
much Avill it cost us?" came the inquiry at

added

We

length.

"In the words of the old l)allyhoo man, it
your time and atten-

costs you nothing but
tion," said the lady.

Mrs. Harry David Warner, in charge of the
R. Theatres in
performances at F.

&

Ifenefit

St.

Paul.

"At that price anything is cheap and you
have sold som(>tlung," the chief mogul said,
signing on the dotted line.
And so a lot of members of his organization took tickets furnished by the theatre
without expense to the lodge and divided

Miss Grace Harris, in charge of the Minneapolis

Bureau

of Finkelstein

&

Ruben

benefits.
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The B ox-Office Test
There

is

nothing which emphasizes more, the vast difference

between cheap theatre seating and the best seating, than the

Then

indisputable evidence of greater box-office returns.

you realize how much the theatre-going public appreciates
really comfortable

and

attractive chairs.

Years of seat-building experience and expert planning enable
Steel Furniture

Company

seating equipment

to offer

you the

finest in theatre-

— at the low prices made possible by large

volume.

Write for catalog and complete service information.

^

STEEL FURNITURE
GRAND

ciS

CO.

RAPID S MICHIGAN
,
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Form

R.

Several Acts

To Be
atniosplieric
a factor in

the business of Finkelstein & Ruben's 90 or
100 theatres in the Northwest that five or
six of the best will be handled through a
dozen or more cities of the circuit very
much after the manner of the regular road

show.
This announcement was
raanagei-s convention held

made

after

the

Minneapolis

iti

recently
which the slogan "Always
at
the Best Entertainment" was drummed into
the managers by practically all the speakers.

announced that a strong
also
vaudeville circuit would be operated bj' the

was

company although

it

is

primarily a motion

The musical and scenic stage shows will
be sent to every theatre of the string that
has stage facilities to handle them, according to Theodore Hays, general manager.
They will go to Rochester, St. Cloud, Mangato, Austin, Aberdeen, Sioux Falls, Grand
Forks, Bismarck and the like.
circuits will include DuSuperior, Brinerd, Virginia, Hibbing,
St. Cloud, ManTvato, Rochester, Austin, Winona, Fargo, Grand Forks, Mandan, Eau

The vaudeville

luth,

Claire, Aberdeen,
Mitchell.

Sioux Falls, Huron and

has been promoted
by the Saxe Amusement Enterprises to
the managing directorship of the Strand,
Merrill and Modjeska Theatres, the three
largest Saxe houses in Milwaukee.
Previously Brown managed the Strand.
Elmer
Hall, formerly assistant manager of the
Strand and one of the oldest Saxe employes
in point of service, will become house man-

^

ager of that theatre.

with

it.

HAROLD

Loew's

State,

at

present

Lf.VALLEY, formerly

assistant
the Palace, Lockport, N. Y.,
has been appointed house manager of the HiArt Theatre in that city.
The Hi-.A.rt was
recently taken over by Publix Theatres Cor-

manager of

poration, which also operates the Palace.

/FRED

MILLER,

associated in the adverdepartments and managerial positions ii'ith several large eastern theatres, has
been named "manager of the Visalia Theatre,
.San Francisco, operated by the Golden State
Theatre and Realty Corp.
tising

>

NELSON now manager
WALTERNational
Theatre, Boston,
is

J.

the

re-

cently purchased by Frank Cronin.
Nelson
was formerly manager of the Cameo in
Pittsburgh.

ABBOTT

LEACH

has been selected by
Locatelli, managing director of
Locatelli's Circuit in Suburban Boston, to manage the new Capitol Theatre in Arlington,
Albert

the

Added

Dow,

Bay, Wis.

Mass.

Stage Productions

Franklin

assistant manager at the Strand, will take a
similar position at the Merrill, where he will
work under the house management of Jack
Plant, who is being imported from Green

of

F. & R. have maintained for some time a
production department arranging spectacles
and musical numbers for the State and CapIt is unital Theatres in the Twin Cities.
der the direction of C. P. Murphy with
Harold D. Finkelstein, supervisor of music
and personnel, working in close cooperation

Many

C TANLEY BROWN

.

picture firm.

Gaining Popularity

MANAGER'S OFFICE

Chain in Northwest
stage spectacle and the
THE
pi'ologue have become such

Old Fiddlers Contests

-Th.

Sent Over Theatre

It

Presentations Circuit

This

J.

is

theatrical

Mr. Leach's
business.

first

association in
formerly a

He was

manufacturer.

Boston

Loew's State theatre, Boston,

will

change

policy starting January 25. Instead of
the straight motion picture program, there
will be added a stage production at each of
the three performances daily, somewhat after
the plan of the new Metropolitan theati-e.
The first stage production will be "White's
Collegians."
Some time ago the theatre
staged occasional stage productions in connection with its films anrl these arc now to
become a regular part of the program.
Lou Sidney, general manager of the Western houses on the Loew circuit, is in Boston
preparing for the first stage production
its

Supply of Amateur Talent
Exhausted in These Towns
Some of the theatre managers in Schenectady and Troy, N. Y., are complaining these
days that it is becoming harder and harder
to secure local amateur talent, for the one
evening each week given over to such acts
with the picture program. The supply has become exhausted and it may be necessary for
local managers to work in conjunction with
William Smalley of Cooperstown, who employs a man to scout over the territory and
dig up these acts for.his various houses.

under the new policy.

Theatre
Pa.
Johnstown,
Presents ''Home Talent''
The

Johnstown, has
adopted the policy of presenting musical
"home talent" in connection with its regular
picture progi-ams. The custom was inaugurated with the week of January 11 with the
appearance of Charlotte Dunkel, a 15-yearold girl of Southmont, a suburb, who is skillThe management anful as a pianist.
nounced that in the future promising local
Cambi'ia

theatre,

talent, instrumental or vocal,

engagements
programs.

will

be given

in connection with the picture

Stage of Shea's

Hippodrome

Enlarged Overnight
Between closing time Friday niuht and
Saturdav morning, January 16 the stage of
Shea's Hippodrome in Buffalo was enlarged
by a corps of workmen. The old orchestra
pit has been entirely covered to give place
to a large stage.
New settings have been
installed and the orchestra has been moved

out into the audience where a new pit has
been constructed.
The stage now is larsre
enough for production purposes.
new
curtain using 700 yards of golden brown
satin replaces the old one.

A

Theatres Feature

New Fad

Capacity audiences at the Strand theatre,
Portland, Maine, were the rule recently when
Manager William E. Reeves engaged an old
time tiddler and six old fashioned dancers
for the intermission period. The attraction
gave him one of his biggest weeks ever.
John Grant, the fiddler, accompanied by a
young lady on an old organ sawed off several
of the old time dance melodies after which
three couples went through the Lady of The
Lake.
As a contrast Manager Reeves had two
couples give the modern waltz, fox trot and
Charleston.
The act went over big but the
Charleston got a bit the louder hand when it
came to applause.
If the craze for old time fiddlers and
dances is sweeping other parts of the
country as it is Maine, theatres can cash in
on a similar act.

Joe Saperstein, manager of HarmanusBleecker Hall in Albany, N. •¥., is arranging
for an old fiddlers' contest in the near future,
that will be open to all fiddlers of fiftv*
years or more in that part of the state. After
the winner has been decided, Mr. Saperstein
will endeavor to bring Mellie Dunham to
Albany. Mr. Saperstein is putting on several innovations each week in connection
with his program of double features, and
is playing to very good business.

The Strand

theatre, Altoona, staged a fid-

contest at the night performances
throughout the week of January 18.
Ancient fiddlers of Altoona and vicinity were
lured from their retreats with offers of three
generous cash prizes and each night, through
competition, eliminations were made. Some
of the tunes which were used in the competition were "Turkey in the Straw," "Fisher's
Hornpipe," "Pop Goes the Weasel," "Nellie
Grey," "Mississippi Sawyer" and "Soapsuds on the Fence."
Two or three of the veteran fiddlers appeared on the stage each night, and the
winner each night became eligible to complete
in the finals, the date for which was fixed
for the following week.

dling

"Old Fiddlers" of Toledo and vicinity
had theii* day in the theatre recently when
the Temple, Toledo, Ohio, featured a contest for the local
Mellie Dunhams as a
presentation number with "Thunder Mountain."
There were twelve fiddlers entered
in the competition, which it is reported
scored a hit in Toledo.

The old fiddlers contest being conducted
throughout the Finkelstein & Ruben theatre
chain is beginning to hog the newspaper
space in St. Paul where it has come down
from the suburban houses to the downtown
Astor, says a report from that city.

Lubliner ^ Trinz Alternate
Musical Directors
Lubliner & Trinz, of Chicago, have inaugurated a new policy of altcrnatins' their
two most popular musical leaders. Art Kuhn
and Ben Palcy, between the Senate and
Harding theatres. Both leaders will take
tlu'ir

entire orchestras with them.
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The Super Reflector Arc Lamp"

Mark

of Excellence

PXCELLENCE
^-^ field

name

is

in the Reflector

inseparably

"Peerless."

and

all

fully

measure up

It

is

Arc

associated

Lamp
the

with

the Peerless standard;

Peerless Reflector

Arc Lamps

faith-

to this standard.

—

Therefore Peerless performance is not a
promise; it is a matter of record and actually
based on reality, for e\ ery one of the thousands
of

Peerless

Lamps

in

daily operation, in the

greatest theatres and theatre circuits, prove
this statement.

any
other equipment; >hiximum Light Volume,
Maximum Econom\, Perfect Definition and
Peerless results are unobtainable with

Performance are assured you, so

DON'T EXPERIMENT!
Our New Catalogue
be mailed

will

for the

asking

Mfg. By

Ji. McAuley Mfg.
552-54

W. Adams

Chicago,

III.

Sf.,

Co.,
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Y. to Have New
$500,000 Playhouse

Syracuse, N.

Development of the O'Brien property

Warren and Harrison

at

Syracuse, with
construction of a motion picture theatre, entailing an expenditure of $500,000 or more
is announced through the Eagan Real Estate company of the Salt City.
Plans have
been completed for remodeling the Kathryn
apartments with the theatre, seating 2,200, to
be erected at the south end facing Warren
street.
Work is expected to start early in
the spring.
The O'Brien estate, with Donald, William and Anna O'Brien, Mrs. McCarville and Mrs. Matthews, acquired the
site to be developed about a year ago. It includes the Kathryn apartments, the Winter
block at 102 iladison street, Lane property
at 104-106 Madison street and the Campbell
jn-operty, 108-110 Madison street.
The theatre will be modern in all aspects, with
facilities ta change it for use by legitimate
companies. Mr. Eagan says his clients have
long felt the need of a new theatre in the
down-toAvn section and decided on lower
Warren street as the most desirable site.
streets,

Earns Title of

''Special

Pro-

jectionist to President''
Arthur

Smith, chief pro.iectionist of
who ran "The Big Parade" for President and Mrs. Coolidge at the
White House recently, may now be referred
J.

the Capitol theatre,

Ascher Brothers new Terminal theatre. Chicago, which was recently opened.
This house
equipped and has a seating capacity of 3,000.

very elaborately

is

to as tjie "special pi'ojectionist to the Presi-

Ascher's Terminal Marks Another Step
In Expansion Program
"THE

ojenino: of Ascher Brothers siilen.seat Tei-minal theatre on January 7th, marked another step in the great

did 3000

expansion program of this important Chicago firm, and added another notable cinema
palace to the list of neighborhood houses
catering to the pleasure of Chicago's amuse-

ment

lovers.

E. 0. Pridmore, the architect, has
given the new house a real Spanish atmosphere and nothing modernistic has been
omitted from its practical equipment.
magnetic switchboard, counterbalanced stage
lifts, organ elevators, and a most complete
J.

A

ventilating system make the theatre up to
date in every respect.
An adequate orchestra and a Wurlitzer organ furnish the music,
and the booth is eqviipped with Simplex pro-

home of Manager Nikodem, where he

slept

for twenty-four hours.

George Laing is in charge of the film
bookings for the Terminal and Han-y Beaumont is looking after the stage talent.

Ralph Kettering's advertising campaign
and four page section in the Chicago Evening American, which announced the opening, received much favorable comment from
Chicago theatre men.
The next two houses which are scheduled
to open under Ascher's new theatre a month
program, are the Highland, a fine 3000
seat house at 79th and Ashland Avenue,
and the Colony, of 3200 seat capacity, at
59th and Kedzie. Both are rapidly nearing
completion and it is possible they may be
ready to receive the public February 10th.

jectors.

The Terminal

will be operated on a policy
four shows every week, a complete
change of stage and screen programs being
made on Sunday, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday.
The prices for the evening shows
will be forty cents and matinee twenty-five

of

cents.

The opening day celebration was made a
Albany Park, where the Ter-

civic event in

is
located, civic, organizations and
business men staging a big parade and
other events in honor of the new theatre.

minal

Ed. Nikodem, who has been connected
with the Ascher organization for ten years,
and who was manager of the old Terminal,
is in charge of the new house.
Credit is due Harry Ascher, wlio supervised the construction, for getting the theaIn order to do this
tre opened on time.
he spent the last three days without sleep,
and when the doors were opened he was
to
the
hnrricil in an exhausted condition

Spanish

Type Theatre

Newark, N.

for

J.

Plans are being prepared by Frank Grad,
architect, for erection of theatre building
on South Orange Avenue, Newark. N. J.
The atmosphere of the thea^tre will be of a
Spanish or Italian garden. The .seating capacity will be for 1,200 persons and the
building will cost approximately $350,000.
The owner of the new structure will be
George Furst.

This is the fourth time that Smith
dent."
has presided over the projection booth at
special performances in the East Room of
the White House. The three other occasions
were the ninning of "Dante's Inferno" for
Roosevelt; the showing of "Birth of a Nation," and on a subsequent occasion, "Intolerance," to President Wilson.
Da^^d Mendoza, conductor of the Capitol
Grand Orchestra, with an orchestra of picked
men, also made the trip to Washington to.
jday the score to "The Big Parade" which
was written bv him and Dr. William Axt.

Robbins'

Little

Ithaca

is

Theatre

at

Unique

motion picture theatres has been given Ithaca, N. Y., in the
Bobbins' Little Theatre which is the re-

Something unique

ill

In the
modeled Consen-atoiy of Music.
comparatively small auditorium which seats
only 500 has been built in an atmosphere
and artistry found but seldom in larger theAlbert Robbins of S\Tacuse is opatres.
erating the Little Theatre which also boasts
an orchestra directed by Patrick Conway,
Edith Kimple,
the
noted bandmaster.
Ithaca pianist, who took high honors for
her art in Paris last summer, was this week's
The interior
fine added music attraction.
has been redecorated in attractive fashion,
with beautiful lighting effects and draperies.

Sp ecial Wurlitzer Added

to

Cleveland Theatre
Greenfield

Theatres

Order

Simplex Equipment
The Louis R. Greenfield Theatres of the
West Coast have placed orders for new
Simplex Pro.jectors to be equipped with
Peerless

Lamps

their theatres.

for

installation

in

Loew's Park theatre, Cleveland, has a
was dediorgan.
It
Wurlitzer
cated last Sunday with a special organ re-

new

all

of

cital, in addition to the regular symphony
overture numlier, which will continue to be
a lending feature of the Park progi'am.
Harold Krell is organist. He will offer a
s]ieci:d organ uunibor each week.

.
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Unrivaledfor service andquality
Eastman Positive Film, constantly
subjected to drastic tests that

must

pro\ e it right, is unrivaled for the service

it

renders and the photographic

quality
It

it

gives.

from studio to

carries quality

screen.

To make

sure pictures are printed

on the genuine look
for

the

tion,

in the

margin

black-lettered identifica-

"Eastman" "Kodak".

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Projcctior?
Opties

Eketr ieity,Prddieal Ideas ^ ackie

,

of other persons who know motion pictuic
projection leave us no other alternative in
the matter.

and

Inquiries

Comments

We

Dissolving Change-Overs

SHORT

while ago a Wheeling,
W. Va., projectionist by the
name of Aschenfelter requested of us some information
anent change-overs, at which
time we suggested using an
iris diaphragm in front of the objective
lens to secure a smooth dissolving action
from one picture to the second.
Two possible locations for this iris dissolver were pointed out
one at the condenser lens and the other at the objective
lens, with the latter location receiving first
choice due, primarily, to the fact that at
this place, dual control over the projection
beams t'ouhl be obtained without obstructing

—

•

•

the projectionist's
projectors.

movements

Criticism

around

the

Evoked

seems that some indirect criticism was
evoked in certain quarters over the above
recommendation not as far as the use of
an iris dissolver itself was concerned, but
rather regarding the practicability of its
placement in front of the objective lens.
It

jective lens locations.
say that this discussion was based
upon abstract theory for the reason that
test data of our own and the investigations

We

It

Out

lens.

After becoming familiar with the arguments which endeavored to prove our recommendations wrong, we entertained very
tortuous fears as to the correctness of our
statements and forthwith set about obtaining honest data which would reflect favorably on our statements.
To this end we conducted a simple test
it
was very simple and we admit it.
Prompted by an honest desire to learn the
naked truth and by certain egotistical considerations dear to the heart of every normal
man, we obtained an iris diaphragm, placed
it alternately before the condenser and objective lenses
and closely observed the
screen results when the opening in the diaphragm was varied over a certain range.
Our worthy opponents had held that the
logical location for such a dissolving diaphragm was at the condenser lens and that
if placed anywhere else, particularly before

—

the objective lens, such dire things would
occur to the screen illumination as would
render it entirely unfit for service in any
self-respecting theatre.

Test Versus Theory
Our resentment at this palpable attempt

;

This criticism took the form of a rather
based
lengthy and involved
discussion,
purely upon theory, which purported to describe the true conditions of screen illumination resulting from the placement of such
an iris diaphragm at the condenser and ob-

Test

to destroy the confidence of

our readers in

recommendations was overcome only
when we found that the results of. our test
showed that no sucii a thing Iiapj^ened at all.
Indeed we found that the logical place
for a dissolving diaphragm is at the objective lens ]:)osition and not at the condenser
our

lens; either before or behind

it.

when placed

at the latter
location, a dissolving action of sorts can be
obtained but the screen illumination during the period of dissolving is nothing of
It is true that

TABLE
Screen Appearance

When

Dissolving Iris is Placed at Condenser and
Objective Lens Locations

Diaphragm

V2 inch.

Very bad
which

light source

were

images

-noticeable

when picture was projected
to

%

inch.

screen.

Noticeable
images,

light
source
barely
visible
through projected picture.

Screen becoming smoother
between streaks.
1 inch.

Bad,
noticeable
streaks,
Screen intensity quite low

and insufficient
good picture.

1%

inches.

1%

inches.

Uneven

to

show

screen,
noticeal)le
streaks and dark corners.
Dai*k edges and dark corners
with I)ri<j:htlv streaked center.

Faint images of light source
which were unnoticeable
when picture was projected
to

screen.

Faint traces of source images
not visible through projected

picture.

results of our simple test are shown
accompanying table and it shovdd be
apparent to anyone that the objective lenlocation is the most favorable as far as
dissolving diaphragm is concerned.

The

in the

ii

While

Corroboration
may not be much

as far
as tests go and could undoubtedly be improved ixpon and expanded to include more
data, still it can be taken as indicating the
condition of the screen illiunination resulting from placing a diaphragm at the described locations.
It appears that this argument was settled
in an indirect manner some ten or eleven
years ago M'hen another investigator observed the results of varying the condenser
angle by progressively moving the condenser farther from the aperture.
Starting with a condenser as large acould be used (to secure maximum iliumiiuition) the screen was then of desirable eventhis test

ness.
As the condenser (which was about
jix inches from the aperture) was moved
farther away from the aperture, the corners of the screen became dark and the cen-

remained even; then the center and
edges gradually decreased in the brightness,
gradually fluthe edges still being dark
screen grew more even and at a distance of
about 15 inches the screen was quite even;
beyond at this point the screen remained
even for a short distance while the intensity
only changed, but still further reduction in
the condenser opening resulted in screen
conditions essentiallv as described in our

ter

;

table.

This investigation, therefore, offers some
corroboration of our results and makes us
firm in our belief that the best location for
an iris dissolver is in front of the objective
lens and not at the condenser.

Two New

Screen Appearance with Diaphraym at:
Objective Lens
Condenser

Free Opening
of

which to be proud,
h'urthermore, it cannot compare with that obtained when the
diaj)hragm is ^^lif^d before the objective

A

fairly

Organs

in

Marr ^ Colton
N. Y. State

Recently, ]\farr & t'olton Co. of Warsaw.
N. Y. has installed a large .S-manual organ
in the Strand Theatre at Auburn, N. Y.
The theatre o)iened November 1st and S. L.
Sfanmbaugli of Elkhart, Indiana, has been
eneau-ed as featni'e organist.

smooth screen.
Traces
Bright, even screen.
of source image visible
only upon close inspection.
Intensity sufficient to show

good picture.

To

the eye, a perfectly even
screen, quite bright.

Screen of normal evenness.
Presence
diaphragtn
of
could not be detected except
for lowered screen
intensity.

Automatic Ticket
Register Corp
723 SEVENTH AVE NtwYORK

—
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Palace Theatre at Hamburi
N. Y., One of the Finest in State

Biehler's

new Palace
THE
Hamburg', N.

was opened in
by George Biehler on
the evening of January 14 and the people
of this thriving western New York town
were introduced to one of the finest motion
picture houses to be found in a town of
this size anywhere. The front of the Palace
theatre

Y.,

A brilliantly decoris of tapestry brick.
ated and lighted marquee covered the entire
Entrance
sidewalk in front of the house.
is gained to the lobby through six mahogany swinging doors of high finish. As one
passes into the lobby which is finished in
mahogany, tile and marble, one observes
four inset display frames of gold with
At the end of the
velvet backorounds.

lobby are six more heavy mahogany doors
inset with heavy bevel plate glass mirrors.
In the center of the lobby ceiling are three
of pyramided crystals which
when illuminated cast all the colors of the
prism on the surrounding decorations. The
lobby also contains a number of highly
chandeHei's

illuminated coves which lend an added richness to the color effects.

Going through the main entrance one
passes beneath the balcony which may be
reserved for private parties and which
accommodates 200 persons.
The balcony
fioor contains the projection room which is
tile latest word in motion jiicturedom and
which is equipped with two Powers machines equipped with Powerlite low intensity
lamps. There is also a Hertner transverter
Dalite screen
and a Brenkert spotlight.
is used.
This equipment was installed by

f

Mezzanine

This

Many

^fr.

Biehler

I'nlari

has

liieatrc in

Buffalo exliibitors and exchange men
opening.
the
floral offerings

Abe

who

Stone,

is

ojjerating the

Arbor

Albany, bought a large site
last week on which lie jilans to erect a
1,500-seat house next spring.
The site is
Hill theatre in

A

Keith-Albee

located

in

the

I'esidential

section

and

been operating the old
Hand)iirg for manv vears.

r^

i

An Amazing
Pictures that

Difference!

on the average screen are

dull,

shadowy and tiresome, snap out clear,
lively and bright on a Super-Lite Screen.
That

because practically

is

Screen

success of a house often depends
a thing comparatively insignihcant in cost a good projection system.

For

reflected.

and scientifically
you have good pictures.

description, sizes, prices, etc.,
write

full

name

emd

of nearest supply dealer,

Optical
System gives strong illumination, evenly
distributed over the whole screen. It defines the images with strong contrasts of
black and white. It makes pictures convincingly real and helps to bring crowds
back again. Ask your projection man.

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL
Paul

St.,

Rochester, N. Y.

CO.

& Son

C. S. Wertsner

The Bausch & Lomb Cinephor

St.

is

fine lens

related parts can

653

the light that

Super-Lite Screens give the equivalent of
higher intensity light sources at a fraction
of their cost.
They are made from fine,
sturdy material and last for years.

THE
upon

For only with a

all

on the silvery surface of a Super-Lite

falls

It

Manufact urers
221 North 13th

Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Distributors in principal cities throughout
the

country

MAIL THIS COUPON
C.

S.

WERTSNER

221 North 13th

Send me

Name
Address

ac-

cording to Mr. Stone the theatre will be
one of the best neighborhood houses in New
York state. Mr. Stone was in Syracuse
for several years before coming to Schenectady, where in 1921 he took over the
Riaito which he sold a year or so ago, later
on leasing the Arbor Hill and the Delaware
theatres in this city, but relinquishing his
lease on the latter house last fall.

r^^

You Can't Have
Good Pictures Without

111.

Albany
Exhibitor
Plans
Neighborhood Theatre

the Becker Theatre Supply company of
Buffalo.
The house has four double-door
•lutomatic fire exits which are draped in
Fourteen six foot radiators
iieavy velvet.
lurnisli heat for the main floor which is
su])pli('d with 1000 air-cushion
seats.
musliroom ventilation system is used.
The
stage opening is 30 feet wide and iias a
The
(leiitii of 24 feet, clear of the screen.
stage has a heavy, deep red velvet di-aw
curtain.
There are stores on either side of
tlic entrance.
Five offices including that of
.Mr. Biehler are on the second floor front.
promena(Je of the remodelled
house. Boston.

Capitol theatre. Taylorville,
house, was recently opened.

the

journeyed to the town for
The lobby was jammed with
on opening night.

A

Attractive

of

details

&

St.,

SON
Philadelphia, Pa.

on Super-Lite Screens.
Theatre.

'
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same roof" from

the drilling of the castings
as they are received from the foundry until
it leaves completely built ready for shipment
to the purchaser.

In the drilling department a long line of
drill presses are used operating under
the direct supervision of a drilling foreman,
and it is here that every casting, bracket,
and part of the Peerless Reflector Arc Lamp

gang

is fitted

into its individual drill jig for drill-

making all parts of the lamp interchangeable when completed. The same aping,

plies to the milling department where this
process is practically repeated by placing
each part to be machined in its individual
milling fixture or jig.

View

of the

McAuley Mfg.

plant where Peerless Reflector Arc

Lamps

are manufactured by the

most modern methods.

McAuley Co.

Modern Methods
Building Peerless Lamps

in

Utilize

/^ UK C'liicago represenf ative reports great
^^ activity after a visit to the factory of

s])ecial

tools

and

fixtures being used

wher-

manufacturers

ever ]iossible to insure uniformity of every
lamp they manufacture.

of the Peerless Reflector Arc Lamp. In fact
the general manager, Mr. Hahn, advised him
that the demand for Peerless Lamps has
made necessary considerable night operation
of the factory to keep uo production.
The Peerless Reflector Arc Lamp factory
is indeed a notable example of the ultimate
result of building a quality ]3roduct on a
quantity scale.
The factory equipment is
the most modern obtainable; jigs, gauges.

A rigid inspection is maintained of every
advancing assembly as it proceeds from man
to man until it is ready for the final test
under regular operating conditions just before passage to stock for shipment. A very
complete record is kept on the "factory perfonnance" of every Peerless lamp.
Every part of the Peerless Reflector Arc
Lamp is as the saying goes "Made under the

The

J. K.

McAuley Mfg.

Co.,

It is very interesting to note the process
of manufacture and follow every operation
from the milling machines, gang drill
presses, shapers, and automatic screw machines and thence on to the assembly benches
and note how evei-y item gradually becomes
a finished product.

Pursuant with the policy of service we
were advised by Mr. Plahn tliat Jlr. McAuley spends the greatest part of his time
"out in the field" in direct touch with every
distributor of their lamp, rendering his able
assistance and as one might say, directing
operations from the
C. A.

field.

Hahn, during our

visit,

explained

the reason for maintenance of their experimental department as a requisite to a.ssure
their customers of

new developments

in re-

lamp engineering and stated that
the present time they had some new addi-

flector arc

at

tions to the Peerless line

under process of

development.

From Coast

to Coast
Is

To Be Found

In All Fine Theatres

Reports in general indicate a bigger year
for 1926; recent installations of Peerless
Reflector Arc Lamps in the Chicago territory are Ascher Bros. Midway theatre, Biba
Bros. Ritz theatre. Miller Simansky Lindo
theatre and the Milo theatre.
The Peerless
Reflector Arc Lamp has been adopted by
the Precision Machine Co.. as standard reHector arc lamp equipment on Simplex Projectors.

the Paramount, on the Atlantic, to the Orpheum,
Major All-Master Systems form one
on the Pacific,
North and
big, solid sweep of good theatre lighting.
Not a month goes by without a
South it is the same.
Major Master Systems in the newer,
big demand for

From

The

Paramount
Theatre,
-New York's newest and flne.st
Alotion
Picture Theatre Is
(M) Major ATaster equipped.

@

@

houses
being
built.
There must be a reason.

ELECTRIC COMPANY
Detroit.

Kansas

Mass.

(

"iiM

Dall.is.

New

I,os

Texas

Orleans,

Jlich.
City, Mo.

Angeles, Calif.
London, Ontario. Can.
Minneapolis, Minn.

ni.
imiati, Ohio

(l,.<-:iKO,

La

New York

City,

N.

Philadelphia, Pa.
PitLsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Oregon

Wash.
San Francisco, Calif.
WinnlpeK. Canada

Seattle,

The

Orpheum,

Angeles,
.Major Systems are all of the
same desJBP same constnictlon.
A size for every reuuirement.

—

have an outdoor

Orpheum
Is

((%

enough

to

take

to an announcement made by City Manager Harry H. Canfield. It will be located
on the site of the new Cleveland Heights
municipal park, at Mayfield and Cumberland roads.
The theatre wUl have a comjilete stage, with dressing rooms and regular stage equipment.

'

'nie I'ptown, Chicago's
boast in Motion Picture Theatres, is fully
iMajor equipped.
(fj)

'ify

Cleveland Heights will

care of several thousand people.
Plans for
the theatre are now being drawn, and work
will be started early in the spring, according

U1sti!u;t offices

Rdstoii,

Ohio

theatre which will be large

Write and find out for .yourself.
Estimates
furnished
without cost.
^_fl^
1,^

LOUIS

Denver, (Mlo.

Atlanta, Ga.
Ballimorc. Md.

Cleveland.

finer

Shrank iSidam
ST.

Large Outdoor Theatre for

Los

the beautiful
Circuit house.

Major equipped.

January

1926
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Building
World's
Largest
Truss in St. Louis Theatre
What

is

be the largest

said to

Helios Reflector

Lamp

building

truss in the world has been installed in the

Ambassado.r

Theatre,

Seventh

now

and Locust

course of construction.
The truss weighs 275 tons and
the base beam weighing 54 tons is already in
streets,

^ii^ipAiUdjlJ
this
bank
sign
Equipping
with Reco Color Hoods made
Make your si.gn
it "like new."

I

a

_rf^

new

one, at small cost.

Color
Keco

also of
Flashers,

Six
standard size bulbs.
The
nou-fading colors.
Superior
is in the glass.
to
cheaper.
i<»
(iiiipiiig aim
dipping
and i'lieapt
rich,

Window
s.
Flashers,

color

etc.
ei»^.

M^^J
2628

in

place.

The truss will be one of six that will extend across and above the auditorium of the
theatre at the sixth floor to support the
u])per eleven floors of the theatre and office
buildinp'.

fit

Motors. Traffic
Controls, Show

Louis,

Hoods

^

/Makers

St.

ELECTRIC COMPANN V^^fc
St., Chicago

Theatre

Big

Dist.,

for

Moneta

Los Angeles
Best

Plans are being prepared for the erection
of theatre building in the Moneta-Manehester district of Los Angeles, on the corner of
Moneta and Manchester Avenues. The seating capacity will be for 1,500 persons, and

W. Congress

the theatre will cost

approximately .$350,000.

by

Te»t*

Approved by
Underwriters Laboratories

25%

Better Screen Illumination

50-75% Current Saving

Complete Plans for
Theatre,

F. P.-L.

WARREN PRODUCTS COMPANY

Knoxville

Plans

have been completed for erection
of new theatre building to be erected in
Knoxville, Tennessee, at the rear of the
Hurwell Building. The theatre will cost approximately $1,000,000.

265 Canal

New York

St.

Theatre
Automatic Ticket
.Register Corp.
}

SEVENTH Ave

|.

ill

Hi

|(

New York

1'

.^^kIBbs w^^^'

^^m-

'"o''<*f^HPVi

Construction

if

1

\
j.'

We
REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18J38 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Under !50

seats.

OTer

800,

lie/r-

The

most

30%; under

economical

509,

method

of

70%; under
reaching

M

800,

A^

85%;

theatres

la

$4.00 PER
CP. UsU
in postage, etc.. through
ellniinatioo of dead and duplicate theatres usuall.v listed.
Lists of Producers, Distributors and Supply Dealers.

our
If

ADDKE.SSING SERVICE.
30 to 50% saved

"

1

detsired.

^^^^""^tmtltl^Kbii^

709 Sixth

Ave.,

at

41st

New York

St.

SsJ^

r

.^^^^^^jll

MUT.TIQHAPHING— MLMEOGRAPHING—
FOLDING— EN(^I,OSING— MAILING
.V'OTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO
City

Phone, PtDDsj. 7484-7485

Console

of

the

Kilgen organ installed in the
theatre, Gary, Ind,

Palace

are

in

a

position

to

analyze any theatre proposiIf
tion from every angle.
you contemplate building a
in
touch
get
theatre,
with us before you arrange
For plans and specifications;
we can save you money, due
to our special knowledge of

We

construction.
theatre
are prepared to analyze your
proposition, prepare sketches,
submit an estimated cost, prepare plans and specifications
and supervise construction, so
that the ultimate cost will not
exceed the estimated.
will prepare you a statement
showing the probable net returns on the investment and
methods of
to
advise
as

We

Beauty Spots
in

Modern

all
of those where
Netschert natural prepared
ruscus trees, palms, ferns
and artificial flowers have
a place
Low cost and long

are

life.

Ask

Barclay

can handle your

proposition from inception to
completion, turning the the-

you complete in
ready to operate.
Send us your proposition for

atre over to

every

detail,

analysis.

Our Motto

is

Efficiency with

Economy
for Cat. j

Frank Netschert,
6i

We

finance.

Theatres

St.,

H. Robins Burroughs Co.
Inc.

New York

Engineers
70 East 45th St.

New York

City

35

...
.

2
1

..
..
...
....
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FEATURE RELEASE CHART
.

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the- Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy release, as well as
information on pictures that are coming, will be found on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right
release. )

Refer to

I
^

THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKIN G GUIDE

for Productions Listed Prior to

September

|

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiijffiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiifl^

SEPTEMBER

Feature

Length Reviewed
5500 feet
7929 feet. .Feb. 28
.Bud Barsky (S. R.) 5000 feet
.Warner Brothers
5001 feet. .Oct. 31
Ginsberg Dist
William Russell
4543 feet. .Oct. 24
Big Pal
Pathe
5058 feet May 30
Black Cyclone
Rex (horse)
6008 f eet Dec. 19
Business of Love
Pitts-Horton
Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Universal
7238 feet. .Sept. 12
California Straight Ahead. Reginald Denny
Gloria Swanson
Paramount
5840 feet. .Sept. 12
Coast of Folly
5577 f eet Sept. 19
Coining of Amos
Rod La Rocque
Prod. Dist. Corp
4928 feet. .Sept. 25
Reed Howes
Rayart (S. R.)
Cyclone Cavalier
7311 feet Sept. 25
Dark Angel, The
R. Colman-V. Banky First National
United Artists
10264 feet June 27
Don Q, Son of Zorro
Douglas Fairbanks.
Free to Love
C. Bow-D. Keith
B.P.Schulberg(S.R.) 4825 feet Jan.
2
Pathe
6883 feet. .July 25
Freshman, The
Harold Lloyd
4488
Galloping Jinx
Buddy Roosevelt
Artclass Pict
feet
4560 feet Sept. 26
Great Sensation, The
W. Fairbanks-P. Garon. Columbia (S. R.)
Havoc
Special Cast
Fox
9200 feet Aug. 29
" Lefty " Flynn
5559 feet
High and Handsome
F. B. O
7149 feet Sept. 26
His Majesty Bunker Bean.M. Moore-Devore .... Warner
.'5700 feet
Nov. 14
His Master's Voice
Thunder dog
Lumas Film
5005 feet. .May 23
If Marriage Fails
F. B. O
J. Logan-C. Brook
Kentucky Pride
Special Cast
Fox
6552 feet Sept. 19
Knockout Kid, The
Rayart Pict. Corp.
Jack Perrin
iS. R.)
4901 feet
9
Jan.
Let's Go Gallagher
Tom Tyler
Film Book. Offices.. .5182 feet. .Oct.
3
7000 feet. .Sept. 12
Live Wire, The
First National
Johnny Hines
Lost World, The
Speci.-il Cast
9700 feet Feb. 21
First National
Man of Nerve
Bob Custer
F. B. O
4452 feet Nov. 28
7158 feet. .Sept. 5
Man Who Found Himself. Thomas Meighan
Paramount
Mystic, The
Pringle-Earle
5239 feet Sept. 12
M-G-M
Feature

Distributed by

Star

Amazing Quest, The
Henry Edwards
As No Man Has Loved.. .Special Cast
Battler, The
Kenneth McDonald
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog)
Below The Line
.

Cranfield

&

Clarke.

.

.

Fox

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(

i

.

.

.

Never

the

Twain

.

.

.

Shall

Meet

Metro-Goldwyn
8143
Columbia Pict. (S.R.) 4547
Paramount
5849
Gerson Pict. (S.R.).. 5000
4375
Universal

Stewart-Lytell

Wm.

New

Champion, The
Not So Long Ago

Once

.

.

Fairbanks

Betty Bronson
Richard Holt

In a Lifetime

Outlaw's Daughter, The
Parisian Nights

Josie Sedgwick
Hammerstein
E.

.

.

-

.

.

.

Lumas Film

(S.R.). .6100 feet. Dec.

8464 feet
Universal
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)6848 feet

Special Cast

Zazu

.

.

Metro-Goldwyn
Arrow

Sept. 19
Oct. 10

.

.

.

.

.

.

25

.

.

31

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

19
29

.

1

in

,

24
25

Feature

Star

George Walsh
R. Barthelmess

.

.

11
7

10
2
27
22
15

Beautiful City

Bobbed Hair
Borrowed Finery
Bustin' Through

Prevost-Harlan
Louise Lorraine
Jack Hoxie
Cactus Trails
Jack Perrin
Circle, The
Eleanor Boardman
Circus Cyclone, The
Art Acord
Classified
Corinne Griffith
Clothes Make the Pirate. Errol-D. Gish
Compromise
Irene Rich
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Desert Demon, The
Dollar Down
Ruth Roland
Everlasting Whisper, The. Tom Mix
Special Cast
Exchange of Wives, An
Geo. O'Brien
Fighting Heart, The

First National

Warner Brothers.
Tiffany (S. R.)
Universal
Madoc Sales

.

.

.

.

551

4609
6927
7000
5585

Warner Bros
Artclass Pict
Truart (S. R.)

Heartless Husbands
Hell's Highroad

Hurricane Horseman, TheWally Wales
Richard Holt
O'Brien-Bellamy
Robert Frazer
Lew TvIt's Wives
Little Annie Rooney
Mary Pickford
Kerry-Miller
Lorraine of the Lions
.Daniels-Ford
Lovers in Quarantine
In Search of a Hero
Iron Horse, The
Keeper of the Bees, The.
.

.

.

F. B.

O

Madoc

Sales
Prod. Dist. Corp

Artclass Pict

O

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

Oct. 24
Oct.

31

Aug. 22

.

Oct.

17

.Nov. 14
.

.

Nov.

7

.5012 feet.
.5860 feet .Aug. 29
551 1 feet Oct. 24

6300
7032
6395
5482

f eet
Oct.
feet
Oct.
feet
Sept
feet
Nov.
.5000 feet ..Dec.
5084 feet Sept
4440 feet
.

.

.

Gerson Pictures
Fox Film Corp ... 10424
F. B.

1

17
3
19
21

25

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

21
5
7

29
26
25
21
21

31
17
7

25
7
le
10
17
21
31
17

24

NOVEMBER
Feature
Action Galore
After Marriage
All Around Frying Pan
Ancient Highway, The
Best Bad Man, The
Best People, The

Star

Artclass Pict

Margaret Livingston
Fred Thomson
Jack Holt

.

Madoc

.

F. B.

Sales

Fox
Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn

Special Cast

Ray-Starke
Hoot Gibson
Art Acord

Calgary Stampede, The
Call of Courage, The
Camille of the Barbary
Coast
Busch-O. Moore
Clash of the Wolves
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog)
Cobra
Valentino

Universal
Universal

Daring Days

Universal

.

.

.

O

Paramotint

Tom Mix

Bright Lights

Length Reviewed
4659 feet
5500 feet Nov. 14
5519 feet. .Nov. 28
6034 feet Nov. 21
4983 feet Dec. 12
5700 feet Nov. 7
6260 feet Nov. 28
5924 feet Oct. 19
4551 feet Sept. 19

Distributedlby

Buddy Roosevelt

.

Assoc. Ezhib

5500 feet
6478 feet
5895 feet

Warner Bros
Paramount

Josie Sedgwick

Durand of the Bad Lands .Buck Jones
Fox
Eagle, The
Rudolph Valentino .... United
East Lynne
Special Cast
Fox

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Aug. 1
Nov. 28
Nov. 21

5 reels

5844 feet
5756 feet
8553 feet

Artists

24
Nov. 21
Oct.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Oct.

1»

L.Barrymore-H. Hamp-

Fifty-Fifty

Assoc. Ezhib

5561 feet June 24
Fight to a Finish, A
Wm. Fairbanks
Columbia (S. R.)
4603 feet. .Dec. 5
Flower of Night
Pola Negri
Paramount
5374 feet Oct. 31
Fool, The
Edmtmd Lowe
Fox
9488 feet .April 25
Galloping On
Wally Wales
Artclass Pictures .... 4292 feet
Go West
Buster Keaton
Metro-Goldwyn
6256 feet. !Nov.' 7
His Buddy's Wife
Glenn Hunter
Assoc. Exhib
5500 feet July 25
Home Maker, The
Alice Joyce
Universal
7755 feet Aug. 8
Keep Smiling
Monty Banks
Assoc. Exhib
5400 feet Aug. 1
King on Main St., The .... Adolphe Menjou
Paramount
5229 feet .Nov. 7
Ralph Lewis
Last Edition, The
Film Book. Offices. ..5400 feet. Oct. 17
Lazybones
Special Cast
Fox Film
7236 feet Oct. 31
Metro-Goldwyn
6437 feet .Nov. 14
Lights of Old Broadway
Marion Davies
Manhattan Madness
Dempsey-Taylor
5500 feet July 25
Assoc. Exhib
Merry Widow
Mae Murray
Metro-Goldwyn
10027 feet Sept. 12
Midnight Limited
Glass-Hawley
Rayart
5855 feet Jan. 2
6980 feet Nov. 14
New Commandment
Sweet-Lyon
First National
Old Clothes
Jackie Coogan
Metro-Goldwyn
5915 feet. Nov. 14
Only Thing, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
5824 f eet Dec. 5
People vs. Nancy Preston Bowers-De La Motte .Prod. Dist. Corp
6300 feet Nov. 7
4514 feet Dec. 12
Phantom Express, The
Special Cast
Ginsberg Dist
Ridin' Streak, The
4540 feet Dec. 12
Bob Custer
Film Book. Offices
9980 'eet. .Nov. 31
Road to Yesterday, The. .Joseph Schildkraut. Prod. Dist. Corp
Raymond McKee
Truart
5000 feet Aug. 8
Romance Road
7506 feet Nov. 21
Rose of the World
Special Cast
Warner Bros
Buffalo Bill Jr
Artclass Pict
4728 feet
Saddle Cyclone
Warner Bros
7000 feet Oct. 24
Satan in Sables
Lowell Sherman
Astor-Hughes
First National
6880 feet Nov. 21
Scarlet Saint, The
6286 feet Dec. 19
Seven Sinners
Marie Prevost
Warner Bros
Shadow on the Wall
Creighton Hale
Lumis Film iS. R.). .5800 feet .Dec. 12
5070 feet Oct. 24
Simon the Jester
Rich-O'Brien
Prod. Dist. Corp
Chas. Ray
Chadwick
6500 feet Sept. 19
Some Pun'kins
S.O. S. Perils of the Sea. Elaine Hammerstein. Columbia Pict. (S.R.) 5118 feet. .Dec. 25
Special Cast
Universal
6753 feet Sept. 26
Sporting Life
Paramount
5591 feet. Nov. 28
Stage Struck
Gloria Swanson
Stella Dallas
McAvoy-Agnew
Arrow
5221 feet
Tessie
5839 feet
Special Cast
Fox
Thank U
Chadwick
5800 feet.
Unchastened Woman, TheTheda Bara
6500
Tim
Moore
Assoc.
Exhib
feet..
Under the Rouge
5513 feet
First National
Unguarded Hour, The .... Sills-Kenyon
Prod. Dist. Core
7373 feet
Wedding Song, The
Leatrice Toy
5509 feet
We Moderns
Colleen Moore
First National
Universal
5530 feet
Where Was I?
Regmald Deimy
Columbia
5625 feet
When Husbands Flirt .... Dorothy Revier
5800 feet
Louise Lorraine
Truart (S. R.)
Wild Girl
5155 feet
F. O. B
Wyoming Wild Cat, The Tom Tyler
ton

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•'

feet Sept. 1 3 '24
feet. Oct. 17

DECEMBER

.

5712

B. P. Schulberg (S.R.I
United Artists
88.50 feet, Oct. 31
Universal
6753 feet Aug. 1
5570 feet. Oct. 24
Paramount
.

.

1«

24
24

.

Oct. 31
Dec. 5

5500 feet
4506 feet
4800 feet

Metro-Goldwyn

.

" Lefty " Flynn
Gloria Grey
Leatrice Joy

Heads Up

.

.7781 feet

Universal
First National
First National

Fox
Metro-Goldwyn
Fox
Golden Princess, The .... Bronson-Hamilton .... Paramount
.

.

.

.

.

3

Length Reviewed
6000 feet July 11
6460 feet Nov. 14

Distributed by

Chadwick

Peiramount

.

.

OCTOBER
American Pluck

Warner Bros
Metro-Goldwyn

.

.

.

.

12
29
20
19
12

.

.

.

14
7

.

.

.

24

Reviewed

.4903 feet

.

5828 feet July
Bow-MacDonald
5475 feet Oct.
.5014
Fred Thomson
Film Book. Offices..
feet. .Oct.
Kennedy- Welch
6923 feet Nov.
Arrow
Revier-Landis
Columbia Pict. (S.R.) 5770 feet Nov.
Seven Days
Lillian Rich
6974 feet Sept.
Prod. Dist. Corp
5856 feet Aug.
Shore Leave
Barthelmess-Mackaill.First National
Siege
Virginia Valli
6424 feet
Universal
Tune
Son of His Father, A
Special Cast
Paramount
6925 feet Sept.
Souls for Sables
7000 feet. .Sept.
Windsor-O'Brien
Tiffany (S. R.)
Speed Madness
4579 feet
Frank Merrill
Hercules Film
Spook Ranch
Hoot Gibson
Universal
5247 feet May
Steppin' Out
5257 feet. .Dec.
Sterling-Revier
Columbia
5906 feet Aug.
Sun Up
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Tearing Loose
Wally Wales
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) 5060 feet June
Teaser, The
5967 feet May
Laura La Plante
Universal
Three Wise Crooks
Evelyn Brent
Film Book. Offices,. .6074 feet. .Oct.
Timber Wolf, The
4859 feet Sept.
Buck Jones
Fox
Trouble With Wives, The.Vidor-T. Moore
6489 feet. .Aug.
Paramount
Wall Street Whiz, The. Richard Talmadge
Film Book. Oflces.. .5452 feet .Nov.
What Fools Men
7349 feet Oct.
Stone-Mason
First National
Wheel, The
7325 feet Aug.
Special Cast
Fox
WTiite Outlaw, The
4830 feet June
Tack Hoxie
Universal
Wild Horse Mesa
Special Cast
7221 feet. Aug.
Paramount
Wild, Wild Susan
Bebe Daniels
Paramount
5774 feet. Aug.
"With This Ring
Mills-Tellegen
B. P. Schulberg
5333 feet Oct.
Pitts

.'>

Length
.

.

.

.

.

feet. .Dec.
5
feet
Dec. 19

5278 feet. .June 20

F. B.

Calhoun
Lon Chaney
Alice

Pretty Ladies
Primrose Path, The
Ridin' the Wind
Scandal Street
Sealed Lips

8

.Aug.

feet

L.

Tellegen

Time Wife
Phantom of the Opera.
Plastic Age, The
Part

feet. Aug.
8
feet. .Dec. 19

Clarion Photoplays

7282 feet ..Oct.
7498 feet ..Oct.
5443 feet Oct.
F. B. O
4042 f eet ..Nov.
One of the Bravest
Ralph Lewis
Lumas Film (S.R.)
5679 feett. Dec.
Other Woman's Story.
.Calhoun-Frazer
B. P. Schulberg
6080 feet ..Nov.
Pace That Thrills, The. .Ben Lyon
First National
5911 feet ..Oct.
Peacock Feathers
Logan-Landis
Universal
5802 feet Aug.
Pony Express, The
Betty Compson
Paramount
9801 feet Sept
Prairie Pirate, The
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. Corp
4503 feet Sept
Pride of the Force, The
Tom Santschi
Rayart
5139 feet ..Nov.
Red Hot Tires
Monte Blue
Warner Bros
6447 feet Oct.
Regular Fellow, A
Raymond Griffith
Paramount
5027 feet ..Oct.
Seven Keys to Baldpate. .Douglas MkcLean.
.Paramount
5648 feet ..Not.
Storm Breaker, The
House Peters
Universal
5093 feet Sept.
Substittlte Wife, The
Jan« Novak
Arrow
5994 feet Nov.
Thunder Mountain
Special Cast
Fox
7537 feet Oct.
Tower of Lies
Chaney-Shearer
Metro-Gold?vyn
6849 feet Oct.
Wandering Fires
Constance Becmett
Arrow
6500 feet ..Oct.
Wandering Footsteps
Taylor-Washburn .... Ginsberg Dist. Corp .5060 feet Nov.
Why Women Love
Blanche Sweet
First National
6750 feet ..Oct.
Win, Lose or Draw
Leo Maloney
Clarion Photoplays. .4988 feet
Winding Stair, The
Special Cast
Fox
5107 feet Oct.
Without Mercy
Vera Reynolds
Prod. Dist. Corp
5550 feet .Oct.

.

.

Distributed by

Star

Luck and Sand
Leo Maloney
Man on the Box, The .... Sydney Chaplin
Midshipman, The
Ramon Novarro
New Brooms
Hamilton-Love
No Man's Law
Bob Custer

Feature
Blind Trail,

Star

The

Blue Blood

Broadway Lady
Counsel for the Defense

.

Leo Maloney
George Walsh
Evelyn Brent
Peters-Compson

Distributed by
Clarion Photoplays

Chadwick
F. B.
Assoc. Exhib

.

.

Length Reviewed
4900 feet
5900 feet
Dec. 1
5.500 feet
Nov. 2
7 reels
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

J a

II

_,.... S. O'Neill-B.

Flood,

Flirt

The

Length Reviewed
450* feet. .Dec. 26
5709 feet. Dec. 19
6009 feet
5823 feet. .Jan. 23

Distributed by

Star

Feature

Film Book. Offices.

Roach

Fox
Metro-Goldwyn

.

.

Dorothy Revier

Columbia Pict

Special Cast

Truart (S. R.)

.

.

.

Rudolph Schildkraut

.

.

Harlan-Miller
Special Cast

Thomas Meighan

Luck
Joanna

Irish

Mackaill-Mulhall

.Betty Bronson
I^dy Windermere's Fan Special Cast
Wilderness,
Lodee in the

Kiss for Cinderella, A.

.

.

.

.

(S. R.) 4863 feet
8983 feet Nov. 14
6433 feet Jan. 2
Warner Bros
6610 feet .Dec. 5
7 reels. .Jan. 16
First National
Paramount
7008 feet .Nov. 28
.Dec. 26
First National
9221 feet.. Dec. 26
Paramoimt
Warner Brothers .... 7816 feet.. Dec. 19

Universal

Percy Marmont

.

Madam Behave
Man From Red Gulch..

Eltinge-Pennington
.Harry Carey

.

.

Assoc. Exhib
Prod. Dist. Corp
Prod. Dist. Corp..

.

.

.

.

.

Mae Murray

Metrp-Goldwyn

Midnight Flyer, The
Morals for Men
North Star, The
Northern Code, The

Landis-Devore

F. B.

Eva Novak

Lumas

Pals

Louise Lorraine
Larry Semon

Truart (S. R.)

Masked

Bride,

Perfect Clown,

The

.

.

.

.

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
5 reels.
5920 feet.
5800 feet.
5600 feet.

O

Tearle-Mills
Tiffany (S. R.)
Strongheart (dog) .... Assoc. Exhib

The

Glenn Hunter
Pinch Hitter, The
Pleasure Buyers, The .... Irene Rich
Richard Talmadge
Prince of Pep
Sally, Irene and Mary .... Special Cast
" Lefty " Flynn
Smilin' at Trouble
Special Cast
Sonl Mates
Anna Q. Nilsson
Splendid Road, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Streak of Luck, A
Dempster-Fields
That Royle Girl
Goudal-Ames
Three Paces East
Buddy Roosevelt
Thundering Through

.

.

.

.

.

,

Artclass Pict. (S. R.) 4884 feet.

Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn.

.

.

United Artists
Universal

Fox
Fox
Paramoimt
Paramount

.

.

.

Universal

.

Paramount

American Venus, The ... Special Cast
Arizona Sweepstakes, The.Hoot Gibson
.

Barrier,

7931 feet
5418 feet

Universal

.

.

.

.

Jan.

1

Nov. 21

Metro-Goldwyn

Kerry-Barrymore

The

Reviewed

Length

Distributed by

Star

Bashful Buccaneer, The. .Reed Howes
Lon Chaney
Black Bird, The
Rich. Talmadge
Blue Streak, The
Rod LaRocque
Braveheart
Elaine Hammerstein.
Checkered Flag, The

Rayart

5000 feet. .Nov. 14

(S. R.)

M-G-M
F. B. O
.

Jan.

.

16

(S. R.)

Cowboy and the Countess,
Buck Jones
The
Windsor-Nagel
Dance Madness
Priscilla Dean
Danger Girl, The
Demon, The
Jack Hoxie
Hawley-Von Eltz.
Desperate Moment
Special Cast
Enchanted Hill, The
Exquisite Sinner, The .... Nagel-Adoree
De La Motte
Fifth Avenue
Harlan-Miller
Fighting Edge, The
Special Cast
First Year, The

.

Chadwick-Gordon
Montmartre .... La Marr-Stone

.

.

Do

Harold Lloyd
Richard Barthelmess
Blanche Sweet
Glenn Hunter
Jane Novak
Special Cast
Bob Custer

Lady from Hell
Little Giant, The
Lure of the Wild

Mannequin

Man

Rustlin'

Memory Lane

5883 feet. .Jan. IG
Jan. 23

Columbia S. R.V
Paramount
I

Too Much Money
Traffic Cop, The
Trip to Chinatown,

Under Western Skies ....
Western Pluck
What Happened to Jones
When Loves Grows Cold
Where the Worst Begins.
White Mice

6000 feet

.

.

.

.

2
Jan.
Jan. 16

.

.

Jan.

Paramount

6000 feet
6680 feet
6 reels

Chadwick

GOOO feet
5000 feet

Rayart (S. R.)
First National
F. B.

.

Jan. 23

.

.

.

.

Dec. 26
Dec. 26

Broadway

Billy

The

Jan. 23

O

Billy Sullivan

.

.

4900 feet .........
'.'.'.'.'.'.

Busch-Marmont
Special Cast
Special Cast

Tiffany (S. R.)

Truart (S. R.)

Fox
Fox

5467 feet

Assoc. Exhib
Truart fS. R.)
Universal

6800 feet
5800 feet

Raymond McKee

Lumas Film

6000 feet

Cortez-Garbo
Fred Thomson

F. B.

B. Lytell-L. Rich
Louise Lorraine
Art Acord

The
Sky High Corral
Limit,
Speed
The

The
Tough Guy, The

Torrent,

6500 feet

Fox
Warner Bros

Rin-Tin-Tin
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Silent Witness,

.

M-G-M

Tom Mix

The

'.'.'.".'.'.

Transcontinental Limited Special Cast
Trumpin' Trouble
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Two Can Play
.Bow-MacDonald
Under Western Skies .... Norman Kerry
.

M-G-M
O

Chadwick

2S

jfan.

.

(S. R.)

Artclass FHct. (S. R.) 4800 feet
Assoc. Exhib
Universal
7 reels

MARCH
Feature

Age

Distributed by
Truart (S. R.)
Universal

Star

of Indiscretion

Blue Blazes
Pete Morrison
Broken Hearts of Hollywood
Harlan-Miller
of the Flying

U

.

Special Cast
Buffalo Bill, Jr

.

Universal
Artclass Pictures.

Dean

Special Cast

Wanda Hawley
Valli-O'Brien

Lowell Sherman
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast
Syd Chaplin

,

Marriage
My Old Dutch
Oh, What a Nurse
Play Safe
Red Dice
Six Shooting Romance.
Tangled Herds
Test of Donald Norton
Vanishing Hoofs

.

.

.

Why Girls Go Back Home

.4800 feet

.

6200 feet

Fox
Fox
Universal
Warner Brothers
Assoc. Exhib
Prod. Dist. Corp.
Universal
Artclass Pictures.

Jack Hoxie
Buddy Roosevelt
.George Walsh
.

.

.4800 feet

.

Chadwick

Wally Wales
Marie Prevost

.

.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Film Book. Offices
Lumas Film
Assoc. Exhib
Warner Bros

Monty Banks
Rod La Rocque
.

.

Prod. bist. Corp
Universal

Hoot Gibson

Priscilla

.

Warner Brothers

Champion Lover, The
Cohens and the Kellys,
The
Coming and Going
Forbidden Waters
Happiness
Hearts and Spangles
How to Train a Wife
Love Toy, The

Length Reviewed
5800 feet
5000 feet Jan. 23

Artclass Pictures .... 4800 feet

Warner Brothers
Chadwick (S. R.)

Special Cast

Feature
of Hearts
Bells, The
Border Sheriff,

Fox
Chadwick Pictures

Soecial Cast
Lionel Barrymore
Tack Hoxie
House Peters

The ....

Universal
Universal
Clarion Photoplays.

Leo Maloney

.

.

4900 feet

Film Book. Offices
Warner Bros
Lumas Film iS. R.)
Universal

M. Moore-D. Devore Warner

Sap. The
Silken Shackles ....
Skinner's Dress Suit
Streets of Sin
Twin Triggers

Reviewed

Length

Distributed by

star

Ace

.

Bros

Irene Rich

Warner Bros

Reginald Denny

Universal

6887 feet

.

.

Dec. 2*

Fox

Buddy Roosevelt

Artclass Pict. (S. R.) 4800 feet

Distributed by

Star

Costello-Harron
Bride of the Storm
Pete Morrison
Chasing Trouble
Hoot Gibson
Click of the Triangle T
Irene Rich
Footloose Widow, The
Buck Jones
Gentle Cyclone, The
Hell Bent for Heaven .... Monte Blue
Honeymoon Express, The M. Moore-D. Devore.
Jack Hoxie
Looking for Trouble
.

Universal
Universal

.

Norman Kerry
Mary Philbin

Sally in our Alley
Thunder dog)
Sign of the Claw
Leo Maloney
Silent Simpson
Three Weeks in Paris .... Moore-Devore
i

Reviewed

Length

Warner Bros

.

Warner Bros
Fox
Warner Bros
Warner Bros
Universal
Universal
Universal

Lumas Film

5925 feet

Clarion Photoplays (S. R.) 4900 feet

Warner Bros

.

.

6050 feet

•

Fox

Laura La Plante

to Glory,
of Souls

Love Thief, The

4207 feet
6700 feet

.

.

Dec. 19
Feature

.

.

4900 feet
5 reels. .Jan. 16
.

Star

Distributed by

(S. R.)

.

.

.

Reviewed

Reviewed

Length

Universal
Pete Morrison
Escape, The
Warner Bros
Dorothy Devore
Gilded Highway, The
Bros
Warner
Tin
(dog)
Tin
Hero of the Big Snows, A.Rin
Warner Bros
Marie Prevost
Passionate Quest, The
Universal
Denny
«• 1
Reginald
Rolling Home
;; ; ;
4664 feet.
Universal
Art Acord
Scrappin' Kid, The
Bros
Warner
Harlan-Miller
Social Highwayman, The.
7207 feet
Chadwick-Russell .... Universal
Still Alarm, The
Clarion Photoplays (S. R.) 4900
Leo Maloney
Yellow Contraband
'

Length

Distributed by
Universal

Rayart

JUNE

5800 feet. .Dec. 12

FEBRUARY
Beautiful Cheat,

Miracle of Life, The
Talks
Morganson's Finish
My Own Pal
Night Cry, The
Night Watch, The
Palace of Pleasure

Prod. Dist. Corp
Assoc. Exhib

Feature
.

Fox

Tom Mix

Stir

'.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Warner Bros

.

Pathe

Yankee Senor, The

Feature

Warner Bros

Monte Blue

Money

Road

M-G-M

Special Cast
Leatrice Joy

Vera Reynolds

.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal

West

.

O

MAY

Warner Bros
...

'.

2

Assoc. Exhib
Universal

Without Orders

.

F. B.

Special Cast
Other Women's Husbands Blne-Prevost
Racing Blood
Rustlers Ranch
Art Acord

Jan. 23

Universal
Art Acord
Universal
Reginald Deimy ...... Universal
Mrs. Rudolph ValentinoF. B. O
Ruth Roland
Truart fS. R.)
Jacquelin Logan
Associated Exhib
Leo Maloney
Clarion Photoplays.

.

5000 feet ......
Artclass Pictures .... 4800 feet
iS. R.I

Norma Shearer

Combat, The

Artclass Pictures .... 4800 feet

Philbin

Norman Kerry

Rayart

O

Nilsson-Stone
" Lefty " Flynn
Special Cast

A

.4666 feet
5800 feet

Lumas Film

Larry Semon
Charles Ray
Billy

.

5800 feet
5700 feet

Prod. Dist. Corp

Mary

.

Fox
Chadwick

Bowers-Lashman

Sweet Adeline
Thrilling Youth

6981 feet

Truart (S. R.)
First National

Rocking Moon
Sea Beast, The

Stella Maris
Stop, Look and Listen ....

Love

Fighting Shadows
Isle of Retribution, The.

.5684 feet

.

Film Book. Offices

Art Acord

12

Fox

,

National
Assoc. Exhib
Universal

John Barrymore
Bow-Lewis

feet. !bec.

APRIL

F. B.
First National

Daniels-Hamilton
William Boyd

for

Man

6200 feet. .Jan. IG
7200 feet. .Dec. 26

Evelyn Brent
Belle Bennett
Wally Wales

Splendid Crime
Steel Preferred

Made

O

Queen O'Diamonds
Reckless Lady
Roaring Rider, The
Shadow of the Law
Sky High Corral

.

.First

.

Boardman-Nagel
J. Logan
George Walsh
Thunder dog)

.

9

Artclass Pictures .... 4800 feet
Tiffany
6500 feet
Assoc. Exhib

Marrying Money
Outsider, The
Prince of Broadway
Phantom of the Forest.

The

Little Irish Girl,

First National

Buddy Roosevelt

Just Suppose

Light Eternal

Winning the Futurity

Fox
Warner Bros

.

...'.'.'..'.

4400

.

Fox

Husband Hunters
I

Jan.

.

.

Griffith
Paramount
Bowers-de la Motte. Assoc. Exhib
Warner
Prevost-Moore

Hearts and Fists
BUs Jazr Bride
Hoodoo Ranch, The

.

Metro-Goldwyn

Raymond

Hands Up

.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Warner Brothers
F. B.

.

6 reels

Prod. Dist. Corp
4539 feet ........
Universal
Ginsberg Dist. Corp. .5781 feet. .Jan. 9
Paramount
6326 feet Jan. 9

Special Cast
Special Cast

Flaming Waters
Gilded Butterfly, The
Golden Cocoon
Girl fr»ni

Fox
Metro-Goldwyn

feet.

S. R.i

Leo Maloney
Clarion Photoplays.
Johnstown Flood, The .... Special Cast
Fox
King of the Turf
Special Cast
F. B. O
Ladies of Leisure
Elaine Hammerstein .Columbia (S. R.)

Mamhood

Prod. Oist. Corp
7256 feet
.Ginsberg Dist. Corp.

5000

i

Heavy Odds

Chip

JANUARY
Feature

.bee. 26

Rayart

i9
2

4527 feet..
4557 feet. bee. 20
4800 feet Nov. 14
7 reels ... Nov. 28
4555 feet. Dec. 5
6352 feet. Dec. 5
6515 feet. Nov. 28
6353 feet. Dec. 26
6765 feet. Jan. 16

Artclass Pict

Pete Morrison
Wm. S. Hart
Tumbleweeds
Jack Hoxie
Jones
Fisted
Two
Special Cast
Wages for Wives
.Special
Opened.
Cast
Door
the
When
Woman of the World, A Pola Negri
Richard
Dix
Womanhandled

.

10253 feet, Dec.
7.^69 feet. Jan.

Prod. Dist. Corp

Reviewed

feet.

Universal

Fighting Cheat, The
Wally Wales
Half-Breed Hostler, The. Bob Custer

Ship

Dec. 26
Dec. 12
Asso. Exhibitors
Warner Brothers .... 7202 feet.
4911 feet. Jan. 2
F. B. O
Metro-Goldwyn. ... 5564 feet. Dec 19
5175 feet. Dec. 19
F. B. O
M-G-M
6000 feet. Jan. 6
7646 feet. Dec. 12
First National

Chadwick

Cody-Busch

Time the Comedian
Triple Action

.

Length

6300

Fox

.Pete Morrison
Special Cast
Jack Perrin

The

Jan. 23
Nov. 14
Dec. 5
Dec. 12
9
Jan.
Dec. 5
Jan. 16
9
Jan.

5417
5437
5699
6200
6500

Distributed by

Chadwick
Warner Bros

Assoc. Exhib

.

.

Upstairs, The
Million Dollar Handicap,

6500 feet.
6702 feet. Nov 21

Paramoimt

Hampton-Kirkwood

Lover's Island

.

Double Fisted

Tiffany (S. R.)

The
hoiA Jim

IT Star

Desperate Game, The.
Dixie Merchant, The

2
5989 feet. .Jan.
7500 feet.. Aug. 22

M-G-M

Norma Shearer

Infatuation

Feature

Broadway Boob, The
Glenn Hunter
Count of Luxembourg .... George Walsh
Cave Man, The
Prevost-Moore
Danger Quest, The
Reed Howes
Dangers of a Great City Special Cast
.

Special Cast
Fox
The
Golden
Universal
Special Cast
Goose Woman, The
Dana-Agne
M-G-M
w
The
Love,
Great
Handsome Brute, The .... W. Fairbanks-Corbin Columbia Pict.
Strain,

His People
His Secretary
Hogan's Alley

-

.

625

C»wboy M«sketeer, The. Tom Tyler
Buck J»nes
Desert's Price, The
QoB't
Fate of a

.

1926

3 0,

a r \

It

G

..

.

'

.

.

.5000 feet.

'^

k
5

.Dec.
•

.

Jan.
feet

.

16

9

•Motion Picture News

626
Feature

Comedy
Feature

Account

of

Monte

"

" Helen & Warren "
Special Cast
Charles Puffy
Charles Puffy
" Dinky Doodle ".
" Aesop Fable "

Abroad

Bachelor's Babies

Nature
Badly Broke

Back

to

Bad Man, The

.

Barnyard Follies

Jimmie Adams

Be Careful
Be Careful Dearie

" Our

Better Movies

Between Meals
Beware of Your Relatives
Big City, The
Big Kick, The
Bonehead Age, The
Brainstorm, The

.

Buster's Nightmare
Buster's Nose Dive
By the Sea
California Here

We Come

"

Gang

Neely Edwards
Edna Marian

Mohan-Engle
" Aesop Fable "
Smith-Bennett

Brotherly Love
Buster Be Good
Buster's Bust Up

Camel's

Aesop Fable "

.

Trimble-Turner
Trimble-Turner
Trimble-Turner
Arthur Trimble
Chas. Puffy
" The Gumps "

Hump

Eddie Gordon
Captain Suds
Caretaker's Daughter, TheCharley Chase
Neely Edwards
Cat's Whiskers, The
Charles Chase
Charley My Boy
Lige Conley
Cheap Skates
Chester's Donkey Party. Joe Murohy
Johnny Arthur
Cleaning Ud
" Aesop Fable "
Closer Than a Brother
Cast
Special
Romance
Cloudy
Alberta Vaughn
Constant Simp, The
Smith-Bennett
Control Yourself
Eddie Gordon
Crowning the Count
.

.

Glenn Tryon

Cuckoo Love
Cupid a La Carte

Florence Gilbert

Wanda Wiley
Jack Richardson

Cupid's Victory

Cured Hams
Dangerous Curves Behind. Mack Seimett
" Aesop Fable "
Day's Outing, A

Charles Chaplin
Day's Pleasure, A
Dinky Doodle at the Circus
Dinky Doodle in the Hunt

Dog Daze

Bowes-Marlowe

Dog's Life, A
Don't Butt In
East Side, West Side
Ebony Clean Op
Educating Buster
Eighteen Carat

Charles Chaplin

Elsie in

New York

English

Channel

Trimble-Turner

Edna Marian

.

.

O

" Cartoon "
Business
Felix the Cat in Eats Are
" Cartoon "
Wets
Felix the Cat in The Cold
" Cartoon "
Rush
Felix the Cat on the Farm." Cartoon "...
Felix the Cat Flirts with
" Cartoon "
Fate
Felix the Cat Kept on
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Walking
" Cartoon "
Felix the Cat on the Job
Felix the Cat Spots the
"Cartoon "
Spooks
Felix the Cat Tries the
" Cartoon "
Trades
Felix the Cat Trips Thru
.

Toyland
Fighting Dude, The
Flaming

Affair,

.

.

.

.

I

Fox

2 reels

Universal
Educational
Educational

reel
2 reels
2 reels

Educational

1

reel

Educational

1

reel

Educational
Educational

1
1

reel
reel

Educational

1 reel

Educational
.Educational
Educational

5

22
7

10

23
23

10

12
14
10

17
26

Billy Bevan
From Rags to Britches
Wanda Wiley
Going Good
"Aesop Fable "
Gold Rush, The
"Our Gang"
Good Cheer
Good Morning Madam. .Ralph Graves
.

Billy

Dooley

Educational
Educational
Universal
Universal

Pathe
Universal

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

Universal
Universal
Universal

Helpful Al

Al Alt

Her Lucky Leap
Hero Wins, The

Wanda Wiley

Universal
Universal

" Aesop Fable "
Perry-Cooley
His Own Lawyer
His Wooden Wedding .... Charlie Chase
Johnny Sinclair
Holly wouldn't
Perry-Cooley
Hold Everybody
Special Cast
Hold Everything
Alice Ardell
Hold Tight
Honeymoon Hotel, The. .Neeley Edwards
.

Pathe
Pathe

Pathe

Fox
Pathe

Fox
Pathe
Bischoff, Inc

Fox
Pathe
F. B.

O

Universal

29

25
21

28
21

1 reel

1

Dec. 26

Nov. 28

1

1

19

17
31

5

Universal

" Aesop Fable "
Chas. Puffy

Pathe

1

Universal

I

reel
reel

.

.

.

.

.

More Mice Than Brains
Movies, The
Muddled Up

.
.

Dooley

" Krazy Kat "
Clyde Cook
" Aesop Fable "
Lloyd Hamilton
Charles Puffy
.

Swedie
Neal Burns
Father to Guide Him. Charles Chase
Nursery Troubles
Edna Marian
" Aesop Fable "
Nuts and Squirrels
Off His Beat
Walter Hiers
Officer No. 13
Eddie Gordon
.

12
12

Nov. 21

1
I

2
2
2

Pathe
Pathe

P

1
1

the

1

Universal
Educational

2

Pathe
Pathe

2
2
2

2

Day

1

2
2
2
2
2

2

Winkler (S. R.)
Pathe
Pathe

1

Educational
Universal
Educational
Educational

2

Pathe

2

Universal

2

Pathe

1

Educational
Universal

2

2
1
1

2

2

1

reel
re«l
reel
reel
reels
Sept.
reel
Sept.
reel
Nov.
reel
Jan
reel
Oct.
reels .... Dec.
reels
reels
reel
reel
Oct.
reel
reels
reels
reels
reels .... Oct.
reels
reel
Dec.
reels .... Oct.
reels
reels. . .Sept.
reels
reels
reels .... Oct.
reel
reels .... Oct.
reel
reels ... . Oct.
reel
reels .... Jan.
reels
reels
Sept.
reels .... Oct.
reel
reels
Sept.
reel
'

.

5

5
14
23
3

5

10

3
1

17
12

S
3

3

23
5
24
12

Fox

Oh Buster
On Edge
On the Links

Arthur Trimble
Lige Conley

One Wild Night
One Wild Ride

Neely Edwards
" Our Gang "
Bobby Vernon
Alberta Vaughn

"Fat

Mack

Universal
Educational
F. B.
Universal

Men"

Pathe
Pathe

Sennett

" Helen & Warren "
"Sheiks and Shebas"
"Sheiks and Shebas"
"Sheiks and Shebas"
"Sheiks and Shebas"
Neely Edwards
" Krazy Kat "

Peacemakers, The
Peggy in a Pinch
Peggy's Heroes

.

Peggy's Pests
Peggy's Putters
Perfect Lie, The
Pie Eyed Pie
Pike's Pique
Piping Hot

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dist
Dist
Universal
.

Universal
Universal
Educational
Universal

Educational

Pathe
Jack Cooper

Bischoff (S. R.)

Salute

Educational
Film Book. Offices

Harry Langdon
Jimmy Aubrey

F. B.

Pathe

Big Boy

Universal
Educational
Educational

Special Cast

Fox

Al Alt
Special Cast

Scrambled Eggs
Sea Scamps
Shoes
Should Sailors Marry
Sky Hooks
Sky Jumper, The

.

.

.Dec. 5
.Dec. 19

Nov.

1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
Oct.
1 reel
2 reels.
.Aug.
1 reel
2 reels
Oct.
1 reel
Dec.
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels .... Oct.
2 reels
.2 reels
3 reels
2 reels
2 reels
.

Pathe

Billy Dooley
Alice Ardell

7

7

10

2 reels

Arrow

Saturday Afternoon
Saving a Safe
Scandal Hunters

.

.

2 reels
2 reels .... Oct.
2 reels

Dist.

Roomers

.Nov.

Dec. 12

2 reels
Dist

Winkler (S. R.)
Film Book. Offices.

Alberta Vaughn
Al Alt
Charles I*uffy
Lige Conley
Arthur Lake
Special Cast
" Felix the Cat "

.

reel

2 reels
2 reels.
2 reels.

Fox
Fox
Fox
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis

.

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

F. B.

" East Side "

Politics

1

Educational

Glenn Tryon
Earle Foxe

A

2 reels.

2 reels
2 reels

Pathe

.

.

1

reel

.

10

22
31
19

31

Oct. 17

2 reels
2 reels
Auj.
Nov.
Pathe
2 reels
Clyde Cook
1 reel
Educational
Fox
2 reels
Earle Foxe
Educational
2 reels .... Oct.
Slippery Feet
Bobby Vernon
1 reel
Nov.
Educational
Slow Down
Cliff Bowes
" The Gumps "
Universal
2 reels
Smash Up, The
2 reels .... Nov.
Pathe
Soapsuds Lady, The
Alice Day
1 reel
Pathe
Soft Pedal
Oct.
Pathe
1 reel
Solid Ivory
Mohan-Engle
2 reels
Billy West
Arrow
So Long Bill
Pathe
2 reels .... Sept.
Somewhere in Somewhere Special Cast
Film. Book. Offices. .2 reels
So's Your Old Man
Alberta Vaughn
2 reels
Nov.
Universal
Speedy Marriage, The
Wanda Wiley
Sept.
2 reels
Spooky Spooks
Bischoff (S. R.)
2 reels
Oct.
Educational
Spot Light
Lige Conley
Dec.
2 reels
Starvation Blues
Pathe
Clyde Cook
Sept.
Universal
2 reels
Stranded
Edna Marian
2 reels
Strong for Love
Fox
Special Cast
1 reel
Sweet and Pretty
Bowes-Marlowe ...... Educational
Aug.
2 reels
Sweet Marie
Fox
Special Cast
Oct.
Pathe
2 reels
Sweet Pickle, A.
Alice Day
reels
Tailoring
F.
B.
2
"Fat
Nov.
Pathe
2 reels
Take Your Time
Ralph Graves. .•
Oct.
Universal
2 reels
Taxi War, A
Eddie Gordon
2 reels
B'way Dist. Corj
Tea for Love
reels
3
Pathe
There He Goes
Harry Langdon
1 reel
Jan.
Three Blind Mice
Pathe
"Aesop's Fables "
2 reels
Three Wise Goofs
"Fat
F. B.
2 reels .... Sept.
Too Much Mother-in-Law Constance Darling .... Universal
Anj.
2 reels
Tourist, The
Educational
Johrmv Arthur
Oct.
Fox
2 reels
Transients in Arcadia .... Special Cast
Sept.
reel
1
Ugly Duckling, The
Path©
"Aesop Fable"
Oct.
Uncle Tom's Gal
Universal
2 reels
Edna Marian
1 reel
Understudy, The
Universal
Arthur Lake
Nov.
2 reels
Uneasy Three, The
Pathe
Charles Chase
1 reel
Unfriendly Enemies.. ... Jas. Finlayson
Pathe
2 reels
Wandering Papas
Pathe
Clyde Cook
Watch Out
Bducational
2 reels
Aac.
Bobby Vemoa

29
14

31

28

38
17

26
14
12
24
19
5

29
34

Men"

.

26

1

Universal
Educational
F. B.
Bischoff, Inc
Universal
Universal
Educational

Stars

Pleasure Bent.
Pleasure Bound
Prep School
Punch in the Nose, A
Rainbow's End, The
Raisin' Trouble
Rainy Knight, A

1

Fox

.

Billy

1

2

Educational
.

Long Pants
Gleim Tryon
Love and Kisses
Alice Day
Love and Lions
Special Cast
Love My Dog
Arthur Lake
Maid in Morocco
Lupino Lane
Maizie Won't Tell
Alberta Vaughn
Merchant of Weenies.
.Charles Delaney
Min's Home on the Cliff .Joe Murphy
Min Walks In Her Sleep.." The Gumps "

A
Monkey Business

1
1

F. B.

.

Misfit Sailor,

1

Pathe
F. B.

Pathe

Brains
Alice Ardell
Lickety Split
" Aesop's Fables ".
Lighter Than Air
Lion and the Monkey, The." Aesop Fables "
..."
Little Brown Jug, The
Aesop's Fables ".
Little Red Riding Hood
.Baby Peggy
Live Cowards

Parisian Knight,

.

1 reel
Oct. 10
2 reels .... Dec. 5

Universal
Davis Dist
Red Seal
Red Seal
Red Seal
Red Seal Pict

.

24

H
2 reels .... Jan. 23

Edna Marian

.

Lame

Pawnshop

Jan. 23

.

.

.

,

I

12

1 reel

.

Educational

Gosh Darn Mortgage, The
Great Open Spaces, The. ." Aesop Fable "
Green-Eyed Monster, The Arthur Lake
Arthur Lake
Half Fare
Neeley Edwards
Happy Go Lucky
" Aesop Fable "
Haunted House, The
Special
Breaker,
The
Cast
Heart

Charles Puffy
" Hey Fellas "

Again

The

.

" Cartoon "
Nuts
" Cartoon"
Packs 'Em In
Steps Out
Cartoon "
on the Run (Out-of -Inkwell)
Laughing Ladies
Special Cast

Ko-Ko
Ko-Ko
Ko-Ko
Ko-Ko

Afloat
Salty Sap, A

reel
reel
Dec.
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
.Oct.
2 reels.
2 reels .... Oct.
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
Dec.
1 reel
2 reels
Oct.
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
Dec.
2 reels
2 reels
reels
Sept.
2
2 reels
reel
Dec.
1
2 reels
reel
1

Educational

Kick

Oo-La-La
Or What Have You
Over There-Abouts
Papa, Be Good

Nov. 21

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Bowes

Universal

My
My

.

1 reel

Pathe

Officer of the

Fox
Fox

Jimmie Adams

Cliff

No

28

Sept. 25

reel

F. B.

Neeley Edwards
" Aesop Fable "
" Dinky Doodle "

Moonlight and Noses

Al St. John
Special Cast
Sid Smith

Lloyd Hamilton
Arthur Lake
Neeley Edwards

Honeymoon Squabbl:,
The
Honor System, The

1

Pathe
Film Book. Offices... 1 reel

.

19
10

reel
2 reels .... Dec. 5
2 reels .... Jan. 23
2 reels
Nov. 7

Framed

A

1

Universal
Educational
Educational

Raymond McKee

Love Cuckoo

.

Educational
Educational

Fox

Free Ride, A
Fresh Paint

Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

reel

Deep

Me

2 reels .... Jan. 23
1 reel
Jan. 23
2 reels .... Nov. 14
1 reel
Nov. 14
2 reels.
.Dec. 26

Buddy Messinger .... B'way Dist. Corp .... 2 reels
" Aesop Fable "
Pathe
1 reel
Ralph Graves
Pathe
2 reels

The

.

" Cartoon "
Lupino Lane

Educational

Pathe

Jiminy. Crickets
June Bride, A
Just Spooks

Klynick,

1 reel

For Sadie's Sake

Horse Laugh

19
12

Educational

A
A

Flyin' Fool

Goofy Gob,

.

Pathe

Birds,

Hungry Hounds
Isn't

.-

.

"Aeeop Fable"

Day

Alice

Length Reviewed

Distributed by

Star

Two

Doggie

Humming
In

Swim,

The

for

Hurry, Doctor

1

.

Special Cast
Failure
Charles Puffy
Faint Heart
Jimmie Adams
Fair But Foolish
Al St. John
Fair Warning
Felix the Cat Busts Into

Fighting Tailor,
Fire Away

Reviewed

Length

reel
Bischoff, Inc
2 reels
Pathe
1 reel
Winkler (S. R.)
2 reels
Winkler (S. R.)
2 reels
Dec.
Fox
2 reels
Educational
.2 reels .... Dec.
Universal
1 reel
Universal
1 reel
1 reel
.F. B.
Sept.
Pathe
1 reel
Educational
2 reels .... Aug.
Educational
1 reel
Pathe
2 reels .... Nov.
Pathe
1 reel
Universal
1 reel
Universal
2 reels
Oct.
Pathe
1 reel
1 reel
Pathe
Fox
2 reels
Educational
1 reel
Jan.
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels ... Jan.
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Oct.
Universal
1 reel
Universal
2 reels
Film Book. Offices, ..1 reel
Universal
2 reels .... Dec.
Oct.
2 reels
Pathe
Universal
1 reel
Pathe
2 reels
Dec.
Educational
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Educational
2 reels .... Nov.
Pathe
1 reel
Oct.
Fox
2 reels
2 reels
F. B.
Nov.
2 reels
Fox
Universal
2 reels
Oct.
Pathe
2 reels
Dec.
Fox
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
.Oct.
Bischoff, Inc
2 reels
Pathe
2 reels .... Nov
Pathe
1 reel
Pathe
2 reels
Film Book. Offices ... 1 reel
Film Book. Offices ... 1 reel
Educational
1 reel
Pathe
3 reels
Pathe
1 reel
Dec.
Fox
2 reels
L.B. Cornwell(S.R.) .1 reel
Aug.
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Fox
2 reels

Universal

Cristo

Air Cooled
Alice Plays Cupid
Alice the Jail Bird
All

Distributed by

Star

Cakes

Dog
Arthur Lake
Walter Hiers
Feet
Cliff Bowes
Hotsy Totsy
Alice Day
How the Bear Got His Short Tail
How the Elephant Got His Trunk

Releases

Neely Edwards

Absentminded

Hot
Hot
Hot
Hot

.

.

.

21
tl

23

Men"

11
15
31

26
•

21

.

29

...
.

January 30

..

Whist

pering Whispers
ling Lions

of Paris

for the Rett

.

.

.

Wrestler, The
Yea, Yea, Babette

Tour

Own

Back Yard

.

.

.

.

Dec. 19

1 reel

Oct.

Pathe

2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel.
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel.
2 reels
2 reels
2 reel!

Educational
Pathe

.

Pathe
Pathe
nniveraal
Biachofl (3. R.)

Fox

Our Gang"

Oct. 10
Jan. 23
.Nov. 21
Dec. 19
Oct. 24
.Oct. 31
.Aug. 29
.Dec. 19
3
Oct.

.

.

2 raeU
2 reels,
2 raels

Educational

Pathe

S

Jan. 23
.Dec. 12

.

Pathe
Pathe

Bowes

Ralph Graves
" Aesop Fable"
Ralph Graves
Wanda Wiley
Johnny Sinclair
Earle Foxe
Bobby Vernon
"

Reviewed

2 reels

Educational

Parrott-Ralston
Cliff

Window Dummy, The
Winning Pair, A
Working

.

.

.

.

Length

Educational
0niTersaJ

Distributed by

Star

Who's Which
Wide Open Faces
Wildcats

627

Walter Hiers

But Willing..

Chas. Puffy
Westward Ho
What's the Worl(l Comine
Clyde Cook
To
Cliff Bowes
Wh at's Up

Whis

1

19 26

,

Feature

Weak

4

...

.

Short Subjects

Distributed by
Star
Feature
Amateur Gentleman, The Richard Barthelmess. First National
Wilson-Gerber
Davis Dist.-Vital
Apache Princess
Fox
Ancient Mariner, The .... Special Cast
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S.
Aristocrat, The
.

Atlantis

William Desmond

of Spades (Serial)
All Astride (Sportlight)
All for a Girl
All Tied Up
All Wool

Ace

Distributed by
.... Universal

Pathe

Reviewed

Length

10 episodesOct. 24
reel
reels
reels
reel
reels ....
reels
reel
1 reel
2 reels
3 reels ....
1

2
Buddy Messinger .... B'way Dist. Co
Film Book. Offices... 2
"Fat Men "
Mohan-Engle
Pathe
1
Alberta Vaughn
F. B.
2
Amazing Mazie
Pathe
3
Amundsen Polar Flight, The
1
Red Seal Pict
Animated Hair Cartoons (Series)

Baby Be Good
Bar-G Mystery

Pathe
Pathe
Educational
Pathe
Pathe

Parrott-Ralston
" Our Gang "
" Juvenile "

Are Parents Pickles?
At Home
(Serial)

Barrier Busters (Sportlight)
Bonndary Line, The (Mustang Series)
Breakin' Loose (Mustang Series)
Call of Hazard, The (Fred Humes)

Clever Feet (Sportlight)
Colorful Fashions From Paris (Novelty)

Crook Buster, The (Mustang)
Cuba Steps Out (Variety)
George Larkin
Fight Within, The
Film Facts (Series)
Flame Fighter, The (Serial)Herbert Rawlinson
Flaming West, The (Mustang Series)

Universal
Universal
Universal

2
2
2

Pathe

1

Educational
Universal

1

.

.

.

Red Seal Pict
Universal
Pathe

Boardman-Ray

Back Slapper, The
Bad Habits

Special Cast
Special Cast

Barriers of Fire
Bat, The

Special Cast

Remember

of Knowledge
Life's Greatest Thrills

Knickknacks

(Hodge Podge)

,

Magic Hour, The
Magical Movies (Hodge Podge)
Man With a Scar, The (Fred Humes)
Marionettes Hope Hampton)
Marvels of Motion (Series)
Montana of the Range
Josie Sedgwick
Mother Goose's Movies (Hodge Podge)
(

My Bonnie Ko-Ko Series)
My Own Carolina (Variety)
(

All iSportlight)
Perils of the Wild (Serial)
Queen of the Hills
Josie Sedgwick
Raid, The (Mustang Series)
Range Law ( Mustang Series)
Rider of the Pass (Mustang Series)
River Nile, The (Variety)
Road From Latigo, The (Mustang Serieg)

Paramount

Beau Geste

Ben Hur

Special Cast

Beverly of Graustark
Blf Parade, The
Black Pirate, The
Blind Goddess, The
Bluebird's Seven Wives.
Border, Intrigue
Border Women. .

Marion Darieg
John Gilbert
Donglai Fairbanks

Bom

1

2 reels ...
1

Universal
Educational
Universal
Cranfield & Clark
Educational
Universal
Educational
Red Seal Pict
Universal
Educational
Red Seal Pict

2

1

2
1
1

2
1

1
1
1

10 episodes
2 reels
2 reels.
.Oct. 10
2 reels ... Nov. 23
2 reels

Fox

1

.

2
1

•

2

1

Uprising Generation (Sportlight)

Walloping Wonders (Sportlight)

What

Price Touchdown (Sportlight)
Whirlpool, The (Variety)
White Paper (Variety)
With Pencil, Brush and Chisel (Variety)

1

Tom

Educational
Universal

1

2

Pathe

1

Fox

1

Universal
Universal
Universal

2

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

1

1

2

2
1
1
1
1

Pathe
Pathe
.

Universal

1

of

2
10
2
10 episodes

3

21
19
12

Tyler

Daw-Welch

Arrow
Astor Dist

Call in the Night, A
Charity Ball, The
Cigarette
Maker's

College Widow,
Coney Island

Syd Chaplin

Arrow
Warner Brothers

The

Distributed by

Paramount

M-G-M

Lsngth

Davis Dist.-Vital

of Captain PlumbSpecial Cast
Crashing Through
Jack Perrin
Bob Reeves
Bob
Cyclone
Special Cast
Cyrano de Bergerac

Demon

Rider,

Fox

Dependable Films

Ken Maynard

Davis Dist.-Vital .... 5000 feet

Holt-Dove
Stone-Bedford
Buck Jones

Paramount

Rex

Pathe

The

Priscilla

Dean

Priscilla
.

.

5709 feet

Bonner
.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Astor Dist

Sweet- Mulhall
Special Cast

First National

.

9
2

Dec. 19

M-G-M
5000 feet
Davis Dist.-Vital .... 5 reels
July
Bud Barsky Prod.
5000 feet
(S. R.)
Inde. Pict. Corp. (S.R.) 4630 feet
Rayart (S. R.)
.5000 feet
Phil Goldstone

.

5000 feet.. Aug, 29

Davis Dist

Special Cast

M-G-M

Raymond

Paramount

Friends

Special Cast
Special Cast

Griffith

Vitagraph

M-G-M
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Inde. Pict. Corp. (S.R.) 4700 feet

.

Franklyn Farnum
Special Cast
Special Cast

M-G-M
M-G-M

Glorifying the American Girl

Paramount

Gold Hunters, The

David Butler

Davis Dist.-Vital

Man, The
Great Jewel Robbery
Grey Vulture, The
Grifters, The

Special Cast

Goo<;e

7

Paramount

Ben Wilson

.

Hot.

First National

Corinne Griffith
Harold Lloyd

.

1

.

Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital
Sunset Prod. (S.R.)
Gotham Prod. (S.R.)

Dick Jones

Eden, The

.

.

Paramount

M-G-M

Four Stragglers, The
Fresh Paint

Gallooing Dude, The
Gambling Chaplain, The

(S. R.)

Fox

Gloria Swanson
Special Cast
Marilvn Mills
Al Wilson

Flying Fool, The
Forest of Destiny, The
Forever After
For Heaven's Sake
Fort Frayne

6500 feet

.

.

Not.

7

4800 feet

.

.

Jan.

9

M-G-M

Herbert Rawlinson

.

.

.

Ken Maynard

Dependable Films

.

.

.

Davis Dist.-Vital
Warner Bros

Special Cast

Universal

Gulliver's Travels

Hairpin Duchess, The .... Special Cast
Harem Giri, The
Special Cast

t

.

.

.

Special Cast
Special Cast
Margaret Livingston
Special Cast
Special Cast

M-G-M
Astor Dist. (S. R.)

Ken Maynard

Her Big Adventure
His Woman
Horses and Women

Killer,

.

Jan.

Aug.

O

Leatrice Joy

Bill Cody
Billy Sullivan

Thru

Davis Dist.-Vital

Sept. 2*

M-G-M
First National
.

.

Fox
4800 feet.
Kerman (S. R.)
Whitman Bennett ... 7 reela

Jan. 16

.

B. P. Schulberg

The
The

Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Mill,

Can Do

.

Tiffany (S. R.)
6500 feet
Davis Dist.-Vital
.First National
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
H. F. Jans (S. R.)

Lee-Bradford

Fleet Foot

Hurricane,

.

Oct. 24

Warner

Constance Talmadge

.

It

World

Olmstead-Arthnr

M-G-M
Truart "(S. R.)
M-G-M
M-G-M

Millionaires,

M. Moore-Devore .... Warner Bros
Special Cast

James
Special Cast
Colleen Moore
Special Cast

Irene

Reviewed

F. B.

Mrs. Valentino
John Barrymore

Flames

Human

.

.

Prod. Dist. Corp

the

Fighting Smile, The
Fighting Thorobreds
Fine Manners

I

.

.

Prod. Dist. Corp

.

of

.5000 feet

.

Fox

f-orse)

Horseman, The

.

.

First National

Fighting Buckaroo, The. .Buck Jones
Fighter's Paradise, The. .Rex Baker
Ken Maynard
Fighting Courage
Fighting Heart, The
Frank Merrill

Frivolity.

.

M-G-M

Dorothy Drew

Carobine

.5000 feet.. Jan. 16

Prod. Dist. Corp
Davis Dist.-Vital .... 5 reels

Special Cast

False Pride
Far Cry, The
Fast Life in New York

Flyin'

.9500 feet. .July 18

..

First National
Astor Dist. (S. R.)

Harry Carey
Wilson-Gerber

.

The

East of the Setting Sun
Eden's Fruit
Ermine and Rhinestone
Eve's Leaves

Fifth

(S.R.) 5000 feet

Atlas Dist. (S. R.)

Special Cast
Special Cast

Desert Gold
Desert Healer

Do Clothes Make
Woman?
Don Juan
Dumb Head
Earth Woman, The

Ambassador Pict.
Anchor Film Dist

Fox

Daybreak
Dancer of Paris, The
Danger Line, The
Dangers of a Great City
Dark Horse, The
Daughter of th e Sioux, A
Dead Command, The
Defend Yourself

Kim
Inde. Films

M-G-M

Special Cast

Justice of the Far North

Star

6

Metro-Goldwyn

M-G-M

Jason

Special Cast
Seas. .Gilda Gray
Special Cast

9

.

Corp.

Special Cast

In His Arms
In Praise of

Feature

.

Truart (S. R.)

Ro-

The

of the South
Altara of Desire

Ginsberg Dis.

mance, The
Cleaner Flame, The

Tell the
Inevitable

Accused

.

Metro-Goldwyn

Heir's Apparent
Hell's Four Hundred

Coming- Attractions

.

i

Lake-Glass
Lionel Barrymore

Haunted Range, The
Haven, The

12
12

12550 feet Nov. 21

7774 feet. .Jan.
First National
Inde. Pict. S. R.) ... 5 reelg
June
Phil Goldstone (S.R..)5000 feet
F. B. O

.

Harvard

I'll

Aloma

Metro-Goldwyn
Paramount

(S. R.)

Brown

Garden

reel
reel
Oct.
reels
reel
reel
reels
Wot.
reels .... Dec.
reels
Sept.
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
...
reel
reels
Sept.
episodes .Sept.
reels

12000 feet. Jan. 16

United Artists

.

.

.

Lyon-Wilson-Sweet.
Franklyn Farnum
Special Cast

Frisco Sal

reel

1 reel

Educational

Edmund Cobb

reel
reel

Pathe
Pathe

Fox
Fox
Fox

Wild Beasts of Borneo
Wild West (Serial) Ferguson-Mulhall
Serial 'Desmond-Sedgwick

1

2 reels .... Oct. 24
2 reels
Sept. 26
10 episodes

Fox

Series)

reel
Nov. 28
reels .... Oct. 17
Oct.
reel
3
reels .... Nov. 21
reels

2
10 episodes

Bischoff

(Sportlight)
Toiling for Rest (Variety)

.

.

Universal
Red Seal

Then and Now

Sept. 26

.

reel
Dec. 26
reels .... Oct. 10
reel
Nov. 1
reels .... Sept. 26
reel
Dec. 19
reel
reels
reel
Dec. 5
reel
Sept. 5
reels
reel
reel
Oct.
3
reel
Aug. 29
reel

Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal

Pathe

(Sportlight)

'

1

5

Pathe

.

Shootin' Wild (Mustaftg Series)
Silvery Art
;
Sky Skidder, The
Sky Tribe, The (Variety)
Songs of Ireland (Music Film)
Starting an Argument (Sportlight)
Story Teller, The (Hodge Podge)
Taking Chances (Mustang Series)

Winged Rider, The
Winking Idol, The

1

2

.Dec.

reel

Short Films Syn

M-G-M
M-G-M
M-G-M
M-G-M

Special Cast

to Battle

Detour
Devil Horse, The
Dice Woman, The

.

Paramount

.

Deserts' Price,

Universal

.

24

reels
reels
reels .... Sept. 26
reels .... Oct. 10

Fox

Taxi, A (Stereoscopik)
Pathe
Rustlers of Boulder Canyon,The(Mustang Series) Universal
Rnstlln' Kid, The (Mustang Series)
Universal
Scarlet Streak, The (Serial) Jack Daugherty
.Universal
Shakespeare (Gems of the Screen)
Red Seal
.

Oct.

.

.

M-G-M

Special Cast
Beauty
Behind The Front
W. Berry-Hatton
Behind the Screen
Special Cast
Bellamy the Magnificent .Special Cast

2
2
2
2

Fox

Runaway

Too Many Bucks (Mustang
Top Hand (Edmund Cobb)
Tricked (Mustang Series)

1

Astor Dist. (S. R.)

Warner Bros
United Artists

Monte Blue

10 episodes

Fox

Outings For

Time

2

.

M-G-M
M-G-M

Courage

reel
Sept. 12
reels.
.Oct. 31
reels .... Dec.
5
reel«
reel
reel
reels
reel
reels
reel

lo episodes
2 reels
2 reels

Universal
Universal

Iron Trail Around (Variety)
Just Cowboys (Mustang Series)

at

1

Universal
Red Seal Pict
Rayart
Universal

Pathe

Flirting With Death
Gold Trap, The (Mustang Series)
Green Archer, The (Serial) Ray-Miller
Hearts of the West
Edmund Cobb
Hero of Piperock
Corbett -Holmes
In a China Shop (Variety)

Shooting

2

Fox

Flashes of the Past

I

1

Oct. 31
Oct. 24
Nov, 21

R.)

First National

:

;

Auction Block, The

Borrowed Plumes
Broken Homes
Brooding Eyes
Feature

Reviewed

Length

.

The

La Boheme
Lady of the Harem, The
Lady of Leisure
Lawful Cheater, The

.

.

M-G-M
M-G-M

First National

M-G-M
5500 feet

Norma Talmadge

C. B. C. (S. R.)
First National

Marilyn Mills

Davis Dist.-Vital

Gish-Gilbert
Special Cast
Special Cast

Metro-Goldwyn
Paramount

Bow-McKee

B. P. Schulberg

.

.

:

M-G-M
4946 feet

.

.

Jan.

9

—

a

Motion Picture N e

628
Feature
Lawless Love
:

Law

or Loyalty

Lena Rivers
Leave It to Me
Les Miserables
Let's Get Married

6500 feet

Titfany (S. R.)

6!>00 feet

Shadow

of the

Mosque

.

.

.

Shadow

of the

Mosque

.

.

,

Richard Dix

Paramount

Length
4800

feet. .Ifov. 14

6521 feet

Universal

Woman

Life of a
Lightnin'

Truart (S. R.)

Distributed by
Davi- Di"t.-Vital
Davis Dist. Div
Arrow
Warner Bros

.

Reviewed

Feature
Sea Horses
Sea Wolf, The
Second Chance, The
Self Defense
Separate Rooms
Seventh Heaven
Seward's Folly

Star
Al Ferguson
Lawson Harris
Special Cast
Special Cast

Distributed by

Star

Special Cast
Ralph Ince
Nilsson-Frazer

Paramount
Ralph Ince

Aileen Percy
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast
Odette Taylor

Arrow Film Corp
Fox

7500 feet. .Dec. 19

First National

Fox

M-G-M

Cranfield
(S.R.)

&

Clarke

Ambassador Pict. (S.R.) 5000
Fleming Prod. (S. R.)

Ken Maynard

Davis Dist.-Viul

Share and Share Alike... Jane Novak

Arrow

Little B;t of Broadway ....
Little Firebrand, The
Lodge in the Wilderness

Ray-SUrke

Metro-Goldwyn
Arrow Pictures

Shenandoah

B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Prod. Dist. Corp
Ambassador Pict.(S.R.)5000 feet

Long Odis

Marilyn Mills
Special Cast
Ramon Novarro

.

.

.

.

Loyalties

Lover's Oath, A
Lunatic at Large,

The

Lying Wives

5007 feet. .Dec. 12
6500 feet

Shipwrecked
Shootin' Square

Aster (S. R.)
5800 feet. .Oct. 17
Firsi National
Ivan Abramson (S.R.) 7 reels .... May 2

Siberia
Siegfried
Silence
Silver Lanterns
Silver Treasure,

Edith Thornton

Tiffany (S. R.)

Davis Dist. Div

Fox

.... Leon Errol
Spacial Cast

Man
Man

and the Mement
Buck Jones
Four Square
Ifan With a Thousand
Special Cast
Faces
Soecial Cast
Hare Nostrum
Harried Cheats
Ramon Novarro
Hemories

Metro-Goldwyu
Fox

Hen

Firpt National

of Steel
to Garcia.

Message

Midnight Flames
Midnight Speci?
Miss Brewster'

Milton
'

M-G-M
M-G-M
Fox
M-G-M

Sills

i

Columbia
Truart
'Millions.

Paramount
Assoc. Ezhib
Ginsberg Dist.

Doris Kenyon
Special Cast
Colleen Moore
Corinne Griffith
Gene Corrado
Special Cast
Busier Keaton

Hismates
Miss 318
Miss Nobody
Mile Modiste

Modern Musketeer, A
Honte Carlo
Mr. Battling Butler
My Lady of Whims
My Neighbor's Wife

Clara

Nervous Wreck, The
Nine and 3-5 Seconds
Nocturne
North of Nome
Old Ironsides
Old Soak, The
On With the Show

M-G-M

.

.

Arrow
Davis Dist.-Vital

6089 feet

.

Jan. 23

.

5491 feet

7 reels

M-G-M
M-G-M
Fox

O'Day
O'Day
Peggy
O'Day
Peggy
O'Day
Peggy
O'Day
Peggy
Peggy of the Secret ServicePeggy O'Day
Peggy Scores a Victory. .Peggy O'Day
Peggy O'Day
Peggy Under Ordsrs
Special Cast
Plumes

Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis

Special Cast
Poker Faces
Poor Girl's Romance, A. .Special Cast

Universal

Peggy
Peggy
in Chinatown
Peggy
in Danger
From HeadqnartersPeggy
Peggy
on the Job
.

.

Prince of Pilsen

Anita Stewart

Pursued

Dorothy Drew

6 reels.

.

.July 11

Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital

Film Book. Offices
Prod. Dist. Corp
Dependable (S. R.)

,

.

5000 feet

.

.

Nov. 14

Metro-Goldwyn

Quo Vadis
Rainbow Riley
Reason why, The

Red Clay
Red Kimona, The

Emil Jannings
Johimy Hines

First National
First National

Wives

.

.

.

Davis Dist.-Vital

Chadwick
Universal

M-G-M
Fox
Truart (S.R.)

Scraps

Metro-Goldwyn
Chadwick Pict
6500 feet

Tiffany (S. R.)
Ginsberg (S. R.)

M-G-M
Davis Dist.-Vital
Prod. Dist. Corp
Davis Dis.-Vitael

Dependable Films. .4900
Fox
.

First National

M-G-M
Fox

M-G-M
Davis Dist.-Vital .... 5000 feet. .Dec. 19
F. B.

O

Fox Film
Ambassador

Pict.

5000 feet
6500 feet

Tiffany (S. R.)

Davis Dist. Div

5 reels .... Sept. 15
C. C. Griffin Prod... .7000 feet.. Dec. 19
First National
Vitagraph
6895 feet Nov. 38
.

Ambassador

United Artists

.

Pict.
.5000 feet
10063 feet.

Paramotmt
Warner Bros

Nov.

7

First National

Paramount
Prod. Dist. Corp

Paramount

8173 feet. .Sept. 12
4900 feet. .Aug. 22

Davis Dist

M-G-M
Paramount.
Metro-Goldwyn

M-G-M
Ginsberg Dist. Corp. (S.R.)

Warner Brothers
Davis Dist.-Vital

Marilyn Mills
Special Cast

M-G-M

Wide Open

Dick Jones

Wild Oats Lane

Dana-Agnew

Stmset Prod. (S. R.)
Prod. Dist. Corp

Wife, The

Soecial Cast

Yoke, The
You Too

M-G-M

9

Davis Disi. Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital

M-G-M
Chadwick (S. R.I
Principal Pict. (S. R.)
Sunset Prod. (S.R.)
Astor Dist. (S.R.)
Lee-Bradford (S.R.) 6600 feet
.

.

.

Jan.

9

Universal

Davis Dist. Div

Gotham (S.R.)
Metro-Goldwyn
Fox
Metro-Goldwyn
Davis Dist. Div
B. P. Schulberg

.

5800 feet

feet. .Jan.

5481 feet. .Sept. If

Truart

'.

Fox
Special Cast
Mary Pickf ord

United Artists
Davis Dist.-Vital

White Fury
White Heat

Special Cast
Wives at Auction
Special Cast
Wives of the Prophet
Valli-O'Malley
Wives for Rent
Special Cast
Wolf Hunters, The
Woman Who Did Not Care
Women and Wives
Worid of Promise, The
World's Illusion, The
Worst Man of the Troop .Wilson-Gerber
Special Cast
Worst Woman, The
Wrong Coat, The

2

First National

The

6000 feet

Rayart

Paramount

Vanishing American, The .Dix- Wilson
Vengeance of Durand, The Irene Rich
Special Cast
Viennese Medley
Bebe Daniels
Volcano, The
Elinor Fair
Volga Boatman, The
William Collier, Jr
Wanderer, The
Wilson-Gerber
Warrior Gap
Way of an Eagle, The .... Special Cast

Jan.

Vitagraph
Astor Dist. (S. R.)

Sandy

Ben Lyon

Chadwick

(S. R.)

Charles Ray
Winner, The
Winning of Barbara Worth
With Kit Carson Over the
Special Cast
Great Divide

Metro-Goldwyn

Salvage
Savage, The

Assoc. Exhib

Jack Perrin

Nov. 28

Pringle-Love
M-G-M
William Desmond .... Universal

Mrs. Wallace Reid
Special Cast
Return of a Soldier
Road That L^d Home, The
Special Cast
Rogue's Riches
Romance of an Actress
Ropin' Venus, The
Josie Sedgwick
Special Cast
Rust
Rustling for Cupid

.

Wedding March, The
What Will People Say
When We Were TwentySpecial Cast
One
Whispering Canyon
Monte Blue
White Chief, The

M-G-M

Quality Street

'.Fox

(S.R.)

Charles Ray-E.Boardman Metro-Goldwyn
Prod. Dist. Corp
Sidney-Carr
United Artists
Special Cast
Truart (S. R.l
.

Sept. 12

Arrow

Travis Coup, The
Marilyn Mills
Tricks
Special Cast
True North, The
Twentieth Century, Unlimited Special Cast
Elsie Ferguson
Unknown Lover, The
Jack Perrin
Up and At 'Em

Special Cast

.

Ken Maynard
Timber Wolves
Special Cast
Toilers of the Sea
Tom Mix
Tony Runs Wild
Special Cast
Tongo
Tonio, Son of the Sierras .Wilson-Gerber
Fred Thomson
Tough Guy, The
Edmond Lowe
Trailing Shadows

Dec. 26

.

Ufa
Prod. Dist. Corp

5600 feet. Nov. 21

Universal
Lowell Prod

Lowell-Russell
Special Cast
Soecial Cast

.

Travelin' Fast

Paramount
Jean Hersholt

Paris
Paris at Midnight

Scarlet Letter,

.5000;feet

.

M-G-M
M-G-M

Palace of Pleasure

Sailors'

.

M-G-M
M-G-M

.

.

to Midnight
Ken Maynard
Texan's Oath, The
That Old Gang of Mine...Maclyn Arbuckle
George O'Brien
Thoroughbred
Special Cast
Thoroughbred, The
Marilyn Mills
Three Pals

•

First National
First National
Bud Barsky (S.R.)

Prod. Dist. Corp
Charles W. Paddock. A. G. Sten, Inc
Special Cast
M-G-M
Arrow
Special Cast

Open Book
Ordeal, The

Partners Again
Passionate Youth
Petgy Takes a Chance

.

Ten
(S. R.)

First National

Bow

Herbert Rawlinson
Special Cast
Special Cast

Mysterious Island
Mystery Lady, The

Pirt. (S. R.)

Special Cast

The

.

Fox

H. B. Warner
Special Cast
Special Cast

6200 feet
5750 feet
5569 feet

Ufa

Jack Perrin
Special Cast

Strange Bedfellows
Sunshine of Paradise Alley Special Cast
Tale of a Vanishing People
Roberts-Agnew
Taxi Mystery, The
Special Cast
Temptress, The
Special Cast
Tentacles of the North

rS. R.)

Bebe Daniels

'

Rome

Peggy Hopkins Joyce
Sky Rocket The
George Walsh
Smith of Cornell
Mary Carr
Somebody's Mother
Song and Dance Man, The Tom Moore
Rudolph Valentino
Sons of the Sheik
Wilson-Gerber
Starlight Ranch

M-G-M

... Special Cast

Million Dollar
j11. .'
Millionaire Policemen ...

feet

Stewart

s

RevitwcA

Length

I>rod

Jack Perrin
Al Ferguson

Lightning Jack
Lightning Panes, The
Lights of Moiave, The

rn)

(S. R.)

6500 feet

Tiffany (S. R.)
Warner Brothers

Special Cast
Special Cast

M-G-M

'

erOpimonsonNeiuPicti
"Mike"

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
York

Capitol, New
" 'Mike'
Mirror

is dedicated
those who enjoy a laii<;h.
Xeilan's latest is very entertainMiss O'Neil is petite, bruning.
ette, with a face that lends itself
:

to

easily to comedy grimances and
pertness. One of the comedy highlights is a delightful drunk se-

quence with Charlie Murray and
Ford Sterling howlingly funny.
William Haines is a sympathetic
liero, and the three youngsters
Frankie Darro, Junior Coughlan,
and ^Mtniel Frances Dana are
cunning, and the remainder of the
cast adequate."

"Marshall Neilan who
Times
wrote and directed this conglomeration of humor and excitement
inserts some good fun, and an exMr. Murray's exciting ending.
:

pressions and gestures are bound
to arouse laughter."

"Neilan's 'Mike' at
Telegraph:
the Capitol reveals many endearing touches. The picture provides
with
punctuated
simple
plot,
comic characters and incidents
Neilan is in his
joy to the eye.
happiest vein when he is directing
children .and aTiimals."

—

World

"Saturday

baths,
a
mail robery, a runaway caboose,
the ca])ture of the robbers by an
:

of
rescue
the
aviation
squad,
'Mike' and the children by means
r)f a steam shovel, and the family
mourning over a goose tho\iglit to
have been butchered for dinner
are high spots in a film of more

than average interest."

show

—the

:

])lay it."

—

who

"Rich

Herald-Examiner:
romance,

in action,

in

color

goes

in

— and

—

'The
superbly
one of the best
])iclures the Monroe has unreeled
Schertzinger's direcfor months.
tion and attention to detail are
]iliotograi)hed

•

is

and really all star cast
good of its roles.
Madge Bellamy is a beauty as
Kenneth Harlan
heroine;
the
stalwart; and .Ann Pennington has
a chance to show her dimpled
excellent

takes

Fox,
Golden Strain"
Monroe, Chicago
Tribune: "Without a doubt 'The
Golden Strain' will please the

fellow

to be entertained."

(iolden Strain'

"Sally O'Neil, has a
Journal
distinct screen personality, and
the story gives her plenty of opportunity to romp about and dis-

"The

average fan
to a

equally

knees."

Williams

Press. Inc.

new york

albany

—

HOLDS
— and when the ch'max ofthefoature
^

reached^ it wont be izecessan/ to
ho/dyour breath andpraj/ thatyour
IS

sph'ce

wont break.

for EVBRY^^-^^
No.

7 cements inf/ammab/eji'/m to non-^

nifjammable, ormstanth/patches either.

It woris/ast^dr/es immed/ateh/ and
the hott/e may be us edjbrweeks unt//
a/I the cement is gone. It does
deter/orate w/th ord/nari/ handh'nff.

NOT

8 oz
Bottle
<// Plus
rj Posta^i
Duplex Motion Picture Industries.inc
Js>n^ Island City.NeioJork,

Duplex
^ng Island City

DATE

w
Qjf^r«^
/

1 OZ.

Botde

2J^

^{f

Address
City

—

Roihacker Allrr Laboratories,

H oUyivooii

,

Calif.

Louis B. Mayer oresents
The John M Stahl Production
.

*^

Memory Lane** — an

Screen play by John

And Benjamin

original
M. Stahl

Played
By Eleanor Boardman, Conrad
Nagel, William Haines, Eugenia
Ford, John Steppling, Florence
Midgely, Dale Fuller, Dot Farley,
Hedda Hopper and Billy Bennett.
Settings by Cedric Gibbons and
Arnold Gillespie. Photography by
Percy Hilburn. Assistant director,
Sidney Algier. Film edited by
Margaret Booth. A delicate
Example of John Stahl direction.
Glazer.

Produced by Louis B. Mayer.
A First National Picture.
Rothacker Prints and Service.

Eleanor Boardman

and
Conrad Nagel
in

"Memory Lane"

Look Better

Wear Longer!

Founded 1910
by

Watterson R. Rothacker

V.I.

February

AV(/.

I

.

.s.

6,

/'iiirtii

1926

Otj'ut

-;i'..N^vja»" -jf fftf.-.^^s-,'

^»" .-~_:*^.

ih

Mitfi

Watch
d)

the
smile record
of film history!
set

^^%

[mutter

XXXIII

Ji

under aet-of'if'dr&h

No. 6

f'uhlishrii

Albany

,os

An<j€les

Weekl

PRICE, 20
i.hicago

CENTS

—

Jl

A Wu^ijIzei^ Organ
^ StG.U SPAT

0V.»TrY

\

^^

OFF

^^

for Every Purpose
The

I"*

fdi

popularity of the Wurlitzer Organ is univew
sal, and the artistic and tonal achievements have
established an unapproachable reputation. Noi
only is the Wurlitzer Organ considered the lead
ing instrument by the Motion Picture Industry
but, the many recent installations in Theatres
Churches Lodges, Auditoriums and private resi
dences have been recognized as the most artistic
and successful ever built.

I

VAUDfVIILE

Ig^iJy

Wurlitzer branches are located in thirty"'thre<
cities from coast to coast for the service of al
Wurlitzer organ owners. Our staff of ex
perts will extend any co-operation ii
solving your music problems, whethe
they relate to Organs or to Pianos
^1^'and Musical Instruments.

nf

ORGAN

UNIT
The
CINCINNATI
121 East 4th St.

RUDOLPH WURLITZER
NEW YORK
120

W. 42nd

And

St.

CHICAGO
329

S.

Wabash

SAN FRANCISCO
250 Stockton

Forty Other Branches

in

St.

DENVER

CO.
LOS ANGELES

2106 Broadway 814

Thirty-Three Cities

S.

Broadway

OFFICE

I

MEASURE/
GIRLS-

.

•

.

/oo p^ppifvi

APPEAL-

woo

GOWNS THRILLS-////
•

LAUGHSct

*

*

•

/

rto/'f

QfieQetfect

BGxOMce
QUJUvre

a

ESTHER RALSTON
FORD STERLING
LAWRENCE GRAY

Mop-up

*MISS

at the

AND
THE ATLANTIC CITY

RIYOLI

BATHING BEAUTIES

BIG

Netv Ijork

this

AMERICA*

(^ay /jinphier)

week

FRANK TUTTLE
PROOU C Tl OH
BYTOWNSEND MARTIN
SCENARIO

BY

FREDERICK STOWERS

paramount
picture

wr

^__^

THE American VENUS
Member

ot

Motion Picture Producers and Uistribators

ot

America, Inc.

Will H.

Hays, President.

11

Conj(rdtulations,

MrExhibitor/

^

You're wise

—and you're a

fast

You know your public won't
BIG pictures.

worker.

wait

till

So you're booking BIG ones now
release, from January to June:

next Fall for

—for

immediate

Paramount's Great Spring Group
OF 30 SPECIALS
You're booking them faster than any line-up
pictures was ever booked before!

of

AND WITH WHAT AMAZING RESULTS ALREADY
AT THE BOX OFFICE!
"THE WANDERER" is cracking all records in
and other key

Boston

points.

"THE GRAND DUCHESS AND THE WAITER"
topped

all

previous

highs

at

McVicker's,

Chicago,

with $3 1,000 in a week.

"THE VANISHING AMERICAN,"
showings,

is

fresh

going like a box office afire.

from

its

$2

—

HAROLD LLOYD
Sake"

(his first

in

For Heaven's

Paramount release)

is

on the

way,

•BEHIND THE FRONT" is the red hot
the hour for a comedy cleanup!
44

GLORIA SWANSON

THOMAS MEIGHAN

in

tip

of

"The Untamed Lady",

"The New Klondike",
POLA NEGRI in "Because I Love You", RAYMOND GRIFFITH in "Fresh Paint"— super-star
in

specials.

"DANCING MOTHERS", "THE BLIND GODDESS", "SEA HORSES", "THE SONG AND
DANCE MAN", "THE RAIN MAKER" -sensational
stories with casts

studded with favorites.

BEBE DANIELS, DOUGLAS MacLEAN, RICHARD DIX, W. C. FIELDS— stars that draw and
draw and draw!
That's the caliber of Paramount 's

30

—

all

coming

on definite release dates between now and June.
Congratulations,

Showmen!

You know the World's Greatest Picture Buy when
you see it and youWe grabbing it quick!

Qammount Q^ictures
II

"

WHAT

IS

(No. 471 Straight from the Shoulder

Talk by Carl Laemmle, President
Universal Pictures Corporation.)

WHAT
ary

IS

AN

EPIC?

I

HAVE FORGOTTEN,

is

missing from

partment

is

using

IF

I

EVER KNEW. MY DICTION-

accustomed place. Maybe the advertising dedigging up new words to describe "THE FLAM-

its

it,

ING FRONTIER."

EVERYBODY WHO HAS SEEN "THE FLAMING FRONTIER"
says

it is

epic!

SO AGAIN,

WHEN

I

WHAT IS AN EPIC
HEARD THE WORD

ASK,

1

FIRST
EPIC USED IN
with "THE FLAMING FRONTIER" I thought maybe
I

connection
was something to eat because the
eat it up."

THEN
mer

of

I

some

IMAGINED
sort,

IT

ii

sales staff said, "It's

an

epic.

They'l

MIGHT BE A MALLET OR HAM

because the exploitation crowd

said, "It'll knoci

'em dead I
IF

A PICTURE WHICH SENDS WILD THRILLS OF EX

citement chasing up and

FLAMINQ FRONTIER"
IF

is

down your
an

spine

is

an

epic,

then"THl

epic.

A PICTURE IN WHICH SEEMINGLY COUNTLES:

hordes of soldiers and Indians stage a mad battle seen before you
very eyes is an epic, "THE FLAMINQ FRONTIER" is an epic.

AN
IF

EPIC?

A PICTURE WHICH
American

of the vital things in

life

in the early seventies

"THE FLAMINQ FRONTIERS'

then

A TRUE REPRODUCTION

GIVES
is

an

is

an

epic,

epic.

THIS PICTURE IS THE DADDY OF ALL BIG WESTERNS.
With all due respect for big westerns of the past — including epics,
whatever they are— here is THE GREATEST OF ALL THE GREAT!

BIGGER

IT'S

THAN WE DARED HOPE

and our hopes were
going to give

It is

WOULD

BE —

going to be the talk of the world.
significance to the slogan, "Universal has the

big at that. It

new

IT

is

pictures/*

THAT SOUNDS LIKE A BIG ORDER TO
can take my word for it that
all I have said, and more.

JUST WAIT TILL

BUT YOU

"THE FLAMING FRONTIER'*

YOU

SEE

will

do

THE WILD RIDING! JUST

stupendous scale on which this wonderful tale
has been told. Just wait till you see one of the most amazing chapters
of American history unfold before you on the screen. YouVe going
to have something to yell about.
wait

M

:

FILL,

I

Epic

you

see the

TREAT

IT AS

till

it

all over the

AN

EPIC. GIVE IT EPIC
place and make an epic profit.

ADVERTISING.

WHAT IS AN EPICr DARNED IF KNOW THE DICTION^
I

ary definition, but in a short time you*ll agree that the right defini'
tion of epic

is

"THE FLAMING FRONTIER.**

!

:

Answer These
aside the bunk-sweep away the tinsel
BRUSH
dust of colored inserts-stuff your ears to the

screech of noisy ballyhoo-dig down under the
extravagant claims of producers-get down to
earth and ans^ver this question with one word

WHO

MAKING THE MONEYGETTING PICTURES THIS YEAR
IS

Who made THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA"?
Who made "THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME"?
Who made "THE FLAMING FRONTIER"?
Who made "THE MIDNIGHT SUN"?
Who made "HIS PEOPLE"
Who made "THE COHENS AND KELLYS"?
Who made REGINALD DENNY'S "SKINNER'S
DRESS SUIT"?

Who made HOOT GIBSON'S "THE CALGARY
STAMPEDE"?
Who made REGINALD DENNY'S "ROLLING HOME"?
Who made "THE TEASER" ?

Who made "WATCH YOUR WIFE"?

The answer

to the

above

is

the

name

of the

p

27 Questions
Who made HOOT GIBSON'S "THE ARIZONA
SWEEPSTAKES"?

Who made REGINALD DENNY'S "WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES"?

Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who

HOOT GIBSON'S "LET 'ER BUCK"?
made REGINALD DENNY'S "WHERE WAS
made

I"?

made "SPORTING LIFE"?

WESTERN SKIES"?
made "THE STILL ALARM"?
made HOOT GIBSON'S "TAMING THE WEST"?
made "UNDER

made HOUSE PETERS' "COMBAT"?

HOOT GIBSON'S "THE SADDLE HAWK"?
made REGINALD DENNY'S "CALIFORNIA
made

STRAIGHT AHEAD"?

Who made HOOT GIBSON'S "THE HURRICANE KID" ?
Who made REGINALD DENNY'S "I'LL SHOW YOU
THE TOWN"?
Who made "LORRAINE OF THE LIONS"?
Who made REGINALD DENNY'S "OH DOCTOR"
Who made HOOT GIBSON'S CHIP OF THE FLYING U' ?
'

Inducer

L

whose product

you'll

'

want next year!

OANC\NG ^THE
lOTO

;^E.£>,s£D

YOUR BOX

^yPKODUCEKS DISTKIBUTING
F. C.

MUNROE,

President

RAYMOND PAWLEY,

Vice-President and Treasurer

JOHN

C.

FLINN.

Vice-President and General Manage

\

heeJ

and toe-watchjem

they're million dollar
legs and they'll det
you the dough/ ^

'

COKPORATION >^
ember of Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America,

Inc^

WILL

H. HaYS, PTCMdcm

Foreign Distributors
Producers International Corporation
130 West 46th Street

New

York,

N

Y.

Quinn

A Marshall
/

Fvom

Neilan Pvoductioru

the Cosmopolitan Maqazine Stov/ by AdelaRDoevs StJohns

Fvcduced by Celebrity Pictures Inc
/

/

Presented bx Associated Exhibitors
Oscar A. Price, President:

/

/

hic,

New

)|The

Films

AT THE COLONY
FEGGY HOPKINS JOYCE

rinore thaft'^Ilttl,
enllghteriiDg-. and]
j^-eneraUy sensible plece'of
C nderelfal
^t '» b?tte. than'do4n«"

Z

IN

"THE SKYROCKET"
Ax'socl,' ed

Exhibitors

inc

THE CAST

^As Mr

I

^
Ppkev HopVlns Jovce

Mtc'.tey
1.1

1,11

Kel'l
Mi.r>,-an..

MUdred Rideout
Kuby Wiight...
UiUlamDvora't

.-

Gla.dV^ nulfttfl
PaijlKtt« Duval
T^jslnnan
f.ilvaTi t:JSl"'
..Earle Wlll'^iTis

Homard Handall
".... Arnold Grees
Hall

Staiuon .,..••
Vladmlr Strotln ••

NirU Dii"d»u

Hertzfelt

fSarn

sunley Crale
IVt

Comtalaii .. .
fornedv tiift;,ctor ...
(fill

M

1

Comedy frodijjfr
Sharon s Secretary.
•\Vardrobe Mistress.
•

ng

"*^^

Sanimv CohPii

^''^'"^'^^

Is .so

the
blonde:

for deny-'
rlchlv hen.

''^^'"^

even" .more

ii'uJf/?"^
dciigiuful
to' look upcin.
although on^
Willing to add that
with the
Ployment o^ the merciful diffu.sing em-'
disc
Qow 30 much In favor with
the
•«

Joan Standhit:

Cesaerer

:

If

little, the effect
of
the Joyce facial
perfection mav very

we^

.

:y

Kadi^

who would.fudge a

"The SUyrocKeU-whl.

motion picture
a story about a

m

the beauty which

""^

rea.son

ever.

':lli

have been enhanced.
Thisf howi3 a part of
our an. and Is bv

no me5in.s to be despised
Miss Joyce Is now,
and
ment is made without fear the state
of anv Inn"
;mradlctio„
.

lived

in

^arT
tulauTn'

Whatsoever.
screen acting as

o,!?"ou"t

at

^^cture called

glv~]

forget for Ihe

(I

.

femiunlty. lsV>eln.
and eager crowds)
Hceh tand by large
mot on
the .colony in a

,s

''^''°"

Montjiim
':.. Bull
Eddie r>UK'i'
Hank MMm

'"Eufcnle

Miss Joyco

What her rea: or entire name
joung woman appears in

CoStn
J*'"'t''
Colo ng.
I see no

InternaThefragnely whUe and
Pe^^V
Miss
"^^
tionally provocative
show girl and
una Joyce, one-time
and so often
n.arrled ho Importantly
envy of he
the
,3 to- have engaged

MS weeK

.

J

r.^UoHdof
\.

,mo.T,eut
M^) this

BenMv

r

\(..rrls r!ii<-ua

\

,

...

'"l??-

^^'"' P^^^^'^ down the
rrZ^Z^'"'^'
road
f1,ls season.
It i^ good enougl,:
to hav^ held this reviewer
throusli to
the end without a struggle

gr|s^"|,of,^V^|

,

HolIV^-O'i-

,cxl.a|

tu?-e
°: ^
Spe^cSv'^.7";;^^
V-^f<-ciaiij
f
thought
«eem p,ted with the
abilitv
'

,

"-^

'-

dirt

<:i,r,

to nS
her serious scenes
w ,1, efiea'
"°':*^ ''' -''^ *"^ 'd
cirebses
«
v.tlh gieat
s':^ti?'
good ;<raca.
Th

fornt

^-Tl

Is

stylish

beyond words

QUINN

M.MiTfN.

/

:^>^

\- s^-

£

"•'A
^"ks

t-

^

'

''

k

-l.;.x

;| l-r

^

—

Comedy means a
lot

to your cash

box

need

Laugh

[7'OU

don't

* Month

to

National

make comedy

pay.

Any

lonth in the year is a good month to
lay Glenn Hunter. Here you have him
in annth CONSTANCE
ther of those "lovable boob'' characters
—the story of the boy who tried to make
16 college baseball team. He made it
But when the day of the
,s bat carrier.

BENNETT

—

game came BOY, here's comedyrama with a real box-office kick. Play
/
lis one— NOW!!!
ig

aENN HUHIER
WITH

CONSTANCE BENNETT
IN

w

Presented by

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,
From

the story by C.

INC.

Gardner Sullivan

Directed by Joseph Henabery

THE

PINCH

HITTER

This man passed
up "Mickey" eight
years ago-

v-^VN^

I

/i

>y
.\

L\\

V

\
V

w

\

\
^\

-he won^t
o

pass

•

'^^V,

/f.

Marshall
Neilan^s
great covaedy hit

.y
.z''

,y

mA
Sally 0*Neil

HtM

,

Charles Murray, William Haines, Ford Sterling

^K METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

!

Announcement
Extraordinary

! !

Texas Guinan
New

York's Greatest Favorite and

Broadway's Most Sparkling Personality
Will Be the Official

GUEST CONDUCTOR O? WISE CRACKS
(AT THE)

Tickets from Charlie Einfeld, care of 1st National

383 Madison Ave., New York

.-•^

^iis

m^f'

0^

.K^

X

>^

^

^X^

th

Alat&V

H^dS
^ctxTOtV
td
tesiif
ftat

^^

anew

story by

ELENORE
MEHERM
author of

'ChicUie'

tis®*^

Reveals, in this fiill-o-pep age, a

drama off life itself.
The most remarkable

story yet writ-

ten on the present day girl.
More in public demand than any
other newspaper serial story ever
published, ^i^
There is the established, "cash waiting in the hand,'' public appeal background off the FOX picturization off

"Sandy."
They are booking "Sandy" nowand booking it fast "Sandy" is the answer to a real
showman's prayer-ffor a sure-fire
box-offflce

mop-up!

Fox Film Qiri]0iati0a

'J00>^

jpt

i.M--'i

^x
j^SSf^

u SANDY''

is

a story of America and

av0rag# and typical,
milliont of girls met everywhere.

**Saiidy'% lierself» is

just lik«

She

a creature of ^%xf changing times;
fair of face, ambitious, attracted by life and
and pleasure, ^*tempera mental" as thousands of young women arer and the enigma
of her parents, who wish only well for her,
but do not comprehend her at all.
ts

Book ''Sandy"

its

people

So they marry her to a "suitable" husband
whose money and secure position* as they
see

It,

will

**

protect her"

table happens In

— and

due course.

the Inevi-

She

flings

away the safeguards they have set up
around her In their unwisdom and embarks
on the perilous enterprise
own life In her own way/*

—for big

profits

of *'llvlng her

tomorrow!

Lake

FOX FILM CORPORATION

—
pcb

r u a.r

6

y

,
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Exchange

Exhibitor's Idea
the Park
Cobleskill,
r e
N. Y., he used with
a
eminent
success

Manager of

According to
J. C. Carpenter

thea

t

,

"uold nugget" exploitation stunt for "The

Rush." The stunt which Mr. Carpenter
reports has had at least one outstanding
novel angle that being the contest twist
\vhich offered prizes to the youngster who
collected the greatest number of the heralds
(an envelope containing a "•nugget") and
which were distributed from door to door.
This rejjeat solicitation in which an article
is caiTied into the home and later requested
by another ambassador of '"The Gold Rush"
-eems a valuable addition to a very old and
very effective form of exploitation.
(iold

—

The

"nuggets"

which

Carpenter

dis-

tributed were bits of crushed stone, dipped
in gilt and enclosed in a small envelope with
billing for the jficture and an added line
requesting peoj)le to retain the nugget, in
order to help some boy or girl win a prize.
Another line used the teaser idea in announcing the contest, saying that the rules

would be announced later.
"The envelopes" writes Mr. Carpenter
"containing the nuggets I distributed to
every house in the town two days before the
opening date of "The Gold Rush." Then on
the opening date I went to the schools and
gave out the herald announcing that prizes
of a two-weeks pass to the theatre would be
awarded the boy or girl who brought to the
theatre the greatest number of nuggets. Tlie
herald urged the youngsters to go from door
to door and ask for the 'Gold Rush Nuggets.'

"The result was that every house had a
from one or more children asking for
Gold Rush Nuggets, you can readily see how

visit

direct this contest advertising was, as surely
after anyone answers the doorbell several

times and is asked each time for Gold Rusii
Nuggets they are going to know that the
Gold Rush is ]>laying in the town. The children here returned 640 nuggets out of a

As a follow

the advance notice given
comment, Gardner went in
for "flash" newspaper advertising. He carried a full page spread in the Neosho Daily
Democrat. Gardner's ad had singular force
and vigor. He used three of the press book
cuts
each of two-column size in the layout, and featured quotations from newspaper
reviews by New York newspa])er critics, in
a center panel set in between the two press
hook cuts at the bottom of the page.
uj) to

in this editorial

—

—

Manager

of the
Princess theatre, AuJ. G. Caldwell
rora. Mo., exhibitors
who have never tried
tiie amateur ad writing contest, woidd do
well to consider this exploitation device, since
in his experience it costs little and arouses
lots of interest.
Caldwell used the ad writing contest recently in coiuiection with "That
Royle Girl." He writes "The results were
very good causing quite a bit of talk
every one read the prize ads some even
calling the theatre to find out who was the
winner." Prizes, consisting of passes to the
show, were offered for the ads accepted for

According to

—

—

I\Ianager, Majes t i c
theatre, Bridgeport,
Conn., in addition to

According to
M. Rosenthal

obtaining imnu*diat('
and goodwill
of the theatre was advanced greatly by the
stunt which he used to exploit "Phantom
of the Opera" and gain funds for the Christmas Basket Fund of the Bridgeport Star.
office

results, the prestige

possible 800."

Manager of
According to
Hugh Gardner

the

it

On

monthly house
organ a very neatly printed folder, done
on pink paper and listing the attractions for
the coming month at the Orpheum
Hugh
says, that "we get sold on certain pictures.
Naturally we look forward to the showing
of some of our attractions more than we do
some of the others, it couldn't be otheinvise
the editorial i)age of his

—

—

seems.
One of these is the international
stage success 'Havoc,' " and he goes on to
describe the theme of that picture and point
it

out

its pictorial

and draniatic superiority.

"Phantom Newsettes

streamer head featured "the
Sell Santa Claus
Extras Bringing Happiness of Tov^ to the
Poor Children of Bridgeport." Proceeds

from the sale, which netted a handsome
sum, were turned over to the Star's Basket
Fund. The expense of the extra edition,
printed on pink i^aj^er, was borne by the
newspaper.
"This item," writes Rosenthal, "was only
one of many used in the campaign, including
the touring of the city of the Phantom Girls,
the use of all restaurant menus with our ad
and a terrific advance billboard and newspaper campaign, sniping every available inch
of open space."

Ma n ager
According to
Charles Lee Hyde

Grand

of

the

theatre.

Pierre,
South Dakota, the claim that
exhibitor is satisfied to stick

the small town
out a one sheet and expects the town to come
to his show because of it, was never less
justified than at present. And as proof conclusive, Hyde sends us a photo showing some
24-sheeting he does for his shows and which
would make a big town palace envious.
The stand which he uses to bill his week's
program is of the so-called de luxe type.
There is a twenty-four on every picture he
has booked for the week.
These appear in
a row, reading from left to right in the
order of play dates, and follbw a three

which announces "Grand Theatre.
This
Week." Pierre is a town of 3,200 and, adds
Hyde "They all can see this and they come
to the theatre too"

—

a convincing statement
on the testimony of the jjhoto showing the
live-wire
billing
which this enterprising

SHARE YOUR

THOUGHTS

strong"

on pictures whicii in his judgment are outstanding examples of the type of attraction
bis patrons favor. As a specimen of Gai'dner's work along these lines, we have high
regard for his handling of publicity on
"Havoc," one of the recent productions
which he singled out for special endorsement on his part.

pay."

line

siiownian uses for his attractions.

Or-

pheum, Neosho, Mo.,
the theatre manager
should "go

A

will

—

reproduction.
The ads used cai'ried at the
top the name of the writer another inducement to action on the part of the townsj)eople.
It is a stunt which makes ready
appeal to newspapers, for it is a promoand
tional proposition for their business
hearty cooperation generally goes along \\'ith
the stunt jiroposed by the theatre manager.

box

The stunt was used during Christmas week
and was based on the printing of a special
extra edition of the Star.
The paper was
sold on the streets by "Phantom Newsettes."
It was called the "Star Santa C-laus Extra"
and the price of the paper was "what you

you
WHEN
showmanship

think of

some

stunt in

which made money
for you
Share Your Thoughts with
your fellow exhibitors by thinking aloud
through the medium of the Idea Exchange!
Let this page serve as the
direct contact between your mind and
that of the other exhibitors
by writing
in to this department your experiences
with a stunt or an idea which you know
can be turned to good account else-

—

—

where.

Here you

views of other
thoughts and ideas.
Make good use of the opportunity to
listen-in on the experiences and opinions of others who are working toward
exhibitors

the
ing!

will find the

— their

same goal

at

which you are shoot-

The cards are all on the table.
Look them over to see what you can see
and learn what you can learn!

Of

]iil)itors

the

Rivoli thePortland, Ore.,
the Charleston dance
contest
offers
exan excellent drawing card and the

According to
Gus Metzger

means of irmumerable

atre,

tie

ups which pave the

way

for future cooperative stunts that will
prove advantageous. Metzger negotiated a
Charleston contest recently and on the bos
stands by the stunt as a very
His exploitation was in a
hook up with the Portland News, which
sponsored the affair and gave it the widest
publicity.
The prize was a loving cup and
cash awards amounting to a total of $35 for
the runners-up in the competition.
As the
feature picture used with the contest, "The
King on Maili Street" has a stirring Charleston scene performed by Bessie Love, the
paper announced that the cup was presented
bv Miss Love, a publicity feature which gave
added zest to the publicity notices.
office receipts

profitable

one.

Motion Picture N c iv s
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hibit^^ Service^w

Action and color marked the lobby attractor used to herald the shoiving of UniversaVs "The Calgary Stampede"
Birmingham, Ala., as shoivn in the photo above.

Galax Theatre,

the

at

Advisory Board and Contributing Editors, Exhibitors' Service" Bureau
George J. Schiide, Sehade theatre,
Sandusky.
:

:

Edward

L..

theatre,

Hynian. Mark Strand
Brooklyn.

A. T.,andaii,
Minneai>oIiK.

liCe

C.

Garrick theatre,

theatre,

Director,

MinneapoliH.

E. R. Rogers, Managing Director,
Chattanooga,
theatre,
Tivoli

Tenn.
Stanle.v Chambers,
AVichita, Kan.

Palace theatre,

Willard C. Patterson. Metropolitan
theatre, Atlanta.
E.

V. Richards, Jr., Gen.
Saenger Amusement Co.,

'Xlgr.,

New

Orleans.

Newman, Managing
Famous Plajers-I.ask.v

F. L.

Director.
theatres

G.

theatre,

Moines

Des

Stolte.

Des Moines, Iowa.

Quimb.v, Managing DirecStrand Palace and .Jefferson
theatres, Fort Wayne, Ind.

W.

C.
tor.

J.

\.
tre,

Partington, Imperial

thea-

San Frani'isco.
theatre.

of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports
new pictures on which reports were not

Salt

For

on

ratings

PICTURE NEWS—first
KEY —The

first

and

I.ake.

Sidney Grauman. Grauman's theatres, Los .Angeles.

older

issue of each
column following the name

releases

see

MOTION

month.
of the feature represents the

num-

The second column
ber of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor."
gives the number who considered it "Fair"; the third the nurnber who considered
it "Good": and the fourth column, those who considered it "Big."
The fifth column is a percentage giving the average rating on that feature,
A report of "Poor" is rated at 20°'o; one of
obtained by the following method:
The percentage rating of all of
"Fair," 40%; "Good," 70%; and "Big," 100%.
these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the number
which represents the consensus
percentage
figure
a
ol reports, giving the average
In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be
of opinion on that picture.
misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up
and eliminated.
Length
Poor Fair Good Big Value
TITLE

—

FAMOUS PLAYERS.
Irish

Luck

Last Edition, The

FOX.
Fool,

The

METRO-GOLDWYN.
Old Clothes
Only Thing, The

Road

to Yesterday,

K. Sidney, Division ManLowe's theatres, Pittsburgh. Pa.

I>ouis

ager,

Rotsk.v, ^lanaging Director,
theatre, Montreal, Can.

<;co.

current

PROD. DIST. CORP.

George E. Carpenter, Paramount-

Empress

George E. Brown. Managing Director. Loew's
Palace theatre,
^lemphis, Tenn.

:

Productions listed are

FILM BOOKING OFFICES.

Los Angeles.
Arthur

Weekly Edition

:

available previously.

Managing

Perry,

C.

L.v<eum

THE CHECK-UP

The

UNIVERSAL.
Calgary Stampede, The

—
—
—
—

Palace

Eddie Zorn, Managing Director,
Boardway-.Strand theatre, Detroit.

Fred

Palace

8

—

64

7,008

ft.

2

7

1

67

6,400

ft.

1

8

1

70

9,488

ft.

2

7

1

67

ft.

3

7

5,915
5,824

5

5

—
—

8

3

61

York.

Ray

tJrombacluT,

Libert.v
rector,
ane, Wash.
.A.

Managing
theatre,

Di-

Spok-

McVo.v. Manager, Temple
Geneva, N. Y.

theatre,
AV. S.
tor.

McLaren, Managing DirecCapitol

theatre,

Jiu'kson,

Mich.

Harold

ft.

Direc-

Hamilton,

Toseph Plunkett, Managing DirecMark-Strand theatre. New
tor,

R.

Theatres,
\VilIiam

—
—
— —

theatre,

Ohio.

Ross

2

Managing

.Myer,

S.

tor,

1

J.

Franklin. Director of
amous Players-Lasky.
Sullivan,

Managrer^

lUaKo theatre, Butte, Mont.
Manager. T. D.
11. .A. Albriglit.
L.

thc:»tre,

55

9,980

ft.

Claire Mcachinie,
Westficid, N Y.

78

5,924

ft.

Ace

Berr.v,

Circle

A

(ilcndalc, Calif.

(;rnnd

Managing

theatre.

theatre,

Director,
Indianapolis.

Febriiary

6

,

19

26
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Dearth^s Seattle Campaign
for "Best Bad Man''
Lloyd Deaz'th, fonnerly of Memphis,

J.

Tenn., and now manager of the Pantages
theatre in Seattle, has been celebrating his
entry to the latter city with many exceptional exploitation stunts.
Among the out-

standing campaigns he has put on is the
drive he used for Tom Mix in "The Best Bad

Man."
Dearth increased

his

newspaper space and

made an extraordinary poster

flash with the
use of fifty-five 24-sheets a more extensive
outdoor display than has been made hitherto
in Seattle by a picture theatre.
As a lobby
display he obtained a saddle and a Tom Mix
sombrero, through the courtesy of local
dealers, and as well installed a Pos*^al Telegraph messenger and telegraph instrument
in the lobby.
The latter stunt was used as
an advance announcer of "The Best Bad
Man." The messenger delivered messages
from Tom Mix to patrons, in^^ting them to
attend "The Best Bad Man" when it played
the following week at the Pantages.

—

Testimonial Ads Sell "A
Kiss From Cinderella"
The

of testimonial ads on "A Kiss for
Cinderella," printed in both of Spartanburg:'s daily papers, was the result of a
list

special

morning

showing Manager

J.

town. These personal endorsements of wellknown' men and women proved extremely

To

from a publicity standpoint.

interest the collegiate element of Spar-

tanburg, arrangements were made with the
College, whei-eby an announcement of the picture was made in the
dining room of the college, the night before
showing.
Unsolicited publicity was given the ))icture
three days prior to opening by a well-known
Presbyterian minister, who used the thermometer scene in the photoplay to illustrate
his sermon, which ended with praiseworthy
comments on the picture at the Rex.

Dean of Converse

Wanamaker's^Sea Beast' ShoAV
Whaling Relics, Sea Chanteys and Lecture
in Auditorium Tie Up With Warner Feature

H.

Stelling held at the Bex theatre for the
ministers, school teachers, representatives of
women's clubs, and prominent citizens of the

valuable

B/g cutout and big letters get big attraction lalue for the display, shown above, for the
presentation of "Belotv the Line" (Warner Bros.) at the Strand, Knoxiille, Tenn. W. F. Brock,
manager of the house, designed the display.

OXE

of the most striking and digniexploitation stunts staged in
conjunction with a motion picture is
on view this week in the auditorium of
Wanamaker's wliei-e a " 'Moby Dick' Week"
is being celebrated in connection with the
run in the Warner Tiicatre of "The Sea
Beast."
The picture, based u])()n Herman Melville's whaling story, lends itself admirably
to an exhibit of relics which bring back all
•the romance and glamor of a great American industry now living only in tradition.
The stunt was the resi^lt of conferences
between Wanamaker advert'sing officials
and members of the Exjiloitation Department of Warner Bros. And the whole cost
fied

to Warner's was
from the picture.

the

loan

of

some shots

In short, Wanamaker's
agreed to play the part of an exhibition
pot for a glorified trailer of "The Sea
Beast," and proof of the effectiveness of
this trailer is had in the announced intention of hundreds of persons to see the feature after they
scenes.

had seen these few selected

Advertisements announcing the exhibit and
surrounding features are appeai'ing in
all
the metropolitan dailies^n some instances they are as large as 100 lines over
two columns and throw-aways are being
sent to their mailing lists.
Representatives of the store were sent to
New Bedford, New London and WashingIon, D. C, to gather whaling relics, and the
l^itz
Quartette, which recently won the
its

—

Wanamaker Close Harmony Contest, is rendering a repertory' of Sea Chanteys. These
nre being broadcast.
In addition to this, A. K. Dawson delivers a lecture daily on "iloby Dick Adventure Land," in which he tells of old
whalin"- davs.

Theatre 'Broadcasts' Game
in "The Freshman'^
As a theatre ballyhoo for "The Freshman"
the Bobbins' Avon theatre, Utica, N. Y., installed a broadcasting unit through which
the exciting moments of the "game" were
put on the air.
loud speaker and a siga
announcing the stunt was placed on a busy
corner of the city and crowds collected tO'
tune in on the progress of the game and the^
laughs and cheers of the audience.
The play by play football action kept the

A

Troop
at

Boy Scouts attending

a body a performance of "As l\'o Man Has Loved^' (Fox)
the Peoples theatre, Portland, Ore., tvhere there teas a big response to the latter recommending the picture to Scout Masters sent out by Chief Scout Executive James E. West.
of

in

crowds outside the theatre laughing and a
cheer went up from tiie street when Hai'old
broke through for the long run that brought
fame for liiniself and Tate College.

M
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Invites Cops to Solve Plot
of **The Green Archer"
Manager Sidney Larsehan of

the Meserole
conducting' a
lively caiupaigii to exploit his presentations
of episodes in "The Green Archer," the
Pat.he serial.
In addition to a strong billing
campaign, which includes 1-sheets used as
sni])es, Larsehan has invited the police and
the patrons of the theatre to take a hand
in solving tlie mystery of who the Green
tlieatre,

(jreen])()int,

L.

I.,

is

Archer is.
In two-column space in he Greenpoint
Weekly Star, Mr. Marschan has addressed
an oiien letter to Police Captain Charles E.
Lee, which reads
"The mysteri({us Green Archer a])pears at
the Meserole theatre every Saturday afternoon. Who is tlie Green Archer? A deep
mystery requiring the service of the entire
You are inforce under your command.
^•ited to dispatch the most competent detectives on your staff to the Meserole tlieatre
every Saturday afternoon to help solve the
greatest mystery of modem times."
On the opening day of the Pa the serial,
IMr. Larsehan gave to each of 500 children
A "(Treen Archer" noveltv.
I

'

Individual Service by Mail

Offered by Fox Staff
Individual exploitalion service is a new
I'eatnre installed
by the Fox exploitation
staff.
Exploiteers at the exchanges, in between times when they are personally exe<-uting campaigns for theatres, now send out
to exhibitors a service by mail well in advance of play date.
press book is sent to the exhibitor togetlier with a letter outlining a complete
cam])aign designed for the individual uses of
the theatre addressed. The letter stresses the
strong points and selling angles of the picture and calls jiarticular attention to those
features of the jn-ess book that will best aid
in executing a successful campaign.
Next follows a complete set of newspajier
display advertising laid out to suit the individual I'equirements of the theatre, and

A

M'hich

shows liow best

to

\ise

the cuts fur-

nished by the exchange. Then, depending of
course upon the picture and the opportunities offered, follows a description of several
ballyhoos, merchants' cooperation and store
window tie-ui)s, contests of various kinds,
special matinees, practical suggestions for
lobby display, and atmos2)heric i)rologues.

—

The "Radiobile" a new type of ballyhoo introiluced in New York by F. B. O. to broadcast
entertainment picked up by F. B. O. feature productions. "The Keeper of tbe Bees," "Flaming
Waters."' "Heads Up," "The Midnifiht Flyer" and "The Last Edition."

F.B.O. Invents the 'Radiobile'
New Form of
New York

of

Ballyhoo

Wagon Tours

—Barker Speaks

THE

microphone has been added to the
"barker's" equipment and the attractions of radio combined with the flamboyant colors of the circus wagon to promote the interest of the motion picture ballyhoo wagon. An innovation emj)loying these
elements of showmanship recently made its
appearance on the streets of New York as
an ex])loitation device for the F.B.O. Gold
Bond productions.
This vehicle carries twelve one sheets covering the twelve F.B.O. Gold Bond producAbove these sheets in bright red lettions.
ters on a background of gold are the words:
"Broadcasting to the World News of F.B.O.
Pictures." A radio has been installed in the
inside of the wagon and the horns, wii'es,
and other radio apparatus are visible above
the toj) of the vehicle.
An announcer in a
booth alongside the driver's seat sjieaks into
a raicraphone, and the news concerning
F.B.O stars and productions is broadcast.
News items about "Urusilla With a Mil"Parisian
lion,"
Marriage
Fails?"
"If
Niglits," "The Kee])er of the Bees," "The
Flyer,"
Edition,"
Last
"The .Midnight

into

"Flaming

Streets

Microphone
"When

Waters,"

Grows

Love

Cold," "A Poor Girl's Romance," "The NonSto)) Flight," "The Isle of Retribution" and
"The King of the Turf" are wafted on the
cold January breezes. A fifteen minute talk
is given every half hour, and news of F.B.O.
stars is interspersed with news of productions.

This new form of exploitation which was
invented and executed by the advertising depai'tment of F.B.O. will, in all probability,
be utilized in other cities.
As soon as the
radiobile has covered New York City it will
be sent to Pennsylvania, New Jersey and the

New England

States.

Atlanta
Feature
Campaign for "Phantom'*
Stunts
A

> cries

of publicity stunts,

among which

was
tie uj) with the i)olice department
which allowed the theatre four men, dressed
J 1

red costumes to direct sidewalk traffic,
featured the "Phantom of the Opera" campaign executed bv the Howard Theatre in
Atlanta.
The campaign opened with a pre-view for
in

200 men and

women

))roininent in film cir-

cles.

A

ballyhoo

which

attracted

attention

was an old carriage drawn by two white
Arabian horses. This etjuipage was driven
b\- a masked man in a red robe and carried on the back seat a young girl dressed
as Mary Philbin's Christine in "Tlie Phantom."
'"Christine" was bound with heavy
cord.

The Athinta (onstitiilioii tied up with the
on a "I'hantom Voice" which called
several hundred homes on New Year's Eve,
l>ieture

saying:

"Happy New

Year.

This

is

'The

Phantom of the Opera'."
The Howai-d's lobby was dressed with oils
two weeks in advance of the showing and a
(i-sheet cut-out was stationed on the lobby
st

Roy

Tillson's

and ballyhoo for "The lighting Dude," Educational comedy starshowing at the Fuller Theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich., ichich he manages.

frontal display

ring Lupino Lane, for

its

ail-way.

Fifteen

thousand

heralds

were

distributed from house to house.
One de])artment store conducted a sale of "Phantom Red'' hats and another with a sale of
dresses.

F
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Exploitation For Short Features

the mysterious Green Archer ivho exploited the Pathe Serial ''The Green Archer"
The nirl rode about the city and launched featherfor the Family Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Height arrous bearing handbills for the theatre.

Showing

A

scene outside the Strand Theatre, Emporia, Kans., previous to the

special matinee at

Brown" Club

which Manager Harry McClure launched his "Buster

to exploit the

comedies of that

title

Seven hundred kiddies sijined membership cards

offered by Universal.
in the organization.

How
tured

the

an

marquee

Newman
I'ghts

Theatre, Kansas City, feacomedy (Pathe) in
shotvn in the photo above.

Gang"

"Our
is

Reginald Ford, who is flashing a superior brand of American sb<nvmunship at the Canteo Theatre, Paris, France, places due emphasis on
the "Felix" cartoon reels released by Educational, in his lobby display
and sets an example which may be profitably emulated
illustrated above
"over here."

—

—

»*».5.US*
^^:,M^

£..&.&.*

»

'^'ueW^ CODY EXCHANGE OF WIVESK^
HOPE MAIlFTdM llARIOSITTIt

vA.

^^.^1
Lupino Lane's Educational comedy "Maid In
Morocco" was featured in the eleclrical frontal
display at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, IS. Y.,
as

the

above photo indicaies.

Liberal marquee space was accorded Education aVs novelty r"el "Marionettes" at the Ple-mntan
The photo shows that the short features can be played up as an
Theatre, Kansas City.

important program attraction without detracting from the feature offering.
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FAMOUS MELODY
Produced by

James A. Fitzpatrick

with
Special Musical Score

Prepared by

Dr,

Hugo

Riesenfeld

See the fascinating story of the world's

famous songs

on the screen

Hear the

thrilling,

romantic music in the fine special
is loaned to you, without charge,

musical score which
with the film.

A

novelty that in interest and presentation rivals your
big feature.
Pictures made for the music in the actual
places mentioned in the songs.

A

series of one reel pictures, each of which reaches
the heart, appeals to the eye and charms the ear.

NOW

READY;

"Songs of Ireland," "Songs of Scothind"
and "Songs of Enghind."

Pafhepicture
TRADE

w

MARK.

February

6

,
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1926

For the First
Time in History
a

Judge Plans

a<y,

Renders a
Decision Based
on what a News
ancl

Shows

Reel

Movie in Court is Test
Of Mother Love For Baby
mother of IreJie and formerly Mrs.
sister-in-law.
two mothers Przybyla's
Instead of threatening to dismemwas most devoted to a chHd they ber
the child with a sword, as did
both claimed w^^ adopted tn "modSolomon to study tl^e emotions
em form by Judge Vmcent M. Kren- Kin^
of the two mothers, Judge Brencan
nan in the Circnrt Court Saturday announced that be would award the

K'ciding

which

of

at th« hearing of a writ ot
Mr,
by
corpus-, obtained

habeas child
Julia

to neither Mrs. Przybyla nor
Mrs. Goosen, but would commit her
Przybyla, 11570 Waltham avenue,
At the very into an institution.
natural mother of a three-year-old
stant the announcement was made
daughter Irene, in her fight to wrest a movie man under Judge Brennan ?
the child from itrs. Irene Goossen, direction trained his canwra on the
fosteraven^ie,
Flanders
12599
two women to record their enio-

{

j

I

•

Of course it was the

Pathe
is

a true

i

between them on a

Behind
chair.
jtidg* stood the motion picture
operator with a camera and his

tile

News
Judge Vincent M. Brennan

_

,

Mil
reactions oa a tilni.
Judge Brennan said he would employ the aid of psychologists in
studying the film and award the
cliild to the clairaant whose features
show the greatest expression of
grief.
His decision will be announced Wednesday, he said.
After tie hearing of testimony,
afternoon.
the
consrun\ed
which
Brennan ordered the two
Judge
women before him and directed
court attaches i>t *t«tce tt»e chiW.
who ifl now living with Mrs. Goosen,
tional

modern

lights.

_/ "In view of the fact
^Court has heard moch

tlvat

tiie

testlmotiy
against both parties in this action,
1 have decided to comnait the child
to an Institution, • annotmced the

Judge.
As the "movio' lights w«re flashed on the women, and the operator
started
camera,
grinding on his
Mrs. Goosen burst into teaxa and.
bending over, clasped the chUd to
her arms, while her 13-year-old soii.
Edward, who sat in the front row
spectators, also began crj'ing.
Mrs. Przybyla made no demonstraof

Solomon.

Uon.

Asked

He

they had any statement
Przybyla
said he was married and had a
home, and wished the child for her
own-so Irene could benefit by these
advantages.
Mrs. Goosen was so
overooroe she could make no .statement.
A large crowd witnessed the erxto

not only showed wisdom in planning the

means by which he could render a just decision,

BUT

make

if

to the court, Mrs.

perlment

He

selected the

most famous motion picture

in the world, the

reposes

its

one in which the public

affection

and confidence,

to carry

out his idea.

PdthiNews Was First.
There Was No Secondf

Today

\^ the courtroortu
Irene, who was bom out of
lock to Mrs. Przybyla Feb, 10, '\iVL,
waA placed in the care of Mrs.
Goosen at the age of six w-eeks. On
Feb. 10, 1925 Mrs. Przybyla wa.s
rnarried to her present husbajid.
Dec. 24 Mrs. Goosen obtained a
decree of divorce from her husband,

w^-

William Goosen, who

is

Mrs. Przy-

byla's brother, but retained possession of Irene. March 20, J.925, Mrs.
Przybyla obtained a writ of habeas

corpus but it could not bo served
on Mrs. GoosexL
A previous writ has been refused
Oct.

24,

1924.

was commenced

The present action
last

week.

Detroit News
Jan. 18

]

I

J
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ItorsBpx-Qffice Itepi
Names of the theatre owners are omitted by agreement in accordance with the wishes of the average
exhibitor and in the belief that reports pubhshed over the signature of the exhibitor reporting, is a dangerous
practice.

Only reports received on
department.

Exhibitors

who

specially prepared blanks furnished by us will be accepted for use in this
value this reporting service are urged to ask for these blanks.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
456
Barriers Burned Away
Camille of the Barbary Coast 772897

450000
506676
456

Fifty-Fifty

Manhattan Madness
Never Say Die

Wyo.
Mo.
Mo.

Rural
1st run

Cal.

run
Rural

Wyo.

Transit
1st

Snow

Poor

Rainy Fair
Stormy Good
Cold
Good
Cold

Fair

F. B. O.
All Around the Frying

Pan
The
Bloodhound, The
Cloud Rider, The
Human Tornado, The
Keeper of the Bees, The

3410
629
3410
456
456
3410
3410
796296
25000
3410
629
3410
629
456
25000

Bandit's Baby,

:

.

Go Gallagher
Midnight Flyer, The
Ridin' the Wind
Lets

FAMOUS PLAYERS
American Venus, The

506676
401158
450000
2500

Ancient Highway, The

Are Parents People?
Argentine Love
Best People, The

Cobra

Female, The

Garden of Weeds, The
Golden Bed, The
Golden Princess, The
Goose Hangs High, The.
Her Love Story
Irish Luck
King on Main

Street,

The

.

.

.

.

Kiss in the Dark, A
Little French Girl, The
Lord Jim

Lovers in Quarantine

Manicure Girl, The
Mannequin, The

A Man Must

Live

Moana

New Brooms
Peter Pan
Pony Express, The
Regular Fellow, A

Sack Cloth and Scarlet
Secret of the Night
Seven Keys to Baldpate

Shock Punch, The
Son of His Father, The

.

45000
796296
12500

2,500

Thundering Herd, The ..
Vanishing American, The.

3000
315652
12500
1131

.

Womanhandled
Worldly Goods

.

Transit

Texas

Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
General
Small town
General
Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
General
1st run
Small town
Small town
Rural
Small town
1st run

Texas

3410

That Royle Girl

First

Mo.

156976
3410
3000
3000
3410
1500
3410
12500
796296
3410
2500
456
3410
796296
25000
12500
3410
796296
12500
401158
3410
506676
796296
3410
2500
3410
3410
45000
12500
3410
2500
629
3410

7.5917

Ten Commandments, The

Ohio

Mich.
Ky.
Tenn.
Ohio
Tenn.
Ohio
Tenn.
Nebr.
Ohio

1500

Splendid Crime, The
Stage Struck

1st

1500
3000
3410
12500
3410
12500
3410
1131

Dressmaker from Paris, The
796836
Enchanted Hill, The

45000
3410
158976
315652
3000

run

Cal.

Tenn.
Ky.
Ky.
Tenn.
Mich.
Tenn.
Ohio

Md.
Tenn.

Texas
Wyo.
Tenn.

Md.
Mass.
Ohio
Tenn.

Md.
Ohio
Ohio
Tenn.
Cal.

Md.
Tenn.

Texas
Tenn.
Tenn.
Iowa
Ohio
Tenn.

Texas
Kans.
Tenn.
Mich.
Iowa

Md.
Ohio
Pa.

Tenn.
Texas
Ky.

Wash.
Ohio
Nebr.
Iowa
Tenn.
Texas

Wash.
Ky.

Run

Mixed
General
Small town
1st run
General
1st run
Small town
1st run
1st run
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
General
General
Small town
Small town
Rural
Small town
Small town
General
1st run
General
General
Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run
General
Small town
General
Small town
1st run
1st run
Small town

Clear
Clear

Stm'y
Stm'y
Clear
Clear
Clear

Cold
Rainy
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

Cold
Clear
Clear
Stm'y
Clear
Clear
Cold
Clear

Rainy
Cold
Clear
Cold
Clear

Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold
Cold
Stm'y
Cold
Clear
Cold
Clear
Stom'y
Cold
Stm'y

Good
Fair
Fair

Good
Poor
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair

Good
Fair

Scar Hanon
Stepping Lively
Tearin' Thru
That Devil Quemado

Three Wise Crooks
Blue Beard's Seven Wives
Chickie
Clothes Make the Pirate
Fine Clothes

Heart

Fair
Fair

Inez from Hollywood

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Knockout, The
Learning to Love

Fair

Sally
Scarlet Saint,

Fair
Fair

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Making Of O'Malley, The

My

Son

New Commandment, The.
Perfect Flapper,

The
Too Much Money
Unguarded Hour, The

We Modems
White Monkey, The
Winds of Chance
Ancient Mariner, The

Fair

Good
Good

Durand

Snow

Fair

Havoc

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold
Cold

Good
Good
Good
Good

Iron Horse,

The
Oh You Tony

Clear
Clear

Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair

Snow

Big

Stm'y
Stm'y

Poor

Clear

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear

Fair

Fair
Big

Wyo.
Wyo.

Rural
Rural

Tenn.
Tenn.

Smalltown
Smalltown

Md.

1st

Mass.
Tenn.
Kans.
Tenn.
Kans.

Mixed

Smalltown

run

Small town
Rural

Cold
Stm'y
Clear
Cold
Clear
Clear
Stm'y
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear

Good
Fair
Fair

Good
Good
Good
Fair

Good
Good
Good
Good

Smalltown

Snow

Fair

Clear
Clear

Poor

Wyo.

Rural
Rural

Mass.

Mixed

Cold

Cal.

1st

Mich.

Smalltown

Md.

Md.
Wyo.

1st run
Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run
Rural
Rural
1st run
Small town
Rural
General
Small town
1st run
Rural

Mich.

Smalltown

Cal.

1st
1st
1st

Good
Good

506676
1500
796296
1500
1500
401158
796836
456
456
506676
1500
456
75917
1500
796296
456
1500
506676
401158
156976
450000
315652
3000
315652

Mich.
Mich.
Ohio
Ohio

Wyo.
Wyo.
Cal.

Mich.

Wyo.
Pa.

Mich.

Ohio
Texas

run

run
run
run

Mo.
Transit
Wash. 1st run
Ky.

Wash.

Small town
1st run

Clear
Clear
Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear

Cold
Clear
Cold
Cold
Clear

Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear

Snow
Clear
Clear

Stm'y

Good
Big

Good
Fair

Poor
Fair
Fair
Fair

Poor
Fair
Fair

Poor
Fair

Good
Big
Fair
Big
Fair
Fair

Clear

Good

Stm'y

Fair

Clear
Clear
Clear

Fair

Good
Good

FOX

Dick Turpin

Snow

.

The

Deadwood Coach, The

Rainy

.

Lillies of the Field

Fair

Cold
Clear

.

The

of a Siren,
Infatuation

Poor

Snow

Rural

FIRST NATIONAL

Good
Good
Good

Good
Good

Smalltown

Tenn.
Kans.
Tenn.

Golden

...

of the Bad Lands.
Strain, The

.

...

The

Kentucky Pride
Lucky Horseshoe, The

Man Who

.

.

796296
25000
3410
2500
796296
401158
506676
2500
3410
3410

Md.

1st

Mass.
Tenn.
Texas

Mixed

Md.
Ohio
Cal.

Texas
Tenn.
Tenn.

run

Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run
1st run

Smalltown
Smalltown
Small town

Cold
Clear
Cold
Clear
Clear
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold

Fair
Fair

Clear
Clear

Good
Good

Rainy

Fair

Clear
Clear

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Good
Good
Good
Fair
Fair

Big

Good
Good

Played Square,

Painted Lady, The

Roughneck, The
Teeth

Thank You
Thunder Mountain
Western Luck
Wheel, The
When the Door Opened.
Winding Stairs, The

.

.

3410
3000
3000
3410
3000
315652
3410
3410
3410
156976
25000

Tenn.
Ky.
Ky.
Tenn.
Ky.

Smalltown
Small town
Small town

Smalltown

Wash.

Small town
1st run

Tenn.
Tenn.
Tenn.

Smalltown
Smalltown
Smalltown

Texas
Mass.

1st

run

Mixed

Cold
Clear
Cold

Rainy

Fair

Cold
Cold

Poor

Stm'y
Stm'y

Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair

Good

METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
Bright Lights

The

Good

Circle,

Fair

Dixie Handicap, The

150000
401158
315652
3000

Neighb'd
Iowa
1st run
Ohio
Wash. 1st run
Smalltown
Ky.

Clear

Rainy

r

c h y nil

6

V

I

19

.

of Wives, An
Great Divide, The
He Who Gets Slapped
Lights of Old Broadway

Exchange

.

.

.

MerryWidow, The (3dwk.
(2d wk.)

Old Clothes

Only Thing, The
Pretty Ladies

Rag Man, The
Romola
Sally, Irene

and Mary

Silent Accuser,
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...

The

Sinners in Silk

Sun Up
Time the Comedian

450000
2717
3000
75917
401158
315652
12500
401158
12500
401158
75917
315652
12500
3000
12500
2717
796830
3000
456
3410
12500
796836

Mo.

Transit

Stm'y

Good

Okla.

Small town
Small town
General
1st run
1st run
General
1st run
General
1st run
General
1st run
General
Small town
General
Small town
1st run
Small town
Rural
Small town
General
1st run

Clear
Clear
Clear

Fair

Ky.
Pa.

Ohio

Wash.
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Pa.

Wash.
Ohio
Ky.
Ohio
Okla.

Ohio
Ky.

Wyo.
Tenn.
Ohio
Ohio

Stm'y
Clear
Clear
Clear

Good
Good
Good
Good
Big
Big

Morals for Men
Paint and Powder
Perfect Clown, The
Shining Adventure,

The

Eagle,

1500
796836
150000

The
Annie Rooney

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Little

Fair
Fair

Family Secrets
His People

Poor

Lorraine of the Lions

Big

Ridgeway of Montana
Rose of Paris, The

Rainy

Good
Good

Clear
Clear

Cold

.

UNITED ARTISTS
Don Q

Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold
Cold
Stm'y

Fair

150000
772897
401158
315652

California Straight Ahead.

Poor

Siege
Sign of the Cactus, The
Slanderers, The

Good

Smouldering Fires

.

.

DIST. CORP.

Awful Truth, The
House of Youth, The
Lightning Rider, The
Private A'Tairs
Road to Yesterday, The

Simon the Jester
Steel Preferred
.Three Faces East
Welcome Stranger

456
456
456
456
506676
401158
796836
315652
796296
796396
456

Wyo.
Wyo.
Wyo.
Wyo.

Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Cal.
1st run
Ohio
1st run
Ohio
1st run
Wash. 1st run
Md.
1st run
Md.
1st run
Wyo. Rural

Clear

Fair

Snow

Poor

Cold
Cold
Cold
Stm'y
Cold
Clear

of

Men

to Jones.

Mass.

Mixed

One Shot Ranger, The

Fair

Ranger

Good

.

of the Big Pines, The
Steele of the Royal Mounted

WARNER

Rainy

Fair

Clash of the Wolves, The

Good

FILL IN THIS

your

'

Clear

Big

Rainy
Stm'y

Good
Good

Cold

Rainy

Good
Good

Clear

Fair

Stm'y
Stm'y
Cold

Good
Good

506676
75917
156976
150000
450000
3410
3410
796296
25000
629
629
796836
2717
315652
506676

Texas
Iowa

1st run
General
1st run
Neighb'd

Mo.

Transit

Tenn.
Tenn.

Small town
Small town
1st run

Cal.

Pa.

Md.

Mixed

Mass.
Kans.
Kans.
Ohio

Clear
Clear
Clear

Good
Poor
Fair

Clear
Clear

Good
Good

Cold
Cold
Clear

Poor

Cal.

Kans.
Kans.
Kans.

Rural
Rural
Rural

Clear
Clear
Clear

Ohio

1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

Okla.

Wash.

Fair
Fair

Stm'y

Rural
Rural
1st run
Small town
1st run
1st run

620
629
629

Pleasure Buyer, The

.

401158
315652
796296
796836
156976

Wash.

Md.
Ohio
Texas

Good
Good

Good
Fair

Good

run
run
run
run
run

Stm'y
Cold

Fair

Clear
Clear

Big
Big

Cold

Fair

Good

BLANK AND MAIL TO—
Dale,..^

In accordance with your request we are reporting herewith the results from a box office angle, with the following pictures, same
The Check Up." It is expressly understoood that under no circumstances will you publish same over my signatwe.

TITLE OF PICTURE

Good

BROS.

Compromise

Motion Picture News, Inc.,
729 7th Ave., New York City

of

Iowa

Small town
1st run
Neighb'd

Fair
Fair
Fair

Fair

Good
Good

Cold

Mich.
Ohio

Clear
Clear
Cold

VITAGRAPH

Good

Lady Windermere's Fan
25000

Ohio

Wash.

Stm'y

Neighb'd
1st run
1st run
1st run

Good
Poor

STATE RIGHTS
Enemies

What Happened

Cold

Clear

Mo.

UNIVERSAL
Arizona Sweepstakes

Sporting Life

PRODUCERS

Iowa

DISTRIBUTED BY

CONDITION
of PRINT

EXCHANGE CITY

Fair,

REPORT
Big,

Poor
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Good,
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State

Goods

Fair,

Poor

Motion Picture News
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CLASSIFIED
RATES

AD SECTION

lo cents a word for each insertion, in advance
Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.

except

:

WANTED.— Theatre,

Wanted
AT LIBERTY.— Manager;
10 years' theatrical and motion picture exadexploitation,
perience
vertising and ideas. Box 460,
Motion Picture News, New
live wire;

400

more seats in mid-west
town of 5000 or more populaor

Theatre, 6646 Parnell
Ave., Chicago.

tion.

;

York

City.

AT LIBERTY.—Manager
16 years pictures; go any•where; wife piano or organ.
Box 600, Motion Picture
News, New York City.

—

PROJECTIONIST

of wide
city experience seeks position
prein small town at once
fer states of New Jersey,
;

New York

or Pennsylvania
willing to accept moderate
salary highest kind of references
8 years with present
employer write me and I
will give you more details
about myself. Address, Chief,
Motion Picture News, 729
7th Ave., New York City.
;

;

;

AT L I B E R T Y—Af ter
Feb.

high-powered pub-

15,

man-

director, theatre

licity

For Sale
BANNERS. —

CLOTH
3x15

$1.40,

feet,

3

colors,

any copy up to 15 words;
one day service; ssnt anywhere also Bargain Paper
;

Banners. Associated Advertisers,
111 W.
18th St.,

Kansas City, Mo.

WILL

sell basic
patents
"Aiselite, " designed to
illuminate aisles; this device
is used in many prominent

on

but not manufactured at present; patent expires in 1937; if interested,
communicate with patentee.
I. I. Hanee, Meriden, Conn.
theatres,

FOR SALE.—Motion
ture theatre

;

pic-

town of famous

summer

resort of over 5,000;
seats 700;
only theatre in Tannersville,

equipped;

fully

ager and advertising expert
a showman with years of experience, with all leading

N. Y.

Broadway

business with all high class
equipment (594 seats), in-

protheatrical
entercircus
prises have no equal in the
show business, as a strong
opposition billing agent thousands of would-be publicity
men now using my original
will locate any place
ideas

ducers

and

;

;

;

in United States where I can
get a reasonable salary for
good services age, 39 ex;

;

appearance

producer of stage presentations;
recognized
any
reference,
showman in the world. Wire
or write, Chas. A. Koster,
5331 Skillraan Ave., Woodside, Long Island.

cellent

MANAGER
jfive

years'

.Broadway
"house

Box
News,

;

;

New York

Manager at
week owing to

City.

consolidation

;

;

weeks

special

events with box
62.5,

Motion

New York

office

and
value

expert.

Box

Picture

News.

City.

$rrfctt ^ulttttic |}rogratn

SO GORGEOUS THAT

IT

WILL AWE

YOU—
SO UNUSUAL THAT
EPIC—

FT 15

A SCREEN

^^m

new

green finish theatre
chairs always a large stock
of used chairs on hand immediate
shipment
lowest
prices.
Theatre Seating Co.,
845 S. State St., Chicago, 111.

mariner

;

;

;

"FREE TO LOVE"
CLARA BOW « DONALD KEITH

The

the
Slitcicnt
'jr"-'-

JBarincr

;

;

Theatre
next
liberty

have managed
of theatres
cinema, two-a-day and combination houses highest references; producer presenta-

exploitation

FOR SALE. — 300
veneer

Two machines long lease
only theatre in county seat
of 1500 leaving state must
sell at once; rea.sonable; one-

Picture

9

City.

references.

RECOGNIZED

tions,

cluding Page organ with both
hand and mechanical consoles, in one year old attraction neighborhood theatre in
city of over 100,000 in northern Indiana; building for
rent. Address, Box 620. Motion Picture News, New York

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE AND EQUIPMENT.

Motion

ANCIENT
MARINER'

FOR SALE.— Picture

assistant;

or

"THE

Byck.

experience with
picture
motion

excellent
630,

J. J.

half

cash,

;

balance, terms.
Braswell,

Mrs. Lillian M.
Eddyville, Ky.

FOR SALE
700 Haywoo d-Wakefield
Veneer Theatre Chairs. Used
less than 90 days.
William J.
Dunn, Academy Bldg., Fall
River, Mass.

1

Press book suggestions and ad materials have been
extensively used by exhibitors in their newspaper displays for the Fox screen version of "The Ancient
Mariner" The ads shown in the group above are
representative of the manner in which this production
They were run by the
is being sold to the public.
Knickerbocker, Nashville, Tenn.; Strand, Seattle,
Wash.; Fulton, Jersey City; Alamo. Louisville, Ky.;
Parkway, Baltimore; Peoples, Portland. Ore.

February

6

1926

,
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i^tEimAe
Rialto Theatre

NEW YORK

Film Numbers

CITY

Paramount

(

Capitol Theatre

,

)

(

(

The

)

Eivoli Theatre

—

The American
Film Numbers
Winter
(Paramount),
Venus
Sports at St. Moritz (Scenic),
Rivoli Movievents and Topics of

Day

D.

(/'.

(Selected).

—

"Pique Dame"
"The Garden of

Musical Program
(Overture),

Kama"

(A Publi.x: PresentaPubtion), "A Fashion Revue"
(

Presentation in three parts,
including special orchestra and
"The American \'enus"
Eialto Theatre
lix

Pilm Numbers

—The Yankee Senor

(Fox),

Rialto
C'inemevents
(Selected), Buster's Skyrocket
(Universal), The June Bride
Aesop Fable
Musical
Program
Selections
from "The
Fortune
Teller"
(Overture), Trumpet Virtuoso,
Character Impersonations (Musical
number in five parts),
"Lonsomest Girl in Town" (Organ Novelty).
(

—

)

Colony Theatre
Film
Numbers

—The Skyrocket
(Assoc.
Exhibitors),
Colony
Current Events.
—
Musical Program "Palm Beach
Frolics" (B. S. Moss Presentation of nine numbers with fea-

and

tined

artists
seml)le)

Cameo Theatre
Xumliers

iMi'ieC

Colony

— Lady

WinderBros.),

Number s — California
Ahead (Universal).

—

Priigram \'audeville.
Astor Theatre
Film Numliers The Big Parade
Metro-Goldwyn-^Mayer
Con]\lll^i(•al

—

(

)

,

tinned.

—

(organ recessional

—

Stella
Dallas
(I'nited Artists), Conl inued.

Warner

Bros. Theatre

Film

—

Numliers The !Tea Beast
(Warner Bros.), Continued.
Geo. M. Cohan Theatre
Film Xninbers Ben Hur (Metro-

—

;ol(h\ yii-.Mayer

«

)

,

Continued.

Embassy Theatre
Film Numbers The Merry Widow

—

(

)

LOS ANGELES

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

tinued.

) ,

Con-

Program)

)

— Orchestra

Program

Metropolitan Theatre

organ special; Dancing Review

News.

—
——

Producers Dist. Corp.
Wide
Faces
Pathe
Pathe
News.
Musical Program
Prologue to
Feature
Overture
State Theatre
Film Numbers ^Dance Madness
(

) ,

Open

(

)

,

—

(

)

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Wrestler

(Fox),

)

,

The

International

News and Kinograms.
Program
"Charleston

—

Contest", Organ Solos.

Pantages Theatre
Film Numbers The Yankee Senor
(Fox), Pathe News.

—

iMusical

Program

Forum Theatre
Film Numbers

—Vaudeville.

—

-Steel Preferred
Dist.
Corp.), Buster's
Nightmare (Universal)", Inter-

national News, Kinograms.
Program
Orchestra
(Overture), Soprano soloist.
Hill Street Theatre-

—

^Musical

-

—

Numbers The New Commandment
(First
National),

Film

Pathe News, Aesop Fable.

—

Musical Program -Vaudeville.
Million Dollar Theatre

—

Film Numbers The Merry Widow
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Con(

tinued.

) ,

(State

on stage

Chicago Theatre
liim Numbers -"Lights of Old
Broadway "
(Metro-GoldwynNews
Ma.\er
International
iGoldwyn), Feli.x Cartoon.
Musical Progam "Merry Wives
of Windsor," (Overture), "Cla])

—

.

—

—

I'

ern

Melodies,"

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Adventures of Mazie "(F. B." 0.),
Kinograms.

;Mary

Rialto

(

Program

—

,

(

Ntimbers

Pai

amount

.Musical

(

,

"Mannequin,"
News Weekly,

Literary
Educational

(L'niversal)

Framed

)

—

Digest;

,

Program

—

)

"Carmen,"

(Overture),
"Classical
Jazz,"
(Specialty), Don Alvin, Violin(Specialty), "That Certain
ist,
Party,"
(Organ Solo)
"The

Roval Welsh Fusileers." (Specialty
Capitol

TheatreNumbers "The

—

Pleasure,"
(Fox),
(Universal),
(Selected).

Palace

News

Views

Musical
garian

mandy,"'
.'\l)aches

of

and

Cartoon.

Program — "Second
Rhapsody,"

and

(Overture),
North,"

of the

Hun"Nor-

"The
(Speci-

alty), "1 Never Knew," (Organ
Solo), "The Charleston Wedding," (Presentation).

Orpheum Theatre
Film
(

—

Ntimbers His
\Aarner Brothers

.Jazz
)

Sally,

Irene

Theatre-

—The

Fool

(Fo.x).

BALTIMORE
Century Theatre
Film Numbers A Woman of the
World (Paramount), The Fight-

—

ing Dude
(Fox).

(Educational),

News

—

Musical Program Dancing and
Jazz Selections (Special Orchestra), Orchestra, Organ.
Garden Theatre
Film Numbers Two Fisted Jones
(Universal),
Fighting
The
Tailor (Fox), Felix at the Rainbow's End (Educational Car-

—

toon
Iron Trail Around the
World (Fox Varietv), News
Weekly (Fox).
^I u s i c a 1 Program
Vaudeville,
)

,

—

)

Film

—

and .Mary (Dancing Trio).

"Mannequin,"
(Paramount), News and Views

Film

)

Film Numbers

(Universal), Felix Cartoon.
Program "A Bouqtiet of
Favorite Clasics," (Overture),
"A Lesson In Love," (Organ
Honeymoon,"
Solo
"The
(Presentation)

num-

Strand TheatreFilm Numbers Sally, Irene and

(Presentation)

—

orchestra

Beauty contest.

bers;

Musical

Uptown Theatre

)

Des Moines Theatre
ilm Numbers
The American
^'enus (Paramount), What's in
a
Nose?
(Pathe), Universal
News.
Mtisical
Program
" Easy
to
Please," organ special; "South-

Here Comes Charlie,"
(Organ Solo), Waring's Pennsylvanians in "Camptis Frolic''

Hands

TheatreNumbers

Rose

—

CHICAGO

)

Film

(

The American
Pathe
(Paramount),

Venus

)

—

Film Numbers Mannequin (Paramount), International News and
Kinograms.
^Musical Program
Jazz Revue.
Figueroa Theatre
Film Numbers Paint and Powder

—
—

(Educational),

—

-Musical

Overture and Organ.

TheatreNumbers Spanish

Capitol

Right), The Fighting
Dude (Educational), Fox News.
Musical Program "My Bonnie,''

Film Numbers The First Year
(Fox), The Fighting Tailor
Fox
Fox and Pathe News.

Musical

Pleasure

(Warner Bros.).
Paramount Empress Theatre
The Wedding
Film Numbers
Song (Producers Dist. Corp.),

Film

,

Than

Inter-

Btiyers

Criterion Theatre

(

,

PES MOINES

Numbers —-The

Tivoli

—

)

Program — "Hotter

Ever" (Presentation and Specialty

Necks

—

(Prod.

Apollo Theatre
Film Numbers

(

^lusical

Pal

Silent

Rubber

Lightly
Step
Pathe News.
Victory Theatre
l<"ilm
Ntimbers

—

Musical

Broadway Theatre
Straight

'J'lieatre,

bii

Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatre
Film Numliers "That Royle Girl"
(Paramount), Strand Topical
Review (Selected).
"Slavonic
Musical
Program
Rhapsody" (Overture), "Revue
Populaire", "Rememuer" (Dance
Number), "Then I'll Be Happy"
soprano),
(duet,
tenor
and
"Who," and "I Wonder Where
My Baby is Tonight" (tenor
solo), "In a Chinese Garden"

(

(Warner

I'^ui

Eii-

(iiitmued.

Film

the Garden
MiUcauJcee.

in

BROOKLYN

)

Fihji

C.)

"New Mark Strand

Frolics" (A revue consisting of
six acts by featured artists and
the Strand Ballet and staff).

the

Ihd
nilumn ad for '•Three Faces East"
used

v:liite effects

)

(Overture),

—

Numbers The Splendid
Road
First National
News

I'^ilm

luitional News.
Pantages Theatre
I''il7n

(

r.'cVickers Theatre

)

(Pathe), Pathe Review,

Hhick and

Horse

Iron

)

(Pathe).

The

R.),

(S.

tiolos.

— The Reckless
Lady (First National), Topical
Review Selected
—"March Slav"
JMusical Program

National
(Fox), Interna-

—

"Anitra's
Dance" from "Peer Gynt" (Ballerina), "Ballet of the Snow"
(Ballerina and Ballet), Organ

Strand Theatre
Film Numbers

—

New Com-

Kineraa Theatre
Film Numbers The

vocal duet),

d,

c,

Monroe Theatre
Film Numbers The
Fox

First

Btirglar

—The Eagle (United

Artists).

tional News.

(Baritone
Star"
•Evening
Solo), "Neapolitan Nights" (a,
ilj,

(

Film Numbers

(

—

mandment

—

"Tannhauser''

,

)

American Theatre
Mlm Numbers The

)

Overture

Royle Girl
Continued.

SALT LAKE CITY

—

Film Numbers^ -Dance Madness
The
Metio-Goldwyn-Mayer
Scenic
Land of the Moose
(Selected),
Magazine
Capitol
Dolly Gray (Red Seal).
"March" from
r\Iusical Program
(

^oosevelt Theatre

—That

Ihide

Orebestra, Organ.

Hippodrome
Film Numbers All Around Frying Pan (F. B. 0.), Take Your
Time (Pathe), Green Archer,
No.
(Pathe Serial), Aesop
Keith's

—

News

(Pathe).
Vaudeville,
Orchestra, Organ.
Fable,

Musi c a

1

Program

—

Warner's Metropolitan
Film Numbers The Enchanted
Hill
(Paramount), Weak But
Willing (Educational), Aesop's

—

Fable,

News

(Pathe),

Inno-

Motion Picture N
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(Fox), Corned v (Pathe), News
(Pathe).
Musical Program Overture, orchestra and organ. Vaudeville.
Keith-Albee St. James Theatre

—

—

Film Nunil)ers When the Door
Opened (Fox), Comedy (Pathe),

—

" PR JJVCESSS

W!EK
o^gll

chestra ;ni(l organ.
Loew's State Theatre

—

and organ; "Garden
instruiiieiital.

l""ilm

atril.tnfj

ilixjjhiii

United Artistn' "Vohrn''
Thratrr. Xcir

liijUK

fenw

lined

fui

tin

hi/

Hnrcii, Conn.

A

(Patlie color),

Date

in

Egypt (Pathe scenic).
Selections from
^Musical Program
"Rose Marie" (Overture), Or-

—

Colonial Theatre

—

(

Metro-Goldwvn

Theatre

Film

Numbers

— Lights

Old

of

B r o a d w a y (Metro-GoldwynMayer
A Salty Sap Educational), News (Pathe).
Musical Program "Gems of Olden
)

—

Days"

(Overture), Dance
cialty, Orcliestra, Organ.

Parkway Theatre
Numbeis Soul

—

Spe-

Mates

(Metro-(!(iid\vvn-Mayer
His
Wooden Wedding (Pathe), Topics of the Day (Pathe), Kino)

,

grams.
Musical Program Selections from
"Eose Marie" (Overture), Orchestra, Organ.
Rivoli Theatre

—

—

Numbers The Unguarded
Hour
First National
News

P'ilm

(

) ,

Flaming

(Pathe),

Flappers

Pathe
" Hungarian
Musical
Program
Fantasia" (Overture), "Hejre
Kati" (Violin Solo), Specialty
(Vocal and piano selections),
"H Trovotore" and " 'Neath
Blue Italian Skies" (Organ Se-

—

)

tional

BOSTON

—

FanProgram Grand
from "Faust" (overture),
"Garden Scene" from "Faust"
vocal prologue

Allen
F'ilm

)

Theatre—
Numbers Hands Up (Para-

—

Buster's
Nose Dive
Kelly
Color
( L^niversal
(Pathe), Pathe News, Topics of
the Day.

mount),

)

,

Program

Musical

—

"If

I

Were

King" (overture), "I Love My
Baby," Quartette from "Rigoletto"

(vocal).

Film Numbers

— Winds

Chance
(First National), Trap Door
Spider (S. R.), Flaming Affair

(Fox).
Musical
Program

of

—Organ

—

^lucli iloney
National
Wide Open
Faces (Pathe), Felix Grabs His
(inil)
Topics of the
(S. R.
Dav (Pathe), Kinograms.
F^irst

)

,

,

—

News

Ediicational
tional
Musiciil Program
organ.
(

,

)

—O

)

(Interna-

v e

i-

t

u

r e,

KEEPER.
OF THE

GENE STRATTON
PORTERS GREATEST NOVEL

BEES>!-.

—

Xurnbers
-Rocking Moon
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), Morals for

Men

(

)

,

Pathe
Musical Program
organ and organ
(

)

—-Overt u r

Numbers

e,

solos.

— .Memory

Lane

(First National), Comedy (Educational ) News ( Pathe )

Program—Overture,

COMEDY
"Moonriitht

—

"Wgmory tafw"~fTIH Saj^^j Most

-^Vhy

Beoulilul Love Story

di\pUtii ad for l-'irst
•'Miiiiorii' Iauik" used Ijii

Xational's
the Prin^esn thmtre, Hartford. Conn.

—

^lusical Program
"Rienzi" (overture), .Jazz Unit: "Tie Me to
Your Apron Strings," "Lone-

some Me," "Carissima"
(soprano solo)
Reade's Hippodrome
Film Numbers What Ha])pened

—

to

.Jones

News

(Universal), Charley
(Pathe), International

rogram

)

No Nan-

ette" (overture). Vaudeville.
Keith's East 105th St—

Numbers

—

^Vhat Happened
Jones
(Universal),
Long
Pants (Pathe), Aesop's Fables
(Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Program "Popular Song
Hit Revue" (overture). VaudeF'ilm

to

—

ville.

Theatre—
Numbers Fighting
F^dge
Warner Bros.
Bull and Sand
(Mack Sennett), Pathe News.
Musical
Program Popular orCircle
F'ilm

—
)

,

—

chestral overture, \'audeville.

KANSAS CITY
Theatre
Film Numbers
Cobra (Paramount), Newman Mirror (Selected), Newman Events
(Local

—

)

Musical

Program

— "The

F\)rtune

Teller" (Overture), "The

Swan"

(danseuse; cellist), "Along the
Missouri"
(Surprise Novelty,
National Quartet), "Don't Wait
Too Long" (Organ Novelty),

(Oragn Solos).
Liberty Theatre
F'ilm

Numbers

—.Sporting

Royal TheatreFilm Numbers "The Wanderer,"
Paramount, Royal Mirror (Selected), Royal Events (Local).
-Musical Program
"Atmospheric
Selections" (Overture), Organ
Solos.

(

at

Preseiitaticni

Act
Loew's Warfield Theat
Numbers
Film
Tumbleweeds
(United
Artists),
Careful
)

—

Please

F^ducational)

(

Oii-

,

I'SNavy
International News. Kinograms.
Musical
Program "The Rhapsody in Blue"
Piano 0mm
ture),
"Thanks
for
Bugf:\
^lany Shores

(

)

,

—

-

(

(Fan-

Ride," "Specialty Ideas"

Marco

clion

ld(?a

F'ilm

)

Number

— Skyrocket

Girl

From

(AssiPi.

Exhibitors). Salty Sap (Educational), Parisian Modes in
Color
(Educational),
Kino-

grams.

Program

.Musical

Prince

—

"Student

Selections"

(Overturi
Prelude" (Pre-

"Atmospheric

.

eiitation Act
Imperial Theatre
Film Nuinl)ers The Gold Rush
(United Artists), Continued.
I

—

Wilkes TheatreFilm Numbers The Big Parade
Met ro Goldwyn-Mayer
Cameo Theatre
Film Numbers Two Foisted Joiu-s

—

)

(

—

(Universal), I Do (Assoc. V.\hibitors). International News.
Musical
Program "The Night
Boat Selection" (Overture).

—

Union Square Theatre
Film
Numbers Quick
CiiiUKc
(S.
R. ), Fox Comedy. Patlif
News.
Musical Program Vaudeville.

—

—
—

Goldengate Theatre
Numbers The
iilm
F'iglitinir
llcjirt
(Fox), Sneezing Bee\ is
(Pathe). Pathe News.
Musical Program ^'audevilIe.

Queen

—
HOUSTON
Theatre
Numbers — "Cobra"

(ParaFilm
mount). Comedy (Edueationan
News (Pathe), Queen-Chronicle

News

(local).

Musical

Program

—

"Naughty

Narietta'' (Orcliestra overture).
Organ Solo ("Loving You"), Orchestra and Organ Selections.
Capitol Theatre-

Film Numbers

—

(First

"The Beautiful
National),

KinoComedy, Educational
grams).
Musical Program "Popular Hits"
(Overture),
Organ and Or(

.Montmartre"
F'irst National),
Pathe News, Educational Short
Subjects.

—"Twenty

Program
Dans"

City,"

(

,

Review.
-Musical
Coffee

Life

(Universal), His Wooden Wedding (Pathe), Aesop's Fables
(Pathe), International News.
.Musical Program
"Coronation
March"
(Psychic
(herturcs
Novelty) Organ Solos.

—

.Author Jvaturcd in two-column display for J<\ B. O.'s "The Keeper of
the Bees'' used b.ii the Rialto, Dcs
Moines.

—

)

St Francis Theatre

—"No

(ITniversal

Musical

Main Street Theatre
Film Numbers "The

or-

cliestra and organ. Vaudeville.
Keith-Albee Boston TheatreFilm Numbers The Golden Strain

CONRAD NAGEL

—

M«fk Scnnr

,

Musical

and

you 'Th. D.|u«r«UB Ag.

—

Gordon's Washington Street Olympia Theatre

Film

JTAHL, who nyf

—

Stereoscopic
S.
R.
(Pathe), Fables (Pathe), News

i

Granada Theatre
Film Number-; The Best Bad
Man Fox Wide Open Faces^l
(Pathe), Pathe News. Pathe'
(

JOKN M

I

Fenway Theatre
Film

by

Newman

Park TheatreFilm Numbers Too

Beacon and Modern Theatres
Rocking IMoon
Film Numbeis
(Prod. Dist. Corp.), As No Man
Has Loved
Comedy
(Fox),

ELEANOR BOARDMAN

over-

ture, \'audeville.

)

witli

(

State Theatre-

—

(

My Boy

tasie

(

lections), Orchestra, Oigan.

News.

Musical

(

—

Film

(

Stillman TheatreFilm Numbers Phantom of the
(Universal),
InternaOpera

(

,

continued.

)

CLEVELAND

diestra, Organ.

New

—

(I'ni-

Program "Grand Fan-;
tasia from Rigoletto"
(Over
ture), "Kol Nidre"'
(Violin),,
".Medley
of
Russian
AirsSpecial

Four column

Stella
Dallas
Film
Numbers
(United Artists) continued.
Majestic Theatre
Film Numbers The Big Parade

People

(Fox), International News.

-M«ae

—

— His

Miisieial

Stage

Overture, oi.Musical Program
chestra,
organ recital, tenor
solos, special stage production.

Numbers

versal).
Sweet Marie (Fox) J
Iron Trail Around the Worl

—

tlircc-iotuiiiii

'

) ,

SAN FRANCISCO

of

Metropolitan Theatre
Film Numbers Bluebeard's Seven
\\i\cs (First National), Flaming Att'air (Fox), Topics of the
Day
(Inter(Pathe), News
)

*

hit

California Theatre

Production.

national

lee

,

—

and

ocal

— "Knee Deep
(

Roses," tenor solo; "Collegians,"
\

Program

(Overture)
"Headij
Over Heels In Love,'
B,"
Organf
Novelty), (Organ Solos).

Day (Pathe), Aesoj)'s
News (Pathe).
Program Overture, or-

cliestra

\\'ut-

Aesop's Fables

.

)

(Pathe), Pathe News.
s

lANE

-

)

.Musical

—

(F. B. O.

[Musical

in

Memorv

X'audeville.

Film Numbers
His Secretary
Topics
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
of the
Fables,

Solos.

Pantages Theatres
F'ilm Nunibeis
"Flaming

Dasies,"

—

Musical

Musical Program
"Popular Selections"
(Overture),
Organ

ers"

Will Live Again

the

of

Hk palla Ihit Itiid Ihrm^h lift iJa h^mitit » memory Imt

Your Love Dreams

Day (Pathe),
(Pathe), News (Pathe).
Program Overture, or-

Topics
Fables

c ic s

)

—

chestra.

,

(

F e b r u a r-y

6

19

,

—

—

Numbers

J'ilin

Man,"

—

—

and

—

Best

••'Jliu

Aesops

(Fox),

News (Pathe).
Program
Miisieal

Bad

Fables.

—

—

"Popular
Organ and

(Overture),
^'audeville.
Orchestra,

Hits"

Theatre

Isis

—

Film Numbers
Comedy,
(

"The

(

—

—

Home
''riie
Numbers
Film
Maker," (Universal), Comedy.
(P^ducational

—

Organ

MILWAUKEE
Alhambra Theare
— Man
Film Nundjers
Hros.

and

on ine

—

)

Strand Theatre
Film
Numbeis
VVonianiiandlcd
(Paramount).
Liekety
Split
(Educational
Kiiiograms.
Musical Program "Wild West"

—

—

,

Stage Presentaliou

)

TheatreNumbers

—Tiie

Film

Road

to

Yesterday (Prod. Dist. Corp.),
Kinograms, Felix Comedy.
Musical Program O r c h c s t r a
(Overture), Oigan Selection.
Garden Theatre
Film Nundjer.s Paint and Powder

—

—

(Prod. Dist. Cor|).). Felix Car-

Comedy

toon,

(

News.
Musical
ialt

Kox

)

—

—

Woman

of the

Paramount
Musical Program 0\erture
W^orld

cliestra

(

)

—

,

Vaude\

IIkiiic

)

(Or

illc.

Warner's State Theatre
Film Nundiers
Steel
Preferred
(Produceia Dist. Coi]).), War-

—

News Weekly (Selected),
Fun From the Press, Too Many
Babies (Century Comedy).
Musical Program Special Orchesner's

—

tra Presentation,

no

ttscd 'by the Alamo theatre,
i^nuisriile.

(Fox) ad

Musical Program

— Novelty

Piano

Solos.

Liberty Theatre

Film Numbers Irish Luck (Paramount), Your Own Back Yard

(Comedy),
International
and
News.
Musical
Program "Bompiet of

—

Lil)erty

Melodies" (0\('rture).
Pantages Theatre
Film Nundjers Thunder Mountain (Fox), Aeso]i Fable, Pathe
(l|ii'ratic

—

News.
.Musical

Program

— \'audc\

Strand TheatreFilm Nundiers Wbeu

—

ille.

the

Opened F\)\
.My Stars
edy
Fo.\ News.
(

)

)

Dour
(CoiTi-

,

,

Program

Internat ional

Missouri Theatre
L'ilm Xund)ers
".\ Woman of the
W Orld," (Paramount), Missouri
Magazine.
Musical
Program
Orchestral

—

—

overture. Organ accomjianimciii
S[)ecial stage presentation.

Goldwyn-Mayer), Selected
Views and Tours.

'.News,

—

Program
Orchestral
overture and popular nundiers.

Organ selections. On stage. \'ocal. Dance and musical niuuiiers.
West End Lyric and Capitol
Theatres
"7
Film
Numbers
Days"
(Producers Dist. (^orp. ), "Live
Cowards," Ivlucational
Kinogram News and Views.
Musical
Progiam
Orchestral,
Organ, Vocal and Dance Num(

Blue Mouse Theatre
Film
Nundieis Ifogan's

—

Alley
Fable,

(Warner Bros.), Aesop
International News.
Musical Program Selections from
"The Red Mill" (Overture).

—

Coliseum Theatre

—

Numbers The New Commandment
(First
National),
Slip])ery Feet
Comedy ), Pathe
(

News, Kinograms.
I'rogram
"Musical
Jubilee" (Overture), "Remembering" (Orchestra Novelty).
Columbia Theatre
Film Nundiers What Hapiiened
to Jones (l^niversal
Felix Cartoon, International News.

—

—

)

,

)

bers.

Su])pose,"

(First
National),
News and
^'iews (Selected).
ilusical Program
Orclu^stral, \'ocal. Oi'gan and Dance Xumliers.
Kings and Rivoli Theatres
Film Nundiers "W hen ilusban<ls
Flirt,"
R.),
(Comedy),
(S.

—

—

News and Views.
Musical Program Orchestral SeNumbers.
lections. Vocal
At
T\ings only
Fifteen winners of
local movie star contest.

—

—

Film

X'umbers

—Stage

Struck

—

)

Shea's Hippodrome

Stanley Theatre
Film Nundjers
His
Secretary
Metrcj (ioldwyn
St a n e y
-

(

)

Magazine

(First

Program

Musical

Comedy.
"Mile. Mo-

—

)

,

(Overture),
Stanley
Symphony Orchestra "Flower
from an Old Bou<piet" "Blossom
Time" (.Soprano and Baritone
duets).
"Pampadour
Ballet"
extra attraction

Comedy.

Theatre —

Fox

)

—

Film Number.s The Yankee Senor
(Fox), Fox News.
Musical Program "La Donna e
Mobile"
(Tenor
Solo),
"Lo,
Hear the Gentle Lark" (Soprano

—

"Remember"
(Duet),
"Gypsy Airs" (Vicjlin solo), "1
Hear You Calling .Me" (\iolin
Solo), Song and Dance Diversolo),

Stanton TheatreFilm Numbers Tliat

—

Royle

Tlirl

Paianiduut
Karlton Theatre
Film Nundier The .Spendid Cjinie
.

)

Paramount

)

(

Xtimiiei-

the

Top

cal

Act).

— ilike

Goldwyn-Mayer),
Sailor

(

(Orchestra

— The

Dark

.\nsel

Fiist National).

—

Nuudier Tlic Big
.Metro-Goldwyu-Mayer
Victoria Theatre
(

.\undiei

l'"ilm

Nancy

Pre ^ton

Corp.).
Capitol Theatre
l''ilni
Xundiei-

—

(

I'arade

—"Bits
—

—

)

,

^'audeville.

Shea's North ParkFilm Nundiers The Iron Horse
(Fox), North Park Pictorial
(Selected)

—

-Musical

Program

Fantasie"

vs.

Dist.

New Olympic
Numbers

Film

'

— Sporting

Capitol Theatre

'Take-A-Cliar,cc

— .Mannequin

(Para-

Scenic

(

S.

Program— "William

R.

)

Tell"

Rouml

the

World

with "Whafll I do" (novelty).
Spanish singer and dancer.
Branford Theatre
I'ilin Nundicr.s
Too Much .Money
(First Xational), Comedy (Educational), X'ews (Pathe), Local
Latls.

—

Pr(jgram Excerpts from
"Scjmetime" (overture), "Down
by the Winegar Works (organ

.Musical

eccentric

|i(irted

Capitol

Oruaii

Life

—

—

Xumbers
Little
Annie
Rooney (United Artists), Capi-

(International)

solo),

"American

(Universal).
Keep
Smiling
(Assoc.-Exhibitors),
The Big
City (Comedy), Olympic News
(International
Musical Progiam S(dections bv
Special Orchestra.

Film

mount), Comedy (Pathe). Xew>

(oxerture).

—

(Orchestra),

CINCINNATI

P(

Pn

Mosque Theatre

.Musical

Hits"

(

tol

^I

.Xuniliers

of

Lafayette Square
Film
Numbers The
Masked
Bride
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Pathe Comedy, Kincjgrams.
Musical
Program
Selections
from "The Vagabond King"
(Orchestra
Organ
Solo,

)

Week."
I'ilm

Loew's

)

\'aud('ville.

).

)

Aldine Theatre
I'^ilni

(.MetroMisfit

The

Educatioiuil

News (Pathe).
Musical Program

on

World" (Musi-

of the

Solo.

—

(

Review

HiiJ]iodronie

Loew's State
Film
Numbers

)

Arcadia Theatre
Film XunilicT- The .Meiry Widow
Metio-! ioldwvu-.Mayer
Palace Theatre
I'ilm

Dark Angel
(hir
Gang

Program — "Sitting

Musical

diste"

(

—The

National),

•(Selected)

1

.

Selected

(

—

Grand Central Theatre

—"Just

BUFFALO
Shea's Buffalo

News

(Selected).

u s c a 1 Program
(Overture)
i

by dozen

dancer,

— Orchestra

Walnut TheatreFilm .Xumbers As No ^lan Has

—

Loved
(Fox),
Aesop Fable.
^Musical

Pathe

News,

— Orchestra..
—

,

—

Film Numbers

—

tra

PHILADELPHIA

(

LOUIS

^[usical

—

Nundjers \Vhen the Door
Opened (Fo.x), O. Henrv comedy (Fox), News (Fox)."
Musical ]jrogram "Songs of the
Filnj

Museum." Public Presentation.
"Blue Danube" Waltz (Orches-

FYirest"
of

—

Charleston Contest.

ST.

Fox Terminal

"Mothers

(

^lusical

dies" (overture).

(Overture),

the

in

tissement.

—

SEATTLE

^lusical

t

l.iiiinc"

Loew's State Theatre
I'ilm Ninnbers ".Mike," (.Metro-

PITTSBURGH

l*'ilm

in

•'Hast

—

,

)

Film Numbers

Jciiliirt'il

for

(VsiiUiji

Pathe

,

Program Organ Spec"Tomorrow .Morning."

Wisconsin Theatre
Film Numbers A

hue

(

—

Interna-

),

News, Sj)orts in
the
Great Northwest (Scenicl.
Musical Program "Seven Ages of
Man" (Overture), "Swiss Song
Bird" (Stage), Dance' (Stage

)

IAUMO0

Alley

the
World"
(Siiecial Stage Presentation).

—

i DAILY

Motliir

tional

Presentation

LOU TELI.EGEN''KAARJ0R1C DAW'-LYOIA KNOTT
FRAMK KEENAN-BELLf BCNNETT-^AUL PANZER
LESLIE- FENTON

i''iiniii

'I'be

(Warner

ALMA PUBENS'' EDMUND LOWE

'^

— Hogan's

(Warner Bros.), New Brooms
Paramount
Kincjgrams.
Musical Program "Popular Melo-

(Paramount), Sheas Buttalo
Mermaid Comedy.
^Musical
Program "The
Dime

Nuts (Cartoon).
Musical Program "The Mill

BARCAIN SHOWS'

News (Fox).

,

)

Musical Pi'ogram
Piano Selections.

WITH A REMARKABLE CAST

Numbers

Film

—

(First National), Capitol Thea(Selected), Ko-Ko
tre Digest

)

OrchestraHialto Theatre

(

Film

Jazz

overture)
Rialto Theatre(

TheatreNumbers The Dark Angel

Capitol

— Classical

Program

^lusical

Dav" (overture).

,

Intei'iiational

Merrill

ALL LOVeSTORICS

National),
News
Hducational)

Musical Program "Concert Overture" (Orchestra), Organ and

Box

THE OfieATlST OF

.S])lendid

PAUL

ST.

(First

Road,"'

—

I'^ilm

Comedy,

Bros.),

Musical
Organ Selootions.
Majestic Theatre

i^^Sfe.,

Jii/z Bride,"

News (Pathe).
Piano
Program

(Fox),

Louis Theatre—
Nundjers Headlines (Assoc.
Exhibitors), Short Subjects,
Orchestral and
^lusical Program
Organ Nundjers. ^''audeville.
Delmonte Theatre
Film Numbers The Yankee Senor
and
N.ews
Selected
(Fox),
Views.
Orchestral
Program
Musical
Overture ancl Popular Numbers.
Vaudeville.
St.

Liberty Theatre
Film Xuinbers "Tlie

(Warner

697
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Program

Strand TheatreFilm
Num''ers
W omanhandled
(Paramount), F\>lix Comedy,
Brotherly
Love
(Comedy),
Pathe News.
Mr.

Ask at the
Exchanges for the

Exhibitor:

Film

sup-

girls.

TheatreLady From

Film Numbers

—

Hell
(Associated Exhibitors), Three
Musketeers
(United
Artist).
Scenic (S. R.), Kinograms.

It's little to ask for, but it's the only
reliable aid you can give your musicians to help put the picture over

M
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Engaged for
Hal Roach Comedy

Gillingwater

Hal Roach has engaged Claude Gillingwater for a new Pathe comedy which has
already gone into production under the diGillingwater
rection of Richard Wallace.
will be featured in a cast that includes Tyler
Brooke, Vivian Oakland, Bert Woodrutf
and Rolfe Sedan.

\

Norman Taurog to Direct
Tuxedo Comedy
Norman Taurog

has been assigned to the
Tuxedo Comedy for
Educational.
The new picture will feature
Johnny Arthur, formerly starred in AI
Woods' production on the staae in New
York.
direction of the next

Donna

Educational
as a

member

by

Signed
Educational
Barrels

has signed
of the scenario

Donna
staff.

Barrels

Her

first

be "Home Cured" and will go
into production at once with Johnny Arthur
in the featured role under the direction of
William Goodrich.
story will

Llovd Hamilton

in

"Careful Please." an Educational release.

Pathe Offers Novelty Release
Widely Varied Offerings Included in
Program for Week of February 7th

A

DIVERSIFIED

short

subject

pro-

planned for release by Pathe
for the week of February 7th. Among
other things it introduces "Songs of Ire-

gram

land,''

first

is

of the

new "Famous Melody

Series" and "The Strenuous Life," a Grantland Rice "Sportlight." There are the usual
Hal Roach and Mack Sennett comedies, the

Film
"Aesop's
"Topics of the Day,"
Fables," serial and news weeklies.
The "Famous Melody Series" are single
reel subjects which are offered in the form
James Fitzpatrick produced
of a novelty.
the series and aiipears in the leading male
role, with Peggy Shaw playing opposite
him.
In the Granthnid Rice "Sportlight," produced by J. L. Hawkinson classical dancing,
the Charleston, boxing and other sports are
shown.

"Your Husband's Past" is a two-ree!er
produced by Hal Roach with a cast which
Vivian Oakland, George Cooper,
Tyler Brooke, Fred Kelsey, James Finlayson and Arthur Millett. Fred L. Guiol diincludes

rected.

Ralph Graves is featured in the Mack
comedy titled "Funnymooners."
Thelma Parr plays opposite Graves and
Marvin Lobach heads the supporting cast.
Lloyd Bacon directed.
"The Smoke Clears Away" is the title of
the closing chapter of the serial, "The Green
Allene Ray and Waller Miller
Archer."
have the leading roles and are supfxirted by
Burr Mcintosh, Frank Lackleen, Dorothy

King and Walter Lewis.

Spencer Bennet

directed the serial.

Pathe Review No. 6 presents three sub"Art in Archery," an old Indian accomplishment emerges as a modern sport;
"American Wild Flowers in Patheeolor,"
the Anderson Aster, the Chokecherry and
the Blazing Star are revealed in natural
colors; "Enemy Submarines," microscopic
jects:

studies of the mosquito.

"The Windjammers" is the new cartoon
of the Aesop's Film Fables series. "Topics
of the Day" and two issues of Pathe News
complete the February' 7th schedule.

Harry Bernstein Made Red
Seal Sales Manager
Harry Bernstein has been apxiointed genmanager of Red Seal Pictures by Max
Fleischer, who recently assumed the presi-

eral

dency of the oi'ganization. Bernstein previously has been head of Red Seal's New

He will shortly make a
tour of the country in the interest of the
company's product.
York exchange.

Sennett

First of ''Molly

May"

Released February
"Her

Night

Series
1

Philadelphia," first
of the "Molly May" series which Joe Levering is ])roducing for release through Cranfield and Clarke, is now being cut by I^evering. It will be released February first.
First

in

Scenes from the Pathe two

reel

comedy "Long Pants."

i

February

6
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" Saturday Afternoon "
Pathe -Three Reels

melody but each reel in itself
Moreover, the scenes taken

—

(Reviewed by Edw. G. Johnston)
will be rather difficult to pick flaws in
this three-reel Mack Sennett production
Everything
which stars Harry Langdon.
about it is good cast, direction and photography furthermore, the story is particularly
well adapted to the eccentricities of this
droll comedian.
So, the advice of this reviewer to exhibitors who want a first class
three-reel special
is to book it
for in our
opinion, this one certainly ought to please
Langdon is to go into features
therp all.
in the near future and this fact can afford
to be played up.
In this role, he takes the
part of a meek, hard working husband who
never varies the routine of coming home
each Saturday afternoon to hand over his
pay envelope to a domineering wife until
a fellow workman lures him to a date with
a couple of flappers.
Then the fun begins.
The supporting cast is excellent. Harry

IT

—

—

—

—

—

Edwards

directed.

The Cast
Harry Langdon, Vernon Dent,
Peggy Montgomery.
The Story

— Harry,

Ruth

Hiatt

and

—requiring

right

a henpecked, hardwork-

this

three

or

four

and a number to the

time the

steps

to

the

However,
mistress discovers her mate in the
left.

hoarding a quarter and a violent scene
during which she denies her docile
husband the privilege of an afternoon out.
But Harry makes a fervent pica for liberty
and finally gains her consent.
He joins the
party on their joy ride and with a new found
sense of freedom proceeds to cut loose— but
dark clouds dim the joyous holiday when two
other chaps appear on the scene and claim the
girls
for their own.
A fight follows with
Harry's pal striving valiantly to defend their
act of

follows

countries are authentic.
They are single reel subjects and the first
three deal with the "Songs of Ireland, England
and Scotland" in the order named.
Peggy
Shaw, formerly of the Ziegfeld Follies, plays
the lead as "The Famous Melody Girl" and
Miss Shaw is admirably cast for the role which
calls for the characterization of the maids of
Mr. Fitzpatrick also apthe different nations.
pears in prominent roles.
Of the three reels shown though they are
all good
perhaps the songs of Ireland and
Scotland have proved to be richer in material
For where is an Irish man,
for picturization.
woman or child whose heart won't thrill at the
strains of "Killarney," "The Low Back Car"
and "Mavourneen" and where a Scot who will
fail
to appreciate such melodies as "Annie
Laurie," "Comin Thru the Rye" and "The
Cambells Are Coming." And in addition the
"Highland Fling," danced by Scotch lassies
w^ho certainly know how.
However, the English reel is good, too, and features old favorites as "Drink To Me Only With Thine Eyes"
and "Just
Song At Twilight" and the

—

—

—

—

A

Pathe, in co-operation with Mr. Fitzpatrick,
is preparing a special musical cue sheet and
score to accompany each subject of the new
series.

Summary

—Based

Harry prefers to ignore the whole
To make matters worse, the domineer-

rights.

ing wife is out driving in her flivver and catches
sight of her erring husband and further complications follow wNth the result tiiat Harry is
finally reinstated in

Summary
Good

cast,

—A

her favor.

first

class

comedv

attraction.

well

directed and finely photographed.
Bill it as a Harry Langdon Special
and as Langdon is to soon enter into features
play him up in this respect.
little extra
money spent on advertising will be well worth

A

the effort.

Famous Melody

(Reviewed by Edw. G. Johnston)

nPHESE

first three subjects out of thirteen to
be produced by James Fitzpatrick for Pathe
release, hold promise of becoming even
more
popular attractions than "The Music Master
Series" which were made by the same producer

—and

the latter has been a money maker for
a great many theatres. In the opinion of this
reviewer, Mr. Fitzpatrick has gone several

ahead in this present series which picturize
songs of many lands.
Not onlv has a
charming little story been woven aroi'iiul each

steps

the

his fortune from a capital of ten cents. Hovering around a lunch counter where a customer
is drinking a cup of coffee, the lone coin is
accidentally dropped in the cup and disappears
down the drinker's throat. Disheartened, the
boy seeks a country road and meets a repulsed
lover who is attempting suicide with a harmless gun.
However, the gun suddenly goes off
and hits a lamp globe which drops on the
He is taken to the home of an
boy's head.
adventuress who tries to vamp him after linking up the "Waterbury" with a newspaper
article which seeks to locate a missing heir
The other suitor appears and at
to a fortune.
this point Lane displays a lot of his tricks in
his endeavors to dodge his pursuer.
The boy
escapes the scheming pair and with his "Waterbury," returns to claim the fortune and his
sweetheart.
Sumviary This one will please wherever
Lupino Lane is popular. There is considerable
slapstick but a lot of this is necessary to bring
out this comedian's stunts.

—

" Hearts of the West "
(Universal-Mustang

(Pathe-Sportlight

—One

Reel)

hears considerable talk these days as
to whether the "Uprising Generation"
will have a trend toward jazz and night life or
whether they will strive toward athletics and
health but this Sportlight will entertainingly
demonstrate the fact that the coming generation
is
an active, vigorous lot of youngsters for
the reason that the majority of them are seeking some form of athletics to reach the goal
of good health.
J. L. Hawkinson is the producer.— EDW. G. JOHNSTON.

"Time

Flies"

(Educational-Mermaid

— Two Reels)

Revieived bv Edw. G. Johnston)
fans will find all they
can possibly look for in this two reel
(

LUPINO LANE
Mermaid Comedy,

for this popular comedian
given a splendid opportunity to demonstrate his bag full of tricks.
At times there
is a slight over-indulgence of slapstick but
considerable of this is necessary in order
to bring
out Lane's eccentric acrobatic
stunts.
There is very little to the story
however a plot is not entirely essential
to this type of comedy.
Lane's supporting
cast is good.
Produced by Jack White and directed by
Jesse Robbins.
Photography by Robert
is

—

His Son
His Grandson

The
The

Reels)

Smith)

is

story.

despite the crooked efforts of Joel.
He bringshis mother the glad news that he has won not
only the race, but Sylvia, also.
Siimiiiary.
This is an old, old story and'
lacking in interest because every step of it
can bt anticipated.

Max

Fleischer's

Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune

''DOLLY GRAY'^

The Cast
The Colonel

J.

an original idea for a westerir
The mortgage on the ranch is
due.
There is no possible way of meeting
it
and saving the property save through
success in an impending horse race.
It's
up to Black Bess to win that there rich prize
and unexpectedly Black Bess comes through.
If all horse races were as easy to pick as
that one there would be no necessity for
mortgages.
There is hardly a redeeming feature to
this two-reeler.
Every foot of it has been
seen so often that the entire story is revealed from the start. Edmund Cobb is the
featured player and does the best he can
with the story.
The Story. Tom Murray has inherited a
heavily mortgaged ranch.
He has successfully
concealed the fact of the mortgage from hisblind aged mother in the hope that he may
restore the
fortune through an impending
cross country horse race.
Joel Clegg is the
holder of the mortgage and Tom saves Joel's
life.
Later Joel would sell the property to
Sylvia Hunter, a pretty girl from the east, whobecomes interested in Tom. Tom wins the race
•^ -*

ONE

— Two

(Revieived by Chester

TJERE

" The Uprising Generation "

—

—

on

attractions.

"

Series
(Pathe-Fitzpatrick— First Three Reels)

—

many

Doran.

"

wheeled cycle and crashes into the field of
battle in time to effect a cessation of hostilities
the bullet having hit the boy's watcb
when he appeared in the line of battle. Beholdened, the Major presents him with his own
"Waterbury." Time passes and in the meantime the boy after bidding his sweetheart
good-bye reaches the cold, cruel city to build

the strong appeal of
lands and with a charmin glittle story interwoven in each reel, these
subjects should prove superior quality first run

popular songs of

—

affair.

a fine scenic.
the different

"Tally-Ho" Song.

ing husband is on his way home accompanied
by a fellow workman. It is Saturday noon and
Harry is making haste in order to turn over
the pay envelope to his domineering wife.
However, his pal is a single man, owns an auto
aiid is a gay Lothario.
Meeting two attractive flappers, Harry is persuaded by his friend
to join an afternoon auto excursion, though
he accepts with a troubled conscience and much
trepidation.
On reaching home each Saturday,
it has been
Harry's custom to now and then
extract a few nickels and dimes from the
envelope before handing it over to the wife.
His cache is under the parlor carpet and
location bears all the ear-marks of a treasure

trove

is

in

)

Lupino

V

Lane

)

Wallace

Lupino
Virginia Vance
Gwendolyn Lee
Otto Fries
under way with a

Duelist
Girl

An

Adventuress
Her Accomplice

—

This

Week

Plays

New York

CAPITOL

Story Action gets
between Colonel Amos Blackwell ^the
deadliest shot of his day
and Major Wimpett,
the latter furnishing the cause for a combat
which is to settle an argument as to whether
a "full house or five aces" is the better hand.
77; ('

duel

News

—

—

of the duel is carried to the Colonel's
family and to prevent the demise of the Maj'jr, the
Colonel's son mounts a trusty, high

729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
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Resume of Current News Weeklies I
Ill

KIX()(;KA]MS no.

Paris— More than

great Roosevelt Memorial soon to be erected in

1.(M)0 Fronoli rumicrs strive for prizos in
annual raco throuKh tlio Bois
Now York
Prize winnins' model for proposed Roosevelt

El Monto, Cal. "Ace" Hudkins
the boxing ring, keeps fit by
daily runs at th(> (Jay lion farm
Wash., D. (
W;ish. only)
1'"he
new French envoy, I\I.
Henri Beremger, presents his credentials at tile
White House; Gary, 111.— 50,(X)0 see ski champs

r,155:

:

Washington is eonipleted Everett.
Inmdred thousand gallons of oil
are destro.ved in spectacular fire in Boston
Chicago I.,atest models in hats aiul
suburb
dresses are sliown in annual fashion show
New York Columbia's varsity crew candidates
get on water in midwinter, using- new st.vie
Memorial

in

;

— One

Mas.s.-

—

:

—

;

—

indoor pool
Norfolk. Va.
Twent.vfive planes hoj) off on flight to Cuba to join
Heet in annual winter maneuvers New York
I'lumj) gii'ls find that boxing is a big helj) in
reducing
Cai\v, 111.
Thousands turn out to
sec champion ski jumpers perform thrilling
in

.shell

;

Washington

"wild

cat"

—

:

of

—

(

".

;

ill
record
jumps iTakayama Mts., Japan
Bai)tism liy fire revi\ed in .Japan
In the .Tungles, Brazil
Hunting the giant slotli in Bra-

—

;

zilian tree-tops

Rome. Italy

;

Queen IMother

as

—All

Italy

mourns

passes.

:

—

;

feats in title events.

NO. 5156:
Cardinal MerBelgium's greatest hero in World
war. dies at age of 74; Santa Rosa. t'al.
Red (irange. wizard of gridii-on. meets. Luther
Burbank. wizard of plants, and shows him how
Between Tibet and China
to raise footballs
eier,

;

KINOGRAMS

cameraman, leads

«>xpedition across Alexander III range for first
time the feat has been performed New York
Blind college girls seek scholarships, students
at Hunter. City college and Columbia universty, preparing for examinations at institution
where they can earn money to hel]) pay exHe pulls an automobile
penses; Los Ang(>le.s
with his hair as a tow roi)e ^lianii Crowd of
•20,0()0 turns out to watch opening of racing
season in Florida.
:

—

—

;

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

—

NO.

8.

Everett.

of oil provide vivid
Army of runners race
Paris, France
bonfire
L.
Angeles, Cal.
title;
I>.
speed
French
for
Angeles only) High potentates of baseball honor
(Detroit
Detroit. Mich.
world war heroes.

Mass.

2(X),(K)0 gallons

—

;

only)

—

keen contests of
— Hundreds
thrilling gold and silver
in

(

speed
skat<'S

and grace at
Chorlotte and WashRichmond, Vn.
derby
Thousands attend dedication of
ington only)
old Dominicm's memorial to heroes of great
Los Angeles. Canl. Presenting
world war
the latest idea in "safety first" airships N. Y.
Here's the prize winning design for the
<'ity
(

—

;

—

;

:

—

Belgium

Cardinal

heroic

Malines.
NO. 9
World mourns
Alberta, Canada

— A great man passes
^lercier

;

:

!

Flaming iiaptha well makes mighty torch; ChiThree hundred rescued when stubcago. 111.

KINOGRAMS

Gene Lamb,

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

—
blaze

fight
and
gives
firemen
fierce
Alleiilown. Pa.
Eleven piTish
threatens loo])
in great hotel fire; New York City
A glimpse
ahead at the spring chapeaux ( 'hicago, Hi.
Dazzling headwear displayed in National ^lilWinter bath
linery show; Sunnyside. Wash.
for thousands of sheep: Santa Rosa. Cal.— Two
gridiron
(irange.
\\izards meet when "Red"
niar\-el, gets acquainted with Luther Burbank.
Ilowey. Fla.
Walter Johnlilaut magician
son, pitching ace. prepares for the new basefishing
San Antonio, Texas
ball season
Kelly Flying Field— 1.:'.()0 strong revives a

born

—

:

—

;

—

—

:

—

.Tosiali

—
tine

—

;

Key West, Fla.— C,-ii)t.
Knowles inlroduccs a new water s|iciit

custom of war

da.\ s

:

"
turtle wrestling: Oft' Rockland. Me.- -Argeiidreadnaught tests .speed in gale; Mianii.
"Tliey're off" again at Miami.
Fla.

P

—

ATI IE

NEWS

NO. U:

greatest ski experts

tion
strike
;

Scranton,

Cary. 111.— World's

give

thrilling

— Forecast end
Canada — Night

I'a.

exhibiof coal

sweeps
fire
(Quebec.
I:
famous Canadian hotel!; New York City Mr.
Dinosaur takes first walk in lO.OOO.OOO years!;
Rome. Ital.v Pay final tribute to Italy's Queen
Mother!: Barnes City. Cal. Animals' Damon
Deand Pythias friendship rudely sh;ittered
Mich. Motion iiictures decide case in
troit.
Hampton
modern Judgment of Solomon!;
24 seaplanes
Roads, Va. (Washington only)
l(>ave base for winter maneuvers!; Philadelphiii.

—

—

I

—

(

Pathe

tlie

Pliiladelpliia only)

— Set

"Your

comedy,

Husband's

Past."

;

—

Pa.

from

Scenes

—

opening date for

Sesque-Centennial Exposition
St. Louis. Mo.
(St. Louis only)
15t)0 stunning beauties comqueens
pulchritude.
as
of

—

;

I>ete for iirizes

PATIIE NEWS

NO. 10; Miami. FloridaMiami racing season opens Seattle. Wash.
Test new tractor for Wilkins ])olai' flight Santa
!

Rosa.

(^^al.

— Two

!

outdoor wizards meet Luther
expert, gets a few pointers
!

Burbank. plant
Irom Reil (Ir.-mge; San Francisco, Cal.
planes

catapult

in

Mercier

Cardinal

test!
dies!

strike parley reconvenes!

Human
like

onlv)

Pa.

Allentown,

— Eleven

lose

lives

in

fire

'

Belgium

species look
(Philadelphia

which sweeps

Lake Lanier, S. C. (Charat Lake Lanier breaks!

hotel!

— Dam

Fox

make Arctic

polar bears

])ikers:

city's ohlest
lotte only)

—New
Scranton, Pa. —Coal
Manchester, N. H.
Brussels,

Starts Seventh Helen

Warren
"Too

Many

and

Picture

Relatives,"

seventh

of

the

"Married Life of Helen an Warren"
series, lias sjone into production at the west
coast studios of the company under the diKathryn Perry and
rection of Albert Ray.
ilallain Cooley again portray the leading
I''ox

while in the sup])ortinfi: cast are
Jlousnian, Belva McKay, Jimmy
i'.oudwin, Pal, the doo:, and Pussy-PurrMew, the Persian cat.

loh's,

.Vrtliu;'

Making Serial
Arrow Pictures

Hutchinson
for

utcliinsoii, stunt kiiijr, is at present completinj;' the Hnal episodes of a serial,
which will be released throuiih Arrow Pictures Corporation, tilled "Lisrhtnino- Hutch."

Charles

1

Playiim- oi>i)osite him is Edith Thornton and
the support iii.u- cast includes Virsjinia Pearson, Sheldon Lewis,
Action

stills

from the Educational comedy starring Lupino Lane

titled

"Time

Flies."

Philliiis.

Hen AValker and Eddie

F ebrua

; v

6
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First National Plans World's

Largest Studio Property
Will

Build

$1,500,000

Plant on West

LTB]BER, President of First Xational Pictures, Inc.,
ROBP]RT
amiounees that in accordance witli the company's policy of
expansion, arrangements have been completed for the erection of
Studio, Avhich will be the largest and best equipped
Negotiations, which have been under way for several
in the world.
months, were concluded this week by Richard A. Rowland, General
Manao'er of First National and John McCormick, West Coast Production Manager, as announced in a telegram just received by Mr. Lieber

a new West Coast

from Rowland.
In commenting on the situation, President Lieber said
"This studio will provide First Xational with its own plant for the
continuation and the enlargement of the policy which has been that of
First National from its inception in the production and distribution of
pictures. Through First National Productions Corporation, we will continue our individual eiforts in making pictures for the entire world.
As a distributing company we will continue to handle not oidy our own
product but that of independent producers.
*^Our selling policy will be developed along the same lines as in the
past and changed only by the needs of the business as it expands. We
Avill meet all changes in conditions and meet them in the spirit of fairness that has always characterized the policies of First National. And
we will continue to conduct our selling operations in our own way and
Ave hope an ever increasing number of exhibitors.
"The veiy fact that wc are entering
this studio proj(!ct

is

into

evidence of our intenIt is evidence
needs.
to continue First Xaa bigger way, in proof the world with the
they require for the

tion to meet all such
also of our intention
tional'b part, and in
Tiding the exhibitors
only necessity that
growth of their business,

namely good

pic-

tures."

The new studio site is located in Los
Angeles and will comprise seventy-five acres.
The investment will run to $1,500,000, including the ])roperty, studios, and equipment. The construction of the studios will
be started at once and it is expected that a
greater part of First National's West Coast
units will be at

work

in

the studio

bv June

1st.

Rowland, in his wire to Lieber said: "In
looking over studios now standing and with
the future in milid, and with the gi'owing
proportions of the film industry, we felt
that there was nothing now built that would
suit our purpose in size or modern equipment.
are progressing at so rapid a
pace that we must look ahead fully twentyThe only way to turn is towards
five years.
acreage and this was our only solution in
providing for our needs in years to come.
'"We will profit by the experience of
others who have built large plants and we
have made our plans to make this the most
spacious
and
most
perfectly
equipped

We

studio existing."

John McCormick, who has been working
"with Rowland on studio plans, makes the
following statement
"Beginning with this season, the First
National organization will have the last
word in studio construction and every upto-date device will be installed.
Bids are
now being received from the foremost architects in the country and work on plans will
commence at once. Special lighting system

and hot and eold temperature for stages

will

feature, also experimental photographic
lal)oratories will be installed for the obtaining of novel photographic effects. Plans
call for the largest stages in the world and
there will be sufficient space for as many
stages as we find necessary."
Among the units now producing in Lo=;
Angeles for First National release are: The
•Joseph M. Schenck Productions stari'ing
Norma Talmadge, Colleen Moore Pictures,

be

n,

l)y
John McCormick. Constance
Talmadge pictures under Mr. Schenck, the;
Frank Lloyd Productions, the
Edwin
Carewe Productions, Corinne Griffith Productions, Sam Rork Productions, those of
June Mathis, M. C. Levee, Harry Langdon,
Marion Fairfax, Charles Rogers and the

produced

many

special features together with the diby the

rect First National units controlled

First National organization.

Coast Site

Among the stars and players are Norma
Talmadge, Colleen Moore, Corinne Griffith,
Richard Barthelmess, Constance Talmadge,
Milton Sills, Harry Langdon, Leon Errol,
.Johnny Hines, Lewis Stone, Anna Q. Nilsson, Doris Kenyon, Blanche Sweet, Dorothy
Mackaill, Lloyd Hughes, Ben Lyon, Mary
Astor, Jack Mulhall, Charles Murray, Philo
McCullough, Hugh Allan, jovce Compton
and many more famous to tiie film fans of
the country.

In the directorial division will be found
Carewe, Alfred E.
Green, Alfred Santell, Lambert Hillyer,
Sylvano Balboni, Clarence Brown, Sidney
Franklin, Harry Edwards, Maurice Tourneur, Fred Newmeyer, George Archainbaud,
Sidney Olcott, John Francis Dillon and
others Avho are directing product for First
National at this time.

Frank Lloyd, Edwin

Col.

Levy

Buys

Valuable
Louisville Property

Colonel Fred Le\y of Lousiville, Ky.,
First National franchise holder and one of
the most prominent exhibitors in the South,
was given big spreads on the front pages of
the Louisville newspapers a few days ago
his purchase of one of the most
\aluable building properties in Louisville.
In a deaf involving- $1,500,000, tlie Speed
Building at 4th and Guthrie Streets was
sold by the Speed heirs and Sen. Fred M.
Sackett to Colonel Levy.
Commenting on the transaction, Colonel
Levy said "I consider this property to be
one of the choicest locations in Louisville
and I know of no better investment. The
development of the city is marked and I
feel that all i)ro23erty will steadily increase
in value."

announcing

Loew

Stockholders
Elect
Board of Directors

Directors

of

Loew's

Inc.,

controlling

i.oew's State theatre in Main street. Buffalo,
were elected for the ensuing year at a meeting of the stockholders.
They are Mai'cus
Loew, Max M. Yellen, George P. Rea,

Motion Picture Exports
At High Level

Maurice L. Perry, J. Chester Goldberg, Dr.
John R. Perry and Maurice Yellen.

EXPORTS
tinue

were represented, more than 400 stockholdei's
themselves being j)resent at the annual meeting.
The election was marked by a keen
contest, owing to the widely different managerial ])olicies ads'ocated bv each ticket.

motion picture conat a high level, according
to figures compiled by the Department of Commerce, shipments for
the

month

of

of

November

totaling

ap-

proximately 19,000,000 feet, with a value
of more than $600,000.
Included in the month's exports were
16,843,457 feet of positive film, with a
value of $483,388; 764,925 feet of negative film, valued at $101,411, and 1,314,233 feet of raw stock, worth $38,309.
Our best markets for the various
classes were Canada for positives, that
country taking 1,815,497 feet, valued at
$64,436; and the United Kingdom for
negatives and raw stock 233,715 feet,
valued at $55,984 of the former and 784,886 feet, valued at $20,738, of the latter.

—

All except" 20,000 of the 10:3,000

Claude

Jensen

Returns

shares

to

Seattle
Because of the anprovement

in

the con-

John G. Von Hert)erg, of the
Jensen-Von Herberg organization, who has
been ill for several weeks in New York
City, Claude S. Jensen, who was called East
during Mr. Von Herberg's illness has again
It is hoped that Mr.
returned to Seattle.
Von Herberg will be able to return to Seattle within the next few weeks.
dition

of

Motion Picture News
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New

Hays Office Said to be Co-operating With
Independent Organization
to "The Exhibitor," the Philadelphia regional, important conACCORDING
ferences are being held between the Hays
and the Independent
office

exchangemen, which

The

industry.

may

result in

moves

of startling importance to the

article states;

"Following an all-day conference with Will Hays, members of the by-laws
and regulations committee of the independent exchange men admitted that the
Hays organization had promised to give them unqualified support and assistance
Assurances were given the committee that
in the formation of their organization.
certain houses controlled by national distributors would be assigned to take independent product and that the independents would get their share of booking in all
houses controlled by national interests and their associates.

"The application of the plan to Philadelphia would mean that of the Market
Street houses one house would be set aside to play independent product exclusively.
This same plan would apply to other first-run sections where the Hays organization and its .associates are entrenched. The plan would also be worked out on the
basis that independents would play a house a given number of days each week.
"The committee accomplished more of nationalizing independent exchanges
during its three days' session in New York than any other step that has been taken
v«thin the past few years. Part of the discussion was devoted to what producers
would be taken in and what would be the numerical strength of the organization.
It has been pointed out that it has cost the Hays organization -a great deal during
the past few years to fight the independents and that co-operation between them
will accomplish more for the general good of the industry than the conflict of
their forces.

"The committee will meet again in New York within a short time when more
important steps will be taken to stabilize the independent market.
"The exact number of Philadelphia exchanges that may join the organization
is not yet known, but the city will be well represented."
Investigation by Motion Picture News this week established the fact that "The
Exhibitor" story is substantially correct, though later developments may not bear
out all the details given by that publication. It is imderstood that the negotiations
with the independents were handled personally by Will H. Hays, who is now en
route home from the Coast. He is expected in New York oh Monday, January 31.

New

England Companies
Given Charters

incorporations during the
include the following:
Northeastern Theatres Corporation, Boston,
capital 1,000 shares of no par value; incorporators Allan Robinson, Julia W. Troy
and Nora E. Troy, 941 Tremont Building,.
Boston.
Palace Theatre of New Britain.
(Conn.) Inc., capital $25,000, incorporators
Israel J. Hoffman and others.
The Scenic
Theatre of New Britain (Conn.) Inc., capital $25,000, incorporators John Contaro*
and others. State Theatre Realty Corporation, Stamford, Conn., capital $"25,000, incorporators Albert Strauss, 526 West 113th

week

in

theatre

New England

New York

street.

Capitol
Inc.,

City,

and

others.

The

of New Britain, Conn.,
$50,000, incorporators Israel

Theatre

capital

Hoffman of Ansonia, (Conn.) and

others.

Stewart Walkinshaw Dead in
Wilkes-Barre
Stewai't IVIaxwell W^alkinshaw, a pioneer
in the motion picture industry, and presi-

dent and general manager of the LjTnan H.
Films Company, passed away at his
home in Wilkes-Barre, Pa., on January 25th.
Walkinshaw joined Lyman H. Howe in
his film acti\-ities in 1898, when Howe's exhibition of travel subjects was one of the
very few motion picture entertainments then

Howe

in existence.

Deceased was bom in Buffalo in 1873 and
survived by his wife, Marion Harrower
Walkinshaw, and one sister, Margaret Walkinshaw. Funeral services were held from his
late home on January 28th.
is

JerseyiQ Legislature

Has

Bills

Two

Measures Drastically Modifying
Present ''Blue Laws'' are Submitted

Two

Bills,

drastically

modifying

"Bine-laws" are now in the hands
One of
of the Jersey Legislature.
these Bills, known as the "Local Option
Sunday Motion Picture Bill" is sponsored
by the New Jersey Unit of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. This Bill
would license the voters of New Jersey to
go to the polls during 1926 and cast their
ballot for or against Sunday Motion Pictures.

The other Bill calls for the creation of
a Commission to be known as "The BlueLaw Revision Commission" and to be effective in 1927.
This tentative Bill, which was introduced
by Senator Williams on January 12, 1926,
has been referred to the Committee on Judiciary.

"for the purpose of making a full and
complete investigation of the present-day
observance of the Vice and Immorality Act
and the Amendments thereto, with a view to
revising the said Act so as to comply with
modem-day custom and popular demand,
due regard being had to the fact that the
American Sunday, as a day of rest, is a
national institution."
The Bill provides for the appropriation
of $500 to be used for any expenses incurred in the work associated with this investigation. It also stipulates that the Commissioners shall receive no salary.

N. Y. Assembly Bill Would
Ban Sunday Shows

Although Senator Williams' proposal is
welcomed with open arms by New Jersey
President
Joseph M.
Owners,
Theatre
Seider of the State Unit this week warned

H. Michael, chairman of Buffalo Zone,
M. P. T. 0. of A., draws attention to assembly bUl No. 14 which was introduced by
Assemblyman Brunner, read once and re-

members of

ferred to the committee on codes.
It is
entitled "An act to amend the penal law,
in relation to public si3orts on Sunday."
It

their

his

organization not to relax

on their own measure befavorable action coming from

vigilance

cause of this
another quarter.
That Jersey theatre owners should urge
the Legislature for the immediate sanction
of New Jersey public sentiment being determined at the polls is Seider's latest message to his members.
The Williams Joint Resolution now being
deliberated upon by the Judiciary Committee provides that the Joint Commission shall
comprise three members of the Senate, to be
appointed by the President thereof, and
three members of the House of Assembly
to be appointed by the Speaker thereof,

J.

reads: Public sports on Sunday. All shooting, hunting, playing, horse-racing, gamins;'
or other public sports, exercises or shows,
upon the first day of the week, and all noise
unreasonably disturbing the peace of the day
are prohibited."
The "catch" is in "exercises or shows."
which may have a kick in it as concerns motion picture presentations. Exhibitors in the
state are advised to get busy and look into
the measure before this piece of legislation
seemingly harmful to their business becomes
law.

Exhibitor Liability
Arbitration

Up

for

The Minneapolis Board of Arbitration will
be called upon to decide whether or not an
exhibitor is liable for films destroyed in a
fire which starts through no fault of the
The
exhibitor in an adjoining structure.
complaint was brought by F. B. 0. against
An F.
the Gem Theatre of Inkster, N. D.
B. 0. print was destroyed in a fire which
destroyed the house.

Oldest

Canada
Passes

Exhibitor

Away

The oldest exhibitor in Canada, Capt.
John Powell, owner of the Grand tlieatre,
Barrie, Ontario, is dead. Capt. Powell was
82 years of age and directed the operation
of the Ban-ie liouse until a short time ago,
the management having been turned over to
his son. John Powell, who will continue to
have charge.

Lynn Mayor Abolishes
Censor Board

MAYOR RALPH

S.

BAURER

of

Lynn, Mass. has abolished the
Board of Theatre Censors in
that city, declaring that the appointment
of such a board had meant nothing but
free entertainment for its members durMayor Baurer says
its existence.
he will place the theatre managers on
their honor to present only moral films
and plays and that the public itself will

ing

be the only censors.
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M.P.T.O.A.

New

Propose
Playdate Clause
Will

Seider Calls Arbitration Report "Misleading"
AEBITRATION

and contract matters this week again became a
live topic in the industry.
Joseph M. Seider, Business Manager
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, made two im-

portant statements
new "availability of playdates" clause, which he believes will
1.
be acceptable to both sides and will solve this vexatious problem, is to
be submitted in the negotiations between the M. P. T. 0. A. and the Hays
organization.
Considerable progress has been made in conferences between Mr.
Seider and the Hays attorneys, on the new contract.
2. Mr. Seider took exception to the issuance of the report on last year's
arbitration record and charged that it was "misleading." He asserted
that the present system is '"compulsory."
The Theatre Owners Chamber of Conunerce of New York has gone on
record as opposed to the form of contract submitted to them by the
Hays oflSce, and favors the form adopted by the Independent M. P. Association, and written by Joseph M. Seider.

A

Discussing this point, Mr. Seider, in the
T. 0. A. Official Bulletin, says "Recently it was reported in the trade papers
that the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce of New York had rejected the proposed form of Hays' contract and has forwarded to the Hays organization a foi'm
of contract purporting to come from the
Independent M. P. Association of America.
This contract is, in fact, the one that we
had submitted them and the industiy generally, and if its to be used, we urgently
request, that a new thought which we have
on the 'availability of play dates clause,'
which is simpler than the clause incorporated therein and a clearer solution of the
problem, be substituted."
The T. 0. C. C. rejection of the Hays
contract was made known in a letter from
Charles L. O'Reilly, President of the T. 0.
In the event that the
C. C, to Mr. Hays.
Hays organization is unwilling to accept
the T. 0. C. C. proposals, Mr. O'Reilly suggests that the contract tself be determined

M. P.

by

:

arbitration.

To this end, he proposes the appointment of three arbitrators the exhibitoi's to
be represented by Judge Moses H. Grossman, an official of the Arbitration Society
of America; Hays to appoint one; and the

—

two to appoint a third.
The suggestion of Judge Grossman's name
does not meet with Mr. Seider's approval.
"I think the choice of Judge Grossman is a
mistake," he said this week. "I would prefer a judge who is not so closely related to
the motion picture business. The choice of a
national figure would inspire more confidence and assure the theatre owners throughout the country that their interests would
not be jeopardized through the submission of
the equity of the contract to a board of
arbitration."

In his statement on the industry's 1925
arbitration x-ecord, Mr. Seider said
"Mr. Will H. Hays, to say the least, has
not played fair on the contract and arbitration situation.
By issuing a statement lie
is giving the impression that arbitration in
the motion picture industry has reached
its millennium and is satisfactory to all fac-

namely

tors,

who

sell

specificially

the pictures

the

distributoi's

and the exhibitors who

purchase them.

"The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America performed its duty to the general
public by advising the public of the true
situation as it relates to arbitration in the
motion picture industrj'.
AVhen this subject reached its height from a publicity

standpoint Mr. Hays made overtures for
negotiations for the revision of the present
contract and arbitration procedure. He also
made the request that tfie matter be left
status quo, and that we both refrain from
jjublicising the progress of our negotiations.
"Much progress has ))een made in our
negotiations for a better contract, but no
agreement on its entirety has been reached.
The public and theati'e owners should not
be led into a false sense of security.
"We are veiy much for the principle of
arbitration.
Arbitration for the settlement
of disputes

is ideal.

"Mr. Hays, and

the

distributors

whom

he represents, should apply this principle
in their relationship with theatre owners.
There cannot be fair arbitration so long as
it is predicated upon the present inequitable contract.

"The statement of IVIi-. Hays that the
Arbitration Board consists of an equal number of exhibitors and distributors is not
based upon true facts The distributors actually appoint their ai-biti-ators because of
the fact that their organization
the Film
Boards of Trade is a closely knit, small
:

—

—

unit.

"It

is

sti-etching

the imagination to

as-

sume that the exhibitor or theatre owner
has a voice in the selection of his arbitrawhen an organization in whch he is
not a member is designated to appoint the
arbitrators for him.
"In addition to the fact that the arbitrators are appointed for the exhibtor and not
selected by him the exhibitor has not even
the right to challenge any of the exhibitors
tors

We

appointed to arbitrate his case.
must
also bear in mind that volunt;ary arbitration
is

is

—

one thing that compulsory arbitration
another.
Compulsory arbitration is the

form in use in the motion picture industry.
"The recent move of the Chamber of
Commerce of New York City in resolving
to withdraw their arbitrators from the Joint
Arbitration Board unless an equitable contract

is

forthcoming,

is

commendable.

We

particularly gratified that they have
approved the form of contract that we had
submitted to the industry as a solution of
this vexatious problem.
"By the T. 0. C. C. rejecting the Hayes
contract they have ratified the action of
the ilotion Picture Theatre Owners of
America at their Chicago Convention when
the Convention unanimously rejected the
Hays' contract which is now in use."
Charles L. O'Reilly, on behalf of the T.
0. C. C, has written to I. E. Chadwick,
of the I. M. P. A., suggesting certain contract changes.
The T. 0. C. C. proposes a provision for
protection against specifically named theaters, and to follow those also to be named,
after a period to be definitely prescribed in
the contract. Other changes suggested include :
The right to challenge members of the
arbitration board being limited to two instead of three; that the chairman of the
board of arbitration shall be elected alternately between distributor and theater owner
representatives; that provision be made for
liquidated damages for breach of any conti'act which provides that no photoplays
specified in the contract shall be re-issues
from old negative unless so expressly
stated.
Also, that the assignment of contracts be permitted without consent, in which
event, without release to the assignor as the
case may be; and the elimination of the

are

National Arbitration Commission consisting of three exhibtors and three distributor
members to be appointed by the Independent M. P. Ass'n and the M. P. T. O. A,
The contract has not been submitted to
the association membership, so the suggestions of the T. 0. C. C. will be referred to
the contract committee consisting of Oscar
Neufeld, Jack Bellman and Jos. A. McConville.
Neufeld is expected to call a meeting
of his committee at an early date.

Texas
in

May

WHEN

Join

Hays

Campaign

the board of directors of
the Texas M. P. T. O. meets in
Dallas on February 5th plans
will be discussed for a membership
campaign in cooperation with the Hays
office.
Conditions within the industry
and plans for the new year will also be
given consideration.
C. C. Pettijohn of the Hays office at
a recent convention of Texas exhibitors
pledged the support of his organization
in building up the ranks of the exhibitor
organization.
The Texas directorate is
made up of the following: H. A. Cole,
Marshall; C. W. Batsell, A. W. Lilly, W.
R. Fairman, John Paxton, H. H. Hoke,
Henry Mulkey, W. A. Stuckhert, H. T,
Hodge and H. H. Starcke.
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"Mare Nostrum" and "La Boheme" Soon to
Have Premieres on Broadway
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

will shortly have four big motion pictures
running at the same time in four legitimate houses on Broadway, New
York. "Mare Nostrum," Rex Ingram's latest picture for Metro-Goldwyn
will have its world premiere Monday, Feruabry 15th at the Criterion Theatre.
Lillian Gish and John Gilbert in "La Boheme" soon will replace "The Merry
Widow" in the Embassy Theatre. These two productions, with "Ben Hur" at the
Cohan and "The Big Parade" at the Astor make up the quartette.
John Gilbert has been playing in both "The Big Parade" and "The Merry
Widow" and now will be seen in "La Boheme." "The Big Parade" and "La Boheme" are Irving Thalberg productions directed by King Vidor.
Ingram was about nine months shooting "Mare Nostrum" from the novel by
Blasco Ibanez. The story, in which Alice Terry and Antonio Morenzo have the
leading roles, has a war background.
"La Boheme," the first starring vehicle for Miss Gish since she signed her
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract is a picturization of the famous opera. Supporting Miss Gish with Gilbert are Renee Adoree, George Hassell, Edward Everett
Horton and Roy D'Algy.

Providence
Report Shows
Year's Statistics
Lieut. George W. Cowan, official amusement inspector of Providence, R. I. has
presented some interesting statistics in his
report to the city government. There were
1,319 new motion picture films shown in
Providence during 1925 of which 649 were

feature films. New films measui'ed 5,813,000
in length and old films measured 10,196,000 feet in length, so that Providence
exhibitors showed a total of 16,009,000 feet

feet

of

films.

Of

the 17 theatres in Providence, ten are
exclusively motion picture houses and three
siiow motion pictures and vaudeville. Lieut.
Cowan, incidentally, was highly complimentary in his report, of the courtesies and
conduct of the theatres and managements
and of their cooperation with his depart-

ment.

A.M. P. A. Tickets
Reservations for

Being
tor
DEMANDS
Naked Truth

Made

From

tickets to the

a far cry
town, but right
now it's a far cry from the small town to
Broadway for tickets. According to present
indications, every state in the Union will
Requests for reservations
he 3eprcsented.
sire already pouring in from all pai-ts of the
compass, North, South, East and West.
Residents of Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Virginia, California and Canada
have already placed their orders for tickets.
Among these arc Boyd D. Chamberlain
of tlie Chamberlain Amusement Enterprises
of Sliamokin, Pa. The management of the
Rex Theatre, Ottawa, Ontario is another
subscriber. The Schine Enterprises in Gloversville, N. Y., Irving Zeltner, Washington
exploiteer, and the owners of the Salem
Theatre, Springfield, Mass., have sent in
all

parts

of

the

country.

It's

to the small

Fineman with

Many

States

their checks, just to mention a few of "outof-towners."
The entertainment committee is planning
to make the affair national in character.
Serious consideration is being given to suggestion that the flags of each of the fortyeight states, and that of the Dominion of
Canada be put out to make the strangers
feel at home.
In this connection it is planned to play the popular airs and anthems
peculiar to each state. "My Dear Old Ten"Carolina," "California, Here I
nesee,"
Come," "Michigan," "Alabama," "Arizona,"
"Take Me Back to Old Virginia," and "My
Canada" will be some of the songs rendered
to put the visiting delegates from the various centers at their ease.
As previously announced there will be a
dinner, dancing, novelty offerings and the

famous A.M.P.A. news reel, in which the
entire industry will be hung in effigy. Tickets for the affair can be obtained from
Charles Einfeld, First National Pictures,
383 Madison Avenue, New York City.
Nat G. Rothstein of F. B. 0. has been
chosen official announcer for the evening.

First National

Will Have Supervision of Pictures Made
at West Coast Plant; Has Long Contract

BP. FINEMAN,

manager of produc-

lion for F. B. 0., will resign that
j)osition and through an arrange-

•
ment with

I'irst

National will assume super-

vision of pictures to be made on the West
Coast by First National Productions about

March

1st.

This announcement was

made

last week by John McComiick, in charge
of First National production activities at
the West Coast studios.
Fineman's contract with First National
period.
No announceis for an extended
ment has been made relative to the productions he will supervise, but it is understood
they will be feature, pictures and will be
made on an elaborate scale.
Fineman has been in the picture industry
He started with the Fox
fourteen years.

Company and later joined Paramount as
a dei)artment head. He has been general

will

tain business
vacation.

visit

New York

matters

stage wiiere motion
pictures offer any
special entertainment or interest. There are
not more than a dozen moving picture theati'es in all Palestine at the present time.

Pioneer

Exhibitor Dies
Heart Attack

of

M. B. Niven. for the past ten years part
owner and manager of the U. S. A. and
Cover theatres in Fort Morgan, Colorado,
died suddenly at iiis home on Saturday afternoon, January 16, 1926.
His death was
caused by a heart attack.
Niven was one of the pioneers among the
Funeral services
exiiibitors of Colorado.
were held Tuesday afternoon and as a mark
of respect every business house in the city of
Fort Morgan closed its doors for one hour
(luring which time the ser\-ices were held.

Northwestern Exhibitors
May Unite
effort to bring together the exhibitors of the Pacific Northwest
states into an All-Northwest exhibi-

to settle cer-

and enjoy a brief

In commenting on the

has just returned from a successful trip to
Palestine, undertaken in the interest of
the American motion picture industry.
Palestine has a population of about
800,000, seventy per cent of whom are illiterate Arab peasants.
The Arabs, according to the report, have not yet reached the

IN an

nianagcr of l''ilin Hook'ing Offices in Hollywooil for two years and previous to that
independently,
making
produced
•time
twelve features for First National release.
Before starting in his new position, Mr.

Fineman

Palestine
Offers
Limited
Picture Field
Palestine offers a very limited market for
motion picture films, according to Trade
Commiss'oner R. A. May of the Department
May
of Connnerce, in Alexandria, Egypt.

Naked Truth Dinner

A.M.F.A.
Dinner to be given at
the Hotel Astor, Saturday evening,
February' 6th, are coming into the offices of
the ticket committee of the A.M.P.A. (Associated Motion Picture Advertisers) from

from Broadway

Demand

in

tors' body, a general meeting of Washington and Oregon exhibitors was scheduled to be held in the Benson Hotel at
Portland, Oregon, on February 2.
The meeting is an outcome of recent
desire for such an organization as expressed a month ago at the annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners

new arrangement.

Mr. McCormick said
"We are veiy happy to secure the services of Mr. Kinenian as supervising head
His long
of First National productions.
service in the motion picture industry has
given him wide vision in both an exwuitive and production capacity and I feel
certain his a.ssociation in his new post will
give him even gi'eater scope for the exercise
of the knowledge he has atUiincd during his
services in t\w motion picture industry."

of

Washington.

tions have been sent

showmen

Commimica-

to all

Northwest

to be present at the meeting,

temporary general committee of
theatre owners has been appointed to work with James H. Hone,

and

a

Oregon

M. P. T. O.
W., in forming a temporary governing
board to manage the coming convention
in the Oregon City. It is expected that
approximately three hundred showmen
of Washington and Oregon will be in
attendance at the gathering.
executive secretary of the
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Lesser Asks for Constructive
Attitude on First Nat'l
West Coast Head Has Confidence
return First National to its origform of organization.
That the men back of First National mean to carry on and that
the greatest help which can be
given them is a constructive attitude of confidence and co-opera-

in

Future

to

inal

^H

^ <^,^^^H

.^^1

An

Important Interview
on a Vital Question

THE

interview here on the
National
situation
should be read by every
person in the industry, and especially by all those interested in the
welfare of First National. It is a
frank, straightforward statement
of incontrovertible facts, made in
no spirit of controversy but in the
First

tion.

"I regard our franchise in First
National as one of our most valuable properties," he said, referring
to the West Coast interests.
This company also owns a ma-

interests of fair play.
Feeling that such an expression
was desirable, Motion Picture
News went to Sol Lesser, who is
in a position to know this situation

jority interest in the New York
franchise. During the course of an
interview^,

1
L

-^
L. C.

West Coast

Mocn

head
SOLpal LESSP:R,
Pictures and West

of [Princi-

Coast

Tlieatres, Inc., arrived in

York recently

New

connection Avitli
plans involving several million dollars of additional financing for the
theatre chain and the filming of
"The Winning of Barl.ara Worth"
Tliesc phins are
by Principal.
progressing favorably.
In the course of an interview, the
situation in First National came \\\)
and Lesser urged that the trade
press taive a constructive attitude,
since much harm might be done by
destructive criticism from those in
possession of only part of the facts.

Asked

what

in

would

constitute a
"constructive attitude" he stated
these personal observations:
That First National has lieen and
still is an affiliation of a groujj of
important theatre interests and is

operated liy men who are prima I'ily
concerned with the welfare of their

own

circuits.

That these men sliould l)e given
credit for an intention to keep First
National free and clear of domination and in a strong, healtliy position.

That
rants,

any future condition warwould be entirely possible

if

it

thoroughly.

and

distrilniting

company

to,

from them what they have worked
so hard to l)uil(l up? Do you think
they want to deliver their company
iiito the hands of somel)ody else?
"No, and those men should be
given credit for the intention to do

what

is

right and necessary.

The News, therefore, is happy
to present this vital message on a
topic of interest to the entire industry.

WM.

The

men composing such firms as Finkelstein & Ruben, Saenger Amusement Com])any, A. II. Blank, West

Stanley

Coast,

above

all

A.

JOHNSTON.

and

exhibitors.

others

are

If they

were

interested only in money they
could have sold out long ago for
more money than they will ever
want or need.
"They are interested before
everything else in the organizations
which they have built up and in
which they take pride. They will
always get behind any constructive
move to eliminate any unhealthy
conditions which creep into First
National at any time, should such
arise.

assure

for themselves and other exhibitors
a supply of good, box-office pictures. Do you think that those men,
whose heart and soul are in their
tlieatres, are going to see slip away

re-

personal stand in the matter as a
leading exhibitor, on the ground
that such might be helpful to the
situation and to the industry.

ingness to sell it to such a group
;\nd negotiations have been entered

"Who is the present leader of
First NationalT' he was asked.
"Robert Lieber, " lie replied. "I
find him in excellent health, and
with the situation under full control,
lie is a forceful executive and
ins])ires confidence on the part of
those around him. He may be relied upon to keep things going
along as they should.
"Most of the rumors and charges
flying about are based on halfknowledge and mistaken inference.
These things can do a great deal of
harm unfairly to First National
and a constructive, helpful attitude
based upon the true facts should
be taken.
"Remember this: First National
is, basically, an affiliated group of
exhibitors, maintaining a producing

He was somewhat

on the subject, but finally
consented to a statement of his
ticient

into.

Sol Lesser, head of Principal Pictures and
Theatres, Inc.

By

Arthur James mentioned

that a group of independent exhibitors had signified a desire to purcliase this franchise. Lesser inunediately expressed a complete will-

"It
to

is

very unfair to those

men

assume that they would permit

First National^their organization
to l)e dominated by any small
group or to ])ass into the control of
another company. The idea should
At
])e absurd on the face of it.
least give us credit for good intentions and loyalty to our own businesses.
"There has l)een a great deal of
misunderstanding, for instance, regarding the nature of the arrange-

—

ment between Famous Players and
Balaban & Katz. It simply so hap{Continued on next page)
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Lesser Asks Constructive Attitude on
& Katz, as an individual theatre chain and not as
part of First National, have worked
out a system of theatre manage-

Gold\\^n-Mayer or Fox, merely because we, as an individual circuit,
entered into deals with those companies which seemed wise and

ment which Famous Players

necessary.

pens that Balaban

be-

'

can be profitably, applied to

Lesser also scouted the idea that

houses.
That is perfectly
within their rights and has no direct bearing on First National.
The circuits making up First National are first of all independent
business enterprises, and if one of
them chooses to take a management
contract with another company, it
is the privilege of that circuit to do

any small group could obtain control of the motion picture industry
that it was too vast and too com-

lieve
their

so.

manifestly unfair to accuse a man of trying to deliver up
his own organization to another
merely because he is selling his expert services as an individual to
''It

is

the latter.
"We, that is, West Coast Theatres, have a partnership deal with

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer on Loew's
State and Loew's Warfield in Los
Angeles and San Francisco, respectively, and Fox owns about 35
cent, of the West Coast stock,
but no one has accused us of trying
to deliver First National to Metro-

per

—

petitive to permit of such a possibility.
*

'Eight at the present time," he
said, "when the air is filled with
talk of producer-owned theatre cirone Wall Street bankingcuits,
house alone- only one has $65,000,000 worth of financing of independent circuits under consideration.
That, in itself, is the best
assurance that those banking interests will not permit a dangerous

—

—

monopoly

to

grow up.

They are

going to protect their interests and
the interests of their clients.

"Circuit OMTiership I believe

in,

I believe that it is the

implicitly.

economical way to run
theatres
provided always that
sufficient leeway is given to the inefficient,

—

dividual manager.

You must know

F.

A' e

ws

N.

what

to standardize and what to
leave to individual initiative.
"Too much standardization is a
grave danger. You cannot leave
the individual out of it. How many
A. H. Blanks are there?
How
many Eobert Liebers? How many
Finkelstein & Rubens 1
"Mighty few, and Avithin six
months you are going to see the
greatest cry for man-power raised
that has ever gone up in this business.
Those who are building national chains will discover that the
men who built up the individual
chains contributed something very
definite to them
something that
cannot be dispensed with.

—

"But, above all, let's keep our
heads about the First National situation.
The interests of everyone
are being and will be protected.
The individual circuit heads have
too much at stake to do otherwise.
So let's take a sane, constructive
attitude, ignoring rumors and halftruths, and lay out a program that
will make First National in the fu-

ture

and

a

bigger,

finer

more independent

organization than

ever

before."

Motion Picture News Prize Contest For
Branch Managers and Film Salesmen
been aroused by
One Hundred DolGREAT
from any branch manager
salesman on
the offer of a prize of
or film

interest has

lars

for

the

best

article

the

subject:

"How Motion

Picture

News

Helps

Me

in

My

Contact With Exhibitors."

The competition will close at midnight on July 1, 1926. Articles should be typewritten and limited to 1,000 words, if possi ble. They may be as short as the contestant
desires.
The judges will be the editorial st aff of Motion Picture News.
In case two or more articles are deemed of equal merit, the full amount of the prize
Th e winning article will be published in full
will be given to all articles so tying.
together with a short history of the winner's career. Articles deserving honorable mention
will also be printed.

Competing articles should be addressed to the Editor, MOTION PICTURE NEWS, 729
Seventh Avenue, New York City, and the n ame and address of the contestant should be
written on the first page.
All branch managers and salesmen are eligible to compete. Manuscripts cannot be
returned.
Copies should be kept by contcs tants.
Motion Picture News cannot be
Proof of mailing will not be considered
responsible for loss of manuscripts in transi t.

proof of receipt.
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*Laugh Month' Exploitation Winners
Roy

Tillson Gets First Prize for Best Exploitation
for Initial Week of Laugh Month

Campaign

ROY TILLSON, manager
Theatre,

first

«ntry for the

matic appliance to a phonograph which
was kept continuously playmg a laughing

of the Fuller

Kalamazoo, Michigan, won

record.

prize—$100.00—for the best
first week in the Laugh Month

As a lobby ballyhoo a colored mammy
weighing 300 pounds, defied all comers to
make her laugh. A placard on her back
bore the words "Januai-y Is Laugh Month.
Sober Sal gives one dollar to anyone who
can make her laugh. Sober Sal is the only
one who won't laugh during Laugh Month."
Sam Carlton, manager of the Strand
Theatre, Frankfort, Indiana, took fourth

Mr. Tillson's entry
exploitation contest.
was one of the most comprehensive campaigns ever displayed on a two-reel comedy.
Making the Educational Pictures i-elease,
''The Fighting Dude," a Lupino Lane Comedy, the center of his Laugh Month advertising for the first week of the month, Tillson backed up a gi'eat lobby display with
newspaper advertising, newspaper publicspecial postei-s, half
ity, street ballyhoo,
sheet posters on the fronts of street cars,
traders and slides and practically every
other form of advertising available to this
iive wire exhibitor.
The second prize for the week $50.00
was awarded to Mr. F. V. Kennebeck,
North Star Theatre, Omaha, Nebraska, a
second run house, for a comprehensive dis-

:

prize

—

which was arranged to run throughout
month and which, during this week, was
tied up to exploit the Felix the Cat Cartoon, "Felix Trifles With Time," Pathe's
Our Gang Comedy, "Dog Days," an Aesop
Fable, "Noah Had Trouble," and the Fox
Imperial Comedy, "Cloudy Romance."
The Omaha newspapers were enlisted in
support of the Laugh Month campaign by
Kennebeck and the Laugh Month idea was
carried through all the programs as well as
through
all
advertising
and jjublicity
plaj'

the

throughout the week.

The $25.00 third prize went

Murphy and Lou Wdliams

to Mr. J. A.
of the Family

Philadelphia,
a
neighborhood
liouse with a dady change of program.
It
Theatre,

was Lou Williams who won the cup reawarded by The Exhibitor, the

cently

—$12.50 —the

principal

item

of

his

campaign for the week -being a large newspaper display advertisement 3 columns by
11 inches in the fonn of a proclamation to
the citizens of Frankfort, inviting them to
begin the year with a month of laughter.
Comedies released by F. B. 0., Universal
and Educational were shown during Laugh
Month by Carlton.
Fifth priae— $10.00—went to Guy Bays,
Globe Theatre, Buena Vista, Va., for a
ballyhoo in connection with the two-reel
Century Comedy, "Queen of Aces."
$5.00
was awarded to H.
Six:th prize
A. Giles, Royal Theatre, Garrett, Indiana.
Giles' mad for the month of January went
out in envelopes bearing a large type display calling attention to Laugh Month.
As to the results at the box-office, Tillson and Kennebeck, winners respectively of
the first and second prizes, can testify.

—

—

Roy Tillson, Manager of the Fuller Theatre. Kalamazoo, Mich., who won the first prize for the best
short subject exploitation campaign for the first week
of

Laugh Month.

publication,
trade
Philadelphia
regional
for "the best featurette exploitation campaign."
large cut-out of a laughing face with
red cheese cloth over the mouth was the
center of an attractive lobby display at the
Family Theatre.
Behind this large head
was a loud speaker connected by an auto-

A

Abrams Announces

pepped up at least 25 per
during Laugh Month campaign," is
the report wired by Tillson, while Kennebeck closes his description of his campaign
with
"We have found that the business during
this period has showed a good increase.
Yours till another Laugh Month."
"Box-office

cent,

Sales Expansion

United Artists Divides Country Into Three Divisions With
General Sales Manager in Charge of Each
of increased
BECAUSE
the certainty

product, and
of a very considerable
additional increase in the next few
months,
Hiram Abrams, president of
United Artists Corporation, has announced
several changes in the sales force and tlie
sales department of the organization.
In
making this
announcement
Mr.
Abrams points out that United Artists
Coii^oration rapidly is aj)proaching- another
l)irtiiday, Avhen the company will be seven
years old, and in this connection cites the
fact that this is the only corporation in
motion
picture
distribution
which has
maintained one continuous selling policy
since its inception, or for anything like such
a length of time.
United Artists Corporation was founded
on Mr. Abram's idea that each pictui'e
should be sold separately and independently
•on its own merits, he believing then that
was the only policy wliieh was fair to exhibitor

This

and producer alike.
policy and its administration has

lieen

more than

Mr.

Abrams

Corporation,

with the result,
states,
the United Artists
a.s
it
approaches its seventh
justified

birthday, occupies a position which commands the respect and confidence of every
exhibitor, every producer, and every distributor of motion pictures.
"Because we had the right policy as a
foundation, and because that policy faithfully has been adhered to and as faithfully
administered," says Mi*. Abrams, "United
Artists Coi-poration has most of the great
screen stars and great producers for the
screen in its ranks.

"Increased product brought with it increased problems.
These, in turn, brought
about the ju'esent phase of expansion. The
necessity for intensive field supervision became felt. Men who had long been identified Avith the growth and development of
our organization were called up to help in
reshaping and strengthening our sales force.
"E. A. Eschmann, a man of high standing in the film industry and its various
branches, resigned as general manager of
one of the large distributing companies and
was added to our organization as assistant
to the President.
AV. W. Hines, who long
has been general sales manager, remains in
that important post.

"It had become apparent that the sales
business of United Artists Corporation best
and most efficiently could be handled by
dividing the country into three divisions,
each to be in charge of a general sales manager.

"Paul N. Lazaras, who has been with us
the corporation was organized, has
been chosen as general sales manager of
the southern and western division; Cresson
since

Smith, long a A'aluable member of the
becomes general sales manager
of the mid-west division, and Moxley A.
Hill, well and favorably known in the industry, was selected as general sales manager of the eastern division."
E.

selling staff,

Slides

to

Aid

Reserve
An arrangement

i.-

Exhibitors

Fund
nenring

completion

whereby C. E. Cook, business manager of
the M!P.T.0. Kansas-Missouri, will enter
into a contract with one of the largest retail
stoi-es in Kansas City for the showing of
slides.
The move is an effort on the part of
exhibitors to create a reserve fund.

M
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SchnitzertoRunF.B.O. Studio
Will Take Complete Charge of Hollywood Plant
Temporarily as Result of Fineman's Resignation

THE

time Mr. Schnitzer became V^ice President
in charge of production, and Colvin 'W.
Brown became Vice President in charge of
distribution, Mr. Schnitzer was able to concentrate on production, and it had been
planned that he would spend considerable
of his time at the Studios.
"Mr. Schnitzer returned East a week ago
for a short conference with me after my return from Europe, and at that time we decided that the unit jjlan of production would
be put into effect in our Studio operations
as soon as it was practical to do so.
"We have always been convinced that the
unit })lan of production is the most efficient
method of motion picture manufacture, but
have operated our Studio under a general
manager because of the fact that np imtil
this year our own production has been more
or less limited. The percentage of F. B. 0.
jjroduced pictures has increased to a point
where we feel the adoption of a unit jDlan
of management necessary-.
"In addition to taking direct charge of
the Studio, Mr. Schnitzer will handle the
relations of the company with independent
producers making pictures for F. B. 0.

result of the resignaof B. P. Fineman as General
Manager of the F. B. 0. studios bas
been that J. I. Sclmitzer, Vice-President on
charge of production for F. B. 0., will take
coni{)lete charge of tlie studios temporarily
and will institute a I'eoi'ganization based
upon the unit plan of production, according to an announcement issued by Major H.
C. S. Thompson, President and Managing
Director of the company.
iiiiniediate

tion

who went

Schnitzer,

December

to

work out

to the coast early in

details

and plans for

the 192G-27 F. B. 0. program, will remain

at the studios indefinitely.

"The

of unit ])roduction at our
the result of no hastily reached
decision," said Major Thomson, in discussing the subject, "for it has been contemplated for some months that we would put
it into effect at the start of production on
next year's schedule.
However, Mr. Fineman's resignation has jjrecipitated an immediate organization along the lines of unit

Studios

plan

is

production.

"Since the reorganization of the executive
staff

effective

early last

summer,

at

'

which

distribution."

New Seider Department Active
Urges That Railway Companies Again
Place Film Prints on Perishable List
,

THE

newly formed legislative department organized by Joseph M. Seider,
business manager of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, has already
been launched on its first activity. It was
scheduled to take up this week in Washington, D. C, a jilea from the Wisconsin unit
of the National organization that the railway companies again place film on the
perishable list.
The appeal from the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Wisconsin to the National
Organization to lend its support in securing
legal sanction for perishable classification of
film was made as the result of a resolution
adopted at the recent Annual Convention of
the Wisconsin exhibitors.

Business Manager Seider, well aware of
the fact that local efforts for this classification would be practically futile, and that a
movement would be necessary to engender
the entire system of railway express shipments throughout the country, this week communicated with the Interstate Commerce
Commission at Washington, D. C, request-

immediate relief.
In his letter, dispatched from National Headquarters at 745
Seventh Avenue, New York City, the Busi-

J.

I.

Schnitzer, vice-president in charge of production
for F. B. O.

next few days on arrangements being made
by P. A. Powers, Chairman of the Board of
Directors of Associated Exhibitors, and his
associates for the contracting of two fernThis will ve-'^]
inine stars of the first rank.
suit in two additional units starting production in the very near future.
.

One producer yet unnamed and Griffith
and Carber are making arrangements to get
their first pictures in work by February 1st.
Both Powers and Emil Offeman, West Coast
representative of Associated Exhibitors and
general manager of the studios, are looking
forward to one of the busiest seasons in their
active careers.

ing

ness Manager calls the attention of the Commission to the fact that prior to the Government Ownership of Railways during the
War, film was included on the Perishable
List, l)ut since the return of the Raili'oads
to their respective companies, shipments of
film have had no preference.
"You will readily understand how the millions of feet of film in course of shipment
daily should be handled in such manner as
to prevent the serious delays which often
occur," the Business Manager stresses.
He continues, "In this connection. Motion
Picture Theatres advertise that certain pictures will be shown on certain days.
The
delay often occurring in the coiu'se of regular

shipment work extreme hardships on the Motion Picture Theatre owners in that their
patronage having looked fonvard to seeing a
certain picture on a certain date, is bound to
feel the disappointment when the film does
not an'ive in time for the play date."

Associated Exhibs Studio Busy

Three People
Die
Row

THOUCH

the deal through wiiich AsExhibitors acquired the
sociated
Selig studios was only consummated
last week plans are already going forward
which give promise of making the Associated plant one of the busiest on the coast

within the next thirty days.
Already two companies, comprising

Thomas

L. Oritfith unit

whifli will

the
a

make

series of

who

comedy-dramas and Bert D. Carber

will star

liill

Cody

in

a series of western

features, are installed on the lot and S. S.
Hutchinson is transferring his organization
from the Hollywood to tiie Associated.
Several other j)roducers will follow suit as
soon as productions now in work at other
studios are completed.
All details should be comjileted within the

in

Film Business

Albany

Albany, N. Y., was shocked
the iiast week to hear the death of Morris
Goldstein, who as a salesman in the pa.st for
the local F.B.O. office, as well as for the
Universal exchange, was known to practicjilly every exiii])itoi" in northern New York
and this part of the state. Mr. Goldstein

Film

in

was better known as

"Goldie."'

He was

forced to relinquish his duties at the F.B.O.
office a number of months ago when he went
to New York city with relatives.
Exhibitors generally throughout this sectheir sympathy last week to
owner of the ('linton Square
Albany, whose daughter, Dorothy,

tion extended

Fred

Elliott,

theatre in
19 years of age, died at her home, followingan illness of some time.

The local Pathe office was saddened during
week when the mother of Miss Marie
Mahar, a hookkei-per, died at her home in
the

Watervliet.

Henry

.

Three Producers Plann ing to Start Production
February 1st; Powers to Keep Plant Active

in

Hunt
in

Passes

Away

|

Boston

Heni-y J. Hunt, for numy years treasurer,
of the New Park Theatre in Boston and
identified with the management of other
])layhouses. died Monday at his home in
Boston.
He is the son of Jay Hunt who
is a.ssociated M-ith the motion picture iiulustry in Hollywood, his parents arriving in
They
time to attend the funeral sei-vices.
travelled across tlie continent on receipt of
a

telegram

telling

of

his

critical

illness.

Rabbi Samuel J. Abrams of Temple Ohabei
Simlom ofliciated at the services and burial
was in ^lontvale cemetery, Woburn, Mass.

I
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Report Shows Extent of Arbitration
in Second Year of Activity Decided
5,450 Cases Involving $1,33L206.72

Motion Picture Boards
value
THP]
dustry

of arbitration iu a big inkeeping disputes out ot the
courts is exeraplitied in the second
annual i-eport of the board of arbitration
of the motion picture industry submitted by
Will Hays, President of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America
and released through the Arbitration Socliety of America with offices at 115 Broadway, New York City.
Though in only the second year of their
activity the motion picture boards decided
5,450 cases during 1925, with $1,351,206.72
involved.
Of these cases only seventeen
were taken to the courts after the arbitration board had made \\<, award.
A notable
feature during 1925 was tliat 99 per cent of
the cases involved were decided within thirty
days after they were filed.
There are thirty-three motion picture arbitration boards in leading cities throughout the United States deciding disputes between the exhibitors and distributors. The
boards are made up of three men chosen by
the distributors and three by the theatre
owners.
If the six cannot come to a decision a seventh is chosen by the six.
During 1925 only twenty-two ca.ses, totalling
$12,341.41 required the services of a seventh arbitrator.
In 1924, the first year of arbitration in
this industry, 4,875 awards, involving $1,077,968.99 were made by the arbitration
boai-ds.
Fifteen of these disputes required a seventh arbitrator and four were
litigated after arbitration.
In 1925, in addition to the 5,450 disputes upon which
actual awards were made by boards of arbitration there were 4,269, involving $802,747.69, settled by conciliation after having
in

Ohio

AT

Only

Arbitration
for

Members

a meeting of the executive committee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio held on January 12th, a resolution was adopted warning all exhibitors who were not members of the organization within thirty
days after January 12th that exhibitor
members of Boards of Arbitration at
Cleveland and Cincinnati will refuse to
sit in all cases involving exhibitors who
are not members of the organization.

been filed, but before being determined by
boards of arbitration.
Last year, therefore, a grand total of 11,887 eases involving .$2,542,544.40 were disposed of without
recourse to the courts.
Five hundred and fifty-four disputes involving $124,797.23 were withdrawn by complaintants; 292 cases involving $87,147.86
were dismissed by boards of arbitration. On

December 31, 1925, there were pending in
the various boards of arbitration throughout the countrv 539 disputes involving a
total of $205,216.71.
'Arbitration has been a tremendous succommercial disputes in the
motion picture industry," says the report.
"It has made recourse to the courts almost
unknown in deciding controversies between
cess in settling

motion

])icture

distributors

and

tlieatre

has saved tremendous sums that
would have been spent in litigation and has
ojjerated efficiently and without delay to
the satisfaction of l)oth parties.

owners.

Tax Measure

It

'"Both in its country -wide scope and in its
volume, the functioning of arbitration in the
motion picture industry is pre-eminently
tlie outstanding example of the successful
use of this means of settling trade disputes."
The experience of the motion picture industry is dujDlicated by an increasing numl)er of trade and professional associations
which are making more and more use of
t!ie principle of commercial arbitration, according to Richard Washburn Child, President of the Arbitration Society, in commenting upon the report from Mr. Hays.
"For the second year the motion picture
industry has given the American business
world striking proof of the effectiveness of
commei'cial arbitration in the speedy and
economical settlement of business disputes,"'
said Mr. Child.
"As yet no other industrj'
can in any way approximate either in numl)er of cases or in the scope of their distribution, the rapid progress made in the
motion picture industry, but the use of arl)itration in other businesses and professions
is becoming in the aggregate an important
and a most significant factor in presentday business developments.
A year ago
President Coolidge signed the first compreJiensive Federal Arbitration Act, which permits the application of this principle ta
business controversies involving interstate
trade, and Secretary Hoover has frequently
emphasized the importance of business men
taking advantage of arbitration as a means
to eliminating waste in time and money and
modernizing the one phase of business procedure in which America has until so recently lagged."

Stirs Missouri

Owners

Hot Battle is Promised Against Governor's Proposed
Ten Per Cent Tax on Admittances to Theatres

WHEN

Governor Baker of Missouri
recently adopted as part of his proposed constitutional amendment a
ten percent tax on all admittances to theatres and otlier jdaces of amusement, he
tlirew a bombshell into the center of the motion picture exhibitors of the state and they
intend to wage a hot fight against the tax.
In response to a telegram from Business
Manager Josejjh M. Seider of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, the Unit
in St. Louis, has signified its intent to fight
to a finish any additional amusement tax in
Missouri. Seider's wire innnediately followed
earlier reports that Governor Baker and
other State Officers of Missouri were caucusing on a proposed Amendment to the
Constitution which Avould add a 10% Tax
on Amusements in that State, the money t«
be used for state educational purposes.
The St. Louis Theatre Owners are now devising means to combat tlie proposed Mea-

and

forward their outline of the
National Business Manager.
As soon as he is in receipt fo this
material, Mr. Seider will biing the pressure
of the National Organization on the situation through an intensive camjiaign wliich he
sure,

will

local situation to the

now planning

at National Headcmarlcrs
745 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The amusement tax would be included in
the constitutional amendment to be submitted
to the voters of the state at the general elections to be held next November.
The ])roposal ali'eady carries a tax of 10 i)ercent on
is

at

the sale price of cigars, cigarettes and otiier
forms of tobacco and a recommendation that
the inheritance and foreign insurance taxes
be transferred from tlie general to the school

fund.

Governor Baker anticipates that his amusement tax will drag from $3,000,000 to $4,000,000 into the scliool fund.

The proposed arrangement has been
taken up by the exliibitors organization in
St. Louis and Kansas City and it is certain
that the two organizations have jurisdiction
over the Eastern and Westera' sections of
the state will also organize to defeat tliis
new effort to saddle a further tax burden on
tlie exliibitors of the state.
Inclusion of the amusement tax was agreed
to at a conference of Governor Baker and
several state officials.
The revised form of
the amendment will be submitted to Baker's
connnittee in charge of the amendment at a

meeting at .Jefferson City, state capital, next
week.
This announcement means nothing more
or less than a huge combine of the M. P.
T. 0. Kansas-Missouri, all sporting goods
concerns,
baseball interests and tobacco
manufacturers to fight the proposed legislation.
Such a combine has not yet been
formed, but in the oi)inion of theatre owner's
it

is

inevitable.

"Such a 'nuisance

tax'

is

an insidt to th»

of Missouri

exhibitors during the
recent war," said C. E. Cook, business manager of the M. P. T. 0. Kansas-Missouri.
"AVe carried the load of a tax then and
freely gave up our screens to aid every good
cause which came along.
are forced to
pay city, county and state taxes which now
are high enough.
If such an unjust piece
of legislation should be passed it will mean
disaster for Missouri exhibitor's.
I do not
activity

We

say 'disaster' for the mere effect of the thing,
but I mean just that ruination. The smaller
exhibitors cannot stand it.
The larger theatre will be forced to saddle the increase
u]ion the public, which always is the 'goat' in
such type of legislation."

—
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Motion Picture News

New Bills Appearing in Albany
WITH

the

New York

State Legislaweek, bills
of interest to the motion picture
industi-y are being introduced, although up
to the present time no bill has yet made its
appearance calling for the abolishment of
the New York State Motion Picture ComThis fact is largely due to the
mission.
Legislature awaiting the report of the reorganization committee, as it is generally
known that up to the present time no place
lias been found for the commission other
than in a verbal way. There has been some
talk that the commission might be lodged
with the State Education department, but
if this takes place, the commission will become a bureau but with a New York city
branch, where all the reels can be examined
as at present. If the commission manages
to sui-vive and becomes a part of the Education department, the three commissioners,
each of whom draws down a salary of
$7,500, will be replaced by a single bureau
head.
Talk heard around the Capitol during the
last week or two, particularly among the
Kepublicans, seems to indicate a sentiment
in favor of continuing the commission.
ture

now

"If ever the opportimity was offered to remotion picture industry in this state
of the troublesome annoyance and unnecessary expense of censorship it is now," said
Frederick H. Elliott, general manager of the
Independent Motion Picture Association of
America in a statement issued this week.
"It is understood," said Mr. Elliott, "that
the report of the State Reorganization Commission of which fonner Governor Charles
E. Hughes is cliairman will be ready for submission to the legislature during the early
part of February, and according to information received from authentic sources no place
has as yet been found for the Motion Picture Commission under the reorganization

in its fourth

February
Fox

Sales Forces

New

to

lieve the

l)lan."

Senator J. Griswold Webb, a Republican,
has introduced a bill exempting news reels
from examination by the commission. This
bill will unquestionably pass.
Assemblyman Charles A. Freiberg, of
Buffalo, has already announced that he intends to re-introduce his bill of a year ago,
relative to the admittance of unaccompanied
children to motion picture theatres in New
York state. This bill got no further than
being assigned to a committee last year.

Month

Grainger

Is

Sales
know

manager since
iis affiliation with the company last May.
During that month every effort will be put
forth by the reorganized sales staff to make
the current season the most successful in the

riety in its make-up. There is no doubt but
that they will meet our salesmen more than
half way in showing their appreciation of

efforts of the general sales

history of the Fox Corporation.
The sponsors of the plan are confident of
it success. In discussing it one of them said
"When the boys in the field tell the exhibitoi's they are out to make a showing as a
tribute to Jimmy Grainger we are confident
•of a response that will result in a gTcater
gross than our chief ever expected. No man
in the industry has the confidence and good
will of the motion picture showmen more
than James R. Grainger.
The exhibitors

that anything he or his name is connected with has nothing of the lemon va-

the outstanding figure in the motion picture
sales

Mr. Grainger knows nothing about his
sociates plans to have

He

him

realize his

Southland for a well
earned rest a few days before it was hatched
in the fertile brains of Fred C. Quimby,
bition.

left for the

Fox

short subject sales manager; J. Sichelman, assistant general sales manager; M. J.
Schwartz and E. C. Grainger. It was born
during a discussion of the annual spring

were

awai-ded

for

335

country.
The report gives the figures as follows:
1925

Jan
Feb
March
April
wTiy

No.
Projects
11

15
27
28
35

New

Floor
Space

Cost

Sq. Ft.
.50,800

.$.3.51,000

81.000

497,500

401,.500

4, 890,.500

674,600

9,111.000

2:i4,(i00

1.217,00t»

.Tune

to

....

.luly

Aug
Sept
Oct

Nov
Dec
Total

...

a

The

Palace Hip, formerly devoted to the showing of Ackerman and Harris musical revues, was closed recently and was to have
been reopened this week under the management of W. W. Ely, who arrived in
•

Seattle from California to succeed Joseph
Muller, former manager.
Upon his arrival
in Seattle, Ely announced that he would
reopen the Palace Hip under a first run
motion picture policy, charging twenty cent
admission prices and changing his program
twice weekly.
Because of the high cost of operation and

low admission prices, Ely announced that
the musical accompaniments and features
at the Palace Hip would be limited to the
Palace Hip organ, which would require a
musical staff of three men for the house.
The Musicians Union of the city immediately notified Ely that unless he employed
an orchestra of eight pieces, in addition to
the organists, he would be unable to open
as a union house, as they would not furnish operators, electricians or other union
employees.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have again signed
Reginald Barker to a long term directorial
contract. He returns to that company after
a short engagement with the Fox studios, to
whom he went after having completed "The

White Desert" for M-G-M.
Baker's first
picture under the new contract has not yet
been announced.

Judy

King

Associated
Exhibitors Star

KING, for the past few years
JUDY
playing small parts and leads both
in

feature as well as in short comedies,
has been elevated to the rank of star and
will appear in a
six
series
of

comedy dramas
to be made by

drive.

Thomas

L

.

Associated ExhibGriffith for

itors release.

Statistical

theatres in 37 states during 1925, according to a report of the statistical
depai-tment of the F. W. Dodge Corporation.
Tlie amount invested aggregates $28,The ter000,000, according to the report.
ritory covered includes everything east of
the Rockies and is said to represent 90 percent of the total construction in the entire

downtown district.
The differences have been brought
head by the Palace Hip Theatre case.
Seattle's

as-

am-

Department Says
335 Houses Were Launched Last Year

CONTRACTS

exhibitors against

field."

Report Estimates Ne wThea tres
Dodge

showdown of

Musicians and Operators Unions in Seattle
is being expected daily in the Northwest
city, as a result of the latest alleged attempt
of the union organizations to govern the
management of motion picture houses in

M-G-M

Manager

Fox

has designated February as Jimmy
Grainger Month in appreciation of the

Again

Seattle

Reginald Barker Returns to

Will Pay Tribute

General

in

A general

Measure
for
Abolishment
of
State
Commission Has Not Yet Been Introduced

Up

Labor Troubles

Miss

King

was

born
in
Montreal, Can-

27
33
46
30
25
27
31

365,400
372,800
405 000
336,400
186,100
203,100
246,400

2,308,000
1,781,300
1 208 000
1,012,000
1,521,000

335

3,648,600

$28,261,600

,

2,378, 500
1 985 800
,

,

,

,

Figures for the first eleven months of 1925
compiled by Engineering Ncivs Record showing only houses costing $150,000 and over
showed contracts for 119 houses were
awarded, involving a total investment of
$55,542,355.
The Architectural Forum on data obtained
directly from architects places the number
of theatres for 1926 at 330, involving an
estimated outlay of $09,783,000.

ada,

and

age

of

at the
eleven
'
JucJy King.
made her deIn
but on the stage in New York.
1922 she made her first screen appearance with Harold Lloyd in "Safety
Last" and this was followed by an engagement as leading lady in several Hal
She alternated beRoach comedies.
tween short and feature comedies for
the next few years, also playing a dramatic bit in "Smouldering Fires."
Plans are now being made for the
first Griffith production which will be
started at the Associated studios in Los

Angeles as soon as a male lead
lected for the star.

is

se-

Fe

wr

b r u

1926
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Laemmle Anniversary Plan Launched
at Commodore Starts
Twenty Years in Motion

Dinner Dance

A

BIG

su^jper dance to be held by
the officers and employees of Universal Pictures Corijoration at the Com-

modora Hotel

in

Xew York

on Friday even-

ing, Febraaiy 5th, Avill inaugurate the round
of activities being arranged to mark Carl

Laemmle's twentieth anniversary

in the

mo-

tion picture industry.

The Universal employees who

will attend

Home Office force, the perof the Big "U" exchange in New
York and the staff and operatives of Universal's laboratory at Fort Lee, N. J.
The affair is to be held in the main ballroom of the Commodore. Dancing will begin
at 9 P. M. and will be interrupted by a
supper at 11.30. Following the supper there
will again be dancing and entertainment.
will include the

sonnel

be sujiplied by Ben Bernie and
E. H. Goldstein, Treasurer of
Universal, will be the master of ceremonies
for the evening', and R. H. Cochi-ane, A'icePresident of the big film concern will be the

Music

will

his orchestra.

toastmaster.

Laemmle

is

now

retui'ning

from

Eiiroi)e

aboard the Steamship Olymi^ic, and will arrive in New York on February 2nd, well in
time for the party at the Commodore, ilany
projected for his anniversary
in and out of the
industry will participate in the various funcactivities are

period.

His friends both

The annivei'sary

Activities

Laemmle's twenty' years

in the business
entire life of the industry.
When he left the department store business
early in 1906 and opened a small store-show
theatre in Chicago on February 26th of that
year, moving pictiu'es consisted of si)lit reel
pictures, mostly of the novelty type.

constitute

the

The present Universal organization, valued
and recognized as one
of the most compact organizations in the
international business field, has grown from
an initial investment of $3,600. Laemmle's
business acumen, his uncanny sense of values
and his fighting ability are largely responat millions of dollars

better than I of the trials
and tribulations that attended both exliil)itors
and producers in the early stages.
"With veiw best wishes for continued success."

Laemmle:

Ground lis Broken
Alliance

is

M. WOOLF.
HERBERT
with M. B. Shanberg

associated

tion of Kansas
Midland theatre, announced this week that
the ground for tlie building would be broken
this week.

An

alliance with Loew's Inc., has been ef-

fected and a bond issue of $1,750,000 with
one of the large bond houses negotiated.
Following are some of the outstanding
features of the theatre, which will be man-

aged by Mr. Shanberg:

—

for

Seating capacity 4,000
Orchestra pit,
provided with lift which will bring the 50piece orchestra into view of the audience
when playing; Theatre lobby the height of a
3^ story building; Elevators from lobby to
mezzanine and balcony; A larger area than
:

any other down town building; Total frontage on Main, Thirteenth street and Baltimore avenue 553 feet.
The steel frame of the structure will be

—

so built that the building can be increased
to twelve stories.
The theatre, which, it is

expected will liave its formal ojening next
Christmas, will be modeled somewhat after
Loew's Cajiitol theatre in New York. A pipe
organ will be built at a cost of $100,000.
Thomas W. Lamb of New Yoi-k, the architect, is making a final revision of the i)lans
and is makin'2' a studied effort to gain an
effect of coziness, despite the vast dimensions of the auditorium.

same

come, for we

that you will continue to
for many vears "to

interest

need you

still

now

as

we did

Tacoma Theatre

Goldwyn
tions

sent

following congratula-

the

:

"You have always

stood for clean, whole-

some entertainment and honest dealings with
the public motion picture theatre owners,
as well as with your competitors, and I hope
that you will continue for the next twenty
years to do the good for the industry that
you have in the past.
"Best wishes and kindest regards."

Bond

$1 ,750,000
Ex pansion

Tacoma, Washand largest legitimate plavhouse, was purchased last week by
S. R. Balkwill from the Tacoma Theatre
Tiie

in the early days."

K. C. Midland

Effected With Loe'w's, Inc. and
Issue Negotiated; Other Theatre

in the construcCity's $4,000,000

this

period.

"Xo one knows

President Lieber of Associated First Na-

—

am hoping

"I
find

cess.

tional Pictures paid the following tribute to

festi\-ities.

"I, myself, can think back over a goodly
share of these same years, and as ^ —^ I
am constantly reminded of your definite purpose through all of this time. Through all
of this period your work has been significant
of all that is best in the advancement of this
industiy of ours.

"It has just come to my knowledge that in
February' you will have been in the business
for twenty years, and I therefore feel that
it is only befitting the occasion that I express to j-ou my appreciation for the constructive work you have done for the motion
l)icturc industry as a whole during that

be marked in all parts of world wherever
Universal's and Laemmle's influence extend.

and

"My attention has been brought to the
fact that this year of 1926 marks for you
twenty years of constructive work towards
the advancement of motion pictures.

for this remarkable gi'owth.
Among the letters of congi-atulation pouring in upon the Universal president, are messages from iieads of rival film companies,
including Marcus Loew, Samuel Goldwyn
and Robert Lieber.
Loew wrote as follows
"I just learned that it is twentv years
since you entered the mation picture ndustry, and I wish to take this opportunity of
congTatulating you on your wonderful sucsil}le

will

tions

Commemorating

Picture Industry

in

ington, that city's oldest

Building Company at a cost of approximately $500,000, it was announced this week.
Reports that the North American Theafns
Corporation, a unit of the DeMille theatre
group, would fake over the house following
a complete remodeling and renovating coidd
not be confirmed by authentic soui-ces. Houses
are now under construction in Seattle and
Portland for the North American oi-ganization, however, and it is believed quite possible that they will take over the Tacoma
sti'ucture.

Exclusive lease of the Alexanilria and
Coliseum theatres San Fi-ancisco has been
obtained by Herbert L. Rothchild, which will
hencefoi'th l)ear the well known trade mark
of Herbert L. Rothchild Entertainment. Mr.

Rothchild has placed Hariy David in charge
as general manager of the two theati-es. He
has as his assistant, John Don Maroney, who
in turn has a house manager in each theatre. The general offices are to be maintained
in the Alexandria and were completed and
occupied officially Saturday, Jan. 9th.

A chain of theatres is to be established
over Nebraska, according to an announcement made by W. H. McFarland, general
manager of the World Realty Company.

The World syndicate

will

have houses in

fifteen of the largest cities of the state, says

Mr. McFarland. The start will be made in
Fremont and Columbus, with $100,000 theaters in each city. The company also plans
suburban houses in Omaha. Those already
announced are at Leavenworth and TwentyNinth streets and in Benson. The company
owns the Sun, World, Moon, Muse and other
fiieaters in
Omaha and is planning the
$1,000,000 "Omalia" theater at Sixteenth
and Douglas.
A deal between Universal and J. W.
Cotter, owner of the Fourth Street theatre,
Moberly, Mo., has been completed, Avhereby
Universi^l purchased the house, according to
Charles Sears, in charge of Universal theLee
atres in the Kansas City territory.
Jones will manage the house temporarily.
The pui'chase price was not named.
The Goldstein Circuit has taken over the

Majestic Theatre of Easthampton, formerly

Mr. Rapowned by Joseph Rappoulos.
jioulos will continue as manager of the house
under the new owners. The Goldstein Circuit
recently gave up the Strand Theatre, formerly

known

as

Recreation

Hall,

at

East-

hampton and this hall is now under the
management of Mr. Kendall. It is owned
by the West Boylston Manufacturing Co.
It

is

understood in Rockland, Me. that
interests contemplate building a

Paramount

theatre in that city in the Sprins'.
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Four Due From
**Irene"

First National

Heads Quartette of Features
February Release
for

FILMS

Scheduled

scheduled
FOUK
for February by First National. They
iiiiportaiit

releases

action transpires in the American colony in
Prominent in the cast are Blanche
Paris.
Sweet, Jack Mulhall, Hobart Bosworth and

iire

are "Irene," as the oustandino; attrac-

on February 21st, "Rainbow Kiley" on
February 7th, "The Far ('ry" on the 14th
and "The Dancer from Paris" on the 28th.
"Irene'' is hailed by First National as the

Johnny Hines' second starring

vehicle for
First National is an adaptation of Thoni])son Buchanan's play "The Cub" in which
Douglas Fairbanks starred on tlie sta^c.
Under the title of "Rainbow Riley," Hines
is said to have a rapid-fire comedy story.
Charles C. Burr is the producer, Anthony
Paul Kelly wrote the scenario and Charles
Hines directed. The cast includes, J. Barney
Sherry, Brenda Bond, Dan Ma.son, Bradley

biggest starring- attraction Colleen Moore
has ever had. It is taken from the popular

musical comedy by James Montgomery. In
addition to the role enacted by the star, the
picture is said to offer a gorgeously colorful
fashion show photogTaphed in color.
The scenario for "Irene" was written by
June Matliis, and Alfred E. Green directed.
In the cast supporting the star are Lloyd

John Hamilton and Harlan Knight.
"The Dancer of Paris," Robert
Kane has a sparkling story from the pen

Bai'ker,

In

Hughes, Kate Price, Cliarlie Murray, George
K. Arthur and Edward Earle.
"The Far Cry" was made at the West
Coast studios under the direction of Balboni.
The play from which the story was adapted
was written by Arthur Eichman and enjoyed
a successful run on Broadwav. Most of the

Many

Stedman.

]\Iyrtle

tion

T.

of Michael Arlen. As the title indicates, it
will
be a sophisticated story centering
around the gay life of Paris. Kane has assembled a strong cast headed by Conway
Tearle, Dorothy Mackaill and Robert Cain
Alfred Santell is directing.

Theatre Fires in

Fire in Theatres in

New

and Albany Result

in

FIRES
New

continue to be troublesome in the
In addition to
England area.
those recently in Rhode Island and
Conneetieult, the past week has seen fires
in theatres in Haverhill, Quincy, Danvers
and Fitchburg, Mass. These fires have resulted in loss of a considerable amount of
film to the New England exchanges, all of
the larger exchanges having lost from three
The losses have
to six and eight rolls each.
also caused considerable annoyance in bookings of shipment of films and in some cases,

changes of programs.

Week

England Territory
Considerable Losses

The Majestic Theatre in Fitchburg was
damaged by fire which also did heavy damage, estimated at $150,000, to the block in
which the Majestic is located.
The Elm Theatre in Danvers, the only
motion picture theatre in the town, was
damaged to the extent of $65,000. The fire
started near the boiler and the theatre will

have to be entirely rebuilt.
The Academy of Music Theatre in Haverhill was damaged by fire Thursday morning,

watchman discovering the blaze in a rest
room of the playhouse in the early morning.
Four hours latter, when the fire had been
l)ut out, the theatre was considerably damDamage to the theatre and to the
aged.
block in which it was housed was heavy
a

but a fire wall undoubtedly saved the theatre from total destruction. After extensive
The loss at
rejiairs, it will be reopened.
this fire is placed at $150,000.
Music Hall in Quincy, the second fioor of

which is a motion picture theatre, was damaged to the extent of $10,000, of which
Fortuabout half fell upon the theatre.
nately all of these fires occurred during the
night or early morning hours.
The Strand theatre in Fonda, and the
Opera House in Ogdensburg. N. Y., were
destroyed by fire last week. The Strand was

owned and operated by William VanAlstine,

who
fire

The seats were not
by.
damaged but what thev can be

close

S.

tures

Hutchinson,
starring

who

will

produce a series of feafor Associated

Edward Everet Horton
Exhibitors release.

sufficiently

used,

and

already looking around
The fire occurred
for another house.
shortly after 8 o'clock in the mornilig.
The fire which destroyed the Opera House
in Ogdensburg, started shortly after midnight and consumed the City Hall, as well.

Mr. VanAlstine

S.

of an educational or religious character, whether shown
in a
motion picture theatre, a
school or church, are exempt from the
state motion picture tax of Connecticut,
according to a decision handed to Tax
Commissioner Blodgett of that state by
Attorney General Healy of Connecticut.
Attorney General Healey, in his decision,

says:

Assembly desired to
the place where these films were
to be shown, the test to be applied, in
order to make them tax exempt, it could
tiave easily expressed that intention in
the statute by appropriate language. It
is not within my power to limit the purpose as expressed in the language of the
statute by supplying a hmitation that
would in effect defeat the object sought
to be attained in making these classes
of pictures exempt.
"Reading the statute in the light of
the established public policy of the state,
which has always favored tax exemptions of gifts devoted to everything
which promotes the public welfare, it is
my opinion that this statute should be
so construed that the class of pictures
enumerated in the statute should be exempted from taxation.
"As the statute places upon you, as
tax commissioner, or your agent, the
duty of determining in each particular
case whether the picture comes within
the class enumerated, the interests of
the state are amply protected."
"If the General

make

with a loss of close to $300,000. The Opera
House was being run bv J. S. Burnham
under a five year lea.se. While the City Hall
will be rebuilt, according to present reports,
it no\V looks doubtful for the theatre.
The
fire in Ogdensburg occurred in zero weather
and with a gale sweeping the city.
Charles A. Meade, manager, and Miss
Kathleen Sinclair, organist, proved to be
the heroes of a big downtown fire in Winnipeg, Manitoba, last Saturday night which
broke out next door to the Lyceum Theatre
which is the largest of three theatres in
Winnijjeg under lease to Canadian Universal Films.
The theatre was crowded to the
doors but, without stopping the picture.

Manager Meade appeared

in

the orchestra

announce that every person should
leave quietly.
Miss Sinclair stuck to the

pit

to

console to play the exit mai'ch although
the theatre was filled with smoke, until the
last of the audience had de])arted.
The loss by fire was $150,000, the damage
to the Lyceum being estimated at $10,000,
through the ruining of new drapes, carpets
and other furnishings through smoke and
water.
The theatre had otdy been remodelled last October when the house was
taken over bv Universal.
The owner is A.
R. McNichol.'

also runs a house in Fultonville.

started in a tailor shop close by
and spread very quickly, consuming a
bakery, a grocery store and other buildings,
The piano and proincluding the theatre.
jection machine were saved by laborers
working on the New York Central tracks

The

Conn. Attorney General
Renders Tax Decision

is

Censor Board Threatens to
Resign
Seattle's entire Board of Theatre Censors
threatened to resign their j)osts last week,
according to news dispatches, unless the City
Council took action against the licensing
The
of all-night motion picture theatres.
all-night houses have been established in
Seattle for several seasons, and ever since
their first opening have been a bone of contention between the censor board and the
more liberal minded governing body of the
citv.

February
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1926
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Pajamas' Title for
Bronson Production

''Cat's

^

The title of the new production co-stai-ring
Betty Bronson and Ricardo Cortez will be
"The Cat's Pajamas." This production will
be produced for Paramount from an original
story by Ernest Vajda, the Hungarian playAvright who is under contract to Paramount.
Arlette Marchal, noted French beauty is a

member

of the cast.

"'Sparrows'*

Mary

Next

Pickford's
Picture

Production on the latest pieture starring
Mary Piekford has been completed and it
will be released under the title of "Sparrows" which will replace that of "Scraps"
under which title the production was filmed.
During the past few weeks a number of
s])eeial

scenes were taken.

Make Additions
**Eve's

to Cast of

Leaves"

Richard Carle, Arthur lioyl and Xambu.
talented Chinese actor, have been added to
the cast of "Eve's Leaves," the pictorial
adaptation of the stage play now being produced by Cecil B. De Mille for Producers
Leatrice Joy is
Distributing Corporation.

Highlights of "Triple

Action,"

Universal production.

a

starred in this p-ctnvc.

F.B.O.

Winding Up Schedule

Is

Schnitzer Completing Current Schedule
and Preparing Next Season's Specials
Schnilzer. vict'-iiresi(h'nl of F.B.O.
charge of production is on the
coast winding up the current scheiUdc

I.

J•

in

lor production and preparing for the twelve
specials to be produced in the 1926-27 pro-

gram.
Three (Jold Bond sj)ecials remain on the
current program. Thev are "The Xon-Sto|i
Flight,"

"A Poor

Girl'.-l

Romance" and

"Tlu'

Retribution."
"The Non-Stop
of
Flight" is an Emory Jolmson melodrama of
the historic hop of Commander John Rogers
from San Francisco to nonolulii. It is now
Lsle

in

in her first series of feature length starrinu vehicles.

list

Title

Raymond
"Get Off the Earth"
the final

mond

for

Selected

title

Grifiith

Next

Griffith
has been selected as

Raymake following "Fresh

for the i)roduction which
will

This title replaces
Paint" for Paramount.
that originally selected, "The Ship That
Sailed to Mars."

iiroduction.

"A Poor

Girl's Romance" is the second
This
of the Laura Jean Libbey stories.
with "The Isle of Retribution" will be
started within the next few weeks.

same genei-al type of production
which was featured by the company during
the past year w:ll compose the backbone of
The

the
forthcoming
jiroduct,
according to
Schnitzer, who also says that more attention
will be ])ai(l to the exjiloitable possibilities

Guy

Given '*Blind
Goddess" Role

Oliver

Director A'iddi- Flciiiing has signed Guy
Oliver for an important character role in
"The Blind Goddess," which he is directing
The story is an adaptation
for Paramount.
Featured in the
of Arthur Train's novel.
cast are Ernest Torrence, Jack Holt, Esther
Ralston and Ix)uise Dresser.

of the productions.

Among

the

specials

to

be

luoduced for

next year will be at least two Gene Stratton-Porter pictures, and "Her Honor the
Governor," which will go into production
almost immediately.
Fred Thomson, 'Lefty' Flynn, Evelyn
Brent, Ricliard Talmadge, Tom Tyler and
Bob Custer are finishing work on their individual
output
pictures.
Alberta
of
Vaughn has finished the first episode of the
new "Fighting Hearts" series.

Fred Thomson

will

produce several

pic-

tures for 1926-27, bigger than those of last
year. Evelyn Brent, 'Lefty' Flynn, Richard

Tom Tyler are
scheduled for eight productions each,
and Alberta Vaughn has been added to the
Talmadge, Bob Custer and

Highlights of "The Midnight Patrol"
production.

also

Boyd

Will

Play

Leatrice

Opposite

Joy

William P.nyd has been assigned

to

the

leading role opposite Leatrice Joy in "Eve's
Leaves," to be directed by Paul Sloane for
Producers Distributing Corporation release.

Film

Critic

and Investigator Wanted

time employment in New York City.
Thorough Catholic training and background essential.
Must know motion pictures and be
experienced in screen criticism. Splendid opportunity for right person. Address, giving
experience
and references, INVESTIGATOR,
care of Motion Picture News, 729 7th Ave.,

For

full

New York

City.
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Hayward

Lillie

to

Write

Barthelmess Scenario
Lillie

Hayward, well-known

Morosco to
for Warners

Direct

Walter Morosco, untd recently a scenario
writer for Warner Brothers, has been
signed to a directorial contract by that company.
His first directorial effort will be
"Snken Shackles," in which Irene Rich will
be starred with Huntly Gordon, Robert
Schable and Victor Varconi in the chief
supporting roles.
Morosco is the son of
Oliver Morosco and the husband of Corinne
Griffith.

National
Completes
^^The Savage^' Cast

First

With

the signing this week of Charlotte
Walker, as the domineering wife, and Tom
Maguire as a professor of science the cast
for "The Savage," a First National production which Fred Newmeyer is directing
under the supervision of Earl Hudson, is
now complete. Ben Lyon and May McAvoy
are featured.

A

Next

Mill"

For

Marion Davies

scenarist, has

been chosen to write the scenai'io for Kichard
Barthelmess next Inspiration production
which will be an adaptation of Richard
Harding Davis' story "Ransom's Folly" a
story with a western locale. Miss Hayward,
accompanied by Sidney Olcott, who will direct the picture, and J. Boyce Smith, general manager for Inspiration, has left for
Hollywood where the pictui-e will be filmed.

Walter

Cbristianson

''Red

SCREEN

version of the musical

comedy, "The Red Mill" will be
the next Cosmopolitan Production starring Marion Davies following
"Beverly of Graustark." It will be produced at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios by Irving Thalberg and directed
by Marshall Neilan.
"The Red Mill" was one of the most
popular musical comedies of its day.
The music was by Victor Herbert and
the book by Henry Blossom. It will be
given an elaborate production with the
settings laid in Vienna and other cities
of Europe.
Frances Marion has been
engaged to write the adaptation and

"The

Benjamin Christianson's first American
made production for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
which Norma Shearer is to be starred will
be released as "The Devil's Circus" which
title was finally decided upon by Louis B.
Mayer, vice-president in charge of production.
This production -was formally known
as ;'The Light Eternal" and "Devilkin."
Christiansen wrote the story, made the conin

and directed the picture.
The supporting cast includes Charles Emmett Mack, Carmel Myers, John Miljan
Claire McDowell and Karl Dane.
tinuity

Porter

continuity.

Pauline

Picture Titled
Devil's Circus"

Hollywood with

in

Story Material
Starke

M-G-M

Signs

New

Contract

Pauline Starke who started in pictures
many years ago with D. W. Griffith has
signed a new contract with Metro-GoldwynMayer.
She has appeared in such recent
"Adventure," "The Devil's
successes as
Cargo," "Sun Up," "Bright Lights" and
will be seen in "Paris."

Titling
Completes
^'Rainbow Riley''

Verne Hardin Porter, editor-in-chief of
Paramount productions has arrived in Hollywood with story material for the inspection
of Hector TurnbuU and B.-P. Schulberg, associate
producers at Paramount's West
Coast studio. He will remain in Hollywood
for several weeks.
Porter M'as
editor of Cosmopolitan, Smart Set
publications.

De

Mille

Starts

formerly

and other

*Tligbt

to

tbe Hills"

Krafft

starring vehicle for First National release.
Krafft is well known for the humor of his
past titles and his contributions to news-

William de Mille was scheduled to start
work this week on "The Flight to the Hills,"
his forty-second production for Paramount,
with Warner Baxter in the leading male
role.
The picture is said to be a Kentucky
mountain story sans feud, moonshine or
shooting.
It was wi'ittcn by Charles Nevo

papers and magazines.

Buck.

John Kraft't has completed the titles for
"Rainbow Riley," Johnny Hines second

Highlights of the picture version of "The Johnstown Flood," produced by William

Fox with George O'Brien

in

the featured role.

February

6

,

19
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O'Connor

Signs to Direct
Gotham Pictures

Sax, president of Gotham Produchas signed Frank O'Connor to a directorial contract by the terms of which he

Sam

tions,

"Hearts and Spangles" and at
two other pictures for the Gotham
O'Connor was reprogram for 1926-27.
will

direct

least

sponsible for the direction of "One of the
Bravest" and "The Speed Limit," just completed for the company.

Takes

Roche

Up Warner

Stories in April
Arthur Somers Roche, who has conti-acted
to write a series of original screen stories
for Warner Brothers will start work in

Hollywood about April 2d. The stories by
Roche will first appear on the screen and
later,

probably, will be published in either

magazine or book form.

Manager

and

Wife

Made

Bandit Victims
After kidnapping H. E. Ulrich, manager
of the Midland theatre, Hutchinson, Kas.,
and Mrs. Ulrieh, two youthful bandits forced
them to disclose the combination of the safe
in the theatre Sunday night, escaping with
about $2,000.

Warners Sign Jane Winton
to

Long Contract

Warner Brothers have

sisiied .Jane

Alice Terry and Antonio

Moreno

in

"Mare Nostrum,"

the

Rex Ingram production

of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,

Win-

ton to a long term contract to play in
She has been in pictures
featured roles.
only about a year and a half

''U" Signs Five Leading

Men

Bushman. Harlan, Horton, Von Eltz
and Carillo Assigned to Feature Roles

UNIVERSAL

has signed five prominent leading men for featiu-ed roles
in current productions.
They are
Francis X. Bushman, Kennetli Harlan, Edward Everett Horton, Theodore "\'on Eltz

"The Whole Town's Talking," and June
Marlowe, 1925 Wampas Baby star, has beera
placed under a five year contract by Carl
Laemmle.
in

and IMario Carillo.
Buslnnan has been assigned

to play the
leading role opposite Mary Philbin in "The
Star Maker," which Lois Weber will direct.
Harlan will play the featured role in "The
Ice Flood," the first directorial effort of
James 0. Spearing, former New York dramatic editor.
Von Eltz and Carillo will play prominent
roles in "Perch and the Devil," tlie Gertrude
Atlierton novel which King Baggot is di-

recting witli Mae Busch
in the featured roles.

and Pat 0"I\Ialley
Horton will be
featured in Edward Lacmmle's picturization
of "The Wliole Town's Talking."
Another important announcement from
Universal is that Barbara Kent, only a short
time ago a Hollywood school girl, is
to play tlie leading role in the Western
feature, "Prowlers of the Night," with Fred
Humes. This will be Humes' first feature
length stan-ing vehicle for Universal and
Ernest

Laenimle's

first

feature

length

Superior Quality
is

the reason for the success of

GOERZ
RAW
Use

this

formula for best result:

GOERZ LENS in your camera
GOERZ NEGATIVE RAW
STOCK in your magazine
GOERZ POSITIVE RAW
STOCK for your prints.

di-

Both Humes and Laemmle
made a series of two-reel westerns on Universal's recently completed 1925 program.
Miss Kent, whose name was changed from
Cloutman for screen purposes, was the winner of the "Miss Holb^vood" beauty contest
in the preliminaries of the "Miss America"
rectorial vehicle.

contest.
Highlights of a current Producers Distributing Corporation release "Rocking Moon."

STOCK

FILM

Virginia Lee Corbin has also been signed
to i)lay the feminine lead opposite Horton

Sole Distributors

Fish-Schiimian Corp.
45

West 45th

St.,

New York

City..

1050 Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood, C«l.
In

Canada: John A. Chantler A
226 Bay St., Toronto. Ont.

Co.,
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Harry Beaumont Named

to

Goldwyn Buys "Beauty
and Beast" Rights

Direct '^Sandy'^
HaiTj' ]3eaumont has been selected by Fox
to direct the screen version of the Elenore
Meherin serial "Sandy," now appearing in
newspapers throughout the country. Madge
Bellamy, Fox star, has been cast for the
Bardson Bard, a recent rerole of Sandy.
cruit from the vaudeville stage will play the
part of Ben ^Iiirrillo, the husband, with
Leslie Fenton in the role of Douglas Keith.

GOLDWYN
SAMUEL
chased screen rights

has purto the Kath-

leen Norris novel, "Beauty and the
Beast" and it will be used as the next
George Fitzmaurice production. Ronald
Colman and Vilma Banky will be
featured.
This will be the first George
Fitzmaurice production to be released
under Goldwyh's new contract with
United Artists.

Others in prominent roles are Harrison
Ford, David Torrence, Lillian Leighton.
The
Joan Standi-ng and Charles Fan-ell.
scenario has been jn-epared by Eve Unsell
and it is likely filming will be started Mithin
the next week or ten days.
"

intention of Goldwyn and
Fitzmaurice for the latter to take a unit
to Italy to produce the story in the
proper environment and the locale called
for in the story.
Fitzmaurice however,
It

is

production immediately in Los
where the important interior
.scenes will be taken.
The picture will
be released sometime in the Fall by
United Artists.
Angeles,

Direct
to
Blindness''

''Love's

Elinor Glyn's story, "Love's Blindness,"
will be directed by John Francis Dillon, according to announcement by Louis B. Mayer,
vice-president in charge of production at the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios. The picture
be produced by Irving G. Thalberg.
Pauline Starke will have the featured role.

Up Arranged

for 'The Little Giant"
NATIONAL tie-up campaign in

A

which the Gainaday washing ma-

chines will be advertised in conjunction with the Universal feature "The
Little Giant" has been arranged by Joe
Weil, director of exploitation for "U."
The picture stars Glenn Hunter as a
washing machine salesman. The manufacturers of the machines have distributed 10,000 half-sheet posters to their
dealers over the country, and urge distributors to make displays and launch
advertising campaigns in tying in with
the showing of the picture at local theatres.

New Paramount

Scenario Editor
Charles

•will

National Tie

Langdon McCormick's spectacular
melodrama. The story was adapted to the
screen by Finis Fox and will mark Seena

ization of

(Owen's de})ut as a
Pictures.

Fox

Furthman

ha.-<

been

appointed

scenario editor-in-chief of Paramount's West
Coast studio according to an announcement
issued by Hector TurnbuU and B. P.
Sch.ulberg, associate producers.
Furthman,
who has been in the motion picture business
since the close .of the "World War, worked
at the Universal plant for three years his
last scrijit there being "The Goose Woman."
He has written, several original screen stories.

star

in

Metropolitan

Robert Kerr
Long Contract

Signs

to

Fox has signed Robert Kerr to a thi'eeyear contract and his first assignment will
be "30 Below Zero," a Buck Jones starring
vehicle.
He recently completed direction of
"A Trip to Chinatown," first of the Charles
H. Hoyt comedy drama.s to reach the
screen.

Perkins

Furthmann

in

Jo.seph Schildkraul has been secured Vjy
Metropolitan Pictures to play op])Osite
Seena Owen in "Shipwrecked," the pictur-

the

will start

Dillon

Scbildkraut to Appear
^'Shipwrecked"

Appointed

District

M-G-M

Manager

S. D. Perkins has been appointed district
nuniager for Salt Lake City and Denver
He will have
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Lake City. Joseph
Samuels has also been named manager of
the Salt Lake Citv office.

his lieadquarters in Salt

Theodore Roberts Back
on Paramount Lot

ROBERTS, grand
THEODORE
old man
the screen,
back on
of

is

more than a
With Betty Bronson he

the set again after

F.

B.

O. Buys Stories for
Lefty Flynn

year's illness.
is heading the cast in a story not yet
titled, but being directed by WiUiam
Wellman, youthful director whom B. P.
Schulberg took with him to the Paramount studios.

F. B. 0. has ]iurcliuj-e(l screen rights to
"Glenister of the Mounted," by Arthur Guy
Empey and '"Rough Going," by Victor Gibson, as starring vehicles for Lefty Flynn.
The former appeared as a novelette in
Tri])le-X Magazine, and "Rough Going" is
an original' story.
The latter will, be the
lirst of the two to he produced.

Highlights of Harold Lloyd's

first

comedy production

for release

through Paramount

Featured with Roberts and Miss Bronson are Ricardo Cortez and Arietta
Marchal. Miss Bronson appears in the
role of a little drudge seamstress, with
Roberts as her father.

titled

"For Heaven's Sake.

February

6

,

Augmented

Cast

684a

1926
for

Gins-

berg's ^''Brooding Eyes''
Eobert Ellis and Dot Farley have been
added to the cast of ''Brooding Eyes" which
Edward Le Saint is filming for Banner Productions from a scrijit by Mary Alice Scully
and Pierre Gendron. Lionel Barrymore is
starred in this feature and the supporting
east, in addition to the above named consisting of Ruth Clifford, Montagu Love, William
V. Mong, Lucien Littlefield, John Miljan and
Alma Bennett. It will be a Henry Ginsberg
release.

De

Joins Cast
^'Yellow Fingers"

Brullier

of

De

Brullier has been assisned to the
Rajah in the Fox film version
Olive Borden is
of "Yellow Fingers."
starred in the picture, while others in the
supporting cast include Ralph Ince, Otto
Matieson, Edward Piel, Armand Kaliz, John

Nigel

role of the old

Wallace, Charles Xewton. Josephine Crowell
May Foster and Claire Adams. Emmott

Flynn

is

directing.

has Lead
''Yellow Fingers"

Ralph

Ince

in

Ralph Ince will be seen in the leading
male role of the Fox version of "Yellow
Fingers," directed by Emmett Flynn with
Olive Borden as the star. Ince will be seen
as the gruff sea captain who has earned the
sobriquet of Brute Shane.
The picture is
an adaptation of the Gene Wright novel.

Make Three Productions
England
With Her as Star

''Jaydee" Will
in

Director of

London, made the announcement immediiitely after the "Nell Gwyn" preview at the
Ritz-Carlton Hotel, New York, that he and
his English associates were so strongly inpressed as to the future of Dorothy Gish,
following her brilliant triumph in the name
part of Herbert Wilcox's. production "Nell
Gwyn," that his company had made a deal
Pictures,

British

Ltd.,

with Inspiration Pictures, Inc., who has the
star under contract for five years, under
which arrangement she is to return to England immediately to be starred in three productiotns.
tional

jiromoted to front rank stardom several of
the present day reigning screen favorites.
He sees in Dorothy Gish a player capable
of creating for herself an unique position

Horton to Star
3
as

AN

S.

the

F.
of

B. O. production
the Turf."

titled

"King

Gwyn."
George T. Eaton, President of the big
English producing company, a man of long
theatrical experience and a former associate
of Javdee in Australia, is one Englishman
who has no fear of the success of British
pictures in this country, or elsewhere in the
world, provided they are of a technical and
comparable to the American
product.
He gladly gives American producers credit for havins' won a practical
monopoly of the world's picture business
on the basis of quality, and he bases his
lioi)es for the success of his own company on
tlieir determination to win on merit alone.

for Associated

Productions by S. S. Hutchinson
'*
Additions to Triumphant Thirty"

arrangement has been entered into
Associated Exhibitors and
S. Hutchinson whereby Hutchin-

between

make three additional pictures starring Edward Everett Horton, as a result of
a preview of "The Nutcracker" in which
Horton is co-starred with Mae Busch.
Officials of Associated were so pleased
with this production that they decided that
although originally listed as one of the
"Triumpliant Thirty" it should be issued as
one of a group of Horton features in addition to their already announced schedule.
son will

the screen.
"She'll be the feminine
Plarold Lloyd," he believes.
Officials of Inspiration Pictures and Miss
Gish, herself, were sold on the idea of the
stai-'s returning to England largely because
of the splendid production quality of "Nell

on

artistic quality

when manager of First NaPictures, saw the possibilities and

"Jaydee,"

from

to Jones."

Williams Lauds Dorothy Gish
Managing
JD. WILLIAMS,
National

Scenes

"What Happened

Scenes from the Universal comedy feature

"The Nutcracker," which is a comedydrama of married life based upon the stage
and book success of that name, was directed
by Lloyd Igraham for Hutchinson.
The
production was previewed at an uptown
Broadway theatre recently and, it is
claimed, the audience showed a distinct
preference for it over the regular feature in
which two popular screen players appeared.

The
started

following day negotiations were
with Hutchinson and the contract

signed for the three pictures.
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New
New York

Charters are Given to

Companies

in

Newly incorporated motion

Joseph

picture com-

Cassio,
Inc., $10,000,
D. Blessing,

Ben

Laine,

0.

New York

city;

Domenico

Fitzei-- Syracuse,

Fitzer, Syracuse, Charles

Joseph

N.

Schwartzwalder,

Auburn.

Woodroek Amusement Corporation, capiEdward Speigel,
stated,
not
Charles Fisher, I. M. Racer, Brooklyn;
Kingdun Productions,. Inc., $10,000, H. A.
Bloomberg, Richard Amado, Israel Finkel,
New York citv; A. and L. Film Advertising
talization

Appleton, F. H. LinSamuel Kramer, New York city; Lloyd
Hamilton Corporation, capitalization not
stated, I. M. Michelman, R. Liebhoff, A. J.
Johnston, New York city; Bellaire Amusement Corporation, $2,000, R. L. Schift", Joseph Sussman, Isador Finkelstein, New York
Co., Inc., $1,000, L. B.

coln,

Named

Banker

Eastern

of

Director

Theatres

Theatres, Limited, Toronto, an
itnportant subsidiary of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., Toronto, operating theatres in Eastern Canada, has added to its
directorate by the election of a well-known
banker as director, W. D. Ross, a director of
the Bank of Nova Scotia. He fills the place
left vacant by the resignation of D. L.
White of Midlan, Ontario.

Eastern

Eastern Theatres has also pul)lished a
statement covering the first three
months of the fiscal year, September to December inclusive, which shows that earnings
for the period were considerably in excess
of those for the same period one year before.

financial

THE

Officers of the

George

Ingleton
research
library, said to be one of the most

complete private collections of
rare books in America, has been acquired by the Fox west coast studios.
Besides the great number of books obtained in every part of the world, the
library includes files of national and international
magazines and reference
books dating back forty years.
Included in the great mass of literature is information dealing with peoples, customs, modes of living, habits
of thought, dress, architecture, transportation and scenery with which the motion picture maker may come into contact.

Overtime Wages for ''Extras"
in Coast Studios

eight hour day, has been ordered by the
industrial Avelfare commission in a decision

made jiublie January 9th.
The commission defined

of eight hours and less than 10 hours; 50
per cent for 10 to 12 hours; 75 per cent for
12 to 14 hours, and double pay for more tlian
14 hours.
The decision fixed the working day as beginning when extras are told to, and do,
report at a designated place. Women are
to be jjaid for time used in trying on cos-

tumes and in fittings. Extras must be paid
at the end of each day. Hot coffee and meals
must be provided women working at night.

Wagon"

Suit

Kansas City.
The suit, brought by Mrs. Virginia Bridger
Hahn, daughter of Jim Bridger, famous Indian scout, charged that the picture defamed

capitol in Harrisburg.
4,

He

Amusement Companies, owning

Harris

in

Pittsburgh District,
Ohio; Wilmington, Del.
all of which were ordered
night because of his death.
the

Youngstown,
and Detroit,
closed last

an officer and part owner of the
Harry Davis Enterprises, which con-

He was
ducts

ton

•

the character of her father in that it depicted him as the husband of Indian wives
and as a drunkard.
In ruling against Mrs. Hahn, Federal
Judge Albert L. Reeves held that the changing standards of living make it impossible to
Things considered
•lefame one's ancestors.
])roper in one generation might be held as
im)>i'oper in another, he said.

Earle

Foxe Again Back

Van

theatres in several states.

He was also part owner and director
of the Pittsburgh Baseball Club, which
owns the Pittsburgh Pirates, world
champions in baseball. He was vicepresident and director of the WashingTrust

Company,

Pittsburgh,

and

director of the Roselia Foundling Asylum and Maternity Hospital.
Senator Harris was the floor leader in
the Upper House for the administration measures of Governor Pinchot.

First National

in Denver.

Changes Titles

Two Pictures

of

"High Steppers" has been
as

the

for

title

the

definitely

forthcoming

set

Edwin

Carewe production heretofore referred to as
"Twentieth Century, Unlimited," which was
adapted from the Sir Phillip Gibbs' story
"Heirs Apparent." "The Second Chance,"
another First National vehicle, has been
changed to "Her Second Chance." Lambert Hilyer is directing the last named
story with a cast including Anna Q. Nilsson, Huntly Gordon, Charles Murray, Mike.
Donlin, Dale Fuller, Sam De Grasse and
Corliss Palmer.

Injury to Bebe Daniels

Not

Serious
Bebe Daniels, Paramount comedienne was
not so seriously injured as at first announced
last week following a mishap in the making
of a scene for "Miss Brewster's Millions."
It at first appeared as though she had a
slight concussion of the brain, but she has
already recovered sufficiently to be back on
tlie set at the Lasky .studio.

A

friend the motion picture industry
ever had in the Pennsylvania Legislature," dropped dead during a legislative
committee hearing Jan. 26 in the state

theatres

;

'

as "extras" those
women or minors emi)loyed on a daily basis
at a w^age not exceeding $15 per day. Pay
was fixed at 25 per cent additional for excess

Senator John P. Harris, of
STATE
Pittsburgh, described as "The best

established the first motion
picture theatre in Pittsburg. Since then
he had been engaged in theatre development, extending his business to include
vaudeville and legitimate productions as
well as photoplays. He is owner of the

:

Overtime pay for women and minors emliloyed as "exti-as" in motion picture studios
in California and working in excess of an

$1,000,000 suit against Famous Play(>rsLasky Corporation, pending since the release
of "The Covered Wagon," has just been won
by the defendant in the federal court at

Senator Harris was born December

Intermountain Film Board

of Trade for the following year are as follows
W. F. Gordon, President; H. Bradley Fish, Vice President D. T. Lane, General Counsel, Secretary and Treasurer.
The
joint board of arbitration has three exliibitor members and three distributor members.
The exhibitor representatives are
Carl A. Porter, manager of the Victory
Theatre; Ed Diamond, manager of the Pantages
Theatre, and C. F. Montgomery,
manager of the American Theatre here.
The distributor representatives are M. Aparton, branch manager for Universal; W. H.
Rankin, local manager for Warner Brothers, and Jos F. Samuels, new manager for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

''Covered

Sen. Harris Drops Dead
in State Capitol

Elects Officers

Research Library

Famous Players-Lasky Win

187L

s

Intermountain Trade Board

Fox Acquires Ingleton

panies, entei'ing the lousiness in New York
state the past week, included the following:
William K. Hedwia: Picture Enteri)rises,
Inc., $10,000, with Elsie Hedwig, William
K. Hedwig, Forest Hills, Edward E. Makholm, Jersey City; Boheme Film Producing
Company, Inc., $10,000, Anthony Fiorino,

Brooklyn,

7i'

Earle Foxe

as

Bibber

again back in the role of
the latest Fox Van Bibber
This is the fifcomedy, "The Rejiorter."
teenth picture in which Foxe has assumed
the same role. Lou Seiler is directing.
With the temporary suspension several
months ago of the ^'an Bibber comedies,
Foxe had an important role in "Wages for
Wives" and then played the leading male role
in "A Tiip to Cliinatown," first of tlie Charles
II. Hovt coined V drama series.

Van Bibber

in

is

Comerford
Houses
Remain Open

Will

Despite the iiu'oads on the box office
caused by the coal strike, the Comerford
chain around Scranton, Pa., will keep all
liouses open.
The majority of the houses
l)]ay a combination policy.

Picks National
Studio Site

Britain

THE

British Government has selected a spot for a National motion picture studio, according to a
dispatch to the Times. The location is
at Whitehawk, near the sea at Brighton
with an area of 76 acres.
It is figured that about $1,000,000 will
be required to erect the plant and of this
amount the Government is expected to

Preliminary preparations
grant half.
will be begun on the site within two
months, according to the Times dispatch.

The British Government intends to introduce legislation to prohibit block
booking. The Government abandoned its
intention to fix a legal quota for British
films for the present.

February

6

,

19 2 6
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George K. Arthur Signs
M-G'-M Contract

New

George K. Ai-thur who has been with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer since his appearance
almost a year ago in Monta Bell's "Lady
the Night," has signed a new contract
Since his first picture
with that company.
he has appeared in juvenile-comedy roles in
«uch successful productions as Marion
-of

Davies' "Lights of Old Broadway," "Pretty
Ladies" and "Sun Up," and is now working
with Miss Davies in "Beverly of Graustark."

Release

Torrent''

^'Ibanez*

Warners Sign Newcomer

Warner Brothers

Due February 20
Cosmopolitan production, "Ibaiiez'
Torrent," adapted from the Vicente Blasco
Ibanez novel, "The Torrent" will be shown
for the first time at the Warfield Theatre in
San Francisco February 13tli and at the
State Theatre in Los Angeles February
The cast includes Ricardo Cortez,
20th.
Oreta Garbo, Gertrude Olmstead, Tully
Edward Connolly and Mack
Marshall,
Swain.

The

Louise Fazenda
LOUISE FAZENDA signed

and

Tenth

Spangles'

for

IS

Gotham

"Hearts and Spangles" is announced as
tenth title to be released on the current

-the

program of twelve Gotham Pictures.

The

an original by Norman Houston, is
of life under the "big tops" of an American
Production woj-k is scheduled to
circus.
start this week under the direction of Frank
The picture will be released
O'Connor.
through Lumas Film Corporation in March.
story,

new
week with Warner

contract this

a

under the terms of
be starred in her own
right during the coming year and costarred with Willard Louis in high-class
comedy dramas.
Brothers

which she

will

Under the new arrangement Miss
Fazenda will first appear with Louis
after which she will branch out with her
own company. Warners claim her promotion is due to the many requests
from fans to give her a big chance.
Miss Fazenda is a graduate of the
Sennet school, having appeared in comedies tor him for a number of years
\ hich
she played comedy roles in
several features which brought much
favorable comment.
The first of the new series will be released with the 1926-27 Warner pro-

after

gram.

Plans Under Way for Next
Fields Production
Edward

^'Hearts

to Star

Sutlicrland,

who

is

to

Long Contract
Jack Warner of Warner Brothers has
signed Doris Hill, an entire newcomer to the
screen, to a contract.
She has never appeared before a camera, but was selected for
her beauty, intelligence and striking type.
Miss Hill is a cousin of Eugene O'Neil,
the playright, and is said to be a dancer of
more than ordinary ability, though she has
never used this talent professionally.
Her
contract covers a period of five years.

Paramount Signs Greer

New

to

Contract

Schulberg and Hector Turnbull,
Paramount producers, have signed
Howard Greer to a new contract. He has
designed all of the gowns worn by Pola
Negri in America since her first motion

B. P.
associate

picture here. Greer has also fashioned attire
for Gloria Swanson, Betty Bronson, Esther
Ralston, Bebe Daniels, Lois Wilson, Greta
Nissen and others of Paramount's feminine
players.

to direct "It's

Old Army Game" and "Kid Boots'' for
Paramount, has just arrived at the Long
Island studios of Paramount from Chicago
where he went for the purpose of conferring
with W. C. Fields, who will appear in the
first named picture and Eddie Cantor who

the

will ))iay the star screen role in tiie pictur(>

Production on
version of "Kid Boots."
"It's the Old Army Game'' will be started
about the middle of February from a
scenario by Luther Reed under the supervision of Tom Geraghtv.
It is based on
J. P. McEvoy's "The Comic Supplement."

H. Abrams Wins Place on
M. P. P. D. A. Honor Roll

S.

Winninger With Meighan
"New Klondike"

in

AVhcn Thomas Meighan's new Paramount
picture, "The New Klondike," appears on
the screen, Charles Winninger, featured in
the Broadway musical comedy success, "No,
No, Nanette," will be seen in the part of a
lunch counter waiter. AVinninger played a

character part with Meighan in "Pied Piper

Malone."

"The

New Klondike"

Lardner's story of the Florida

is

Ring
estate

real

boom.

Andre Lancy Joins Cast of

"Monte Carlo"

The Hays organization placed S. 11
Abrams, manager of the F. B. 0. exchange
at Milwaukee, on their Honor Roll for the
month of December for having met with all
the regulations governing fire prevention.
An iirticle on fire prevention, written by
Mr. Abrams, will be published in an e;uly
issue of Fire Alarm, one of tlic magazines issued by the M. P. P. D. A.

The latest addition to Christy Cabanne's
"Monte Carlo," cast for Metro-GoldwynMayer is Andre Lancy, French charactei'
actor, who will have the role of an anarchist.
Previously announced for the cast are Lew
Cody,

Gertrude

Olmstead,

Roy

D'Arcy,

Harry Myers, Karl Dana, Cesare Gravina.
Trixie PViganza, ZaSu Pitts, Eugene Borden and Arthur Hovt.

Warners Change Titles
of Three Productions

WARNER

BROTHERS

changed the

titles of

Chadwick Will Release
Two Next Month

have

three pic-

War-

urr\ HE COUNT OF LUXEM-

"Outlawed," starring
Rin-Tin-Tin
which
Herman
Raymaker is directing has been changed
back to "Hero of the Big Snows," its
original title.
C. D. Lancaster's story
"The Grifters," which Roy Del Ruth is
directing with a cast comprising John
Harron, Dot Farley, Mathew Betz, Lee
Moran, Gertrude Clair, Joseph Dowling
and Henry Barrows, will be known as
"The Little Irish Girl." Dolores Cos-

and "The TranconLimited" will be released as Chadwick specials during the
month of February. The former will
go to exhibitors February 1st and the

now

in
ner Brothers studio.

tures

work

at the

BOURG"

tinental

two weeks later.
"The Count of Luxembourg"

latter

is

an

adaptation of the operetta of the same
name by Franz Lehar. George Walsh
is featured at the head of a cast which
includes Helen Lee Worthington, James
Woods Morrison, Lola Todd, Joan
Meredith, Michael Dark and Charles

be featured in this production.
It To Me," Dorothy Devore's
next picture being directed by William
Beaudine, will be released as "The
Honeymoon Express." This original
story will have a supporting cast includtello will

"Leave

Requa.
Johnnie Walker has the leading male
role in "The Transcontinental Limited,"
With Eugenia Gilbert playing opposite
him.
Others in the cast are Alec B.
Francis, Edith Yorke, Bruce Gordon,
George Ovey, Eric Mayne and James

ing John Patrick, Montagu Love, George
Pearce, Lynn Cowan, Russel Simpson,

James Gordon, Frank Brownlee, Fred
Kersey and Charles Hill Mailes.

HameL
Trio

of

scenes

from
F.

"The
B.

Tough

O. release.

Guy'

a

current
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"Flaming

Frontier"

Ready

for

is

Screen

UNIVERSAL'S

epic of the west,
has
Frontier,"
been completed and the first print
and negative are now in New York. It
will be presented on Broadway in the
near future as a highlight of Carl Laemmle's twentieth anniversary celebration.
Negotiations are under way for a suitable theatre to house the production for
a Broadway run.
•Among the historical characters appearing in the picture are President
Grant, General George A. Custer, General Reno, Chiefs Sitting Bull, Rain-inThe-Face, Gall, Red Cloud and Crazy

"The

Hoot Gibson and Dustin Far-

Horse.

num

Flaming

head the cast of players.

Cast Announced for M-G-M's
''Brown of Harvard"

First National to

Jack Pickford will play "Doolittle," WUliam Haines will enact the role of "Brown"
and Francis X. Buslunan, Jr., will portray

DUE

teleletters received from
all over the country at the First
National offices the company will con-

tinuit}'.

tinue to broadcast its productions from
station WJZ, New York.
Exhibitors
are equally enthusiastic over this novel
way of publicizing pictures and it is
claimed that theatre patrons have commented favorably on the new feature.
The time of broadcasting remains at
8.30 each Thursday evening. "Just suppose," the Richard Barthelmess starring
vehicle, was put on the air January 21,

Edward Connelly, veteran actor, will complete his eleventh year at the Metro studios
by playing the part of "Professor Abbott"
in this production and Ernest Gillen has been
entrusted
with
the
character
role
of
"Smythe." "Walter," an all-Ameriean halfby Guin

"The Reckless Lady" was radioed this
week, "Memory Lane" is scheduled for
February 4, "The Far Cry" February
11
and the Colleen Moore starring

(Big Boy)

Harriett Hamis directing.
the feminine lead in "Driftin'
and the cast includes Ruth King,

Dunlap

mond has

Thru,"
Stanton Heck, Bert WoodrufE and
Nye.

Fitzgerald is
Actress Role

Cissy

February

Child's

Carey vehicle, "Driftin' Thru" is released
by Pathe on February 21st. Sandy assumes
the place of Pete, the horse that performed
so satisfactorily over a long period with
Carey. Pete was recently retired to a life
of ease and luxury.
Charles R. Rogers is presenting Carey in
this new series of westerns for Pathe and
Scott

vehicle "Irene" will be broadcasted on

New

Sandy, a new equine star will be introduced to picture goers when the Harry

Raymond

thousand or more

grams and

part of "McAndrews," the heavy, in
"Brown of Harvard," an adaptation of the
stage play by Dorothy Farnum from Rida
Johnson Young's novel which is being directed for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer by Jack
Conway. A. P. Younger wrote the con-

Williams.

Horse

to the

the

back will be played

Harry Carey Introduces

Continue
Broadcasting

18.

Dwan

Work

Pleases
in ''Sea Horses''
Director Allan Dwan is much

"Winning

with the work of Mary Dow, four-year-old,
Florence Vidor selected from 300 applicants to play the part of her daughter
in "Sea Horses," which is being made for
Paramount.
Little Mary is described by
Dwan as the most natural child screen
player he has seen in years.
The featured players in "Sea Horses" are
Miss Vidor, Jack Holt, George Bancroft,
William Powell, Jack Swain and George
Campeau. The story is by Francis Brett
Young, adapted by Becky Gardiner, from
whose adaptat'on James Shelly Hamilton
wrote the screen plav.

whom

Given

the Futurity" Cast

Completed

pleased

I. E. Chadwick,
president of Chadwick
Pictures Corporation, has completed the cast
for "Winning the Futurity," the production
of which he will supervise himself on the
west coast. CuUen Landis and Clara Horton
will have the leading roles in this horsp race
special.
Others in the cast are Ernest Hilliar,. Eugenie Besserer, Harry Todd. Bruce
Covington, Pat Harmon, George Reed and

Mattie Peters.

Weaver

Preparing
Next
Associated Exhibitors Release
Plans for the next H. C. Weaver producthrough Associated Exhibitors are now under way and the forthcoming picture as been given the working title
of "The Totem Pole Bagger." E. C. Maxwell, scenic and continuity editor, has completed work on the script and Peter L. Shamray, production manager, is jnepariug to
shape the sets for the interioi-s.
tion for release

Cissy Fitzgerald will have a role with
whi'ch she should be entirely familiar when
she appears in support of Pola Negri in the
latter's next starring vehicle for Paramount,
tentatively titled "Because I Love You." Miss
Fitzgerald will play the part of an actress.
The picture is now in production under the

A

strong
direction of Dimitri Buchowetzki.
character role has also been given Mikhail

Cecil

Vavitch.

Asso.

New

Exhib. Appoints
Division Manager

HANK
ture

to

Mille Signs Donald
Crisp

CecU B. De Mille has signed Donald Crisp
a long term contract by the terms of

which he will direct three productions this
year for release through Producers Distributing Corporation.

HEARN,
sales

De

well known picexecutive, has been
Division
Southern

appointed
for Associated Exhibitors with
supervision over Atlanta, Dallas, New
Orleans, Charlotte and Memphis.

manager

Universal to Re-Release
"Outside the Law'*

Hearn started in the picture business
as an usher in the Arcade theatre in
Jacksonville and inside of a year became
manager of the house. He then became
manager of the Jefferson theatre in St.
Augustine, going from there to the S.

to re-release "OutUNIVERSAL
side the Law," the crook drama
is

with Priscilla Dean in the starr-

Lon Chaney co-featured.
The picture created quite a sensation
when it first reached the screen. It was
made from a story written by Tod
ing role and

A. Lynch and E. J. Sparks company in
an executive capacity over all that comHe also
pany's Spartanburg houses.
formed the Exhibitors Service Bureau

ing to

and when that enterprise was abandoned
turned to the film exchanges for a
permanent connection.
Headquarters of the Southern Division will be in Atlanta, where Hearn will
He is now in New
build up the staff.
York conferring with Oscar Price, president of Associated Exhibitors, and E. J.
Smith, general sales manager.

The action of the picture is laid in San
Francisco's underworld and Miss Dean
plays the role of Silky Moll Madden,
daughter of a gambling house propriThe supporting cast includes
etor.
Ralph Lewis, E. Allyn Warren, Melbourne McDowell and Wilton Taylor.

Browning, who also directed

it.

Accord-

Universal reports it played in
more than 8,000 houses throughout the
country.

Action

stills

from

Born

to Battle"
production.

an

F.

B.

O.

Fe

b r u a r \

6

,

19
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Exchange

Exhibitor's Idea
Manager of
According to
J. C. Carpenter

the Park
Cobleskill,
r e
N. Y., he used with
a
eminent
success

thea

t

,

nugget" exploitation stunt for "The
The stunt which Mr. Carpenter
reports has had at least one outstanding

''gold

Gold Rush."

— that

being the contest twist
which offered prizes to the youngster who
collected the greatest number of the heralds
^an envelope containing a "•nugget") and
vliieh were distributed from door to door.
This rejjeat solicitation in which an article
novel angle

is carried into the

home and

later recjuested

by another ambassador of ''The Gold Rush"
seems a valuable addition to a very old and
very effective fonn of exploitation.

The

"nuggets"

which

Carpenter

dis-

tributed were bits of crushed stone, dipped
in gilt and enclosed in a small envelope with
billing for the picture and an added line
requesting people to retain the nugget, in
order to help some boy or girl win a prize.
Another line used the teaser idea in announcing the contest, saying that the rules
Avould be announced later.
''The envelopes" writes Mr. Carpenter
•'containing the nuggets I distributed to
every house in the town two days before the

opening date of "The Gold Rush." Then on
the opening date I went to the schools and
gave out the herald announcing that prizes
of a two-weeks pass to the theati'e would be
awarded the boy. or girl who brought to the
theatre the greatest number of nuggets. The
herald urged the youngsters to go from door
to door and ask for the 'Gold Rush Nuggets.'

"The result was that every house had a
from one or more children asking for
Gold Rush Nuggets, you can readily see how

visit

direct this contest advertising was, as surely
after anyone answers the doorbell several

times and is asked each time for Gold Rush
Nuggets they are going to know that the
Gold Rush is playing in the town. The children here returned 640 nuggets out of a

As a follow up

to the advance notice given
comment, Gardner went in
for "flash" newspaper advertising. He carried a full page spread in the Neosho Daily
Democrat. Gardner's ad had singular force
and vigor. He used three of the press book
cuts
each of two-column size in the layout, and featured quotations from newspaper
reviews bj^ New York newspaper critics, in
a center panel set in between the two press
})ook cuts at the bottom of the page.

in this editorial

—

—

M

a n a g e r of the
Princess theatre, AuJ. G. Caldwell
rora, Mo., exhibitors
who have never tried
the amateur ad writing contest, woidd do
well to consider this exploitation device, since
in his experience it costs little and arouses
lots of interest.
Caldwell used the ad writing contest recently in connection with "That
Royle Girl." He writes "The results were
very good causing quite a bit of talk
every one read the prize ads some even
calling the theatre to find out who was the
winner." Prizes, consisting of passes to the
show, were offered for the ads accepted for
reiiroduction.
The ads used carried at the
top the name of the writer another inducement to action on the part of the townspeople.
It is a stunt which makes ready
appeal to newspapers, for it is a promoand
tional proposition for their business
hearty coopei'ation generally goes along \\nth
the stimt proposed by the theatre manager.

According to

—

Manager, Majes tie

According to
M. Rosenthal

theatre,

Bridgeport,

Conn-., in addition to

obtaining immediate
and goodwill
of the theatre was advanced greatly by the
stunt which he used to exploit "Phantom
of the Opera" and gain funds for the Christmas Basket Fund of the Bridge|u)rt Star.
office

results, the prestige

possible 800."

Manager of
According to
Bugh Gardner

it

On the editorial page of his monthly house
organ a very neatly printed folder, done
on pink pajier and listing the attractions for
the coming month at the Orpheum Hugh
says, that "we get sold on certain pictures.
Naturally we look forward to the showing
of some of our attractions more than we do
some of the others, it couldn't be otherwise

—

—

seems.
One of these is the international
stage success 'Havoc,' " and he goes on to
describe the theme of that picture and point
it

out

i

its

pictorial

and dramatic superiority.

"Phantom Newsettes

streamer head featured "the
Sell Santa Claus
Extras Bringing Plappiuess of Toys to the
Poor Children of Bridgeport." Proceeds

from the sale, which netted a handsome
sum, were turned over to the Star's Basket
Fund. The expense of the extra edition,
printed on pink paper, was borne by the
newspaper.
"This item," writes Rosenthal, "was only
one of many used in the campaign, including
the touring of the city of the Phantom Girls,
the use of all restaurant menus with our ad
and a terrific advance billboard and newspaper campaign, sniping every available inch
of open space."

Manager
According to
Charles Lee Hyde

THOUGHTS
you
WHEN
showmanship

some stunt in
which made money
Your Thoughts with

—

you Share
your fellow exhibitors by thinking aloud
through the medium of the Idea Exchange!
Let this page serve as the
direct contact between your mind and
that of the other exhibitors
by writing
in to this department your experiences
with a stunt or an idea which you know
can be turned to good account elsewhere.
Here you will find the views of other
exhibitors their thoughts and ideas.
Make good use of the opportunity to
listen-in on the experiences and opinions of others who are working toward

—

—

the
ing!

same goal

Look them

you are shooton the table.
what you can see

at 'vhich

The cards

are
over to see

all

and learn what you can learn!

of

the

theatre,

the small town
out a one sheet and expects the town to come
to his show because of it, was never less
justified than at present. And as proof conclusive, Hyde sends us a photo showing some
24-sheeting he does for his shows and which
would make a big town palace envious.
The stand which he uses to bill his week's
program is of the so-called de luxe type.
There is a twenty-four on every picture he
has booked for the week.
These appear in
a row, reading from left to right in the
order of play dates, and follow a three

which

announces "Grand Theatre.
This
Week." Pierre is a town of 3,200 and, adds
Hyde "They all can see this and they come

—

to the theatre too"
a convincing statement
on the testimony of the photo showing the
live-wire
billing which
this
enterprising

uses for his attractions.

Of
According to
Gus Metzger

think of

for

Grand

Pierre,
South Dakota, the claim that
exhibitor is satisfied to stick

SHARE YOUR

strong"

on pictures which in his judgment are outstanding examples of the type of attraction
his patrons favor.
As a specimen of Gardner's work along these lines, we have high
regard for his handling of publicity on
•"Havoc," one of the recent productions
which he singled out for special endoi'semcnt on his part.

pay."

line

showman

the Or-

pheum, Neosho, Mo.,
the theatre manager
should "go

A

will

—

—

box

The stunt was used during Christmas week
and was based on the printing of a special
extra edition of the Star.
The paper was
sold on the streets by "Phantom Newsettes."
It was called the "Star Santa Claus Extra"
and the price of the paper was "what you

hibitors

the

Rivoli

the-

atre, Portland, Ore.,

the Charleston dance
contest
offei-s
ex-

an excellent drawing card and the
tie ups which pave the

means of innumerable

way

for future cooperative stunts that will
Metzger negotiated a
Charleston contest recently and on the box
ofSce receipts stands by the stunt as a very
profitable one.
His exploitation was in a
hook up with the Portland News, which

prove advantageous.

sponsored the affair and gave it the widest
The prize was a loving cup and
cash awards amounting to a total of $35 for
the runners-up in the competition.
As the
feature picture used with the contest, "The
King on Main Street" has a stii-ring Charleston scene performed by Bessie Love, the
paper announced that tlie cup was presented
by Miss Love, a publicity feature which gave
added zest to the publicity notices.
publicit}^
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Action and color marked the lobby attractor used to herald the showing of Universal's "The Calgary Stampede"
Birmingham, Ala., as shown in the photo above.

Galax Theatre,

the

at

Advisory Board and Contributing Editors, Exhibitors' Service Bureau
George J. Schacle, Schade theatre.
Sandusky.

Edward
Lee

\.

Weekly Edition

I.yeenm

I^andaii,

theatre,

Miiineapolis.

E. R. Rogers. ManaginK Direetor.
Cliattanooga,
tlieatre,
Tivoli

Tenn.
Stanley Chambers, Palace theatre,
Wichita, Kan.

Willard

Patterson, Metropolitan

('.

theatre, Alliinta.
E.

Richards. Jr.. Gen. Mgr.,
Ainusenient Co., New
Orleans.
V.

Saenger

1'.

L. Newman, Managing
Famous Pla.vers-Lasky

Director,
theatres

\V. C.
tor,

Des Moines
Stolte.
Des Moines, Iowa.

G.

theatre,

Quimli.v,

Managing Direc-

Strand Pala<'e and Jefferson
theatres, Fort Wayne, Ind.

J.

\.
tre,

Partington, Imperial
San Francisco.

(Jeorge E.

Kmpress

Carpenter.
theatre.

thea-

Paramount

Salt

Lake.

Sidney <;ranman, Grauman's theatres,

Los

:

of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports
new pictures on which reports were not

.Xngeles.

For

ratings

on

current

and

older

issue of each

releases

see

KEY —

—

FAMOUS PLAYERS.
Luck

Last Edition, The

FOX.
The

METRO-GOLDWYN.
Old Clothes
Only Thing, The

PROD. DIST. CORP.
Road

l>urgli.

to Yesterday,

Pa.

Rotsk.v, Managing Director,
I'alace theatre, Montreal. Can.

MOTION

month.

The first column following the name of the feature represents the numThe second column
ber of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor."
gives the number who considered it "Fair": the third the number who considered
considered
"Big."
and
fourth
column,
those
who
it
it "Good";
the
The fifth column is a percentage giving the average rating on that feature,
A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of
obtained by the following method:
The percentage rating of all of
"Fair," 40%; "Good," 70%; and "Big." 100%.
these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the number
a figure which represents the consensus
ol reports, giving the average percentage
of opinion on that picture.
In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be
misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up
and eliminated.
Poor Fair Good Big Value
Length
TITLE

Fool,

ager,
(ieo.

PICTURE NEWS— first

Irish

K. Sidne.y, Division ManLowe's theatres, Pitts-

Louis

listed are

FILM BOOKING OFFICES.

Los Angeles.
Arthur

Productions

rector,
:

available previously.

C. Perr.v, ManasiiiK director,
Garrick theatre, Minneapolis.

C.

THE CHECK-UP

:

Mark Strand

L. H.vinan.
theatre, Rrooklyn.

E. Brown. Managing DiLoew's Palace theatre,
Memphis, Tenn.

(Jeorge
:

The

UNIVERSAL.
Calgary Stampede, The

—
—
—
—

2

8

—

Eddie Zorn, Managing Director,
Boardwa.v-Strand
theatre,
Detroit.

Fred

S.

7,008

Marie-Strand
York.

tor,

Ka.v Groniba«-her,
rector,
Liberty
ane, Wash.

1

67

6,400

ft.

1

8

1

70

9,488

ft.

2
3

7

1

67

5,915
5,824

ft.

.\.

S.

5

5

—
—

8

3

7

61

ft.

Managing
theatre,

McVo.v. Manager, Temple

tor.
Capitol
Mirli.

Ilurold n.
Tlieatres,

Kialto
H.

.\.

L.

Di-

Spok-

Y.

McLaren, Managing Direc-

William

—
—
— —

New

theatre.

theatre, Geneva,. N.

W.
7

Managing Direc-

.Joseph Plunkett,

ft.

2

Direc-

Hamilton,

theatre,

Ohio.

Ross
64

Managing

M.ver,

Palace

tor,

theatre,

Franklin.

DirectDr

Sullivan,
.1.
theatre, Butte.

theatre,

Manager,
:>Iont.

.>Ianager. T. D.
tilcndale, Calif.

55

9,980

ft.

Claire Meachinie,
Westfield. N \'.

78

5,924

ft.

.Vce

Berr.v.

of

Famous Players-Lasky.

.Mhright.

Circle

Jiu'kson,

Grand

Managing

theatre.

*

theatre,

Director,
Indianapolis.

February

6

,

1926
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Dearth^s Seattle Campaign
for "Best Bad Man"
J. Lloyd Dearth, formerly of Memphis,
Tenn., and now manager of the Pantages
theatre in Seattle, has been celebrating his
entry to the latter city with many exceptional exploitation stunts.
Among the out-

standing campaigns he has put on is the
Tom Mix in "The Best Bad

drive he used for

Man."
Dearth increased his newspaper space and
made an extraordinary poster flash with the
use of fifty-five 24-sheets
a more extensive
outdoor display than has been made hitherto
in Seattle by a picture theatre.
As a lobby
display he obtained a .saddle and a Tom Mix

—

through the courtesy of local
and as well installed a Postal Telegraph messenger and telegraph instrument
in the lobby.
The latter stunt was used as
an advance announcer of "The Best Bad
Man." The messenger delivered messages
from Tom Mix to patrons, inviting them to
attend "The Best Bad Man" when it played
sombrero,

dealers,

the following

week

at the Pantages.

Testimonial Ads Sell "A
Kiss From Cinderella'*
The list of testimonial ads on "A Kiss for
Cinderella," ])rinted in both of Spartanburg's daily papers, was the result of a
special morning
showing Manager J. II.
Stelling held at the Rex theatre for the
ministers, school teachers, representatives of
women's clubs, and prominent citizens of the
town. These personal endorsements of well-

known men and women proved extremely
valuable from a publicity standpoint.
To interest' the collegiate element of Spartanburg, arrangements were made with the
Dean of Converse College, whereby an aniiuuncement of the picture was made in the
dining room of the college, the night before
showing.
Unsolicited publicity waS given the picture;
three days prior to opening by a well-known
Presbyterian minister, who used the thermometer scene in the photoplay to illustrate

which ended with praiseworthy
comments on the picture at the Rex.

his sei-mon,

Big cutout and big letters get big attraction value for the display, shown above, for the
presentation of "Below the Line" (Warner Bros.) at the Strand, Knoxville, Tenn. W. F. Brock,
manager of the house, designed the display.

Wanamaker's^Sea Beast' ShoAv
Whaling Relics, Sea Chanteys and Lecture
in Auditorium Tie Up With Warner Feature

ONE

of the most striking and digniexploitation stunts staged in
conjunction with a motion picture is
on view this week in the auditorium of
Wanamaker's where a " 'Moby Dick' Week"
is being celebrated in connection with the
run in the Warner Theatre of "The Sea
Beast."
The picture, based uj)on Herman Melville's whaling story, lends itself admirably
to an exhibit of relics which bring back all
the romance and glamor of a great American industry now living only in tradition.
The stunt was the result of conferences
between Wanamaker advertising officials
and members of the Exjiloitation Department of Warner Bros. And the whole cost
fied

to Warner's was the loan of some shots
from the picture. In short, Wanamaker's

agreed to play the part of an exhibition
pot for a glorified trailer of "The Sea
Beast," and proof of the effectiveness of

had in the announced intenhundreds of persons to see the feature after they had seen these few selected
this trailer is

tion of

scenes.

Advertisements announcing the exhibit and
surrounding features are appearing in
all
the metropolitan dailies
in some instances they are as large as 100 lines over
two columns and throw-aways are being
sent to their mailing lists.
Representatives of the store were sent to
New Bedford, New London and Washington, D. C, to gather whaling relics, and the
Ritz Quartette, which recently won the
its

—

—

Wanamaker Close Harmony Contest, i.s rendering a repertory of Sea Chanteys. These
are being broadcast.
In addition to this, A. K. Dawson delivers a lecture daily on "Moby Dick Adventure Land," in which he tells of old
whaling davs.

Theatre 'Broadcasts' Game
in "The Freshman'*
As a theatre ballyhoo for "The Freshman"
the Robi)ins' Avon theatre, Utica, N. Y., installed a broadcasting unit through which
the exciting moments of the "game'' were'

Troop of Boy Scouts attending
at

in a body a performance of "As No Man Has Loved" (Fox)
Portland, Ore., tvhere there was a big response to the latter recommending the picture to Scout Masters sent oiU by Chief Scout Executive James E. West.

the

Peoples

theatre,

put on the air. A loud speaker and a sign'
announcing the stunt was placed on a busy
comer of the city and crowds collected tO'
tune in on the progress of the game and the
laughs and cheei-s of the audience.
The play by play football action kept the
crowds outside the theatre laughing and a
cheer went up from the street when Harold
broke through for the long run that brought
fame for himself and Tate College.
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Invites Cops to Solve Plot
of "The Green Archer"
Managei' Sidney

Lai'ssclian

of

tlic

Meserolc

Greeiipoint, L. 1., is conducting' a
lively cami)ai<jii to exploit his presentations
of episodes in "The Green Archer," the
Pathe serial. In addition to a strong billing
campaign, which includes 1-sheets used as
snipes, Larschan has invited the police and
the patrons of the theatre to take a hand
in solving the mystery of who the Green
tlieatre,

Areher is.
In two-column s])ace in the Grcenpoint
'Weekly Star, Mr. JVIarschan has addressed
;ui open letter to Police Captain Charles E.
Lee. which I'eads
"The mysterious Green Archer appears at
the Meserolc theatre every Saturday afternoon. Who is the Green Archer? A deej)
mystery requiring the sei^ice of the entire
force under your command.
You are invited to dispatch the most competent detectives on your staff to the Meserolc thesitre
every Saturday afternoon to help solxe the
greatest mystery of modem times."
On the opening day of the Pathe serial,
Mr. Lai'schan gave to each of 500 children
a "Green Archer" noveltv.

Individual Service by Mail

Offered by Fox Staff
Individual exploitation service is a new
feature installed by the Fox exploitation
statf.
Exploiteers at the exchanges, in between times when they are personally executing campaigns for theatres, now send out
to exhibitors a service by mail well in advance of play date.
A press book is sent to the exhibitor togetiier with a letter outlining a complete
campaign designed for the individual uses of
the theatre addressed. The letter stresses the
strong points and selling angles of the picture and calls particular attention to those
features of the press book that will best aid
in executing a successful campaign.
Next follows a complete set of newspa])er
display advertising laid out to suit the individual requirements of the theatre, and
which shows how liest to use the cuts furnished by the exchange. Then, depending of
course upon the picture and the opportunities offered, follows a description of several
ballyhoos, merchants' cooperation and store
window tie-ups, contests .of various kinds,
special miitinees, practical suggestions for
lobby disj)lay. and atmospheric prologues.

The "Radiohile" a new type of l)allyhoo itUro iliiccti in New ^ ork by V. B. O. to l>roadcast
entertainment picked up by F. B. O. feature pr o(hi(lions, "The Keeper of the Bees." ''Flaming
Waters," "Heads Up," "The Midnight Hycr" and "The Last Edition."

F.B.O. Invents the 'Radiobile'
New Form of
of New York

—

Ballyhoo Wagon Tours Streets
Barker Speaks into Microphone

THE

microphone has been added to the
"barker's" equipment and the attractions of radio combined with the rtami)oyant colors of the circus wagon to ]iromnte the interest of the motion picture ballyhoo wagon. An innovation employing these
elements of showmanship recently made its
appearance on the streets of New York as
an exploitation device for the F.B.O. Gold
Bond productions.
This vehicle carries twelve one sheets covering the twelve F.B.O. Gold Bond producAbove these sheets in bright red lettions.
ters on a background of gold are the woids
"Broadcasting to the World News of F.B.O.
Pictures." A radio has been installed in the
inside of the wagon and the liorns, wires,
and other radio apparatus are visible above
the top of the vehicle.
An announcer in a
booth alongside the driver's seat speaks into
a micraphone, and the news concerning
F.B.O stars and productions is broadcast.
News items about "Drusilla With a Million,"
Marriage Fails?" "Parisian
"If
Nights," "The Keeper of the Bees," "The
"The ^ridniLdit Flyer."
Edition,"
Last

"Flaming

Waters," "^\'hen Love Grows
Cold," "A Poor Girl's Romance," "The Nonstop Flight," "The Isle of Ketribution"' and
"Tlie King of the Turf" are wafted on the
cold January breezes. A fifteen minute talk
is given every half hour, and news of F.B.O.
stars is interspersed with news of productions.

This new form of exploitation which was
invented and executed by the advertising de])artment of F.B.O. will, in all probability,
Ije utilized in other cities.
As soon as the
radiohile has covered New York City it will
be sent to Pennsylvania, New Jersey and the

New England

States.

Stunts

Feature

Campaign
A

for

Atlanta

"Phantom"

series ot i)ublicity stunts,

among which

was a tie up with the police department
which allowed the theatre four men, dressed
red costumes to direct sidewalk traffic,
featured the "Phantom of the Opera" campaign executed by the Howard Theatre in
Atlanta.
The campaign opened with a pre-view for
200 men and women prominent in film cirin

cle-^.

A

ballyhoo

which

attracted

attention

was an old carriage drawn by two wliite
Arabian horses. This equipage was dri%'en
by a ma.sked man in a red robe and carried on the back seat a voung girl dressed
as Mary Philbin's Christine in "The Phantom." "'Christine'' was bound with heavy
cord.

The Atlanta Constitution tied up with the
on a "Phantotu Voice" which called
several hundred homes on New Year's Eve,
|ii<'ture

saying:

Roy Tillsons fronlnl display and ballyhoo for "The Fighting Dude," Educational comedy starring I.upino Lunc, for its shoivinfi at the Fuller Theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich., which he manages.

"Happy New

Year. This is 'The
Opera'."
The Howard's lobby was dressed with oils
two weeks in advance of the showing and a
6-sheet cut-out was stationed on the lobby
stairway.
Fifteen thousand heralds were
<listributed from house to house.
One dej)artment store conducted a sale of "Phantom Red" hats and another with a sale of

Phantom

di'esscs.

of

the

F

c h r it.a r

y

6

,

19

2 6

Exploitation For Short Features

How

Showing the mysterious Green Archer who exploited the Pathe Serial "The Green Archer"
The girl rode about the city and launched featherfor the Family Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

tured

scene outside the Strand Theatre, Emporia, Knns., previous to the

special matinee at which

Brown" Club

Manager Harry McClure launched

to exploit the

comedies of that

title

his "Buster

offered by Universal.

Seven hundred kiddies signed membership cards in the organization.

an

marquee

Height arrotvs bearing handbills for the theatre.

A

the

Newman
"Our
I'ghts

Theatre, Kansas City, fea-

Gang" comedy (Pathe) in
is shown in the photo above.

flashing a superior brand of American showTheatre, Paris, France, places due emphasis on
the "Felix" cartoon reels released by Educational, in his lobby display
and sets an example which may be profitably emulated
illustrated above
"over here."

Reginald Ford, who

manship

at

the

is

Cameo

—

—

l-EW
,

c.„.««WM.

" •«*T«'K5,JMW„

Tt^^i;:^:

lllJ[M>Jrrriiilt^^
eW CODY EXCHANGE OF WIVES
ffOte HAHrTON MARltmETTBS

^',,,.<'Hlv

*•

f^^^'
Lupino Lane's Educational comedy "Maid In
Morocco" was featured in the electrical frontal
display at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, ,\. Y.,
as the above photo indicates.

Liberal marquee space was accorded Education
Theatre,

al's

novelty reel "Marionettes" at the

ypuman

Kansas City.
The photo shows that the short features can be played up
important p'-ogram attraction without detracting from the feature offering.

as

an
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FAMOUS MELODY
Produced by
Jximes A. Fitzpatrick

ivith

Special Musical Score

Prepared by

Dr»

Hugo

Riesenfeld

See the fascinating story of the world's

famous songs

on the screen

Hear the

thrilling,

romantic music in the fine special
is loaned to you, without charge,

musical score which
with the film.

A

novelty that in interest and presentation rivals your
big feature.
Pictures made for the music in the actual
places mentioned in the songs.

A

series

of

one

reel

pictures, each

of

which reaches

the heart, appeals to the eye and charms the ear.

NOW

READY;

and "Songs

of

''Songs of Ireland/' "Songs of Scotland"

England."

Pafhepicture
TRADE

/

^^^^MARt^^^^^^^^^^^

February

6

,

19 2
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6

For the First
Time in History
a Juclge Plans

Movie in Court is Test
Of Mother Love For Baby

and Renders a

K'cidtng

Decision Based

18

on what a News

Shows

Reel

was most devoted xo a clallxi they
both claimed w^s adopted in modem form by Judge Vmcent M, Krennan In the Circnrt Court Saturday
at th€ hearing of a writ o£ habeas
Julia
Mr.
corpus\ obtained
by
Przybyla, 11570 Waltham avenue,
natural mother of a three-year-old
daughter Irene, tn her fight to wrest
the child from Mrs. Irene Goosen,
fosteravenjie,
Flanders
12599
•

Of course

It

was

Pathe

women

is

a true

is

now

modern

Solomon.

lights.

_y "In view of the fact
^Court has h«ard mach

that the
testinwJny
against both parties in this action,
1 have decided to commit the child
to an Institution,'" announced the

Judge.
As the "movio" lights w«re flashed on the women, and the operator
camera,
started
grinding on his
Mrs. Goosen burst into tears and.
hendlng over, clasped the child tu
her arms, while her 13-year-old ijoii.

Edward^ who

the front row
began crying.
Mrs. Przybyla made no demonstrafc'pectators,

they had any statement
Przybyla
was married and had a
home, and wished the child for her
owTi-so Irene could benefit by these
advantages.
Mrs. Goosen was so
overcome she could make no .'Statement.
A large crowd witnessed the ecxperlment \r the courtroom.
to

not only showed wisdom in planning the

means by which he could render a just decision,

BUT
selected the

most famous motion picture

in the world, the one in

reposes

its

sat in
aLso

tion.

Asked

He

tno chiW,
tat utace
living with Mrs. Gooseii,

Behind
bc'^ween them on a chajr.
the jndg« stood the motion picture
operator with .a camera and his

of

He

^

Mi

i

attaches

court

who

,

Brennan ordered the two
directed
before him and

Judge

News
Judge Vincent M. Brennan

of Irene and formerly Mrs.
Przybyla's sister-in-law.
Instead of threatening to dismember the child with a sword, as did
King Solomon to study tl^e emotions
of the two mothers, Judge Brenoan
announced that he wouJd award the
child to neither Mrs. Przybyla nor
Mrs. Goosen, but would commit her
At the very into an institution.
stant the announcement was made
a movie man under Judge Brennan s
direction trained his camera on the
two w^omen to record their emotional reactions oa a film.
Judge Brennan said he would employ the aid of psychologists in
studying the film and award the
cliild to the clairoant whose features
show the greatest expn?ssion of
His decision will be angrief.
nounced Wednesday, he said.
After tie hearing of testimony,
afternoon.
consumed
the
which

mother

T7hlch of two mOtH&rs

affection

which the public

and confidence,

to carry

if

to the court, airs.

he

Irene, who was bom out of wedlock to Mrs. Przybyla Feb. 10, '192Z,
waA placed in the care of Mrs.
Goosen at the age of six weeks. On
Feb. 10. 1925 Mrs. Prsrybyla wa.s
hiarried to her present husband.
Dec. 24 Mrs. Goosen obtained a
decree of divorce from her husband,

William Goosen, who

out his idea.

PdtheNews Wsis

make

said

First.

There Was No Second/

Today

Mrs. Przybyla's brother, but retained possession of Irene. March 20, J9i5, Mrs.
Przybyla obtained a writ of habeas
corpus but it could not be served
on Mrs. GoosejjL
A previous writ has been refused
Oct. 24, 1924.
The present action
was commenced last week.
is

Detroit News
Jan. Id

.

(

j

I

M
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lijor sBox-Qffice Repi
Names of the theatre owners are omitted by agreement in accordance with the wishes of the average
exhibitor and in the belief that reports published over the signature of the exhibitor reporting, is a dangerous
practice.

Only reports received on
department.

Exhibitors

who

specially prepared blanks furnished by us will be accepted for use in this
value this reporting service are urged to ask for these blanks.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
456
Barriers Burned Away
Camille of the Barbary Coast 772897

450000
506676
456

Fifty-Fif ty

Manhattan Madness
Never Say Die

Wyo.
Mo.
Mo.

Rural
1st run

Cal.

run
Rural

Wyo.

Transit
1st

Snow

Poor

F. B. O.
All Around the Frying

Rainy
Stormy
Cold
Cold

Fair

Bandit's Baby,

Good
Good
Fair

Pan
The
Bloodhound, The
Cloud Rider, The
Himian Tornado, The
Keeperof the Bees, The.
Lets Go Gallagher
Midnight Flyer, The
Ridin' the Wind
.

FAMOUS PLAYERS
American Venus, The

506676
401158
450000
2500

Ancient Highway, The

Are Parents People?
Argentine Love
Best People, The

Cobra

Female, The

Garden of Weeds, The
Golden Bed, The
Golden Princess, The
Goose Hangs High, The
Her Love Story
Irish Luck
King on Main

Street,

Kiss in the Dark,

French
Lord Jim

Little

.

.

The

.

.

A

Girl,

The ...

.

Lovers in Quarantine

Manicure Girl, The
Mannequin, The

A Man Must
Moana
New Brooms

Live

Peter Pan
Pony Express, The
Regular Fellow, A

Sack Cloth and Scarlet
Secret of the Night
Seven Keys to Baldpate

.

.

.

Shock Punch, The
Son of His Father, The
Splendid Crime, The
Stage Struck

Ten Commandments, The

.

That Royle Girl

Thundering Herd, The ...
Vanishing American, The.

Womanhandled
Worldly Goods

.

1st

Ohio

First

Mo.

Transit

Texas

Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
General
Small town
General
Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
General
1st run
Small town
Small town
Rural
Small town
1st run

1500
3000
3410
12500
3410
12500
3410
1131

Mich.
Ky.
Tenn.
Ohio
Tenn.
Ohio
Tenn.
Nebr.
Ohio

156976
3410
3000
3000
3410
1500
3410
12500
796296
3410
2500
456
3410
796296
25000
12500
3410
796296
12500
401158
3410
506676
796296
3410
2500
3410
3410
45000
12500
3410
2500
629
3410
1500
45000
796296
12500
75917
3410
2500
3000
315652
12500

Texas

1131

Nebr.

45000
3410
158976
315652
3000

Iowa
Tenn.
Texas

Dressmaker from Paris, The
796836
Enchanted Hill, The

run

Cal.

Tenn.
Ky.
Ky.
Tenn.
Mich.
Tenn.
Ohio

Md.
Tenn.

Texas
Wyo.
Tenn.

Md.
Mass.
Ohio
Tenn.

Md.
Ohio
Ohio
Tenn.
Cal.

Md.
Tenn.

Texas
Tenn.
Tenn.
Iowa
Ohio
Tenn.

Texas
Kans.
Tenn.
Mich.
Iowa

Md.
Ohio
Pa.

Tenn.
Texas
Ky.

Wash.
Ohio

Wash.
Ky.

Run

Mixed
General
Small town
1st run
General
1st run
Small town
1st run
1st run
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
General
General
Small town
Small town
Rural
Small town
Small town
General
1st run
General
General
Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run
General
Small town
General
Small town
1st run
1st run
Small town

Clear
Clear

Stm'y
Stm'y
Clear
Clear
Clear

Cold

Rainy
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

Cold
Clear
Clear

Stm'y

Good
Fair
Fair

Good
Poor
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair

Good
Fair

Good
Good
Good
Fair
Fair

Clear

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Cold

Fair

Clear

Good
Good

Clear
Clear
Cold
Clear

Rainy
Cold

Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold
Cold
Stm'y
Cold
Clear
Cold
Clear
Stom'j
Cold
Stm'y

Fair
Fair

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Three Wise Crooks

506676
1500
796296
1500
Heart of a Siren, The
1500
Infatuation
401158
796836
Inez from Hollywood
456
456
Knockout, The
506676
Learning to Love
1500
Lillies of the Field
456
Making Of O'Malley, The. 75917
My Son
1500
New Commandment, The 796296
Perfect Flapper, The
456
Chickie
Clothes Make the Pirate.
Fine Clothes

Sally
Scarlet Saint,

1500

The

We Modems
White Monkey, The
Winds of Chance
''

FOX

"

f

Fair

Durand

of the

Golden

Strain,

Snow

Fair

Havoc

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold
Cold

Good
Good
Good
Good

Iron Horse, The
Kentucky Pride
Lucky Horseshoe, The.

Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Big

The
Oh You Tony

Cold
Clear

Rainy

Snow
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear

Poor
Fair

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Fair

f

(

Ancient Mariner, The

Good
Good

Clear

506676
401158
156976
450000
315652
3000
315652

Too Much Money
Unguarded Hour, The

Dick Turpin

Stm'y
Stm'y

.

.

Deadwood Coach, The

Snow

Tenn.
Kans.
Tenn.

Wyo.
Wyo.
Tenn.
Tenn.

Md.
Mass.
Tenn.
Kans.
Tenn.
Kans.

Small town
Rural
Small town
Rural
Rural
Small town
Small town
1st run

Mixed

Wyo.

Small town
Rural
Small town
Rural
Rural

Mass.

Mixed

Cold
Stm'y
Clear
Cold
Clear
Clear
Stm'y
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear

Good
Fair
Fair

I
I

Good
Good
Good
Fair

Good
Good
Good
Good

Snow

Fair

Clear
Clear

Poor

Cold

Good
Good

Clear
Clear

Big

*RST NATIONAL
Blue Beard's Seven Wives

Fair

Clear
Clear

.

Scar Hanon
Stepping Lively
Tearin' Thru
That Devil Quemado

Poor

Snow

3410
629
3410
456
456
3410
3410
796296
25000
3410
629
3410
629
456
25000

Man Who

Bad Lands.
The

.

.

.

run
Small town
Md.
1st run
Mich. Small town
Mich. Small town
Ohio
1st run
Ohio
1st run
Wyo. Rural
Wyo. Rural
Cal.
1st run
Mich. Small town
Wyo. Rural
General
Pa.
Mich. Small town
Md.
1st run
Wyo. Rural
Mich. Small town
Cal.
1st run
Ohio
1st run
Texas 1st run
Cal.

1st

Mich.

Transit
Mo.
Wash. 1st run

Ky.

Wash.

Small town
1st run

Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear
Cold
Clear
Cold
Cold
Clear
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear

Good
Good
Fair

Poor
Fair
Fair
Fair

Poor
Fair
Fair

Poor
Fair

Good

Clear
Clear

Big
Fair
Big
Fair

Stm'y

Fair

Snow

Clear

Good

Stm'y

Fair

Clear
Clear
Clear

Fair

Good
Good

~r

796296
25000
3410
2500
796296
401158
506676
2500
3410
3410

Md.

1st

Mass.
Tenn.
Texas

Mixed

Md.
Ohio
Cal.

Texas
Tenn.
Tenn.

run

Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run
1st run
Small town
Small town
Small town

Cold
Clear
Cold
Clear
Clear
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold

Fair
Fair

Good
Good
Good
Fair
Fair

Big

Good
Good

Played Square,

Painted Lady, The

Roughneck, The
Teeth

Thank You
Thunder Mountain
Western Luck
Wheel, The
When the Door Opened.
Winding Stairs, The

.

.UIO
3000
3000
3410
3000
315652
3410
3410
3410
156976
25000

Tenn.
Ky.
Ky.
Tenn.
Ky.

Wash.
Tenn.
Tenn.
Tenn.

Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run
Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run

Texas
Mass. Mixed

Clear
Clear

Good
Good

Rainy

Fair

Clear
Clear

Cold
Clear
Cold

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Rainy

Fair

Cold
Cold

Poor

Stm'y
Stm'y

Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair

Good

METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
Bright Lights

Big

The

Good

Circle,

Fair

Dixie Handicap,

The

150000
401158

Iowa
Ohio

3156.52

Wash.

3000

Ky.

Neighb'd
1st run
1st run
Small town

Clear

Rainy

February

6

1926

,

of Wives, An
Great Divide, The
He Who Gets Slapped

693

450000
2717
3000
75917
Lights of Old Broadway
Merry Widow, The (3d wk.j 401158
315652
(2dwk.)
12500
401158
12500
Old Clothes
401158
75917
315652
Only Thing, The
12500
Pretty Ladies
3000
Rag Man, The
12500
Romola
2717
796830
Sally, Irene and Mary.
3000
Silent Accuser, The
456
3410
Sinners in Silk
12500
Sun Up
796836
Time the Comedian

Exchange

.

.

.

.

.

Men

Mo.

Transit

Stm'y

Good

Morals

Okla.

Smalltown

Clear
Clear
Clear

Fair

Paint and Powder
Perfect Clown, The
Shining Adventure, The

Small town
General
Ohio
1st run
Wash. 1st run
Ohio
General
Ohio
1st run
Ohio
General
Ohio
1st run
Pa.
General
Wash. 1st run
Ohio
General
Ky.
Small town
Ohio
General
Okla.
Small town
Ohio
1st run
Ky.
Small town
Wyo. Rural
Tenn. Small town
Ohio
General
Ohio
1st run

Ky.
Pa.

Stm'y
Clear
Clear
Clear

Good
Good
Good
Good
Big
Big

Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold
Cold
Stm'y

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Rainy

Good
Good

Clear
Clear

Cold

Fair
Fair

Poor
Big
Fair

for

.

.

UNITED ARTISTS
Don Q
Eagle,
Little

The
Annie Rooney

.

Ridgeway of Montana
Rose of Paris, The

Poor

Siege
Sign of the Cactus, The
Slanderers, The

Good

Smouldering Fires

.

.

.

DIST. CORP.

Awful Truth, The
House of Youth, The
Lightning Rider, The
Private ATairs
Road to Yesterday, The.

Simon the Jester
Steel Preferred
Three Faces East
Welcome Stranger

456
456
456
456
506676
401158
796836
315652
796296
796396
456

Wyo.
Wyo.
Wyo.
Wyo.

Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Cal.
1st run
Ohio
1st run
Ohio
1st run
Wash. 1st run
Md.
1st run
Md.
1st run
Wyo. Rural

Clear

Fair

Snow

Poor

Cold
Cold
Cold
Stm'y
Cold
Clear
Clear
Cold

Rainy

of

Men ......

What Happened

to Jones.

Mass.

Mixed

Cold

VITAGRAPH

Good
Fair

One Shot Ranger, The
Rangerof the Big Pines, The

Fair
Fair
Fair

Cold

Good

1500
796836
150000

Mich.
Ohio

Iowa

Small town
1st run
Neighb'd

Good

Steele of the Royal

Mounted

Good
Good

WARNER

Big

Good
Good

506676
75917
156976
150000
450000
3410
3410
796296
25000
629
629
796836
2717
315652
506676

Texas
Iowa

1st run
General
1st run
Neighb'd

Mo.

Transit

Tenn.
Tenn.

Small town
Small town
1st run

Cal.

Pa.

Cold

Rainy

Good
Good

Clear

Fair

Stm'y
Stm'y
Cold

Good
Good

Md.

Mixed

Mass.
Kans.
Kans.
Ohio

Fair
Fair

Clear
Clear
Clear

Good
Poor

Stm'y

Fair

Clear
Clear

Good
Good

Cold
Cold
Clear

Poor

Cal.

Rural
Rural
1st run
Small town
1st run
1st run

Kans.
Kans.
Kans.

Rural
Rural
Rural

Clear
Clear
Clear

Ohio

1st run
1st run
1st run
1st run
1st run

Stm'y
Cold

Fair

Clear
Clear

Big
Big
Fair

Okla.

Wash.

Good
Good

620
629
629

Good
Fair

Good

Fair

Clash of the Wolves, The

BROS.

Compromise

Good

.

.

Pleasure Buyer, The

401158
315652
796296
796836
156976

Wash.

Md.
Ohio
Texas

Cold

Good

BLANK AND MAIL TO—

Motion Picture News, Inc.,
72Q 7th Are., New York City

Date,.

hi accordance with your request we are reporting hereiuith the results from a box office angle, with the following pictures, same
your " The Check Up." It is expressly under stoood that under no circumstances will you publish same over my signature.

TITLE OF PICTURE

Clear

Rainy
Stm'y

Fair

FILL IN THIS

Oj

Clear
Clear

Neighb'd
1st run
Ohio
1st run
Wash. 1st run

Good

Lady Windermere's Fan
25000

.

Poor

STATE RIGHTS
Enemies

Stm'y

Mo.

UNIVERSAL
Arizona Sweepstakes
California Straight Ahead.
Family Secrets
His People
Lorraine of the Lions

Sporting Life

PRODUCERS

Iowa

150000
772897
401158
315652

DISTRIBUTED BY

CONDITION
of PRINT

EXCHANGE CITY

Class of patronage..

Theatre.-..

Population of Town._

City.-

Fair,

usei in compilation

REPORT

WEATHER
CONDITION

Good,

to he

Big,

Poor

State...

Goods

Fair,

Poor
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AD SECTION

CLASSIFIED
RATES

lo cents a word for each insertion, in advance
Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.

except

:

WANTED.— Theatre,

Wanted
AT LIBERTY.— Manager;
live

wire; 10 years' theatri-

cal

and motion picture

perience

exploitation,

;

vertising

and

Motion

Picture

York

ex-

For Sale

460,

New

News,

pictures;

years

where; wife

Box

600,

any-

go

piano or organ.
—Motion
Picture

New York

News,

City.

PROJECTIONIST of wide
city experience seeks position
prein small town at once
fer states of New Jersey,
New York or Pennsylvania
willing to accept moderate
salary; highest kind of references; 8 years with present
employer write me and I
will give you more details
about myself. Address, Chief,
Motion Picture News, 729
-7th Ave., New York City.
;

LIBERT Y—After

Feb. 15, high-powered publicity director,

man-

theatre

ager and advertising expert;
a showman with years of experience, with all leading

Broadway

protheatrical
entercircus
prises have no equal in the
show business, as a strong
opposition billing agent thousands of would-be publicity
men now using my original
ideas; will locate any place
in United States where I can
get a reasonable salary for
good services age, 39 exproappearance
cellent
ducer of stage presentations;
recognized
any
reference,
showman in the world. Wire
or write, Chas. A. Koster,

and

ducers

;

;

;

;

;

Skillman Ave., Wood-

5331

Long

side,

Island.

MANAGER
iive

years'

or

3x15

$1.40,

feet,

3

colors,

any copy up to 15 words;
one day service; sent anywhere also Bargain Paper
;

Banners. Associated Advertisers,
111 W.
18th St.,

Kansas City, Mo.

WILL

;

AT

BANNERS. —

CLOTH

City.

AT LIBERTY.—Manager
16

Theatre, 6646 Parnell
Ave., Chicago.

tion.

'ad-

Box

ideas.

400

more seats in mid-west
town of 5000 or more populaor

on

patents
designed to

basic

sell

"Aiselite,

"

illuminate aisles; this device

used in many prominent
but not manufactured at present patent expires in 1937; if interested,
communicate with patentee.
I. I. Hance, Meriden, Conn.
is

theatres,

;

"''

FOR SALE.—Motion

pic-

ture theatre town of famous
resort of over 5,000
fully equipped; seats 700;
only theatre in Tannersville,
N. Y. J. J. Byck.
;

,Broadway
excellent references.
house
Box 630, Motion Picture
News, New York City.
;

RECOGNIZED

Theatre
next
liberty

Manager at
week owing to consolidation
of theatres; have managed
cinema, two-a-day and com-

bination houses; highest refproducer presentaerences
;

cluding Page organ with both
hand and mechanical consoles, in one year old attraction neighborhood theatre in
city of over 100,000 in northern Indiana; building for
rent. Address, Box 620. Motion Picture News, New York

FOR SALE. — 300

;

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE AND EQUIPMENT.
Two machines

City.

•

S

perfect Bulttibc

program

SO GORGEOUS THAT

IT

WILL

AWE

YOU—
SO UNUSUAL THAT
EPIC—

IT IS

A SCREEN

w4 Dmmalic Fantasy Imalai

gg^IS]

"FREE TO LOVE"
CLARA BOW & DONALD KEITH

The
itcicnt
3Barii|er

^—

the

Matmct
"OUR GANG"

long lease
only theatre in county seat
of 1500 leaving state must
sell at once
reasonable one;

;

;

;

half

;

cash,
balance,
terms.
Lillian
M. Braswell,

Mrs.
Eddyville, Ky.

FOR SALE
Veneer Theatre Chairs. Used
less than 90 days.
William J.
Dunn, Academy BIdg., Fall

New York

ANCIENT
MARINER'

new

green finish theatre
chairs; always a large stock
of used chairs on hand; immediate
shipment
lowest
prices.
Theatre Seating Co.,
845 S. State St., Chicago, 111.

events -with box office value
exploitation
expert.
Box
625, Motion Picture News,

weeks

(lul ererront thai e*er

veneer

700 Haywoo d- Wakefield

special

rhyme

City.

and

tions,

ill

SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDCTS

FOR SAL E.— Picture

assistant;

experience Avith
picture
motion

Holidays-

summer

business with all high class
equipment (594 seats), in-

Now!

Especially Made Into
a Picture for the

River, Mass.

Press book suggestions and ad materials have been
extensively used by exhibitors in their newspaper displays for the Fox screen version of ''The Ancient
The ads shotvn in the group above are
Mariner."
representative of the manner in which this production
They were run by the
is being sold to the public.
Knickerbocker, Nashville, Tenn.; Strand, Seattle,
JVash.; Fulton. Jersey City; Alamo. Louisville, Ky.;
Parkway, Baltimore; Peoples, Portland, Ore.

Fcbrua.ry
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testRim^heaffig
Rialto

NEW YORK

Theatre-

Film Numbers
Paramotint

CITY

(

Capitol Theatre

)

solos.

Theatre—

strand
The Reckless
rilm Numbers
Topical
Lady First National
Review Selected
JIusical Program^ "March Slav"
(Overture), "New Mark Strand

—

(

)

,

Eivoli Theatre

Film

— The

Numbers

American
(Paramount), Winter

^'enus

Sports at

^Moritz

St.

(Scenic),

Rivoli Movievents and Topics of
the Day (Selected).

—

"Pique Dame"
"The Garden of

Musical Program
(Overture),

Kama" (A Publix Presentation), "A Fashion Revue" (PubPresentation in three parts,
including special orchestra and

lix

"The American Venus").
Rialto Theatre
Film Numbers The Yankee Senor

—

BROOKLYN
Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatre
Film Numbers "That Royle Girl"
(Paramount), Strand Topical
Review (Selected).
" Slavonic
Program
Musical
Rhapsody'' (Overture), "Revue
Populaire", "Remeniuer" (Dance
Number), "Then I'll Be Happy"
soprano
and
tenor
duet,
"Who," and "I Wonder Where
My Baby is Tonight" (tenor

—

—

(

)

Garden''

"In a Chinese
(organ recessional).

solo),

Teller"

(Overture), Trumpet Virtuoso,
Character Impersonations (Musical

number

in

parts),

five

"Lonsomest Girl in Town" (Organ Novelty
Colony Theatre
Film
Numbers The Skyrocket
(Assoc.
Exhibitors),
Colony
Current Events.
-\Iusical
Program "Palm Beach
)

—
—

Frolics" (B. S. Moss Presentation of nine numbers with featured artists and Colony Ent-

scmble)

—

Cameo Theatre
Film Numbers
Lady Windermere's
Fan (Warner Bros.),

—

Continued.

Broadway Theatre

Film

Number s— California

Straight Ahead
Musical Program

(

—

Universal

)

^'audeville.

Astor Theatre
Film Numbers^

LOS ANGELES

(

Big Parade
Motro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Con}

tinued.

,

TheatreFilm Numbers The

—

Film

Ni'iinbers
Stella
Dallas
(United Artists), Conlinued.
"Warner Br is. Theatre
Film NumlH'rs The Tea Beast
(Warner Bros.), Continued.
Geo. M. Cohan TheatreFilm Numbers Ben Hur (MetroGnkhvyn-Mayer), Continued.
Embassy Theatre

—

—

—

Film Numbers The Merry
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(

)

timied.

,

Widow
Con-

News.

—

,

(Goldwyn), Felix Cartoon.

Progam

Year

First

Metropolitan Theatre

—-Mannequin

(Para-

Windsor," (Overture). "Clap
Hands Here Comes Charlie,"
(Organ Solo), Waring's Penn-

Program

(

Capitol
F'ilm

—

—

)

—

^Vrestler

(Fox),

)

,

The

International

News and Kinograms.
"Charleston
Musical Program

—

Contest", Organ Solos.

Pantages Theatre
Film Ntimbers The Y'ankee Senor
(Fox), Pathe News.

—

Program

Forum Theatre
Film Numbers

—-Vaudeville.

—

Steel Preferred
Corp.), Buster's
(Universal), Inter-

Dist.

Nightmare
national News, Kinograms.
Musical
Program
Orchestra
(Overture), Soprano soloist.

—

Hill Street Theatre

—

Numbers The New Commandment
(First
National),

Film

Pathe News, Aesop Fable.

—

Program Vaudeville.
Million Dollar Theatre

^ftisical

—

Film Numbers The Merry Widow
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer),
Continued.

Theatre—
Numbers Spanish

—
—

)

Des Moines Theatre
I'ilm
Numbers
The American
N'entis (Paramount), What's in
a
Universal
Nose
Pathe
News.
" Easy
Musical
Program
to
Please," organ special; "South-

—

)

(

Honeymoon,"

—

(

(

Theatre—
Numbers The Fool

—

Program

—

"Carmen,"

l'"ilm

F'usileers,"

—

(Fox),
Pleasure,"
Views
(Universal),
(Selected).

Dude (Educational), News

ing

News

of

and

Cartoon.

—

mandy,''
(Overture),
A])aehes of the North,"

"The
(Speci-

alty), "I Never Knew," (Organ
Solo), "The Charleston Wedding," ( Presentation )

Orpheum Theatre
Film Numbers His
Warner Brothers

—

Jazz
)

Bride

Program

— Dancing

and

Jazz Selections (Special Orchestra), Orchestra, Organ.

Garden Theatre
Film Numbers Two Fisted Jones
Fighting
(Universal),
The

—

Tailor (Fox). Felix at the Rainbow's End (Educational Cartoon), Iron Trail Around the
^^'orld
(Fox Variety), News
;\I

Musical Program "Second Hungarian Rhapsody," and "Nor-

(

—

(Speci-

Palace

(Fox).

Century Theatre
Film Ntimbers A Woman of the
World (Paramount), The Fight-

)

Theatre—
Numbers -"The

Irene

BALTIMORE

Mtisical

Digest;

— Sally,

and Mary (Dancing Trio).

"Mannequin,"
Weekly,

"Classical
.Jazz,"
(Overture),
(Specialty), Don Alvin, Violin(Specialty), "That ('ertain
ist,
"The
(Organ Solo)
Party,"

Capitol

Program

Musical

News

(Universal), Literary
Educational )

alty

)

(Fox).

—

num-

orchestra

Beauty c'ontest.
Strand Theatre
Film Numbers Sally, Irene and
Mary
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Adventures of Mazie '(F. B." 0.),
Kinograms.

,

(

Royal Welsh

) ,

bers;

l''ilm

Solo),
"The
(Presentation)

(

Melodies,"

ern

Rialto

-"'A Bouquet of
Musical
Overture
Favorite Clasics,"
Organ
"A Lesson In Love,"

^Musical

,

(ugan special; Dancing Review

Frolic"

Program —

Framed

Rose

(State Right), The Fighting
Dttde (Edticational) Fox News.
Mtisical Program
""My Bonnie,''

(Universal), Felix Cartoon.

Mtisical
Revue.
Figueroa Theatre
Film Numbers Paint and Powder
(Producers Dist. Corp.), Wide
(Pathe),
Pathe
Open Faces
News.
Prologue to
Musical Program
Feature ( Overture
State Theatre
Film Numbers Dance Madness

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

"Campus

—

(Paramount),

Program—-Jazz

)

PES MOINES

"Mannequin,"
Numbers
Paramount
News and Views

Uptown Theatre
Film Numbers

Kinograms.

(

Wives

of

News and

motint), International

—-"Merry

(

—

Film Numbers

Old

of

(Metro-GoldwynBroadway "
News
International
Mayer
Musical

News

(Pathe).
Musical Program "Hotter Than
Ever" (Presentation and Specialty

—

Chicago Theatre
Film Ntimbers "Lights
)

Splendid

National),

(First

'?

CHICAGO

Film

—

(Prod.

—

Apollo Theatre

Ventis

Horse

(on stage).

American
Pathe
(Paramount),

Tivoli Theatre

^lusical

—The

—

Road

(Educational),

— The

sylvanians in
Presentation)

from

Fortune

—

Lightly

Iron

McVickers Theatre
Film Numbers The

Pathe News.

(Fox), The Fighting Tailor
(Fox), Fox and Pathe News.
Program
Orchestra
^I u s i c a 1
(Overture and Organ.

"The

Pal

Silent

The Rubber Necks
(Pathe), Pathe Review, Internntional News.
Pantages Theatre
Pleasure
The
Numbers
Film
Buyers (Warner Bros.).
Paramount Empress Theatre
The Wedding
Film Numbers
Song (Producers Dist. Corp.),

Victory Theatre
Film Numbers

Criterion

—

—

R.),

Step

(Fox),

Cinenievents
Rialto
(Selected), Buster's Skyrocket
(Universal*), The June Bride
(Aesop Fable).
Selections
Musical
Program

Monroe Theatre
Film Numbers The

—

—

Black and white effects used in tirocdlutnn ad for 'three Faces East"
(P. D. C.) bti the Garden Theatre,
Milwaukee.

)

Frolics" (A revue consisting of
six acts by featured artists and
the Strand Ballet and staff)

National),
(Fox), Interna-

—

—

(

New Com-

Burglar
tional News.
Kinema Theatre
Film Numbers The
(S.

—The Eagle (United

Artists)

(Fox).

(First

The

Organ

Ballet),'

Film Ntiml)ers

—

—

mandment

•Tannliauser" ( Overture )
(Baritone
Star"
••Evening
Solo), "Xeapolitan Nights" (a,
b, c, d, vocal duet), "Anitra's
Dance" from "Peer Gynt" (Ballerina), "Ballet of the Snow"

and

,

)

American Theatre
Film Numbers Tlie

,

—

(Ballerina

Royle Girl
Continued.

SALT LAKE CITY^^

—

Film Numbers Dance Madness
The
Metio-Goldwyn-Mayer
Land of the Moose (Scenic),
(Selected),
Magazine
Capitol
Dolly Gray (Red Seal).
"March" from
3Iiisiciil Program
(

Toosevelt Theatre

—That

Weekly (Fox).
u s c a 1 Program
i

—Vaudeville,

Orcliestra, Organ.

Hippodrome
Film Numbers All Around Frying Pan (F. B. 0.), Take Your
Time (Pathe), Green Archer,
No. 6 (Pathe Serial), Aesop

Keith's

Fable,

—

News (Pathe).

Musical

Program-

— Vaudeville,

Orchestra, Organ.

Warner's Metropolitan
Film Numbers The Enchanted
(Paramount), Weak But
Hill
Willing (Educational), Aesop's

—

Fable,

News

(Pathe),

Inno-

Motion Picture News

696
(Fox), Comedy (Pathe), News
(Pathe).
Musical Program Overture,' or-

—

chestra and

—

™PR/NCESS™^

WEEK

J

'WEEK

organ, Vaudeville.

Keith-Albee St. James Theatre

—

Film Numbers When the Door
Opened (Fox), Comedy (Pathe),

all iIl»

—

Program Overture, orchestra and organ. Vaudeville.
Loew's State Theatre
Secretary
Film Numbers
His
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ) Topics
of the Day
(Pathe), Aesop's
Fables, News (Pathe).
Musical Program Overture, or"Garden of
chestra and organ
Roses," tenor solo; "Collegians,"
vocal and instrumental, Stage
Production.

)xi<)m)inH«a<i tliroua''

htippiat

memory Imt

j<

MemohyI
lANE

^^^^N^FRAN^ISCO'^^

,

California Theatre

—

Film Numbers His People (Universal), Sweet Marie
(Fox),
Iron Trail Around the W'orld
(Fox), International News.
Musical Program "Grand Fantasia from Rigoletto"
(Overture), "Kol Nidre"
(Violin),

—

—

(Fox), Topics of the
(Pathe),
News (International)
Musical Program Overture, ororgan recital, tenor
chestra,
solos, special stage production.
Colonial Theatre
Numbers
Stella
Dallas
Film
(United Artists) continued.
Majestic Theatre

"Medley

Day

.

iur

disptaii

United Artists' "Cobra" used by the
Bijou Theatre, Xew Haven, Conn.

A

eence (Pathe color),

Date

in

Egypt Pathe scenic
Musical Program -Selections from
"Rose Marie" (Overture), Oij
chestra, Organ.
New Theatre
Film Numbers Lights of Old
Broadway Metro-GoldwynMayer), A Salty Sap (Educat ional
News Pathe
Musical Program "Gems of Olden
Days"
Overture
Dance Specialty, Orchestra, Organ.
Parkway Theatre
(

)

—

——

(

)

—
(

,

(

)

)

,

—

Film Numbers S o u 1
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(

Mates
)

His

,

Wooden Wedding (Pathe), Topics of the Day (Pathe), Kinograms.
Musical Program Selections from
"Rose Marie" (Overture), Orchestra, Organ.
Rivoli Theatre

—

—

Numbers The Unguarded
Hour
First National
News

Film

(

,

)

Flappers
(Pathe),
Flaming
(Pathe).
" Hungarian
Musical
Program
Fantasia"
(Overture), "Hejre
Kati" (Violin Solo), Specialty
(Vocal and piano selections),
"II
Trovotore" and " 'Neath
Blue Italian Skies" (Organ Selections), Orchestra, Organ.

—

BOSTON

Film
(

Numbers

—The

Metro-Goldwyn

Big Parade
continued.

)

CLEVELAND

—

tional

News.

—

Program Grand Fanfrom "Faust" (overture),
"Garden Scene" from "Faust"

Musical
tasie

)

tional)

Musical

—

.

(

Program

v e

u

r t

r e,

—

(

)

,

—

letto"

(vocal).

State Theatre—

Numbers

— Winds

Chance
First National
Trap Door
Spider (S. R. ), Flaming Affair

I'ilm
(

,

)

(Fox).

Program
^Musical
ture. Vaudeville.

of

— Organ

over-

— Rocking

F'ilm

Numbers

— Too

Much Money

National
Wide Open
Faces (Pathe), Felix Grabs His
Grub (S. R.), Topics of the
Dav (Pathe), Kinograms.
(

First

)

,

GENE STRATTON

KikR
OF

PORTER'S GREATEST NOVEL!

THE

(

)

Lane

(First National), Comedy (Educational), News (Pathe).

Musical
chestra

Program

—Overture,

h

and organ, Vaudeville.

—

) ,

—

(

ette"

)

(overture). Vaudeville.

St—

—

Number.s What Hap])ened
to
Jones
(Universal),
Long
Pants (Pathe), Aesop's Fables
(Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Program "Popular Song
Hit Revue" (overture). Vaude-

—

ville.

Circle Theatre

—

chestral overture. Vaudeville.

KANSAS CITY
Newman

mount),

Musical

— Cobra

Newman
Newman

(Para-

Mirror
Events

Program — "The

(Se-

(Lo-

Fortune

Teller" (Overture), "The

Swan"

(danseuse; cellist), "Along the
Alissouri"
(Surprise Novelty,
National Quartet), "Don't Wait
Too Long" (Organ Novelty),

(Oragn Solos).
Liberty Theatre

MoonllEKt nnd

Nam"

||/

^f

Numbers

—"The

Wanderer,"
Paramount, Royal Mirror (Selected), Royal Events (Local).
Musical Program
"Atmospheric
Selections" (Overture), Organ

^^'"^^^

Il\"rf4.

[L^^^Ki-

^*!^

A

Solos.

Main Street Theatre

—

Author featured in tiro-column display for F. U. O.'s "The Keeper of
the liees" used by the Rialto, Des
Moines.

—

Film Nunil)ers -"The Girl From
Montmartre" (First National),
Pathe News, Educational Short
Subjects.

,

)

Review.

Program
Dans"

^lusical
Coffee

—"Twenty

at
(Presentation

Act).

Loew's Warfield Theatre
Film
Numbers
Tumbleweeds
(United
Artists),
Careful

—

On

(Educational),

Please

IMany Shores (USNavy), International News, Kinograms.
Musical
Program "The Rhapsody in Blue'' (Piano Over-

—

ture),
"Thanks
for
Ride," "Specialty Ideas"
chon Marco Idea).
St Francis Theatre—

Buggy
(Fan-

—

Number Skyrocket (Assoc.
Exhibitors), Salty Sap (Educational), Parisian Modes in
Color
(Educational),
Kino-

F'ilm

grams.
Musical

Program

Prince

Selections"

—

"Student
Overture
Prelude" (Pres(

i

"Atmospheric
entation Act
Imperial Theatre
Film Numbers The
)

Gold Rusli
(United Artists), Continued.
Wilkes Theatre

—

Numbers The Big Parade
Metro Goldwyn-Mayer
Cameo Theatre
Film Numl>ers Two Fisted Jones
(Universal), I Do (Assoc. Exhibitors), International News.
^lusical
Program "The Night
Boat Selection" (Overture).
Union Square Theatre
Film
Numbers Quick
Chanr>*
(S. R.), Fox Comedy, Path.News.
F'ilm
(

)

—

—

—
—

Musical Program Vaudeville.
Goldengate Theatre
Film
Xunibers The
Fighting
Heart (Fox). Sneezing Beevis
(Pathe). Pathe News.
Musical Program Vaudeville.

—

—

—

COMEBY

Granada Theatre
Film Numbers The Best Bad
Man Fox Wide Open Faces
(Pathe), Pathe News, Pathe

—

Theatre

Numbers

lected),
cal).

l""ilm

Mark Srnnrlt

Airs''*

—

—

Film Numbers Fighting
Edge
(Warner Bros.), Bull and Sand
(Mack Sennett), Pathe News.
Musical
Program Popular or-

Royal Theatre

or-

Keith-Albee Boston Theatre
Film Numbers The Golden Strain

—

(

—

,

— Memory

—

Musical Program "Rienzi" (overture). Jazz Unit: "Tie Me to
Your Apron Strings," "Lonesome Me," "Carissima"
(soprano solo
Reade's Hippodrome
Film Numbers What Happened
to Jones
Universal
Charley
My Boy (Pathe), International
News Universal
Musical rogram "No No Nan-

^Musical Program
"Coronation
^larcli"
Overture,
(Psychic
N(i\elty) Organ Solos.

—

Numbers

Lova Story

Numbers Sporting
Life
(Universal), His Wooden Wedding (Pathe), Aesojj's Fables
(Pathe), International News.

Overture,
Musical Program
organ and organ solos.
Gordon's Washington Street Olympia Theatre
Film

Bgduljiful

the Princess theatre, Hartford, Conn.

l''ilni

Moon

(Prod. Dist. Corp.), Morals for
Men
Stereoscopic
S.
R.
(Pathe), Fables (Pathe), News
(Pathe).

CONRAD NACa

Four eolumn divplay ad for First
National's -'Memory Lane" vscd by

F'ilm

Park Theatre—

BEESV^

Fenway Theatre
Film Numbers

'Memory Lane"-^T1U Scfjtn'^ Mott

Film

Film Numbers Hands Up (Paramount), Buster's Nose Dive
Kelly
Universal
Color
(Pathe), Pathe News, Topics of
the Day.
Musical Program "If I Were
King" (overture), "T Love My
Baby," Quartette from "Rigo-

,

organ.

and

(

Keith's East 105th

vocal prologue )
Allen Theatre-

—

Prod. Dist. Corp.
As No Man
Has Loved
(Fox),
Comedy
(Educational), News (Interna(

ELEANOR BOARDMAN

)

Stillman TheatreFilm Numbers Phantom of the
InternaOpera
(Universal),

Beacon and Modern Theatres
Film Numbers
Rocking Moon
'

with

—

—

Russian

of

(Special).

ing Affair

three-column

(

) ,

Metropolitan Theatre
Film >s"umbers Bluebeard's Seven
Wives (First National), Flam-

Striking

—

(F. B. O.

—

in

;

KABDBOy

•

), Aesop's Fables
(Pathe), Pathe News.
Musical Program- "Knee Deep in
Dasies,"
(Overture),
"Head
Over Heels In Love," (Organ
Novelty
Organ Solos )

—

UTMOHD aurrm

Pantages Theatres
Film Numbers
"Flaming Waters"

Wil) Live Again

—

(

''/« •>><

Your Love Dreams

Day (Pathe),
News (Pathe).

Topics of the
Fables (Pathe),

Musical

of

ilusical Program
"Popular Selections"
(Overture),
Organ
Solos.

HOUSTON
Numbers— "Cobra"

Queen Theatre
Film

mount
News
News

(ParaEducational
(Pathe)', Queen-Chronicle

Comedy

)

,

(

local

^Musical

(

)

Program

)

—

"Naughty

Narietta" (Orchestra overture).
Organ Solo "Loving You" Or(

)

,

chestra and Organ Selections.
Capitol TheatreFilm Numbers
"The Beautiful
(First
National),
City,"

—

Comedy, (Educational), (Kinograms).
Musical Program "Popular Hits"
Organ and Or(Overture),

—

chestra.

February

6

19

,

697

2 6

——

Louis TheatreFilm Numbers Headlines (Assoc.
Exhibitors), Short Subjects.
Musical Program Orchestral and
St.

Liberty Theatre
Film Numbers "The Jazz Bride,"
Comedy,
Bros.),
(Warner

News (Patlie).
Piano
Program

(Fox),

—

ilusieal

Organ

—

—

Numbers— -The

J-ilm

Man,"

News

Pathe

)

(

Program — Orchestral
Overture and Popular Numbers.

ilusical

"Popular
Organ and

•

Orchestra.

—

—

"The Splendid
Film Numbers
National
First
Road,"
Educational
News
Comedy,
)

(

)

,

ALL LOVe STORIES.

—"Concert

(International).

Musical Program

Over-

Organ

ture" (Orchestra),
Orchestra.
Rialto Theatre-

and

—

Home
Numbers
"The
Film
Maker," (Universal), Comedy,
•

(Educational), News (Fox).
Organ and
Musical Program
Piano Selections.

—

MILWAUKEE
Alhambra Theare—

—

Presentation)

Strand TheatreFilm
Numbers
Womanhandlcd
(Paramount),
Lickcty
Split
(Educational), Kinograms.
Musical Program "Wild West"
Stage Presentation

—

—

)

Film

—

Road

to

Yesterday (Prod. Dist. Corp.),
Kinograms, Felix Comedy.
JVIusical
Program O r c h e s t r a

—

(Overture), Organ Selection.

—
— Paint and Powder

Garden Theatre
F'ilm

Numbers

(Prod. Dist. Corp.), Felix Car-

Comedy

toon,

News.
Musical
ialt

Program Organ Spec"Tomorrow .Morning."
of llie

Paramount
Musical Program Overture (OrWorld

(

)

—

chestra), Vaudeville.

Warner's State Theatre

I"un

—

—

(Century Comedy).

Musical Program

—Special

Orches-

tra Presentation.

SEATTLE

—

Blue Mouse Theatre
Film
XumlxMs Hogan's

—

Alley
Fable,

(Warner Bros.), Aesop
International News.
^lusical Program
Selections from
"The Red :\nil" (Overture).

—

—

Coliseum Theatre
Filin
Xumljers The

New Com-

(First

National),

Slippery Feet (Comedy), Pathe

News, Kinograms.
" Musical
Musical
Program
Jubilee" (Overture), "Remembering" (Orchestra Novelty).
Columbia Theatre
Film Numbers What Happened
to Jones (Universal), Felix Car-

—

—

toon,

Liberty

—

Film Numbers -Irish Luck (Paramount), Your Own Back Y'ard
(Comedy), International and
Liberty News.
Musical
Program "Bouquet of

—
Operatic Meiodies" (Overture).
Pantages Theatre—
Film Numbers— Thunder Mountain (Fox), Aesop Fable, Pathe
News.
Musical Program Vaudeville.
Strand Theatre
Film Numbers When the Door
Opened (Fox), My Stars (Comedy) Fox News.

——
—

,

—

^Musical
Progiam International
Cliarleston C'ontest.

LOUIS

ST.

——

Missouri Theatre

Film Numbers "A Woman of the
World," (Paramount), Missouri
Magazine.
Musical
Program
Orchestral
overture. Organ accompaniment.

—

—

Inteinational News.

—

Numbers

—

".Mike," (Metro-

—

Musical
Program
Orchestral
overture and popular numbers.
Organ selections. On stage. Vocal, Dance and musical numbers.
West End Lyric and Capitol
Theatres
"7
Film
Numbers
Days"
(Producers Dist. Corp.), "Live
Cowards," (Educational), Kinogram News and Views.
Musical
Program
Orchestral,
Organ, Vocal and Dance Num-

—

—

bers.

Grand Central Theatre
Film

Numbers

—

"Just
National),

Suppose,"

News

—

—

—

—

(

Overture

)

the
World"
(Special Stage Presentation).
of

Metro - Goldwyn
Magazine
Selected
)

(

Program

Secretary

Stanley

,

—

)

Comedy.
Mo-

,

" Mile.

(extra attraction).

—
—

—

,

Mobile"

(Tenor
"Lo,
Solo),
Hear the Gentle Lark" (Soprano
solo),
"Remember"
(Duet),
"Gypsy Airs" (Violin solo), "I

Hear

Y^ou Calling

Solo), Song
tissement.

and

Me"

(Violin
Dance Diver-

Stanton TheatreFilm Numbers That Royle Girl
(Paramount)
Karlton Theatre—;
Film Numlier The Spendid Crime
(Paramount)
Arcadia Theatre
Film Number The Merry Widow
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Palace Theatre
Film Number The Dark Angel
First National
Aldine Theatre
Film Number The Big Parade
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Victoria Theatre
Film
Number ^The People vs.
Nancy Preston (Prod, Dist.

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

(

(

)

)

—
—

r

—
Number — "Take-A-Cliance

Ueek."
Mosque Theatre

—

International

Scenic
Program — "William
(

)

Round

(overture).

S.

the

R.
Tell"
)

World

BUFFALO

Lafls.

—The

Dark Angel
Our GanoHippodrome Review

National),

Comedy,

(Selected).

—

Musical
Program "Sitting on
the -Top of the World" (Musical

Act).

Loew's State

—

—

Film
Numbers Mike
(MetroGoldwyn-Mayer),
The
Misfit
Sailor
(Educational)
Loew's
New^s (Pathe).
Musical Program "Bits of Hits"

—

Orchestra
\'audeville.
Lafayette Square
(

—

,

)

—

Film
Numbers The
Masked
Bride
^Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Pathe Comedy, Kinograms.
Musical
Program
Selections
from "The Vagabond King"
(

—

(Orchestra),

Organ

Solo,

\'aii(leville.

Park-

Shea's North

—

Film Nund)ers The Iron Horse
(Fox). North Park Pictorial
( Selected
^[usical
Program
)

Fantasie"

—

"American
Organ

(Orchestra),

Solo,

New Olympic —

—

Numbers
Sporting Life
(Universal),
Keep
Smiling
Assoc.-Exhibitors),
The Big
City (Comedy), Olympic News
(International).
^Musical Program
Selections by
Special Orchestra.
Film
(

—

CINCINNATI
Capitol Theati

—

Numbers
Little
Annie
Rooney (United Artists), Capi-

Film

tol

News

(

Selected

Program

— Orchestra

)

Walnut TheatreFilm Nundjers As No Man Has

—

Loved
(Fox),
Aesop Fable,
^lusical

Pathe

News,

—Orchestra..
—

Program

Mr.

eccentric
dancer,
ported by dozen girls.
Capitol Theatre—
solo),

—Lady

From

Exhibitor:

Ask

at
the
the

Exchanges

for'

ask

but

File

sup-

Hell

(Associated Exhibitors), Three
Musketeers
(United
Artist),
Scenic (S. R.
Kinograms.
)

—

Museum," Public Presentation.
"Blue Danube" Waltz (Orches-

—

Excerpts from
"Sometime" (overture), "Down
by the Winegar Works (organ

,

—

Film
Numbers Stage
Struck
(Paramount), Shea's Buff'alo
Mermaid Comedy.
]Musical
Program "The
Dime

—

Musical Program

Numbers

Shea's Buffalo

Strand TheatreFilm
Num!iers
Womanhandled
(Paramount), Felix Comedy,
Brotherly
Love
(Comedy),
Pathe News.

with "What'll I do" (novelty),
Spanish singer and dancer.
Branford Theatre
Film Nundjers Too ^Iiich ^loney
(First National), Comedy (Educational), News (Pathe), Local

l''iiin

(overture).

(Overture)

—

Musical

—

Film Nundiers When the Door
Opened (Fox), 0. Henry comedy (Fox), News (Fox).*
Musical program "Songs of the

Musical

Numbers Mannequin (Paramount), Comedy (Pathe). News

I'Mlm

(

Fox Terminal

)

Corp.).
Capitol Theatre
I'ilm

dies" (overtttre).

(First

Fox Theatre
Film Numbers The Yankee Senor
Fox
Fox News.
Musical Program "La Donna e
)

—

,

Shea's Hippodrome

(Overture),
Stanley
Orchestra "Flower
from an Old Bouquet" "Blossom
Time" (Soprano and Baritone
duets),
"Pampadour
Ballet"

(

)

Film Numbers

—
— His

(

Musical

—

tra).

PHILADELPHIA

—

—

and
Views (Selected).
^lusical Program
Orchestral, Vocal, Organ and Dance Numbers.
Kings and Rivoli Theatres
Film Numbers "When Husbands
Flirt,"
(S.
R.),
(Comedy),
News and Views.
Musical Program Orchestral Selections. Vocal
Numbers.
At
Kings only
Fifteen winners of
local movie star contest.

—

Forest"

"Mothers

(

Goldwyn-Mayer), Selected News,
Views and Tours.

—

—

Symphony

Piano

(

Dark Angel

(First National), Capitol Thea(Selected), Ko-Ko
tre Digest
Ntits (Cartoon).
Musical Program "The Mill in

the

Jazz

Film
Numbers Hogan's
Alley
(Warner Bros.), New Brooms
Paramount
Kinograms.
Musical Program "Popular Melo-

Day"

diste"

—Novelty
Theatre—

Musical Program

(First

—

mandment

i.ouixiulc.

F'ilm

News Weekly (Selected),
From the Press, Too Many

Babies

two

Loew's State Theatre

Numbers
Steel Preferred
(Producers Dist. Corp.), War-

ner's

in

il'siilini
f"r "Eaxt Li/nnc''
(Fox) ad used bp the Alamo theatre,

Solos.

—The

Stanley Theatre
Film Niuubers

ffdtiireil

tliciiir

Film Numbers

5.U0WS''

Rialto Theatre

Theatre-

Capitol

'i DAILY

Special stage presentation.

PITTSBURGH
Film

line

Pathe

(Fox),

—
Wisconsin Theatre —
Film Numbers — A ^\oman

BAWAIN

AUHO
MdllKi

—

TheatreNumbers The

LOU TELLEGEN-'MAPJORIE DAW'-LYOIA KNOTT
FRAHK KEENAN-BELlf BrNNETT'-MUL PANZER
LESLIE FCNTON

i"iiim>i

Film Numbers The Man on tne
Box (Warner Bros.), International
News, Sports in the
Great Northwest (Scenic).
Musical Program "Seven Ages of
Man" (Overture), "Swiss Song
Bird" (Stage), Dance (Stage

(

WITH A REMABMBl-e CAST

ALMA CUBENS^ EDMUND LOWE -^

•

Merrill

mxmi

PAUL

ST.

rue GUfATfsr OF

•

(

— Classical

^Musical Program
(o\'erture)

—

Vaudeville.

(Overture),
Vaudeville.
Isis Theatre

Hits"

,

)

Views,

Fables,

—

Program

JIusrical

Bad

Best

Aesops

(Fox),
(

—
—

Organ Numbers. Vaudeville.
Delmonte Theatre
Film Numbers The Y'ankee Senor
News and
Selected,
Fox

and

Selections.

Majestic Theatre

—

It's little to

for,

it's

the only

reliable aid you can give your musicians to help put the picture over

Mot
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aniSeria
Engaged for
Hal Roach Comedy

Gillingwater

Hal Roach has engaged Claude Gillingwater for a new Pathe comedy which has
already gone into production under the diGillingwater
rection of Richard Wallace.
will be featured in a cast that includes Tyler
Brooke, Vivian Oakland, Bert Woodruff
and Rolfe Sedan.

Norman Taurog to Direct
Tuxedo Comedy
Norman Taurog

has been assigned to the
of the next Tuxedo Comedy for
Educational.
The new picture will feature
-lohnny Arthur, formerly starred in Al
Woods' jiroduction on the stage in New
direction

York.

Donna

Signed
Educational
Barrels

Educational

Llovd Hamilton

in

has

signed

by

Donna Barrels

as a member of the scenario staff. Her first
story will be "Home Cured" and will go
into production at once with Johnny Arthur
in the featured role under the direction of

"Careful Please." an Educational release.

William Goodrich.

Pathe Offers Novelty Release
Widely Varied Offerings Included in
Program for Week of February 7th

A

DIVERSIFIED

short subject progi-am is i^lanned for release by Pathe
for the week of February 7th. Among
other tilings it introduces "Songs of Ireland," first of the new "Famous Melody
Series" and "The Strenuous Life," a Grantland Rice "Sportlight." There are the usual
Hal Roach and Mack Sennett comedies, the
Fihn
"Aesop's
"Topics of the Day,"
Fables," serial and news weeklies.
The "Famous Melody Series" are single
reel subjects which are offered in the form
James Fitzpatriek produced
of a novelty.
tlie sei-ies and ajjpears in the leading male
Shaw playing opposite
role, with Peggy
him.
In the Grantland Rice "Sportlight," produced by J. L. Hawkinson classical dancing,
the Charleston, boxing and other sports are

shown.

"Your nu9l)and's Past" is a two-reeler
produced by Hal Roach with a cast which
Vivian Oakland, George Cooper,
Tyler Brooke, Fred Kelsey, James Finlayson and Arthur .Millett. Fred L. Guiol diincludes

rected.

Ralph Graves is featured in the Mack
comedy titled "Funnymooners."
Thelma Parr, plays opposite Graves and
Marvin Lobach heads the supporting cast.
Lloyd Bacon directed.
"The Smoke Clears Away" is the title of
the closing cha])ter of the serial, "The Green
Allene Ray and Walter Miller
Archer."
have the leading roles and are supported by
Burr Mcintosh, Frank Lackteen, Dorothy

King and Walter Lewis.

Spencer Bennet

dii-ected the serial.

Pathe Review No. 6 presents three sub"Art in Archery," an old Indian accomplishment emerges as a modern sport;
"American Wild Flowers in Pathecolor,"
the Anderson Aster, the Chokecherry and
the Blazing Star are revealed in natural
colors; "Enemy Submarines," microscopic
jects

:

studies of the mosquito.

"The Windjammers" is the new cartoon
of the Aesop's Film Fables series. "Topics
of the Day" and two issues of Pathe News
complete the February 7th schedule.

Harry Bernstein Made Red
Seal Sales Manager
Harry Bernstein has been appointed genmanager of Red Seal Pictures by Max

eral

Fleischer, wdio recently assumed the ])residoncy of the organization. Bernstein previously has been head of Red Seal's New

He will shortly make a
tour of the country in the interest of the
companj^'s product.
York exchange.

Sennett

First of ''Molly

May"

Released February
"Her

First

Night

in

Series
1

Phiiadcii)lua,"

lirsl

of the "Molly May" series which .loe Levering is producing for release through Cranfield and Clai-ke, is now being cut by Levering. It will be reloas(>d Fcliruarv first.

Scenes from the Pathe two

reel

comedy "Long Pants."

February

6

,

1926
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inions on Current Short Subject
~:=:^::s:y=d^^

Saturday Afternoon
Pathe Three Reels

"'

"

melody but each reel in itself
Moreover, the scenes taken

—

(Reviewed by Edtv. G. Johnston)
will be rather difficult to pick flaws in
this three-reel Mack Sennett production
Everything
which stars Harry Langdon.
about it is good cast, direction and photography furthermore, the story is particularly
well adapted to the eccentricities of this
So, the advice of this redroll comedian.
viewer to exhibitors who want a first class
for in our
three-reel special
is to book it
opinion, this one certainly ought to please
them all. Langdon is to go into features
in the near future and this fact can afford
In this role, he takes the
to be played up.
part of a meek, hard working husband who

IT

—

—

—

—

never varies the routine of coming home
each Saturday afternoon to hand over his
pay envelope to a domineering wife until
a fellow workman lures him to a date with
a couple of flappers.
Then the fun begins.
The supporting cast is excellent.
Harry

—

Edwards

directed.

The Cast
Harry Langdon, Vernon Dent,
Peggy Montgomery.
The Story
ing husband

— Harry,
is

on

is

Hiatt

and

a henpecked, hardwork-

way home accompanied

his

by a fellow workman.

Harry

Ruth

making haste

It is

Saturday noon and

in

order to turn over

pay envelope to his domineering wife.
However, his pal is a single man, owns an auto
and is a gay Lothario.
Meeting two attractive flappers, Harry is persuaded by his friend
to join an aftcrnuon auto excursion, though
he accepts with a troubled conscience and much
trepidation.
On reaching home each Saturday,
it has been
Harry's custom to now and then
extract a few nickels and dimes from the
envelope before handing it over to the wife.
His cache is under the parlor carpet and
location bears all the ear-marks of a treasure
trove requiring three or four steps to the
right and a number to the left.
However,
the

—

time the mistress discovers her mate in the
hoarding a quarter and a violent scene
follows during which she denies her docile
husband the privilege of an afternoon out.
But Harry makes a fervent plea for liberty
and finally gains her consent.
He joins the
party on their joy ride and with a new found
sense of freedom
proceeds to cut loose but
dark clouds dim the joyous holiday when two
other chaps appear on the scene and claim the
girls for their own.
fight follows with
Harry's pal striving valiantly to defend their
rights.
Harry prefers to ignore the whole
affair.
To make matters worse, the domineering wife is out driving in her flivver and catches
sight of her erring husband and further complications follow with the result tliat Harry is
i:nally reinstated in her favor.

this

act of

—

Summary—A
cast,

first

—

—

For where is an Irish man,
for picturization.
or child whose heart won't thrill at the
strains of "Killarney," "The Low Back Car"
and "Mavourneen" and where a Scot who will
fail
to appreciate such melodies as "Annie

woman

—

Laurie," "Comin Thru the Rye" and "The
Cambells Are Coming."
And in addition the
"Highland Fling," danced by Scotch lassies
who certainly know how. However, the English reel is good, too, and features old favorites as "Drink To Me. Only With Thine Eyes"
and "Just A Song At Twilight" and the
"Tally-Ho" Song.
Pathe, in co-operation with Mr. Fitzpatrick,
preparing a special musical cue sheet and
is
score to accompany each subject of the new
series.

Summary

— Based

The Uprising Generation "

(Pathe-Sportlight

class

comedy

attraction.

well

directed and finely photographed.
Bill it as a Harry Langdon Special
and as Langdon is to soon enter into features
play him up in this respect.
little e.xtra
money spent on advertising will be well worth

A

the effort.

— One

Reel)

ONE

hears considerable talk these days as
to whether the "Uprising
Generation"
will have a trend toward jazz and night life or
whether they will strive toward athletics and
health but this Sportlight will entertainingly
demonstrate the fact that the coming generation
is
an active, vigorous lot of youngsters for
the reason that the majority of them are seeking some form of athletics to reach the goal
of good health.
J. L. Hawkinson is the producer.— EDW. G. JOHNSTON.

" Time Flies "
I

Educational-Mermaid

—Two Reels)

(Reiieived hv Ediv. G. Johnston)
fans will find all they
can possibly look for in this two reel

LUPINO LANE
Mermaid Comedy,

for this popular comedian
given a splendid opportunity to demonstrate his bag full of tricks.
At times there
is a slight over-indulgence of slapstick bu^
considerable of this is necessary in order
to bring
out Lane's eccentric acrobatic
stunts.
There is very little to the story
however a plot i^ not entirely essential
to this type of comedy.
Lane's supporting
cast is good.
is

—

Produced by Jack White and directed by
Photography by Robert
Robbins.

Jesse

Doran.

"

I

"

Famous Melody Series
Pathe-Fitzpatrick— First Three Reels)
(Revieived by Ediv. G. Johnston)

^HESE

first three subjects out of thirteen to
be produced by James Fitzpatrick for Pathe
iL-lease, hold promise of becoming even
more
popular attractions than "The Music Master

Series" whicii were made by the same producer
—and the latter has been a money maker for
;i
great many theatres.
In the opinion of this
reviewer, Mr. Fitzpatrick has gone several
steps ahead in this present series which
picturize
the songs of many lands.
Not only has a
charming httlc story been woven around each

)

His Son
His Grandson

)

The
The

Lupino

>

Lane

Lupino
Girl
Virgin-n Vance
An Adventuress
Gwendi^.yn Lee
Her Accomplice
;
Otto Fries
The story Action gets under way with a
duel between Colonel Amos Blackwell the
deadliest shot of his day
and Major Wimpett,
the latter furnishing the cause for a combat
Wallace

Duelist

—

—

—

—

his fortune from a capital of ten cents.
Hovering around a lunch counter where a customer
is drinking a cup of coffee, the lone coin is
accidentally dropped in the cup and disappears
down the drinker's throat. Disheartened, the
boy seeks a country road and meets a repulsed
lover who is attempting suicide with a harmless gun.
However, the gun suddenly goes off
and hits a lamp globe which drops on the
boy's head.
He is taken to the home o£ an
adventuress, who tries to vamp him after linking up the "Waterbury" with a newspaper
article which seeks to locate a missing heir
The other suitor appears and at
to a fortune.
this point Lane displays a lot of his tricks in
The boy
his endeavors to dodge his pursuer.
escapes the scheming pair and with his "Waterbury," returns to claim the fortune and his
sweetheart.
tSummary This one will please wherever
Lupino Lane is popular. There is considerable
slapstick but a lot of this is necessary to bring
out this comedian's stunts.

—

" Hearts of the West "

—

Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
"LJERE is an original idea for a western
-*• *
story.
The mortgage on the ranch is
due.
There is no possible way of meeting
it
and saving the property save through
It's
success in an impending horse race.
up to Black Bess to win that there rich prize
and unexpectedly Black Bess comes through.
If all horse races were as easy to pick as
that one there would be no necessity for
mortgages.
There is hardly a redeeming feature to
this two-reeler.
Every foot of it has been
(Universal-Mustang

seen so often that the entire story is revealed from the start. Edmund Cobb is the
featured player and does the best he can

with the story.

The Story. Tom Murray has inherited a
heavily mortgaged ranch.
He has successfully
concealed the fact of the mortgage from his
blind aged mother in the hope that he may
restore the
fortune through an impending
cross country horse race.
Joel Clegg is the
holder of the mortgage and Tom saves Joel's
life.
Later Joel would sell the property to
Sylvia Hunter, a pretty girl from the east, who
becomes interested in Tom. Tom wins the race
He bringsdespite the crooked efforts of Joel.
his mother the glad news that he has won not
only the race, but Sylvia, also.
Suiiunary.
This is an old, old story and
lacking in interest because every step of it
can be anticipated.

Max

Fleischer's'

Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune

"DOLLY GRAY"

The Cast
The Colonel

—

many

attractions.

"

wheeled cycle and crashes into the field of
battle in time to effect a cessation of hostilities
the bullet having hit the boy's watch
when he appeared in the line of battle. Beholdened, the Major presents him with his own
"Waterbury." Time passes and in the meantime the boy after bidding his sweetheart
good-bye reaches the cold, cruel city to build

on

the strong appeal of
lands and with a charmin glittle story interwoven in each reel, these
subjects should prove superior quality first run

popular songs of

A

Good

in

a fine scenic.
the different

countries are authentic.
They are single reel subjects and the first
three deal with the "Songs of Ireland, England
Peggy
and Scotland" in the order named.
Shaw, formerly of the Ziegfeld Follies, plays
the lead as "The Famous Melody Girl" and
Miss Shaw is admirably cast for the role which
calls for the characterization of the maids of
the different nations. Mr. Fitzpatrick also appears in prominent roles.
Of the three reels shown though they are
all good
perhaps the songs of Ireland and
Scotland have proved to be richer in material

—

—

is

This

Week

Plays

New York

CAPITOL

—

which

is to settle an argument as to whether
a "full house or five aces" is the better hand.
News of the duel is carried to the Colonel's
family and to prevent the demise of the Major, the Colonel's son mounts a trusty, high

729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
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Resume of Current News Weeklies |
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KIXOCRAMS

raiis— More than
l.CMJO French runners strive for prizes in
New York
annual race through the Bois
Prize winning model for proposed Roosevelt
Memorial in Washington is completed Everett,
Mass. One hundred thousand gallons of oil
are destroyed in spectacular fire in Boston
Chicago Latest models in hats and
suburb
dresses are shown in annual fashion show
New York Columbia'.s varsity crew candidates
get on water in midwinter, using new style
indoor po(d
Norfolk, Va.
Twent.y.shell in
five planes hop off on flight to Cuba to join
New York
fleet iu annual w-inter maneuvers
Plump girls find that boxing is a big help in
reducing
Gary, 111. Thousands turn out to
see champion ski jumpers perform thrilling
NO. 5155:

;

—

;

—

;

—

:

—

;

—

great Roosevelt Memorial soon to be erected in
Washington El Monto, Cal. "Ace" Hudkins
"wild cat" of the boxing ring, keeps fit by
daily runs at the (iay lion farm Wash., D. C.
(Wash, only) The new French envoy, M.
Henri Beremger, presents his credentials at the
White House Gary, 111. 50,000 see ski champs
in
record
jumps ;Takayama Mts.. .Jajian
Baptism by fire revived in Japan In the Jungles, Brazil
Hunting the giant sloth in Brazilian tree-tops
Rome, Italy-^All Italy mourns
as Queen Mother passes.
;

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

feats in title events.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Belgium

NO. 9
—A great
man passes World mourns
Mercier
Alberta, Canatia

Malines.

:

!

Cardinal

heroic

;

Flaming naptha well makes mighty torch
111.
Three hundred rescued when

expedition across Alexander III range for first
time the feat has been performed New York
Blind college girls seek scholarships, students
at Hunter, City college and Columbia universty. preparing for examinations at institution
where they can earn money to help pay expenses
Los Angeles He pulls an automobilg
with his hair as a tow rope Miami -Crowd of
20,000 turns out to watch opening of racing
season in Florida.

Chistubfight
gives
firemen
fierce
and
born blaze
Allentown. Pa. Eleven perish
threatens loop
glimpse
New York City
in great hotel fire
ahead at the spring chapeaux Chicago, 111.
Dazzling headwear displayed in Nation.al Millinery show
Sunnyside. Wash. Winter bath
Santa Rosa, Cal.—Two
for thousands of sheep
wizards meet when "Red" Grange, gridiron
marvel, gets acquainted with Luther Burbank,
plant magician
Howey, Fla. Walter Johnson, pitching ace, prepares for the new basefishing
ball season
San Antonio, Texas^
Kelly Flying Field 1.300 strong revives a
Key West. Fla. Capt.
custom of war days
Josiah Knowles introduces a new water sport
ArgenOff Rockland, Me.
turtle wrestling
tine dreadnaught tests speed iu gale; Miami,
"They're off" again at !Miami.
Fla.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

PATIIE NEWS

—

cago,

KINOGRAMS

NO. 5156: Cardinal MerBelgium's greatest hero in Woi-ld
war, dies at age of 74; Santa Rosa, Cal.
Red Grange, wizard of gridiron, meets Luther
Burbank, wizard of plants, and shows him how
Between Tibet and China
to raise footballs
cier,

;

KINOGRAMS

Gene Lamb,

cameraman,

leads

:

—

:

—

;

—
200,000 gallons
Paris, France — Army

NO.

8.

Everett,

of oil provide vivid
of runners race
bonfire
( I^.
L. Angeles. Cal.
for French .speed title
baseball honor
of
potentates
Angeles only High
(Detroit
Detroit, Mich.
world war heroes.
Hundreds in keen contests of speed
only)
and grace at thrilling gold and silver skates

Mass.
;

—

;

)

—

derby; Richmond, Ya. (Chorlotte and WashThousands attend dedication of
ington only)
old Dominion's memorial to heroes of great
Los Angeles, Canl. Presenting
world war
the latest idea in "safety first" airships N. Y.
City Here's the prize winning design for the

—

—

;

—

:

;

— —
A

:

:

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

—

—
:

;

—

:

—
—

—

NO. 9

:

Gary, III.— World's

greatest ski experts give thrilling exhibiForecast end of coal
Serantou, Pa.
tion

— —

;

Night fire sweeps
(juebec, Canada
New York City Mr.
famous Canadian hotel
Dinosaur takes first walk in 10,000.000 years!
Rome, Italy Pay final tribute to Italy's Queen
Barnes City, Cal. Animals' Damon
Mother
Deand Pythias friendship rudely shattered
Motion pictures decide case in
troit, Mich.
Hampton
modern Judgment of Solomon
24 seaplanes
Roads, Va. (Washington only)
Philadelphia,
leave base for winter maneuvers
strike

!

;

!

—

!

—

;

;

!

—

—
!

Pa.

from

Scenes

the

Pathe

—

;

(Philadelphia only)

— Set

!

"Your

comedy,

Husband's

Past."

;

:

Sesque-Centennial Exposition
St. Louis. Mo.
(St. Louis only)
15O0 stunning beauties compete for prizes as queens of pulchritude.

—

;

;

opening date for

PATIIE NEWS

NO. 10: Miami. FloridaMiami racing season opens Seattle, Wash.
Test new tractor for Wilkins polar flight Santa
!

Luther
— Two outdoor wizards meet pointers
!

Rosa. Cal.

!

Burbank. plant expert, gets a few
from Red Grange San Francisco, Cal. New
Brussels, Belgium
planes in catapult test
Cardinal Mercier dies! Scranton, Pa. Coal
strike parley reconvenes! Manchester, N. H.

—
—

;

!

Human
like

onlv)
city's
lotte

polar bears make
Allentown.
pikers!

Arctic species look
(Philadelphia
Pa.

which sweeps
— Eleven lose
C. (Charoldest hotel! Lake Lanier,
only) — Dam at Lake Lanier breaks!

Fox

lives

in

fire

S.

Starts Seventh Helen

Warren

and

Picture

"Too Many Relatives," sev^nth of the
Vox "Married Life of Helen an Warren"
series, has gone into production at the west
coast studios of the company under the direction of Albert Kay. Katlnyn Perry iind
Halhuu Coolcy again portray the leading
whih' in the supporting cast are
roles,

Arthur Housman, Belva McKay, Jimmy
Houdwin, Pal, the dog, and Piissy-Purr-

Mew,

the Pei-sian cat.

Making Serial
Arrow Pictures

Hutchinson
for

Charles llutchin.son, stunt king, is at liresent completing tlie final episodes of a serial,
whicli will be released through Arrow Pictures Corporation, titled "Lightning Hutch."
Playing opposite him is Editli Tliornlou and
tlie supporting cast includes Virginia Pearson, Sheldon Lewis, Ben "Walker and Eddie
Action

stills

from the Educational comedy starring Lupino Lane

titled

"Time

Flies.'

Phillips.

February

6

,

19 26
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Opinions

On

" Helpful Al

—Two

(Revietved by Chester

Al Alt
WHILEcomedy,
this

J.

Sterns Get "Newlyweds
and Their Baby"

Reels)

Smith)

is the featured player in
the laurels really go to

BROTHERS, producers of
STERN
two-reel comedies through Univer-

who

appears to be not more than
a baby
two or three years old. She has more expression and more screen personality than
any youngster seen on the screen in a long
time and she figures as prominently in the
picture as Alt, though her name is not regirl

have

with

signed

a contract
cartoonist, whereby
they acquire the screen rights of the
popular newspaper cartoon characters,
sal

George McManus,

"The Newlyweds and Their Baby." The
made for release on next

series will be

vealed on the screen or in the cast.
This is a picture made attractive principally by the appearance of this youngster.
Alt is his usual self and the story is better
than the average in these two-reel comedies.
There is a lot of knockabout stuff and hokum at the start, but when the action finally
down things move swiftly and
settles
smoothly with a touch of helpful comedy
here and there and an occasional thrill to
add to the general effectiveness.

season's market.
The cartoons are one of the best known
newspaper series published. They have
appeared in scores of newspaper all over
the country. This series is the third announced by the Sterns for 1926-27. The
other two are the new Buster Brown
series and "What Hapened to Jane," a
series of thirteen two-reelers featuring

Wanda Wiley and

Al Ford.

The Story.

Al and his pal, out in their
flivver have a mishap which sends them away
When they return they find a baby
for help.
in the car and dash off for suitable attire and
Again returning, the baby is
food for her.
missing.
They locate her at the end of a
plank overlooking a high cliff.
The baby is
rescued only later to grab a handful of balloons
from a vendor and to be carried into the air
Al and his pal give chase in the
by them.
flivver and an auto boat.
The baby eventually
descends into the back seat of a luxurious car
in which her real mother and father are riding.
Al reluctantly gives the baby up and receives
the $5,000 reward offered, but it is carried

away by a high wind which springs up suddenly.

Summary.

This

is

an

picture

attractive

almost any house
largely because of the appearance of this winsome baby. The story is a good one with
enough humor and thrills to keep up the

which

will

win approval

in

interest.

"Lickety Split"

.

—

Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Edw. G. Johnston)
T IGE CONLEY is featured in this two*—' reel Mermaid comedy which was written and directed by Norman Taurog and a
very good brand of entertainment has been
furnished.
Most all the action during the
(Educational-Mermaid

first part of the picture takes place in a
large ice plant and where is there a better
place to indulge in some slapstick?
In the
latter half, an elaborate auto-polo contest
is staged wth a flock of wild flivvers careening madly over the field.
Conley's supporting cast is very good.
The Cast

—

Lige Conley, Estelle Bradley, Glen Cavender, Jack
Lloyd and Charles Meekin.
TIic Story
The son of the proprietor of a
big ice business has just returned from an
exploring expedition around the plant in search
of a warm spot when his father appears with
a friends who manufacturers auto polos.
The
latters daughter and her suitor make up the
balance of the party. Lige, the ice man's son
is instantly smitten with the daughter of the

—

auto

manufacturer and

show her

immediately

proceeds

what a slippery place an
ice plant can be.
The suitor shows up very
badly in the slapstick that follows and the
daughter voices the opinion that she would like
to have Lige play on her father's team at that
afternoon's polo game.
This remark does not
to

suitor

please the suitor and he asks her for the last
time to marry him. On her refusal, he decides
to play on the opposite side in order to take
out his wrath on Lige. An exciting game follows and after many a tumble and narrow escape from the pursuit of his enemy, Lige
emerges a hero and wins the fair lady's hand.

Summary

—An

Lige Conley

in

amusing comedy featuring
an exciting auto-polo game.

"

" Montana of the Ranges
(Universal-Mustang Two Reels)

—

(Reviewed by Chester

J.

St.

John

in

"Hold Your

Hat,'

lease.

an Educational

re-

wick, though the
neyed type about
two-reelers seems
the pampered girl

the entirely wrong environment of the west
and as usual falling in love with the head
of the outfit of rustlers.
There is the forewoman of the ranch who outwits, outfights
and captures the rustlers and the triumphant

which

finish in

justice

is

accomplished.

The

steel-eyed Miss Sedgwick is just as
effective as usual in a role of this kind.
There is no denying she is a splendid type for
this kind of story and she is a skilled horsewoman. There is some fast action in this
tale.

The Story. Ruth Spear, an attractive girl
from the east is the owner of the Spearhead
ranch, which is run by Montana Morgan, her
guardian, a hard riding girl of the west. Ruth
is enamoured of
Mel Bromwell, head of the
Montana, likewise, is
band of rustlers.
enamoured of Dave Sinclair, who suffers a
broken leg

a desperate encounter with the
nursed badk to health by MonBromwell sends two of his henchmen to
tana.
bring Ruth to him so that they might be married.
Sinclair attempts to resist them, but
fails and the girl accompanies them to the
Montana is told of the affair on
villain's hut.
After a stiff
her return and gives chase.
fight she is overcome, but is rescued by the
The rustlers are taken
posse which follows.
in time to avert the marriage and Montana
accepts the proposal of Dave.
Summary. While the story is somewhat
hackneyed there is some exciting action and
some clever riding by Miss Sedgwick. The
picture should go fairly well where the short
western is approved.
rustlers.

in

He

is

" Mother Goose Movies "
(Educational One Reel)

—

H. HOWE'S
LYMAN
includes "some sense

Hodge Podge which
and some nonsense"
offers a variety of interesting and instructive
subjects that always make pleasing entertainment for old or young. The kids will particularly enjoy the manner in which the familiar characters of Mother Goose respond to the

orders.
With her broomstick,
First is
the different subjects.
shown the Great Wall of China erected in.
Next, the Secretary
the fourteenth century.
Bird which demonstrates its method of exterminating a snake and the similar treatment accorded a nineteen foot reptile by natives
Following this there is a
of British Guiana.
scene of a party making the ascent of Mount
Assiniboine. Other scenes show where the elephant is used for a truck and a study of his
After
the sea-elephant.
salt water prototype
this appears a seventy-one year old Philippine
native who after weathering the domestic
storms provided by fourteen wives, takes unto
himself a bride of eighteen years. This about
concludes the reel.—
G.

old
she

woman's

reviews

—

—

—

—

JOHNSTON.

EDW.

W

" Pathe Review No. 4 "
(One Reel)

iiTxrORKERS UNDER EARTH"
first

and shows

is the
interesting subject of this review
the intricate subway system that

ants build in their homes.
is

The "MaP'T Eye"

used to good effect here for the labors of

these remarkable little insects stands out pianily.
The Herculean task of moving a matchstick
many times their size is most interesting.
Next comes "The Harvest Fleet" in the
great Western wheat fields where reaping time
scenes show the vast progress made possible

—

by

modern

machinery.

Extra

wide

swaths

cut by this particular machine and the
stalks are bundled and tied by the same

are

Smith)

np HERE is some fairly good material in
* this western which features Josie SedgAl

|

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllll^

Illlllllll

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUI

illllllllllllllllll!IIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIl!llllllllllillllli:illllllllllllllllll!llllll^^

(Universal-Century

Current Short Subjects

apparatus.

the same hackwhich all action in these

Scenes of Rutgers College in Pathecolor
complete the reel. They include the students'
"hat fight" and many interesting views of one

to be woven.
There
from the east brought

of the oldest
G.

story

is

is

to

schools in the country.

JOHNSTON.

—EDW.
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Dance Madness

The Sagebrush Lady
(Chesterfield

M.

P.

(Melro-Goldwyn

Corp.— 5000 Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Partly)
Western, plot not startlingly ori|?inal, but offers good entertainment of its kind, snaps over the thrills
with plenty of force and vim, slides easily into the romantic
groove, attains happy climax and should prove likely box office
asset for houses catering to lovers of open-air, adventure films.
Also offers timely comedy relief that balances the melodramatic
trend nicely, Eddie Barry being mainly responsible for the funny
Eileen Sedgwick, a goodstuff and getting his gags across Avell.
looking, piquant heroine type, rides with fine dash and abandon,
has considerable dramatic talent and acquits herself creditably
Jack Richardson is the
all through in the role of Paula Loring.
unfeeling villain, Tom Doyle, and makes that gent so antagonistically repulsive that he stands out as the limit in rough-neck porOthers in the cast render capable support.
trayal.

REGULATION

THEME.

Western

Government

Agent

in disguise to

capture

Melodrama.

Hayden visits Paula Loring's
cattle-rustlers, she saves him

ranch

from lynching, he wins her.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Quick action, thrills.
Eileen Sedgwick's work in heroine role. Lynching party
and attempted kidnapping scenes, Comedy touches.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Bill as lively Westerner,
play up riding feats, fights and humorous values. Feature
Eileen Sedgwick. Stress romantic developments.
DRAWING POWER. O. K. for houses where Western
melo is in demand.
SUMMARY. Brisk Western melodrama. Lives up to
regulation standard for pictures of this kind in point of
Has good comedy interthrills, romance and riding feats.
polations. Star attractive and pleasing actress. Support
is adequate.

THE CAST

Loring

Paula
Doyle's

Tom

Eileen Sedgwick
Bernie Corbett

Foreman

Jack Richardson
Eddie Barry

Doyle

Harmony Hayden
Martin
Author, Carle Cooly.

Bill

Sheriff

Steele

Horace Davey.
SYNOPSIS. Henry Hayden, Government Agent, comes in disguise to check operation of cattle-rustlers around Paula Loring's
His identity is unsuspected by the natives. Tom Doyle,
ranch.
neighboring ranchman schemes to marry Paula. Latter saves Hayden from lynchers, when he is suspected of being a holdup man by
Tom Doyle's foreman is foiled by
telling them he is her fiance.
Hayden in an attempt to kidnap Paula. Having broken up the gang,

Hayden remains

Director,

as Paula's husband.

—6393 Feet)

(Reviewed by Georg.e T. Pardy)
this production ranks high.
It is beautiful
with dazzingly attractive interiors and Claire Windsor and
Hedda Hopper are sights warranted to charm the female
eye in gorgeous creations of the dressmaker's art. As to the story,
it consists mostly of farce comedy of the bedroom variety and not
particularly oiiginal at that, resorting to the old idea of a wife
and woman with whom her husband is infatuated joining forces
to teach the philandering gent a lesson; wifie successfully substituting her person for that of the masked siren.
It's sufficiently
suggestive at times, though nothing really offensive develops, olfers
fair enough entertainment for a certain type of audience, but won't
suit exhibitors catering strictly to family trade.
Conrad Nagel is
miscast as the husband, a role demanding a comedian, which Nagel
isn't by a long shot.
The feminine leads -are satisfactory; supi)ort

ARTISTICALLY

;ind ])hc)tography O.

K.

THEME.

Wife gets even with flirtatious husband by
successfully substituting for masked dancer with whom he
is

infatuated.

They

are finally reconciled.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Elaborate settings,
photography.
Attractive gowns worn by Claire
Windsor and Hedda Hopper. Farcical humor and surprise

fine

finish.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
gown

display. Stress idea of
he adores. Feature Conrad

DRAWING POWER.
win where patrons

like the

Tell

Not
gay

Runs to bedroom farce comedy type of
exceptionally fine settings, beautifully photographed and produced. Shows off beautiful gowns.

Has

THE CAST
Roger Halladay
May Anderson

Conrad Nagel
Windsor
Douglas Gilmore
Hedda Hopper
Mario Carillo
Claire

Bud
Valentina
Strokoff

Director, Robert Z. Leonard.
Author, S. J. Kaufman.
Photographed by John Arnold and William Daniels.
SYNOPSIS. Roger Halladay weds May Anderson, former dancer.
He becomes infatuated with Valentina, masked Russian dancer.
May discovers that Valentina's husband is Strokoff, who taught
The two women unite to fool Roger. May, always
her dancing.
masked, poses to him as Valentina continuously and arranges to
Roger runs away, followed
have Strokoff find them embracing.
by his masked charmer and finally finds her to be his own wife.
are reconciled.

Dance Madness
(Metro-Goldwyn)

PRESS NOTICE

the

CONRAD
Windsor

only Western feminine star
now heading her own company,
will make her local screen debut
the

on

ventures of a Government Agent
who visits Paula Loring's ranch
in disguise, with the object of

remark-

Douglas

Gilmore

and

Mario

Carillo appear in important roles
and excellent support is provided.

A

CATCH

LINES
Claire

Win

in

Metro-

M.idness."

their

but

after

the

romance was

out of step.
He thought he won the masked charmer but was really making love to his

all

Goldwyn-Mayci

LINES

lightning courtship,

wedding she found

Eileen

heroine!

a

val.

picture full of thrills and
fast action, with bright comedy
Eddie Barry as the hero
relief.
and a brilliant supporting cast.

fascinating

is

of a flirtatious husband
the
effectual
means his
pretty wife takes to cure him.
Claire Windsor is delightful as
the clever spouse, who substitutes herself for her masked riconsent.
Hedda Hopper fills

A

duction.

This

and

band.

CATCH

.

pades

running down some cattle-rustlers, falls in love with the girl,
saved by her from lynchers
is
who suspect him of being a
bandit, through Paula swearing
that he is her prospective hus-

Sedgwick, one of the screen's
aUuring figures on horseback, a

Claire

ably beautiful production, handsomely staged, with a light, humorous plot detailing the esca-

spaces."
The story deals with the ad-

most

NAGEL,

and Hedda Hop-

per are the principal players in
Dance Madness, a rippling farce
comedy which comes to the
screen of the
Theatre

Theatre on
"The Sagebrush
in
Lady" a dashing melodrama and
romance of the "great open

Sedgwick, appearing in "The
Sagebrush Lady," a Chesterfield pro-

Should

a family picture.
stuff.

PRESS NOTICE

Eileen

for siren

leads.

SUMMARY.

picture.

They

at

patrons about

Nagel and feminine

The Sagebrush Lady (Kerman)

EILEEN SEDGWICK,

women

hubby mistaking wife

own

wife.

r

c

b r ua^r

6

y

19

,
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The Danger

Fighting Fate

Girl

(Producers Distributing Corp.

— 5660 Feet)

(Rayart Pictures— 4991 Feet)
(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

NOT

THE

GOOD

comedy drama with

of this film's decidedly entertaining qualities is its ability to keep the on-lookers amused and thrilled
-without swinging altogether to the serious or comic side
of things. While a vein of mystery and suspense is maintained
from start to finish, there's always a balance-weight of comedy
in evidence, and classy, high-grade comedy at that, without a
In fact, we cannot remember a crook
suspicion of slapstick.
melo where humorous relief went hand-in-hand, so to speak, with
exciting developments to such an extent. The net result is mighty
good entertainment that should rap the box office target right in
Priscilla Dean makes a great impression as the bafthe bullseye.
fling heroine, whose identity and purposes remain a secret clear
up to the finale, and John Bowers is admirable in the role of
Wilson Travers. They are well supported, clever acting and directiofi helping to make the feature's bizzare plot oddly interest-

prizefight settings and contests
that look like the real thing.
great card for the sporting contingent, and, as feminine fight patrons are pretty
numerous nowadays, the chances are that it will carry a like appeal for the women folks. While there is swatting in plenty, not
all the picture's interest lies in the swinging of pulverizing rights
and lefts. There's a snappy assortment of comedy gags that light
up things considerably and a love affair from which the hero
emerges as triumphantly as he does in the ring. All well put
together and running smoothly without a hitch in the action. Billy
Sullivan shows up fine as the young chap who refuses to stay
licked and gets even for the foul treatment he sustained by dropping
his erstwhile conqueror for the ten-count and winning the championship.
Nancy Deever, a pleasing, piquant heroine. Johnny
Sinclair gets the laughs in a comic role.
Photography, direction,

ing.

OK.

least

THEME.

Crook Comedy Melodrama. Thieves' plot
to obtain jewels is foiled by girl who aids police and is
finally won by owner of gems.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Skilled weaving of

comedy
thrills.

dramatic

with

Work

of

Brisk action, suspense,

effects.

Miss Dean and Bowers.

Big surprise

EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Tell patrons here is a
crook melo with a mystery they can't penetrate until finish.
Boost story's fun and breathless suspense. Feature leads.

DRAWING POWER.
for

Looks

money-maker

like a sure

any house.

SUMMARY. Comedy

and melodrama are so cleverly

this picture of crook doings, and the mystery
angle so skillfully developed, that it keeps folks guessing
and thrilled to the marrow all the way through. Great

mixed

in

entertainment, sure winner!

Dean
John Bowers

Marie Duquesne
Wilson Travers
Butler James

in

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
work

Billy Sullivan's good
Sinclair's comedy. Realistic glove fights.
maintained love interest. Smart action.
in lead.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Go

Von

Gustave

SeyfTertitz

Cissy Fitzgerald

Arthur Hoyt
Mortimer Travers
William Humphrey
Pelham
Clarence Burton
Organ Man
Authors, George Middleton and Stuart Oliver. Director, Edward
Dillon. Photographed by Georges Benoit.
SYNOPSIS. Wilson and Mortimer Travers, brothers, live in
New York mansion, former is jewel collector. Police investigate tip
Marie Duquesne, attired as bride,

unexpectedly, claiming to have fled from a distasteful marriage.
WUson allows her to remain. There follows a weird series
of complications, with Marie and the jewels chief centre of attraction.
In the end she saves the gems from master-thief. Wilson's
gratitude turns to love for her.
The Danger Girl (Prod. Dis.
in

DRAWING

POWER. Excellent attraction for neighborhood, smaller houses and towns.

SUMMARY. A
prize ring settings.

bright comedy drama with realistic
Has romantic as well as physical thrill

and comedy lure. Well acted and directed. Photography
first-chop, action fast, continuity even, builds up to slash-

THE CAST
Damon

Billy

Sullivan

Pythias

Johnny

Sinclair

O'Leary
Danny O'Leary
Cyclone Winters
George Morgan

Nancy Deever
Tom MacQuire

Squires

Sally

Phil Salvadore
William Buckley

Authors, Henry Robert Symonds and John Wesley Grey. DiPhotographed by Lyman Broening.
SYNOPSIS. Damon Squires, aspiring lightweight boxer, while
broke in a small town, resents an insult to Sally O'Leary by a chap
whom he knocks down. The latter turns out to be champion
Cyclone Winters. Squires is matched with him, doped by a bribed
trainer and loses.
Sally, whose father runs a restaurant, still has
Squires obtains proof of having been doublefaith in her hero.
crossed. In second fight he knocks Winters out, winning championrector, Albert Rogell.

ship and Sally.

Fighting Fate (Rayart Pictures)

PRESS NOTICE

PRESS NOTICE

LAUGHS,

DEAN in "The
"P RISCILLA
Danger Girl," a crook mysmelodrama with a rich comedy vein, is the big screen attraction scheduled for the
This is a
Theatre on
tery

.

is instrumental in defeating the
attempts of a master crook to
rob an eccentric jewel-collector,
with whom she finally falls in

odds and

John Bowers makes a pronounced hit as the hero.
In
support are seen Gustave Von
Cissy

Hoyt,

in the

Hum-

Phil

Burton, Erwin
Connoly and several other

phrey,

Dean, star of "The Danger
Producers Distributing Corp.

Clarence

CATCH

less

ley

role,

is

ir-

with fascinating

Salvadore, William
are featured

who is starred in "FightFate," a Rayart release.

Billy Sullivan,

ing

Buck-

LINES

him down hard, but a
him from losing heart
Don't miss the pungent thrills and
fury of the most realistic prizefight ever
Fate

girl's

bride,

entertainment!

hero

CATCH

LINES

crooks, jewels, mystery,
thrills,
suspense,
comedy,
all
crammed into six reels of vivid, breathfleeing

comic appeal

Nancy Deever as his sweetheart.
Johnny Sinclair, Tom MacQuire,

Fitzgerald,

William

its

resistibly funny.
Billy Sullivan scores a big hit

love.

Seyffertitz,

and romance

.

hailed
universally
by
critics as one of the year's most
original and unique productions.
Miss Dean has a great role
as the mysterious heroine, who
picture

Arthur

thrills

are combined in generous
quantities in "Fighting Fate,"
a story of the prizering, starring
Billy Sullivan, which comes to
Thethe screen of the
atre on
This film is notable not only
for the realism of its glove battles,
which are staged with
great fidelity to life and accurate
detail, but offers a fine human
interest love story in which an
unknown boxer wins fame and a
pretty wife against tremendous

^

Priscilla
Girl,"

sporting

Bill as true-to-life prizefight picture, with
love interest that will please family trade. Feaure star.

Corp.)

A

the

after

crowd strong.

Priscilla

Henrietta Travers

drops

Drama. Young boxer defeated by
bout with champion, battles way back to
recognition, wins championship title and pretty girl.

means

ing climax.

THE CAST

that jewels are about to be stolen.

THEME. Comedy

foul

Well

climax.

A

threw

love kept

screened!
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The Lady From
(Associated Exhibitors

The Phantom

Hell

—Six Reels)

(Lumas Film Corp.

A

is a dog picture wan-anted not only to appeal to lovei-s
of the canine race, but to movie fans in general. Tor it's
undoubtedly good audience material, that isn't handicapped
by a suggestion of having been laboriously built up to exploit
the four-footed star, "Thunder," a too familiar fault in films of
this type.
Here, the dog fits into the narrative nicely, and is^
of course, the outstanding figure, but the story itself being well
constructed, alive with melodramatic force, and offering a pretty
romance between two of the human characters holds unfailing
interest to the end.
There's a forest fire scene of such vivid
realism that you actually seem to hear the flames crackle, and
Thunder's rescue of the child and dash through fire and water
makes 'em all gasp. Thunder also has a romance with White
Fawn, a magnificent white police pup, which, like the love affair
of the mere humans, terminates happily.

of western melodrama and Scottish rooffered in this fast-moving Stuart Paton production.
Wiiile Blanche Sweet is supposed to be the star, it
is really Roy Stewart who does the best work, as the former has
a rather minor role, while the latter is before the camera almost
continuously.
The story opens in the west, Stewart masquerading
as ranch foreman, in reality is a member of the Scottish nobility.
He also served in "The Ladies From Hell," the Highland troops.
Stewart is too soon called upon to snap into things in protecting
a mother and child from a brute who owns the ranch. Later the
is

action switches overseas and we meet Miss Sweet who becomes
Stewart's bride at the same time as he wins an estate. There are
some good comedy moments introduced by a quartette of cowboys.
The climax has suspense as Stewart's little pal, Billy Boy
is found and is taken on a wild drive to save the star from the

THEME.

gallows.

Romantic melodrama

laid in the

West and

winning a

bride,

and

estate.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
fatally

wounds

father.

Kidnapping

wedding

settings. Views of giant
tion.
Thunder's work.

to

her real sweetheart. The climax when boy saves Stewart
from gallows. Scenic backgrounds.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Have

a man dress in
Scottish regalia and parade the streets with appropriate advertising. Tie up with local Scottish societies.
Suitable for patrons who like
action drama.
The stars are your best bet in this one,
which shapes up as a fairly diverting program picture
which is attractively mounted and has some good acting
interspersed.

SUMMARY.

THE CAST
Roy Stewart
Blanche Sweet
Ralph Lewis

Hugh

Frank Elliot
Edgar Norton
Hon. Charles Darnly
Ruth King
Lucy Wallace
Mickey Moore
Billy Boy
Based on "My Lord of the Double B," by Norton S. Parker.
Directed by Stuart Paton.
SYNOPSIS. Sir Robin Carmichael, Scotch officer of the "Ladies
from Hell," comes to America and under name of Buck Evans becomes foreman of the Double B ranch. Ross Wallace, owner, atBilly Boy, her son, shoots him with Buck's gun.
tacks his wife.
Carmichael returns to Scotland, is arrested on day of wedding to
Lady Darneley. The couple return to U. S., where Billy Boy is
found and confesses a few moments before Buck is to be executed.
Sir

Impressive outdoor
Santa Cruz ReservaThe romance. Big forest fire

redwoods

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
make
good

in

Stafford

Boost

Thunder,

but

plain this is not only a great dog picture, but a
human interest melo. Feature Betty Francisco.
it

DRAWING POWER.

DRAWING POWER.

Robin Carmichael
Lady Margaret Darnely
Earl of Kennet

Treats of conand how they

scene.

full

Sir

star.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Sequence where son
of heroine,

Melodrama, with dog

spirators' attempts to cheat girl out of land,
are foiled by her lover and dog Thunder.

Scotland and dealing with the adventures of a "Lady from
Hell," in

Feet)

THIS

COMBINATION

THEME.

—5800

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

(Reviewed by William Campbell)

mance

of the Forest

dog

films, this

If your patrons are strong on
should be a winner.

SUMMARY.

Blends interest in wonderfully clever dog
melodramatic and romantic elements successfully. Well directed, acted, offers stunning views. Natural
settings of Government Big Tree Reservation at Santa
Cruz, wonderful!

and that

of

THE CAST
Thunder
White Fawn
Helen Taylor
Frank Wallace
Walt Mingin

Himself
Herself
Betty Francisco
Eddie Phillips

Joe Deering
Mrs. Deering
Author, Frank Foster Davis.
tographed by Ray June.

James Mason
Frank Foster Davis
Irene
Director,

Henry McCarthy.

Hunt
Pho-

SYNOPSIS. While a pup. Thunder runs wild in the forest, but
becomes attached to Helen Taylor, who owns land that has oil prosCertain speculators conspire to seize the
pects and is mortgaged.
The
land, are prevented by Frank Wallace, who pays the interest.
Helen and Frank are trapped, but
plotters set fire to the forest.
escape by a hair's breadth. Thunder fights his way through the
flames and rescues sick child. Frank and Helen are united.

The Lady from Hell (Associ-

The

ated Exhibitors)

PRESS NOTICE

I

SWEET
"P LANCHE
Roy Stewart are the
-*--'

"The Lady from
which comes to the
Theatre, commencing
stars of

Stewart

-^

and

coHell,"

1 -

.

seen in the role of
Sir Robin Carmichael, who during the World war was an officer of "The Ladies from Hell,"
the nickname given the Scottish
regiments. When the armistice
was signed Sir Robin went to
is

5^

i

America where as Buck Evans,
he became a ranch foreman.
Later

he

murder

of the
to return

forced

is

charged

with

the

owner and is
from Scotland

where he has gone to claim an
estate and win a bride.

CATCH

LINES

A

Blanche Sweet who appears in "The
Lady from Hell" an Associated Exhibitors

release.

thunderous drama of gallantry rewarded by suspicion, daring courage met
with unscrupulous cunning, until in the
end all wrongs are righted in a gigantic
denouement and a hairb^1at^ escape
from the gallows.

I
,

m
^
A

(^
1

Phantom of the
(Lumas Films)

Forest

PRESS NOTICE
"^r

OT

only staunch lovers of
the canine race, but all admirers of tense melodrama and
romance, may look forward to

^^
a

real

film treat
of
the

Phantom

when

"The

Forest" is
screen of the

on the
Theatre on
This is one of season's most remarkable
features,
starring
Thunder, the canine marvel.
flashed

.

Betty
Francisco
plays
the
leading feminine role, that of a
girl who is nearly victimized by
land thieves, but saved by the
intervention of her lover and

Thunder.
Eddie Phillips plays the lover
role,

with such popular players

James Mason, Frank Davis,
Irene Hunt, Rhody Hathaway

as

and others

in

support.

CATCH

LINES

Betty

Thunder, the marvel Dog, plunging
through flames and water to rescue a

tom

sick

Francisco, appearing in "Phanof the Forest," a Lumas release.

child

I

f ebruar y

6
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The Grand Duchess and the Waiter
(Paramount

Nell

—6314 Feet)

Gwyn

(British National

(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
St. Clair has added another success to his growof worthwhile picture plays. He has taken Alfred

—Nine Reels)

(Reviewed by L. C. Moen)

MALCOLM
ing

NELL GWYN, who charmed

Savoir's sophisticated stage comedy and translated it
into screen form in such a way that theatregoers everywhere are
The action runs along smoothly,
going to enjoy it immensely.
It would be
thanks to good scenario work by Pierre Collings.
a difficult matter to find two players more ideally fitted for the

certainly the best English production which this reviewer
has yet seen. It has life, it has sparkle and freshness, and the general production values are of an order comparable with those in
the best Hollywood product.
Without detracting in any way from the glory due to Herbert
Wilcox for the story and direction, it is only fair to say that the
J. D. Williams instinct of showmanship seems to us fairly evident
throughout, and that the picture can scarcely be imagined without
Dorothy Gish, so neatly does the role fit her and she the role.
Miss Gish is truly magnificent in the role.
She literally "has
everything."
well chosen cast surrounds her. Juliette Compton
is excellent as Nell's rival for the king's affections.
This is a
strictly first-class production and should stand on its own bottom
anywhere.

list

tion,

than Florence Vidor and Adolphe Menjou; the former's
as Duchess Zenia compares with the finest things she has
Menjou, as the millionaire turfman
contributed to the screen.
masquerading as a waiter so that he may be near the lady of his
heart, plays with a smoothness and subtlety that is wholly delightful; the supporting cast has been well chosen, with the exception of Dot Farley, who isn't suited for aristocratic roles such
title roles

work

THEME. French fare in which a wealthy philanderer
assumes the role of a waiter so that he can woo and win
a haughty, but warm hearted duchess.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Opening scenes in

THEME.
Nell

Menjou

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Play up Menjou and
Miss Vidor. Photos of Miss Vidor used in tie-ups with
jewelry stores, beauty parlors, style shops, showing her
with brilliant jewels, her new boyish bob and her Parisian
gowns.

POWER.

for

Suitable

any

Romantic comedy-drama based on the life of
favorite of Charles II during the Restoration.
HIGHLIGHTS. Miss Gish's breath-

taking performance. Competent work by other members
of cast. Excellent atmosphere in settings, photography and
Well-knit construction of story and continuity.
details.

Miss Vidor's gowns. Characterizations
contributed by Miss Vidor and Menjou.

DRAWING

Gwyn,

PRODUCTION

in waiter's garb. The scene
attendants find the duchess in the

in which royal
"waiter's" arms.

theatre.

Should please everyone.
SUMMARY. There's real entertainment in this one.
Well directed, admirably acted and beautifully mounted,
ic is easily one of the best pictures of the new season. You
owe it to your patrons to show it.

EXPLOITATION

ANGLES. Play up Miss Gish. Advertise as one of the most fascinating romances in history,
filmed amidst actual settings. Sell aloftg romantic, heart
interest angle.

DRAWING POWER.

With a particularly strong appeal
to feminine patrons, not to forget the men, this picture has
the necessary "class" and punch to put it across anywhere,
up with proper advertising.

suitably backed

SUMMARY.

Offers a pleasing blend of romance, comedy, sentiment, daring and color, and presents Dorothy Gish
in

an unforgettable and incomparable screen performance.

THE CAST

THE CAST
Adolphe Menjou
Florence Vidor
Lawrence Grant
Andre de Beranger

Albert Durant

Grand Duchess Zenia
Grand Duke Peter
Grand Duke Paul

Dot Farley

Prascovia
Henriette
Blake
Author, Alfred Savoir.

SYNOPSIS.

Barbara Pierce
William Courtright

Directed by Malcolm St Clair.
Grand Duchess Zenia, Russian refugee

Nell

Gwyn

seen by Albert Durant, millionaire turfman, who is infatuated
with her. He takes rooms in the duchess' hotel and in order to be
near her, poses as a waiter, at which he is a miserable failure. Zenia,
angered with him, has him appointed to her personal staff. Albert
Eventually Albert discloses his identity
is made to do menial work.
and proclaims his love.

The Grand Duchess and

Dorothy Gish
Randle Ayrton

King Charles II
Lady Castlemaine
Mrs.

Gwyn

Toby

Clinker

Juliette

From

Judd Green

the Waiter," will
screen attraction at the
Theatre, commencing

and

Photography by Roy Overbaugh.

Gwyn is seen first as an orange girl at Old
Drury theatre, London. She attracts the eye of the King and he
makes her one of the players at His Majesty's theatre. She succeeds, and winning the King's affection becomes his favorite, vieing
with Lady Castlemaine for his favors. Through her efforts, a palace
which he is building for her is converted into a home for disabled
soldiers and sailors.
When his hour of death comes, he dies in her
arms, with her name on his lips.
SYNOPSIS.

Nell

the

in

photoplay.

C\ NE

stage

'^

be

the

Menjou

Miss Vidor
startling French gowns and a

picture,

risian

flavor.

colorful

and

a

when

"Nell

day comes
Theatre on

to

the
,

Gwyn,"

it is

said,

than in this

photoplay.

Parisian bob, is a feast for
the eye in the role of Zenia, the
grand duchess.
The plot tells
of a wealthy turfman, who infatuated with a duchess impersonates a waiter so that he will
be able to woo her. He succeeds
and she becomes his wife.

Adolphe
Menjou
in
"The
Grand
Duchess and the Waiter." a Paramount

many

brilliantly,

new

Miss Gish journeyed to England especially for this picture,
and all details of costuming, setting and so on are absolutely

Miss Gish is surrounded by a splendid cast of
authentic.

players, including Juliette Compton, one of the favorites of the
English stage.

LINES

Relating
the
exploits
of
a
rich
boulevadier
who masquerades as a
waiter in order to make love to the
grand duchess who has caught his fancy.
A snappy love-cocktail with a real pa-

most

of the

romantic comedy-dramas of

starring
Dorothy Gish, opens for an engagement. This picture tells the
story of pretty, witty Nell Gwryn,
the favorite of King Charles II
and one of the most popular
Her story
actresses of her day.
has been celebrated in countless
novels and plays, but never more

.

at his best, while

CATCH

Gwyn (British National)
PRESS NOTICE

Nell

Adolphe Menjou and Florence
Vidor are in the principal roles.
This trio, assisted by an excellent supporting cast, have made
of the clever French comedy a
highly artistic and decidedly entertaining

Sorley
Scenario and direction by

the story by Marjorie Bowen.

"The Grand Duchess

hit,

Compton

Fairbrother

Edward

Waiter (Paramount)

PRESS NOTICE
ALFRED SAVOIR'S

Sidney

;

Dickon
Herbert Wilcox.

Paris,

in

is

is

the heart of a king and a natime on the screen, in what is

to life again, this

A

as given her here.

theatres, entrance of

comes

CATCH
Dorothy Gish
star of "Nell Gwynn,'
British National picture.

Dorothy Gish.

that of a lovable
heart of a King

in

LINES

her greatest role

madcap who won the
and a nation.
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Fifth

Avenue

(Producers Distributing Corp.

—5503 Feet)

(Associated Exhibitors

AS

;

THEME.

Drama.

Southern

girl is

of questionable character,
resort-owner clears her reputation.

inveighled into New
weds happily after

PRODUCTION

HIGHLIGHTS. Fine photography,
luxurious settings, handsome interiors, brilliant gown display. Good direction, clever development of heart interest.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
trast
style

Play up title. Stress conbetween society and Bohemian atmosphere. Boost
show. Bill as colorful drama with powerful love story.

DRAWING POWER.
Suitable for

Should please general public.

all theatres.

SUMMARY. A

Robert Vignola production with mag-

nificent settings and absorbing romance. Fifth Avenue society backgrounds furnish sharp contrast with humble
homes of Washington Square. Offers alluring gown display for feminine fans.

THE CAST
Barbara Pelham
Neil Heffner
Mrs. Kemp
Peter Heffner
Allan Trainor
Natalie

Marguerite

De La Motte

Allan Forrest
Louise Dresser
William V. Mong

Craufurd Kent
Lee Stewart

Van Loon

Lucille

Anna May Wong

Nan Lo

Author, Arthur Stringer. Director, Robert G. Vignola. Photographed by James C. Van Trees.
SYNOPSIS. Barbara Pelham, Southern girl, comes to New
York seeking work as gown designer, is inveighled by Mrs. Kemp,
keeper of a sporting house, into staying with her. There she encounters Heffner, stock broker, realizes what the place is and escapes during police raid. Later she falls in love with Heffner's son
Neil.
He introduces her as his fiance. His father denounces her as
a former inmate of Mrs. Kemp's house. But Mrs. Kemp exonerates
Barbara, who weds Neil.
Fifth

^HH||^^P|H|^^H

IB

-^

V

1^4
'^j^^

de

la

Motte.

in

"Fifth

N c iv s

CHARLES

Elliott)

presided at the small end of themegaphone and those associated with him in production^
have made a very realistic screen version of this Emei-soa
Hough novel of romance and adventure in the north countrj'. To
begin with the backgrounds are realistic throughout, especialh'
the exteriors of which there are a number of fine, snow-covered
mountain shots. The story has many angles of aj^peal there are
heart interest, thrills galore, love scenes and now and then a flask
of comedy.
There is some exceptionally good acting with Bert
Lytell and Lillian Rich carrying off the honors.
There is a tense
battle between some renegade trappers and the hero, while the
sequence showing how radio is used to solve the hero's marital
troubles and unite him with his true love in the northland, carries
a good punch.
The supporting cast has been well selected with
Cyril Chadwick registering his usual good brand of villainy.

—

THEME. Drama romance of snow wastes, hero after
being ruined in Wall street and deserted by his wife, finds
a bride after much adventure.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The meeting between
Barnes and Christine in home of mad factor. Wedding of
Christine and Barnes. Fight with renegade trappers.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Tieup with the book.
Boost names of stars. Emphasize fact this is by author of
"Covered Wagon," and "North of 36." Go strong on radio
tie-ups with photos from picture.
POWER. Noted author and well known
"names" will bring 'em in.
SUMMARY. Exhibitors with a clientele that likes
stories of the snow country, up where they "always get
their man," will find this one satisfactory. You also have
Bert Lytell and Lillian Rich to help put it over.

DRAWING

THE CAST
Langley Barnes
Christine Garth
Stikeen Harry
Angus Garth
Annette Garth

Bert

Cyril

Hensley
Durgin
Author, Emerson Hough.

Scenario by Frank P. Donovan.
DiPhotographed by Edward Dupar.
SYNOPSIS. Deserted by his wife, Langley Barnes seeks peace
in the north country, meets Angus Garth, factor of Fort MacTavish,
made mad by the solitudes. Langley is wed to Christine, Angus'
daughter.
The factor performs the illegal ceremony. Churchil!
arrives at MacTavish to erect radio. Angus dies.
Churchill returns
to wed Barnes' former wife, who radios divorce news to north.
Langley and Christine are legally married by wireless.
rected by Charles Miller.

Ship

of

LYTELL,

Lillian

and an all-star cast
appear on the

will

in
commencing
The story is
drama of love, hate and in-

screen,

"Ship of Souls."

scheduled

main screen attraction

Souls
(Associated
Exhibitors)

PRESS NOTICE

TD ERT
^^ Rich

ALL

is

Chadwick

Jean Perry
Pete Mauler

the society glamor and
luxury of New York's most
famous street is reproduced in
"Fifth Avenue," the colorful, ro-

mantic drama which

Rich

Earl Metcalf
Russell Simpson
Inez Seabury

Churchill

Capt.

Lytell

Lillian

Avenue

a

at

electrify

trigue in the great waste places
of the north country, where the
hero goes to seek vengeance
and a fine, pure love. The obstacles which eventually prevent
the consummation of this romance are finally overcome, the
heroine is won and the villain
frustrated.
In the supporting cast are Earl
Metcalf, Russell Simpson, Inez
Cyril
Perry,
Seabury,
Jean
Chadwick and others. The pro-

prominent
players,
Louise
Dresser,
William
V.
Mong, Craufurd Kent, and Anna

duction has been given a realistic
mounting, the company having
gone into the Canadian northwest for correct snow locations.

Theatre

on
Beautiful Marguerite
De La Motte is starred as a
Southern girl who innocently
wanders into questionable company when she arrives in the big
city, escapes from her evil sur.

roundings, but suffers damage to
reputation
which almost
her
wrecks her life.
A fascinating love story with
a wonderful surprise ending, a
style

show

that
patrons.

will

Other

CATCH

Marguerite

u re

MILLER who

CATCH

May Wong.
Avenue," Producers Distributing Corp.

t

— Six Reels)

PRESS NOTICE

women
'^I^^^^^^^^^H

(Reviewed by Frank

(Prod. Dis. Corp.)

as the
the

c

Ship of Souls

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
might be expected from a Robex't G. Vignola i)rocluction,
this picture fairly glows with ornate settings and fine backgrounds, and from the artistic viewpoint leaves nothing to
As suggested by the title, the atmosphere is one of
be desired.
glamorous luxury, with a neat contrast obtained by a sudden switch
to Bohemian quarters in Washington Square, and there's a gorgeous
gown display that is bound to win admiration from women patrons.
The story has a good deal of heart appeal, with its "little-girl-in-agreat city" angle that always awakens fan sympahy, in this case
strengthened and maintained by the excellent emotional acting of
Marguerite De La Motte as the innocent heroine. Allan Forrest
is an extremely likable hero, Louise Dresser convincing as the commercially astute Mrs. Kemp William V. Mong gives a great performance as old Heffner and the support is admirable. A good
audience feature, with likely box office possibilities.

York house

i

Fifth Avenue, a startling glimpse behind the scenes of society in the world's

most famous

city!

A

LINES
Bert
Souls,"

Lytell,

an

appearing in "Ship
Associated Exhibitors
lease.

of
re-

tense

cJrama

of

LINES
primitive

passion

amid the snow wastes where men go
The greatest novel of Emerson.
mad.

Hough

February

6

1926

,

The
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Queen O' Diamonds

Year

First

(Fox— 6038

Feet)

(F. B.

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
snappily
BRIGHT,
acted, this screen

amusing:, cleverly directed and lirilliantly
adaptation of Frank Craven's stage play
domestic comedy drama of unusual merit

registers as a
You
that should prove a box office winner wherever it is shown.
seldom see a comedy so rich in hiiman interest as this is, simply
because it stacks up a page from real life with characters who
behave and look like folks in everyday existence and the humor
has a genuine ring, straight stuff all the way through, with only
one touch of slapstick just at the finale. The trials and misunderstandings of the young couple during- matrimony's initial stages
are wrought into a delightful story that has unfailing audience
Matt Moore is immense as the harassed hubby, Kathappeal.
arine Perry refreshingly natural in the wife role, Margaret Livingston's portrayal of the ex-show girl and present railroad executive's wife excellent, and especial credit should be given Cai'olynne Snowden's perfect characterization of the "dumb" colored

maid.

THEME.

Comedy. Treats of young married pairs'
Wife accidentally comes near wrecking hubby's

troubles.

big business deal, goes to mother, but they are reconciled.

PRODUCTION

HIGHLIGHTS.

Fine

direction,

good acting. Human appeal and splendid
Dinner scenes. Matt Moore's jag. Climax.
comedy
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Street stunt with Ford
Sedan like one in film, bridal occupants, carrying "Just
Married" sign. Bill as crackerjack domestic comedy.
DRAWING POWER. A banner attraction for any

smooth

action,
values.

house, big or

little.

THE

THE CAST
Matt Moore
Kathryn Perry
John Patrick

Tucker

Grace Livingston
Dick Loring
Mr. Barstow
Mrs. Barstow

"

J.

MacDonald

Farrel

Margaret Livingston
Carolynne Snowden
Frank Currier
Virginia Madison
Adapted from Stage Play by Frank Craven. Director, Frank
Borzage. Photographed by Chester Lyons.
SYNOPSIS. Tom and Grace Tucker have been wedded a year.
Grace is discontented and wants more money. Tom consoles her
by promise of what he will achieve by a prospective big business deal.
He invites Mr. and Mrs. Barstow to dinner and has
the former all hooked for a real estate killing, when the arrival of
Dick Loring and a chance conversational slip by Grace threatens to
spoil the deal.
Grace and Tom quarrel. She goes to mother. Tom
Hattie
Dr. Myron Livingston
Mrs. Livingston

gets drunk, but closes the transaction with Barstow, follows wife

and they are reconciled.

The

Feet)

First

MEMBERS

THEME.

Melodrama. Jerry Lyon, chorus girl, is caby crooks into impersonating Broadway star she resembles, is mixed up in diamond theft, gets clear, weds

joled

man

she loves.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
atrical

dis-

Broadway

the-

and underworld atmosphere. Feature Evelyn Brent.

DRAWING POWER.
is

in

Good wherever red-hot melo-

demand.

SUMMARY.

Well up to mark of Miss Brent's best picFast melodrama, dazzling backgrounds, crook stuff
well done. Has audience appeal.
tures.

THE CAST
J^^;^y^"e

E^^jy^

Mrs. Ramsey
Mr. Ramsey
David Hammon

Le Roy
Crook

Elsa

Phillips

Edward

Author, Fred Myton.

SYNOPSIS. Jerry Lyon, chorus girl, resembles Jeannette Durant Broadway star, whose husband is an international crook.
Jerry, in love with David Hammon, struggling playwright, is induced to pose as Jeannette and becomes involved in a series of
wild adventures during which she comes innocently into possession
of stolen diamonds and meets Ramsey, theatrical producer, who
agrees to star Jerry in David's play, after she has brought the police
in time to arrest gang of desperate criminals.

of

"P'
'—

player

in

"The

Year," a Fox Films picture.

First

a

habit!

VELYN BRENT

The

appeal.

star

role, that of

dis-

Cheer up!
It's the first year of
marriage that's the hardest, after that
it's

B. O.)

in

"Queen

O' Diamonds" a dazzling
combination of crook melodrama
and Broadway show world life,
will be the chief screen attracTheatre on
tion at the

leading lady

appears in a dual
a chorus girl and a

whom

she resembles

and impersonates innocently at
the behest of a gang of dangerous crooks, coming into the possession of stolen diamonds, and
being invoved in a medley of
wild adventures, out of which
she emerges triumphantly and

weds the man she

A

Kathryn Perry in the leads, with
Margaret
Livingston,
Frank
Currier, J. Farrel MacDonald,
John Patrick, Carolynne Snowden and others in support.
CATCH LINES
Moore,

(F.

PRESS NOTICE

contented with lack of money,
cheers up when hubby tells her
he is about to close a deal that
will put them on Easy Street,
makes a conversational slip that
temporarily spoils the game, is
set forth in a picture that has a
laugh to every inch of footage.
A great cast, Matt Moore and

Matt

Peil

Director, Chester Withey.

Queen O'DIamonds

comedy

gets

Smalley

Theodore Von Eltz
William N. Bailey

Year (Fox)

young wife

Lorimer

Phillips

.

a

g^^j^^

I

Theatre on
This is a
genuine masterpiece of humor,
a story of everyday folks and domestic misunderstandings with

human

Jerry

Develop-

Tieup on window

play with jewelry stores. Bill as melo with

youthful married life, "The
First Year," will be the big
screen attraction at the

How

where

Scene

innocently comes into possession of diamonds.
ment of love affair. Police raid at finish.

•^^

real

delight

and rapid acthe headlong

plunges of Evelyn Brent's latest vehicle.
Stolen jewels, crooks
of high and low degree, theatrical and underworld atmosphere,
are the main plot ingredients, with a bit of sentimental glamor
and romantic interest, the whole forming an attraction Avhieh will
do good business wherever this type of picture and the star are
popular.
Although complications increase as the feature progresses, director Chester Withey has managed to keep the main
track of the narrative clear, its continuity is smooth and the situations neatly built up to a good climax.
Miss Brent puts an amazing amount of energy into her portrayals of the chorus girl heroine and star, handles the emotional phases effectively and is an
alluring personality all through the dual role. Support satisfactory.

PRESS NOTICE

A DELIGHTFUL

who

of that large fan contingent

in straight melodrama with recuiTent thrills
tion should be well pleased in following

drama

SUMMARY. Has great audience appeal, chockful of
laughs and human interest lure. A comedy that boosts
itself, for spectators will pass the tip along to friends.
Tom

O.—5129

(Reviewed by Gearge T. Pardy)

picture

filled

loves.

with

tense,

Miss Brent gives
splendid performance, supa
ported by Theodore Von Eltz,
Le Roy Phillips and others.

electric thrills.

CATCH
Evelyn Brent, star
monds," an F.

of

B.

"Queen O' DiaO.

release.

LINES

The Show world and the Underworld,
Broadway stars and gem thieves, chorus
girls

and playwrights!

\
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The Reckless Lady
(First

Western Pluck

National— 7336 Feet)

(Universal—4207 Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

an average picture! It isn't likely to create any sensation
as a box office proposition, nor, on the other hand, register a
A sort of "betwixt and between" film offering naildly
flop.
interesting entertainment, which will probably di'aw customers on
Belle Bennett and Lois Moran, as
account of its all-star cast.
gambling mother and innocent daughter, are individually appealing,
but not even their decidedly excellent work outweighs the handicap
of an artificial, unconvincing story. Most of the dramatic sequences
are of a "dud" nature shells that drop heavily but don't explode.
There is some suspense generated in the last reel, with the debonair
seducer lurking in a back room and threatening to spoil the happiness of Lois and her lad, as well as the elder couple. Lowell Sherman does well enough as the heart-breaker, except that a twelve
year jump in time shows him as youthful as at the start. Support
and photography O. K.
THEME. Drama. Attentions of gay Russian separates
Colonel Fleming and wife. Years later Russian is foiled in
attempt to win their daughter. Flemings are reunited.

JUST

—

PRODUCTION

HIGHLIGHTS. Acting of Belle Bennet and Lois Moran. Attractive interiors, good photography. Scene where Colonel Fleming lets villain go.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
bet, play

'em up strong.

mother love and

Cast names are your best
Bill as heart interest drama, stress

sacrifice idea.

DRAWING POWER.

Should satisfy as program

at-

AN

average Westerner, follows the usual plot formula, should
hold its own at the box office as a vigorous thriller, for the
action rattleg along at a merry pace; there are several fights
put over in realistic fashion, with Art Acord registering as an
energetic, two-fisted hero, equally handy with horse or gun, nor is
the love interest neglected.
Art's steed, "Darkle" is an alluringly
sagacious animal who deserves especial mention for his tricky ways
and stacks up well with the leading equine stars of his profession.

The scene where Acord

SUMMARY.

THEME.
len halts a

passenger,

when

Western melodrama. Cowpuncher Arizona Alrunaway stage coach, falls in love with girl

is

later instrumental in saving her wild brother
is falsely accused of robbery, and wins her

the latter

love.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Runaway

Feature Art Acord and Marceline Day.
O. K. as program attraction. Will

up well

please lovers of

Western melo.

SUMMARY.
in

Has plenty of punch and pep, good averWell photographed and acted. Star shows
riding and scrapping situations.

THE CAST
Mrs. Fleming
Colonel Fleming

Belle Bennett

James Kirkwood

Sylvia Fleming
Boris

Ralph

Moran

Lois

Lowell Sherman

Ben Lyon

Hillier

Marcia Harris

Sophie

Gendarme

Charlie

Murray

Author, Sir Phillip Gibbs. Director, Howard Higgin.
SYNOPSIS. Attentions of Boris, a Russian, to Mrs. Fleming
results in her husband, Colonel Fleming, leaving her.
The wife
retains the baby Sylvia.
Years later Mrs. Fleming is gambling at
Monte Carlo. Boris reappears and makes love to Sylvia. Ralph
Hillier, American, is another suitor.
Mrs. Fleming tries to commit
suicide but is saved by Ralph and her husband.
The Colonel pursues Boris, who leaps over a cliff. The elder couple are reunited.
Sylvia accepts Ralph.

THE RECKLESS LADY.

THE CAST
Arizona Allen
Clare

Art Acord

Dyer

Marceline Day
Ray Ripley
William Welsh

Gale Collins

Rowdy Dyer
Molly

Helen Cobb

Buck Zaney

Wayne
Author, W. C.

E. Jennings
Charles Newton
S.

Sheriff

Tuttle.

Director, Travers Vale.

SYNOPSIS. Cowpuncher Arizona Allen witnesses stage runaway when horses flee from shot fired by Rowdy Dyer, who thus
greeting his sister Clare, a passenger, is mistaken for a bandit.
Allen stops the horses and promises Clare to look after her wild
brother.
Later the stage is really held up and Rowdy suspected.
Circumstantial evidence is against him, but Allen fights for him aM
through and when Rowdy's innocence is proved, wins his sister.

(1st

WESTERN PLUCK.

ing

A

drama of absorb"The Reck-

Theatre

later,

when

into his clutches.
A startling
surprise climax is attained.
Belle Bennett, Lois Moran,

as reward.

Marceline Day, Ray Ripley
and other favorite players ap-

James Kirkwood, Lowell Sherman, Ben Ivyon are featured,

CATCH
She
Belle
less

Bennett,
Lady," a

playing
First

in

"The Reck-

National

picture.

gambled

and

players

pear

A
with

LINES
lost

in

support.

CATCH

of

Art Acord, star of "Western Pluck," a
Universal production.

LINES

genuine outdoor picture crammed
thrills, sterling horsemanship, dar-

ing escapes,

uncomplain-

ingly, but with love at stake, fought as
only a woman can.

.

can

this one in point
of exciting appeal and romantic
interest. Acord appears as a roving cowboy who loses his heart
to Clare Dyer, a visitor from
the East, who gets him to promise that he will look after her
wild brother, Rowdy. Art keeps
his word and in so doing becomes involved in a net of intrigue and perils, emerges triumphant and claims Clare's' love

she has become a reckless player
at Monte Carlo, Boris reappears
and tries to get the daughter

with several other
note in support.

on

compare with

beautifully
pathos,
photographed and cleverly acted.
Colonel Fleming leaves his
wife, convinced that she has
given her heart to Boris, a Russian.
Mrs. Fleming retains her

intense

Years

"Western

Few Western melodramas

.

Sylvia.

in

Pluck,"
racing
a
action
story of love and adventure, is
the main screen attraction at the

Lady," with an all-star cast
be shown on the screen of
Theatre
on
the
It is a quadruple love
story, with a mother-love angle

baby

RT ACORD

•^^

interest,

less
will

of

(Universal)

PRESS NOTICE

PRESS NOTICE

HEART

Photographed by

Harry Neuman.

National)

A

rid-

DRAWING POWER.

Moran

best.

The

EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Bill as sensational Westerner with good love story and great riding and scrapping

age Westerner.

Most

stage epi-

Fight between hero and saloon proprietor.
ing feats, comedy relief, romance, fast action.
sode.

Will serve to amuse patrons of a not too
of the dramatic situations fail to "get
the punch over." Works up suspense pretty well in finale.
All star cast has exhibition value. Miss Bennett and Lois
critical turn.

stage

photography 0. K.

stuff.

traction.

nmaway

rides to the rescue of the

coach and brings the galloping horses to a halt is uncommonly well
done. Director Travers Vale has wisely leavened the melodramatic
swing of the story with snappy comedy jolts, the continuity is even
and the situation craftily built up to a sensational climax. Marceline Day is a pretty and vivacious heroine; support adequate;

gun

fights

Talk about daring stunts! Art Acord
does everything but ride down the side
of a house in this one!

>
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onalNeiusfromCorresponden
i^t

FRED
and

GLASS

of the Temple
Theatre, McCook,
Nebr., was among the exhibitors
visiting here during the week.
C. R. Malm and J. H. Olson are
new salesmen for Associated Ex-

mitting

They split the Nebraska,
South Dakota and Iowa territory

Omani

Work
March

ween them.

Charles

the new
of Associated Exhibitors,

Taylor

is

manager
coming from Warner Brothers in
Mr. Taylor is well at
Buffalo.
home in Omaha. He came here
with the General Film Company in
was with Select Pictures
1923,
Corporation from 1917 to 1921
and then became branch manager

He

for Pathe.

few years. James Shea,
Associated manager,
is
with Wainer Brothers here.
The Educational exchange has
been moved from 1511 Chicago
the East a

former

W.

has

now been

in

see back

Film building.

street to tne

They

needed more room than they had.
A large number of theaters have
changed hands in the Omaha territory in the last few weeks. Among
Nebraska changes are the following sales

Rialto, Litchfield, sold

:

expected to start about

is

on the new theater for
George Monroe on the corner of
Fifty-fifth
street
and
Military

hibitors.
feet

audience to

the

Manager Harry Watts and
Entertainer "Happy" Monk Watson put on "The Rehearsal."
stage.

Star

by M. Daniels to M. M. Floos;
Auditorium, Red Cloud, from E.
C. Preston to Al Beams
Jewel,
Havelock, from Karnes & McLaughlin to Roy Hedrick; Rialto,
Cozad, from Armstrong & St.
Moon,
John to William Bolan
Spencer, from C. H. Lyman to M.
Gehlsen Star, Maxwell, from C.
H. Kuhns to C. S. Everly.
The Rialto Theater had a novel
presentation act this week, per-

1

avenue.

Albert

It

will cost $100,000.

Danke,

;

tributing

Producers DisCorporation
manager,

covered his Iowa territory the

last

few days.
James Rogers

is back as manager
of
the
Enterprise
office,
taking the place of Tal Richards

;

;

as exchange manager. Mr. Rogers
was transferred to St. Louis a
few months ago.

ork and Ne^\^ Jersey
sin^<s^--„

t«\

IKE"

GLYNN E,

louse property was added to the
v^iiynne Long Island chain in a recent expansion of the infant cir-

and Max Westebee are all credited with nine years of service. William Raynor, Branch Manager, has
eight years of toil chalked up beside his name while Bert Sanford
and Irving Wormser have the same
number of years to their credit.
Charlie Stombaugh, the Newark
banch manager and John Dacey,
Assistant Manager of the New
York Branch, have served Pathe
for seven years.
Leon Medem,
formerly of the Albany Branch
and now doing special work, has
been with the company for a five
year period. Floyd Vogt, of Newark also has five years to his

cuit.

credit.

/f

Long

iVJ. Island's

theatre magnate,
has abandoned his previously announced plans to rebuild the Carlton Opera House at Bayshore, with
the purchase of a big plot on Merrick Road for the erection of a
large theatre, office building with
store front.
The plot is 115 feet
by 350 feet and the theatre will
have a seating capacity of 2500.
The theatre will have a combination policy of vaudeville and molon pictures.

The Carlton Opera

Included in the

published by
the Pathe Sun of the different
members of the Pathe organization who received Gold' Service
list

Medals as a tribute to loyalty and
length of service, a number of executives and salesmen of the

New

York branch stand out brilliantly.
Milton Kronacher, Max Fellerman

Invitation cards reading "On or
about February 1st, 1926, we will
remove our business to larger and
more centrally located quarters at
1560 Boadway," have been issued
by Joe Hornstein, of Howells Cine

stalls "spots" and other projection
accessories around town, is responsible for the statement that local
exhibitors are constantly striving
to improve their lighting and proprojection, .^sked where Mr. Mestrum had recently installed some
of his "spots," his reply was

developments, some good,
sound investments were placed.
The American Theatre, Fort
Hamilton Parkway, Brooklyn, has
recently changed hands.
Joe Finger was the old owner and the
tional

present proprietors are a couple of
newcomes in the business. Bobby
Binckoff will continue as manager
of the American. Mr. Finger still
retains- a theatre over on Staten
Island.

money.

the event are to be taken seriously.

of the
Fox- Jersey
branch, is one of the latest to fall
for a radio. Joe should be able to
pull in plenty of
at the time he
reaches home.
Ed Schnitzer, also of the Fox
organization, is nursing an infected finger which is not seriously interfering with his ability to fill out
contracts.
With such a capable
nurse as Harry Buxbaum's secretary. Miss Robinson, prescribing

the

to

number of changes

had charge of the
will,

in

addition,

over the
this

New

New York

sales,

have supervision

Jersey territory of

zone.

A special meeting will be held
by the Brooklyn M.P.T.O. at the
Hotel Astor on Saturday, February 6th for the purpose of electing

officers

for the

coming year,

according to a statement by Secretary Phillips of the Brooklyn organization.
Following this meeting at the Astor, the installation
dinner and dance will take place at

Bossert Hotel in
Brooklyn. Those who

tiic

Filn

the Pastime Theatre at 2nd Avenue and 54th Street, New York
City.
According to Joe, while he
and his associates made no sensa-

made by Dave Solomon concerning

Among

Treasurer of Tennek
Corporation.

new departure

a report, Saturday, January 30th.
is the official opening.
It will be
well to arrive early in order to
avoid the rush, if the prophecies

that have recently been made in
the .'\ssociated Exhibitors' organization throughout the States, is
one that will be of local interest.
Phil Meyer, who in the past has

?aul Huhn.

Joe Mann, who will be remembered as having gone to Florida
several months ago to make a fortune in real estate, is back at his
old position again as manager of

Up at the Fox exchange in the
Capitol Theatre Building, the men
are getting ready to tackle the latest sales drive to I)e known as
"Jimmie Grainger Month." At the
close of the contest, thirty salesmen who have made the best showing will participate in the prize

Equipment Company. According

downtown
still

desire

tickets for this affair, are urged by
Mr. Phillips to immediately proclaim the fact as the supply is al-

most exhausted.

t.

Joe

to establish
position.

DX

in

policy promises
a still stronger

Henry Mestrum, that popular,
mannered individual who in-

quiet

"most all of them."
According to report, Manager
O'Neill who was formerly with the

Keeney Enterprises has struck out
for himself by
purchasing the
Franklin Theatre, Astoria, L. I.
L. Schwab, enterprising supply
dealer from Philadelphia, is spending a few days in New York City.
Another prominent manufacturer of accessories who has recently
been in town, is J. McAuley of the

Arc Lamp Company. Mr.
McAuley and Joe Horstein have
Peerless

been talking over distribution matters pertaining to this territory.

The
Lee.

in

him

entire

Fox

Sales oganization

which is at present established in
temporary headquarters on the
fourth floor of the Capitol Theatre
Building, will soon be able to move
their new quarters on 44th
Street.
According to report, the
new building is fast nearing comto

pletion.

for the ailment, Mr. Schnitzer's
finger will soon be well.
According to a report, the Capitol Theatre at :\Iillburn, N. J., will
hold its opening on February 10th.
P'urther proof that a distributor

must have good product

in

order

these days, is evidenced
by
recent
activity of W.
Frank who has recently taken
over two .Lee-Bradford features
for distribution in this zone. One
is
adapted from a well known
story
by
H.
Rider
Haggard.
Frank is well known and liked
among the local exhibitors and hi^
to

exist
the
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the important
AMONG
scheduled for early

theatres

openinpjs,

are Balaban & Katz great new loop
theatre, the Oriental, on Randolph
their Howard Theatre on
Street
Howad Avenue Ascher Brothers'
Colony theatre at 59th and Kedzie
:

;

and their Drake on Montrose Avenue; Marks Brothers' big house on
Sheridan near Devon, which has
not yet been named Andrew Karzas' North Center Theatre, which
is located on Robey near Montrose
Lubliner & Trinz's Tower Theatre
on East 63rd Street, and Schoenstadt & Sons' Piccadilly Theatre
:

Hyde

in

A

Park.

number

promotions

of

and

new assignments

of managers, assistant managers and treasurers
have recently been made by Balaban & Katz, and the transfers

were completed on January 25th.
E. T. Leaper becomes assistant to
the supervisor of theatre management, and following now are the
managers and staffs of the principal B and K Chicago houses
Oiicago Theatre, Walter ImmerE.
O'Donnell,
nian,
manager;
assistant manager
M. E.
first
;

Zetterholm, second assistant manager
and Harry Potter, treasurer
Tivoli Theatre, L. H. DalR. L. Davis, assistly, manager
and J. B. Casey,
ant manager
;

;

;

;

treasurer.

Uptown
cannon,

Theatre,

Miles ConL. A. Shcad,

manager
manager;
;

assistant

first

H.

De

Ronchi,
second
assistant
manager
and C. D. Krepps, Jr.,
Central Park Theatre.
treasurer
Max Turner, manager and Erank
;

;

;

manager
Roosevelt Theatre, A. Berg, manChamski,

assistant

CONTRARY to a report recently
published in these columns of
Motion Picture News concerning
the retirement of R. C. Steuve
from the Orphcum Theatre, Canton, Ohio, we are
advised
that
Mr. Steuve still is in active control of this theatre. The item in
error was that the
house
had
been leased to Erank
Nolan of
Cleveland. Mr. Nolan has recently been engaged by Mr. Steuve as
the general manager of t.he Or-

pheum.
Cleveland turned out
last
week to bid a personal farewell to
Philip Spitalny who leaves
the
musical directorship of the Allen
theatre after a five-year uninterrupted period. Spitalny will conduct the orchestra at Loevv's State
theatre in Boston. Almost every'
day of last week his last in
Cleveland was
given
over
to
some affair in his honor.
All

—

—

David Rubinoff, talented
Rusmusical director
comes
to
town to succeed Phil Spitalny in
sian

ager
ager

J.

;

G. Sauve, assistant man-

and Carl M. Eggers, treasurer
and McVickers Theatre, G.
R. Eouche, manager
Roy Brudmanager
and E.
er,
assistant
Doob, treasurer.
Ted Myers is back with Pathe's
Chicago exchange and has been
;

:

;

;

assigned

south

to

territory.

side

Mr. Myers for the past two years,
has

been

stationed

Omaha,

and

he had the

cities

in

both

in

title

St. Louis
of which
of branch

manager.

Erank Schaefer of the Crystal
Theatre, is to leave some time
during the next month for Arizona,
where he is taking Mrs.
Schaefer on account of ill health.
According to present plans Mr.
Schaefer will be gone for about
six weeks as he does not want to
bring Mrs. Schaefer back to this
city before the weather moderates.

Manager Johnnie ^Mednikow

of

Associated Exhibitors, has added
two salesmen to his force. They
are John McFarlane, who has
been assigned to Illinois territory,
and Bob Slayback, who will cover suburban territory.
Distict Manager Fred

Aiken

is

changes.

Manager

Gillick

is

planning to leave for New York
about February 15th, where he
will spend a week at the home
office.

Three more houses have become
with the American The-

affiliated

atre

Circuit,

according

to

Joe

on what is popularly termed the "California Style" of show.
Mr. Newman is building a new
and enlarged stage at the Allen,
to put

and

is

fects,

new
new

installing
as well as

lighting efscenery.

Oscar Ruby, local Pathe
exchange manager says that during
Laugh Month his exchange has
shown an increase in bookings of
two-reel comedies of 20%
over
any previous record. The exhibitors

of this territory did not get

back of the Laugh Month idea to
any considerable extent, nor did
they, as a whole, exploit
short
subjects, but the exchanges state
that the exhibitors
used
more
short reels during the months and
that more exhibitors used short
subjects.

George A.
representative

was

in

town

Roberts,
personal
J. R. Grainger

for

last

week, visiting the

Fox exchange.
The Angella theatre, Cleveland,
has a new name. It began the new

local

year as the

New

the

Carlyon.
Mrs.
Sara Robinson continues as man-

theatre.

ager.

orchestral pit at
the
Allen
He takes his place among
local directors on January
31st,
the date set for the big opening
program under the direction of M.
II.

Newman who

has come

liere

Under

the

Tom Wat-

include

Mrs.
Freeport
Gracy's Gem Theatre at Crystal
Lake; and Miss Ethel Barter's

Superba

at

;

Family Theatre at Mount Carroll.
Earl Johnson of the Auditorium Theatre, Berwyn, generally
known as the "Swedish Ambassador." was credited with a 128
foot jump at the recent meet of
the Norge Ski Club at Gary, Illinois.
On his second jump, Mr.
Johnson's skis became tangled up
and he slid for several hundred
feet in a sitting posture, and was
caught by the news reel.
The theatre at Glen Carbon,
Illinois, is scheduled to open again
on February 3rd.
Nathan Ascher and Ralph Kettering were in New York this

week
for

in

the

New

in

new name

the

house will
be newly
furnished
throughout, and a new organ will
be installed.
Hoincr Borgcr, who wears the

south side.
The locations for
both will be announced within a

few days.
Health Commissioner Bundesen
formally opened what is said to
be the largest and best equipped
theatre play room in the United
States,
Lubliner &
at
Trinz's
Harding Theatre last week. The
play room is in charge of a com-

service star for the most number
of years service in the Cleveland

Universal

exchange,

now

is

with

Nine years
Borger been office manager

/Associated Exhibitors.

has
of the local "U" office. He severed his connection with the company last week. He is succeeded
by C. L. Tiejen, formerly in the
Universal auditing department.

Dan Phillips, for many years
associated with the Cleveland Vitagraph exchange, and later with
the Warner exchange when Warner absorbed Vitagraph, is now
with Security Pictures Company,
independent

state

rights

distribu-

tors.

Kasper Tarkowski is the
new
owner of the Strand theatre in
Falls.

He

recently

pur-

chased the house from J. Rubens.
Vincent Czajkowski
has
been
named house manager.
I.
Friedman, who is associated
with Milton Bryer in the Waldorf
People's

Ideal and Winter TheaAkron, has just returned
from a three-months trip through

tre

in

tlie

principal cities

of

Slimm,

Europe.

onetime leading
has been hibernating in Dennison, Ohio, for
the past six months, is back in
J.

February 2nd

Berkson,

I.

land State Theatres, together witb
M. Katz and wife, expect to leave
for a three months' tour abroad
which will include a visit tp Jerusalem.
Mr. Berkson recently left
the hospital after a serious illness
and believes the trip will enable
him to make a complete recovery.

Manager
started

Brumberg has
more student sales-

Bill

two

men through

Choynski,

September, a burlesque cirhaving negotiated a new lease.
It is announced, however, that
Ascher Brothers will build a new
stock company house on the north
side and will also erect one on the

W.

On

owner of the Roseland and Rose-

connection with bookings

next

local

to capacitj'.

Ascher Theatres. While
York, Mr. Kettering will

also arrange for the production of
a number of Broadway plays by
the Ascher Stock Company at the
Chateau theatre. This theatre will
pass from the control of Ascher
Brothers when their lease expires

Newton

petent trained nurse and patrons
of the Harding are keeping it luIL

the departments aE
Universal Exchange. They are A.
Rosenblatt, who has a successful
record as a New York shoe salesman and Al Fey, who has been
connected with the sales force of
Lyon & Healy.

cuit

back at his headquarters at Pathe
exchange after a two weeks trip
which included visits to Omaha,
Des Moines, Iowa and other ex-

Exchange

They

IIopp.
son's

exhibitor,

who

On

of March, Maurice
accompanied by his
make his regular an-

the

1st

wife, will
nual visit to Hot Springs.
.Another Hot Springs' visitor will lie
Simon Simansky of Simansky
Miller, who is scheduled to leave
about February 20th.
It is reported that G. C. Gridley of the Liberty Theatre. Libertyville, will build a new theatre,
store and office building.
It
is
understood the theatre will be of
seven hundred seats or over.

&

The Blackstone Theatre, Ezra
Rhodes' big South Bend house,
has inaugurated a new policy, now
changing programs three times a
week, charging twenty-five cents
admission.
The former policy or
the house was to change programs
once or twice a week, with forty
cents admission, which
for special attractions.

was raised

town again with a new

line

reasons W'hy everyone should
a Ford car.

of

own

The Mars Theatre, previously
known as the Marquis, on CrawRoad, is temporarily closed.
Flynn runs the house.
John Grieble operated the first
neighborhood motion picture theatre Cleveland ever knew.
That
was eighteen years ago. He opened the Marvel theatre on the West
Side. He is still operating it. But
ford

J.

with this
difference.
Eighteen
years ago, the Marvel was a store
room converted into
movie
a
theatre with about two hundred
seats.
The show consisted of a
single reel and the admission price

was

five

cents.

Today

the

Marvel

a beautiful theatre, has a thousand seats, plays a straight photoplay program the first half of the
is

week and

a combination picturevaudeville program the last half
of the week.

Frank Pasker, Universal travauditor, spent the week in

elling

the

local

Universal exchange.

few years ago Pasker was

A

in tiie

Cleveland "U"
booking
department, so his return is celebrated
locally somewhat in the nature o£
an Old Home Week.

Fe

b r H a r V
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Salt
BURGER of the MetroPAUL
Goldwyn-Mayer Sales Development Department, has left this city
for Denver from where he intends
to return to the

home

office.

George I. Cloward, who has
been the branch manager of the local Metro-Goldwyn exchange for

number of

years, has resigned.
Joseph F. Samuels, who worked
the Utah territory for about four
years, out of the Metro-Goldwyn
exchange here, will succeed Clow-

a

ard as manager.
C. M. Stern, formerly with the
home office foreign department,
joined
has
the
Metro-Goldwyn
sales force and will cover the Ida-

ho territory.
Seth B. Perkins, who was formerly Assistant District Manager
under
Dave Bershon, Western

Manager

District

Metro-

for

Goldwyn, has just been made DisManager for Salt Lake and
Denver.
The American Theatre of this
city is going to be remodeled this
summer and will be closed for
about two weeks at that time.
About $175,000 will be spent in
improvements which will extend
from the street entrance to back

trict

Mont-

stage, according to C. F.
gomery, manager of this

house.

Montgomery has

returned to

just

after having been confined in doors for a short time behis

office

cause of illness.
Otis B. Kirk, who has been the
chief accountant at the American
Theatre, will leave the latter part
of this week for New York, where
he will assume the duties of accountant for F. Dahnken Company, who hSve interests in 'eastern theatricals.
Kirk will be succeeded
by
P.
F.
(familliarly
known as Swede) Larson.
George IMayne, owner of the
Preferred Pictures exchange here,
has just returned from a successful two weeks trip into Idaho.
L. F. Schlaifer, Division Manager for Universal, is now in this
city, and will leave within a few
days for Portland, Oregon.
All Universal salesmen are expected in this week to hold a conference with Schlaifer and branch

Mathew

manager

Aparton,

who

from Idaho.

just returned

The F. B. O. office is now getting ready for their big .March
drive.
Joe Soloman has just left
for an extended trip into Southern

W.

Utah.

Withers

T.

will

•arrive here at the end of this week
after a three weeks trip into Idaho, and will then leave for a six

Lake City
weeks trip into Montana.
H. T. Nolan, Associated First
National

franchise holder, visited

Lake office on his way
back from visiting the coast offices,
where he had conferences
with the main franchise holders.
Branch Manager, W. F. Gordon
the

Salt

the Associated First National
exchange,
just
returned
from
Butte, where first run bookings
were made.
W. H. Rankin, Warner Brpthers

of

exchange manager here, is expected back from the Butte section of

Montana
T.

the

Connors

P.

at the

of

last
is

still

"High Line."

this
in

week.

Montana

E. T. Keller

on an extended trip in Southern
Utah.
The Pathe booking inspector for
is

Western Division, arrived this
week at the local office to install
the new booker.
James R. Keitz, who has charge

the

C. F. Parr, manager here for
Producers Distributing Corporation, is going into Southern Utah
on a special trip this week, and
then up into the Boise, Idaho dis•

trict.

McDermond, salesman

for
Distributing Corporation, just returned from a successC. C.

Producers

Southern Utah.
Producers Distributing Corporation District Reptrip into

ful

Dave

Frazer,

resentative, is still in this city.
L. F. Brown, owner of the Isis

and Oak Theatres at Preston, Idaho, has been conferring with the
local managers on the new seasons
product this week.
J. C. Dowd, United Artists sales
representative,

still

is

in

Idaho,

Cohn is making the
entire Montana territory.
George Carperter, manager of
the Paamount Empress Theatre of
while Milton

this city,

is

Los Angeles for a

in

and

of the local Greater Features exchange, will be in next week from
the Idaho branch.

vacation,

Nick Salvurakis, owner of the
Lyric Theatre at Price, Utah, was
visiting the row this week, securing new productions for his house.
T. M. Chesler of the Princess
Theatre at Bingham, Utah, was

Louis Marcus, District Manager
Famous Players-Lasky, left
first of this week for New
York.
Gordon Thornberg of the Bluebird Theatre at Garfield, Utah,
was an exhibitor visitor this week.

up new business.

also in lining

Eustice

son,

his

Carpenter is in charge of the theatre during his absence.
for
the

Detroit
AN

impromptu convention assembling at the usual, Rowe
Hdtcl, as headquarters, congregated in Grand Rapids last week.
Practically every branch of the
motion picture industry was represented
from managers, down
the line to telephone
operators.
the rfieeting were the
appointment
of
Lester
Sturm,
manager of Metro, as master of
ceremonies for all future gatherings, Clare Townsend, as official
registrar of the Furniture Dealers convention and the baptism of

Results of

Barneau,

Messr's

Reynolds
Rapids, as

Wm.

Johnston,

exhibitors

and

Grand

in

The Unholy Three.

Slocum,

owner

Mrs. B. Seebaldt, ])rivate secretary to Lester Sturm, manager of
Metro just returned from a ten
day trip, visiting in a few southwestern states.

York
C.

Hanson,
plans

to

manager
leave

for

of

New

shortly.

C.

trip

to

west

the

started on
by
coast

stopiMHg former camping ground,
the Detroit office, last week.

George C. Johnston, salesman
for Associated Exhibitors, assures
his firm that with his new rattler,
a Ford, he's going to turn in
some mighty good contracts from
now on.
H. M. Richey, general manager
M. P. T. O. of Michigan
spoke before a large group of
of the

Monroe

citizens last

week

Ouincy, Au Gres at .\u Gres,
Palace at Capac, Pastime at Atlanta, Rex at Utica and Lincoln
at
Clawson. Theatres
reported
closed and now operating again
are
Regent at Bangor, and Elk
at Elk Rapids, Mich.
:

Newman, owner

of the
New Strand theatre in Sturgis,
Mich., who has been confined to
a hospital for the past
three
months suffering from a nervous
breakdown has returned to his
home and reports he is feeling
very well.

Henry

Koppin

S.

Calif.

He

expects

week looking

quette,

hasn't

decided

new

cars.
Jack
whether it will be

Ford or a Rolls Royce.
Irving them all out.
a

He

is

.getting

to

leave

around the first of the month.
Important announcements of new
theatres acquired and to be built
will be announced by Mr. Koppin before he leaves.

at

is

ready for his annual vacation to

Jack Saxe of the Favorite Film
Co. has been very busy the past

Doc.

H.

S.

who

Gallup
is

of

Mar-

California,
months was the
in

spending a few
guest of Mr. Hunter Robbins at

Pasadena home.

his

telling

them about various phases of the
motion
picture
industry
which
proved to be very interesting to
them.

cation.

Oscar

his

of

the
Library theatre and millionaire
real estate operator in Detroit has
sold a very desirable site, according to reports, on the corner of
Gratiot and St. Jean to Henry S.
Koppin. who will build a two
thousand seat theatre at this lo-

Pathe,

New York

quarters in

Arthur

Jimmy Fuscheanes, who farmeroperated the Regent theatre in
Jackson, Mich., has taken over

J.

Lamb's

ly

MOLLY MAY

Buchanan theatre in Detroit.
Alex Schrieber, who operates

the

Frontenac and Plaza theatres
in Detroit, has added to his string
the Hancock which he took possession of last week.
Bob Cotton, P. D. C. Divisional
sales

manager

dropped

Frank

in

in

this

(2 reel comedies)
Featuring Violet Mersereati

*

Sole Direction of Jo.seph Levering

territory

again last week to see

No. L
No. 2.
No. 3.
No. 4.
No. 5.
No. 6.

Stuart.

Mildred Simons, of the Kunsky
publicity department, was confined
to her

home

count of

all

last

week on

ac-

illness.

David Palfryman,

secretary of
the Detroit P'ilm Board, has issued the following list of theatres
reported
closed
in
Michigan.
Community at Bentley, Elkton at
Flkton,
Dreamland at Farwell,

Joe Friedman, former manager

Community at North Adams,
Rondavoo at Brown City, Orpheum at Weidman, Montclair at

of the Detroit exchange and now
contact
executive
with
head-

Detroit, Lakeside at Beulah, Colonial
at
Roscommon, Gem at

SERIES

(INC.)

the

Her
Her
Her
Her
Her
Her

First Night in Philadelphia

on Broadway
Night in the Jollies
First Night with the Salvation
First Night in Society
First Night in Honolulu
First Night
First

Army

*

Cranfield and Clarke,

(Inc.)

Distributors for the World

I
»

2» !

1476

« »t it t a i• *>

^

^ j

^ I

New York

Broadway
!

B *
^
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St.
FRANK

FINGER, one of
Gem Thea-

A.

owners of the

the

Marissa,
that
report

tre,

111.,

Noah

Belleville, 111., had
is in error.

that

the

Bloomer

of

stated

taken over that

flattering offer to desert the film
Pictures
Columbia
business.
Corporation is one of the successful independent film exchanges in
The exchange will
Louis.
St.

house

celebrate

The Gem at Marissa, 111., lias
been operated by Finger and Louis
A. Degen and they intend to conThey
tinue to operate the house.
have absolutely no intention of

March.

selling

Bloomer did recently

it.

take over the

Gem

Theatre

at

Ma-

scoutah, 111., and that town was
confused with Marissa. Bloomer
has also taken over the Gern at
New Baden, 111., and has since

changed the name of both of

his

new houses to the Rex.
The Richland Theatre, Richland,
Mo.,
week.

night a

playing but one

is

of Johnston City,
said to have purchased a
Cadillac car.
is

new

Out-of-town

Row

Picture
cluded

Bob

:

City,

111.

;

callers

the past
Cluster,

seen along

week

in-

Johnston
Vernon Kauffman,
Charles Horsefcld,

Mowequa, HI.
Union, Mo.
Jim
;

;

Reilly,

Alton,

Grant Martin, Chaffee, Mo.;
Mr. and Mrs. O. VV. McCutcheon,
and "Doc " Tetley
Sikeston, Mo.

111;

;

of Farmington,

Mo.

Barney Rosenthal and Bob Taylor have purchased the interests in
Columbia Pictures Corporation of
Nat Steinberg. Mr. Steinberg is
undecided as to his future plans.
He is said to have received a very

AK.

BOUSSAlJ, for the
several seasons owner
Victory
the
and manager of
Theatre in Tacoma, last week anJiounced that he had sold his inE.
terests in that house to C.
Clendenny, who spent several days
in .Seattle last week attending to
bookings.
Mr. Clendenny is a
newcomer among the ranks of the
exhibitors of this territory.
•

Lew

last

Louis Goldsmith, former owner

manager of the Society
Theatre, and recently connected
with Al Rosenberg's DeLuxe Fea-

and

ture Film Exchange, last week
joined the sales staff of Manager

W.

in

salesman for F. B.
under the weather for

Bent,

was

O.,

second anniversary

its

several days.
C. D. Hill, district manager for
Producers Distributing Corporation, presided at a sales conference
of his. exchange managers held in
PresSt. Louis on January 23rd.
ent were the following managers
Al
C. A. Schuktz, Kansas City
;

Danke, Omaha, Nebr. Eddie Lipson, Des Moines, la., and Art La
;

Hill returned
Plant, St. Louis.
recently from a big sales confer-

ence

Bob Cluster
111.,

L OUIS

in

New York

wanted to give

his

City and he

managers the

of the things he learned
while East.
Tom North, home office exploiteer of Pathe, was in town the
past week.
benefit

A

truck

delivery service
points
in
to
Southeast Missouri along State
Highway No. 9, was started during the past week. Towns served
include Flat River, Festus, Herculaneum. Crystal City and FarmPractically all of the
ington.
theatres in that section have arranged for the new company to
handle their films.
Mrs. I. W. Rodgers of Cairo,
has inherited ten acres of
111.,
film

from

St.

J^vOuis

publication of

"The Fire Alarm"

by the Will Hays organization.
Mr. Rosenberg's efforts in behalf
prevention in the Seattle
exchanges earned for him this
of

fire

distinction.

Mrs.
Miss I.

S.

Z.

Williams,

formerly

M. Colburn, owner and

operator of the Yesler Theatre in

week announced that
she had purchased the Good Luck
this city, last

Theatre, another neighborhood
house, from J. A. Bradt.
Admission prices at the Yesler, it was
also reported, will be raised from
ten to fifteen cents

With

on Febrauary

1.

week of
service
emblems by the home
office of the Pathe Exchange for

Word was received here this
week of the improvement in the
•condition of John G. VonHerberg,
the
Jenscn-VonHerberg orof

organization, several members of
the Pathe branch in Seattle were
thuL honored.
L. A. Samuelson,
manager of the local branch, who

ganization, who has b'jen ill for
several weeks in New York City,
and Claude S. Jensen, who was
called East during Mr. VonHerberg's illness, has again returned
to this territory.
It is hoped that
Mr. VonHerberg \vill be able to
return to Seattle within the next

ranks next to W. S. Wessling,
Los Angeles manager, as the
oldest employee in the West, received a yellow gold emblem and
scroll for his ten years in the employ of the Pathe organization.
I'"ive-year gold lapel emblems and

few weeks.
Al Rosenberg, owner and manager of the DeLuxe Feature Film
I'xchange, last week was cited as
II

Honor

\orthwest

Roll manager of the
connection with the

in

George Linn, who claims to
have operated the first permanent
motion picture theatre in St.
Louis, Mo., plans to shortly join
His
the ranks of the benedicts.
is
from Riverside,
bride-to-be
The date for the nuptials
Cal.
Linn's
has not been announced.
Theatre was the Nightingale and
was located on South Broadway
about the time of the World's Fair
in St. Louis.
It occupied a converted store building and had a

few hundred

seats.

formerly district
ExAssociated
section has been

Floyd Lewis,

manager
hibitors

for
in

this

manager for
district
appointed
Arrow Pictures and will make his
headquarters in St. Louis.
one of the veterans of
the local film colony and knows
He is rethis territory very well.
garded very highly by the ex-

Lewis

is

Mo.; Harry Evans, Glen

lar Bluff,

111.
T.
M. Francis,
Charleston, 111.
G. Schmidt, Pocahontas, 111. S. E. Pertle, Jersey-

Carbon,

;

;

;

ville.

111.

Sam

and

;

Sallowell,

As-

sumption, 111.
C. D. Hill, district manager for
Producers Distributing Corporation, returned from New York on
Sunday, January 17, after attending a sales conference.

Ralph Morrow,

district

manager

for Producers, with headquarters
in Dallas, Tex., passed through
on his way to attend the New
York sales conference.
The equipment of Knapp &
Crank's Morris Opera House, Elsberry, Mo., has been taken over by
T. C. Knapp.
Air.

and

Spyros

.Mrs.

exhibiting

are

Skouras

new feature in
They say that this
a

their home.
latest attraction

a "howling suc-

is

a Little Girl.
Release date January 7, 1925.

cess."

It is entitled

Houses

territory

this

in

that

have closed recently include LibBaker's
erty,
Frankford, Mo.
:

Harden's
United
Artists Exchange, and now covers
the Eastern Washington territory
for that company.
Charles

land in Florida and plans to make
a trip to the Sunny South to inspect her new holdings.

the

issue

long service

in the

last

emplov of that

scrolls were also received in this
city by Miss Harriet E. Sarles.
cashier, with eight years' service
David F. Hardy, janitor, w^ith six
years' service, and Miss Winifred
Blair, bookkeeper, with five years'
service.

hibitors.

;

Dickson, who has been
for Associated Exhibitors
here for the past twenty months,
resigned January 16 to take charge

Roy

manager

Arrow

of the local

office.

exhibitors
seen
Out-of-town
along Picture Row during the
week were
S. Roman, Benld,
Oscar Wesley, Gillespie, 111.
111.
C. W. McCutcheon, Sikeston and
Charleston, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. I.
W. Rodgers, Cairo, 111., and Pop:

;

;

Reports were received here

last

week from F. C. Weskil, theatre
owner and operator in Oakdale,
Colfax and Garfield, Washington
to the effect that he will soon begin construction of a new house in
Oakdale to replace his theatre in
that town which was recently destroyed by fire.
The new theatre
will be larger and more elaborate

than

any

direction,

house

now under

Mr. Weskil

his

Washington, spent a short time in
Seattle last week in conference
with James M. Hone, executive
secretary of the organization.

Several of the state's prominent
small town exhibitors visited Film
Row during recent days, and
among those whose visits were,
visible to reporters there were: T.
W. Harris of the Kam Theatre,

Euphrata, Washington
Kerns
Spear of the Randle Theatre,
Randle, Washingtor;
R. A. Kelsey of the Ruby Theatre, Chelan,
;

;

the

Graham

F.

W. Graham

Theatre.

of
Shelton,

WasLngton, and D. A. Morgan of
the

Colville

Theatre,

Colville,

Washington, which he purchased
recentlv from Flint &- Gcrtauier

Company.
Mike Lyons, owner of

the

111.

III;

Sigel,

Tower

Hill,

Advance Theatre, Advance,

;

Mo.; Home Theatre, Bluffs, 111.;
Opal Theatre, Dale, Mo. Palace
Theatre, Macon, 111., and Palmer
;

Theatre, Palmer,

III.

Noah Bloomer of Belleville,
recently took over The
111., who
Gem,
Gem,

Mascoutah,
Baden,

New

Rex to
Belleville house.

both the

notch

Theatre

in

and the
rename
conform to his
111.,

111.,

will

this

city,

has

new amusement venture

started a

next door to his house in the form
of an archery, and is plaiming the
establishment of a second venture
of this t\ne in a neighboring location.

The

public

taken to the
interest,

have

evidently

new amusement with

and Mr. Lyons declares
of them walk next door

that

many

and

visit

his

theatre

after

their

recreation.

states.

L. A. Drinkwine, owner and
manager of the Palace Theatre in
Tacoma, and president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Washington;

Theatre,

Top-

H. W. Brucn, who is establishing
with
great
rapidity
a
string of ultra-modern neighborhood theatres in Seattle, announced
this week that purchases of equipment for his newest house, the

Woodlawn Theatre, had already
been made, and that the structure
would be ready for opening within
The \\'oodlawn is
a few weeks.
situated only about a mile from the
recently-opened Arabian Theatre,
one of Seattle's foremost neighborhood theatres, also owned by
Mr. Bruen.
James Reilly. manager of the
Universal exchange, who arrived
only a few weeks ago to take over
his duties, has already made a trip
of
inspection
around the local
territory, and returned last week
from a jannt into Idaho and Mon-.
tana, during which time he attended the opening of the hand-

some new Kenworthy Theatre
Moscow. Idaho.

at

*"-

February

6

1926

,
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A GET-TOGETHER

erty on Main Street, opposite the
Post Office by the owner, Joseph

luncheon
branch managers, salesmen and bookers of exchanges was
held January 18th, at the Mount
William Gehring
Royal Hotel.
of

all

Paquin. The new house will have
a two-story frontage, 35 feet wide,
and a depth of 96 feet.
building permit was taken out January
21, for the new structure and steps
have already been taken for the
demolishment of the present store
property on the site.

A

occupied the
President,
(Fox)
chair and acted as toastmaster. Col.
Cooper, Chairman of the Motion
Picture Distributors and Exhibitors of Canada, was present.

After luncheon the regular bymonthly meeting of the Film
Board was held and after the adjournment, a series of speeches
were given by various members.
Mr. Gehring, in his opening ad-

The City of Hull, which has a
population of 35,00, has two theatres, one the Laurier and the other
the Eden Theatre, both of which
are operated by Donat Paquin, who
also has a directing interest in the
Imperial Theatre, Ottawa.

welcomed

the various staffs
different exchanges, and
and stated the reason the bookers
and salesmen had been invited, was
to fully acquaint them with the
workings of the Film Board and
to illustrate the successful functioning of same was for the benefit of everybody in general.
dress,

the

of

Chas.

Osborn

"Get-Together Luncheon" of the Montreal Film Board
Hotel

Trade

of

Mount

at

i<oyal

(Warner), Sec-

Treas. of the Board explained to
the gathering, the inner workings
of the Arbitration Board.

Chas. Weiner (United Artists)
explained the aims and objects of
the Credit Committee of which he
is

When

Chairman.

Maurice Davis (Regal Films)
gave a talk on the ethics of salesmanship.

There was a general discussion
at which Mr. Hooper (Universal),
Mr. Dowbiggin (Famous Lasky),
and Mr. Larente (Regal)— all veteran

representatives in the territory—expressed in a capable manner their appreciation for the enlightenment they had received and
vouched for the rest of the salesmen present and even greater effort on the part of all concerned.
Col. Cooper, in a very fine address, congratulated the President

and members of the Board on the
very fine work they had so far
accomplished and expressed the
thought that he could not otherwise than report the satisfactory
progress that had been attained
to the various general managers
at the head offices in Toronto.

H. O'Regan of the Im-

perial Theatre, and Ambrose Nolan of the Rex Theatre, Ottawa,
Ontario, were returning to their

A

big managers' bonus competition of the Famous Players Canadian Corp., Toronto, which was
recently concluded, was won by
James Lynch, manager of the Capitol
Theatre, Regina, Sask., his
prize being $400 in cash.
The
second man in "A" Division was
Manager Harry Dahn of the Montreal Capitol, and third was Manager J. M. Robertson of the Victoria Dominion Theatre out in
British Columbia.

The

first

prize

winner

Di-

in

"B" was Manager A. P.
Drohan of the Princess Theatre,

vision

Chatham, Ontario, who took down
a $300 prize.
Others in this section were Frank Miley of the Daylight Theatre, Saskatoon, Sask
E.
Christensen,
Capitol
Theatre,
Brandon, Man.
Leon Osier, Regent Theatre, Oshawa, Ontario; T.
R. Tubman, Algoma Theatre, Salt
Ste. Marie. Ont.
C. S. Ferguson,
manager of the Dominion Theatre,
Xanaimo, B. C, took down the
$250 prize as first in Division "C",
and others in this classitication
were E. Landsborough, Regent
Theatre, Gait J. S. Smart, Royal
;

;

;

Theatre, Port Hope, and J. P. Pitner, Starland Theatre, Nelson, B.
C.

The contest was conducted on
the quota system, with points being awarded from week to week
according to the relative percentage
allowed.

W.

McGeachie,

P.

formerly

manager of the Capitol Theatre
at \\ elland, Ontario, has

pointed

manager of

been ap-

Algoma

the

Theatre at Sault Ste. Marie, Onsuccession to Ray Tubhas became manager of
the Capitol Theatre at Hamilton.
in

tario,

man, who
J.

the

R. Minhinnick, manager of
Grand Theatre, London, On-

has announced that the policy
of the house, starting January 25,
will be the presentation of stock
dramatic shows in place of the
combination policy of pictures,
road shows and burlesque which
has prevailed for some time past.
The theatre is operated by Famous
Players Canadian Corp., Toronto.
tario,

Hull, Quebec, is to have a new
fireproof moving picture theatre,
which is to be erected on the prop-

homes early on the morning of
Januay 19th, after a private screening at the Imperial, they discovered a serious fire in the big woodworking plant of the Mayno Davis
Co., Ottawa, which resulted in a
tremendous blaze. They were the
first to turn in the alarm and then
started in to rescue horses from
the company's stables.
The theatre

men were

prominently

men-

tioned in dispatches for their work.

The theatrical and musical colony of Ottawa, the Canadian Capital, was thrown into mourning on
January 20th, by the death of Ruconductor of the
Orchestra, since
early in 1913, after a long illness.
The wide esteem in which the deceased was held was indicated by
the great throng at the funeral in
St. Luke's Church, Ottawa on January 22nd.
dolph

Pelisek,

Regent

Theatre

When

the new Shea's Theatre
Buffalo, N. Y., two
coachloads of friends of Jerry and
Mike Shea made the trip by rail
from Toronto, Ontario, to attend
the formal opening.
Jerry Shea
is
the owner of the handsome
Shea's Theatre, Toronto, and also
owns the Hippodrome, Toronto,
which is under a long lease to
Famous Players.

opened

in

Philadelphia
THE
Norristown,
old

Charles

Colonial

Theatre

owned

Tremont,

in

by
was

which
closed for about nine months undergoing alterations, was reopened
on January 18th under the name
of

the

Gloria.

The

theatre

has
been enlarged to seat 700, has been
re-decorated
throughout and a
new organ has been installed.
It

has been announced that

in

the $3,500,0!0 building campaign
of the Federation of Jewish Charithe motion picture industry
Philadelphia was more active
than any other.
Jules E. Mastbaum, president of the Stanley
Company of America, acted as
general chairman of the campaign
and contributed $100,000 to the

ties,

in

cause.

This was the largest indi-

vidual subscription received.

Jack Stapleton, formerly spec al
representative of Harold Lloyd
productions in Pennsylvania, has
joined the local sales force of Universal while Gus Carrick, who was
formerly with Associated Exhibitors is covering the Pottsville territory for Universal.

the

Savoy Theatre, Atlantic
was recently taken over by
Savoy Holding Company, of

which Louis Lapin

is president and
Jules Taylor, secretary and treasurer, the consideration being in excess of $200,000.

The Greenwood Theatre, one of
the finest motion houses in Trenton, will open the first week in
February. The theatre has a seating capacity of 800 and will show
first

run pictures.

Harry Wiener, who was

at

office

one time

in

charge of

the Philadelphia office of the In-

Film
Exchange and
went to Washington as branch
manager, has succeeded Mr. Wiener in the latter city. A few weeks
ago he resigned from the Independent organization to become
sales manager under Mr. Wiener.
His successor has not yet been andependent

later

nounced.

The Stanley Theatre w^ill observe the week of February 1st as
its fifth anniversary week, with a
special feature and elaborate surrounding attractions.

Miss Margaret Neville has succeeded Miss Rena Bakerman, who
has been a member of the MetroGoldwyn office staff for some years
and who recently resigned to be
married.

Walter Woodward, who resigned
manager of Green & Altman's
Park Theatre in Philadelphia to

as

accept

the

sales

He

force of Imperial Pichas not announced his

future plans.

the

position

of

resident

manager of the Majestic Theatre
Gettysburg, has returned to
Philadelohia on account of the
death of his mother. He has accepted his old position as manager of the Park Theatre.
in

Lewis Click has resigned from
tures.

recently

salesman

in the
of
Warner
Brothers to manager of the Washington, D. C, exchange, has resigned
to
become Philadelphia
branch manager for Associated
Exhibitors. Mr. Norman J. Ayers,

Philadelphia

who was

The
City,

promoted from
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Moi
tioldwyn
METRO
most
of

now

Tesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
purciiased
the theatre at
Lamoni and will operate the house

has one

have

attractive branch
the
offices in the city and a handsome
little show room that could hardly
The building has
be surpassed.
•everything of the latest in fireproof protection with a complete
sprinkler system thruout and witli
the inspection room and film room

through a board of managers
which will develop the picture
It
house as a community center.
will be used for high school activfor college affairs and
ities and
tiiat pictures will also be shown.
number of changes are being
.A
planned for the theatre and the
liouse will be redecorated.
The Garden Theatre at Davenport, which William O'Hara manages for A. H. Blank, has adopted
a change of policy so that the program is changed twice weekly.
P. Jolly has bought two
J.
theatres from M. O. Wantz. who
operated the Municipal Theatre at
Hospers,
Iowa and the Lyric
theatre at Walnut, Iowa.
Dan B. Lederman, who used to
lie branch manager for Universal
at Des Moines, and was recently

separated from all other rooms
with fireproof doors that can be
used to close one room off from
The film is kept in
any other.
fireproof vaults.

The show room

with
furnished
comfortably
cushioned chairs and lounges and
Two machines
is well ventilated.
are used in the projection room.
The new headquarters of Metrois

Goldwyn are

at

1111-1113

High

Street.

Another new film building in
Des Moines is that of the Parrott
Films Company which during the
past half dozen years has so expanded its business that it is to the
very fore in companies producing

The new locaadvertising film.
tion is at 1700 Keosaqua way. Mr.
Goldman gives large credit to
H. E. T. Hoensen, hi sofifice manager, for the place that this company holds among makers of advertising film.
The office of Pathe films celebrated the birthday of the branch
manager, A. W. Kahn, on January 22. Mr. Kahn, who has been
somewhat under the weather with
a near attack of the grippe has
kept at his post nevertheless.
The Rialto Theatre, Des Moines
which is one of the string of

Blank and

now under

A.

II.

the

management of Frank Shipley

is

The
close on ]\larch 1.
lease of the building expires on
that date and the theatre will be
taken over by the Register and
Tribute News. The theatre will be
torn out in order to make room
for the expansion of the newsFrank Shipley, the manpaper.
ager of the Rialto Theatre, has a
number of prospects in view as
soon as he leaves Des Moines.
will

Lou Ellman, who was formerly
with Associated Exhibitors, has
been added to the sales staff of

Kenneth J. Bishop, President and General Manager of Tennek Film Corporation.

tive

from the

office

been

with

ill

has

biller

Mayer

Metro-Goldwyn

for

has
the grippe but is

now

recovered.
A. W. Nichols, district manager
for Famous Players, came from
visit
the
Des
Minneapolis
to

Moines

Aiken, district manager
has been making the

C.

S.

for

office.

Pathe,

'

a visit.

office

Mustaches are cropping out at
Mr. Wallace
the Universal office.
the assistant manager of the Universal
prize

received

office,

for

his

effort

second
while the

the

brown derby was awarded to
Allison, booker.
The best

L. J.
that

Charles Stephens, shipper, could
do was to spring a new hat.
Made a mistake last week. Miss
Fern Bitting is head inspector for
Universal. Miss McDoul who was
head inspector for First National
when she was engaged by Universal is not head inspector of
Universal.

signed o this district.
C. F. Plantz who is office manWestern Supply
ager
for
the
Company was manager for the
Exhibitors Supply Company in
Omaha and later of the Des

added

Moines

there.

A. F. Pincus, special representa-

New York

been visiting Pathe.
Miss Elizabeth Strietler,

W.

B.

Princess
it

name of

Franke has lx>ught the
Theatre at Bode and
to

his

The new

string.

be the
Strand.
Dickens, Iowa is to have a new
theatre.
C. A. Doty and Orville
Van Clevc plan to build a house

The

the

theatre

Reorganized

will

Church

of

Winnipeg and Kansas

City,

City,

given supervision
also of the Chicago and Milwaukee offices.
Mr. Lederman has
just been making a trip in the territory about the Oklahoma City
has

He will travel in
First National.
the southern territory in addition
salesmen previously asthe
to

office.

appointed district sales manager
for Associated Exhibitors in the
territory covered by Minneapolis,
Des Moines, Omaha. Oklahoma
just

been

branch.
Ella I. Sage has purchased the
Princess Theatre at Dexter. The
theatre was sold by W. Knowles.
The Star Theatre at Kanawha
and the Grand Theatre at Story
City
have been purchased by
Woodward Brothers. D. G. Wood-

ward, who has b-een
operator of a theatre

owner and
in

Brighton,

Colo, for the past ten years, will
have charge of the theatre while
F. L. Woodward, formerly agent
of the Chicago and Northwestern

Railroad

Maurice,

Iowa, will
manage the theatre at Story City.
Clarinda, Iowa was chosen as
the setting of the secret marriage
of Ruth Ball, stenographer of the
First National office at Omaha.
She became Mrs. Don Cobley on

January

at

11.

Tilton, manager of the
Des Moines branch of First National, and J. S. Ambrose, manager at Omaha, had. a conference
recently with A. H. Blank and
the Balaban and Katz interests in
Chicago which augured well for

E.

First

J.

National month.

Covering exploitation for Famfor the Des Moines
territory as well as that of Sioux
Falls, Minneapolis and Omaha L.
Putnam has recently been trans-

ous Players

ferred from the terrilor}- at Dallas,

Texas.

The Opera House at Marathon,
Iowa was recently sold for taxes.
This house had been operated as a
picture
house.
Another
Iowa
theatre to close on account of poor
business is the Electric Theatre at

Hubbard, Iowa.
Recent sales reported by the
Western Theatre Supply Company, which recently opened up
its offices at 416 Tenth street, Des
Moines, are a Powers machine to
the Lyric Theatre at Belmond, a«
motion picture projector to the
Plaza Theatre at Ackley, new
draperies purchased by Mr. Stanley, owner of the theatre at Corning;
new
theatres at

projectors

for

the

Tracy and Bussey,
bought by Mr. Baltzley, and a
motor generator set and two
Powerlite Low Intensity Arcs to
Dwight Baker for his theatre at
Ottumwa, and two motiograph
projectors
for the
Theatre, Des Moines.

Orpheum

E. M. Tracy, owner and manager of the New Princess Theatre
at Storm Lake, who six weeks

ago

when

was injured in an accident
his car was run over by a

is again a well man.
He
has been out of the hospital for
two weeks and no longer requires
the aid of crutches.

train,

The Gem Theatre
has

changed

at

hands.

Emerson
William

who

formerly owned
the house, sold to J. C. Wilkins.
The Plaza Theatre at Ackley,
which was recently purchased by
Trovas, is being nicely
E.
J.
equipped by the new management.

Huntsman,

Two new

projectors are in use instead of one as formerly
J. L. Mieras of Maurice, Iowa,
sold the Star Theatre there to J.
E. Mieras.

M. J. Weisfeldt, district manager for F.B.O., left Des Moines
for a trip to New York.
Manager Gottlieb of Universal
has been out this week in the territory hitting the main towns.
Visitors in Movie Row were
C. Collins of the Rex Theatre
at Perry. Byron Watson of the
Grand Theatre at Knoxville, Bill
Eddy of the Empress at Indianola,
J.

and Doctor McLaughlin who came
to arrange a program for the
U. S. Veterans' Hospital at

Knox-

ville.

C.

H.

Famous

McClintic, booker for
Players, spent a few days

at Trenton,

Mo.

week-end

in

fiouston
WORK

on the new Ritz theaand has
been for three weeks, due to a
misunderstanding between the builder and the contractors. It is reported that work will be resumed
at an early date.
tre

is

at a standstill,

Charlie Freeman, booker for the
Amusement Co., has
Interstate
l>een in Houston for a week looking over local conditions. This is

Mr.

Freeman's
Houston.

annual

trip

to

Bob O'Donald, road
tive

for

Karl

representaHoblitzelle Texas

theatres, returned to Houston, afa short stay in Galveston.

ter

Mr. O'Donald is spending more
than half his time between Houston and San Antonio with an occasional visit to Dallas, the
office.

home

W. E. (Eddie) Bremer, has returned to the Majestic theatre, as
manager, after a vacation of two
months. Mr. Bremer is one of the
best known and most popular theatre managers in Texas.
His service with the Majestic theatre dates
back over a period of eighteen
years.

Jay Rentfro, assistant manager
of the Majestic theatre, spent the

Galveston

with

Mr. Rentfro is a new
comer to the Houston theatre
world, having arrived from Ft.
Worth only a month ago.
friends.

Mrs. Ed. Collins of Galveston,
wife of the manager of the Queen
theatre and other Southern Enterprise holdings in Galvston, has
been confined to her home for several weeks, sufTering with a severe
cold.

Fe

b r u'a r
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y
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W

a month among the
of California.
James Rose, with his partner,
Henry Windeknecht, will erect a
new theatre in Rensselaer this
spring, with a seatmg capacity of
600. and which will be known as

ning for
studios

The Cameo.

The two men

al-

ready operate houses in Rensselaer and Troy.
Dr. J. Victor Wilson, who has
handling
Robbins
the
been
houses in Watertown, but who

some

resigned

time ago, will

little

become a resident of Miami,
where he will manage one of the
large theatres

that

in

is

Ije-

along Film
Row in this city with placards,
and many of the exchange manexhibitors are planagers and
The
ning to attend the aiifair.
two Schine brothers will have a
well

advertised

for ten.
Stern,

table

Herman
F.

B.

O.

in

this

from

Walter Roberts, wife of

manager
city,

for

returned

week from a

children of
ceive tickets.
all

the

will

city

re-

Among visitors along
Row during the past week

Film
were
Robert Landry, of Ogdensburg,
and William Smalley, of CoopHarry Lux, of Utica,
erstown.
was also in town.
There was a genuine surprise
along Film Row last week, when
Ray Smith, a salesman at the Universal exchange, was quietly married with Miss Jane Kaiser, of
Albany, as the bride.

Gurnon, a state inJames
motion picture theof
spector
last
Falls
atres, was in Glens
week, looking over the Empire
L.

Mr. Gurnon

that
the house complied with every requirement of the law and that its
sprinkler system was the most
complete he had yet seen in any
theatre in this part of the state.
theatre.

stated

'

When

City.

Vincent

has accepted
appointment
the
as
manager for the local branch of
Associated Exhibitors.
This will
be welcome news to exhibitors of
Denver territory as it insures Mr.
Gerbase, remaining in Denver and
continuing his visits into the territory, which for the past eight

Ray Amusement Company theatres
of Cheyenne, Wyoming Ned Bar-

of Curtis Street
week.,

elected

Mr.

J.

an organization

first

president

of the association.
Joseph Roth, the manager of
the Isis Theatre, was elected secretary
and
treasurer,
succeeding
Rick Ricketson, who held the
position up to a short time ago.

Stock show week in Denver
brought the largest number of exhibitors to town that has been seen
here at one time for several years.
-

points

annual election last
Mulvehill was again

The Theatrical Managers Association of Denver,
its

Mexico,
all

run exhibi-

"branch of Universal. He succeeds
Mr. H. L. Burnham, who resigned
on Saturday, January 16.

held

New

Colarado.
As a result Film
about as lively as the
leading hotels.
Among the exhibitors seen here during the week
were
Mrs. Ossie Des Combes,
of the Unicpie Theatre, Gunnison,
Colarado
De Forrest Swanson,
Isis Theatre, Lamar, Colorado
J.
W. Borders, Majestic Theatre,
Stratton, Colorado; William Delahoyde, "Thermopolis, Wyoming
Tom Love, who operates a chain
of theatres near Ilanna, Wyoming
John Bangs, of the Strand
Theatre,
Rawlings,
Wyoming:
Earl Nye, who manages the Carl

years, have made him so many
friends.
Mr. Gerbase, until recently, was manager for the local

tors,

from

Wyoming and

Nebaska,
of

Row was
:

:

;

;

;

Theatre, Cheyenne, Wyoming; J. E. (Tommy)
Thompkins, America Theatre, Colorado Springs, Colorado
Russell
Hard wick, Lyceum Theatre, Cleringer,

Princess

;

New

Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Todd of

vis,

Herman,

Alex
for
the

manager

Casper, Wyoming, were also athose exhibitors, who visited Denver during the past week.

mong

COSTUMES FOR HIRE

National, was out on
last
of
a good part

First

road
week.

News

forces,

notes

was up from

New

York,

while J. H. Maclntyre, local manager for Paramount, took a swing
through the North Country.
Jake Golden, manager for the
Griswold in Troy, is still absent
from his duties, and according to
all accounts, still confined at a hospital in Boston, Mass. John Campbell,

tre,

manger of the thealooking after Mr. Golden's

assistant
is

duties.

Elrner Crowninshield of Albany,
runs a motion picture theatre equipment and repair place, is
smothered in work these days, as
exhibitors generally, .appear to be
giving more attention to their pro-

who

jection.

Bob

They came

York

local

for the week include the fact that H. C. Bissell,
manager for Universal here, and
Julius Berinstein, owning and operating the Colonial and Hudson
theatres in Albany, were in New
York; Larry Tifif't, of Berlin was
in town on a buying expedition
William V. A. Mack, of the Pathe

EUGENE GERBASE

New

consider-

been given to the school children
of Troy, on Saturday, February
20, for an entertainment to which

Fisher, of the exchange, who has
will
booking,
the
been
doing
spend two or three days on the
Through
road from now on.
Mr. Stern, a benefit for Harold
Filkins, who is very ill. will be
given at the Colonial theatre, on
Saturda\', February 5.

to

trip

a

to

able

Ilion,
Pierce of
struck town last week, he was
asked how his village was taking
to the Sunday shows. Mr. Pierce
was still
said that the village
somewhat divided even though
they had voted in favor of the
shows, and that those who had
opposed the enactment of the ordinance
were remaining away

the first of the

the theatres
extent.

manager of the Troy theatre,
has recovered from a two weeks'
illness from the grippe, and is
once more back at the ticket ofThe use of the theatre has
fice.
the

city.

The Naked Truth dinner
ing

Mrs.

mana-

ger of the Producers Dist.
Exchange here, has reCorp.
ceived notice that he has won the
est Coast through
trip to the
of
several
sales over a period
weeks and he is already plan-

Mr. Crowninshield

is

stalling a couple of projection

in-

ma-

chines this week at Sanschagrin's
new theatre in Saranac Lake,
which is scheduled to open the
forepart of February. The Strand
in Schenectady and the Community in Catskill. have also received
improved projection through Mr.
Crowinshield.

Mr. Todd is the manager of the
Rialto Theatre of Casper, and one
of the active exhibitors of the
State of Wyoming. He is the secretary of the Wyoming Theatre
Managers Association.
C.

ager

L. Thuerkoph, district manfor Associated Exhibitors,

was a

Denver during
the last week, assisting Mr. Gerbase, new manager of the local
office, in

visitor

in

getting started in his

new

Mr. Thuerkoph arrived in
Denver from San Francisco, and
on leaving will go to Salt Lake
City and various points on the Paduties.

cific

coast.

H. Ashby, manager of the
Denver branch of First National,
returned after a two weeks trip
into the New Mexico territoy, during which time he covered all the
major points.
Jack H. Hurschman has acceptJ.

ed a position as salesman for the
local branch of United Artists. Mr.
Hurschman has for the past four
years been associated with Paramount as sales representative. Mr.
Hurschman also announces that he

PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

Children's matinees are being
staged by the Strand of Little Falls
Thursday afternoons at 4
on
o'clock,
and apparently meeting
with considerable favor.

Carl A. Phillips, of Watertown,
recently bought the Antique
theatre in that city, declares that
the name of the theatre conveys
the impression of something rather
ancient and has accordingly offered a prize of $50 for an appro-

who

It is Mr. Phillips'
priate name.
intention to improve the house to a

considerable extent before reopenThe theatre has been one
ing it.
of the Robbins group of houses
more recently taken over by the

Strand

interests.

Tom
of

Clark,

who

assistant

Mark Strand

the

lives so far

in

manager
Albany,

from the business

center of the city, that he generally gets home in time to get at
least an hour's sleep before startback in the morning, was heard
to declare recently that he would
probably move downtown in the
spring.

The
Craven,

many friends of Renee
who is connected with the

exchange, will
be .glad to know that the condition of her father who was operated upon two weeks ago, was
such as to permit his removal home

local First National

last

Sunday.

Grififin, a well known exhibitor in Troy, who is connected
with the Rose houses, is once more
back on the job, following a considerable period in one of the Troy
hospitals, where he was operated
on for appendicitis.

Elmer

was married to Miss L. Southwell
San Francisco, California, on
December 26. last, which means
of

that he is receiving the congratulations of his many friends for
more reasons than one.
Fred P. Brown, former Metro-

Goldwyn manager and until recently the owner and manager of
the Mission and Pearl theatres of
Denver, left Friday night for New
York City on a combined business
and pleasure trip. Mr. Brown announces that he expects to remain
in the film industry, but the nature of his affiliations will depend
entirely on the results of his visit
to

New York

City.

Jack Eaton, a former manager
of the Fox Theatres in Denver,
has returned to Denver to succeed
M. Q. Clemmer, in the full management of the new State Theatre
of this city.
The State Theatre
is Denver's newest first run house.
Less Wier, district manager for
Producers, and W. J. Mogan general sales manager, are expected in

Denver Sunday for a
the
S.

local

visit with
branch manager, James

Hommel.

BROOKS

1437 Broadway
Tel.

5580 Pen.
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Atlanta
week the Atlanta Film
Board of Trade is moving
from the quarters in the HaasHowell Building, which the Board
has occupied tor the past two
years, to new and larger quarters

This

in the 101 Marietta Building, suite
215.

The

well

-

appointed

Picadilly
Willis F.

Theater, Birmingham,
Westmoreland, Jr., manager,
opened January 10th with an at-

tendance

surpassing

far

Following a scries of conferwhich came to a conclusion
late Sunday, John T. Ezell was
managerial
in
this week placed
Warner
local
the
charge
of
Brothers exchange, succeeding O.

ences,

Monday
Elwell,

Among

Atlanta

the

Tom

were

attending

men

film
Little,

of

Producers P. C. Parrish, Southern Theater Equipment Company
Maurice Mitchell, salesman for
Liberty
L. J. Duncan, salesman
Jimmie Greenleaf,
for Producers
Exhibitors
Universal salesman.
;

;

;

;

around Birmingham attending
were John and Frank Merritt, of
Dick Kennedy,
the Wise Circuit
of the Kialto Theater Joe Steed,
Warren Andrews, of
of Ensley
Ben Jaffe, of the NorEnsley
wood Theater, and Buster Lomax,
Equipment
Southern Theater
;

;

;

;

Manager Westmoreland

Company.

received a host of congratulatory
wires, among which were messages from Cecil De Mille, Vera

Reynolds, Jennie MacPherson,
Leatrice Joy and Rod LaRocque.
telegram from William Boyd
was read and received with cheers.
Baskets of flowers were received
from the Atlanta exchanges. After
the opening, the film guests were
entertained at the Goat and Fiddle
Club operated by Ben Jaflfe.

A

from

here

his future plans, but it is probable
that he will remain in the South.

ex-

all

pectations.

who came

Hall,

P.

Boston several weeks ago as Atlanta branch manager for Warner.
Mr. Hall has not announced

morning found Jack
former sales chief of the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchange, installed as manager of
local

Film

Liberty
poration's

Distribution
branch,

Atlanta

Corsuc-

ceeding Hank Hearn, who has
resigned to become district manager for Associated Exhibitors in
the southeast.
When the trade press assembles
for the premiere presentation of
"Nell-Gwyn" at the Ritz-Carlton
in New York on Monday evening
the Weekly Film Review will be
represented by its publisher and
editor,
Anna Aiken Patterson.
Mrs. Patterson will leave Atlanta
on the Crescent Limited Sunday
morning and will be at the RitzCarlton Hotel for several days.
Maximilian Pilzer, who is to be
the guest conductor at the Howard
Theatre for four weeks, arrived
in Atlanta on Wednesday evening
to get acquainted with the management and the orchestra and
prepare for his opening appearance.

The Educational Department
Pathe

Exchange,

Inc.,

of

New

of

just inaugurated a new
policy by which a traveling representative is assigned to the AtCharlotte territories.
lanta
and
Mrs. Elizabeth Dessez, head of
the department, came to Atlanta
early thi-~ week to carry out the
final detail of
the plan which
placed Miss Fanny Hanlnn in the
ncvvly-created position.
From Atlanta Mrs. Dnssez went to Charlotte to see Miss Hanlon duly installed, and on Friday returned to

York has

her

New York.
Odom of .Saundersville,

office in

W.

S.

was
George

Ga.,

in

town Tuesdav.

Fox manager,

Allison,

returned today from two weeks in

lanta exchange and left Wednesday for New Orleans.
ilank Hearn leaves tomorrow
on the Crescent Limited for New

York to confer with the ofiicials
of
the
Associated
Exhibitors,
preparatory to taking over the
Southern district.
Mr. Waldron, general manager
of VVallerstein Theater Company
of Miami and Dania, Florida, was
a visitor to I'ilm Row and F. A.
Leatherman this week. His new
theater opens at Dania on the 28th

and the Union House soon.
H. J. Hury, prominent Birm-,
ingham exhibitor, is confined in
South Highland Infirmary with

The many

pneumonia.

territory.

friends of
be glad to leam
that the latest reports say he is recovering rapidly.
F. G. Conklin, independent producers'
representative
of
NewYork, spent two days in Atlanta
this week in conference with local
independent exchangemen.
Powell, manager of the
J.
J.
Star Theater at .Toccoa, made one
of his infrequent visits to the exchange center this week. The Star
was formerly ovv'ned and operated
by Joe Burtcn.

C. Lowe, Atlanta representafor United Artists in Tennessee, and Ray Beall represented
film fraternity of Atlanta at the
Fred Martin funeral in Chatta-

Mrs. S. G. Howell, formerly of
Atlanta and Gainesville, but for
the past twelve years a resident of
Dallas, was a visitor to the offices
of the Weekly Film Reviezv on

nooga.
N. D. Ballentyne, district manager for Pathe. who makes his
headnuarters in Kansas City, spent
the first part of the week in At-

is the
of the
Dallas Motion Picture Journal
and takes a lively interest in her
husband's publication.

Florida.

Lou Remv, district manager for
Fox, was in town several days
this

week.

Dan

Miclialove left last Sunday
Florida to return about the
last of next week.
A. H. McCarty. of Barnesville,
was in the city this week, purchasing a pipe organ of F. A.
for

Leatherman.
A. T. Borders, Liberty salesman
for Tennessee, is due in town
Saturday after a trip through his
I-.

tive

Mr. Hury

will

Wednesday.

wife

Mrs. Howell

Editor

of

Howell

Baltiimore
PLANS

are under way now by
Raith and a company
of men to erect a motion picture
theatre
building
cost
about
to
$500,000 and seat about 2,500 per-

Charles

sons, at

Aves.,

Fulton and Pennsylvania
Baltimore,

bowling alleys
will

be

Md.

room

included in the building,
being designed by Clyde
Fritz,

architects,

Baltimore.
About $18,000 will be spent on
improvements to the City Opera
House, Frederick, Md., if the plans
of the Mayor and Board of Aldermen go through, it is announced.

THE

stars

Chicago,

Loos
from

station K. Y.

who

appeared

Brothers,

radio

W.,

the
theawere guests of
tre last week,
honor at an informal social gatherinc held in the home of 0. L.
Mcisfer. manauer of the White

procram

House

Amone

at

the

in

Alhambra

theatre,

the guests at

Milwaukee.
the

party

"Doc" Honeck of the Milwaukee Pathe office and J. G.
Frackman. of Progress Pictures.
S. H. Abrams. manager of the
Milwaukee branch of 1'. B. ().
spent the greater part of the week
•were

Theatre Circuit,
Evans, president.

A

Stores,

and a pool

which is
N. and Nelson

Ruebsam and Stevens, construction
engineers, Washington, D. C, are
drawing the plans. The playhouse
is operated now by the Tri-State
H.

Inc.,

theatre building project

Clay
is

now

under way by Dr. M. Saliba, for
Wilson, N. C, which will seat
about 1500 persons and cost approximately $250,000.
E. A. I^ke, manager of Keith's
Hippodrome, is now away on a two
week's vacation. He went by boat
to Jacksonville, Fla., and will visit
other resorts before returning to
Baltimore.

visiting
exhibitors
central Wisconsin.

throughout

He

H. L. Beurriere, motion
editor of the Baltimore
Atiicrican.
has been given six
months leave of absence by that
paper due to ill health.
While
away her work will be done by

York to attend the Naked Truth
dinner this year,
Edward H. Causey, editor and
publisher of Film Neivs, Washington, D. C., visited Baltimore,
Monday, January 18, and talked

Miss Ida Neucomb.
Samuel Weinstein, is now managing the Brodie Theatre, 1118
Light street, operated by the Reviera Amusement Company.
If it can be arranged, Frank

to

Miss

picture

Price, Jr., assistant manager of
the Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore, will
accompany Guy L. Wonders, manager of that playhouse to New

waukee a few days

last

week on

Dorais of the Star and
Douslas theatres at Racine was
in
Milwaukee last week, and
broueht the customary report of

business which took him to several of the local film offices.
Georee Herzoe of the Orpheum
and Strand theatres at Manitowoc, w'as also among the out-oftown exhibitors to confer with

cood business
the state.

branch film exchange managers
Milwaukee last week.

to

returned

Milwaukee Friday.
Steve

in

his

section

of

Harrv Kaufman, Chicago motion nicture exhibitor

waukee

is

in a

Mil-

hosoital suffering from an
of illness. Latest reports
nromise an earlv recovery.
J. H. Heft of the Pastime theatre at Horicon. Wis., was in Mil-

attack

in

J. G. Frackman, manager of the
Milwaukee office of Progress
Pictures, has
returned from a

trin

to

Madison,

and

Janesville,

Wis., and to Chicago.
W. H. Narolf of the Cozy theatre
at
Iron
Mountain,
Mich.,

some

The

exhibitors.

fire

wrecked Lyceum Thea-

tre building, Charles St. near Bid-

and the lot on which it stands
have been purchased by H.
Caplan, agent, from the James L.
Kernan Company, represented by
B. J. Frederick and Brother, Inc.,
the purchase price is said to have
been about $100,000.
die,

K

stated that business at his theatre
continues to improve. He was in
Milwaukee to confer with film
booking men a few days ago. He
returned to his home town after a
brief stay in the city.
Desarmeaux of the
Arthur
Strand theatre at Madison, has
been prevented from actively managing the affairs of his house, due
His condito an attack of illness.
tion is improving, however, and he
will be able to resume his duties
in a short time, according to word
reaching his friends and business
acquaintances in Milwaukee.

Fcbruc'irv
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Bui^alo
Johnston. Mrs. Johnston sits next
to him at left and next to Mrs.
Murphy,
Johnston is Robert T.
former Universal city salesman
and now manager of Shea's North
Park.

A STOCK

company to be known
as Fitzer-Syracuse, Inc., with

Benjamin Fitzer of Syracuse as
and director, has been
with
formed and papers filed
County Clerk Harry D. Banham
at Auburn, N. Y., to purchase,
president

Others

in the photo are
Mrs.
Barnett,
Mrs.
Charles
Goodwin, Mrs. George Schaefer,

and manage theatres, opera
houses and motion picture theatres
and to deal in films and motion
Other directors
picture supplies.
and
Blessing
D.
Charles
are
Joseph N. Schwartzwalder, both
lease

The

corporation
with
$10,000

Auburn.

of

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Spandau, Mrs.
O. T. Schroeppel, Sophie Massalska.
Bill
Doyle, Walter Webster,

is

tre

theatre property
heart of Batavia's business
section has been sold for a price
that is understood to be in the
This
neighborhood of $65,000.

The Bellinger

in the

admission has been made by a
person who is intimately concerned with the transaction. The contract for the transfer
be ready. The buyer's
rumors
withheld, but

said

to

name

is

is

say

that
of Batavia and a Medina capitalist, are
involved in the transaction. It is
the intention of the new owners
to use the property for theatrical
court order will be
purposes.

Wolf and David Kreiger

A

necessary and it is understood
that it has been applied for to
permit the sale to go through and
at the same time to make it valid
late

John

provided

that

under the will of

the

which

Dellinger

William F. Haitz, president manpropert\-,
the
theatre
ager
of
should have the life use of it in
the case his wife should die. Mrs.
Haitz died several years ago.
Miss Marian Gueth, ofifice secreBuffalo Zone, Motion
tary
of
Picture Theatre Owners of New
York, is recovering
from an
operation during which she lost
her tonsils.
She expects to be
back on the job soon.

Supper Dance held in the Arbor Room of the Hotel Buffalo, Buffalo, recently
by the Universal Boosters Club of the Buffalo Exchange for Laemmle Jubilee

of
Joseph, Mo., are to obtain the Billy Mueller Circuit of
Theatres, if a deal now pendingls
completed. The circuit consists
of the Miller and Jefferson theatres
of Jefferson City, Mo., and the
Liberty theatre, Sedalia, Mo.
St.

Among

out-of-town

the
in the

ex-

Kansas City terweek were: Hugh
Gardner, Orpheum and Fotosho,
Neosho,
Mo.
Laurence Brenninger, operating a Topeka, Kas.,
hibitors
ritory this

;

chain of

Sun

theatres

Amusement
Mo.

Joseph,

Ed.

;

St.

Barbour,

Ensel

;

Peskay,

Company,

Orpheum, Springfield, Mo. G. L.
Hooper,' Orpheum, Topeka, Kas.;
;

Edward

Wilhoit,

Springfield,

Mo.;

Hubble

ble,

Mo.;
Mo.
;

to Buffalo to loin the sales
force of the local Dependable

Howard Riehl has joined Harry
E. Lotz, who has the Golden Arrow franchise in the Buffalo- and

exchange.

Albany

H. Silbar of Milwaukee has

J.

come

William

H.

Rudolph,

special

of the Fox Film
in
has recently been

representative

company,
Buft'alo and

vicinity.

In order to arouse added interin

est

morning

children's
Saturday
the
film
show last week

Manager J. R. Osborne arranged
with a bunch of local kids to do
on the New Family
was better than an
amateur night and the little folk
had a great time watching their
their stuff
stage.
It

pals perform.

Frank Mojnihan, Albany manager for Freedom Film corporation, was in Buffalo last week
end for a conference with General Manager Richard C. Fox,

New York

who

has returned from
where he looked over

much new

product, some of which he acquired for distribution in this end
of the state.

I.

territories.

M. Halperin, who was

Street

Theatre,

Rex

transferred

England

to

by

his

company as a reward for his
work in Kansas City and Sioux
Falls,

S.

D.

Tommy

is

a

"bally

Britisher" himself.

Friends

of

C.

E.

Gregory,

Metro-Goldwyn branch manager,
are congratulating him upon being ranked by his company in the

November

fire-prevention

honor

roll.

hit.

Even

film folks have to play
well as work.
Here's a (see
photo on this page) scene at the
January supper-dance held in the
Arbor room of the Hotel Buffalo
the other evening by members of
the Buffalo Universal Boosters for
Laemmle Jubilee Month.
The club holds similar affairs

as

once

ground

at

Barnett

at

a

in

Day,

general

sales

while.

extreme

left

In backare Al

of
table
and
Charlie Goodcenter table at
left, are Salesman George Schaefer and Booker O. T. Schroeppel.
The man with the napkin on knee
in riglit
foreground is
Charlie

Branch
win at

left

Manager
right. At

np HE

Cincinnatti
Universal
Exchans-e will celebrate two
events in the month of March,
Carl Laemmle's twentieth anniversary and the second anniver•*•

sary of Fred Strief as manager
of the local exchange.

who

Toe Freedman.

Arthur

S.

Kane

succeeded

as contact repre-

for

sentative
Universal is expected to nav a visit to the local

exchange.

Law of the Hollywood
Portsmouth, Ohio, spent
several days in the city visiting
with the various film managers,
Terrv O'Connell soecial repreGeoree

Theatre,

sentative for Famous Players, is
one of the most oooular general
office men to hit this territory in
many years. The boys all like
him and will work their heads off
for him.

City

manager for Kinograms, was a
Kansas City business visitor.

may be "out of the
as far as concrete roads
arc concerned, but that is no assurance that the bearings on one's
car will not burn out, mourns W.
D. Bishop, Metro-Goldwyn salesMissouri

mud"

man.
Toe Rosenberg, Universal salesis to be transferred to England.
W. E. Truog, assistant
sales director for Universal, and
Charles Sears, in charge pf Universal theatres in this territory,
have returned from a business
trip to New York, just in time to
bid
farewell
to
E.
Flynn
J.

man,

Metro-Goldwyn

Harvey

who

left

for

branch manager,
York.

New

Maurine O'Connor, for
years cashier of the Vitagraph exchange, »-»
has been made
cashier of the Independent Film
Corp., of Kansas City.
Miss

six

The Kansas

City First Naeleventh place
in the First National Month drive
and still plowing ahead.
force

tional

Sam
man
Corp.,

of

is

in

Goldflam and Joe Silverthe
Independent Film
for

left

St.

Joseph,

Mo.,

and Wichita, Kas., on a business
trip.

The entire office force of Universal exchange was guests
of
Billy Truog and Harry Taylor at
the Ivanhoe Masonic
Club the
other night.

Emp'ire Laboratories Inc.

Slater,

Winkler, Main
Lexington, Mo.

William Sears, Lyric, Boonville,
Mo.: C. M. Pattee, Pattee theatre, Lawrence, Kans.

The

Mo., has been re-opened by J. C.
Allison, veteran showman, it has
been announced.
Another busy week among exchanges in Kansas City this week.
Tommy Taylor, hustling little
Universal representative, has been

train-

ed in the B. & K. houses in
Chicago, is in charge of the snappy ushers in the new Shea Buffalo.
The boys have made a real

every

Ciincmnati

Trenton,

Brothers,

H.

Boyle,

M. W. Hub-

theatre,

Myer
Mrs.

Jefferson,

Mary

Rose
Owen,
Marie Russell. The members of
the Boosters pay dues and when'
the treasurer gets enough in
the
safe they hold a supper-dance and
you can bet a merry time is had
by all on each occasion.

Month

K ansas
DUBINISKY BROTHERS

Rafferty, Ruth RappaRose Alco, Lou Beckerich,

Florence Heindl,
Bertha
Seelbach,

Auburn.

in

Anne

port.

a
for
stock of $100 par value. The corporation operates the Strand theacapitalized

:

Albert

theatre,

Maysville,

Ue23.
^

^

—<3^

723 Seventh Ave. N. Y.,

Bryant

Hcabkurinu HHir rmiii into
MOTIOH PICTOBE FILM

!JJ!

^

/^^SMH
I
r
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Better Projection Pays

When
of the

work
Engineering and

the splendid

Craftsmen' s Societies of

the

Motion Picture

Industry is fully understood by Exhibitors they
will then realize that

Screen Presentation
Is An Important Part
of

Good Showmanship

Power's Division

International Projector Corporation
90 Gold Street
New York, N. Y.
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Theatre Management
Changing the Church Show from
Competitor to Theatre Aid
Cooperation With Authorities Brings Friendly Relations
An

Interview With Major

CO-OPERATION

with the church and
school authorities to the end that
the motion jjicture exhibitions held
in these institutions become an aid to the
theatre instead of a competitor is one of
the definite objectives of the Public Relations activities of motion picture theatres,
according- to Major Ward P. Wooldridge,
Director of Public Relations of the Play-

house Operating Company of New York
and formerly in charge of a branch of this
work for the Hays organization.
Leadership in all matters pertaining to motion pictures is one
of the natural products of a
Public Relations campaign
which has been properly conducted by the theatre or theatres
of a town.
With that leadership established, it is only natural that the institutions which
give occasional motion picture
shows should turn to the theatre
manager for advice and assistance in the arrangement of their
performances. That these phases
of Public Relations work can be
made a reality, demonstrable in
repeated practices in a town,
has been illustrated by Major
Wooldridge since he assumed his
present duties with the Playhouse company, operating
theatres

in

Rye,

Y.,

N.

Mamoroneck

and

Riverhead, L. I.,
and New Canaan, Conn.
To cite a specific example of
the means taken to transform
the church, or school show from
a competitive into a co-opera-

work which ]Major Wooldridge did in conjunction
with
the
Presbyterian

tive force, the

church in Riverhead'

may

be re-

lated here.

Major Wooldridge has worked with the church authorities
^ince taking up his Public Relations activities for the Play-

company.
He impressed
upon them the sincere efforts
which the theatres of his company were making to give mo-

hose

picture entertainments of
such wholesome quality as to be
in influence for good in the
community. Ri^^id adherence to
tion

=.

,

„

Ward

B.

Wooldridge

the promises which lie made for the theatre,
soon brought about the entente cordi'ale between the church authorities, parent teach-

pedagogic nature, since the theatre was the
proper place for the presentation of photoplay entertainment.
The argument was an

er's association, and other active forces in
the toAvn.
Major Wooldridge explained to these
people that he would be glad to help them
at anj' time they desired to give picture
shows in the churches or schools. He added, however, that such performances must
necessarily be of a decidedlv religious or

unassailable one, since the theatre had demonstrated tiiat its performances were in every
way a-; wholesome as those which the church
or s -liool could offer and therefore deserved
the support of churches and schools as the
center of the motion picture entertainment.
This line of reasoning was approved by the
authorities of churches and schools. Recently,
the Presbyterian church in Ri-

„

„„.

|

I

verhead arranged to show pictures at a social event in the
church hall. Major Wooldridge

I

was

.t

I

FACTS ABOUT BUILDING

|
i

called in to assist the committee in getting pictures and
projection
machines for the
event.
It was perfectly agreeable to the connnittee that the
program be made up of subjects
of a pedagogic theme pictures
of merit but of the type which

ANY
this

views or facts pertaining to the trend of
building costs should be of value to many
business men in our industry. Especially is
so at the present time when a record breaking

theatre construction campaign

is

—

in the offing for

1926.

From an

under ordinary circumstances
would not be available for pres-

appearing in a current issue of
"The American Contractor" the following salient
points are gleaned
article

entation in a commercial theatre.
The program met with the
approval of the committee and
the i:)eople who attended the affair, which was a success from
the standpoint of the church but
which did not interfere with the
attendance at the theatre.
The
receipts of the theatre for the
night proved the accuracy of the
conclusion that the church affair,
with or without pictures, would
attract the attendance which it
did, and that the picture fans,
regular attendees of the photoplay woidd not be diverted from
the theatre to the church by the
program which was offered

Considering building construction of all kinds,
there has been spent during 1925 nearly five dollars
to every one dollar during 1913. Costs of construction during 1925 has been approximately twice what
they were during 1913. It then follows that the
actual physical volume of construction has been
two and one-half times that of 1913.

The cost of building construction predicated on
labor cost and material cost has not gone up or
down to any appreciable extent during the past two
years.
Such stability lends confidence both to
builders and the man who builds. Price levels in
all commodities, with few exceptions, have behaved
very much the same way as costs of construction.

there.

Another consideration which
Major Wooldridge points out

basic fact is that prices are now tending to
stabilize, and quite a way up from the 1913 level.

The

.

Wages in the building construction trade and
common labor for building, weighed and averaged
nationally, are 214 percent above their 1913 level.

Wages, however, should not show an increase this
year excepting in some isolated instances where the
proper adjustments have yet to be affected.
P.

M. Abbott

and an important one for the

—

is
that many of the
people who attend these church
entertainments never go to the
picture shows,
and that the
effect upon them of seeing pictures in their church halls in

theatre

many

cases will result in making
jiatrons for the theatre.
Ilr was told l)y the church cora-

new

{('oiitiiined

OH

next

page)
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Choosing Feature Pictures for
The Eastman Theatre
Three Main Considerations Observed

By

in

Making Selection

Eric Clark

Manager Eastman Theatre, Kocbester, N. Y.

THE

of the feature picture
a matter that calls for
careful consideration, not unmixed
perhaps with a little prayer, for judging
public taste is one of the most difficult
things in theatre operation and it is so easy
to guess wrongly.
In selecting a feature picture, wliich is
the backbone of the sci'een entertainment at
selection

each week

is

—

the Eastman theatre, the first consideration,
as a general rule should be its entertainment
value. Occasionally, however, entertainment
value may become a secondary matter, particularly in the case of a theatre like the
Eastman with its unusually high standards.
picture may be such an outstanding creation of screen art or reflect such unusual
brilliance in its conception and direction that
its merit is justly entitled to reognition by
theatres of this type, even though its appeal
may not be so wide as a so-called "box office"
picture.
Even then it must have a fair
measure of entertainment value for, after
all, it is entertainment that people seek in
the motion picture program.
^Vllat I wish
to convey is that these pictures cannot be
judged alone by their power to entertain or
to amuse but due regard must be given their
contribution to development of picture art
in general.
very recent example of a picture of this type was "Beggar on Horseback" richly imaginative, directed with
flashes of genius and reflecting a genuine
effort to
do something away from the
o^dinar3^

A

A

—

—

As I have said, however, entertainment
value must usually be the first consideration.
Variety comes second. By variety I mean
different types of stories
comedies, romances

and

dramas

different locales.

A

—
—different

stars

and

third consideration is
universality of appeal. At the Eastman to
be successful we must play to about oneeighth of the total population of tlie city
each week. To appeal to that number we
must offer attractions that will appeal to
both feminine and masculine tastes and, in
some measure, to the juvenile fancy. Feminine appeal comes first.
The picture that
appeals to the woman has the greatest drawing power because she brings both the man
and the child.
have two broad, general rules that
govern us in selecting our feature pictures.
First, there must be no coarseness or vulgarity.
Second, the story must not make
vice attractive.
There will frequently, however, be a difference of opinion among our
own group as to whether a certain picture
violates either of these rules, emphasizing
the difficulty of pleasing all tastes and the
difference in viewpoints.
"Sex pictures,"
the term applied to those productions where
the love theme is over-stressed, have had
little or no success here.
I do not think
that a "sex picture" can exercise a strong
appeal in any de luxe house. The class of
audiences which these theatres attract will
not respond in sufficient measure to give
them popularity. Our own box office records for the year which ended September

We

1 show that the following pictures were the
greatest drawing cards, in their respective
order:
"The Covered Wagon,"" Harold

Llovd in "Hot Water," Jackie Coogan in
"The Rag Man," "The Sea Hawk," "Peter
Pan," Richard Barthelmess in "Classmates,"

turned out at the same time by different
companies.
We cannot play them simultaneously and it is therefore' necessary to
schedule some of them for later playing
dates.

in Paradise."

If we confined our pictures to the productions of one or two companies we would
be able to play them all vei"y close to release date, but the Rochester public would
not be given nearly so wide a selection nor

People often ask us why pictures are
sometimes shown here later than in other
cities.
A fair question and one entitled to
an answer. No one company produces all

such a high qualitj-.
An occasional delay
in presenting a particular picture is inherent in our desire to get the 52 best possible
offerings each year. People sometimes won-

and the best pictures are
not turned out in regular succession. They
arrive spasmodically.
We examine the offerings of all the producers in selecting
those we consider suitable for the Eastman.
Frequently two or three pictures will be

institution like the University of Rochester
is a handicap in presenting our jirograms.
On the contrary, it is a definite advantage.
It serves to remind us of the things we ought

"Abraham Lincoln," Colleen Moore in
"Sally," Lon Chancy in "He Who Gets
Slapped," and Ronald Colman in "A Thief

the best pictures

der

if

our connection with an educational

to do.

Co-Operation With Church Shows Ends
Their Competition With Theatres
{Continued from preceding page)

performance met with general approval and applause
evidence sufficient to assume that many people, formerly
indifferent to screen entertainment, have been
brought a step closer to a full appreciation
of the motion picture as a wholesome and
satisfactory form of diversion.
According to Major Wooldridge the present market affords the theatre a wide range
of photoplays which fit into the program of
the Public Relations Director.
There is no
difficulty, he asserts, in obtaining an adequate supply of photoplays of the characniittee that their

—

ter necessary to

a' complete application of
the plan which brings about the approval
and co-operation of the church and school

authorities.

The preferences in type of plays peculiar
any community can be catered to with
photoplays of the sort which win the supto

port of these elements in a town, he says.
The theatres operated by the Playhouse
company are located in communities of
widely differing tastes.
At Riverhead, for
example, the western drama enjoys the
greatest popularity, while at Mamoroneck,
the society drama which is in demand.
The foundation of the public relations
campaign is established, according to the
operating method of Major Wooldridge, by
it is

booking the highest class of picture of the
type in demand at a pai-ticular theatre.
Theatre reform, therefore, has no plaee in
the public relations program.
The tastes of
the community are catered to and there is
no effort to "educate" the public away from
its preferences.
The whole work consists
merely of using care in the selection of
pictures which do not contain scenes or episodes of a nature which parents or church
authorities might disapprove as proper for
children.

One matinee each week
the children,

is

designed for

and the pictures for

this

dav

are the ones which are selected with such
exacting care. The co-operation of schools,
churches and parent teachers' associations
is sought to have these matinees attended
by the children. In the case of theatres
where vaudeville acts are included on Saturdays the usual day for the children's
matinee a special performance to start at
a time that school children may attend following the close of classes, is put on some
other day of the week.
In this way the
routine of the theatre is not disturbed, save
for the afternoon schedule on one day a
week, in caiTying out a program which will
enable the theatre to gain the co-operation
and support of the church and school authorities, and which permits the exhibitor
or exhibitors to take an active part in motion picture presentations, whether arranged
for a community hall, church, or school
auditorium.

—
—

Newman, Kansas City, Will
Open Programs Saturdays
The Newman theatre, Kansas City Paramount house, will start a change of policy,
beginning January 30. Instead of showing
a new picture on Sunday, the change will
be on Saturday. The cJiange is to be made
largely to accommodate the John Murray
Anderson Revues.

Pictures
^ Vaudeville
Majestic, Detroit

at

Henry S. Kopiiin, has taken over the
Majestic theatre, Detroit, and changed the
policy to a picture and vaudeville combination wi(h three changes a week. This house,
heretofore operated by Paramount presented dramatical plays and musical comedies.

February
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Winnipeg,
Metropolitan,
Back' to Films Only
Another big- change has come over the
Metropolitan Theatre, a large downtown
house of Winnipeg, Manitoba, which has
been under the management of Charles
Straw, former manager of the Strand TheThe Metropolitan is showatre, Brandon.
ing straight- jiictures again after several
months with a combination policy of vaudeville

and moving pictures.

The "Met" now

has an orchestra of 10 pieces under A. Demkies, conductor, and H. J. Naftel and Walter Dolman, two of the best known musicians of the Canadian West, alternate at
the pipe organ.

The

Metropolitan

re-opened

Christmas

The evening scale is: 1,000 seats at
time.
25 cents; 1,000 seats at 40 cents; loges, 50
cents; matinees^all seats 25 cents, with
children admitted any hoiu:, for 10 cents.

Garden
First

in

Kansas City

Run

Picture

Now

House

The Grarden theatre, Kansas City, fora vaude\-ille house, began operation
under new management this week. A. L.
Greene, formerly of Goodland, Kas., and
C. F. Case of Kansas City leased the theatre
from the Davidson estate for the showing
of first run motion pictures. Only the highiiiCi'ly

est

PRESENTATION PRODUCED FOR

Developing Presentations For
Small

type of pictures will be shown, according

Mr. Greene, and one of the city's most
popular orchestras eventually will be a feato

Kobert W. Bender, manager of the Columbia theatre, Seattle, Wash., has resume
presentation of the "Three-Unit Shows,"
which he presented several times last sea1

son.
The idea consists of an eq\ial billing
in newspapers, billboards and lobby displays, of three features of his program, last
week consisting of his feature "Simon the

Jester;" his comedy, a reissue of Harold
Lloyd in "Never Weaken," and his music,
featuring Francesco Longo's Columbia AllArtist Orchestra in a special "Jazz Week"
program.

Town

Theatres

Prologue Idea and Local Talent Provide Means
By D. C. Shiarella

ture at the theatre.

Resumes 'Three Unit Shows'
at Columbia, Seattle

$30

This photo shows an episode in the pantomime staged at the Virginian Theatre, Charleston,
W. Va., as a presentation for "A Kiss for Cinderella,"' and described in the accompanying
article by D. C. Shiarella, manager of that house.

Vii-ginian & Rialto Theatres
Charleston, West Virginia.

Manager

Y

employing the prologue idea and
with local talent available, presentations can be made a genuine box office
attraction of tiie small theatre just as they
ai-e now being employed to that end by the
large tiieatres of the big cities.
Of course
to do this means added work for the theatre
manager the api)lication of time and energies and interest in the developing presen-

B

—

tations.

The manager who has never tried the experiment and who will work along the lines
which luive been tested out in the Virginian
and Railto theatres which I manage, will be

surprised at the small cost required to put
on stage numbers which have definite entertainment value and as well bring added
prestige to the theatre.

That the foreging statements are based on
and not theor}^ let me outline a presentation number which we staged in conjuction
with "A Kiss For Cinderella." This number
employed the services of two boys and two
girls, a pony and a footman.
The properties
fact

consisted

only of a coach, constructed of

compo board and a backdrop.
The coach cost exactly $24

to build

the costumes for the boys cost $6.
outlay, therefore, was $30.
The

The
two

and
total
girls

furnished their own costumes and the man
with the pony donated his services taking
the glory of appearing with his steed as com-

—

and

plete

satisfactory

reward

for

his

services.

We

opened our presentation with a part
of the picture showing Cinderella's coach
traveling through the clouds and landing at
the castle. This was projected on the front
curtain.
effect

The

effect

—

was dim and hazy an
to the dream effect

which contributed

desired.

As

the coach arrived at the castle,
was opened and revealed

the front curtain

NOVELTY SETTING FOR SONG NUMBER
Presentation act for First National's "The Beautiful City" staged by Manager E. R. Rogers at
the Tivoli Theatre. Chattanooga.
Triangle as shown in photo represents large shutters working as an iris on a camera, opening and closing. Background was brilliantly illuminated.

on the stage the property coach with the
footman at the pony's bead. The carriage
door was opened by the prince, who helped
Cinderella out of the coach and the footman
led the pony and coach off stage.
The
Prince and Cinderella then performed a
simple but effective little dance, which was
followed by a bit of pantomime performed
by these two and another boy and girl simi-

At the conclusion of the
the screen was lowered and the feature picture started.
larly costumed.

number

Motion P
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Shea's

new

Buffalo theatre, costing close to $2,000 000 and seating 4.000. it is clai'necJ. recently opened to a very appreciative audience.
and loges and the elaborate sidewall decorations.

Shea's
COMPAK'IXG
(lecmatioii,

New

Buffalo Theatre Rated
Among World's Finest
ill

of
gorgeousness
of equip-

eomjjleteness

and comeniences for putron.s
iiieiit
with the finest theatres of the capitals of
the world, Shea's Buffalo has been opened.

The Shea Buffalo, built in exactly one
year by John Gill & Sons of Cleveland from
plans drawn by C. W. and George L. Rapp.
cost close to $2,000,000 and has a .seatingThe entrance, which is
capacity of 4,000.
on Main street, is an impressive one. A
mammoth marquee is faced with three interchangeable attraction signs.

At
ing

is

the left side of the front of the build-

the large electric sign, 66 feet high

and eight feet wide, and which flashes the
name, "Shea's Buffalo." ff)r miles uj) an^l
(h)wn

Main

street.

Entering a vestibule, 22 by 30 feet, from
Main street, througii five double bronze
ddors one comes to a ticket office placed in
the center, which is of marble, six feet by
five feet and seven feet high.
The lobby
is 80 feet long and .'50 feet wide.
Here one
comes upon a gorgeous scene of marble
walls and i)illars, including immense mirrors of panelled glass.
On the walls are
beautiful caiuUdabra while from the ceiling
iiang four crystal chandeliers, each of which
were especialiv dc^^igncd for the Shea's Buf-

tlic

easy chairs.

From the lobby, one enters the foyer
which extends along the entire length of the
auditorium to Pearl street, where there is
another entrance, marquee, ticket office, etc.
This foyer is 22 feet wide and 90 feet long.
Side aisles, separated from the auditorium,
run down each side of the house.
The eye notes the elaboratelj' decorated
|;roscenium arch which has a height of 50
feet.
The stage has an opening 66 feet
w'de. It is 32 feet deep. The balcony seats
1.600.
There are eleven rows of loge seats
in the front of the balcony and three mammoth arches at each side of the balcony.
At the center of the top of the auditorium
an immense dome, indirectly lighted. This
dome is 56 feet north and south by 70 feet
east and west.
The whole interior decoration of the theatre is French renaissance in character. The
ce'ling is covered with an infinite variety of
interlacing woodwork designs on curving
aiiels. painted in the dominant golds, pinks
and blues, with many variations of these
shades.
The designs include shields, scrolls,
('oiivcntional flowers and plaques.
is

1

falo.

Ijarge arches extend uj) each side of the
lobbv. A grand marble stairca>e le;uls li-uin

right end of the lobby to the mezzanine

promenade which runs around the rear and
along the south and front sides of the lobb}'.
This promenade is artistically furnished,
laid with gorgeous rugs, and has a lounge
at the front over the space occupied on the
ground floor by the ticket vestibule. Here
is placed a gi'and piano, divans and large

i

c

I

h

re

News

This view shows the balcony

The orchestra is arranged on a special
platform which can be lowered to the. basement, and raised to the stage level at the
The organ console,
time of the overture.
similarly arranged, is on a separate elevating unit.
This organ, one of the largest
ever built by the Wurlitzer company, has
pipes ranging in size from 32 feet to three
inches in length.

Opportunities for originality in stage fitare somewhat limited, but the stage
of the Shea Buffalo offers something quite
different.
The fire curtain in the 66 foot
wide proscenium, is raised at the opening
of the house in the morning, and only the
di'op of red silk is visible.
This curtain
alone weighs 800 pounds.
When this is
parted, the real novelty of this stage is
tings

form of enormous gilded gates
which slowly fold back.
All of the stage hangings and scenery
are regulated from the ground floor by
means of counter weights. The house has
a lighting system above reproach. The foot
and border lights are straw red and blue in
visible in the

color.

On

the stage there are sixty 1,000-

watt spotlights and eighteen 1,000-watt footlights.
In addition there are nine spotlights
from the balcony and ten lights from the
ceiling which play upon the orchestra.
Di-essing rooms for the artists are located
on the Main street side with an automatic
elevator for the use of these folk.
The
screening room, equipped with two Simplex

machines, is over the dressing room.
A great deal of attention has been devoted to making the house comfortable for
women patrons. There are rest rooms on
the balcony fo3'er, on the orchestra foyer

{Continued

on page
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no question about the popular

demand for photographic quality on the screen.
Your patrons expect
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the

quality of the

it.

is
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*

And you

can check up

identification ^'Eastman"
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Picture

N e zu s

Projcctiot^
Optics Eleetr idty,Prddical Ideas ^ advie
,

jid^i^

a true illusion (if such it can be called)
of "depth," or stereoscopic effect, in the
Some of
projection of motion pictures.
them have been rewarded with certain measures of success. None of them have endured
in the sense that they are today applied

and

Inquiries

Comments
Three Dimensional Pictures

PART
SSOURCE

of

I

much

contention

scenes and objects, is the subject of prespective. From time
immemorial the conveyance of

and ideas, from one person to
has depended upon the accuracy
with which mental pictures are created in
the mind of the listener, and even today,
with the wealth of words available in every
language, liberal recourse in the use of
pictures, must be had to supplement the
spoken and Avritten word.
It is amusing to observe that, after a
cycle extending over two thousand years,
the picture language of ancient civilizations again threatens to become the true
universal language of this world this time
in the form of motion pictures.
Small wonder, then, that anything affecting the true pictured representations of
our thoughts and ideas should receive so
thoujrhts

another,

—

All

attention.

pictures

neces-

are

two dimensional affairs. That is, they
possess length and width.
The handicap

sarily

to a true picture-reproduction lies in the
impossibility of incorporating within it the
third dimension
that commonly referred to

—

as "depth."
The best that can be done is create the
illusion of its presence and this is accomplished in a number of ways.

How

It Is Done
does it by means of his
"perspective" drawing, which is nothing
more than a two-dimensional picture having
its vertical lines in the horizontal plane
radiating from a so-called "vanishing point."
The expert photographer obtains the illusion by carefully choosing his camera location and then carefully adjusting the camera
so as to obtain a natural picture, free from
distortion.
The intelligent stage manager,
with his series of flat, two-dimensional
scenes, illuminates them individually and
to a different brightness, making them stand
out in relief, thereby obtaining the illusion
of naturalness when the setting is viewed
from an appreciable distance.
,

The

failure

is

hard to find as the most successful
methods depended, for their operation, on
mechanical devices held in the hands of
the observers and through which the screen
pictures were viewed. In a word, they were
awkward and cumbersome and served to
break the spell of enchantment being woven
on the screen by continually reminding the
not

in the picture-reproduction of

much

commonly in theatres.
The reason for this apparent

architect

observer of their artificiality.
The tiresome effort demanded by their use
predestined their doom so they were relegated to the whimsical field of novelty before they had Qven been exhibited on any
appreciable scale.
If any true illusion of depth in projected
motion pictures is to be expected of the
future, the method of creating it will have
to make use of the picture, projector, and
screen alone, since no auxiliary devices
placed in the hands of observers will permit of an enduring method.

Screens and"'Depth'
The attempt has been made

to obtain the
necessary illusion of "depth" in the picture
by creating an artificial diverting contrast
between the picture and its immediately
surrounding border.
In brief, it consists
of an illuminated figured border which
serves to assist the eye in fixing the screen
in space thus permitting the eye to assume
a somewhat fixed focus instead of continually trying to adjust itself for each apparent change in distance pictured within
the screen area.
In other words, it serves
as a marker in space, from which the various distances within the picture area apparently are measured.
This method has been toyed with in both
this country and abroad; neither place successfully as far as extended application is
concerned.
It has many advantages and one principal
disadvantage which have been described before in these columns so that no detailed

DUPLEX REWINDERS
AND REEL HOLDERS

found

in

many

attics, in whicli

still

sults.

Wild claims have been made by persons
possessing but little information on the subject for screens which, due to some mysterious substance or construction incorporated
within them, possess the propertj' of imparting "depth" to a motion picture with the
assistance of no other agency.
Needless
to say, such claims are manifestly absurd
and nothing can be found to support them.
Judgments, in support of such claims,
are invariably made on the basis of one
picture projected onto one of such screens
and if there is any suggestion of depth in
the picture it is immediately attributed to
the screen and not where it belongs to
the sldll of the cinematographer who "shot"
the scene and obtained a fairly faithful reproduction of it on the film.
Upon such tenuous "tests" are all of these
claims founded.
It is possible, to be sure, to compare a
picture on an old screen having a poor surface, with the same picture on a new screen
having a good surface, and detect a marked
difference in the apparent depth of the
scene but the reason lies in the fact that
the old screen simply fails to reproduce the
picture projected to its surface. In other
words, it has outlived its usefulness as a
picture screen and should be discarded.
Suffice it to say that a test between two
new screens of high qualit}', under conditions favorable to each, would fail to reveal any difference in depth, no matter
what pains were taken to render one of

—

them "stereoscopic."
(To be continued)
Il

Switow Plans

theatres wherever stereoscopic
form a novelty on the program.

Many
Many

pictures

Attempts

attempts linve been made to obtain

Theatre
Lexing-

drawing plans for erection of theatre building to cost approximately $200,000,
on East Main Street. The seating capacity

Kv.

Marr ^ Colton Organ

from a

in

New

at Danville, Ky.
Krankcl & Curtis, architects, of

ville.

to be

was placed

a double picture, each view photographed
slightly different angle, thus giving
true binocular vision.
This principle, in
somewhat different form, is in use today

appearance.
appears that a much modified version
of the present affair would give better reIt

of this new theatre will be 1,000 persons.
Over the lobby of the theatre will be three
floors of hotel rooms. The owners of this
structure are Switow and Sons of Louis-

/^-

Indianapolis,
Descriptive
all the

of

PLUS POSTAGE

A. C. Zaring of Indianapolis, Ind., is installing a large
three-manual IMarr & Colton

Duplex

Motion

for

Ind.

literature

DUPLEX

Products
will
be
mailed upon request.

Picture

Lono Island

Industries,

Oily.

N.

Y.

Inc.,

^

gari'ish

ton, are

And, lest we forget, our grandparents
amused themselves of a Sunday with the
stereoscopic viewnng contraption,

description of it is necessary at this time.
The illusion of "depth" which is obtained
by this method is apparent only when the
picture is viewed casually, since if the picture be inspected critically, the illusion ^vill
vanish entirely even going so far as to
create, instead, an unnatural, and somewhat

Organ in his Zaring Egyptian Theatre
same city. This new picture house,
show place, opened about November

in the
a real
1st.
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opening, special front plates of non-warping material, film trap gates of the same

Buffalo Theatre

{Continued from page 722)

material, friction cranks, measuring devices,
attachments for speed indicators, direct cur-

with a lounge on the mazzanine, while iu
the basement a comislete suite has been reserved for their use, including cosmetic and
smoking quarters. Behind the balcony is
a large foyer, decorated in similar style to
Above it is an upper balcony
the lobby.
foyer, with arches along both sides, so that
it gives the feeling of being on a bridge.
The projection booth is one of the finest
as well as most up-to date in the country.
It is located at a central point at the top
of the balcony. It is 34 feet long and 12
Three Simplex machines of the
feet wide.
very latest type are used and they have
special features such as door opening and
tUting devices, a three-inch diameter for

rent motors, 200 ampere switches and boxes
for same, porcelain insulators in the switch
boxes to take care of No. 00 wire; 3,000
foot reel magazines, including latest type
The
Hall & Connelly high tensity lamps.
booth is equipped with all the latest devices
such as three AVard Leonard multiple

ampere; four Leonard multiple rheostats, 110 volt and 100
ampere; one Brenkert color effect machine,
type "F-3''; one Brenkert slide projector;
thi-ee Brenkert spotlights with six inch iris
shutters one Brenkert metal color box complete; one Brenkert color wheel, three generators for indicators, one motor rewind, an
approved film box which will hold 3,000 foot
reels and which is in 15 sections.
There are also two sets of hand rewinds,
rheostats, 110 volt, 150

;

for mounting and inspecting film, one rewind and inspecting bench which was supplied through the Becker Theatre Supply
company of Buffalo.
There are toilets and wash rooms for the
operators and rheostat rooms. There is also
a vent room for taking out the foul air
All the projection mafrom the booth.
chines arc equipped with a changeover device

Marble staircase

the uichestra and balcony of the
theatre, Taylorville, 111.

which can be operated from any part
touching momentar\'
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853 Clinton Ave.,

Buffalo theatre.

The Robert Morton Organ Company announce that they have removed their Los
Angeles office to new quarters iu that city.
Their new address is now 1914 Vermont
Ave.

The house is operated by a staff' of almost
200 persons under the managing directorslap of Vincent R. McFaul.

Capitol

end of the promenade lobby of

new

Robert Morton Organ Co.
Move Los Angeles Office

of the front wall by
contact switches.

Entrance

at the

Shea's
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A view of the office of P. A. McGuire, Adv. Mgr., Power's Division International Projector Corp., during remodelling of the former Power's offices for occupancy by the new projector corporation.
If there ever was a
good excuse for an equipment manufacturer slowing up on deliveries and service, this looks like a real one;
though probably little things like this upset (Jo not hinder the workings of this progressive company.
"As refreshing as a sea breeze"

New

Cooling and Ventilating System
Special terms

you

if

titles

machine called the Moviola-Midget Film
Reviewing Machine was used. It was successful in its ap])licat'on and is now being
used by a number of other screen stars for
reviewing pictures. It was invented by I.

Write for catalogue and

"Pay As You Go" plan

Arctic Nu-Air Corporation
190 N. State

Chicago, U.

St.,

S.

A.

Serrurier of Altadena, California.
This machine, electrically operated, is
driven by a Westinghouse 1/40 li.p. series
wound universal motor, round frame, operating at approximately 4000 r.p.m.
It is
(|uickly and easily operated.

DC

Kenmore Theatre
Opened to Public

Fitzer's
'

^B|

TALK from your ecreen

•

WITH your quickly

cc

TYPEVmiTTEN MESSAGES.

to

^

The new Kenmore Iheatrc. a lialf million
motion picture theatre in
Kenmore, N. Y., a suburb of Buffalo, was
formally opened to the public, Saturday,

dollar, 2,000 seat

WHITE. AMBER or GREEI^.

^
Z::

Acctpt no substitute.

>

.January .30 with a private presentation on
{•'riday evening, the 29th, to which were invited
city officials of Buffalo,
exchange

town officers, stockliolders and
friends of the management.
The Kenmore
has been leased by ]\Iitchell Fitzer, who also
operates the Rivoli. Swan and Savoy theatres in Syracuse and the Strand in Auburn,
(teorge Albert Bouchard has been engasred
to play the $50,000 Wurlitzer organ,
the
ntificials,

•

IS

THE Stationery of the Screen

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
DDder 280
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800.
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30%; under

economical
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70%; under
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theatrefl
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30 to 60% saved
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N'OTION PICTUTIF: DlltEtTOllT CO.

AiuIEN

CURTAIN MACHINES

ARC SUPREME
'VALLENIZE'
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708 Sixth Aie.. at 4l9t .St
Phone. Penn.<T.

Net* Tork City

7484-74«S

now

theatre.

Plans

Completed

E. J.Vallen

Electrical

AKRON, OHIO.

Co.

for

New

Buffalo Theatre
new motion

soon

commence work on
theatre

picture

to

be

the

erected

west Northrup place. Bufby Eager, Askey, Forrest, Inc. Bacon
& Lurkev, architects, have completed plans
It
for the house which will cost $300,000.
will have a seating capacity of 1,800 on one

on

]\Iain street at

falo,

floor,

but

is

being so constructed that a

bal-

cony can be added later and when required
to meet the demands of the University of
Buffalo section, a community growins in
leaps and bounds.

The decorations

will be

gorgeous in keeping with the Spanish style
of architecture in which the house will be
There will be a great beamed ceiling.
built.
The stage will be 80 by 30. A Wurlitzer
organ will be installed.

Geo. Kilgen

Sfr%;

UP. LIbU
J4.00 PEU
If
In posiage. etc., throuxh
eJlmlnailon ef dead and duplicate theatre* usually ltBt«d.
Lihia of rrodurcrs. Distributors and Supplv De&ler«.
our

house is one of the mast attractive of its
kind in western New York, is completely
equipped and artistically furnished. Then^
is every convenience for the comfort of itpatrons. It is the only theatre in the town
which long has wanted just such an instituAn ordinance has been passed pertion.
mitting exliibitions on Sundays in Kenmore,
which, of course, will be a great help to the

Workmen

RadiO:V^;;;;-Mat

.,

o

for

In order to cut the film nml ti cut in the
on the Gold Rush, a new and novel

NOW

act

Machine Used
Reviewing Pictures

to

New

Son. Inc. Move
Headquarters

^

(ieorge Kilgen & Son, Inc., builders of.jj
Iheatrc pipe organs, have moved the'r main
offices to 401 G Union Boulevard. St. Louis.
These new headquarters give greater facilbusi-jj
ities for the handling of the increased

ucss of this firm.
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erOpimonsonNeuJPict
" Skyrocket "

—

Ex.,

Associated
Colony, N. Y.

on

"Tlie fragilely white
World:
and internationally provocative
Miss Peggy Hopkins Joyce, onetime show-girl and married so
importantly and so often as to
have engaged the envy of the
whole world of femininity is being seen (and by large and eager
crowds) this week in 'The Sky-

'The Skyrocket' is betthan dozens of pictures which
have passed down the road this
It is good enough to
season.
have held this reviewer tlirough
to the end without a struggle."
" 'The
Skyrocket' is
Times
rocket.'

ter

:

fair

diversion,

the

interest

in

which is heightened by the scenes
in Hollywood."
''^Miss Joyce makes an
Mirror
She phoauspicious screen bow.
tographs beautifully and stands
out as a well-defined personality.
Indeed, Peggy Hopkins Joyce is
the magnet that should pack Mr.
Moss' Colony this week."
"You won't
Herald-Tribune
be disappointed in Peggy Hopkins
Joyce nor in lier first picture 'The
Both are what one
Skyrocket.'
would expect, at least that is our
wears
Miss
Joyce
'reaction.'
stunning costumes and looks very
:

:

many

pretty in

of the

scenes."

American
"Peggy Hopkins
Those three words are
Joyce.
enough to fill the Colony Theatre
during the showing of her first
:

picture at least.
Curiosity will
bring the men, come to wonder
and to look. Curiosity will also
bring the women, some to wonder
and to study. There is much to
wonder at in tiie fame of Peggy
Hopkins Joyce.
And 'The Skyrocket' gives one plenty of opportunity to study her.
For Associated Exhibitors have placed lier
in almost every scene of a typical
l)ox-office picture.
People wanting
to discover what there is about
Peggy Hojikins Joyce will doubtless Hock to see it.
The picture

already probably sounding a
jingle of golden pennies in boxis

office

ears."

Graphic:
"Peggy's
gorgeous
gowns, glittering gems and famous beauty are all there 'as advertised.'
Also there's soiuotlmig
more.
There's a very good boxoffice story well directed, plenty of
heart appeal, a peep beliind'tho
scenes of a motion picture studio,
and a good supporting cast in addition to the glorious Peggy herself.

this

Miss Joyce, considering that
is her initial appearance on

the screen, acquits herself creditably.
Of course, she has the advantage of liaving been a stage
favorite, so that one may reasonably expect her to be more or less
at home before the camera. We'd

say

rather more than less."

slie is

"Tumbleweeds"

— United

Artists,

Castle, Chicago
••
Journal
'Tumbleweeds' has
everything a celluloid best-seller
should have. ^Its big scene is the
excited rush of the home-steaders
when the Cherokee strip opened
before them at last, and they
rumble to it on horseback and on
:

covered wagons and
high-wheel bicycles, falling
over each other, stampeding and
trampling and dashing on. Nothing like it has ever been screened.
Bill Hart, who made the west for
the screen, is back. He's back to
keep 'em standing on the sidewalk, hopping on icy feet in their
impatience, and to make the customers at the Castle sit on the
edge of their seats and nudge an
unknown neighbor and chuckle
He's back to
'Atta boy. Bill!'
pull his guns and ride like a
streak on his faithful Pinto, and
to get his man."
Herald-Examiner: "A horse, a
I
girl and good old Bill Hart.
never begrudge an hour to that
combination.
And Bill is good.
foot, in their

—

Good

Sometimes I tliink
Hart as affectionately as I

old Bill.

of Bill
do of Bret

Harte, the

wrote a West which

man

is still

that
exten-

sively imitated."

"Here's otir old pal
natural as life. 'Tumbleweeds' is a fine vehicle for him.
Yes, sir,
it's ol' Bill Hart back
again!
Just can't help liking
him, can you!
He has a powerThe scenery is
ful apeal for you.
gorgeous and some of the 'shots'
are beautiful beyond description.
The mad dash of the homesteaders
on foot, horseback, bicycles, and in
equipages of all kinds from the
lowly buggy to the covered wagon,
to stake their claims at the gov-

Tribune:

Bil, just as

—

ernment signal of cannon fi<re, is
an epic of its kind. A thrilling
Speaking of
camera triumph.
vehicles
'Tumbleweeds' is a splen-

—

did

'comeback'

carriage

talents of Mr. Hart.
cheers

for

the

Three hearty

ity scenes are strangely beautiful,
first techni-color that we
can praise with real enthusiasm.
The most poignant memory of the
evening is the smile of the Virgin,

roniant ic melodramatic appeal of
the picture went straight to the
hearts of the audience is not open
Throughout the unto question.
winding of the story between

Betty Bronson, as she rode on a

Jerusalem and

donkey into Bethlehem on Decem-

there is much pageantry, exciting
sea fights between ancient galleys,
the fall of a temple, a thriling
chariot race, and beautiful closeups of Betty Bronson as the VirThe film reaches its highest
gin.
peak in the chariot race which is
unquestionably the most dynamic
race ever filmed.
It has breath
taking effect. It is good."

with the

ber 24th. Any one of a dozen sequences in this production would
have made a talked-of picture.
Yet, though they have all been
piled into one huge production,
there is no confusion. The sea
The
fight is a splendid thing.
chariot race a vivid experience for

anyone who sees
Times: "As a
masterpiece

a

is

it."

film spectacle it
of study and

photodrama which is
with so much artistry that
would like to iwnder over

patience, a
filled

one

some
that

of

the scenes
in

is

them

to'

glean

all

insteacl of just
flash.
]iassing

the
watching
Ordinary conventional methods
have been discarded by Mr. Niblo.
the director, who. while he has
availed himself of every iota of
lihotograjihic worth in the thrilling episodes, nevertheless finds it
trenchant
in
to
get
])leasant
streaks and positively sublime
And when the
])oetic /touches.
march to Calvary i§ depicted it is

done

with

such

solemnity

quiet respect that one feels
peled to bow one's head.''

and
im-

The World:

'"Ben Hur' takevery forefront of all
the screen plays which I have
seen.
With its size no man can
quil)ble.
In the s])lendor of its
individual 'paintings' 'Ben Hur' is
of utter loveliness, in the heart
breaking scenes of the galley
slaves, in the broad and far flung
rank

in the

!

Xews: "This is the best picture
Bill Hart has come along in for
several

years."

"Ben Hur"

— M-G-M.,

Cohan,

New

York
Daily Mirror:
"It is magnificent, the greatest thing we have
ever seen on the screen. It is a
wonderful lavish prodtiction. It
bears the impressive stamp of its
six
million
dollar
expenditure,
and stands in isolated grandeur as
the supreme achievement of the
silver
Ramfui Novarro
sheet.
scores a sensational hit as 'Ben
Hur' heroic, handsime. sincere,
arrogantly youthful and fearless

—

May

McAvoy

makes

a

sweet

heroine, Nigel de Brnlier is excellent as Simonides, Winter Hall
makes a sincere Joseph, and

Betty Bronson

as

the

Madonna

inspires the reverence she should."
American:
"The
pomp of
Rome and the agony of Israel

through the George M.
Theatre. And over it all
shone the clear white light of
faith, the beauty of the star of
Bethlehem. An
ancient
world
was brounght to throbbing life in
'Ben Hur'. For ten years 'Ben
Hur' has been planned. For three
it has been in actual production.
We hasten to say that it has been
more than well worth waiting for.
The ])roducers have approached a
difficult
subject with reverence
and understanding. The Nativsurged

(johan

i-eaches of its desert, mountain
and ocean episodes, in Ramon Novarro's manly, handsome, heroic
performance; in the pouring forth
of the thousands across the wa'^te
lands— in these really strikinof
moments the players and j\Ir.
Niblo have wrought nobly and im-

pressively."

Herald Tribnne:
'Ben Hur'
tiling
ever
done

race in

When

finally

"The chariot
is

the biggest
in

jiictures.

Ben Hur wins over

the hated Messala, the ])c()))le in
the theatre could stand it no
longer, they stamped and chered.

The
suspense
was
terrible.
Novarro is magnificent. Francis
X. BiiJ^hnian was a sjilendid choice
as IMessala. Carmel Myers is effectiv(dy beautiful in her portrayal
of the fair Egyptian.
Fred Niblo
has invented many new ways of
taking pictures. It is as an adroit
a use of the motion picture camera as we have ever seen. Betty
Bronson is seen for a brief
moment as the Holy Mother and
she gives a performance that is
truly inspired, she has a sjiirtual
quality about her that is start-

'Ben Hur' is the greatest
thing that has ever been put on
the screen. It is. It's too great.
We are still dazed. Don't miss
'Ben Hiu-'."
ling.

Sun: "It was received with enthusiasm which manifested itself
in hand claps and cheers
especially during the thrilling chariot
race.
That both the religious and

—

Rome and

Antioch

—

Telegram: "Every lover of the
silver screen will walk a mile to
Bewildered eyes
see 'Ben Hur.'
will blink as scene upon scene is
flashed before them, the gleam of
thousands of Roman helmets in a
market
galley
slaves,
place,
chained and sweating, as they
propel the huge galleys, warriors
leaping from
crippled
triremes
into a sea already black with
human heads, to record everything in this picture would take
hours. 'Ben Hur is here!"
preJournal:
"Beautifully
sented, magnificently made, 'Ben
Hur' opened at the George M.
Cohan Theatre. People forgOt
they were in a theatre, and
cheered as the twelve-teams of
four horses raced arotmd the
arena.''

"His

Secretary"
Capitol,

— M-G-M.,

New York

Graphic:
This story is one of
the most amusing screened in
many a movie month. 'His Secretary' boasts some fine photography and attractive sets, and is
packed with some great comedy

Don't miss it!"

situations.

"The picture proamusing entertainment. Apart from her highly successful
Telegram:

vides

disguise. Miss Shearer has contributed some convincing and interesting acting in her interpretation
of the secretary role.

"Parisian
Modes In
Educational, Rivoli,

"Hope

Herald-Tribune:
ton's color

film,

Colour"
York.

New

called

Hamp'Parisian

Modes,' is on the program. It is
very beautiful
tantalizing flashes of 'Lavin', Paul Po.

riet,'

and

'Drecol.'

.

.

Tl;e colors

in

the picture are so perfect that it
is as good as seing an all fashion
parade in Paris."
Mirror:
"In addition to the
feature picture there is a onereel fashion film in natural colors,
with Hope Hampton the lovely
model for many ditto frocks and
wraps.
World: "On this same varied
and agreeable program yesterday
for the first time an attractive
set of fashion pictures, in color,

posed by Hope Hampton, was
shown.
This
handsome
star,
gowned in stylish garments gathered in all parts of the world last
summer (and particularly in
Paris),
and
smiled
prettily
walked before the camera, exhibiting these dainty and gorgeous pieces to the delight of the
houseful of feminine admirers.
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FEATURE RELEASE CHART
Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy release, as well as
information on pictures that are coming, will be found on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right
release.)

Refer to

THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE

for Productions Listed Prior to

September

>iiiMniiniiniiuiMiwiiiiiii]iuiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiii^

Feature

SEPTEMBER
Henry Edwards
Amazing Quest, The
As'No Man Has Loved. .Special Cast
Kenneth McDonald
Battler, The
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog)
Below The Line

Cranfield
.

.

.Bud Barsky

Ginsberg Dist
Pathe
Astor Dist. (S. R.)

Rex

(horse)

Pitts-Horton

Ahead .Reginald Denny
Gloria Swanson
Rod La Roc que
Reed Howes

Feb. 28

Ai.-' -J'^'/*®'5000 feet

(S. R.)

.

.

.

.

.

5001
4543
5058
6008
7238
6840

Octisi

feet.
feet.
feet.
f eet
feet

Oct.

May

Paramount

.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Coming of
Rayart (S. R.)
Cyclone Cavalier
National
.First
Banky.
Colman-V.
R.
Dark Angel, The
10264 feet
United Artists
Douglas Fairbanks.
Don 0, Son of Zorro
4825 feet
B.P.Schulberg(S.R.)
Bow-D.
Keith
C.
Free to Love
6883 feet.
Pathe
Harold Lloyd
Freshman, The
4488 feet.
Artclass Pict
Buddy Roosevelt
Galloping Jinx
4560 feet
W. Fairbanks-P. Garon. Columbia (S. R.)
Great Sensation, The
9200 feet.
Fox
Cast
Special
Havoc
5669 feet.,
F. B. O
"Lefty" Flynn
High and Handsome
feet
7149
Warner
Moore-Devore
His Majesty Bunker Bean.M.
5700 feet.
Lumas Film
Thunder (dog)
His Master's Voice
feet..
6006
B.
.F.
O
If Marriage Fails
J. Logan-C. Brook.
6652 feet.
Fox
Special Cast
Kentucky Pride
Pict.
Corp.
Rayart
Jack Perrin
Knockout Kid, The
4901 feet.
(S. R.)
Film Book. Offices. 5182 feet
Tom Tyler
Let's Go Gallagher
7000 feet
First National
Johnny Hines
Live Wire, The
9700 feet
First National
Special Cast
Lost World, The
4452 feet.
F. B. O
Bob Custer
Man of Nerve
7168 feet.
Paramount
Man Who Found "Himself .Thomas Meighan
6239 feet.
M-G-M
Pringle-Earle
Mystic, The

Amos

.

.

.

.

2
Jan.
July 25

.

Sept. 26
Aug. 29

Sept. 26
Nov. 14

,

.

May

23
Sept. 19

.

,

.

Wever the
Meet

Twain

8143
Metro-Goldwyn
Columbia Pict. (S.R.) 4547
6849
Paramount
Gerson Pict. (S. R.) .5000

Stewart-Lytell

Wm.

Champion, The
Not So Long Ago

Richard Holt

In a Lifetime

Outlaw's Daughter, The
.3

Fairbanks

Betty Bronson
.

'

Part Time Wife
Phantom of the Opera.
Plastic Age, The

<
.

.

.

4375

Universal
Josie Sedgwick
Hammerstein - L.
E.
F. B.
Tellegen

.

Parisian Nights

""3

9
Jan.
Oct.
3
Sept. 12
Feb. 21

.

Luck and Sand
Man on the Box, The
Midshipman, The
New Brooms
No Man's Law

One

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

Zazu

Aug. 8
Dec. 19
Aug. 8
Dec. 5
Dec. 19

.

Special Cast
Pitts

Bow-MacDonald
Fred Thomson
Kennedy- Welch

,

.

Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Revier-Landis
Prod. Dist. Corp
Lillian Rich
Barthelmess-Mackaill.First National
Universal
Virginia Valli
Paramount
Soecial Cast
Tiffany (S. R.)
Windsor-O'Brien
Hercules Film
Frank Merrill
Universal
Hoot Gibson

.

Nov.

7
Sept. 12

Aug. 29
June 20
Sept. 19
Sept. 12

,

.

,

.

.

.

Pony Express, The
Prairie Pirate, The

Betty

.

May

,

2

Dec. 19
Aug. 29
June 13
May 30
Oct. 24
Sept. 26

Aug. 11
Nov. 7
Oct.

10

Aug. 2
June 27
Aug. 22
.\ug.

15

Oct.

3

OCTOBER
Star

Feature

Love

Win, Lose or Draw
Winding Stair, The
Without Mercy

George Walsh
R. Barthelmess

American Pluck
Beautiful City

Prevost-Harlan
Louise Lorraine
Jack Hoxie
Jack Perrin
Eleanor Boardman
Art Acord
Corinne Griffith

Bobbed Hair
Borrowed Finery
Bastin' Through
Cactus Trails

The
The

Classified

the Pirate. Errol-D. Gish
.

Irene Rich

Compromise
Desert Demon, The

Chadwick

.

Warner Brothers.

.

.

.

Iron Horse, The
Xeeper of the Bees, The
.

.

.'7781 feet. .Oct.

31

Metro-Goldwyn

5511 feet. .Oct. 31
4609 feet Aug. 22
6927 f eet Oct. 17

Universal
First National
First National

7000
6586
5012
5860
5611
5300
7032
6395
5482
5000
6084
4440

Warner Bros

Fox Film Corp

F. B.

O

7282 feet
7498 feet
5443 feet
F. B. O
4042 feet.
Lomas Film (S.R.) ... 5679 feet.
B. P. Schulberg
6080 feet.

Oct] ii*
Oct. 24
Oct. 24
Nov. 21
.Dec. 5

First National

Oct. 29
Aug. 26

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

feet
Nov. 14
f eet
Nov. 7
feet
feet.. Aug. 29
.

.

'

Nov.

591 1 feet

6802 feet
Paramount
980 1 f eet
Prod. Dist. Corp
4603 feet
Rayart
5139 feet.
Warner Bros
5447 feet
Paramount
5027 feet
.Paramount
6648 feet.
Universal
5093 feet
Arrow
5994 feet
Fox
7537 feet
Metro-Goldwyn
6849 feet
Arrow
5500 feet
Ginsberg Dist. Corp, 5060 feet.
First National
5750 feet.
Clarion Photoplays. .4988 feet.
Fox
6107 feet.
Prod. Dist. Corp
6550 feet.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

feet. Oct. 24

Sept. 26
Sept. 21
Nov. 21
Oct. SI
Oct. 17
Nov. 7
Sept. 26
Nov. 7
Oct. le
Oct. 1*
Oct. 17
Nov. 21
Oct. 31

,

Oct; 17
Oct. 24

Margaret Livingston
Around Frying Pan.... Fred Thomson
Ancient Highway, The
Jack Holt
Tom Mix
Best Bad Man, The
Best People, The
Special Cast
Bright Lights
Ray-Starke
Calgary Stampede, The. .Hoot Gibson
Call of Courage, The
Art Acord
Camille of the Barbary
Busch-O. Moore
Coast
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog)
Clash of the Wolves
Cobra
Valentino
After Marriage

.

,

Josie

Madoc
F. B.

Sales

O

Paramount
Fox
Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn
Universal
Universal

.

Daring Days

4659
5500
5519
6034
4983
5700
6260
5924
4661

Artclass Pict

All

Warner Bros
Paramount

Sedgwick

Universal

5 reels

Fool,

of

Wm. Fairbanks
Pola Negri

A

Night

Edmund Lowe

The

Galloping

On

His Buddy's Wife
Home Maker, The

Keep Smiling
King on Main St., The.
Last Edition, The

,

Wally Wales
Buster Keaton
Glenn Hunter

Go West

Artclass Pictures

.

.

Monty Banks
Adolphe Menjou

Film Book. Offices
Fox Film

Special Cast
.

.

Merry Widow
Midnight Limited

,

.

.

Paramount

Ralph Lewis

Lazybones
Lights of Old Broadway
Manhattan Madness

.

Metro-Goldwyn
Assoc. Exhib
Universal
Assoc. Exhib

Alice Joyce
.

Artists

Assoc. Exhib
Columbia (S. R.)
Paramount
.Fox

ton

Flower

.

.

Metro-Goldwyn

Marion Davies
Dempsey-Taylor
Mae Murray
Glass-Hawley
Sweet-Lyon
Jackie Coogan

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

17
3

19
21
26
5

10424 feet Sept. 13 '24
6712 feet. .Oct. 17
.

14

28
21
12

7
28
Oct. 1»
Sept. 19

Aug. 1
Not. 28
Nov. 21
.

5844 feet. 6ci.'2i
6756 feet Nov. 21
8553 feet Oct. 1*

.

Fight to a Finish,

feet
feet
feet.
feet
feet.
feet
feet
feet.
feet

5600 feet
6478 feet
5895 feet

Assoc. Exhib

Durand of the Bad Lands .Buck Jones
Fox
Eagle, The
Rudolph Valentino
United
East Lynne
Special Cast
Fox
Fifty-Fifty
L.Barrymore-H.Hamp-

Review«4

Length

Distributed by

Star

Buddy Roosevelt

Action Galore

Assoc. Exhib

Metro-Goldwyn

feet
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet.
.6400 feet
7236 feet
6437 feet
5500 feet
10027 feet

5855
5980
5915
5824
5300
4614

Rayart

June 24

5551
4503
6374
9488
4292
5255
5600
7755
5400
6229

Dec.

5

Oct. 31
April 25

Nov."?
July 25

Aug.
Aug.
Nov.

8
1

7

Oct. 17
Oct. 31

Nov. 14
July 25
Sept. 12
Jan.

feet
feet

2

Nov. 14
Nov. 14
f eet
Dec. 5
Nov. 7
feet
feet
Dec. 12
,4540 feet Dec. 12
9980 feet, Nov. 31
Romance Road
5000 feet Aug. 8
Raymond McKee
Truart
Rose of the World
7506 feet Nov. 21
Special Cast
Warner Bros
Saddle Cyclone
4728 feet
Buffalo Bill Jr
Artclass Pict
Satan in Sables
7000 feet Oct.' 24
Lowell Sherman
Warner Bros
Scarlet Saint, The
5880 feet Nov. 21
Astor-Hughes
First National
Seven Sinners
5286 feet Dec.
Marie Prevost
Warner Bros
Shadow on the Wall
Creighton Hale
Lumis Film (S. R.) 5800 feet Dec. 12
Simon the Jester
5070 feet Oct. 24
Rich-O'Brien
Prod. Dist. Corp
Some Pun'kins
5500 feet Sept.
Chas. Ray
Chadwick
S.O. S. Perils of the Sea. .Elaine Hammerstein, .Columbia Pict. (S.R.) 5118 feet. Dec. 36
Sporting Life
6763 feet Sept. 2i
Special Cast
Universal
Stage Struck
6691 feet Nov. 28
Gloria Swanson
Paramount
Stella Dallas
10157 feet. Nov. 28
Bennett-Colman
United Artists
Tessie
5221 feet Oct. 24
McAvov-Agnew
Arrow
Thank U
5839 feet, Sept. 19
Special Cast
Fox
Unchastened Woman, TheTheda Bara
6800 feet Jan. 2
Chadwick
Under the Rouge
6500 feet.. July 2S
Tom Moore
Assoc. Exhib
Unguarded Hour, The .... Sills-Kenyon
6613 feet Dec. S
First National
Wedding Song, The
7353 feet, Nov. 28
Leatrice Joy
Prod. Dist. Corn
We Moderns
5509 feet Dec. 5
Colleen Moore
First National
Where Was I?
6630 f eet Aug. 29
Reginald Denny
Universal
When Husbands Flirt .... Dorothy Revier
5625 f eet Dec. 5
Columbia
Wild Girl
5800 feet
Louise Lorraine
Truart (S.R.)
Wyoming Wild Cat, The Tom Tyler
5156 feet Nov." 28
F. O. B
First National

Old Clothes
Metro-Goldwyn
Only Thing, The
Metro-Goldwyn
Special Cast
People vs. Nancy Preston Bowers-De La Motte .Prod. Dist. Corp
Phantom Express, The
Special Cast
Ginsberg Dist
Ridin' Streak, The
Bob Custer
Film Book. Offices
Road to Yesterday, The. .Joseph Schildkraut. .Prod. Dist. Corp
.

.

.

,

feet.

,

.

W

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

,

.

feet
Oct.
feet. .Oct.
feet . Sept.
feet. .Nov.
f eet
Dec.
feet
Sept.
feet
.

7

NOVEMBER
Feature

,

.

O'Brien-Bellamy
Robert Frazer

.

5500 feet. .Dec. 5
4506 feet. .Oct. 24
4800 feet

.

.

.

Tiffany (S. R.)
Universal
Madoc Sales

Artclass Pict
BuTalo Bill, Jr
Truart (S. R.)
Ruth Roland
Dollar Down
Fox
Everlasting Whisper, The. Tom Mix
Metro-Goldwyn
Special Cast
Exchange of Wives, An
Fox
Geo. O'Brien
Fighting Heart, The
Bronson-Hamilton .... Paramount
Golden Princess, The
F. B. O
"Lefty" Flynn
Heads Up
Madoc Sales
Gloria Grey
Heartless Husbands
Prod. Dist. Corp
Leatrice Joy
Hell's Highroad
Artclass
Pict
Wales
TheWally
Horseman,
Hurricane
Gerson Pictures
Richard Holt
In Search of a Hero
.

Reviewed

6000 feet, .July 11
6460 feet Nov. 1

First National

.

Vera Reynolds

.

Length

.

Special Cast

.

Distributed by

Compson

Harry Carey

Chaney-Shearer
Constance Bennett
Taylor-Washburn.
Blanche Sweet
Leo Maloney

,

Universal

.

Tower of Lies
Wandering Fires
Wandering Footsteps

.

.4903 feet

.

,

Warner Bros
Metro-Goldwyn
Paramount

Pride of the Force, The. .Tom Santschl
Monte Blue
Red Hot Tires
Raymond Griffith
Regular Fellow, A
Seven Keys to Baldpate. .Douglas MkcLean.
House Peters
Storm Breaker, The
Substitute Wife, The
Jan« Novak
Special Cast
Thunder Mountain

New Commandment

Make

Clarion Photoplays

8850 feet Oct. 31
6753 feet Aug. 15
6570 feet, Oct. 24

Paramount

Ralph Lewis
Calhoun-Frazer
.Ben Lyon
_Logan-Landi£

,

.

.

Clothes

Leo Maloney
Sydney Chaplin
Ramon Novarro
Hamilton-Love

Sept. 5
Sept. 12

feet.
feet
feet
feet
feet

5770 feet
6974 feet.
Seven Days
feet
6856
Leave
Shore
6424 feet
Siege
feet.
6925
Father,
A
Son of His
7000 f eet
Souls for Sables
4579
feet
Madness
Speed
5247 feet
Spook Ranch
5267 f eet
Columbia
Sterling-Revier
Steppin' Out
5906 f eet
Metro-Goldwyn
Special Cast
Sun Up
5060 feet.
Bros.
(S.R.)..
Weiss
Wales
Wally
Tearing Loose
6967 f eet
Universal
Laura La Plante
Teaser, The
feet.
.6074
Book.
Offices..
Film
Evelvn
Brent
Three Wise Crooks
4869 feet.
Fox
Buck Jones
Timber Wolf, The
6489
feet.
Paramount
The.Vidor-T.
Moore
Trouble With Wives,
Wall Street Whiz, The. .Richard Talmadge. ..Film Book. O flees.. .5452 f eet
7349 feet
First National
Stone-Mason
What Fools Men
7325 feet.
Fox
Special Cast
Wheel, The
4830 feet.
Universal
Hoxie
Jack
White Outlaw, The
7221 feet.
Paramount
Special Cast
Wild Horse Mesa
5774 feet.
Paramount
Bebe Daniels
Wild, Wild Susan
5333 feet
B. P. Schulberg
Mills-Tellegen
With This Ring

Circus Cyclone,

United Artists
Universal

Nov. 28

6278 feet. June 20
Lumas Film (S. R.) .6100 feet. Dec. 5
8464 feet Sept. 19
Universal
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)6848 feet Oct. 10
5828 feet. July 25
Metro-Goldwyn
5475 feet Oct. 31
Arrow
Film Book. Offices.. .5014 feet. Oct. 24
6923 feet.. Nov. 14
Arrow

Alice Calhoun
Lon Chaney

.

Pretty Ladies
Primrose Path, The
Ridin' the Wind
Scandal Street
Sealed Lips

Circle,

Mary Pickf ord
Kerry-Miller
Daniels-Ford

Bob Custer

of the Bravest

Other Woman's Story.
Pace That Thrills, The
Peacock Feathers

Why Women

Reriewtd

B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)

Shall

New

Once

12
12
19
26
26

June 27

.

.

24
30

Dec. 19

.

Sept.
feet. Sept.
5677 feet Sept.
4928 f eet Sept.
7311 feet. Sept.

Universal

Little

Length

Distributed by

Star

Wives
Annie Rooney

Tyler's

Lorraine of the Lions
Lovers in Quarantine

Clarke... 5500 feet.

Warner Brothers

William Russell

California Straight
Coast of Folly

&

Fox

.

Big Pal
Black Cyclone
Business of Love

Length Reviewed

Distributed by

Star

Feature

Lew

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

W

j
'

February

6

1926

,

729'

FEBRUARY

DECEMBER
Feature

Blmd

Leo Maloney
George Walsh

The

Trail,

Distributed by

Star

'

Blue Blood

Clarion Photoplays
F. B.

Assoc' Exhib
Film Book. Officai

.

Flood,

Th* .Tom Tyler
Buck Jsnes

.

.

.

.

Fox

Kotch. Metro-Goldwym
Columbia Pict
Dorothy Revier
S. O'Neill-B.

I>o«t
Fate of a

.

Chadwick

Evelyn Brent
Counsel for the Defense .Peters-Compson

Broadway Lady

Crwboy If msktteer,
D«seri't Pric», Th»

.

Flirt

The

.

The

Fox

.

.

2
5989 feet. .Jan.
7500 feet Aug. 22

Universal

Dana-Agnew
M-G-M
W. Fairbanks-Corbin Columbia Pict.

Great Love, The

.

Truart (S. R.)

Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Golden Strain, The
Goose Woman, The

Length Reviewed
4900 feet
5900 feet
5500 feet. .Dec. 12
6022 f eet Nov. 21
4504 feet Dec. 26
5709 feet. .Dec. 19
6008 feet
582S feet. .Jan. 23

.

.

R.)4865 feet
Rudolph Schildkraut. .Universal
8983 feet. .Nov.
His People
6433 feet. Jan.
Norma Shearer
M-G-M
His Secretary
Harlan-Miller
Warner Bros
6610 feet Dec.
Hogan's Alley
First National
5794 feet Jan.
Special Cast
Infatuation
Paramount
7008 feet Nov.
Thomas Meighan
Irish Luck
Mackaill-Mulhall
First National
7900 feet Dec.
Joarma
.Betty Bronson
Paramount
9221 feet. .Dec.
Kiss for Cinderella, A.
.7816 feet. .Dec.
Warner Brothers.
Lady Windermere's Fan. .Special Cast
Lodce in the Wilderness,
Tiffany (S. R.)
6500 feet
The
6702 feet Nov
Percy Marmont
Paramount
Lord Jim
Hampton-Kirkwood. Assoc. Exhib
Jan.
Lover's Island
Prod. Dist. Corp
5417 feet Nov.
Eltinge-Pennington
Madam Behave
5437
Dec.
Carey
Prod.
Dist.
Corp
feet
Harry
Red
Gulch
From
Man
5699 feet Dec.
Mae Murray
Metro-Goldwyn
Masked Bride, The
Landis-Devore
6200
feet.
.Jan.
F.
B.
Flyer,
The
Midnight
6500 feet. .Dec.
Tearle-Mills
Tiffany (S. R.)
Morals for Men
5 reels
Strongheart (dog) .... Assoc. Exhib
Jan.
North Star, The
5920 feet. .Jan.
Lumas
Eva Novak
Northern Code, The
feet
Lorraine
Truart
5800
Louise
(S.
R.)
Pals
5600 feet .Dec.
Chadwick
Larry Semon
Perfect Clown, The
Dec.
Glenn Hunter
Asso. Exhibitors
Pinch Hitter, The
7202 feet
Warner Brothers
Pleasure Buyers, The .... Irene Rich
4911
feet.
Richard Talmadge ,. F. B. O
.Jan.
Prince of Pep
5564 feet Dec
Metro-Goldwyn
Sally, Irene and Mary .... Special Cast
"Lefty" Flynn
5175 feet. .Dec.
F. B.
Smilin' at Trouble
Special Cast
M-G-M
6000 feet. Jan.
Soml Mates
7646 feet. .Dec.
Anna Q. Nilsson
First National
Splendid Road, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Artclass Pict. (S. R.) .4884 feet
Streak of Luck, A
10253 feet Dec.
Dempster-Fields
Paramount
That Royle Girl
Prod. Dist. Corp
7369 feet Jan.
Goudal-Ames
Three Paces East
Baddy Roosevelt
Artclass Pict
4527 feet
Thindering Through
Cody-Busch
Metro-Goldwyn
4557 feet. .Dec.
Time the Comedian
4800 feet. .Nov.
Pete Morrison
Universal
Triple Action
United Artists
Wm. S. Hart
7254 feet.. Nov.
Tumbleweeds
Universal
4555 feet. .Dec.
Jack Hoxie
Two Fisted Jones
Special Cast
Fox
6352 feet. .Dec.
Wages tor Wives
6515 feet. Nov.
Fox
When the Door Opened.. .Special Cast
6353 feet Dec.
Paramotmt
Woman of the World, A Pola Negri
Richard Dix
Paramount
6765 feet. .Jan.
Womanhandled

Handsome

Brute,

.

.

.

.

.

(S.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

14
2

5
16

28
26
26
19

21
23
14
5
12
9
5
16
9

26
12
2
19
19
6
12

.

19

.

2

.

20

.

The

Bashful Buccaneer,

BUck

Bird,

.

The
The

Blue Streak,
Braveheart

28
2b
16

Metro-Goldwyn
5000 feet .. Nov. 14

Rayart (S. R.)

M-G-M
O
.

Jan. 16

(S. R.)

Cowboy and the Countess,
Buck Jones
The
Windsor-Nagel
Dance Madness
Priscilla Dean
Danger Girl, The
Demon, The
Jack Hoxie
Hawley-Von Eltz
Desperate Moment
Special Cast
Enchanted Hill, The
Exquisite Sinner, The .... Hagel-Adoree
De La Motte
Fifth Avenue
Harlan-Miller
Fighting Edge, The
Special Cast
First Year, The
Flaming Waters
Gilded Butterfly, The
Golden Cocoon
f rem Montmartre
Hands Up
Hearts and Fists

.

.

Raymond

His Jazz Bride
Hoodoo Ranch, The
Husband Hunters
I

Do

Just Suppose

Lady from Hell
Giant, The
Lure of the Wild

Little

Mannequin

Man

,

Rustlin'

Money
Memory Lane

Phantom of the Forest
Oueen O'Diamonds
Reckless Lady
Roaring Rider, The

.

.

Rocking Moon
Sea Beast, The

Shadow

of the

Stop,

F. B.

.

Sweet Adeline
Thrilling Youth
Too Much Money
Traffic Cop, The
Trip to Chinatown,

.

.

.

.

Under Western Skies.
Western Pluck
What Happened to Jones
When Loves Grows Cold
Where the Worst Begins.
White Mice
Without Orders
Yankee Senor, The
.

Aactioa Block,

The

9

9

5700 feet. .Jan. 30
6200 feet .. Jan. 16
7200 feet. .Dec. 26

First National

Buddy Roosevelt

4800 feet
6500 feet

Harold Lloyd
Richard Barthelmess
Blanche Sweet
Glenn Hunter
Jane Novak
Special Cast
Bob Custer

.

First National

7 reels

Assoc. Exhib
Universal

Columbia fS. R.)
Paramount
Film Book. Offices

.

6850 feet
5684 feet
6981 feet
.

.

.4666 feet

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Jan. 30

Jan. 30
2
Jan.
Jan. 16

5800 feet

Fox
Chadwick
Lumas Film

5424 feet Jan. 30
5800 feet. .Jan. 2
5700 feet

Bowers-Lashman

Prod. Dist. Corp

4800 feet
6000 feet
6393 feet

Artclass Pictures

Warner Bros

.

.

The

Vera Reynolds

Miracle of Life, The
Talks
Morganson's Finish
My Own Pal
Night Cry, The
Night Watch, The
Palace of Pleasure

.Jan. 30-

M-G-M

Special Cast
Special Cast

Fox
Warner Bros

Rin-Tin-Tin
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Truart (S. R.)

B. Lytell-L. Rich
Louise Lorraine
Art Acord

The

Sky High Corral
Speed Limit, The

Raymond McKee

The
Tough Guy, The

Thrill Hunter,

Fox
Fox

5467 feet. .Jan. 23

Assoc. Exhib
Truart (S. R.)
Universal

6800 feet
5800 feet

Lumas Film

6000 feet

Special Cast

Columbia

Fred Thomson

F. B.

O

Chadwick

Transcontinental Limited Special Cast
Trtimpin' Trouble
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Bow-MacDonald
Two Can Play
Under Western Skies.
.Norman Kerry
.

.

6500 feet

Tiffany (S. R.)

Tom Mix

The

6117 feet. .Jan. 30

Prod. Dist. Corp
Assoc. Exhib

Busch-Marmont

(S. R.)

Artclass Pict. (S. R.) 4800 feet
Assoc. Exhib
Universal
7 reels

.

MARCH
Feature

Age

Distributed by

Stai

Truart (S. R.)
Universal

of Indiscretion

Pete Morrison

Blue Blazes

Broken Hearts

Length Reviewed
5800 feet..
5000feet..Jan.'^23

....

of Holly-

of the Flying

Warner Brothers
Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal

Harlan-Miller

U

Hoot Gibson

Coming and Going

Buffalo Bill, Jr

Forbidden Waters
Happiness
Hearts and Spangles
How to Train a Wife
Love Toy, The

Priscilla

Artclass Pictures.

Dean

Wanda Hawley
Valli-O'Brien

Lowell Sherman
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast
Syd Chaplin

Marriage
My Old Dutch
Oh, What a Nurse

Romance

.

.

.

Tangled Herds
Test of Donald Norton
Vanishing Hoofs

Why Girls Go Back Home

.

Winning the Futurity

.4800 feet

.

6200 feet

Fox
Fox

,

Universal
Warner Brothers
Assoc. Exhib
Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal
4837 feet
Artclass Pictures .... 4800 feet

Monty Banks
Rod La Rocqne

Red Dice

.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Film Book. Offices
Lumas Film
Assoc. Exhib
Warner Bros

Special Cast

Jack Hoxie
Buddy Roosevelt

George Walsh
Wally Wales
Marie Prevost

.

.

Jan. 30

Chadwick
Artclass Pictures.

.

.

.4800 feet

Warner Brothers
Chadwick (S. R.)

Special Cast

6000
6680
5786
5305
6000
5000

Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal

Pathe

Chadwick
Rayart

(S. R.)

"Lefty" Flynn

Fox

.

,

.

.

Jan. 23
Jan. 30

feet. .Dec. 26
feet. .Dec 26
feet. .Jan. 30
feet
Jan. 30
feet
feet
.

.

Jan.

23

O

Universal
Universal
Reginald Denny
Universal
Rudolph
Mrs.
ValentinoF. B. O
Ruth Roland
Truart fS. R.)
Associated Exhib
Jacquelin Logan
Leo Maloney
Clarion Photoplays.

Fox

M-G-M

'

_, Feature
Ace of Hearts
Bells,

Distributed by)

Star!

The

Border Sheriff, The
Combat, The

4207 feet
6700 feet. .Dec. 19
5800 feet. .Dec. 12
. .

4900 feet
Sreels.Jan. 16

Reviewed

Length][[

Fox
Chadwick Pictures

Special Cast
Lionel Barrymore

Jack Hoxie

.Universal
Universal
Clarion Photoplays.

House Peters
Fighting Shadows
Leo Maloney
Isle of Retribution, The.. Special Cast

.

.

4900 feet

Film Book. Offices
Warner Bros
Lumas Film (S. R.)
Universal

M. Moore-D. Devote Warner Bros

Sap, The
Silken Shackles ....
Skinner's Dress Salt
Streets of Sin
Twin Triggers

.

Warner Bros

Irene Rich

Reginald Denny

Universal

6887 feet

.

.

Dec . 2i

Fox

Buddy Roosevelt

Artclass Pict. (S. R.) 4800 feet

MAY
Feature
Bcide

of

Distributed by

Star

the Storm

Pete Morrison
Hoot Gibson
Irene Rich
Buck Jones
Gentle Cyclone, The
Hell Bent for Heaven .... Monte Blue
Honeymoon Express, The M. Moore-D. Devore.
Looking for Trouble
Jack Hoxie
Norman Kerry
Love Thief, The
Mary Philbin
Sally in our Alley

Universal
Universal

Chasing Trouble

.

.

Sign

Claw
Simpson

of the

Silent

Three Weeks

in

Reviewed

Length

Warner Bros

Costello-Harron
.

.

.Paramount

Special Cast

Tom Mix

.

.

Monte Blue

Money

Click of the Triangle T
Footloose Widow, The

Assoc. Exhib
Ooiversal

First National
F. B.

Boardman-Rar

Upstairs, The
Million Dollar Handicap,

Silent Witness,

.

M-G-M

Warner Bros
Prod. Dist. Corp
Warner Bros

Man

Ship

Dec. 12

.

The

Love

to Glory,
of Souls

.

Fox

M-G-M

Road

.

2*-

feet
.

Special Cast
Leatrice Joy

.

O

Art Acord

.

5000

5 reels
Artclass Pictures
4800 feet
F. B. O
Clarion Photoplays. .4900 feet

Jan. 23
.

Norman Kerry

.

Rayart (S. R.)
Pathe

Other Women's Husbands Blue-Prevost
Racing Blood
Rustlers Ranch
Art Acord

Truart (S. R.>
First National

F. B.
First National

West

Jack Perrin
Harry Carey

.

Artclass Picttires
Tiffany
Assoc. Exhib

Evelyn Brent
Belle Bermett
Wally Wales

Billy

M-G-M
Fox

Norma Shearer

Six Shooting

5883 feet. .Jan. 16
Jan. 23

Nilsson-Stone

A

9

Paramount
Bowers-de la Motte. Assoc. Exhib
Warner
Prevost-Moore

Mary Philbin
Larry Semon
Charles Ray

.

Norma Shearer
Special Cast

Special Cast
F. B. O
Elaine Hammerstein .Columbia (S. R.)

for

Dec.

APRIL

O

Fox
Warner Bros

Griffith

Daniels-Hamilton.
William Boyd

Maris
Look and Listen.

.

4400 feet

Light Eternal

Made

.

5000 feet

(S. R.)

Universal

Leo Maloney
Johnstown Flood, The .... Special Cast
Garbo-Cortez

Little Irish Girl,

.

Prod. Dist. Corp

Art Acord

Steel Preferred
Stella

Jan.

Rayart

6300 feet

Fox

Heavy Odds

Warner Brothers
Fox

John Barrymore
Bow-Lewis

Law

Sky High Corral
Splendid Crime

.

Metro-Goldwyn

Boardman-Nagel
J. Logan
George Walsh
Thunder (dog)

The
Broadway

.

.

Marrying
Outsider,
Prince of

.

Prod. Dist. Corp
4539 feet
Universal
Ginsberg Dist. Corp. .5781 feet. .Jan.
Paramount
6326 feet Jan.

Chadwick-Gordon
La Marr-Stone

.

6 reels

Chadwick
Warner Bros.

Ibanez Torrent
King of the Turf
Ladies of Leisure

Play Safe

Fox
Metro-Goldwjn

Special Cast
Special Cast

Girl

Thru

Maahood

F. B.

.

Universal

Fighting Cheat, The
Wally Wales
Half-Breed Hostler, The. Bob Custer

5
5

Reviewed

Length

Prod. Dist. Corp
7266 feet
Elaine Hammeritein. .Ginsberg Dist. Corp.

Checkered Flag, The

Driftin'

5000 feet

Assoc Exhib

.

Devilkin
Dixie Merchant, The
Double Fisted

Reviewed

Length

14

7931 feet. .Jan. 16
5418 feet. .Nov. 21

Universal

Reed Howes
Lon Chaney
Rich. Talmadge
Rod LaRocque

.

.

Chip

Paramount

.

.

Broadway Billy
Billy Sullivan
Broadway Boob, The
Gleim Hunter
Cohens and the KeUys,
Special Cast
The
Count of LuxembouTC .... George Walsh
Cave Man, The
Prevost-Moore
Danger Quest, The
Reed Howes
Dangers of a Great'City Special Cast
Desperate Game, The .... Pete Morrison

wood
Champion Lover, The

Distributed by

Star

Feature

Distributed by
Universal
F. B. O
Rayart (S. R.)

Star

Laura La Plante
" Bob " Custer

28

JANUARY
Special C«Bt
American Venus, The
Arizona Sweepstakes, The .Hoot Gibson
Kerry-Barrymore
Barrier, The

Feature
Beautiful Cheat, The
Beyond the Rocks

.

Warner Bros
Fox
Warner Bros
Warner Bros
Universal
Universal
Universal

Lumas Film

Thunder (dog)
Leo Maloney
Paris .... Moore-Devore

5925 feet

Clarion Photoplays (S. R.) 4900 feet

Warner Bros

6050 feet

JUNE
Star
Feature
Pete Morrison
Escape, The
Dorothy Devore
Gilded Highway, The
Hero of the Big Snows, A.Rin Tin Tin (dog)
Marie Prevost
Passionate Qtiest, The
Reginald Deimy
Rolling Home
Scrappin' Kid, The
Art Acord
Social Highwayman, The. Harlan-Miller
Chadwick-Russell
Still Alarm, The
Leo Maloney
Yellow Contraband

Distributed by

Reviewed

Length

Universal

Warner Bros
.

.

.

.Warner Bros

Warner Bros
Universal
Universal

feet. .Dec.

5

Universal
7207 feet Jan.
Clarion Photoplays (S. R.) 4900 feet

16

4664

Warner Bros

.

.

.

Motion Picture News

730
Feature

Comedy
of

Monte

1

2 reels
1 reel

Honeymoon Squabble,

Alice Ardell

F. B.

2 reels
2 reels

The
Honor System, The
Horse Laugh
Hot Cakes for Two
Hot Dog
Hot Doggie
Hot Feet

&

" Helen

Bad Man, The
Bankrupt Honeymoon, A

"Dinky Doodle".

Barnyard Follies

"Aesop Fable

"

Jimmie Adams

" Our Gang "
Better Movies
Between Meals
Relatives.
Neely
Edwards
of
Your
Beware
Edna Marian
Big City, The
Mohan-Engle
The
Big Kick,
" Aesop Fable "
Bonehead Age, The

Smith-Bennett

Trimble-Turner
Trimble-Turner
Trimble-Turner
Arthur Trimble
Chas. Puffy
" The Gumps "

.

Hump

Eddie Gordon
Captain Suds
Lloyd Hamilton
Careful Please
Caretaker's Daughter, TheCharley Chase
Neely Edwards
Charles Chase
Lige Conley

The

Charley My Boy
Cheap Skates

Cheaper

to

Move

.

2 reels

Party.. .Joe

Cleaning Uo
Closer Than a Brother
Cloudy Romance
Constant Simp, The
Control Yourself
Criss-Cross Cruise, A

Murohy

Johnny Arthur
" Aesop Fable "

1 reel
1
1

Educational
Educational

.

Pathe
Pathe

1

Universal
Universal

1

1 reel
1 reel

Fox

2 reels

F. B.

Educational
Universal

Glenn Tryon

Pathe

Fox

Wanda Wiley

Universal
Bischoff, Inc

Charles Chaplin

Dumb Friend, A
East Side, West Side

Arthur Lake

Cliff

Bowes

.

.

Pathe
Educational

Pathe
Universal

Fox
L.B.Comwell(S.R.)

Ebony Clean Op
Trimble-Turner

Educating Buster
Eighteen Carat

Edna Marian

English

Channel

Universal
Universal

Fox

"Aesop Fable"

The

Pathe

Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
2 reels .... Nov.
1 reel

Fox

Educational

1

reel

Educational

1

reel

" Cartoon"

Educational

1

reel

" Cartoon "
" Cartoon "

Educational
Educational

1
1

reel
reel

" Cartoon "

Educational

I

reel

" Cartoon "

Educational

1

reel

Educational
Educational

reel
1 reel

" Cartoon "

Educational

1 reel

" Cartoon "

Educational

1

Wets
Felix the Cat on the Farm
Felix the Cat Fans the
.

Flames
Felix the Cat Flirts with

Fate
the

.

.

Spooks
the

Cat Tries

Felix the Cat Trips

" Cartoon "
Luptno Lane

Toyland

Flamin?

Affair,

Al St. John
Special Cast

A

Sid Smith

Flying Wheels
For Sadie's Sake

Wanda Wiley

Framed

Lloyd Hamilton
Arthur Lake
Neeley Edwards
" O. Henry "

Free Ride, A
Fresh Paint
From the Cabby's Seat

From Rags to Britches.
Going Good
Gold Rush, The
Good Cheer
Good Morning Madam

Jimmie Adams

.

.

.

.

.

Bevan

.

.

.

.

.

Me

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

12

29

Men"

26

.

&

.

.

.

.

.

Nov. 21

.

.

Jan. 23

1

Educational
Educational

Jan.

30

Educational

Fox
Fox
Universal
Educational
Educational
Universal
Universal

reel
reels .... Dec.
5
reels.
.Jan. 23
reels .... Not. 7
reels .... Jan. 30
2 reels. . . .Dec. 26
.

.

2 reels
2 reels .... Jan. 30
2 reels .... Not. 28
1 reel
1 reel

Fox

The

Roomers

Afloat

Salty Sap,
Salute

Universal

2 reels

" Aesop Fable "
" Our Gang "

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

1

Educational

Dec. 19

.

2 reels

Universal
Universal
Universal

1

.

1 reel

Pathe

Fox

O

reel
reel
I reel
1 reel
2 reels

A

Scrambled Eggs
Sea Scamps
Shoes
Should Sailors Marry
Sky Hooks
Sky Jumper, The
Slippery Feet

Down

Smash Up, The
Soapsuds Lady, The

reel

2 reels.
.Jan 30
2 reels .... Oct. 17
2 reels
Oct. 31

Pathe
Pathe

.

.

.

.

" Van Bibbers "
Jack Cooper
Burns-Steadraan
Billy Dooley

Saturday Afternoon
Saving a Safe
Scandal Hunters

Slow

Wanda Wiley

F. B.

Reporter,

Run Tin Can

1

2
2
2
2

.

„

reel

2 reels

Ralph Graves
Billy Dooley
Goofy Gob, A
Mortgage,
The
Darn
Gosh
Great'Open Spaces, The. ." Aesop Fable "
Green-Eycd Monster, The Arthur Lake
Arthur Lake
Half Fare
Neeley Edwards
Happy Go Lucky
" Aesop Fable "
Haunted House, The
Special
Cast
The
Heart Breaker,
"Fat Men "
Heavy Love
.

.

.

Pathe

Billy

.

.

Fox

Flyin' Fool

reel

Universal

My
My

Thru

Fighting Dude, The
Fighting Tailor, A
Fire Away

Dec. 12

.

31
7

the

Trades

.Sept. 12

2 reels ... Jan. 23
" Aesop Fable "
Pathe
1 reel
Nov. 21
Chas. Puffy
Universal
1 reel
Alice Day
Pathe
2 reels ... Jan. 23
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
Jan. 23
Walter Hiers
Educational
2 reels
Nov. 14
Cliff Bowes
Educational
1 reel
Nov. 14
Alice Day
Pathe
Hotsy Totsy
2 reels .... Dec. 26
How the Bear Got His Short Tail
Film Book. Offices ... 1 reel
How the Elephant Got His Trunk
F. B.
1 reel
Buddy Messinger .... B'way Dist. Corp .... 2 reels
Humming Birds, The
" Aesop Fable "
Pathe
Hungry Hounds
1 reel
Ralph Graves
Hurry, Doctor
Pathe
2 reels
Cliff Bowes
Educational
In Deep
1 reel
Oct 10
Raymond McKee
Isn't Love Cuckoo
Pathe
2 reels
. Dec.
S
Neeley Edwards
Universal
1 reel
Jiminy Crickets
" Aesop's Fable "... Pathe
June Bride, A
1 reel
" Dinky Doodle "
F. B.
1 reel
Just Spooks
Cliff Bowes
Educational
Keep Trying
1 reel
Charles Puffy
Universal
Kick
Again
1 reel
" Hey Fellas "
Klynick, The
Davis Dist
2 reels
Sept. 5
Red Seal
Ko-Ko Nuts
"Cartoon"
1 reel
Sept. 5
Ko-Ko Packs 'Em In
"Cartoon"
Red Seal
1 reel
Nov 14
" Cartoon "
Red Seal
Ko-Ko Steps Out
1 reel
Jan. 23
Ko-Ko on the Run (Out-of-Inkwein
Red Seal Pict
1 reel
Oct. 3
Laughing Ladies
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels .... Dec, 5
Lame Brains
Alice Ardell
F. B.
2 reels
Lickety Split
Educational
2 reels
Lighter Than Air
"Aesop's Fables "... .Pathe
1 reel
Jan. 30
Pathe
Lion and the Monkey, The." Aesop Fables "
1 reel
Oct. 10
Little Brown Jug, The
" Aesop's Fables ".
P the
1 reel
Little Red Riding Hood
Universal
.Baby Peggy
2 reels
Live Cowards
Educational
2 reels
Pathe
Long Pants
Glenn Tryon
2 reels
Love and Kisses
Alice Day
Pathe
2 reels ... Oct. i
Love and Lions
Special Cast
Fox
2 reels
Love
Dog
Arthur Lake
Universal
1 reel
Dec. 19
Maid in Morocco
Lupino Lane
Educational
2 reels .... Oct. 17
Maizie Won't Tell
Alberta Vaughn
F. B.
2 reels
Merchant of Weenies.
.Charles Delaney
Bischoff, Inc
2 reels.
.Sept. 12
Universal
Min's Home on the Cliff Joe Murphy
2 reels
Min Walks In Her Sleep. " The Gumps "
Universal
2 reels
Misfit Sailor, A
Billy Dooley
Educational
2 reels
I
Oct.
" Krazy Kat "
Monkey Business
Winkler (S. R.)
1 reel
Moonlight and Noses
Clyde Cook
Pathe
2 reels ... Oct.
3
More Mice Than Brains " Aesop Fable "
Pathe
1 reel
Movies, The
Lloyd Hamilton
Educational
2 reels.
.Oct.
S
Muddled Up
Charles Puffy
Universal
1 reel
Educational
Stars
2 reels .... Jan. 23
Swedie
Neal Bums
Educational
2 reels
Pathe
No Father to Guide Him. Charles Chase
2 reels .... Sept. 5
Number One Society, A. ."East Side,We3t Side"Fox
Nursery Troubles
Edna Marian
Universal
2 reels .... Oct. 24
" Aesop Fable "
Nuts and Squirrels
Pathe
1 reel
Off His Beat
Walter Hiers
Educational
2 reels
Sept. 13
Officer No. 13
Universal
Eddie Gordon
1 reel
Officer of the Day
Fox
Oh Buster
Universal
Arthur Trimble
2 reels .... Not. 7
On Edge
Lige Conley
Educational
2 reels
F. B.
On the Links..
"Fat
2 reels
One Wild Night
Neely Edwards
Universal
1 reel
" Our Gang "
One Wild Ride
Pathe
2 reels
Dec. IS
Oo-La-La
Bobby Vernon
Educational
2 reels
What
Have
B.
Or
You
Alberta Vaughn
F.
2 reels
Over There-Abouts
Mack Sennett
Pathe
2 reels
Papa, Be Good!
Pathe
Glenn Tryon
2 reels. . .Dec. 5
Parisian Knight, A
Earle Foxe
Fox
2 reels. . . .Dec. 19
" East Side "
Pawnshop Politics
Fox
" Helen
Peacemakers, The
Warren " Fox
2 reels . .Not. 7
Peggy in a Pinch
"Sheiks and Shebas" Davis Dist.
2 reels
"Sheiks and Shebas" Davis Dist
2 reels
Peggry's Heroes
Oct. 10
Peggy's Pests
"Sheiks and Shebas" Davis Dist
2 reels
Peggy's Putters
"Sheiks and Shebas" Davis DisL
2 reels
Perfect Lie, The
Universal
Neely Edwards
1 reel
Pie Eyed Pie
"Krazy Kat"
Winkler (S. R.)
1 reel
Pike's Pique
Alberta Vaughn
Film Book. Offices.. 2 reels
Piping Hot
Al Alt
Universal
2 reels .... Oct. 10
Pleasure Bent
Universal
1 reel
Charles Puffy
Pleasure Bound
Lige Conley
Educational
2 reels .... Aug. 23
.'
Prep School
Universal
1 reel
Arthur Lake
Punch in the Nose, A
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels .... Oct. SI
" Felix the Cat"
Rainbow's End, The
Educational
Dec. 19
1 reel
Raisin' Trouble
Arrow
2 reels
Rainy Knight, A
Pathe
2 reels
.

Felix the Cat on the Job " Cartoon "
Felix the Cat Spots the
Felix

17

26

Kept on

Cat

Walking

1

.Dec. 26

.

.

The Cold

Rush

Edna Marian

.

21
28
21
2 reels .... Sept. 26

" Cartoon "

Business

Felix

10

28

1 reel

Felix the Cat in Blunder" Cartoon "
land
Felix the Cat in Eats Are

O

Educational
Universal

Al. St.

.

.

My

2 reels

Universal
Educational
Educational

Pathe

.

.

14

Swim,

Special Cast
Failure
Charles Puffy
Faint Heart
Jimmie
Adams
Fair But Foolish
Al St. John
Fair Warning
Into
Felix the Cat Busts

Felix the Cat in

.

.

Bowes-Marlowe ..;... Educational

Dog's Life, A
Don't Stop
Don't Butt In

2 reels
2 reels ... Nov.
1 reel
Oct.
2 reels
2 reels
Nov.
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
Oct.
2 reels
2 reels. . .Dec.
2 reels
.Oct.
2 reels.
2 reels .... Nov.
1 reel
2 reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
1 reel
3 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
Dec.
2 reels
.1 reel
2 reels .... Aug.
2 reels
2 reels
.

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe
Film Book. Offices.
Film Book. Offices.

Bischoff, Inc

.

.

Pathe

Florence Gilbert

Dog Dare

10

2 reels

Universal
Educational

Fox

Charles Chaplin
Day's Pleasure, A
Dinky Doodle at the Circus
Dinky Doodle in the Hunt

Oct.

Educational
Jan. 23
1 reel
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels .... Jan. 23
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Oct. 10
Universal
1 reel
Universal
2 reels
reel
Book.
Offices.
Film
..1
Dec. 19
Universal
2 reels
Educational
2 reels
Oct. 10
2 reels
Pathe
Universal
1 reel
Jan. 30
Pathe
2 reels
Educational
2 reels .... Dec. 12

Fox

Jack Richardson
Cured Hams
Dangerous Curves Behind. Mack Sennett
" Aesop Fable "
Day's Outing, A

reel
reel

2 reels

Pathe
Pathe

Smith-Bennett
" Hodge-Podge "
Eddie Gordon

Cupid's Victory

New York

Jan. 30

reel
reel

Sept. 5
1 reel
2 reels ... Aug. 22
Jan. 30
1 reel
Nov. 7
2 reels

Pathe

Special Cast
Alberta Vaughn

Crowning the Count
Cuckoo Love
Cupid a La Carte

Elsie in

Dec. 19
Dec. 12

2 reels
2 reels

Educational
Universal
Universal
.F. B.

"Helen and Warren" .Fox

Donkey

Chester's

.

(S. R.)
(S. R.)

Fox

Be Careful
Be Careful Dearie

Cat's Whiskers,

O

Winkler
Winkler
Warren "..Fox

Special Cast
Charles Puffy
Charles Puffy

We Come

F. B.

Bischoff, Inc

Nature
Badly Broke

Camel's

Alice Ardell

Pathe

to

Buster's Nose Dive
the Sea
California Here

Fox

Universal

AH Abroad

Brainstorm, The
Brotherly Love
Buster Be Good
Buster's Bust Up
Buster's Nightmare

Perry-Cooley
Special Cast

Your Hat

reel
reels.
reels
reels.
reels
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
1

2
2
2
2

Pathe

Sinclair

"Aesop Fable"

reel

Pathe

Hold
Hold
Hold
Hold

Everything
Tight

2 reels
2 reels .... Jan. 30

Fox

Johnny

Everybody

Length Reviewed

Universal
Universal

Holly wouldn't

Neely Edwards

Bachelor's Babies

By

Reviewed

Leneth

Distributed by

Cristo

Air Cooled
Alice Blues
Alice Plays Cuoid
Alice the Jail Bird

Back

Wanda Wiley

John
Honeymoon Hotel, The... Neeley Edwards

Absentminded
Account

Al Alt

Her Lucky Leap
Hero Wins, The

" Aesop Fable "
Perry-Cooley
His Own Lawyer
His Wooden Wedding .... Charlie Chase

Releases

Star

Feature

Distributed by

Star

Helpful Al

1

t)oc.

5

Oct. 24

A

Social Triangle,
Soft Pedal
Solid Ivory

.

.

.

Alice Ardell

F. B.

Al Alt
Special Cast

Big Boy

2 reels .... Oct.
2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
3 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
Oct.
2 reels
2 reels
Ang.
2 reels. . . .Not.
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels .... Oct.
1 reel
Wot.
2 reels
2 reels .... Not.

Bischoff (S. R.)

Harry Langdon
Jimmy Aubrey

.

.

Pathe
Universal
Educational
Educational

Special Cast
Clyde Cook

Fox

Earle Foxe

Fox

Bobby Vernon
Cliff Bowes
" The Gumps "

Educational
Educational
Universal

Pathe
Educational

Alice

Day

" O. Henry "
Charles Parrott

Mohan-Eagle
So Long Bill
Billy West
Somewhere in Somewhere Special Cast
So's Your Old Man
Alberta Vaughn
Speedy Marriage, The
Wanda WUey
Spooky Spooks
Spot Light
Starvation Blues
Stranded
Strong for LoTe

Fox

Educational
Educational
Fihn Book. Offices

Lige Conley

Pathe

II

17

JO

U

SI

38
38

Fox
Pathe
Pathe
Arrow
Pathe
Film. Book. Offices
Universal
Bischoff (S. R.)
Educational

Clyde Cook
Edna Marian

Pathe

Special Cast

Fox

Universal

1 reel
1

.

.

Oct

reel

2 reels
2 reels.

.

.

2 reels
2 reels

W

.S«ll.M
Not.

U

.Sept IS
reels.
reels
Oct. SI
reels
Dec.
reels .... S«pt. 5
2 reels
2
2
2
2

.

.

W

•

February

6

1926

,

Bowes-Marlowe

Distributed by
Educational

Special Cast
Alice Day

Pathe

Star

Feature

Sweet and Pretty
Sweet Marie
Sweet Pickle, A

'.

.

.

,

"Fat

Ralph Graves
Eddie Gordon

Flies

B'way Dist. Corj
Pathe

3 reels
1 reel
Jan.
1 reel
Jan.
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels ... Sept.
2 reels .... Aug.
Oct.
2 reels
1 reel
Sept.
2 reels .... Oct.
1 reel
Nov.
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels .... A»i.
.Dec.
2 reels.
Oct.
1 reel

'Helen and Warren". Fox
Too Many Relations
F. B.
"Fat Men"
Three Wise Goofs
Too Much Mother-in-Law Constance Darling .... Universal
Educational
Arthur
The
Johnny
Tourist,
Paths
Universal
Universal

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

Clyde Cook
Wandering Papas
Bobby Vernon
Watch Out
Walter Hiers
Weak But Willing
Westward Ho
Chas. Puffy
What's the World Comine
Clyde Cook
To

What's Up
Whispering Whispers

Cliff

Parrott-Ralston

Who's Which
Wide Open Faces.

Cliff
.

.

Window Dunmiy, The

A

Woman

of Letters, A.
(or the Rest.
Wrestler, The
Yoi, Yes, Babette

Working

Own Back

Tonr

.

Pathe
Educational

Pathe
Pathe

Bowes

Yard

.

2 reels
Jan.
1 reel
Dec.
2 reels .... Jan.
1 reel
1 reel
Oct.
2 reels ... Jan.
Nov.
1 reel
Doc.
2 reels
Oct.
2 reels

Educational

Ralph Graves
Pathe
"Aesop Fable"
Pathe
Pathe
Ralph Graves
Wanda Wiley
UniverwU
" Helen and Warren "Fox
Bischoff (S. R.)
Johnny Sinclair
Earle Foxe
Fox
Educational
Bobby Vernon
" Our Gang "
Pathe

.

Wildcats of Paris ....

Wiunin J Pair,

Educational
Educational
Universal

Bowes

Whistling Lions

.

Fox

Transients in Arcadia .... Special Cast
"Aesop Fable "
Ugly Duckling, The
£^na Marian
Uncle Tom's Gal
The
Arthur
Lake
Understudy,
Charles Chase
Uneasy Three, The
Finlayson
Unfriendly Enemies
Jas.

Oct.

Nov. 21
2 reels
2 reels .... Oct. 21
2 reels

Universal

"Aesop's Fables "... .Pathe
Universal
Charles Puffy
Lupino Lane
Educational

Tight Cargo

Aug. 29
34

2 reels
2 reels

F. B.

Feature
of

Spades

All Astride Sportlight)
All for a Girl
All

Up

Tied

William

(Serial)

Wool
Amazing Mazie

All

Amundsen Polar
Angelus, The

Flight,

Desmond

.

.

.

2 reels
2 reels

&

Uprising Generation (Sportlight)

Walloping Wonders (Sportlight)
Price Touchdown (Sportlight)
Whirlpool, The (Variety)

1

15
31

2*
2

Pathe
Pathe

Baby Be Good
Bar-G Mystery
'Barrier

Length

Parrott-Ralston
" Our Gang "
" Juvenile "

10
23
21
19
24

(Serial)

Busters (Sportlight)

Soandary Line, The (Mustang Series)
'Breakin' Loose (Mustang Series)
Call of Hazard, The (Fred Humes)
Clever Feet (Sportlight)
Colorful Fashions From Paris (Novelty)
Crook Buster, The (Mustang)
Cuba Steps Out (Variety)
"Egypt Today
Fight Within, The
George Larkin
:Film Facts Series No. 1)

Flame Fighter, The (Serial) Herbert Rawlinson.
'Flaming West, The ^Mustang Series)

Educational
Pathe
Pathe
Universal
Universal
Universal

2
2

Pathe

1

Educational
Universal

1

2

2

Universal
Red Seal Pict
.Rayart
Universal

Pathe
F. B.

Red

The
Gold Trap, The (Mustang Series)
Green Archer, The (Serial) Ray-Miller
Grinning Fists (Fred Humes)
Hearts of the West
Edmund Cobb

1

1

Flirting With Death
(Giraffe's Long Neck,

2
1

Seal Pict

O

10
lo episodes. .Dec. 5
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels .... Jan. 30
P. Co.
2 reels
.

His Pal
In a China Shoj) (Variety)

Fox

1

Short Films Syn

2

of

Corbett-Holmes

Piperock

M.

(S. R.)
I

Remember

Iron Trail Around (Variety)
Just Cowboys (Mustang Series)

Knickknacks
Life's

of

Knowledge (Hodge Podge)

Greatest Thrills

Magic Hour, The
Magical Movies (Hodge Podge)
Man With a Scar, The (Fred Humes)
Marionettes (Hope Hampton)
Marvels of Motion (Series)
Montana of the Range
Josie Sedgwick
Mother Goose's Movies (Hodge Podge)
My Bonnie (Ko-Ko Series)

My Own

Carolina (Variety)
Outings For All (Sportlight)
Modes in Color

Parisian

Wild

Perils of the

(Serial)

Fox
Universal
Educational
Universal
Cranfield & Clark
Educational
Universal
Educational
Red Seal Pict.
Universal
Educational
Red Seal Pict

Fox

(

Shakespeare (Gems

of the

Screen)

1

2
1

2
1

1

2
1
1

2
1
1

1

Pathe

1

Educational
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal

1

Queen of the Hills
Josie Sedgwick
The (Mustang Series)
Range Law Mustang Series)
Rider of the Pass (Mustang Series)
River Nile, The (Variety)
Fox
Road From Latigo, The (Mustang Series)
Universal
Runaway Taxi, A (Stereoscopik)
Pathe
Rustlers of Boulder CaDyon,The(Mustang Series) Universal
Rnstlin' Kid, The (Mustang Series)
Universal
Scarlet Streak, The (Serial) Jack Daugherty .... Universal
Raid,

Red Seal

24

reel
Sept. 12
reels .... Oct. 31
reels .... Dec.
5
reels
reel
reel
reels
reel.
reel
reels
reel
Jan. 30

reel
2 reels .... Oct.

Pathe

reel
reels
reel
reels ....
reel
reels ....
reel
reel
reels ....
reel
reel
reels
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

Sept. 26

Dec. 26
Oct.

10
Nov. 14
Sept. 26
Dec. 19

.

Pathe

.

2 reels
10 episodes

Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
Special Cast
Inde. Films
5000 f eet Jan. 16
Gilda Gray
Paramount
Special Cast
M-G-M
Amateur Gentleman, The Richard Barthelmess. First National
Apache Princess
Wilson-Gerber
Davis Dist.-Vital
Ancient Mariner, The .... Special Cast
Fox
5548 feet Jan. 3*
Aristocrat, The
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.t
Atlantis
First National
Back Slapper, The
Special Cast
M-G-M
Bad Habits
Special Cast
Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Barriers of Fire
Monte Blue
Warner Bros
Special Cast
Bat The
United Artists
Battling Butler
Buster Keaton
M-G-M
.

Seas

.

Beverly of Graustark
Big Parade, The
Black Pirate, The
Blind Goddess, The
Bluebird's Seven Wives
Border, Intrigue

Bom

.

Paramount

Ben Hur

M-G-M

Special Cast
Pola Negri
W. Berry-Hatton
Special Cast
.Special Cast
Special Cast
Marion Davies

John Gilbert
Do«fl«» Fairbanks.

Paramount
Paramount

M-G-M
M-G-M
M-G-M
M-G-M

.

.

Lyon- Wilson-Sweet
Frank! yn Farnum
Special Cast

Tom

to Battle

1200* feet. Jan. 16

Metro-Goldwyn

12550 feet Nov. 2»
.

.United Artists

.

Paramount

Special Cast

Women

Border

.

.

.

.

.

.

Tyler

.

7774 feet Jan.
5 reel*. .June
Phil Goldstone (S.R.)5000 feet
F. B. O
First National
Inde. Pict. (S. R.)

Borrowed Plumes
Broken Homes
Brooding Eyes

Daw-Welch

Arrow

Lake-Glass
Lionel Barrymore

Astor Dist

Brown

Jack Pickford

Metro-Goldwyn

Jan. 30
5
5

of

Harvard

Call in the Night, A
Charity Ball, The
Maker's
Cigarette

Ginsberg Dis.

.

.

.

.

.

9
6

Corp.

Truart (S. R.)

Metro-Goldwyn
Ro-

mance, The
Circus,

The

College Widow,
Coney Island

The

United Artists

Syd Chaplin

Arrow
Warner Brothers

Courage of Captain PlumbSpecial Cast
Crashing Through
Jack Perrin
Bob Reeves
Cyclone Bob
Special Cast
Cvrano de Bergerac

Daybreak
Dancer of Paris, The
Danger Line, The
Dangers of a Great City
Dark Horse, The
Daughter of th e Sioux, A

Aug. 29

2 reels

Nov. 28

2 reels .... Oct. 17
1 reel
Oct.
3
2 reels .... Nov. 21

2 reels
10 episodes
1 reel

Pathe

1

Universal
Red Seal

Sky Skidder, The
Sky Tribe, The (Variety)
Songs of Ireland (Music Film)
Starting an Argument (Sportlight)

Bischoff

2 reels
Oct. 24
2 reels
Sept. 26
10 episodes

Fox

1

reel

feet

Atlas Dist. (S.R.)... 9500 feet. July 18
.

Fox
First National
Astor Dist. (S R.)

Fox
Harry Carey
Wilson-Gerber

Prod. Dist. Corp
Davis Dist.-Vital .... 5 reeto

Dead Command, The

Special Cast

M-G-M

Defend Yourself

Dorothy Drew

Dependable Films

5000 feet

.

.

Jan.

9

Demon

Ken Maynard

Davis Dist.-Vital .... 5 000 feet

.

.

Aug.

2

Holt-Dove
Stone-Bedford
Buck Jones

Paramount

Fox

.Dec

19

Rex

Pathe

Rider,

.

.

The

Desert Gold
Desert Healer
Deserts' Price,

The

Detour
Devil Horse, The
Dice Woman, The

Dean

5709

F. B.

. ,

Oct. 24

(eet.

O

Warner
650O feet

Tiffany (S. R.)
Priscilla
.

.

.

Bonner

Constance Talmadge

Davis Dist.-Vital
.

.First National

B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)

Dorothy Revier

Columbia
H. F. Jans

(S. R.)

Leatrice Joy

Prod. Dist.

Corp

Sweet-Mulhall

First National

5508 feet

.

.

Jan. 30

Astor Dist

New

York.

..

.Special Cast

Horseman, The
.

.

.

.

Fighting Smile, The
Fighting Thorobreds

Bill Cody
Billy Sullivan

Fine Manners

Gloria Swanson
Special Cast
Marilyn Mills
Al Wilson

Flames
Fleet Foot

Thru

Flying Fool, The
Forest of Destiny,
Forever After

Dick Jones

The

For Heaven's Sake
Fort Frayne
Four Stragglers, The
Fresh Paint
Friends

M-G-M
Lee-Bradford (S.R.)

Fighting Buckaroo, The .Buck Jones
Fighter's Paradise, The Rex Baker
Fighting Courage
Ken Maynard
Fighting Heart, The
Frank Merrill

Frisco Sal

.

Prod. Dist. Corp

Mrs. Valentino
John Barrymore

Far Cry, The

Flyin'

.

First National

(horse)

I>riscilla

Man

Fast Life in

.

the

East of the Setting Sun
Eden's Fruit
of

.

Prod. Dist. Corp

Do Clothes Make
Woman?
Don Juan
Dumb Head
Earth Woman, The

Fifth

Jan. 30

Davis Dist.-Vital

Ambassador Pict. (S.R.) 5000
Anchor Film Dist

Special Cast
Special Cast

False Pride
3

M-G-M

Special Cast

Ermine and Rhinestone
Eve's Leaves

Oct.

M-G-M

Special Cast
Charles Chaplin

Cleaner Flame, The

Enemy

.1 reel

1

reel
reel

Feature

of the South
Altars of Desire

.

1

1

Accused

Aloma

Dec.

Shooting at Time (Sportlight)
Shootin' Wild (Mustang Series)
Silvery Art

Pathe
Pathe

1

2 reels.
.Sent. 12
10 episodes. Sept. 12

Coming- Attractions

Sept.

10 episodes
2 reels
2 reels .... Oct. 10
2 reels ... Nov. 23

reel
reel
reel

1 reel

(S. R.)

1

Universal

1 reel

Educational

reel

10 episodes
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
Sept. 26

Universal
Universal
Universal
Chesterfield

Hero

Jan. 30

3 reels .... Oct.

1

^Flashes of the Past

reel

2 reels

Fox
Fox

.

1 reel
Oct. 31
2 reels .... Oct. 24
3 reels .... Nov. 21

1

1 reel

.

3

Reviewed

1 reel

.

1 reel

Winged Rider, The
Edmund Cobb
Pathe
Winking Idol, The (Serial)Desmond-Sedgwick .Universal

23
12
30

.2 reels

1

.

.

2*
19

Clarke

Seal Pict

.

21

10 episodesOct. 24
1 reel
Jan. 30
2 reels
.

3

1 reel
.Nov. 21
2 reels.
.Dec. 19
2 reels .... Sept. 12
1 reel

Fox
Fox
Fox

White Paper (Variety)
With Pencil, Brush and Chisel (Variety)
Wild Beasts of Borneo
Wild West (Serial) Ferguson-Mulhall

Oct.

reel

2 reels.

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

What
:.

1

Universal
Universal
Universal
F. B. O

Series)

Reviewed

Length

Fox

Too Many Bucks (Mustang
Top Hand (Edmund Cobb)
Tricked (Mustang Series)
Uncle Tom's Cabin

Beauty
Because I Love You
Behind The Front
Behind the Screen
Bellamy the Magnificent.

(S. R.)

Are Parents Pickles?
At Home

1 reel

Beau Geste

Pathe

Red

Pathe

(Sportlight)
Toiling for Rest (Variety)

.

Buddy Messinger .... B'way Dist. Co
Film Book. Offices.
"Fat Men"
Mohan-Engle
Pathe
F. B.
Alberta Vaughn
The
Pathe
Cranfield

2 reels

Then and Now

2.'»

Oct. 31
.Aug. 29
Dec. 1*
Oct.
3

2 reels

2 reels.

Distributed by
.... Universal

Animated Hair Cartoons (Series)

Taking Chances (Mustang Series)

Distributed by
Educational
Universal

The (Hodge Podge)

30

Short Subjects
Aco

Feature
Story Teller,

reel
2 reels
1

Pathe

Harry Langdon

Reviewed

Length

Foi

Men"

Tailoring

Take Your Time
Taxi War, A
Tea for Love
There He Goes
Three Blind Mice

Time

731

Fox
5000 feet
Davis Dist.-Vital .... 5 reels
July 11
Bud Barsky Prod.
5000 feet
(S. R.)
Inde. Pict. Corp.(S.R.) 4630 feet
Rayart (S. R.)
5000 feet
Phil Goldstone

.

Paramount
Davis Dist.- ViUI
Davis Dist.-Vital
Sunset Prod. (S.R.)
Gotham Prod. (S.R.)
First National

Rayinond

Paramount

Special Cast
Special Cast

.

M-G-M

Corinne Griffith
Harold Lloyd
Ben Wilson
Special Cast
Griffith

.

Hot.

7

Paramount
Davis Dist

M-G-M
Vitagraph

M-G-M

5000 (eet. .An(. 29

Motion Picture News

732
Feature
Galloping Dude, The
Gambling Chaplain, The

Garden

of Allah,

B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Inde.Pict. Corp.(S.R.) 4700 fe«t

.

Franklyn Farnnm
Special Cast
M-G-M
N. Talmadge-R. ColUnited Artists
man
M-G-M
Special Cast

.

The

Eden, The
Glorifying the American Girl
Gold Hunters, The
Davfd Butler
Special Cast
Goose Man, The
Greatest Show on Earth
Great Jewel Robberj
Herbert Rawlinson

Garden

of

Grey Vulture, The

Ken Maynard

Grif ters, The
Gulliver's Travels

Special Cast

Special Cast
Special Cast
Margaret Livingston
Special Cast
Special Cast

Heir's Apparent
Hell's Four Hundred
Her B\g Adventure

His Woman
Horses and Women

Human

.

.

4800 feet

.

.

.

9

Jan.

Sept. 2i

First National

Sandy

Fox

Savage, The

4800 feet
.

.

.

1 6

Jan.

M-G-M
Truart (S. R.)

:

M-G-M
M-G-M

Olmstead-Arthur

;

M. Moore-Devore .... Warner Bros
M-G-M
Speci* Cast
Junes

Eddie Cantor

Paramount

KiKi

Norma Talmadge

The
La Boheme

Marilyn Mills

First National
Davis Dist.-Vital

The

.

.

Lawful Cheater, The
Lawless Love

Gish-Gilbert
Special Cast
Special Cast

Metro-Goldwyn
Paramount

Bow-McKee

or Loyalty

Lena Rivers
Leave It to Me
Les Miserables
Let's Get Married

B. P. Scbnlberg
Davi- Di°t.-Vital
Davis Dist. Div

Silver Treasure,

4946
4800

feet.
6521 feet

Arrow

*

feet. .Jan.

.Not. 14

Warner Bros
Universal

Paramount

Richard Dii

Woman
Ken Maynard

Little Bit of Broadway
Little Firebrand, The
Lodge in the Wilderness

Ray-Starke
Edith Thornton

Metro-Goldwyn
Arrow Pictures

Long Odds
Loyalties

Marilyn Mills
Special Cast

Lovey Mary

Bessie Love

M-G-M

Lover's Oath, A
Lunatic at Large,

Ramon Novarro

Astor (S. R.)
5800 feet. .Oct. 17
First National
Ivan Abramson (S.R.)7 reelt .... May 2

Trnart (S. R.)

Tiffany (S. R.)

Lightning Jack
Lightning Passes, The
Lights of Moiave, The

The

.

Jack Perrin
Al Ferguson

Davis Dist. DiT

Fox

and the Mement
Four Square
Buck Jones
With a Thousand

Faces

Metro-Goldwyn
Fox

Mare Nostram

.

.

Memories

Men

of Steel
Message to Garcia,

A

.

.

.

Novarro

M-G-M

Milton

Sillg

Firet National

M-G-M
Fox

Columbia Pict.
Truart

'

Special Cast
Mary Pickf ord
Special Cast
Ralph Ince
Nilsson-Frazer

M-G-M

Aileen Percy
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast
Odette Taylor

Arrow Film Corp

.

.

United Artists

Paramount
Ralph Ince Prod
First National

Fox
Fox

M-G-M

Rome

Mile Modiste

"

Ambassador
Fox
Ufa

H. B. Warner

Prod. Dist. Corp

Special Cast
Special Cast

Arrow

The

.

Paramount

Mr. Battling Butler
My Lady of Whims
My Neighbor's Wife
Mystery Club, The

Bud Barsky

Special Cast
Busttr Keaton

M-G-M
M-G-M

Clara

Bow

Herbert Rawlinson
Matt Moore

Mysterious Island
Mystery Lady, The

Special Cast
Special Cast

Nervous Wreck, The
Nine and 3-5 Seconds
Nocturne
North of Nome
Old Ironsides
Old Soak, The
On With the Show
;

.

.

.

.

.

.

(S.R.)

.

Arrow
Davis Dist.-Vital

.

7 reels .... Jan. 30
.5000 feet
".

.

.

6089 feet. .Jan. 23

M-G-M
M-G-M

Lowell-Rassell
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Palace of Pleasure
Paris
Paris at Midnight
Partners Again
Passionate Youth

Special Cast

Sidney-Carr
Special Cast

Peggy Takes a Chance
Peggy O'Day
Peggy in Chinatown
Peggy O'Day
Peggy O'Day
Peggy In Danger
Peggy From HeadqnartersPeggy O'Day
Peggy on the Job
Peggy O'Day
Peggy of the Secret ServicePeggy O'Day
Peggy Scores a Victory
Peggy O'Day
Peggy Under Orders
Peggy O'Day
Special Cast
Flames
Special Cast
Poker Faces
Poor Girl's Romance, A Special Cast
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Assoc. Exhib

Chadwick
Rayart

6000 feet
7 reels .... Jan. 30

Paramount
United Artists
Davis Dist.-Vital

6500 feet

Tiffany (S. R.)
Ginsberg (S. R.)

!

M-G-M

n

Davis Dist- Vital
Prod. Dist. Corp
Davis Dis.-Vitael

I
i

Dependable Films.

.4900 feet. .Jan.

.

Truart
Davis'Disi. Vital

5481 feet. .Sept, 1»

Davis Dist.-Vital

M-G-M
Fox

M-G-M

Davis Dist.-Vital

5000 feet. .Dec. !•

O

Tough Guy, The
Trailing Shadows

Fred Thomson

F. B.

Edmond Lowe

Travelin' Fast

Jack Perrin

Fox Film
Ambassador

Pict.

5000 feet
6500 feet
Sept. 15
5 reels
7C00 feet.. Dec.

Tifiany (S.R.)
Davis Dist. Div
C. C. Griffin Prod
First National

Universal
Lowell Prod

M-G-M
M-G-M
Prod. Dist. Corp
United Artists
Truart (S. R.)
Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist- Vital

M-G-M

!

6895 f eet

Vitagraph
P. D. C

Ambassador

Jack Perrin

Vanishing American, The .Dix- Wilson
Vengeance of Durand, The Irene Rich
Viennese Medley
Special Cast
Volcano, The
Bebe Daniels
Volga Boatman, The
Elinor Fair
Wanderer, The.
William Collier,
Warrior Gap
Wilson-Gerber
Way of an Eagle, The
Special Cast

Wedding March, The

5491 feet

7 reels

5000 feet
10063 feet. Not.

Paramount
Prod. Dist. Corp
Jr..

.

.Paramount
Davis Dist

8173 feet. .Sept. 12
4900 feet. .Aug. 22

M-G-M

M-G-M

Special Cast

Ginsberg Dist. Corp.

Mcnte Blue

P. D. C
Warner Brothers

Marilyn Mills
Special Cast

M-G-M

Wide Open

Dick Jones

Wild Oats Lane

Dana-Agnew

I*rod. Dist.

Wife, The

Special Cast

M-G-M

Wives at Auction
Special Cast
Wives of the Prophet
Special Cast
Wives for Rent
ValU-O'Malley
Wolf Hunters, The
Special Cast
Woman Who Did Not Care
Women and Wives
World of Promise, The
World's Illusion, The
Worst Man of the Troop .Wilson-Gerber
Worst Woman, The
Special Cast
.

Coat,

The

Universal

Yellow Fingers
Yoke, The

Film Book. Offices

You Too

7

First National

White Chief, The
White Fury
White Heat

Wrong

Not. 3S

Plot.

Paramount
Warner Bros

Special Cast

Winner, The
Charles Ray
Winning of Barbara Worth
With Kit Carson Over the
Great Divide
Special Cast
6 reels. ..JtHy 11

.

.

Paramotmt
Metro-Goldwyn
Fox

Will People Say
Price Glory

Whispering Canyon
Whispering South

II

[

Fox

Special Cast

One
5600 feet. .Nov. 12

Paramount
Fox
Charles Ray-E.Boardman Metro-Goldwyn

Padlocked

.

Metro-Goldwyn
Chadwick Pict

.

When We Were Twenty-

Paramoant

Open Book
Ordeal, The

Sept 12

Fox

Ten to Midnight
Texan's Oath, The
Ken Maynard
That Old Gang of Mine...Maclyn Arbnckle
Thoroughbred
George O'Brien
Special Cast
Thoroughbred, The
Three Pals
Marilyn Mills
Timber Wolves
Ken Maynard
Toilers of the Sea
Special Cast
Tony Runs Wild
Tom Mix

What
What

Universal

Prod. Dist. Corp
Charies W. Paddock. A. G. Sten, Inc
Special Cast
M-G-M
.Special Cast
Arrow

Jean Hersholt

Pict. (S.R.) 5000 feet

(S. R.)

First National
First National

Gene Corrado

6200 feet
5750 feet. .Dec. 26
55G9 feet

Special Cast

Peggy Hopkins Joyce
Sky Rocket The
George Walsh
Smith of Cornell
Mary Carr
Somebody's Mother
Song and Dance Man, TheTom Moore
Rudolph Valentino
Sons of the Sheik
Starlight Ranch
Wilson-Gerber

Unknown Soldier, The
Up and At 'Em

M-G-M

Corinne.Grifflth

Modern Musketeer, A
Monte Carlo

Clarke

B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Prod. Dist. Corj

Jack Perrin

(S. R.)

First National

Moana

&

Ufa
Arrow

Jane Novak

Travis Coop, The
Tricks
Marilyn Mills
True North, The
Special Cast
Twentieth Century, Unlimited Special Cast
Unknown Lover, The
Elsie Ferguson

(S.'R.)

(S. R.)

Ginsberg Dist.

Doris Kenyon
Special Cast
Colleen Moore

Mismates
Miss 318
Miss Nobody

^.

Cranfield
(S.R.)

.

Paramount
Assoc. Exhib

.

Million Dollar Doll..'
Millionaire Policemen .... Special Cast

5800 feet

First National

Tonio, Son of the Sierras .Wilson-Gerber

M-G-M

.Special Cast

Midnight Flames
Midnight Specie
Miss Brewster' Millions Bebe Daniels

!

Chadwick

(S. R.)

Ramon

7500 feet. .Dec.

;

Universal

Fox

Married Cheats

3

Vitagraph
Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Universal

Ben Lyon

.Stewart

.

.

Tongo

M-G-M
M-G-M

Special Cast
Soecial Cast

.

.

5007 feet.. Dec. 12
6500 feet

Tiffany ^S. R.)

.... Leon Errol
Special Cast

Lying Wives

Man
Man
Kan

.

,

.

Jan.

Metro-Goldwyn

Strange Bedfellows
Sunshine of Paradise Alley Special Cast
Tale of a Vanishing People
Taxi Mystery, The
Roberts-Agnew
Special Cast
Temptress, The
Tentacles of the North
Special Cast

6500 feet
6b00 feet
Ambassador Pict. (S.R.) 5000 feet
Fleming Prod. (S. R.)
Davit Dist.-Vital

Life of a
Lightnin'

Mosque

Siberia
Siegfried
Silence
Silver Lanterns

M-G-M

Al Ferguson
Lawson Harris
Special Cast
Special Cast

the

Shipwrecked
Shootin' Square

5500 feet

C. B. C. (S. R.)

*

of the Harem,
of Leisure

of

of the Mosque.
Share and Share Alike.
Shenandoah

Kid Boots
Killer,

Rooms

Shadow

First National

Justice of the Far North

The

Sea Horses
Sea Wolf, The
Second Chance, The
Self Defense
Seventh Heaven
Seward's Folly

M-G-M

M-G-M

Jason

Davis Dist.-Vital

Truart (S.R.)

Scarlet Letter,

Shadow

Special Cast
Colleen Moore
Special Cast

Carabine
Irene

.

•

Fox

Separate
'

.

Nov. 28

First National

Scraps

7 reels

.

.

Wives

Salvage

.;

.Nov. 14

feet.

Emil Jarmings
First National
First National
Johimy Hines
Pringle-Love
M-G-M
William Desmond .... Universal

Rainbow Riley
Reason Why, The
Red Clay
Red Kimona, The

M-G-M
Kerman (S.' R.)
Whitman Bennett.

Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

The

Law

.

Millionaires,

In His Arms
In Praise of

Lady
Lady

.

B. P. Schulberg

The
Hurricane, The
I Can Do It
I'll Tell the World
Mill,

Inevitable

7

RcTiawe4

Length
.

Davis Dist.-Vital

Not.

M-G-M

Ken Maynard

Dependable (S. R.) .5000
Metro-Goldwyn

Sailors'

.

.

Universal

Haunted Range, The
Haven, The

Dorothy Drew

Astor Dist. (S. R.)

Paramount
Dependable Filmi
Davis Dist.-Vital
Warner Bros

Hairpin Duchess, The .... Special Cast
Special Cast
Harem Girl, The

Pursued

Mrs. Wallace Reid
Siecial Cast
Return of a Soldier
Road That Led Home, The
Special Cast
Rogue's Riches
Reginald Denny
Rolling Home
Romance of an Actress
Josie Sedgwick
Ropin' Venus, The
Special Cast
Rust
Rustling for Cupid

6500 feet

M-G-M
.

Distributed by
Prod. Dist. Corp

Quo Vadis

Paramount

.

Star
Anita Stewart

Quality Street

Davis Dist.- Vital

.

Feature
Prince of Pilsen

Reviewed

Length

Distributed by

Star

iFnvolity

^

Davis Dist.-Vital
Stmset Prod. (S. R.)
Corp

Chadwick (S. R.)
Principal Pict. (S.R.)
Sunset Prod. (S. R.)
Astor Dist. (S.R.)

Lee-Bradford (S.R.) 6600 feet
.

.

.

Jan.

Universal

Davis Dist Div

Gotham

(S. R.)

Metro-Goldwyn
Fox
Metro-Goldwyn
Davis Dist. Div
B. P. Schulberg

(S. R.)

Tiffany (S.R.)

Special Cast
Special Cast

(S. R.)

6500 feet

Fox
Warner Brothers

•

M-G-M

Williams

Press, Inc.

NEW YORK

ALBANr

—

!

OM^

WITH

PICTURES

MARYWritten
CARR
and

Directed by

OSCAR APFEL

mi^^

Rothacher- Alter

Laboratories.

Hollywood.

Calif.

Kane presents
"The Reckless Lady" by Sir
Mr. Robert

Philip Gibbs,
Sada Cowan. A
Prod u ction with
Ben Lyon, Lois
Sherman, James
Charles Murray.

adapted by
Howard Higgin

Robert M. Haas.

Photographed by

B el le B ennett,
Moran, Lowell
Kirkwood and

Art director,

Ernest Haller. Edited by Paul F. Maschke.

A

National Picture.
Rothacker Prints and Service.
First

Lois

Moran

and
Ben Lyon
in

"The Reckless Lady"

r

Look Better —

Wear Longer!

Founded 1910
by

Wattcrion R. Rothaoker

February 13, 1926

AV./

r. S.

I'alfitl

Office

Knyawi:-

. ^, -.',. Vi^.J^T-^.t^.^'ig'-;

PRICE, 20 CENTS
Albany

Los Angeles

ew York

Chicago

1

pbytocapad
STRAND-EMPIRE THEATRES
W.

p.

CUFF ENTERPRISES

CHILLICOTHE, MISSOURI

December 21 1925.

The Rotert "ortcn Organ Conpany,
1550 Broadway,
New York City, N. Y.

Gentlenen;The Style 49 Pit Unit Organ which
ne purchased some two years ago, we cc
a wonderiVl addition to o-ur musical prog
The instrument has caused us no
whatever and heing located where we ca
have the attention of an experienced Oi
Mechanic for repairs and timing, we ff/
that in a very short time, with just a llttl©
experimenting, that we were able ou^^jvee,
lu^Hve
:oSRio
to keep the organ in first class coflRlon.
We feel confident in saying <|
<^the
average Exhibitor who wishes to play to
capacit y, that this is the best nnislcal inetn>ment the smaller town theatre could possible
have.

Tours truly,

STRAKD

•cv

TKEATEffl

*

PIT PIPE ORGAN

'

'

or-

^.

enables the ^^er-age Exhibitot to g'lVe thz
highest type performance at minimum cost.

Does not rcQwir-e high-priced organist.,.
Can be played manadlly, or voitk
ordinary eighty "eight note music rolls ^.^

N
MAIL TO
NEAREST
ADDRESS FOR
NEVSELLINGPLAN

0€NuniE oenonN percussions used

^

^VcvYork- 1560BK>aSy
Clnccup ~ 845 So. V/aiask

SaJi7raj!a'sco-l68Golde/i Gale

£o$Angdcs

RobertMorton Organ C
^
JAanufadurers of Pipe Organs
Sxclusively;^ .

^

~

l$I4So.Vermont

Theatre
Seating Capacity

City WState

PENUINE DEA C AH PCTtPSSIOWS OSEt

c^ iif I'?**

(^Jken^ Gold
in them
tbar StUls

Pictures

^DANCEMAN

Allan

Dwan

Prod.

With

Jack
Florence V

Holt,

d o r,
Bancroft,
(Jeorgc
By
Win. Powell.
Francis B. Young.
Adapted l>y Jiecky
Gardiner. Screen

play

by

i

James

Hamilton.

\

i

c

t

Prod.

Fleming
With Jack

o r

Holt, Ernest Torrenee, Esther Ralston, Louise Dres'Ser.
By Arthur Train.

Adapted by Hope
Loring and Louis
Lighton. Screen
play by Gertrude

,f^HE

BLIND

GODDESS

BooK them now/.
Play them now/

•

Member Motion

Picture

Producers

and Distributors

of

Anuiiea,

Inc.

Wili

11.

Ha.\-s.

Pres.

wvcpmes

»

^

CH0IVU8 OF
PaAlSE FaoM THE CRITICS

"Leatrice Joy at her best.
to

any audience."

Should appeal

* * *

—Morning Telegraph

"Crook story that carries some unusual twists
* * * There is the usual first class DeMille production."

"Good! The interest

is

beginning to end."

—Harrison's Reports

"Carries a wallop, a romance and action."

—N.

Y. Daily Mirror

You can't appreciate a
picture like this unless you see it. Take our
"A dandy
advice,

picture.

—Film

Daih

held pretty tight from

"Miss Joy is in exceedingly good form both aij
to role and her figure."
^Mae Tinee in Chicago Tribum

—

* * *

_^

and do."

y

jy^Hy j^^^^

abounds in sharp and striking contrast
which is part of the De Mi lie process in pro
"It

duction success."

_^o^

Angeles New

"A

picture of unquestioned artistic appeal and
box office value."
p j^Qfi^

^

"It would be surprising
to 'click' in any house."

if

this picture failed

j^

p ^^nfc

"The picture never drags and the suspense an<
interest is maintained up to the end, whicl
comes in the form of a very melodramatic cli
max."
-Los Angeles Heral
P^ELEASED BY

Foreiiln Distributors

Producers International Corporation
130 Went 46th Street

New

York.

N

Y.

PRDDUCEKS DISTKIBUTING CORPOKATION
F. C.

MUNROE,

Prnidrni

Member

ot

RAYMOND PAWLEY. Vict-Pie»idcnl
Motion

Picrurc Producers

and Treasurer

JOHN

and Distributors of America,

C.

FLINN. VictPtnidenl ind

Inc.

General Manager

Wll.L H. HAYS. PresiJfni

«\|

CARL LAEMMLE

RfefiiNALP

PIRST

in profits

and

presents

m

first

the hearts of picture patrons

'*'

everywhere!

Every box

office

Denny with joy! Every
fan that enjoys a chuckle, a
laugh, a roar of merriment
hails him with delight, because
he has never disappointed
them. He's the star with the
perfect record of box office
greets

hits!

DENNY IN HRST TIME AT MET,

AND TOPPED L

$27,000

13,000

Ahead

of

Nearest

—"Royle
—Forum,

Figure

k

Girl,"

$9,100 in Six Days at Rialto
$7,700,
and Figueroa, $6,000—"Big Parade," $24,000
Los As^elea, J&n. 2(.
(Drawing Population, 1^250,000)
Metropolitan drow the picture
tioppers last week, with the house
retting the top flgrure by 13.000
afid playing to a proflt. The attracpon waa "What Happened to Jones"
yiteglnald Denny). Thla is the Brst
enny (Universal) picture to ever
>lay this house, and the drawing
luwer of this star aaaerted Itself
ipm the opening day.

Denny

also

lemonstrated the fact that he can
puil trade Into a
of the so-called

house which some
F-P-L. star* are

Unabla^to do.'

Cleaning up
Los Angeles

in

and

New York

Never miss a Denny picture.
Have you
cleaned up yet on:
"What Happened to Jones,"
"Skinner's Dress Suit," "Rolling Home," "Where Was
1?", "California Straight Ahead," "I'll Show You
the Town,"

"Oh Doctor," "The Reckless Age," "The Fast Worker," and
"Sporting Youth."
Now booking!

Jniversal's White List Miles

and Miles Ahead of All!

^•..'',

PI

Known Box- Office Values
"VTOu'don't have to worry about business when
you've got a combination like this

known

star

to

—a

be a big puller, in a picture

from a widely-read novel.

dog

made

And what a picture

it

Sizzling action every minute; clutching sus-

pense

all

the way through; heart-holding

in every scene,

and coursing through

all

drama
a love

Man, here you have
BOX-OFFICE VALUES. Take
advantage of them NOW!
story of compelling power.

KNOWN

—

!

Howard Estabrook Presents, Through Associated Exhibitors,^
Directed by Paul PowelUs.
Rufus Kings Novel
j

^

STARRING

1

Startling:/
Thrill ing-/

Dramatic/
T TNUSUAL, too—just

the sort of picture to

pep up moviegoers' appetites.

And

a cast

Broadway
stage success— James Kirkwood, Hope Hampton,
Louis Wolheim, Ivan Lino, Flora Finch. All in
an absorbing, unique plot with a New England
that looks like the electric sign for a

locale

and one

most novel story ideas ever
The central point is an island off the
which only bethrothed couples are

evolved.

coast to

allowed

to go.

with, they

GET

of the

Boy, with that situation to start

made

a

PICTURE! By all means

ITl

/^

LOVERS ISLAND
™'* JAMES KIRKWOOD

t

""'
^'H^irowi

HOPE HAMPEON

the Stovu bu Houuavd Kellu ^^Divected by Diaimont Bevcjei/'

Vx^s^vxtcd

by Associated Exhibitors,

Inc.

Oscai'APiice, President.
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Valenl.ooRet»id
Rudolph
Ss^
ing To U.

3 Solid Pages in
Smashing Front Page Nj
the entire Nation. Hundreds of Fror.
News Notes— constituting a veritable avalanche

or Pu,

PFEOFFILM

1E!K OBTAINS '^•*'%..

'^m/

Plans For ^

:

.jpet\ca"'Ventino Says
*\^\ed'^°

MENTl
SETS

.*-r>^*

,0^

,C0*

K fewg

She'll

launched for any Star in the entire
figure in the world today whose

While Be-

Shedding Again

,c<^"*'^,a^^o<^
Ct"^*'=" iepa'*'

history

name

:

5

Dim

ays She'n Think
Time Before She

)j

Mlti«

^i^mi
s^sS^^^'i
ries Again.

deft,

R

m%

^

mm
Ort
r

Granlfl

Coming

to

Crash the Box Offices

like they've

LOVE
N^HEN CLIVE
BROOK

P*'^^''

<q)e»erUo"'l

Supported by

MRS. VALENTINO
vmn*

never b^

Produced under

""oti"*"'
Decrei on

TO GET DIVORCE

ha'

FROM MOVIE

G.n,

.e

Grounds oli
Abandonment.

fBOM

liUlLPPpilifl-

Directed by
HARRY O. HOYT

e

supervision!

DANIEL CARS

>!

STftffi

U

Granted

Divorc^
First Thoyg...

".'r*

Gi^unds
„,f,Hl

iluctaut.

'1*

0/"j

*,„

",;-

Are
vtiien Papers
M..
'"('U Maifiufacluretjr

By

»««i- «f,„ ,„;;

PiRlE.

«P

a
DAILY y^ga. TUESDAT.

"FreeiJom"

P°«'

'^

Zl^

RudolphVal(r

LeftHin
Sheik

\)0

the v c
lEnvied by miUions as
his Ion
the sheik, she found
mo' «•
the
what it seems in

a^

^ee.V^'j f

iher

cA

,W^'^*

fl

n.ACE ,v_,,^j

f

^

ye;

ie\>1
tsffn

Ck^_

•-f> 11*1

^^SS^Vm^^ttr^j^

"^^^^y

She Now ay
l<^i Reasons for :^J^.

^heKnew

the

Famou

Screen Sheik

Another

in

Life,

,y » AtimTiNB^ MvtUct
I

Vlagazine—Hundreds ef

"""^ .tnetB

A^spaper Stories covering
^age Illustrations

that »j^'

ill

'

Iv^r Sheet

Puffs
—Readers
—
any Campaign

that surpasses
Pictures backs up

Publicity

fOOtrtt VAlKXTIWO-i

ever

most romantic
n every tongue throughout the Nation

lotion

the

R^MBOV\

^^.'Sa^^

EKTINO

%iiri
1K»-.

'rashed before in

Laura Jean Libbey's World Famous Story
'^^e,
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•VoC.o'^
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"
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Italian
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Motion

Fic
with

Mid-Wee h
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Ever Thought

14000
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Advertisigg

Ni

V-^i'*'
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w

Circulation
in the Industry

Every Wee

Lynn Reynolds
DIRECTOR

Had

named by 'the

leading journals
the first^fif ty-two' box office attractions of 1925.

three pictures

among

They were

Riders'of the Purple Sage
The RainboAV Trail

The Deadwood Coach
This tops a record of seventy-three feature productions made
by him'during the past eleven years. Not a single flop and
many outstanding successes. Fifty-six of the continuities
were written by him and elevenwere his original stories. As
a record of consistency this is seldom equaled.

NEW PAGE OF PROGRESS FOR
the new year we started delivering to our clients
a still further
old price of $4.00 per week

With

—

—

at the

1926

same

ADVANCE TRAILER SERVICE
in

a new and more impressive presentation of Coming Attraction
Announcements that cannot fail to attract the eye and

YOUR PICTURES TO
"SHOW ME" AUDIENCES

SELL

than two years we have lined up over twenty-five hundred
theatres for our economical service, and by the end of this year
we confidently expect to have
In

less

5000 SATISFIED
your service

"If

then

may

I

consistent
features."

is

be judged by that

to

CUSTOMERS SUCH AS THESE:
rendered to us

recommend it to all exhibitors seeking a
money making advertising medium for their
well

Rialto Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

of praise are never too late, so add my indorseto those you have already on file.
I am thoroughly
satisfied with your trailers and besides your printed material carries a strong and fine argument why patrons should
see the picture."

"Words

ment

W.

F. Burke, Pres.

&

Mgr., Mecca Enterprises, N. Y. C.

"Thanks for your prompt attention to our orders. When
you render service like this it is useless to wish you a
Prosperous New Year you can have nothing else but."
Rialto Theatre, Hartford, Conn.

Trailers on
service is proving very satisfactory.
pictures are very good.
Service like this ought to
improve any exhibitor's business, and it is well worth
the price."
Capitol Theatre, Canton, III.

"Your

the

"Your service is novel, unique and superior to anything
of its kind I have ever seen, and at the same time cr)sts
considerably less."
Warner Bros. South. Theatres. Charlotte, N. C.

"We have in the past used another company's trailers,
but feel confident that wc will receive a superior trailer
service both from the advertising of attractions and service
you will render."
Roivley Theatres, Dallas, Te.v.
Robb

&

;

have been using your trailer service for the past six
months and have found it first-class. It has done considerable toward increasing niy attendance and I can heartily
endorse and recommend it to fellow exhibitors.
Your
opening and closing trailers are A-1.
Your service on
quick bookings has been the same.
In fact, there is not
one single thing that I could complain of. Keep it up and
your success is assured.
Nicholas F. Poivers, Mgr., Strand Thr., Doylestown, Pa.
"I

"Your service fills a long felt want, as
prices on trailers made them jirohibitive
atres in smaller cities."

previous
for the-

Capitol Theatre, Delphos, Ohio

"Since

your trailer service
have increased 20%."

using

receipts

(^liff

Queen Theatre, Dallas,

my
Te.v.

LET US
SELL THE
PICTURES

YOU BUY

0W^
AD- VANCE TRAILER SERVICE CORP.
Ill Westchester Sq., N. Y, City

THEATRE
ADDRESS
CITY

NAME
POSITION

N

-.iSSV ^^f-r,f£S.X:.li

*

Pleases Critic

y

And

Exhibitor

4;^

"^Tumbleweeds* in our
opinion is by far the best
picture of this year/

Am

holding it over."
—The Pollard, Guthrie, Okla,
"Comedy, villainy and exciting adventure in *Tumbleweedsj a splendid Hart
'comeback/ The mad dash
of homesteaders is an epic
of

its

kind/*

—MaeTinee,in Chicago Tribune.

"We

think ^Tumbleweeds*

the best Bill Hart picture
for several years/*
— Chicago News.

"Star will draw them in
and the film should please
Hart fans and prove strong
at the box-office."

-M. P. World,

Vi^

^\X\^
i*i

iDl^UVA^

UNtf>^?

7c OM"""^"-

'
the

yidaptedfi

ytj
Stor

ttM^

G.^VP^^^
"Directed

bj

screen^

AOGO'^

ViX^O

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
'Mary Pickford

.aaaaa^aaaaaOaaaa^/

/^^sAA/^/^

Charles Chaplin

Douglas ^"Jairbanks.

D. W. Qnffifh

Joseph M.Jchenck,
Charrman }ioar<^ of Directonr

Hiram Qbramj-.

.

President

Remember

''THE VOIGE Of
Winner

of the Riesenfeld

THE jNlGHTINGALE
Qold Medal

>>

i

Here^s another beautiful fantasy in colors
that's making the same kind of record
everywhere cheers from the audience,
praise from the critics and extra profits
at every box-office

—

MARIONETTES

HOPE

HAMPTON
Directed by

Henri Diamant Berger

It seems to be the
loveliest bit ot color

work

these old eyes
ever have rested on. Miss
Hampton is exquisite ....
Don't miss this.

N. Y.

Photography by
Technicolor

HERALD-TRIBUNE

Process

The story's
Exquisitely tinted
a charming fantasy .... The colors
are unusually lovely, the picture
very effective.

is

NEW YORK JOURNAL
Of

the short films and novelties in the
Broadway motion picture houses this week
Hope Hannpton in "Marionettes" at the Rivoli

seems to have led by an easv margin.

NEW YORK EVENING WORLD

WESTERN UNION
TELEGRAM

=

LOS ANGELES

r.iARIONETTES IN TECHNICOLOR IS A MRVjlLOiJC

LITTLE FEATURE AND A GREAT SUCCESS HSr-.E
TKtS WEEK
DRAWING APPLAUSE AND HIGHEST
PRij:^E FROM AUDIENCE AT EVERY SHGIJIJG
"•" H'.b'
\"
W??TGHT MANAGER •'.
LOEWS STATE 'THEATRE
'

'

A lovely fantasy,
made adorable by
the presence of

Hampton

its star.

a marvelous subject for the wonders of technicolor. The
beauty of her coloring is accentuated by stunning settings and

Miss

is

fine lighting effects, which, all

bined,

ZIT'S

Produced by

com-

become marvelous.

WEEKLY

DIAMANT FILM COMPANY of America
^

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES. Inc.
Member, Motion

Picture Producers

and Distributors of America,
Will H. Hays, President

Inc.
President
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The BIGGEST
special of a streetful

jm

I

lir^o"ure\nderyther'poUoy
I

it

of specials

means

has been operaano.

the

GREATEST

box office attraction
of all time'-

JOHN BARRYMORE

''The

i„

SEA BEAST''

has been a sellout at the

WARNER THEATRE,

New York, since its opening, at tAvo dollar top.
With DOLORES COSTELLO
Directed by Millard Webb
Adapted from Herman Melville's "Moby Dick" by Bess Meredyth

A

Warner Bros, Production

Ts'a cooling
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affci-i to oVerteok this positive
box office receipts.

the coupon for oitr illustrated literature arul coniplete

Chicago, U.

Buffalo

Seattle

Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Cincinnati

Spokane
Sian Francisco

Detroit

Los Angeles

St.

ilelails.

S. A.

.^\i.

S.

D.

Portland

Cit\

.Atlanta

Houston

Louis

Oklahoma

ARCTIC NU-AIR CORPORATION
818 State-Lake Bldg.

Aberdeen.

Kansas
Ornaha

you Canrtot

summer

.Minneapolis

York;
Boston

ISfew

'i-'.'^'^j^''',-'^..!^:'':.-'/''^^'^/''^^^

Arctic Nu-Ajr delivers. 40,0.00 cjgi]bic Feet of fresh aip-'every.i^inutpi
It delivers clean, cool a'c to t-Very iseat in your theatre without creat'Also 'e'Hves out "stale, .poisonous ajr during
ing a draft anywhere

cold v^cathtr,

Distributors:

taU< of the.

City

Denver
Salt Lake City

of Orders

nundreds

Touring m/6rmelVeufl926

em
From Leading

'^Olui

Circuits and

Exhibitors Everywhere

""'••"

•

"'"'ZT^Z'"'"'

"'^'^-"-V

"

«

Arctic Nu-Air replaced many
cooling systems costing thousands during the past year.

..o.,,-f

c'?' Stat"."-,*''- Oooi,

''T

Co.

Don't wait too long before placing your
order for Arctic Nu-Air most efficient,
lowest priced cooling, ventilating and
air conditioning system on the market.
Hundreds of satisfied Exhibitor users
proclaim Arctic Nu^Ait a%enuine busi-

—

.'*TW

ness booster.
*'

/

!

^

.iiV
.^f'.'

Pay

Arctic Nti^Air

Its

s^^

Own Way

"Oar: 'i^preSeiitative will gladly call' and show you' how
easily Arctic Nu-Air can be%)stalled in your_theatr3.

'm^^^w^r^w^^w^^^m
I
Arclic Nu-Air Corporiilion,
818 S'ate-I.ake Build ng, Chicago,

We
us

all

arc interesfcd iii an Arctic Nu-Air 'Cbotiti? aro£-,yenti1;ilin2
avaijable inEprmation \yitJiQut obligatidi^ .oft, ouif,p«ij:t.
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Oh

-Wait

Boy!!!!

you see

new

this

till

series

with the same cast that brougil
capacity business to mot

than 7000 theatres in the origia

FIGHTING BLOOD''

ANNOUNCES

stoni

ITS

NEW
BIG
la TWO REEL
^tOUT/ATG SERIES

i
^^ m

HELLMAN
SAM
FAMOUS
EVENING
SATURDAY

POST AUTHO

VamMy
LARRY KENT

KIT

GUARD AL COOKE

DIRECTED BY

'ewiu«F*«

nC

Pwnfn OK

lasart

CoiBf—KM*

•wrsiKai-

GRANT

RALPH CEDER

COMING SOON
FILM SOOr.lNG OFFICES OF AMERICA.

Inc..

1560 Broadway, New York Exchanges Everywhere

WITHEI)

Service that goes beyond
the product
The Simplex

Sales Organization is backed
by years of close contact and intimate
experience with the needs of motion picture
exhibitors.
Each member is qualified to
render a ser\ice that looks be^o^d the

product.

Simplex Projectors are so designed and
constructed that thev assure the best presentation of pictures that modern engineering science can produce. But the Projector
is just a unit in the ser\ ice this organization
extends to exhibitors through its salesmen.

New

maintenance: Ad\ ice on
arrangement; how economies can be
effected in operating expense; how to
capitalize on better projection; these and
ideas on

many

other matters are included
salesman's ser\ ice program.

in

the

Look upon Simplex Salesmen as ^ our own
ser\ ice men.
Draw upon their experience
(

the solution of your own problems.
Their job is to ser\ e
and they like to
for

do

—

it.

Know

the Simplex Salesman.

V

J'
Details of Siiitfilcx Service are told
ill

an

interesting booklet prepared

for exhibitors.
let

~\.

7i'ill

A

copy of

this

book-

he sent to you on request.

.r

1

II

i

SIMPLEX DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORAT
90 Gold Street,

New York

City

FILL

YOUR THEATRE ON THE
NIGHTS"

''OFF

The set pictured here is the Newport
Any standard set will be supplied
as desired

PULL THEM IN
with this sensational business builder

No more
more
no

"Blue

—

Mondays"—

dull afternoons or

your theatre by
using this new Plan. A wonderful success in all parts of the country
be the first in your locality
to feature this big profit maker.
"off nights"

fill

—

You

—

furnish everything complete
grade radio with accessories, and all details for operation
of Plan, including advertising
materials. No trouble for you.

Every patron

gets a Key.

After

the keys are given out, the
keys are tried on the night you
all

—

wide publicity everybody- talks about it
brings 'em in
again and again!
get

We

—high

and the fortunate possessor
of the only master key opens the
lock and gets the radio outfit—
select,

TESTIMONIAL LETTERS
ON REQUEST.
sure-fire hit!
Let Our Key Plan Fatten Your Bank Account
Don't Wait
Mail This NOW
BRISTOL-BARBER CO.,
Charles E. Parker, Mgr.
3 East 14th St.,
New York

IK-pt.

C

City.

me full particulars of your Key Plan for stimulating
attendance on slack days.
I understand that this will be
sent me without obligation on my part.
-Send

tlicatre

Name
Address.

Theatre

.

.^Mt^f^^.fj^^:.

BRISTOL BARBEiR
COMPANY, Inc.
3

EAST

14th

STREET

NEW YORK

CITY

1926

For the Season
I"

%

1927

M

William Fox
presents

JOHN GOLDEN'S

b>'

Winchell Smith •# and George Abbott

He practiced shooting
SIX days a week and
rested

on the Sabbath

— by

concentrating on
the draw.

He had

the

stage play

town

Keeps the audience in
continual suspense and
laughter*

A
A

perfect screen story*

wonderful screen

character*

in

one continuous uproar
until— iot^e tamed him.

A

whopping

big

FOX

clean-up /

FoxFilniCbrpoiatlDJi,

* DIXIE
MEROHANT
from the

novel,

"The Chicken-Wagon Family"

by Barry Benefield

MADGE BELLAMY-JACK MULHALL
J.

FARRELL McDONALD

Scenario by Kenneth B. Clarke

FRANK BORZAGE PRODUCTION

FLOOD
A

Thrilling Epic

Drama

with

GEORGE O'BRIEN
FLORENCE GILBERT-JANET GAYNOR
ANDERS RANDOLF-^AUL NICHOLSON
by Edfrid Bingham-Robert Lord

A

Handicap of Love and
Trotting Thoroughbreds

Thrilling

IRVING CUMMINGS
Production

Fox Film CbrpDratiDtt.

pictures forprofit
Every day— every week

month— every year!

every
It's

the one service exhibitors

can rely upon for making their
theatre investment a profitable one

Watch

FOX

^^^
w ^

!

fai^

moMt^, ^
^
^V
^^wi-

1

I

^C'*

TOV^N

^^9^

ROAD/0

GLORY
by Howard Hawks
with

V

MAY McAVOY
Leslie

Fenton

-

Ford Sterling

Scenario by L. G. Rigby

Howard- Hawks
Production

"The DeviFs Own Highway"

tM^ iidm^m»*^"Ur fi|^*«ktM««

FILMDOM'S

ENCYCLOPEDIA

°8>

1926
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Th
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EAR BOOK
Recognized

NOW

BEING

DISTRIBUTED

-Cloth bound for permanent pse.
-Gold stamped Nearly 900 pages.
-A mine of information.
-Authentic reference data on production,

—

rence Book

exhibition

distribution,

and foreign

market.

-A year in the making.'
-A ready reference guide to answer your

Film Industry
antly

by Exhibitors,

questions.
^ _
-1001 subjects of interest to everyone in

the Motion Picture industry.
-Address of all Theatres, ^Studios, Companies, Publications, State Righters,
Agents, Etc.
-A complete Production Chart of all Productions, with Producer, Director,
Star, Review Date and Footage.
Filmdom's Encyclopedia.
-You'll find one everywhere.

Editors,

and Film Folk, Generally,
he World Over

$5.22 a

Copy

<5«

CUT

OUT /
/

IT

!

or

FREE
to

To-day
•^
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The Film Daily
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Film
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Copy

Daily

<g,

my

yearly subscription to The
immediately, including Short

Numbers,

.Directors'

Number and

1926 Film Year Book
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YOU "KNOWa PICTURE VALUES— ND
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TO ii GIVE! YOUR PATRONS 6 GREAT^STAI.,
A FAMOUS NOVEL AND SUPERB PRODUCTIof
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Monte Carlo Madness!
LAUGHING

masks

to hide grim faces.
Mardi Gras
Roulette
wheels whirr through the Casino, crooning
High cliffs for those who
songs of Chance
Red wine for those who
lose high stakes
To the Reckless Lady the lamp above
win
She
the gambling table is her life flame

Madness

:

.

.

.

It's

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

man — but she's a woman when the
And that's Belle Bennet's
love
.

loses like

a

stakes are
finest role!

!

.

.

.

.
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Belle

Bennett- Ben

^m

LYON-LOK MORAN'
James KirkwoodLowell ^HERMANNCHARLES
<;csnario by

Directed

Murray
<JADA

COWAN

by HOWARD HiGGIN

national Picture

3in»t

t

notionol

/^

.1

box-offices
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Progress

TWOme

significant statements

were made

last week.
Because they came from a man of
high executive position, long experience and
sound judgment; and because they hit the
very fundamentals of this business as it stands
right now, I put them down here as emphati-

to

cally as

I

can.
*

*

*

he said that producer owned theatres
were not the true solution of the exhibition

must keep faith with the public. The public
is the determining factor of progress
not the
varied and personal affairs and objectives of

it

—

the people within the trade.
If the wires within the trade are so crossed

as to

impede progress

—

if,

as

we

they

state,

jeopardize the building of the better seats the
public wants, then these wqres must be un-

They

crossed.

will be.

First,

business.

He

went

and said this: that if a
theatre or theatres were put up today, of a
character, location and operation to be desired
further,

by the public

—

in other

better seats for the public

words, a number of
then such a theatre

sendment and public needs just because certain wires and selfish ambitions were thereby
crossed within the industry. No industry can
fly in the face of public welfare. That cannot
and will not be permitted.
*

demand

that they be safeguarded against prog-

and the industry has no right
this demand.

ress,

to

to

agre?

—

enterprise need not have a producer tie-up in
order to be assured of acceptable product. It
would be a preposterous thing to v\'ithhold
such product and so flagrantly oppose public

*

on the other hand, better theatres can be
built in any locality and are not built, then
those out of date theatres have no right to
If,

*

His next statement was the counter proposition to this.

Just because a theatre or theatres exist is no
reason why the producer industry is bound to
take care of them. If these theatres are not in
the line of progress they are making their own

—

The best theatres we have today those that
have led the march of progress and have done
immeasurable good for this business wer?
built out of individual initiative, by men of
vision, and daring. There was no assurance
of product; no helpful support; but, on the
contrary, loud prognostication of foolhardi-

—

ness and failure.
It has been the same way with pictures. Th ^
pioneers in production the ones laughel
at and threatened
are responsible for" the
remarkable hold this entertainment has upon
the public today.

—

And

so

it

—

will be this year, next year

and

in

lie in it.
If better theatres are
offer better seats to the same public,

the years to come. 71ie men who foresee what
the public wants will succeed whether the
trade likes it or not, and the trade will, as

then these are the theatres that deserve and
demand the industry's best support.

always, reorganize itself to meet the lines of
progress successfully established
with the

bed and must
built

and

*

*

*

In other words, it is a plain matter of progprogress with the public. If an industry, as a whole, is to keep its place in the
sun,

—

ress

—

public.
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THE
unabated.

era of big pictures on Broadway continues
At the Astor theatre, "The Big
Parade" is in its eleventh week; "Stella Dallas," at
the Apollo, in its twelfth; "The Merry Widow,"

Embassy,

at the

Y
Offices:

Wabash

Ave., Chicago, 111.
Hollywood,
Bldg.,
Security
Calif.

Speaking Editorially

in its

twenty-third; "Ben Hur," at

the George M. Cohan, in its fifth; and "The Sea
All are unquesBeast," at Warners, in its third.
tioned draws. "Mare Nostrum," the new Rex Ingram effort, will open shortly at the Criterion, and
"La Boheme" will soon supplant "The Merry
Widow." Never has Broadway seen such a large
group of big pictures, of such wide appeal.

GOOD news

this week from Missouri: Governor
Baker, under the pressure of adverse criticism,
has abandoned his phm for a referendum on a ten
per cent tax on amusements and tobacco. Missouri

exhibitors are greatly elated.

*

foreign
THE
view

situation

*

*

comes

of the testimony given

to the fore

again

in

by Jack Connolly,

Hays organization, before tlie House Committee on Appropriations, in which Mr. Connolly
pointed out that no less than sixteen countries are
now centers of agitation, more or less veiled, against
of the

American pictures.
Meanwhile, our film exports

are steadily mountIn 1925, the total export footage amounted to

ing.

290,190,973 feet as compared with 237,930,085 feet
in the

preceding year.

TWO important

changes of the week: Nat
B. O. to rejoin Universal,
first to handle the campaign on "The Flaming Frontier," and then to go to Universal City as head of a
production unit.
In the nine years in which Mr.
Rothstein has been associated with the industry he
has earned a real place as a creator of distinctive,
forceful advertising and exploitation.

"Buddy" Stuart

has resigned from Publix Theaadvertising staff of Associated Exanother youn'g man who has worked

tres to join the

hibitors.

He

is

hard and shown genuine

week's
THE
showing

FILM YEAR BOOK

for 1926 has come
-*•
from the presses, and represents the highwater
mark of achievement in its field to date. The vol-

ume

more than 800 pages. It is filled with
and other information which every wideawake member of this industry needs on his desk.
The assembling of such a book is a colossal job.
Tt has been done in splendid shape, and more impressively than ever before. Our hats off to Danny,
Jack Alicoate and their associates.

results in his

chosen

social calendar included the

field.

premiere

"Three Faces East" at the Plaza
auspices of the Film Mutual Benefit

of

rj-HE

staff

Rothstein leaves F.

Hotel under the
Bureau, with Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld in charge of the
presentation; and the annual Naked Truth Dinner
of the A. M. P. A. Of these more later.
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Mrs. I.hiyd <ind

Alma, nii-l by John McC.oriuirk upon llicir return to
Hollywood from an extended tour of the Orient. Lloyd mill resume
ihi'ir

lUiitL'htrr

production tvork at First National shortly.
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RFOX DIRECTOR ON RADIO
AOUL WALSH,

Louis

B.

Mayer

lifter sijinitifi

microphone

the

looks
ptensed
Reiiee Adoree, hit of

"The Big Parade"

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), to a contract calling
for her services for several more
years.

Fox

WJZ, New York City, on "What
duction.
He spoke enthusiastically
story offers

and of

traded the megaphone for
radio station
Price Glory? ", his next pro-

director,

Wednesday and spoke from

last

of

the

inspiration

his efforts to cast the strong

which

leadings roles.

this

Cap-

Sergeant Quirt and the girl, Charmame.
1 he picture,
he said, will be produced with the utmost fidelity to the stage ver-

tain Flagg,

A"

Marvel Dog, siatu
contract with Alexander Pantages calling for his personal appearance with the Gotham protliictions, "His Master's Voice" and
"The Phantom of the Forest."

Thunder, the

a

sion.

N

U" FAMILY GROWS

addition to the Universal family occurred this

week when

Mrs. Edward F. Todd presented the chief comedy and serial cutter
with a bouncing baby girl, weighing seven and one-half pounds.
odd asserts that instead of the proverbial silver spoon in her mouth
she entered the world with a pair of silver shears in one hand and
a bottle of film cement in the other.
1

U"

MIDNIGHT SUN" SHINES

NIVERSAL'S

new special, "The Midnight Sun," impressed
National Board of Review so favorably this week as to exact
from them one of ther asterisks denoting an unusually meritorious
subject.
The other films to receive the honor this week were two
Grantland Rice Sportlights, "Strenuous Life" and "The Great

the

Arena," and Pathe Review No.

Hope

Hampton

in

charming

a

dress ivhich she wears in "ColorI'tishions
ful
from Paris" the
Ediicalional-McC.all Fashion reel
in

5.

WELCOME BACK

A

FTER

an absence

camera

all

"The

too long,

!

Theodore Roberts

is

back

Pajamas" at the Paramount
Hollywood studio. He declares he is happy to be back but no
happier, we daresay, than the fans will be to welcome him back.

before

the

in

Cat's

—

Doris Hill, the latest beauty to
be signed by Warner Bros., who
She
expect great things of her.
is a cousin of Eugene (yNeill, the
dramatist.

<i>l(>rs.
1

ff^"^

JR m L"

ifel 1
^^^^^B«%
^^^^^^^^^^^pw.

k
1
1

Joe Fisher (left), ivho is First
National
representative
the
in
Malay States, China, India and

snapped in
Hollywood with John McCormicTc,
\in charge of West Coast produC'
the Straits Settlements,

,

lion.

1

i

Jj0

k.

1

.

1

1

1,

I

\

U^g^
'

';J|£j^^hK^<

iBMl

-TTJUgil

:y

^H^^
t*^I

'

^^

'""".-

"1

^^^
vessels in toiv by the tug "Marguerite" leaving Baltimore for
Norfolk, Va., where four additional schooners tvill be picked up for
towing to Los Angeles, where they will figure in the action of "Old
Ironsides" which James Cruze will direct for Paramount.

Six

Benjamin Christiansen, the Scandinavian
Shearer,
his

own

DeviTs

with

director,

whom
story,

he

is

now

Norma

directing in
called "The

(Melro-GoldwynMayer).

Circus"

774
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dinner tendered by the Cliiaiuio Film Bonrd of Trade to its president, J. ]. Sampson, in the Bal Tdlmrin room of the Hotel
Sherman, C.hicasio. This teas one of the liveliest social events of Chicaiio's film roiv in some time and resulted in an enthusiastic turnout.
Ralph Ketterini! was toastmaster and kept things moving rapidly. A splendid lineup of vaudeville acts was furnished by Dave Dubin. A
handsome silver coffee net was presented to Sampson. George Demboiv was chairman of the happy occasion.

liuuifnintlion

iews of the new FiiniinK Booking Offices' (/luirters at l.')()0 Brondtvay; top roiv, left to ri^ht: Major II. C. S. Thomson, president and managing
(
director; (olvin W. Brown, vicepresideiU in chariie of di.slribiuion;
I).
A. Boucher, treasurer; second row:
Edward \fcl\amee, sales promotion director; Al Tuchmiin, purchasing ui;ent ; publicity and udver lising department; bottom row: art department; contract ilepartment;
print and ncpalive dep«trtment.

February
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Richard A. Rowland, general manager of First I\utit>n<d, tendered a dinner on the eve oj his return to !\eiv ) ork from HoUytiood by the
stars and executives of First l\ational on the ff est Coast.
Many of the leadini: sui>ervisors. directors and players may he easily identified in
the i>hoto.

VHERE AND THERE
'ERA STEADMAN,

I

Christie leading lady, leaves for

Palm

be there for the national motorboat racing chamShe will drive the
pionships to be run off February 20th to 22nd.
Mai St. Clair
Christie
5 -hydroplane, "Baby Mine."
has returned to California, where he will direct the next Pola Negri
Monte Blue was at the Warner theatre, New
vehicle
He picked up the phone
York, the other evening for a radio talk.
The switchto ask for a number, saying that he was Monte Blue.
board girl at the theatre refused to believe him and he had to go
That's
upstairs and appear in person before she was convinced.
Quinn Marwhat comes of being in the silent drama.
tin, writing in Liberty, extends copious praise to "Cupid a la Carte,"
He declares it one of the best
one of the Fox O. Henry series.
During the showing of "Little
subjects he has seen.
at the Regent theatre, Toronto, a little cripple,
Annie Rooney
interested in the picture, unconsciously rose from his seat without

Beach next week

to

1

1

.

.

.

.

.

'

His name was not learned.
Every sort of sport
harness racing
has been used to create screen climaxes except one
and now that has been used by Fox in "The Dix'.e Merchant."
and left them at the theatre.
So says Manager D. C. Brown.
his crutches

.

—

Here's

how

.

.

—

he scenes are said to be thrilling

cameras were used

in

to film the action.

has finished work on "

the extreme.
.

.

.

Eight Akeley

Thomas Meighan

he New Klondike," and leaves for New
Port Ritchie, Fla., with Mrs. Meighan for a brief vacation.
Pat Sullivan is bringing a new actor to the screen, direct from the
Chinese studios
Ng Ka Py. (Don't pronounce it, just spell it.)
Ng will appear in "Felix in Blunderland.
He is the best known
of present day Chinese dragons and Sullivan saw him frequently in
China on his recent trip.
I

—

"

ABAS GREASEPAINT

B.^AD

!

makers of greasepaint, nose putty, liners and
mascara is contained in the announcement that "Sea Horses" has
been filmed at the Paramount Hollywood studio without makeup,
and has proved an unqualified success. None of the male members
of the cast. Jack Holt, George Bancroft, William Powell or Mack
Florence V^idor used a little
Swain, used any makeup whatever.
Superior lighting and improved photography
powder, nothing else.

make

for the

this possible.

Now
plying

news

it

our screen actresses will be removing makeup instead of apwhen they arrive for work at the studio.

they do those scenes in ivliich an entire room seems to rev olve. The apparatus shown in these two views teas used in an unnnmeti
The hnrrel-like contrivance, inside of which is the set, revolves
for Educational, with Lige Conley and Estelle Brad ley.
on rollers in u cradle under it.

Mermaid comedy
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1

i'efi'^y

Ho/ikins

Joyce,

star

of

"The Skyrocket" (Associated Exhiliitors) nelcomes Rill Cody to
the Associated studios where he
will

moke,
for

a series of Westerns
that company.

Hreakiitfi firound for

Warner Bros. Hollywood Theatre;

Harry M. W arner, Mrs. and Mr. Ernst Luhitsch,

GA

with the

man

left to ri^ht:
Stuart Blackton.

with the shovel.

Dolores

Costello, ivlio has been
to stardom by Warner
Bros, as a result of her splendid
work in "The Sea Beast'' and

promoted

other recent productions.

GORGEOUS TIME

LOR A SWANSON
I

day

J.

entered

the

Paramount Long Island

awaiting her a 60-feet deep gorge
backed by a mountain range and crossed by the remnants of a log
bridge
and a high spirited horse waiting to take the leap across
the chasm with her on his back.
itudio

the

other

to

find

—

1 his was the setting for a sequence in "The Untamed Lady,"
and she gamely made the leap, pursued by Lawrence Gray on another horse.
All Gray had to do was fall off this horse half way
across, land in a tree and fall to the bottom.
The fact that a heavy
mattress lay below didn't cheer him up much.
Nevertheless, the
daring stunt was performed as written into the script.
It was at
first planned to do this scene at Bear Mountain, but snow interfered.
Later the company went to Pinehurst, N. C, but a mountain blizzard developed, so the gorge was reproduced on the huge
upper stage of the studio, with a range of
the background.

hills

built to perspective

in

A

rujified

portrait

Denny, whose
for Universal
to Jones" and
hits

Reginald

of

latest laiijih feature
is

is

'''W

hat

Happened

whose succession

of

unbroken.

BEAST" AT WANAMAKER'S
C"SEA
ONGRATULATIONS

extended these days to
Bert Adler for the tie-up which he arranged recently wih the John
Wanamaker store in New York on "The Sea Beast."
Moby
Dick week was held at the noted department store, resulting in
are

being

A

copious spec

al

advertising

Dorothy Gish, the Inspiration

star

tvho has been signed by British
P^ational for three more pictures
as a result of her splendid work
in

"Nell Gwvn."

and displays.

i

ranees Lee, ttppi'nrii}!i in Rohby
comedies
eriii>n
Christie
for
Educational, in a pose reminiscent
I
\

of

If

hittier's

immortal

"The Barefoot Roy."

poem,

//. C. tt eaver, president, E. C. Maxwell, scenario editor, and Peter L.
Shaniray, nroduction manager, confer on plans for the Associated Exhibitors' release to follow "Hearts and Fists," which they intend to

make even

better,

if

possible.

Harry "Cinger" Spetns,
of

the

<i

member

Educational Juvenile Har-

monica orchestra, producing sweet
of melody from a "Sax."

strains

t

J

Fc

b r

wa

r

IS,

y
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Movement
Harmony

Seider Starts
Exhibitor

for

Sends Envoy to Confer with Western Leaders
By OSCAR

A
tors

COOPER

dropping of all jjcrsonal differences, politics,
and personal ambitions, so that the theatre
owners of the country may be represented
by men united in thought and purpose.
"As serious as the situation is, the theatre
owner still controls, because he is the buyer
or rather he could control if he would use
sanely his power of purchase.
" 'Show
Me' has been the stumbling
block of the theatre owner organizations.
Everybody wanted to be shown. The leader
wanted to be shown by those doing the
actual work.
The theatre owner wanted to
be sliown before he contributed toward the

DETERMINED

effort for
liarmony in the
internal
ranks of organized exliil)i-

is

under way.

It

has been

—

started by Joseph M. Seider, Business Manager of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
with the avowed purpose of bringing
the Allied group back into active
Avork in the national organization.

The first step is the sending by
Mr. Seider of a personal envoy to

sii))port of the institution

functioning in his
behalf. Were the theatre owner to have contributed first, he would not now find himself
in the precarious position.

talk with the Western leaders.
This envoy is E. Thornton-Kelly, propri-

"In the rush for the acquisition of theatres
is no prefen'ed list.
The theatre owner
wiio appeal's secure today is the victim of
tomorrow.

etor of the Grant-Lee theatre, Palisades, X.
J., an associate director of the Jersey M.
P. T. 0. and active on the Arbitration Board

of the Theatre Owners
merce of Xew York.

Chamber of ComE.

Mr. Kelly leaves for Chicago on February 9. From there he ,aoes to Detroit; Madison and Milwaukee, Wis.: and Minneapolis.
He will confer with such leaders as W. A.
Steffes, head of the M. P. T. 0. of the
Northwest; Jack Miller, of the Illinois organization; and J. C. Ritter, H. M. Richey
and other officials of Michigan.

He

meet Fred C. Seegert, President of Wisconsin; and Solomon Levitan
and Henry A. Staab, of the same organization.

tive

will also

The indications are that they, as
and important figures in the M. P.

0. A., will aid in furthering the

ac-

T.

harmony

movement.
It was also learned this week that another
prominent figure in the harmonv movement
is Jake Wells, of Richmond, Va." Mr. Wells
stated at the meeting of the M. P. T. O. A.
Administrative Conunittee in New York last
week that he was so impressed with the work
being done under the Seider regime that he
would go at his pet-sonal ert)ense to see
Messrs. Steffes, Ritter and others and urge
them to re-enlist their state organizations
actively in the M. P. T. 0. A.
This is a development of importance because of the high regard in which Mr. Wells
is known to be held by the Western leaders.

The first public indication of the harmony
movement was noted in the current Official
Bulletin of the M. P. T. 0. A. in an editorial,

signed

"A

by Mr. Seider, and headed
Not in the Motion Picture

—Whv

"Locarno
Industry?"

there

This editorial said:

number of theatre owner
have charged politics, and simultaneously with the charge, have become
inactive.
Let us put it this way
instead of resigning they have become quicertain

leaders

escent.

"The peril of theatre o^vners, because of
the unprecedented theatre building and aggressiveness of large circuits and producertheatre owner units, assuredly warrants the

Thornton Kelly, who
sion to Western

going on important mi;
Exhibitor Leaders.

is

the very men who are theateiu'd
woi'k in concert it can be executed.
"Xow is the time for a Locarno in the
Kxliibition Branch of the Motion Picture

"If

will

Industry

Conference on Contract
Called by Rembusch
FKA.Mv J. RKMBLSCH, President

of

the

Motion

Picture

Theatre Owners of Indiana,
has .'ent telegrams to exhibitors
throughout the country asking
them to come to ,Frejich Lick
Springs, Indiana, Feb. 24—25 for a
conference on the uniform con.

tract exclusively.

The wire says in part: "For
past fourteen months theatre owners everywhere have talked and
complained about the uniform contract but done nothing.
Because
of past organization political differences national united action has
been impossible up to this time.
Buying season opens within ninety
days. Unless theatre owners luiite
and make immediate demand for a
fair contract we will be forced to
continue using the same old onesided contract."

According to Mr. Rembusch, acceptances to attend the conference
have been received from H. M.
Richey of the Michigan organization, W. A, Steffes of Minnesota,
Fred Dolle of the Kentucky M. P.
T. O., William James, president of
the Ohio M. P. T. O., Charles
Nathan of Peoria, Nathan Ascher
of Chicago and Jack Miller of the
Illinois organization.

—

a

make future

deferment of a Locarno
effort

.

.

.

will

too late."

In an inteiwiew with a representative of

Motion Picture Xkws, Mr. Seider this week
declared that he was very iioi^cful of the
success of the harmony movement.
"I think we, at national head(|uarters,

definitely

shown

results

in

the

past

have
few

he added.
"I announced when
took this office that I would not be a party
to tile
playing of i)olilics. and I meant exactly what 1 said. The national organization
in the past has suffered from personal politics, so much so that its very existence was
.ieopardized. Happily, that situation is now
past and done with.
mouths,'"
I

"The statement by Jake Wells that he
would go at his personal expense to talk
with the Western leaders is highly gratifying, for one reason because he had been

wvy

skeptical that a constructive program
M'ould be pursued by the national organization.
He is now convinced that we mean
business, and 1 don't have to tell you that his
judgment will have great weight with our
contemporaries out West.

"Michigan, Minnesota, Illinois, Kansas
and the other fine organizations in the MidWest need us, and we need them. That is
They said
the plain truth of the situation.
that if we would show constructive results
they would come back actively.
In all
modesty, I must say that we have done so.
"The time has come for us all to learn
exactly where we stand. Those who are not
actively in the M. P. T. 0. A. are really out
are now^ taking steps to bring
of it.
These leaders
about co-operation in fact.
realize that the situations which made the
foi-mation of the M. P. T. 0. A. so imperative are reaching a climax.
Necessity will,
I am certain, bring al)out the success of this

We

harmony movement."
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Three Theatre Projects for

Important Theatre Changes and

map

theatre

Southeast

A

Week

Acquisitions of the

SUMMARIZED,

Circuit

$100,000 is being promoted for Elizabeth
City, N. C, by W. T. Culpepper,
It will
measure 84 by 116 feet and seat 1,264 persons.
The site of the Hinton stables building will be used as the location. The Carolina Bank Building Company will finance
the building it is said, and the playhouse
will be leased to the Carolina Theatre Corporation, Inc., when it is completed. Plans
were drawn by Benton and Benton, architects, Wilson, N. C.
The Statesville Inn, Statesville, N. C, will
be used for the site of a theatre, to cost
about $150,000 and have a seating capacity
of 1,200 persons, if the plans of the Carolina Theatre Corjioration, Inc., Ashe\'ille.
N. C, go through. E. D. Turner is president
of the theatre company.

the important changes in and additions to the
are reported this week as follows:

and

Finkelstein

Ruhen

—

L.

Minneapolis

Johnson,

J.

and pass on plans
Expansion plans expected

architect, retained to investigate theatre sites

for houses to hv added to the circuit.
to continue.
R. have purchased an interest in the
F.

&

Sun and Grand

theatres at Fairhault, Minn., from William Glaser, who continues
R.
Regent at Eveleth, Minn., bought by F.
as manager.
Universal
Franklin Park theatre in Dorchester district of

&

—

Boston, taken over by Universal from C. H. Williams.

N. Silver

remains as manager.

Famous
prises,

Players

Kansas

— Samuel

Harding, president of Capitol EnterParamount is planning
Joseph, Mo. Capitol will be associated

new theatre in St.
with Famous Players 'in the
Stanley

Another moving picture theatre is jjlanned
for Elizabeth City, N. C, also, it is reported,
by the Elizabeth City Lodge of Elks, Xo.

City, verified report that

to build

856.
Three trustees have been appointed
on the committee to investigate the project.
Thev are:
Dr. 1. Fearing, Brad Sanders
and P. T. Nash,

project.

— Tract purchased by Stanley Company in McAdoo,

Pa.,

which Comerford Circuit

in coal regions, part of territory in

is

entrenched.

Resigns Position at F. B. O.; Will

Now

Handle Campaign on Universal Special

NAT

G. ROTHSTEIN, for the past
several years in charge of advertising, i)ubli('ity and exploitation for

his

week announced
resignation from that company and his
Otfices,

this

return to Universal Pictures Corporation,
of which he was formerly advertising manager.

His

immediate

New

Pennsylvania Grants
Charters

Rothstein Rejoins Universal

Film Booking

theatre building to cost approximately

duties

will

consist

of

handliug all features of the promotion of
"The Flaming Frontier," including advertising, exploitation and publicity.
It is understood that he will later go
to Universal City to take up special work
there in connection

with production.

Some nine years ago Rothstein was induced by R. H. Cochrane of Universal to
give up his advertising agency in Chicago
and take charge of that company's advertising.
His success was immediate and he
I'apidly established an important position
for himself in the field of motion picture

Charters of incorporation were granted
following amusement concerns, at the

to the

Pennsylvania State Department in the
Capitol at Harrisburg, in the latter part
of January:
Theater Lobby Display Company, .$25,000; John E. Davis, B'ellevue,
Ruben Soltz and Rose Soltz, Pittsburgh;
Park Device Mfg. Co., Inc., Philadelphia,
$50,000; Joseph Lusse, Robert Lusse and
Richard Lusse, Phila. Lusse Bros., Phila.,
$25,000; Joseph Lusse, Robert Lusse and
Richard
Lusse,
Phila.;
Edwardsville
;

Amusement Companv, Edwardsville,

$2'0.-

M. E. Comerford, Seranton, M. B.
Comerford, Seranton and James Dikas, Edwardsville, Willows Beach Company, Oakmont, $250,000; Emanuel Woodings. J. T.
Anderson, and Paul E. Reinhold, Oakmont;
The Stoneboro Park Company, Stoneboro,
$70,000; A. D. Daily, H. Q. Hines, W. B.
000;

Slater,

C.

B. Hines,

all

of Stoneboro.

advertising.

He may

be regarded as a pioneer in the
sweeping exploitation
campaigns, and his advertising has been
forceful and individual at all times. He has
also been active in the affairs of the A. M.
field

of

intensive,

P. A.

Universal
(Inctions

officials

that special pi-oindividual attention

feel

now demand

the preparation of

campaigns and it is
with this thought in mind that the expert
services of Nat Rothstein have been obtained.
He will take up his new duties on
February 8th.
in

Editor

of

New

'Tilmwoche''
York to Stay

in

II.

tion shortly.

He

will review all

Broadway

showings of pictures.

He

will consider press material

munications from
Nat. G. Rothstein,

who

is

now with

Corporation.

Universal Pictures

all

German

ary address

341 West 51st

York

City.

is

and com-

concerns interested in

publicity in the

field.

His temporstreet,

Planning
New Houses

Six

in the midst of a newCHICAGO
theatre boom with plans developis

ing for six new large
different parts of the city.

houses in

A

$2,000,-

000 development is contemplated at Ashland and Milwaukee as soon as the Ashland Avenue widening is completed.

At Ashland and Ogden and even

larger

development is being considered.
Another $2,000,000 project will
velop in the
one on 75th
ton Avenue
east corner

de-

two new houses,
from Essex to Kings-

erection of

street
and a second at the southof Main street and Dixie

Highway, Homewood. The Homewood,
$65,000 and containing 1,500
seats will be designed by Loewenberg
and Loewenberg.
Warren B. Irons,
president of the Irons-Clamage Amusement Company is to operate the new
costing

Wagener, editor-in-cliief of "Die
Filmwoehe," a Berlin film publication, ha«i
arrived to take up headquarters in New York
(^ity and will announce a permanent locaS.

Chicago

New

house.

Downers Grove is planning a second
new theatre to be operated by Elmer
Ulhorn and C. H. Dicke. It
1,200, and the structure which
contain stores and apartments,
$250,000.

will seat
will also
will cost

779
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Sixteen Nations Propose Laws
to Limit American Films ^.
House Committee Told
American films, accompanied by
existing or proposed legisla-

AGITATION

against

tion restricting their importation,
is under way in 16 foreign nations.
Jack S. Connolly, Washington representative of tiie Hays office, told

the

House committee on appropria-

speaking on behalf of the
adoption of the supplemental appropriation of $26,000 for the enlargement of the motion picture
section of the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, of which
tions,

North is director.
The countries mentioned by Con-

C. J.

nolly as presenting unfavorable
legislative situations were: England, France, Germany (contingent
already on), Czechoslovakia, Austria (tax about to go on), Hungary

By

L.

a

Situation Abroad

(contingent system made a law),
Poland, Cuba, Australia (threatening to exclude American films),
Denmark, Sweden, India,
Italy,
Japan, Holland and Spain.
The situation in England is quiet at the
moment. Hugh D. Mcintosh, leader of the
due

anti-American agitation in Australia is
to ai-rive in England this week, which
stir

up

a

new

France,

it

may

burst of feeling^
is

reported,

will

shortly

in-

import duties about 30 per cent.,
which would include films. There has been
other talk in this country of a high protective tariff on the importation of motion
crease

all

pictures.

Austria is about to impose a tax on imThe present plan calls for a
ported films.
tax of .$100 per subject, but it is hoped that
this may be reduced to $50. . Every effort
is being made in this direction at present.
The reports indicate that this revenue to the
state may be used to subsidize Austrian production.

Reports from Vienna

Numerous Plans
'Old

of

this

week

Hungary has passed a contingent law,
providing for 20 importations for each domestic production, but latest dispatches indicated that this had not yet been put into
At the same time, it was stated that
Hungarian producers had issued a call for
a meeting of European film interests in
Budapest to consider ways and means of
combatting American film supremacy.
force.

New South Wales, Australia, threatens a
law which would place a tax of 25 per cent,
on all moneys sent overseas for the purchase of films. Since, however, the firm most
heavily hit would be Australasian Films,
Ltd., a purely Australian firm, this maj' not
go into effect in the form proposed.
Agitation in other countries takes varying forms, some of it rather indefinite, but
the possibilty of a league of European producers,
tion,

banded together for concerted

looms up and

it is

obvious that the

acsit-

uation calls for prompt and well directed
action to protect the American industry.

for Filming

Abroad

Who

Moen

INFORMATION

plans.
There is an alternative possibility
that the picture may be filmed in HolljTvood
under Dupont's direction.

duction for a considerable period under the
direction of F. W. Murnau, who made "The
Last Laugh," with Emil .lannings in the
role of Mephistopheles ami Goesta Ekman
as Faust.
It

was

definitely

announced on one oc-

cassion that Miss Gish would play this role,
but this failed to materialize. Now, through
Ufa and
the
recent affiliation between
M-G-M, the former company again hopes to
obtain the American actress, which, it is
pointed out, would materially enhance the
box-office value of the film in America.
CoVarious other plans are in the air.
lumbia Pictures has announced plans for
the filming of pictures in England and
France, and the British representative of
that company is now in New York for conferences.
Another interesting angle of this situation
was pointed out in a story received this

was learned from Paris that Carl
Laemmle, president of Universal, has been

week by Mottox Picture News from its
Canadian correspondent, which indicated
that production might develop in Canada as

conference there with the heads of the
Generale, which produced "The
Miracles of the Wolves," regarding the production of "The Man Who Laughs" from
the Victor Hugo story, "L'homme qui rit."
Universal entered into negotiations last year
for the joint filming of this story in Paris
by the French and American companies,
with Sven Gade, Lon Chaney, Mary Philbin
and Ernest Torrence to be sent to France
for that purpose.
According to reports from Berlin, Ufa
is again negotiating to obtain the services
of Lillian Gish for the role of Marguerite
in "Faust."
This picture has been in pro-

a resttlt of the proposed British quota plan,
ns follows:
Details of film quota plans, the dcscloiiment of a moving picture industry in Canada
and facts concerning far-reaching moves in
the moving picture business were brought
back by Raymond S. Peck, director of the
Picture
Motion
Government
Canadian
Studio at Ottawa, Ontario, on his return
from a series of conversations in New York
City during the past week when he met important officials of both the American and
Among other things,
British industries.
Peck announced that a definite step had been
taken bv a well-known British commercial

It

Societe

in Vienna.

Laughs/' and Others Pending by
Heidelberg/' ''Man
Firms;
Lillian
Gish
May Appear in 'Taust"
American

obtained here and from
abroad this week indicated that plans
are on foot for a number of important
productions to be made outside of the
One of
United States by American firms.
the most important of these is "Old Heidelberg,'
which may be made in Berlin by
Metro-Goldwjm-Mayer in association- with
Ufa under the joint deal recently entered
into by those companies. ''Old Heidelberg,"'
it may be noted, has enjoyed a strong theatrical revival as ''The Student Prince."
This picture will probably be directed by
E. A. Dupont, German director now at Universal City.
Ufa still holds an option on
his services for this one picture, which will
be started in July according to present

in

stated that Sascha and Vita, leading Austrian companies, were resuming pi-oduction

enterprise, having extensive investmepts in
Canada, towai-d the erection of a large motion pictui'e studio in the vicinity of Victoria, B. C, on Vancouver Island, for the
jnirpose of making pictures to qualify under
the proposed British film quota legislation
which, he said, would undoubtedly come into
force on January 1, 1927, according to direct
information that he had received.
"Important developments are occurring in
both the Amei'ican and British .film industries which may result eventually in Canada
playing an important role in the great com-

mercial drama which is now being enacted
to bring British Empire-produced films to
the screens of the world," Peek declared. He
pointed out that, unless a cooperative plan
between Great Britain and the United States

worked out, American producers would
undoubtedly lose 10 per cent of their present
business in the United Kingdom.
While in New York, Peck had a conference with the representative there of the
British company which has set about to establish producing facilities in Canada and
learned that it was the desire of this comis

make a certain number of British
Canada each year for distribution
in the British Isles and other portions of
the Empire, as well as making them techl)any to
films in

nically good enough so that they would be
acceptable in the United States and other
markets. It was pointed out that there are
hundreds of excellent British and Canadianborn screen players in California who would
readily go to Vancouver Island for picture
making under British auspices. Details of
the financing of the Canadian proposition
M'ere also told Peck.
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Washington,

Names

Missouri Governor Withdraws Proposed
Plan for Additional Tax Bill

FACING

idea

is

a

solid

wall of opposition

Governor Baker

Board

C.

Officers

Officers of the Washington, D. C. Film
Board of Trade were elected for the ensuing
year on Monday, January 11.
They are:
Harry E. Hunter, Paramount manager,
president;
John Bachman, Educational

from exhibitors and other amusement
withdrawn his plan to submit a
proposed constitutional amendment providing for a 10 per cent tax on all
theatre and amusement admissions.
The Governor's move came as a big surprise as he had announced that he
would carry the plan through and submit it to the people regardless of the committee he had called together to discuss its features.
The revenue was to have
been used for school purposes.
"Some people think me stubborn," the governor said, after abandoning plans
for the proposed amendment, "but the reaction to this plan for establishing a
permanent fund for the public schools has been so adverse that I decided to
abandon the idea."
The governor's move came just as exhibitor forces of the state were discussing
a merger with all allied amusements in fighting the proposed amendment and
using the screens of the state to fight the measure. Baker's withdrawal of the
interests.

D.

of Missouri has

manager, vice-president; Louis Bache, Producers Distributing Corporation manager,
secretaiy and Tracy Cunningham, United
Artists manager, treasurer.
The exhibitors will be represented on the
arbitration committee by Harry Crandell,
Harry Bernstein and J. Louis Rome, the
latter from Baltimore while the exchange
men will be represented by R. C. Robin,
Pathe manager; Rudolph Burger, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer manager and Robert E.
Smeltzer, First National manager.
Alter-

accepted as a signal victory for exhibitors^

nates for the exchangemen are
Frank L.
McNamee and Harry E. Hunter.
The executive secretary w^ll be Samuel L.
:

Spoken Drama Tax

Boyd and

Loses

Bill

Finance Committee Would
Avoid All Discriminatory Legislation
Senate

A

DETERMINATION

"The House

bill

in

the

amount of

to

than one

make such

tax

"The administrative difficulties would be
Just what would fall within the

numerous.

designation of 'revue, burlesque or extravaganza,' and so be taxable under the House
bill, the committee was unable to determine.
"In view of the Government needs for the
$20,000,000 to be dei-ived as revenue, the
committee deems it more proper to afford a
reduction in the tax based upon the price
paid for admission and to have the tax
apply, within that limitation, to all forms of
theatrical and other amusements without
differentiation or discrimination."
Credit for the action of the committee,
which will rebound materially to the advantage of the motion picture houses through
the increase of exemption to 75 cents, goes
largely to Jack S. Connolly, Washington
representative of the Hays' organization.

tax for the 'legitimate spoken drama/ " the
committee declares iu its report.
"The
committee J'ecommends that the tarx apply to
all admissions without differentiation by reason of the character of the amusement, but
that the present exemption for a charge of
50 cents or less be increased to 75 cents.

The increase

last less

free that exceeded that time limit.

afforded exemption from

'

exem])tioTi

will leave $20,000,000 in revenue still to be
derived from this source of taxation.

"In the opinion of the committee it seems
'unfair to afford full exemption to the 'legitimiite spoken drama' and not to afford a like
complete exemption to musical concerts,
musical plays and similar performances of
an at least equally educational and enlight-

Site Selected for F.N. Studio
New

National

First

West Coast Studios

to

be Located at Burbank. Calif.; Cost $1,500,000

AUi{AN(IEMKNTS

have just been completed by Hichard A. Rowland, general manager of First National for
the building of a new studio at Burbank,
California, the site selected costing a million

jind a half dollars.
The location selected

is

known

as

the

Frovidencia Hancho and the Scott tract sub-

and covers sixty-four acres. It is
miles from the business centre
of Hollywood and adjoins the Lakeside Golf
<!ivision

just three

Course.

Bids are now being received for the erecgroup of buildings in a decorative
manner along Moorish. Colonial or Spanish
lines of architecture. There will be no delay
tiotn of a

as

it is

planned

First National

to

some of the
the new
John McCormiek,

have at

units

least

installed

in

by June 1st.
manager of West Coast production for
studios

whom

Implicates Six in St.

Louis Holdup

character.
To deny exemption to
vaudeville theatres which might contain on
spoken
their programs several 'legitimate
dramas' of less than one hour and 45 minutes
duration, can not be justified. Nor can there
be any defense for imposing a tax upon a

drama which happens to
hour and 45 minutes and

is
Miss Dorothy
were re-elected from

assistant

the previous year.

Youth

ening

avoid disfrirainatory legislation and the difficulty of
defining; the various classes of spoken
entertainment were responsible for the action of the Senate finance committee in elimiuating from the revenue bill the House proposal to exempt from admission ta.x the
legitimate spoken drama, it is shown by the
rei)ort on the bill submitted to the Senate by
the committee.
to

his

Anderson, both of

First

National states that the studio construction
will be in the hands of C. P. Butler, an
official of First National Production Cor])(>ration, wlio will have full charge from the
beginning to the completion of the work.
The plant will be designed to accommodate
all of the First National executives, stars
and others engaged on the Coast in the making of productions for the most elaborate
and extensive progi-am ever prepared by
First National.

As the result of an alleged confession of
James Walsh, 18 years old, six men are
held in St. Louis in connection with the
attempted holdup of the Grand Central
Theatre in that city. Walsh was disarmed
by Manager Spyros' Cardas when the former
handed the manager a note in the crowded
lobby at 5.10 on Sunday, January 24th.
The note read: "Get into your office and
don't make any noise. If you do, I'll blow
your head off."
Instead of complying Cardas seized the
young man's wi'ist and snatched a revolver
from his belt. In a subsequent alleged confession, Walsh is said to have implicated six
men, one of them a former policeman, in
the holdup.
Albert J. Marks, manager of the Kingsland Theatre was also a holdup victim. HeAvas seized by two men at his own home,
compelled to return to the theatre and $t)80
in cash

J.

was

taken.

Sampson Honored

J.

Chicago Dinner

at

THE

inauguration dinner

tendered

by the Chicago Film Board of
Trade to its president, J. J. Sampson, in the Bal Tabarin of the Hotel
Sherman, brought out a crowd of 325
exchange men and exhibitors and was
the jolliest and largest social gathering of motion picture men held in Chicago for several years.
Stunts and vaudeville acts furnished
by Dave Dubin kept things lively, and
Toastmaster Ralph Kettering pulled
some fast ones on the crowd, and also
kept the list of speakers and the length
of their talks to a

minimum.

During the evening a handsome silver coffee set, the gift of the Board of
Trade, was presented to Mr. Sampson,
who had already listened to many of
the speakers pay him sincere tribute,
and who had made a brief speech of
thanks

in return.

Credit for the great success of the
dinner is largely due to George Dembow,

Chicago

manager

of

president of the Board,

Fox,

and

who was

vice-

general

chairman.

1.

»
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Marines Under Contract to M. G. M.
Up

Tied

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER,

it

on

When Fox Film

Corporation began to lay

"What

Price
Glory,'' the Laurence Stallings play of Marine Corps life, it was assxuned that bodie_s
plans for the filming of

of trooj^s would be available from the Corps
When
for manoeu\Tes, as in the past.
Major-General John A. Lejeune, commandant of the Marine Corps, was approached
for i)ermission he refused, stating that he
had signed a contract with Metro-GoldwynMayer granting that company exclusive

"motion

])icture rights" to the Afarines for

a

per;od of one year after the completion of
a film being made by that finu.

Saul ¥.. Rogers, counsel for Fox Film,
annouju-ed that the matter would be taken
to couit in an effort to have the contract
nullified, according to The Film Dnili/, and
if that move fails a further effort will be
made through Secretar\' of the Na\>' Wilbur
and ])erhai)s President Coolidge.

Mr. Rogers
and could not

for Detroit on Tuesday,
readied for a furtlier state-

left
l)e

Raoul Walsh, who
for Fox, and

is to

who came

direct the i^ieture

east to

make

final

arrangements, slated merely that it would
not interfere with his plans in any way and
that he would proceed without dela.x- on
"What Piice Glorv?" next month.

Lya de

Star, Signs

With

PENDING
to coast

IT

I

George Hill is directing and Mary
borrowed by Famous Players, is a
member of the cast. The story is based on
a scenario by Col. Greecy of the Marine
rines."
lirian,

(

Announcement of the signing of
German star was made in Berlin by

the
Ike

"We had an identical arrangement in the
case of 'The Midshi)iman,' made .at Anna))-

Blumenthal, general representative of
Famous Players in Europe. It was previously announced that IVIorris Gest had
placed her under contract and would
bring her to America, but this was ap-

players.

Lejeune,

according

to

Washington dispatches, maintains that he
was entirely within his rights and will stand
by the contract. News weeklies and others
})hotograpli the INIarines, as before,
whenever they please, but the troops will be
ordered out for s])ecial manoeuvres only for
Metro-Goldwvn-Mayer, according to the
contract.

Various reports stated that Fox had ena complaint with Will Hays, but it
was stated at the Ilavs ollice tiiat this had
tered

by John Murray Anderson and others,
will be staged in Los Angeles for Publix
theatres there and in San Francisco by
Partington,

San

P^'rancisco

theatre

from the coast.
remove his activities
from San Francisco and establish himself
in Los Angeles soon.
This move coupled with a, repoil from
Kansas City quoting Frank Newman as
declaring that "anything might happen"
when asked if he had returned there to
resume management of the J^ewman and
Royal theatres which he leased to Paramount last year, gave rise to reports that
Partington was going to Los Angeles to
replace Newman as head of the Publix
houses there.
This, however, was denied by
ac(Hjrding to a report

Mr. Partington

"Major-General Lejeune saw

that pictu)-e, as well as "The Big Parade,' and
felt that we could do excellent justice to a
picture featuring the Marines, which he
wished made to give publicity to that branch
of the ser\'ice.
"Since we were willing to make this picture without cost to the government ancl at
our own exjjense, he felt that it was only
fair that we should be granted protection
against the uuiking of any similar picture
for a reas()iu)bh' period and the one-year
contract was signed. 1 am sure that anyone

who knows Major-General Lejeune knows
that he did not sign without being certain
that he was acting within his authority, and
that he is a man of iiis word."
While it could not l)e learned definitely at
First National, it is generally understood
that that company was )n-otected by a oneyear clause in the making of "Classmates,"
much of which was taken at West Point.

Shows on Coast

the

circuit

east

A.

he said.

ulis,"

parently in error.
Miss de Putti is of Hungarian birth
and is one of the most remarkable personalities in the
ranks of European

Major-General

'orps.

Major Edward M. Bowes, vice-president
of M-G-^I, ex])ressed surprise at the agitation which had arisen, and st^jited that there
was nothing- unusual about the arrangement.

Miss de Putti having appeared recently in Ufa productions, including
"Variety" and "Manon Lescaut."
tion,

Acts for Los Angeles and Frisco
Houses Pending Completion of Coast-to- Coast Circuit

completion of a coast
for presentation acts
of the Publix Theatres Corporation,
shows similar to those being produced in the

will

the Publix organization heads in New York,
who stated that Partington's activities hi
Los Angeles will be confined exclusively to
the production of presentations and will not
partake of theatre management in that
city.

F. P.-L.

was learned in New York this week
and confirmed by an announcement
in Berlin that Lya de Putti, a leading German film actress, would arrive in
New York about March to take up work
This,
under the Paramount banner.
like the signing of Emil Jannings, comes
as an aftermath of the Ufa-FamousPlayers - Metro-Goldwyn - Mayer affilia-

A. Partington Producing Unit

J.

man

German

Putti,

Will Stage Publix

J.

yet been received, and that while the
matter would undoubtedly come u)) in the
regular routine of affairs, no special action
was known of at the present moment.
It wa.s learned at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
hat the picture involved in the contract is
now in production at San Diego, Calif., under the working title, "Tell It to the Ma-

may

ment.

Dogs

11)1

was

learned this week, has signed a contract with the Marine Corps to produce a story of Marine life, under the terms
of which M-G-M is protected for a ])eriod
of one year against the appearance of the
Marines in any other film drama.

final

"What

Price Glory?", Finds Devil
Exclusive Arrangement; Suit Threatens

Fox, Wishing Troops for

Several rumors regarding

Newman's

Universal Leases Colony
Theatre, New York
COCHRANE of Universal

RH.

this week announced that that
company had taken a six months'
lease on the B. S. Moss Colony theatre
The
on Broadway, New York City.
•

lease

includes

control

of

management,

booking and advertising, and takes effect
the coming Sunday, February 7th.
The opening bill will be "What Happened to Jones," it is stated.

future
since

activities,

his

return

cuiTent in Kansas City
there a short time ago,

remain unsupported by any definite
ments by Mr. Newman or the Publix
in New York.

According

stateoffices

present plans the Publix
organization expects eventually to have a
circuit which will permit the routing of acts
from the east to the west coast without
over-long jumps from one city to another.
The completion of such aiTangements,
however, will consume a year or more and
to

during the interim presentations for the
Publix houses on the west coast will be
stai-red in Los Angeles and play over a
limited circuit in that section.
The pi-oductions will offer on a somewhat
more elaborate scale the type of entertain-

ment which Partington has been staging
for some time at theatres of the Rothchild
chain in San Francisco, the Imperial, California, Granada and Coliseum, now affilwith the Publix organization.
will devote much of his time to
producing, Mr. Partington will continue to
take an active part in the direction of these
San Francisco houses, in which he is interested.
It is probable that Mr. Partington
will become associated with production of
presentations Publix headcjuarters in the
liated

While he

east

when

the coast to coast circuit

is

or-

ganized.
It was reported at the time that the
Publix company would establish permanent
producing headquarters on the Pacific Coast

and

in other sections

and that the

acts after

playing local houses would be interchanged
with those staged in the east. This, however, Avas denied by the Publix officials iu
New York.
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Beach

of Roumania to Write Screen
Stories for M-G-M

Queen Marie
QUEEN
MARIE
Mayer,

Louis B.
of Roumania has turned motion picture author.
vice-president of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, announced this week that
the celebrated royal author is to write an original story for screen production by M-G-M and has also signed contracts by which all her previously written
novels, stories and plays are to be available for production by that organization.
Queen Marie is to write an original play for immediate production by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer and the contract gives them an exclusive option on any additional
story material by her.
Queen Marie is a granddaughter of Queen Victoria of
England and daughter of the Duke of Brunswick. She is the mother of Prince
Carol who recently attracted international notice through renunciation of his
rights to the throne.
Title and details of Queen Marie's first photoplay will be announced soon, Mr.

Mayer

said.

Hays Praises Casting Bureau
Extras Will be Benefited Without
Necessity of Paying Commission
LL

\

Ul'iKAT thiiiu lor uooil actors aud
ot no eartlily use to bad aL-tors,"
*- is the way Will H. Hays, president
•^
of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, described the Free
Casting Bureau which has just been opened
by the Motion Picture Proill Hollywood
ducers of California, Inc.
Hays is back from a trip to Los Angeles
on business which included the formal opening of the casting bureau.

r\

"This bureau is operated by the producing organizations and eliminates commissions as high as 10% that all extra people
were forced to pay in the past to agencies,"
said Mr. Hays. "This means that if a producing company uses a thousand extras on
one particular day and pays them ten dollars each, the extras each get ten dollars,
instead of nine, and the thousand dollar
commission goes to the workers, not to the

motion picture industry.
and the Actors
Equity Association have cooj^erated fully.
real part

of

the

The California

"The Free Casting Bureau recognizes
only competent extra people and makes
every effort to see that they get cnousih work
This
so that they may live comfortably.
plan eliminates the extra who was not a

I.

M.

P.

only one of
the many fine things that the California
producers are doing to improve conditions
on the coast.
"All of us in the industry are entitled to
real satisfaction at the progress the studios

We

are surely seeing a

new day

production with a tremendous increase
the number of really great pictitres
and an enormous rise in the standard of
all pictures.
I am convinced too that we
have seen only the start of the movement.
Production is on a new basis.
in
in

"In my trip across the United States and
back I met many persons who reflect accurately the attitude of the public toward
our indus-try.
All thinking people are our

the regular monthly meeting of Independent Motion Picture Association

of America held in New York last
week it was decided to organize immediately
the independent producers on the west coast.
I. E. Chadwick, i)resident of the association,
will inaugurate the movement on the coast.
The New York meeting was presided over
by Frederick H. Elliott in the absence of
the president and vice-presidents of tlie
organization.
President Cliadwick lias made tentative
plans for the meeting on the coast which
He
•will be called within the next ten days.
will have the assistance of several of the Independent Association's executives who are
already on the coast, including Sam Sax oP
li\imas Film Cori^oration, M. II. Hoffman of
Tiffany Productions and Harry Cohn of Columi)in Pictures Corporation.
associalinii

lia>

rccoiMiniMided

lo

the

dollar

theatre

investment in

Oakland at College and Claremont Avenue.
It will

be

known

as the "Senator" theatre
1800 people. The new theatre
will be of modernized Italian architecture
with an entirely new interior design of
decoration.
There will be six stores and

and

will seat

ten offices in the building in addition to the
theatre.
One of the largest stages of any
theatre in the Bay district will be a feature.
It will be 40 feet in depth and 100 feet in
width, fully equipped to accommodate grand

opera and spectacular productfons. In connection with the theatre there will be a large
auto parking service.
J. Albert Marshall
of College Avenue, Oakland, is the architect
and Maury I. Diggs will be in charge of
construction work. The new theatre is part
of an extensive expansion program of the
Beach & Krahn Theatres, Inc., which is
being financed by their own corporation
mth but a limited amount of stock offered
for

sale.

Up

.Child Admission Bill

in

Albany
Assemblyman Charles A. Freiberg of Buffalo introduced his
week, in the New

bill

on Tuesday of

York State

this

Legislature,

which pertains to the admission of unaecomi)anied children between the ages of 10
and 16 years to motion picture theatres in
New York state outside of the metropolis.
In connection with its introduction Mr.
Freiberg said that the bill had the approval
of the police department of Buft'alo, as well
as the president of the Board of Education
of that city and the judges of the children's
and city courts of Buffalo.

Wanger,

Buchowetzki

and

Schulberg in N. Y.

They know of course that we are
sincere and that we are delivering week in
and week out the kind of entertainment
that is satisfying and which proves completely our ability to move to still finer

production department of Famous Players;
B. P.. Schulberg, associate producer on the
West Coast, and Dimitri Buchowetzki, di-

tilings."

rector, arrived in

Chadwick Will Inaugurate
A. Auxiliary on West Coast

AT

a million

of

is

Independents Organize Further
President

at

Beach & Krahn, Inc., of Oakland, have
plans and sjiecifications for a ncAv quarter

friends.

agents.

The

House

Plan NewOakland, Cal.

state officials

"This Free Casting Bureau

are making.

^ Krahn

New York to seek material for
Paramount picture.

tached to their releases in the future.
Oscar Neufeld, of Philadelphia, chairman
of the contract committee announced that he
would call a meeting of his committee to
be held in New York on Saturday, February 6th at which time conferences are to be
arranged with rei)rcsentatives of other organizations interested in the adoption of a
('(|,iitnl)le

cxliibitioii

New York Monday from
Hollywood.
Schulberg remained in New York but two
days, returning to the Coast on Wednesday.
Wanger returned East after two busv weeks
at the West Coast studios. Buchowetzki is
in

executive committee a classification of the
producer-distributor members and as a result of this action it is anticipated that at
least fifteen companies will take advantage
of the opportunity to affiliate with the I. M.
P. A., which is composed of independent
producers, distributors and exchanges.
The association approved of a short animated ti'ailer to be attached to all independent productions and several of the company executives present stated that they had
given instructions to have this trailer at-

stniulnrd

Walter Wanger, general manager of the

contract.

Screen

Advertisers

Convene

THE

his next

in

to

South

annual convention of the
Screen
Advertisers
Association
will be held this year in New Orleans on February 11th, 12th and 13th.
A special train carrying the delegates
headed by President Douglas D. Rothacker in scheduled to leave Chicago

February 9th as a part of the Panama
Limited on the Illinois Central.

The screen Advertisers Association is
a department of the Associated Advertising Clubs, made up of manufacturers,
buyers and users of motion pictures for
industrial
and educational purposes.
Douglas D. Rothacker is serving his
fifth term as president of the association since its reorganization at Milwaukee.

February

13,
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Now On Trial, Declares Lasky

Producers Are Willing to Make Artistic Films, He Says,
Audiences Must Support Them; Cites Failures

THE

public can have just as good moit wants, but it must
support them, declared Jesse L.
Lasky, vice-president of Famous PlayersLasky, speaking before the eleventh annual
luncheon of the >Iational Board of Review
tion picture as

last Saturday at the Waldorf-Astoria,

New

He later amplified these reCity.
to a representative of the News.

York

mark?
"The public is on trial," he said. "There
is no question of the producer's willingness
to make just as fine and artstic pictures as
the public wants, but the public must do
which it
its part and support such films
has failed to do in the past in any gi-eat

—

measure.
"Scarcely a day passes but what some
director, writer or player in our organization comes to my office with an idea for a
We
picture with originality and artistiy.
make them as often as we can afford to
but we have a board of directors and stockholdei-s, and our first duty to them is to

make pictures that will make money."
Due to the fact, he said, that "Peter Pan"
and "A Kiss For Cinderella" had been made
only with the greatest of difficulty, it has been practically decided upon
to abandon plans for the Christmas special
planned for next year from an original story
successful

by

J.

M. Barrie.
would like

"We

to make a picture especially for the children each Christmas," he
explained, "but the support has been disap-

pointing and

we can hardly continue the

practice.
"It is not alone these pieturas Avhich have
failed to find the public support which they
Such artistic masterpieces of ardeserved.

and subslety as "The Cabinet of Dr.
"The Last Laugh," "Beggar on
Horseback," "The Bluebird" and many others
have failed to meet with widespread apThey were what we call critics'
proval.
tistry

Caligari,"

pictures but the public failed to agree with
the critics.

"47

Workshop"
to

PHOTOPLAY
seriously
last

Turns

Photoplays
production

has

at

engaged the attenthe "47 Workshop" at Har-

tion of
vard, which has developed a number of
successful writers. The American Historical Film Club is ready to shoot its
first scenario with the camera.
At present arrangements are being
completed by which certain of the plays
written by "47 Workshop" members and
now Broadway successes, will become
Daniel
available for screen production.
J. Horgan is president of the American
Historical Film
Company, Rolin J.
Dixon, vice-president and James P.
Munroe, treasurer.
In January, 1925, negotiations were
opened with many of the "47 Workshop"
alumni to induce them to attempt in a
professional manner the production of
photoplays. These negotiations will bear
fruit in the near future.

"A picture of sophistication and subtlety
finds an audience, to be sure, but it is not
a large enough audience to repay the tremendous investment which a modem fUm
Remember that we must back up
involves.
our desire to make an artistic picture Avith
two or three hundred thousand dollars of
our own money, which calls for far more
courage than to merely say that pictures
should be better.
"It is only the artistic pictures which also
have had spectacular elements that made it
possible to sell them to the public that have
succeeded at the box-office, such as "Ten

Commandments" and "The Covered Wagon."
The smaller, intimate screen drama of
sophistication cannot yet attract a profitable
number of patrons.
"William Allen White is absolutely right
in his contentions regarding pictures, as
long as he speaks for himself but he
makes the mistake of assuming that there
are enough persons like himself to make
pictures profitable.
When he assumes that
his tastes are those of the public, he is mistaken."
Another diflfieulty pointed out by Lasky
at the luncheon was the fact that picture
producers are largely dependent upon the
stage and printed fiction for their stories,
and that more than half of the plays and
novels were unfit to see or read, much less

—

Films Important Factor
in Southern Countries
to
ACCORDING
Pan American Union,

of

the

motion

pic-

officials

tures are one of the most important factors in promoting friendly relations between the United States and the
South and Central American nations,
in developing American commerce
The showing of
those countries.
American products, it is stated, has done

and
in

much

to create a

demand

for furniture,

automobiles and the like.
The Union urged care, however, in
the portrayal on the screen of characters

from these countries, stating that great
improvement had been made in this direction.
The wish was expressed that
South Americans might see more films
acquainting them with the beauties of

own countries, it being felt that an
interchange of such films among these
countries might promote internal harmony to the south of us.
News reels, it was stated, were one of
the most valuable factors, since they
showed American life exactly as it is,
uncolored by the demands of screen
drama.

their

picturize.

He

iiisisted,

however, that he was by no
regarding the future.

means pessimistic

Public taste, he feels, is certain to improve
gi-adually through the occasional i>roduction of unusual merit.

Lasky's contention regarding cun-ent ficwas strikingly borne out by a letter
which he received this week from R. B.
Alexander of the Woman's Home Companion.
Referring to Lasky's statements
on contemporary novels, he said in part:
"In our case, we need but look at the
average newstand to realize that many
publishers are accepting the easiest route to
quick returns and are feeding our youngAmerican mmds with great gobs of salacious fiction and brazen yarns calculated to
tion

do nothing but
emotions."

But
fire

mind and

the

stir

the

Another speaker at the National Board of
Review luncheon was Milton SUls, who
made a plea for more culture in the motion pictiu'e, and urged training schools for
scenarists.
Other speakers were Mae Murray, John C. Flinn, Dr. A. A. Brill of
Columbia imiversity and Dr. George W.
Kirchwey. More than 1,200 persons were
in attendance.

United Studios - Paramount
Deal Completed
The final details of the deal by which
United Studios became the property of Paramount were concluded last week with the
signing over of the plant by M. C. Levee
and R. W. Allison representing United
Studios to the buyers, represented by Frank
James, attorney.
Plans for the transfer of filming operations from the present Lasky Studio on Vine
Street to the new
tures on Melrose

home of Paramount picAvenue ai'e continuing
under the supervision of Hector Tumbull
and B. P. Schulberg, Associate Producers,
aided by Milton E. Hoffman, executive
manager.

Sanders

to

Book

Publix

Theatres Acts
Publix Theatres Corporation has engaged
the services of Earl P. Sanders to represent
them as booker of acts playing some of the
Publix theatres. Mr. Sanders has had fifteen

years experience in this line of work, having
been associated with the Orpheum Circuit
and with the William Morris Agency for
many years. His office will be at 1520

Broadway.

North Carolina Urges
Production Center

THE

annual Midwinter banquet of

the North Carolina Theatre Owners was held last Wednesday evening at the Selwyn Hotel in Charlotte
with 150 exhibitors, theatre owners and
film exchange men in attendance.
The
inauguration of motion picture production in North Carolina was strongly
urged, with Charlotte and Asheville
suggested as the most likely production
centers.

Among

the speakers

were F. Alton Abbo:t

of the evening
of Charlotte, sec-

retary of the association; R. D. Graver
of Charlotte, recently resigned president; C. O. Kuester, business manager of
the Chamber of Commerce; E. F. Dardine,

Mrs.
Better

manager of Universal exchange;
A. Parham, president of the
J.
Films Committee; Percy Wells

of Wilmington, past president of the
association; J. E. Estridge, of Gastonia;
C. W. Tillett, Jr., attorney of the organization; C. I. Gresham, of MooresvUle;
W. J. Allen of North Wilkesboro; Nat
Royster of the Broadway Theatre and
Miss Dorothy Kenney of New York,
representative of the Hays organization.
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Barbara La Marr Dies at 29
Altadena After Actress
Apparently on Road to Recovery

End Comes

Was

at

died
LA ]\LVRR, screen
BARBARA
Snturday afternoon, January 30,

became a scenario writer for Fox, but her
unusual type of beauty soon led to her ap-

Altiidcna, Calif., as the result of
C'onipliealions following: a nen-ous break-

2)earance

star,

oil
ill

down. Her condition had been much improved recently mid it was believed that
she was well along- the road to restored
She suffered a sudden relapse on
health.
Saturday and died about an hour later.
The tii-st serious breakdown came duiing
the iilming of "The Girl from the Montmartre," but she recovered sutficiently to
return to the studio to complete that picture, after which a complete rest was ordered.

The body was

to

in state for three
this week, to be fol-

lie

days in Los Angeles
lowed by simple funeral services on Friday,
conducted by a Christian Science reader.
Bui-ial Avas to be made in Hollywood cemetery, where a mausoleum will be erected as

before

the

Rex
notice.
ant roles in

Ginsberg,

Kann

Sawyer," "The
in "Quincy Adams
Hero," "The Eternal City," "Strangers of
Elmo," "Thy Name is
the Night," "St.
Woman," "The Shooting of Dan McGrew,"
and many others.
She had by .this time estal)lished herself

Her passing

I'obs the screen

of one of

its

most individual players and one who contributed to it several roles not likely to be
soon forgotten.

in Partnership

A

NKW

in

partnership for the distribu-

independent
market in tiiis country and abroad
)cen rorincd bv Hcnrv Gins!)erg and
tion of pictures on the

Abroad

and

America

George E. Kami, both long and favorably

known

in the picture indus-tr}-.

Kann

for the past twelve years has been

He

was
identified with the foreign market.
for many years identified with Universal
and with Goldwyn in charge of foreigii sales.
For the past two years he has been a memof

ber

the

Simmonds-Kanii

Enterprises,

foregn distributors.
Ginsberg is widely known as

Inc.,

an

It

of

its

wUl be
"Sweet Rosie
0'Grady,"one
of the early
releases
for

next season.
King

existence in the marketing of product
to the

announceiiient. the

new

one of the most thoroughly
organized selling combinations in the field.
The contracts of the Henry Ginsberg Distributing Corporation for the handling of
Banner and Royal jiroductions will be taken
over by the new concern. The association of
the two men will bring about a change in
will be

The organizathe name of the company.
tion will hereafter be known as the Henry
(linsberg-George
Kann Distributing
E.
Corporation.
Additional ]>lans for llic exjjansion of the
linn's business are ruder wav.

is

a.

lected for him as well as a number of
candidates to act as his leading lady.

Mullin Made Maintenance
Chief for Publix
M. J. Mullin has been a])i)()inted Supervisor of Maintenance of the Publix Theatres
headquarters in New
will handle all of
the supplies, equipment, advertising accessories, etc., used in the maintenance of the
theatres of he corporation throughout the
Plans for the department involve
country.
the establishing of warehouses at convenient
points throughout the country, such as are
now maintained in Atlanta and Dallas.
Mullin has been in Atlanta for the i>ast
seven years, the last three of which he has
been in charge of the warehouse of the theatre division of Famous Players-Lasky CorPreviously he acted in the same
poration.
capacity for S. A. Lynch Enterprises, Inc.
with

Corporation,

His department

York.

Safe

much

Elected
Committee of

to

Finance

Paramount

Casimir I. Stralem, a member of the firm
of Ilallgarteu & Comi)auy, has been elected
a director and member of the finance committee of Famous Players-Lasky Coi-poration to succeed Maurice Wertheim, resigned.

San

Loot
House

an acetyline torch
burned their way into a
safe in the Alexandria Theatre,
using

skill

large steel
of San
houses, early

January

with $1500.

Appi-ojiriating. a velvet

one

iere

Frisco's

largest
25tli

residential

and got away
port-

from the theatre lobby, the burglars

hung it across a hall to screen the brightness
of their flame from the street.

Board

Minneapolis

Up

Takes

Fire Case

arl)itralion board has
under advisement the case of Film
Booking Grtices against the Gem theater at
Inkster, N. D., in which a film destroyed by
The fire started in an adjoinfire figiires.
ing building and razed the theater. The film
The exhibitor pointed out that
was los-t.
he could not obtain any insurance ou prints
except for fire which starts in the theater

taken

Stralem

Crackers
Francisco

Safe-crackers,

with

The

Company.

ghan

distributor.

According

George E. Kann, now in partnership with Henry Ginsberg in Henry Ginsberg-George Kann Distributing

Young Mei-

Meighan

product
o f
Pittsburgh and his sole experience in
the picture industry has been in the
selling end of the game.
He is younger
than
Tom, has an abundance of
personality and good looks and has always wanted to appear on the screen.
Further than the announcement that
he will probably be one of the stars of
"Sweet Rosie O'Grady," nothing has
been announced for the future for
Meighan. Stories are now being se-

in the state right field.

company

likely

is

this

inde-

The Henry Ginsberg
Corporation has grown rapidly in the year
l)endeiit

he

ever appeared.

roles

so definitely "with the public as the leading
portrayer of "siren" roles that her stardom

the
picture

in

which

in

"Trifling Women," which further added to
She was given featured
her popularity.

Will Distribute Pictures on Independent

Market

ately

first

Ingram cast her for import"The Prisoner of Zenda' and

led to her death.

Miss La Marr, wlio was 29 years of age,
rose to screen fame in an incredibly short
She AVfis on the stage from childhood,
time.
in vaudeville and stock and as a dancer. She

to a starring contract and he
immediately for the west
coast to start

work immedi-

Pitts).

to the actress.

leave

camera.

Shortly before her death she made arrangements for the rearing of her threeyear old adopted son, Donald. He was
adopted in Dallas, Texas, more than two
yeai-s ago, and has been cared for during
recent weeks by Mrs. Tom Gallery (Zasu

monument

Tom,
will

Douglas Fairbanks selected her for the
role of Milady in "The Three Musketeers,"
where her appealing beauy won instant

was a'logical sequal. She was accordingly
placed under a stellar contract and made
"The White Moth," "Sandra," "The Heart
of a Siren," and "The White Monkey."
Her last role was in "The Girl from
Montmartre," first known as "Spanish
Love" and changed to the present title. She
was in poor health at the conuneneement of
proved too
strain
this picture and the
great, resulting in the breakdown which

a

Meighan Signed
By Columbia
has
PICTURES
COLUMBIA
signed King Meighan, brother of
King

booth.

Minncai'oli^

February
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''U" Fixes Full Production Schedule
Announces Greater White List With Jewels and
Release During the 1926-27 Season
SLMULTANE0U8LY

with the return of
Carl Laemmle from Europe this week,
Universal announces its full production
The
schedule for the season of 1926-27.
Greater White List is a schedule of Jewels
and special productions.
In addition to the several super-pictures

such as "The Flaming Frontier,'' "The Midnight Sun," "Uncle Tom's Cabin," "Gulliver's Travels" and "Les Miserables" Universal plans the release of five or six special
Rejrinald Denny pictures to be marketed
separately, twenty-eight Universal Jewels,
twenty-four Blue Streak westerns and a
lenghty schedule of serials and short subjects.

The first Denny production
ware of Widows."

will

be "Be-

"The Texas
Streak" is scheduled for release September
26th. Seven Gibson pictures will be released
i)roduction,

during the season in the following order:
"The Prairie King," November 14th; "The
Buclcaroo Kid," January 2jid; "Riding Like
Furv," Februan- 13th; "A Hei'o on Horseback," April 3rd; "The Silent Rider,"
15th,

and "Ace High," July

Asks Repeal of
Admission Tax
Bill

REPEAL
sions and

the

of

on admis-

taxes

dues in their entirety is
sought in an amendment to the
pending revenue bill which has been
introduced by Senator Pat Harrison of
Mississippi, and for the adoption of
which he will press while the bill is

before the Senate.

The Senate on January 29 began its
consideration of the amendments to
the House bill made by the finance committee, but because of the controversy
which has raged over the admission
tax let those provisions go over until a

May

11th.

In ()ctol)er of this year Universal will retwo Jewel pictulres, "The Star Maker"
stan-ing Mary Philbin and "Perch of the
Devil," a Kins' Baiigot pi'oduction with AFae
Busch and Pat O'Malley.
Two more Jewels will be released in Novenil)er.
They are "The Ice Flood" and the
Hoot Gibson picture, "The Prairie King."
The former will l)e directed by James O.
Spearing.
lease

"Butterliifs in the Knin" m wiiich Laura
La Plante is starrted, will be a screen drama
adapted from the story of that name from
the pen of Andrew Soutar.

In March, there will be three moi-e Universal Jewels,

"Too Manv Women," "Brides

"Too
Will be Brides," and "Taxi Taxi."
Many Women" will be used as a starring
Kerry, with May
vehicle
for Norman
McAvoy, probably, in the co-featured role.
"Brides Will Be Brides" is another Laura
"Taxi Taxi" will be
La Plante picture.
adapted from the Saturday Evening Post
story from the pen of George Weston.
The April list of Jewels will include, besides "A Hero on Horseback," the Gibson
"Another
picture,
two other pictures,

Woman's Life" and "Down the Stretch."
first an anonymous story will be used as
a starring vehicle for Mary Philbin. "Down

later date.

Universal will start the year with "Poker
Faces" starring Edward Everett Horton and
Laura La Plante. The second release will
be "The Old Soak" adapted from the play
The release date is set
by Don Marquis.
for September 12th.

The Hoot Gibson

New

for

Specials

The

December will see three Universal Jew^els
They will be "The Whole Town's
Talking," "Prisoners of the Storm" and
"The Big Xight." The fii-st, to be released
December 5th will be an Edward Laenunle
released.

Production.
"Prisoners of the Storm" to be released

December

19th,

tion stan'ing

is

a

House

Lynn Reynolds ProducPeters.

"The Big Xight," for release the day after
Christmas, will be a Laura La Plante starring vehicle.
In addition to the Gibson picture "The
Buckaroo Kid," Universal's Jaiuiary (1927)
releases will include the Universal Jewel

"The

Runaway

Exiiress,"

With

Jack

will

release

Daugherty.
In February, 1927, Universal

Hoot (Jibson picture
"Riding Like Fury," and "The Mv.stery
Club" and "Buttei-flies in the Rain." "The
three

Jewels,

the

"

Mystei-y Club"
production.

will

be

Herbert

a

Blachc

the Stretch," will be a Jewel adaptation of
John Taintor Foote's racing story "Blister

Jones."

The

Jewel

list

will

indude

"A
Love Thrill" and "The Big Gun."
Savage in Silks" will be innde as a Laura
La Plante picture.
"The Love Thrill" probably will be another Laura La Plante picture.
"The Big Gun" will be a Norman Kerry
picture, directed by Edward Sedgwick.
The Hoot Gibson picture "Ace High," set
for July 11th release, marks the final Jewel
in

Abrams Appoints

May

"Spangles,"" "Take It From Me" and the
Gibson picture "The Silent Rider." "Spangles" will be an Edward Sloman Production
"Take It From Me"
with a special cast.
will be based on the musical comedy success
of that name by AVilliam Johnston, Sunday
Editor of the New York World.
In June, Universal will release the following Jewels, "A Savage in Silks," "The

I'niversal s 1926-1927 Greater

District

Movie

List.

Managers

Six Assignments Made in Reorganization and Reshaping
of United Artists Sales Staff

ANOTHER
reshaping

ste])

in

the sales

reorganizing nnd
force of United

Corporation is announced this
week by Iliram Abrams, president of the
Arti.sts

corporation.
Not content with zoning the United
States into three territories, each under the
immediate direction of a divisional general
sales

manager,

JMr.

Abrams now announces

the apjiointment of six

whose work

district

managers

effecting an intensive
field supeiwision in their respective districts.
Each of these men has had a thorough training in United Artists Corporation selling
lies

in

The new district managers
their territories are as follows

methods.

and

Kenneth Hodkinson, supervising the San
Francisco, Seattle, Los Angeles, Denver and
Salt Lake City branch offices.
W. F. Seymour, Pittsburgh, Washington,
Atlanta and Dallas branches.
Safier, Chicago, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Detroit branches.
T. Y. Henry, Kansas City, St. Louis,
Omiiha tind ^Iinnea])olis branches.

and Buffalo branches.
Hodkinson and Seymour

Penn. Censor Chairman
Back From Coast
KNAPP.
HARRYPennsylvania
L.

the

turned

chairman of
Board of

State

Motion Picture Censors, has refrom Los Angeles and Holly-

wood. He made the trip to escort home
Mrs. Knapp, who has been visiting in
the West for several months.
Knapp
made a general tour of studios and conferred with several producers on the
censorship situation in the East.
In
speaking recently of the general trend of
pictures during 1925, Mr. Knapp said
that there had been a noticeable and substantial rise in the quality

and

caliber of

the pictures being produced during the

Moms

T. Scully, Boston,

Portland branches.
Jack Von Tilzer,

will

work under

N.

>ion.

"This sales force fonnation gives United
Artists Corporation an intensive selling organization both in the Home Office and in
the field," said Mr. Abrams.

Minnesota City Declares for

Sunday Shows

last year.

Henry

Paul

Lazarus, general
sales manager for the southern and western
divisi(>.n; Safier and Henry under Cresson
E. Smith, general sales manager for the
mid-west division and Scully and Von Tilzer will report direct to Moxley A. Hill,
general sales manager for the eastern divithe direction of

New

New Haven

and

York. Philadelphia

Montevideo, Minn., has again declared for
The majority was 223 of
Two years ago the
the 1,535 votes cast.
vote stood 200 in favor of Sunday theatres.

Sunday shows.
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Many Attend M P T O
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Session

Administrative Committee Devotes Much
Time to Consideration of Contracts
important was tlie schedule of business
the Administrative Committee of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

So

lor

America

that

many directors from

all

parts

of the country were in attendance at th^ese
Headquarters. 745
National
at
sessions
Seventh Avenue, New York, when they
started on the morning of January 26th
and closed on the evening of January 27th.
Those present included: A. Julian Brylawski, Washington, D. C, Fulton Brylawski,

Washington, D. C, Sydney S. Cohen, Joseph
M. Seider, New York, Jake Wells, Virginia,
Harry Davis and M. J. O'Toole, Pennsylvania, Jack Harwood, Ohio; and Tommy
Goldberg of Maryland.

To the contract situation alone, the Committee devoted fully five hours. This executive body instructed the Committee on Contract and Arbitration to obtain a reduction
in the number of days for which the distributor has to accept a contract because of
the rapid facilities afforded by the air mail.
The Administrative unit also condemned the
tax clause as olfered by Mr. Hays, because
of its form and langtiage.
The Contract Committee was further instructed to insist upon a change in the percentage clause which would provide for a
definite amount being paid by the exhibitor
in the event the exhibitor does not like a

Contract

Committee's

the

stand for a
to reimburse
a distributor
picture,

was

heads of the

The selection of a designation of playdates' clause as presented by Joseph M.
Seider, in his capacity as Chairman of the
Contract Committee, was unanimously endorsed.

The Administrative Committee authorized
President R. F. W^oodhull to appoint committees for the National Convention in Los
Angeles in June. The social end of the convention had been left in the hands of National Director Glenn Harper.

A

suggestion that the M.P.T.O.A. orthroughout
the
sub-headquarters
ganize
country was referred to the Business ManAt the same time Mr. Seider was
ager.
authorized to notify State Presidents that
the Tax Free Music Bureau has arranged a schedule when he will
visit their organizations and acquaint them

HaiTy Sigmond of

with the value of tax free music in connection with their campaign against the amendments to the copyright law. The music tax
subject was also gone into at length at this
meeting by Fulton Brylawski, national

Dupont Here

to Direct for 'U'

German Producer

to Start

Work Soon

Universal City; Has Novel Plans

A. DUPONT, one of Europe's leading motion picture directors, arrived
• in New York on Wednesday of last
k and piocecdcd to I'liivcrsnl City on

E

Monday

up a megaphone

as Universal's newest director under a three-year
contract. His first picture has not yet been
decided upon, but may be based on a story
wliich Dupont is now writing.
to

take

Dupont's most recent production in Ger"Variety," which it is understood
Paramount will handle here.
The director's career has been a colorful
one, closely bound up with the motion picture industry. Some 17 years ago, when he
was but 17 years of age, he began the first
film department on a European publication
(and perhaps the first anywhere in the
world).
This was on the well known Ger-

ws

Governor and Mayor
To Attend Dinner

THE

attorney.

percentage picture.

at

The

provision for a specific amount
the theatre owner in the event
does not deliver a percentage
also approvd by the executive
national organization.

A' e

Sixth Annual Dinner Dance of
Theatre Owners Chamber of

Commerce, which will be held at
the Hotel Astor on Friday evening, February 12th, will be attended by both
Governor Alfred E. Smith and Mayor
James J. Walker. This announcement
has been made officially by Charles L.
O'Reilly, head of the exhibitors' organization.

In addition to the Governor and the
all heads of the City
departments, as well as the judiciary divisions, will be present at the function.
The Sixth Annual Dinner Dance will
be the largest ever arranged by the
members of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, as a concerted effort
is being made to establish a fund for
the acquisition of a new club house.
Vincent Lopez will personally appear
at the head of his Casa Lopez Orchestra which he plans to augment for the

Mayor, practically

occasion.

adapted from Felix HoUaender's storv, "Der
Eid des Stefan HuUer."
Dupont is an exponent of the realistic
photodrama, as opposed to the fantastic
elements frequently seen in European productions. His desire is to make, not European productions in Hollywood, but American productions which will combine the best
in American technique and taste with ideas
acquired in his European experience.
He
hopes, first of all, to meet the requirements
of the American box-office in full measure,
and believes that a picture should above all
appeal to a sufficiently M-ide taste to be commercially successful. He would like, in his
first picture here, to present something of
the impressions of America received by a
foreigner upon his arrival.

He will probably direct two pictures between now and July, at which time he will
probably make one moi"e picture for Ufa.
His contract with Universal was not to go
into effect until 1927, but through aiTangements made in Berlin recently by Carl
Laemmle this was advanced to this vear.

many was

man

daily, the Berliner Zeitung.

For nine years Dupont was a

film

critic

frequently rather outspoken in
Fihis comments on current productions.
nally a producer, in-itated at these frank
criticisms, said
"Well, if you know so much
more about making pictures than I do, let's
see you make one for us."
"All right,"
Dupont responded, "I will." He did, and
his first picture was a success, eclipsing
other productions of this company.
From
that time on he devoted himself to writing
and directing, doing the scripts for his own
.ind

editor,

:

pictures.

Two

years ago, dissatisfied with conditions
the German film industry, he gave up directing and liought a combination picture
house and music hall in Mannheim. His experiences at this theatre, and his contacts
with performers, were the basis of many
of the incidents in "Variety," which Dupont

ill

Dupont, German director who has arrived
America to direct for Universal. (Ufa Photo).

A.

David Cooper
Carlisle,

to

Build

at

Pa.

Construction work on a new theatre lor
Pa., will be started on Ai)ril 1
by David Cooper, on a plot on West High
Street, near Pitt, opposite the Orpheum theatre which he operates.
The new structure
will cost $100,000, in addition to the cost of
the plot for which Mr. Cooper paid $60,000.
The new picture house, which will be
equipped with a stage so that it can be used
for vaudeville also, will be two stories high
and built of lirick or concrete, and will have
a seating capacity of 1,200, including 400
balcony seats and 800 on the main floor.
The plot has a frontage of 55 feet and extends back 240 feet to Church Alley.
Theplan is to preser%-e the ])rosent buildng on
the front of the pitiperty, including office
and store rooms and apartments, and to
erect the theatre at the rear, witli a long
lobby extending to the front.
Mr. Cooper has been engaged successfully
in the theatre business in Carlisle for about
seven years.
It is not decided whether he
will continue in operation of the Orpheum
Carisle,

theatre after the new theatre is erected.
is exi)ecled to be completed in the Fall.

It

I
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New
Notables Attend Funeral
of Senator Harris
PINCHOT
Gov.
Mayor James

of Pennsylvania,
Walker of
York City, and officials, legislators and prominent citizens of his home
state attended the
funeral of State

New

J.

Senator John P.
Harris held in
Pittsburgh on January 30.
Harris,
Senator
as noted last week,
died suddenly in

Hams

Senator John P.

the Capitol at Harrisburg while attending a commithearing.
He
tee
was the owner of

Granted

to

Motion picture companies incorporating
in New York state during the past week
included

the

following,

the

name of

the

company, .amount of capitalization and the
names of the directors being given as follows:
Production-Display Studio, Inc., capitalization not stated, Colby Harriman, Meyer
Maehlis, Horace Sragow, New York city;
Spur Amusement Corporation, capitalization not stated, Richard Hildreth, Rose
Batkin, William Kessler, New York citv:
Brandon" Brothers, Inc., $20,000, Walter
Lee Brandon, Fred G. Miller, Stella Berthoff, New York city; Whitfields Productions, Inc., $10,000,"^ Meyer,
Charles and

Aaron Kurz, New York

city.

Rosereb Amusement Corporation, $10,000,
Morris and Rose Goodman, Brookhii; Samuel Dtrausberg, Brooklyn; 235 West 46th
Street Co., Inc., $2,000, 'j. H. Mayer, Fran-

p^^^^^_
e n t Companies,
and a director of the Harry Davis Enterprises, with theatres in five states. He
was a brother-in-law of Harry Davis.
Gov. Pinchot issued a public statement in which he paid high tribute to
Senator Harris.
^j^^

Charters

Many Companies

p^^j.^-^

m

Samuel Gilbert, New York city;
Stanhope-Bimberg Productions, Inc., $15,000. Frederick Stanhope, Paul Minskoff,
A. J. Bunberg, New York city; The Masque
ces Ascher.

Venice, Inc., capitalization not stated
F. Wharton, 0. Gustafson, D. L. Whitney, New York Fitzer-Kenmore, Syracuse,
$50,000, Mitchell, Rae and Max Fitzer, Syof
J.

;

Greta Garbo in Title Role
of '*The Temptress"
Greta Garbo, Swedish actress, will have
title role in Cosmopolitan's production
of "The Temptress," which will be a MetroGoldwyn-Mayer release directed by Mauritz
Stiller.
This will be Miss Garbo's second
the

Crystal Palace Theatre, Inc., $100,000,
Charles Gishei, B. C. Colegrove, James
Quider. Buffalo; High Tide Producing Corporation, .$20,000, M. J. Reilly, S. T. Nich-

in

"Ibanez' Torrent." Antonio Moreno will be
Miss Garbo's leading man in "The Tempt-

bart Productions, capitalization not stated,
M. L. Lesser, H. :\I. lIol):irt. Sally Budd,

She

role.

Both
Farnum.

ress."

is

now working

were adapted by Dorothy

stories

olson.

New

York.

Barry Curran Resigns

Chadwick

Two

Schedules

Pictures for Release
"The

Count

of Lu.xembourg," tlie film
of the Franz Lehar operetta
which features George Walsh in an all-star
cast was scheduled for release on February
first, and "The Transcontinental Limited,"
a railroad .special, will be released on February 15. The adaptation for "The Count of
Luxembourg" was made by John F. Natteford and Arthur Gregor and the last
named directed the production.

adaptation

AT

Name

Directors
Officers

recent meetings of the Boards
of Directors of the Rothacker

Film

Manufacturing

Company

held in Chicago and the RothackerAller Laboratories held in Hollywood,
officers

were re-elected for

1926.

The following were named by the
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company;
ident;

Watterson R. Rothacker, PresDouglas D. Rothacker, Vice-

President;

C.

E.

Pain,

Jr.,

Treasurer;

John G. Hahn, Secretary; John Mammoser. Assistant Treasurer; E. H. Seifert.

Secretary.

The Rothacker-Aller Laboratories

re-

following:
Watterson R.
Rothacker,
President;
Aller,
Joseph
Vice-President; Wesley Smith, Secretary-Treasurer.
elected

the

From

of the drastic New Jersey
SOME
"Blue Laws," adopted 127 years

ago, seem destined to pass out of
existence with the present session of the
State Legislature.
The Senate of the
Legislature has adopted a resolution appointing a commission to investigate
them in preparation for their repeal.
This resolution is being backed by theatrical, motion picture and other liberal
interests of the state.

PN-9 and
Be

in

Two

of

Crew

to

*'Non-Stop Flight'^

Skiles Raljah Rose, navigation pilot, and
Otto G. Stantz, chief radio operator, two of

men who made
summer in
Navy to cross the

the famous hop to
the attempt of the
U. S.
Pacific by air, will
appear in "The Non-Stop Flight," the
Emory Johnson production for F. B. 0.
and the seaplane, the PN19, in which the
flight was made has also been loaned to
Johnson for the production by the Naval
the five

Hawaii

last

Department.

Solomon has Joined
Columbia Pictures

Julian

Julian M. Soiomou. who handled the puband advertising campaign on National
Laugh i\Ionth, has been engaged as director
of publicity, advertising and exploitation by
Columbia Pictures Corporation.
Solomon has been in the picture business
for eleven years and at one time or another
has been an exhibitor, publicity man for distributors and has handled exploitation campaigns for exhibitors.
licity

Columbia
Barry Curran, formerly Dii-ector of Publicity" and Advertising foi' Columbia Pictures, has resigned from this organization,
and will announce his new connection with
one of the largest producers in the industry
in tlie

near future.

Motion Picture

News

Rothacker

Due

racuse.

K. E. Heimburger, New York; Shelter Producing Company, Inc., $600, Barry
Maeollum, Therese Hvnes New York; H.
C. Ford, Rutherford, X. J.; Henry M. Ho-

American

Jersey "Blue Laws"
to Pass Out

Booking Guide

Sanford

Sells

Foreign Rights

on Picture
San lord, liead of Sanford productions,
Los Angeles, announced before his
departure for the Coast this week that he
had sold all the foreign rights on ''El Pasado" (The Past) to Richmount Pictures.
"The Past" is the first of a series of eight
melodramas or society dramas which Sanford will make for the coming season for
F. .M.

state rights release.

Oklahoma

City Leads
Sales Drive

WITH

but a week remaining of
the First National Month Sales
Drive, Oklahoma City was leading the branches of the organization for
first
place, with four others in close
competition for second. With the contest under way ten weeks, the present
leader had held that position since the
The four
start of the second week.
branches competing for second and
third places are but a few points apart
in the following order: New Jersey,

Washington, Dallas and San Francisco.
The cash prizes to be awarded the
personnel of the three leading branches

more than $5,000. The prizes will
be awarded all employees in the successful branches from the manager down to
the office boy.
totals

Motion Picture N e zv s
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Jersey Considers Overseating
Seider

Recommendation Approved

Preparation

of

ANTMKP^H

of matters of considerable
were decided ui)On or
discussed at the meeting last week of
the Board of Directors of the Motion Picture
Treatre Owners of New Jersey. Upon the
recommendation of President Joseph M.
Seider, the directors authorized the organization's legislative committee to take definite
action in regard to theatre encr'oachments
and overseating in small towns.
Instructions were given to prepare a
measure for presentation before the legislature which would amend the state building
code. According to the outline of President
Seider the amendnu'nt would require towns
under 10,000 to issue all licenses for proIn
spective theatres in their jurisdiction.
addition it would require the approval of
ini])()rtan('e

these licenses by common councils, and also
the granting of a public hearing upon the
request of any citizen.
Among other activities of the meeting,

National President Woodhull's request for
the state to turn down the tax clause proposed by the Hays organization, was unanimously acceded to by Ihe twenty-nine theatre

owners present.

A

committee, com])os('d of Messrs. Siiinucl-

Legislative

Jersey Owners Protest
Arbitration Plan

for

AT

the meeting of the Board of
Directors of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New Jersey
held last week a resolution was adopted
accepting the report of the National
Contract and Arbitration Committee
and protesting against the proposed tax
clause in the exhibition contract.
The resolution in part, also reads:
"THAT the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of New Jersey will resist with
every means within their command any
efforts to compel theatre owners in the
State of New Jersey to arbitrate film
contracts unless the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New Jersey are
granted their just right to appoint the
exhibitor arbitrators on the Joint Board
of Arbitration to arbitrate disputes in
which New Jersey theatre owners are

Measure

Unger and Gold, was

ai)i)ointed to apbefore the State Insurance RatinoI^oard with Mr. Stallinjjs, an insurance exl)ert, who addressed the meeting on the subject of reducing the basic rate of insurance.
This same committee met the following day
in Trenton, on the power rate situation, with
Aaron
Service Commission.
the Public
Dawes, special counsel for the organization
was also in attendance at that meeting.

son,

j)ear

.

Instead of being feted this time, National
President Woodhull was host of the New
Jersey Theatre Owners in a joint capacity
with i. A. Roth. Among the 29 New Jersey
exhibitors present were: Joseph M. Seider,
('has. Hildinger, Peter Adams, Joseph Berastein, Leon Rosenblatt, William Keegan, S.
S. Samuelson, R. F. Woodhull, Ben.jamin
Schindler, I. M. Hirshblond, Leo Juskowitz,
William C. Hunt, I. A. Roth, Jacob Fox, J.
L. Unger, Lee Newbury, E. Thornton Kelly,
and Louis Gold.
guests of the Morristown
meeting were: State Senator Frank Abel,
E. Bertram Mott, County Clerk, and F. M.
Lottem, Secretary of the Local Chamber of

The

honor

Commerce.

Naked Truth Dinner All Set
Capacity Attendance Assured Annual
Hotel Astor Saturday
Affair at

parties."

in

1924 increased

this total to 53,500,000 in

While figures for 1925 covering
Africa and the Near East are not complete
1925.

is every reason to believe that
a satisfying gain has been recorded here as

as yet, there
well.

With regard to individual markets, the
United Kingdom continues to head as it always has in the past. The figures here show
about 36,500,000 feet a gain of above
Australia with
10,000,000 feet over 1924.
just under 24,500,000 feet has displaced
Canada for second place.
This betters
Australia's 1924 total by about 6,000,000

—

Canada as indicated, went to third
place, even though her total of 23,000,000
feet topped 1924 by nearly 4,000,000 feet.
One of the most startling gains recorded was
feet.

from the Argentine
gain of more than 7,000,000 feet over
1924r— which put her in fourth place.
France is fifth with a 5,000,000 foot ga'u
her total
for
1925
beinir
over 1924,
14,500,000 feet.
Our next five markets in that order are
Brazil, Japan, Mexico, Germanv the Straits
the 20,000,000 foot total

plans have been completed and a
capacity attendance is assured the
annual" Naked Truth Dinner, entertainnu'ut and dance to be held at the Hotel
Astor in New York City on Saturday night
of this week. Stars film executives and privates in the ranks will be there in large
numbers and indications are it will be the
most successful event of the kind ever held
by the Association of Motion Picture Ad-

Aid.

vertisers.

Nat G. Rothsteiu will serve as blaster
of Cei'emonies, and assisting him as guest
conductor of wise cracks will be Texas
Guiuan, Broadway favoiite and wise cracker
The latter volunteered her servsupi'eine.
ices for the occasion when urged by the
dinner and entertainment committee.
Hotlistein and Miss Gninan will have an
extremely busy evening as no one of imin the industry will escape their
It is safe to say that not
jibes and jests.
a picture star in New York City will be

portance

absent from the ceremonies. Also in attendance will be the twelve immoilals, the leaders
of the motion picture game.
It was at first announced that two orchestras would render the music for the
dancing. These, however, have been supplemented by an additional one. With three of
the leading musical dis])ensing organizations
of Broadway, dancing will continue throughout most of the night.

Among

the regular features of these an•nual affairs is the showing of the burlesque
news reel, which this year promises to sur-

pass all others. This reel was prepared by
Vic Sha])iro and is said to be even better
than those of the past
Indications are that the dinner will be a
complete sell-out. Charlie Einfeld, who has
had chai'ge of the ticket sale reports that but
few of the j)asfboards are now available and
that they will be going at a premium before
the curtain rings

up Saturady

niglil.

Film Export Increase Large
Preliminary Figures Show Additional
Footage for All Countries in 1925

—a

Settlements.
Of these Brazil's 2,000.000
foot gain brought her up over Japan, which
Brazil's total was
.stood sixth in 1924.
10,500,000 feet and Japan's a little over
9,000,000 feet, the Japanese figure being a
decline of about halt a million feet from
1924. Mexico's eighth place total of 7,500,000 feet and Germany in ninth place despite of her "contingent" svstem, took just
over 2,000,000 feet more iri 1925 than in
1924, the figures here being 0,500,000 feet
against a ti-ifle under 4,500,000 feet.
Exports from the United States of motion picture films sensitized but not exposed
amounted in 1925 to 74,005,179 linear feet
valued at $1,585,529 as compared with
59.482,479 linear feet valued at $1,261,087
lor 1924.

Up

to

preliminary

issued

by

the

just

figui-es

Department of

Commerce, American exports of

posi-

1925 reached a total of 225,G5G,151 linear feet at an invoice value of
$().787,()87, while exports of negatives were
0,929,04.3 linear feet valued at $1,893,058.
As conqiared with 1924, evports of the
fonner, wliich were 170,;?47,:542 linear feet
valued at .+0,081917 and 8,100,204 linear
tive tilms for

feet of the latter at a value of $1,419,859,
the year 1925 has shown a striking gain in
our foreign trade in motion picture films.
In 1924 Europe took from the United
States about 00,000,000 feet of negatives
and positives combined. In 1925 this figure
exceeded 8(), 000,00 feet.
Latin America to
which in 1924 we sent about 47,500,000 feet
received about 03,500.000 feet in 1925. The

Far East with about 45,000,000

Y. Houses Feel

Coal Shortage
On

the present scarcity of
central and northern New York,
many of the motion picture houses are
rather hard put these days in an eft'ort to
keep their theatres as comfortable as possible, with the least outlay of coal or its

coal

ACCORDIN'Ci

State N.

feet of films

account of

in

One Troy house is using wood
furnace Avhile others have Iwen forced
to submit to the use of soft coal.
The motion picture exchanges in Ali)any
ai-e also in need of coal and several are alreadv using soft coal or coke.
substitute.
in its

i

1'

1
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Dorothy Phillips Signs
With M-G-M

DOROTHY

term contract by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Miss Phillips, star of both stage and
screen is the wife of the late producingShe retired
director, Allen Holubar.
from the screen on the death of her
husband.
It was while appearing in New York
in the stage production of "Ever3rwoman" that Miss Phillips met Allen Holubar, who played King
play.
Later she was

Love

in the same
featured on the

stage in such successes as

"Mary James'

When Holubar

later left Universal for First National Miss Phillips went
with him and was starred in his productions.

Pa."

BROTHERS
WARNER,
three productions during

February
featuring
stars
and
prominent
players of the Warner stock company. The
titles are "The Night
Cry," "The Cave
Man," and "The Man Upstairs."
"The Night Cry," staning the canine
actor Rin-Tin-Tin was directed by Herman
Raymaker and the locale of the story is
laid

been completed
feld stars
ture.

to

Arrangements have

have

many of

and beauties a])pear

the Zieg-

in

tlie

pic-

Vincent Lopez at Brooklyn
Strand February 20
Vincent L(i|>ez and liis Augmented Orchestra has been booked for the Brooklyn
Mark Strand by Managing Director Edward
L. Ilyman for the week beginning Saturda\',
Febi-uary 20. Hyman has also increased his
ballet corps to fourteen dancers in accordance with the theatre's policy of bigger
shows during 1926.
Lope/, and liis orchestra are featured as
the stage attraction this week at the Strand
in New York.

B.

F.

O.

Directors

for

Named

Specials

J. I. Schnitzer, vice-president in charge
of production for F. B.
announces the
retention of two directors to finisli the
eleventh and twelfth, last two of tlie Gold
Bond specials which topped the F. H. ().
.schedule for the cuiTent season.
Harmon
Weight will direct Laura Jean Libbey's "A

Poor

Girl's

will hanrlle

on

a

novel

Romance, " and James Hogan
"The Isle of Retribution." based
hv Edeson Marshall.

M-G-M

Renews

Contract

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have renewed the
contract of Douglas Gilmore, who has been
under contract with the company for the
past few months, appearing in "such successes as "Sally, Irene and Mary" and
"Dance Madness." The renewal comes as a
reward for his excellent work in the past.

section

of

"The Cave Man," m which Matt Moore
and Marie Prevost are co-starred, shows
Moore in the role of a brawny coal heaver,
who is exploited by a society woman. This
story by Gilette Burgess was directed by
Lewis Milestone a.nd the supporting cast
comprises John Patrick, Myrna Loy, Phylis Haver and Hedda Hopper.
"The Man Upstairs," a mystery stoi*y
adapted from Earl Derr Biggers' "The
Agony Column" has Monte Blue and Dorothy Devore in the featured roles with John
Roche and Heinie Conklin in support. Roy
Del Ruth directed from a scenario by E. T.
Lowe, Jr.

Anchor Product

weeks of
AFTER
tween Morris
Schlank, for Anchor

negotiation beR.
Film Distributors and W. Ray Johnston, ])resident of Rayart Pictures, a deal
has been arranged whereby Rayart secures
tlie distribution of thirty-six Anchor productions now in work or recently comjileted.
The pi'oductions involved are Eight melodramatic westerns starring Al Hoxie, of
which four are completed, one is in work
and three are to be made a series of railroad inelodrainas, starring Helen Holmes,
tour of which are ready for release, a fifth
several

:

;

M. G. M.

for

Ray art

is

going into production and others are

follow.

A

to
series of eight out-of-doors classics,

starring Bob Reeves, four of which are finished and four remain to be started.
Rayart under the new contract also ac(|uires a series of Bobby Ray ('omedies,
known as Radiant Comedies, of which five
are com])leted and seven remain to be made
at intervals of thirty days each.
J. P. MacGowan is director-general and
supervises production of all of the HolmesHoxie-Reeves units which are l>eing produced at the California Studios.

to Release 2 in

March

"Beverly of Graustark" and "Monte
Carlo" are Scheduled for Exhibitors

THE

two

productions

be

to

released

during
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
the month of Marcii will he "Beverly
of (iraustark," starring Marion Davies, and
The former is a Cosmo"Monte Carlo."

by

Sidney
directed
production
by
politan
Franklin, and the latter, written by Carey
Wilson, was directed by Christy Cabanne.
"Beverly of Graustark" was adapted from
George Barr McCutcheon novel by
Agues Christine Johnson. Antonio Moreno
plays the male lead opposite Miss Davies,
while others in the cast are Crcighton Hale,
Roy D'Arcy, Albert Grau, Max Barwyn,
Paulette Duval and Charles Clary.
the

mate theatres, "La Boheme," starring Lillian
Gish and John Gilbert, and R^x Ingram's
"Mare Nostrum," filmed in Europe with
Alice Terry and Antonio Moreno in the
leading roles.

ALWAYS
DIPINDABIB

has the featured role of Tony
"Monte Carlo," with Gertrude Olmstead
playing opposite him. She has the part of

Lew Cody

in

an

Amei'ican

girl,

comedy depicting

Sally,

the

in

this

drolleries

satirical

of Ameri-

cans at the great European gambling capi-

Roy D'Arcy, Harry Meyers, Karl Dane,

Caesare

Gilmore

Month

Contract Between Johnston and Schlank
Gives Rayart Distribution of Anchor Product

tol.

Douglas

raising

June Marlowe plays the human
lead sujijiorted by John Harron,
Gayne
Whitman, Heinie Conklin, Don Alvarado
and Mary Louise Miller. The story was
written Phillip Klein and Edward Meagher.

All

by Townsend Martin.

sheeping

the

in

Nevada.

Direct

Frank Tuttle lias Ijccii .selected by .Jesse
L. La.sky to direct "Glorifying the AmeriPlans for the
can Girl" for Paramount.
immediate production of this big pictire
have been going ahead steadily and Floreii/.
Ziegfeld will return shortly from Palm
Beach to take personal cliai'ge of the whole
affair.
The story was written by Rex
Beach and the production will be supervised

release

will

Florenz
to
Ziegfeld Production

Tuttle

List Three for

**The Night Cry," "The Cave Man" and "The
Man Upstairs" are Announced for Release

'PHILLIPS,

film favorite long in retirement is to
return to the screen in the near
She has been signed to a long

future.

Warners

Gravina,

Trixie

Friganza,

Zasu

Andrey Lancy, Arthur Hoyt, and
Gene Borden make up the balance of the
Pitts,

east.

These two pictures are announced as
worthy successors to those Metro-GoldwynMayer have released since the beginning of
the" year; "Soul Mates," "Mike," "Dance
Madness," "The Auction Block," "Ibanez'
T6rrent," "The Devil's Circus," "The Barrier," and the two pictures released in legiti-

'Columbia'' Exchanges

Every WjtfEE
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De Luxe

Acquires American

Exchange

Feature Film

Sam Stiefel and Oscar Ncufeld, of the
De Luxe Exchange, Philadelphia, recently
made an

outright purchase of the American
Feature Film Exchange from Bob Lynch,

general

manager

in

territory

this

for

Metro-Goldwyn, who operated the American
Feature Film as a separate and independent organization.
The acquisition of the
American Feature releases makes De Luxe
one of the two largest independent distributing organizations in the East.
By the absorption of American, De Luxe
gets practically forty new feature pictures,
three serials and two scries of short reels,
besides the comedies.
The old American
quarters have been vacated and the product
will be distributed from the De Luxe ofi&ce.

Georgia Hale Given Lead in
^'Rainmaker''

Highlights of the Universal production of

"My

Georgia Hale who was recently placed
under a long term contract by Paramount
has been selected to play the leading feminine role in "The Rainmaker." The picture
is an adaptation of Gerald Beaumont's Red
Book story, "Heaven Bent." William Collier, Jr. has previously been assigned the
leading male role.
Clarence Badger will
Old Dutch."

direct.

Casting Big Problem with Fox
Suggestions Urged Naming Actors to
Portray Difficult David Warfield Roles

Fiction Writer

HAVINGr

Contest
Returns Arriving

Exploitation

returns from
EXHIBITOR
the country are coming

all

parts

in fast
of
in the First National Month exploitation contest for the $2,000 in cash
The complete
prizes to be awarded.
campaigns will be judged on the basis
of the best newspaper advertising, publicity stories, stunts, program matter,
lobby displays, ballyhoos, presentations
and their contribution to the success of

First National Month.
Effectiveness of display, originality,
attractiveness and ingenuity of design,

and the showmanship revealed

in

each

effort will be the chief considerations in
determining the best. The judges should
receive photos of stunts and other data
properly captioned, together with a
complete story of the exhibitor's exploitation efforts throughout First National

Month.
All exhibits

must be received by the

Contest Editor, First National Pictures,
Inc., 383 Madison Avenue, New York
City, not later than midnight, February
21st, 1926.

cliaracter role in these plays, but the ideas
of people everywhere in America will be

welcomed.
is

facing

is

selection of players for the roles of
Captain Flagg and Quirt in the production
of "What Price Glory." Raoul Walsh, who
has been chosen to direct this dramatic suc-

the

New York from

Purpose,"

to

be

produced

by

Fox next

season.

Swedish

Star

to

Play

in

Universal Pictures
stage and screen
actor, has been placed under a five year conHis first assignment
tract by Universal.
will be as leading man in "The Big Night"
stan-ing Laura La Plante which Mel Brown
will direct. Hanson is twenty-three, a native
of Stockholm and a graduate of Polytechnic
University there. He appeared on the stage
in Sweden and Denmark for six years either
as leading man or star.
According to present plans ho will h*'
starred after a brief training into the technical end of American productions.

Enar Hanson, Swedish

He may

will

work on the

adapt his own original
some that have been pub-

also

stories, including

lished in the leading periodicals.

Vital

Incorporated

in

New

England

the coast to cast

the players.
Casting of the three modern matrons who
have scored so heavily in the cuiTcnt Broadway success, "The Cradle Snatehers," is also
Hap Hogan, the fight
being considered.
manager, and Chick Cowan, the scrapper in
"Is Zat So?" also offer problems for the Fox
casting directors.
To find players who will give highly satisfactory screen interpretations to the difficult
roles of the Clyde Fitch play "The City," is a
There are
task of sizable proportions.
also a number of important selections tj be
made for the screen presentation of A. S. M.
Hutchinson's latest novel, "One Increasing

He

wi'iter.

adaptation of famous novels, Avi'ite continuities and act in an editorial advisory capacity.

Another problem which Fox

cess, is in

Signed for

Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer have signed George
Ridgewell to a contract as scenarist and
continuity

acquired an abundance of
valuable play and story material for
production for next season, Fox Film
Corporation is now in considerable of a
quandai-y as to who will fill many of the
difRcult roles. Just at present a nation-wide
questionnaire is out asking suggestions regarding a David Warfield of the screen for
such characterizations as "The Music Master," "The Auctioneer" and "The Return of
Peter Grinnn," all of which were made
famous by Warfield on the speaking stage.
Many suggestions have been received by
Fox mentioning Joseph Schildkraut for the

is

M-G-M

Vital Exchanges of New England, Inc.,
been incorporated with capital of
The incorporators are Henry G.
$50,000.
Segal, Brookline, IVIass., May C. Berman
and Lillian Yacker, Boston.

has

Thalberg in New York
for Conferences
a series of conferFOLLOWING
ences with Louis B. Mayer, head
of the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Irving
executive, is

dios,

G.

Thalberg,

stu-

associate

due in New York this
week. He is accompanied by King Vidor and John Gilbert. Thalberg brought
East with him the most ambitious producing plans for the coming season in
the history of the studio and he will confer with Marcus Loew and Nicholas M.

Schenck

in this connection.
York for three
will remain in
weeks or more and will view with John
Gilbert and King Vidor the. premiere of
"La Boheme," Lillian Gish's new picture, in the production of which the
They will also
three were associated.

He

New

see "The Big Parade" and "Ben Hur"
which are enjoying sensational runs on
Broadway.
En route to New York Thalberg and
Vidor worked on the script of the forthcoming production in which Gilbert will

be starred.
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effort to clean up the
productions
of

completed

Brothers

1925-26

Warner
produc-

three

tions this week and started four more on
Those pictheir way to completion.
tures which were finished this week are

"The Sap,"
"The Little

Kenneth Harlan,

featuring
Irish

Girl,"

Cos-

Dolores

starring vehicle, and "The
Honeymoon Express," starring Dorothy
Devore. "Why Girls Go Back Home,"
with Patsy Ruth Miller featured, RinTin-Tin's new picture "Hero of the Big
Snows," "Silken Shackles," in which
Irene Rich is starred and "Hell Bent for
Heaven," which J. Stuart Blackton is
producing are the four productions
tello's

Releases Will Inaugurate Program
for Spring and Summer Months

Productions

an
INschedule

first

which have been put

in

PARAMOUNT

will launch its Spring
and Summer program with the release

of six pictures during the month of
February. They are "The Wanderer," "The
Grand Duchess and the Waiter," "The Song
and Dance Man," "The Vanishing American," "Behind the Front" and "Moana."
these attractions are listed among
the company's ten long run specials for the
new season. They are, "The Wanderer,"
"The Grand Duchess and the Waiter," "The

Four of

Song and Dance Man" and "The Vanishing
American."

"The Wanderer"

work.

Paramount in^February

Six by

is

a Biblical story which

monhs at the Criterion Theatre in New York.
In the cast
are Greta Nissen, W^illiam Collier, Jr., Ernheld the screen for several

Anthony

Walter

Title

to

*'Don Juan"
Anthony has been engaged by

Walter

Warner Brothers

"Don

to write the titles for

Juan." John Barrymore's next starring veDirector Alan Crosland and Film
hicle.
Editor Harold McCord are now cutting and
editing the him.
Among other activities on the Warner lot
last week was the loaning of four players to
other companies. Matt Moore goes to Fox
to appear in a picture to be directed by
Frank Borzage; Kenneth Harlan will appear in a Universal picture directed by
James Spearing; Helene Costello is to play
the lead to Rajonond Griffith for Famous,
and Louise Fazenda will be seen in the featured role in "The Old Soak" for Universal.
George Marion, Jr., has finished titling

"Other

Women's

Husbands,"
Monte Blue and Marie Prevost

in

which

will be seen

together again.

Gotham

Starts

''Hearts

and

Spangles"
M'ith the arrival of

Gotham

Productions

Sam Sax on
started

"Hearts and Spangles" with

the coast

work

on

Wanda Haw-

leading role of a circus rider.
ley in the
This is the tenth of the Gotham pictures
for the present season.
It is being supervised by Renaud Hoffman and directed bv

Frank O'Connor.
Robert
opposite Miss Hawley.

Associated

Gordon

Names New

plays

St.

Louis Manager
Associated Exhibitors has apjx)inted Xat
E. Steinberg manager of the St. Louis
branch.
For the past two years he was
vice-president of Columbia Pictures Corporation and previous to that he was assistant
manager to Barney Rosenthal when the latter was in charge of the Universal branch
in St. Louis.

Mong Added
William

to ''Brooding
Eyes'' Cast
V. Mong will have the role of a

crook in support of Lionel Barrymore in
"Brooding Eyes," a Banner picture now
in production on the west coast for release
through Henry Ginsberg. Edward Le Saint
is directing.
Others in the supporting east
are Montague Love, John Miljan and Lucien
Littlefleld.

est Torrence, Wallace Beery, Kathlyn Williams and Tyrone Powers. The picture was
released generally on February 1st. It was
directed by Raoul Walsh.

Adolphe Menjou and Florence Vidor
have the leading roles in "The Grand Duchess and the Waiter," which is scheduled for
release February 8th.
This production was
made under the direction of Malcolm St.
directed by Malcolm St. Clair.

"The Song and Dance Man" will also be
The story by George
M. Cohan is of back-stage Broadway life
and was made under the direction of Herbert Brenon. Featured in the cast are Bessie Love, Tom Moore and Harrison Ford.
released February 8th.

Zane Grey's "The Vanishing American"
on February 15th. It
has already enjoyed successful showings in
New York and San Francisco. Lucien Hubbard adapted the screen play from the Grey
story and George B. Seitz directed.
The
featured players are Richard Dix, Lois Wilson and Noah Beery.
will reach the screen

"Behind the Front," a comedy narrative
of the war is scheduled for release February
22nd. Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton
are the featured players and Eduard Sutherland directed.

Another release of February 22nd will be
Robert Flaherty's production of "Moana," a
romance of life and love in the South Seas.
Flahert}-

was responsible for "Nanook of
most successful of the many

the North," the

northern pictures.

Warners Move Division Heads
Sam Morris Makes Three New Assignments
in

SAM

E.

Reorganization of Company's Sales Staff

MORRIS,

general manager of

Warner Brothers returned from Chicago to New York durfor

disti-ibution

Warner Bros, had in store on their
season's program.

coming

ing the week and announced three important
changes in division managers to strengthen
the sales force.
Lloyd Willis, who has been serving as
manager of the Eastern Central division has
been brought to New York and will hereafter be General Home Office representative,
acting for the home office in contact with
the field representatives and exhibitors all
over the country.
Herbert Elder, who has been in charge of
the Eastern Southern division has been
moved into Willis' place in the Eastern
Central division and will have charge of the
territoi-y embracing Cleveland, Pittsburgh,
Detroit, Indianapolis and Cincinnati
The vacancy caused by the transfer of
Elder has been filled by the promotion of

screen rights to Maude Nugent's
))opular old song hit "Sweet Rosie O'Grady"
and it %vill be produced for release with next
year's group.
This is the second picture to
be announced by the company for next year,
the first being, "Poor Girls," from the pen of
Guy de Maupassant and the stage play of
the same name by Charles Frohman.
The continuity for "Sweet Rosie O'Grady"

C. C. Ezell, who has been Western Southern
With the Southern dividivision manager.
sions combined, Ezell has been placed in
charge of the entire south, embracing the
territories of Oklahoma City, Dallas, New
Orleans, Atlanta and Charlotte.

Production of "Sandy"

Columbia

Acquires "Sweet
Rosie O'Grady''

'

All three of the

men

affected

by the pro-

motions are recognized in the industr^^ as
solid executives of long experience and with
contacts particularly valuable in the territories to which they have been assigned. The
changes were made by Mr. Morris after a
conference at the home office with the men
who had been brought in for the opening
of "The Sea Beast" in New York.
Mr. Morris, who has been responsible for
building up the Warner Bros, sales force
during the past year into a high-powered
working organization, also called a meeting
of the Chicago di\Hsion while in that city
and for the first time outlined just what

Columbia Pictures Corporation has purchased

is

now being prepared. Both productions
be made at the west coast s-tudios of

will

Columbia under the supervision of Harry
Cohn. The cast and directors are now being
chosen.

Begun by Beaumont
of
"Sandy," the
PRODUCTION
story
which has run

in

in serial

form

more than one hundred news-

papers throughout the country, has
been started by director Harry Beaumont with Madge Bellamy playing the
role of "Sandy."
The star has been
forced to "bob" her hair to live up to
her part in the picture. Leslie Fenton,
Gloria Hope, Harrison Ford, Bardson
Bard, David Torrence, Lillian Leighton,
Charles
Parrel,
Joan Standing and
others will appear in the supporting
cast of this Fox production, the continuity of which was prepared by Eve
Unsell.
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Unique Foto
Handle

Film

Will

"She'^

LTnique Foto Film, H. Frank, president,
whose headquarters are at 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City, has acquired distribution rights for Greater New Y'ork and
Northern New Jersey on Sir H. Rider Haggad's "She" and "Down Upon The Suanee

River." Betty Blythe is stan-ed in the former, and Mary Fuller and Charles Emmet
Mack have the leading roles in the latter.
Grosset and Dunlop are preparing a si)ecial
photoplay edition of "She" as a )iart of the
exploitation and advertising cam])aign bein2'
cotidiu-ted nationally.

Tyrone Power Cast for **The
Test of Donald Norton"
Tyrone Power has been signed for the role
the father in "The Test of Donald
Norton" a Chadwick production starring
George Walsh which was adapted from the
novel of the same name by Robert E. Pinkerton. The cast also includes Eugenia Gilbert,
who appears opposite Walsh, Mickey Moore,
who will play "Donald Norton" in the prologue, and Evelyn Selbis, Virginia True
Boardman, Joan Meredith and Robert J.
Graves. Reeves Eason is directing the production under the supervision of Jesse J.
of

Scenes from the Bernarr

McFadden True Story

picture
featured.

F. B. O. Plans
Four Features and
Subjects

FOl'H
sortment

tVatui'c pictures

are

and a varied

as-

month of March. The features are "The
Non-Stop P'lig-ht," "The Arizona Streak,"
"Secret Orders" and "The Night Patrol."
"The Night Patrol" is an Emory Johnson
production dramntizinj? the now historic
fliijht of last Summer from San Francisco
Two of the heroic birdmen who
to Hawaii.
made the flight will enact their same roles
They are Ralph Rose, aviain the picture.
iiilot

and Otis G. Stantz, chief radio

Creighton Hale Signed
by Associated

EXHIBITORS
ASSOCIATED
have signed Creighton Hale

to a

long term contract to star in productions of Thomas L. Griffin. The deal

was
mated

consumweek

AssociaStudios in
Los Angeles,
ted

ac-

quired by P. A.
to
P o w e rs

house West
ers

for

ated

which

which Edna Murphy

is

March Releases
a

"The Arizona Streak"

is

a western drama

Tom

Tyler. Tyler's gang, including
Frankie Dairo, a pony and the dog. Beans,
will again be seen with him
Evelyn Brent will be the star of the melo-

starring

drama, "Secret Orders." The supporting ca.st
and director have not yet been announced.
Richard Talmadge is the star of "The Night
Patrol," in which lie will be supported by
Mai-y CaiT, Rose Blossom, Josef Swickard
and Grace Darmond.
"It's
a
Buoy!" and "Read 'Em and
Leap," No. 2 and 3 of the "Fighting
Hearts" series, starring Alberta Vaughn,
which Ralph Ceder is directing from the
original
stories
of Sam Hellman, well

known

htnnorist, are

among

the short sub-

Larry Kent. Al Cooke, Kit
Guard and Grant Withers support Alberta.
This will be Miss Vaughn's last series. She
ject releases.

produc-

Dix

AssociExhibit-

to

Make Next

Picture

on West Coast
series in

Hale

Creighton

Hale

is

to be starred is to be produced from
stories written expressly with the star's
talents in view.
The first is "Tardy
Tolliver," an original story from the pen
of J. Stewart Woodhouse.
Judy King,
who is also under contract to Associated is to play the leading feminine role
in Hale's support.
No director has yet
been selected.

Goldburg.

"Into Her Kingdom" Next
for Corinne Griffith
Corinne

operator. The production is now being
filmed at San Diego with the cooperation of
the Nav>' department.

ors.

The

in

will, at its

at the

Coast

Auction"

conclusion, be launched as a star
in full length feature productions.
Two Bray cartoons, as yet untitled, will
be shown during March, as well as "A
Beauty Parlor," a Standard Fat Man comedy and "A Fraternity Mix-Up," a Blue
Ribbon two-reeler.

last

recently

at

Variety of Short
Included in Program

of sliort subjects are on the
release schedule of ¥. B. 0. for the

tion

"Wives

Richard Di.x will leave New York within
the next two weeks bound for the Lasky
studio in Hollywood where he will make his
next production titled "Romance a la Carte,"
a humorous travesty on the Desert island
I'omance. This will be Dix's first production
be made in Hollywood in six months as
he worked his last two productions in the
East. Gregory La Cava, who will direct the

to

production and Julian Johnson, supervising
editor are also leaving for the Coast.

Griffith will

have

her next venovel by Ruth
deals with life
a.s

Her Kingdom," a

hicle "Into

Comfort

Mitchell, which
the royalty.
Miss Griffith will start
work upon the new pioduction upon completion of "Mile. Modiste," on which she is
now working. It is expected that work will
be begun on the new story about the middle of March immediately after which the
star will do "Ashes" j^reviously selected for

among

eai'lv

production.

Antonio D'Algy Added

to

"Toto" Cast
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have added Antonio D'Algy to the cast of "Toto," the picturization of the famous stage play by
Achmed Abdullah. Lew Cody has the title
role formerl}' played by Leo Ditrichstein on
the speaking stage.

Production

is

to start

within a few days under the direction of

John M.

Stahl.

Fred Humes Signs Long Term
Contract with Universal
has signed Fred Humes to a
year contract and elevated hiln to the
I'jink of western star.
He is now at Lone
Pine where exteriors are being 'shot', for his
first starring vehicle "Prowlei's of the Night"
in which Barbara Kent will play the leading
feminine role. Ernst Laemmle is directitig.
LTuiversal

five

''The

Prince

of

Pilsen"

is

Completed
The A. H. Sebastian production of

the

"Prince of Pilsen" for Producers Distributing Corjioration release, with George Sidney
in the featured role, has been completed.
The j)icture is now in process of cutting and
will be ready for its initial preview in Los
Angeles withhi the next two weeks.

Pebritai'v

Edward

1926

13,

Klein Returns

795

From
Joins "Sorrows
of Satan'* Cast

Cortez

European Trip
L. Klein ot the Edward L. Klein
Company, Exporters of Motion Pictures,
who just returned from a trip of eiulit
months in London and the principal him

Edward

DW.

W

&

F.

Desmond Productions.

He

also disposed of the English rights to a

number of short features including TwentySix "Krazy Kat" Comics; Twelve "Shieks
Comedies and "Memories;"
while "Felix The Cat" (M. J. Winkler Productions) was sold by him for the Entire
Continent, as were also a number of Features and short subjects.
and

Shebas"

Colleen

Moore Preparing

progressing on the j)reparation of the script
and shooting will be started in about ten
davs.

La Cava Making Third Successive Dix Production
next month to
direct his third successive jjroduction with
Richard Dix as star. The production, temporarily titled "Romance a La Carte," will
be filmed at the Lasky studio, Holly^vood.
La Cava's other two jjroductions are
"Womanhandled" and "Let's Get Married"
•which he just finished filming al the Long
Island Studios.

KANE

has signed
del Ruth to a long term
contract and has placed him in
charge of a separate comedy unit with
headquarters at the Cosmopolitan studios, New York.
The first Kane production to be made
under the supervision of Del Ruth will
be "The Wilderness Woman," a Saturday Evening Post story by Arthur
Stringer.
Aileen Pringle and Chester
Conklin have been signed for this comedy melodrama, which will be released
through First National.
Del Ruth, a
comedy specialist, is one of the pioneers
of the picture business, having been actit

American role in the
characterization of Reverend Dimmesdale.
The picture will be lavishly filmed and
whose

actor,

for fifteen years.

first

attention will be paid to historical
In the
details of costumes and customs.
supporting cast will be Karl Dane, Mary
Hawes, Fred Herzog, Jules Cowles, Marclose

Cordav and William H. Tooker.

Bow Added

to Cast of *'The
Flight to the Hills"
Clara Bow will play the leading feminine

William
De Mille production for Paramount, which
The
was written by Charles Nevo Buck.
picture will be made at the Lasky studios
in Hollywood and production will begin
within a week. This is the first picture Miss
Bow will make on the coast for Paramount
as "Dancing Mothers," the- first picture she
appeared in for Pju'amount, was made at the
role in

"The Flight

Long Island

M-G-M

Henry Ginsberg and George E. Kann, in
keeping with their plans to extend the distribution activities of their newly-formed
partnership in the Henry Ginsberg-George
E. Kann Distribution Corporation, have engaged L. H. Mitchell as director of publicity and advertising, effective this week.
Mr. Mitchell has been engaged in motion
picture publicity for the past six years, having had charge of trade journal publicity
for Goldwyn Pictures and for First National.
He has been general press representative for Winthrop
Ames and for
Guthrie MeCIintic, theatrical producei-s, and
has been on the city staff of the Evening
Journal and the New York Globe, and
dramatic editor of the New York World.
He is the author of several books "Bobby
in Search of a Birthday," "The C'ircus
I'omes to Town," "Here, Tricks, Here,"
and has a new one, called "One Boy Too
Many" coming from the presses of the Cen-

—

tury

Company

a

in the fall.

De Mille Adds

Two to 'Eve's

Leaves" Cast
De

made two additions
Leaves" which he is
producing for Producer.^ Distributing Corporation release.
William Boyd has been
assigned the leading male role opposite
Leatrice Joy, who is starred in the production.
So Jin, the Chinese "heavy" has also
Cecil B.

Mille has

to the cast of "Eve's

been secured for a featured role.

Kirkwood

to the Hills," a

Play Lead

to

'The Wise Guy"

F'urtham, which Lloyd will produce for Firet
National release.
Lloyd expects to start
l)roduction on the west coast about the
taiddle of Februarv.

studios.

to

Produce Service's

Metro-Goldwyn-lMayer are to produce on
lavish scale the Robert W. Service North-

ern story, "Trail of '98." It Ls to be made
under the title of "Robert W. Service's
Trail of '98."
The picture is to be produced by Irving Thalberg, but as yet no
director nor cast has been announced.

Marion to Adapt
"The Red Mill"

Frances

The adaptation and continuity for "The
Red Mill" will be dcnie by Frances Marion,
according to an announcement by Louis B.
Mayer.

This

is

a Cosmopolitan production

starring Marion Davies and for release
througli Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. The picture
will l)e directed by Marshall Neilan.

Bryant Washburn Signed for
"Wet Paint"

June Mathis

Bryant Washburn has cancelled a vaudetour to assiime an important role for
Paramount in the Raymond Griffith starring

NATIONAL
FIRST
arrangements with

ville

"Wet

Paint," previously announced as "Fresh Paint." The picture is
being diTected by Arthur Rosson on the
West Coast.
production,

Ben

in

James Kirkwood has been signed by producer-director Frank Lloyd to play the title
role in "The Wise Guy," a novel by Jules-

''Trail of '98"

will start

Kane Forms Comedy Unit
Headed by Del Ruth

ive in

Director Victor Seastrom has started production with Lillian Gish in the Nathaniel
Hawthorne masterpiece, "The Scarlet Letter."
It will be a Producers DistributingThe only two of the
Corporation release.
cast being used in the first sequence are Miss
Gish and Lai-s Hansen, famous Swedish

celle

"Ella Cinders"

T.
ROBERT
Hampton

Lillian Gisb Starts in **Scarlet
Letter''

for

Having completed "Irene" for First National, Colleen Moore is jjreparing to start
work in "Ella Cinders," a story based on a
comic strip now running in newspapers
Miss Moore will
throughout the country.
retui'n to rags and tatters in the role of
Work is now
freckled-faced Ella.
little

Gregory La Cava

selected
Ricardo Cortez to play ths
hero role of the novelist in the

*

Twelve Gotham Productions entitled "The
Overland Limited;" "The Police Patrol;"
"His Master's Voice;" "One of the Bravest;"
"A Little Girl in a Big City;" "Fantom of
Speed Limit;" "The
the Forest;" "The
Shadow on the Wall;" "Part Time Wife;"
'•Hearts and Spangles;" "Raeitig Blood;"
and "The Sign of the Claw," which series
were sold to Stolls, and a sei-ies of nine
In addition to these, Klein also sold the
English rights to a number of individual
features, including "Do It Now;" "His Last
Race;" "Yankee Doodle, Jr.;" "Wasted
Lives;" "Nine and Three-Fifths Seconds;"'
and a series of Helen Holmes and William

has

next Paramount picture, "Sorrows of
Cortez will play opposite to
Satan."
Adolphe Menjou, who has the role of
Satan. Carol Dempster has been chosen
for the leading feminine part. One other
principal role has still to be filled.
Cortez is now on his way to New
York to confer with Griffith and William Le Baron, associate producer at
the Paramount Long Island studio,
where the picture will be made.

centers of Europe, announces the followingforeign sales; for England, the Series of

special features to

GRIFFITH

Mitchell Directs Ginsberg and
Kann Publicity

Tolmas

Joins

Sierra

Film Corporation
Ben K. Tolmas has resigned as njanager
of Independent Film Corporation of Philadelphia and has joined Sierra Pictures as
a .sales representative.
He is leaving this
week for a sales trip to the exchanges
throughout the country.

to

Produce

for First National
has completed

June Mathis
produce io\xi' features for that company each year to be

whereby she

will

who was recently
placed under a long term contract. Miss
Mathis is in New York for a brief vacation following a year of concentrated
directed by Balboni,

work on "The Viennese Medley" and
other First National pictures.
In the future Miss Mathis will confine herself to production. Her new con-

become effective immediately
upon her return to the west coast in
March. A number of plays and novels

tract will

are now being considered for this year's
pictures to be made by Miss Mathis.
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"

/iiinosphere for Metro-Goldwyn-Muyer's "The Toiver of Lies" was imp urted to the lobby of the Loews Regent Theatr. Harrisburg. Pa., by wall
and booth decorations of painted compo board suggesting castle tvalls and towers, as shown in the photo above.

Advisory Board and Contributing Editors, Exhibitors' Service Bureau
i£i«ore? J- Schade,

(ieorge

S<'hade theatre,

Sandusky.
:

pdward
lite

A.

Hyman, Murk Strand

L..

theatre,

Weekly

Brooklyn.

lyandaii,

I>yecum

tiieatre,

Minneapolis.
C.

R. Rogers.
Tivoli

Managing Direetor,
Chattanooga,

theatre,

Tenn.
Stanley Chambers, Palace theatre,
Wichita, Kan.

Willard

C. Patterson.

Metropolitan

theatre, Atlanta.

V.

p.

Ri<'hards,

Sa«ng^

Jr.,

Gen.

Amusement

Co.,

Mcr..

New

Orleans.
F.

I.. Newman, Managing
Famous I'layers-I^asky

Director,
theatres

Stolte,
Des Moines
(Arthur
G.
theatre, Des Moines, Iowa.

Qnimby, Managing DirecStrand Palace and jefTerson
theatres, Fort Wayne, Ind.

W.

C.
tor.

A.
tre,

lieorge

Partington, Imperial

thea-

San Francisco.
E.

Empress

Carpenter,
theatre.

I^oH

Angeles.

current

and

Paramount

Salt

I^ake.

older

issue of each

releases

see

MOTION

—

FAMOUS PLAYERS.
Irish

Luck

Last Edition, The

FOX.
Fool,

The

METRO-GOLDWYN.
Old Clothes
Only Thing, The

Road

to Yesterday,

The

UNIVERSAL.
Calgary Stampede, The

—
—
—
—

Palace

theatre,

I.onis

ager,

K. Sidney, Division ManLowe's theatres, Pitts*

burgh. Pa.
Rotsky, Managing Director,
Paliwe theatre, Montreal, Can.

(ico.

month.

The first column follo\wing the name of the feature represents the numThe second column
ber of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor."
gives the number who considered it "Fair"; the third the number who considered
it "Good"; and the fourth column, those who considered it "Big."
The fifth column is a percentage giving the average rating on that feature,
A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of
obtained by the following method:
The percentage rating of all of
"Fair," 40%; "Good," 70%; and "Big." 100%.
these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the number
a figure which represents the consensus
ot reports, giving the average percentage
In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be
of opinion on that picture.
misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up
and eliminated.
Poor Fair Good Bie Valu*
Lengtk
TITLE

PROD. DIST. CORP.

Sidney Grauman, Grsuman's theatres,

KEY —

on

NEWS—first

Loew's

Memphis, Tenn.

:

Edition of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports
new pictures on which reports were not

For ratings

PICTURE

Brown. Managing Di-

E.

rector.
:

Productions listed are

FILM BOOKING OFFICES.

Los Angeles.

f.

THE CHECK-UP

available previously.

C. Perry, Manaeing; director.
Garrick theatre, .Miiinea]>oliH.

j;.

:

2

8

—

64

7,008

ft.

Eddie Zorn, Managing Director,
Boardway-Strand theatre, Detroit.

Myer, Managing DirecPalace theatre, Hamilton,

Fred

S.

tor,

Ohio.
Josepli Plunkett,

7

1

8

1

67

6,400

ft.

Kay

Grombacher,

Liberty
rector,
ane, Wash.

Ross

.\.

70

9,488

ft.

W.

S.

tor.
1

7

3

7

—
—
— —
5

1

5

—
—

8

3

67
61

5,915
5,824

ft.
ft.

"i

Managing
theatre,

Di-

Spok-

McVoy, Manager, Tempi*
N'.

Y.

Mcl-aren, Managing DirecCapitol theatre, Jackson,

Mich.

Harold
2

New

theatre.

York.

theatre, Geneva,

2

Managing Direc-

Mark-Strand

tor.

B.

Theatres,

William
Kialto

Franklin.

Director of

Famous Players-Lasky.

Sullivan,
.1.
theatre, Butte,

55

9.980

ft.

Claire MtMichime.
Westfield, N T.

78

5,924

ft.

.\ce

Grand

Manager,
Mont.
theatre,
I

Berry,

Circle

Managing

tlieatre,

Director,

IndianapolU.

c b > H a r
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Tire Billboard Idea Used
for "California" Display
The huge open books featured on the de
posters

luxe billboard

U. S. Tire
to a display for

of the

Company, were appi-opriated

exploitation
on "California
lobby
the
Straight Ahead" at the Loew's Regent The.atre, Harrisburg, Pa.
An imitation of one of the boards was
placed in the lobby with the following copy
featured "You Are Now Entering CALIFORNIA Straight Ahead. CALIFORNIA
It will
Straight Ahead is a riot of lafs.
be remembered by all who have seen it as
one of the funniest films of aU time. The
management invites you to join Reginald
Dennv's caravan through a melange of comedv and love. Don't Miss It!"

Ads
World"

Cooperative Merchant
Exploit ''Lost
Tlie

of

efficacy

commercial tie-ups was
by Allan S.

effectively demonstrated again

Glenn, Director of Exploitation for First
National Pictures, during the engagement of
"The Lost World" at the Jefferson theatre,
Roanoke, Va.
A double truck (two full pages) of ads
were obtained from the eit>''s most prominent advertisers by the Roanoke WorldTimes through the aid of James F. Lundy,
Each of the ads
First National exploiteer.
took as its basis the title "The Lost World,"
and used scenes from the jiicture for illustration.

attrac-

tive

at

Theatre Using
Reviews for Heralds
Fi'\

Amlulxjii

Tlieatre.

New York

City, in addition to using the regular folder
heralds on its coming attractions, has in'

augurated the use of commendatory reviews
of a coming pictiu'e. piinted on a sheet
of herald size paper, with the plav date
of the attraction printed across the bottom.
Tliis "flyer" carries a photographic repro•duction of the critique.

the

Liberty, Portland, Ore.

Campaign for ''Sandy^^
Fox Exploitation
Launches Advance
Drive — Many Newspaper Tie Ups Arranged

Special

Staff

ONE

of the most extensive exploitation
ever attempted by the
Fox company in the interests of a
jnoduction has been launched in connection
with "Sandy," the forthcoming screen adaptation of the Elenore Meherin newspaper
serial now running in papers throughout the

campaigns

Audubon
The

illuminated signs uorked out in parchment paper for lettering, gave an
and dignified display for the presentation of First National's "The Dark AngeV

Decorative

Country.
The press book, which the company
[)0its will be one of the most complete
in
course
aids compiled,
is
liibitor
The greatest single item
])reparation.
exploitation which is to be developed

"Sandy"

is tiie

re-

ex-

of
of
for

newspaper tie-ups available

through the publication of the original story

in the ]iapers.

General Sales Manager James R. Grainger
has sent special representatives through the
country to complete an-ang-ments for these
tie-ups.
Among them are Ned Holmes, Director of Exploitation, W. H. Rudolph, Max
Roth, and George Robert, special representatives, as well as every exploitation agent
working under the Fox banner. Early reports indicate that these representatives are
meeting with even gTeater success than they
anticipated.

Another feature of the campaign is the
trailers announcing
that
"Sandy" is in the movies now.

supplying of slides and

These are being distributed gi'atis
it oi-s
so that advance publicity

to exhib-

may

be

ohtainod.

Trackless Train Ballyhoo

Now

for "Big

Parade"

Tlie famous Trackless Train, which MetroGoldwyn-Mayer's exploitation department
sent across the continent on a tour of sensational advertising for the company's attractions, is now specializing on "The Big
i'arade." The Train, which made a triumjihal
entry to Pacific Coast Towns some
months ago, is carrying special billing for
the King Vidor production at the GrajTuan's

i'^gyptian Theatre in

Hollywood.

This advertising special has attracted considerable attention on the west coast, and
is at present working the innumerable small
owns.
An idea of it's activities may be drawn
from a single entry in the log of the Trackless Train.
The entry for Friday, Decemt

))cr

Shadow-box novelty to feature the showing of "The Phantom of the Opera" at the Capitol.
Edmonton, Alta., Candaa. The scene duplicated the Bal Masque sequence in the Universal
spectacle.
The "Phantom" appeared and disappeared at intervals of one minute at the head

The mystery effect tvas obtained by a concealed cut-out figure of the
of the staircase.
"Phantom," which, with the aid of a mirror and a flash or ivink-a-little plug, appeared and
disappeared from the scene.
*

11th.

"Leaving Grauman's Egyptian Theatre at
nine thirty we proceeded on our way to
Madre. The route was through
Sierra
Eagle Rock, Gleildale, Pasadena and other
Thousands of people
smaller communities.
were attracted as we drove along with bell
ringing and whistle blowing.

Mo

7</(,

t i

o n

Picture

Pre-production Tie

N e 2V s

Up

for

"Too Much Money"
A

up lor ('.\])loitation
was made by First National on
"Too Much Money," the arrangement perj)re-i>roduction tie

Mill-poses

mitting the taking of special stills to be used
for window display and other advertising
material in connection with presentations of
the picture in cities and towns.
The jewelry tie-uj) was made with Gorham
Silver Company through the agency of John
Drake, executive secretary for the National
Jewelers Publicity Association.
This a.ssociation is promulgating a campaign for good
laste in the wearing of jewelry and use of
silverware.

With ample time to work, the Gorham
('oiupany manufactured a special silver set
that was used in the tea and diinier sets of
the picture.
Harold H. Lance for the
(rorham Com})any went to the First National
studio and lielped Director John Francis

Harry Carr to ])repare the set.
Special photograj>hs for exploitation were
taken of tliis set featuring iu)t only Lewis
Stone and Anna Q. Nilsson but also Dorothy
Mackaill who was working with another unit
at the studio.
These photogi-aphs will be
distributed to dealers.
Dillon and

Signal board used in the Metropolilan in Boston to notify doormen as to location oj larani
seats
an importiinl feature of the eifuipnient of the modern picture thcfUre.

—

Many HarmonicaTie-Up Drives

"Bobbed Hair" Beauties
Compete in Terre Haute

Reports Contests for Juvenile
Comedies are Being La unched Through Country
Educational

EDUCATIONAL

officials

the exploitation tie

report

that

up made with M.

Hohner, Inc., manufacturers of harmonicas, an arran<;:einent under which comaccessories
and
adveitisino:
plans,
plete
prizes of harmonicas are offered free to exhit)itors usinfj tlie harmonica contest exploitation stunt, is being received with unusual
The tie up is
enthusiasm by exhil)itors.
with the Educational Juvenile comedies and

was recently announced for natioiud application.

Working

conjunction with tiic ('Muadian distrii)utors of Hohner harmonicas,
Edncational's Toronto Exchange has arranged for the staging of a contest at the
Pantages Theatre in that city. The theatre
manager Mr. Miller plans to conduct this
feature from February 1 to 5 inclusive, and
has aiT-anged to give a large number of
prizes, including three medals, gold, silver
and bronz, in addition to a number of the
prize Harmonicas and cash prizes.
Edncational's Cincinnati Exchange has
requested complete information and all
materials so that there could be staged at
the Palace Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio one of
in

the first of the contests in

New York

City, did likewise, for the ])ui-pose of arranging contests
From all indications the tie-up promises to exceed every former exploitation tieup arranged bv Edncational's

Pirate Hats Herald Errol

Vehicle at Long Beach
One of
campaign

the must successful

stunts in the

"Clothes Make The
Pirate" at the Loew's State Theatre, Long
Beach Cal., was the tie-up with a store to
staged

for

disti'ibute cut-out pirate hats.

It is the cus-

tom of these stores to put out an advertising
bulletin weekly aiul the theatre representatives persuaded them to ))rint their ad on the
back of the (uit-out hats
sories for the pictur,'.

issued

as

acces-

A "Bobbed Hair" beauty contest used as
exploitation for the picture of that title in
Terre Haute, attracted an entry list of 74
flappers of all ages, types and sizes to the
Liberty Theatre, where the comj^etition was
held recently.
All the competitors represented beauty
shops and their bobs were described by the
local
newspapere as "ultra-modern" and
"super-sophisticated." Through a tie-up with
a fur company they were permitted to wear
chic coats while being judged, and the whole
event was
mosphere.

given

an

extremely

smart

at-

The centestants ]iassed in review before
the audience and the amount of applause
given determined the awards. The first prize
was -$15; the second $10; the third ten pairs
of theatre tickets, and the fourth five pairs
cif theatre tickets.

their territory.

and Indianapolis officers
with large numbers of Juvenile accounts,
The saleswired for additional material.
men working out of these exchanges will

The

St.

Ijouis

carry complete materials, publicity, etc., .so
that they will be in a position to nuider
immediate assistance to an exhibitor desiring
to stage a contest in their territory.

The Howard Theatre of Atlanta will piit
on a contest within the next few weeks in
conjunction with the showing of an Educational Juvenile Comedy.
Among those who have been first to
write direct txi the Hohner organization for
particulars of the tie-up is the New Broadway Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. David
Rchaefer, director of publicity for the
Haring and Blumenthal theatres in Jersey
City and Union City, made a personal visit
to the manufacturer, and David J. Lustig,
manager of the Regnn Theatre, Harlem,

ilitii
slopped the traffic!
Photo above shows the turnout tihich responded to the
Manager G. P. Bannaza of the Strand, I\ashiille. Tenn., to give a prize to the bestdressed cowboy or Indian a contest open to boys under fifteen and used to exploit "The
Scarlet West" (First National).

A

slant

offer of

—
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b r

r \
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Haselton's 'Royle Girl'

Eyes" Personal
Appearahce for "Go West"

**Brown

Butte, iliiiit.. wa- the .scene of some novel
exploitation for '"Go
West," when the
American Theatre there announced the
forthcoming- personal appearance of a new
screen star a "Miss Texas,"' winner of a
beauty contest and therefore named for her
native State.
Fifty automobiles and a brass band were
there to take her to the theatre when the
Eastern express came to a standstill at the
station platform, there was a tremendous
burst of laughter as a beautiful brown (ow
came down a gang-way from the baggage
car, and the people observed the placard on

Has Unusual Twist
1

^

T^

1

1(1

-t^^^^E

—

her side,

"'

'^liss

Buster Keaton
can theatre."

in

fcl^^^^S

^1

B^-

KvWv 1
B^\'

at the

HH^

^^

^

r

rite;
\

1

i^

1

^L^

\e<ir zero tceather luLled to thp effect of *his
s.iint for "Lady I? inder mere's Fan" at ffdrner

Ball,"
staged by a local dance hall, was one of the
main features of an extensive campaign for
•"Clothes Makes the Pirate" at John Kessler's
Alliambra theatre, Canton, Ohio.

Bros. Theatre. ISeiv York. The yoitnii ivomen
braved the chill air in low cut evening gouns.
The stunt tvas executed by Bert Adler. handling special exploitation for W arner Bros.

In addition to the dance event there was
a pirate's plunder contest, in which a newspaper eo-ojierated by publication of feature

The
with the Land-0-Dance Ball Room.
ballroom management got s])eeial bill paj)er
jirinled advertising the dance and the picture
and fairly pla.stered the town with it. And
in addition they used 50 one-sheets and 25
threes which they purchasc^d from the First
National exchange.
The picture ad-cuts
were also used by the ballroom management
in advertising their dance in the daily three
column bv seven inch ads which thev useil

The

jjresentation

of

a

"Pirate's

week in advance.
The window projection machine which
showed a continuous trailer was placed in
the window of the town's leading- merchant.
The crowds grew so thick about the window
fhat traffic was blocked.
The pirate ba'l was staged in conj'unction
stories for a

1

;>^

(smiA
jDAll

..-.:^

you can compliment a

rival

show and do

it

manner

that reflects even greater glory
on your own. The copy follows
I read your advertisement in the Thursday
Missoulin with a great deal of surprise and
all
know that Colleen
wonderment.
Moore's "The Desert Flower" is a fine picture; even though it were only an average
one, still it would be well worth one's while
to see it only for the enjoyment of watching the inimitable Colleen.
But is your Sunday picture going to be
A statement like
the best picture in town?
that should not be made unless there are

in a

—

facts to justify

it.

You have

not seen D.

W.

"That Royle Girl," for ours is to
to be one of the first showings in the United
States. I doubt also if you have even seen a
Griffith's

criticism of it. Therefore how in fairness can
you say that "The Desert Flower" is to be
Have you seen
the best picture in town?
Reginald Denny's newest picture which, I
believe will be shown at the Bluebird?

Contrary to your assertion There Is An
We previewed "That Royle
Girl' last night and we are wonderfully enWhat a drama it is.
thusiastic about it.
Carol Dempster is superb in her part. James
Kirkwood and Harrison Ford are fine. And
you should see the new Paramount actor,

'V

'^M

C. Fields, who made his reputation in
"Sally of the Sawdust."
believe that "That Royle Girl" is one
of the best pictures to be shown next Sunday. But we realize that the others are well
worth the price of admission.

W.

We

tremendous vmxK,

NIGHT!
r

..:

I). Haselton of the Rialto Theatre,
Missoula, Mont., is the author of an unusual
ad for "That Royle Girl." In his copy, addressed to a competitor, Haselton shows that

Argument!

LAST

TONIGHT!

Guy

We

l^^s^

Ameri-

Pirate Ball Launches Drive
for Errol Feature

Ll^HHT >^

s^

-

Texas' cow starring- with

"Go West,"

Ad

DuugUs F&irbanks says

-^

STELLA

11

DALLASlSi.-

Aioiib-::2

CKul.c
1

CUplu.

Hf

STELLA
DALLAS
APOLLO

S-fi--

i

THE NEW YORK CAMPAIGN ON "STELLA DALLAS"
The reproduction

newspaper ads in the layout above are from the press sheet giving the complete campaign for this First National proic'or M. Shapiro, director of advertising and publicity for Samuel Goldwyn, is notable
duction in Neiv York.
The campaign, executed by
for the cumulative value resulting from folloiv-up methods in displaying endorsements of famous actors, actresses and ivriters. The order in which
The advance announcements ivere followed by quotations from letters of praise for
the ads were used is indicated by the arrangement above.
the picture from Douglas Fairbatiks. Charles Chaplin, Ethel Barrymore, John Barrymore.
These were summarized in a single display. Then
folloived single excerpts from neicspaper revieivs, which also were followed by a display featuring excerpts from all reviews. The large display
at the extreme right ivas a tie-up ad used by the Saks
Fifth Avenue store, featuring a gotvn similin- to that icnrn by Belle Bennett.
of

I

—
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"THE CHECK-UP"
" The Check-Up " is a presentation in the briefest and most convenient form of reports received from
exhibitors in every part of the country on current features, w^hich makes it possible for the exhibitor to see
what the picture has done for other theatre managers.
The first column following the name of the feature represents the number of managers that have reported
the picture as " Poor." The second column gives the number who considered it " Fair " the third, the
number who considered it " Good " and the fourth column, those who considered it " Big."
The fifth column is a percentage figure giving the average rating on that feature, obtained by the following method: A report of " Poor " is rated at 20% one of " Fair," 40% " Good," 70^0 ; and " Big," 100%.
The percentage ratings of all of these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the
number of reports, giving the average percentage
a figure which represents the consensus of opinion on
that picture. In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up and eliminated.
No picture is included in the list which has not received at least ten reports.
;

;

;

;

—
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ASSOC. EXHIB.

—

Me

Introduce

FAMOUS PLAYERS

—
—2

Adventure
Air Mail,

The

Ancient Highway, The

Any Woman

3

Are Parents People ?
Beggars on Horseback
Best People
Charmer, The
Coast of Folly, The
Cobra
Code of the West, The
Contraband
Crowded Hour, The

Kiss for Cinderella,
Kiss in the Dark, A

A

Light of the Western Stars

French Girl, The
Lord Jim
A Wife
Lost
Lovers in Quarantine

'

Lucky Devil, The
Madame Sans Gene
Manicure Girl, The
Man Who Found Himself
Marry Me
Men and Women
Miss Bluebird
New Brooms
New Lives for Old
Night Club, The
Night Life of New York
Not So Long Ago
Old Home Week
Paradise
Pony Express, The
Regular Fellow, A

Paths

to

Rugged Waters
Sackcloth and Scarlet
Salome of the Tenements
Seven Keys to Baldpate

Shock Punch, The
Son of His Father, The
Spaniard, The
Stage Struck
Street of Forgotten

Swan, The
That Royle

Girl

24

7

.s

30

6

6

13

7

I

19
7
7

—
—

77
6q
68
61

I

37
6q
40

3

6.S

4

62
45

3

3
6

9

13
21

--

5

7

10
13

26

4

i
i

.^

2
2

66
57
67

4

8

13
19
21

6

63

2

7

22
17
7
22
12

12
—
—

71

27

—
—
—

57
53
70
58
70
42
52
64

I

61

I

63

I

59
70
69
57
55

-

6

8
9
6
10
7
5

5
13
8
12
10

3

—

6
I

7

—2

i,S

—

i

5
5

2

9
8

29

8

i

2

22

2

i

5
II

•

—
—
i

2

8

18

9
13
10

—

.i3

2

61

9
4

75
55
56
58
55
58

5. 980

ft.

6,602
6,976
6,034
5.963
6 586
7, 168
5.700
6,076
6,840
6,895
6,777
6,773
6,558
7,980
6, 186
6,338
6,374
6,293
6,395

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

,

Thundering Herd, The
To-Morrow's Love
Top of the World, The
Trouble With Wives

ft.

Blood Hound
Cloud Rider

ft.

Druscilla

ft.

Forbidden Cargo
Galloping Vengeance
If Marriage Fails
Jimmie's Millions

ft.

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

ft.

Smooth as Satin
Speed Wild
Tearing Through
That Devil Quemado
That Man Jack
White Fang
White Thunder
Wild Bull's Lair, The
Youth and Adventure

5

7

2

2

9
8

18
21
19

2

5

13
10

3

3

29

9

71

7 reels

Chickie

2

13

4

--'

Classified

5

i6-

5

ft.

Dark Angel, The

—
—6
—
—

27
24

7

6

3

8

3
3

6
9

28
26
23
14

82
59

6,570
6,796
5,732
6,998
6,943
6,888
6,741
9.929
5,027

ft.

8
8

44
70
68
65
56
72

3

8

10

3

—
—
i

—
i

—5

7
.S

4
3

2

4
22
2

7a

ft.

ft.

Abraham Lincoln

ft.

As

ft.

ft.

7

14

3

8
4
10

9
26

2

2

,

2
i

17

9
II

16

i

9

i

7
II

34
8

i

—
—
—

16

64
80
70
72
62
62
67
62
63
70
64
65
59
58
74
64

2

71

i

57
78
63

Man

Desires

3

I

i

4

i

8

—
—

3
I

2

5

2

•

9
II
II

Frivolous Sal

25

8
12

8
8
10

ft.

49
64
65
66
65
59
68
50
65

5

—
—
—

5
12

ft.

ft.

2

.'

.

.

.

Graustark
Half Way Girl, The
Heart of a Siren, The

ft.

Her Husband's Secret
Her Sister From Paris
His Supreme Moment
If I Marry Again
I Want My Man

ft.

Just a

ft.
ft.

7 reels
ft.

Woman

ft.

Knockout, The
Lady, The

ft.

Lady

ft.

Learning

7 reels

6,366
5,889
10,253

7

8

4
4
9
4

6,732
7,017

3

i

2

i

ft.

6,015ft.

6,151
7,009
6,676

6.006ft.
5 167 ft.
6.712 ft.

14

7

63

3

51

9

i

48

10
10

ft.

32
10

Declasse
Desert Flower, The
Enticement
Fine Clothes

ft.

6
I

5,291
4.789
5 070
7-391
4.850
5.095

I

63
62
55

23
9

14

25
25
23

54
9
6

14
13

3

2

7.i87,ft.

903
7,167
6,489

ft-

5

ft.

ft.

5.909ft.

ft.
ft.
ft.

ft.

ft.

.

6.400
7.160

ft.
ft.

5.400ft.
5 000 ft.
6.278ft.
,

4.753
4.354
5,014

ft.

ft.
ft.

4.684ft.
6 003 ft.
4 700 ft.
.

,

4.714

ft.

5.641ft.

5,032
5 800
4 550
5 280
5.525

ft.

9.759
7 790
7 767

ft.

.

,

ft.
ft.

ft.
ft.

FIRST NATIONAL

ft.

—

4

79
59
65
70
59
60

2

79
66

ft.

14
10
18
31

7

ft.

—

Hanan

Scar

ft

6.765

—
—
—
—

ft.

ft.

5.774lft.

—2

Ridin' Comet, The
Riding the Wind

ft.

7,22l\ft.

62
68

Midnight Molly
O. U. West
Parisian Nights

Range Terror

ft.

66

5

i

of the Bees
Last Edition, The
Lilies of the Street

ft.

ft.

9

6

i

Keeper

ft.

ft.

I

—
—
—

With A Million

6,420
5.904
7,008
6,229
7,816

6,859
5,628
6,702
6,420
6,570
5.935
9,994
5.959
7,168
5.529
6,223

12
12

II

i

ft.

,S.767ft.

2

2

The

6, 186

ft.

34

16
23

9

Bandit's Baby,

ft.

28

2

ft.

3 «

I

3

26
20

ft.

1-2
> V

8

i

Womanhandled

P o

"b

2

12

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

«i <;

—
—
2

ft.
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Title

Cd

8
9

2

Golden Princess, The
Goose Hangs High, The
Grounds for Divorce
In the Name of Love
Irish Luck
King on Main Street, The

I

3

u

i

The
Dressmaker From Paris, The
Eve's Secret
of Night
Forty Winks

%»

ZPi
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TO x«
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Devil's Cargo,

Flower

3

u

o

;n.i?

J3

Who

Lied,

to

Love

i
i

—
i

2
2

—
i
i
i

i

—
—
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The

i

3

8
13
8
2

10
6
6
6
6
3
5

4

87
73

.

ft-

5
5

67
70
76
66

7

71

6 reels

19
10

—

21
10

4

6,407
6,971
7.307
5 900

15

3

64
54
67
80
63

7

—
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18
24

5
14
15
15
24
9

I

9

ft.

7,869

,

ft.

ft.

ft.
ftft.

7.570ft6.780ft.
6 300 ft.
.

6

75

7.255

3

61

4

6.600ft.
7.400ft.
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2

66
65
56
67
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5

69

15
10

.

6.927ft.
7.311ft-
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Live Wire, The
Lost World, The
Making of O'Malley,
Marriage Whirl, The

.

The

My

Son
Necessary

The
New Commandment, The

New

Evil,

Toys

One Way
One Year

'

Street
to Live

Pace That Thrills, The
Playing With Souls

Quo Vadis
West

Shore Leave
So Big
Soul Fire
Talker, The
Thief in Paradise,

Fools

White Monkey, The
Why Women Love
Winds of Chance

u C
P o

is
2k 2«

5
5

9
4

6
7

4
5

2

3

6
22

oS
> u

zk

hJ

6,850 ft.
9,700 ft.
7,571 ft.
7,672 ft.
6,500 ft.

PROD. DIST. CORP.
Beyond the Border
Charley's Aunt
Coming of Amos, The
Friendly Enemies

6,307ft.

8

I

61

15
10
8
19
15
10
8

2
I

66
58

I

63

7 reels

HeU's Highroad
Let Women Alone

—
—
—

58
60
56
58

7,250

Road

2
II

61

34

7
17
21

73

i

2

32

3

4

14
19

i

20

II

88
60
74
72
67
66
79

8

3
5

I

53

5

5

i

6

6

I

3

7

3

i

2

8

—
—

2

i

6

2

70
56
42
60
64

2
2

5

4
19
8
8

2

4
9
4
I

ft.

5,596ft.
6,064ft.
6,911 ft.
5,831ft.
8,945ft8 reels

8,391 ft6,856 ft.
9 reels
8,262 ft.
7.861 ft.
8 reels
6,613ft6,609ft.
7 264 ft.
6,121 ft.
6,750 ft.
9,554ft.
,

FOX
Ancient Mariner, The
Arizona Romeo

As No

—

Man Has Loved

Dancers, The
Dick Turpin ...
Everlasting Whisper, The
Fool,

The

Gold and the

Girl

Havoc
Hearts and Spurs

Hunted Woman, The
Iron Horse, The
Kentucky Pride

4
i

i

3
4
4
2

—
—
—
—
—
i

6

3

i

Lightnin'

Lucky Horseshoe, The
Rainbow Trail, The
Riders of the Purple Sage
She Wolves
Trail Rider, The

4

—
—
—

30
8

5

47
64
74

2
I

,S3

9

72

2

66
70
72
60
68
60
84

I

8

I

i

II

4

8
10

—2

2

I

3

Confessions of a Queen

4

Daddy's Gone A-Hunting

2
2

i

Denial, The
Dixie Handicao,

Exchange of
Excuse Me

Go West
Great Divide, The

Greed
Lady of the Night
Lights of Old Broadway
Man and Maid
Merry Widow, The
Midshipman, The
Monster, The
Mystic, The
Never the Twain Shall
Old Clothes
Only Thing, The
Prairie Wife, The
Pretty Ladies
Proud Flesh

Seven Chances

A

6

13

I

2

i

14

78

8

19
4
29

4
9

10
13

4

— 6
6
— —3
— 3
—
2
— 56
—
— 4

PATHE
Black Cyclone
.

5

72

10

71

I

53

2

60
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6

2

63

2

51

7

93
81
65
56

12

21
14

22

5

5

2

II

5

2

9
8

I

3

14
9

—

i

7

4
14
6

I

3

27

II

2

8

i

6

8
22

15

69
68
60
44
54
55
76
65
75

i

4

I

2

14
6

II
II
2

2

—
—4

3

14

I

6
10
2

15
7
17

13
3
2

i

7

10

7

47
62
76
53
70
68

—

2

19

3

i

20

8
61

76
89

—

Sun Up
Tower of Lies, The
Unholy Three, The
Way of A Girl, The
White Desert, The
Zander the Great

Freshman, The

—

72
63

4

Rag Man, The
Romola
Slave of Fashion,
Sporting Venus

I

9

7

I

5
5

I

6

62
52
55
75
57
57
54

6,974ft4,841 ft.
5,527ft5.161ft.

3

14

70

6 500

ft.

2

21

71

6 500

ft.

8

58
67
57

6,878ft.
5.452ft-

59

3
3

7

—
—
—

I

5
I

15
17
14

7

9

2

7

2

3
3
5

I?
22

85
82

5
3

71

64
42

4
I

II

2

9

Heads Winds

4

II

61

Hurricane Kid, The
I'll Show you the Town
Last Laugh, The
Let 'Er Buck
Lorraine of the Lions

4

23
20

70
75

,

4,600

ft.

4,954ft11.335ft6,597ft7,979ft-

6,500
6,048

II

2

6 reels
5,677ft6.288ft.

Goose Woman, The

Roaring Adventure
Saddle Hawk, The
Secrets of the Night

49
57
55

71

9

1

ft.

ft.
ft.

Mad
Man
Oh

.

.

.

.

Avenue Models

Price of Pleasure,
Raffles
Ridin' Pretty

I

3

4.469

91

ft.

Fifth

5.251ft.
5,534ft5.723ft4,752ft.

66

12

4
4

The

Whirl,

4

Opera

I

12

The

2

3

of the

10
6

5

4

8
15
8

I

2

4,791

Smouldering Fires
Spook Ranch, The
Storm Breaker, The

2
I

8
20
10

6

3

10 ,067

ft.

5.419ft6,437ft5.307ft-

10,027

ft.

,498 ft.
6,435ft6,147ft.
8,143ft5,915ft-

5,824

ft.

6,487ft.

5,828

ft.

5,770ft.
5,968ft.
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ft.

Taming

the

Teaser,

The

West

ft.

ft.

.

ft,

.

ft.

—
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2
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I

66
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I
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I
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White Outlaw, The

2

3
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5

I

72
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Faith,

A

5,924ft-

7,238
6,759

ft.
ft.

4,810ft.
6,581 ft,

4,274
7 500

ft.
ft.

,

I

.

ft.
ft.

4,812

ft.

4.938ft7.356ft-

13

72
68

6.424

ft.

5.247

ft.

6 093

ft

,

5.427ft
6,967ft.
6.375ft.
6.023 ft.
6.630 ft.
4.830ft.
5.557ft-

VITAGRAPH
Baree, Son of Kazan
Empty Saddle

32
10
8
10

Fearbound

Happy Warrior, The
Pampered Youth
Redeeming Sin, The
School for Wives
Steele of the Royal Mounted
Wildfire

WARNER

II

8
12

—

14
5

21

5,938ft.
5,819ft-

Broadway

6,849
6,848
5.025

How

Butterfly,

The

Eve's Lover

Baxter Butted In
Kiss me Again
Limited Mail, The
Man on the Box, The

My

Wife and
On Thin Ice

in the

5

10
8
10
7
7
7

I

6
8

Recompense
Tracked

85

73
55

6,800

49
65
64
47
58

5.877ft.
7.550ft-

ft.

5 reels

6.640
6,227

ft.
ft.

6,750ft.

4.850

ft.

75
64

6 reels

60
67

7,781
6,850

61
61

6.540

BROS.

53

6 reels

ft.

51

2

7

ft.

2

Up the Ladder
Where Was I

6

5,508

10,264
8,500
8,850
9 500
4 802

4,657ft.
5.468 ft.
6 700 ft.

34

Bridge of Sighs

6,345ft5,851ft-

ft.

58
68
57
67

5

5,906

ft.

7.000

"

—
2
—
—
—4

4

62

ft.

.

5,557ft-

Tornado, The

Bobbed Hair

ft.

,

56
51

19
20

5,113ftft.

ft.

8,464
6,618

6

74
67
56
62

II

5.747ft6,256ft.
7,811 ft.

ft.

72

7

I

ft.

ft.

87
68

2

2

6,300

6,084
5,620
9,980

20
4

51

6
8
23

Blue
Doctor
in

Phantom

4
21

Siege
Sign of the Cactus

ft.

ft.

5.309ft5 296 ft.
7.396ft.
6,519ft5.547ft6,753ft6,184ft.
5 706 ft.
6,587ft.

I

5,851ft.
5.851ft6 reels
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64

Flying Hoofs
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52

56
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5,004

19
6
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14
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Daredevil
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5
5
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6,716
5,611
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Dangerous Innocence

9.488ft.
4,521 ft.
9 200 ft.
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4,694ft.
7.929ft6,583ft.
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Meet

Calgary, Stampede, The
California Straight Ahead

5

2

3 D

78
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58
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17
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—
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3
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UNIVERSAL

3

9

—
—
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2

Town

3
3

32

i

of Zorro

Gold Rush, The
Little Annie Rooney
Sally of the Sawdust

51
73

9
6

5

UNITED ARTISTS

2
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—
—

Silent Pal, The
Souls for Sables
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49
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u c

16
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4
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Crackerjack, The
Early Bird, The
Re-Creation of Brian Kent, The
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STATE RIGHTS

Waking Up

X
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16
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Stop Flirting
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Seven Days
Silent Sanderson
Soft Shoes
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I

X-
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3

6

—

The
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to Yesterday,
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8
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7
9
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Chu Chin Chow
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What
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.
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Snow Country
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66
70
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49
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53
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ft,

ft.

6,750ft.
ft.

6,650ft.
7 200 ft.
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6 700 ft.
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News

re

t iSubf ects andSciaa
Red

Have

Seal to

Own

Exchange System

UNDER
by Max

new policy inaugurated
Fleischer, president of
Red Seal Pictures, the company
has started the establishment of a series
of exchanges throughout the country.
Arrangements have just been made with
Ben Amsterdam of Philadelphia whereby Amsterdam will distribute Red Seal's
product throughout his territory in association with Fleischer.
This Philadelphia exchange, the fourth
to be established to handle this short
feature product, will open on February
15.
The other three exchanges are lothe

cated at New York, Los Angeles and
San Francisco.

The company's product for this season numbers one hundred and forty featurettes including a

number

of specials.

"Harry Bernstein" Fleischer detailed,
"recently made general sales manager of
the national organization, will make a
trip about the country in the immediate
future and establish exchanges in the

key

cities.

Well

Known

for

Scenes from "Heavy Love." a Standard

New

Serial

Fat

Man comedy

through F.

released

O.

B.

Heads Pathe List

'Casey of the Coast Guard," with George O'Hara
and Helen Ferguson Featured, Ready for Release

THE

I'jitlie line-up of releases for the
week of February 14 includes the
first chapter of the new Patheserial
'"Casey of the Coast Guard," tliree tworeel comedies, a sino^le reel comedy and the
usual "Aesop's Fables," "Topics of the Day,"

Pathe Review and Pathe News.
"Casey of the Coast Guard," the new
serial, which Will Nigh directed fi'om the
adaptation which Lewis Allen Browne and
William Burt made from their own story,
based ui)on the activities of Government
Coast Guard service. Helen Ferj^uson, who
apj)eared in the Patheserial "Wild West,"
is

O'Hara of "The Sea Bea.st"
fame, a])])ear in the Icadinf^ roles. The chief
Hupi)oi-lin<!^ I)ar1s are played by J. Barney

and

Georg-e

Sherry, Jean Jarvis and Coit Albertson.
With the cooperation of the Government

many revenue cutters, submarine chasers,
and other speed craft were used in the i)roduetion.
The interioi's were stashed at tiie
Pathe studio on Lonsj- Island. "The Smu<;gler's Ruse" is the title of the opening- chajiter.

Alice Day is the star of the Mack Scnnelt
two-reel comedy "Gooseland," which shows
her as a farm llai)per in Holland. Joseph
Younir, EufieniiY Gilbert, Barney Helium,

Sunshine Hart and Mary Ann Jackson appeal- in
(lin'cl('(l.

su))|)(irl

of the star.

.\li'

(inuldinn;

"Buried Treasure"

is

the

title

of the

lat-

"Our Gang" comedy which Robert McGown directed. The "Gang" embark on a
est

hunt and land u])on an island
where moving picture actors are making a
cannibal pictui'e.
Things happen fast and
treasure

furiously
then on.

An

for

the

treasure

hunters

from

appears in "Trimmed in
Mack Sennett contribution,
which shows Billy Bevan and Andy Clyde as
barbers who are trimmed of their bankrolls.
Madeline Hurlock and Kewpie Morgan head
all-star cast

Gold;" another

supi)orting cast of the comedy which was
directed by Del Lord.
Paul Parrott is
starred in the single Hal Roach comedy
"Pay the Cashier."
tile

Pathe Review No. 7 brings another "process
camera" novelty, "Making Over a
Metropolis" to the screen. Alvin Knechtel
makes a city do many strange things in this
subject.

"Hunting in
"Aesop's Fihn
the

1950"

is

the

Fables'' release.

Day" and two

issues

of the
"Topics of

title

of Pathe

complete the schedule announced
for Februarv 14tli.

liy

News
Patlie

Cast

Roach Comedies

The new comedies being made by Hal
Roach for Pathe release include some of the
screen's best known actors and actresses. In
the latest Charley Chase comedy just com])leted under the direction of Leo McCarey
are Virtiinia Pearson, Anders Randoli)h, and
Martha Sleeper.
Mack Swain, Bull Montana, Helen Gilmore, Jimmy Finlayson, Fred Kelsey and
Martha Sleeper appear in the cast of the
two-reel comedy starring Glenn Tryon wliieii
was directed by Fred L. Guiol.

A great number of feature picture ])layers,
including Theda Bai-a, Lionel Barrymore.
Mildred Han-is, Stuart Holmes, Mildred
June,
Lincoln
Stedman, Eileen
Percy,
Mickey Bennett, George Seigman, Gertrude
Astor, John T. Murray, Cesare Gravina,
Lucien Littlefield and Joe Madison have appeared in two-reel Hal Roach comedies made
tor Pathe release.

Hiers

Completes

'Lizzie'

''

Production on

''Wireless

for Educational
"Wii'eless

'Lizzie,'

''

star-

ring Walter Hiers, has been completed under the direction of Earle Rodney. This is
the comedy on
several months

which Hiers was working
ago when he met with an

accident which cost

The supporting

him

ca.st

the loss of a finger.

for

this

Educational

includes Dunne Thomiison, Jack
Duft'y, Bill Irving and Linco'.n Pl.in:r.

rele'ise

"The Birds' Paradise," scenes of

Palmyra, Hawaii and "The Stonebound
City," Rothcnberg, Germany, in Patheeolor
complete the reel.

Players

A

Fraternity

Mixup'

IS

Joe Rock's Next
Joe Rock's next Blue Ribbon Comedy for
F. B. 0. release will be made under the title
of

"A

Fraternity Mixup."

It is a collegiate

Alice
story written by Bob McKenzie.
Ardell will be featured with a conu'dian yet
to be selected.
Percv Pembroke will direct.

fc

b r u a r \

19

1

REGGE
Public

Louis

in St.

DORAN,
Relations

director

of

Department

two-reel comedies
FOUR
Stern Brothers are

before the
Cincinnati Motion Picture Council at the
Sinton Hotel, Miss Doran gave a very
informative talk on "What the Motion
Picture Means to Parents," in which she
discussed the reaction of the younger
generation to motion pictures, and the
service the film industry gives these
youthful patrons.
She also spoke on
children"s matinees and how to put them
on.
The Pathe public relations director
also addressed the Rotary Club of Alton,

on January

Illinois

I

through

lease

produced by

selieduled for reUniversal during the

month of February. In their order they
are, "The Big City," starring Edna Marian:
"Crowning the Count," featuring Eddie
Gordon; "Accidents Can Happen," featuring Al Alt, and the new Buster Brown comedy, "Buster's Nose Dive."
"Buster's Nose Dive" is the sixth of the
Buster Brown series. It was directed by
Gus Meine and recently had a nre-release
showing on Broadway. It features Arthur
Trimble as Buster, Doreen Turn-r as Mary
Jane and Pete, the dog, as Tige. The iiieture is scheduled for release February 24tli.
"The Big City," another of the Edna

People."

Tuesday, January

26,

20.

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillliy^

WasliiiiErton— Spiiatc aii|ir(>\('s I'nitcd States joiiiins World
Court by a vote of 70 to 14 afti'r three-year
.struggle, Senator Leiiroot of Wisconsin leading
successful fight for measure ami ijeing opposed
by Senator Rorali of Idalio and other bitter
endei-s
Naples .Mount X'esuvius breaks out
anew, belching smoke and flames and pouring
lava down its blackened sides Inglewood, ("al.
.-)l.->7:

Xew York

— Dancing

:

—

:

;

—Moves

chinchillas

wortii

from

thousands

their homes in Andes to establish a fur ranch
Miami Heacli, V\;\. Speedboats race at niile-a-

—

:

minute clii)
in South

in oi)ening motorboat racing season
New York Itoger Kaiin, .son of
multimillionaire biuiker. leads his own jazz orchestra and earns ^HO.fKKI a year as modern
musician
Mianu'. Fla.
Jack i)emi)sey. heavyweight champion, sliows how he treats sparring
partners as lie begins training work in South
Sault St. Marie. Mich.
Uncle Sam traiii.s his
soldiers at Fort l'>r:idy to be e.\i)ert on skis

—

:

—

:

—

;

and snowshoes.

PATIIF XIOWS XO.

11

X.B.— (ior-

St..Tohiis.

:

inan st;n-s at opening of world's speed skating championships Off the Briti.sh Coast
Mr.
and Mrs. Irving Berlin on honeymoon! Xew
York City (Jotham becomes new "Srnokv
City" In the Limelight C<d. Mitchell resigns
from the .\rmy
Leicester. England
Off his
horse again
Tokio. .Tapan
Premier of .lapan
dies of influenza
Mi.ami, Fla.
Will Dempsey
box TunneyV
.Mliany, X'. Y.
Roy scout produces fire with stones and wins priz(> Omaha.
Xeb.
Honor railroad fireman for saving life of
child
Portsmouth.
England British
fleet
leaves for spring maneuvers! TT. S. .Joins World
Court Historic stej). departing from traditional
.\merican isolation, is taken, as Senate vf)tes
to enter the Permanent Court for International
.Tnsticp; Wilkes-P.arrp. Pa.
Priest aids families suffering from protracted coal strike
St.
Paul. Minn.
V. S. retains International curling trouhy
New Orleans. La. Realtors from
all parts of United States view I..ouisiana Purchase in i)ageantry
Detroit. Mich. (Detroit
only
Scor(>s compete in winter sports day
carnival.

—

!

—

—

!

—

!

;

!

—

—
—

—

I

—

!

!

KIXOCUAMS
Lieut.

XO.

.jl.iS:

Maclleady reaches

7!)

I)a\ton. ().—
below zero in

his altitnd<> climb of :i."i,()0(l feet which breaks
his own record l)Ut falls short of world's altitude mai'k he sought to break; Hollywood. Cal.
Will H. Ha.vs, Czar of the movies, ojx'ns
easting bureau for movie extras; Santa Itosa,
Town with fifty pair of twins, from
Cal.
babies to grown-ujjs, puts them on exhibition
Niagara Falls, X. Y. Ice jam at <ioat Island
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—

—

—

!

—

!

—
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—
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XEWS.
PATHE
— Dynamite

No. 12:
Riverside. Cal.
mountain-side to get rock
breakwater
work!
St.
Paul.
Minn.
Youthful
mushers
honors
for
battle
in
annual
<log
Ohio
derhv
Davton.
Soars .^r,.90n feet in the air: Auckland. X. Z.—
.Vxmen wield flashing blades in woodchopper's
f.ast contest
Sakai. .Tapan
Students wrestle
for .lapanese school championship
I'rightou
P.each. X. Y.
Bet P. T. Rarn'un's <rho-^^t would
I.Mugh with joy at this one
Xew Y'ork City
This, girls, is none other than the handsome't
senior in Columbia I'niversity! AVasliington. D.
C. (Charlotte oulyi
Iloi'or Cougressm'in SteOman on 8.')th birthday St. .lohn, X. R. (iorm;ui wins world's ic<> speed championship
I>>s
\ngeles.
Cnl.
Mak?s narachute drop in
for

—

!

—

I

—

XEWS COXTIXriTY.

VOL.

XO.

7,

United States Joinds the World CourtAfter a three-year tight, Senate votes 70 to 17
;iO:

in

to sit
Cal.

the

— Studying

Hague

tribunal

Lake !Merntt.

;

duck migration, thousands are
tagged to learn wliere they go next and whether
Sbre\ es|)oit, La.
First snowfall
they return
in years, and heaviest in ([luirter of a century,
i.s greeted with joy in the Southland
Xew York
City
Sophie Tucker, long the reigning "queen
of jazz" in Europe, comes back to dear old
Broadway; Minneai)olis. .Minn. World's longest concrete bridge, with 1.'{ spans of .'500 feet

—

;

—

;

—

each, is built at a cost of .'f.'i.dOO.OOO
Grows Acute as Coal Strike Drag.s

Hardship

— In
;

East,

buy and carry home a daily
Ciiicago, 111.
Raoul Walsh,
who will direct the i)icturi/>ation of "What
Price (ilory" meets Ijouis Wolheim
Chatta-

poor wait
.supply

of

in line to

— Five

—

sister basketball team
Berlin, Germany
<ieneral Von Se(>ckt, the Minister of War. leads the
Reichsw(dir in first manenxies since per.cc

I

:

I

—

I

;

OWING
made by

the great impression
"Flashes of the Past,"
the Pathe News compilation of
historic events of the last fifteen years,
upon Vice-president Dawes at the recent
banquet celebrating the fifteenth anniversary of the news reel, he determined
to bring about a showing for President
Coolidge.
Through Editor Emanuel
Cohen, Dawes arranged for Charles
Chapman to screen the reels at a recent
function held at the home of the vicepresident.
Both the president and the first lady
of the land are reported to have expressed enthusiasm over the screening.
Other distinguished guests at the

Dawes'

function

were

Mrs.

and

Mr.

Dwight Morrow, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Stearns, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Buffington,
Gen. and Mrs. G. Harbord, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles A. Hanna, of Montclair,

N. J., Mr. and Mrs. Owen Young, Mrs.
Frederick Dent Grant and Mr. W. W.
Mills.

"Flashes of the Past" was also recentscreened before the University Club
of Chicagp, where it registered a com-

ly

plete success.

—

straight-jacket: Crafton. Pa. (Pittsburgh cmlv
Pay linal tribute to State Senator ILirris

—

San

—

i

:

Ne^v
-Vntonio.
Texas
(Dallas
oidy
Douglas planes arrive at Kelly Field Sanfon'.
Fla.
(.\tlant:i
only^
Farrell wins Centra'
Florida
golf
championship
oi)en
Rerthoud
Pass. Colo. (Denver only)
Snow motor 0'li\(.vs m-iO to snowed-iu mountaineers! Minuct

—

!

I

—

aiiolis.
^firni,
(^Slinneapolis
ice sk-iti r attempts to set

onl.v)

new

—Champif>ii
2-mile

record in

IXTERXATIONAL NEWS.
sin.

China

NO. 10: TienGeneral Feng wins

— Christian
city
of
—asNew views

battle

Rhodesia. Africa
est

I

—

races

;

—

(Jerinan

thrill

(Frisco only)
fc(>t

— Tag

crowds; Oakland, Cal.
and register visiting web
of duck migration

in effort to learn secrets

Ohio

Clex'eland.

sands

—

fast

in

ship:

Off

caught

in

—

:

Y'outhful skaters thrill tlioucontest for amateur champion-

Key

West.

Fla.— Giant

sharks

I'lorida seas.

IXTERXATIONAL NEWS

XO. 11 St. Paul.
Minn. Youthful "mushers" race in excitRedskin runing dog derby; Los Angeles, Cal.
Santa
ner triumphs in six-mile marathon
Presenting the biggest collection
Rosa. Cal.
Own"
".McKiidey's
of twins: Columbus. Ohio
Spring
battle standards;
historic
r(Iin(|uish
Sky-scraping cars break winter
(iarden. Cal.
Rei>resentatraflic tie-ui): Washington, I). C.
Stedman of Xorth Carolina celebrates
tive
Congressof
fellow
helu
birthday with
S.")th
men: W;ishingt<m. D. C. I'ncle Sam at last
banishes the choke collar for his fighting men
unusual catch;
Here's' an
Greenfield. Ind.
Dayton, O. Lt. John A. Macready. fanu)us
high-flyer, sets new American altitude record
Los Angeles, Cal. Will Hays, advisor-in-chief
to the movies, opens a central casting bureau

—

:

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

event

decisive

Rorah. defeated in valiant fight to keep U. S.
out of world court., forgets state cares in great
outdoors; Roston, Mass. (Boston only
Assistant Secretarx' of War on insp(>ction tour
Kelso.
l)raises .Xew England's army posts
X>ar
Wash. IMountain torrent breaks tremendous
log jam: Mariondorf. (iermany
Trotting sleigh

I

;

daughters of "Kid" Elberex-l)allplayer of N. Y'. Yankees, form a

nooga, Tenn.
feld.

—

coke;

Lamont.

:

makes .\merican falls dry while water pours
over falls on Canadian side: Newark. N. J.Harry C. White, a human dynamo, jilays with
half a million \<dts !Mapi Oomba, 'rib(>t
I'.uddist students study in tent monastery thai is
500 years old; St. .lohn. X. B. (n rnian. Canadian skiiting stiir. skates (o a world's <hami)ionship. beating TJuinb'rg. ()lymi)ic title holdei-,
and olhcr chamiiions.

FOX

Rol)bins.
Larry Richardson has the chief
suppoi-ting role to Eddie Gordon. The story
has to do witii the showing u]) of a bogus
count, played by Gordon.
February 17th is set for the release date
of "Accidents Can Ha))pen,"' in which Al
The comedian is again
Alt is featured.
supported by tlie rotund Hiiliard Karr.
This
comedy was directed by Charles

to

W.—

—

town vamp get her into many difficulties.
"Crowning the Count" is set for release
February 10th. It was directed by Jess

Wife See ''Flashes"

Illlllllll

the Charleston und(-r
difficulties; Sydney. X. S.
Jessie, a 100year-old elephant from India, is a siglit-seeing
onuiibus for Australian children
Winnipeg.
Canada Harness races on ice.
(^ity

Marian comedies, will go to tlie exhibitors
on February 3rd. It was directed by Francis Corby and shows Miss Marian as the
country flappei-, whose escapades as a big

President Coolidge and

Resume of Current News Weeklies I

KIXCXJU.V.MS XO.

Releases

Four Two-reelers are Due Through
Universal During Month of February

the
of
the

Pathe Exchanges, Inc., was
featured talker on the regular women's
hour at Station KMOX, in St. Louis,
on January 21. Miss Doran spoke on
"The Value of the Movies in National
Life and in the Lives of Our Young

On

Comedy

Sterns List

Makes Radio

R. Doraii

Talk

801

2 6

waterfalls;

Washington.

Tientsin

falls

of world's great-

D.

C.

— Senator

—

—

—

:

;

Motion Picture News

402

flpinions on Current Short Subject

(Fox

The

"

"A Bankrupt Honeymoon

—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Georgie T. Pardy)
quite a plot to this buzz-saw
action, hilarious comedy starring Harold
Goodwin, which runs along at a clipping
When
rate and hasn't a dull moment in it.
the newly-wed spendthrift hero goes supposedly broke on his honeymoon, fate and a
taxi driver show him the way out and in
partnership with the latter he starts an "EatWhile-You-Ride" bus that competes successfully with a bus-line run by his dad.
Goodwin scores in the leading role, with
Shirley Palmer, as the girl, and Oliver
Hardy, as the taxi driver, doing excellent
work.
The picture is well photographed
and directed. Should please all classes of
patrons, a capital addition to any program.

THERE'S

Oswald Overton
The Girl
Girl's
Dad
Boy's Lawyer
Taxi

Goodwin

Harold

Palmer
Frank Beal
Harry Dunkinson
Oliver

—Young

Oswald Overton, son of
operator, spends money regardless of his parent's remonstrances.
He
weds a girl in a hurry and as he starts
on his honeymoon after a convivial night, during which he becomes "pals" with a taxi driver
and runs up a huge bill driving around
is notified tiiat his dad has gone broke.
He
and the taxi driver start an "Eat-While-YouRide" bus that proves a big hit and scoops all
patronage away from the ordinary, rival bus
lines.
His father's lawyer buys him out for
$50,000.
It transpires that the supposed bankruptcy of his old man was a frame-up to
check his extravagance.

Summary — A comedy

with lots of snap, fun
offering unusually good
plot material.
Direction and work of "cast up
to best standard.
Well photographed. Amusing from start to finish, should please every•where.

and slapstick

"

action,

Felix, the Cat, Flirts
(Educational-Cartoon

With Fate

— One

ACCORDING
the

planet

to

Mars

Pat

.Sullivan

"

Reel)
and

Felix,

mostly, inhabited by
cats and a few other weird looking objects.
Just how they discovered all this was because
Felix decided to ride a skyrocket to the planet
to look over an attractive young lady cat he
spied thru a telescope.
All this happened to
Felix thru a dejected state of mind following
an unsuccessful search for a sweetheart.
Arriving on the planet, Felix meets his ladylove and they attend a dance where, Feli.x
finding things too slow, introduces the "Charleston."
Soon, the whole planet is rocking from
the effects of this dance.
bouncer interferes
and Felix is thrown back to earth. This cartoon is up to the usual average.—
G.
is

Summary

EDW.

' Sea Scamps "

comedy

good

that

features

The

rest of

the cast

is

excellent.
'•

iJ

kids furnish most of the funmaking
two-reel Juvenile Comedy although a
chaperon, a chauffeur and a ship's officer
contribute a goodly portion of the laughs.
The story has to do with the efforts of a
nice, charitably inclined old lady who arranges a day's outing for the inmates of
Once aboard, the kids alan orphanage.
most drive the nice old lady and the officers
in this

their

deviltry.

Charles

Lamont

Your Husband's Past "
(Pathe Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Edw. G. Johnston)

AVERY
and a

story,

fair

amusing

incidents
cast will generally

well known
insure the success of this Hal Roach two
reeler.
Fred Guiol did the directing and
made a good job of it. The comedy concerns the complications which arise when a
reformed crook marries a governor's daughter.
His past comes back to haunt him.
The Cast
Vivian Oakland. George Cooper, Tyler Brooke. Fred
Kelsey, James Finlayson and Arthur Millett.

The Story

—A

couple of

crooks are plying

their trade in a theatre where a governor and
his daughter are among the spectators.
One
of the pair of crooks succeeds in robbing the

governor's daughter of her necklace while the
other steals back the jewels from his pal and
returns them to the owner, thereby affecting an
introduction to the charming young lady. The
crook works fast, is invited to the governor's
mansion and eventually obtains consent to marriage.
In the meantime a detective recognizes
the crook who has passed himself off as a
titled gentleman, and endeavors to expose him.
The detective is foiled in his first attempt and
the crook, his pal and the governor's daughter prepare for an elopement.
Many situations arise during the elopement and the crook's
past continues to haunt him with several detectives playing the part of the ghost.
He is
finally run to cover.
^wwjMtary—-There is nothing wrong with

—

this one
amusing
and good direction.
at most anv house.

little

plot,

excellent

cast

Should be well received

" Long Pants "
(Pathe— Two Reels)
(Revieued by Ediv. G. Johnston)
is a much better comedy than the
last one in which Glen Tryon appeared
and the result is a very satisfactory brand
of entertainment which should be a welcome

np HIS

addition

—

Educational-.! uvenile
Two Reels)
C Reviewed by Edtv. G. Johnston)
i'-pj IG BOY" and the rest of the gang of
(

frantic by
directed.

—A

'Big Boy" and the rest of the gang of kids.
The antics of "Big Boy" are always good for

A

JOHNSTON.

vites the widow to dinner at his home where
his father, despite a rheumatic ailment
also

—

becomes an admirer of the charming lady.
During the dinner there is a Iqt of good comedy enacted.
Summary Glen Tryon and a strong supporting cast in an amusing two reel comedy
that will prove satisfactory to the average

—

audience.

" Fuiinymooners "

ship's routine.

Hardy

lines

falling for her wiles.
After performing a heroic rescue in a nearby
lake, Glen immediately discovers that though
his trousers are one of the latest creations,
they are not unshrinkable and almost spoil
his romantic efforts.
The young lover in-

lireworks and. interfering in general with the

Shirley

Driver

The Story
wealthy bus

A

a luimber of laughs.

The Cast

young man completely

Cast

Big Boy, Bonnie, Spud, Ginger, Bobbie and Pal.
The ^/ory-r-Thru the efforts of a charitable
old lady who has a big sedan automobile, a
day's outing aboard a ship is arranged for a
number of orphans. On the appointed day,
the auto arrives, the kids climb in and on the
way to the ship almost wreck the car with
the tricks played on the chauffeur.
"Big Boy"
gets off to a late start and is left behind but
manager to get aboard with his dog before
the ship gets under way.
Once aboard the
packet the gang start in immediately to make
life as miserable as possible for everyone concerned.
few of the pranks that they put
into play include setting off a case full of

to

the

program

of

any

theatre.

Furthermore, Tryon has a strong supporting
cast, with the efforts of Jack Clifford particularly deserving of mention.
Hal Roach
is the producer and Fred L. Guiol did the
directing.

The

Cast

Glen Tryon. Vivian Oakland,

"Rube"

Cissy

Fitzgerald,
Sue O'Neill.

Jack

and
hero appears in his first
pair of long trousers which arc the latest and
most extreme cut that has been adopted by
the young male flappers of today.
In possession of this up-to-date leg covering. Glen feels
the urge of romance and a chance meeting
with a vamping, merry widow results in the

The Story

Clifford

—Our

(Pathe Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Edw. G. Johnston)
Ralph Graves comedy from
the Sennett studios that will please.
Graves has his usual good support from
Thelma Parr and Marvin Lobach and this ^ «
trio is always bound to furnish good enter- ftj
tainment.
The story concerns the adven-

A NOTHER

love

tures

of

many
when

difficulties in

a

sick

who

pair

experience

dodging an irate parent
elope. Lloyd Bacon directed.

trying to

The

Cast

Ralph Graves, Thelma Parr and Marvin Lobach.
The Story Ralph and Thelma are a lovesick couple who are having considerable difficulty with the progress of their romance due
to the objections of Thelma's
father who
does not approve of Ralph as a prospective
mate for his daughter. They endeavor to elope
on several occasions but the parent is always
on hand to frustrate their plans.
However,
the pair finally manage to outwit the old man
and in their fli\'-ver, go in search of a preacher
to tie the knot
and to find quarters for the
night.
Complications arise when they are unable to find a minister and they are finally
forced to seek shelter in a hotel where an insurance agent and his wife offer them the hospitality of their room which is the only one
vacant.
terrible night passes
and the girl's
father appears on their trail the ne.xt morning.
Everything is finally straightened out.
Summary This trio, consisting of Ralph
(iravcs, Thelma Parr and Marvin Lobach are
generally always good for first rate comedy
and, this one is not an exception.

—

—

—

—

A

—

''The Big City"
(

Universal-Century

Two

(Reviewed by Chester

THIS

J.

Reels)

Smith)

Edna Marian vehicle.
hodge-podge of slapstick and
knock about stuff which gives this clever
young comedienne full scope for the disThere is not even the
play of her talents.
is

a

typical

It is just a

thread of a story, but just a series of incidents that permits Miss Marian a chance to
wreck a household and do some tumbling
about that must almost wreck her.
'The Story.
Edna, a gawky countr\- girl ar-

—

A

traffic
rives in the city to visit her aunt.
cop directs her to a bus which she boards, but
falls off and is picked up by the fender of a
She is also thrown from this
passing car.
to land on a scooter which takes her to her
destination. Upon arrival at the wealthy aunt's
She
she is warned not to touch the canary.
liberates the bird and spends the rest of the

time knocking over bric-a-brac and wrecking
When
furniture in an effort to recapture it.
the bird tires of the chase he returns to the

cage of his

Summary

own

volition.
is a fair

—This

knockabout comedy

It is
of just the type suited to Miss Marian.
almost entirely without a story, but is made
up of a series of incidents and mishaps that
It
give the star full scope for her talents.
should be good for a tew laughs.

;

February

"Officer of the
Ft)x

(

803

1926

13,

Day"

— Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardf)
is lively comedy, good
the way through.
all
Also, it offers remarkably fine photography,
including many attractive marine shots and
outdoor views with particularly nice shadThe film snaps into
ing and light effects.
high speed right at the start and maintains
Harold
breezy action to the finish.
its
Goodwin, as the gob Keene, gives a gingery
Eugenia Gilbert scores as
performance.

Fox Imperial
THIS
for the laughs

the heroine.

The

Cast
Harold Goodwin
Eugenia Gilbert
Brooks Benedict
Harry Woods
Jack Ackroyd

Keene, The Boy

The
The

Girl
Villain

Chief Petty Officer
Boy's Buddy

Vamp
Captain
Consul

The Story

— Keene

Edna Tichner
Larry Stears
Roderick O'Farrell
joins the U. S. Navy so

as to reach Alveria, where Mary Todd's father
is consul, as he wants to win the old man's
Going ashore at
consent to their marriage.
Alveria his valise is accidentally substituted
for one a gob is taking to the Captain at a
He finds the Cap's uniform in the suithotel.
case and wears it. Mary is abducted by a rival
Keene catches and beats up the villain,
suitor.
is warmly congratulated and gets Mary.
Summary Has plenty of punch and go,
situations breezily amusing, no hitch in swiftlymoving action, has love interest lure, whirls
into great burlesque chase climax.

—

The Winged Rider "
(Universal-Mustang — Two Reels)
"

(Reviewed by Chester ]. Smith)
and intrigue combined with an
oft-told, but interesting story making this
a fairly good western with Edmund Cobb
featured.
The action is almost continuous
and well sustained with little diversion to

LOVE

usual sidelights of these two-reelers.
Cobb as the hero has an easy role and does
it well, with the balance of the cast well
suited to the tasks assigned them.
The Story Tom Sage, Big Bar Ranch
foreman is also the head of the rustlers. He
makes a dicker witii the Winged Rider noted
outlaw to help them over the border with a herd
of the Big Bar iiorses. Jackie Day, daughter
of the ranch owner encounters the Winged
Rider and falls in love witli him. Later she

the

Highlights of "The Feud," a

for a dry cleaning concern and on his route
he picks up the dress suit of a prince. When
he effects a rescue of the girl from a band
of hoodlums he inadvertantly dons the coat
of the prince and hands the girl the latter's
card.
As the prince he is invited to the girl's
party, but is finally compelled to reveal his
identity when the horse persistently follows
him about. The girl sympathizes with him
and reveals her love for him.
J.

— CHESTER

SMITH.

—

sees him in the company of Sage and becomes
suspicious of the latter.
She tells her father
and a posse is formed. Sage and the Winged
Rider are captured, Sage is revealed as the
head of the rustlers and the Winged Rider
as a ranger who has been impersonating the
famed outlaw.
Siitniiiary
good two-reel western with
a well told story and well acted. It should
go well wherever the short western is liked.

—A

"

The

Brown Jug

Little

time the farmer, a jug of wine, a cat
a dog go fishing.
On the end of a
dock they try their luck but none of the finny
tribe are tempted by the lure. Then Mr. Terry
shows the reason there is a session on in a
fish school under-sea and the class is being
taught by an experienced old timer of a fish
who shows the youngsters just how to strip a
hook of its bait without heading straight for
the frying pan.
In the meantime the liquor

the Nile
interest in
constantly being stimulated by cabled
reports in the daily press "dealing with fresh
discoveries by explorers of ancient Egj'ptian
relics, a fact which lends additional charm to
this fine scenic, showing the massive ruins of
the past, pyramids, temples, tombs all bearing
majestic testimony to that dead and gone era
of a great civilization which once led the world.
These are striking views, superbly filmed.
picture with historic and educational appeal,
that w^ill also please the curiosity-loving fans.
T. PARDY.
is

;

A

—GEORGE

" Soft Pedal "

—

gets in

its

crusades

work on

against

horrible dream
sea reap their

STON.

the

farmer and his past

the

are revealed in a
whereby the denizens of the
revenge.— EDW. G. JOHNfish

Universal-Blue Bird

A RTHUR LAKE

/A

this

lively

little

young comedian a
ualh

has.

l\

SHORT

comedy with Paul Parrott

is

— One ReeL^

the featured player in

comedy which gives the

better vehicle
.Arthur i> thr driver

than he usa wasjon

of

in the

extremely well
It's a burlesque
into any exhibitor's program.
all the way thru and this clever comedian has
Parrott plays
a good chance to do his stuff.
the role of an umbrella salesman, aided by a
little
darkey who crawls along the tops of
buildings with a sprinkling pot, emptying the
contents of the can on the heads of pedestrians
who immediately become prospects for the sale
of an umbrella. This occasions many an amusleading role that will

ing situation.—

EDW.

G.

difficulty in

—

—

finds

Great Activity on the
Sennett Lot

fit

JOHNSTON.
Bride

Mack Sennett

lot under the direction of
Thelma Parr again appears
opposite the star and tlie supporting cast
includes Marvin Lobach, Thelma Hill, Dave
Morris, Patsy O'Byrne and Barney Helium.
Raymond McKee and Ruth Hiatt are raaJjing another of the "Smith Family" comedies
under the direction of Gilbert Pratt with

a supporting cast including
son, Sunshine

Mary Ann Jack-

Hart and "Cap,"

canine

Eddie Cline is directing a comedy with a
racing theme with Alice Day starred and the
cast includes Danny O'Shea. Ruth Taylor,
Eddie Quillan and Joseph Young. The allstar troupe, Billy Bevan,
Andy Clyde,
Vernon Dent and Madeline Hurlock, are
making a cannibal story under tiie direction
of Del Lord.

NOW BOOKING
St.

Patrick's

Day

Special

Week of March 14th
Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune

Fleischer

•HAS ANYBODY HERE
SEEN KELLY"

"

HIS

one of Paul Terry's fables is well
up to sta:idard and is good for many a
Three of his familiar characters are
laugh.
featured which include Thomas Cat, his lady
Due to an eagle eye
friend and the farmer.
that tiif farmer keeps on the Iad\-cat. Tlir-^ma^

tjie

actor.

(Pathe-Fable— One Reel)

T

Mack

Arthur Ripley.

Hand Colored By Brock

"A June
"A Dvunb Friend"

I

(Pathe— One Reel)
7\

courting the fair feline.
its way
and also a
preacher who ties the knot while the irate
farmer attempts to break down the door.
EDW. G. JOHNSTON.

the

Feet)
the Land of

"

much

However, true love

Ralph Graves has started work on his
comedy for Pathe release on

(Fox— 707

PUBLIC

has

latest two-reel

"Egypt Today"

(Pathe-Fable— One Reel)

THIS
and

new Van Bibber comedy produced by Fox Film.

729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

DISTRIBUTORS

Motion Picture N c zv s

S(I4

.^e
Capitol Theatre
Film Nimiliois

—

(

Mi-ti o

-

CITY
Black

Tlie

Goldwvii

-

Mayer

Bird

)

,

PA^^E
fOUR DAYS. STARTING SUNDAV. JAMUARY

The

l''ilni

lirrH

—"Romeo

CLEVELAND

—-Memory

Numbers

National),

(First

Ko-Ko

(Selected),

Numberfc — Mike'

Film
(loldwyn-Mayer)

Baffles

—

"The

Solo), Vincent
Lopez Orchestra (Special Presentation), Organ Solo.
Rivoli Theatre

VAUDEVILL

(Soi)rano

—

Film Numbers 'i"he Song and
Dance
Man
(Paramount),
Kthelbert Nevin (Music Master
.Series), Wind •Jammers (Aesop
Fable), Rivoli Movievents (.Se-

COMPLETE CHANGE OF

Action,
of the

II

s

i

(•

a

Noon

1

Program

— "Morning,

Had Man"

,

dise Isle"
(A.
I'resentat ion )

Rialto Theatre

Public

Special

— The

Wamleicr

Rialto Cinemevents
(Selected),
The Ghost
Fakir (Cartoon).
Musical Program Selection from
"l Pagliacci" (Overture), "Five
l-'cct, Two, Eyes of Blue"
(Organ Novidty), "A Castilian Fantasy" (Rialto Presentation).

—

Cameo Theatre
I'iliii Numbeis
Revival by

—

Inter-

national Film Art Guild which
includes The Last Laugh. Dr.
•

Crainkuebille.

Warner

A Woman

Hyde,

and Female and

Xiiinliers

—

Film Xiiinliirs The Merry
Met I'o-GoIdwyn-^Mayer
(

)

\\'i(l()w

Cdii

,

iniicd.

Astor Theatre
Film Number.s The Big
Metro-Gohhvyii-Mayer

)

Parade
,

Coii-

tinued.

Geo. M. Cohan Theatre
Film Niimliers Ben Hur (Metro<;oMwyn-Ma\cr), Continued.

—

The Colony Theatre
Film Numbers The Sky Rocket

—

(.Assoc. Exhibitors), Continued.
Apollo Theatre
Film Numbers
Stella
Dallas
(L'nited Artists), Continued.

—

Ask
for

Sea

Beast

ing star)

State Theatre-

—

Film Numbers The Masked Briile
Metro-iGoldwyn-Mayer) Eve of
tlie
Revolution (Pathe), Hero
of Pipe Rock (Universal), Trap
Door Spider (S. R.), Pathe Review.

—

Musical Program -"Evolution f)f
Dixie" (Overture). Medley of
(Xylophone
Songs
Popular
Solo); "Bublile Dance" (ballet
1"
No.
"Concerto
corps):
(Piano solo), "Songs of Scotland," "The Campbells Are Coming" (Bagi)i|)e Band), "Comin"
Thro the Rye" (Soprano solo),
Lomond"
(contralto
"Loch
the
in
solo)',
"Koamin'
Love a
"F
Gloamin' "
and

Lassie" (Tenor Solo), "Highland Fling" (Scotch Lassies).
"Will Ye No Come Back Again"
(Enscmlilc)

LOS ANGELES

the
the

at

Film

Winder-

(

(

—
—

—

n2.'.

Film Numbers Too iluch Money
First
National
Papa Be
(iood (Pathe), Fox News.
Musical Program Orchestra and
Organ.
Firueroa Theatre
I'ilin
Numbers When Tlie Door
Oiiciicd (Fox), .Saturdav After)

—

,

Topics of

Kinograms

—

ties.

I'ilm

—

Ojtera

Numbers

(Prod.
(

News

—Steel

Preferred
Corp.),
Long
Internationa

Distr.

Pants

Pathe

)

1

,

(LTniversal)

—

Musical Program Operatic Arias
Overture
\'au(leville.
Keith's East 105th St.—
Film Numbers Steel Picferred
(Prod. Distr. Corp.), Buried
Treasures
AesojiV
(Pathe),
)

(

.

Musical Program Suppe's Light
Cavalry (Overture). Vaudeville.
Circle Theatre
Film Numbers His Jazz Bride

—

(Warner Bros.).

Official Officers

(Pathe), Pathe News.
-Musical Program
Oichestra oxer-

—

tiirc.

\

aiidcx

illc.

(

Merrill Theatre

—

(

)

— The

Numbers

Wanderer
Comedy "Care-

(Paramount).
Daughter"
"(Pathe),
Kinograms.
Musical Program Organ and Or-

—

chestra Selections.

Garden Theatre

Numbers

can
Paramount
Karlton Theatre
Film Numliers The Only Thing
Mctni-Cidldwyn- flayer
Arcadia Theatre
Film Numbers The Merry Widow
(Metro-Goldwyn-ilaycr j.
Palace Theatre
Film Numbers Lights of Old
Broad\\ ay
Metro - Goldwx
Mayer).'
Victoria Theatre
Film
Numliers Tlie Enchanted
Hill (Paramount).
Capitol Theatre
Film Numbers
The Beautiful
City (First National).

Fox
Program Organ
(

—

)

Spe-

cialty.

Strand" Theatre

Film Numbers

— The

Last Edition

Kinograms, "Sk\
hooks"
(Educational),
"His
Brothers Keeper." Typographical Review
indc|)Oii(ient
F.

)

—

(

)

—

—

ii

B.

O.

),

(

)

-

—

—

BALTIMORE
Century TheatreFilm
Numliers
His
Secretary
Metro Goldwyn Mayer
Hi"s
Dwn Lawyer (Fox), News
(Fox).
Musical
Program^"Jazz Selections," Songs and Dances, Or-

—

-

(

-

chestra,

(

)

,

(.(rgaii.

Garden Theatre
Film
Numbers

—

The
Dinkey

(

F.

Golden
Doodle
0.). All

B."

omcdy
News Fox
Program Vaudeville

t

)

(

,

—

JIusical
chestra. Organ).

)

(or-

—

Hi])podrome Braveheart
(Producers Dist. Corp.), What's
This World Coming To (Pathe),
Green Archer, No. 7 (Pathe),
News (Pathe), Aesop's Fable.

Keith's

-Musical

—

Preferred
Steel
Dist.
Corp. ) , Fox

^lusical

(

—

.

Stanton Theatre
Film Niiiiiliers \anisliing Ameri-

Out

takers

l*'ilm

)

—

Strain (Fox),
and the Circus

MILWAUKEE

.

Stanley

ilagazine .Selected
Musical Program Excerpts from
"Faust"
(Overture),
"Coral
Gables Revue" "Jewel Song"
from Faust (Soprano solo)
Fox Theatre
Film Numliers The Golden Strain
Fox
Fox News.
Musical Program "Madame Butterfly"
(Overture),
"Spanish
Fantasv"
(Marindia
Band)

—

l'"ilm

the

of

(Universal),

(

Reade's Hippodrome

(

—

,

,

,

Educational).
Musical Program Classical Jazz
Revue (overture). Organ novel(

Poducers
News, Comedy

)

Criterion Theatre

—

)

)

Stanley Theatre—
Film Numliers Phantom

(

)

Full of Fight S. R.
the Day
Pathe

)

Pathe News.
Musical Program Vaudeville.
Loew's State Theatre
Film Numbers The Unguarded
Hour (First National), Internatioiuil News, Kinograms.
Musical Program Special Presentation by Staff (Song Hits of
1

—Dance

(

—

(

It's little to ask for, but it's the only
reliable aid you can give y ur mtisi.
cians to help put the pirtiire over

Numbers

Madness
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Whis]>ering Whiskers (Pathe), Felix

Film

—

Hillstreet Theatre
Film Numbers T^)rraine of the
Lions ( I'uiversal), Adventures
of Mazie (F. B. O.), Aesop Fable,

over-

Vaudeville.

Park Theatre-

.

(Soloists).

— Organ

Fables, Pathe News.

mere's Fan
(Warnei Bros.),
Podge
Ilodge
j^diicational
KiiHigrams. International News.
Musical Program Orchestra and
Organ.
(

Program

ture.

Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatre
Just Sujipose
Film Numbers
(First National), Strand Topical Review (Selected).

— Lady

,

(

Musical

—

—

(

Exclianijes

—The

Hnis.). Continued.

Forum Theatre
Numbers
l'"ilm

Embassy Theatre

Exhibitor:

Bros. Theatre

BROOKLYM

—

settings.

Mr.

Ad iisid hy I'olfs
iFo.r).
Iliirtford. Conn.

(Warner

Program Concert Orchestra
and si)ecial iniisical

Musical

"The Best

on

Topics of the Day (Pathe) &
Tnternational News.
"Phedre"
Musical P r o g r a m
(Overture), Specialties: (Saxa])hone players), (Follies Danc-

—

Film Numbers
(Paramount),

Fckyll and Mr.
of Paris. Male

\

siHices"

for copy

(Metro-

Pathe Review,

,

—

THURSDAY

I'liliiir.

and

Night in X'ienna"
(Overture), "1 Never Knew"
(Organ novelty), "Melody Mixers" (Sj)ecial Orchestra) "Para-

t

oiH'u

BILL

E

and the atmoxiiJirrc
convened in.

roiiKiiict;

iUiiHti-nlion

l''il!ii

lected).

M

PHILADELPHIA

Allen Theatre-

Re-

Program Prelude (b)
Bird Song from Pagli-

acei"

H(mrs" (Overture), "A Trip to
the Hawaiians" (Stage Presentation!.

—

Lane

Topical

—
—

—

The Bulls (Red Seal cartoon).
Musical

tation).

The Vanishing
Film Numbers
His
(Paramount),
American
Own Lawyer (Fox), Pathe
News.
Excerpts from
.Musical Program
"The Student Prince" (overture), "Indian Dawn" "Indian
Love Call".

Solo.

Strand Theatre

Storm

Wisconsin Theatre
Film Numbers
The American
^'«-nus
(Paramount), International News. Comedy.
Musical Numbers "Dance of the

Stillman Theatre-

BAD NAN

The

—

— Atmosjiheric

Program

Prologue.

1

view

—

Breaker (Universal), Internatioiial News, Comedy.
Musical Program "The Alhambrans"
(Orchestra Overture).
"All at Sea" (Stage Presen-

(I'nited

(Overture),

Juliet"

l''ilm

Alhambra Theatre
F"i!ni
Numbeis

—

Al-

:

Icy."

sjiecial-

Staff.

Artists)

N umbel
'Ildgan
Organ Specialty.

.Mu>ica]

— Stage

Theatre—
Numbers Don Q

Musical

and
"Toreador
Song from Carmen" (Baritone
Solo), "Hejre Kati" (Concertmaster),
"Always"
(V^ocal
Duet),
"A Persian Market"
(Capitol
Ballet),
"Muezzin's
'raver"
(Tenor Solo), Organ

Program

by

ties

Million Dollar

of the Big 'Un (Educational); Capitol Magazine (Selected).'

Program

Jlusical

(liu'st

Musical

(Pathe).

nooii

NEW YORK

Program

—

(Orchestra, organ)

Vaudeville.

—

Warner's Metropolitan
Film Numbers
The Wheel (Fox),
The Tea Rose
(Pathecolor)
Crossing Arctic America
(Scenic). The Little Brown .Iiiir
-Aesop Fable
News Pa he
\\ liisjiering Whiskcis
(Pathe I.
-Miisi'-al Program
"The t-'alif of

—

(

)

.

(

t

I

—

Bagdad" (Overture),
tra. oigaii

)

(

Orchcs-

n

805
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New

Theatre

)

ShC-s

Skates
Clieap
(Educational), News (Patlie).
Musical Program Dances and Instrumental Selections (Specialty), (Orcliestra, organ).
Parkway Theatre
Film Numbers Lights of Old
Metro-GoldwjnB r o a d \v a v
Mayer), A Salty Sap (Educa(

grams, Felix Tries The Trades
(Educational
Musical Program Organ Selec-

— Womanhandled

Numbers
Paramount •

Film

)

here/

—

.,

tions.

—

Empress Theatre
Film Numbers

(First

Pathe News.
National
Organ
Musical Program.

Selec-

— Joanna

,

WbCtLD'PREMlEP
/Toaaifotio-ioom.

—

tions.

'- Cfhe. Inlet nuliunally

^Jamvus

brntity

•

—

tional). Kinograms.
Musical Program "Tlie Venetian
(Orchestra,
Suite" (Overture)
organ
Rivoli Theatre
Film
N u m b e r s - Infatuation

—

Three Faces East
Kinograms.

Film Numbers
(Paramount
Musical Program

HOPKINS

,

)

— Organ

Selec-

National), Failure
All
News
(I'athe),
(Fox),
Astride (Pal he).
Musical Program'"MIle. Modand '"What t'ould Be
iste"
Sweeter Than You" (Organ Se(all
You
.\ie
lections). "Let
Sweetheart," "Who," "Pal of
My Cradle JDays,' "^Gas V\\w
(Jass
Band S])ecialBlues,"
"Sweet (Georgia Brown"
(Saxaphone Solo), "Someone To
(Musical
Theme For
Love"
ties),

Picture).

(

Queen Theatre
Film .\umb.M>— Tlie Black Bird
News
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

PITTSBURGH

F
\Yarner Bros.
A
(Pathe), Warners

coon

(

Life

)

,

News

Weekly (Selected), Fun From
The Press.
" M i d n t e
?thisical
Program

—

.

—

m N u m b e r s Ramshackle
House (Pjoducers Dist. Corp.),
What Price Goofy (Patiie),
i 1

Review,
Pathe
News.
Pantages Theatre
Nuinbeis
Film

International

Street

(

K. B. O.

lections.

Numbers— The

Fool (Fox),
Aeso])s fables. News (Pathe).
Musical Program "Popular Hits"
(Overture), organ and orches-

Film

—

tra

I

—

(

Marv, (^ueen
(Pathe). I'athe News.

mount),

The Feud, International News.
Musical Program "Let Me Call

—

You

Sweetheart"
(Overture),
"Sweet Man" '(Specialty).
Coliseum Theatre
Numbers
The Splendid
Filni

of

Tots

—

Whis|ierCrime (Paranioujit
ing Whiskers
(Paihe), Kinograms, Pathe News.
Musical
Program "Song Shop
Medley" 0\ i-iiure
Columbia Theatre
Film N\imbers
His
Secretary
Aletro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Andy
Takes a Flier (Comedy), International News.
^Musical
Program
"Hungarian
Rhapsody" (Overture), Vocal
)

,

—

(

)

—

(

)

Duet.

Liberty Theatre
I'irate

—Clothes Make The

(First National),

Felix

Trades (Educational), International and Liberty News.
Musical Program -Suanee River
(Overture), Old Time Fiddlers
Contest, Chinese Tenor.
Metropolitan Theatre
Film Numbers The Sea Beast
Pries

—

—

(

Warner Bros.
Program
)

Musical

—^Special

and orchestra selections.
Rialto Theatre
Film Numbers I'hantom of the
Xews
v e r s a
l" n
Opera
Fox
and
Program Organ
Musical

musi-

and vocal numbers.
Pantages Theatre
Film Numlievs The Police Patrol
S K. .Aesop Fable, Pathe News.

—

)

(

—
—

Program Vaudeville.
Strand Theatre^
Film Numbers Woman of the
\Yorld
020,
^Musical
1

)

The

.

Three

(Pathe).

torial

(Selected).

us

Film

Xunilieis

— Kiss

Pic-

"Mignon"

-

Me Again
The iron

Nag

(Pathe), Hip[)odrome Re-

view

(

ilusical

)

Program

)

)

— "In

a

.Jazz

Palace" (Recording Artists).
Loew's State
Film Number.s—The Black Bird
Boys
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Loew's
W'ill be Boys (Pathe).
Mirmte Views (Pathe).
Musical Program "The Student
Vaude(Orchestra).
Prince"
)

(

.

—

ville.

—

—

—

)

(

)

nationjil

,

(

,

)

—

Program Concert i)rogram (Overture), organ and or-

Liberty Theatre
Fighting
Numl)ers
-The
l<'ilja
Fldge (Producers Dist. Corp.),
Comedy (Fox), News (Pathe).
and
Program Organ
Musical
piano selections.

—

—

—

(Paramount), Seattle in
Pathe Review, Fox News.

Program—-Orchestra.

SALT LAKE CITY

New

BOSTON

(

EdiU'ational)

Olympic

Film Numbers^Counsel for the
Exhibit(Associated
Defense
ors), Manliattan Madness (Associated Exhibitors), Accidents
Will Happen (comedy), Olympic News ( International )
"Medley
Program
Alusical

—

of

Popular Hits" (Organ).
Shea's North ParkFilm Numbers The King on Main
Christie
Street (Paramount).
North Park Review
comedy.

—

Musical

)

Program

gan.
Colonial Theatre

Number

(I'nited

Hair

,

News

— Overture,

(In-

-

Tours

Fox

(

(

Topics
Pathe

,

),

(

liiducational

)

Musical Program
lienne,"
feature,

)

Fables

(Pathe),

)

News

,

— "Caprice
Band;

^'ictor

Ital-

stage

"Californian
Girls."
Overture, orchestra and organ.
Majestic Theatre

Film Number The Big Parade
Metro-tioldwyii-Mayer).
(

Metropolitan Theatre
Film Numbers The Grand Dutchess
and the Waiter (Paramount), Comedy, Metropolitan
News Weekly, Topics (Pathe).
Musical Program Overture, "La
Giaconda," orchestra; "Hats,"
(organ number).
"Dance of
the Hours,"
(ballot).
Stage
special, (American Beauty Re-

—

—

vue.

)

or-

—

(Warner

Grand Central, West End Lyric
and Capitol
F'ilm Xumliers
The Eagle (LTnited
Artists),
(EducaOn Edge
tional), Kinograms News and
Views.
Musical
Program
Orchestral
Oveiture aiid Organ accompaniment.
At (irand Central only

—

special vocal luimbors.

Louis Theatre
Film NumJjers North Star

St.

—

(AsSelected

Exhibitors),
and Views.

sociated

News

—

Program
Orchestral
Overture, Organ accompaniment
anil fi\e acts of vaiuleville.

Musical

Numbers

—

The American
(Paramount), Missouri
Magazine Selected
Program
Orchestral
Musical
Overture, Organ selections. On
\'enus

—

(

stage

)

— A style show.
and

the

Vocalists.

Missouri

Rockets.

Loew's State Theatre
Film Numbers ^The Black Bird
Girls
Jletro-Goldwyn-Mayer
or Illusions (Plastic Chromatic
Film), Masked Players Contest

—

Dallas
Stella
Artists), Continued.

Dist.

LOUIS

ST.

Dancers

—

Fenway Theatre
l'"ilm
Numbers
(Prod.

or-

—

Goldwyn jMaver

Film

—

edy

— Overture,

and organ, ^'audeville.
Loew's State Theatre
Film
Numbers
Mike
(Metro-

Missouri Theatre

Beacon and Modern Theatres
Bobbed Hair
Film Numbers
(Warner Brothers). Fifth .Avenue (Prod. Dist. Corp.), Com-

Film

News (Pathe).

Program

—

Soul Mates ( NJeComedy
tro-Goldwyn-^Iayer
News
1 nterUniversal

teriuitional

Lafayette Square
Film Numbers Morals for !Men
Lafay(S. R. ), Pathe comedy.
ette News (Kinograms).
Musical Programs Selection from
N'aude(orchestra).
"Irene"

—

The Plastic Age
F'ilm Numbers
(S. R. ), Topics (Pathe), Fables

,

chestra selections.

solo.

(Warner Brothers).
Selected

1

i

Musical

c al

i

Uneasv

Shea's

Program
(Orchestra). Organ
Shea's Hippodrome
.M

Struck

^'audeville.

Keith-Albee's St. James Theatre

—

])iano selectioiis.

ville.

cal

^Insical

Paramount

—

,

—

Film Numbers

(

(Kino-

"Just Around
(Overture), organ

Program

Corner"

Isis Theatre
I'ilm Xuinljcis

— Stage

Numbers

Film

News

F^ducational),

(

BUFFALO
Shea's Buffalo—

—

Splendid
The
Numbers
Film
(Paramount), t'omedy
Crime

(

—

Numbers l^leasure Buyeis
(Warner Bros.), Aesop Fable,

Film

X'aridcville.

selections.

Capitol Theatre

th'>

—

—

Majestic Theatre

.Musical

the

of

Paramount Empress Theatre
ParaPilm Numbers Hands Up

SEATTLE

—

(

Lilies

,

(Pathe), (^leen News (Local),
The Fighting Dude (comedy).
"Sleepy Time
^lusical Program
Gal" (Overture), "You'll find
me waiting for you" (Organ
solo), organ and orchestra se-

grams).

—

i

Sons" (Specialty), \'oeal Selections)

Theatre. San Francisco.

Frartci.ii

Warners' State Theatre
Film Numbers The Golden

CoDog's

''^~

of a xrrics of exceptionally attractive
diaplaijx
announcing the
World Premier of "The Kkyroel;et"
(Associated t'ithihitors) at the St.

Kinema Theatre

—

r^_

One

organ).

Orclit>stra,

)

(

^

—

^Musical
chestia

Houston

:,/ If*'

—

(Pathe).

tions.

)

(First

,

)

(Pathe).

gan and orchestra,

Capitol Theatre

PEGGY

(

,

)

Comedy

National
News (Pathe).
^Musical Program
Overture, or\'audevillc.
chestra and organ.
Keith-Albee's Boston Theatre
Sporting Life
F'ilm Numbers
(Universal), Comedy (Pathe),
News (Pathe).
Musical Program Overture, orFirst

(

Fifth
Corp.),

Avenue
Bobbed

Fables (Pathe), News (Pathe).
Overture, or^Musical Program
gan.
Gordon's 'Washington Street
Brotliers),

—

Olympia Theatre
Film Numbers —-Too

(

(

)

Masked Metro-Goidwyn-Mayer
Views and Tours

stars
News,
( Selected
)

,

)

Musical Program

On

— Symphony

Or-

Organ accompaniment.
stage A jazz band and

chestra.

—

])ianists stars.

William

Much Monev

,

Goldman's

Kings

and

Rivoli Theatres

ERS SELL SFATg

Program —"Stradella"

(Selected).

American Theatre
Film

Numbers

— The

Beautiful
City (First National), Educating Buster (Universal), International News.

Musical
(

Orchestra

)

.

Organ

solo.

Criterion Theatre

—

Numliers ^^The
Vanishing
Film
American (Paramount) Kino-

HOST EFFECTIVE

SALESMAN

Motion Picture N e zv s

806

Numbers

Film
(

—The

Wire

Live

News

First National), Selected

Views.
Program
Musical

—

iiiul

Orchestral

ScU'c-tions.

Delmonte Theatre
Film Numbers The Phantom of
the Forest (S. E,.), News and

—

Views.
Orchestral
Program
Musical
Overture and Popular SelecOn stage Five Acts of
tions.

—
—

Vaudeville.

Grand Opera House
The
Film .\uml)ers

—

Flyer

(F.

Midnight
0.), Short Sub-

B.

jects.

—

Program
On
Selections.

Orchestral
stage Eight

Musical

—

Acts of X'aiideviHe.

—Evening

JMxie

(soprano,

in

and

dancer

ballet).

Branford Theatre
Womanliandled
Film
Numbers
(Paramount), Comedy (Pathel,
News Pathe
Musical Program "Slavic RhapIngenues
(overture),
sody"
(singing and dancing act).

—

—

)

(

Theatre—
Numbers
Grows Cold F.

Capitol

.

Love

B. 0.), Lovers'

(

Island

(Associated Exhibitors),
Comedy (Pathe), Kinogranis.
Program Irving
Musical
Berlin's "Always" (overture).
Rialto TheatreFilm Nunil)ers If I ^Mariy Again
(First National), Wild Horse
Mesa (Paramount), Kinogranis.
Musical Program "Popular Melodies"'
(overture).

—

—

Fox Terminal

Numbers

Film
(

Fox

(

Fox

)

str^n

News

,

— "Songs

uf

(lir

Pennsylvanians,"

"Waring's

playing,
"Sleepy Time Gal,"
"Collegiate Blues," "I Love My

Baby," "Who," and "Medley of
College Songs," with divertissements Presentations
Uptown Theatre
)

— We

Numbers

Moderns

International
(Universal), Felix Car-

News
toon.
^Musical

Program

;

Bouquet

of

Favorite Classics,"
Overture
"Sleepy
Time Gal,"
(Organ
(

)

;

"The Honeymoon," (PreSolo)
sentation
Capitol Theatre
;

)

—

Film Numbers The Phantom of
the Opera (Universal); News
and Views (Universal), Aesop's
Fables, (Pathe).
^lusieal
Program "Gems From
v e r !M u s i c a 1 Comedies," (
ture)
"Syncopation in Dixie,"

—

Imperial Theatre
The Eagle
Film Numbers
(United Artists), For Sadies
Uprising
Sake ( Etlucational )
Generation ( Pathe ) Fox News.
Musical Program "March Slav"
(Overture), Irving Berlin "Medleys" (Orchestra).
St. Francis Theatre

—

,

—

Film Numbers

(Presentation).

to the feature,"

McVickers Theatre
Film Nuiiihcrs The Girl From
Montmaitre, (First National);
Review
(Pathe);
News and
of the Bar," (Presentations and

—

—The Eagle

Film Xuml)er

(United

Artists).

—

(

l-'ox

Horse

Iron

)

Orpheum Theatre
Film Numbers What Happened

—

International
)

—

—
—

(

,

—

Harmony."

Rialto Theatre

— The

Film Numbcrs^
(F.

B.

Last Edition
Hurrv, Doctor

0.),

(Pathe).

Chicago Theatre
I'ilm

Numbers

M'niversal)

—Mike

—

—

Lull-aby"' (Orchestra), "Varietie

—

(

(Metro-

— "Popular

(overture)

;

Marco

and

Film Numbers The Masked Bride
My
M e t r o-Goldwyn-Mayer

;

(

(Fanchon

California Theatre

Literary Digest;
(.'artoon
Julucational

Musical Program
tasy,"

—

idea and singing and dancing).

Goldwyn-Mayer), News Weekly,
I'clix

—

)

Fan-

"Wagner

)

,

Stars
(Educational),
International News, ' Pathe Review,
My Carolina (Fox).

—

Musical Program "Blue Bells of
Scotland" (Overture), "Merry

Widow."

Selections

(Orches-

MINNEAPOLIS

—Camille

)

of Bar(Associated ExhibHeron of Piperock ( Uni-

versal

,

New

News.
"Sidewalks of
"Medley of Old

Intl.

,

)

Program

Musical

York,"

Numbers-— The

Strain

bary Coast
itors

Aster Theatre

Film

—

—

(Fox),

News

(

Musical

)

^

—
—

Musical Program

—Vaudeville.

(Educational

End

rick

Musical Program Vaudeville.
Union Square Theatre
Film Numbers Wyoming Wild
Cat (F. B. O.), Fox Comedy,
Pathe News.

0\-er-

—

Film Numbers The Circle (Metro-Goldwyn-Maver
His
Off
Beat (Educational), He Who
(Educational),
Got
Socked
Patlie Fables, Pathe News.
,

—Organ

Garrick Theatre
Film Numbers
Mike
(MetroGoldwyn-Mayer), At the Rain-

comedy).

)

Golden

(Pathe),

ture.

bow's

—

do

I

Fox
Program

Golden Gate Theatre-

Film

News

Musical
Noon

Novelty

—Gar-

—"Morning,

(Selected).

Program

and

Overture

Night",

(Orchestra),
Organ
Novelty
"Cinders"
(atmospheric
prologue
)

Ljn-ic

Theatre

—

Film Numbers Hands up (Paramount).
Rasberv
Romance
(Pathe). News (Selected).
Musical Program
Organ over-

—

ture.

INDIANAPOLIS

State Theatre-

Film Numbers

TheatreFilm Numbers Too Much Money

Circle

—

(First National), Novelty Film

(Fox), Comedy (Educational),
Universal
Program Concert orMusical

News

)

(

—

chestra,

violin-cello

solo

and

Apolo Theatre
Film
Numbers

(MetroGoldwyn-Mayer ) , News Reel
Weekly (Fox), Comedy (Pathe).
^Musical Program
Orchestra and

"

(

(

Selected

(

Comedy
(UniverAesop Fable, News (Uni-

poration).
sal),

versal
^Musical

)

Program

—American

Har-

PAUL

ST.
Astor Theatre

Numbcis

I'ilni

—Too

)

Program

(orcliesira)

Capitol

Money
Swedie

—

Musical

with dancer.

)

—"Finale

from
minor No. 4."
(overture), "That Certain
Party" (Organ novelty), "A
in

F.

Colorful Recital"

Garrick Theatre
Film
Numbers

(violinist).

— The

Vanisliing
American (Paramount), Felix
Tries the Trades (Educational),
News events (Selected).
^hisical Program
".March Slave"
(orchestra).
Princess Theatre
Film
Numbers The
^Midnight
Flyer (F. B. 0.), Hotsy Totsy
(Pathe) Kinogranis.

—

—

Musical
ture.

Program

—

(

,

)

(

)

,

—

(Overture), "Crinoline
vs
Charleston"
(Novelty),
( Dance
Charleston
Sammy
Number), Baritone, organ solos.
Liberty Theatre
Film Numbers The First Year
(Fox), Long Pants (Pathe),
International
Aesop's
Fables,
esqiie"

— ".Jazz Cyclone"

'Program

Symphony

Theatre
Film Numbers
His Secretary
Metro-Goldwyn-!Mayor
Newman Miror Selected Newman
Events (Local).
"CharlestonMusical
Program

News.

—

Selected

(Selected).
over-

—Organ

KANSAS CITY

^Musical

Film
.loanna
(First
National), Felix Keeps a Walking (Educational), News Digest
(

News

Program

ture.

(Selec-

TheatreNumbers

Musical

—

—

^Nluch

(First National), My
(Educational),
News

ed
^lusical

)

Newman

—

Film Numbers- Three Faces East
Producers-Distributing
Cor-

,

)

Musical Program Orchestra overture and piano duo.
Strand TheatreFilm Numbers The Gold Rush
(United Artists), Old Mexico

—

organist.
Colonial Theatre

—

That Royle Girl
(United Artists), The Restaurant
Comedy
Stage Digest

(Scenic),

—Don't

monists and Dancers.

Film Niimlicis
The Grand
Duchess and
Waiter
(Paramount), Fair but Foolish (Educational), Pathe News.
Musical Program "Five Rooms
and Bath" (automatic stage act
with singing dancing).
Loews Warfield Theatre
Film
Numbers Auction
Block
(Metro Goldwyn-Mayer), The
Spot Light (Educational), Felix
The Cat (Educational), International
News,
Kinogranis,
Literary Digest.
Musical Program "Sextette from
Lucia," (Overture) "Hear You
Calling :Me," "Croon A Little
Ideas"

CHICAGO

Continued.

)

tinued.

—

—

—

SAN FRANCISCO
Granada Theatre

—

ture.

Sky Rocket

symjihonic fox trot.

S|)ccialties.

Kinogranis (Educational news).
Musical
Program Organ over-

Film
Numl)ers The
Blaekliird
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), Long
Pants (Pathe"), (Pathe News).
Musical Program "Oberon"' (orchestra). The singing "Mike."

(

Cameo Theatre
Film Numbers

—

The Outsider
(Fox), Pike's Picque (F. B. 0.),

Tower Theatre

Exhibitors)

(Assoc.

) ,

—

—The

Strand Theatre
Film
Numbers

,

Wilkes TheatreFilm Numbers The Big Parade
Motro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Con-

Me To Your

Apron' Strings Again," (Organ
Solo), "Atmospheric Prologue

—

—

Widow"

;

(Universal);
News ( Universal

Theatre—

"Villa Song from Merry
(Violin Solo).

tra).

Numbers."

—"A

To .Tones (Warner Brothers).
Randolph Theatre
Film Numbers
Stella Maris

i

I'ihn
Xnnilpcis
^Slikc
(MetroGoldvvyn-Mayer), Long Pants
Pathe
Fox
News,
Koko
Steps Out (Cartoon).
Musical
Program
"[
Never
Knew" (organ special), Dancing and singing.
Des Moines Theatre
Film Numbers The
Vanishing
American (Paramount), Pathe
News.
Musical Program "Indian tenor."
Strand Theatre
Film
Numbers His
Secretary
Metro-Goldwvn-Majier )
Bachelor's Babies (F. B. 0.), Kinograms.
Musical Program "Three Kings

of

•

— Golden

(overture

(

—

Monroe Theatre
Film Numbers The

DES MOINES
Capitol

;

Roosevelt Theatre

(Fox).
Musical Program
Dav"'

Views (Universal)
Framed (Educational).
"Selections
Program
Musical
from Friml's Famous Hits,
"Gianina Mia" from "Firefly,"
(Overture), "Clap Hands, Here
Comes Charlie," (Organ Solo),
ancl

—

Feud

,

)

(First

Beautiful
National), News

(Specialty); "Tie

— When

Film

City

—The

(First National)

—

Program

Numbers

Film

Film

Mosque Theatre
Film Numbers That Royle Girl
(Paramount), Comedy
(Edu(Internacational),
News
t,ional).

Pot," (presentation).
Tivoli Theatre

(

NEWARK

Musical

"A
(specialty)
Reel"
Cottage Small By A Waterfall,"
(organ solo); '"The Melting
Music

—Organ

over-

Of

—

Program ".Merry AVives
Windsor" (Overture), Or-

gan Solos.
Royal Theatre
Film Numbers The Masked Bride
Metro Goldwyn-Mayer
The

—

(

)

,

Dude

(Educational),
Royal.Mirror (Selected), Royal
Events (Local).
Musical Program Royal Synco(Overture),
pators On Stage

Fighting

—

Organ

S^ilos.

Mainstreet Theatre
Numbers I n f a t u a t i o n
I'ilm
(First National), Patlie News
and Educational Short Subjects.
Program "Atmospheric
Musical
(Overture), Organ
Selections"

—

—

Solos.

Pantages Theatre
Film
Numbers

— His

Majesty,

Bunker Bean (Warner
Brothers), Pathe News, Aesop's
Fables.

Musical
Song''

Program— "The

Prisoner
(Overture), Organ Solos.

\
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Fangs of Fate

The Pleasure Buyers
(Warner Brothers

—Seven

Reels)

(Chesterfield

Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
SOMERS ROCHE can usually be depended upon
for something- worth while in mystery stories of which this
While the screen version is rather long,
is one of his best.
it succeeds in holding the interest imusually well, the only breakcoming when a lot of useless comedy is injected by Charles Conklin
in the role of a colored servant which tends to interrupt the conThe mystery is
tinuity and has no place in a picture of this type.
one that keeps the observer guessing right up to the last scene and
there will be few if any in the audience that will be able to solve
In a foreword the exhibitor and patron are urged not to divulge
it.
Irene Rich gives her usual clean cut characterization
the ending.
a'nd she is supported by Clive Brook, in the principal male role
which is not overly convincing. Mr. Brook does not look like a
former police commissioner. Frank Campeau also overdoes the role
of sleuth. June Marlowe attractive in a minor part.
Mystery drama.
Former police commissioner seeks to find who killed a wealthy gambler and clear
his sweetheart.

ARTHUR

THEME.

PRODUCTION

HIGHLIGHTS.

Gambling .room

Cassena's attack on fiancee's father. Shooting of
Cassenas. Third degree in which Joan figures. Solution

scenes.

of crime.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
who

Book

displays.

store

a strong box office puller. Promote
a Pleasure Buyers' Week in co-operation with merchants.
O. K. for average house. Irene

Boost the

star,

is

DRAWING POWER.

Rich should help

sell

SUMMARY. A

good mystery

but holds the interest. Has
Will please most persons.

a fair

which is rather long,
cast and is well mounted.

tale,

Some parts overdone.
THE CAST

Joan Wiswell

Kildare
Author, Arthur

Somers Roche.

Director

Rich

Brook

;

love interest duly interjected. Bill Patton is the star, and Bill can
certairdy ride and battle with the best of 'em.
He does very well
as the reformed bandit leader who turns deputy sheriff and rounds
up his old associates because, in the first place, a good girl has
learned to love him, and secondly, he wants to get even with the
gang members for not knowing enough to quit when he told them
Dorothy Donald is the pretty heroine, and it's quite easy to
to.
understand why Bill wanted to go straight for her sake.

THEME.

Western Melodrama. Outlaw^ captain turns
When gang refuses to quit he becomes deputy sheriff and rounds them up.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Gun fights, horseman-

straight for girl's sake.

ship

feats,

scraps.

fistic

Patton's

Bill

satisfy fans

Picture follows familiar plot trail, but will
their Westerners dished up with con-

who want

Has no end of exvariety; riding feats galore.

tinuous red-hot melodramatic action.

gunplay and

fistic

Bob Haynes

Charles Conklin

Red

Don Alvarado
Edward Peil

Bill

Pho-

Chet Withey.

BQl Patton
Dorothy Donald
Ivor Macfadden
William Bertram

Dorothy

Dodo

Briggs, Sheriff

Merrill

Tom
Author, L. Carpenter.
by Paul Allen.

Later, following a
offers to make Bob a deputy, but he declines.
stage holdup, he accepts and brings in the guilty bandits, but conThe outlaws are
fesses that he had previously been their leader.
sent to jail, but the judge paroles Bob in Dorothy's custody.

Fangs of Fate
(Chesterfield M. P. Corp.)

PRESS NOTICE

PRESS NOTICE

"DILL PATTON,
*—

PLEASURE BUY'"PHE
* ERS," will be shown on

most fearless and dashing of range
riders, is the star of "Fangs of
'

The-

the screen at the
.

Fate," a slashing Western melolisted as the chief screen
Theattraction at the
Bill enacts the
atre on
part of an outlaw leader who
turns straight for a girl's sake.
When his former associates refuse to quit, Bill becomes a

The

drama

romance be-

tween

Joan Wiswell, society
portrayed by Irene Rich,
and
Tad Workman, former
commissioner, the role
police
assumed by Clive Brook. Gene
Cassenas, ne'er-do-well gambler
In
is engaged to Helen Ripley.
an effort to save Helen from
Gene's fascination, Joan arouses
his antagonism. When, after an
exciting night in which he quarrels with several different persons, Cassenas is found murbelle,

suspicion

falls

.

deputy sheriff and goes on their
trail.

He gets his men, and then
confesses that he used to be their
leader.
The judge paroles him
in the custody of the girl he
loves.

Dorothy Donald gives a fine
performance in the heroine role.
Others in the cast are Ivor Macfadden, William Bertram, Mer-

on Joan.

How Workman
guilt

and

clears her of
marries her, is the

climax.

CATCH

rill

LINES

in Warner Bros,
"The Pleasure Buyers."

Rich,

picture,

citement
wheel

on

the

spin

of

the

roulette

McCormick, Tex

CATCH

Gorgeous
Palm Beach with gay
spenders and bored idlers seeking exIrene

Photographed

SYNOPSIS. Outlaws terrorize town of Arcady, Arizona. Bob
Haynes, a stranger, is attracted by Dorothy, daughter of boarding
house keeper and protects her from some drunken rowdies. Sheriff

Brothers)

commencing

McCormick
Tex Starr
Carl Silvera

Director, H. B. Carpenter.

The Pleasure Buyers (Warner

dered,

work.

smaller houses.

Judge

story concerns the

energetic

Romantic appeal.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES'. Play up the whirlwind
action, the scene where Bill whips town rowdies, his roundup of the bandit crowd. Feature Patton and leading lady.
DRAWING POWER. Suitable for daily change and
Tricks of his horse. Silver Flash.

Gayne Whitman
June Marlowe

tographed by Joseph Walker.
SYNOPSIS. Gene Cassenas, sitting in his own home is shot
fatally by someone in the dark outside.
Tad Workman, former
police commissioner, is called in.
Six persons are under suspicion,
a valet, Joan Wiswell, society beauty; her brother. Tommy; Terry,
a former business associate; Helen Ripley, fiancee and the latter's
father.
It transpires that the valet rigged up a hall clock which
fired a gun at a certain time.
Joan and Tad wed.

atre,

Feet)

THE CAST

Clive

Gene Cassenas
Helen Ripley
Burke
Tommy Wiswell

Corp.— 5000

be no complaint as to lack of action in this
Flashing guns, galloping steeds, stage holdups,
vigorous rough-and-tumble scraps comprise the greaer part
of the picture, with some comedy centering around a good-natured,
corpulent sheriff altogether too heavily handicapped by superfluous flesh for the satisfactory performance of his duties
and

citing fights,
Irene

Tad Workman

P.

can
THERE
Westerner.

SUMMARY.

it.

M.

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

<

Bill

Patton, star of "Fangs of Fate., a
Chesterfield production.

Starr.

LINES

An outdoor adventure picture packed
thrills, gunfighting and tender romance, a whirlwind of action!

with

M
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When Love Grows
(F. B.

O.—Seven

Goodman

(B. A.

Reels)

(Reviewed by William Campbell)
patrons whose desire
HOrSES
on the sensational should
catei-ins: to

find in

tliis

(

in film

menus borders
what they

otferin;? just

To bejj^in with they will jjet Nata<'ha
are looking for.
Jiainbova as the star. Natacha, of course, means nothing-, but Mrs.
Rudolph Valentino, her name in private life, is "some-thing else
again!" Then thei-e is a big selling factor offered in the gorgeoas
gowns of her own creation which she weai-s in this one. Again
The story, by
the setting-s, also unique, are of her own design.
So is the acting and dii-ection.
Ijaura Jean Libbey, is just fair.
However, folks who go to see this will do so because they want to
see Natacha and so exhibitors won't have to wori-y so much about
anything else. The supj)orting cast includes Clive Brook and Sam
Hardy, the former the popular English actcn- and the latter the
funny press agent of "Blue l^eard's Seven Wives."
THEME. Modern society drama in which a husband's
love grows cold when he reaches the pinnacle of success
but the wife remains true.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
husband

Sequence

in

which

puts over the big deal before
the oil company board. Scene when wife sees "the other
woman" in husband's arms. The settings. Mrs. Valenwife, after her

tino's

fails,

gowns.

every
EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
nook and corner the name of Mrs. Rudolph Valentino.
Book display of Laura Jean Libbey novels. Use photos of

Hammer home

star in star

window

DRAWING POWER.
atres that

show

down on

star

Suitable for houses that special-

Looks

box

like a good
this class of picture.

office bet for the-

Publicity barrage put

Boost

star,

A' e

ws

Prod.

—5000 Feet)

Reviewed by George T. Pardy

is

the

A.

first

Goodman

startlingly new about this film, it travels fast,
and acted, and a good card foi- cci-tain houses.

photographed

well

is

THEME. Western melodrama. Blair of Cattlemen's
Association, disguises himself as Spanish Don, runs down
cattle-rustlers, incidentally winning ranchman's daughter.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Snappy

action, pleas-

ing photography and romance.
Scene where hero and
bandit dive fighting off cliff. Scrap near finish. Climax.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Tell 'em what a bird
the stunt stuff, play up his riding
feats, stress thrills and love interest.
Mention Miss Hill.

Bruce Gordon

is

at

DRAWING POWER.

O.

K. for smaller houses, or

SUMMARY.

First

Gordon.

Plot

of

Sam Hardy

William Graves
Gloria Trevor
Alec Clark

Kathryn Hill
John Gough
Kathleen Martyn
Vera Clark
Author, Laura Jean Libbey. Directed by Harry O. Hoyt. Photographed by William Miller and A. Ottlieb.
SYNOPSIS. Margaret Benson gives up stage career to wed
Jerry Benson, a dreamer who fails to put over plans when he gets
chance before mammoth oil company board. The wife, however,
goes before the board and gets plans accepted. Wealth comes and
Gloria Trevor becomes tool of
Jerry becomes official of firm.
William Graves, president of company, in plot to break up Benson
home. Graves covets Margaret. He ruins Benson in stock market.
In end plot fails Margaret and Jerry reunited.

When

Good

Gladys
Perez Blake
Pecos Pete

Red Dunn

Don X

Bruce Gordon

Author Nat Credited.

SYNOPSIS.

Perez

Director, Forrest Sheldon.

Blake

which

is

.

to

is

and

don plays a dual role, appearing
as a ranchman, then disguised as a Mexican Don for
the purpose of running down
There is some
cattle-rustlers.
marvelous stunt work, fast riding and fighting and a love afThe
fair which ends happily.

first

really

star

Hardy, Kathleen Martin, Kathryn Hill, John Gough, Russell
Griffin and others.

is

at his best in this picture,

with fascinating Josephine Hill
for his leading lady.

CATCH

LINES

A

I

on

a great story of advenvibrating
romance,
with fast action and loaded with
Bruce Gorexciting situations.

This

of

The most talked of woman in the
world in her first picture from the pen
of Laura Jean Libbey!
The most romantic figure of the century in a sensational Laura Jean Libbey love story

Theatre

ture

loves a man, in forgiving his
transgressions. An excellent supporting cast includes Clive Brook,
the popular English actor; Sam

CATCH

G. Steen, Inc.)

the

which a

when she

Frank

raid

X," starring Bruce Gordon, will
be the big screen attraction at

The

from the pen

will go,

rustlers

A DASHING, smashing
^^ Western melodrama, "Don

bet-

Jean

shows the lengths

cattle

PRESS NOTICE

tra-modern society drama which

Natacha Rambova, star of "When Love
Grows Cold," an F.B.O. production.

his

Don X (A.

Libbey, who has
thrilled the hearts of the world
with her love stories, is an ul-

woman

and

Paget's ranch. The latter appeals for aid to the Cattlemen's Protective Association and Frank Blair responds.
Disguised as Don X,
a Mexican, Blair trails the bandits constantly.
Gladys Paget, in
love with the romantic Don X, refuses an offer of marriage from
Blair, who after many adventures, finally meets and whips Perez.
The outlaw chief and his gang are turned over to justice. Blair
reveals his identity and Gladys admits her love.

talked of women in the world,
is
the
star
of
"When Love
Grows Cold," which will be the
attraction at the
The-

commencing

Josephine Hill
Boris Bullock
Victor Allen
Robert Williamson

,

known as Mrs. Rudolph
Valentino, now one of the most

Laura

is

Bruce Gordon
Melbourne Morante

ter

story,

but

of its sort.

Love Grows Cold

ATACHA RAMBOVA.

atre,

lines,

spiced liberally with thrills, fights, riding feats, the star
doing remarkably well in equine stunts and fist-wrangling.

PRESS NOTICE
-^^

starring

series

customary

THE CAST

Natacha Rambova (Mrs. Rudolph Valentino)
Clive Brook
,

TSJ

new Western

follows

Frank Blair
Frank Paget

THE CAST
Margaret Benson

u r e

of a series of Western features sponsored by
l^'roductions, starring Bruce Gordon, the
South African stunt-rider and all-round athlete.
Gordon
li\es up to his advertised reputation by executing some nervy, flashy
hoi-semanship feats and using a pair of highly-educated fists in
Morkmnnlike style, when, as hero, it becomes necessaiy for him to
whale a villain or two. He is first seen as the stalwart head of a
cattlemen's a.ssociation, then wearing the semblance of a swarthy
Mexican, Don X, trailing certain rustlei-s to their lair, and does excellent Avork in both cases.
Josephine Hill wins favor as the girl
who gives Blair the cold shoulder for Don X, being blissfully unaware the two men are really one. But of course she finds out the
truth in the end and everj^thing is jake.
While there's nothing
B.

Bruce

show.

throughout country will help.
don't promise much on story or acting.

Jerry Benson

t

wherever adventure dope holds them.

tie-up.

ize in the sensational

SUMMARY.

in

THIS

c

i

X

Don

Cold

P

n

t i

his

LINES

Don Quixote who fights
way through an army of enemies to
modern

triumph!
Bruce Gordon, daring stunt

final

Bruce

Gordon

in

Goodman

"Don X,"
production.

a

B.

picture crammed with
ning action and romance!

a

rider, in
light-

thrills,
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Beautiful Cheat
(Universal Jewel— 6583 Feet)

The

The Blackbird
(

Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
(

THE

—6688 Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

gloomy wmdings of London's East India Docks and
with

accuracy

of

detail,

Limehouse, reproduced
furnish appropriate backgrounds for this picture which presents Lon Chaney in a dual role that adds materially to his farHung reputation as a skilled portrayer of weirdly grotesijue characWhile the feature as a whole is inferior to that foi-mer Brownters.
ing-Chaiiey masterpiece, "The Unholy Three," it ranks as good
melodramatic entertainment, the plot travels, along original lines,
The
the atmosphere is sombrely artistic and photography excellent.
star's ability to distort himself on short notice from a well-formed,
vigorous crook into a pitiable cripple with twisted joints is nothing
short of marvelous, horribly effective, some folks may think, but the
entire Chaney performance is oddly fascinating just the same.
Renee Adoree is sweetly captivating as the music hall lady, Owen

Moore a

faithful

likable lover. supi)ort ade(jiiate.

Melodrama. Deals with London crook who
dodges police by posing as cripple, and loves music hall'
girl.
He dies suddenly, girl weds another suitor.

THEME.

PRODUCTION

HIGHLIGHTS.

Good

direction.

Chaney's wonderful impersonations. British slum settings,
Death of Blackbird.
colorful atmosphere.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Tell patrons picture is
directed by man who produced "The Unholy Three."
Bill as unique crook
Play up Chaney's great acting.
Mention Owen Moore and Renee Adoree.
melodrama.

DRAWING POWER.

Should do good business

in

any

house.

SUMMARY.

A

strong melodrama with queer crook

Chaney a
angles, great British underworld atmosphere.
big hit in lead. Good work by Renee Adoree and Owen
Moore. Has audience appeal, plot altogether out of the
ordinary.

The Blackbird
The Bishop

REGISTERS

a capital audience picture; once again the
movies and movie stars becomes the subject of
jest by the folks who make 'era, this time resulting in a
merry comedy that will tickle the fans' mirthful fancies and should
Public interest in what goes on
stack up a good box office i-ecord.
heliind the scenes never lessens, and the tiials of producer, press
agent and star are here set forth with frankness, zest and strong
comic apjieai.
Naturally it all verges on burlesque, but there's
as

nuikinp' of

make it seem convincing, at
Everybody will like Laura La Plante in the role of Mary
("allahan whose name is switched to Ma.ritza Callahansky when fate
and the jmblicity man transforms her into a Russian screen light;
she gives an excellent performance and is well supported, with
Harry Myers, Bertram Grassby, Alexander Carr, Kate Price, doing
first-class work.
Oirectinn 0. K.
Photography good.

sufficient solid material to the story to
that.

THEME.

Producer and press agent combine to mak^
Mary Callahan. Her debut as Russian
actress is put over successfuly.
She weds publicity man.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Laura La Plante's
acting. Scenes aboard ship. The party. Laughable farce
situations.
Suspense in final episodes and climax.

movie

star out of

EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Your best bet is to
play this as real intimate story of the movies, tell about
Hollywood studio shots, press agent's kidding methods,
stress the "from shop-girl to movie throne" idea.
Feature
Laura La Plante.

DRAWING POWER.

Meets first-run demands. Should
and small houses.
SUMMARY. Another comedy poking fun at producers'
tactics and making of screen stars. Is full of laughs, moves
fast, has romantic lure, well acted and directed.
do well

in large

THE CAST

THE CAST
L^n Chaney

I

\

Renee Adoree

Fjfi

Owen Moore

West End Eddie

Doris Lloyd

Limehouse Polly

Andy MacClennan

The Shadow
Red

William Weston
Photographed by Percy

Author and Director, Tod Browning.

Mary Callahan
Jimmy Austin
Marquis de la Pontenae
Al Goldringer
Dan Brodie
Mrs. Bruckman
Kate Callahan
Author, Nina Wilcox Putnam.
tographed by J. J. Rose.

SYNOPSIS.

Hilburn.
Blackbird, clever thief, poses as his own brother
at intervals, disguised as a crippled mission-keeper, known to his
He loves Fifi, music hall girl. West
neighbors as The Bishop.
End Eddie is his rival. A conflict of wits arises between the crook
pair for possession of a diamond collar which changes hands several
The Blackbird shoots a Scotland Yard man. In avoiding
times.
arrest by changing to his Bishop impersonation, he falls and is so
badly injured that he dies. Fifi and Eddie find happiness together.

SYNOPSIS. The

Picture magnate has press agent Austin take Mary
shop-girl, abroad, where she is transformed by
publicity methods into Maritza Callahansky, Russian actress, adverReturning to America, the publicity
tised as owning Crown jewels.
game goes on, Maritza giving a party in a Long Island mansion,
during the rightful owner's absence.
Latter's unexpected return
creates momentary confusion, but all is straightened out by the
son of the family, who has joined the screen acting brigade. Austin
and Mary decide to marry.
Callahan,

pretty

The Blackbird (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

The Beautiful Cheat (Univer-

PRESS NOTICE

PRESS NOTICE

sal)

np HE

q^ OD BROWNING

romantic, mirthful story
shop-girl who becomes
a famous movie star, is presented in "The Beautiful Cheat,"

and Lon
Chaney, director and star of
'The Unholy Three," the picture
which created such a tremendous
sensation; again combine forces
producing another unique
in

-*

-*

feature,
will be

will be
at
the

and

thrill

viewpoints.

It

sian celebrity and brought home
again.
The methods employed
by the publicity man to keep the
public
guessing and
backers
happy are never failing sources
of merriment.
Miss La Plante's best screen
performance, with a galaxy of

Renee Adoree,
Lloyd,
Moore,
Doris
William
MacClennan,
Andy
Weston and others.
support,

Owen

A

big

new

noted players in support.

CATCH

LINES

sensational

crook

melo-

drama, sponsored by Tod Browning,
who produced "The Unholy Three."

premiere
Theatre on

local

is the heroplaying the role of Mary
Callahan, who goes from behind
a counter to before the camera,
is taken abroad by a foxy press
agent, transformed into a Rus-

police at will.

CATCH

its

ine,

concerns a clever rascal whose
ability to assume another identity, that of a crippled missionkeeper, enables him to defy the
In

comedy-drama which

given

Laura La Plante

.

The new film is also a crook
melodrama, and one of immense
appeal both from the human interest

of a

a brilliant

"The Blackbird," which
shown at the

Theatre on

Lon Chaney, seen in "The Blackbird."
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Laura La Plante
Harry Myers
Bertram Grassby
Alexander Carr
Robert Anderson
Helen Dunbar
Kate Price
Director, Edward Sloman.
Pho-

Laura La Plante.
tiful

star

of

"The Beau-

Cheat," a Universal production.

LINES

She craved a career, a press agent
helped her, she rose from obscurity to
fame!

Motion P

810

(Ginsberg Distributing Corp.

(Chad wick Pictures Corp.— 5600 Feet)
of

wlii/,-l)iuig-

stuff

in

this

Walsh

Gc'or<?c

picture,

iii-

kinds of acrobatics, taking a flyer in a plane
with the girl, clainbering up a mountiiinside, putting up a
M-hale of a scrap with the crew of a smuggling yacht which he
hoards to rescue the same lady, and so on. Tiie plot isn't the sort
of thing that can stand being analyzed, hut if your patrons are
content witli fast buzzing action and IVLf. "Walsh's pleasing athletic
It's 0. K.
])ersonality "Blue Blood" should score well with them.
lor program purposes, the photography, consisting mostly of exteriors, e.\cepling for a couple of ballroom shots, is up to standard
aiul some timely comedy gags are thrown in to balaiu-e the meloCecille Evans, as the heroine, hasn't
dramatic trend of the tale.
nuieh to do but look pretty, and fulfills that condition finely, Philo
McCullough is a rather sUigey villian and Harvey Clark seems to
enjoy himself in the comic role of Tim Reilly.
in

THEME.
business man,

all

Girl's father tries to

who

marry her

supposed
She is won

to

turns out to be rum-runner.

by young American who exposes bootlegger.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

climbing,

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Boost as melo with rapidaction and George Walsh doing some great athletic
tricks. Play up the fight aboard the yacht and love affair.
fire

DRAWING POWER. Good wherever they want lurid
melodrama, quick punch action, broad comedy, and don't
worry about actual plot values.
SUMMARY. A bunch of hokum thrills in this one, the
kind of hokum a good many fans will yell enthusiastically
over. Star does good athletic work, support O. K. Plenty
of rough comedy relief, nice outdoor shots.
THE CAST
George Walsh
Cecille Evans
Philo McCullough
Joan Meredith
Robert Boulder

Robert Chester

H icks

Percy Horton
Delight Burns
Leander Hicks

Tim

Harvey Clark

Reilly

Jenkins
G. Howe Black
Director, Scott Dunlop.
Author, Frank H. Clark.
SYNOPSIS. Leander Hicks wants his daughter Geraldine to
wed Horton, supposed malted-milk millionaire. She refuses. At a
seaside resort Gerry falls in love with scientist Bob Chester.
Horton is really a rum-runner.
His men grab Bob in mistake for a
revenue officer but he escapes. Hounded by detectves Horton tries
a getaway with Gerry and her dad on his yacht.
Bob boards the
vessel, whips Horton, is attacked by the crew, but officers arrive and
break up the gang. The lovers are united.

Amos

SUMMARY.

Lively auto race melo; has enough action,
and romance to please majority of fans. Offers
good cast names which should help bring 'em in. Is well
photographed and skillfully directed. Acting satisfactory.
thrills

THE CAST
Elaine Hammerstein!

Rita Corbin

Jack Reese
Joel Corbin
Marcel Dejeans

Wallace MacDonaldj
Lionel Belmore
Robert Oberl

,

Mary McGuire
Ray Barton

Peggy O'Neill
Lee Shumwayl

Flora Maynard
Author, John Mersereau. Director, John Adolfi. Photographer
not credited.
SYNOPSIS. Jack Reese, superintendent of Corbin Motors, loves
Rita Corbin. His rival is managing director Ray Barton, who succeeds in getting him fired. Jack and his pal. Marcel, have invented
a new carburetor, which they believe will work wonders in making
The model is stolen but recovered by the chums.
a car win a race.
The day of a big race Jack and Marcel are prevented by foul play
from appearing in time to compete. Rita takes her lover's place and
drives his car to victory.
Jack becomes friends with Rita's father
and wins her.
Elsie

The Checkered Flag
Dist.

first

time

.

in

pense,

with
thrills

dull

moment

in

which
mingles
keen-edge
susand love interest,

Walsh plays the part of a young
American scientist with whom a

est,

Walsh, playing in
"Blue Blood."

Chadwick's

plucky

girl

with a kick in every foot, fascinating Elaine Hammerstein in
the star role, giving one of her
most startling performances.
In support, Wallace MacDonBelmore, Robert
Lionel
ald,
Ober, Peggy O'Neil, Lee Shum-

way.

CATCH

LINES

million dollar mail robbery, a desperate smuggling gang, a daring hero
and beautiful girl!

a

foul play by a rival prevents him
from competing. A bully film

A

George

showing how

drives her lover's car to victory
in a big speeding event, when

rich man's daughter is in love,
her father trying to marry her
to a man who after turns out to
be a rum-runner.
The star is given great opportunity to display his well-known
athletic abilities and is well supported, with Cecille Evans as the
heroine,
Philo
McCullough,
Joan Meredith and other popular
players in support.

CATCH

for the big thrills,

action and fascinating romance in "The Checkered Flag," which will be shown
on the screen of the
theatre on
This is an auto race melodrama of the finest, speed all the
way through, vibrating with excitement, aglow with love inter-

melodrama starring
George Walsh will be exhibited

this vicinity.
There isn't a
this
picture,

(Ginsberg

Corp.)

PRESS NOTICE
out
LOOK
whirlwind

a fast action

on the screen for the

of love

smaller houses.

Theatre on
"Blue
Blood,"

,

Development

Scene where invention model is stolen.
Rita's
arrival at track. Big race shots and strenuous finish.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Bill as fast melo of autol
race track. Dwell on humorous and romantic values. Feature the racing scene and Elaine Hammerstein.
DRAWING POWER. Good card for neighborhood and
affair.

PRESS NOTICE
the

comedy

Feet)

THEME. Auto race melodrama. Hero invents new
carburetor which villain steals, but he gets it back. Prevented from reaching track, girl wins race for him.

tures)

A

—6071

a,s a "buy" for the state rights field, this picture registers 0. K. in every particular.
It has plenty of ae-^ tion, gets off to a good start and rattles along men-ily to the
There's a real kick to the big auto race scene, where the heroend.
ine substitutes for her lover, kept from the track by foul means,
and drives his car to victoi-y. Most of these auto-racing stories
bear a family resemblance to each other, but so long as romance,
suspense and thrills -are dished up in generous quantity, the fans
like 'em, and "The Checkered Flag" ought t« breeze by with flying
Wallace MacDonald does very well in the hero role, Elaine
colors.
Hammerstein is attractive as the girl in the case and Robert Ober
supplies timely comedy with a laughable sketch of an amorous
Lionel Belmore is effective a.s the motor-magnate.
Frenchman.
Direction and pliotograjihy excellent.

Blue Blood (Chadwick Pic-

T

News

re

n

(>^ ONSIDERED

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Walsh's

swimming, flying, fighting stunts. The fast action, romance
and comedy. Colorful atmosphere and good outdoor views.

Geraldine

t

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

(liilfiiiifj-

c

The Checkered Flag

Blue Blood

LOTS

i

Love,
Elaine Hammerstein, seen in Ginsberg's
"The Checkered Flag."

adventure,

LINES
pungent
intrigue,
exciting auto

one of the most
race yarns ever filmed!
thrills;

."

(7
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Search of a Hero

In

Lure of the Wild

(Gerson Pictures Corp.—5000 Feet)
Reviewed by George T.

I

interweaving of
DEf'T
pleasing variety to

comedy and

(Columbia Pictures

melodi'araatic threads lends

Richard Holt vehicle, which
>nai)s along gaily from start to finish and ought to satisfy
tiie >Tar's admirers, as well as those fans who want lots of action
and a yarn that's easy to follow. Arthur Hoerl's plot twists into
a number of ingenious complications, some of which are more
entertaining than convincing, but so long as they are amusing, folks
who like this sort of picture won't fuss over its improbabilities.
The contrast obtained between hero Percy's college days and that
of the hmiber camp helps to sharpen up the comedy stuff, and
Richard Holt gets considerable fun out of the role, as well as
His
showing up strong in its athletic and love-making phases.
fight with Big Dan is a stunner and all the more effective because
he has a tough time winning. Jane Thomas, a charming heroine,
su]>port good, photogra])hy attractive.
this

latest

THEME. Comedy-melo. College lad lands in lumber
camp, is taken for pugilist, lives up to borrowed reputation
by whipping bully, wins girl he loves.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Good college and lumber camp atmosphere. Comedy shots. Adventures of hero
and chum on train. The big scrap. Holt's effective work.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Feature Richard Holt's
athletic stunts. Bill as exciting lumber camp melodrama,
with plenty of laughs.

Stress the rom.antic appeal.

DRAWING POWER.

Suitable for neighborhood and

small houses.

SUMMARY.

Lively comedy-melo, starting out with college atmosphere, switching to lumber camp locale. Has
plenty of go and pep, gets the laughs here and there, develops romantic lure, star shows up well, especially in big
fight at finish.

.

.

.

to an old adage
"every dog must have his day,"
and the canines are certainly getting their's in pictures right
now. They have made so many excursions into filmland that
it has become a tough job digging up fresh stories for the fourlegged stars, and it isn't to be wondered at if most of the plots
wind along familiar trails. This latest dog featui'e hasn't anything

to boast of in the line of originality, but dishes up a fair assortment
of thrills and the bow-wow Lightning distinguishes himself by performing some extremelj- clever tricks and shaping as a sleuth of
no mean calibre. Although not of first-run quality, the film should
do nicely in the smaller houses and appeal particulai'ly to animallovers.
Jane Novak is an attractive heroine, Mario Carilo satisfactory as her sweetheart and other members of the cast render
capable support.
Action tolerably fast, direction good, photogra})hy 0. K.

THEME.

Melodrama. Treats of young wife whose husby enemy, wonder dog that rescues lost
child. Dog forces villain over cliff. Trapper weds widow.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Intelligent tricks and
feats performed by dog Lightning. Scene where Belmont
is shot. Romantic development. Death of villain.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Play up the canine star's
stunts. Bill as thrill melodrama, with strong love and sentimental interest. Boost Jane Novak's work.
DRAWING POWER. O. K. if your patrons are strong
Should bring satisfactory returns in
for animal films.

band

killed

is

smaller houses.

SUMMARY.

Another dog picture,
some pretty good

plot running along

has romantic
Canine star very clever. Ought to prove satisfactory
for minor house audiences.
usual lines, put over

thrills,

lure.

THE CAST
Richard Holt
Jane Thomas
Jimmy Harrison
Gerry O'Dell
Al Kaufman
Claire Vinson
Les Bates

:

Jack Strong
Dinty

Dugan
Inez

Big Dan
Author, Arthur Hoerl. Director, Duke Worne.
SYNOPSIS. Percy Browning and Jack Strong are expelled from
College.
Old Browning sends them to his lumber camp. Percy
falls in love with Peggy Richmond, whose father is a competitor of
the Brownings.
The latter's foreman, Big Dan, uses unfair means
to block Richmond's work.
Percy, after being groomed by a
pugilist, tackles Big Dan and 'beats him.
His father arrives, Percy
explains everything, they are reconciled and Peggy admits she loves
him.
In

—

ACCORDING

THE CAST
Percy Browning

Peggy Richmond

—5570 Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

Partly)

Search of a Hero

Agnes Belmont
James Belmont
Poleon Dufresne
Baby Cuddles

Gordon Daniels
Mike Murdock
The Dog

Jane

Author, Tom Hopkins.
by George Meehan.
SYNOPSIS. Jim Belmont, believing his wife Agnes loves Daniels, leaves for Canadian wilds with his littls daughter Cuddles and
dog Shep. He is killed by Murdock at Daniel's instigation. Shep
fetches trapper Dufresne, who sends for Agnes. She is followed by
Daniels.
Murdock confesses to Dufresne. Shep saves Agnes from
attack by Daniels and herds latter to cliff over which he falls to
his death.
Dufresne and Agnes wed.

(Gerson

Lure

the Wild (Columbia
Pictures)

of

Pics)

PRESS NOTICE

ICHARD
"P
-*-^ performer

PRESS INOTICE

HOLT,

A

stunt
and athlete extraordinary, comes to the front
again in an exciting comedymelodrama, "In Search of a
Hero," billed as the main screen
attraction at the
Theatre
This picture shows Holt as an
ex-college student whose father
sends him to a lumber camp to
toughen him up.
Fate lands
him in the camp in the role of
a prizefighter, and he has to live

Holt,

star
of Gerson's
Search of a Hero."

"In

for

lovers of ani-

and romantic melopromised when "Lure

Wild" makes

its

local

on the screen of the
Theatre under date of

Most

of the action takes place

Canadian wilderness, with
Lightning, a marvelously intelligent dog, one of the story's
central figures.
When his master is slain, the dog protects and
gets aid for a child abandoned
to the mercy of the elements by
in the

her
father's
untimely
death.
Later the dog exacts vengeance
by driving the arch villain over
a cliff to his end.

Jane Novak is the pretty heroand gives a splendid performance supported by Alan
Roscoe, Mario Carilo and others.

lead.

Richard

is

debut

lined in a story full of pep, with
Dick Holt going great guns as
the hero.
Jane Thomas fills the feminine

ine

LINES
thrills

mals
the

of

up to it. How he makes good
and wins a pretty wife is out-

Romance interwoven with

TREAT

drama

.

CATCH

Novak

Alan Roscoe
Mario Carilo
Billy Jean
Richard Tucker
Pat Harmon
Lightning
Director, Frank Strayer.
Photographed

and

laughter.
A pug and his manager who
try to pass as college boys!
Fate makes a fighter out of a peaceable youth and Love transforms him
into a winner I

CATCH
A
Jane

Novak

"Lure of the Wild,'
Columbia Pictures.
in

a

LINES

child alone in the great wilderness,

faithful

against

dog

who

protected

unknown dangers!

her

1
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Made For Love
(Producers Distributing Corp.

—5700 Feet)

(F. B.

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

AI'ICTUKE

I

audience appeal which should satisfy the fan
majority and i)rove a good box office asset. Since the digging-up of old King Tut the discoveries of ancient Egyptian
tombs containing nuimmios and treasures of a long dead civilization
have received a great deal of attention in the daily press and this
fact should stimulate public interest in a picture which devotes conThey've worked up a pretty
siderable space to such happenings.
romance here, with timely comedy relief and quite a bit of melo<lrama, putting over a decisive thrill when hero and heroine are
entombed alive by the wily Prince. There's a very colorful serich in
quence dealing with the story of two lovers of old
antique splendors of the Land of the Nile, which is cleverly interpolated.
Ix'atrice Joy is wistfully charming in a neglected wife
role, Edmund Burns pleasing as her husband.
Support excellent,
-with

;

f)h()tography first-choj).

THEME.

Drama.

Absorbed

Impressive

scenic

good atmosphere. Finding of treasure. Tomb inScene where hero and heroine escape burial alive.
teriors.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Refer to daily paper
regarding excavations and discoveries in Egypt,
mention King Tut. Stress the colorful episode in which
Praise modern romance.
tale of long-dead lovers is told.
Feature Leatrice Joy.
POWER. A good card for all theatres,

DRAWING

large and small.

SUMMARY.

Has universal appeal, neglected wife angle
Comedy and dramatic
interest feminine patrons.
values nicely balanced, beautifully photographed.
will

THE CAST
Leatrice Joy

Edmund Burns
Ethel Wales
Bertram Grassby
Brandon Hurst
Frank Butler
Lincoln Stedman
Photographed by

Mahmoud Bey
Pharaoh
Freddy Waddams
The Cherub
Author, Garrett Fort.

Director, Paul Sloane.

Miller.

SYNOPSIS.

Nicholas Ainsworth discovers an ancient Egyptian
which two lovers were buried. Absorbed in his discoveries,
he neglects his wife, who indulges in flirtations. An Egyptian Prince,
who is a tomb-robber, gives the Ainsworths a book telling the story
of the two lovers. Ainsworth is trapped in the tomb by the Prince's
men. Jean rides to warn him. Both are left prisoners in the tomb,
which is sealed by an explosion. They are rescued and reunited.

tomb

in

Made

THEME.

Westerner.

Denny

Terhune,

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
dents, good fighting stuff,
Tyler's athletic stunts and
action.

Tom

ture

is

Tyler,

Sensational

comedy

ripping

comedy work.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
Westerner that

tell

Advertise

for

Love

(Prod.

THE CAST
Tom Tyler
Jean Arthur

Dennis Terhune
Eunice Morgan

Moxley
Morgan

Raymond

Birdie

Tuffy
Daley

Theatre on

:

LeRoy Mason

Trube

Ethan Laidlow

,

Author, William Wing. Director, Robert De Lacey.
SYNOPSIS. Denny Terhune, known as "Irish," foreman of the
Morgan ranch, is feared by Manager Daley and latter's henchman, who know there is oil on the property and plot to get control
of

it.

Morgan

is

in the East.

They

Denny away and

ship

Dist.

Born

the big handathlete who won the
weight-lifting
chamNational
pionship title, will be seen in his
latest picture, "Born To Battle,"
Theatre on
at the
This is a super- Westerner,
crammed with sensational thrills
-*

and
ler

they

is

are

rescued

color

Leatrice

Joy

Burns score

a

and

Tyler
in

Edmund

CATCH
Love."

Producers

Dist.

Corp.

lived

the ages

love

this

is

of a capitalist
at his energetic best

feature,

CATCH
that out-

Tom

Tyler,

star

of

an F.B.O.

"Born

to
picture.

Battle,"

supported

Raymond

Fred Gambold,
and others.

LINES
of

He

daughter

Jean Arthur,

powerful story of royal vengeance,

and implacable,

which Ty-

Irish ranch-foreman.

pretty

a brilliant cast.

A

in

and winds up by winning the

and

great hit in the
leading roles and are supported

fierce

comedy

discovers a plot to seize the
property from its rightful ownthe
conspirators'
ers,
upsets
plans by virtue of his scrapping
abilities and native shrewdness

set forth in a pic-

with

replete

lively

plays the part of a fighting

young

thrills.

For

some

.

How

(F. B. O.)

np OM TYLER,

by a vengeful Prince and left to
die in a tomb discovered by the
ture

to Battle

PRESS NOTICE

hero, absorbed
in his gropings in the past, neglects his wife Jean, who indulges
in
several
flirtations.
Wife and husband are trapped

latter.

try to

have him shanghaied, but he escapes and comes back. He meets
Morgan's daughter, Eunice, who looks upon him as a roughneck.
In the finale Denny defeats the plans of the conspirators, beats them
up and convinces Eunice that he is the ideal husband for her after all.

The American

and reunited

Childs

Fred Gambold
Frankie Darro
Buck Black

,

For Love," Leatrice Joy's latest
starring vehicle, which comes
to the screen of the

"Made

wild
Fea-

Westerners are popular.
SUMMARY. Red-hot action Westerner. Tom Tyler's
best up-to-date. Stars athletic feats go over with a bang.
Picture packed with thrills and snappy fighting episodes.
Comedy values rank high, sure to get the laughs. A good

love romance
to-day, which drifts temporarily back to the times of ancient Egypt, is offered in "Made

in

a

as

thrills.

'em about his athletic career.
Will go strong wherever

A GLOWING

starred

Sustained fast

DRAWING POWER.

'^of

Joy.

inci-

Tom

relief.

crammed with laughs and

PRESS NOTICE

Ltatritc

foreman,

ranch, detects scheme of conspirators to obtain
possession of the property, beats up villains and wins
boss's daughter.

Corp.)

by

)

TYLER

card.

Jean Ainsworth
Nicholas Ainsworth
Lady Diana Trent

Arthur

Feet)

Morgan

shots,

stories

O.—5100

Reviewed by George T. Pard\

comes to bat again in a strenuou.s, sliarpshooting Westerner that's a great combination of rough-house
sci-apping and hilarious comedy, with romance also in the
saddle and winning out by several lengths at the finish.
This Tyler
chap is certainly all there when it comes to mauling a whole bunch
of opponents at one time, and when you've seen him in action you'll
have no difficulty in believing that he was a champion athlete before
he took to the films, for he looks and acts the part.
In this picture
he's a gay young Irish lad Avho would sooner fight than eat, and
fills the role to perfection, getting a lot of fun out of its humorous
phases.
Jean Arthur is a pretty, pert and piquant heroine,
Frankie Darro fine as the kid and the support is adequate. Director Robert Be Lacey has introduced a number of new twists and
turns into the yam that lifts it out of the stereotyped Western
class, and it is extremely well photographed.

work, American

in his

They are trapped in an
archaeologist neglects his wife.
ancient tomb by an Egyptian Prince, rescued and reunited.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

TOM

Battle

Frankie

by

Childs,

Darro

LINES

The open range, the sea, cattleboats,
thugs, a shanghaied cowboy, Tom Tyler
in his greatest Westerner!

February

1926
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The Man

.

(Warner Brothers

—Seven

(Reviewed by Frank

A

The

Upstairs

(First National

Reels)

THEME. Mystery drama. Hero making joke out of
murder story has tables turned on him by girl he meets
through personal in Agony Column.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Opening sequence,
mystery element. Monte Blue's characterization. The auto

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Book

display of Biggers'

Boost as thrilling mystery story.
Monte Blue and Miss Devore.

novel.

DRAWING POWER.

Play up names

Should do business

exploited.

if

THERE

THEME.

Romantic drama laid in Paris and Spain.
Englishman and Spanish dancer.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Opening sequence in
which dancing partner takes life. Abduction of the girl.

Love story

of aristocratic

Wounding

of villain, saving of heroine.

Attractive natural

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

SUMMARY.

A bit too long for material in plot, but succeeds in holding interest although story in screen form is
rather involved.
Cast does well with parts assigned and
production has been artistically mounted.

DRAWING POWER.

Suitable
theatres and towns.

SUMMARY.
nothing

new

This

in plot,

Monte Blue

Larnard

Dorothy Devore
Helen Dunbar
John Roche

Her Aunt Hattie
Captain Fraser-Freer
His Brother Norman
Enright

Stanley

Taylor

Carl Stockdale
Charles Conklin

Mose

Author. Earl Derr Biggers.
Director, Roy Del Ruth.
Photographed by Alan Thompson.
SYNOPSIS. Goeffrey West, traveler and adventurer, with passion for "The Agony Column," uses "personals" to get acquainted
with Marion Larnard, whom he sees in London hotel.
She invites
him to write one letter each day for five days. He leads her to believe he has really murdered Captain Fraser-Freer.
The latter and
girl have him thrown into jail for "murder" of the Captain, who
pretends to be dead. It all ends O. K. and Geoffrey wins Marion.

r

1

-nvK

just another picture, containing
is padded out to unwarranted

lengths.
Miss LaMarr lacks appeal and
Settings best feature.
talents are wasted.

£

Emilia

Jerome

Ewing
Rodney
Robert Hautrive

Lawrence Faneaux
Carmenata
Author, Anthony Pryde.
Director, Alfred
graphed by Rudolph Berquist.

1

k^<-^

J

Emilia, dancer in Paris, retires to home on Spanish
Majorca.
Years later, Jerome Hautrive, who had been
officer in English army and who knew Emilia in Paris, visits island
and again meets girl. Ewing, crooked actor, plans to fleece Jerome
who is saved by Rodney, brother of Emilia. Ewing persuades girl
social station makes marriage with Jerome impossible.
She returns
to dancing. Ewing abducts Emilia. Jerome pursues, wounds Ewing
and saves girl whom he weds.
of

The

Brothers)

PRESS NOTICE
"nPHE MAN UPSTAIRS,"
-*

will be

shown on

the

at

.

PRESS NOTICE

comMonte Blue

mg

the star supported by an excellent cast including Dorothy

the featured players. Sun-bathed
Spain, land of romance, and gay
Paris in war time, form the
backgrounds for this colorful
love story which is one of rare
appeal.
The plot chiefly concerns itself with the attachment
of a Spanish dancer for an aristocratic
Englishman.
jealousy of another suitor, however, threatens to disrupt the
romance.
Supporting cast includes such names as Robert El-

the
invited to write a
letter daily to prove whether his
acquaintance is worth cultivating.
In these letters he starts a
mystery story and is about to be
is

The

he

a joke. Then
the girl with the aid of an army
officer turns the table and gives
the hero a real scare actually
it

is all

mur-

William
Eugene,
Bobby
Mack and Mathilde Comont.
CATCH LINES

keep you on the edge of the

When the soul-flame of a Spanish
dancer leaps to kindle a bachelor's heart

making him

believe he did

lis,

der a man.

CATCH
It

will

Theatre,
iheatre,

the
.

London newspaper and

former

to

commencing
Barbara
La Marr and Lewis Stone, are

Hero and heroine become acquainted through the "personals"
of a

Girl from Montmartre
(First National)

HE GIRL FROM
"nn
1 MONTMARTE," is com-

the screen

Theatre,

mencing

tells police

Monte Blue, playing in "The Man Upstairs." Warner Bros.

Barbara LaMarr
Lewis Stone
Robert Ellis
Willim Eugene
E. H. Calvert
Mario Carillo
Mathilde Comont
E. Green.
Photo-

The Man Upstairs (Warner

charged with murder when

1

Don't promise

SYNOPSIS.

island

Devore.

\'.''

Lewis Stone's

much.

is

1

vjiHii

program houses,

THE CAST

West

m11
n
^^

is

for

which

THE CAST
Goeffrey

Put on Spanish dance as

prologue. Play up names of LaMarr and Stone. Arrange
window display of Spanish shawls in department store.

community

Suits average house.

'%.-.-

Elliott)

has been entirely too much footage used on this adaptation of Anthony Pryde's novel, "Spanish Sunlight," which
certainly does not belong to the five percent of worthwhile
pictures.
The plot Ls a slender one and while it has its moments
of action, it does not ring true, while the characters are unconvincing, except in the case of Lewis Stone who looks and acts the
part of the aristocratic English officer in love with a Spanish dancer.
And here once the talents of Stone have been wasted. Barbara
La MaiT fails to win interest in her interpretation which is entirely
There are some colorful opening scenes in a
too sugar-coated.
Paris cafe in war time where we are introduced to the dancer. Later
the action switches to an island off southern Spain where the hero
again meets the senorita, but finds the path to her heart strewn with
dangers in the fonn of Spanish plotters and a jealous suitor. The
production is well mounted.

backgrounds.

wreck.

Marion

— Eight Reels)

(Reviewed by Frank

Elliott)

RATHER

diverting, mystery drama with a tinge of comedy
and romance that takes the spectator through a maze of
strange happenings, all of which get their start through two
persons, the hero and the heroine, reading "The Agony Column," or
personals in a London newspaper. It is through personals written
hy the principals that they get acquainted. Then the girl permits
tiie man to write to her five letters, one each day, to prove he is
an interesting fellow and worth knowing. This is the cue for hero
to start his stoiy.
It is a murder mystery and the heroine is led
to believe that her new acquaintance really did kill a certain army
officer.
In the end leai'ning it is all a joke, she seeks the aid of
the officer and two give Mr. Hero some scare in return.
Monte
Blue as Goeffrey West, a soldier of fortune, has a role well suited
to him and Dorothy Devore is good in the principal female part.
Tlie remainder of the cast are acceptable.

of

From Montmartre

Girl

LINES

with its thrilling situations.
A
mystery play that's different; packed
with excitement and surprises.

seats

ara

from

La

Marr

featured

M ontmart re,"

in

"The

First National.

there's
romance and drama aplenty
Spanish days and Spanish nights when
temptestuous love claims two souls.

Motion Picture X

814-
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oitdl Newsfrom Corresponds
JORDAX, general
LARRY
representative for the Keith

John Bethel, at one time Philadelphia manager for X'itagraph,
has joined the sales force of the
Philadelphia branch of Associated
Exhibitors as special representa-

r.

Philadelpnia

interests in Philadelphia, left February 1st for a month's stay in

Palm Beach,

Fla.

iiiiiiis

David H. Barrist and C. H.
Goodwin, former owners of the
Rilz Theatre and interested in a
house in Schwenksville, Pa., have

mnrnrd

irnni a

vacation in

liricl

Miami, Fla.
Al Blofson, distributing mana-

ger for Associated Exhibitors, has
from
returned
a
short
trip

throughout

eAv Y ork and

New

England.

throughout the territory.

tive

Bill

Mattison, who was also a member
of the American sales force, has
returned to the Metro-Goldwvn
fold.

n:ik£M

-,/

New^ J ersey

'^."cr-fmi^^
meeting
THE next
O. of New Jersey

of the

T.

Newark on
ruary 5th.
Joseph M. Seidcr

held at

M. P.

will be
I'riday, Feb-

Mon-

on

left

day of this week for a short stay
in Trenton where he will attend
to matters pertaining to the Neworganization
Jersey
owners.

of

theatre

This week finds the Howell's
Cine Equipment Co. installed in
their handsome new suite of offices on the third floor of the EmIn combassy Theatre Building.
parison with the old quarters at
the corner of 7th Avenue and 49th
Everystreet
it's a "knockout."
thing is on one floor and there is
five times as much space as the
concern had at the old stand. The
genial Joe Hornstein held an official opening to the trade on Monday and more than upheld his
reputation as a first class host.
trade
manufacturers,
Accessory
paper representatives and other
memhers of the Motion Picture
Industry were among the guests.
Tom Waller, editor of the National M. P. T. O. Bulletin, has
been confined to his home for several days with an attack of la

—

Last week, Harr\ Hccht and his
famous "Four Horsemen" were so
successful in their expedition from
New Jersey to the local exchanges
that they again swooped down on

hoys this week.

RePathe representative.
cently Mrs. Carroll presented Ed
with a bouncing c'ght-pound baby
roll,

week
THIS
Board of

the

.Atlanta

Trade

Film

moving
the Haasis

from the quarters in
Howell Building, which the board
has occupied for the past two
years, to new and larger quarters

in the 101 Marietta Building, suite
Executive Secretary E. L.
215.
Cole will be in charge of the
moving and will take the lead in
arranging the board's affairs in its

new home.
Alexander has been added
Southern
Theatre Equipment Company and
C".

to the sales force of the

travel the Alabama territory.
L. C. Baxlcy. formerly manager
of Associated Exhil)itors, with ofwill

!

They are new
business and recently

Brooklyn.

to

in the

laand Labratories are

took over
Finger.

this

house

from Joe

doing a lot of night work among
For the
Jersey exhibitors.
last ten nights
they say he has
been missin"- a portion of his usual

nue, Brooklyn, has taken over the

slumber.

Another item of

interest

concerning this popular member of
the Pathe organization, is that he
has a most attractive new secretary.

Tierney,
National him
inspector for Pathe, still
it
necessary to use a cane.

Jack
finds

Out in Los Angeles, Mr. Tierney
disputed the right of way with a
quite a mix-up resulted.
the light New York traffic,

Ford and

Tony Cavallo

is

the

new mana-

ger of Goldreyer and Fleischman's

Manor Theatre

Avenue

K

and
Coney Island Avenue, Brooklyn.
Mr. Cavallo is taking over the
at

duties of I. Berman, who was recently
taken
Cavallo
was
ill.
formerly
with
the
associated
Rosenweig and Katz theatre circuit.

The Cross Bay Theatre at Rockaway Boulevard, Woodhaven, after
having been closed fcr several
months, has reopened under the
management of Spiegel and Fisch

The firm name is the Rockwood Amusement Corp.
Mr.
er.

operates the Utica
Theatre while Mr. Fischer, in addition to the Cross Bay enterprise,
is connected with Somer's Theatre
at

Livonia Theatre, Livonia Avenue,
Brooklyn.

room

also

Sheepshead Bay.
Another closing

recently

re-

is that of the F21ite Theatre,
Pitkin Avenue, Brooklyn.
C. H.
Nielson was the owner.
Nicholas
Michael
Peter
and
Constantine are the new owners
of the American Theatre at Fort
Hamilton,
ParkAvay
and 39th

fice in Dallas, and C. W. A. MacCormick. formerly of the Crescent
and Majestic Theatres, Austin,
Texas, were in Atlanta this week
on their wav to Charlotte.
George Allison, who was confined to his home, suffering of a

severe cold,

came down

to his of-

on Thursday.
A. Sanges returned Monday
night
from a successful trip
through northern Alabama and
fice

W.

Tennessee.
R. E. L. Golden and son, of the
Golden Theatre at La Grange,
were in the city for several da>s.
J. M. Johnson of the Colonial

With

Mr. Tierney has no difficult)'.
The Grange Theatre, 11 Hamilton Place, New York City, has
recently reopened under the manfire
agement of Braiman Corp.
occurred at this theatre some little
time ago and it has been closed up
until this time.
Charles \V. Ebeling of the Costello Theatre, is
the booker for the Grange.

A

There has been considerable
moving and shifting about on several floors of the Godfrey Building at 729 7th Avenue, due to the
fact that

the

ninth.

fifth floor.

Another recent change of ad-

Fanny Lightstone, who operates
the Select Theatre on Pitkin Ave-

the

The Nathan Sanow on the

Street,

comers

Newark
Stombaugh,
branch manager for Pathe, is still
Charlie

l)orted

l^anding a good sized contract is
not the only big event that happens in the life of Edward Car-

W.

—

.Spiegel

grippe.

tlie

buy. Tlie arrival of Ed Jr. makes
the third in the Carroll family.
Mother and child are doing finely
and so's the old man

Educational

F""ilm

Ex-

change has taken over the entire
eighth floor.
Concerns moving
from the eighth to the third floor
include
Film Co.,
Service
the
Prime Pictures and the Savoy
Printing Co. Sierra Pictures have

from the eighth to the seventh floor and the Savoy Film Co.,
from the eighth to the fourth, the
shifted

changing their name to the
Forbell Film Co.
Kerman Film
F.xcliange has moved from the
fifth to the third and the Vital
film department, from the fifteenth
latter

among the accessory dealers
that of the Crown Motion Picture Supply Company which has
recently moved from their old address on 46th Street to the third
floor of 729 7th Avenue.

dress
is

Edw.

Moe Kerman

Utica
of the

Exchange,

have

Speigel,

Theatre, and

Kerman

Film

the

of

the Supreme Theatre on
Fulton Street to an Italian Opera
troupe for an indefinate engageleased

ment.

I

Manager Ford

of the Keeney-Enterprises, formerly with Keeney's
Bedford Theatre, Brooklyn, is now
handling Joe O'Neill's old position.
Air. O'Neill has taken over
the Franklin Theatre in Astoria.
L.

I.

Bob Horn, Pathe salesman,
suffered the loss
friends
his
father.
All

cently

'if

re-

his

extend

their sympathy.

According

to report, the

Carle-

Flatbush Avenue.
Brooklyn, will open on Februar\

ton Theatre on
8th.

William and Harry Brandt

are the owners and some innovations in theatre decorating and
construction are to be looked for.
Roth Brothers of Morristown

and Summit, N. J., have a new
at
construction
under
theatre
Dover. The plans call for a seating capacity of 2.500 and the policy will be vaudeville and pictures.
reported that Irving M.
has again added to his
string of theatres by taking over a
house in Jamaica, L. I.
It

is

Lesser

Theatre, Jasper, Alabama, was in
town a couple of da\s the early
part of tlic week.

town the first of the week
Dave Kalker, formerly of B. F.
Keith's, Henderson Theatre. Cone\-

F. V. Merritt of the Marvin
Wise Theatres, Birmingham, Alabama, was in town Monday.

licity

F. B. O.,

George Beaumeister, booker for
is the proud father of a
baby girl.
The young lady has

tative in this territory.

been named Jacqueline.
M. W. Smith, of the United
States Army Motion Picture Service, of Washington, paid one of
his regular visits to Film Row this
week.

Southern

Joe Shear, of Lee-Lash Studios,
Mt. Vernon, New York, was

m

Island,

was

who
for

in

is

the

now

doing the pub-

Lee-Lash

Studios,

Atlanta this week with Joe

Shear, the organization's represenP.

C.

Parrish.

manager

ot

Equipment
Theatre
Company, left Thursda\ !t)r New
Orleans.

He

expects

to

return

about the end of next week.
R. T. Hill, of the Cumberland
.Amusement Company, with head(|uarters in Tullahoma. Tennessee,
was in town this week.

February

1926

13,
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Detroit
BOLLE, manager uf
OTTO
Detroit Paramount excliange,

tlie

received honorable mention for the
month of January by the Detroit
Fire Chief and his committee.
Eddie Wescott, for many years

Minneapolis
amongst
identified
film circles, has joined the sales
staff of Warner Bros, in Detroit,
assigned to do special work.
Lloyd Willis, divisional sales
manager for Warner's in this section, spent the latter part of the
week talking to Jack Young, De-

manager.
Henry S. Koppin, continuing to
add theatres on his already long
list took over the Catherine Theatre in Detroit, last week, formerly
operated by Lynch Brothers.
Frank Stuart, P. D. C. manatroit

ger

Detroit, attended a disales conference hekl at

in

visional

Cleveland last week.
Eddie Canty, booking

manager

for Paramount in Detroit, attended
a party conducted by the PeP
Club, an organization of the Chi-

cago Paramount

office

which was

held in that city last week at the
Fish Fan Club.
Ned Holmes, exploitation manaFilm Corp., Xew
ger of Fox

Vuik, spent a few da\s in Detroit
week visiting with F. D. Drew,
local manager.
The 23rd anniversary of Fox
Film Corp., recently held, proved

last

Deexchange evi.'r experienced in
its history, and on behalf of the
exhibitors,
Mr. Drew, manager,
wishes to thank them for their
to be the biggest business the
troit

W. K reamer,

F.

L'niversal

City,

many

for

.\Iich.,

without a theatre,

it

is

re-

will open a new theatre
week, and Coral, Mich., also
announces the opening of a new
theatre in their town.
J. Miisher
is responsible for both of them.
F. A. Garingcr of the Saengcr

ported,

this

.\musement
La., paid a

New

Co.,

Orleans.

few of De-

visit to a

beautiful theatres.
Fred Davie, manager of Associated Exhibitors, spent most of
the week covering key towns in
troit's

earnest support
for

Howard
years

for

manager

office

some

time, has

been transferred to the St. Louis
office where he will act as salesman covering the key cities in that
state.
Wade .^llen has already
taken over the duties as office
manager at the Detroit exchange.
Bill Peek, for many years known
as "Bill the billman." who operOrphetnn Theatre in
ated
the
Fowlerville, Mich., has sold his
house to \'ernon Locey, who also
oiieratcs the Temple Theatre in
Howell, nine miles from Fowler-

Michigan.
Jack Saxe, manager of Favorite
Film Co., finally purchased a
Studebaker, after looking them all

The

DeBob Sheehan

the zero weather

came to an etid,
came down to the film
troit

in

building in

'i'heatre

has

Kubinski.
Peter Cataldo, has takc-n over
the
Enterprise Theatre in Detroit, heretofore
operated by E.
Neyer.

The Garden

Tlieatre in StanMich., has been taken over
again
by Glen Gardnef, who
turned it over to C. D. Milds
ton,

sometime ago.
George Trendle, general mana-

Kunsky Theatrical Enterlast week from

ger of

returned

prises,

California.

Ruby Martin, contract

over.
.-\ftcr

Junction

changed hands, and will be operated in the future by Anthony J,

walked
Jesse Rice on
Metro,

she

is

clerk for

to the altar with
Ian. ,¥)th, and novir

Airs. Rice.

dandy racoon coat.
Fred S. Phillips, who operates
the Broadway Theatre in Flint.

clusive,

Mich., paid one of his rare visits
various
to
the
exchanges last

buildings in the country.
Excavation will start on March 1st at

a

reported that

is

It

have one of the

Detroit will
most ex-

finest,

modern

film

exchange

ville.

week.

Montcalm and Cass Avenue, where

circuit
announces
Butterfield
that on Feb. 21st, the Capitol

George Weeks, from the New
^'ork office of Paramount, recent-

the

Theatre

Owosso,

in

open, and on March
new house, the State

Mich.; will
1st another
in Pontiac.

ly

conferred

manager of

with

Olto

the Detroit

Bolle,

Paramount

exchange.

proposed

$8()0,0(X)
structure
be erected.
Several of the
national exchanges have already
anplied
for
space.
Walter R.
Stebbins is the builder.

will

Buifalo
KEN MORE,
proud

N. Y.,
of

feel

its

may well
new Ken-

more Theatre which was opened
29.
January
evening,
Friday
Guests included the stockholders,

town
and

daughters,
floral

etc.

gifts

exhibitors

Buffalo

officials,

exchange

men

and wives,
There were many

wishing

success

to

Mitchell Fitzer of Syracuse, who
has leased the house and will operThe
ate it as a link in his chain.
Kenmore has a capacity of 1,.%5.
on one floor, although plans
all
have been made to add a balcony

when needed. Attorney Frank C.
Moore introduced Mr. Fitzer, who
promised the Kenmore folk the
obtainable in motion picture
The theatre buildentertainment.
ing extends 241 feel along Delaware avenue, 118 feet on Chapel
road, 110 feet on Landers road.
The theatre proper is 66 by 205
feet.
Mr. Fitzer has been identified with the motion picture busiAmong
ness for nearly 20 years.
the houses operated by him are the
Swan, Savoy and Rivoli in Syracause and the Strand in Auburn.

William L. Sherry, one of the
veterans of the motion picture industry, has returned frotn Florida
to Buffalo to again assume the
management of the local exchange
of United .Artists. Joe Lilierman,
formerlv with l^niversal in Saint
Canada, is a new member
of the U. A. sales force in Buffalo.
Jack von Tilzer. district
manager, has installed Mr. Sherry
in his managerial position.

John's,

Bill

Bork, booker

at

the

Para-

mount

office, is wearing a three
larger derby.
Joyce Ardith
Bork has arrived at Bill's home
and of course, she's the prettiest
baby in the world.

The

Pow-

Dave Harrison is retainintr the
management of the Empire Theatre in Syracuse under the dissolution of the Fitzcr-Harrison part-

nership

W.

Jefferson Theatre in Roch-

ester has installed two new
ers 6-B projection machines.

.

Miss Marian Gueth, office secretary of Buffalo Zone, M. P. T. O.
of N. Y., has returned to her
desk in the Root building office,
fully
recovered
from a recent
severe illness.

Trass,

L.

manager of

Corporation.

Charles Fornesi is back on the
iob at the Seneca Theatre, Seneca
J'alls,

N.

following

Y.,

a

board of directors, with
Yellen,

president

of

the

Max M.
Buffalo-

Boloxi Corporation and treasurer
of the Main-Go Realty Company,
as president. This means a change
in ownership of the house, but according to a statement issued by

long

siege of illness.

Plans have been completed for

Jim Cardina's new house
avenue,
will

Buffalo,

in Bailey

work on which

start this S])ring.

sizes

^4.4i^^.}..{.4.^4.4.4.4.4.4.^^^^^^^^^4.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^.j.^^^^^

best

Loew's State Theatre, Buffalo,
passed into the hands of a new

the

Strand Theatre in Salamanca, N.
Y., won the managers' honus prize
in
the
contest
conducted last
month b\' the Schine Theatrical

Leo Murphy has been engaged
as a member of the Associated
Exhibitors' sales staff, succeeding

H. Arnold, who recently
to manage the Savoy

E.

signed

Syracuse for Mitchel

Arthur

4-

in

Fitzer.

Rudulph, publicity
manager for the Fox Film Corporation,

end,

w-as

in

visiting

Buffalo last

(2 reel comedies)

Manager
Fox exchange.

Because of the recent city ordinance prohihiting the construction
of a theatre within 50 feet of a
church, school, hospital or orphan
asylum, an amendment will be enacted by the common council in
Rochester permitting the Feny-

Mr. Yellen it will not mean a
change in pylicy.
Loew's State
has been under the control ot
Loew's Buffalo Theatres, Inc., and
will continue to operate under this
name, but with a new administra-

vessy interests to erect a theatre at
Clinton avenue south and Court

tion.

street.

t

I'^aturing- Violet Mersereaii

Sole Direction of Josepli

*

week
Harry

Bailey at the local

SERIES

(INC.)

Rich Richeson, known as "The
Fiddler," has been enengaged as conductor of the orchestra at the Hi-Art Theatre in
Lockport.
K.

Lamb's

MOLLY MAY

re-

Pigskin

Gerald

J.

*
*

*
*

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1

2.

3
4.
5.

6.

Her
Her
Her
Her
Her
Her

First
First
First
First
First
First

Levering

Night in Philadelphia
Night on Broadway
Night in the Jollies
Night with the Bootleggers
Night in Society
Night in Honolulu

+

Etc., Etc.

*

Cranfield and Clarke, (Inc.)
Distributors for the

1476 Broadway

World

*

New York

4**4«*4'**4'4"l"4»+4'4'4"f4»+4"fr*4'«l"4«4»*4'4»4'4'4'4'+***4»4'4»4'4»'H«^«4«4*
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McCAirniV
LJ. will
succeed Ed.
as

manager of

Chicago
Volendorf

c.f

•

First National's ex-

Milwaukee. The change
be effective on Saturday, Jan-

change
will

uary

in

30.

John Lorentz, manager of the
Fox exchange in Milwaukee, was
Chicago

in

for

few days

a

last

week.

Milwaukee
Exchange men
were favored with a visit from J.
Cooper during the past week.
Cooper is manager of four theatres in the state and enjoys the
in

reputation of being a progressive

the Unicjue at

has

been

place
as
located at

local

his

will

be

branch

office

of

the

of F. B. O. in Mil-

January

Arrow

cago.

J.

G. Frackman, Progress Pic-

underwent an
received
by
Frackman's associates at the ProgI'Vackman

recently

iipivation.

Word

ress office indicates that she is
recovering rapidly from the operation.

Louis

Lewis, district manager
Pictures has returned
from a sales conference in Chi-

Floyd

for

S.

re-

purchased a Barton organ
which will be installed in the
State in the very near future, he

The

Board

of

Directors

held

their annual meeting at Herrin,
Present at roll
111., the past week.
John Marlowe, presicall were
dent J. Caesar, secretary, and the
;

;

following
Alperson,

office.

Arthur

in

cently

A. E. Adkinsim, who was temporary manager for the local Associated Exhibitors following the
resignation of Roy Dickson, has
moved over to the Pittsburgh, Pa.,

St.

was a business visitor
Milwaukee last week. He has
Wis.,

office.

Sam Abrams, manager

the

for

sus-

fire

tures' Milwaukee manager, has left
the city for Fvansville, Ind., to be
Mrs.
at the bedside of his wife.

the

take

Wilson, auditor

recently

while he was
a visitor here. Some of his property, which is not used for theatrical purposes, was destroyed in
tained a loss by

the blaze.

Morey Anderson

appointed to
and
booker,
the

for

territory.

C.

Rouman

announced.

York, paid a brirf visit to the Milwaukee exchange last week.
Petro Rouman, manager of the
Rhinelander,
at
Theatre
State

Producers' Distributing
for the
corporation at their Milwaukee exchange has been named to cover
territory

on a trip
northwestern section

left the city

Fox Film Corporation, with headquarters at the home office in New

Mark Morgan, formerly booker

the Wisconsin
same concern.

the

A.

of the
Charles,
Mo., has awarded the contract for
his new theatre there to E. M.
Humphrey, a St. Charles contracThe building will be twotor.
story and basement, SO by 140 feet
and of brick, steel, concrete and
mill construction.

Strand Theatre,

of

Tomah.

St.
ROliERT STEMPFLE

waukee, has
through the

His
exhibitor.
successful
and
houses are the Casino and Strand
at LaCrosse, the Bell at Sparta and

Kane, business mana-

Eddie
Brothers

peddlars

film

Warner

:

Nicky Goldhammer, L^niversal C.
Butch De
L. Hickman, Universal
Mike Dunn,
Frenne, Paramount
Tommv Tobin, F.
St. Louis Film
B. O.: J. Talley. .'\ssociated Exhibitors, and Bill Barron of United

ger for Dtjuglas McLean Pictures,
was among our visitors Saturday,

;

;

30.

;

E. E. Hillar, special serial representative for Pathe, was a caller
cif the week.

;

•

.Artists.

The

theatre at Creel Springs,
has been closed.
Lou Hess, manager for L'niversal, is recovering following a
minor operation for an infection
111.,

in his side.

Roy Dickson has taken charge
Arrow office.
Nat Steinberg has been appointed manager of the Associated

of the local

Exhibitors office here.
charge February 1.

He

took

•

C*incinnati
HM.
was

BYRD,

Theatre,

•

a

recent

of the Forum
ffillsborough, O.,
visitor at the local

exchanges.

The

presented
a very attractive api^earance last
week after the decorations and pennants indicating the March drive
had been distributed and placed ir.
the various places availai)le.
J'".

B.

().

offices

W. C. Chesborough, managing
numerous theatres in Columbus, C).
arrived in the citv last week for

//.

('..

I III

ley's

the express purpose of booking
pictures for his many houses.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Van Delft,

of the Opera House at Mt. Orab, O.
spent a lew days in Cincinnati last
week, doing some general shopping
and looking at several pictures.
Frankie Schreiber, booker de
luxe for Universal here, is also a
bowler of considerable note.
He
has issued a challenge to everyone
connected with the film business,
tliat ho will bowl ,S0 points higher

jiimltil

<lisiil,i\

for

"The Merry

If

id oic"

than his nearest opponent.
Marcella Borgemenke. who has
been connected with the \V. A.
Kaiser enterprises for many years
has resigned her position with this
firm.
Her new connections have
not been announced as yet.
E. A. McAulitTe, formerly with
Associated Exhibitors, has joined
the selling forces of F". B. O. and
will travel

through the Kentucky

territory.

Fred Tines,

(M.-G.-M.)

ill

of

the

the

Columbia

Empire

tlieiilre.

Theatre, Portsmouth, O., is one of
those lucky fellows who if it was
raining soup would be caught with
nothing else but a fork. Jury duty
seems to be his weakness.
Glass partitions have been installed
in
the offices of Hugh
Owens, the new manager for the
local Famous Players exchange.
Chas. Reagan, district manager
for Famous Players with offices in
District
Cincinnati, attended the
Managers meeting of the firm in

Chicago

last

M<>iil;ji)mer\

.

week.

Alii.

February

13,

of the Rose Theatre propSALE
Everett, Washington,
erty
in

was
week by

for a consideration of $40,000

announced

817

1926

in this city last

Joe St. Peter, operator of the
house, whose connections in that
city are in no wise affected by the
The purchasers, whose
transfer.
names were not divulged, are represented by the Citizens' Bank and
Trust Company of Everett, and
the seller was Christina Xickl^sen
of that city.

Edwin J. Rivers, managing director of the Inland Theatre Company of this state, last week announced that he had purchased the
Colonial Theatre in Eugene. Orefrom Mrs. Laura Paine.
gon,
This is the second house to be
added to Mr. Rivers' string since
the purchase of the Arcade Theatre in Walla Walla several months
ago, and is the first house outside
of the state of Washington to be

included in
of houses.

the

new

organization

W. Harden, manager of
United Artists exchange, returned to his local office last week
Charles

the

after a trip to the

New York

City.

home office in
The exchange,

during his absence, was under the
supervision and management of Harold Harden, his son.

efficient

The Burien and South Park
Theatres in this city, suburban
houses formerly owned by Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas, were purchased
last week by Dr. Albert G. McKeown, who

will assume the manof the houses immediate-

John G. VonHerberg, head of
the
Jensen-VonHerberg
theatre
chain, returned last week from

New

York, where he was under

the care of physicians for several
weeks of a very serious illness.
LIlKin the recommendation of his

medical advisors in this

city,

recting.

Reports received by Manager R.
Stackhouse of the .Associated
Exhibitors exchange in this city
indicated that the local A. E. ofS.

is

it

believed that Air. VonHerberg will
leave soon for a recuperative trip
to Florida.

Paul Gray, Western exploitation
director for the Pathe company,

leave this territory soon for
fornia, where they will re-enter
the exhibiting field.

arrived here last
short time with

L. O. Lukan, former manager
of the Universal Exchange in this
city, and now assistant sales director for the West Coast for the

ingham. The house was formerly
operated l)y Mike Newman, of the
Producers Distributing Corporation national organization, and has
also been under the direction of
Bellingham Theatres Comthe
pany, Inc., with Fred Walton di-

branch.

agement
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas plan
ly.

to
Cali-

city when it maintained a picture
policy,
would soon assume the
lease on the Grand Theatre in Bell-

First National Pictures corporation, spent several days in this territory last week with Manager
Fred G. Sliter of the local F. N.

Samuelson
Reports

fice is far

were current

Row last week
Charles W. McKee,

being

competition
conducted

by that company.
Lee Marcus, general sales manager of the Film Booking Offices,
was a visitor at Manager A. H.
Huot's local F. B. O, exchange
this week.
He was accompanied
by A. A. Schmidt, Western division manager.

week to spend a
Manager L. A.

Film

in the lead in

sales

among branches

in this territory.

that

and away

national

the

on

indicated that

former man-

ager of the Heilig Theatre in this

OU til East
M.'\NY

exhibitors took advantage of the M. P. T. O. gettogether banquet in Charlotte to
combine pleasure with business and
the following exhibitors were seen
along film row.

Carolina Theatre, Pinehurst,
N. C. C. I. Gresham, of the Artcraft Theatre, Mooresville, N. C.
E. D. Turner, president and general
manager of the Carolina
Theatres Incorporated, home of-

L. Welch, of the
Victory
Theatre, Salisbury, N. C.
W. f.
Allen, Strand Theatre, N. Wilkesboro. N. C.
E. L. Hearne. Alameda Theatre, Albemarle, N. C.
W. Prevo, of the Palace,
J.

Asheville. N. C.
S.
S.
Stevenson, president and general
manager of the S. S. Stevenson
Theatres, Inc., Henderson, N. C.

C.

;

:

Thomasville, N. C.
A. EsJ.
tridge, of the Gastonian Theatre,
Gastonia, N. C. J. E. Simpson, of
the Ideal Theatre, Gastonia. N. C.
W. T. Gray, of the Loray Theatre,
Gastonia, N. C.
Percy Wells, of
the Howard- Wells .'\musement
:

;

the

:

fice

in

;

Jack Marcus and Mr. 11. J. Paradis, of the Oasis, Wilson, N. C,
the Colonial, Tarboro, N. C., and
White's, Greenville, N. C.
C. H.
.Arrington, of the Palace Theatre,
Rocky Mount, N. C, and many
;

other

from

:

representative
the Carolinas.

The

Colonial

exhibitors

Theatre,

being

on the 8th of February. The old
Broadway was destroyed by fire
last winter and was operated by
the Piedmont Amusement Co. of
that city. The new house which
scats 1,000 will be operated by A.
F. Moses, formerly vice president
of the Piedmont .AmusenieiU Co.
V. K. Rice, who opened the new
Capitol Theatre in Salisbury, N.

brief ca^e full oi
the
exhibitors'

formerly a Patheitc.

dotted

West Coast Theatres Corporation
Martinez, Contra Costa County.
This structure was designed about
two years ago by Architects Reid
Brothers, 105 Montgomery street,
San Francisco, and construction
stfcted but never completed, due
to the death of the owner.
The
estimated cost for the comulniion
of this building is $50,000.

at

There seems to be a general
exodus of home office representatives
from the San Francisco
Pathe Exchange. After a stay of
two months, Auditor J. C. de
.

Waal

left

Jimmie

Meyers,

charge of
the advertising sales department
of the local Paramount Exchange,
is
quite proudly introducing exh'bitors to his new service room.
in

a

mezzanine

floor,

balcony

and

and

L. Levi of
have
gone to
ha\e taken a big

Eddie

Frier

Pathe has
head booker
and Herman

of

in-

Palmer,

Sunset and \''ardi Theaters of this
and many of the out of town

houses.

Scott, general sales manof
Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
made a tour of exchanges in behalf of "Laugh Month" and other

Bruen, Arabian and Ridgemont,
general manager
George E. Herpeck, "\\'inter Garden, secretary-

E. C. Cunningham, tormerly of
the Iris Theater at Pacific Grove,
has taken over Mr. Ed Stark's
theater at Hollister. Mr. Cunningham will act as manager, having
considerable
experience
had
in
operating theaters of his own for-

activities.

treasurer.

merl\-.

;

Harry

ager

;

;

.Activities

of

this

or-

723 Seventh Ave. N. Y.,

as

were

city

Theaters,
Inc.,
with subsequent election of officers shows the following results
L.
R. -Stradley, Cheerio, presiFrank Edwards, Winter
dent
Garden,
vice-president
H. W.

Empire Laboratories

Schmidt

in Seattle.

F;ecently Preddy lamps
stalled in the Wigwam,

for Portland, while In-

installed

include buying, operabuilding,
etc.,
of

leasing,

suburban houses

Pacific

for the past three months, left for
Salt Lake.

Harry

tion,

contracts to get
names
or,
the

Booker L. A. Savage, who
has made San Francisco his home
spector

been
with

ganization

line.

of

theatres that

Charlie Griffith, of the Rosen
Delivery Service, of New
York and Comiccticutt, and Mr.
Rosen, general manager and owner
of the company are Charlotte visitors. They are arranging to put in
an overland lilm delivery through
the Charlotte territory.

Reorganization and reincorporation

new

Film

National

Nevada

Stevenson, was along film
past week arranging pro-

have just opened as well as his
other houses on fhe circuit.

Muthlman and

J. .\.
I'irst

S.

duction for his

The Colonial is of uni(|ue design and appointments. It contains

Lehrback as his assistants. Harr\Schmidt was manager of the Virginia Theater at Vallejo luitil Ids
affiliation with Pathe.
Lehrback
comes to us from Educational,

are being completed and

bids will be called for the completion of a class
"A" theatre
bmlding Litcly acquired by the

S.

row the

where for a
luunber of years he was connected
with, the Southern Theatre there.

PLANS

;

on the site of the old Broadway Theatre in Winston-.Salem,
N. C. will be ready for occupancy

Earle
Griggs,
exploiteer
for
Universal, who makes his headquarters in Atlanta, passed through
Charlotte on his way to Asheville.

O.,

built

;

A

on

augurated.

in

from Columbus,

and lounge

the former floor.
straight picture policy has been in-

April will assume management of the Colonial. Mr. Rice for
several years was manager of the
Piedmont Amusement Co. and well
known in Winston- Salem. He is
C.

Wilmington, N. C. Jas. L.
Williamson, of the Operai House,
Hamlet, N. C. Chas. Picquet, of
Co.,

Ifiwer floor with offices

rooms

I

Bryant

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
MOTIOB PICTOBE riLM

Motion Picture

818

K ansas
MILLER,

BILL

former treas-

urer of the Empress and ShuCity, has
bert Theatres. Kansas
accepted a position in charge of
ticket sales for the new teatro de
Algria, a lavishly built house in
Miami Shores, Fla.

H. Koepler, United Artists reptaken

has
resentative,
Beyers
theatre

of

over the
P~xcelsior

Springs, Mo., he announced.

Several theatres in the Kansas
City territory were "dressing up"

new equipment
Two new Motiograph

wifli

week.

this

projection

machines were installed in the
Ashland Theatre, Kansas City,
and two in the Westport Theatre,
a suburban house of Kansas Cit>.

Hut he got even witli them.
Last week .Adolph Eisner, former
president of the AI. P. T. O Kan,

sas City,
service.

was summoned
Several

jury

to

farmers

were

discharged, but Eisner was retained as an "ideal" juryman to
hear the case of a delayed shipEisner's only
ment of cabbage.
knowledge of farm products were
chtained tlirough a Pullman winThe case was disposed of
dow.
and the case of a motion picture
Then tlie
onera'or was next.
farmers were forced to do their
duty, being adjudged "good men
for the case," while Eisner went
gleefully homeward.
to
spring served
tint
of
quicken the pulse of business
along Kansas City's movie row
this week.
Joe Levy, well known
veteran, was named Warner Bros.,

A

branch manager, succeeding Louis
l\eichert. who was transferred to
the Washington, D. C. branch.

W.

Ouillian, vice-president of
I.
I'jiterprise Distributing Corp., was
a Kansas City visitor, remaining
long enough to predict that the

e zv s

City

year 1926 would be a pace-setter.

Edward Wagoner, P. D. C,
home office representative, conducted a sales meeting at the local
office.

time in twenty
years Harvey Day. general manager of Kinograms, and Stanley
Chambers, managing director of
the Miller Theatres, Wichita, Kas.,
met and renewed old friendship
this week.
P'or

the

first

Rhoden, Midwest Film
E. C.
Distributor president, was hustling
in the territory, as were Joe Levy,

Warner Bros., branch manager,
and Lloyd Willis, special Warner
representative, and C. F. Senning,
Educational branch manager.
D. J. McGowan, First National
special representative, held a sales
meeting at the local branch.

W.

Rodebaugh, after several
years absence from the film busiC.

ness, has returned a^ a representhe Independent Film
tative of
Company in Kansas City.

"Gerry"

Akers,

former

Para-,

mount and Universal official
Kansas City, has purchased an

iti

in-!

terest in the Standard Film E.xchange in Kansas City, it was announced this week.

Tom

Byerle,
National
First
liranch manager who has been confined in Research hospital, ill of
typhoid fever, is improving, according to physicians.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City market this week were
Conrad Ga:

Amusement

Garden City
Company, Garden

briel,

City,
Kas.
Evsley Barbour, Joplin, Mo.
J.
H. Bunch, Strand, Osage City,
Kas. Ben Lev>-, Hippodrome, Jop;

:

lin,

Mo.

ton,

Kas.

C. L.

;

;

Mc\'ey, Herring-

Harry AlcClure. Strand,

Emporia, Kas.

lanaoa
d
PROMINENT

citizens of HamOntario, attended the
dinner which was tendered to Ray
Tubman the new manager of the
Capitol Theatre, Hamilton, at the
Roval Connaught Ho*el, the diairman being George Stroud, manager of the Pantages Theatre. Manager Tubman was welcomed to the
city by Mayor Jutten and Judge
Gauld. Among the speakers were
Clarence Robson and Harry Sedgwick of Toronto, officials from the
head office of Famous Players
Canadian Corn., which is operatOther
ing the Hamilton Capitol.
prominent guests included Conilton,

A

LLI'.X

j,

U'KI':i-,I''K,

local

representative for Producers Distributing Corporation;
lias been promoted to the managership of the Salt Lake branch
James Riley
of liis or,ganizati()n.
has been appointed to fill the va-

1

-t

sales

cancy

W.

left

by Mr. 0"Keefe.
Matthews, manager

Morrison, Aid. H. E. Wilmanager of the Strand Theatre, Hamilton
J. D. Chilman, secretary of the Hamilton Football
Qui)
Sam Alanson, well-known

troller

ton,

;

;

Canadian athlete and others. The
prowess of Ray Tubman on the
football field, a la Red Grange,
was extolled by various speakers.
W. G. Rupay, rnanaarer of the
Griddin Theatre at Woodstock,
Ontario, literally had some old
friends drop in to sec him recently
when three airplanes from ToOhio, made a voluntary landing at Woodstock, the pilots being

ledo,

personal

friends

of

Mr.

Rupay,

S.
B.
Sturtevant, owm-r and
manager of the Majestic Theatre,

Colo., sends wo'-d that he
about to leave for u extended
trip to California for a vi-^it to
Mr. Sturtevant
the large studios.
is one of the pioneer exhibitors of

Fruita,
is

the territory.

for
received word that he
will
be transferred to the San
Francisco branch of F. B. O.
within a few days, as manager.
)uring the transfer the Denver
office will be under the temporary
management of Fred Lind.

Several new theatres are reported to ha\c o]>ened or about to
open out in the territory. A new
700 seat house is being erected in
Las Cruces, N. M. by the Las
Crnccs Drug Co.
The .American
Let^iun nf .Alamosa, Colo, have

HO.

home

1'.

B.

E.

O.

1

DLKI';, assistant secre-

tary of Producers Distributing Corporation, spent several
days of last week in Cleveland,
manager Robert
division
with
Cotton.
The exhibitor force of Mansfield was practically all on sickTim Roberts, of
leave last week.
the Park and Whiteway was laid
up with a bad cold, and W. A.
Majestic and
of
the
I'artella,

Opera House was

confiiK-d

to

his

for like reasons.
It was too cold for exhibitors
to
leave their native lairs last
week and subject themselves to
the Lake Eric breezes.
The only
out-of-towncrs listed on the Film
Bldg. register were L. W. KumIcr,
Pantheon, Toledo
C.
O.
IVederick, Moose Theatre, Norwalk A. J. Buck. Colonial, Fostoria; Earl C. Lair, Loui.sville,
;

;

who had seen service in tlie Royal
Flying Corps.
Club quarters for members of
the Ontario Division of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners have
been established on a floor of the
Hermant
street East,

The

Building,

21

Dundas

of

Famous

Toronto.

hockey

team

Players Canadian Corp., Ltd., Toronto, is leading in its series of
the Toronto Hockev League with
three other local clubs. The latest
match was wcin in overtime b\'
the film stars bv a score of 2 to 1.
Mel Hudson of Famous Players,

incidentally, is the leading scorer
of the series, while Jimmie Tallon
The
is
second in tiiis respect.
team consists of: Goal, Bossin;
defence, Taylor and Hudon cen;

wings. Tallon and
Heggie
Grant
substitutes,
Martin and
Murphy.
The Montreal Theatre Manatre,

;

;

Association has decided to
another Bal Masque and
following the immense
cabaret,
success of the first venture last
The dance is being held at
year.
the Venetian Gardens, Montreal,

gers
hold

on February

of the

about

T_\-o,

which

Colo.

finished a 700 scat theatre
will be leased by the organization. Messers. J. D. Tones
and Carmichael of Clovis, N. M.
have just opened a new 400 seat

house called the Rex. John Foster
and J. A. Clayton have completed
plans for the opening of their new
theatre in Artesia, N. M.
It will
have a capacity of 500 seats.
Exhibitors visiting Denver during the week were Dave Hess,
owner and manager of the PrinIris
cess, Del Norte, Colo., and
Theatre, Monte Vista, Colo. Mrs,
;

Louisville; C. W. Goodrich. Chardon Theatre, Chardon and Forney L. Bowers. Opera House, Ne\v
:

Philadelphia.
1-loyd
division
Willis,
central
manager for Warner Brothers,
si)ent the week end in Cleveland.
Dr. B. I. Brody, Mrs. Brody
and their son, have left for a
tliree weeks trip to Cuba.
Dr.
Brody is head of the Bro;>flv -iv
circus shows up to the present day

12,

as

a

St.

\'alen-

tine feature.

Tyo

T1il:i"-

'

ray,

Warner
R.
Gilmour.
Chas.
Bros, manager is making a sales
trip

to

Western Nebraska

[wints

G. E. Rosenwald. local
manager for Universal has returned from a business trip into
the Wyoming territory.
Joseph

this

week.

Ashby, First National manager"
took advantage of the wonderful
spring-like weather and made i,
trip to Colorada points by auto
rLturnina a few days ago.

the

new Cedar-Lee Theatre

Road,

Cle\eland

i"

Lee

Heights

A freak accident \a^ week
caused the death of Paul Lazare,
29.

Ball

owner and manager of the
Park Theatre, 69(» Lexing-

An overton .\ve., Cleveland.
heated furnace in the basement of
The blast
the theatre exploded.
hurled a door against I^zare and
fractured his skull.

ij
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AMONEMEXT
provide

819

already on
Ogdensburg.

is

foot to

N. Y., with another theatre,

re-*

placing the one burned two weeks
ago, and which was being operated
at the time by J. S. Burnham. The
head of a chain of several houses
in New York state, whose identity is not being disclosed at the
present time, is said to be negotiating for a site upon which to erect
a large theatre. The municipal authorities of the city are also considering the advisability of erecting a house and J. S. Burnham has

come forward with

an

offer

to

contribute $10,000 in the undertaking and also to take a lease of the
same for a period of fifteen years.
.Samuel VV. Burns, who was at

one time connected with Warner
has
been
Brothers'
exchange,
named by Sidney Sampson, as

manager

in

Albany for the Bond

Photoplay Corporation.
H. S. Riehl, of Buffalo, representing Golden Arrow Pictures,
now toeing distributed through the
Ereedom exchange, announced that
he would open an exchange here in
the near future.
Duringthc past week exchange
managers decided to hunt up business for themselves,
.\ustin Interrante of Warner Brothers, went
to Utica, to arrange for a road-

showing, and Jack Krause manager of Associated Exhibitors, was
in Saratoga, and elsewhere.
Walter ilays, head of the Mark
Strand operating company, was in
Albany during the past week, com-

from Buffalo.

ing on

Mr. Hays

expressed himself as much pleased
with the new improvements. Miss
Mary Skelly, an usher at the Mark
Strand, was operated on last week,
for

appendicitis,

jwrted as
recovery.

being

is

somewhat

Departing

former

but

policy,

now

on the road

Claude

reto

from his
owner

E'ish,

of the .American theatre, in Schenectady, instead of playing all
pictures for a single day. will

now

hold over some of the better drawing ones for two days.
Frank X. Breymaier, who has
been managing the Barcli in Schenectady, since it was reopened in
the early fall, has been promoted to
the
in

management of the V'an Curler,
Mr. Breymaier
the same city.

will continue to handle the advertising
and exploitation of the

group

Schenectady
of
Farley
A. J. Rochell, who has
been handling the Van Curler,
has gone to Elmira, where he will
houses.

manage

the Majestic.
pictures
running
for
straight weeks are to be given
the American, in Troy, according

Bigger

announcement

an

to

The house

just

handled by

is

made.

Edward

Trembly.

The forty or more employees
of the Farash Theatres in Schenectady, held a meeting one night
last
week at the State Theatre
fnr the purpose of
forming a
mutual benefit association.
Benefit Stern, of the Lincoln
Theatre,
Troy,
purchased
an
automobile during the past week.
Walter Roberts, manager of the
Troy Theatre, also bought a car
a short time ago, and it is now a

money

Zone

headquarters,

terested

in

will

be

in-

knowing

that she has
secured a position in .\'ew York
being connected with
the
X'ital exchange.
W'hen the .Albany i'"ilm Board
of Trade met this week, a proposal advanced for another dance
in the near future
was discussed.
It appears that the dance of two
weeks ago failed to bring much
city,

out

of

Comparatively few exhibitors
tended the affair.

It

is

now

at-

plan-

ned to make the next ball more
of an exhibitors' affair.
The benefit given at the Colon-

Theatre

ial

Albany

in

Filkins, a salesman
F. B. O. exchange,

for Harold
at the local

who

very
ill.
netted a considerable
sum.
Julius Berinstein donated the use
of the theatre while the organist
and other employees contributed
their

is

share.

Bob Landry, of Ogdensburg,
gave a benefit performance at his
theatre last week to aid a number
of actors who had been stranded
in the northern city through the
fire that wrecked the O.gdensburg

Opera House.
Undismayed by the fire that
consumed his theatre in Fonda,
William Yan Alstine is now looking

about

for

another

location,

and lias already written several
exchanges in this city to the effect
that he will have another house

m

near future.

the

In spite of every medical attention possible, Mrs. Maurice Sullivan, wife of the owner of the
San Souci in Watervliet, died a
week or so ago, from pneumonia.

common

sight to see the two men
talking over cars and accessories.
The many friends made by
Miss Carolyn Goodman, while she
acted as secretary at the .Albany

fund being created
work or sick.

into the

those

for

Miss

Esther

Dwore,

whose

brother George, runs the Cameo
and Capitol theatres in Schenectady, was in New York city last
week on a shopping trip.
Bob Wagner, who
formerly

ran

the

Rialto Theatre

in

Little

once more back in the
game, having remodeled an old
church in Oriskany, and reopened
the place as "The Star" Theatre.
-Mr. Wagner has had a great deal
of experience in the show business
and, it is understood that his plans
l~alls,

is

for a chain of small theatres
central New York.

call
in

The

week

brought
a^
ownership of the
theatre in
Salem, when Frank
Wurm took over the house from
John Gillies, who had been running the theatre with much sucpast
in the

change

cess.

Ted O'Shea, local manager for
Metro-Goldw>n, made a trip during the past week to Kingston.
Saugerties,
Hudson and other
places south of this city,

William
stota,

is

McNeeley,
still

of Canaendeavoring
to

thresh out the Sunday situation in
that village.
It appears
that at
the recent taxpayers' election, it
was voted to have Sunday shows,
but during the days have followed, certain
legal
entanglements
have arisen and as a result no
Simday shows have
yet
been
staged.
The village is midway

between Utica and Syracuse.
James Roach, manager of

the
F"arash theatres in Schenectady, is
more than busy these days in
looking after the details of the
chain as W. W. Farley, owner of
the houses, is in Miami, and will
probably be there for three or
four weeks yet.

The southern part of New
York state is now being covered
for the local Fox exchange by
George H. Rosenbaum, a

former

resident of Philadelphia, who recently came to this city with the
E'ox branch.

The
Madison
Theatre
in
Oneida, run by Mike Kallete, was
entered by burglars a week or so
ago, but no money was
taken.
The combination of the safe was
smashed before the burglars were
scared away, leaving their tools
on the floor of Mr. Kallette's office.
During the past few weeks,
Mr. Kallete has been remodeling
the rooms above his theatre for
the use of the Citizens' Club.

Baltiimore
FRANK
the
gone

to

DURKEE,

manager of

Palace Theatre, here, has
Florida for a two- weeks'

vacation.

Some

exhibitors from
are scheduled to attend the Naked Truth dinner on
February 6, in New York City are
Mr. and Mrs. Harrv Reddisch, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter 1). Pacy, .Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick Clement Weber, J.
Louis Rome and Mr. and Mrs. Guy

Baltimore

of

the

who

:

Burgan has succeeded
Volz as manager of the
Apollo
Theatre,
1500
Harford
Robert

John

.Avenue.

George Tacobs, manager of the
Goldfield

913
Warner
street, underwent an operation for
appendicitis at Mercy Hospital last
week, and is now getting along
Theatre,

nicely.

Thomas

Wonders.
E. A. Lake,

1).

Goldberg, manager

"^'ork City.

Raphael Schroeder, accountant
for the Associated Theatres Company, Baltimore, has returned from
Boston where he went to attend a
wedding.

manager of Keith's

Hippodrome, here, has returned
from a two weeks' trip to Jacksonville, Fla.
J.

of the Walbrook and Harford
Theatres, spent part of the week
beginning, Monday, January 25, in

New

L.

man

Fitzgerald, formerly salesfor Producers Distributing

S.

has now joined the
forces for F'ilm Booking Offices.

Corporation

Lou Bates has resigned as manager of the Washington, D. C. office of Producers Distributing Corporation.

Harry Weiner, formerly manager
of the Washington, D. C. office of
VVarner Brothers. Inc., has resigned to go to Philadelphia with
the .Associated Exhibitors.
Clarence Eiseman, formerly with
Universal as a salesman, is in Baltimore now representing the Inde-.
pendent Film Company.
Harrx- Levy, formerly with Producers Distributing Corporation is
now with Exhibitors iMlm Exchange as a salesman.

Jerry

manager

Morris Epstein has resigned the
position of Universal Washington,
D. C. office manager and has been

COSTUMES FOR HIRE

succeeded by Morton Van Praag.
Sam Gallanty, formerly with
Producers Distributing Corporat'on. now has become Washington,
D. C. office manager of the Independent F'ilm Company.

Marks
of

has

resigned

as

Progress Exchange, Washington, D. C. and has
been succeeded by Miss Betty M.
Rose. The salesman of that com-

PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

the

pany

will be Ribnitzki, formerly a
IJniversal booker.

Work

on the improvement being

made on Warner Brothers Metropolitan Theatre, Baltimore,

is

rap-

idly

nearing completion. The

new

box

office at

the North and Pennsylvania corner entrance of the
playhouse was placed in operation
last week and the former entrance

North avenue now has been
turned into an exit exclusively.

on

The

Lincoln Theatre, WashD. C., will be managed
hereafter by Walter Pinchback.
who succeeds Charles E. Lane, Jr..
who has resigned.
ington.

Due

George A. Hicky, disfor Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Washington. D. C. office being on the sick list,
Sam
trict

to

supervisor

Burger, special representative ol
that coJJipany, is filling his place
for the present.

BROOKS

1437 Broadway
5580 Pen.

Tel.

Motion Picture N e rv s
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Mlinneapo
Lee Darling of Kenmare. N. D.
and his wife, spent a week in the
Twin Cities recently.
Frank Buckley and Roy McMinn. interested in the Superior,
Wis., Princess and Capital and
the Virginia, Minn., Royal, have

LAMBKRT

HAYS, brother oi
Hays, general
h e od o re
mana^'cr for Finklostein & Ruben,
He
(lied recently in Minneapolis.
ran the Bijou candy store over
T

the old Bijou Theatre
apolis for many years.

William

Muer
The

Minne-

from the Twin Cities.
Fd Buckley (No relation to
Frank) was in the cities from
Olivia where he has the Idle Hour
returned

booker of tlie
Pathe exchange, has

Grant,

Minneapolis
joined

"in

the sales force. Harry
the new booker.

L.

is

Theatre.

Lake, Minn., commercial club is sponsoring lormaPrior

C. Remington,
oldest film salesmen
ritory, has
resigned

H.

company to build a
The Palace is to
be torn down to make way for a
new structure to scat 2,200
t'on of a stock
theatre there.

booth of the .American Theatre at Muscatine, Iowa,
did considerable damage but the
patrons tiled out in orderly man-

Joe

Maitland.
theatre,

manager
St.

of

Paul,

the

Tower

the
is
"How did you do it
big question Sam Kaufmann. door
man at the Metropolitan Theatre

Minneapolis,

in

Minn.

has

to

answer

several hundred times a day now.

was back at his desk
Mr. Maitland has been associated

howex'er. he

with the theatrical business for
thirt\-three years and his experience dates from the medicine and
c'rcus shows up to the present day

methods.

Hazel Gross has opened
Robbinsdale theatre at
Robbinsdale, Minn., a surburb of
Mrs.

the

new

ner.

Minneapolis.

X. J. Portlancc is sixnisoring a
prop<ised $.35,000 theatre at Columbia Heights, Minneapolis.

manager of Producers Distributing Corporation stopped in Min-

.Scarcely
had Joe Maitland.
veteran -theatre
man of the
Northwest, taken charge of Joe
Friedman's Tower Theatre in St.
Paul when he was taken ill and
before he was again up and around
they had him all ready, as he said,
to "check out."
Within the week

ProCorporation

?"

T.oyal-

in the

ter-

from

nipeg.

\\'yckofT.

l-'ire

this

the

in

staff

Milnar of the Aniu/.u
theatre. Spring Valley, Minn., has
taken over the Opera House at

car.

in

of

Distributing
Minneapolis.
He will be
succeeded by W. Gould, formerly
of Film Booking Offices at Win-

ducers

Joseph

R. W. Hines, owner of
ton and Rowdle, S. L)., theatres, is
recovering from painful injuries
fleeing from bandits
receive<i
in
who attemnted to hold h'm up recently.
Mr. Hines dodged the
bandits and drove without lights
which caused the wrecking of his

one

VV.

J.

Alorgan,

general

sales

Mayberry,
with
Cecil
neafjolis
division representative, recently on
his way to the west coast.
Minneapolis
O'Toole,
manager of Producers, returned
from trips to Duluth
last week
He
and to Southern Minnesota.
is now in South T)?.kota.
J.

E.

He

reduced his weight 100 pounds
with the assistance of a
specialist and now looks more like
Doug Fairbanks than like Walter

or

so

Hiers.

Al Peterson of the Grand and
Theatres,
International
Loyalty
Falls, Minn., was in Minneapolis
three days last week.
John Reek of Erskine, Minn.,
has taken over the Grand Theatre
at

Mcintosh from

M

C.

Howe.

E. T. Gomersall, Fox manager
for Minneapolis and the Northwest, made a trip to Ciiicago last

week.

Tohnson of the Red
auditorium, dropped into
Minneapolis the other day.
C. F. Schnee who handles the
I^nique at Litchfield, Minn., w"as

George

Wing

also a visitor.

Miss Mabel Dunn who was

in

the Metro- Gold wyn office here for
•several years before she became
Mrs. M. W. Coles, is back on the
stafT to help out in the rush of

work.

Fox

its
sales conference
yeek and made plans to
make February a "Jimmy Granger

here

held

last

Month"

tribute

in

to

general

its

manager.
F. F. Witte has taken o\er the
Star Theatre from L. E. Dhabolt
of Sherborn, Minn.
Ed Anderson from the Princess

Theatre

Aberdeen,

at

S.

here last week.
Fred Knispel, division

D.,

visited

repreDistri-

sentative of the Producers

Corporation, is laid up at
in Minneapolis with an
attack of carbuncles on his leg.
S. A. Shirley, district manager
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, spent
of
several days with the Minneapolis
organization recently.
W. P. Cameron is a new salesbuting
his

home

man on

Metro

the

staff.

Max

Rivkin has resigned after
11 years on the Metro staff in the
Northwest. Now there is an argument on as to who is the oldest
employe.
L. J. Blumberg, salesman, declares he has been there
Miss Anne Griffin of
nine years.
the office force says that she has
been there eight years, having
beaten Manager Fisher to the job
by 10 days. Joe Comer, assistant
manager, declares he has been
there as long as anybody.
Metro men bring back the reSchwie
that
Prosper F.
port
opened to a great business at his
Orpheum in Duluth.

Much

maniis
Garrick Theatre
here which opened Monday.

fested
trial

interest

local

in

the

Ne\>? England
1^ HL

new United Theatre at
Westerly, R. I. opened Monmany officials
night with

(la\'

from

New York

and Boston

at-

tending as well as officers of the
from
Corpn.
United
Theatres

New York and New Jersey.
I'roniinent city and state officials
were guests. James Thornton is
manager of the house. He is the
son ni Owen Thornton, who is
manager oi the theatres at Arctic
the
same
Kiverpoint
for
and
company.
The house is one of
the most attractive and completely

cc|uii)pcd

in

Rhode

Island.

Faulke, who formerly
F. H.
conducted a theatre in Norfolk
Downs, Mass., has taken over
the National Theatre at Winchendon. Mass., formerly owned
by T. B. Wilkinson.
Chester Sawin, formerly manager for Vitagraph at its Boston
offices and associated with Warner Brcjthers, resigned to become
Producers
associated
with
the
Distributing Corporation. District
^L^nager Kline is in charge of the
Vitagraph exchange for the present.

Division Manager O'Donnell of
the Associated Exhibitors came
over from New ^'ork for a stay

of several days at the Boston offices of the company.
James O'Hara, formerly shipI)er for F. B. O. at Boston, has
resigned to take charge of the
shipping department of the Pathe

^

exchange

in Boston.
A. Curran, assistant manager,
and J. J. Jennings, a salesman of
the Pathe Offices, Boston, ar"
wearing the highly prized gold
buttons denoting their association
with Pathe for a period of ten
years. Several others of the stafif
have received silver buttons denoting live year's service.
Independent Film, Inc., which
occupies 10 and
12
Piedmont
street,
Boston, is
cutting away
J.

the partition and will increase its
office
space by adding No. 14
Piedmont street to its suite. The
basement is being similarly enlarged, giving the exchange about
.SO i)er cent, additional floor space.
.M Dow of the New York offices of Paramount, \vas a visitor
to Boston during the week and
was the guest of Manager John
P. Freeman of the Strand Theatre, Maiden, Mass. during a part
of his stay in the Huh.
Work is progressing rapidly on
the new theatre at Middlctown,

Conn., being built for the S. & S.
Corporation. The building is now
closed in and the interior work
has started. The theatre will be
opened early in the spring according to present plans.
C.

fice of the Fox Film Corporation,
as personal representative of J. R.
Granger, recently paid a visit to
the Boston exchange.

HOUSTON

H. Williams, former owner

of the Franklin Park
F>oston, is enjoying a
of
several
weeks in

making

Theatre,
vacation

Canada,

headquarters at the
Chateau I'rontenac, Quebec.
his

Jack Pegler, special exploitation

man

for Pathe, with headquarters
in New York City, was a visitor
at the Boston exchange for several
days during the week.
R. W'. Kinary of the Dreamland
Theatre, Bellows Falls, Vt., was in
Boston for a few davs during the
week visiting the exchanges. It is
understood that he will build a new
theatre in Bellows Falls in the
Spring.
R. C. Cropper, manager of the
Boston exchange of Pathe, spent
several days the past week at the
New York headquarters.

Charles
vision

Hcnschel,

Eastern

manager for Pathe, was

diin

attendance at the Boston offices of
the company for two days during
the week.

Max

Roth of the

New York

of-

MR.

of

several
via
stay in

for

turning

Horwitz,

Texas and

the

who have been

Theatres

York

Wm.

and Mrs.

jr.

home

weeks, are reAfter

Havana.

Cuba
a short
return to Houston.

W. M.
man, was

Iris

New

in

they

will

Leeves, Dallas exchange
in

on a business

Houston

last

trip.

week
•

L. Polonoakos announced that
the New Ritz Theatre would be

rushed to completion and would
It
be operating in fifteen days.
has been under construction for
si.x months.

The new million dollar movie
palace James H. Jones is erecting
taking
is
Famous-Players
for
mass of steel and brick
form.
will soon grow into one of the
South's most beautiful theatres.
Mrs. Rossie Morton Jackson of

A

San .\ntonio
ton.

is

visiting in

Hous-

West Coast's "Relations" Dept.
Charts Patron Preferences
Gauge

Public's Tastes

the pulse of a
TAKING
patrons, and constantly

million the-

atre

striv-

By

Personal

Touch and Questionnaires

and the West Coast Theatres
Public Relations Department is maintained
and operated with just one object in view,
the good will of the public.
Sol Lesser in speaking of the success of
the Public Relations Department attributes
it to the interest and efficiency of his organization.
"The days when the rental of
an average motion picture film, the engagement of a mediocre piano player, and an
l)atrons,

and critical in its entertainment demands,
and certainly has a right to be, but what
forms of entertainment carry the greatest

ing to gain and maintain their good
appeal to the greatest number of people
the daily task of the West Coast
is
Relations
Department,
a problem which can only be solved
Public
Theatres
through close contact and co-operation on
members of the .organization deny that it
the part of the theatre management and
On the contraiy
is a formidable problem.
the patron.
contend that the Jiatrons themselves re"Our department of Public Relations enspond in a manner which makes the work
deavors to establish and maintain this conmerely a matter of efficient organization.
tact through personal touch, questionnaires,
indifferent ticket seller were all that were
The West Coast Theatres, Inc., as far
and various systems which do not cause our
essential to the theatre business, are past.
as can be determined, were the first, and
The public lias })econi(' more discriminating
patrons the slightest inconvenience.
Letonly, large theatrical organization in the
ters of praise or adverse criticountry to establish a depart""
""""
I
cisms of a picture come direct
ment of this nature.
to our attention and we tabuMany of us find it a diffi- |
I
late
the
statements and use
cult task to please or satisfy
j
|
or
1
our little group of friends or |
them as a guide for the future.
the immediate members of our
"Pleasing the grownup is far
several years we have been receiving refamily.
Few of us would care
more simple in the matter of
quests
for
theatre plans, usually for houses
to assume the responsibility of
selection
the
than
pleasing
keeping this limited number enranging in seating capacities from three to
children.
Progi'ams for youngtertained, and the majority of
seven hundred. The prospective builders generally
sters must not only be enterus would laugh and be greatly
taining but must be of a luiture
state that they are willing to pay for this service.
amused over the brief comwhich
future
protect
these
answer these requests, in effect, that we have
mand "Take the pulse of a
fathers and mothers from anyno plans to recommend for their use, and for these
million theatre patrons, learn
thing coai'se, crude, suggestive
reasons
Each theatre project must receive inditheir likes and dislikes, asceror demoralizing in the slightest
vidual
study
in
order to provide the greatest returns
tain what they are seeking in
degi'ee.
What may amuse and
for capital invested.
Perhaps a severe digression
form of entertainment,
the
greatly entertain a child might
from orthodox theatre design will eliminate an exmeet their requirements, and
at the same time prove most
exercise constant vigilance that
pense in construction or, as is often the case, the
liarmful to his mind, and the
the youtliful members of the
protection of the childish mind
plot on which the theatre is to be built may call for
million are protected from anyis of paramount importance to
special plans. And there are numerous other angles
thing
that
grownups
alone
the
officials
of West
Coast
to building theatres that make following plans speshould see."
Theatres, Inc.
cifically drawn for one house unsuited for a general
Sounds like a superhuman
"With the view to logically
application.
task, yet it is being carried on
and
constructively
handling
in a most systematic and sucthis phase of work, the Public
recommend that prospective builders secure
cessful manner by the Public
Relations
Department
mainthe services of an architect who, if possible, has had
Relations Department of the
tains a special organization for
experience
in
theatre
design.
It is the duty of an
West Coast Theatres, Inc. The
the presentation of Junior Matarchitect to plan a project, in cooperation with his
officials
of this organization
inees for youngsters. This orM. Gore, Pres.
client, to the end of reducing expenditures as far as
A. L. Gore,
ganization is under the superVice Pres.; Sol Lesser, Sec'y.
practicable and yet build a theatre that will meet
vision
of
Ryllis
Hemington.
A. M. Bowles, Gen. Manager;
the demands of the particular locality.
Miss Hemington who is in adAlso, an
operating one hundred and sixarchitect personally supervises the .actual building
dition to being familiar with
ty-eight theatres and catering
entertainment values, and who
construction so that there can be no alterations or
to in excess of a million pathas made a special study of the
skimping of the plans or specifications.
rons yearly, attribute their sucminds of children has a corps
cess to this simple receipt
It is false economy for theatre builders to forego
of assistants engaged in this
"Determining
what
appeals
work with her.
an architect's services to save a nominal fee. This
most to the public and furaishsum is relatively small and often is repaid several
"Prior to its general release,
ing it in the most entertaining
arrangements are made whereby
times over in reduced cost of construction, or a
and uplifting form possible."
a special preview of a picture
more practical theatre building.
The great problem is ascerto be showing in one of our
taining with some degree of acP. M. Abbott.
theatres is given for mothers,
curacy, a representative tabuteachers, women's clubs or any
lation of the feelings of the
(Continued on next page)
will

is

'

'^-

Architect

FOR

•

We

:

:

We

;

Contractor
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Arranging Junior
(Continued from preceding page)
organization which cares

Show Programs

In

recofriiized

send a representative. The film is carefully
studied and later discussed for the purpose
of deciding- whether any scene or bit of
action would be likely to have any other
than a most helpful influence on the minds
of children. If any question does arise on
this angle, notes are made and the qucs
tionable parts of the film are cut for the
showing at the Junior Matinees. AH the
objections are carefully tabulated on cai-ds,
and these cuts are made every time the film
is shown at a Junior Matinee in any West
Coast theatre.
"Another outstanding tValiirc of this

work being conducted under the sui)ervision of Miss Hemington is the fact that
the general public, through representatives
of various organizations, are made to feel
that their views, suggestions and constructive criticism is welcome at all times; that
the paramount aim of West Coast
is
it
Theatres, Inc., to please the General Public and not sit in final judgment on entertainment with the arl)itrary attitude 'Take
it

or leave

it.'

"Give the
and desires
theatrical

i)ublic

just

what

it

likes

gnat problem of the
owner afler all, and West Coast
tiie

is

theory

on the
better judge of

operates

its

likes

that

and

there

is

(lislil<<'s

n.)

tliaii

the public itself."

Pretentious

'Tlumes''

New

Fancbon and Marco Idea
'

ii

I'lunies," was the title of the West
Coast Presentation staged at Loew's State
Theater, Los Angeles, tlie week of January
23 to 29th. It is a Fanchon and Marco Idea
featuring Frederick Kovert and his $5,000.00

This gorgeous gown was
used in the "Queen of Sheba."
The presentation opens with Helene
Hughes singing "Behind the Fan" with a
chorus of Sunkist Beauties wearing a novel
costume with great strings of pearls hanging between the girls and attached to their
dresses.
A black drop is used and at the
conclusion of the numl)er this opens disclosing a tall column lighted with color

peacock costume.

A

coniplelely equipped playroom presided over by a trained nurse and furnished tiith a
variety of toys and devices for the amusement of youtiiisters while their parents icitness the
shoiv in the main auditorium is one of the features of the neiv Hardittji Theatre in Chicago.

Children's Playroom Proves a
Box Office Asset at Harding

THE

playroom

for children with a
attendance and a complete
equipment of toys and devices for
tiie annisement of kiddies is one of the outstandijig service features of the New Harding Theatre in Chicago, recently opened by
According to the manLubliner & Trinz.
agement of the house, this i)la.Yroom is proviiisja foi'niidablc box office atti'action.
It
ni.rse

in

veniences afforded by the nursery under
the care of a competent trained nurse, while
their mothers view the entertainment in the

auditorium of the Harding.
The jilayroom has a specially canvassed
and padded floor so that the children are

winding stairs which
curve around the column and disappear.
The entire background is black velvet. Myra
Kinch ai)]>ears on the stairs and daiu-es,
with the chorus as a background for the first
Helene
half of the dance, finishing alone.
Hughes in a black dress and a great head
dress of black ])lumes stands on the stairs

thrown

upon

it,

a

Circuit

]irnvided.

Many
ki(Ulies

appliances

have been

and

toys

that

delight

installed, including swings,

see-saws, teeter-totters,

spiral

and straight

sand piles and a variety of blocks.
Musical chairs, which play when sat upon,
also provide n tin-ill for the youngsters.
gliders,

Novelty Staged
Columbia, Seattle

Musical

at

A novelty in musical jjrescntations was
offered by ^Manager Robert W. Bender of
the Coluinbia Theatre, Seattle, last week,
when Francesco Longo, director of the Colmnbia All-Artists Orchestra, offered a piano
solo played in comi^arison with the same
s(>Iection
as recoi-ded by himself several

Joins Vaudeville
Kansas City

in

.Vmy Cox. formerly ofTicc manager of the
A'irginia-Carolina Managers Circuit, with
ofificeR in Atlanta, for a number of years, has
moved to Kansas City to assume the management of the vaudeville and presentation
acts with Gus Sun-Ackerman Harris, Inc.

P

I
I
}

The wall decoraprotected against falls.
tions are lines of colored animals with other
cut-outs on shelves to give perspective.
Diminutive tables and chaii-s are there for
comfort and beds for the infants are also^

while Otto Ploetz stands at the foot of the
colunni and they sing a duet. At the finish
of this number there is a parade of wonderful costumes made out of ostrich plumes,
the girls entering down the winding stairs.
They are grouped about the stage as the
^unkist Beauties enter and dance the
The act closes with
Powder Puff Ballet.
Frederick Kovert's peacock dance.

Amy Cox

l)roviiles an advertising angle of certain appeal to mothers and guardians of youngsters.
The playroom is beautifully decorated and
finely equipped.
It is furthering the goodwill of the Harding to an. appreciable degree, according to reports from the organization.
The room is well [latronized every day,
scores of hapjiy children enjoying the con-

ago for the Ampico Player Roll
corjioration.
The novelty of the offering
made an exceiitionally pleasing inqn-ession
sea.sons

Rillis Ileminnlon, director of Public Relations
for ff est Coast Theatres, Inc.

with Columbia audiences

all

week.
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Erte Costumes *Big Parade' Prologue
=Tni:ii:v"iiiinni""i'''"i"""i™iiiin!iiiiii!iiiHiiii:'

Estelle Etterre

(is

An

"England"
Erte

Cr>STUMf]S

as interpreted in

]

iriiinin

Cook

in

the

role

oj

"Bleeding Bel-

gium."

Design.

Costume

representing "Italy"
beta Chevret.

and

ivorn

by

designed by Hrte.

noted European designer, for
tlie "'Pageant of the Allies," presented as a prologue to Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer's "The Big Parade,"
at Graunian's Egyptian Theatre,
Hollywood, are shown in the photos
on this page.

The number

is a i)reteiitious

and

elaborate one from every standpoint, but lias attracted particular
notice tlirough the lich customery
which is featured in the pageant.
The vivid colors of the nations rej)resented in the act have been employed with striking effect by the
designer of the costumes and accentuated through the employment of
unique designs and ricli fal)rics.

Arlene Calvert as "America"
!

i:

Costumes for the "Dunce Americaine."

extreme left) tvith the "Thirteen Stars"
ensemble episode of the pageant.

(at

out in

of the

Blue nigs supply that element oj the Colors, carried
red and uhite striped bodices.

Union

in the

Gertrude

Napp and Helene Tobin

as Pages.
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Westinghouse
ATLANTA, GA. — Theatre

Supply

&

Equipment Co.

AUBURN, N.'y.— Auburn Film Co.
BOSTON, MASS.— Eastern Theatre Equipment

NEW YORK, N. Y.— Independent

43 Winchester Street

CHICAGO,

C— Movie

Cooperative Supply Co.

CLEVELAND. O.— Oliver Motion Picture Supply Co.
The Theatre Supply Co.— 21st & Payne Ave.
DALLAS. TEXAS -Simpler Theatre Supply Co.
DETROIT, MICH.— Amusement Supply Co.
2105 John R. Street

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Cole

N.

II

J.— Frank N. Kautz

OMAHA, NEB.— Western

Supply Co.

Theatre Supply Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Williams. Brown &

Earle

Co.. 918 Chestnut Street
Brilliant Electric Co.. 324 Vine Street
Philadelphia Theatre Equipment Co., 1311 Vine St.

PITTSBURGH, PA.— The

S.

& S. Film & Supply Co.

Forbes Street

PORTLAND, ORE.— Service
78

Theatre Supply Co.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.— Pacific Amusement

MEMPHIS, TENN.

NEWARK,

750 Broad Street

—

ILL. Amusement Supply Co.
746 South Wabash Ave.

CINCINNATI,

Movie Supply Co.

729 Seventh Avenue

Co.

West

Film

&

Supply Co.

Parle Street

SALT LAKECITY, UTAH-Utah Theatre Supply Co.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.— Theatre Equipment
Supply Co.

Monarch Theatre Supply Co.

228 Union Avenue

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Wisconsin Theatre Supply Co.

SEATTLE, WASH.— Theatre Equipment

Co.

2016 Third Avenue

ST. LOUIS,

MO.— Sanderson Electric

Co.

I

February 12, 192C
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Charleston Act Repeats in Atlanta
Eclipses First

At Metropolitan

A

'

THEATRE

filled

to

the

the second.
the

number of

one hundred and

fifty

MANAGER'S OFFICE

in

daily contests, for all ages, of the old reThe prizes were also made larger
this time, over five hundred dollars in daily

gime.

and final ])ri7,es being offered.
The act opens with a song by Olive Hill.
Then the Hill girls, four in number, add a
revue touch by Charlestoning down the
As Miss
aisles of the theatre to the stage.
Hill finishes her song all five of them swing
into a spirited exhibition of the Charleston.
At the conclusion of the dance Miss Hill
She calls his
is left alone on the stage.
or her name, each contestant Charlestons
from the wings and has the stage to him
The audience
or herself for a short while.
a]Ji)lause determines the prize winners.

Acts
in Baltimore

Fiddlers"

Score

The popular interest in Old Time Fiddlers
which swept New England continues to
spread to other sections of the country, Baltimore now being added to the cities where
the enthusiasm stirred up over Mellie Dunham has registered. Dr. J. H. Whitehurst,
president of the Combined \Yhitelinrst Theatrical Interests of Baltimore started a contest to locate the oldest champion fiddler
of Maryland.
He is Charles Henry Wilson, it is said, and he was booked for the
Garden Theatre, Baltimore, during the
week of January 25th.
The old fiddlers' contests in northern New
York are on this week and are attracting
much attention in Carthage and elsewhere
where the

Schine brothers have theatres.
In connection with the contest in Carthage,
a silver cup has been donated by a jewelry
company. The contests went over so well
the i)ast week that it was necessarv to hold them over for a second night.
in

Albany

Victoria

in

Philadelphia

Serving Afternoon Tea
Th(! Victoria Theatres is the

Lobby Displays

"Sameness" Tires Regulars

Says
has resigned
as manager of the Ideal Theatre, W'inston-Saiem, to become associate manager of the
Auditorium, Pilot and Amuzu Theatres, operated there by the Forsyth Amusement ComThe three theatres are now under the
pany.
general management of Fuller Sams. Meriwether will direct publicity and supervise the

The importance of lobby decorations was
touched upon recently by Edward L. Hyraan
when he was visited at the Brooklyn Mark
Strand Theatre by a trade paper representative.
Upon entering the front door the visitor noted that a green hedge row had been
placed across the promenade over the iimerdoors leading to the orchestra floor. Hidden

houses.

lights i)laying

MILLER MERIWETHER

lirst

in Phila-

delphia to introduce the English custom of
Tea
serving tea in motion picture houses.
is served from VI noon to (i P. M. to patrons occupying mezzanine boxes at the theatre, the i)ur])ose of the innovation being
to induce clubs, sororities and other orgaijizations to conu? to matiiun's in a body.

on

hedge row and upon

this

mirror mosaic

GEORGE

E. GUISE, former MinneapoHs
theatre press agent and newspaper editor,
been appointed to manage the Pantages

has

Louis
succeeding
Minneapolis,
years manager of the house, according to a report from that city.

Theatre

in

several

for

NAT

HOLT, manager of the California
Theatre, has been made manager of the
Granada, San Francisco, transferring places
with Dick Spier, who leaves the Granada to
Holt has taken
manage the California.
Charlie Kurtzman, his
the Granada with him.

CHARLES

J.

publicity

JONES,

director,

to

former vaudeville

player, has been appointed manager of the
Victoria' Theatre in Harrisburg, Pa., succeeding Charles H. Campbell who resigned recently.
Jones played vaudeville for several years in
an act with his wife. The act was known as
Colta & Colta and recently completed an engagement with the show "The World of

Pleasure."

H.
WILLIAM
headquarters

New

^^Old

of

contest-

comparison
with the sixty of the first contest, and with
several changes in the plan of operation
which had shown themselves to be necessary, the second venture got under way
Monday afternoon. The first, and most noticeable change was made when four daily
performances, two in the afternoon for the
younger contestants, and two at night for
the older, were substituted for the three
ants,

Aim

Appearance

ovcrlknvin.u-

and queues of people impatiently waiting for admission marked the second AtCharleston
Georoian-Metropolitan
lanta
contest which opened at the Metropolitan
Theatre Monday afternoon and played to
such crowds that an even larger week than
Olive
the first contest occasioned resulted.
Hill, who staged the first contest directed

With over double

New

The

Second Contest

BUCK

of the
of the

New York

Maine and
Hampshire Theatre Corporation which

conducts

a chain

ofSces

of

houses

throughout

New

England has taken over managership of the
Olympia Theatre at New Haven, Conn., succeeding Harry Browning, manager for three
years past, who has become manager of the
Theatre at Middletown, Conn., in
Capitol
which he recently became financially interested.

vases placed at strategical
points attracted the eye of patrons.
"Lobby decoration is a very important
thing," said Mr. Hyman. "I think it should
be given as much attention as any other
angle of the theatre.
Too often you have
jDrobably noticed the theatres whose lobbies
present the same appearance week after
week.
Their marble walls and exquisite
panels may have been very attractive, but
the house caters to the same people
if
regularly the beauty of things is bound to
wear off and become monotonous. When that
point is reached the patrons will take the
theatre as a matter of course, which is always a bad condition.
"I believe in constantly changing the
lobby decorations so that something new
reaches the patrons every few weeks. Having
a wide passage way running across the
marble staircases, it was a comparatively
easy matter to put the hedge row across and
hide strip lights on the floor in front of them
with which to light them.
The two large
mirror mosaic vases at either end of the
hedge row are at present I'ghted by varicolored spot lights.
This, also is a simple
matter. The spot-light is placed about three
feet in front of the vase and shoots directly
at the center.
rainbow gelatine sheet is
placed over the spot-light and the trick
is done."

A

Split-Week Policy
Alexandria,

at

Publix Announces Transfers

and

New

Appointments

The following promotions and transfers

made

organization of the Publix Theatres Corporation:
Montgomery S. Hill, district manager of
the Carolinas district, has been transferred
to the management of the Atlanta district,
succeeding J. J. Franklin, transferred to the
management of the New York district. J. J.
Fitzgibbons, former New York district manager, goes to Charlotte to succeed Mr. Flill.
Ernest Morrison, former manager of the
Imperial, Asheville, has been appointed manager of the Howard, Atlanta, succeeding
Charles G. Brandon, resigned.
C. B. Stiff
goes from the Imperial, Columbia, S. C, to
the Imperial, Asheville, succeeding Morrison. Thomas Holliday has been transferred

have

been

recently

in

from the Alhambra, Charlotte,

the

to

the Im-

Columbia, his place in (Tiarlotte being taken by J. H. McKoy, a graduate of the
Managers Training School. L. A. Shead,
former manager of the Uptown Theatre,
Chicago, has been appointed manager of
Loew's Palace, Memi)his, succeeding George
Brown who goes to the Strand, Birmingham, succeeding Roscoe Faunee, resigned.
])erial,

Fewer and

better

Force

in

Frisco

pictures

is

the

new

inaugurated by Herbert L. Rothchild at the Alexandria Theati'e, San Franpolicy

cisco,
commencing Wednesday, Jan. 7th
with the innovation of two complete changes
of program each week. According to Harry David, general manager of Herbert L.
Rothchild Entertainment, Inc., this will onable the Alexandria to concentrate on two
feature programs each week, selecting only
the bigger attractions for both stage ami
screen, changing the bill on Wednesdays and
Sundavs.

Kansas

in

Isis

City

Adds

Stage Features
Another Kansas City suburban house, the
Isis, has changed its policy of presentation.
Beginning Saturday, January' 2, Jack Roth,
manager, added Jack Riley and his orchestra,

well

known

Kansas City

radio

ture to the theatre.

in

the

permanent

fix-

entertainers

territory, as a

Also,

Harrv Weber and

a bevy of girls in "Collegiate Capers." were

an added feature. New lighting elTects, by
way of border lights, footlights and dimmers, were added to the theatre. Thus far a
steady increase in jiatronage has prevailed.
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Martha Washington
Features the
"I

heartily

Colton

is

est," writes

known

agree

have

beautiful

Marr

&

Reginald E. Webb, well

organist of

ington Theatre.

"you

that

in truth America's Fin-

He

further states

successfully

tonal

stantaneous

Martha Wash-

qualities

response.

combined
zvith

Even

&

Marr

The

Mich.

from coast to coast, have found that the Marr
You will find
Colton organ has real box office vahie.
Colton in leading theatres throughout the
a Marr
country as a permanent attraction, because it stimulates
A Marr
Colton organ keeps the
better patronage.
crowds coming.
Exhiljitors

&

&

&

in\\'rite for our Reautitu! Organ Catalog-.
Ask about our Easv Pavnient Plan.

the

large reeds speak as rapidly as the
lighter registers.

Hamtramck,
Colton Organ

Theatre,

individuality

of every set of pipes and the bal-

ance of the instrument is amazing."
Reginald E. Webb.

The

M arr

cr

Colton

Co.,

EASTERN SALES OFFICE:
Suite 1314, 1560 Bro-idway,

New York

Factories:

\\'.\ks.\w,

X.

Y.

WESTERN SALES OFFICE:
6372 Hollywood Blvd., Ilollywuod, Calif.
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decorations of Uptown and
E. Power.s who designed all the
decorations says, "This theatre marks a new
era in West Coast Theatre decoration, it
breaks away from any style which has been
formerly used and is strictly classical in
ireatment.
The outer lobby is Spanish
K'euaissance, the ceiling of which is very
elaborate and has more work on it and cost
more than has ever been spent on a theatre
lobby in the west.
interior

llie

li'obcrt

'"The interior of the theatre is a blending
of Spanish and Italian Renaissance, the
walls being old Italian jjlaster which is wavy
in

texture.

The

dome

five

ceilings in

the

mezzanine are all hand painted murals. The
walls are two-toned effects of red and tan.
The carpets are of special design and manufacturecl in the east especially for the

Up-

town Theatre. The Galphins Grills for the
organ ai'e very beautiful and very fine work,
covered with pure gold
ture

More than 100 workmen

toiled frantically to put the final touches on Ascher
theatre, Chicago, on the day of its opening.

Brothers'

3.000

seat

Terminal

decorative

West Coast Theatres, Inc., Add Three
More Houses to CaUfornia Circuit
Coast Theatres, Inc., latest
to their 200 houses, the new
West Coast Imperial theatre at Ocean Boulevard and Americjin Ave., Long Beach,
opened Saturday night December 19th.
Sol Lesser, Secretary of West Coast Theatres, Inc., states that the Imperial theatre
is equal in beauty to any theatre in Southern
Italian decorations are being
California.
used throughout and it is a veritable .jewel
box in colorful splendor, say those who attended the opening.
The policy of the playhouse, according to
A. M. Bowles, general manager of West
Coast Theatres, Inc., will include the showing of the biggest motion pictures that the
country affords and will give the Long Beach
public a chance to see the wonderful productions that ai"e being talked about in Los
Angeles.
Famous stars from Ihe .Metro-GoldwynMayer, Famous Plavers-Lasky, Fox, Cecil
B. De Mille, Hal Roach. Universal City,
Christie, First National, United, and Metropolitan studios Avere present at the big

was carefully followed out, after a thorough
formerly used and is strictly classical in
terior decoration had been made by the statf
of the Powers studio and myself."
The opening date for the L^ptown Theatre
is set for the immediate future.
The manager of the theatre has been busy
selecting the usherettes from the 128 girls

who

ap])lied for the position.

As

there will

only be 24 usherettes he had a hard .iob on
his hands.
The 128 girls who reported were
of all sizes, nationality, styles and from the
ages 16 to 60.
Out of a possible 38 girls

who would have done
most courteous and

specially

the 24

who were

the

were selected.
The finishing touches are being put on
intelligent

hand

leaf.

All the furni-

car\-ed for the foyer."

Mr. Powers says, "This theatre is the
most elaborate and expensive that the West
Coast Theatres, Inc., have built from the
will

it

West
THE
addition

is

set

standpoint.

We

believe

that

a precedent for future theatre

construction."

Dunlap Among Attractive
Iowa Small Houses
manager of the
Hawarden, Iowa, has

E. T. Dunlap, owner and

Dunlap Theatre

at

one of the prettiest little theatres in the
state.
Mr. Dunlap designed and built the
structure which houses the Dunlap Theatre,
a two story brick building in which the
second floor and store space on each side of
This
the theatre is devoted to office rooms.
only serves to
add to the effect of
the theatre with its facade stretching out
over the sidewalk. The lobby and interior
of the theatre are up to date in every way
in construction and equipment.
The Dunlap Theatre seats 401.

opening Saturday night.
The opening of the Manchester theatre,
one of the newest of the West Coast Thespringing up alSouthern California, Avil1
herald a new departure in theatrical architecture, according to R. B. Grunauer, gen
eral manager of the South Side Theatres.
atres, Inc., chain of houses

most weekly

in

Inc., for instead of sticking to the invariable
so-called "Spanish" type of architecture, it
will pr(!sent to the ))ublic an East Indian

reminiscent of the Ta.i Mahal.
"There is something mysteriously beautiful
about the delicate scnjll work and tracery of
the East Indians," stated Mr. Gninauer, "that
effect

lends itself splendidly to the theory of theart.
The stage and the screen aic
meant for the presentation of the mysterious and the beautiful, and that is why we
planned to ])lace our screen plays and the
West Coast Tiieatres, Inc.. presentations in
a mysterious and a beautiful setting.
"After considerable jilanning with Robert E. Powers of tlie Powers Studios, who
have charge of the decorations, the East
Indian idea of beauty was hit upon, and
atrical

Theatre-goers of Eau Claire. III., will find comfort in the new State theatre, recently added house to the F & R
circuit.
The auditorium seats 1.300 with additional capacity in the balcony and loges. V. B. Valleau, well

known

theatre

operator,

is

the

manager.
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of the

Interior
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Step 'with Progress

new Embassy

'theatre on ^roackvay, U^eiu
york, ofivhich Qloria Qould,
society leader is managing director. Seated by the American

Company. 'Thomas
Lamb, <iArchitech^

Seating
Ijl).

o

satisfy the seating

modern

requirements of the

theatre calls for resources in pro-

duction, in engineering

skill,

and in the

art

of design, such as only years of concentrated
industry and experience can give.
L,ou'er picture sholis another

In these respects the

American Seating

interesting

Company has, during recent years, kept pace
by the Amusement industry. Installations, not dreamed
of twenty -five and fifty years ago are today
"all in the day's work."

with the rapid

strides rnade

,Hmrriran;9raftag Ctomjanji
NEW YORK
113
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Xcws

ProjGctior^
Optics

Inquiries

,

Ekelr ieity,Prddical Ideas ^ advie

and

:

Comments
PERSPECTIVE
Part II
1

degree of enjoyment e perienced when viewiiio' motion |actures dc]5ends, in a large way,
upon
tile
faithfulness
with
1

!•>

w hicli the finematographer reproduces the scenes upon tiie film. For the
enlightenment of those j^rojectionists who
may be troubled with doubts as to just what
manner of jx-rson a cinematoarapher is, we
wish to say that the cinematograi)her of to-

day
It

camerauum of yesterday.
sliould now be evident to even the most

is

definite laws; and it is easy -to prove mathe•
matically
First, that the picture produced in a pinhole camera must be a true perspective representation of the i)icture portrayed, i. e., it
is produced in accordance with and subject
to the laws of the science known as "perspective."
Secondly, that this is true when a lens is
used instead of a pinhole, jjrovided the lens
is "rectilinear," i. e., reproduces straight lines

the

unlearned that the motion picture industry
has progressed along lines other than those
connected solely with )irojection.
But for
that matter it was only recently that the
erstwhile "oj)erator8" of the country shed
their skins to assume the truly awe-inspiring
mantle of ''i)rojectionist.''

The costs of progress are indeed heavy
but names are names and as such they serve
a useful purpose so we can do nothing else
but abide by them.

Important Link
Nevertheless, the cinematogi'apher forms a
very imiiortant link in the ]3roducing machine for ui)ou h's skill depends the ajjpearance of the finished aiticle. That is, before
the projectionist gets in his work.
It behooves the projectionist, therefore, if
his sphere of influence extends at a!l beyond
the cf)nfines of the "operator's box," to
familiarize himself to a slight extent with
the woi'k of the man who is resi)onsible for
the ])hotogiaphic reproduction which the
projectionist has in his care and is about to
rejjroduce a<;ain. this time on the screen.

Since no practical device is, as yet, available which, when used in the motion picture
system, will give the illusion of '"depth," reliance must be jilaced upon the skill of the
cinematographer
in
jjhotographing
the
scenes, to see that they give a faithful representation of the original.
To do this requires a com])lete knowledge, on his part, of
"perspective."

Phases of Perspective
It apjiears that the subject

without distortion.
The first grasp towards understanding the
subject is to grasp this thoroughly and to
Idealize that here we have one of the many
limitations imposed on the photographer by
the nature of his processes.
The artist painting a scene, gradually
bu'lds up a picture which appears to him
to be a fair representation of what he sees
before him, modified in a greater or lesser
degree to conform to- his artistic ideals; and
he Avill be seen constantly leaning back or
stepping back to gaze at his work, so that
it may produce the right effect when viewed
from a position such as the spectator may
be expected to choose when viewing the
finished masterpiece.
His picture, Avhen
complete, probably does not conform to the
laws of perspective indeed, we have it on
Ruskin's authority that "no great painters
trouble themselves about perspective
very
few of them know about its laws."
The photographer is in a very different
case to the painter.
When he presses the
button he gets a ready-made i^erspeetive pic;

;

He

probably expects this to resemble
aimed his camera. If
it does not and it frequently does not
he is
somewhat taken back and talks vaguely of
'•false ])erspective," "ivide analeism," and .so
ture.

the scene at which he

—

foi'th.
If he is suffic'ently interested in his
subject lo Avish to understand the reason for
such anomalies, he finds that the dictum "no
theory of jjcrspective is accurate" has 'this
element of truth in it; that no consistent and
comin-ehensive exposition of the theory is at
liresent availab'e.
To arrive at a cora])lete
tlieory it is necessary to consider new aspects
of the subject which have so far been generally ignored.

Divisions of the Subject
Apart from the (piestiou of the influence
of the lens, already touched uiion, the subject
can be divided as follows, into four main
heads all closely associated of which the two
former are satisfactorily dealt with in ordinary text books on pei'spective, while the
other two have hitherto received little atten-

of pers|)ective
quite complicated and an article by J. F.
Young, entitled "Pers])ective" which a]")peared in a recent issue of The Photograjihic
Journal (Lon-'on) brought out some additional '"kinks" which are well worth know-

tion

is

The i)roi)erties of the oi-dinar\- plam>
pers])ective i)icture.
2. The influence of the position and >ha])('
of the sensitive surface.

ing.

from which the i>icture is viewed.
4. The
relation between the persiiecli^e

"We

shall take the libei-t> of ((Uoting I'athcr

liberally

from Mr. ^'oung's

article.

lie tells us that the photoirra])hic

must be i)roduced

in

picture

accordance with

ver\'

:

1.

.'i.

The

effect

of chanu:ing the stand]

loint

picture aiul "'what we see."
This last topic
involves some study of v'sion in its two
aspects, physical sensation and nu'iilal judg-

ment, the latter introducing some elements
of uncertainty, the nature and extent of
which our knowledge of the working of the
human mind will enable us to discuss fairly
thoroughly.
Dealing- with the properties of the pei^
spective picture, the point which needs emphasis beyond all else is this that these
properties are not mere matters of opinion
or of observation; they are deductions from
I

—

well-established data.
So it is possible to
foretell the exact form of. the image of any
object for a given position of the lens and
the plate.
The text-books on perspective
deal almost exclusively with this branch of
the subject, which has be^n exhaustively investigated.
,

Why

Lines ''Vanish" Laterally
The answer to such questions as "Why.

if

do they not also vanish

lines vanish laterally,

vertically?" is, that the form of the i)hoto^
graphic picture is predetermined by definite
principles.
Among other things, parallel
lines which are parallel to the photographic
plate appear st^ll parallel iuthe picture. As
the plate is generally vertical, all vertical
lines remain parallel
as already stated, this
property is not peculiar to vertical lines, and
the suggestion that parallel lines necessarily
vanish (i. e., converge) laterally is un*
founaed. To the eye, of course, parallel line;
always appear to converge, whether vertica
or not.
;

always jjossible, however, to deconvergence cf veitical jiarallel lines
as will be evident from the following ex
amj)le.
In a landscajje, the dii'l'erence in th(
apparent widths at the top and bottom of th(
tower 80 ft. high and a (|uarter of a mile dis
tant will be less than a quarter of one per
cent, which, of course, is much too small t(
be detected.
It is not

tect the

Have
Projection Equipment

Giant

Steamship

to

The largest and fastest hiuh-powered passenger steamship evei' to lie built in the
United S'a es will have, as a part of the
equipment designed for the comfort and enjoyment of her ))assengers. fac'lities for the
shouinL; of motion pict res both in the
lounize anil on the open deck.
The ship is the Malo'o. Hawaiian for Flying Fish, which is now being built for the
MiM on Navigation ('oinjiany at Cramp's
She will
1)8
Shijjyard.
Plrladelj)hia.
laviu-hed this comiiiu' spiing and will be
place! in service on the San FranciscoHonolulu rrn in the spring of 1927.

Poth of the motion i)icture Ijootlis will
be i)rovided wi'h electrically driven exhaust
blowers, doors, and other ecpiipment to meet
the re(iuirements of the Xa'ional Boai'd of
l"'ire Inderwr'ters.
The booth in the Itunige
will be built-in steel struct-re lined with
ma"nesia and galvanized she>t

iron.

screen will be desisi-ned
concta'ed within a false

u])

lilace.

in

roll

beam

and

aft of the

The
lie

fire-

Febriiai'x

13,
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You
There

is

can check up

no question about the popular

demand for photographic quality on the screen.
Your patrons expect
Eastman Positive
the

quality of the

it.

is

the film that carries

negative through to the

screen.

And you

—the black-lettered

can check up

identification '^Eastman"

transparent margin.

''Kodak"

Look

for

is

in

it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

the

Motion Picture News
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Dr. Kellner, Optical Expert
of Bausch and Lomb, Dies
Herman

Dr.

in

Kellner, long associated

capacitj' with the Bausch and
Lomb Optical Co., died at his home at
Rochester, on Jan. 28.
Dr. Kellner was one of the world's fore-

an important

most optical

and

experts

was very

well

His
in the motion picture industry.
efforts in solving problems dealing with the
optics of projection contributed much toward
Also Dr.
its present degree of perfection.
Kellner was a very active member of the

known

Society of Motion Picture Engineers, holding various offices and contributing valuable
papers and discussions at their annual conventions.
Dr. Kellner's genial personality
wit will be missed by all those

fortunate enough to have

known

and ready

who were

him.

Automatic Ticket Announce
Manager's Register
A new electrical device just completed
by the Experimental Department of the
Automatic Ticket Register Corporation,
N. Y. City, is creating widespread interest

among

exhibitors.

This device

known

is

as a remote control

register which records in the private office
of the proprietor or manager the sale of
each priced ticket as the sale is tabulated
in the ticket machine located in the box
oflSce.

E. S. Bowman, treasurer, states that
formal announcement giving full details of
this new Gold Seal product will appear in
an early issue of the Motion Picture
The Duplex Polishing Machine, made by
that make it of great value wherever used,

News.

the
it

is

Duplex Motion Picture Industries, has many special features
claimed.
The mechanism is clearly shown in this reproduction

">
Gold
An Amazing

on the average screen are dull,
and tiresome, snap out clear,
and bright on a Super-Lite Screen.

Pictures that
lively

falls

because practically

is

all

the light that

on the silvery surface of a Super-Lite

Screen

is

reflected.

Super-Lite Screens give the equivalent of
higher intensity light sources at a fraction
of their cost.
They are made from fine,
sturdy material and last for years.

For

description, sizes, prices, etc.,

full

PRODUCTS^

Difference!f

shadowry

That

[TICKET;

^,

GOLD SEAL TICKET

PRODUCTS

USED

-

THE XA'ORLD OVER

y

Xl^hel'eisihe System
that EciniUs It
,^
By ovfeiwKelmii^ itidjoriiy; ticket visets the
world

over, hove

stamped AuiDmoticSystem

as siarxdard
lei super Gold Seal Products help
to make 1^26 your most prosperous
II

and

ncune of nearest supply dealer, write

& Son

C. S. Wertsner
Man ufact urera

221 North 13th Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Distributors in principal cities throughout
the country

Gold Seal Rasters ^Tickets
together spell secxkriW f^safe^^

for your
We

will fl(ladlv

that
hai win

subml[

best

Keceipis.

Ca.s,h.
esfi'matei

suit yc
your

andsomples

of tickets

requirements

PRICES

MAIL THIS COUPON
C. S.

WERTSNER

221 North 13th

Send me

Nan
Address

details

&

St..

AUTOMATIC TICKET
REGISTER CORPORATION

SON
Philadelphia. Pa.

on Super-Lite Screens.

Ave,.
723 Seventh
>^
Lo

CM icao o
Theatre.

-b

NEV«r
c. F,

1, E.

i:a

Vork.
i-o
O o*^
r^
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Advance Trailer Service
Expanding Rapidly
I.

is

Schwartz, President of the Ad- Vance

Trailer Service Corporation,

announces
company.

tlie

second

New York

anniversary of

Theatre

City,
the

Two years ago this company came into
the field producing a trailer service and has
been pleased with the manner in which it
has been accepted by the exhibitors all over
the country.
At present this company is

Construction
We

serving approximately twenty-five hundred
accounts, amongst them several of the
largest circuits.
Among the improvements made by tlie
company during this period, is the giving
to the exhibitor of seven different openings
and closings a year, so that there is a complete absence of monotony upon the screen.

are

in

a

position

to

analyze any theatre proposiIf
tion from every angle.
you contemplate building a
in
touch
theatre,
get
with us before you arrange
for plans and specifications;
we can save you money, due
to our special knowledge of

We

construction.
theatre
are prepared to analyze your
proposition, prepare sketches,
submit an estimated cost, prepare plans and specifications
and supervise construction, so
that the ultimate cost will not
exceed the estimated.

Bros. Plan New
Springfield Theatre

Goldstein

Goldstein Brothers Amusement Company
Springfield, Mass., are having plans
drawn for a new motion picture theatre to
cost approximately $1,000,000, to be erected in Springfield early in the spring.

of

Wallace Beery using an Eyemo camera, a new type
portable standard motion picture camera that has
been put on the market by Bell & Howell Co.

of

We

prepare you a statement
showing the probable net returns on the investment and
methods of
advise
as
to
finance. We can handle your
proposition from inception to
completion, turning the theatre over to you complete in
every detail, ready to operate.
Send us your proposition for
will

The State Street Baptist Church has been
purchased by the company as a site for
the theatre and' this structure will be razed.
Originally it was planned to convert the
cliurch into a theatre but that plan has
been abandoned and an entirely new building will be erected.

The new theatre

will have a seating calarger than was originally
planned for by conversion of the church
into a 1500 seat playhouse.
The new building will be four stories high and the street
front will contain stores and offices in addition to the theatre lobby.
The entrance to
the theatre will be from State street.
Details of the plans are being worked out.

Arctic

Nu

-

Air

known

Main

floor

and balcony of the Capitol theatre, Taylorville,

111.

with

Efficiency

H. Robins Burroughs Co.
Engineers

New York

City

Tunstall

in

rights in

may

is

Economy

Appoints
Agent

and Walter Hicky, well
Milwaukee film exchange circles,
have been granted the Wisconsin state
rights for the Arctic Nu-Air cooling svstem.
Both Tunstall and Hicky are former Milwaukee exchange men. They left here some
time ago to join the company with which
they are now associated, and at that time
were granted state rights in New England
and New York. Their acquisition of state
G.

Our Motto

70 East 45th St.

Milwaukee
E.

analysis.

much

pacity

Wisconsin

may mean

that either

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18J38 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
6ii«er 250 semis. 30%: under SOt, 7»%: under S««. W%:
orer

Tku
our

800.

1S<!(:.

most

method
.SERVICE.

economical

ADDRESSING

50%

rvAchtng
of
J4 00

theatres Sf
List*

PER M UP.

saved In postase, etc.. Uu«ufk
eilralnatlon ef dead and duplloate tiieatree usuallj listed.
lAsta of Producers, Distributors and Supply D««lez«.
If

dwlred.

30

to

MBl^TIGRAPHING— -MlMEOaRAPHINQ—
FOLDING— ENCLOSING— MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
r09 Slitb

Are.,

at

4l9t

New Tork CUy

St.

Phone, PennsT. 7484-7485

return to Milwaukee.

Use the

Two

Beauty Spots

Greatest
Attention-Getters
in Your Sign
Motion

catchint;

Color, the two greatest eyeiiitluonces in the wortd, are

.~pcuri'(l

iiKist

in

with

Flashers and Color Hoods.

J\'"~

Theatres

are all of those where
Netschert natural prepared
ru.scus trees, palms, ferns
and artificial flowers have
Low cost and long
a place.

iiiid

effectively

Modern

life.

J^SJ

ELECTWIC

COMHANV k.^^^

2628 W. Congress

Write

St..

Ask

Chicago

for Cat. 7

for

oomplete in

AK"

formation.

nifrs.

Reynolds Moldrs.
Uctxj .Slion-

Win-

Flashers.
Traffic
Controls. Reflectors for
(li)W

Fost^T Boards,

etc.

Frank Netschert,
6r

Barclay

St.,

Inc.

New York

834

.1/

AD SECTION

CLASSIFIED
RATES

WANTED.— Theatre,

Wanted
OPERATOR AND ELECTRICIAN

witli 9 years' experience wants job will <jo
;

Mason

282.

City,

and

Motion

ad-

Picture

Box

ideas.

460,

New

News,

City.

PROJECTIONIST of wide
city experience seeks position
in small town at once; prefer states of New Jersey,
New York or Pennsylvania
willing to accept moderate
salary highest kind of references; 8 years with present

about

you more

I

details

Address, Chief,
Picture News, 729

my.self.

Motion

New York

7th Ave.,

City.

LIBERT Y— After

AT
Feb.

me and

write

;

give

will

high-powered pub-

15,

man-

theatre

director,

licity

ager and advertising expert
a showman with years of exwith all leading
perience,

Bi'oadway

theatrical
proentercircus
prises have no equal in the
show business, as a strong
opposition billing agent thousands of would-be publicity
men now using my original
ideas; Avill locate any place
in United States where I can
get a reasonable salary for
good services age, 39
exappearance
procellent
ducer of stage presentations;
recognized
reference,
any

and

ducers

;

400

ORGAN.—

D'Art

See

Ridge for bargains in used
Wurlitzers,

Foto-

Seeburgs,

Cremonas, Kimballs,
Bartolas,
Robert
Mortons,
Reproduces, Electric Pianos
and Music rolls.
HaA'e you
an organ, piano or music roll
to
List them
sell ?
with
D'Art Ridge, 845 S. Wabash
])layers,

(6th floor). Chicago.

CLOTH

BANNERS.

3x15

$1.40,

3

feet,

—

colors,

;

;

;

world. Wire
or write, Chas. A. Koster,
5331 Skillman Ave., Woodin tiie

Long

side,

Island.

MANACER
Broadway
liousc

Box
News,

motion

Motion

630,

New York

RECOGNIZED
Manager at
week owing to
of

theatres

;

with

i")ictui"e

references.

excellent

;

Picture

City.

Theatre
next

liberty

consolidation

iiave

"LADY WINDEMERE'S FAN"
o^^., '-""-^
°"'^
'— "• '"- »" "•'

,.„

;

„

)

,„,„u.

Banners. Associated Advertisers,
111 W.
18th St.,

Kansas

City,

WILL

V

V

rr-T-tK

Ave

fb^»)r<to

Mo.
£€§jfi-:=;.l^

patents
on "Aiselite," designed to
illuminate aisles; this device
basic

sell

used in many prominent
but not manufactured at present; patent expires in 1937; if interested,
communicate with patentee
I. I. Hance, Meriden, Conn
is

theatres,

ERNST

xecond

FOR

SALE.—Motion pie
ture theatre town of famous
summer resort of over 5,000
fully equipped; .seats 700;
only theatre in Tannersville,
N. Y. J. J. Byck.
;

FOR SALE. — 300

b

LUBITSCH

A

i

weeR

Lady :
Winmrer

SiaiBISE33El^ll

V'

new

veneer

green finish theatre
chairs; always a large stock
of used chairs on hand immediate
shipment
lowest
prices.
Theatre Seating Co.,
845 S. State St., Chicago, 111.

OscarWikp

g\

IRCrirRICH
BERT LYTEIi
RoiuuxsirtAn
Ir-er.eRicK,

MayM<AvcyH

MAY Mwoy

If

Bsrtlytell ^iJJ

nalpkHarriicn

;

;

assistant;

or

experience

years'

five

IRENE RICH

any copy up to 15 words
one day service; sent anywhere also Bargain Paper

;

showman

N c tv s

r c

Theatre, 6646 Parnell
Ave., Chicago.

;

employer

II

For Sale

ex-

exploitation,

;

vertising

York

t

tion.

wire; 30 years' theatri-

perience

c

more seats in mid-west
town of 5000 or more popula-

la.

and motion picture

cal

I

or

AT LIBERTY.— Manager
live

P

Operator H. E.,

anywhere.

Box

o u

Rial to

word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.
lo cents a

:

i

t

managed

cinema, two-a-day and combination houses highest references
producer presenta;

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE AND EQUIPMENT.
Two machines long lease
only theatre in county seat
of 1500; leaving state; must
sell at once
reasonable one;

;

half

Mrs.

;

cash,
balance,
terms.
Lillian
M. Braswell,

Eddj-v^ille,

Ky.

Representatiiie newspaper displays which have

used for ''Lady Windemere's Fan' (W arner Bros.) are
The treatment for the most

shoiin in the layout above.
jtart

FILM SALESMEN

been

has

consistently

folloived

a

straight

"billing'

author, director

and

shown above were used by the

fol-

formula, designed to feature

title,

;

tions,

special

weeks

and

events with box office value
exploitation
expert.
Box
625, Motion Picture News,

New York

City.

Do you want
more

a

to

week

?

make $25
Can

$100
you
Write

to
offer

very attractive proposition.
or see us immediately.

PUBLICITY CLOCK CO., INC.
lO.";
W. 40th St.. New York

past.

The

displays

lowing theatres:

Circle. Cleveland: State. Pittsburgh;

Orphcum. Chicago; Blue Mouse. Portland. Ore.: Broadway, Charlotte, and the Rialto, M ashington. D. C.

/ cbniarv

13,

1926
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FEATURE RELEASE CHART

!

m

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut tozvard such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy release, as well as
{S. R. indicates State Right
information on pictures that are coming, will be found on succeeding pages.

I
I
i

release.)

I

Refer to

I

THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE

September

for Productions Listed Prior to

iiitwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii^^

SEPTEMBER

Feature
Little

Henry Edwards

Amazing Quest, The ....
As No Man Has Loved
Battler, The
Below The Line

.

.Bud Barsky

{S. R.)

Warner Brothers.

Rin-Tin-Tin (dog)
William Russell

Rex

Clarke

.5500 feet
7929 feet

.

Fox

Kenneth McDonald

Big Pal
Black Cyclone
Business of Love

&

Cranfield

Special Cast

.

Length Reviewed

Distributed by

Star

Feature

.

.

.

.6001 feet

.

.

.

.

)

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gallagher
Live Wire, The
Lost World, The

Mystic,

The

Wever

the

.

26
26
June 27

.

,

Ja.n.

.

2

July 2S

.

.

Sept. 26

Aug. 29
Sept. 26
.Nov. 14

.

.

.

.

.

May

23
Sept. 19
Jan.

!)

Universal

Paramount

Leo Maloney
Luck and Sand
Man on the Box, The .... Sydney Chaplin
Midshipman, The
Ramon Novarro
New Brooms
Hamilton-Love
No Man's Law
Bob Custer
One of the Bravest
Ralph Lewis

Clarion Photoplays

Pony Express, The
Prairie Pirate, The
.

.

.

Red Hot

Tires
Regular Fellow,

Tom

Santschi

Raymond

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

24

7282 feet
7498 feet
5443 feet
F. B. O
4042 feet
Lumas Film (S.R.)
5679 feet
B. P. Schulberg
5080 feet.
First National
6911 feet.
Universal
6802 f eet
Paramount
9801 feet
Prod. Dist. Corp
4603 feet.
Rayart
5139 feet
Warner Bros
6447 feet.
Paramount
5027 feet
.Paramount
6648 feet.
6093 feet.
Universal
Arrow
5994 feet
Fox
7537 feet
6849 feet
Metro-Goldwyn
Arrow
6600 feet
Ginsberg Dist. Corp..i060 feet
First National
6750 feet
Clarion Photoplays. .4988 feet
Fox
6107 feet.
Prod. Dist. Corp
6550 feet
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Sept. 21
Nov. 21
.Oct. 31
Oct. 17
.Nov. 7
.Sept. 2*
Nov. 7
Oct. 10
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

!•

24

Nov. 21
Dec. 5.Nov. 7
.Oct. 29
Aug. 26
Sept. 26

.

.

31

.

.

.

Griffith

Seven Keys to Baldpate. .Douglas M&cLean.
Storm Breaker, The
House Peters
Substitute Wife, The
Jan« Novak
Thunder Mountain
Special Cast
Tower of Lies
Chaney-Shearer
Wandering Fires
Constance Bennett
Wandering Footsteps
Taylor-Washburn.
Why Women Love
Blanche Sweet
Win, Lose or Draw
Leo Maloney
Winding Stair, The
Special Cast
Without Mercy
Vera Reynolds

24

.

Monte Blue

A

1

Oct.

.

Harry Carey

Pride of the Force, The

Aug.

.

.

Compson

Betty

Oct.

.

.

.4903 feet

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Warner Bros
Metro-Goldwyn
Paramount

Other Woman's Story.
Calhoun-Frazer
Pace That Thrills, The.... Ben Lyon
Peacock Feathers
Logan-Landis
.

Reviewed

8850 feet
6753 feet
6570 feet

10

.

.

.

.

Oct.
Oct.

.

.

Oct. 31

17
Nov. 21

17
24

.Oct.
Oct.
.

.

.

.

.

O

Paramount

Pringle-Earle

M-G-M

Stewart-Lytell

8143
Metro-Goldwyn
Columbia Pict. (S.R.) 4547
6849
Paramount
Gerson Pict. (S.R.).. 5000

Wm.

Not So Long Ago

Betty Bronson
Richard Holt

a Lifetime

Outlaw's Daughter, The
Parisian Nights

.

.

Time Wife
Plastic Age, The
Part

Fairbanks

feet. .Aug.
8
feet
Dec. 19
feet
Aug. 8
feet. .Dec.
5

NOVEMBER

.

.

.

4375 feet Dec. 19
Universal
Josie Sedgwick
Hammerstein - L.
E.
6278 feet. .June 20
Tellegen
F. B.
Lumas Film fS. R.I .6100 feet. Dec. .5
Alice Calhoun
feet
P.
Schulberg
(S.R.)6848
Oct. 10
Special Cast
B.
5828 feet July 25
Metro-Goldwyn
Zazu Pitts
feet
Arrow
5475
Oct. 31
Bow-MacDonald
Film Book. Offices.. .5014 feet Oct. 24
Fred Thomson
Arrow
6923 feet. .Nov. 14
Kennedy- Welch
Columbia Pict. (S.R.) 5770 feet Nov. 7
Revier-Landis
6974 feet Sept. 12
Prod. Dist. Corp
Lillian Rich
6856 feet. .Aug. 29
Barthelmess-Mackaill.First National
6424 feet June 20
Universal
Virginia Valli
6925 feet .Sept. 19
Special Cast
Paramount
7000 feet Sept. 1
Tiffany (S.R.)
Windsor-O'Brien
4579 feet
Frank Merrill
Hercules Film
Universal
5247 feet May 2
Hoot Gibson
5267 feet Dec. 19
Sterling-Revier
Columbia
.5906 feet. Aug. 29
Metro-Goldwyn
Special Cast
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) .5060 feet June 13
Wally Wales
.

.

Feature
After Marriage
All Around Frying Pan
Ancient Highway, The
Best Bad Man, The
Best People, The

....

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Seven Days
Shore Leave

.

Siege

.

.

A

.

Speed Madness
Spook Ranch
Steppin' Out

Sun Up
Tearing Loose
Teaser, The
Three Wise Crooks
Timber Wolf, The
Trouble With Wives, The
Wall Street Whiz, The
What Fools Men
.

.

Wheel, The
White Outlaw, The
Wild Horse Mesa
Wild, Wild Susan
With This Ring

.

6967 feet. May 30
6074 feet Oct. 24
4869 feet Sept. 26
6489 feet Aug. 11
Film Book. Offices.. .'54.^2 feet Nov. 7
7349 feet Oct. 10
First National
7325 feet Aug. 2
Fox
Universal
4830 feet June 27
7221 feet Aug. 22
Paramount
Paramount
5774 feet. .4ug. 15
5333 feet Oct.
B. P. Schulberg
3

Laura La Plante
Evelyn Brent
Buck Jones

Universal

Film Book. Offices

.

.

.

Fox
Paramount

Moore
Richard Talmadge
Vidor-T.

.

Stone-Mason
Special Cast

Jack Hoxie
Special Cast

Bebe Daniels
Mills-Tellegen

Margaret Livingston
Fred Thomson
Jack Holt

.

.

Special Cast

Ray-Starke
Hoot Gibson
Art Acord

Calgary Stampede, The
Call of Courage, The
Camille of the Barbary
Coast
Busch-O. Moore
Clash of the Wolves
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog)
Cobra
Valentino

Universal
Universal

Daring Days

Universal

.

.

.

5519
6034
4983
5700
6260
5924
4661

Assoc. Exhib

.

Josie Sedgwick

Durand of the Bad Lands .Buck Jones
Fox
Eagle, The
Rudolph Valentino
United
East Lynne
Special Cast
Fox
Fifty-Fifty
L.Barrymore-H.Hamp-

5 reels

.

Wm.

A

Artists

Assoc. Exhib

ton

Columbia (S. R.)
Paramount
Fox

feet
feet
feet.
feet
feet
feet
feet

Feature

Flower
Fool,

of

Fairbanks
Pola Negri

Night

Edmund Lowe

The

.

.

.

.

Beautiful City

Prevost-Harlan
Louise Lorraine
Jack Hoxie
Cactus Trails
Jack Perrin
Circle, The
Eleanor Boardman
Circus Cyclone, The
Art Acord
Classified
Corinne Griffith
Clothes Make the Pirate. Errol-D. Gish
Compromise
Irene Rich
Desert Demon, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr

Metro-Goldwyn

Warner Bros

The.Tom Mix
Exchange of Wives, An
Special Cast
Fighting Heart, The
Geo. O'Brien
.

Golden Princess, The.

Heads Up
Heartless Husbands

.

.

.

Fox
Metro-Goldwyn
Fox

.

.

Bronson- Hamilton.
" Lefty " Flynn
Gloria Grey
Leatrice Joy

Hell's Highroad
Hurricane Horseman, The Wally Wales

In Search of a Hero
Richard Holt
Iron Horse, The
O'Brien-Bellamy
Keeper of the Bees, The. .Robert Frazer
Lew Tyler's Wives

.

.

Sales

Prod. Dist. Corp

.

Artclass Pict

Gerson Pictures
Fox Film Corp.

O

Oct.

6500 feet .Dec.
4506 feet .Oct.
4800 feet
5511 feet 6a.
4609 feet .Aug.
6927 feet .Oct.
7000 feet .Nov.
6586 feet Nov.
5012 feet.
5860 feet .Aug.
5611 feet...Oct.
6300 feet .Oct.
7032 feet ..Oct.
6395 feet. .Sept.
5482 feet ..Nov.
5000 feet Dec.
6084 feet .Sept.
4440 feet.
.

O

Madoc

.7781 feet

.

.Paramount
F. B.

.

.

Artclass Pict
Truart (S. R.)

Ruth Roland

.

.

;

Universal
First National
First National

.

Dollar Down
Everlasting Whisper,

.

First Nationil
Warner Brothers.
Tiffany (S. R.)
Universal
Madoc Sales

Bobbed Hair
Borrowed Finery
Bustin' Through

Reviewed

Length

6000 feet
Tulv 11
6460 feet .Nov. 14

.

.

.

31
5

5561 feet

June 24
Dec. 5

24
Nov. 21
Oct.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

3i

22

.

.

.

.

17
14

.

.

7

.

.

29
24
17
3
19

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

21

26
5

10424 feet. Sept. 13 "24
6712 feet. .Oct. 17

F. B.
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)

.

.

.

.

24

'

Octi

.

.

.

.

Chadwick

7

5844 feet
6756 feet
8553 feet

.

.

Distributed by

Star

George Walsh
R. Barthelmess

12

28

1»

4603 feet
6374 feet Oct. 31
9488 feet. April 25
Galloping On
Wally Wales
Artclass Pictures .... 4292 feet
Go West
Buster Keaton
Metro-Goldwyn
6256 feet .Nov. 7
His Buddy's Wife
Glenn Hunter
5600 feet. July 25
Assoc. Exhib
Home Maker, The
Alice Joyce
7755 feet .Aug. 8
Universal
Keep Smiling
Monty Banks
5400 feet Aug. 1
Assoc. Exhib
King on Main St., The .... Adolphe Menjou
6229 feet Nov. 7
Paramount
Last Edition, The
Ralph Lewis
Film Book. Offices .6400 feet Oct. 17
Lazybones
Special Cast
7236 feet Oct. 31
Fox Film
Lights of Old Broadway. .Marion Davies
6437 feet Nov. 14
Metro-Goldwyn
Manhattan Madness
Dempsey-Taylor
Assoc. Exhib
5500 feet July 25
Merry Widow
10027 feet Sept. 12
Mae Murray
Metro-Goldwyn
Midnight Limited
Glass-Hawley
5855 feet. Ian.
2
Rayart
New Commandment
Sweet-Lyon
6980
feet .Nov. 14
National
First
Old Clothes
.5915 feet. Nov. 14
Jackie Coogan
Metro-Goldwyn
Only Thing, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
5824 feet Dec. 5
People vs. Nancy Preston Bowers-De La Motte Prod. Dist. Corp
6300 feet Nov. 7
Phantom Exoress, The .Special Cast
4614 feet Dec. 12
Ginsberg Dist
Phantom of the Opera.
8464 feet Sept. 1<^
Lon Chaney
Universal
Ridin' Streak, The
Bob Custer
Film Book. Offices .4540 feet Dec. 12
Road to Yesterday, The. .Joseph Schildkraut. .Prod. Dist. Corp
9980 feet. Nov. 21
Romance Road
Raymond McKee
5000 feet Aug. 8
Truart
Rose of the World
Special Cast
7506 feet Nov. 21
Warner Bros
Saddle Cyclone
4728 feet
Buffalo Bill Jr
Artclass Pict
Satan in Sables
Lowell Sherman
Warner Bros
7000 feet Oct. 24
Scarlet Saint, The
6880 feet Nov. 21
Astor-Hughes
First National
Seven Sinners
Marie Prevost
6286 feet Dec. 1»
Warner Bros
Shadow on the Wall
Creighton Hale
Luins Film (S. R.) .5800 feet Dec. 12
Simon the Jester ...;.... Rich-O'Brien
5070 feet Oct. 24
Prod. Dist. Corp
Some Pun'kins
Chas. Ray
Chadwick
6500 feet Sept. 1»
S.O. S. Perils of the Sea.. Elaine Hammerstein. .Columbia Pict. (S.R.) 5118 feet. Dec. 26
Sporting Life
6763 feet Sept. 26
Special Cast
Universal
Stage Struck
6691 feet Nov. 28
Gloria Swanson
Paramount
Stella Dallas
10157 feet Nov. 2»
Bennett-Colman
United Artists
Tessie
McAvoy-Agnew
6221 f eet Oct. 24
Arrow
Thank U
6839 feet Sept. 1<^
Special Cast
Fox
2
Unchastened Woman, TheTheda Bara
6800 feet Jan.
Chadwick
Under the Rouge
6500 eet.
Tom M^ore
July 25
A^soc. Exhib.
661
feet
Unguarded Hour, The .... Sills-Kenvon
Dec. 5
First National
3
Wedding Song, The
7373 feet Nov. 28
Leatrice Joy
Prod. Dist. Coru
We Moderns
6609 feet Dec. 5
Colleen Moore
First National
Where Was I?
6630 feet Aug. 29
Universal
Reginald Denny
When Husbands Flirt. .Dorothy Revier
5625 feet. Dec. 5
Columbia
Wild Girl
Truart (S.R.)
5800 feet
Louise Lorraine
51.56 feet
NoV.'Ji
Wyoming Wild Cat, The Tom Tyler
F. O. B
Fight to a Finish,

.

American Pluck

21

Aug. I
Nov. 2»
Not. 21

.

OCTOBER

28

Oct. le
Sept. 19

5600 feet
6478 feet
6895 feet

Warner Bros
Paramount

.

U

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.

.5500 feet

O

Paramount
Fox
Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn

Tom Mix

Bright Lights

4659 feet

Artclass Pict
Madoc Sales
F. B.

Reviewed

Length

Distributed by

Star

Buddy Roosevelt

Action Galore

.

Pretty Ladies
Primrose Path, The
Ridin' the Wind
Scandal Street
Sealed Lips

of His Father,
Souls for Sables

12
12
19

Kerry-Miller
Daniels-Ford

Lorraine of the Lions
Lovers in Quarantine

Length

United Artists

Pickf ord

Shall

New Champion, The

Son

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

5182 feet Oct.
3
7000 feet Sept. 1
9700 feet Feb. 21
4452 feet. .Nov. 28
7168 feet. .Sept. 5
6239 feet. .Sept. 12

.

.

First National
First National
F. B.

Johnny Hines
Special Cast

Meet
Once In

.

490! feet

Film Book. Offices.

Tyler

Bob Custer
Himself Thomas Meighan

Twain

.

.

(S. R.^

Tom

Go

Man of Nerve
Man Who Found

24
30
Dec. 19

.

.

.

Let's

31

May

.

6008 feet
7238 feet
6840 feet.
Paramount
Dist.
Corp
5677 feet
Prod.
Rod La Rocque
Coming of Amos
4928 feet
Rayart (S. R.
Reed Howes
Cyclone Cavalier
National
7311 feet
Banky..
First
R. Colman-V.
Dark Angel, The
United Artists
10264 feet
Don 0, Son of Zorro .... Douglas Fairbanks
B.P.Schulberg(S.R.)
.4825
feet.
C. Bow-D. Keith
Free to Love
6883 feet.
Pathe
Harold Lloyd
Freshman, The
4488 feet
Artclass Pict
Buddy Roosevelt
Galloping Jinx
4560 feet
W. Fairbanks-P. Garon. Columbia (S. R.).
Great Sensation, The
9200 feet.
Fox
Special Cast
Havoc
" Lefty " Flynn
5669 feet
F. B. O
High and Handsome.
7149 feet
His Majesty Bunker Bean. M. Moore-Devore .... Warner
.i700 feet
Lumas Film
Thunder dogi
His Master's Voice
6006 feet
F. B. O
If Marriage Fails
J. Logan-C. Brook
6652 feet
Fox
Special Cast
Kentucky Pride
Rayart Pict. Corp.
Knockout Kid, The
Jack Perrin
Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Universal

Pitts-Horton
California Straight Ahead Reginald Denny
Gloria Swanson
Coast of Folly

Feb. 28
Oct.
Oct.

.

4543 feet
.505S feet.

Ginsberg Dist
Pathe

(horse)

.

.

5000 feet

.

Distributed by

Star

Mary

Annie Rooney

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Motion P

836

Blind Trail,
Blue Blood

Distributed by

Staj

Leo Maloney
George Walsh

The

Clarion Photoplays

.

.

Chadwick

Length R eviewed
4900 feet
5900 feet
5500 feet. .Dec. 12
6022 f eet Nov. 21
450* f eet Dec. 26
5709 feet. .Dec. 19
6009 feet
5823 feet .. Jan. 23

Evelyn Brent
F. B.
Broadway Lady
Assoc. Exhib
Counsel for the Defense .Peters-Compson
Film Book. Officat
Cowboy If uketeer, Th* .Tom Tyler
Fox
Buck Jones
Deaerl's Price, The
S. O'Neill-B. Roach .. Metro-Goldwym
Do»'t
Dorothy Revier
Columbia Pict
Fate of a Flirt
Special Cast
Truart (S. R.)
Flood, The
5989 feet. .Jan.
2
Special Cast
Foi
Golden Strain, The
Special Cast
Universal
7500 feet AuB- 22
Goose Woman, The
Dana-Agnew
M-G-M
Great Love, The
W. Fairbanks-Corbin Columbia Pict. (S. R.)4865 feet
Handsome Brute, The
8983 feet ..Nov. 14
Rudolph Schildkraut Universal
His People
2
M-G-M
6433 feet
Tan.
Norma Shearer
His Secretary
Warner Bros
Harlan-Miller
6610 feet ..Dec.
Hogan's Alley
feet
16
Special
Cast
First
National
5794
Jan.
Infatuation
7008 feet ..Nov. 28
Thomas Meighan
Paramount
Irish Luck
First National
Mackalll-Mulhall
7900 feet ..Dec. 26
Joanna
Betty Bronson
9221 feet ..Dec. 26
Paramount
Kiss for Cinderella, A
Warner Brothers.
.7816 feet .Dec. 19
Lady Windermere's Fan. .Special Cast
Lodge in the Wilderness,
Tiffany (S. R.)
6500 feet
The
Percy Marmont
Paramount
6702 feet .Nov
Lord Jim
Hampton-Kirkwood Assoc. Exhib
Lover's Island
Jan.
Eltinge-Peimington
Prod. Dist. Corp .... 5417 feet Nov.
Madam Behave
5437 feet. .Dec.
Prod. Dist. Corp
Man From Red Gulch.. .Harry Carey
Metro-Goldwyn
5599 feet Dec.
Mae Murray
Masked Bride, The
Landis-Devore
F. B.
6200 feet Jan.
Midnight Flyer, The
Tearle-Mills
Tiffany (S. R.)
6500 feet. .Dec.
Morals for Men
5 reels
Strongheart (dog) .... Assoc. Exhib
Jan.
North Star, The
Lumas
5920 feet Jan.
Northern Code, The
Eva Novak
Louise Lorraine
5800 feet
Truart (S. R.)
Pals
Larry Semon
Chadwick
5600 f eet Dec. 26
Perfect Clown, The
Gleim Hunter
Dec. 12
Asso. Exhibitors
Pinch Hitter, The
Warner Brothers .... 7202 feet
Pleasure Buyers, The .... Irene Rich
Richard Talmadge
4911 feet.. Jan. 2
F. B. O
Prince of Pep
Metro-Goldwyn
5564 feet Dec 19
Sally, Irene and Mary .... Special Cast
"Lefty" Flynn
F. B.
51 75 feet. .Dec. 19
Smilin' at Trouble
Special Cast
M-G-M
6000 feet. Jan. 6
Soal Mates
Anna 0- Nilsson
First National
7646 feet. .Dec. 12
Splendid Road, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Artclass Pict. (S. R.).4884 feet
Streak of Luck, A
Dempster-Fields
Paramount
10253 feet Dec. 'i9
That Royle Girl
Goudal-Ames
7369 feet Jan. 2
Prod. Dist. Corp
Three Paces East
Buddy Roosevelt
Artclass Pict
4527 feet
Thandering Through
Cody-Busch
Metro-Goldwyn
4557 feet. .Dec. 20
Time the Comedian
Pete Morrison
Universal
4800 feet Nov. 14
Triple Action
Wm. S. Hart
United Artists
Tumbleweeds
7254 feet Nov.
Universal
4555 feet. .Dec.
Two Fisted Jones
Jack Hoxie
Special Cast
Wages for Wives
Fox
6352 feet. .Dec.
Fox
6515 feet. .Nov.
When the Door Opened.. .Special Cast
.Pola
Negri
of
the
World,
A.
Paramount
6353
feet. .Dec.
Woman
"Womanhandled
Richard Diz
Paramount
6765 feet .Jan.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.<>

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

" Bob " Custer

Broadway Billy
Billy Sullivan
Broadway Boob, The .... Gleim Hunter
Cohens and the Kellys,
The
Special Cast
Cave Man, The
Prevost-Moore
Dancer of Paris, The
Special Cast
Danger Quest, The
Reed Howes
Dangers of a Great City Special Cast
Desperate Game, The .... Pete Morrison
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Drif tin'

.

.

.

.

.

.

Barrier,

Paramount

The

Johnstown Flood, The
Ibanez Torrent
King of the Turf
Ladies of Leisure

Norma Shearer

M-G-M
Fox

.... Special

7931 feet Jan. 16
5418 feet. .Nov. 21
.

Universal

.

5000

Rayart (S. R.)

(eet. .Not. 14

M-G-M
O

F. B.

Prod. Dist. Corp
7356 feet
.Ginsberg Dist. Corp.
(S.R.)

.

.

Jan. 16

The
Dance Madness
Danger Girl, The
Demon, The

Buck Jones
Windsor-Nagel

Desperate Moment
Enchanted Hill, The

Hawley-Von

Priscilla

Fox
Metro-Goldwyn

Dean
Eltz.

.

.

Special Cast

Chadwick-Gordon.
.... La Marr-Stone

The

Raymond

Hands Up
.Hoodoo Ranch, The
Husband Hunters
Just Suppose
Hell

Xady from

Little Giant, The
Lure of the Wild

Mannequin

Special Cast

Man

Bob Custer

Rustlin'

Marrying Money
Memory Lane

Queen O'Diamonds

Fox

6038 feet. Feb. 6
5700 feet. .Jan. 30
6200 feet .. Jan. 16
7200 feet. .Dec. 26

O

Fox
.Warner Bros

Sky High Corral
Splendid Crime

.

.

Steel Preferred
William Boyd
Stella Maris
Mary Philbin
Stop, Look and Listen .... Larry Semon

.

Charles Ray

Too Much Money
The

Nilsson-Stons

Rayart (S. R.)
First National

"Lefty" Flynn

F. B.

Traffia Cop,

Jan. 23

Artclass Pictures .... 4800 feet
Tiffany
6500 feet
Assoc. Exhib
First National
7 reels
Jan. 30
Assoc. Exhib
6 reels .... Feb.
6
Universal
6850 feet Jan. 30
Columbia (S.R.)
5684 feet
Paramount
6981 feet Jan. 2
Film Book. Offices .4666 feet Jan. 16
Truart (S.R.)
5800 feet
First National
Jan. 23
Fox
5424 feet Jan. 30
Chadwick
2
5800 feet Jan.
Lumas Film
5800 feet Feb. 6
F. B. O
5129 feet Feb. 6
First National
73.»6 feet
Feb. 6
Artclass Pictures
4800 feet
Prod. Dist. Corp
6000 feet. Jan. 23
Warner Bros
6393 feet Jan. 30
Assoc. Exhib
Universal
.Paramount
6000 feet. .Dec. 26
Prod. Dist. Corp
6680 feet Dec. 26
Universal
5786 f eet Jan. .30
Pathe
5305 feet Jan. 30

Sweet Adeline
Thrilling Youth

Billy

5883 feet. .Jan. 16

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Art Acord

Daniels-Hamilton.

6

.

John Barrymore
Bow-Lewis

Law

Feb.

.

.

Bowers-Lashman

,

of the

6

5503 feet

.

Evelyn Brent
Belle Bennett
Wally Wales

Reckless Lady
Roaring Rider, The
Rocking Moon
Sea Beast The

.

6

Prod. Dist. Corp
Warner Brothers

.

Boardman-Nagel
J. Logan
George Walsh
Thunder (dog)

Outsider, The
Prince of Broadway
Phantom of the Forest

Shadow

.

Chadwick

West

Trip to Chinatown, A
SpeciaJ Cast
Under Western Skies .... Norman Kerry
Western Pluck
Art Accord

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

6000 feet
5000 feet
Jan.

O

23

4207 feet
6700 (eet

.

.

.

6
Dec. 19
Feb.

.

Yankee Senor, The
AoctMD Block, The

Tom Mix
Boardman-R«y

.

.Fox

M-G-M

5800 (eet. .Dec. 12

R.)

Associated Exhib
Clarion Photoplays.

Lso Maloney

Prod. Dist. Corp
Assoc. Exhib

Feb.

6

Sky High Corral
Speed Limit, The

6117 feet. .Jan. 30

M-G-M
6500 (eet

Tiffany (S. R.)

Fox
Warner Bros
Truart (S. R.)
Universal (re-issue)

Dean-Chaney
Special Cast

Fox

Johnny Hines

First National

Special Cast
B. Lytell-L. Rich
Louise Lorraine
Art Acord

Fox

Rajmiond McKee

5467 feet. .Jan. 23

Assoc. Exhib
Truart (S. R.)
Universal

6800 feet.
5800 feet

Lumas Film

6000

Special Cast

Columbia

Fred Thomson

F. B.

Trumpin' Trouble

Buffalo Bill, Jr

Artclass Pict. (S. R.) 4800 (eet
Assoc. Exhib
Universal
7 reels

Two Can

Bow-MacDonald
Under Western Skies .... Norman Kerry
Play

.

.Feb. 6

feet

The
Tough Guy, The
Thrill Hunter,

Feature

Age

of Indiscretion

O

Bat,

The

.

.

4900 (eet
5 reels. Jan.

16

Distributed by
Truart (S. R.)
United Artists
Universal

Stai

Special Cast

Blue Blazes
Pete Morrison
Broken Hearts of Hollywood
Harlan-Miller
Champion Lover, The
Chip of the Flying U
Hoot Gibson
Coming and Going
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Count o( Luxembourg.
.George Walsh
Forbidden Waters
Priscilla Dean
Happiness
Special Cast
Hearts and Spangles
Wanda Hawley
How to Train a Wi(e
Valli-O'Brien
Love Toy, The
Lowell Sherman

Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal
Artclass Pictures.

Six Shooting Romance.

.

5000

.

.

Chadwick

.

Tangled Herds
Test o( Donald Norton

Length Reviewed
5800 (eet
feet. .Jan.

23

Warner Brothers
.4800 (eet
6300 (eet. .Dec. 26

Prod. Dist. Corp
Film Book. Offices
Lumas Film
Assoc. Exhib
Warner Bros

6200 (eet

Fox
Fox

Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Universal
Warner Brothers
Assoc. Exhib
Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal
4837 (eet. .Jan. 30
Artclass Pictures .... 4800 (eet

Syd Chaplin
Monty Banks
Rod La Rocque
.Jack Hoxie
Baddy Roosevelt
George Walsh

Chadwick
Chadwick

(S. R.)
Artclass Pictures

Transcontinental Limited. Special Cast
Vanishing Hoofs
Wally Wales
Why Girls Go Back Home. Marie Prevost
Winning the Futurity
Special Cast

4800 feet

Warner Brothers
Chadwick (S.R.)

APRIL
Snecial Cast
Lionel Barrymore

Fox
Chadwick

Jack Hoxie

Universal
Universal
Clarion Photoplays.

House Peters
Leo Maloney

Combat, The
Fighting Shadows
Isle of Retribution, The.

Length

Distributed by

Star

Feature
Ace o( Hearts
BeUs, The
Border Sheriff, The ....

Reviewed

Picttires

.

.

4900 (eet

Film Book. Offices
Warner Bros
Lumas Film (S. R.)

Special Cast

Other Women's Husbands Bloe-Prevost
Racing Blood
Rustlers Ranch
Art Acord

Universal

M. Moore-D. Devore. Warner Bros

Sap. The
Silken Shackles ....
Skinner's Dress Salt
Streets of Sin
Twin Triggers

Warner Bros

Irene Rich

Reginald Denny

Universal

6887 (eet. .Dec. 26

Fox
Artclass Pict. (S. R.) 4800 (eet

Buddy Roosevelt

MAY
Distributed by

Star

Feature

Chasing Trouble

Reviewed

Universal
Universal
Warner Bros

Hoot Gibson
Click of the Triangle T
Irene Rich
Footloose Widow, The
Buck Jones
Gentle Cyclone, The
Hell Bent for Heaven .... Monte Blue
.

Lenfth

Warner Bros

Costello-Harron
Pete Morrison
.

Universal
Universal

Jacquelin Logan

.

.

4900 (eet

Warner Bros
Prod. Dist. Corp
Warner Bros

Monte Blue

Rin-Tin-Tin
Special Cast

Bride of the Storm

Fox

What Happened to Jones Reginald Denny
Universal
When Loves Grows Cold Mrs. Rudolph ValentinoF. B. O
Where the Worst Begins.. Ruth Roland
Truart (S.
White Mice
Without Orders

.

M-G-M
O
M-G-M

Tom Mix

Ship of Souls
Silent Witness, The

Marriage
My Old Dutch
Oh, What a Norse
Play Sa(e
Red Dice

.

First National

Harold Lloyd
Richard Barthelmess
Blanche Sweet
Glenn Hunter
Jane Novak

6314 feet
.

F. B.

Special Cast
Special Cast

Rainbow Riley
Road to Glory, The

Manhood

Griffith

Buddy Roosevelt

Do

.Jan. 30

Fox

Cast

Vera Reynolds

9

.

.

Paramount
Bowers-de la Motte. .Assoc. Exhib
Prevost-Moore
Warner

-Hearts and Fists
His Jazi Bride

I

.

.

O

Clarion Photoplays.
First National

Busch-Marmont

Miracle of Life, The
Talks
Morganson s Finish
My Own Pal
Night Cry, The
Night Watch, The
Outside the Law
Palace of Pleasure

9

.

Metro-Goldwyn

.

F. B.

Special Cast
Leatrice Joy
.

Money

Ginsberg Dist. Corp .5781 feet. .Jan.
Paramount
6326 feet Jan.

F. B.

.

Million Dollar Handicap,

9

.

.

Exquisite Sinner, The .... Nagel-Adoree
fifth Avenue
De La Motte
Fighting Edge, The
Harlan-Miller
First Year, The
Special Cast
flaming Waters
Special Cast
Gilded Butterfly, The
Special Cast

Golden Cocoon
Girl f r»m Montmartre

.

.

4800 feet

Paramount

Norma Shearer
The

for Love
Upstairs, The

6 reels
Jan.
6393 feet .Feb.
Feb.

Prod. Dist. Corp .... 5660 feet
Universal
4539 feet

Jack Hoxie

.

feet

5 reels

Artclass Pictures

.

.

-Cowboy and the Countess,

I

5000

Rayart (S. R.)
Pathe

Dec. 12

.

Elaine Hammerstein .Columbia (S. R.)

Made

Man

feet

4400 (eet

First National

Garbo-Cortez
Special Cast

Light Eternal
Little Irish Girl,

5000

Universal

Leo Maloney
Colleen Moore

Irene

5000 feet

Fox

Waiter
Menjou-Vidor
Half-Breed Hostler, The. Bob Custer

Heavy Odds

Reviewed

Universal

The
Grand Duchess and the
Fighting Cheat,

Reviewed

Metro-Goldwyn

Kerry-Barrymore

Bashful Buccaneer, The. .Reed Howes
Black Bird, The
Lon Chaney
Rich. Talmadge
Blue Streak, The
Braveheart
Rod LaRocqne
Checkered Flag, The
Elaine Hammeritein.

s

MARCH
Length

Distributed by

.

zi'

Warner Bros

Jack Perrin
Harry Carey
Sweet-Mulhall
Wally Wales

Thru

Far Cry, The

Length

First National
Rayart (S. R.)

Special Cast

JANUARY
,

A' c

Assoc Exhib

.

Devilkin
Dixie Merchant, The
Double Fisted

.

Star
Feature
American Venus, The
Special Cast
Arizona Sweepstakes, The. Hoot Gibson

u r c

t

Distributed by
Universal
F. B. O
Rayart (S.R.)

Star

Laura La Plante

.

.

.

.

Feature
Beautiful Cheat, The
Beyond the Rocks

.

.

.

c

FEBRUARY

DECEMBER
Feature

i

.

Fox
Warner Bros

Honeymoon Express, The M. Moore-D. Devore. Warner Bros
.

.

Looking for Trouble
Love Thief, The

Jack Hoxie
Norman Kerry

Sally in our Alley
Sign of the Claw
Silent Simpson
Three Weeks In Paris

Mary

Philbin
Thunder (dog)

Leo Maloney
Moore-Devore

Universal
Universal
Universal

Lumas Film

5925 feet
Clarion Photoplays (S.R.) 4900 (eet

Warner Bros

60S0 (eet

February 13, 1926

837

JUNE
Featnre
.'
Escape, The
Gilded Highway, The
Hero of the Big Snows,
Passionate Qnest, The.

Reviewed

Length

Distributed by

Star

Universal
Pete Morrison
Warner Bros
Dorothy Devore
Tin Tin (dog) .... Warner Bros
Warner Bros
Marie Prevost

From Rags

A Rin
.

.

.

.

Reginald Denny
Rolling Home
Art Acord
Scrappin' Kid, The
Social Highwayman, The. Harlan-Miller

Universal
Universal

Warner Bros
Chadwick-Russell .... Universal
Clarion Photoplays
Leo Maloney

Alarm, The
Yellow Contraband
Still

Feature
Free Ride, A
Fresh Paint
From the Cabby's Seat.

4664 feet. .Dec.

5

7207 feet Jan. 16
(S. R.) 4900 feet
.

.

to Britches.

Neeley Edwards
." O. Henry "

.

.

.

.

Funnymooners
Going Good
Gold Rush, The

Good Cheer
Good Morning Madam
Goofy Gob,

.

.

"

Ralph Graves
Dooley

Billy

Gosh Darn Mortgage, The
Great Open Spaces, The ." Aesop Fable "
Green-Eyed Monster, The Arthur Lake

Comedy

Releases

Neely Edwards

Account of Monte Cristo
Air Cooled
AUce Blues
Alice Plays Cunid

1

Bischoff, Inc

2 reels

" Aesop Fable"

Pathe
F. B.

Alice the Jail Bird

" Helen

All Abroad
Al's Trouble
Are Golfers Cuckoo?
Bachelor's Babies
Back to Nature
Badly Broke

Universal

Alice Ardell

&

1

O

reel
reel

2 reels
2 reels

Winkler (S. R.)
Winkler (S. R.)
Warren "..Fox

2 reels

Dec

2 reels

19

2 reels

Universal

A! Alt

Reviewed

Length

Distributed by

Star

Feature

Absentminded

Teimek Film Corp

"Dinky Doodle"

Bad Man, The
Bankrupt Honeymoon, A

2 reels.

Educational
Universal
Universal
F. B.

Special Cast
Charles Puffy
Charles Puffy

.

.

.Dec. 12

reel
reel
1 reel
1

Jan. 30

1

Fox

" Aesop Fable "
Jimmie Adams
Be Careful
Be Careful Dearie
"Our Gang"
Better Movies
Between Meals
Beware of Your Relatives. Neely Edwards
Edna Marian
Big City, The
Mohan-Engle
Big Kick, The
" Aesop Fable "
Bonehead Age, The

Pathe

i reel

Sept.

Educational
Educational

2 reels

Aug. 22
30

Brainstorm, The
Brotherly Love
Buster Be Good
Buster's Bust Up
Buster's Nightmare

Fox

Barnyard Follies

Buster's Nose Dive
By the Sea

Here We Come

Calif omia

Camel's

Pathe
Pathe
Universal
Universal

Pathe
Pathe

Smith-Bennett

.

Educational
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Film Book. OfBces.
Universal
Educational

Trimble-Turner
Trimble-Turner
Trimble-Turner
Arthur Trimble
Chas. Puffy
" The Gumps "

Hump

Eddie Gordon
Captain Suds
Lloyd Hamilton
Careful Please
Caretaker's Daughter, TheCharley Chase
Neely Edwards
Cat's Whiskers, The
Charles Chase
Charley My Boy
Lige Conley
Cheap Skates

Cheaper

to

Move

.

.

Pathe
Universal

Pathe

.

Educational
.

Party. ..Joe

Murohy

Universal
Educational

Cleaning Uo
Closer Than a Brother

Johnny Arthur
" Aesop Fable"

Cloudy Romance
Constant Simp, The

Special Cast
Alberta Vaughn

Fox

Control Yourself
Criss-Cross Cruise, A
Crowning the Count

Smith-Bennett
" Hodge-Podge "
Eddie Gordon

Fox

Cuckoo Love
Cupid a La Carte

Glenn Tryon

Pathe

Florence Gilbert

Fox

Cupid's Victory

Wanda Wiley

Universal

Jack Richardson

Bischoff, Inc

Cured

.

"Helen and Warren" Fox

Donkey

Chester's

Hams

reel
Jan.
Nov.
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
Oct.
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
Jan.
2 reels
2 reels ... Jan.
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
Oct
2 reels
.1 reel
2 reels. . .Dec.
2 reels
2 reels .... Oct.
1 reel
2 reels. . .Jan.
2 reels
Dec.
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels ... Nov.
1 reel
2 reels .... Oct.
2 reels
2 reels
Nov.
1 reel
2 reels
.Oct.
2 reels.
2 reels.
.Dec.
2 reels
2 reels .... Oct.
1

.

Pathe
F. B.

Educational
Universal

Dangerous Curves Behind.Mack Sennett
" Aesop Fable "
Day's Outing, A
Charles Chaplin
Day's Pleasure, A
Dinky Doodle at the Circtis
Dinky Doodle in the Hunt

Pathe
2
1
Pathe
Pathe
2
Film Book. Offices ... 1
Film Book. Offices. .1
.

Dog Daze

Bowes-Marlowe

Educational

1

Dog's Life, A
Don't Stop
Don't Butt Itt

Charles Chaplin

Pathe

3

Educational

1

Dumb

Arthur Lake

Ebony Clean Op
Educating Buster
Eighteen Carat

Trimble-Ttimer

Cliff

Friend, A
East Side, West Side

Elsie in

Bowes

Pathe

1

Universal

1

Fox
2
L.B.Comweli(SJl.) .1

Edna Marian

New

York
Channel

7

10

23

23

10

19
10

30
12

14

.Univeraal
Universal

Fox

2
2
2

28

.

.

17

.

.

26

" Aetop Fable "
Special Cast
Charles Puffy

Failure
Faint Heart
Fair But Foolish
Jimmie Adams
Fair Warning
Al St. John
Felix the Cat Busts Into

31

reels .... Nov. 7
reel
reels
reel
reel
reel
reels
reel
reel
reel
reels
Dec. 12
reel
reels. . . .Aug. 29
reels
reels

" Cartoon

Business

Pathe

I reel

Fox

2 reels.

Universal
Educational
Educational

2 reels .... Nov. 21

Educ«.iOnal

.

.

1 reel

2 reels.
1

.

.

Dec. 26
.Nov. 21
Nov. 28
.Sept. 26

reel

Felix the Cat in Blunder-

"Cartoon

land
Felix the Cat in Eats Are

''

Educational
Educational

1

" Cartoon "
Felix the Cat on the Farm." Cartoon "
Felix the Cat Fans the

Educational
Educational

1 reel

reel

M

Nov. 21

Flames

Educational

1 reel

" Cartoon "

Euucational

Felix
'

the

1

Walking

Felix the Cat on the Job
" Cartoon "
FeUx the Cat SpoU the
.

.

Spooks

FeUx the Cat Tries the
Trades
Felix the Cat Trips

Toyland

Educational

1 reel.

Educational

1

Thru
Lupino Lane

"^•"

m

Educational
Educational

Fox
Educational

Flyfa' Fool

Flying Wheels
For Sadie's Sake

Wanda Wiley
Jimmie Adams

Framed

Lloyd Hamilton

Universal
Educational
Educational

Affair,

A

reel

reel

" Cartoon "

Al St. John
Special Cast
Sid Smith

Flaming

1

1

" Cartoon "

"Cartoon"

Fighting Dude, The
Fighting Tailor, A
Fire Away

Educational
Educational

Fox
Pox

Jan. 23
.Jan. 30

1 reel.

2 reels

Wanda Wiley

Pathe

1 reel

Fox

2 reels.

Pathe

Fox

2 reels
2 reels.
2 reels

Pathe

1 reel

2 reels
1 reel

Honeymoon Squabbic,
The
Honor System, The

Edna Marian

Universal

" Aesop Fable "
Chas. Ptiffjr

Pathe

2 reels.
1 reel

Universal

1 reel

Day

Pathe

2 reels.

Horse Laugh
Hot Cakes for Two

Alice

Hot Dog
Hot Doggie
Hot Feet

Bischoff, Inc

F. B.

Arthur Lake
Walter Hiers

Feb.

2 reels.

Educational
Universal

O

.

6

.Jan. 30

.

. .

.Dec. 26

.

.Sept. 12

.

Dec. 12

2 reels

Universal
Educational
Educational

,

.

,

Jan. 23

Nov. 21
.

.

.

.

.Jan. 23
Jan. 23
.Nov. 14
Nov. 14
Dec. 26

1 reel

.2 reels.
Cliff Bowes
1 reel
Alice Day
Pathe
Hotsy Totsy
2 reels
How the Bear Got His Short Tail
Film Book. Offices. .1 reel
How the Elephant Got His Trunk
F. B.
1 reel
Buddy Messinger .... B'way Dist. Corp
Humming Birds, The
2 reels
" Aesop Fable "
Hungry Hounds
Pathe
1 reel
Ralph Graves
Hurry, Doctor
Pathe
2 reels
In Deep
Educational
Cliff Bowes
1 reel
Inventors, The
Tennek Film Corp
Isn't Love Cuckoo
Rsymoad McKee
Pathe
2 reels.
Neeley .Edwards
Universal
Jiminy Crickets
1 reel
" Aesop's Fable "... .Pathe
1 reel
June Bride, A
" Dinky Doodle "
F. B.
1 reel
Just Spooks
Keep Trying
Cliff Bowes
Educational
1 reel
Charles Puffy
Universal
Kick
Again
1 reel
" Hey Fellas "
Klynick, The
Davis Dist
2 reels
Ko-Ko Nuts
"Cartoon"
Red Seal
1 reel
Ko-Ko Packs 'Em In
"Cartoon"
Red Seal
1 reel
.

. .

Oct

10

.Dec.

5

Me

Ko-Ko Steps Out
Ko-Ko on the Run
Laughing Ladies

Lame

" Cartoon"

.Red Seal

Red

(Out-of-Inkwell)
Special Cast
Alice Ardell
Lige Conley

Glenn Tryon
Long Pants
Love and Kisses
Alice Day
Special Cast
Love and Lions
Love My Dog
Arthur Lake
Maid in Morocco
Lupino Lane
Alberta Vaughn
Maiiie Won't Tell
Merchant of Weenies.
.Charles Delaney
Min's Home on the Cliff .Joe Murphy
Walks
Min
In Her Sleep. ." The Gumps "
Misfit Sailor, A
Billy Dooley
" Krazy Kat"
Monkey Business
Moonlight and Noses
Clyde Cook
."
More Mice Than Brains.
Aesop Fable "
Movies, The
Lloyd Hamilton
.

.

1 reel
2 reels.
2 reels
2 reels.
1

Muddled Up

My
My

Charles Puffy

Swedie

Bums

Neal

2 reels

Pox

2 reels

Universal
Educational
F. B.
Bischoff, Inc
Universal
Universal
Educational

1 reel

.

.

.Oct.

2
2
2
2
2
2

reels .... Oct.
reels
reels. . . .Sept.
reels
reels
reels
Oct,
1 reel
2 reels.
.Oct.
1 reel
2 reels. . . .Oct.
1 reel
2 reels ... Jan.
2 reels
2 reels. . .Sept.

(S. R.)

t

Dec. 19

.

.

.

.

17

13

I

>
>

23
.,

5

.

.

Ntjrsery Troubles
Nuts and Squirrels
Off His Beat
Officer No. 13
Officer of the Day

Edna Marian

Universal

" Aesop Fable "
Walter Hiers

Pathe

1 reel

Educational
Universal

2 reels

Oh Buster
On Edge
On the Links

Arthur Trimble
Lige Conley

One Wild Night
One Wild Ride
Oo-La-La
Or What Have You
Over There-Abouts
Papa, Be Goodl

Eddie^Gordon

2 reels.

.'.

.Oct. 24
Sept. 11

1 reel

Fox
2 reels
2 reels

Neely Edwards

Universal
Educational
F. B. O
Univeraal

"Our Gang"

Pathe

Bobby Vernon
Alberta Vaughn

Educational

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Men"

"Fat

Peacemakers, The
Peggy in a Pinch
Peggy's Heroes

F. B.

.

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels.

2
2
2
2

.

.

Pie Eyed Pie
Pike's Pique
Piping Hot
Pleasure Bent

.

.

.

.

Universal

1

Winkler (S. R.)
Film Book. Offices..

reel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels.
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels

Lake

Special Cast
" Felix the Cat"

" Van Bibbers "
Jack Cooper

Salute

Alice Ardell

2 reels

Saturday Afternoon
Saving a Safe
Scandal Hunters

Harry Langdon
Jimmy Aubrey

Bums-Steadman
Billy

Dooley

Al Alt

Universal
Universal
Educational
Universal

Pathe
Educational

Arrow
Pathe
Fox

.

.

5

.Dec

19

reel

1

Oct.
.

.

. .

10

.Aug. 23
Oct. SI

Dec. 19

„
Oct. II

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Bischoff (S. R.)

Educational
Educational

Fihn Book. Offices
Pathe

_
Dec.

reels
reels

"Krazy Kat"

Arthtir

A

12

1 reel

Charles Puffy
Alberta Vaughn
Al Alt
Charles Puffy
Lige Conley

Dec

2 reels .... Nov. 7
reels
reels .... Oct. 10

.

.

The

7

1 reel

Seimett
Pathe
Gletm Tryon
Pathe
Earle Foxe
Fox
"East Side"
Fox
" Helen & Warren " Fox
"Sheiks and Shebas" Davis Dist
"Sheiks and Shebas" Davis Dist
"Sheiks and Shebas" Davis Dist
"Sheiks and Shebas". Davis Dist
Neely Edwards
Universal

A

Not.

2 reels

Mack

Politics

Run Tin Can
Salty Sap, A

Feb. 6
Jan. 30
Oct. 1«

.

.

reel

2 reels
2 reels.

No Father to Guide Him.. Charles Chase
Pathe
Number One Society, A ."East Side,West Side"Fox

Pleasure Bound
Prep School
Ptmch in the Nose,

Jan. 23
Oct. 3
.Dec. 5

.

2 reels

Educational
Universal
Educational
Educational

Stars

.

1 reel
1 reel

Pathe
Pathe

Winkler
Pathe
Pathe

Sept, 5
Sept. 5
Nov 14

1 reel

Seal Pict

Pathe

Brains
F. B.
Lickety Split
Educational
Lighter Than Air
"Aesop's Fables "... .Pathe
Lion and the Monkey. The." Aesop Fables "
Pathe
" Aesop's Fables "
P the
Little Brown Jug, The
Little Red Riding Hood . .Baby Peggy
Universal
Live Cowards
Educational

2 reels....Dec. 26
Jan. 30
Nov. 28

5

Oct. 24

2 reels

Perry-Cooley
His Own Lawyer
His Wooden Wedding .... Charlie Chase
Hollywouldn't
Johimy Sinclair
Perry-Cooley
Hold Everybody
Special Cast
Hold Everything
Alice ArdeU
Hold Tight
Hold Your Hat
Al. St. John
Hotel,
Neeley
Edwards
Honeymoon
The...

Afloat

2reeU

1 reel

Fox

Men"

Roomers

2 reels

Dec.

31

1 reel

Special Cast

2 reels ....Jan. 23
2 reels
Nov. 7
2 reels.
Jan. 30

5

17

1 reel

1 reel

The

Dec.

Universal
UniverseJ
Universal

Pathe

Reporter,

2 reel*

Oct.
Oct.

1 reel

"Aesop Fable"

Rainbow's End, The
Raisin' Trouble
Rainy Knight, A

reel.

Jan f30
.

Her Lucky Leap
Hero Wins, The

The Phoney Express

reel

Kept on

Cat

2 reels
2 reels

F. B. O
Universal
Universal

Perfect Lie,

Felix the Cat Flirts with

Fate

2 reels
2 reels

reel

"Aesop Fable"
" Fat

Peggy's Pests
Peggy's Putters

1 reel

" Cartoon "

Educational

1

Al Alt

Pawnshop

The Cold

•

1 reel

Helpful Al

Parisian Knight,

1 reel

" Cartoon "

Wets
Felix the Cat in

» Rush

2 reels

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

Tennek Film Corp

.

Swim,

The

Neeley Edwards

2 reels .... Dec. l»

Universal

.

10

Tennek Film Corp

Custard's Last Wallop

English

5

Arthur Lake

Happy Go Lucky
Hard to Hold
Haunted House, The
Heart Breaker, The
Heavy Love

Pathe
Pathe

Pathe
Pathe

.

Half Fare

1 reel

1 reel

Fox

Bevan
Ralph Graves
Wanda Wiley
" Aesop Fable "

Billy

"Our Gang
.

A

Length Reviewei

Distributed by
Universal
Universal

Star

Arthur Lake

.2 reels

F. B.

3 reels.
2 reels

Universal

2 reels

..

.Feb.

6

Motion P

838
Feature

Slow Down

Smash Op, The
Soapsuds Lady, The

1

Earle Foxe

Fox

Bobby Vernon
Cliff Bowes
" The Gumps "

Edncatioaal
Educational
Universal

2
2

Alice

Day

1

2
2

Pathe

O. Henry"
Charles Parrott

A

Social Triangle,
Soft Pedal
Solid Ivory

Educational

Fox

Oct.

reel

Patho

Big Boy

Slippery Feet

1

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Special Cast
Clyde Cook

Reviewed

Length

Distributed by
Educational
Educational

Star
Special Cast

Scrambled Eggs
Sea Scamps
Shoes
Should Sailors Marry
Sky Hooks
Sky Jumper, The

17

Aug. 2*
Nov. 14

reel
reels
reels.
reel
reels
reels

..Oct. 31
Ifov. 28

.

Nov. 28

Fox

••

reel
Oct. 17
1 reel
Mohan-Engle
2 reels
Billy West
So Long Bill
Se»t. Ik
2 reels
Somewhere in Somewhere Special Cast
Film. Book. Offlcea .. 2 reels
Alberta Vaughn
So"s Your Old Man
Ifov. 14
Universal
2 reels
Speedy Marriage, The.... Wanda Wiley
Sept. 12
2 reels
Biscboff (S. R.)
Spooky Spooks
Oct. 24
Educational
2 reels
Lige Conley
Spot Light
1»
Dec.
2 reels
Clyde Cook
Pathe
Starvation Blaes
S»pt. 5
2 reels
Universal
Edna Marian
Stranded
reels
2
Special Cast
Fox
Strong for Love
1 reel
Bowes-Marlowe
Edocational
Sweet and Pretty
Ang. 29
2 reels
Special Cast
Fox
Sweet Marie
Oct. 24
Pathe
2 reels
Alice Day
Sweet Pickle, A
"
"
Fat Men
2 reels
F. B.
Tailoring
Nov. 21
Pathe
2 reels
Ralph Graves
Take Your Time
Oct. SI
2 reels
Universal
Eddie Gordoa
Tari War, A
2 reels
B'way Dist Cor»
Tea for Love
3 reels
Pathe
Harry Langdon
There He Goes
1 reel
Jan. 23
"Aesop's Fables "
Pathe
Three Blind Mice
1 reel
Jan. 30
Universal
Charles Puffy
Tight Cargo
2 reels ... Feb.
6
Lupino Lane
Educational
Time Flies
2 reels
"Helen and Warren". Fox
Too Manv Relations
" Fat Men "
2 reels
F. B.
Three Wise Goof»
2 reels ... Sept. 1
Universal
Too Much Mother-in-Law Constance Darling
2 reels .... Atig . 15
Educational
Tourist, The
Johimy Arthur
Oct. 31
Special Cast
Fox
2 reels
Transients in Arcadia.
" Aesop Fable "
Sept. 2*
1 reel
Path©
Ugly Duckling, The
.Oct.
I
2 reels.
Edna Marian
Universal
Uncle Tom's Gal
Universal
1 reel
Arthur Lake
Understudy, The
Nov. 21
2 reels
Charles Chase
Pathe
Uneasy Three, The
1 reel
Pathe
Unfriendly Enemies
Jas. Finlayson
Pathe
2 reels
Clyde Cook
Wandering Papas
Bobby Vernon
Educational
2 reels .... A«g. 2*
Watch Out
Walter Hiers
Educational
2 reels .... Dec.
Weak But Willing
Universal
Oct.
3
Chas. Puffy
1 reel
Westward Ho
What's the World Coming
23
reels
Clyde
Cook
Pathe
2
Jan.
To
Dec. 12
Educational
Cliff Bowes
1 reel
What's Up
Pathe
2 reels
Jan. 30
Whispering Whispers..
Pathe
1 reel
Parrott-Ralston
Whistling Lions
1
reel
Oct.
10
Bowes
Educational
Cliff
Who's Which
Ralph Graves
Pathe
2 reels .... Jan. 23
Wide Open Faces
1
reel
Nov.
21
"Aesop Fable"
Pathe
Wildcats of Paris
" Aesop Fable "
1 reel
Pathe
Windjammers, The.
.Dec. 19
Pathe
2 reels.
Ralph Graves
Window Dummy. The
Oct. 24
Wanda Wiley
Universal
2 reels
Winning Pair, A
"
Helen and Warren "Fox
of Letters, A.
Oct. 3
Biscboff (S. R.)
2 reels
Johimy Sinclair
Working for the Rett
Fox
2 reels
Aug. 29
Earle Foxe
Wrestler, The
.Dec. 19
Bobby Vernon
Educational
2 reels.
Yes, Yes, Babette
Special Cast
Pathe
2 reels
Your Husband's Past
" Our Gang "
Oct.
Pathe
2 reels
3
Back Yard
Tour
1

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

H

.

My Own

.

.

.

.

Length
1

Pathe
Educational
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal

Queen of the Hills
Josie Sedgwick
Raid, The (Mustang Series)
Range Law (Mustang Series)
Rider of the Pass (Mustang Series)
River Nile, The (Variety)

Road From Latigo, The (Mustang
Runaway Taxi, A (Stereoscopik)

10 episodes
2 reels
2 reels.
.Oct. 10
2 reels .... Nov. 23
2 reels
1 reel
Nov. 28
2 reels.
.Oct. 17
1 reel
Oct.
3
2 reels .... Nov. 21

Fox
Universal

Series)

Pathe

Rustlers of Boulder Canyon,The(Mustang Series) Universal
Rtistlin' Kid, The (Mustang Series)
Universal
Scarlet Streak, The (Serial) Jack Daugherty
.Universal
Shadows of the Tiger
Tennek Film Corp
Shakespeare (Gems of the Screen)
Red Seal
Shooting at Time (Sportlight)
Pathe
Shootin' Wild (Mustang Series)
Universal
Silvery Art
Red Seal
Sky Skidder, The
BischoS
Sky Tribe, The (Variety)
Fox
Songs of Ireland (Music Film)
Pathe
Starting an Argument (Sportlight)
Pathe
Story Teller, The (Hodge Podge)
Educational
.

.

Price Touchdown (Sportlight)
Whirlpool, The (Variety)

White Paper (Variety)
With Pencil, Brush and Chisel (Variety)
Wild Beasts of Borneo
Wild West (Serial) Ferguson-Mulhall

1
1

1

1
1
1

Pathe

1

Universal

2

Coming

1

Fox

1

Universal
Universal
Universal
F. B. O

2

2
2

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

1

1
1

1

Fox
Fox
Fox

1

Educational

2

I

1

.

reel
reel

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reels
reel
reel
reels
reels
reels
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reels

.

.

.

.

Oct.

3

.... Nov. 21
.... Dec. 19
.... Sept. 12

Feb.

6

.... Sept. 12
10 episodes Sept. 12
2 reels
10 episodes
.

.Universal

.

.

2 reels.
.Oct. 24
2 reels.
.Sept. 26
10 episodes

Pathe
Pathe

Winged Rider, The
Edmund Cobb
Winking Idol, The (Serial)Desmond-Sedgwick

.

10 episodes
2 reels

...

Pathe

What

.

2 reels

.

Strenuous Life, The (Sportlight)
Taking Chances (Mustang Series)
Then and Now (Sportlight)
Toiling for Rest (Variety)
Too Many Bucks (Mustang Series)
Top Hand (Edmund Cobb)
Tricked (Mustang Series)
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Uprising Generation (Sportlight)
Walloping Wonders (Sportlight)

Reviewed

reel

1 reel
Dec. 5
1 reel
Sept. 5
2 reels .... Feb.
6
1 reel
Feb. 6
1 reel
Oct.
3
1 reel
Aug. 29
1 reel
1 reel
Jan. 30

Fox

(Serial)

c xv s

r c

2 reels .... Jan. 30

Seal Pict.
Universal
Educational
Red Sea! Pict

Carolina (Variety)

.

t it

Red

Outings For All (Sportlight)
Modes in Color

Wild

c

Distributed by
Educational
Universal
Educational

Parisian

Perils of the

Pathe
Pathe
Arrow
Pathe

,

Feature
Magical Movies (Hodge Podge)
Man With a Scar, The (Fred Humes)
Marionettes (Hope Hampton)
Marvels of Motion (Series)
Montana of the Range
Josie Sedgwick
Mother Goose's Movies (Hodge Podge)
My Bonnie (Ko-Ko Series)

i

Attractions

Woman

.

Feature

.

Own

.

Accused
of the South
Altars of Desire

Seas

.

.

Amateur Gentleman, The
Wilson-Gerber
Apache Princess
Ancient Mariner, The .... Special Cast
.

Aristocrat,
Atlantis

Short Subjects

The

Back Slapper, The

Bad Habits
Barriers of Fire
Battling Butler

.

Davis Dist.- Vital

Fox

Ace

of

Spades

(Serial)

.

Tied

William Desmond

Up

Wool
Amazing Mazie

Amundsen Polar Flight,
Angelus, The

10 episodesOct. 24
1 reel
Jan. 30

Buddy Messinger .... B'way Dist. Co
2
Film Book. Offices... 2
"Fat Men"
Mohan-Engle
Pathe
1
Alberta Vaughn
F. B.
2
Pathe
The
3
Cranfield

&

Red

(Series)

Parroti-Ralston
" Our Gang"
" Juvenile "

Are Parents Pickles?
At Home

Baby Be Good
Bar-G Mystery

Educational

3 reels .... Oct.

1

Boundary Line, The (Mustang Series)
Breakin' Loose (Mustang Series)

Universal
Universal
Universal

Clever Feet (SporUight)
Colorful Fashions From Paris (Novelty)
Crook Buster, The (Mustang)
Cuba Steps Out (Variety)

George Larkin
I)

Flame Fighter, The (Serial) Herbert Rawlinson
FlaniinK West, The (Mustang Series)
Flashes

of the

Past

With Death
Giraffe's Long Neck, The
Gold Trap, The (Mustang Series)
Green Archer, The (Serial) Ray-Miller
Flirting

Grinning Fists (Fred Humes)
Gunless Bad Man, The
Edmund Cobb
Hearts of the West
Her First Night in Philadelphia
Corbett-Holmes
Hero of Piperock
His Pal

In
1

China Shop (Variety)

Remember

Iron Trail Around (Variety)
just Cowboys (Mustang Series)

Enickknacks

of

Knowledge (Hodge Podge)

Life's Greatest Thrills
Lightning Hutch (Serial)

Lightnin' Strikes

Magic Hour, The

.

.

.

reel

B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
First National

Special Cast
Special Cast

M-G-M

Monte Blue

Warner Bros

Buster Keaton

M-G-M

2 reels

Pathe

1

Educational
Universal

2 reels

1

reel
reel

reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel

Pathe
Seal Pict

F. B.

O

1 reel
2 reels.

Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Cranfield

&

.

reels
reels
reels. ...Feb.
6
reels.
2 reels
jan! 30
,

Chesterfield
(S. R.)

.

2
2
2
Clarke. .2

Universal

M.

.

.

P. Co.
2 reels
1

Short Films Syn

2 reels .... Sept. 26
1

Universal
Educational
Universal

reel

Dec. 26

reel

2 reels.

.Oct. 10
reel
Nov. 14
2 reels .... Sept. 26
.

.

1

Arrow

Tennek Film Corp
Cranfield

&

Clark

.

.

2 reels
1

reel

Marion Davies
John Gilbert
Doaglaa Fairbanks

Dec. 19

M-G-M
M-G-M
M-G-M
M-G-M
M-G-M

Women

.

Tom

12550 feet Not. 21
.

United Artists

.

.

Paramount

.Lyon-Wilson-Sweet.
Franklyn Famom
Special Cast

to Battle

12000 feet. Jan. 16

Metro-Goldwyn

Special Cast
.

.First National
Inde. Pict. S. R.)

7774 feet .. Jan,

5 reeU
Phil Goldstone (S.R.) 5000 feet
F. B. O
i

Tyler

.

.

.

.

Borrowed Plumes
Broken Homes
Brooding Eyes

Daw-Welch

Arrow

Lake-Glass
Lionel Barrymore

Ginsberg Dis. Corp.

Brown

Jack Pickford

Metro-Goldwyn

.

.

Jone

9
6

Astor Dist
(S. R.)

of

Harvard

Truart (S.R.)

>-

Cleaner Flame, The
College Widow, The

Syd Chaplin

Coney Island

Special Cast

Arrow

Warner Brothers

of

.

Rider,

Deserts' Price,

.

The
The

Detour
Devil Horse, The
Dice Woman, The

Do Clothes
Woman?
Don Juan
Dumb Head

Make

United Artists

M-G-M

.

Captain PlumbSpecial Cast
Crashing Through
Jack Perrin
Bob Reeves
Cyclone Bob
Special Cast
Cyrano de Bergerac
Danger Line, The
Special Cast
Dangers of a Great City
Dark Horse, The
Harry Carey
Daughter of th e Sioux, A Wilson-Gerber
Special Cast
Dead Command, The
Dorothy Drew
Defend Yourself

Demon

M-G-M

Special Cast
Charles Chaplin

The

Courage

Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn

Bronson-Cortez

P

Desert Gold
Desert Healer

Fox

Fox

Beverly of Graustark
Big Parade, The
Black Pirate, Th»
Blind Goddess, The
Bluebird's Seven Wives.
Border, Intrigue

mance. The

.Oct. 10
lo episodes.. Dec. 5

Pathe

Special Cast

Circus,

Jan. 30
10 episodes
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
Sept. 26

Jan. 30

Paramount
Paramount

.

Ben Hur

Bom

.

Paramount

Call in the Night, A
Cat's Pajamas, The
Charity Ball, The
Maker's
Cigarette

1

Universal
Red Seal Pict
Rayart
Universal

Red

24

.

Astor Dist. (S. R.)

Special Cast
Beauty
Because I Love You
Pola Negri
W. Berry-Hatton
Behind The Front
Special Cast
Behind the Screen
Bellamy the Magnificent .Special Cast

Border

1 reel
Sept. 12
2 reels .... Oct. 31
2 reels .... Dec. 5

Fox
Fox

Egypt Today
Fight Within, The
Film Facts (Series No.

Jan. 30

2 reels

Pathe
Pathe

The (Fred Humes)

X reel
1 reel

Seal Pict

Pathe
Pathe

(Serial)
Barrier Busters (Sportlight)

Call of Hazard,

reels
reels
reel
Oct. 31
reels .... Oct. 24
reels
Nov. 21

Clarke

(S. R.)

Animated Hair Cartoons

Reviewed

Length

Pathe

All Astride (Sportlight)
All for a Girl
All
All

.

Distributed by
.... Universal

5548 feet

Special Cast

Beau Geste
Feature

Length Reviewed
5000 feet. .Jan. 16

Distributed by
Star
Inde. Films
Gilda Gray
Paramount
Special Cast
M-G-M
Richard Barthelmess. First National
Special Cast

Aloma

.•

.

Davis Dist.-Vital

Ambassador Pict. (SJl.) 5000
Anchor Film Dist

Atlas Dist. (S.R.)... 9500 feet
Astor Dist. (S. R.)

Prod. Dist Corp
Davis Dist.-Vital

Dependable Films
Davis Dist.-Vital

Paramount

(horse)

Dean

5 reels

.

.

.

.

5000 feet
5000 feet

July II

.

.

Oct. 24

.

.

Jan.

9

.

.

Aag.

»

.Dec

19

First National

Fox

•

5709

feet.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Pathe..
Prod. Disl. Corp

the

Mrs. Valentino
John Barrymore

.

M-G-M

Ken Maynard

Rex

.

Fox

Holt-Dove
Stone-Bedford
Buck Jones
I>riseilla

feet

F. B.

O

Warner
Tiffany (S. R.)

650« feet

'

r

ar

C h r ai

19

13,

X

Feature
Earth Woman, The
East of the Setting Sun
Eden's Fniit. .'

839

2 6

Bonner

Constance Talmadge

.

of

Columbia
H. F. Jans

Dorothy Revier

Eve's Leaves
False Pride
Fast Life in New York

Leatrice Joy

Special Cast

Horseman, The

Buck Jones
Fighting Buckaroo, The
Fighter's Paradise, The. .Rex Baker
Ken Maynard
Fighting Courage
Billy Sullivan
Fighting Fate
Frank Merrill
Fighting Heart, The
.

.

Fighting Smile, The
Fighting Thorobreds

Bill

Flames
Flaming Frontier, The
Fleet Foot
Flyin' Thru
Flying Fool,

Cody

Padlocked

Lee-Bradford (S. R.)

Palace of Pleasure
Paris
Paris at Midnight
Partners Again

Corinne Griffith
Harold Lloyd
Ben Wilson
Special Cast

First National

Raymond

Paramount

of Allah,

.

Special Cast
N. Talmadge-R.

.

The

Inde. Pict. Corp. (S.R.) 4700 feet

M-G-M
Col-

United Artists

M-G-M
Paramount
Davis Dist.-Vital

Grey Vulture, The

Ken Maynard

.

Paramount
.Dependable Films. .4800
Davis Dist.-Vital
.

Universal

Hairpin Duchess, The .... Special Cast
Special Cast
Harem Girl, The

M-G-M

Haunted Range, The
Ken Maynard
Haven, The
Special Cast
Hell's Four Hundred
Margaret Livingston
Her Big Adventure
Special Cast
Her Honor, The Governor
High Steppers
Special Cast

Davis Dist.-Vital

4800 feet. .Jan. 16

(S. R.)

Warner Bros

KiKi

Norma Talmadge

The
La Boheme

Marilyn MiUs

First National
Davis Dist.-Vital

.

Paramount

M-G-M

Bow-McKee

Lawful Cheater, The
Lawless Love
or Loyalty

!

B. P. Schulberg
Davi- Di"t.-Vital
Davis Dist. Div

Al Ferguson
Lawson Harris
Special Cast

Lena Rivers
Les Miserables
Let's Get Married

9

.

4800 feet. .Not. 14
6521 feet

Universal

Paramount

........'

Truart

6500 feet
6500 feet
Ambassador Pict. (S.R.) 5000 feet
Fleming Prod. (S. R.)
Davis Dist.-Vital
Metro-Goldwyn
!!!!!!!!
Arrow Pictures
5007 feet .. Dec. 12
Warner Bros
Tiffany (S. R.)
6500 feet....'.
Davis Dist. Dit
(S. R.)
Tiffany (S. R.)

Lightning Jack
Lightning Passes, The
Lights of Mojave,

Jack Perrin
Al Ferguson

Ken Maynard

The

Little Bit of Broadway.
Little Firebrand, The
little Irish Girl, The

.

.Ray-Starke
Edith Thornton
Special Cast

.

Lodge in the Wilderness
Long Odds
Loyalties

Lovey Mary

The

Lying Wives

.

.

.

Marilyn Mills
Special Cast

Fox

Bessie Love

M-G-M

Ramon Novarro
.Leon Errol
Special Cast

Man and the Mement
Man Four Square
Buck
Man With a Thousand
Faces

.

of Steel
to Garcia,

May'

17

M-G-M
M-G-M

'.[

A

Ramon Novarro

M

Milton

Firet National

G-M
M-G-M

Sills

Special Cast

Midnight Flames
Midnight Speci*

Columbia
Truart

Miss Brewster'- Millions. Bebe Daniels

(S. R.)

Ginsberg Dist.

Doris Kenyon
Special Cast
Colleen Moore
Corinne Griffith

M-G-M

Gene Corrado

Bud Barsky

Special Cast

Mr. Battling Butler
My Lady of Whims
My Neighbor's Wife
Mystery Club, The

M-G-M. ...

Buster Keaton

Mysterious Island
Mystery Lady, The

Special Cast
Special Cast

M-G-M
M-G-M

Dorothy Gish

British National
Prod. Dist. Corp

Gwyn

Clara

.'.".'

Matt Moore

Nervous Wreck, The
Klondike, The

Nine and J-5 Seconds
Nocturne
Non-Stop Flight, The

.

.

7 reels
.5000 feet

6089 feet

Tan! 30

"

M-G-M
F. B. O

Sea Horses
Sea Wolf, The
Second Chance
Self Defense

Rooms
Mosque

.

of the

Inc

!

!

5600 feet

"

Feb.

Jan.

"

6

Not. i2

Chadwick

M-G-M
Fox

„

Chesterfield

M.P. Corp. 5000

feet. Feb.

6

5800 feet

.

.

Fox
First National

Nilsson-Frazer
Aileen Percy
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast
Odette Taylor

First National

Paramount
Ralph Ince Prod

7500 feet. .Dec.

Fox
Fox

M-G-M

Cranfield
(S.R.)

&

Clarke

6200 feet
5750 feet. .Dec. 26
5569 feet

Ufa

Fox

Special Cast

Ufa

The

.

Prod. Dist. Corp

Irene Rich
Special Cast
Special Cast

Warner Bros

.

.

Ken Mayiuu-d

Maclyn Arbnckle
Thoroughbred
George O'Brien
Xboroughbred, The
Special Cast
Three Pals
Marilyn Mills
Timber Wolves
Ken Maynard
Toilers of the Sea
Special Cast
Tony Runs Wild
Tom Mix
Tongo
Special Cast
Tonio, Son of the Sierras. Wilson-Gerber
Tough Guy, The
Fred Thomson
.

Sept. 12

H. B. Warner

Ten

to Midnight
Texan's Oath, The
That Old Gang of Mine.

.

Edmond Lowe
Jack Perrin

Arrow
Fox
.

Assoc. Exhib

Chadwick
Rayart

6000 feet

Paramount

7 reels .... Jan. 30

United Artists
United Artists
Davis Dist.-Vital
Universal

Metro-Goldwyn
Chadwick Pict
6500 feet

Tiffany (S.R.)

Ginsberg (S.R.)

M-G-M
Davis Dist.-Vital
Prod. Dist. Corp
Davis Dis.-Vitael
Dependable Films

.

.

.

Special Cast
Elsie Ferguson

Unknown Soldier, The
Up and At 'Em

Jack Perrin

Marilyn Mills
"

Vanishing American, The .Dix- Wilson
Vengeance of Durand, The Irene Rich
Viennese Medley
Special Cast
Volcano, The
Bebe Daniels
Volga Boatman, The
Elinor Fair
Wanderer, The
William Collier, Jr
Warrior Gap
WUson-Gerber
Way of an Eagle, The
Special Cast

4900 feet

Truart
Davis Disi. Vital

DaTs

Dist.-Vital

M-G-M
DaTis Dist.-Vital
F. B.

5000 feet. .Dec. 19

O

Fox Film
Ambassador

Pict.

Davis Dist. Div
C. C. Griffin Prod
Vitagraph
P. D. C

Ambassador

5000 feet
6500 feet
Sept. 15

5 reels

7000 feet .. Dec. 19
6895 feet. .Nov. 31

Pict.

Paramotut
Warner Bros

5000 feet
10063 feet. Not.

7

First National

Paramount

...

Prod. Dist. Corp

Paramount

8173 feet. .Sept. 11
4900 feet Aug. 22

Davis Dist

.

M-G-M

M-G-M
P. D. C
Warner Brothers

Ginsberg Dist. Corp.

Special Cast

9

Fox

Special Cast

Winner, The
Charles Ray
Winning of Barbara Worth

Jan.

M-G-M

Special Cast

White Chief, The
Monte Blue
White Fury
Marilyn Mills
White Heat
Special Cast
Whole Town's Talking, The. Ed. Horton
Wide Open
Dick Jones
Wild Oats Lane
Dana-Agnew

.

5481 feet.. Sept. 19

Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn
Fox

Will People Say
Price Glory

.

Fox

(S.R.)
Tiffany (S. R.)

Travis Coup, The
Tricks
True North, The
Unknown Lover, The

Whispering Canyon
Whispering South

H

Arrow Film Corp

Arrow
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Owen-Schildkraut .... Prod. Dist. Corp
Ambassador Pict.(S.E.)5000 feet
Jack Perrin

Strange Bedfellows
Sunshine of Paradise Alley Special Cast
Tale*)f a Vanishing People
Taxi Mystery, The
Roberts-Agnew
Temptress, The
Special Cast
Tentacles of the North
Special Cast

Wife, The

J

Universal

.

One

Tan. ' 23

Nov. 14

Nov. 28

Vitagraph
Astor Dist. (S.R.)
Universal

M-G-M

Sky Rocket The
Peggy Hopkins Joyce
Smith of Cornell
George Walsh
Somebody's Mother
Mary Carr
Song and Dance Man, TheTom Moore
Sons of the Sheik
Rudolph Valentino
Sparrows
Mary Pickf ord
Starlight Ranch
Wilson-Gerber
Star Maker, The
Philbin-Bushman

What
What

5000 feet

Metro-Goldwyn

Special Cast
Special Cast
Ralph Ince

When We Were Twenty-

.Davis Dist.-Vital
Universal

6 reels

.

.

Madge Bellamy
Ben Lyon
The

Wedding March, The

.'.'.'.'.'

Arrow
.

Thomas Meighan
Paramount
Charles W. Paddock. .A. G. Sten,
Special Cast

(S.R.)

M-G-M

Bow

Herbert Rawlinson.

'.

'.

Paramount

A

'.

First National
First National

Monte Carlo

Musketeer,

..........'.'.'

.

(S. R.)

First National

.

.

.

(S.R.)

".

Pict. (S. R.)

.

Universal

First National

'.

Paramount
Assoc. Exhib

Million Dollar Dill..Millionaire Policemen .... Special Cast

Mismates
Miss 318
Miss Nobody
Mile Modiste

...'.

.

M-G-M

.

Trailing Shadows
Travelin' Fast

'

Fox

Memories
Message

Oct

Metro-Goldwyn
Fox

Jones

Special Cast
Soecial Cast

Mare Nostrum

'.'.'.

Astor (S.R.)
5800 feet.
First National...
Ivan Abramson (S.R.)7 reels ..'.'.

Married Cheats

New

4*46 f«et. Jak.

Arrow

Richard Dix

Woman

Lover's Oath, A
Lunatic at Large,

Metro-Goldvryn

.July 11

Film Book. Offices
Prod. Dist. Corp

Truart (S. R.)

of the

.

Universal

Wives

Siberia
Siegfried
Silence
Silken Shackles
Silver Lanterns
Silver Treasure,

5500 feet

6 reels.

Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vilal
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital

Dependable (S. R.)
Metro-Goldwyn
Emil Jannings
First National
William Desmond .... Universal
Davis Dist.-Vital
Mrs. Wallace Reid
Marion Davies
M-G-M

.

C. B. C. (S. R.)

.

.

Shipwrecked
Shootin' Square

Paramount

The

.

Mosque. .Stewart Rome
Share and Share Alike.. .Jane Novak
Shfnandoah

Eddie Cantor

of the Harem,
of Leisure

Sailors'

Shadow

M-G-M

Gish-Gilbert
Special Cast
Special Cast

.

Seventh Heaven
Seward's Folly

7 reels

.

M-G-M
Truart (S.R.)
M-G-M
M-G-M

Kid Boots
Killer,

.

Return of a Soldier
Special Cast
Road That Led Home, The
Rogue's Riches
Special Cast
Rolling Home
Reginald Dermy
Romance of an Actress
Ropin' Venus, The
Josie Sedgwick
Rnst
Special Cast
Rustling for Cupid
Sagebrush Lady, The
Eileen Sedgwick

Shadow

M-G-M
M-G-M

Nell

.

B.P. Schulberg
Warner Bros

Justice of the Far North

.

Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis

Dorothy Drew

Separate

Special Cast
Special Cast

Modem

Sept. 26

James

Carabine
Jason

.

Pursued

Scarlet Letter,

O

....

.

Savage, The

Millionaires,

M. Moore-Devore
SpeciM Cast

.

Salvage
,

Whitman Bennett.

Glmstead-Arthor

The
In His Arms
In Praise of

Life of a
Lightnin'

9

F. B.
First National

Special Cast

World

feet. .Jan.

Fox

Kerman

Express, The .Special Cast
Human Mill, The
Special Cast
Hurricane, The
Special Cast
I Can Do It
Special Cast
Tell the
Inevitable

7

.

M-G-M
.

Honeymoon

I'll

Not.

.

Astor Dist. (S. R.)

.

Peggy Takes a Chance
Peggy O'Day
Peggy in Chinatown
Peggy O'Day
Peggy in Danger
Peggy O'Day
Peggy From HeadquartersPeggy O'Day
Peggy on the Job
Peggy O'Day
Peggy of the Secret ServicePeggy O'Day
Peggy Scores a Victory
Peggy O'Day
Peggy Under Orders
Peggy O'Day
Plumes
Special Cast
Poker Faces
Special Cast
Poor Girl's Romance, A Special Cast

Sandy

Gulliver's Travels

His Woman
Horses and Women

6500 feet

M-G-M

Herbert Rawlinson.

Paramount
Fox
'.

Passionate Youth

Quo Vadis
Red Clay
Red Kimona, The
Red Mill, The

M-G-M

Famum

7 reels

M-G-M
M-G-M

Charles Ray-E.Boardman Metro-Goldwyn
Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
Sidney-Carr
United Artists
Special Cast
Truart (S.R.)

Quality Street

B.P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Franklyn

Universal
Lowell Prod

Prince of Pilsen
Anita Stewart
Prowlers of the Night .... Fred Humes

Vitagraph

Greatest Show on Earth
Great Jewel Robbery

Moana.

7

5000 feet. .Asf. 29

M-G-M

Special Cast
of Eden, The
Glorifying the American Girl
David Butler
Gold Hunters, The
Goose Man, The
Special Cast

Men

6

Not.

Davis Dist

Garden

Law

1

Paramount

man

Lady
Lady

.

Davis Dist.-Vital
Davis Dist.-Vital
Sunset Prod. (S. R.)
Gotham Prod. (S. R.)

Frivolity

Galloping Dude, The
Gambling Chaplain, The

Garden

M-G-M

Paramount

Special Cast
Special Cast

Paramount

Fox
.

Assoc. Exhib

Jean Hersholt
Lowell-Russell
Special Cast
Soecial Cast
Special Cast

Show

Open Book
Ordeal, The

Paramount

Griffith

the

Anow

Special Cast
E. E. Horton

Prod. Dist. Corp
Astor Dist

M-G-M

Dick Jones

Frisco Sal

.

.

Length
Reviewed
5491 feet

Distributed by

Star

Nome

of

On With

.

The

Forever After
For Heaven's Sake
Fort Frayne
Four Stragglers, The
Get Off the Earth
Friends

5508 feet
(S. R.)

5000 feet
Davis Dist.-Vital .... 5 reels
July
Rayart iS. R.)
4991 feet. .Feb.
Bud Barsky Prod.
5000 feet
(S. R.)
Inde. Pict. Corp.(S.R.) 4630 feet
Rayart {S. R.)
5000 feet

Gloria Swanson
Special Cast
.... Special Cast
Marilvn Mills
Al Wilson

The

Forest of Destiny,

Jan. 30

North

Phil Goldstone

Billy Sullivan

Fine Manners

Feature
Nutcracker, The
Old Ironsides
Old Soak, The

B. P. Schulberg (SJl.)

Man

Ermine and Rhinestone

Fifth

Reviewed

First National

.

.

Enemy

Length

Distributed by
Davis Dist.-Vital

Star
Priscilla
.

.

Davis Dist.-Vital

M-G-M
Universal
Sunset Prod. (S. R.)
I>rod. Dist.

Corp

M-G-M
Chadwick

(S. R.)
Principal Pict. (S. R.)

(S. R.)

.

II

Motion Picture News

840
Length

Distributed by

Star

Feature

Reviewed

With Kit Carson Over the
Sunset Prod. (S. R.)
Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Lee-Bradford (S.R.) 6600 feet
Universal

Special Cast

Great Divide

Special Cast
Wives at Auction
Special Cast
Wives of the Prophet
VaUi-O'Malley
Wives for Rent
Special Cast
Wolf Hunters, The
Woman Who Did Not Care
Women and Wives

.

.

.

Jan.

Worst Woman, The
Coat, The
Yellow Fingers

Distributed by

Star

. .

WilBOn-G«rber
Special Cast

Metro-Goldwyn

Reviewed

Davis Dist. Div
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Tiffany (S. R.)
6500 feet.

Olive Borden

Yoke, The
Yon Too

(S. R.)

Length

Fox.

Metro-Goldwyn

Wrong

Davis Dist Div

Gotham

Feature
World of Promise, The
World's Illusion, The
Worst Man of the Troop

Fox
Warner Brothers

Special Cast
Special Cast

M-G-M

M^^^er Opinions onNew Pict
Barrymore gives what

flashed across the screen heavens.

called a superlative characteri-

The star is Peggy Hopkins Joyce.
Peggy Hopkins Joyce is a name
that is not new to the columns of
the daily press or the stage. Her
love aff'airs and ventures in matrimony have used up much printer's
ink.
But for the first time in her

the «hales.
is

zation."'

"There is the
The Mirror
smell of the sea in the picture.
Indeed 'The Sea Beast' is more
It's a whale
tlian a fish story.
:

It is all John
story.
You will be thrilled or

Barrymore.
you will be

upset by tills photoplay.
no half way course.

Evening World:

It steers

"Barrymore's

j)ortrayal of madnes is a strikingly excellent piece of acting.
'The Sea Beast' is well worth
seeing."

career her adventures, fictional
this time,
are recorded in imperishable film.

Interesting adventures they are,
Adela Rogers St. Johns,
who wrote 'The Skyrocket' has
seen
that.
Then Marshall
to
Neilan has further abetted Miss
.Joyce's bid for screen recognition
by faultless direction and an uncanny ability to bring out every
ounce of the star's acting ability
while using her exceedingly good
looks and graces to the utmost."
too.

"People, of course,
Chronicle
are interested first in Miss Joyce
herself.
She is as beautiful as report makes her, and is of the type
that just now has the 'call in
screen stars Vilma Banky, Constance Bennett, Dolores Costello.
She is as blonde as a baby, has a
profile
an
quite
lovely
and
:

William

Mong,

V.

appearing

—

in

the

"Brooding

Eyes."
released through Henry Ginsberg Distributing porporation.

Banner

production

Last Edition"— F. B. 0.
Pantages, San Francisco
"Pantages aiuliences
Herald:
are getting an insiglit into newspaper methods and at the same
time full measure of thrills this
'The Last Edition' is fine
week.
entertainment. Lewis is noted for
good eharacter work, and particularly suited for the role of the
pressman."
"The Sea Beast"—-Warners, War-

"The

ners,

The
spend

mand

"You may
Daily News:
the praises at your comand still feel that you

haven't done the piece more than
We doubt if there
half justice.
has ever been a picture with more
magnificence of scene."

Telegraph

:

Barrymore

"John

reputed desire to
abandon purely romantic roles by
presenting at Warners' Theatre
last night one of the most powerand virile characters ever
ful
seen on the screen. 'The Sea Beast'
is a fine achievement for Barymore and from the standpoint of
production a tremendous victory
for Warner Bros."
Herald Tribune: "We are sure
'The Sea Beast' is a magnificent
production. It is so big. If anyone ever doubted it before he must
now admit that John Barrymore

justified

his

as great a make-up artist as
is
Lon Chaney."
"Another saga of
American
the seas opened last night at War:

'The Sea Beast' is
The whaling episa grim tale.
odes are well worth seeing. Their
realism is s|)le!idid."
ners' Theatre.

"The Warner Bros.
The Sun
have a picturesque, melodramatic
:

The scenes

the ships
success.
are all effective as are those of
the wild crews, the storms and
of

.

.

.

Hollywood."

"Dance Madness"— M-G-M., Capitol,

N. Y.

"The screen at the
Capitol this week is graced by an
airy little comedy called 'Dance
Telegraph

:

Madness.'
It has been directed
with such a light and clever hand,
and is acted with such charm that
It is as
it is wholly delightful.
'light as a bubble, but as when you
^watch a bubble, you are continu'ally waiting for it to blow up.
vAnd 'Dance Madness' blows up

and with the right effect
moment."
"Claire Windsor as the
Post:
clever wife of 'Dance Madness'
looks very handsome with her
blonde hair bobbed and uncurled,
and even handsomer yet in the
black wig. Mr. Nagel appears to
'properly

jiust at the right

enjoy himself hugely in this, something of a departure from his
usual upright young man role.

The picture serves excellently as
entertainment of the farvariety."
Journal ' "It is a lightly entertaining story written for the
The
screen by S. Jay Kaufman.
settings are lavish, and Claire
Windsor is lovely with her new
bob."
froth}'
cical

:

New York

all

to suspect that audiences are attracted more from curiosity than
any other motive to the St. Francis, where 'The
Skyrocket' with
Miss Joyce, in her first picture
role, is showing.
If that is the
case, they will have their curiosity
sated, and be entertained as well,
for 'The Skyrocket' is a good picture
Miss Joyce is revealed
as a screen actress of ability, is
quite sure of herself, and manages
to transmit to the spectator a
very fair share of the emotions
which she feels in this story of

Jane Novak, who appears in "Lure of
the Wild," a Columbia production.

Telegram: "The temptation
call it a whale of a
])icturc.
You'll have to forgive
us if we yield to it. For on viewing the ])icture you'l understand
why. The picture is greater than
'Down to The Sea in Ships.' "
"The Skyrocket," Associated Ex.,
Tlio

is

strong to

St. Francis, San Francisco
Bulletin:
"The prophecy is
that the picture will bo an unFlapqualified box-office success.
pers packed the house yesterday,
from the top row to the drums.
True, there were escorts, sweethearts,
husbands
and fathers
present, but in theatre parlance it
was a 'fiapper audience.' Gloria

Swanson has nothing on Peggy
when it comes to swanky garb.
Ermine gowns, chinchilla capes,
white fox collars on night robes,

and what not.
It's
a sort of
fashion show, with the spotlight
steady on the one "irl.
Miss
.Joyce has a sharply defined screen
jjersonality.
Her greenish eyes
are wide apart, a great desideratum; her eyebrows are arched in
half
circle:
she
is
blonde
blondness with an impact, allure
short
in
the je ne sais quoi."
Daily News: "A new star, and
one of exceeding brilliance, has

—

Road

in

"The

Yesterday", a Prod.
Corp. release.

Dist.

featured

Schildkraut,

Joseph

to

beautiful front face on
is nearly always a
shade of sadness. One w'ould say
that she is a pensive beauty, but
her face lights up wonderfully
when she smiles, which is seldom.
'l"he picture is cruelly truthful as
to studio and screen star life,
without exaggeration, and seemingly without malice.
It shows
how quickly a name can be made
or marred, and to what extravagance the suddenly rich stars go
to show their wealth."
Dally Herald
"Because the
newspapers have been more or less
filled with the doings of Peggy
Hopkins Joyce, of late, one is led

equally

which there

:

George
A.

G.

Fawcett, who appears in the
Steen production, "Nine and
Three-fifths Second".

Williams

Press. Inc.

new york
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IFe point with pride to the significant fact that
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's stupendous
story **The Lost World*' is presented and
protected on the screen by virtue of Rothacker
Prints

and

Service.

Look Better —

Wear Longer!
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by
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Held Over!
Lon Chaney in
'The Black Bird''
Held over
At Capitol (N. Y.)
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big

1

week

Business great
Patrons love it
Critics cheer
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— starring
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A
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Here Are Just

Few

of th

Who is Making

**

Pictures in
"UM\'ERSAL AND CARL LAKMiVlLE DESERVE
a

world

making sure

of praise for

small exhibitor."
Louis

profits possible for the

Damm, Damnt

"I
class

WANT TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR

FIRST-

shows, your service and square dealing with us."
F. E. Foy, Jewel Theatre, Vienna, S. D.

Theatre, Osgood,, Ind.

"KEEP UP YOUR POLICY AND REAP THE

HAVE BEEN USING UNIVERSAL FOR

"I
years, and every other make of picture, and
sal ai good as any and better."

I

find

15

Univer-

everlasting reward due you for your live-and-let-live
policy."

A. E. Gates, Liberty Bell Theatre, Flemington, W. Va.

F. C. Astels, Bijou Theatre, Cobalt, Ont.

•I

AM BANKING ON

that whenever
a profit."

"I

UNIVERSAL, KNOWING

play one of your pictures

I

1

am assured

Joe George, American Theatre, Idaho

Falls, Ida.

.

"A

GOOD LINE OF

PICTURES. AUDIENCES

WISH TO JOIN THE RANKS OF BOOSTERS

for Universal

•FOR

10 ^

EARS

Furey, Patriot Theatre,

De

Kalh, Tex.

WE HAVE MADE MONEY ON

every Universal we have shown and from the looks of
coming attractions, we will continue to do so."
Coos Bay Amusement Co., North Bend, Ore.

IV.

intend to play them as long as

I

I

am

in

the business."

"UNIVERSAL PICTURES ARETHE ONLY REAL
money-makers
run. My Universal night doubles and
I

"I

triples

my

other nights."
Princess Theqtre Waynesboro, Miss.

SAY HIP, HIP

Laemmle.

Run

make money."
N. Harris, Amuse Theatre. Hart, Mich.

ttilton Theatre,

and did

McConnelsburg, Pa.

VOL^

Best wishes for continued success."
B. Raful, Riallo Theatre, Kenmore, 0.

"INDUSTRY OWES YOU A VOTE OF THANKS."
Harry McClure, Strand Theatre
"I

Corp., Emporia, Kan.

HAVE MORE CONFIDENCE

tures on

IN

THE

Pic-

my

Universal contract than in any other I buy."
Elmer Uhlhorn, Dicke Theatre, Downersgrove, III.

"MY HAT

IS

OFF TO YOU. BEST WISHES TO

the silent partner of small
F.

town exhibitors."

D. Moore, Liberty Theatre, Robertsdale, Pa.

"HAVE BEEN USING UNIVERSAL PICTURES
first one was produced and
have found them consistently good."

F.

List the

cream

•of

the

new

pictures offered

tn the public."
F. F.

Dunlap, Legion Theatre, Derby,

la.

Lissman, Cordelia Theatre, Oroville, Cal.

"NEVER MORE PLEASED WITH ANY GROUP
of pictures than am with these. We exhibitors owe Carl
I

Laemmle one

big debt."

W. A. Simon, Liberty Theatre. Fromberg, Mont,

"YOUR FILMS HAVE BEEN MONEY-MAKERS
for us."
tV.

CONSIDER THE PICTURES ON YOUR

Second White

met Theatre, Shelton, Neb.

"YOUR NEW PRODUCT THE BEST

HOORAH FOR CARL

L'niversal and
F.

"I

C

almost 100 per cent since the

Tourney Theatre, McPherson, Kan.

sometimes

M. Lodge,

have ever made.

"YOUR JEWELS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN
money-makers.

A. Felps,

"HAVE BEEN USING UNIVERSAL SERVICE

and wish you continued success."

N. K.

deal'ngs and true to promises."

for four years and have always been treated fairly
not have lo fight for a square deal."

Kellog, Sedgwick Theatre, Colo.

have taken a liking to everyone shown so far."
H. Witherspoon, Glenhoro Theatre, Glenboro, Can.
•T

//.

List."

J W.

in their

of

"MORE POWER TO UNIVERSAL AND THEIR
White

HAVE ALWAYS FOLND UNIVERSAL FAIR

and square

E.

How

"IT WON'T BE
me playing LJnIVersal

rd.

Art Theater, Langley, Wash

LONG BEFORE YOU HAVE
100 per cent."

P. K. Butterworth, Lyric Theatre, Minnedosa,

Minn.

?l

Answers

e

Question —

to the

The Best
the Business
"THANK YOU FOR

"BOV, UNIVERSAL HAS THE PICTURES THIS
Made money with everyone."

who need

year.

Hall,

/r. //.

"1

AM

100

Gem

"I
I

will

Cameo

PER CENT UNIVERSAL BECAUSE

AM NOW

"I

of

Mason

City,

pleased

all

secure

to

.

.

.

every one

"I

their features

A. W.

never

Mc-.rtiv,

fail

matter of the small town exhibitor."
P. Vinyard. Star Theatre, Winslow, Ind.

in the

J.

&

it

possible for

"YOUR PICTURES ARE AS GOOD AS ANY
is fair

and more rea-

sonable than competitors."
«'. //.

Dean, Ideal Theatre, Windfall, Ind.

"ACCEPT \n HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS
on your evident willingness

to

cooperate with the exhib-

itor."

Max

Patterson, Star Theatre, Waynesboro, Va.

"I

HAVE ALWAYS USED UNIVERSAL

PIC-

T. II. Hartley,

Border Theatre,

Rock

Island, Que.

me

OWN MY THEATRE
to

own

it."

So. Charleston, 0.

L. J. Graffort,

Cosmo

Theatre,

New

Carlisle, Ind.

.

•WE HAVE ALL BEEN GRACIOUSLY THANKyou in the past, but you have certainly
front for us this time. More power to you."'

ful to

"YOU

.ARE

Hour

come

BELIEVE

I

HAVE BOUGHT THE

line of pictures there is to
C.

H.

FINEST

be found on the market."

Bills,

Opera House, Lenora, Kan.

"HAVE FOUND UNIVERSAL PICTURES TO
be almost 100 per cent for the small town exhibitor and
Universal is the whitest exchange to do business with."
J. S. Kenneaster, Mystic Theatre Clevis, Cal.

to the

Theatre, Olivia, .Minn.

TO BE CONGRATULATED FOR

giving exhibitors such a square deal.
hundred per cent."

I

am

for

you one

Opera House, Newark', Del.

"HA\E BEEN USING UNIVERSAL PICTURES
for eight or ten years and have always
of the highest type of entertainment."

found them

"MR. LAE.MMLE,

IS

be

YOU DESERVE A LOT OF

credit for saving the small

"YOURS

to

Nowatske, Park Theatre, Mukwonago, Wis.

town exhibitor."

L. A. Huinick, Fairview Theatre, Fairview,

"I

Ind.

"BOTH PICTURES AND SERVICE ARE ABOVE

J.

tures as far back as 1915.

WAY AND

the average.'

Ed. Buckley, Idle

and your treatment of the exhibitor

Elk Theatres, Rexburg, Ida.

D. M. Hix, Garden Theatre,

to please."

"VERY GRATEFUL lO VOU FOR THE SPIRIT
you have shown

make

A'v.

Lesion Theatre, Blunt, S. D.

Madison, Rex

WISH YOU SUCCESS IN EVERY

but they

classes."

"UNIVERSAL COMEDIES FILL A LONG FELT
want and

C.

"UNIXERSAL DOES NOT

I

a picture that

G. E. Foosher, Fungo Theatre, Golden Pond,

Y.

HAVE PLAYED UNIVERSAL PICTURES

hope you can keep up the good work."
John H. Wetz, Rialto Theatre, Middletown,

III.

"BEYOND DOUBT THE BEST PROGRA.MS
have been able

N.

some time and you
M.

your good accounts."

L. J. Bennett, Liberty Theatre,

Theatre, Brewster,

are giving us as good and consistent pictures as anybody."
for

PER CENT UNIVERSAL AND

100

always be one

ASSISTING EXHIBITORS

assistance such as myself."

Theatre, Memphis, Tex.

they have been 100 per cent with me. .My motto is Universal from now on."
//. D. Youse, Pantheon Theatre, Markel, Ind.

?^^

N.

J.

THE BEST POSSIBLE SERVICE.TO

be found in the reach of the exhibitor."
John W. Priour, Casino Theatre, HehbronviUf,^T:ex.

"FOR GOOD, CONSISTENT BUSINESS THE
Universal product

is

hard

F. Beatty,

to beat.

Garden Theatre,

St. Clair, *Mich.

m
V
FIGUEROA THEATRE
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

AL CHRI5TIE S

ADAH
ADAPTED BY
F.

M^GREW WILLIS

FROM THE FRENCH FARCE BY

JEAN ARLETTE
DIRECTED BY
SCOTT SIDNEY
R^ELEASED BY

PKODUCEKS
Forfiin Di»tributor* Produff Jnt^rnmtiontl Ccrporati
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held over two
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MIfia PBNNINOTON
IN PERSON

TONIGHT

ad
campaign,
newspaper
showing series of ads for advance,
Full

DISTKIBUTING COKPORATION
F. C.

MUNROE.

President

Member

RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer

of Motion Picture Producers

JOHN

and Distrihutors of America,

C.

FLINN,

Inc.

WILL

Vice-President and General Manager

h. HAYS.

PrcsiJeni.

then just preceding the show, Saturday, the opening day, Sunday,

and for the week of the run.

I

\

Richard Uarding Davis'

Famous Novel Brought
To Flaming Life f
"D ED

— blazing love — tropic
palms — moonlight — ruby
setting for adventure — ad-

revolution

heat
nights!

/f

— lazy

What

a

venture as only Richard Harding Davis could
picture

Boy, this picture

it.

is

built of

AC-

TION — the kind of action that spells dollars
for a certainty —
the box-office. Book
— NOW
in

it

!

^^

/

Jacqueline

logan
WHITE MICE

,,

A Pinellas Films Inc. Production -Directed byEKGriffith
Presented by I{pyal W. Wetherald^
Distributed b/

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Oscar A. Price

Pres.

Inc.

^^m^^- ^^

I

^

,^*Wi¥i^

J

I

AND

UIS

WOND

ERFUL HORSE "SILVER. KING
IN

HE'S

Story by

Frank M. Clifton

entertainment bullseye again!
Fred Thomson's splendid acting, his unqualified fearlessness, his buoyant, breezy personality and the remarkable cleverness of his horse. Silver King, have gone a long
way towards winning for him his amazing popularity
but
there is another big factor that is pulling people to
hit the

—

Directed by
David Kirkland

box-offices of theatres

showing

his pictures!

HE GETS AN ABSOLUTELY NEW TWIST INTO
EVERY ONE OF HIS PRODUCTIONS!

Distributed by

In ''The

F. B. O.
Film Booking
Offices of

America

New York
Exchanges Everywhere

1560 Broadway.

tions!

Tough Guy" he has

up to expectaHe has made a bang-up, hundred horsepow^er
lived right

super- Western, with all the thrill, the action, the adventure, the excitement belonging to this type of picture,

AND

HE HAS MADE A DELIGHTFUL COMEDY AS WELL!
He has made a picture that will add immeasurably
own popularity and make a host of new^

to his

,

friends for the theatres playing

it!

Exclusive Foici^n

Distribucoi-jE

R-C Export Corporation
isbo Braidway

New York

FBO

MARCH

IS F. B. O.

MONTH

Pictures CiMBK.

ZiSFrictlnchsirassc

Berlin

Germany
R-C Export Corp.

x>-2i

DArblaySt London

Enyl.ind
Socictc Aiioriyfnt> dcs

Rims

FBO

(XjFdubourjfStHonorc forf?
Fr.mcc

:

•

Exhibitors!
Here

A

Is

The

Real Box Office Attraction
Comedy

Coming

Queen

and

!

Filmdom's

Pocket Edition of Laiirette Taylor!

HAZELE HARMON
In Person and on the Screen
Presenting

a

Beautifully Staged and Costumed

Musical

Miniature

Comedy

^^Bits of
W ith Cno

In Conjunction

of

on

The

Stage

entitled:

Business 99

The Greatest Two Reel Mirth Provoking Comedies Ever Produced

"Chased Women"
Supported by a Stellar Cast of Stage and Screen Luminaries
This

is

attrition you have been waiting to offer your patrons, one of filmdonis real important
combined with her appearance on the screen.

thi'

jiisl

finds in a gorgeous stage spectacle

Fatten that bank account of yours by communicating

with us

once for information concerning open dates

at

No House

Is

First

Watch

Too Small and None Too Big
Bi- Box (Office Bet of 1926

for the Best Short Subject

Comedy

for

the

Sensation of the season

HAZELE HARMON
IN

"Carrie of the Chorus"
A

Series of Twelie

Iiitercsled

Ready

to

Play

Two

Di-ilrilmlor.-

inyliine

Heel Riotous Coniedies
C.oiimuiniciilc

and Anywhere.

;il

Oiico!

Call, Write,

Wire!

IRWIN RICHARD FRANKLYN
245

West 47th

Street,

New York

r

~ 1927

For Season 1926

William Fox

Ufic

^1^
great stage
success

presents

Return of

Peter Grimm

The most widely

discussed play

that ever hit the boards
small child advises and steers those

Everywhere, newspapers called it
^^extraordinary^^ and devoted columns to its theme^
It tells
all

of old Peter

— who dies yet

he loves into the realms of happiness*

— beloved by A mighty thought — a marvelous
production*

lives*

One

For again and again he conies back
and through the medium of a

—

of the biggest pictures

on the

FOX program*

Watch
next iveek
for

NO.

15

Fox

Fi I 111

Co rpo ratio a.

HI
^H
^H

speediest
This— the most winning^and
great
this
makers
of all the fine money
box-office star has ever

made.

for
Every reel shouts a ^'Sell-Out''

any theatre.

MY OWN PAL
A
with

1926 typical

Tom

Mix Picture De Luxe

n.

OLIVE BORDEN-T^s^tl^hi

Virginia Marshall and

TONY —The Wonder Horse

Story by Gerald Beaumont.
J.

G.

BLY STONE PRODUCTION.

Action!Ig^elTlwiUs'-It's a lOou)!
K^^tTmKvamaammmmm \m\'mmim

wmk

Mwpa

W-tVii.^-''

Fox film Corporalioit

shovmamhip
FOX
Jud^ent a^ain
the
hits

on the head

nail

PETER B. KYNE
story ^The GOLDEN STRAIN'
The

gives to the screen another
great ''S.R.O/' creator and

first

—as

picturized by FOX
cleaning up everywhere!

—

is

in his stories
the finest
material for motion pictures
that have been contracted for

big money maker! The
whole industry now kno^vs
It's a

what

FOX

in years.

show^manship

judgment always kne^v — the

name

of

PETER

The second

KYNE

B.

—

Everybody

is

KYNE-FOX

pictures.

rushing for

PETER ^XT^I. picture

f0m

GEORGE O'BRIEN
ANITA STEWART
RUSSELL SIMPSON
FRANK M'GLYNNJr.

IRVING

^^

CUMMINGS

"•^s

r"

production

W4

The third

PETER B.

u^^IiOi

KYNE
g*-«

picture

A racing storyj
^„ <^J?-r%

X\->

of

s^
-V"

and

California

e-s
-*>

Fox Film Oirporatioa

Eriris Isle

JOHN FORD
production

Not So Much

DANGER
After All
"DANGER"

Under

the caption

Danny

says in Film Daily:

And
in

There is much hullabaloo and fuss these days.
Over "presentations," special acts, "revues,"
etc., for motion picture houses. One first run
house vies with the other. In trying to present
a

bill

to aid in putting over the feature.

tries to
is

outdo the other. Just where

it

will

One
end

questionable.

Presentations, special features,

mings are

fine.

that people

all

But don't overlook

who

see pictures.

such trimthis, please

go to picture houses want to
That is why they go to such

places.

Arthur James writes
Motion Pictures Today:

Presentation, prologue, preliminary and all the
rest of the names given to that which precedes
the showing of the feature motion picture on
the screen, has about reached the height of its
foolishness. By example and by promotion the
idea of a big show spread from Broadway to
Chicago, from Chicago to the West Coast and
then all over our motion picture theatre map.

....
only

in

It still is

an important factor

— and

The

picture now, as always, is first and last
the attraction. Short lengths, novel in character and with picturesque or comedy values,
help tremendously, but they, also, are pictures.

But don't you think you are unduly worried, Danny; and you,

You know

in

— the largest houses

too,

Mr. James?

that nothing can, that nothing will, ever take the place of pictures.

were spreading to any extent into the second, third and
subsequent run houses, Short Features would be the first pictures to show it
through diminished bookings.
If the "presentation craze"

NOW

But RIGHT
one hundred new exhibitors every week are joining the
thousands of showmen running Educational Pictures.

Member,
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America. Inc.
Will H. Hays. President

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

"1
President

""^

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

WILLIAM S HART
IN

TUMDLEWEEDS
Sioru bu

HAL

G.

EVARTS

^daptedfor

the screen

a..cW^KING

hj C.

GARDNER

SULLIVAN

DAGGOT

'New York hiked ^^Tuinhleweeds

We

believe ^Tutnbleweeds^ will have a long
and vigorous box office life.
York audiences liked it/' M. p. News Editorial.

New

"New York liked Tumble weeds'/' — Trade Review.

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Pickford

JAarL}

DouglajJoseph

Fairbanks

M Jchenc.k

Chairman Jioard of Directors.

Charlej- Chaplin

D.W.

Qriffifh

Tiiram ObramjPresident

I

What You Can Save By Changing
To Incandescent Lamp Projection
In hundreds of theatres the use of the Incandescent Lamp has cut the cost of
When you can save hundreds of dollars a year on
projection from 35' r to 75^cyour current bills, and at the same time improve your projection, is it not a matter of
good business to do so?

following table show^s the annual savings that a 900 Watt Edison Mazda InLamp makes over arc lights of various amperages. For instance, if you
are operating a 50 amperage arc by rheostat control, ten hours a day, current rate 8c,
a k.w. hour, you can save $1,280.00 a year by replacing your arc with a 900 Watt
Edison Mazda Incandescent Lamp. If your arc control is by motor generator, compensator, or rectifier, your saving w^ould be $623.00 per year.
If you operate five
hours a day, your annual saving w^ould be half as much in each case.

The

candescent

SAVING PER YE-VR (3650 HOURS)
HOURS daily) in OPERATION
OF MAZDA L.VMPS AT

MAZDA LAMP

ARC LAMP

(10

Wattage of
Arc and

Amperes
of

Arc

Apply
These

Wattage of
Lamp and

Control

Corltrol

lOc.

8c.

6c.

Equipment

Equipment

Kw-hr.

Kw-hr.

Kw-hr.

Savings
ARC CONTROL BY RHEOSTAT— LINE VOLTAGE 110
CONTROL OF MAZDA LAMP BY TRANSFORMER

Study
This
Table

2730
3300
3850
4400
4950
5500
6050
6600

25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

of

990
990
990
990
990
990
990
990

$605.00
806.00
1006.00
l^OS.OO
1408.00
1608.00
1808.00
2009.00

1477.00
637.00
798.00
959.00
IV'O.OO
1280.00
1441.00
1602.00

to

Your

Theatre

$349.00
468.00
589.00
710.00
830.00
951.00
1071.00
1192.00

ARC CONTROL BY MOTOR-GENERATOR, COMPENSATOR, OR RECTIFIFH
CONTROL OF MAZDA LAMP BY TRANSFORMER

Savings

25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

1625
1950
2275
2600
2925
3250
3575
3900

990990
990
990
890
990
990
990

•

-

$195.00
313.00
432.00
551.00
669.00
788.00
909.00
1025.00

$149.00
243.00
338.00
433.00
528.00
623.00
719.00
813.00

$102.00

17300
244.00
315.00
386,00
458.00
530 00
600.00

Mail This

Coupon

Based on a lamp cost of $0.06 per hour and a carbon cost of $0.05 dcf hour

Study

See what you could save by changing to Incandescent
Projection.
Consider also the advantages to be gained by the improvement
it will make in the appearance of your pictures in the screen.
In the light of good
business do not put off these savings another season.
this savings account.

Lamp

Install

will

Incandescent

pay for

The whole

Lamp

itself in a

Projection now.
short time.

story of Incandescent

Lamp

It

Projec-

tion is told in an interesting booklet prepared for
theatre owners.
copy of this booklet will be
sent to you free on request.
Fill out and mail

A

the coupon.

Publicity Dept.

EDISON LAMP WORKS,
HARRISON, N. J.
Please send nie your free booklet
on Incandescent Lamp Projection.

Name

.

Address

EDISON
MAZDA LAMPS
A GENERAL ELECTRIC PRODUCT

Theatre
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THE GREATEST SOCIETY DRAMA OF THE YEAR

ERNST LUBITSCH
PRODUCTION
LADY WINDERMERE'S FAN**
An

ixom t\e play by

May McAvoy

Irene Rich

OSCAR WiLDE
Bert Lytell

Ronald Colman

(By arrangement with Samuel

Directed by

A

ERNST LUBITSCH

WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION

Qddwyn)

vxRi^'^^:ii£iI
$24,113

BE^ST

MS-BROKE VI
Otherwise

Nothing

Sensational

on

B^ay

Last Week'

If s the

same big
news, week
after week

VARIETY ^ FE©:^

—

MOST
Special

nd Regular-

Beast'

'Sea

Bu»ioe8Si

'»ii!rnS^rUwUHS23.850;Gre^

JOHN

Again

Tovat $2.20

BARRYMORE
m
The
'

SEA BEAST

this house.

tops all Specials
with

DOLORES
COSTELLO

now on Broadway
"s-

iV.

^"^

packed

Adapted by BESS

MEREDYTH

from Melville's "Moby Dick"

Directed by

A
1

MILLARD WEBB

Warner Bros. Production

Yr

f
•

LOimiCk

pieienr^

Nc Best- Known

SffOW IN ANERICA
/

41 key- Cities play "Irene"
simultaneously, week of
February 21st.

,tec

N<i»^

More power to
offices,

3a<^f,cto^^co^^r'

A lirAt
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Motion

their box-
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ricii.ic ProiU.rers .nd Dislributors
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Rulhis

of

America Inc.-WlU Hays

ConnoUed bj V^
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with
—you made so much money Me'^

"The Child Thou Gavest
wanted a new fur
That was a John M.
coat ?
that your wife

Stahl Production, too.

— you

bragged

to your opposiabout all the money you
made on *'One Clear Call"?
You'll never forget that John M.
Stahl Production.

tion

—someone
Stahl

Leave

told you that John

M.

was making ''Why Men
Home" and you rushed

over to First National to get

it

first?

—you packed them

in

with "The

Dangerous Age" and you had to
buy a new S. R. O. sign? That
was another John M. Stahl Production.

— you

counted the profits on

"Husbands and Lovers."

How

can you forget? That was a
John M. Stahl picture.

— you jumped

for joy

when your

house records were broken by
"Fine Clothes."
That was a

John M. Stahl production.
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Specialties
ATTENDED

most interesting luncheon last week. It was called by a Bank
President and there were present the top
executives of a department store, a baking
company, a textile concern, a large carpet
a

I

mill, etc.

The

subjects of chain stores, installment
retail buying, synthetic products, exports, etc., came up. It was interesting right
along to note how intimately some of these
various business questions of the moment applied to the picture business.

buying,

*

*

ate enterprise

—

—the

result

always of individual

initiative
as against the more or less standardized tone of the chain amusement shop.

Said the department store owner: "We cannot hope to instill in the heads of our departments the same personality contact with customers that the successful small and specializing merchant has. I can run a special shop
right alongside mv own store, or any department store, and do better business than the
department in the department store does with
that same line of goods."

*

*

Finally the Bank President put to each
man this question: "How is the independent
doing, in your particular field?"

The answer was unanimous; and
seems

it

was,

it

me, strikingly fitted to the independents in the motion picture business
-independent theatres, independent distributors,
independent producers.
to

—

^

Said each

^

And

it is with the independent distributor
specialize in films not handled by the
national distributor and who is in better and
closer contact with the customer; and so it is
with the independent producer who can beget
his own brain-child and rear it better than the
offspring of a big studio.

^

man: "Hiere's

plenty of room in
independent, plenty of opportunity. And every independent is doing well
provided he deals in specialties."

ness

In other words, provided lie specializes, and
does that or deals in those goods which the big
fellows do not or cannot
at least so well.

fellow

my
•

so

who can

field for the

The

trouble with the motion picture busiwants to be a trust.

that everyone

is

—

—

The
facts,

speakers did not theorize; they talked
experience and hard sense.
*

The independent

*

*

owner can deal in
personality as, perhaps, the chain theatre manager cannot. Knowing his people, having full
power to book, he can offer pictures more acceptable to them.
He can specialize as the
theatre

manager cannot who is a cog in a management machine. He can make his theatre radi-

And
Yet
ness

evervone wants
is

do what the other

the time, slowly but surely, the busiclassifying itself
into theatres, pic-

all

is

to

doing.

tures, presentations

—
— slowly

because of the
surely because the
public classifies itself as to the entertainment
patronized, and everv amusement business in
the past has had to classify itself accordingh
resistance of the trade

itself,

So will motion picture entertainment

t<r?f^<f^ A

£>*^

AN

THE month

which signalthe twentieth anniversary of Carl Laemmle
in the motion picture industry
was started off propitiously on
izes

week

The Week

Friday evening
the Hotel Commodore, New York City, when more
than a thousand persons gathered to do honor to the
Employes and executives of the
Universal chieftain.
home office, the Big "U" exchange and the laboratory
were included but there was a sizable delegation of
executives from other companies, editors and publishers of the fan and trade ])ress, exhibitors from various
parts of the country and other prominent persons.
It was the Hrst appearance in public of Laemmle
since his return from abroad and he received congratulations from all sides on the rounding put of his
twentieth successful year in an industry in which he
has been a trail blazer and a leader.
Will H. Hays was a guest of honor, and extended
warm congratulations to Laemmle. Al Steffes, Frank
Rembusch and other out-of-town exhibitors gave a
of last

An

unusual
by the

human

interest touch

was given

the

of Charles E. Chasteen,
Laemmle's first motion picture employe. He was the
first operator at the Whitefront theatre in Chicago,
where Laemmle embarked in business on February
The two had a jovial reunion. Chasteen
26th, 1906.
i)resence

how

a mistake on his part, in letting a film
slip out of his hands one day, forced Laemmle to buy
a picture outright his first step as a distributor.
The Grand Ballroom of the Commodore was gaily
Su])per was served at
decorated for the occasion.
The undraping of a twenty-foot portrait of
:30.
Laemmle brought forth rousing cheers, as did the
preseentation of a silver loving cup by the employes of
recalled

—

U

A

man impersonating "The
the Fort Lee laboratory.
Phantom of the Opera" presented Laemmle with a
box of flowers from the New York exchange. The
foreign department gave him a hand illuminated and
leather bound Resolutions, congratulating him on his
program of entertaintwentieth film anniversary.
ment followed and dancing wa3 resumed after supper.
All in all, it was a colorful event and a picturesque
reminder of the youth of this industry, since we are
just observing the twentieth anniversary of a man
who started in it when there was precious little to the

A

industry.
All honor to the man who has behind him a record
of twenty years of fair dealing, independence and conCarl Laemmle!
structive progress

—

*

*

*

TH ALB ERG. the youthful production
IRMNG
executive who has played such an important part
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, made an
announcement this week which confirms a development that we have felt to be inevitable for some time.
"Out of the 50 ])ictures that will make up our proal

gram
'will

be

in Re\)iex\?

ill

at

national aspect to the evening.
affair

EDITOR

the

for the season of 1926-1927," he said, "there
from 15 to 20 s])ecials and by specials I don't

—

mean merely high grade program

releases but genuine

specials. ])icture> of thf calibre of

'The

l>ig Parade,'

King Vidor, John Gilbert and Irving Thalberg
New York

of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

arrive in

City.

'The Merry Widow' and the like. Each of our stars
have at least two such specials, and these pictures
will all be made with every resource we can put back
of them."
That confirms our own belief, which we have stated
here from time to time, that the picture of the future
must and will be the picture with a theme, the picture
with planning and thought Ijack of it. "Ji-ist a picture"
is no longer enough.
will

Thalberg himself is the best answer to those who
have marveled at the consistent entertainment and
character in the outj)Ut of ]\I-G-M the past year. Only
2() years of age, he has the enthusiasm of youth, a
tremendous faith in the possibilities of the screen, a
keen mind and a rare balance of artistry and showmanship. He is in New York for a brief conference
with Nicholas Schenck and "Bob" Rubin regarding
the

new

schedule.

Among the specials which he listed for the 192627 group were: "La Boheme," which ATdor just completed with Lillian Gish; "Mare Nostrum," which Rex
Ingram produced at Nice, France; "The Magician,"
which he will next make; "Romance," a picturization,
probably in color, of Joseph Conrad's unforgettable
story; "A Message to Garcia," based on Elbert Hubbard's world know essay, and for which research has
been going on for three years; "The Trail of '98."
based on the Robert W. Service story; "Old Heidelberg;" two Sabatini stories, "The Strolling Saint" an:l
"Gates of Doom;" "The Understanding Heart." a
new story by Peter Ik Kyne which began in this
month's Cosmopolitan magazine; an elaborate Ncrsion
of "The Red Mill" with IVlarion Davies a refilming of
"Polly of the Circus" with Norma Shearer, to be an
"epic of the circus," develo])ed u]) as no other circu-^
picture has been; and many others, some of which
are not yet far enough along for announcement.
Thalberg is a warm ad\-ocate of the original screen
story, though he does not recommend this as a gen;

eral ])olicy for

all

companies as

yet.

ON BROADWAY
By William A. Johnston
King

who accompanied

Thalberg' to NewYork, and who will probably be here for the openingof "La Boheme," has many interesting stories to tell
of the making of that picture and "The Big Parade."
Particularly significant was the enthusiasm among the
cast and staff as he described the making of the latter
IMost of the great pictures
perhaps all
picture.
story that
seem to have come about in that way.
fires the players with optimism and stirs their imaginations, the big theme that grows and expands as the
weeks go on and presently another picture that will
stir the nation has been Ijorn.
\'idor,

—A

—

founded, exsuccessful exnot the
changes. And these
the
iiy-by-nighters
deserve
exhibitor's support.
tively

few

well

and

])erienced

—

—

'The independent exchange
as it was
is still the best w-ay of marketing films
in the early days of Metro and before that with the
Sales Company regime. But they should be co-operative and have some kind of a national organization and

—

strength.''

—

and Joe Brandt
It is the intention of Columbia
and Jack Cohn are bending their best energies to it
to bring their exchanges into a co-operative fran-

—

chise regime,
of federating

with the important objective

them

into a

F

IS

gomg

rignt
:ht aneaci
ahead with
wun bii
Dig plans oi
)t

which

there have been ample indications in the ])asl^
few months. This week Jimmy Grainger announced a record deal the climax of six months of

—

negotiations. He has signed the important Hoblitzelle
Circuit, controlling key runs to the Southwest, to a five
If this
year contract for the entire Fox ])roduct.

doesn't set a new^ mark, then

we

don't

*

*

*

This gives Fox

first-runs in the first-class Hoblitzelle houses in Dallas, Fort Worth, San .Vntonio, a

decided move in the battle for key outlets and changes
in the theatre map; and its significance will be at once
apparent to those who are closely following the situation.

Also, it is another proof of the top speed at whicli
the Fox sales force, under Mr. Grainger's very able
With W. R. Sheehan
direction, are functioning.
speeding up and developing the production side of the
company, and Jimmy Grainger putting over such deals
as the with Hoblitzelle. the Fox organization is in a
very ha])py position indeed.

ALKING

with Joe Brandt about the independent field, past, present and future. Joe is a piol*r()bal)ly no man
neer and a practical one.
knows the exhibitor and exchange field better than
lie, l)ecause he gets his knowledge constantly In- conHe believes in
tact.
He's always afield, in fact.
action, not talk. Says there's too much of the latter.
Answering the eternal question of "What's wrong
with the State Rights field?" he says:
".Start oif by eliminatingthe word 'State Rights.'
Bury it and forget it. There's no more State Rights.

"What you have today is a coterie of independent
producers. Just a few of them are good producers
and to be relied upon to deliver just what they say
in quantity, and a good level of quality.
they will
Those producers know their market, are experiencsd
in production, and are well and carefully financed.
"They deal through a number of independent e.\
changes the best. Here, again, there are compara-

—

"Nell Gwyn," made in England,
Nostrum,'' made at Nice each picture featuring but one American player; with
Hollywood the home of directors, actors and writers
from England, Sw-eden, Germany, France, Ausand
tralia, Mexico, the Balkans, Russia, Italy
where not; with books in use from every country

—

—

in the

was

world

—

it

does look like the International film

at last arriving.

know what

\\ould.

T

^ie\v

perhaps within the year.

WITH
"Mare

OX

in

compact national system

G

REAT NECK,
coming

Mamaroneck and Rye

the popular try-out towns.

are be-

At Irving

Lesser's Playhouse, Great Neck, "Partners
Again" and "Nell Gwyn" have recently been shown.

"Partners Again," production by Henry King, is
pronounced by all to be the best of Samuel Goldwyn's three Potash and Perlnuitter pictures. The
Great Neck audience roared its appreciation of the

automobile sequence in the early part of the picture.
"Nell Gwyn" has had lots of plaudits, and does
•not need ours.
We are glad that Famous Players
has taken this British production, pleased at J. D.
Williams' success; and Herbert Wilcox, the producer, certainly deserves a lot of commendation for
this well directed, well acted picture.
*
**•

THE

Capitol Theatre of Chicago has just recently completed its first year of operation; and
the result is most interesting.
I heard of this theatre last winter, while in Chicago. It was built " 'w^ay out on the prairie," or, as
others expressed it, "out in the woods"
at 79th
Street and Halsted. It was considered a foolhardy
enterprise, to put 3,000 seats and nearly two milli(Mis

—

in

such

Then

Some laughed at
opened. The interior was

a location.

it.

—

beautiful
the
novel and alluring effect of the open skv. And the
crowds began coming as they will to beautiful theatres. The architect means a lot, in the theatre business. The architect in this case was John Ellerson.
The orchestra was good, the presentation good,
the pictures good and the crowds kept coming. And
so, after a year of operation, the theatre shows a fine
profit
so good that the owners are building and
planin'ng other theatres.
it

—

;

—
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Speaking Editorially

THE

big

news

of the

week

is

the ratification

new Standard Exhibition Contract by
Mr. Hays and exhibitor leaders from all parts
of the

of the country.

provement

— not

Both

sides declare it a great imperfect, of course, but a distinct

step forward.

This

is constructive work.
It demonstrates,
other things, what can happen when men
meet each other sincerely around a table a situation that almost invariably results in the end of
talk and the beginning of action.
In this case, action was not only begun; it was
carried through to a definite conclusion. The best
indication that something real was accomplished
is shown in the statements by exhibitor leaders.
Without exception, they are pleased.

among

—

*

—

in the contract.
*-

ASPECEA.L

*-

by Edwin Schalrecent studio expansion in
Hollywood presages stabilization and improvement
in pictures. This is an interesting angle
not hitherto
presented. There is every promise that future product is going to be far better, on the average, than
ever before.
Mr. Schallert shows how additions to studio equipment are keeping pace with, or have been the forerunners of, gain in screen quality.

how

—

Editcrial

•

Editcr

on

Broadway

Pictures and

Exhibitors

General

News and

the people who participated in the
conference deserve praise for

^^ cation

achievement, which comes after two and
years of argument.

ratifi-

their
a half

822

873-76

896-904

Bureau

877-93

Special Features

805-06

Short Subjects and Serials

Pre-Release Reviews en Features

Construction and

Regional

869

870-71

People

Service

Newspapers Opinions on

The M.

*

Second Editorial Page

DETAILED

A LL

*

article in this issue

points out

lert

An

statement of the changes note
agreed upon appears elsewhere in this issue.
They should be read carefully by et^ery exhibitor
because the new contract will go into effect as soon
as copies can be printed and sent to distributors.

^^

We

*

THE

*

In common with many others in the industry,
hope, also, that the conference on the contract,
at which gathered exhibitor leaders of several
groups, may pave the way to exhibitor harmony
all along the line.
Let's see a strong, unified national organization.
have the proof that when
exhibitors set their minds to it, constructive results
of the greatest importance will follow.

we

*

machinery has been created for still further
progress by the appointment of an Advisory Committee, composed of Messrs. Woodhull, O'Reilly,
Steffes and E. V. Richards
a selection of exhibitor
leaders who represent diverse interests and groups.
This committee is to go ahead and, in consultation
with Mr. Hays and his associates, work for continuing improvement.
In addition, an Advisory Commission, consisting
of Henry W. Taft and Judge Moses H. Grossman,
will act as arbitrators in case the exhibitors and the
Hays group are unable to agree on further changes

yf

Director Robert Kerr and company shootinn "A Trip to Chinatown"
fox Films. Harry ff oods is sealed at the ex'.reme left. Anna
May W ong is holding the megaphone. Robert Kerr, Earle Fox,
Marie Astaire and W ilson Benge may also be seen.

for

New

909-15

Features

Equipment Department

News From Correspondents

940

923-33
916-22

Features and Short Subject Release Chart

935-40

Box

894-95

Office

Short

Reports

Subject

Reviews

907-08

P. T. O. A., for the first time, officially

—

accepts the contract and this, in itself, is an important development. Those familiar with the
situation know of the earnest and untiring efforts
on contract and arbitration matters made by Joe
Seider, the M. P. T. O. A. Business Manager. He
has carried the burden and should now, we think,
feel that it has been very much worth while.
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NCE

P. A. has
nate

Hoot

Gibson

not)

and

"Pal" do a
completion
of work on their most elaborate
production, "The Flaming Fronsun-fish"

to

celebrate

tier"

(I niversnl).

day

N. T.

— O.

K.
Naked Truth Dinner given by the A. M.
come and gone. One thousand and one persons fortuagain the

enough to obtain tickets (some four
foregathered at the Astor hotel, New
night

and made merry

until

came

the

hundred

York

were

others

City,

last

Satur-

dawn.

Dorothy Dtvan, playing in "Stop,
and Listen" for Pathe,
fiauses to pay tribute to the Great

Look

T he entertainment was happily shortened, and the only features
and dancing were the annual newsreel
(always a subject to look forward to and better than ever this year)
and the introduction of celebrities by Nat G. Rothstein, master of

Emancipator's

that interrupted the drinking

birthday.

ceremonies.

A
a

national flavor

host

New York
Two
and the

was given

of out-of-town

the event this year

exhibitors,

for the contract

including the

by the presence of
theatre

conference with Will

leaders

in

H. Hays.

orchestras provided music for the thousand and one dancers,
affair

broke up

at a

late hour,

voted one of the most suc-

cessful of the long series.

CAPTURES TRUCKEE
FPOLA
ROM

now forth, Fruckee, Calif., has but one cinema idol
The Polish star went to that city on location recently
for scenes in "The Crown of Lies," and the natives expected a
temperamental and tempestuous lady who would "high hat" them
Pola Negri.

all.

C.armel Myers, ivho is said to niie
a splendid pei jormance in "The
Devil's

Circiit"

Mayer) shows

(

Metro Gohkvyn-

that

she can

chin

herself with one hand.

Lya de

Not

so.

From now on Pola'

is

"Truckee's

Own."

Half

the

town were pressed into serv.ce as atmosphere, and
Pola ate stew with them and took part in their winter sports hke
one to the manner born.
citizens

of the

Louise

Fazenda, uiio is to be
by Warner Bros, at last,
in a comic Valentine pose with
one dog ivho has not yet appeared
starred

on the screen.

Administration building of the Associated Studios, Los Angeles, tchich
were recently acquired by P. A. Powers to house the tf'esi Coast production imits of .issociated Exhil>itors.

stellar

I'ulti.

Paramount's

ac(iuisition,

latest

ivho -will

ar-

country from Germany next month. Her latest is
"\ ariety."
(Pho'o
by Binder,

live

in

this

Berlin.)

Reginald Barker, leading director
of outdoor pictures, who has returned
to
the
Metro-GoldwynMayer studios atid is resuming

work

there.
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Advance

for the

stills

Vox Films version

made in udvanc e of production to serve as
Elenore Meheran story at the present time.

of "Sandy,"

"SANDY" ADVANCE STILLS

S OMETHING

in motion picture practice is
on "Sandy," three of which are
The story has just gone into production by
reproduced here.
Fox Films, but the fiction version is now running in newspapers
throughout the country and it was desirable to have publicity
stills of the important incidents in advance of making the picture.
So Harry Beaumont, the director, had the leading players pose
the punch scenes before the still camera in advance of starting

of

a

departure

represented by the advance

He

stills

them and planned
Madge Bellamy, Leslie Fenthe stills just as carefully as scenes.
ton, Gloria Hope, Harrison Ford and Bardson Bard took part.
production.

went over

the

script

with

iliitslrations

in

c

i

t

newspapers

u r e

N c iv s

featiirina.

the

Meanwhile, the "Sandy" company has gone to a magnificent
Barbara to film exteriors for the picture.
villa in Santa
CarMel, a famous California artists' colony, has also been used
as a background for many remarkable scenes.
Italian

E

FELIX EN
LSEWHERE

on

this

TOUR

page we are reproducmg

a

group of

snapshots portraying highlights in the recent gJobe-trottmg tour undertaken by Pat Sullivan, creator of Felix, the Cat, and Mrs.

Wherever Sullivan went, he found Felix already on the
adding to the mirth of nations.
In England, where Fel'X is little short of a national idol, Sullivan
sat through a performance of " Frips Through
oyland" at the
Marble Arch Pavilion, one of London's finest. While in the United
Kingdom the delineator of Felix was entertained not only by Ideal
Films, Ltd., his distributors, but by Tom Webster, John Hassall,
Sullivan.
job,

I

The
sent to
to

which are strikingly dramatic, have been
00 newspapers carrying the Elenore Meheran story

finished

the

1

be used as

photos,

illustrations.

Snapshots of the recent

tiorld tour

hit Sullivan, creator of the Felix, the Cat cartoons released by Educational; L The s. s. Narkimda
be left behind. 2. Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan greeted bx Hawaii in Honolulu harbor. 3. Felix takes a ride
a Port Said taxi.
t. Droppinn off a kcji of
Xmas cheer for the wireless operators at Cocos Island, includini: a drawing of Felix. .5. Buddhist temple, Colombo, i.eylon, with the Sullivans at the foot.
6. "Vive la France!"
Pat at Port Said. 7. Bazaar merchants at Port Said rope
the Sullivans in.
H. The wells at Aden, Suez, dry as a
prohibitionist's dream.

headed for Anstralia.

m

of

le.lix refuses to

Fc

b

20

ritarv
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19 26

,

R. A., and G. E. Studdy, who draws the "Bonzo" cartoons
all

leading

artists.

Sydney, Australia, is Sullivan's home town, and he was greeted
there by Hugh D. Mcintosh, Tom Mutch, minister of education,
His presence in the
and a brass band.
his father and brother
Antipodean ret^ion resulted in a marked stimulation of interest in
Felix, both in film and newspaper form.
On the island of Hilo, Hawaii, Sullivan found a Felix film running in a small native theatre, run by a Japanese, which uses a calcium light in the absence of electricity.
Aboard the S. S. Narkunda, a Felix sketch was raffled and then
auctioned for charity, bringing in a total sum of 53 pounds, 10

—

or about $250.
Passing Cocos island at Christmas time, a keg of fruit, candy and
presents was dropped overboard for the wireless operators staBetioned on that lonely spot, visited by ships but twice a year.
fore it was cast overboard, Sullivan tacked a sketch of Felix on
radiogram received later from the. operators read:
one end.
shillings,

A

"Thanks

condition and
distant

and the picture of

for the presents

spot,

was

Felix

Felix.

in

It's

good

Even in that barren and
already."
immediately recognized and accorded a

we have hung

it

place of honor.
Shearer, Metro-Goldiiyn-Mayer s:ar, arrives in her home city
Art
Montreal, and is welcomed by local theatre men; left to right:
Larente, Regal; Miss Shearer; Miiarice Davis, Regal; George Rotsky,
Amusedirector, ^JJnited
managing
George
Ganetakes,
Palace;
ments Corp.

\orma

WELCOMING HA YA-KAWA

S ESSUE HAYAKAWA,

abroad for some years, opened
the other night in New York.
section

of the

film

colony.

in

who has been
"The Love City.

Japanese actor,

the
a

The

Among

new

"

play,

audience looked like a crossthose at the premiere were:

Mae Murray. Nazimova. William Farnum, Thomas Meighan.
James Kirkwood and Lila Lee, Norma Shearer, Hope Hampton,
Ben Lyon, May Allison, May McAvoy, Mane Prevost, Johnny
Hines, Aileen Prmgle, Lois Wilson, John Emerson and Anita
Loos, Jesse L. Lasky, Adolph Zukor, Mrs. Marcus Loew, and
Valentino and Pauline Frederick attended the
Hiram Abrams.
play later in the week, and others are dropping in nightly.
Many
of Hayakawa's pictures are still well remembered for the artistry
and finesse which his performances invariably showed.

o
Charley Chase, Pathe comedian (rifihtj, (irriving in Neiv \ ork jor a
visit accompanied by Leo McCarey, director, is met at Grand Central
B. Frank, Eastern manager for Hal Roach (left).
station by If
Chase
will remain for a month or so.

*SEA HORSES
NLY

one asterisk popped out of the hat in obedience to the
magic wand of the National Board of Review. The solitary merit
mark went to Paramount's "Sea Horses," a romance of the South

Seas.

.

G

COLORFUL HOPE
REAT

forward

strides

have

application of color to the screen,

been

made

and no

practical

the

in

better

illustration

may

be given of what that means to the screen than the reception accorded two Hope Hampton subjects in color released by Educational, "Parisian Modes in Color" and "Marionettes."
W. Ward. Marsh, the well and favorably known critic of the
Cleveland Plain Dealer, said recently, in part
"I have seen 'Parisian
picture

called

Modes

'Marionettes,'

in

Color' and also another short

featuring

Modes'

Miss

Hampton and done

sponsored by McCall's
magazine
It should prove a delight to the feminine eye.
It
is what may be called the last word in a fashion revue
It is
released by Educational.
For that matter, so is 'Marionettes.'
1 his short subject, exquisitely colored, deals with the well known
entirely

in

color.

'Parisian

is

...

.

between Pierrot
pearing as Columbine.
affair

and Columbine, with

Her

ticularly well to this kind of

lighter colorings

photography, and

Miss

.

.

Hampton

ap-

lend themselves

i)ar-

interest

was

.

.

.

held by the beauty in the settings and the costumes."

"The Black Pirate" promises
advance in color technique.
Albert Parker,
the director of this Fairbanks vehicle, states that a method has
been developed of producing a brown undertone beneaih the
It

to

should also be remarked that

bring us another

brighter
ture,

colors,

giving

an

"antique,"

mahogany

softening and enriching the chromatic hues.

tone

to

the

pic-

H. Hays and Judge Kenesaw M. Landis, who occupy rather similar
in the motion picture and baseball world ,were interested
Reginald
visitors at Universal City not so long ago: left to right:
Denny, Judge Landis, Marian P^ixon, Will Hays, Henry McRae and
William Seiter.

W

ill

positions
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First contrnct siiiiiei for film service for the netv
Hoxy theatre

building in !\etv York; left, James
R. Grainger of Fox, right, S. L.
signing
Rothafel,
up for Fox

The Hal RoikIi
Pathe

release

a

/Vpifs.

O

in

appfiiriiiii

/((>(<(/'.

bring

iltr

ialen:ine for Little
the gang.

(hn (,<iug" timii'dirs for
Mary, the siieetheart of

June Mathis, tiho has signed to
produce for First Motional, and
Halboni, the director, greeted on
their arrival in New York by
Florence Strauss, Eastern scenario
editor.

"THREE FACES EAST" TRIUMPHS
NE

of the most critical audiences that could have been assembled was brought together on the evening of lebruary 3rd at
and acclaimed "Three Faces
the Hotel Plaza, New York City
East" as a masterpiece of photodramatic art in no uncertain terms.
The occasion was the annual carnival of the Film Mutual BeneBureau, sponsored by promment society leaders, and the audifit
ence embraced members prominent in the social, financial and in-

—

dustrial worlds, as well as leading persons in the film industry.

"Three Faces East" was given

and made an

a genuine ovation,

Dr.

Hugo

Riesenfeld
provided it with a musical setting which contributed in no small
matter to the effect created by the picture.
Following the screening 26 society debutantes appeared in impersonations of screen stars.
First prize was awarded Jane Kirkland impersonating Jetta Goudal in "Three Faces East," and second prize went to Nancy Glave as Syd Chaplin in "Charley's
impression such as pictures rarely achieve.

Aunt."

OFOX
NE

Ruth Taylor of the beauty brigade appearing in Mack Sennelt
comedies for I'liihe release, makes
a chjirming

and delightful

l

(den-

tine.

AIDS CRIPPLES

of the most unusual and inspiring pictures of true bravery

made by Fox Films for the Institute for Crippled
and Disabled Men, under the title "Thumbs Up," and was given
its premiere on February
3d at the home of Mrs. Arthur Curtiss
James in New York. This organization was founded in 1917 by
the Red Cross for the purpose of aiding cripples by teaching them
trades, furnishing them with artificial limbs and finding them employment, and IS supported by voluntary contributions.
" rhumbs Up" shows all the work done by the Institute from

ever filmed has been

Anita

member

of the
EducationalComedy studios, poses as a Japanese Valentine in the latest thing

stock

Garvin, a

company

at the

in kimonas.

The star is
who lost both legs in
The Institute furnished

the time a cripple enters until he leaves to take a job.

William

Collins, a former railroad conductor

an accident and was helpless for
years.
him with two artificial limbs and taught him motion picture operating.
I

COFF
GRAHAM

FOR SUNNY CLIMES

BAKER,

one of our best scenarists, departed
on Friday for California, stopping off, en route, for the New Orleans Mardi Gras.
Ostensibly he is on a vacation, but he has already received offers from two large companies, and it is not unlikely that New York's loss will be Hollywood's gain for at least
,

a year.

DTHE YOUNG
OROTHY

Margaret

Quinihy.

llie

player, in a pivtures<iuc
l)ose

apparently

hro'rn

hfiirl.

I
\

niversal
alentinc

representing

a

or something of the
sort.

GISH

VISITER

Hollywood to visit
make three pictures
for Herbert Wilcox, successors to "Nell Gwynn."
She will find
Lillian at work on one of her most interesting vehicles
"The Scarwill leave shortly for

her sister Lillian before sailing for

England

to

—

let

Letter

"

under the direction of Seastrom.

0'i\eil, one of the decorative
players in Hal Roach comedies
for Pathe, in a big-hearted pose
apropos of St. I'alentine's Day.

Sue

Fc

b r u

ar
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New

Contract O.
by Hays
and Exhibitor Leaders

Hailed As Step For\vard; Effective at Once
Contract was agreed
new Standard
THEuponlong-awaited
given by Will H. Hays,
luncheon Saturday, February
—
Exhibition

at a

6,

and attended by

officials

of important

organizations

exhibitor

throughout the country.
The new document, which was hailed by all parties concerned as a
forward step, goes into elfect at once, it was announced, and will be fully

March 1.
The exhibitor leaders

"The clauses of the new contract without
any change are as follows
"Third Claase
Time and Place of Exhibition.

operative by

"Thirteenth

in attendance

R. F. WoodhulL Dover, X. J., President,
Joseph M. Seider, New York City, business
Manager, and A. Julan Brylawski, Washington, D. C, Chairman of the Administrative Committee of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America; Charles L.

New York

O'Reilly,

were

Sale of Theatre.

I

The

Statement

Exhibitor

'

City, President of the

time

1

'

clause

Oootraot.

tbaU

Tblt ooatraol

b* pnt loto iu« laacliattlr.

Oooourrsat vltb thla approral ao •rruk^aaont ba* b*«Q tff«ot«d (or
tb* kppolata«at of ao

Unaorr

Ootultt** to ooocult vltb th«

notion Ploturs rrodooan aol Dlttnbutor* of

till fuxthar laproTlDg

tb« ooatmot,

ldTl0or7 OoiiuBltt«« ooaalita of
f.

iaaiw mIacits

if pot«lbl«.

to

Tfaia

L.

C}-a«lll7

toodhuU

uA

I K, 8t«(f«a.
T. Biotiud«
I

In addltloo tli«r«

bu bao

eesalatl&g of Hob. Ha&rr

laalg&atad aa idnaorr Ooasjaaloa

Taft and Judja Hoaaa B. Oroaaaaa,

I.

•bo aball ba jointly oooaoltad by iba

otloa Plotura Pniuoara

Unaory Oonlttaa ud

tb*

aaa IHatrlbntora'af iaorloft lo tba afiDt

•uoh idnaory Oonlttaa aad tba Motion Plotura Pro-laoara aaA

Dlatrlbutora of iaanoa ara uoabla to agT*a on any furtbar
obajigat «hlob

^y

ba daoldad adriaabla.

Tba oo&tra«t agzaad \ipoa t«4»y la

arrangements were

tatarprat ita proviaiona,

the further consideration

of the
matter with an Advisory Committee, aided
by an Adrisory Commission if necessary.
The following signed statement was issued by those participating in the conference

to

ll^MV*

It

M

atuai aad ooatalu aaay

la aux pojpeaa arvpatbatioallj %•

oaji^;it

oM

guarantees

that

the

contract

is

in

every respect a Standard Exhibition Contract that has been agreed upon with the
excejjtion of any specific guarantees that
may be mutually added but these exceptions
must bf noted in a blank provided in the
warranty. This will serve a double purpose,
first,
the theatre owner need not read
through tlie entire contract, but simply by
reading this clause he can tell at a glance
whetiier there have been any clauses added.
Because of this waiTanty, no clause in the
Standard Exhibition contract can be deleted

—

follorl&f:

ltk«

ObArlc*
i.

aubataatlal loproTaa^nta.

same

— Waiver.
— Arbitration.
"Twenty-first Clause — Representations.
Clause —Warranty as to Form.— This
"Nineteenth Clause

"Twentieth Clause

Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce; W.
A. Steffes, Minneapolis, Minn., President,
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Minnesota; H. M. Richey, Detroit, Mich., General Manager, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan; R. R. Biechele, Kansas
City, Mo., President, Motion Picture TheOwners of Kansas and Missouri;
atre
Frank Rembusch, Indianapolis, Indiana,
President, Motion Picture Theatre OwnBufMichael,
Indiana;
Jules
ers
of
falo, N. Y., President, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York State, BuffaloAlbany Zone; H. A. Cole, Marshall, Texas,
President, Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Texas.

At the
made for

— Paj^ment of Fixed
— Protection and Run.
and
Clause — Assignment

"Fourth
Clause
Sums.
"Seventh Clause

aad to

U4

la affortt

by any distributor.
"Clause 15 Warranty as to Advertising.
This clause provides for a warranty
by the distributor that the photoplays do
not contain any advertising for which he is
compensated.
"Clause Second. This clause has been
greatly simplified and it now provides that
the pictures contracted for must be delivered
and jalayed within one year. The year to
commence from the first date of showing of

—

—

—

1*.

^r^tL.£^

^

:

the

—

"The undersigned have today approved a
new Standard Exhibition Contract. This
contract shall be put into use immediately.

^=^Cu,^^^-u

Concurrent with

"The new contract is a good contract. It
does not lack mutuality. Although there are
clauses that favor the distributors which we
could not induce tlie distributors to waive,
yet there are an equal number of clauses

approval an aiTangeappointment
of an Advisory Committee to consult with
the Motion Picture Producers and Distrithis

nient has been effected for the

butors of America relative to

still

further

improving the contz'act, if possible.
This
Advisory Committee consists of the following: Charles L. O'Reillv, R. F. Woodhull,
W. A. Steffes, and E. V. Richards.
"In addition there has been designated an
Advisory Commission consisting of Hon.
Henry \V. Taft and Judge Moses H. Grossman, who shall be jointly consulted by the
Advisory Committee and the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America in
the event such Advisory Committee and the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America are unable to agree on any further changes which may be decided advisable.

"The contract agreed upon today is mutual
and contains many substantial improvements.

It is

our purpose sympathetically to

interpret its provisions, to carry
to aid in efforts to improve it."

it

out and

Commenting on the new Standard Exhibition Contract, Joseph M. Seider, Business
Manager of the M. P. T. 0. A., said:

^

<:;:'

fir-t

"I sincerely hope that the contract will be
given a fair trial and that its terms will be
carried out earnestly and honestly by both

and exhibitors; and that neither
of them will become too technical in the
interpretation of the clauses."

distributors

At the request of MoTiox Picture News,
Mr. Seider made the following analysis of
the changes and additions to the contract
"The new contract that will be used by
practically
all
distributors
and theatre
owners consists of twentj--four clauses. The
name of this contract has been changed from
Unifonn Exhibition Contract to the Standard Exhibition Contract.

"An important

elimination from the old
the consideration clause.
This clause provided for the pajonent of a
deposit as a consideration of the contract.
Through this elimination deposits have been
practically abolished.

form contract

is

—Percentage

Bookings.

has been changed to provide
that where a picture is played on a percentage basis the distributor shall have access
for a i^eriod of sixty days to the box office
records and books relating to the receipts
during the run of the picture played on
percentage. It also provides for daily settlement during the pei'centage run. I have
before me a galley jiroof of the contract
form furnished by the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.,
and find two provisions in this relation, alThese
though agreed upon, not included.
provisions ai'e, that where an exhibitor fails
to lift or play a percentage picture the
amount of damage sustained by the distributor by reason thereof shall be determined
by the Arbitration Board and, two, where the
distributor fails to deliver a picture under
the contract providing for percentage payment the exhibitor shall be entitled to
damage detennined in a like manner. I believe that these two i^rovisions have been
left out through error.

This

that favor the exhibitor.

picture contracted for.

"Clause Fifth
clause

—

"Clause Sixth Payment on Account.
Through no space being provided in this
clause for the amount of deposit, it practically makes the practice of demanding
deposits inoperative.
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''GooA Contract/' Says Seider, of Ckanges
—

"Clause Eighth Delivery of Prints.
This- clause is unclianged, in fact has been
rewritten so that its meaning is clear.

—

"Clause Ninth Selection or DesignaThis clause ali'ects
of Play Dates.

tions

—

or subsequent run
First run theatres are exempted.

only

theatres.

second

a photoplay is available on Febnotice of availability must be
given to the exhibitor not later than January iSth. Within fourteen days after the
mailing of the notice the exhibitor shall
select the date or dates within the period
February 1st to March 1st. If the dates so
selected are not available and other dates
within the period February 1st and March
1st are available the exhibitor shall select
one of them. If he fails to do so, the distributor may, by giving two weeks' notice,
specify the dates on which the exhibitor
shall play the photoplay provided this date
shall not be more than two weeks earlier
or six weeks later than the first date requested by the exhibitor. If no other dates
in the period from February 1st to March
1st are available the exhibitor shall, by
written notice, designate the dates within
the period of February 15th and April 15th.
If the exhibitor falls to do so the distributor
shall designate the dates within the same
period giving the exhibitor two weeks' notice. If the exhibitor fails to make a selection of play-date within fourteen days after
the mailing of notice of availability the distributor may at any time thereafter designate the date (not prior to the initial date
of availability) by giving the exhibitor two
weeks' notice. If the run prior to the contract holder had exhibited the photoplay
and the contract holder fails to designate
his play dates, thereby holding up subsequent runs, the distributor must designate
the play date within the period of fortyfive days commencing with February 1, the
date of availability in this example.
In
such event the exhibitor loses his protection.

"Where

ruary

1st,

and (f) of
(.e)
exchanged from the

"Provisions
clause

are

same

this

old

con-

tract.

"This availability clause provides particularly for two improvements, first, it brings

and subsequent theatre ownplay photoplays
first run thealre.
He thereby benefits through the publicity
given the photoplay by the first run, and
eliminates the tendency of overbuying because of an inability to obtain play dates
under the old availability clause. Secondly;

to the second

the

op])ortunity to
nearer to the run of the
ers

when

a distributor sends a notice of availability he must be in a position to furnish
the play dates within the period embraced
in the notice.
"Clause Ten Return of Prints. This
clause has been changed so that where an

—

—

Frank Rembusch Calls
Off Conference
of the agreement
BECAUSE
tween the Hays organization,

over

bethe
M. P. T. O. A. and allied group,
the standard exhibition contract,

Frank Rembusch has decided to call off
his conference called for French Lick to
discuss the matter. The Indiana M. P.
T. C, however, will meet there as
scheduled on February 23rd.

Important Changes Made
in Arbitration Rules

THE

Arbitration Clause in the
contract has not been changed
rules
have been
but the
amended to provide as follows:
1. The number of arbitrators has
been reduced from three to two for

each

Each

side.

side will

have two

peremptory challenges in addition
to challenges for cause.

Either side has the right to an
adjournment to the succeeding
the
upon
notice
to
meeting
2.

secretary.
If

an

answer

the

3.

exliibitor

appears

to

complaint

of a distributor, and the distributor loses,
the board may include in its award
the cost of transportation to the
exhibitor and ten dollars for his

other expenses.
4. The secretary of the Arbitration Board shall furnish the local
exhibitor organizations with a calendar of cases.

exhibitor is damaged by reason of the failure of the exhibitor who holds a prior run
to return the print, the exhibitor damaged
will have a right to bring arbitration proceedings against the exhibitor who failed
to return the print.

—

"Clause Eleven Loss and Damage to
The price of prints lost, etc., ha.s
been reduced from 6c. to 4c. per linear foot.
Prints.

—

In the case of color prints the laboratory
cost shall be paid.
If a print is returned
within sixty days the refund will be made.
The sixty-day period has been increased
from a thirty-day period.
"Clause Twelfth— Titles of Photoplays
Reissues.
The much debated question of
charge of title has been clarified. The distributor has the right to change the title
if the story or stai's arc not changed.
"Clause
Fourteenth Exhibition
and
Advertising.
Tlic first and second part of
this clause is the same as the old contract.
A provision has been added which prevents
a theatre other than the first house from advertising a photoplay until its run had been

—

—

—

—

completed

in

tlH>

first

—

arbitration wherein the arbitrator

is

named

advance.

"Clause Seventeenth

—

"Clause Twenty-Second

—

—Acceptance

of

Application. This clause has been changed
to provide that the contracts must be acThis will make
cepted without alteration.
it impossible for distributors to do as they
have done in the past, hold contracts for a
period of time and then return them with
pictures stricken out.
The time of acceptance has been reduced.
A better description is provided for in this
schedule such as the space for the title of
the photoplay, the star, director or author,
also the space in the schedule for the protection period and the run.
"In the Cancellation Clause, what I still
maintain was a joker has been eliminated.
In the old contract the provision was that
you could only cancel after the playing of
the second photoplay, not after the playingof the third and fourth or fifth, but only
after the second.
The clause now provides
for the cancellation, at any time after the
playing of the second photoplay.
"Changes in the arbitration rules are
given in a box elsewhere."

New York

Theatre Concern
Plans Expansion

Thomas .J. Buckley, head of the Buckley
Engineering Company and President of
Filmland Players, Inc., operating the Filmland Theatre in the Flatbush section of
Brooklyn, has recently announced plans for
a proposed circuit of theatres in Brookln
and Long Island.

A new

amusement

cor-

poration will be formed with ]\Ii\ Buckley
as President and the other officers will be
made up of prominent local business men.
They will open the Bellburton Theatre, now
under construction at Baj^side, L. I., in the
near future and another theatre site at Garrison Beach, has recently been purchased.
FVed Dollinger, who is at present manager of The Filmland Theatre will be the
managing director of the new circuit. Dollinger claims that his associates have at least

new theatre sites lined up in Brooklyn
and on Long Island and that actual construction will begin in about a month's time
as it is desired to have four of the new
houses open by September 1926.
ten

run house.

—

"Clause Sixteenth Taxes. Much time
and argument wa.s spent on this clause. The
clause now provides that where a tax is
levied and the amount to be paid by the exhibitor is indefinite, the amount will be determined by the President of the Arbitration Society of America. This is a form of
in

vides for certain exhibitors in the event of
inability to perform by both the exhibitor
and the distributor. While this clause is not
as equable as I would like it to be, yet for
the first time the exhibitor is exempted from
playing pictures if his inability is over a
period of three months.
This means that
if the exhibitor's theatre burned down and
he reopens after 5 months, he will not be
compelled to play the old pictures on the
contract but can get out and purchase new
])ictures and enjoy the benefit thereof.

—Minimum

Admis-

sion Charge.
This clause is the same as in
the old contract excepting the words 'ten
cents' are wi-itten in.
This is in order that
free shows will be eliminntpd.

—
—

"Clause Eighteenth Deiay in or Pre
vention of Performanca. This clause pro-

Motion

Picture

Organized

in

Companies
N. Y.

Motion picture companies chartered during the past we(>k by the secretary of state,
and entering the business in New York state,
included the following: Winkler Film Corporation,
capitalization not stated, with
Margaret J. Winkler, Charles B. and Nathan
L. Mintz, New York citv; Gromor Amusement Corporation, $100,000, H. R. and William Grossman, New York city, H. H.
Frieder, Jersev City; Mechanicville State
Theatre, $60,000, William E. Benton, Frank
i*.
Williams, Irene D. Benton, Saratoga
Springs.

February

20,

New

19 26
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Stabilizing of Activity in
Deal for Studios

Results Expected to
By Edwin

—

Show

Products of Companies

in

Schallert

P]ditor's Note.
Mr. Schallert, who is
editor of the Los Angeles Times Pre-Vieiv,
Motion Picture
exclusively for
writes

Loew

News

LOEW announces
MARCUS
new
be

in the trade field.

RESHAPING

the motion
picture industry for a big"
new drive is now in progress.
It can be safely predicted that the
spring and summer will see an era
of activity far surpassing that of
any previous season. Far from
feeling any reaction from the extra
effort put forward during the past
year in the making of big productions, or the superabundant flood of
features, everything appears to
tend toward a more prosperous and
busier outlook.
of

Tlie principal readjustment at present is
in the building up of the physical resources
of the industry to meet the increased and
intensified demands of picture-making. Studio expansions and changes are the most
striking right now, and will have a farreaching influence for the better.
The most notable improvement will be in
the nature of a stabilizing process.
Providing permanent homes for their activities has long been a serious problem with
the major organizations.
The fact that

they have been cramped for room has been
a handicap in certain cases.
The cost of
maintaining quarters on property that has
accumulated values out of proportion to its
utility, has been regarded as something of
a detriment, although this is reason much
less important than the prominence given
it in various announcements would indicate.
However, these causes all enter into the
move recentlv made bv Famous Plavers-

MRS.

H. PREVOST, mother of
Marie Prevost, Warner film star,
was killed in an automobile accident which occurred near Lordsburg,
New Mexico, on the evening of February 5th and Al Christie and Vera Stedman, who were in the car, received

mmor

injuries.

The accident occurred when the car, a
heavy machine owned by Miss Stedman,
overturned while traveling about thirty
miles an hour. Mrs. Prevost suffered a
broken spine and a fractured skull,
d5nng before medical aid could be sum-

moned. Christie and Miss Stedman sustained bruises and lacerations about the
head and arms and were taken to a hospital

near Lordsburg.

Christie has been taken to his
in

Hollywood where he

is

home

convalescing

rapidly but Miss Stedman is suffering
from shock. The party was bound for

Palm Beach, Fla., where Mrs. Prevost
was to have been joined by her daughter.

Three
Texas

Build

Houses

in

three
theatres to
built
in
Texas, the first to be started in
Houston and others to follow at Dallas
and San Antonio.
The deal for the
Houston property was closed by Jesse
Jones, of Houston, representing the
Houston Properties Corporation and E.
A. Schiller, representing Marcus Loew.
The plans, drawn by architect H. C. Finn
of Houston, call for a theatre with a
seating capacity of approximately 3,000
and a ten story office building.
The theatres planned for Dallas and
San Antonio will be constructed along
the same lines.
When completed the
three will be added to the southern ana
southwestern link of the Loew chain of
theatres, now extended throughout the
United States, Canada, France, England

Famous Players-Lasky and Fox possess
additional acreage, which is used for loea^
tion, that they control respectively by lease
and ownership.
its

Fox has long been using
Westwood property for exteriors and

construction of a permanent nature

and Egypt.

is

going

The Lasky ranch comprises one thousand acres and the lease has some little tim e
to run yet.
on.

La.sky in purchasing the United Studios.
The acquisition of that plant at a reputed
cost of $1,250,000 is a good business move.
The studio is superior in its equipment and
modern, and its location is at present not
too close to the business district of Hollywood, as was the Vine Street property. At
the same time it is very centrally situated.
First National has pioneered into a new
field with the purchase of their property at
The only company working in
$1,500,000.
their immediate vicinity will be Universal,
except, of course, that the Lasky ranch is
in this same general locality.
The region
which they have selected for their $1,500,000
investment is especially fortunate in the
matter of sunlight, and freedom from fogs
and mists, as it is pretty well inland. In
the future, it is believed that other studios

be built in
In line with

will

Marie Prevost's Mother
Killed in Auto Crash

to

Players-Lasky, twentj'-six; Warner Brothers, including the old Vitagraph plant, thirty-five; Cecil De Mille, fifteen; PickfordFairbanks, eighteen; Fox, fourteen, exclusive of their large new Westwood property;
Metropolitan fifty-one, including a holding
in Westwood, purchased some time ago by
the Christies, used for exterioi's.
At the
Hollywood studio of the company, space is,
of course, rented by Harold Lloyd and
Corinne Griffith, both of whom are identified
with other organizations.
The Universal studio comprises six hundred acres, which is greater than that of
any of the others superficially considered.
However, this includes the "back ranch,"
so-called, at the U.

this section.

progress the prospects
are for other companies to increase their
holdings.
Metropolitan Studios have already done so, with the purchase of more
acreage, this deal not having been officially
announced at this writing.
Metropolitan
already has four stages and is to l)uild another. They will have room i«or several more
on a newly acquired adjoining property.
United Artists will spend $2,500,000 on
studio additions.
During the absence of
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford, the
Joseph Schenck units will occupy the Pick-

Stfiges of the various principal companies
are listed as follows: Metro-G-oldwy-Mayer,
twelve; United, seven; Warner Brothers,
eight; Universal eight; Fox, six, and the
others ranging from one or two up to four

and

five. The actual number of stages is no
criterion to the square footage occupied by
the stages, as Universal reckons their floor
space twelve acres (approximately 450,000
square feet) whereas the acreage of the

Metro-Groldw>Ti-Mayer stages is approximately six acres or 225,000 square feet.
By their purchase of the United Studios,
the Lasky organization, while only increasing their number of stages by one, nearly
double their floor space. Most modern stages
are being built on a large scale, and the
])lans of Famous include a considerable ad.
dition when they occupy their new property.

this

ford-Fairbanks plant.

The Lasky studio on Vine Street is, of
course, to be disposed of, and that eliminates
one of the present aggregation of film
plants.
Its place will, however, be more
,

than taken by the construction of the new
First National studio, which will exceed it
greatly in size.
First National acquires
sixty-four acres of ground by virtue of their
deal, whereas the Famous Players studio occupies only ten at their plant on Vine Street.
The acreage of the various studios represented at present is given as follows MetroG-oldwyn-Mayer, fifty-three acres; United
Studios, now under control of Famous
:

Coal Belt Exhibitors Get
Reduction

THE
now

anthracite coal strike, which is
in its sixth month, is causing
a still further curtailment of mo.
tion picture operations in the coal belt,
Most of the large distributing companies
with exchanges in Philadelphia are al.
lowing exhibitors in the coal region n
25% reduction on their original con.
tracts, due to the fact that business ig
suffering so severely from the protracted
idleness of the miners. The Comerford
Amusement Co. has either closed or cur.
tailed shows in 28 theatres. To help relieve the hunger of families of striking
coal miners in the Minersville district,
Manager Charles Kear, of the Operg
House, a motion picture theatre, put on
a show at which the price of admittanft
for adults was a can of vegetables or
soup, and for children, three potatoes.
The townsfolk patronized the matinee
liberally and the foodstuffs were given to
the strikers' families.
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Police Chief Goes Reformers One Better
Banning All Sunday Amusements

by

THE

Kansas City territory's annual wave of blue laws appear to have begun.
Although the proposals thus far are too ridiculous to cause serious consideration, exhibitors are not sleeping on the job.
What is conceded to be the most
radical example in Kansas history has been clamped down on Emporia, Kas., a
town of 25,000 people.
Last week members of the Ministerial Association and representatives of various women's clubs went to Chief of Police LeRoy Hurt and wailed long and loud
about enforcing the Sunday law pertaining to pool halls. The pool halls were
closed.
Then came the Chief's inning.
"The ministers and women have insisted that all laws be strictly enforced,"
said Chief Hurt. "They have declared that since we have taken oaths to see that
the laws are obeyed it is up to us officers to enforce the anti-pool hall law. Well,
we are going to go them one better. We are going to enforce all Sunday laws, regardless of how old they are, and that includes the playing of cards on the Sabbath,
even if it is in one's own home." The chief intimated that his police would not
hesitate to raid a private home, regardless of whose it was, if a card game was in
progress on Sunday.
Sunday night bridge parties also will come under the ban. In other words,
what appeared to be a laughing matter, may become ultra serious. But the biggest
surprise comes from Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where a former vaudeville star is out to

that city a "9 o'clock town."
Effie Cherry, member of the Cherry Sisters Vaudeville team of many
years ago, has tossed her bonnet into the political ring again, taking out nomination
papers for mayor for the primary in March. She was defeated two years ago for
the same office. Miss Cherry has announced that she favors a law to silence the
moaning of the saxophone at 9 o'clock and a measure to have orchestras play
"Home Sweet Home" at that hour. Among other planks on her platform are
icleaner motion pictures and no swearing in public.

Paramount Will Have
Boston Exchange
Paramount

Would

Tenement

A

BILL was introduced February 8th
by Assemblyman Siracusa, Majority
Leader, at the request of Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New Jersey in the

New

Jersey Legislature providing for the
supervision of theatres, carnivals and other
amusements by the State Tenement House
Department. This bill, it is hoped, will have
the effect of elminating unfair competition
by the non-theatrical institutions with tax
paying motion picture theatres.
This bill is in the nature of a code worked
out by the State Tenement House Department and the M. P. T. 0. of New Jersey,
in compliance with the terms of Senate Bill

Place

own exchange

It

is

larger, stronger

understood that the plans discussed

include the state.

Eskimo Exhibitor Served by
Famous-Lasky
William Kelly, manager of the Calgary,
branch of Famous-Lasky Film

Alberta,

Service, Limited,

is

said to be the only film

who regularly serves an
Eskimo exhibitor.
Manager Kelly ships
exchange

official

Department

films to this exhibitor in Northern Canada
to a point 300 miles beyond the nearest rail-

241 passed by last year's legislature.
Joseph M. Seider, President of the New
Jersey unit of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America sets forth some interesting figures in this relation.
There are at
the present time in communities Avith a population under 10,000 in the State of New
Jersey 195 theatres with a seating capacity
of 185,807 and 65 halls with a seating capacity of 233,361. Thirteen of the 195 theatres
are on the second floor, some of these with
balconies. Twenty of the 65 halls are on the
second floor and 3 on the third floor. Almost
all of the 65 halls operate without fire-proof
booths and without proper exits.

way, the prints being transported this distance by dog teams.
This is the only Eskimo exhibitor on the continent, it is claimed.

Eleven Months Statement Shows $1,000,000
Excess
in
Over
the
Previous
Year

West

Owners

Penn.

Plan

Convention Dates
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Western Pennsylvania have set the date for
their sixth annual convention for April 19th
and 20th in Pittsburgh. The following com-

mittee was appointed to arrange for convention headquarters
N. Friedberg, Harry
Hayward, Nate Friedberg, William R.
Wheat, M. Rosenbloom, M. B. Nadler and
Fred J. Herrington.
:

-^

I

News Reel Censorship
Bill Due to Pass

IT

is

generally expected around the

Albany, N. Y., that
the bill introduced in both houses of
the Legislature, eliminating news reels
from censorship, will pass without any
opposition. This belief is founded on the
fact that the bill has been introduced by
state capital at

Fox Film Corporation

financial re-

for the eleven months period
from December 27th, 1924, to November 28th, 1925, shows net profits of $2,527,j)ort

241. This is equivalent to earnings of $5.05
share on a combined 500,000 shares of
fi
Class
and B stock.
With certain deductions there was available for dividends a balance of $2,387,531.
total of $750,000 was distributed in the
form of cash dividends during the period.
The profit and loss surplus on November
28th, 1925, amounted to $12,404,438. Total
assets amounted to $26,655,000.
The balance sheet showed current and
working assets valued at $17,656,000, of
which $4,268,000 was in cash and $500,000
Inventories were earned at
jn call loans.
$8,554,000 and land, buildings and equipment at $7,862,000.
The net income coin])iired witli $1,515,000

A

making the association a
and better organization.
for

Amusements

House

Fox Earnings Sho^v Increase
THE

its

General Manager H. M. Richey, of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of JVOchigan,
was in Chicago last w-eek at the invitation of
the Exhibitors Association of Chicago, and
met with the nominating committee of that
organization, which is conferring on plans

Asks Theatre Supervision
Under

own

Richey in Conference With
Chicago Exhib. Assoc.

Miss

Jersey Measure

to

building in Boston and with this in view,
plans are under preparation for a modem
structure on Berkeley street at the corner
of Lawrence street, on the outskirts of
Boston's Film Bow.
The new building will probably be three
stories
high and is numbered 58-60-62
Berkeley street. It will be erected under the
direction of the real estate department of
the Paramount organization.

make

Bill

is

Own

for the same period in 1924. The increase
is said to be due largely to the signing of
contracts in the latter part of 1924 and running into last year, which increased gross
business between 40 and 60 per cent, and resulted in a net income of $954,000 in September, October and Noxember, 1925, compared with $437,000 in the corresponding
period of 1924.

A

two prominent Republicans, and with
both houses of the Legislature Republican in majority, it is only natural to assume that the bill will meet with favor.
Thus far no date has been set for any

hearing on the bill introduced
two weeks ago, relating to admitting unaccompanied children between certain
ages to motion picture theatres of New
York state, outside of the metropolis.
public

Missouri, Kansas Theatres in
Consolidation
Dispatches from Sedalia, Mo., announce
that a $500,000 merger involving twenty-five
theatres in Missouri and Kansas has been
consummated by the American Theatres
Company with S. C. Carter of Nevada, Mo.,
and Lee Jones of Kansas City.
Sedalia
theatres involved are the Sedalia. Liberty

and Strand.

The Hughes

reorganization committee
scheduled to report to the Legislature
about March 1, and according to a persistent rumor, the New York State Motion Picture Commission is scheduled to
become a bureau in the Education Department.
is
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Boston Financier Purchases

Joseph P. Kennedy Takes Over R-C Pictures Corporation, Film
Booking Offices and Their Various Su bsidiaries
is made of the connegotiations whereby
control of R-C Pictures Corporation
and Film Booking Offices of America and
their vai'ious subsidiaries is transfei-red by
Lloyd's bank and the Grahams of London,
England, to Joseph P. Kennedy, Boston fiThe Corporations involved are
nancier.
generally known in the motion picture in-

summation

dusti-y as

of

Reformers' Bills Lose
in Congress

MEASURES
observance

troduced in Congress and in 28

"F.B.O."

in

America,

will

to regulate the proper
of Sunday were in-

of the 42 State legislatures which were
in session during 1925, it is stated by the
Religious Liberty Association, a Seventh

Day Adventist organization which has
been active in fighting such legislation,

The arrangement under which the transfer
is eiiected was concluded by Mr. Kennedy
and Lord Inverforth, representing Lloyd's
and Grahams, who came to New York from
London with Major H. C. S. Thomson,
president and managing director of the comThomson, who is
panies, a few weeks ago.
a member of Grahams, will continue as
president and managing director and the
executive and operating personnel will remain unchanged. W. W. Lancaster, representing Lloyd's
as a director.

in a report just issued.

A

total

of 69

were introduced, it is declared.
During the year, the report continues,

bills

some

of the States repealed almost all
the Sunday law restrictions, while
others liberalized existing statutes. "Not
a single bill that was introduced by the
Lord's Day Alliance or the National Reform Association to strengthen existing
Sunday laws passed in any of the State
of

legislatures.

"The year 1926 promises

to be a very
fruitful year for the introduction of com-

continue

pulsory Sunday observance
public is warned.

bills,"

the

The policy of the companies

will continue
production policy for the
season of 1926-27, similar to the policy of
the past season, had been adopted before

A

unchanged.

in the transacPictures Corporation, Film
Booking Offices of America, Inc., Film
Booking OfBces of Canada, Ltd., and F.B.O.
Studios, Inc.
In commenting upon the transfer of conMajor Thomson made the following
trol,

The corporations included

AXXOUNCEMENT

transfer of control and \\W\

the
~

l)e

carried

out.

tion

R-C

are

"Grahams and Lloyds have long
because of the fact that their interests are almost entirely confined to England and that these companies represented
virtually their only big business interest in
America, the development of the companies
could best be cai-ried out under resident
The progress of these companies
control.
has been most decided during the last twelve
months, their operations are chiefly in the
United States and American control was
considered a progressive and sound business
statement

:

felt that,

step."

Mr. Kennedy, the new owner, was formColumbia Trust coral^any of Boston, Mass. was formerly connected with the Bethlehem Shipbuilding
company and with Hayden Stone & Company, bankers and brokers of Bos-ton and
New York and is a director and trustee of
many important New England enterprises.

erly president of the

TAventy Ne\v Houses for West Coast
Will Expend $6,580,000 in Construction and Equipment
to Present Chain; Other Theatre Expansion

As

an indication of theatre expansion
reconstruction throughout the
country. West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
announces that at the present time, they
are expending over $6,580,000 in construction and equipment, adding 30,700 seats in
their present enormous buildings.

and

The

West

Coast

houses in California

is

chain,
totaling
168
the largest chain in

that state, still this group of houses is constantly being added to.
At present there
are under construction or sites secured for

twenty new theatres.
Those include eight
in Los Angeles, one in South Pasadena, one
in Huntington Park, one in Wilmington,
one in Long Beach, one each in San Jose,
Fruitvale and Taft and two in Oakland.

A
to

motion picture theatre in Portland, Me.
cost in the neighborhood of $700,000 is

contemplated by Warner Brothers, according to i-ei)orts current in Portland. Representatives of the company were in Portland
for several days looking over property,
particularly two properties on Congress
street.

Costen

Eastern Iowa Theatres
Company visited the Premier office last
week and announced that the Eastern Iowa
Theatres Company is negotiating for the
Gem Theatre at Oelwein as an addition to
their chain.
The Gem Theatre is owned by
of

the

Ted Bryant who was also in Des Moines
last week visiting the theatre exchanges.
The Ideal Theatre, Montrose, Pa., which
has been operated by I. B. Thomas, has
been taken over by the Comerford Amuse•raent Co.

Purchase by interests allied with the
Comerford Amusement Company, of Scran-

ton, which operates many theatres in the
hard coal mining regions of Pennsylvania,
of the Hand Estate property at 518-528
Spruce street, in the central business district of Scranton, has revived reports that
the corporation will erect a new picture
It is reported the same intheatre there.
terests are seeking to acquire an adjoining
property.
The purchasers are M. E. Comerford, head of the corporation; E. C.

Amerman and

Charles Ball,

The
is

plot faces 40 feet
150 feet deep.

all

of Scranton.

on Spruce

street

and

By purchasing tlie Coliseum and Alexandria Theatres in the Richmond district,
San Francisco, Samuel H. Levin began a
new city-wide circuit of neighborhood
theatres with a nucleus of seven important
district houses.
Levin acquired the Coliseum and Alexandria from Herbert L.
Rothchild,

who bought

(he two theatres last

November.
as

The new "theatre family" to be known
Samul II. Levin theatres now comprises

—

two theatres under construction -the New
Balboa, 38th Ave. and Balboa street to be
opened
February
20th;
the
Harding,
Devi'sadero and Hayes streets, to be completed April 15th; Metropolitan, built by
Levin with the Daylight Block on Union
street,
between Buchanan and Webster
streets in 1924; West Portal, opened recently at the western end of Twin Peaks
tunnel; and the Balboa, in Westwood Park.

Ben

Black, musical director at the Coliseum and Alexandria Theatres during the
past two years, will be in charge of all
musical and stage attractions, according to
Levin.

in

Adding

Charlotte is to have two palatial new
theatres to cost at least $1,500,000 before
the end of the j'ear, according to those having knowledge of the plans of the new
theatre combine, the Publix Theatres corporation.
The lease of the Alhambra Theatre operated by the Publix subsidiary, expires

December

31,

renewed.

By

said, and will not be
time a new first run
moving picture palace will have been built
in Charlotte and the Alhambra will not be
necessary to the company's plans, it is said.
It is estimated that the new moving picture
house will cost $500,000.
The exact location of the theatre appears
not to have been definitely decided even by

the

it

is

that

company.

Revised estimates are understood to have
boosted the cost of the new Keith house
at Sixth and North Tryon streets, also a
Publix enterprise, from $750,000 to well
over $1,000,000, the extra quarter million
to be invested in features not considered
in the first estimate.
Both theatres, it is
stated definitely, will he in operation by the
new year.

Minneapolis Will Stamp Out
"Bicycling"
The Minneapolis arbitration board has
issued a warning that "bicycling" will be
stamped out in the district if criminal
prosecution has to be used to do it.
W. A. Steffes, leader among Northwest
exhibitors, declared the practice belonged to
the dark ages of filmdom and that it was
likely to cause heavy loss to an innocent
theatre owner.
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Winnipeg

Brown Reorganizes

O/s Publicity
and Advertising Department
F. B.

R. Kershaw, owner of the Osborne TheaWinnipeg, Manitoba, has lost out in his
action against United Artists Corporation in
which he sued for $800 damages for alleged
non-delivery of "The Thief of Bagdad,"
The County Court at Winnipeg gave judgment in favor of the defendant company and
Mr. Kershaw took the case to the Court of
Appeals which has now confirmed the decision of the lower court, dismissing the

in

coming season,

a reorganization of F. B. O.'s Advertising, Exploita-

and Publicity departments has been deemed necessary.
Hyatt Daab, for five years Director of Studio Publicity for F. B. O. on the
West Coast, will be placed in charge of Advertising and Exploitation at the New
York office. Daab is one of the best-known and best-liked publicists in Hollywood,
and is a veteran New York newspaper man. His elevation to the new post comes
as a reward for faithful and efficient service.
Daab will supervise the elaborate
advertising and exploitation campaigns F. B. O. has planned for the coming season.
Edward McNamee, a newcomer to the organization, but recently in charge of
Sales Promotion, will continue in his present berth, with the Publicity Department
added to his responsibilities as well. McNamee, like Daab, is also an ex-newspaper
man, and has served with Fox and First National since coming to films.
tion

action.

The United

Jersey and

Third

Washington Second,

in First National

Ai-tists

Corporation

filed

the

form which showed that the
booking date had been omitted from the
signed agreement. A letter was submitted,
signed by Manager Charles M. Weiner of
United Artists Winnipeg office, in which the
dates of the proposed engagement were
mentioned but in this same letter there was
the printed clause that no verbal arrangement between salesmen and exhibitors would
be recognized and that all agreements must
original contract

Oklahoma City Wins Drive
New

Loses

tre,

W. BROWN, Vice President of F. B. O., in charge of distribution,
COLVIN
announces that
conformity with the company's enlarged scope of activities
for the

Exhibitor

United Artists Suit

Sales Contest

be entered on the contract.

ArCORDIXG

compiled
by the sales cabinet, Oklahoma City
lias been declared winner of the sales
drive inaugurated by First National which
extended over a i^eriod of eleven weeks terminating ^[anuary 30.
New Jersey and
Washington won second and third places
with only a fraction of a point separating
them.
to figuros

Oklahoma City jumped

just

into the lead the

opening week of the drive and held first
place throughout. Right up to the closing
day it was a toss-up between New .Jersey
and Washington, with Dallas close behind,
to see who would get second and third positions. During the last eleven days of action
North Carolina forged ahead of San Francisco and Atlanta and ended four points
behind Dallas.
E. D. Brewer, manager of the Oklahoma
City E.vchange will receive $700, J. C. Vergesslich, manager of the New Jersey Exchange $500 and Robert Smeltzer, manager
of the AVashington Exchange $350.
Other awards will be divided a.s follows
Assistant Manager of Record, fii-st branch
I

Ingram Starts Filming
"The Magician"

REX

INGRAM

ready to start
filming "The Magician," his next
for

Metro-Goldwyn-

The opening

shots are sched-

big

Mayer.

is

picture

uled for February 15th.
Interiors will be
made at the Ingram studio in
Nice,
France,
and the exteri-

$400, second $300,

$200; each salesman, first branch $300, second $200, third
$150; head booker first branch $250, second
$175, third $125; head cashier or bookkeej^er, first branch $200, second $150, third

England,

Other employees in the

in

many, Switzerland and Northern France.

The cast for
"The Magician"

Rex Ingram

will be headed by Alice
Terry and Paul Waegner. They will be
supported by a number of leading Continental actors and actresses. Miss Terry
has been in Paris having her gowns and
costumes designed for the picture.
Waegner is in Nice and will appear in
the early scenes of the Somerset Maug-

ham

story.

first

branch

will

sum

equal to three weeks' salary,
second branch a sum equal to two weeks'
salary and the third branch a sum equal to
one week's salary.
In addition to the three winners, six other
branches came in for a share of the profits
They
because they exceeded their quota.
are Dallas, Leslie Wilkes, manager; Charlotte, F. P. Bryan, manager; San Francisco,
Charles H. Muelilman, manager; Detroit,
F. N. North, manager; Atlanta, C. R.
Beacham, manager and Boston, Thomas B.
Spi'y, manager.
In each of these exchanges,
one week's salai-y will be given to the manager and to the members of the staff.
receive a

Minister

Florida

Presents
Pictures

Sunday

Sebring, Florida, is to have Sunday
movies.
This move is sponsored by Dr. 0.
S. Micheal, rector of the Church of the

Good Shepherd, who

will

have

full

charge

of the presentations.
The first picture will
be "The Little Church Around the Corner,"
it is stated, and other films of a like character will be presented each Sunday.
This
is the first time that shows have been given
on Sunday in this city. The pictures will
be shown in the Circle theatre, but no admission will be charged.

Publix

Ger-

The Appeal Court judged that there had
been no breach of contract and Mr. Kershaw

is out the costs in the two actions, th's
being over $1,100, it is aid.

$100.

Incorporates

in

St.

Cooney Brothers

Avith that organization, of which
Joseph Hojip is president. The local houses
mentioned above will continue to be booked
by Charles Casanave and will retain the
Straus Building offices which have been occupied by the American Theatre Cori)oration
for some time past.
The withdrawal of the Chicago hou.ses
from the organization leaves nine out of
town theatres as members, and no announcement has yet been made as to the future of

nections

the organization.

Invite
to

THE

Sunday Shows
The

city council of

Thiol'

River

Falls,

Minn., has killed a proposal to prohibit
Sunday shows. The argument was that
residents would drive to other towns for
their pictures.

Canadian Performing Rights

is stated.

A
it

Sanctions

Canada Owners
Pay Royalty

Society, Limited, with head office
in Toronto, Ontario, and affiliated
with the Performing Rights Society of
London, England, has issued invitations
to all exhibitors in Canada to become
members of the society for the privilege
of paying a form of royalty on all copyrighted music controlled by the Society,
which runs to a considerable amount, it

Publix Theatre Cori)orafion has taken out
incorporation papers in St. Louis, Mo. with
a nominal capitalization of $500.
Roland
S. Baker, 415 Pine street, St. Louis, is given
as the principal Missouri agent for the company.

Council

Out of

Cooney Brothers' houses and other Chicago theatres affiliated with the American
Theatre Corporation have severed all con-

in

City

are

American Theatre Corp.

Louis

ors call for lo-

cations

third

great many of the theatre managers
Canada have ignored the invitation,
is said, but this move on the part of

the society is only a step forward in its
plan to place the music in question on a
royalty basis, it is stated.
The Canadian Society secured a Federal charter
from the Canadian Government some
months ago to enable it to carry on operations in the Dominion as an incorpyorated company. The stock has no nomaccording to the
inal or par value,
articles of incorporation.
The Motion
Picture Distributors and Exhibitors of
Canada, Toronto, and other film organizations, as well as individual theatre
men, are preparing for a fight in the
matter.

February

20,

1926
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Fox Plans Houses

Three Cities

Reported Contemplated
Louis, Kansas City and San Francisco

Huge Building Plans
St.

in

are

ANNOUNCEMENTS

from three big
of contemplated building
plans of the Fox Film Corporation.
These cities are St. Louis, Kansas City and
San Francisco. From St. Louis comes the
unofficial report that the projected $3,500,000
cities

tell

Fox

Hoblitzelle
GRAINGER, general
R.
JAMES
sales manager of Fox, announced

five thousand seat Fox Theatre and officeapartment building at Grand and Washington Boulevards will go through as originally

this

is

son's releases.

regarded as one of the most
of recent developments in
theatre movements and booking deals.
Fox is assured first run representation
for its entire product in the four Texas
key cities; in Birmingham and Little
Rock, other important key points.

This

said to involve .$2,250,000.

The theatre

the

Fox

interests contemphitc

Louis
Louis
It unKansas Citv

building will be the largest in St.
surpassing by 1000 seats the St.
Theatre now the largest in the City.

was announced

officiailv

in

is

significant

Humboldt building was purchased

outright as were the two smaller buildings.
The Midway Theatre property and 60 feet
of vacant gromid on Washington avenue
was secui'ed from the Sydney Realty Company under a 99-year lease at an annual
rental of $60,000 i)er annum.
This lease
expires on Januai-y 14, 2025.

that, as the result of six

signature of Karl Hoblitzelle, President
of the Interstate Amusement Corporation, controlling the Majestic theatres
in Dallas, Fort Worth, San Antonio and
Houston, Texas, the Majestic in Little
Rock, Ark., and the Lyric, Birmingham,
Ala., to a contract calling for 100 per
cent run of Fox product for a period
of five years beginning with next sea-

During the past week final papers were
signed whereby the Theatre Realty Company, a holding company for the Fox interests in St. Louis came into possession of the
property fronting on Grand boulevard from
Washington boulevard a distance of 244
feet with a frontage of 260 feet on Washington boulevard.
Involved in the transfer is the Humboldt
building, two small buildings just west on
Washington and the Midway Theatre building fronting on Grand boulevard.
The
The

week

months' negotiations, he had secured the

planned.

entire deal

Big Deal With

in

in

real estate men that the theatre is to be
built by Fox.
The house, it practically is
assured, will be at Thirteenth street and

Grand avenue.
The theatre,

it is understood, will have a
frontage of an entire block on Thirteenth

street between
trafficway.

Construction of a $1,600,000 theatre in

San Francisco to be known as the Capitol
and a $3,000,000 hotel building, at Market,
Lark in and Hayes streets, will start within
the next six weeks, it was announced following the signing of contracts by which
William Fox Film Corporation will lease
the theatre from the builders, the Capitol
Company, for 25 years for an aggregate of
$5,700,000.
A. P. Giannini, president of the Capitol
Company, subsidiary of the Bancitaly Corporation, and E. M. Milnar, associate of
Thomas R. Lamb, of New York, Fox Film
Corporation architects, completed details of
the arrangements, and the signed lease is

on its way back
York.
that Fox will build a $3,000,000 theatre, the
location of which will be within two blocks

proposed new $4,000,000

Midland
Metro-Goldwyn house.
The announcement of the Fox house was
made by S. W. Straus of the S. W. Straus
& Co., New York and Chicago. Although

of the

theatre, a

Mr. Straus declined to
generallv is undei-stood

name his client it
among Kansas City

Grand avenue and McGee

to

San Francisco from

New

The theatre will })e a sister house of the
famed Capitol Theatre of New York, it is
stated and will be one of the finest and most
beautiful in the United States. It will have
a seating capacity of 5200, of which 2800
will be on the ground floor.
This is understood to be the first of a chain of such
houses to be built along the Pacific Coast by
the Capitol Company and to be taken over
by the Fox people.

Important Developments in Europe
Likely; Pommer's Plans; Scandinavian
and Hungarian Congresses to Discuss Protective Action

German

'Tirst

develojjments of importance
VITALforeign
market came
the

National''

in

to light this

week, some of them definitely directed
against American film supremacy abroad
and others merely designed to strengthen
production in certain countries.
congress called by the Hungarian Films
Association will devote itself exclusively to
the jiroblem of forming an all-European
producers' alliance to combat American invasion, it is understood.
Hungary is not,
in itself,
an important production centre
but has apparently taken the lead in organizing opposition to the American export
industry.
The film interests of the Scandinavian

A

Norway, Denmark, Sweden and
Finland have taken similar action, and have

countries,

called a congress for some time in May to
consider the question of American competition.

The Swedish Parliament has already

the matter under grave discussion.
Sweden is likely to be hard hit by the
American absorption of the German market, since Sweden obtained
a substantial
amount of business from German distribut-

tries,

Spain,

the latest

oft'

last year- to

Sweden,

American

contracts.

Ufa's production will in future be run by

Major Grau, who had been formerly head

ors.

proposing new import duties on
and while films have not
been specifically mentioned, this is indicative of the trend at the moment as regards
taxing international ti'ade. Analysis of the
Department of Commerce figures shows

China

many

seven counCentral America,
China, Japan, the Philippines and British
South Africa.
Reports from Berlin indicate that leading independent exhibitors may take steps
to meet the situation created by the AmerSome persons feel
ican alliance with Ufa.
that Ufa will now be a company for the
making of program pictures which will
serve to obtain permits for the importation
of American films, with little thought to
(juality.
The exhibitor organization has
fixed a membership fee of 3,000 goldmarks
(about $750) for each member, to provide
funds.
Motion Piciure News, thanks to a cable
from its Berlin correspondent, was first
with the news that Erich Pommer, for many
years chief of Ufa production, had resigned
from his post, on the official ground that he
could not make his general production policies fit in with the new standard evidently
set for Ufa through economic necessity and
that exports fell

is

articles,

the "Kultur-Abteilung," a department
which he is going to keep under his direction even now when he is running the whole
Ufa production. Herr Grau, who will be
remembered to have been on an informative
California some
trip to New York and

of

months ago, enjoys the confidence of the
German trade and will certainly be the right

man

to manage production which, although
won't be as ambitious as it has been
under Pommer's direction and will have to
be governed by economic rather than by
artistic considerations, must needs still contain at least some photoplays of a more or
less ambitious character.
Naturally it can be assumed that Erich
Pommer, who is not yet 36 years of age,
won't sit still now that he is free for another connection.
Much speculation has
been rife as to his future plans and,
although nothing definite has been published yet, we are 'in a position to predict
the most likely course on the strength of
trustworthy first-hand information. We are
informed that Pommer has been negotiating
for quite a long time already with Baron
von Lustig (who is one of the wealthiest
German financiers) on the one hand and
with the newly formed theatre syndicate on
it

the other.
This syndicate, which has been occasion-

mentioned in our German correspondcomprises sometliing like 500
rather important German halls.
And the
idea underlying those negotiations naturally
is to build up an organization very much
on First National lines.
ally

ent's reports,

A develojjment like this can rather safely
be expected for the near future.

Motion Picture News
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Percentage Contracts Must be
Played Full Time

Goldwyn Will Produce "Barbara Worth"
by Arrangement With Sol Lesser

BY

an arrangement made with Sol Lesser Samuel Goldwyn has purchased the
screen rights to "The Winning of Barbara Worth," the Harold Bell Wright
novel, which, to date, has had a sale of about two million eight hundred
thousand copies. The story is a romance dealing with the reclamation of the
Southwest.
This will be the first of three productions which Goldwyn will make for reRonald Colman and Vilma
lease through United Artists for the 1926 schedule.
Banky will be featured and Henry King will direct from a scenario written by
Frances Marion.
"Beauty and Beast," a George Fitzmaurice production, which has been adapted
from the Kathleen Norris serial by Frances Marion will be the second production.
Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky will again be seen in the leading roles.
The third production will be a filmization of "The Garden of Allah," to be
produced in conjunction with the Joseph M. Schenck organization. Schenck will
contribute Norma Talmadge as star and the rights to the Robert Hichen's celebrated novel, while Goldwyn will contribute Henry King as director, Ronald
Colman as featured lead and Frances Marion's scenario.

Lichtman Returns as Producer

The Philadelphia Arbitration Board in a
recent ruling declared that contracts entered
into on a percentage basis must be played
the full duration of the time stipulated and
that exchanges are entitled to a return figured on the basis of business actually done.
Pathe Exchange filed a claim for $472
against W^eber Brothers, former owners of
the Grand Theatre, Hazelton, because the
picture "The Freshman" was played only
four days of a stipulated six-day engagement. The contract called for $1000 guarantee and 50% of receipts in excess of
$3,000. The receipts were $2,600 in four
days. Figuring on a basis of average daily
receipts it should have played to $3,900 for
the full week, giving Pathe'one half of $900.
In making award of $362, the Board figured
that receipts for Friday of the week, which
was the day after Tlianksgiving, would be
25% less than the smallest day's business
done and that Saturday would be 25% less
than Thanksgiving.

Harley Knoles Author and Director of
''Charley's Niece" for Universal Release

AL

Lichtman, well known film execuhas joined the ranks of produ-

tive,

and his first picture, an original
stoiy by Harley Knoles, who is also directing it, will be released by Universal.
The initial offering of Al Lichtman Prodnctions is a comedy, "Charley's Niece." Mr.
Knoles started work this week at the TecArt Studio, New York. Madge Kennedy
will play the feminine lead, supported by
cers

Ethel Sliannon, Little Billy, Creighton Hale,

Flora Finch and David Butler.
Mr. Lichtman has been prominent

in the

progress of the film business for more than
fifteen years.
He was at one time General
Manager of Distribution for Famous Players-Lasky and more recently held the same
post for Universal.
He retired from that
organization eighteen months ago following
a breakdown but has now completely recovered his health.
Harley Knoles, author and director of
"Charley's Niece," has established a reputation with such films as "Little Women,"
"Stolen Orders," "Bought and Paid For,"

Roxy Buys

"Carnival" and "The Bohemian Girl." The
latter two were produced in England for
the Alliance

The

Film Company.

Rothafel has purchased Victor
entire personal library for the
Roxy theatre now being erected at
L.

S.

Herbert's

touches have already been given
"Charley's Niece" by Arthur
adapted Mr. Knoles' story to the

new

Immediately following the completion of
"Charley's Niece," Mr. Lichtman will make
an elaborate screen version of "The Cherry
Tree," featuring a well known cast headed
by George Jessel. This young actor is a
success of the current theatrical season in
the title role of "The Jazz Singer."
The office headquarters of Al Lichtman
Productions are 1650 Broadway.

dies

final

Victor Herbert's

Music Library

New

to the script of

50th and 51st streets and 7th Avenue,

Hoerl who

York City.
The library contains Herbert's own melo-

screen.

Small

Town

Discuss

Exhibitors to

Wash, last week began the organization of
an "Out-of-Town Club," to be composed of
small town exhibitors who will meet once
a month in Seattle to talk over the welfare
of their group. He is being assisted in the
organization process by Clyde Walker,
I'ditor and publisher of the Motion Picture
lU'cord of Seattle.

Clarence

by hitn during the many years he served as
conductor of the leading orchestral organizations of the country.

Roxy

acquired the music from Ella Herdaughter of the composer, to form the
nucleus of the Roxy theatre library and for

bert,

sentimental reasons.

Need Not Employ
Union Operators

Schools

Problems

John McGill, owner and operator of the
Community Theatre in Port Orchard,

Brown

^^Trail of

to

Direct

'98''

and the symphonic scores, orchestraand light comedy music owned

tions, classic

Issuing their decision against the International Motion Picture Operators' Union's
demand, the city officials of Seattle, Wash.,
last week decided that it was unnecessary
for public schools or other educational institutions in that city to employ a member
of the Operators' Union at $3 per hour for
the exhibition of educational or entertainment films in school buildings. The city declared that the machines could be operated
for educational uses by regularly examined
and authorized princijials or manual training teachers, who have passed a proficiency

examination in i^rojection work.

Through an arrangement with Joseph M.
Sch(>nck Clarence

Brown has been loaned

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

to direct

to

"The Trail

of 98" a Robert

W. Service novel for which
Glazer will do the continuity in
collaboration
with
Irving G.
ThaJberg.
Tlialherg plans to give this picture an elaborate production.
IJcn.jiimin

Frank Lloyd Signed by
Paramount
LLOYD, who
FRANK
has produced such

in the past
pictures as "The

Sea Hawk," "Black Oxen," "Winds
Chance," and "Ashes of Vengeance,"
has been signed to a long term directorial contract by Famous Players-Lasky
of

Lynn

Reynolds

to

Direct

House Peters
Lynn Reynolds' next
\<;rsal

uitli

Al Lichtman, who has entered the production

field.

will

House

])roduction for Unibe "Prisoners of the Storm,"
Peters in the stan-ing role.

Eileen Percy and Allan Forrest have been
signed for prominent supporting roles. Production will start within the next week.

Corporation.

Lloyd

will join

Paramount

at the ter-

mination of his present contract, under
which he now has his last picture in production. He will be assigned to the production of a big special on the west
coast for release in the Fall.

February 20

19 26

,
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Boston Film Board Names

New

CHRISTIE PURCHASES FARCE
Gets "Up In Mabel's Room"

Officers

Boston Film Board of Trade held its annual meeting early in the week and elected
Henry P. Scully of United Artists and a
brother of Manager Scully of Educational
Films, Inc. as president succeeding HaiTy
L. Asher of the American Feature Film Co.
first vice president, R. C. Croker of Pathe
succeeding H. F. Campbell of the Fox exchange; second vice president, I. L. Walenstein of Film Booking Offices, succeeding J.
Joseph H. McConL. Roth of Federated.
ville of Independent Films, Inc. was reelected .secretary; G. M. A. Fetke of MoCorporation was ree'ected
tion
Picture
treasurer and Miss Martha W. Ferris was
reelected corresponding secretary.

Kansas-Missouri Owners
Plan Meeting

the routine business to be transacted.

Quebec Empire

Suffers

Fire

Loss
The Empire Theatre at Cowansville, Quebec, was destroyed by fire on February 6
and four families who lived in the apartments over the theatre were bareh' able to
escape, the fire breaking out in the early
morning hours.

Milwaukee Exhibitors Name

New

has purchased screen rights to
In Mabel's Room," one of the outstanding
farce successes of the speaking stage in recent
years. It will be produced on a lavish scale with
Marie Prevost in the role made famous on the stage
by Hazel Dawn, and will be released through
Marie Prevost
Producers Distributing Corporation.
As a stage farce Al H. Woods was the producer and the play had its
premiere in January, 1915 at the Eltinge Theatre in New York. After
a long Broadway run it met with success in all parts of the country.
The story is the combined work of Wilson Collison and Otto Harbach,
who have many successes to their credit. Details with regard to cast
and director, other than that Miss Prevost will play the leading role,
have not yet been divulged.

"Up

to

The place and date of the next convention
of the M. P. T. 0. Kansas-Missouri probably
will be decided next week. Joplin, Mo., and
Wichita, Kas., are among the cities being
The meeting will be in April.
considered.
The formal admission of managers of producer-owned theatres hito the organization,
but without right to hold office, will be

among

AL CHRISTIE

Officers

At a meeting

of the Milwaukee Exhibitor
Association held this week Max Krofta of
the Idlehour was named president, Bert
Fischer, vice-president; Ernst Langemack,
treasurer and George Smith, secretary.

Women's Clubs
Will Cooperate With Committee
Picture Houses and

for a great national drive to
PLANS
the
crease appreciation for music
in-

in

United States were announced in New
this week by the National Music Week
Committee, of which Otto Kahn is chairman.
Under the plan proposed the General Federation of Women's Clubs, the Music Week
Committee, representing twenty-four national organizations with a membership totalling many millions, and the motion picture industry will join forces for a musical
demonstration in the motion picture theatres
of the country, prior to and during Music
Week, which is set for May 2-8.
Mrs. Marx E. Obemdorfer, chairman of
the music division of the General Federation
of Women's Clubs, representing Mrs. John
D. Sherman, president, presented preliminary plans for the campaign to C. M.
Tremaine, seeretarj' of the JN'ational Music
Week Committee, and to Will li. Hays,
president of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc., both of

York

ers.

In order to efficiently handle new producing units, one of the largest enclosed
motion picture stages in the world, in
the point of actual floor area, is now being constructed at Fine Arts and others
are projected.
Present plans of the management of
this 'lot' include the building of fifty
additional dressing rooms, six new cutting rooms, four extra property rooms
and work shops and an administration
building fronting on Hillhurst Avenue
for a length of 115 feet. Bids will shortly
be called for and it is anticipated that the
entire construction program wdll be carried out before summer.

promised the full cooperation and
support of their organizations.
According to Mrs. Oberndorfer, fifty musical selections which are generally known
as popular classics and which are familiar
to the ear tlu'oughout the country, will be
chosen for use in the national music memory contest which is to be the feature of the
campaign. Through local organizations, the
General Federation will enlist the cooperation of the motion picture theatre managers
so that these latter will play the selections
during their showings for at least a month
in advance of the contest week. In this way
millions who attend the theatres will begin
to know the music intimately.

At the same time, school supervisors and
teachers will be asked to cooi^erate by having these selections played or sung in the
classrooms, so that the children may thus
become familiar with them. Other civic organizations, the radio stations, and churches
are expected to cooperate.

Army

Report Reveals That No Discrimination is Being Shown in Bookings

Expansion Program
Studio, the only motion
picture leasing studio in Los Angeles this week announced an
elaborate program of expansion which,
it is stated, will cost in excess of $200,This is due to the withdrawal of
000.
Hollywood Studios from the leasing
field since its purchase by Famous Play-

whom

Independent Films for

Fine Arts Studio Plans

FINE Arts

Week

Plans Fixed for Music

THE

complaint recently filed with the
Independent Motion Picture Association of America by an independent
distributor to the effect that the U. S. Army
Motion Picture Service was discriminating
against the independents, in favor of national distributors, has been taken up by the
New York repi'esentative of the army service who has assured the association that the
charges will be promptly and fully investigated and a report of the findings submitted
without delay.
The U. S. Army Motion Picture Service
has advised the I. M. P. A., that it is at
the present time booking pictures for the
army camps with about thirty independent
exchanges throughout the United States, and
play dates for independent product for

February total 141.
Assurance has been given that the motion picture service branch of the "War Department Theatres, will cooperate to the
fullest extent with the independent and State
right exchanges in any territory where pic-

tures are required, with a view to securing
those best suitable for exhibition in the
camps, and that there has been no thought
of discriminating against any independent
exchanges.
Unfortunately the impression
has gained ground that the complaint in this
respect was general, while as a matter of
fact it eminated from Atlanta territory and
not from any other exchange centers.

All

Comedy

Bill

Kansas

in

Again the all-comedy
unquestioned
territory.

success

The

initial

in

Prospers

Town
bill

the

has met

Avith

Kansas

City
type

attempt at

this

of show in this territory was made several
months ago. Last week the Photoplay theatre of Ashland, Kas., staged an all-comedy
program and billed the town with this line:
"Here's a chance to overhaul your giggle
apparatus with a whale of a show, sprinting
entertainment and laughs." The attendance

was

big.

Motion P

i

c

t it

'

i

News

c

Irwin Franklyn Enters
Production Field
R. FRANKLYN, former picIRWIN
ture publicist and exploitation man

has entered the independent

field

and

will make a series of twelve two-reelers
titled "Carrie of the Chorus," starring

Hazele Harmon, and featuring William
Kent, former star of "Rose Marie."
The pictures will be adapted from
Franklyn's series of stories, "The Memoirs of A Stage Doorman."
No plans
for distribution have yet been arranged.

Urbana Theatres Again Open
Sundays
The motion picture theatres of Urbana,
Avere open for business as usual
on
111.,
Sunday, February 7, as the result of the
decision of Judge Smith in the Champaign
County Circuit Court that a city ordinance
prohibiting Sunday shows was illegal.
He
dismissed suits against the managers of the
two local theatres.

Pathe

Thru,"
"Driftiu"
Pathe W^estern feature
for release February 21st. The story is an
original by Basil Dickey and Harry Haven,
and the picture was directed by Scott
Dunlap.

Pathe

Scenes from the

Metro-GoMwyn-Mayer comedy drama "Dance Madness."

Carey
Release
Feature Feb. 21
to

has

HaiTy Carey's

National Cinema Body Formed

scheduled
first

American Cinema Association. Cooperative Group, to Produce, Distribute Pictures

THE

American Cinema Association, a
National eooperativo organization for
the production, distribution and exhibition of motion pictures, has been incorporated under the laws of Delaware with a
capitalization of $500,000. Allied in the or-

ganixation are some of the foremost producers and exchange men and some 2,600 independent theatre owners of tlie United
States.

The members present at the first meeting
new company, during which its plans
and purposes were outlined and adopted
were
David Hartford and Edward Leszcynski, trustees of the David Hartford Proof the
:

Gould

Paula

Goes

to

Universal
AULA

GOULD, for the last four
years^ general press representative
for F.B.O. in the east, has resigned, to join the Publicity Department

Uni-

of

Pictures

versal

Corpora-

Miss

tion.

Gould will assist Nat Rothstein on "The
Flaming Frontier"

and

campaign,
will,

at

its

conclusion,
be
assigned to special work in the
Publicity
Department.

women

is

Harry

one of the youngest of the
in the industry, she

publicists

made an enviable reputation for hersell
when two years ago she was placed in

Detroit:

A.

Manus of

the

of

S.

Detroit;
Paula Gould

Although
Miss Gould

Moeller and
Moeller Theatre
Service, New York; Gene- Marcus of the
Twentieth
Century Film
Company of
Philadelphia; A. C. Snyder, Dependable
Pictures, Boston; Ben Levine, Oxford Film
Exchange, New York; William Hurlburt
and Jack Saxe, Favorite Film Company,
Detroit; Harry F. Crelle, Supreme Photol)lay Productions, Pittsburgh; Ben F.Simpson, Pacific Coast Distributors, San Francisco; Joe Stern and M. Stern, Independent
Film Companj', Des Moines, and representatives of the allied distributors of Chicago,
Indianapolis and Milwaukee.
The Board of Directors of the American
Cinema Association is comprised of Gene
Marcus, Philadelphia; William Hurlburt,
ductions

Joseph

Stern,

J.

Des

Moines

and

Omaha; Ben Simpson, San Francisco;

P]d-

ward Leszcynski, Detroit; Josei)h P. Wolff.
Detroit;

Adam

Aloeller,

Detroit,

J.

Blake,

Detroit;

and Harry Manus,

A.

J.

New

publicity, in addition to fan magazines
and newspaper work, and acquitted her-

The officers are A. J. Moeller, presiJoseph P. Wolff, vice-president;
Harry S. Manus, 2nd vice-president; Adam
J. Blake, secretaiy, and Edward Leszcynski,

self creditably.

(

full

charge

of

all

F.B.O. trade paper

Miss Gould is well known in the trade,
and is a contributor to several popular
magazines and newspapers.
She has
four short stories already to her credit.

York.

dent

;

reasurer.

For the season of 1926-27 twenty-six
features will be made for the new corporation under the genera! supervision of David
Hartford.
Twelve of these are already in
course of preparation.

Scene from

"The Night Cry,"
duction.

a

Warner

Bros,

pro-

Febrita

20

r v

Eckhardt

,

is

District

CLYDE

1926
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Named Fox
Manager

ECKHARDT.

for the
W.
past three and a half years assistant to Winfield R. Sheehan, general Manager of Fox Film Corp., has

appointed

been

district

manager with

supervision over the Chicago, Milwau-

His
kee and Minneapolis exchanges.
headquarters will be at Chicago.
George Denbow, at present in charge
of the Chicago office, has been transferred to the home office as special sales
representative.

Brooklyn M. P. T. O. Hold

Annual Election
At a special meeting recently called by
the M. P. T. O. of Brooklyn, N. Y., officers
for the coming year were elected. Very few
changes were put in effect, those which occurred affecting the board of dii-ectors only.
Rudolph Saunders was again elected President, likewise M. S. McNamara as Vice-

Abraham

President,

Phillips,

Secretary,

Louis Schiffman, Treasurer and Meyer RosSgt.

enthal,

Arms.

at

Harry Bernstein

as a

Max

Pear replaces

member of

Board

the

of Directors and Samuel Fischer will take
F. Stein
the place of Jack Blinderman.
and B. Idsen will serve instead of Messi-s.
Rubin and Zjilkin. Other members of the
Board are Elias Bernstein, Louis Rosen and
Eugene Zerner. Mr. Zerner is also the business

manager.

The

installation dinner

and dance

will be

held at the Hotel Bossert in Brooklyn on
Among the
the night of February 10th.
guests of the evening will be Mayor "Jimmie" Walker, Boro Prcs. Jos. A. Guilder,
Judge Harry E. Lewis, Dis-t. Attorney Chas.

Dodd, Corp. Council Joseph Reilly,
Judge James A. Dunne, Commissioner Edw.
T. O'Loughlin, R. F. Woodlmll, Countv
Clerk Edw. E. Kelly, Joseph M. Seider and
Judg-e A. I. Nova.
A.

U.

S.

Pictures

Dominate

in

Finland
More than three-fifths of all the motion
picture films exhibited in Finland during the
year 1925 were American productions, according to a statement just issued by the
State Board of Censorship, states Vice Consul Frank P. S. Glassey at Helsingfors, in
a recent report just released by the Department of Commei'ce.
A total of 530 films
were passed upon during the last calendar
year, and 339 of these pictures were of
American

Quartet

from the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

of scenes

"Lo Boheme."

Reedsburg Owner Wins A\vard
H. G. Olson of Majestic Takes
Prize for

prize of .+100 fur the second
of the Laugh Month exploitation
contest
was awarded by the
judges to H. G. Olson, of the Majestic Theatre,
Reedsburg, Wisconsin.
The second
prize of $50 went to F. V. Kennebeck of
the North Star Theatre of Omaha, who also
won second prize during the first week.
Third prize was awarded to David J. Lustig of the Reguii Theatre, New York City.
Olson's progTam at the Reedsburg Majestic
included the Educational-Lupino Lane
i-omedy, "Maid in Morocco"; the single reel
novelty, "A Ride on a Runaway Train"; the
one-reel color subject, ''The Voice of the

Famous

First

Laugh Month Exploitation

FIKST
week

Xightiugale" the Sing Them Again release,
"Close Harmony"; a single reel Cameo comedy, "Sweet and Pretty," and a cartoon reel,
"Felix the Cat on the Job."
The exploitation tieup with the Laugh
Month campaign included a comprehensive
lobby display, a ballyhoo consisting of a
stretcher with a dunnny of a man who
" split his sides laughing at the Majestic
Annual Fun Fantasy," special slides, numerous posters, a loud speaker device which
transmitted laughter from iliside the theatre
;

as well as special music and
announcements made by the manager; newsjiajier advertising and throwaways.

to the street,

Profits $3,459,862

origin.

Statement

King

release.

Quits Cinematograph
Association

According to announceniont from London,
William Gavazzi King has resigned as secretai->' of
the Cinematograph Exliibitors'
Association after long and valued ser\'ice to
that organization.

New

Representatives

Sanford
Productions
appointed
has
Joseph C. Reichenbach as the new eastern
representative of the company.
He has
already assumed his new position.

Nine

Months

Shows

Increased Earnings to October Last Year

AFTER

deducting all charges and reserves for Federal income and other
taxes. Famous Players-Lasky, in its
consolidated statement, including earnings
of its subsidiary companies, reports net
profits of $1,408,330.19 for the three months,
and $3,459,862.90 for the nine months to

September

Sanford Productions Names

for

26th, 1925.
the last meeting of the Board of
Directors the regular quarterly dividend was
declared of $2 per share on the common
1926 to stockstock, payable April 1,
holders of record at the close of business on
March 15, 1926.
The Famous Players profits for the first

At

nine months of 1925, which, as totaled at
$3,459,862, show an increase of $538,020
over the same period in 1924. The current
profits represent earnings of $12.16 a share
on the common, as compared with $10.35 a
shai"e in the same period of 1924.
For the quarter ended Sept. 26, 1925, the
net profit was $1,408,330, after charges and
Federal taxes, equivalent after allowing for
dividend requirements on 8% pi-efeiTed
stock to $5.10 a share earned on 243,341
shares of no par common stock. This compares with $695,724, or $2.15 a share in the
preceding quarter and $1,571,040, or $6.01
a share in the third quarter of 1924.
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Motion Picture N e zv s

Beery Signs

New Two

Year Contract

WALLACE

BEERY

signed to a
tract

has

new two-year

been
con-

by Paramount and he has

already been cast for three outstanding
roles of the year.
One of these will be
in "Old Ironsides," a James Cruze production. Another will be as P. T. Barnum in "The Greatest Show on Earth,"
and the third will be in "Beau Geste,"
which Herbert Brenon has gone West
especially to direct.

Bess

Meredyth to Remain
With Warners

Warner

have re-signed Bess
remain a member of
their production staff for another j'ear.
Among others of her achievements since
joining that company were the scenarios for
"The Sea Beast" and "Ben Hur," both now
running on Broadway.
She is also author
and adapter of "Don Juan," just completed
by John Barrymore for Warners.
Brothers

Meredyth and she

Kenton
Scenes from

"The

Million

Dollar

Handicap,"

a

Distributing

Metropolitan production
Corporation.

Fox Has Dozen
Twelve Features
Season With Four

Fox

has started four more productions
at the Hollywood studios for this season's schedule.
They are "The Shamrock Handicap," ''Rustling for Cupid,"
"Hard Boiled" and "Early to Wed." In
addition to these there are four others nearing completion.
These include "Sandy,"
"Siberia,"
"Hell's
Four Hundred" and
"Yellow Fingers." "The Johnstown Flood,"
"Tony Kuns Wild," "The Dixie Merchant"
and "The Fighting Buckaroo" are in the
cutting room.
With this even dozen of productions in
work, directors have also been assigned for
"Fig Leaves" and "30 Below Zero," two of
next season's productions. "The World of
Promise" is practically finished for next

released

through

Producers

Production

in
Work

This
Started for 1926-27

in

for

season, and in New York Raoul Walsh is
casting for "What Price Glory."
Among the four pictures that have just
gone into production two are original stories
by Peter B. Kyne. John Ford is directing

"The Shamrock Handicap," a racing drama
with Janet Gaynor, Leslie Feuton and J.
Farrell MacDonald in the leading roles.
Irving Cummings is directing "Rustling for
Cupid," with George O'Brien and Anita
Stewart in the leading roles.
"Hard Boiled" is a Tom Mix vehicle being
directed by J. G. Blystone, and "Early to

Wed"

Matt Moore and Kathryu
Perry in the leading roles. The latter is an
adaptation from the book by EveljTi Campwill

see

bell.

Paramount Gets

Will

Direct

Daniels'

Next

Bebe

Erie C. Kenton has been assigned by
Paramount to direct Bebe Daniels in her
next
Paramount comedy, "The "Palm
Beach Girl." He is now on his way from
California to handle this original screen
story of love and speed boat races from the
pen of Byron Morgan, written especially
for Miss Daniels.

Barker to Direct Curwood's
''The Flaming Forest''
Reginald Barker will direct James Oliver
Curwood's "The Flaming Forest" which
Hunt Stromberg will produce as a CosmoMetro-Goldwynpolitan
production
for
Mayer. With the exception of the fact that
Waldemar Young will do the continuity, no
production or cast data has been given out
on this production.

Fleming Completes ''Blind
Goddess" Cast
Victor Fleming has completed the cast for
Paramount production, "The Blind Goddess," which features Jack Holt, Esther
Ralston, Ernest Torrenee and Louise Dresser.
The supporting players include Ward
Crane, Richard Tucker. Louis Payne, Charles
Lane and Charley Clary.
his

^^Nell

Gwyn''

Will Distribute British Production
in the United States and Canada

PVRAMOUNT

will

Portraiture Expert

is

Signed

by Fox Films

handle the American
distribution of Herbert Wilcox's production of "Nell Gwyn," starring
Dorothy Gish, according to a contract signed
between that company and British National
The consummation of the
Pictures, Ltd.
contract followed the trial showing of the
picture in regular theatres in three towns.
Following the completion of the document,
George T. Eaton, President of British National Pictures cabled the following to his
company and other English producers:

pictures in every country and it is splendid
to have the good pictures of every other
country distributed here."

Morris Publicity
Virginia
Chief for Lichtman

"British National Pictures. Ltd., assures
British producers that the American public
welcome fine pictures and that the market
wide open to British productions of
i.s

No arrangements were made for the distribution of the series of three Dorothy (lish
I)rod net ions to be directed by Herbert Wilcox for British National this vear.

Virginia Mon-is has resigned from the
publicity department of Fox Films to become Director of Publicity for Al Lichtman

will

qualitj'."

In

commenting on the

deal

Will

Hays

said

"We want in America the very best pictures wherever they are made.
True, the
American motion picture industry wants
only from foreign countries that fair treatment which the spirit of our pictures commands.

It

is

Win field

R. Sheehan, general

manager for

Fox has signed Max Autrey, well-known

as
a camera portrait artist, to a contract to
make i)ortraits for Fox exclusively. He has
been jjlaced in charge of the special studio
fitted for him by the Fox organization.

splendid to have our good

Productions.

Fcbrirary

20,

19 26

Brown Completes

889

Cast

for

Big Night"

^'Th'e
Melville Brown

has completed the cast for

"The Big Night,"

his tirst directorial effort

for Universal, with Laura La Plante in the
starring role.
Einar Hanson, Swedish film
star, who has just been signed to a long
contract, will play opposite Miss La Plante.
The supporting cast includes Lee Moran,
Zasu Pitts, Mack Swain, TuUy Marshall,
Tom Ricketts, Cissy Fitzgerald, Walter
McGrail and William Austin.

Large Cast for Mary Philbin
Production
Warner Oland, Caroline Snowden, Roy
and Grace Darmond have been
chosen to support Mary Philbin in "The
Star Maker" an adaptation of the Dana
Bloomer

Burnett

storj-

"Technique"

which

Lois

Weber will direct for Universal. Francis
X. Bushman will play opposite the star.
Miss Weber is working on the adaptation
and expects

to

start

production

in

a

few

davs.

''Silky

Anne*

Selected

for

Constance Talmadge
'Silky Anne,"' a story by Edward Clark,
has been selected as the next stan-ing vehicle in which Constance Talmadge will appear.
Initial preparations for the production of this First National release are under
way and the cast will soon be chosen. Tlic
production will l)e made" at the First National west coast studios under the direction
of Sidnev Franklin.

Scenes from "Stella Maris," a

Universal production.

DeMille Amplifies Contest
Producer Urges Extreme Brevity and
Elimination of Plot With Letters

WH]HEN
last

Cecil B. DeMille ottered puz-s
week aggi'egating $2,100 for an

idea for a big motion picture production it was not so much with the thought
of intei'esting those generally identified witli
the motion picture industry', but the general
public.

DeMille's amplified plans stress the fact
that he does not

want

finished stories, plays,
All he
or synopses of stories or plays.
wants is a letter, simi)ly written, with the

outline of an idea that might be developed
by him or his staff into an acceptable and
thrilling photoplay.

In giving a further outline of the conditions of the contest DeMille said
"A plot
is not necessary, nor is it wanted.
All that
is asked is a strong idea in a clear, intelligent
:

manner, just as though you were explaining
why your idea would make a fine motion
picture. Don't let words, too many words,
stifle your
idea.
That is the reason I've
placed the absolute limit for the letters of
this contest at 200 words.

"Many people get clever ideas but by the
time they've explained them into story form
their original spark of real genius is buried
Remember
in a mass of surplus verbiage.
that in contests of this kind the winning
thought has, in each case, been expressed
simply and briefly."

>

All letters must be addressed to the DeMille Contest Editor, Los Angeles Times.
The contest will close at midnight February
27th.

Paramount Coast Studio Busy
Six Companies Now Working at Hollywood Plant; All Space Being Used

PRACTICALLY

every available foot
of space on the five large stages at
the Paramount studio in Hollywood
is being used, by either companies filming
scenes or by carpenters and other studio
workers engaged in dismantling used settings and building new ones.

Great excitement
by Herbert

studio

Scenes from Johnny Hines' latest comedy feature for
First National release titled "Rainbow Riley."

being caused at the
Brenon's preparations

is

for the filming of "Beau Geste," the story
of the French Foreign Legion in Algeria,
Africa, which production will entail the
use of thousands of players and technical
workers.

Allan Dwan is filming Rex Beach's
"Padlocked," Betty Bronson and Ricardo
Cortez are co-starring in "The Cat's Pajamas;" William de Mille is directing
"The Flight to the Hills;" Ravmond
Griffith is busy with "Wet Paint;" Victor
Fleming is making "The Blind Goddess,"
and Clarence Badger is finishing Bebe
Daniels' "Miss Brewster's Millions" anlJ
preparing to start on Gerald Beaumont's
race track romance, "The Rainmaker."
The editorial department of the studio
has in hands at present "The Lady of the
Harem," "The Crown of Lies," and Zane
Grey's "Desert Gold."

M
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Sax Completes "Hearts and
Spangles'' Cast
Sam Sax

has

toiiiiileted

the cast

and

ac-

way on

the coast on
"Hearts and Spangles," tenth of the twelve
GoUiaiu pi-oductions on the current season's
tual shooting

series.

is

undei'

Wanda Hawley and Robert Gordon

head the cast, which also includes Barbara
Tennant, Frankie Darro, Eric Mayne, J. P.
Locknoy, LaiTy Steers, Geoi'ge Cheesboro
and Charles Force.

Cody Will Make

Series

Tourneur Will Direct
Verne Story
TOURNEUR has been
MAURICE
signed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
to direct the Jules Verne story,
"The Mysterious Island," which will be
produced by Hunt Stromberg. Produc-

on the fantasy will begin the first
week of March, when Tourneur will
proceed with the company to Nassau in
the Bahamas.

p. A. Powers has signed Bill Cody, young
western i)layer, for a series of westei-n features to be produced at the new Associated
Studios in IJos Angeles by Bert D. Garber
and released through Associated Exhibitors.
Garber has been associated with several of
the leading producers and has surrounded
himself with a capable organization for the
production of the Cody starring vehicles.

Dorothy Phillips to Play
Lead in "Toto^^
Dorothy Phillips
lead

oi>posite

SYD

CHAPLIN

emphatically denies
a printed story that he is to quit
Warner Brothers to head his own
production company. In a wire to Abe
Warner at the home office of the con-

cern, the star said:
"Very sorry to hear that an erroneous
rumor has been circulated to the effect

that

I

am

leaving

Warner

Brothers.

This is entirely misleading and I have
never contemplated such a move. War*ie Brothers have given me an ideal engagement and this has been proven by
the success of my Warner Brothers
pictures.

Badger has been assigned by
direct "The Rainmaker," an
adaptation frgm Gerald Beaumont's story,
"Heaven Bent," which ran serially in the
Red Book Magazine. Production is schedClarence

Paramount

to

uled to start next week.

will

play the feminine
in "Toto," the

Alberta Vaughn's Sister
Signed by F. B. O.

is

F. B. 0. has signed Adamae Vaughn, sister
of Alberta, to a long term contract.
She
will be featured in Westerns and it is probable she will play Tom Tyler's leading lady
in his next production.

Achmed Abdullah stage play, M-hich John
Stahl will direct for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
from a continuity prepared by Benjamin
Virginia Bradford, Carmel Myers,
Glazer.
and Antonio D'Algy are in the supporting

Hungarian Beauty Signed by

cast.

She only recently an-ived in the United
States and was signed within an hour after
her arrival in Hollywood from New York.

Honeymoon''

''Their Second

Bought by

Clawson Signed by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Elliott

Clawson has been signed by Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer

as a

member of

the studio
to an an-

department according
nouncement issued by Louis B. Mayer,

scenario

The Flaming

in

Chaliapin Will Appear
With Pola Negri
NEGRI
POLAfamous
apin,
will

tinuity work.

Elliott

Paramount
Paramount has signed Irma Kornelia,
Hungarian beauty, to a long term contract.

M-G-M

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has purchased for
production "Their Second Honeymoon" a
novel by Donna Barrel who has also been
engaged to do the adaptation and other con-

j)rcsi(hMit

Highlights of

Clarence Badger to Direct
''The Rainmaker"

Lew Cody

P

Syd Chaplin Denies He
Will Quit Warners

News

Picture

11

tion

for

Associated

t i

viee-

appear in a picture for Para-

mount next Winter. Chaliapin went to
the Paramount studio at Hollywood as
the guest of Miss Negri two weeks ago
and arrangements were then started for

He has
never before considered the screen as

his appearance in the picture.

an avenue for
story for
sought.

the

charge of production.

Frontier." a Universal production in which Jack

and Feodor ChaH-

bass of grand opera,

Hoxie

is

featured.

his

talents.

picture

is

A

suitable

now

being

February

19 26
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Metropolitan Has Completed

Three Features
on three Metropolitan feafor release through Producers Distributing Corporation, was completed this
The pictures are "Paris at Midweek.
night," "Whispering Smith" and "Forbidden
Production

tui'es

Waters."

Among

the new pictures that will be put
production immediateh' are "Sliipwrecked," in which Seena Owen and Joseph Schildkraut are starred; a new PriscUla Dean feature, Marie Prevost's firet
Metropolitan film, and "The Last Frontier,"
a western epic which Thomas H. Ince coninto

ceived.

F. B. O. Completing Current
Season's Product
F. B. 0. plans to complete the current
season's pictures by the middle of April.
Three of the Gold Bond specials have still
Thev are Emory Johnson's
to be made.
"The Non-Stop Flight," "The Isle of Retri-

bution" and

"A Poor

Girl's

Romance."

Among

the star features still to be filmed
are "Secret Orders," starring Evelyn Brent;
Tom Tyler's new Western, "The Arizona

Streak;"

Fred Thomson's "Hands Across

the Border," and other features for Thomson, Bob Custer and Richard Talmadge.

Marian

Blackton

Warner

Prepares

Script

Highlights of "The Black Bird" Lon Chaney's current starring vehicle produced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Associated Acquires Features
"The Earth Woman" and "The Big Show"
Are Scheduled for Release in March

Marian Constance Blackton, daughter of
Stuart Blackton, is responsible for the
adaptation of "HeU Bent For Heaven,"
which is being produced by Blackton for
Warner Brothers. Miss Blackton has written thirteen previous scripts under the name
of Marian Constance. The cast for the coming picture includes Patsy Ruth Miller, John
Harron, Gayne Whitman, James Marcus,
Wilfred North, Evelyn Selbie and Gardner
J.

James.

Two

new features iiave been acquired
for ilistribution bv Associated Ex-

hibitors.
Thev "^are titled, "The
Earth Woman" and "The Big Show." The
former is described as an epic of woman's
love and tragedy on the frontier.
Mai-y
Alden contributes the characterization of a

pioneer mother.

Walter

Two Added to Cast of Hines'

Woman,"

Lang directed
"TiuE;ntli
wliieh lias in its cast, in addition

Latest Production
Diana Kane and Ruth Dwyer have been
engaged by C. C. Burr for important parts
in "The Brown Derby" the next Joimny
Hines starring production for First Na-

Motion Picture

Miss Kane will play the
female lead opposite Hines and Miss Dwyer
will have the female part of second imtional

release.

AJden, Russell Simpson, Priscilla
Bonner, Johnny Walker, Carroll Nye, John
Carr, Hoe Butterworth and William Scott.
The picture is an adaptation by Edith
Wakeling of the novel by Norton S. Barker.
Mrs. Wallace Reid sponsored the production, which will be released in March.
to ]Miss

"The Big Show" is a circus story picturon the Miller Brothers 101 Ranch and
is said to contain all the thrills and gaiety
of circus life beneath the big tent.
John
Lowell and Evangeline Russell have the
ized

featured roles in this picturization of the
L. Case
"On With the
Russell
story,
Show." They are supported by Dan Dix,
Colonel Joseph C. Miller, S. Serrano KeatThe
ing, Joe Lewis and Naida Blatherwick.
picture was directed by George Terwiiliger

portance.

.B66^in| Gurde
"Greater

Movie

New "U"

UNIVERSAL
change the

name

decided
of

is

scheduled for release in March.

List"

Product

has

;ui(]

its

to

1926-27

product from the Greater White
List to the Greater Movie List.
The
change was said to have been made because of requests from numerous exhibitors.

The Greater Movie List will include
three or more super pictures, five or six
special
Reginald Denny productions,
twenty-eight Jewel productions, twentyfour Blue Streak Western features and
the lineup of serials, Buster Brown
comedies, International Newsreels and
other short product made by Universal.

"I keep my Motion Picture News on file and I
find the Booking Guide a
very handy index to them.
Also for determining star,
producer, length and class
of
picture.
I
certainly
look forward to receiving
it."

Neil Wilson,
Royal Theatre,

Marengo,

Illinois.

Wid Gunning

to

Work With

First National
Wid Gunning, well known picture

critic

and production and story authority, has been
signed by John McCormick, west coast pro<luction manager for First National, to aid
in the preparation of scripts for forthcoming Colleen Moore productions and others.

Gunning

is

credited with starting the

first

motion picture department in a Metropolitan daily, when he conducted a column in
the Evening Mail in New York about twelve
years ago. He started Wid's, or Film Daily
as it is now known, in May, 1918.

M
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News

Picture

n

Margaret Morris Opposite
Douglas MacLean
Bogart Rogers, general manager of the
productions has engaged Margaret Moms to play opposite Douglas MacLean in the eoniedian's latest picture for
Paramount, "That's My Baby." In addition
to Miss Morris the supporting cast includes
Claude Gillingwater, Eugenie Forde, Richard Tucker, W^ade Boteler and HaiTy
Earle. William Beaudine is directing.

MacLean

Mae Busch

Starts

Work

at

Universal City
Mae Busch has started work at Universal
City in the featured feminine role in King
Baggot's Universal production, "Perch of
the De\dl," an adaptation of the novel by
Gertrude Atherton.
Pat O'Mailey is playing opposite Miss Busch, with the following supi^orting cast: Theodore Von Eltz,
Jane

Winton,

Mario

Carillo

and

George

Kuwa.

**Runaway Express'' Under
Way by "U"
Highlights from the Warner Brothers production

"The Fighting Edge."

First National to Start

Seven

Universal has assigned Jack Daugherty
and Blanche Mehaffey to the leading roles
in "The Runaway Express," a railroad featui"e scheduled to go into production late
this week under the direction of Edward
SedgTvick. The company will leave immediately on location at Caliente, Nevada, where
railroad shots will be taken.

Productions Starring Colleen Moore and
Richard Barthelmess to be Put in Work
McCOKMICK, AVest Coast proJOHN
duction manager for First National, has
scheduled seven productions to go into
at the West Coast studios of First
National during the next week or ten days.
They are "Ella Cinders," "Miss Nobodv,
"Good Luck," "Molasses," "The Wise Guv,"
"Pals First" and "Hanson's Folly."

Paramount Signs Author to

which Norma Talmadge is starred, have been
shot and the film is now in the cutting room
being edited and titled.

work

Colleen Moore will be starred in "Ella
Cinders" which is based on the comic cartoon strip appearing in a number of Metropolitan newspapers. The story was written
by Will Counselman and the continuity prepared by Julian Josephson. Al Green will
direct.

"Hanson's Folly," stai'ring Richard Baris
from the story by Richard

thelmess,

Harding Davis. It will be directed by Sidney Olcott. "Miss Nobody" in which Anna
Q. Nilsson will be featured, relates the dramatic and humorous experiences of a girl,
who, in her sixteenth year, finds herself cast
upon the world friendless and without
money. The continuity for this production
is being written by Anthony Coldeway.

"Good Luck," a storj' by SejTnore Hicks
and Ian Hay, is to be put in production
shortly by E. M. Asher with Conway Tcarle
Alan Hale will direct
in the starring role.
this production of the Drury Lane melodrama. M. G. Ivevee has engaged Al Santell
to direct "Molasses" which will be
started on February 15.
"The Wise Guy," an original story by
-lules Furthman, will be Frank Llo-yd's next
picture on which filming will be begun in a
Edwin Carewe will produce
few days.
"Pals First" a story by Francis Perry

Elliott.

The final scenes of "Kiki," the Joseph M.
Sehenck production of the Belasco play in

Irme
Imie

Fazekas Starts
Negri Story

Pola

Fazekas,

pla^Tvright
Euroisean
signed by Paramount, has arrived in Hollywood to start work on an original film story
for Pola Negri.
He will also write stories
for Adolphe Menjou, Betty Bronson and
Emil Jannings. Fazekas is credited with a
series of successful plays in the metropolitan cities of Europe. He is the editor and
critic of three large newspapers in Budapest.

Two

Additions to Cast for
"Padlocked"

Two additions have been made to the
Paramount cast for "Padlocked," the Rex
Beach story in which Lois Moran has the
leading feminine role.
Allan Simpson has
been assigned the leading male role, and
Noah Beery will portray the role of Henry
Gilbert,. the father.

Gotham

Productions
Ethel Shannon

Sign

Gotham Productions has signed Ethel
Shannon to a long term contract, largely because of her excellent work in "The Speed
Limit." She will start work on a new series
of Gotham productions as soon as she completes an engagement to
play opposite
George Jessel in "The Chen-y Tree."

Scenario Staff
Paramount has signed Howard Emmett
Rogers as a member of the scenario staff at
His first asthe Long Island City studios.
signment is Richard Dix's next starring vehiRogers has writcle, "Paradise for Two."
ten numei'ous vaudeville sketches, re^nie skits
and musical eomedv books.

''Crown of Lies" New Title
for Negri Picture
Pola Negri's new picture for Paramount
directed by Dimitri Buchowetzki will be
known as "The Crown of Lies." This picture, an adaptation of the original story
written by Ernest Vadda, was formerly
known as "The Peacock Parade" and "Because I Love You."

Wm. Sistrom Inaugurates
Daily Conferences

WILLAM
manager

SISTROM,

general

the De Mille and
Metropolitan studios has inaugurated a system of daily department
head conferences as a stimulant to the
speeding up of production and avoiding
misunderstandings at the studio.
The meetings consist of a technical
conference, headed by art director Max

Parker,

a

of

departmental

conference

by business manager George
Volck, and an executive conference, in
which William Sistrom, George Volck,
L. M. Goodstadt and E. O. Gurney consolidate the information gained from the
departmental and technical conferences.
headed

February

2 U

,

1926
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Next Comedy
Johnny Hines

''Kid Gloves"
for'

C. C. Burr has purchased "Kid Gloves," a
story by C. B. Carrington, as the next feature length comedy in which Johnny Hines
will be starred for First National release.
'•Kid Gloves'' is the story of a young
prize-fighter and liis girl, a telephone operator who both become famous, he as the champion of his class while the girl becomes a
famous dancer. Their success results in a
clash of ideas and ideals which estranges
them for a time but in the end they are
reconciled.

''The Wilderness Woman'' to
Have Chester Conklin
Chester Conklin has signed with Robert
T. Kane to appear in the principal corned}role of "The Wilderness Woman," a comedy melodrama from the Satui'day EveningPost story by Arthur Stringer.
Conklin
will be seen as an old sourdough playing the
part of Aileen Pringle's father.
The production will be released through First
National.

"Men

Production

of Steel"

Near Completion
Production on "Men of Steel," a First
National vehicle written by Milton Sills, who
is also starred, from a suggestion received
from R. G. Kirk's story, "United States
Flavor" is expected to be finislied within a
week.
George Archainbaud is directing
under the supervision of Earl Hudson.

Columbia

"The

Pictures
Buys
Price of Honor"

The screen rights of "The Price of
Honor," a Broadway stage play written by
James R. Carey and produced by Al Woods,
have been bought by Columbia Pictuies
Corporation.
The screen i)roduetion will
apjiear on
Columbia's coming season's
schedule.

Gladys McConnell Signs Fox
Contract
As a

work iu "A Trip to
McConnell has been
signed to a contract by Fox.
She has also
had featured roles in "Elsie in New York"
and "Fi-om the Cabby's Seat," both 0.
Henry stories, which were the basis for Fox
result of

Chinatown,"

her

Gladys

productions.

Drama and comedy

Decries

highlights of

^^

"The Road

to

States Rights''

review of the stale right situation
Brandt, president of Columbia Pictures Corporation voiced the thought
that the term "states righter" should be
done away with as there is no longer a state
Continuing, he said iu part;
right market.
"Jn the days past, and now happily
buried, when an indei)endent producer made
a picture he would turn it over to a man
or groujj of men who knew the 'state rights'
buyers ni each key city. These buyers, socalled, would pay a nominal sura for the
rights and for one or two prints and the
producer was lucky to get an even break.
"Into this field, from the distributing and
producing end came myself and my parta

IN' Joe

Jack and Harry Cohn. We believed
we could tind one man or group in each
releasing city who could be relied upon to
play fair and build for the future.
"So five years ago we started out to test
our theories and ideals.
The first season
we only had six pictures to offer the exchanges.
That was not enough to supply
the needs of any one local office. The second
that

Originates

Plan for Authors

VERNE

PORTER,

new editor-inchief for Paramount will introduce
a new policy in dealing with authors.
He plans to give writers every
cooperation possible, to make them acquainted with picture needs and to assist
them in every way he can.
Porter was for many years among the
prominent editors in the magazine publishing industry. In that capacity he listened to hundreds of complaints that it
was impossible for writers to penetrate
the motion picture studios to learn what
type of story material is required.
His
office in future will be open to all
authors for the purpose of consulting on
any matters the authors deem neces-

sary.

May McAvoy.

Term

Joe Brandt. President of Columbia Pictures.
Claims That States Right Market is Dead

ners,

Paramount

Glory," a Fox prudii^tiuii leaturing

year we released twelve productions.
This
gave us a better leverage and the man who
handled these could not swing quite so much
outside product.
"The third season our schedule jumped
again and we released sixteen.
In every
instance we were testing, trying out and
checking results. For the 1925-1926 season
we offered our franchise hqjders eighteen
attractions.

".And now we say, after five years of
trying that the term 'states righter' should
be buried and buried deep.
No longer is
it possible for the one picture producer to

around the country with a print under
arm and sell an "orphan.' There is nobody left to buy product that way. If h\&
picture is worth while the independent producer can find a release through the franchise holders of the independent distributing companies. If it is not worth while no
one wants it at all.
In other words the
'states right market' is gone forever."
ll\'

his

Motion Picture

News
Booking Guide
"We do appreciate the
Booking Guide. We use it
entirely as a gxiide from
which to buy, book and
date
our
pictures,
and
again

express

our

appre-

ciation for the book."

F. O. Bridwell,
Princess Theatre,
Keota, Iowa.

Motion Picture News
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Names of the theatre owners are omitted by agreement in accordance with the wishes of the average
exhibitor and in the belief that reports published over the signature of the exhibitor reporting, is a dangerous
practice.

Only reports received on
department.

Exhibitors

who

specially prepared blanks furnished by us will be accepted for use in this
value this reporting service are urged to ask for these blanks.
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Keep Smiling
Lady From Hell, The
Never Say Die
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Midnight Flyer, The
1060

N. C.

414216

N.J.
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Nebr.
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Good
Good

That Devil Quenado
White Fang

Small
Small
Small
Small
Rural

Good
Good
Good
Good

Texas

1st
1st
1st

Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair

138276
792897
796836
Chickie
5200
Classified
3560
Clothes Make the Pirate..
315652
Desert Flower, The
5200
Gold Fish, The
5070
Graustark
138276
If I Marry Again
3560
Infatuation
414216
450000
Joanna
796836
314494
Just Suppose
796836
Learning to Love
5070
Loves Wilderness
3560
Making of O'Malley, The..
5070
Marriage Whirl, The
14000
New Commandment, The. 315652
New Toys
3560
Sally
5200
Single Wives
5070
Splendid Road, The
138276
Talker, The..
14000
Thief in Paradise, A
3560
Too Much Money
414216
796836
Winds of Chance
12000
796836

Poor

FOX

Fair

As No

Big

Small town
Small town
Small town
General
1st run
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run
1st run
1st run
Neighb'd
General
1st run
Small town
Small town

Clear
Clear

Ridin' the

Wind

Fair

\

\\

\\^\

Kans.
N. C.
Texas
Texas
Tenn.

Clear
Cold
Clear
Clear

\\ ^.+
A'

% \> \

5070
1060
3560
3560
989

Small town
1st run
Small town
1st run

FAMOUS PLAYERS

tovra

town
town
town

^r.

\\°'^

Cold
Clear

Big
Big

Cold

Good
Good
Good

Clear
Clear

FIRST NATIONAL

The

1688
5200
Ancient Highway, The ....
3560
Are Parents People?
14000
Coast of FoUy, The
138276
Cobra
1688
Code of the West, The
3560
Contraband
1688
Forty Winks
3560
1060
Golden Princess, The
1688
Goose Hangs High, The.
3560
12000
Hands Up
2897
796836
Irish Luck
12000
12000
14000
315652
King on Main Street, The
5200
Kiss for Cinderella, A
1060
Light of the Western Stars,
The
3560
1500
Little French Girl
3560
Little Miss Bluebeard
5070
Lost
A Wife
3560
Lovers In Quarantine
1500
Manhandled
1688
Mannequin, The
414216
Man Who Found Himself,
The
1060
New Brooms
414216
1500
Old Home Week
5200
3560
Pony Express, The
1688
3560
Sea Horses
315652
Seven Keys to Baldpate,
The
5200
Splendid Crime, The
12000
315652
Stage Struck
1060
Ten Commandments, The.
5070
1060
Tongues of Flame
5070
Top of the World, The ....
3560
Trouble with Wives, The
1500
Vanishing American, The
414216
Wages of Virtue
12000
Wanderer, The
450000
Wanderer of the Wasteland,
The
1688
Womanhandled
401158
Woman of the World, A.
315652
Air Mail,

\

.

.

—

.

.

.

Nebr.

Mont.
Texas
Mont.
Texas
Nebr.

Texas
Nebr.

Texas
N. C.
Nebr.

Texas
Fla.

Mo.
Ohio
Fla.
Fla.

Mont.

Wash.
Mont.
N. C.

Texas

Wyo.
Texas
Kans.
Texas

Wyo.
Nebr.

N.J.
N. C.

N.J.
Wyo.
Mont.
Texas
Nebr.

Texas
Wash.
Mont.
Fla.

Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
1 st run

Small town
1st run
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run
Small town
1st run

nm

Wash.

1st

N. C.
Kans.
N. C.
Kans.

Fla.

Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run

Mo.

Transit

Texas

Wyo.
N.J.

Nebr.
Ohio

Small town
1st run
Wash. 1st run

Stm'y
Clear
Clear
Clear

Cold
Clear
Stm'y
Clear
Cold
Cold
Clear

Good
Good
Poor
Fair

Good
Good
Fair

Good

Snow

Fair

Stm,y

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Clear
Clear
Clear

Stm'y
Cold
Cold
Clear

Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear
.

Fair

Cold
Clear

Big

Good
Good
Good
Good

Stm'y
Cold
Cold
Clear
Cold
Clear
Stm'y

Big

Rain

Fair

Clear
Cold
Cold
Cold

Rainy
Cold
Cold
Stm'y
Clear
Cold
Clear
Stm'y
Cold
Stm'y
Clear

Good
Good
Fair

Good

Good
Good
Good
Fair
Fair

Good
Fair
Fair

Poor
Fair

Good

Beautiful City,

The

Blue Beard's Seven Wives

Man Has

Loved.

5200
401158
Best Bad Man, The
506676
414216
138276
Deadwood Coach, The ....
3560
Fighting Heart, The
314194
Fool, The
5200
Golden Strain, The
122000
772897
138276
Lucky Horseshoe, The ....
5200
Riders of the Pxirple Sage,
The
5070
Teeth
3560
Thank You
12000
3560
Thimder Mountain
315652
When the Door Opened
12000
214216
315652
Windmg Stair, The
796836
Yankee Senor, The
401158
.

.

Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair

.

.

.

run
run
run
Ohio
Mont. Small town
Texas Small town
Wash. 1st run
Mont. Small town
Kans. Small town
Texas 1st run
Texas Small town
1st run
N.J.

Mo.

Mo.

Transit

run
run
run
Ohio
Kans. Small town
Texas Small town
Kans. Small town
Mont. General
Wash. 1st run
Texas Small town
Mont. Small tovra
Kans. Small town

Ohio

Ind.

Texas
Mont.
Texas
N.J.
Ohio
Fla.

Ohio

Mont.
Ohio
Cal.

N.J.
Texas
Texas
Cal.

Mont.
Fla.

Mo.

1st
1st
1st

1st

nm

General
Small town
1st run
1st
1st
1st

nm
run
run

Small tovra
1st run
1st run
1st run
1st run
Small town
1st run
Small town
1st run
1st
1st

nm

Clear

Snow

Good
Good
Good

Clear
Cold
Clear
Cold
Clear
Cold
Clear

Big

Cold
Cold
Stm'y

Good
Good
Good

Fair

Big

Good
Big

Good

Clear

Fair

Stm'y
Cold
Cold
Stm'y
Cold
Cold

Big
Big
Big

Clear
Cold
Clear

Cold
Clear
Cold

Good
Good
Fair

Good
Fair

Big
Big
Fair
Fair

Clear
Clear

Big

Stm'y
Stm'y
Stm'y

Fair

Cold
Stm'y

Big
Fair

Clear
Clear
Clear

Fair

Stm'y
Stm'y
Clear
Clear
Clear

Good
Big
Fair

Good
Big
Big
Big
Big

Good
Fair

Texas
Mont.

run
Small town

Cold

Good

Clear

Fair

Kans.
Texas

Small town
Small town
1st run
Small town
1st run
1st run

Cold
Clear
Cold
Cold
Cold
Clear

Big

Fair
Fair

nm

Clear

Poor

run
run
run

Cold
Cold
Stm'y

Fair

run
run

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

Fla.

Texas
Wash.
Fla.

N.J.
Wash.
Ohio
Ohio

1st
1st
1st
1st

Good
Good
Poor

Good
Good

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
F. B. O.
Breed of the

Border
3560
Flaming Waters
796836
136275
h»
Galloping Vengeance
5070
•*
989
Millions
989
Jimmie's
of
the
2500
Storm, The
Judgment
Laughing at Danger
5070

Texas
Ohio
Texas
Kans.
Tenn.
Tenn.
Texas
Kans.

Small town
1st run
1st run
Small town
Rural
Rural
Small town
Small town

Cold
Cold
Cold
Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear

Poor
Fair
Fair
Big

Good

Big Parade, The
Great Love, The
His Secretary

Merry Widow, The
wk.)

Fair
Fair

Midshipman, The

Good

Navigator,

The

506676
138276
138276
315652

Cal.

Texas
Texas
Wash.

1st
1st
1st
1st

nm
nm

Good
Poor

Good
Good

(4th

401158
1060
3560
989

Ohio
N. C.

Texas
Tenn.

nm

Stm'y

Small town
Small tovra
Rural

Clear
Cold

Big

Cold

Good

1st

•

Good
Good

•

F

c

J^

r

It
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14000
1060
314194
1060
14000
45000
3860
1060
989
792897
1060
1060

Old Clothes

Only Thing, The
Pretty Ladies

Romola
and Mary
Seven Chances
Sally, Irene

Slave of Fashion, A
So This is Marriage
Time, the Comedian
Unholy Three, The
Wife of the Centaur,
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The

Mont.
N. C.

General
Small town
1st run

Clear

Stm'y
Stm'y

Big
Big

Little

Tumbleweeds

Mont.

General

Mo.

Transit

Texas

Small town

Stm'y
Cold

N. C.
Tenn.

Smalltown

Clear

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Rural

Cold

Big

Mo.

1st

nm

Snow

Fair

N. C.
N. C.

Small town
Smalltown

Cold
Stm'y

Good
Good

Ind.
N. C.

Smalltown

Clear
Clear

PATHE
5200
14000
14000
3410

Black Cyclone

Treshman, The

Mont.
Mont.
Mont.
Tenn.

Small town
General
General
Small town

Clear
Clear
Clear

Cold

Good
Big
Big
Big

PRODUCERS

DISTRIB. CORP.
1060
Bad Lands, The
138276
1060
3560
3560
414216
5070

Brave Heart
Coming of Amos, The
Hell's Highroad

Madame Behave
Miami
Highway

Off the

Prairie Pirate

Three Faces East

STATE RIGHTS
Enemies of Men
Fire Patrol,

Morals

for

The

Men

Paint and Powder
Perfect Clown, The

Rough

Ridin'

Shining Adventure, The
Steppin'

..

.

Out

Tessie

Small town
1st run

Cold
Cold

Big

Smalltown
Small town
Small town

Clear
Cold

Fair

Texas
Texas
N.

1st

N. C.

Texas
N. C.

J.

nm

Kans.

Small town

Wyo.

1060
1500

N. C.

Smalltown
Small town

Wyo.

Small tovra

Cold
Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear
Cold

Mixed

Clear

Small town
Neighb'd
1st run

Cold
Clear
Stm'y

nm

Snow

Ohio

Small town
1st run
1st rim

Mo.

Transit

Cold
Clear
Stm'y
Stm'y

Mass.
Kans.
Iowa

Mo.
Ohio
Nebr.

Wash.

1st

Poor

'

1688

414216

Nebr.

N.J.

Small town
1st run

Cold
Clear

Ohio
Cal.

1st
1st
1st

run
run
run

Calgary Stampede, The
His People

3560
506676
792897
138276
Home Maker, The
3560
Peacock Feathers
Phantom of the Opera, The 796836
796836
5070
Saddle Hawk, The
1500
3560
Siege
3560
Spook Ranch, The
506676
Two Fisted Jones
What Happened to Jones 796836
315652
3560
White Outlaw, The
.

Texas
Cal.

Mo.
Texas
Texas
Ohio
Ohio
Kans.

Small town
1st run
1st run
1st run
Small town
1st run
Neighb'd
Small town
Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run

Clear

Good
Big
Fair
Fair
Fair
Big

Good
Poor

Wash.
run
Texas Small town

Clear
Clear

Fair
Fair

Wyo.
Texas
Texas
Cal.

Ohio

1st
1st

nm

Big

Good
Fair

Good
Good

One Shot Ranger, The ....

1688

Nebr.

Small tovra

Cold

Good

Ranger
The

5200

Mont.

Small town

Cold

Good

Mo.

Transit

Stm'y

Fair

Mont.
Ohio

SmaU town

Clear

Good

run
run
run
run
run
run

Stm'y
Cold
Stm'y

Fair

the Big Pines,

of

Poor

Good

WARNER

Poor

450000
5200
401158
Compromise
Clash of the Wolves, The. 315652
796836
Fighting Edge
138276
His Jazz Bride
414216
Hogan's AUey
315652
Lady Windemere's Fan.... 796296
796836
5200
Man on the Box, The
796836
Man Upstairs, The
156976
Pleasure Buyer, The
315652
313216
Rose of the World
772897
Satan in Sables

Good
Good
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair

Good
Fair

Good
Good
Fair

BROS.

Below the Line

.

Wash.
Ohio
Texas
N. J.

Wash.

Md.
Ohio
Mont.
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Texas
Wash.
N. J.

Mo.

1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

Clear
Clear

nm

run
Small town
1st run

nm

1st
1st run
1st run
1st run

Good
Fair

Good
Fair

Good

Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear
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Cold

Big
Big
Big
Big

Stm'y

Good

Clear
Clear

Good

Fair
Fair
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In accordance with your request we are reporting herewitk the results from a box office angle, with the following pictures, same
of your " The Check Up." It is expressly understoood that under no circumstances will you publish same over my signature.

Population of

Good
Good

Clear

Fair
Fair

Motion Picture News, Inc.,
72p 7th Ave., New York City
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Big
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Clear

Good
Good

UNITED ARTISTS
Gold Rush, The
Is'nt Life Wonderful?

Fla.

UNIVERSAL

.

1.500

25000
5070
150000
772897
401158
1688
315652
401158
450000

12000
401158
506676
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Goods

Fair,

Poor
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Princess Theatre, Birmingham, Ala., used a striking frontal flash to exploit Harry Carey in "'The Man From Red Gulch," a Producers
Distributing Corp. release, as shotin by the photo above.
A tiolable feature of the display, tvhich ivas made from cutouts, tias the miniature
reproduction of "Red Gulch" in the strip across the tabby entrance.
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Georice J. Schade, S<!hivde theatre,

E. Brown, Managine DiLoew's Palace theatre,
Memphis, Tenn.

GeoTBe

8andu8ky.

Edward

L..

theatre,

A.

L>ee

rector.

Hyman, Murk

Struiid

Brooklyn,

I.,anduu,

:

Lyceum

:

theatre,

Weekly Edition

Director,

available previously.

MinneapoliH.

THE CHECK-UP

Productions listed are
C.

Perry,

O.

Mana^inc

Garrick theatre,

Minneapolis.

For ratings
E. B. Ro(fer», Managine Director.
TiToll
theatre,
Chattanonea,

Tenn.
Stanley Chambers, Palace theatre,
Wichita. Kan.

Wtllard C. Patterson, Metropolitan
theatre, Atlanta.
V.

E.

Kicliards,

Saenger

Jr.,

AmuNement

Gen.
Co.,

Mer.,

New

Orleans.

Newman, ManaKin^
Famous I'layers-Lasky

F. L.

tlieatrrs

W.

Qnimlty, Hanacini; DirecStrand Palace and jelTerson
theatres, Fort Wayne, Ind.

C.
tor,

A.
tre,

PartinRton, Imperial

thea-

San Francisco.

Oeorce E. Carpenter, ParamountEmpress theatre. Halt Lake.

BMncy Graaman. Graumnn's
tras.

Las Anc«l««.

thea-

first

new

current

pictures on
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older

issue of each
column following the name

which reports were not
releases

see

MOTION

month.

of the feature represents the numpicture as "Poor."
The second column
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—

TITLE

Poor

FAMOUS PLAYERS.
Luck
Womanhandled
.

—
—

Fair

Good

2

9
9

Lazybones

METRO-GOLDWYN.
Old Clothes
Only Thing. The

PROD. DIST. CORP.
Road

to Yesterday,

The

2

—
—
—
—

V«lu«

Lenjtk

ager,

Geo. Rotsky, Managing Director,
Palace theatre, Montreal, Can.

Eddie Zorn, Managing Director,
Boardway-Strand theatre, Detroit.

Myer, Managing DirecPalace theatre, Hamilton,

Fred

S.

tor,

Ohio.

Joseph Plunkett, Managing Director,
Mark-Strand theatre. New
York.

Ray Grombacher, Managing
rector, Liberty
ane, Wash.

theatre,

Di-

Spok-

Ross A. McVoy, Manager, Tempi*
2

FOX.
Ancient Mariner, The

Bif

K. Sidney, Dirision ManLowe's theatres, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Louis

Office Reports

ber of managers that have reported the
gives the number who considered it "Fair"; the third the number who considered
it "Good"; and the fourth column, those who considered it "Big."
The fifth column is a percentage giving the average rating on that feature,
obtained by the following method:
report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of
"Fair," 40%; "Good," 70%; and "Big," 100%. The percentage rating of all of
these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the number
of reports, giving the average percentage
a figure which represents the consensus
of opinion on that picture.
In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be
misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up
and eliminated.
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Aid
Gold Theatre, Chicago

'*Loc^l Talent" Nights

With the numerous Charleston contests,
discovery nights, kiddie nights and other
similar novelties offered by a large number
of Chicago theatres, it is difficult to give
something with an original twist to it, but
this has been done by Samuel Abrahams, assistant business manager of the Exhibitors
Association of Chicago, and owner of the
Grold Theatre, and his house manager A\
Hicks.
They called in the leader of a local community club to supervise a "local talent conThe contest
test" every Wednesday night.
was open to all and being in charge of the
local leader of young folks, the affair assumed a great "community slant."
As it developed Mr. Abraham decided to
call a i-ehearsal and registralion hour on
Sunday mornings, at the Gold Theatre, at
which time entrants for the coming Wednesday night were viewed and advised as to the
best way to present their material. He went
even further in giving the contest his personal attention 'by having his daughter.
Florence Abrahams, attend the Sunday

morning rehearsals
Miss Abrahams is

in the role of advisor.
finished musician and

Prizes for "Stage Struck"
Performers at Victoria
A "Stage Struck"

contest to exploit the

Gloria Swanson feature of that title proved
a po])ular success at the Victoria Theatre in
Harrisburg, Pa.

Amateur

entertainers
to

o+

all

descriptions

appear on the Victoria stage

preliminary contest the first four nights
of the week, during which selections were
in

made

for

tlif

Exchange

Manager.

a

entertains regularly over the radio.
The idea was given such a whole-hearted
community air that few recognized it was
the old "amateur night" with the result that
some good constructive work is being done
for the house, the local club leader, the aspiring thespians, and last, but not least,
the old B. 0.

were invited

JVindau' fli splay by a sporting goods store in St. John. I\eiv Brunswick, featuring the First
National skating derby to be held there for prizes of skate outfits autographed by the
The contest nas similar to those held recently in Milwaukee, Minneapolis
company's stars.
and other cities. The window display was arranged by H. Long, First Natiotud Branch

final

contest

Fridav night.

Novel Radio Stunt for
Prizes Offered for Best
Question, 'Do Clothes

NATIONAL has
FIRST
novel radio exploitation

instituted a
stunt in connection with the release of "Irene,"
('(jlleen
Moore's newest starring vehicle,
whieli will be released for theatre exhibition
February 21st. It takes the form of a contest, the iii'st prize for which will be the
elat)orate toilet set and beautifully carved
wooden case that Miss Moore used in
"Irene."

The contest was arranged
with station WJZ
ration of America,
subsidiary, Station

of

tlie

in conjunction

Radio

Corpoand its
of Washington,

New York

WRC,

City,

Answer

Make

^Irene'
to

GirF'

D. C. The picture, as have several others
of First National, will be radioized on February 18th.
A week ago WJZ and
submitted to their listeners the question, "Do
Clothes Make the Girl." Prizes to the value
of $2,250 will be offered by Miss Moore for
the best 300 word answers to this question.
The first prize will be the toilet set which
jewelers have valued at $1,250. Second prize
will be $500, third $250, fourth $100 and fifThe only
teen minor prizes of $10 each.
stipulations of the contest are that tlie
answers be limited to 300 words and that
they be sent to Colleen Moore at Station
WJZ, New York City and received there before midnight of February 28th.

WRC

Teaser Window Display for

"What Fools Men"
The teaser idea was neatly applied to a
window display recently by George Schade,
owner of the Schade Theatre, Sandusky, 0.,
in connection with a campaign for "What
Fools Men."
The displays were made in
windows of a vacant store.
Each window was neatly backed with a
fabric of plain black, dimly lighted from
above and dressed with a picture of a woman,
set in a small frame and set up on a miniature easel embellished with a bow of white
ribbon.
In the foreground, so placed that it could
not be overlooked, was a card neatly inscribed
"What Fools Men."
The windows were exposed to public view
:

four days before

"What

Fools

Men" opened

at the Schade. Two days in advance of the
opening the fact that "What Fools Men" is
a photoplay and that it was to be presented

was made known by means of
a second card that took the place of the
at the Schade,

Striking cut-out display for "The Lost World" (First National) designed by Manager W. A.
Crank and used at the Majestic Theatre, Chico, Calif. The cut-outs over the erurance and on
lobby stands were made from stock paper.
Baby spots, shown in upper corners of the
photo, illuminated the display.

first.

"Our plan worked very nicely," said
"The windows
Schade, passing comment.
attracted a lot of attention."
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Bill O'lhiif, luaiiaj^vi uL the (iardeii Tlicat Davenport, ia., developed a local

atix"

performance on the Saturday morning be-

mystery as an exploitation stunt lor "Tlu'
Piiantoni of the Opera." The stunt, launc-hed
almost two months before the play date of
the "Phantom" at his theatre, had the effect
of stirring the interest of Bill's townspeople

fore the opening.

Dolle Starts Courtesy Club
for

to fever pitch.

started

it

all

l)y

]*'i(>d

the words "The Phantom" on white cards
In order
the regular visiting card size.
to distribute these in a manner which would
keep secret their source, O'llare obtained
the cooperation of two high school girls,
who placed one of the cards in the pocket,

—

c»f

—

Before long a real air of mystery was
Everyone was trying to discover
who this "Phantom" person was. When Mr.
O^J^fare did announce the showing of "The
Phantom of the Opera," the entire city
caught the tie-up idea instantly.
To bring the campaign to a rousing
finish. Bill plastered every s})ot in town with
"Phantom" paper and was liberal in the use
of newspaper space.. Then about t<'n days
b«,'fore the play date, one of the local newspapers started the serialization of the picdeveloped.

ture.

Record Drive for Gibson
Feature in Calgary
As

niigh be expected, Calgarv iiroved the

ground for "The
Calgary Stampede," and advantage of every
opportunity was taken by the management
of the Regent Theatre there and the Uniideal exploitation stamjiing

versal exploiteer assigned to assist Manager
K. M. Leach. Workins: with Mr. Ijcach and

A

to exploint his presentation of the
screen version of "Thank You."
The Mayor issued a proclamation announcing the week starting January 24 as "Thank
You Week" as a measure of cooperation
with the American Thank You League. The
campaign was worked up with exceptional
advertising through the cooperation of the
merchants, who displayed stickers reading

League

.

customers.

"Thank You"

Dolle, manager of the Alamo Theatre in Louisville, had the active cooperaeven
tion of leading citizens of that town
the Mayor and Retail Merchants Association
assisting
when he started a Thank You

lettering in red ink

pui-se, book or any other personal article
of their classmates without anyone else in the
school knowing what they were doing.
Next he arranged with several cleaning
tstablishmcnts to insert one of the cards in
the iJOcket of every garment they cleaned,
and porters in barber shops were pursuaded
to slip them into the pockets of the shop's

s-

ing the screening of Hoot's greatest western.
Mr. Leach started off his campaign with
two special showings. One was for the directors of the Calgarj' Stampede AssociaThe other was a special children's
tion.

Develops Mystery Air for
''Phantom" in Davenport

He

A' e zv

/().)//<(///>

slruclive
of

(iiifl
iiiidiron regalia were the iinobsymbols used to feature the showing

Puthe's

Mr A tester,

"The Freshman" at the Palace,
Okla. by Manager Ralph Noble.

Stamoede manager
and F. Vaughn, Universal branch manager

Guy Weadick were
in

the

Calgary.

"Member American Thank You League. Do
Your bit and see 'Thank You' at the Alamo."
stickers were also pasted on all dewagons including those of the American Express Company and Ward's Bakery.
All Yellow Taxis also carried the sign on

The

livery

They secured the co-operation of Mayor
Webster, who gave them TJermission to cover
an entire street car with 24-sheets, 3-sheets,
6-sheets and various other size announcements, and to drive it about town with a
motorman dressed as a cowboy.

Window tie-ups were made with the Hudson Bay Company, which also donated a
blanket coat as a contest prize Tom Campbell, the hatter, who gave a genuine Stetson
hat for the best essav of not over 500 words
on the value of "The Calgary Stampede"
from a publicity standpoint for Calgary
and Alberta; Riley and McCormick, saddlery company, and the Great Western Saddlery Company.
;

Two reels of film taken in Calgary and
not used in the feature, were presented to
the city of Calgary by Universal and were
shown with the picture. Mayor Webster
announced that these reels would also be
cxhibitcfl in other parts of the province dur-

their windshields.
Most of the merchants

included in their

newspaper advertisements an announcement
of "Thank You" Week and a request that
Louisville assist in observing

all

it.

Tango Number Prologue
to
An

"Eagle" at Carolina

Argentine Tango performed

in a garscene was the presentation number
staged with "The Eagle" by Manager
Charles H. Amos at the Carolina Theatre.
At rise of curtain young girl
Greenville.
was discovered sitting on a bench alone.
A few seconds later a ma.sked bandit entei-s,
and the two do an Argentine Tango. The
act was enthusiastically applauded at every

den

performance.

novel variation of the sandwich-man street ballyhoo was used for "The Unholy Three" (Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer) at the Mammoth Theatre
in Philadelphia. As shown in the photo above, boys, each wearing a board tvith a letter of the title spelled out the name of the attraction.
The boys tvore false faces or comic masks.
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Double Success on Tie Up
for Errol Film in Akron
Mutual

bc'neKt.s

tions resulted

from

of e .traortliuary propora newspaper-theatre tie-

up for "Clothes Make The Pirate" in Akron,
0., when the Strand and the Akron Times
Press got together on a stunt which was no
more expensive or extensive than the distribution of the paper pirate hats issued as
accessories with the picture.

co-operation with Arthur Dunlevy,
the Strand, in Akron, Walter
Lindlar of First National's exploitation department arranged with the Akron Times
Press to include a Leon EitoI Pirate hat as
a special supplement with each copy of the

In

manager of

Sunday edition.
The pajjer carried a page one story of the
stunt daily, a week in advance and the stunt
scored for all concerned as is shown by a
letter from the circulation manager of the
paper

to the theatre.

"Your stunt in enclosing the pirate hat
in each Sunday edition was a Circulation
getter and created a lot of good will with
our subscribers. Calls started coming in for
papers the minute the first paper appeared
and have come in daily since that time,"
he wrote.

On Saturday, before the opening, a special
parade of newsboys (more than 600) led by
a police escort and a 50 piece band marched
through the principal downtown streets to
a special show.
All of the boys carried
banners and wore the pirate hats. And this
stunt was given daily page one publicity.
Apparently from the way this live showman's organization works there is -no page
but the front page.
Lindlar also promoted a Pirate Ball at
East Market Gardens.
The ballroom management took large daily newspaper ads
announcing a "Clothes Make the Pirat-e Ball"
and posted more than 200 one sheets. They
also strung painted banners announcing the
over town, besides decorating the
room a week in advance.

event
ball

all

The youthful poster artists crowd about the Empress Theatre, Sapulpa, Okla., to view their
The event pictured in the photo above was the main advance exploitation feature in the campaign of the Empress for Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer's "Old Clothes."

handiwork.

Organizes 'Buster Brown'.Club
Harry McClure
Youngsters

as

to

Maintain Association of

Strand Activity in Emporia

NEW

type of association for the
youngsters of the community has been
-*
-^ on
rganized by Harry McClure, manager of the Sti'and Thea'^re in Emporia,
Kansas.
The organization, which is to be
luainbiined as a social activitv of the Strand,
is known as the "Buster Brown Club" and
was formed in connection with exploitation
for the "Buster Brown" comedies.

age, and registration of all who wished to
join the club followed. Seven hundred kids

The idea of the club was explained to
children at a free show ,<riven by the
Strand for all patrons under 12 years of

By-laws. lu the latter is a tie-up with the
Buster Brown Shoe dealer of Emporia, as
the youthful clubman must "agi'ee whenever
possible to always wear Buster Bx-own Shoes
which have been tried and tested as the very

A.™

the

crowded about Mr. McClure to place their
mimes on the list and to receive papers which
they must sign to obtaii. membership.
Before any boy or girl can qualify as a member
he or she must secure the endorsement of his
school teacher, pastor or parent and an adult
neighbor, and he must sign the Rules and

best shoe for children." For this tie-up, the
shoe dealer paid half of the cost of printing
the "Rules and By-laws" and arranged a
special window display of Buster Brown
Shoes every time a Buster Brown comedy
plays the Strand.
Each member receives a membershii) card
signed by Mr. McClure and his name is entered in a ledger opposite the number on his
card.
Each time a Buster Brown comedy
is shown, Manager McClure picks 25 of these
numbers and announces on his screen and in
the newspaper that the holders of the cards
with these numbers on them will be admitted
free to see the comedy.

Harry McClure intends

—

to

make

this club

an active affair not merely an exploitation
trick
and thereby to convert its members
into enthusiastic patrons of the Strand The-

—

atre.

Foerste to Issue Weekly
Exploitation Letter
Howard W.

Foerste,

maiuiger of

War-

ners' State Theatre in Pittsburgh, will issue
to exhibitors in that territory weekly exploitation letters covering his complete campaigns on the Warner productions which he
presents at the State.
the program with stock cuts.
Reproduction above of program used by the
Garden Theatre, St. Paul, show how an attractive layout can be achieved and special notice
drawn to the comedy numbers by means of stock cuts issued by Educational in connection
Illustrating

—

tvith

the

company's releases.

The enterprise is designed particularly for
the smaller theatres, which thus will receive
the benefits of Foerste's exploitation stunts
in Pittsburgh.

M

900

Publicity

Today

ploitation, Bloom centered the greatest
tention on newspaper publicity, with
result that as a 'starter" he induced
Tribune to publish a story on the life
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On Monday

Tribune printed a cooperative double truck advertisement on
"The Skyrocket" and Peggy Hopkins Joyce.
Advertisements of a leading ice-cream manufacturer daily announced "The Peggy Joyce
ConfecBrick" as special for the week.
tioners
and drug-stores advertised the
"Peggy Hopkins Joyce Sundae" with window-stickers. Music stores arranged "Wonderful One" windows and decorated tliein
with records and music.
Other stores had windows of perfume,
candy, furs, etc. and the W. F. Gable Company, leading department store, gave oveithe

their best window to a display of fashionThis store conducts
able ready-to-wear.
and perradio broadcasting station
mitted the Associated Exhibitors representative to give a five-minute talk on Peggv
This
and on motion pictures in general.
proved so successful that the talk was repeated on four occasions.

WFBG

*Merry Widow' Extensively
Billed in

Birmingham

campaign and Masked
MeiTv Widow Contest were used to exploit
"The Merry Widow" at the Loew's Temple
exieiisivc

hillin'^-

Theatre, Birmingham, Aln.

"Miss Birmingham" (Miss Kincaid) the
mosi beautiful girl in Birmingham, and runner u)) in the National Beauty Contest for
the coveted title of "Miss America," was induced to appear as the Masked Merrv
W^idow.
A tie-up with the Birmingham News, gave
the idea a big flash. The object of the conto

I

PXf.KS

Quest PEGGY JOYCE
For Happiness SPECIAL

newspapers.

was

""

hi The Trihune Tomorrow:

&i'*t;e Evolulion.

The Penn-Alto Hotel staged a "Peggy
Hopkins Joyce Dance." The dance was extensively advertised bj' them in the local

rshe retraced

PMAS

Thai Coifr, Cfnf-o/ Frnnivtvan.a

!

lest

lyjfe-TWELVK

Her Love Affairs

don.

running it in five
instalments starting on the day "The SkyThe
rocket" opened at the State Theatre.
serialized story was announced with firstpage streamers for three days before it
started, and in front-page boxes urged Al-

An

JW.

'^^^^^^^ FOR|("''";um"R^"

;^lt(ronn

For C^oocl WUhtll. Frac>

-Joyce,

-toonians to read the authentic story of the
life of this famous American beauty.
Meanwhile the Altoona afternoon paper
The Mirror had started a series of beauty
articles by Peggy Joyce on their Women's
Page, publishing the series exactly as given
in the press book.

s

iVK^ona^^^ ^tthunt^

^

hibitors publicity (Icpartment, was sent to
Altoona in advance of the opening of "The
Skyrocket" at the State. While launching
a campaign which covered all angles of ex-

e zv

TRIBUNE WILL PUBLISH PEGGY HOPKINS JOYCE LOVE AFFAIRS

A X

extraordinary newspaper public t.v
featured the exploitation
camjiaisn
which heralded the showing of "The Skyrocket" at the State Theatre in Altoona,
Pa. The theatre staff was augmented by a
special representative of Associated Exhibitors, distributors of the picture, that organization selecting this shoAving as a test
•of the publicity possibilities of their star,
Peggy llopkins Joyce, in the smaller cities.
Dewey D. Bloom, of the Associated Ex-

Picture N

"Skyrocket"

Drive Exploits

Campaign in Altoona
Built Around Stories
of Star, Peggy Joyce

n

t i

identify the masked girl when
her steps withnut the mask.
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PAGE

from the Altoona, Pa., newspapers, showing some of the results of the publicity
campaign for "The Skyrocket" executed by an Associated Exhibitors' representative for
the showing of the Peggy Hopkins Joyce feature at the State Theatre in that city.
Clippings

There was a double page spread with advertisements

from

all

the

stores

that

the

masked beauty visited on her tour about
and each ad. made some allusion
to "The ]Merry Widow."
the town,

Cleveland Houses Combine
Drives for Comedy Series
A "Buster Brown" Drawing contest staged
rnder the combined auspices of the State
and Alhambra theatres in Cleveland, was the
means of exploiting showings of these
comedies at both houses.
The contest was
sponsored by the Cleveland Times.
A seven-inch high half-tone of Buster was
printed in the Sunday edition of the Times
with instruction for the young artists.
It
to be cut out, pasted on cardboard and
colored M-ith crayons or water colors. Tliree
cash prizes of ^'-,.00, .$,3.00 and $2.00. four
paint boxes donated by the American Crayon
Company, and twenty sets of tickets to the
Alhambra and State Theatre were offered
for the best work.
The paiier used stories
on this contest several days in advance, both
in the screen department and in regular news

was

Buzz News of **The Keeper
of Bees" Showing
"Buzzing"' and plenty of it, both inside
and outside the theatre by employes of the
liDUse. was resi)onsible for talking up a fine
advance campaign for the showing of "The
Iveeper of the Bees" at the Queen Theatre,
Austin, Texas.
Axcessories played an important role in
the standard campaign.
One of the most
efficient was A Honey Bee Kiss, the candy
being enclosed in an envelope imprinted with
appropriate cojiy on the photoplay. These
were distributed on the street and at the
theatre several days in advance of show date.
A tie-u]i with tlie Federal Bakery resulted
in the distribution of 1,000 special circulars
in their purchases. Circulars were also given
out in office buildings and at the concerts
of the Senior High School. Some were also
distributed at the local Ford Agency, employing thousands of people.
New'spapers heralded the picture with spe-

which were augmented by theendorsement ad and a special
showing for the "Gene Stratton Porter
Club" of the schools.
cial

stories,

atre's special
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Kid Bike Races

Mayor Proclaims a

'^Classified"
One of

901-

the effective

in Seattle
for "Sporting Life"

Week

exploitation

A

stunts

showing of "Classified"
at the Liberty Theatre, Seattle, was the issuing of a Classified Week Droclamation by

in connection with the

the

Mayor

rect legal

of Seattle.

form of an

f

This was in the corofficial

document and

photographs of its being signed by the
Ma-^'or were taken and used in the news reel.
There were also photos of the Corinne Griffith "Classified" Week Contest Editor receiving great quantities of mail.
In decorating the lobby, the
classified tjage

idea of

liberal cooperation

from merchants

and the active participation of the Cecil B.
De Mille, Metropolitan and Christie studios,
the Forum theatre, Los Angeles, executed a
thorough and comprehensive drive for
"Three Faces East" in that city recently.
Twenty-five trucks and sixty passenger
machines of the De Mille, Metropolitan and
Christie studios, together with a large number of private machines and trucks, were
plastered with banners and one sheets ten

days in advance.
Ten thousand auto doorknob hangers were
distributed at the Forum theatre's free auto
park and through the downtown section.
A window display of spy oaraphenalia
used in the picture was carried for a week
A special
each in Two Los Angeles banks.
directly
twenty-four
sheet,
illuminated
across from the theatre, was erected two
The trailer
weeks in advance of the run.
went in two weeks in advance and two very
large easels weie built and specially painted
to give an advance lobby display.

the Seattle Star,
stin-ed up a fund of interest for the presentation of "Sporting Life" in Seattle.
The stunt broke four days in advance of
|)lay date with a front page story in the Star.
The bicycle dealers of Seattle donated theprizes which consisted of a $45 "bike"
for first prize and six other awards of bicycle accessories.
at the-

each with his bicycle. As they passed
through the gate each boy was given a
colored ribbon to denote his age division, forthe races were divided into two groups; one
for the boys fx'om nine to eleven years, and
the other for those from eleven to fourteen.
Parents or anyone else caring to witness the
races were admitted free.

Newspaper cameramen were on the joband two lartje bajiners were stretched on the

A "Live iFire" display for the First National
feature of that title, boosted receipts for the
Colonial Theatre, Portsmouth, N. H. Arranged
by Manager Edgar Hart, the poster stand was
equipped with a medical vibrator ivith a battery concealed, which gave a "tingle" to all tvho
touched the handles.

fence oj^posite the grandstand calling attention to "Sporting Life" at the Columbia.
Every boy participating in the race was
invited to attend a special theatre party
given that same afternoon at the Columbia,
and not one of the entire three hundred
missed seeing the picture, with most of them
bringing their mothers and older brothers
and sisters along as cash customers.

A one inch double column underline was
carried Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday

Ghost Stories Contest for

for "3 Faces

East" in Los Angeles

sponsored by the

and

field,

out in every detail. In the easel to the right
of the box office, was a cut-out made from the
classified section of the Seattle Post-Intelligencer which gave the fullest co-operation
By way
in putting over Classified Week.
of return, screen credit was sriven the newspaper immediately preceding the presentation of the picture.

With

Theatre

Over three hundred boys gathered

a

of a newspaper was carried

Model Drive

series of bike races,

Columbia

Saturday opening with one
and one-half double on Friday, five inch
double Saturday and Sunday, two inch
double on Monday, one inch double Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
preceding the

The local radio station KFI, Los Angeles,
was used the Wednesday preceding the opening with director Kupert Julian and two
musical acts, and Jhe Wednesday of the run
with Jetta Goudal and the musical act from
tlie theatre.
Later on in newspajier caml^aigns a connection may be drawn between
the General Mitchell aviation fight mid the
;iir

raid in the picture.

*'

Phantom" Campaign

The strongest selling factor of Manager
H. C. Farley's customary exploitation for
"The Phantom of the Opera," at the Empire
theatre, Montgomery, Ala., was a Ghost
Story Contest conducted with the cooperation'
of the

Montgomery Journal.

Contest was started ten days prior to opening, and carried on throughout picture's run.
Prizes of $25.00 in cash were awarded to
those submitting the best stories. Hundreds
of answers were received, the contest provingthe most popular to any heretofore launched;
in

Monts'omei-v.

mirnmw

.»!«
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Oni

of the best circus fronts for

United

Artists' "Sally of the

Sawdust" was that arranged by
Ciy, shotvn above.

Manager Pat McGee

at the Criterion,

Oklahoma
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LCOOLS RECORD

YOUR IDEA

COOL, manager of the Feiber
, B.
and Shea Grand Opera House, has set
a brand new precedent for Canton, Ohio
by bringing back "The Merry Widow"
engagements.

successive

three

for

Opera House plays road shows
are always run the
November 1st with

The
well

as

pictures

so

pictures

Cool opened on Sunday,
He played it four days

part of the week.

"The Merry Widow."
make room for a road show. He brought
back again on Sunday, November 8th, and did more

and then had
ture

first

as

to

the pic-

business

A

road show
with it than he did during the opening engagement.
again interrupted the picture's run, and again on Sunday, November
5th, he brought it back for the third time. He would have brought
the picture had been
it back a fourth consecutive week if a print of

sriiuj.

^oj^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l

1

available.

^^^'I^H^^^^HI^m^^HP^^^^^^^I^^^^^^^^^^^I
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AN EXPLOITATION SKYROCKET

T

'

f

a letter to this journal, dated February 6th, Henry Needles, of
the Strand Theatre, Hartford, Conn., pays high tribute to the abilities
and energy of Ken Hamilton, exploiteer for Associated Exhibitors

•'«

1N

and now

specializing on

the following excerpts

"When

comes

it

"The

from the

Skyrocket," as

is

clearly evident in

letter:

to real practical

exploiting,

and new and

Ken Hamilton,

real

honest-to-God ideas, I take my hat off to
man of Associated Exhibitors who is here in town this week
His musical talents and experience
ahead of "The Skyrocket."
and combined popularity with radio audiences is being used by him,
(and when I say himself I mean the
I understand, to get himself

the exploi-

tation

and the theatre where the picture
is being shown) on as many programs during his stay in the town
Once they hear him sing and realize that he has an
as possible.
ideal broadcasting voice, they are after him to sing every evening, and
as was the case here in Hartford, to give talks over the air on
Hollywood and Hollywood people and he even went so far one
night as to read two or three articles of Peggy Joyce's on cosmetics
and coiffeurs over the air and the studio received over 50 letters
the next day asking if those articles were in booklet form and if
they could get them anywhere.
star of the picture, the story itself

1
1

t»»<«t|faP|B»{p
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h
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Sluultnrhox disiiLiy for I niversiil's "Phantom of ihfi Opera" in the
lobby of the Strand. Birmingham.
was designed by Manager
It
R. Roscoe Faiince.
Backtvall of opening tvns faced with red silk and
a flasher concealed in the rear produced an apparition of the "Phantom"
alternately

out and

risible

and invisible from the

front.

say right here that as far as worth is concerned this
who has booked or is con-

I'll

fellow will be an asset to an exhibitor
sidering booking pictures that

E

Hamilton exploits."

PRESS AGENT-ARTIST
.

J.

FLICKER,

a

1

6-year-old school boy

who

is

showing much

aptitude as a press representative for the Victoria and Colonial pic-

I

"This
exhibitor.

is

the sort of stuff that actually
I'll

wager there

isn't

means somethmg

to

an

a person in Hartford or within a

HE

Harrisburg, Pa., accomplished an effective bit of
"The Lost World," when it appeared at the
Colonial.
Obtaining a photograph of Market street, the principal
Harrisburg business thoroughfare, Mr. Flicker, painted the figure
of one of the huge prehistoric monsters,
an Allosauras
representing it as having invaded Harrisburg.

ture

theatres,

exploitation

for

—

does not know that Peggy Joyce in "1
and listen, he even
is at the Strand next week
makes it more certain by appearing in person on the opening night
and singing a group of songs, which he will do here tomorrow evening
Not only that he has been at it all week pulling
at our opening.
when he wasn't broadcasting.
stunt after stunt

the artist touched

"I can truthfully say that this fellow Hamilton is a real honestto-God exploiter
because his entire time is taken up day
and night thinking up new ideas and going ahead and carrying them

unexpected appearance there,

radius of

500

miles

who

—

SKYROCKET"

—
—why —

—

—

The beast was painted about as tall as the highest building and
up the photo to make it appear that the monster
was upsetting trolley cars, smashing in store fronts and putting the
populace to flight. The completed picture was printed three columns
wide in the Harrisburg Telegraph under a caption which suggested
what would happen in Harrisburg should an Allosauras make an
just as

it

did

in

London

in the

photo-

play.

Kettering's Campaign for
Ascher's the New Terminal in Chicago.
Reproductions of ads in the campaign for the ^t^lv Terminal,
designed and executed by Ralph Kettering, head
of the
Ascher advertising department.
This not el campaign tvas
.itarted with "teasers" and icorked up to the larger
spaces as
indicated in tlicse reproductions.

The day preceding opening the program,
which featured "The Gilded Butterfly" (Fox),
tvas revealed by the page of the open book.

r
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AND OURS

and throughout their career have followed the course of catering to the public

tions

tastes

in

matters of entertainment.

After

the

had

Wells organization

ac-

quired practical control of the theatres in
the leading southern cities, Jake Wells de-

cided to go to New York.
He established offices there, and held
a position of dominance because he practically controlled the theatres
of the south.

memorable fight between Klaw & Erand the Shubert brothers was on.
Klaw & Erlanger would not book shows in theatres where Shubert
attractions were played, but Jake Wells threw a bombshell into the
booking offices when he declared that he stood for the "open house"
policy, and would proceed to book whatever shows he desired, whenever he pleased.
Klaw & Erlanger could do nothing about it, so the
war with the Shuberts was ended. Then the Shuberts attempted to
make war similarly on their old rivals, and Jake Wells as firmly set
his foot down upon that.
Afterwards the Wells theatres played any
show they pleased, regardless of who its booking agent was.
Within 2 years after Jake and Otto Wells had joined hands to
work out the destiny of their theatrical enterprise, they owned and
operated 42 theatres in cities throughout the south.
In 1914 Wells'
enterprises formed an alliance with Wilmer & Vincent, operators of
many theatres in southern cities. After the war, in 9 9, it was
decided to sell the great chain of outlying theatres, and they were
disposed of to the Carolina Amusement Company.
Everything south
of Virginia was sold, except two theatres in Hendersonville, N. C.
which belong to Jake Wells personally.
The Wells holdings in Norfolk and Richmond have been regarded
by the larger theatrical syndicates as a "plum," in every sense of the
word, and in recent years some sort of overtures have been made
almost continually for the purchase of the Wells interests.

was

It

at that time that the

langer, the great booking agency,

1

1

Miniuture Ma^e setting in shadow box used for Paramoiint's "Stage
Struck" at the Riviera, Knoxiille. It uas designed by Manager W. E.
Drumbar. Cutouts from scene stills were backed with heavy cardboard
and grouped on the stage. Silk fabrics were used us back drop and
side drapes on the stage.

TEAU CLAIRE CELEBRATES
HE

opening of the State theatre, Finklestein & Ruben's new
house in Eau Claire, Wis., proved an occasion of exceptional importance in the annals of that city. The theatre itself, bringing to the
city the advantages of a thoroughly modern, beautiful and finely
equipped playhouse, offered reason enough for the great stir of interest

which marked

the

inauguration of

here's the point of this "idea" of ours

activities.

its

— how

But

— and

could the people

know

how fine and how important was the coming of the State unless
they had been fully informed as to its various excellencies of architecture, construction, furnishings, decorations, the kmd of entertamjust

ment it would present, etc., unless there had been a highly intelligent
and efficient publicity campaign launched well in advance?

That

—

campaign

itself

and

short

an especially fine
one even for so capable a press organization as Ben Ferriss has built
up for the F. & R. theatres. The climax of the campaign was the
publication of a special section by the Eau C laire Leader and devoted
to the State theatre. The section was in ten pages and carried ads of
the builders and manufacturers of the theatre and its equipment, in
brings us the publicity

addition, of course, to feature stories
to the State

and

the

F.

&

R. organization.

news items

relating

Special sections for

theatre openings have, at this late day, ceased to be an extraordinary

occurrence.

But

ten-page special

which marks

in

seems well out of the ordinary to "put over" a
a city of 25,000 citizens and do it with the style

"Our theatres are for sale, all right, if we can get our price," has
been the invariable reply of Otto Wells to queries concerning the
negotiations.
*
;f
^
*
*

WW.
nH

he refers,

and Otto Wells, heads of

the

Wells Amusement Corpora-

and operators of a large chain of theatres in the south, celebrated the 25th Anniversary of their theatrical activities on January
21.
It was on that date in 1901 that these showmen acquired the
tion

Granby

theatre in Norfolk, their initial step as partners in a remarkable march toward prosperity and eminence in the theatrical world.

With

the

Granby

established, Jake Wells,

realizing that a suc-

cessful vaudeville circuit required a string of theatres close together,

acquired the Auditorium

in Birmingham, renaming it the Bijou.
added to the Granby and Bijou in Richmond, which Jake
Wells began operating in 1897, the circuit continually grew until it
became a great factor in the vaudeville world.
When vaudeville
waned in popularity, the Wells organization turned to other attrac-

With

this

A. Crank, manager

we have

of the National

A

to

the

Theawhich

is

Iron Horse

Horse was of much more importance than one would think just
irom the reading of posters and

THK

Iron Horse

ads.

"Our

included

also

efforts

Broii}j)it

the staging of a prologue includ-

Diiinioiid

The

.Miiteli

to

I liico

ing eight real Indians in a series

Mask

Decked

out in

full

regalia, these fellows

whom

we

secured

tribe

J AKE

W.

specimen of the excellent teaser ads
reproduced here.
"Our campaign on 'The Iron
Horse' included besides a regular outside bill board route toTHK
gether with window cards, a
teaser campaign in the papers
which
samples
enclosed
like
proved to attract much attention
The copy used
and comment.
seemed to give deeper thought
and realization that the Iron
Chico, Calif.

tre,

of

SILVER ANNIVERSARY

CRANK'S ADS

A.

reference to a highly successful campaign,

following report from

it

the State theatre section as quite distinctive.

1

a

dances.

the

here,

wonderful

gram

just

an old

local

Bidwells,

gave

from

minute
before the fade

the picture.

eight

In their

war

THE

pro-

m

of

Horse
Iron
Brouslit The

paint

and with their well drilled steps
they went over big, as well as
fitting
the atmosphere of the

The

film.

setting

was

a

wood

drop and wings lighted by
toned
bunches
and
borders
from a night blue to a red sunset.

The
"

curtain.

Indians

made

their

and pow-wow, which

whistles

Fhc

Grejit

Bnnks

to

Chico

One of teaser ads for "The Iron
Horse" (Fox) used by W. A. Crank
in

own music
started

up

Chico, Calif.

with their hum-hum, reed
before the rise of the

just
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Warners Stage Model Exploitation
Practical

Galveston's Prize Goats
Strut for "Annie Rooney"

Methods

Mark New York Drive
for

o NE

of the outstanding features of the

remarkably

tlie

A goat contest, with prizes for the best
looking bniy or nanny brought to the "fail-"
by youngsters of Galveston, Tex., was one
of the main items of the exploitation which
Manager E. C. Collins staged for "Little
Annie Rooney" at the Queen Theatre in that

'The Sea Beast"

Waraer

effective

Bros,

campaign which

exploitation

department

executed for "The Sea Beast" engagement
at the Warners Theatre in New York, is
the simplicity and practicability of the

city.

The contest was conducted through slides
on the screen^ offering five tickets to the

methods emijloyed to attract the attention
and stimulate the interest of the public in
The camspectacular production.
this
paign's most notable items were those which

youngster possessing the largest goat in GalThe contest was the cause of much
merriment and word-of-mouth advertising

veston.

are within the reach of the average exhibitor
in the average town and big city.
Changing policy from continuous performance at i)opular prices to two-a-day
at $2.20 top, and getting the new policy

for the attraction.

over with a bang from the very start, was
the experience of the Warner Theatre when
it presented this John Barrymore special.

A

publicity campaign began two M-eeks
advance with a billboard campaign on
subway and elevated space as well as ad\erin

The slogan of this campaign
was "Look Out! The Sea Beast is ComThe day the picture opened, it was
ing."
The Sea Beast Is
changed to "Look Out

A

of the lobby of W arner Theatre
Broadway, decorated with enlarged colored scenes from "The^ Sea Beast" in an attractive arrangement which drew attention from

corner

on

tising boards.

Here."

Two weeks before the change of policy at
the theatre, "Sea Beast" heralds, announcing the new scale of prices, were distiibuted
not,
special invitation
at the theatre.
however, to a free performance! was forwarded to eleven thousand names in the

A

—

Social Register and Blue Book.
In connection with the John

"Moby Dick Week" which
described, a circular

Wanamaker

has already been

was distributed

Thomas Cook & Son used a similar advance circular making the same mention of
Their Fifth Avenue window
the picture.
display of a miniature whaler and Barryportraits "went in" a week before the
opening of the picture. This company mentioned the picture three evenings in their
radio travelogue on WJZ.
Theatre and hotel ticket agencies were
furaished with old ship models and Barrymore portraits. Over one hundred displays

more

were secured

in this

wav.

passersby.

The day before picture's opening, a private screening was held for all local school
teachers, city officials and the press.
The
lesult was splendid newspaper write-ups,
and announcements in classrooms.
Lobby display consisted of two pieces, one
on either side, each depicting Mary Pickford and her 'gang' looking over a fence.
Lights concealed behind first section of each
display threw the tenement house in baekiiround in bold relief.

Up" Has Big Tieup
Spanish Week Celebrated
for Memorial Fund
for "Flower Of Night"
(lood results were obtained for both the-

''Hands

atre and Stone Mountain Memorial Association, when Manager F. J. Miller permitted
one of their members to speak for three
minutes before the showing of "Hands Up"
at the Modjeska, Augusta, on behalf of their
Coin Drive, the proceeds of which are for
the benefit of the Confederate Soldiers at

Stone Mountain.
The tie-up added greatly to the goodwill
already enjoyed by the theatre.

Holds "One Cent" Sale of
Theatre Tickets
Scottsbluri', Xchi-. saw a novelty in a one
cent admission price at the Sun theatre.
It
was worked on the drug store plan of full
price for one, one cent for the second ticket,
.sheiks entertaining their shel)as for one cent
|)ack('(l the house for the day.

H. L. Hartman, manager of the Balboa
and Cabrillo Theatres, in San Diego, is
credited with one of the most successful exploitation campaigns staged in that city for
a motion picture for his recent "Spanish

Week" drive.
As an opening gun

for the Spanish Week,
featuring Pola Negri in "Flower of the
Night," and Fanchon and Marco's review,
entitled "Mission Bells," Mr. Hartman put
on a banquet at Mission Beach Casino, to
which he invited the membere of the editorial departments of the four daily papers
and several weekly papers.
At each place was a combination placecard, attached to which was an exact replica
of a Mission bell and a pass for each giiest
and a friend for the showing of the picture
The menu, too, was quite
at the Balboa.
different from the conventional, and was
l))-inted like a theatrical program.

for "The Sen Brnst" at the H arners' Theatre in i\ew York developed many outstanding exploitation features. It was dignified and
partook of methods of great simplicity and practicability and yet attracted wide attention. Above are shown photos of the window display in
the Thos. Cook & Son Fifth A venue store, tying up with the display aj the ff'anamaker store; in center, a corner of the book display at
the right an effective window display featuring a ship, made of wood, and about ttvo feet in height.
ff anamaker's, and at

The campaign

February

1926
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Miss Regge Doran, director of Pathe's department of Public Relations has effected a
tie-up on the Grantland Rice Sportlights,
distributed by Pathe. She has arranged with
the Playground and Recreation Association
of America so that the field representatives
of that organization will encourage local exhibitors in the showing of the Sportlights
and to work with Pathe in properly exi^loiting the pictures for the good of communiThe Playground Association is interties.
ested in the promotion of all forms of sport.

Rock Completes New Blue
Ribbon Comedy Cast
Joe Rock has completed the cast for "A
Fraternity Mix-Up," his newest Blue Ribbon
comedy for F. B. 0. It. is made up of the
following: Alice Ardell, Gale Henry, Ella
McKenzie, Joe Bonner, Will Hayes, Yvonne
Howell, Eddie Harris, Al Ford and Jack
Groodrich.

Perev Pembroke

Puffy to

is

directing.

Make New

Series

for Universal
Charles Puffy, European actor, who is
starring in single reel comedies for Universal has just started tlie production of a new
batch of fun reels. Elsie Tarron is jilaying
opposite the star and Dif-k Sniith is direct-

Scenes from the three

reel special

comedy

starring

Harry Langdon

titled

"Saturday Afternoon." released through'

Pathe.

Variety in Releases by Pathe

ing.

Sportlight.

Comedies and Usual Features
for February 21

Mark Weekly Program

THE

the

Pathe program of releases for
week of Fet)ruary 21st includes

new
Roach

Grantlajul Rice Sportlight,
two-reeler, the second chapter
of the serial, "Casey of the Coast Guard"
and tlie usual weekly features.
"The Great Arena" is the title of the
Grantland Rice Sportlight, which is devoted
to many interesting phases of water and ice
a

a

11 al

events.
"Sliots

Dark"

of the
second chapter of the serial, "Casey of the
Coast Guard." Helen Ferguson and George
The cast
O'Hara have the leading roles.
also includes Coit Albertson, J. Barney
in the

is

the

title

Sherry and Jean Jarvis.
Hal Roach's two-reel contribution is titled
"Wandering Papas" and is a starring

Roxy Signs
SL.

release.

which was directed

by Stan Laurel.

Pathe Review No. 8 features another epiKnud Rasmussen's threeyear i)ilgrimage through the land of the
Eskimos. Also in this reel are "The Cradle
of War," Sarajevo in the Balkan Peninsula
and "The Book and the Wave," a pictorial
sode in the trip of

interpretation of the verses from Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow's famous poem in

—

Pathecolor.

"The Wicked City" is the cartoon release
of the Aesop's Film Fables series.
Topics of the Day No. 8 presents a reel
of wit and humor clipped from the press of
the world. Two issues of Pathe News complete the schedule.

Fox News Reel

Completes Contract for First Unit of
Picture Programs He Will Present
ROTHAFEL (Roxy) has signed and Truman Talley, managing

his first contract for

Scenes from "Whispering Whispers." a Pathe comedy

for

vehicle for Clyde Cook,

motion picture

• product he will show in his new $10,000,000 theatre now in course of construcLast week he
tion in New York City.
signed a contract for Fox News, the motion
picture news reel produced and distributed
by Fox Film Corporation.
The signing of the document took place
in Rothafel's office with a number of Fox
executives present. Among them were James
R. Grainger, general sales manager; Fred
C. Quimby, short subjects sales manager,

director of

Fox News.
The acquisition of Fox News constitutes
the only official announcement to be made
thus far by Roxy concerning the motion picture portion of the program he will run in
Regarding it he
the new picture palace.
said

"My
of the

act in
first

making Fox News the object

motion picture contract for the

Roxy Theatre

is

my

motion picture news

tribute to the value of
reels."

Motion P ic
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champions evfr matched in one
Southern title
Arizona
Under desert's burning sun. army of workmen

largest field of

»llillil!

tourney

Resume of Current News NA/eeklies |
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KIXOGRAMS,

NO. 5159: Chnmonix— Canadian liockey team defeats Spanish stars

—

:

way

clear

to

W—

;

;

ice

in

Illinois

111.

;

of

1!»2.")

special

of

of

test

in

Cal.

;

city

for

sets

fifty

to

pil-

for

of flour

7.5

to

!

—

service

into

—

!

:

are called

;

—
Mayor heads a notable throng attending annual
carnival and skating races
Central
Park Chester.
—
— The
—
wheat crop
— athe
train
carloads
starts
Southwest; Portland. Ore. — Dar—
ing motorcyclists
the Xoi-thwest
their
nerve and endurance
—
a cross-country chase
Santa Rosa,
—This
claims a record
twins, and produces
contest; New York City (New York only) —
from
months
60 years
Cardinal Hayes returns from Holy Year
prove
Buffalo, N. Y.
— Vast barrier of
grimage Coral Gables, Fla. — Mayor Kendrick
Niagara

;

;

for

builds iriigation cana) tapping Hoosev(>lt Dam ;
New York ("ity A perilous task is that of the
Liglitliousc Service keeping the light buoys in
the haibor free of ice; Washington, D. C.
-A new uniform for the Army
(ien. Bellinger,
quartermaster general, inspects authorized togs
Sydney, .\. S.
Tennis vogue takes hold in
Australia that the younger generation are
taught hundreds at a time Schenectady, N. Y.

!

—

:

— —

!

;

—

—

!

!

:

—

match

this golf

play

—

—Yon

have to be past 70 to play
In the Limelight Church
temperance society urges Volstead Act modifiAbraham Lincoln in the
Butte, Mont.
cation
Brussels, Belgium
All Belgium unites
flesh
New York City
in tribute to Cardinal Mereier
Storms rage in Atlantic Norfolk, Va. Falls
backwards from auto speeding at 70 miles an
hour! Detroit, Mich. City bids Polar fliers
"bon voyage" Casth' Shannon. Pa.— Fourteen
Oldlose lives in mine blast! Omalia,_ Neb.^
time fiddlers have their day again in radio
Beach. Fla.

in

on French ice rink New York Sets Charleston dance endurance record by dancing for
twenty-two and a half hours Lansdale, Pa.—
Pony farm thrives in spite of autos St. Louis
Change in men's fashions shown in annual
Torquay, Eng. English beaches are
exhibit
crowded as mild weather spell holds Chicago
Experts taste all food samples for Uncle
Sam's soldiers and sailors Medford, Mass.
Teachers have hard time telling apart six sets
of twins in same school
New York Season's
worst storm hits New York and 22,000 shovellers

u r c

t

to

it

six

;

clogs

ice

!

Falls.

enjoys visit in Southland

traffic.

KIXOGRAMS,

NO. 5160: Bru.ssel.s— Million persons mourn a.s Cardinal Mereier,
Belgium's hero prelate is laid to rest with impressive ceremonies, royalty following hearse
Banff, Canada
Annual winter carnival gets
under way with winter sports in hot water outdoor pool: Georgetown, Del. Call out militia
to prevent threatened lynching, soldiers using

INTERNATIONAL NEWS,

No. 12 Bru.sseLs.
Belgium. Belgium welcomes her own wanYouthful ski
B.
C.
Revclstoke,
ering Prince
stars in thrilling contest Minneapolis, Minn.
Greek Prince attends thrilling ski meet Richmond, Va. Crowds witness inaugural of VirShanghai, China Chinese
ginia's Governor
make movies minus kisses and jazz Alberta,
Canada Wonder sheep dog rounds up huge
herd New York City Swirling blizzard, parNewsalyzes New York East African Jungles
reel cameramen "shoot" big game.

—

:

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

INTERNATIONAL NEWS.

NO.

BrusKing leads in homage to Carsels, Belgium
Meriden, Conn. "Nature kids"
dinal Mereier
Nara, Japan Refind health in snow drifts
Nipponese
viving the glories of ancient Japan.
countryfolk don costumes of a thousand years
Boston, Mass. Crew of storm beaten
ago
schooner rescued from peril by heroic work of
U. S. Coast Guard: New York City— S. S.
Westphalia arrives with crew saved from sinkFrance Helicopter in
Paris,
ing freighter;
new tests "turns turtle" Glacier, British Comountain
rocky
the
lumbia Conquering

jumping contests
Plymouth, Eng. Captain
Pried and his men who saved the crew of Antinoe get tremendous welcome.

—

13:

—

—

;

;

NEWS,
PATHF
Kight killed. 11

New

Britain, Conn.
injured ns factory roof colCorvallis, Oregon
Boxing
lapses under snow
a la barrel is latest thing in i-ing armor LonIrving Berlin leaxcs honeymoon sedon, Eng.
clusion to take part in farewell to Sophie
Tucker; Pasadena, Cal. Girls stand upright
on plane speeding under low bridge ShreiberWorld's youngest ski race is a
hau, Germany
New York City
thriller
for the kiddies

No. 13:

—

;

—

—

;

snows

—

—

Minn

Snelling.

FOX
37

14:
Staten Island, N.
Y.— Army tanks conquer, snow in war with
King Winter! Pei Tsang, China North China
in throes of still another civil war! Palm

U.

—

"Make Me Laugh," produced by Arthur
Lamb.
The

following

subjects

are

ready

J.

for

release:

The "Molly May" series, twelve 2-reel
comedies, featuring Violet Mersereau, pro-

known song

Arthur

— Snow

NEWS CONTINUITY,

7,

—altitude

S.

snowshoes

;

;

record in
Ft. Brady, Mich.
Golf
Fla.

—

Sanford,

— An

army on
watch

fans

Expand

$100,000 and Will
Short
]

I

Product

arts of the world.

The personnel of the Company remains as
with the addition of Rudolf
Beyer as Director, George F. Merrell, Secretary & Trea,surer, and William Brotherhood, Production Manager.
Frank B. Rogers joined the Company as
Manager of Distribution and a member of
the Executive Committee, and will also act
as Vice-President to take eiTect on the comj)letion
the
Company's organization.
of
Rogers will be in charge of the Cranfield
licretofore,

&

Clarke products.

lieadquarters

writer,

Lamb, and directed by Joe Levering; 12
De Luxe dramas, inspired by World
famous paintings, directed by Arthur
Maude, and featuring the following well
Margaret Morris, Gladdon
known stars:
Richard

Headrick,

James,

Grace

Donald

MacDonald and Philip de Lacy;

Carlisle,

Cranfield & Clarke's International 12, which
are single reel interest pictures taken i'n all

;

plane, climbing

J.

well

;

:

Army

2-reel

tlie

;

NO.

The present offices will be retained for the
lime being and Mr. Rogers will make his

duced by

;

maneuvers

VOL.

—

to 35,900 feet

Additional

and Clarke, Inc. have increased their capital to $100,000 and
intend to go more heavily into the
With an exlaunching of sliort product.
tensive lineup now ready for release, additional production starts next month on
twelve two-reel comedies under the title of

—

ing publishers and editors of newspapers in
Southern states confer at A'anderbilt UniverEastern Half of U. S. in Winter's Icy
sity
(irip
In New England, zero weather locks famous White Mountain flume Key West, Fla.
Here's the hottest town in the U. S. in February Pilot's Risk Their Lives Taking Ships to
Sea.
Every liner leaving N. Y. has daring
guide who is dropped in outer harbor.

carnival.

Cranfield and Clarke
CRANFIELD

;

Washington, D. C. Congress honors oldest member, Major Stodman of North Carolina,
with cake of 8.T candles on birthday Dayton,
Ohio Lieut. John A. Macready sets a new

NO.

Increase Capital to

—
—

—

ice

:

Launch

;'

—

;

;

stills.

PATIIE NEWS,

Ft.

!

moth snow and

—

than 100

;

;

—

blanketing metropolis in
deep snow Naples, Italy Vesuvius in eruption
(Washlures many tourists; Richmond, Va.
ington only) Inaugurate II. F. Byrd as 48th
Governor of Virginia; Minneapolis, Minn.
Scores take part in annual sports carnival
Kansas Citv. Mo. City police destroy more
;

—

British
Columbia Trappers fight
through snow la to 50 feet deep in Canadian
to bring furs to market
West Point,
N. Y. The best-fed young men in America
I'ncle Sam provides a model kitchen to cook
for 1,100 cadets; Hudson Vehicular Tube Nears
Completion Officials of New Jersey inspect
two-mile tunnel which co«t .'{;42, 000,000 Richmond, Va. Harry Byrd takes oath as fortyeighth governor of^ the Old Dominion and
pledges economy rule
Nashville, Tenn.
Lead-

Northwest

keep army in trim for Arctic duty Hanover.
N. IT. Green and blue battle for college ice
honors Greenfield, Mass. Thousands see mam-

:

east,

naments

7-38: Cannes, Francewoman tennis chamnet stars in Riviera tour-

Vol.

America's

piou. meets foreign

—

—

Blizzard

—

;

;

— sweeps—

NEWS,
FOX
Helen Wills.

;

nual winter carnival featured by thrilling ski
;

;

;

bombs to disperse mob
Stockholm
Swedish Parliament is opened by King with
impressive ceremony Miami Gondolas, gondoliers, lagoons and atmosphere give America a
synthetic Venice H.inover, N. H.— Dartmouth
wins liockey match from Yale at sixteenth an;

—

;

—

tear

:

at

Rroadway, with

the
J. J.

Loew's

Bldg.,

1540

Murphy.

An

office will also be opened in England
April next, the Pre.sident of the Company
going to London for that purpose, as it is
the intention of the Company to develop
verj' strongly the foreign end of the busi-

in

ness.

Scenes from "It's a Buoy" No. 2 of "The Fighting
Heart" series being produced by F. B. O.

February 20
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flpinions on Current Short Subject
(Educational-Christie

—Two

Reels)

(Revietved by Edtv. G. Johnston)
may have been other instances
where a burlesque of a "dog star" feature has been made but this is the first
'and
has witnessed
reviewer
this
that
Too often, comedies are made
it's a corker!
along the same old standard lines and this

THERE

—

Furthermore,
different.
while the name of this police dog is not
mentioned it ought to be for some of its
stunts are remarkable and show the effect
Neal Burns and Vera
of careful training.
offers

something

—

Steadman play the leads but without deprecating their ability the dog easily runs away
with the picture. Robert Thornby directed.
The story is by Sig Hertig.
The Cast
"Run Tin Can," Neal

money out West, seek wealth and
the "wide open spaces" with the aid of an
old flivver.
The Cast
of easy

"Run Tin Can"

Burns, Vera Steadman, Eddie

Baker and Lincoln Plummer.
The Story Xeal and the villain Eddie are
the rivals for the hand of Mary whose home
Neal's pal is "Run
is out among the oil wells.
Tin Can," a police dog. Eddie discovers that
an abandoned oil well belonging to Neal, is
in reality a valuable piece of property and seeks
possession through an offer of a small sum
of money. Neal is inclined to accept the offer
but through the efforts of "Run Tin Can" who
has taken a keen dislike to Eddie, his signature
to the deed is delayed long enough to permit the
arrival of Mary who bears the news that
Neal's well has "come in." Eddie and his "wild
cat" associates tie Mary and Neal to beams in
an old shack and endeavor to get to the tax
office to buy in the well.
"Run Tin Can"
comes to the rescue and in a mad race to the
tax office, foils the villain and saves the well
for his pal.
Summary
burlesque
of
"dog
star"
features that offers something novel in the
line of two reel comedies.
Is suitable for all
houses and should not fail to please.

—

—A

Billy

Andy

Bevan,

Madeline

Clyde,

Hurlock and

Kewpie Morgan.

— Billy

and Andy are two of the
barbers and Billy draws, as one of his cusHe
tomers, a big mine man from the West.
tells Billy that money can literally be scooped
up from most any place around his home
and with this in mind, Billy and Andy fare

The Story

fortune.
forth in their Ford to make
After many adventures, the pair reach the wide
open spaces and start prospecting. The manicurist of the shop has also managed to reach
It develops that the big mine man is
the goal.
in reality, a gambler who wins his money by
As he rakes in the
questionable methods.
pots, an assistant pours the money down a
chute which leads to a vault. Billy and Andy,
in their explorations, find this vault and think
they have discovered a mine. Taking some of
the money, they go to the gambler's room and
Thus, the money continues
sit in the game.
from the mine to Billy from
to circulate
Billy to the gambler and down the chute
again.
Summary Good entertainment by a well
known cast of fun-makers. Will do well in
most houses.
their

—

—

—

—

"Accidents Can
(Universal-Stern Bros.

Happen"
—Two Reels)

(Revietved by Chester

np HIS is
* comedy

J.

(Reviewed by Edtv. G. Johnston)
type of comedy is particularly

nPHIS

"' suitable to Alice

Day

for it enables this
attractive little comedienne to do the kind
of work in which she always appears to
advantage. It's a lot of slapstick and that
is where Miss Day shines.
Mack Sennett

—

is

the producer and Alf

directing.

The supporting
The

Goulding did the
cast is very good.

Cast

Alice Day, Joseph Young, Eugenia Gilbert, Barney Helium, Sunshine Hart and Mary Ann Jackson.
The Story There isn't any- unless one can
call it the adventures of a Holland
farmflapper.
The entire two reels are crowded to
the brim with gags and slapstick comedy— with
a cast that certainly knows how to produce
this type of entertainment.
Alice Day is seen
in the role of the attractive young flapper at
a Holland inn where her hand is sought by
local sheiks and visiting tourists.
goose
also part of the establishment
used to
is
furnish a lot of the fun.
Summary Two reels of slapstick with Alice
Day and a strong supporting cast at their best.
It is
very fair entertainment.

—

Smith)

a wild harum-scarum, slapstick
featuring Al Alt and Hilliard

Karr, which should have landed them all in
an emergency hospital. It is one of those
wild chases in which furniture is smashed
and a general rough house all but demolishes

There are a few good comedy
situations, but for the most part it is of the
rougher type of comedy.
The Story Alt and Karr as aviators crash
in a tail spin and in their resultant hallucinations hear an imaginary call for help from the
girl they both love.
The chase leads them to
an abandoned house, where they become involved with a mysterious gang and a general
rough house is precipitated. It develops they
have been participants in a lodge initiation conducted by the girl's father.
Sutinnary There is not a great deal to
recommend in this comedy except for those
who like rough, slapstick humor. It fairly
abounds in that, with an occasional situation
that calls for a laugh.
the premises.

—

—

—

A

—

"Trimmed in Gold"
(Pathe— Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Edtv. G. Johnston)

"DILLY BEVAN

and Andy Clyde, two
well known fun-makers, are the principal characters in this two reel Mack Sennett
comedy directed by Del Lord. Ably assisted

*—'

by Madeline Hurlock and Kewpie Morgan,
they have provided first rate entertainment.
The story concerns the adventures of two
barbers who, attracted by a customer's tale

(

"Careful, Please!"
Educational-Hamilton Two Reels)
with

a

Lloyd

story

Hamilton

particularly

comedy

adapted

to

the efforts of this comedian.
In spots it is
a little slow but on the whole, HamQton with
a good supporting cast has provided pleasing entertainment.
The story has to do
with the problem of collecting a three dollar
furniture debt in a tough neighborhood and
the rescue of a fair maiden held for ransom
by the toughest man on the street. Norman
Taurog is responsible for the story and the
direction.

The

Cast

Lloyd Hamilton, Marcella Daly. Stanley BIystone,
Louise Carver and Dick Sutherland.

The Story
collector

Tim Riley
borhood.

to

—

in

his

is

it

fight

car.

is

They inadverently become mixed

up with a crane and are hoisted high

Some

air.

point.

in the
of the best situations follow at this

—

Summary A typical Lloyd Hamilton comedy that should get by most anywhere.
Although a bit slow in spots, it presents on the
whole, very good entertainment.

"Big

Game"

(Universal-Mustang

— Two

(Reviewed hv Chester

J.

A BASKETBALL

game between the
towns of Paradise and Piperock is the
theme on which this comedy western isbuUt, featuring Pee Wee Holmes and Ben
somewhat out of the ordinary
comedies and fairly interesting
throughout. There are some good comedy
situations, some good knockabout stuff and
some good hokum surrounded by a western
atmosphere that goes to make the whole
Corbett.
of

It is

lines

thing attractive.
The Story The town of Paradise boasts an
unbeatable basketball team, whose challenge is
accepted by Piperock.
Magpie Simpkins and
Dirty Shirt Jones are the stars of the Piperock
team. Magpie gets the ball and the boys throw
him with the ball for a basket. Dirty Shirt
scores the next basket, but for the opposing
team when he throws the ball into the wrong
basket.
Magpie, through a ruse throws the
winning goal and the Paradise followers gohome sans clothes, money, horses and equipment.

—

Summary This is a good western comedy
containing more than the usual amount of appealing humor. It has a number of situations
that are bound to provoke laughter.
All in
all it should go well where this type of picture
is

appreciated.

"The Tiger Hunt"
(Hal Hodes

—Short

Film Exch.

AN

unusually interesting single reel subject
that will prove to be a welcome addition
to the program of first run theatres and all
other houses. It is the story of an Indian tiger
hunt and shows the vast amount of preparation

fails

and Hamilton

—

to
get some remarkable
close-ups of one of the man-eating beasts and

almost lost his life while doing so. One hundred and fifty elephants and three hundred
men were used in this picture. EDW. G.

—

JOHNSTON.

NOW BOOKING
St.

Patrick's Day Special
Week of March 14th
Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune

Fleischer

'HAS ANYBODY HERE
SEEN KELLY"
Hand Colored By Brock

furniture concern sends a bill
bring back three dollars from
the toughest man in a tough neighcollector

— One

Reel)

—A

The

Reels)

Smith)

Cowling— managed

(Revietved by Edtv. G. Johnston)

A TYPICAL

gang

necessary to an expedition of this kind. At the
risk of his life, the camera man
Richard

—

^*-

A

—

—

"Gooseland"
(Pathe— Two Reels)

falling from the upper story.
precipitated and the members
other.
annihilate
each
slowly
surely
but
Hamilton, alone survives and rescues the poor
little rich girl who is being held in the house
for ransom.
The girl invites her hero to her
home and proceeds to vamp him until her
guardian appears.
Hamilton leaves to talk
matters over with his friend who awaits him

head as

his

in

the role of a super-collector appears to try his
luck.
While the gang leader is away, he gains
entrance to the house and proceeds to throw
tlie
furniture out on the street.
Tim Riley
returns to receive most of the furniture on

729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
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Summary— Any

"The Windjammers"
(Pathe-Aesop Fables

THE

— One

Reel)

contrasting figures of a burly Thornas
Cat and a tiny mouse— the latter dragging
a huge pair of bellows about are the principal
characters in this cartoon by Paul Terry. The
The
bellows are put to a variety of uses.
mouse swims to the bottom of a fish pond and
with the aid of the instrument, blows fish up
They
to the top and into the cat's hands.
then climb to the roof of a farmer's house,
force the smoke back thru the chimney and
finally drive out the farmer and a large numThis one measures up well to
ber of rats.
the high standard that these series have set.
G.

—

— EDW.

JOHNSTON.

"Casey of the Coast Guard"
(Pathe Serial
I

—Three

Episodes)

Reviewed h> Edw. G. Johnston)

DRAMATIC

thrilling
intrigue,
action,
situations and well handled suspense at
the close of each episode are all embodied
During the first
in this new Pathe Serial.
part of the opening episode the action is a
trifle slow but from this point, the story
gathers plenty of speed and the production
looks like sure fire serial material.
The story has to do with "Casey of the

—

Coast Guard" a young officer who is hated
and feared by a band of smugglers. Close
co-operation from the Washington headquarters of the U. S. Coast Guard Service,
loan of equipment, etc., have given this
serial a touch of realism that is not usually
found. There is a snap and vigor displayed
by the "regulars" that rings convincingly
true.

George O'Hara has been cast as "Casey"
and makes a well groomed officer perhaps
a

little

too well

Helen

role.

groomed

—

for a "hard-boiled"

Ferguson

opposite

plays

O'Hara and does exceedingly

well.

Others

prominent in the cast are Coit Albertson, J.
Barney Sherry and Jean Jarvis and their

work

is

entirely

did the directing.

from the work
William Burt.

of

Will Nigh
was adapted
Lewis Allen Browne and
satisfactory.

The

The

story

Albertson
Robert Craig

James Mack
Joe

Marba

RoUand Flander
Casey is hated and feared
smugglers under the leadership
of Don Malverni and "Diamoiid Kate." These
two with their band have established themselves on an estate near the coast and pose as
Planning their next
"Count and Countess."
coup, they choose for the time, a night when
the Cadets of the Coast Guard are to hold a

— George

Storyby a band of

promotions.
They arconnection with a fire
They decide to "get"
Casey when the signal is answered. Orders
are changed ajid Casey's brother responds to
the call. That night Frank Casey receives the
George arrives on
bullet intended for George.
the scene, swears revenge and pursues the
killer to a point near Malverni's estate where
a fight occurs. In searching for the wounded
man, Casey discovers a secret passage which
in

celebration

of

range a fake S.O.S.
on an old schooner.

handle

a

A

in

That same night, the
to the house.
"Count and Countess" are entertaining John
Warren and his daughter Doris the latter,
The Countess poses as MalCasey's fiancee.
verni's sister and soon has John Warren infatuated with her. She plans to use Warren as an
Casey suddenly
outlet for smuggled jewels.
appears from the basement and "Diamond
Kate" cleverly allays Casey and aided by her
accomplice and the gang, stage a fake fight.
leads

—

(Pathe

mosquitoes
and American
Pathecolor complete the reel.

wildflowers in
EDW. G. JOHNSTON.

—

(Reviewed by Edw. G. Johnston)

AS A RULE,

all

these

"Gang Comedies"

set a high standard in two reel comedy
production and this one is certainly not an

exception.
best that

In our opinion,

it's

one of the

Hal Roach and Director Robert

have turned out. A better subthan a search for buried treasure could
not be found for "The Gang" and the scene
between Farina and the Ape is a scream!
Just that and nothing else would put this
one over and Director McGowan is certainly
entitled to credit for the manner in which he
has handled a difficult piece of work.

McGowan

ject

—

The
Mickey

Daniels,

Johnny

Cast
Grey,

Fatty

Joe

Cobb,

Mary Kornman and Jackie Condon.
The Story After reading Treasure Island,
Johnny is at once inspired to promote a treasure seeking expedition.
His enthusiasm sells
the scheme to the rest of the Gang and they
proceed to build a boat which, after being completed, resembles a cross between a Ford and a
ferry boat.
An old sailor gives the boys a
chart of a treasure island.
In reality, it is
an ad for a real estate company.
In their
Farina,

—

strange looking craft they set sail for the island.
On their arrival, the correct number of
paces are marked off and the hunt for gold
begins.
A motion picture company is on location and the actors are doing "cannibal stuff."
Discovering the kids, they decide to give them
a scare.
trained ape, also part of the cast
meets up with Farina and they immediately
become friends.
This part of the picture
stands out as one of the best.
Summary One of the best of the popular
"Our Gang" comedies. This one cannot fail

A

—

"Pathe Review No. 5"
(Pathe— One Reel)

a
HERE
particularly

short subject that is
for all
first
run
houses.
The camera man has obtained some
beautiful exterior shots of the famous Taj
Mahal, the temple erected by the Emperor
.Shah Jahan for his queen Mumtaj-i Mahal
and said to be the most perfectly proportioned
example of architecture in the world.
is

fine

little

suitable

"Bombs and Bums"
(Hal Hodes-Cartoon^One Reel)

AX

amusing Mutt and Jeff subject that
measure up O. K. Looking for a
country where there isn't any prohibition and
little or no restrictions. Mutt and Jeff go to
Russia.
Pursued by a pack of ferocious iiussian wolves, revolutionists and other Russian
will

pests, they

experience

cape.— EDW. G.

many

explorations of the Arcturus Expedition are shown in the first part of this
issue of the Pathe Magazine
the capture of a
huge specimen of the shark family being one
of the outstanding features.
Scenes of Gallapagos Island where a large number of frigate
birds make tiicir home, are also included in
this part.
Love making metliods of the male
birds are brought to light.
They attract their
mates by the inflation of a pouch attached to
their necks.
ITie rest of the reel tells how
a marriage bargain is struck in Korea and
Pathecolor scenes of Dresden and the Elbe
river are also shown.— EDW. G.

—

JOHNSTON.

"Pay the Cashier"
(Pathe— One Reel)

(One Reel)

THE

"Process Camera" is again used in the
first part of this Pathe Review which is
entitled "Making over the Metropolis."
This

camera plays a most

is a short comedy that will
serve
well as a filler for the programs of
most theatres.
The cast is headed by Paul
Parrott and the story concerns the rise of this
comedian from waiter in a restaurant to cashier
of the establishment.
The customers of this
lunch room have been getting away with a
lot more food than they are paying for when,
Paul, by a clever arrangement, manages to
put a stop to the pilfering and earns the everlasting gratitude of the proprietor.—
G

EDW

"Pathe Review No. 6"
(Pathe— One Reel)

where Malverni

the

**

A RT
first

EDW.

G.

JOHNSTON.

"When

Hell Froze Over"

a

description of

the

—One

Reel)

FAIR Mutt

and Jeff cartoon but not as
good as most of them for it is rather

just what it is all about.
The
to concern a coal shortage in
Hades where Mutt and Jeff are called to preDuring their pursuit
serve the existing fires.
of the elusive flames, manv troubles arise.
difficult to

tell

seems

story

EDW.

G.

JOHNSTON.

"The Strenuous Life"
(Pathe-Sporthght

—One

Reel)

ANOTHER

interesting
Grantland
Rice
Sportlight showing the vast amont of
strenuous work and careful training that enters
It
into the daily life of several professionals.
includes studies of the "strong man," the
acrobat, dancers, pugilists, Charleston dancers
and other sports.—
G.

New

JOHNSTON.

Branch Managers
Named by Pathe

are

Two new branch managers

have been apby Harry Scott, general sales manager of Pathe, and a third has been transferred.
Roy 0. Pearson, formerly salesman in the Chicago territory has been appointed branch manager at Omaha to succeed F. W. Gebbardt, who becomes manager
at Kansas City, succeeding J. A. Epperson,
who accepts another ini]iortant position with
l^ointed

Pathe.

in

part,

number of

interesting

and the city traffic. Tlie
"Birds Paradise" scenes of Palmyra, Hawaii
and the "Stonebound City," Rothenberg, in
Pathecolor make up the balance of the reel.
tricks on the buildings

EDW.

HERE
very

a hair-breadth es-

JOHNSTON.

"Pathe Review No. 7"

A

FURTHER

— One

Reel)

(Hal Hodes-Cartoon

JOHNSTON.

of

"All for a Queen"
(Hal Hodes Short Film Exch.

Archery" and microscopic studies
^*- of the mosquito are the two most interesting features of Pathe Review.
During

seated.

interesting microscopic study
during their breeding period

— Two Reels)

In the meantime, Doris confides her suspicions
to Casey and plans are made to determine the
ownership of the yacht "Sea Spray."
Coast
Guard cutters and seaplanes scout for her
position.
Locating the ship, Casey boards her
and a struggle occurs when he reaches a cabin
is

lows and arrows is given. Powell, the archery
wizard who was featured in the "Green
Archer" serial, gives a demonstration of his
accuracy in this art.
The piercing power of
the modern bow and arrow is also shown. An

"Buried Treasure"

Coit

Deep Water Kelly
Jack Denton

ball

can

that

ing situations, well handled suspense and the
splendid assistance lent by the U. S. Coast
well gotten up
Guard arc the highlights.
press book contains some exploitation ideas and
tlie daily newspapers are constantly playing up
the activities of the Coast Guard Service.

George O'Hara
Helen Ferguson
J. Barney Sherry
Jean Jarvis

The Hunchback

theatre

will "find this entirely satisfactory. Thrill-

to please.

Cast

Ensign George Casey
Doris Warren
John Warren
Countess Zelina
Don Malverni
James Courteau

The

.serial

different

John R. Mahan, formerly two-reel comedy
salesman at New Haven has been made
branch manager there. He succeeds W. J.
Whyte, who is assuming other duties with
1

he organization.

February
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The Shadow

High and Handsome
(F. B.
I

O.—5669

Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

MELODRAMATIC

(Reviewed by Frank

comedy and

love interest are mixed
up freely and with entertaining results in this picture with
a big, good-looking cop for hero, the latter being imperthrills,

sonated by that hefty, handsome athlete, Lefty Flynn, who fits
nicely in the role and plays it with commendable dash and spirit.
The plot is simple enough, offering a straightaway yam of a flattie
who falls in love with a pretty girl living on his beat, has a prizefighter for rival whom he tackles and mops up at the latter's own
game, and so on. Most fans will like the picture because of its
elemental a]>peal, its vigorous action and good work of the cast.
Melodrama. Patrolman Joe Hanrahan is suspended on account of a quarrel with pugilist Kennedy

THEME.

over a
D3Ck

girl.

Later he whips Kennedy, gets job and

girl

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Joe's first meeting
with Marie. Comedy relief. Joe's fist fight with Kennedy.
Romantic developments. The big glove contest scene.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Boost as love story of
Play up the comedy
fighting cop, with pugilist rival.
Stress prize fight.
laughs and human interest note.
Feature star.
POWER. O. K. as program attraction.
Should please wherever they like the rough-and-ready
stuff, with lots of melo action and rollicking comedy.
SUMMARY. Hits up a smart pace all the way through.
Has melodramatic punches in plenty, particularly fighting
Gets the laughs with comedy gags, star good in
scenes.
scrapping cop role, is well directed.

DRAWING

THE CAST
Joe Hanrahan

Flynn

Marie Le Doux
Mrs. Hanrahan
Jim Burke

Lefty
Kathleen
Lydia
Jean

Battling Kennedy
Myrt Riley
Jimmy Le Doux

Mar jorie Bonner
John Gough

Myers
Knott
Perry

Tom Kennedy

Director, Harry Garson.
Patrolman Joe Hanrahan and pugUist Battling
Kennedy are rivals for love of Marie Le Doux. Jim Burke, fight
promoter, is warned by Joe to repair the gallery of his arena, but
fails to comply.
An open quarrel with Kennedy results in Joe being
suspended from the force. He meets and whips Kennedy in a glove

Author, Gerald Beaumont.

SYNOPSIS.

The

contest takes place in Burke's place, the gallery falls,
Joe arrests Burke for criminal negligence, is
reinstated and wins Marie.

bout.

people are injured.

;.

*

.

.

CLARA

BOW, who

Elliott)

principally tor her flapper
characterizations, is here introduced in a straight dramatic
role and jjroves that her talent is not one sided.
In fact
Miss Bow, in addition to being easy of the optics, puts over an
emotional part in a way that will win her new admirers. The picture is based on Henry Chapman Ford's novel, "Two Gates," and
while the plot is cut from familiar fabric, it has action aplenty and
succeeds in holding the interest because the producers have wisely
kept the footage within reasonable lengths instead of padding it
out as it is so often done these days.
This is an instance of a
good cast putting over an ordinary story. FoiTest Stanley is a
likable hero and Stuart Holmes is still one of our best villains.

Ralph Lewis adds his talents in an appealing part. There is real
action in the climax in which the master crook, seeking to destroy
the girl who snubs him, is himself caught in a trap.

THEME.
girl into jail

Crook melodrama.

Master criminal frames

only to land there himself

and other members

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

mm

il

Lefty Flynn, star of "High and Handsome," an F.B.O. production.

Myers

Miss Bow's characterization.
Boost as thrilling crook
drama, play up Clara Bow. Get indorsement of police
chief after showing picture to him.

DRAWING POWER.

Good

attraction

A

THE CAST
Mary Brophy

Clara Bow
Forrest Stanley
Stuart Holmes

James Reynolds
Carl Lmgard
Charles Brophy

J.

The Aunt

Adele

Author, Henry

Chapman

Director, Wallace Worsley.
SYNOPSIS. Carl Lingard frames Mary Brophy's arrest on a
fake jewel theft charge.
On her return from jaU, Mary is met by
Jimmy Reynolds and an old friendship is renewed. Lingard plans
theft of valuable paintings, with aid of Mary's dad, but when Lingard at reception declares Mary a jailbird, her father tells all. So
do other members of gang. Lingard shoots father of girl, but he
recovers. Mary and Jimmy wed.

The Shadow

of the Law (Associated Exhibitors)

PRESS NOTICE
r^
^-^

LARA BOW,
an

supported by

including
Forrest Stanley, Stuart Holmes,
Willam V. Mong and others of
equal note, wdll appear on the
all-star

cast,

Theatre

mencing

screen,
,

in

com"The

Shadow
The

of the Law."
story
deals
with the
machinations of a master crook,
who moves in society circles
under the guise of an expert on
art.
Because the heroine rebuffs
him, he frames her into jail on
a trumped up charge.
But in
the end she and her father, with
the aid of two members of the
crook's gang, are the cause of
the criminal's downfall.
The
production is rich in lavish settings
especially
the interiors.

portrays

CATCH

Bonner and Jean Perry.

CATCH

Farrington

Ford.

pro-

The dramatic

Clara

Shadow

Bow,
of

who

appears

the Law" for
Exhibitors.

in

"The

Associated

LINES

story of a girl's strugagainst relentless fate and her triumph in the end!
A heated drama of a girl who would
not be beaten by the forces led against
her by a master crook!

gle

LINES

of destiny, a lovely
Irish romance, a policeman hero,
a great prizefight scene!

Mong
Emmet Beck

William V.

"Twist" Eagan

girl in

dynamic story

program

SUMMARY. A well acted melodrama of the crook
type which will entertain patrons of average house. Has
been well mounted and carries a punch in its climax.

Tom

little

for

houses.

the case, with
vivacity and charm.
Kennedy is the pugilist chap, others
in support, Lydia Knott, Marjorie

of the

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

fessional pugilist.

Kathleen

The robbery

reception.

at

tion.
Fun unlimited, thrills galore, distinguish this production,
with a grand finale punch scene

Marie, the

her father

jewels and the shooting of Eagan's pal. Exposure of crook

IG athletic, good-looking
"P
'-' Lefty
Flynn,
ex-football
warrior and present film star,
wUl appear at the
Theatre on
in "High and
Handsome," a picture with a
fighting cop for hero.
This policeman role suits Mr.
Flynn in every particular.
He
is seen upholding the majesty of
the law on his beat, saving a
kitten for a pretty girl, shooing
away gangsters, always in ac-

when Lefty knocks out a

when

" get " him.

gang

of villain's

PRESS NOTICE

m

Law

—Five Reels)

known

is

High and Handsome (F.B.O.).

^.i'

of the

(Associated Exhibitors

Feet)
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The Handsome Brute

Behind the Front
(Paramount

—Six Reels)

(Reviewed by Frank

(Columbia Pictures Corp.

Elliott)

AMERICA

THEME.

a girl.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Buddies bungling up

dress parade, which lands them in the guard house.
Pushed into volunteering for duty in enemy's lines. The
ride in the tank.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Tie-up with local American Legion posts. Prologue with doughboys singing old
war songs. Boost as a real laugh getter.
POWER. O. K. for the best houses in the

DRAWING

land, will please all fans.

SUMMARY.

An

extremely well acted, exceedingly
laughable comedy, mounted with pictorial lavishness.
Should appeal to all classes. Rich in amusing incident.
A credit to everyone identified with its making.

entry on the long
of recent pictures "glorifying
ANOTHER
the American policeman," although
particular
list

in

stance the bluecoat hero

THEME.

Comedy-melodrama. Policeman Larry O'Day

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Hero's comedy blunGradual development of love affair.
Acting of
Fairbanks and Miss Corbin. Scene where Larry surprises
crook trio.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

DRAWING POWER.

Tom Kennedy

Director, Edward Sutherland.
PhotoAuthor Hugh Wiley.
graphed by Charles Boyle.
SYNOPSIS. Riff Swonson, alleged detective, and Shorty McGee, pickpocket, are vamped into enlisting by Betty Cooper. The
buddies arrive behind the lines where they are given menial tasks
and the ways of soldiery knocked into them by a bully sergeant.
After stirring adventures in the trenches of their own and the
enemy troops, comes the armistice. They arrive home in time to
see "their girl," wed to the man who sent over Brown's Biscuits.

Good

program

THE CAST
William

Larry

comedy

a

of

the

A.E.F.

Thomas Egan
Captain

Watchman
Author, Lillian Maize.

by George Meehan.
SYNOPSIS. Larry O'Day, patrolman, loses his job on force
through a misadventure in which Nelly Egan, jeweler's daughter, is
concerned. Granger, famous international detective, is aiding police
Larry takes a hand in the game,
in pursuit of notorious Brady gang.
capturing Granger and two confederates looting Egan's store. He
subdues the trio. It transpires that the real Granger is dead and a
crook impersonating him. Larry is reinstated, promoted and marries Nelly.

The Handsome Brute (Columbia

A RATTLING

K^^i^^^*»v

story of the
police force, vibrating with
melodramatic thrills and alive
with snappy comedy, is offered

'^

.

Handsome Brute,"
by "The
William Fairbanks' new picture,
which comes to the
Theatre on
This cop role is just the sort
of part in which the athletic,

ord in their uproarious characterizations. No funnier scenes have
ever been pictured than those
showing the bewildered heroes
on the inspection line, in the
trenches, in the guard house, in
in

a

mad

ride in a galloping tank. Through
plot runs a romance, with

the

Mary Brian as a Red Cross
worker.
Others in the cast are
Chester Conklin, Richard Arlen,
Louise Lorraine and Gertrude
The

Astor.

picture

•.

J

i^jii.

good-looking
Bill
Fairbanks
shines and he puts over some

,^

was made

experts

CATCH

LINES

of the

War.

A

tremendous physical action stuff,
as well as shaping up romance
Hero Larry O'Day plays in
hard luck until near the close of
matters, when he redeems previous
mistakes
by capturing
three notorious crooks singlehanded and winning promotion
and the girl he loves,
includes Virginia Lee Corbin,

under the supervision of military
The Sunny Side

Lee Shumway and

riot

grotesque and gorgeous gags.
The
story of a rough-neck and a sap.
They fought the whole German army
of

Wallace Beery, featured
Front,"

a

in

Paramount

"Behind the
production.

for a girl!

America

at

A

great

war!

human comedy

of

Pics.)

PRESS NOTICE

comes to the
Theatre,
commencing
Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton add
new laurels to their comedy rec-

No Man's Land and

Fairbanks

Lee Corbin
Lee Shumway
Robert Bolder
J.J. Bryson
Daniel Belmont
Director, Robert Eddy.
Photographed
Virginia

PRESS NOTICE
*-'

neighborhood,

for

attraction.

Behind the Front (Paramount).

"TD EHIND THE FRONT,"

card

SUMMARY. Lively comedy-melodrama with cop hero,
played with lots of dash and go by William Fairbanks,
gets the laughs, puts over big thrill punch at close. Regis-

John Granger

Sergeant

play this up

smaller houses and towns.

Richard Arlen
Chester Conklin

You can

safely as a picture full of melodramatic punch and surprises, with good comedy and heart interest values.
Feature William Fairbanks and Virginia Lee Corbin.

O'Day
Nelly Egan

Scottie

in-

any extent you

to

ders.

Raymond Hatton
Mary Brian
Hayden Stevenson

this

glorified

loves Nelly Eagan, jeweller's daughter, loses job, but gets
back through crook capture, wins promotion and girl.

Wallace Beery

Swonson

Shorty McGee
Betty Cooper
Percy Brown
Captain Cooper

isn't

could notice until the final reel, for in the early stages of the yam
he shows up in rather a "boob"' light, Avith little outside of his
But, as played by William
good looks to recommend him.
Fairbanks, he is sure a sight to catch the ladies' eyes, and a scrapping hummer wnth both hands when he steps into action. Fairbank's fight in the big punch scene when he roimds up the three
arch-crooks, is a real nifty walloping seance and the star gets a lot
of fun out of the comedy situations as well. Virginia Lee Corbin,
who played kiddie roles not so long ago, makes a pronounced hit
as dainty heroine Nelly, and take it all-in-all, the picture's breezy,
romantic, humorous and melodramatic appeal ranks it as a right
good pi-ogram film.

ters as a likely

THE CAST
Riff

—4779 Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

must needs prepare for a gale of laughter which is
•ioiug lo sweej) the nation from one end to the other when Walhicc B('er\- and Raymond Ilatton appear on the screens of city,
town and hamlet in this rollicking' comedy of war days, adapted from
Hugh Wiley's annising story, "The Spoils of War." There isn't
the least doubt but that this is one of the most laughable comedies
put out in many a day, much of the credit for which, in addition to
Messrs. Beery and Hatton's work should go to Edward Sutherland
who presided at the megaphone and to Ralph Spence who once
again has turned out a peppy set of titles. Folks will not soon forget tiie antics of the two newly-made soldiers as they clean streets,
line up for inspection, insult the general, escape from the hoosegow,
volunteer for duty in No Man's Land, invade a Gennan trench and
go for a joy ride between the lines in a tank, the mechanism of
whicli is all dark to them.
Comedy dealing with adventures in France
of a thick-witted cop and a pickpocket, vamped into the

army by

N' c zv s

CATCH
A
William Fairbanks, star of "The Handsome Brute," a Columbia picture.

love

thrilling
story, a

superb cast!

others.

LINES

melodrama,
corking

a

wonderful

comedy and a

February

20,

1926
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Beyond the Rockies

to Glory

(Fox— 5600

(F. B.

Feet)

THIS
ways

title is a muddy mystery as regards its connection with
the filmed narrative, as nobody in the picture seems to have
any hankering for, or attains glory of any sort by any visible
or means. Briefly, the plot deals with a girl who goes sud-

denly blind, renounces God and her sweetheart, but regains both
when her sight is restored by a sudden shock. It's a draggy, unsatisfactory yarn, poorly directed, unconvincing, with sentimental
yearnings developed to the slushy verge of sheer absurdity; perhaps
its weepy passages may awaken sympathy in some innocently vacant
minds, but critical audiences will hand it the unfeeling horse-laugh.
May McAvoy looks as pretty as ever and emotes energetically in
the role of the fate-battered heroine, but her talents are wasted on
an impossible role. Rocklitfe Fcllowes gives you the impression
that he is laughing at himself in a peculiarly mild villain part, support is adequate.

THEME. Drama. Girl goes blind, loses faith in God,
renounces sweetheart. He seeks her out again. Accidental shock restores her sight. They are reunited.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Auto wreck

scene.

Cabaret episode when heroine goes blind. Situation where
Storm scene, wreck of house.
she send David away.
Climax.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Play up

Don't promise much as regards story or
comeback. Bill as pathetic heart drama.

DRAWING POWER.

Suitable
houses, or half of double feature bill.

May McAvoy.
there may be a
change

daily

for

SUMMARY. May McAvoy's pretty face and sincere
acting the only bright spots in a decidedly dreary drama,
which drags lamentably and is totally unconvincing; may
get by in places where patrons are patient and uncritical.
THE CAST
Judith Allen

May McAvoy

David Hale

Leslie

Fenton

Ford Sterling

James Allen

Rockliffe

Del Cole

Aunt Selma

Milla

Fellowes

Davenport

John MacSweeney

Butler

O.—4851

Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

Author and Director, Howard Hawks.
SYNOPSIS. In an auto wreck David Hale is uninjured, his sweetheart Judith Allen sustains a slight bump on the head. Her father
is accidentally killed.
While at a cabaret with Del Cole, another
suitor, Judith goes suddenly blind from the result of the head
injury. She breaks with David, but he seeks her out again. A storm
wrecks the house, both are hurt, Judith but slightly. While at
David's bedside her sight suddenly returns.
They face a happy

A

GOOD

old regulation border tale thriller, with all the excitement and thunder and lightning action one expects in
a fast-running Westerner. iUso, more than is usually looked
for in the line of well-matured and sharp suspense, for director
Jack Nelson certainly put a double edge on some of the big punch
situations, notably that in which Bob Custer, bound and imprisoned
in a burning shack with explosives stowed carelessly around him,
makes a getaway by the skin of his teeth, so to speak. There are
several other neiwe-racking jolts handed the spectators, and it's a
cinch that nobody will complain of lack of decisive action wallops
in Mr. Custer's latest.
The star is as physically energetic and
attractive as ever, rides and fights in his customary whirlwind
is well suijported, with pretty Eugenie Grilbert a most
Alluring dance-hall-girl heroine; David Diuibar and Bruce Gordon
sharing the villainous honors. Photography and lighting 0. K.

fashion and

THEME.

Con Benteen, detective for Stockman's Assogoes to border town, runs down outlaw gang,
in love with and wins dance-hall girl.

ciation,
falls

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Custer's riding and

gunplay. Scene where he gallops to safety ahead of cattle
His escape from burning cabin.
stampede.
Comedy
relief.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

You

can

an

promise

exciting entertainment without fearing a
comeback. Play up Custer's stunts. Bill as red-hot melodramatic romance, with great Western backgrounds,

hour's vividly

laughs and

thrills.

DRAWING POWER.

Good program

able wherever Westerners hold

attraction, suit-

em.

SUMMARY.

Straight-shooting, fast-riding Westerner,
with action, shows Bob Custer up in strenuous
fighting stunts and horsemanship feats. Will score in any
house that wants adventure stuff.
sizzles

THE CAST
Bob Custer

Con Benteen

Eugenie Gilbert
David Dunbar
Bruce Gordon
Milton Ross
Eddie Harris
Roy Laidlaw

Flossie
Cottle

Monte Lorin
Tex Marcy
Sartwell

Dave Heep
Author,

J.

Edward Leithead. Director, Jack Nelson.
Con Benteen has an altercation with bad man

SYNOPSIS.

Cottle over Flossie, dance hall girl, and shoots Cottle's gun from
latter's hip.
Cottle is secretly leader of the Cloaked Riders cattle
rustlers.
Con,
is really an operative for the Stockman's Asso-

who

After many narrow escapes he is identified
and left to burn in a shack full of explosives,
rounds up the rustlers and wins Flossie.

ciation joins the gang.
by the bandits, bound,

but gets

free,

future together.

The Road

to

Beyond The Rockies

Glory (Fox)

"TRASHING Bob

A HEART drama of intense
^^ pathos and absorbing inter-

premier
range
rider, gunfighter and all-around
athlete, will be seen in his latest
picture, "Beyond the Rockies"
Theatre on
at
the

is outlined in "The Road to
Glory," starring May McAvoy,
and billed as the big screen atTheatre
traction at the
.

In

The
girl

story deals with a young
who while riding in her

Stockman's
champions

meets with an accident which later results in blindness.
Despair leads her to renounce her lover and defy God,
but in the finale her sight is restored and she lives to make
happy the man she loves and
who remained loyal through her

abused

May

McAvoy

Bruce
Eddie

CATCH
again.

gave her happiness. Chance
away, then Chance returned it

dance

Gordon,

hall

as
the

who
an
girl,

Bob

star
of
"Beyond the
Rockies," an F. B. O. production.

Custer,

Milton

Ross,

Roy Laidlaw

CATCH

LINES

Chance
it

little

Harris,
support.

Davenport.
took

detective for
Association,
the
cause
of

A

is

wistfully alluring in the pathetic
role of heroine Judith, supported
by Rockliffe Fellowes, Leslie
Fenton, Ford Sterling and Milla

appearing in "The Road
to Glory" for Fox Films.

Bob appears

film

joins the rustlers in disguise,
has a medley of narrow escapes,
is finally discovered, and left to
die in a burning shack by the
outlaws,
but
escapes,
rounds
them all up and gets the girl.
great Western feature, with
Custer at his best, Eugenie Gilbert as the alluring heroine,

affliction.

Charming

this

Con Benteen,

fiance's car,

May McAvoy.

the

Custer,

^-^ screen's

est

on

(F. B. O.)

PRESS NOTICE

PRESS NOTICE

in

LINES

A whizzing melodrama of the plains,
raiding rustlers, a cattle stampede, love,
romance, wild adventure!
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Lawless Trails

The Fighting Edge
(Warner Brothers

—Seven Reels)

(B. A.

(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
LEIIRMAN has been eminently successful in pack-,
ing action into this story of romance and smuggling along
the Mexican border. The picture opens -ftith a very exciting
chase after some smugglers and the wreck of their car as it plunges

HENRY

Then we are introduced to the heroine, who
in order to get into the smuggler's mysterious ranch house, pur-

down a mountainside.

posely dashes her car down a cliff and then feigns unconsciousness.
Once we are in the ranch house, there is tense suspense as both
Things
hero and heroine seek to locate a missing federal agent.
happen in swift succession, ending in a battle royal and the escape
However the smugglers still have
of the two "with their man."
fight in them and they pursue the trio to a deserted house where
the climax comes with more "free for all," mixups. Kenneth IIju'lan has a colorful role us Juan O'Rourke, Spanish-Irish secret
service man. Patsy Ruth Miller, who is co-starred, is also good.

THEME. A

melodramatic romance of smuggling acon the border with the gang being captured and a
federal agent rescued by the hero.
tivities

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

The chase

Goodman

—5000 Feet)

Pro., Inc

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
the time-honored Western plot formula, but should
FOLLOWS
amply satisfy the fans who like the galloping hoofs and gun-

play action, with romance tenninating in a true lovers' clinch
The picture travels along at a rapid clip, getting
at the close.
Right at
off to a fast start and maintaining its speed to the end.
the beginning of things we are treated to a stage-coach holdup
turned off in sufficiently realistic style, and from then on hero
Bud Osborne, portrayed by Bruce Gordon, is kept busily engaged
frustrating the evil designs of a city crook who insists upon pestering the gal Bruce loves. It's all pretty obvious, but the melo wallops are slammed home with con\'incing force, there's no letup in
the cyclonic rush of events, and the star distinguishes himself by
spectacular rough-riding and generally impressive physical stunts.
Josephine Hill is 0. K. as the girl, the Western types as a whole
ai'e good and scenic shots attractive.

THEME. Western melodrama. Crook blackmails and
threatens daughter of rancher, her lover shields her at
risk of own reputation, eventually clears everything up.

smugglers and the wrecking of their car. Sequence in
which Juan is told to shoot Joyce. Battle in deserted

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Stage coach holdup.
Arrest of Bud. His escape. His pursuit and capture of
Sunshine
villain and return with written confession.

house.

climax.

after the

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
and Miss Miller.
man on street in

Boost names of Harlan
Bookstore displays of Raine novel. Put
Mexican costume as ballyhoo.

DRAWING POWER.

Popularity of stars should help.

Suitable for average house.

SUMMARY. A fast moving meller which is well acted
and keeps the interest intact from beginning to end. It
has action-plus. There is mystery, romance, and excitement galore and some of the best auto chases pictured in
many moons.
THE CAST
Juan O'Rourke
Phoebe Joyce

Kenneth Harlan
Patsy Ruth Miller
David Ku-by
Charles Conklin
Pat Hartigan

Gillette

Chuck
Taggert

Lew Harvey
W. A. Carroll

Bailey

Joyce
Author, William McLeod Raine.
Director, Henry Lehrman.
Photographed by Alan Thompson and Robert Laprell.
SYNOPSIS. Joyce, a government agent, is imprisoned by a gang
of smugglers in their ranch house.
O'Rourke, another U. S. agent
posing as half Spanish and living in the enemy's country, is commissioned to rescue Joyce.
He meets Phoebe, Joyce's daughter,
who feigns unconsciousness following an accident and is carried
into house by smugglers.
Eventually two, with aid of cook, get
Joyce away to deserted house. Smugglers follow. U. S. troops
arrive

and save

all.

Phoebe weds Juan.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

venture

THE CAST
Bruce Gordon
Boris Bullock
Josephine Hill

Josephme Sturgess

Bob Williamson
Melbourne Morante
Bud Osborne

Shorty Hill
Lafe Sturgess
Slim Lamont

Mojave Kid
Author and

Victor Allen
Director,

Forrest

Josephine Sturgess returns to her father's ranch,
threatened by Mays, a crook with whom she became innocently
involved in San Francisco. Bud Clews discovers Mays in possession of a stolen necklace, but allows him to escape, in order to
shield Josephine's name.
The sheriff comes looking for Mays,
finds the necklace on Bud and arrests him.
Bud gets away, trails
Mays, obtains written confession clearing himself and Josephine,
satisfies sheriff, she becomes his wife.

Lawless Trails (B. A.
Production)

PRESS NOTICE
star,

Trails,"

In this picture
the

.

who

desperate smugglers.
He finds
plenty of thrills but also wins
a bride.

bourne

in

rounding up a gang of

CATCH

picture

Gordon does

riding stuff, playing
role of a fearless cowboy
saves the good name of a

by temporarily allowing
himself to remain under suspicion of being a thief, while he
runs down and wrings a confession from the real criminal.
Josephine Hill is cast in the
heroine role and gives an excelperformance, with Boris
lent
Bullock, Bob Williamson, Bud
Osborne, Victor Allen, Mel-

aid

"The

soul-stir-

girl

McCleod Raine. The plot deals
with the adventures of a government agent sent into Mexico to
rescue another U. S. officer and

Bros.

red-blood,

some great

and Kenneth Harlan make their
initial
appearance together in
this production which is based
on the stirring book by William

in

a

ring melodrama of the open
spaces, will be the big screen
Theatre on
card at the

Service
Secret
caded rooms,
agents of Uncle Sam and a hero
who stops at nothing, comes to
the
Theatre, commencing
Patsy Ruth Miller

Warner

Goodman

GORDON, dashing
BRUCE
in "Lawless
Western

a thrilling melodrama of
Mexican border, with smugglers, a ranch house with dungeons, secret doors and barri-

a

Not

SYNOPSIS.

*

appearing

Photographer

is

the

Edge,"

Sheldon.

Credited.

Brothers)

Harlan,

Western

fast

Bud Clews
Frisco Mays

PRESS NOTICE
"qp HE FIGHTING EDGE,"

Fighting

as

stuff.

The Fighting Edge (Warner

Kenneth

Bill

melodrama, with strong love interest, hard riding stunts,
fight episodes, etc. Feature Bruce Gordon, Josephine Hill.
DRAWING POWER. Should suit wherever wild and
wooly Westerners are in demand.
SUMMARY. Regulation Western melodrama, nothing
new to plot, but plenty of fast action and melodramatic
punches. Star rides and scraps well, film doesn't drag at
any stage and should satisfy all admirers of straight ad-

LINES

A melodramatic story of romance and
adventure on the Mexican border.
A
gang of smugglers outwitted by a hero
who was Spanish until he got into a
scrape, then he was Irish
I

and

Morante,

several

other well-known favorites
filmland in support.
Bruce Gordon
B.

A.

A
In

"Lawless Trails," a

Goodman production
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Rainbow Riley
(First National

—Seven

(Reviewed by Frank

Big Pal
(Royal Pictures

Reels)

—4700 Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

Elliott)

a very
THERE'S
feature, as well

THIS

one starts out with promise as Johnny Hines starts
things off "on high," as he tries to "crash" into a job as
cub reporter and also attempts to get arrested in order
that he may get his first interview with a man behind the bars whom
The reason being,
other reporters have been unable to make talk.
But after these
as Johnny discovers, that he is deaf and dumb.
scenes are over and the reporter gets into the Kentucky hills to
"cover" a feud, the comedy element doesn't register with much
kick, in fact there is too much drama and not enough gag material.
However, many fans are going to find much fun in the star's attempts to win favor with each side in the feud, in his efforts to
escape the love making of Becky, in the scenes at the old fashioned
dance and in Dan Ma.son and his ancient gas wagon. There are
some thrills in the kidnaping of the lieroine, in Johnny's leap across
a wide chasm to the half-wit's stronghold in which milady is being
held and in the battle with the mountaineers in which Johnny uses
golf balls.

and well-staged prizefight scene in
as some effective "kid" stuff that has
strong appeal. In fact MickA' Bennett, the freckle-faced
youngster who impersonates the pugilistic champ's little nephew, not
only divides dramatic honors with big Willam Russell, but at
times comes mighty close to stealing the picture.
The plot runs
largely to hokum and hasn't much to boast of as regards fresh material, but they've managed to get in a couple of siu-prise twists
toward the end that jolt the spectators agreeably and the net result is a veiy pleasing program attraction.
Bdl Russell shows up
fine as the fighting professional and is with all a pleasing hero
Julanne Johnston is a bewitching example of a lass who loves a
pug; Mary Carr wins favor in her characterization of the lost
child's mother and the support is well-balanced at all times.
Direction and photogi'aphy good.

THEME. Comedy, cub reporter covers feud in Kentucky mountains where he wins bride after thrilling ad-

"throw"

Boxer's

venture.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Johnny's efforts to
land reporter job. The pool game. The barn dance. The
Fight with the clansmen.
leap across chasm.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
and have man dress

like

Try

borrow old car
Dan Mason, drive it about town
to

" On my way to see Rainbow Riley." Play
banner
up Hines' name. Dress lobby front like log cabin.
DRAWING POWER. Star's past accomplishments

w^ith

:

w^ill aid.

O. K. for average house.

SUMMARY.

While this offering is not up to past
Hines vehicles and does not have the laughs registered in
them, it will undoubtedly entertain most folk. It starts
off well and there are some fine character types.
Well
mounted,

realistic

this

THEME.

Melodrama.

force

champion

pugilist to

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. The "kid" comedy.
Mickey Bennett's clever work in boy role. The kidnapping.
Big fight scene. Good work of Russell and Miss Johnston.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

as

Bill

exciting melo,

Go

with good prizefight settings, suspense, comedy.
juvenile trade strong. Feature William Russell.

DRAWING POWER.

Ought

after

do good business in

to

neighborhood and small houses.

SUMMARY. Mixes up some good kid comedy with
melodramatic punches, action rapid, fight scene remarkably
well done.
Has considerable heart interest. Bill Russell
a hit as champion pug. Likely audience picture with especial appeal for boys.

also.

THE CAST

THE CAST
Johnny Hines
Brenda Bond

Steve Riley
Alice Ripper
Tilden McFields
Dr. Lem Perkins
The Half Wit

Bradley Barker

Dan Mason
John Hamilton
Harlan Knight
Herbert Standing

"Zeb" White

The Editor
Author, Thompson Buchanan. Director, Charles
SYNOPSIS. Steve Riley, known as "Rainbow"

Hines.

gets a job as a
assigned to cover a feud in the Kentucky mountains.
A male half wit at a dance kidnaps the heroine and takes her to his
mountain stronghold. Steve rushes to the rescue, subdues the kidnaper, but is surrounded by clansmen. Having sent wire to paper,
misinterpreted as meaning "president in danger," all the forces
of navy and army come to rescue. Steve and girl saved. Clansmen

reporter and

To

kidnap his little nephew.
sweetheart and child appear in time to save him.
a fight, crooks

is

Dan Williams

William Russell

Julanne Johnston
Mary Carr
Micky Bennett
Hayden Stevenson
Tim Williams
Author, Jules Furthman. Director, John G. Adolphi.
SYNOPSIS. Judge Truscott's daughter Helen is saved from a
runaway horse accident by Dan Williams, champion pugilist, and a
warm friendship springs up between them. On the eve of a championship battle Dan's favorite nephew, little Johnny, is abducted, and
Dan notified that unless he quits in the fifth round of the fight
the lad's life will be sacrificed.
He decides to lose, but as the fifth
round draws near Helen appears at the ringside with Johnny, who
has escaped. Dan cuts loose, wins the battle and Helen as well.

Helen Truscott
Mary Williams
Johnny Williams

dispersed.

Rainbow Riley

Big Pal (Royal Pictures)
(First National)

PRESS NOTICE
«TD AINBOW RILEY,"
-*-^

atre,

come

^^^

will

The-

to the

commencmg

Johnny Hines

PRESS NOTICE

A GREAT

pion pugilist whose little nephew
is abducted on the eve of a battle
for the title.
The crooks warn
him that he must lose in the fifth
round, or the boy's life will be
sacrificed.
One of the fastest and most
realistic ring contests ever filmed
takes place, with a thrilling cli-

looks bad for Johnny until
help arrives via land, sea and
the air. Johnny is supported by
a
new leading lady, Brenda
Bond.
Others in the cast are
Dan Mason, Bradley Barker,

max, when the sudden reappearance of the champion's sweetheart and the child, enable him
to win.
In support are Julanne
Carr,
Micky
Johnston, Mary

Harlan Knight, Herbert StandBen WUson and Lillian

Bennett and others.

ing,

CATCH

Ardell.

t

a

First

"Rainbow

National picture

Riley.

story

about

his own
to write

An
William Russell, star of "Big Pal," a
Royal picture.

a
lover
of

epic

of

the

LINES
most

virile role

Prize ring

the tale
a loyal

William Russell in
and greatest picturt

LINES

newspaper cub who made
when there was nothing

melointense

.

it

star of

with

Theatre on
Mr. Russell is seen as a cham-

to

"cover" a feud.
Arriving there
he incurs the enmity of both
clans.
He is sentenced to be
shot but escapes and is able to
rescue the heroine from a mountain half wit who has kidnaped
her.
Surrounded by clansmen,

Johnny Hines,

combines

vigor

heart interest is offered by "Big
Pal," the picture starring William Russell, which comes to the

.

the star and
he is at his best in the role of a
cub reporter who is sent to the

CATCH

story of the prize-

that

dramatic

is

Kentucky mountain country

ring

his

Champion who was
and unselfish man

also
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The Web

Combat
(Universal Jewel

—6714 Feet)

(Chesterfield

up

a pugnaciously suggestive title, (iiis
Blaze Burke, the noble roughneck
way persistently with smashing elfect through
every reel, while his tough gang associates constantly stage knockem-down-and drag-'eni-out side scraps on their own account. It's
a logging camp tale, a Westerner with lots of colorful atmosphere
and no lack of action very well photographed, olYering some rarely
beauiful forest glade and water views, and winding up with a
forest Ki-e of spectiicuiar dimensions, so realistic that you instinctively shrink back from the red, licking tongues of flame and choking
smoke drift. Wanda Ilawley is attractive as the shrinking violet
type of heroine who learns to love the chap she tii-st despised as a
caveman throwback, Red McLaughlin, as j)ortrayed by
E. Anderson, is a singularly unprepossessing brute.
Sup])()rt and direction
ever a picture lived

IFone

does, House
hero, battles his

to

F'eters, as

C

adequate.

THEME.
camp,

is

Blaze Burke "boss" of lumber

Melodrama.

Symmons.

double-crossed by

saved by Burke in forest

fire

Latter's fiancee

and he wins her

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

House

is

love.

Peter's stren-

uous acting. The fighting stuff, fast action, good photography, romance, spectacular forest fire scene in climax.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
and

Wanda Hawley.

camp

region.

Feature House Peters

Bill as sizzling action

Play up gruelling

melo

of

lumber

fights, hero's willingness

to sacrifice self for girl he loves.

DRAWING POWER.
SUMMARY. A

Good card

melo that

is

loving fans.

THE CAST
House

Burke

Symmons

Walter McGrail
C. E. Anderson

Red McLaughlin
Jerry Flint

Half Breed
Sheriff

Authors,

J.

Peters

Wanda Hawley

Ruth Childers
Milton

G. Hawks,

Edward

J.

Montague.

the saddle as the average girl would be in a rocking chair. Eileen
Sedgwick can certainly handle a horse with graceful ease, and as
heroine Mary Anderson she is not only a treat to the eye but makes
a remarkably vivid impression by her natural work in the emotional
situations which fall to her share.
Barney Furey does very well
as the somewhat mysterious stranger who is at first .jailed as a
"bad 'un", but breaks loose, rounds up. the tough boys and eventually stands revealed as an officer of the law.
Nothing particularly
new about the plot, but it moves swiftly and there's enough physical
action appeal to please the straight Western fans.
Support adequate. Photography attractive.

THEME.

Westerner. Heroine's father killed by outMysterious stranger she at first takes for enemy,
runs 'em down, wins her affections.
laws.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
EXPLOITATION

and

thrills.

DRAWING POWER.

of the

SUMMARY.

Feminine star makes good

Western

Eileen Sedgwick

Sheriff Roberts

Ted Henderson

Barney Furey
Eddie Barry
Frank Richardson

Bill

Author Not Credited.

Director,

stranger known as The Spider rescues Mary
Anderson's little brother from stampeding cattle.
The Overland
Stage is held up and robbed and Mary's father killed. Two bandits
are arrested and the Spider is also jailed as a suspect.
The three
break out of jail and separate.
Mary accidentally discovers the
buried money which was taken from her father. Attacked by the
outlaws, she is rescued by the Spider.
The sheriff's men arrive.
The Spider stands revealed as the State Marshal. He and Mary
admit their mutual love

The Web

CATCH
He

SEDGWICK, fam"P ILEEN
ous from coast to coast as

"Com-

-*—'

romantic

one of the screen's most daring
feminine riders, will appear in
her latest picture, "The Web," at
Theatre
the
on

rugged lumber

Miss Sedgwick as a star of
adventurous Western films, has
earned a country wide reputation
not only for her riding skill, but
as an emotional actress of considerable ability.
In this picture she portrays a girl whose
father is slain by bandits, leaving her to face fate alone, excepting for her little brother.
thrills and comedy
mingled in this feature.
Barney Furey plays the
male lead, supported by Ted
Henderson, Eddie Barry, Frank
Richardson and other popular

Romance,

are freely

fought

fire,

LINES

flood
girl

screen lights.

and human foetriumphed over

See

CATCH

,

a

House
jack,

the great forest fire scene and
Peters as the fighting lumber-

his

most

virile

role!

Eileen

Sedgwick

in

"The

Web,"

Chesterfield production.

LINES

Sedg«^ick. the great western
star, in a picture alive with romance
and suspense, shot through with spark-

Eileen

!

Combat, „

(Chesterfield Prod.)

PRESS NOTICE

.

men, but one lone
him
..^

Horace Davies.

A

and supported by Wanda Hawley,
Walter MacGrail, C. E.
Anderson and other

m

West-

THE CAST

scoring a palpable hit in the lead,

.

in this

Mary Anderson
The Spider

This film is hailed by critics
all over the country as one of
the most vivid open-air adventure tales that has ever graced
the silent drama.
Mr. Peters
fills the role of Blazes Burke, a
two-fisted, whole-souled son of
the forest, who proves his love
for and his worthiness of a girl
fate sends him.
The picture lives up to its suggestive title, with Mr. Peters

Jewel.

smaller

fans.

will be the big screen attraction at the
Theatre

seen
Universal

the

Eileen Sedgwick rides like a veteran and acts well.
Action fast. Plot of ordinary calibre but holds its interest
Not for critical audiences, but will suit average
to end.

camps,

Peters,

for

erner.

PRESS NOTICE
in

Good card

houses.

Combat (Universal-Jewel)

T_r0USE PETERS
* -* bat," a stirring

where hero

ANGLES. Advertise as quick-fireaction Westerner with feminine star who can hold her own
with the best of the men at wielding gun or handling a
Feature Eileen Sedgwick big. Promise 'em lots
horse.

SYNOPSIS.

Photographed by Charles Stumar.
Lumberjack Blaze Burke is made boss of Flinn's
logging camp and proceeds to eliminate an opposition gang of
huskies led by Red McLaughlin.
Doublecrossed by one Symmons
he takes latter's prospective bride, Ruth, to lonely cabin. Trailed
by McLaughlin, they fight, McLaughlin falling to death over cliff.
He restores Ruth to Symmons. Subsequently he saves her in a
forest fire. Symmons perishes in flames. Burke wins Ruth.

Scene

saves child in cattle stampede. The jailbreak. Attack by
bandits on girl. The rescue. Eileen Sedgwick's good work.

Lynn Rey-

SYNOPSIS.

House

5000 Feet)

^Yesterner, that delivers the customary
incident, including gunplay, fistic arguments, madly galloping steeds and a cattle stampede, and
presents a feminine star who seems to be just as much at home in

Seth Simpkins

nolds.

on

Corp

little

Charles Mailes
Steve Clemento
Howard Truesdale
Director,

melodrama

P.

a snappy
OUITE
quota of strenuous

of suspense
for the average house.

packed with furious action,
offers forcible physical appeal, star doing some great work
in rough-and-tumble fights.
Atmosphere of logging camp
very good. Photography excellent. Will please adventure

Blaze

M.

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

(Reviewed by George T. Partly)

ling

comedy!
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The Speed Limit

The Blue Streak
(F. B.

0.-^954

(Gotham-Lumas

Feet)

LIKE

Richard Talmadge pictures "The Blue Streak"
constructed chiefly with a view to putting the
agile Dick through his stunt paces at top speed and it fulBut they've also managed to work in
fills its purpose admirably.
some distinctly beautiful atmosphere, Richard aiul his lady-love
keeping tiyst in the Mexican moonlight is only one of many charming scenes destined to linger in the beholder's memory; the melodramatic and romantic episodes are skillfully balanced with timely
comedy. On the whole it wouldn't be surprising if the star's numerous admirers saw fit to rank this production on a level with the best
he has turned out, for the feature has about everything they could
Very amusing entertainment for
ask for in a Talmadge thriller.
fans who like being stimulated by rapid-fire action; sujiporting cast
capable, direction good.
Dick Manley visits Mexican
Melodrama.
all

offers

of

a

tiu-

in

THIS

plot

THEME.

mine

father's

superintendent,

is

checks operations of crooked
kidnapped, escapes, foils foes, wins Span-

ttiles are in favor, and there are many of the latter.
When
you get a plot that hinges on gasoline track events, it's ten to one
that it isn't a wonder of origirmlity, and "The Speed Limit" natu-

racing

rally whizzes within certain defined limits.
But i1> goes over with
dynamic force, the action fairly sizzles throughout, the boy and

and the comedy values are played up and handled
with good judgment by dii'ector Frank O'Connor; and no matter
how often you have witnessed dai'e-devil driving, you will not fail
to respond to the "kick" administered in that headlong, furious
racing scene at the close.
Rajinond McKee is a clean-cut, wholesome hero type, Ethel Shannon cutely alluring a.s Bess Stanton;
James Conley and Inez Kamney are a laughing hit.

girl love affair

THEME. Comedy

interests,

ish girl.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Dick

Scene where

saves Inez from death in smelter. His adventures in mine.
Talmadge's fights and acrobatic stunts. Beautiful photographic effects in lights and shadows. Comedy relief. The
kidnapping and climax.
ANGLES. You can bill this as a
sure-fire-laugh-and-thrill-winner.
Tell patrons it's one of
Talmadge's best, offering a cracking good love story as
Play up star's
well as breathlessly exciting situations.
astonishing stunts.
Should go big in sections where

—5940 Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
is the sort of ijicture an exhibitor can ballyhoo briskly
^nthout going to much expense, and expect good box ofSice
returns from, especially in communities where these auto-

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

drama.

Tommy,

garage mechanic,

loves cashier Bess, has invented new tires, gets chance to
try them in big race, wins event and girl.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Comedy

shots, Conand Ramney characterizations rapid action, thrills,
romance. Raymond McKee's and Ethel Shannon's work.
Big race.

ley

;

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Safe to boost this as a

EXPLOITATION

combined comedy and thrill riot. Stress the tricks of the
garage folk, most everybody believes them pirates anyhow.
Play up the loves of Bess and Tommy, go strong on the
whirlwind race.

DRAWING POWER.

good program picture.
SUMMARY. Will please a large fan majority. The old
auto-racing stuff, but very well done, and enough bright
comedy jammed in to balance the sensational punches. Big
track event a whopper of whirling action.
Acting uniformly good.

Talmadge

is

favorite,

and

is

good card

neighborhood

for

and small houses.

SUMMARY.

Another fast-moving Richard Talmadge

picture, packed with sensational stunts performed by Dick
in his usual daring style, has commendable funny angles,
Pleasing comedy-meloheart interest, fine photography.

drama.

THE CAST
Richard Talmadge
Charles Clary
Louise Lorraine
Henry Herbert
Charles Mailes
Director, Noel Smith. Photographed

Richard Manley
John Manley

Inez Del Rio
Jack Slade
Don Carlos
Author, James Bell Smith.
by Jack Stevens.
SYNOPSIS. Richard Manley visits El Grande mine in his
father's interests, renews acquaintance with Inez Del Rio, niece of
Don Carlos, owner of the mine. Jack Slade, superintendent, is the
rascal responsible for stopping of ore shipments to Dick's father.
Slade plots to remove Dick, who has evidence of his conspiracy,
and kidnaps him. But Dick escapes in time to reach the hacienda
and rescue the Don and Inez from Slade. Dick constitutes himself
Inez's protector for

DRAWING POWER.

Tom

Has general audience

appeal, a

THE CAST
Raymond McKee

Milburn

Bess Stanton
Ethel Shannon
Bruce Gordon
Claude Rosewell
Henry Berger
George Chapman
Eight Ball Jackson
James Conley
Biff Garrison
E. W. Borman
Muriel Hodge
Rona Lee
Charles Benson
Paul Weigle
Author, James T. Tynan.
Director, Frank O'Connor.
Photographed by Ray June.
SYNOPSIS. Tommy Milburn, garage mechanic, is in love with
cashier Bess Stanton. A rival appears in the person of Ross Stanton,
wealthy sport. Tommy and his pal have invented new tires which
they expect to prove a racing success. Tommy enters in a big auto
race, finds a chance to utilize his tires and wins, despite foul play on
Rosewell's part. The latter is arrested. Tommy and Bess tie up
for

life.

life.

The Blue Streak

(F.

B.

O.)

The Speed Limit (Lumas

PRESS NOTICE

nPHE

Films)

wildest

screen's

stunt
man, acrobat and athlete extraordinary, Richard Talmadge,

PRESS NOTICE

-*

on
This

ANdrama

Theatre

thrills as a serial

without a
dull moment in it, with Dick
Talmadge in love with a handsome Spanish girl, battling a

bunch
doing

a

picture

of conspirators
dirty
work in

who

are

the

El

as rich in

comedy

as

it

is

in

Louise Lorraine gives a fine
performance as the heroine, Inez,
supported by
Charles
Clary,
Henry Herbert, Charles Mailes,
several

other

well-known

lights of filmland.

CATCH
Furious
whirlwind

Richard Talmadge. star of "The Blue
Streak." an F. B.C. production

hacienda
light!

fights,
in

the

CATCH

LINES

crackling,

comedy,

tender

silver

sparkling

romance,

a

Mexican moon-

as

many

chockful of

The film is remarkable
cashier.
for extraordinary pep and continuous fast action, offers a very
human plot and winds up in a
whirlwind finish of a big racing
scene that once seen will never
be forgotten.

thrills.

and

is

.

Grande mine, executing some
marvelous feats of strength and
agility, and incidentally getting
a lot of fun out of his role, which
is

and

laughable slants, entitled "The
Speed Limit" will be the main
screen attraction at the
Theatre on
Raymond McKee plays the
hero, a young garage mechanic
with inventive talent, who conducts a clever offensive campaign to side-track a wealthy
rival who is making up to Bess
garage
pretty
the
Stanton

.

is

comedy

auto-racing
that has

"The Blue

billed to appear in
Streak" at the

is

Eight Cylinder

Raymond
"Speed

McKee,
Limit."

who appears
Lumas release.

LINES

Romance
between

of

Reckless

High-Speed

Youth

alternates

Thrills

and Laugh Explosions.
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ondl News from Corresponden
EU.linaTURNER,
Theatres,

of

the

Linwood Williamson,

Caro-

N. C, has been in Charlotte for
several days closing the deal with
Warner Brothers for their theaat Concord, Lexington and
•
Columbia.
James Williamson, manager of
the Opera House, Hamlet, N. C,
has resigned to accept a position as
manager of the Lexington Theatre, Lexington, N. C.

that city, last week, due to an
for
appendicitis.
Although the operation was successin

operation

tres

Progress Pictures Corporation
and Enterprises Pictures Corporation have both become members of
the Charlotte Film Board.
Ernest Neiman, who was con-

RACHMIEL

and Rinzler's long
heralded Ambassador Theatre
of
the
Brownsville
section
in
Brooklyn opened its doors to the
public on Tuesday, February 9th.
Any delay caused by construction
plans, has certainly been entirely
justified when the appearance of
this new house is taken into consideration.
It is another example
of the fine type of neighborhood
playhouses that are now being
built by the leading circuits and
Brownsville may well take pride in
the

new

theatre

made

possible by

Messrs. Rachmiel and Rinzler.
Design of the Ambassador is of
the main floor and balcony type
with the projection room located at
almost the highest point of the extreme rear. Although the throw is
exceptionally long with a 22 degree angle, the equipment supplied
by Joe Hornstein has provided excellent projection.
Joe and his
gang which includes Dave Solomon, Billy Gluck, Harry Hollander, Jack Wuhrman, Louis Rram
and Harry Holtzer were on hand
to see that no hitch occurred in
the program. Joe Gold will be the
regular operator in charge.
Among the guests of the c\ening were Charlie Steiner (what
opening night would be complete
and
him!),
Mayer
without
Schneider of the M. & S. Circuit;
Sam Zierler of Commonwealth,
John Mannheimcr, Jack Bellman
of Renown. Abe Blumstein of
Commonwealth. Dave Gross. Ed
Schneitzer
and Bernard Sholtz
from the l-'ox exchange, George
Davis of the Stadium Theatre.
William and Harry Brandt. Al
Harr\ Thomas of
Friedlander.

Chadwick
from Red

Pictures, Mort Shaw
Seal, Max Fellerman of

the Pathe exchange. Bill

Herman.

of the Fox organization presided
over the ceremonies in the recepThere was some of
tion room.
that "you know what" that would
have made a Kentucky colonel
shout with joy.
farewell dinner last Friday at
the Astor House was tendered to
Gus Solomon in connection with
his acceptance of his new post as

A

manager

assistant
stein of
ration.

Red

to

Harry Bern-

Seal Pictures Corpo-

Bernard

Sholtz,

better
as
toastmaster and paid high tribute
to Mr. Solomon who joined the
Fox organization a little over a

known

as

"The Senator," acted

year ago and subsequently proved
worth as a top notch salesman.
In addition to being a go-getter,
"Gus" is one of the most popular
men along the row and all his
friends wish him success in his
new venture. Those present at the
dinner were Eddie Grainger, Assistant General Sales Manager of
Fox Film Co. Harrv Buxbaum.
Da\ c Gross, Joe Lee, Charles Kenneth, Bernard Sholtz, Ed Schnitzer, Izzy Schmertz, Frank Walsh,
his

:

;

"Cowboy"'
Harry
Hcaeney,
Kirschbaum. Morris Sanders, H.
B. Guttman and Julius Schwartz.
Two changes in theatre ownership are reported to have taken
r.

place recently.
H. Raives, who
onerates
the • .Acme.
Lyric and
Grammercv. is said to have taken
over the New 14th Street Theatre
from Steiner and Blinderman and
also the Pastime Theatre at 54th
Street and Second Avenue.
It is
further reported that March 1st is
to be the date of transfer.

Heiman of Rahwav, N. J.,
lias sold his Emnire Theatre to a
Trenton real estate concern. The
Louis

reported purchase price

is

$175,000.

and Harry Furst of the
"Big U.'' T-ouis Nelson. Ben Lcvine of the Oxford exchange and

Vindegrad, who operates the Tamaica Theatre, Flushing. L. I., has recently returned

Tack Cohen of the Sa\oy Printing
Company. The latter furnished the
well gottcn-up program for the

from a

Da\c

Brill

occasion.

Last but not bv any
Eddie Schnitzer and

iiiean*; least.
.'\1

Rinzler

Nathan

trip to

Havana.

.Another exhibitor wIki is
at
present sojourning in the Cuban
Mr.
capital is
Morris Needles.
Needles operates the Normandy
Theatre.

ful, complications developed which
caused his death.
Jack Cunningham has accepted
a position with A. B. Huff, in

nected with the Producers and Exhibitors Corporation, has resigned
and Jack London, booker with
First National, has been appointed
to fill the vacancy.

York and

Harry Harris,
circuit

around

the

High Point. N. C,
American Theatre.

known theawas observed

unnamed party

well

owner,

exchanges

local

on

the near future.
the largest crowds of
movie fans ever seen literally
jammed the doors of the Monroe
Theatre, 76th Street and First
Avenue, Tuesday evening, when
the house was officially opened. The
theatre, with a seating capacity of
is
the
most pretentious
2500.
house on First Avenue at present.
It was built by William Salkin,
and Gilbert P. Josephson has been
installed as managing director.
Josephson deserves considerable
praise for the manner in which he
staged the opening.
great many
of Salkin's exhibitor and film exchange friends were at the opening to congratulate the owner on

these out a couple of times a year
and they have made a big hit with
his patrons.

David Weinstock, well known
proprietor of the City Hall Theatre, has sold his Arcadia at 59th
Street and 3d Avenue, New York
Mendel, who was the
City, to
former owner of the New and
Ri\oli Theatres at Rockaway.
It is rumored that Chas. O'Reilly has purchased
a site in the
Yorkville section of New York
City and will erect a modern thea-

A

tre

of
the
Superior Theatre, 81st
Street Al Strauss, who has a circuit at Portchester. New York;
Grobe a:Kl Knovel. Abe and Julius
Salkin of Brooklyn. Joe Weinberg, president of the Film Salesmans' Association
Sam Moross,
President of the T. O. C. C.
John Dac}' and Milton Kronacher
of the Pathe exchange, as well as
the sales representatives of Universal, Educational, First National,
Fox and Associated Exhibitors.
;

director of a

nut

man

.

It is reported that a deal is pending between M. Michaels and an

Fox Ex-

new

circuit of thea-

tres to be constructed by the Bucklev Engineering Company of NewYork City. Mr. Dollinger is certainly deserving of this new post
for according to all reports, he
has worked tremendously hard to

Three changes of management
have taken place among the theatres belonging to the Stein and
Blinderman circuit. Tack Blinder-

Max and Harrv Pear, operators
of tho .Avon, 16th Street and Palace Theatres
Brooklvn. will
in
close the Palace for several weeks
fri
permit extensive remodeling.
Messrs. Pear olan to substantially
increase the size of the house and
will also redecorate it.

the

who

known
well
Dollinger.
Fred
manager, of the Filmland Theatre
at Church and Nostrand .Avenues.
Brooklyn, is to be the managing

:

M

office building.

has been on the sick
list for the past couple of weeks
and underwent an operation at the
Lenox Hill Hospital, is again
back on the job.
change,

Sam Schenk

has succeeded Dave Lustig at
the Regun Theatre.
Mr. Ltistig
recently resigned.
Hymie Goldschine is the new manager of the
Stadium at 3d Avenue and 119th
Street, and Toe O'Neill, who was
formerly v-ith the Keenev circuit,
will take charge o fthe New 125th
Street Theatre.
Tom Waller, Editor of the National
P. T. O. Bulletin, \^
back on the iob aerain after an at-»,
tack of the griuppe.

and

Herb Kaufman of

enterprise.

were

for the sale of the

Bohemian, 68th, and Rex, is again
putting on the ''old time movies"
which consist of illustrated songs
and slides and some of the old
Mr. Atkins has tried
photoplays.

One of

new

the

"big Boy" at the 74th Street,

ly's

in

Among them

manage

Royal Theatre at 42nd Street and
13th Avenue, Brooklyn.
William Atkins, Charles O'Reil-

Tuesday when he was attending to
is
some February shopping.
It
reported that Mr. Harris will have
a piece of news for the film trade

his

to

Jersey

NeT?v^

tre

organ-

the

N. C,

Southeast

30,

National, Greensboro,
died at St. Leo's Hospital

of

ist

Inc., Asheville,

,

:

Filmland Theatre over.

The

Belleburton Theatre at Bayside, L.
I., the second link in the new chain
will open in the near future and
will be one of the finest theatres
on Long Island. Mr. Dollinger is
one of the pioneer showmen of
this locality and has often been
given credit for his creative abilHis headnuartcrs arc pt Filmland or the offices of the Buckley
Engineering Company. 50 East

ity.

-12nd Street.

As

far as

we know

there

may

be some notential Murrav Andersons or Fanchon and Marcos in a
recently
firm
theatrical
new
launched under the firm name of

Burns, Molcv and Seider. .Al Molev and Ed Seider are both well
known with the local film trade
and their many friends wish them
success in their new venture which
consists of furni.shing novelty acts
for the neighborhotxl theatres.
"
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POLICE

in Ogdensburg, N. Y.
endeavoring to discover
whether the explosion which recently wrecked the city hall and

are

resulted in that building as well
as the opera house being burned
to the ground, was due to a bomb
being planted in the basement of
the building.
One arrest has al-

ready been made, following
discovery of certain wires.

When

S.

J.

Burnham who

Opera House, opened

the

his

$300

in

of-

he discovered that the
bills, as well as a number

of valuable contracts and papers,
were so badly charred as to be of
little or no value.
Mr. Burnham.
however, has sent the charred
money to Washington, and expects

have

to

it

niece of Clarence Darrow,
the well known criminal lawyer,
is
now acting as pianist at the
American theatre in Troy.

redeemed.

The

worst snowstorm of th'.winter visited central and
northern New York last week, and

entire

cost die motion picture theatres
tens of thousands of dollars.
Inquiry among the theatres of Troy.

Schenectady and Albany, brought
forth the information that on the

day of the storm, as well as the
following day, business dropped
off from one-third to one-half.
Jake Golden, manager of the
Griswold in Troy, is still confined
to a Boston hospital, but is on the

of the

James Rose, was
a week or so ago.

nected with the theatre for a number of years, will continue to act

Arthur Goldsmith, of the
Pro-Dis-Co
exchange
collected
$250 from among the dozen or
more exchanges. J. H. Maclntyre, manager for Paramount, do-

New

not

duties

be able to
for another

month.
Mrs. Thomas Norris, W'ife of
the manager of the Palace in Troy,
died during the week, following
ilhu'ss.
a short
CIrant Palmer,

lights

have been

Fred C. Robke, a salesman for
National was marooned at
Sidney during the recent storm.
First

Abe Stone

said this

week

that

he expected to have plans of his
new theatre drawn in the near
future, but whether he would build
this year or wait until later, hadn't

been settled.

Tom North, an exploitation man
for Pathe, arrived here last week.
Paul Smith and Dave Murray.
Pathe salesmen, were snowed in at
Malonc during the blizzard.

H. C.
his

new

McNamara

plans to open
theatre in Valatie within

Mr. McNathe next two weeks.
mara plans to close the theatre IkIs now running.
H. Buckley, of Albany, and

C.

Schine brothers of Gloversattended the Naked Truth

dinner.

Albany e.xtended a welcome last
week to Sidney Katz, assistant
sales manager for F.B.O.
Ed Reynolds, doorman at the
Leland theatre, has been released
from the hospital and hopes to he
back on his old job soon.

H. Gerner

J.

W.

B.

The

is

sum.

as cashier.

Dr.

at

sity.

villc,

will

indirect

married

quietly

the Rose theatre in
Troy. Mr. Rosenthal's son, Ellis,
has just entered Syracuse Univer-

the

her

Film Row.

visit

William Rose, manager of Gardner Hall in Troy, and brother of

Mrs. Walter Roberts, cashier at
the Troy theatre who has been
ill,

storm and

benefit which was given for
Harold Filkins, at the Colonial
theatre, netted a very substantial

road to recovery.

seriously
return to

theatre in Salem. Mrs. A. E. Milligan, of Schuylerville, was the
only exhibitor to brave last week's

now manager
Opera House in Lowville.
Roberts, who has been con-

installed

ran

A

of the Star theatre in
Xorthville, also died. The theatre
has been closed, but will probably
open in the near future under the
management of his son.

owner

tlie

safe,

fice
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Victor Wilson, formerly

J.

manager of the Robbins houses in
Watertown recently left for Miami, where he will become general
manager of the Motion Picture

nated the film.

Edward Hochstim has severed
office

arner

Interrante,

brothers

in

member
Motion

of the
Picture

the local
in

City.

The Palace

theatre

in

Water-

Charleston exhibition for women last week.
a

The American

theatre in Canrun by one of the Papayanakos brothers, has a new draw

a

State
Commission, preat a reception giv-

ton,

curtain

Demo-

of

purple

satin.

Ben Davis, formerly with the
Schine interests, was in Boston

Al Lemay, projectionist at the
in Troy, was initiated in-

week.

last

Lincoln

he

Elks last week.
former New York State
Trooper, in the person, of Frank
W'urm, is now handling the Star

city.

to

spent the weekend

office,

New York

town staged

New York

sided last week
en by the Albany County
cratic Women's Club.

F.B.O.

Abe VanDusen, shipper at F.B.
O. will be promoted to booker on
February 15, while Vincent Fisher, who has been doing the booking, will travel over the territory.
A. W. Smith, Jr., of New York
eastern
salesmanager for First
National, was in town during the
week. Alec Herman, manager of

manager for
Albany, was

on the sick list last week.
Mrs. Elizabeth V. Colbert,

the

Exhibitors.

Spiegel, who erected theatres in
.\lbany and Schenectady, was negotiating for a couple of houses in
Florida.
.'\ustin

with

and

George Goldberg resigned from Pro-Dis-Co, to go
with Jack Krause and Associated

Corporation of Florida. Dr. Wilson will assume management of
tiic
Strand theatre in Miami, a
second theatre to be opened in
April, and a third scheduled for
opening next October.
W. W. Farley, of Albany, head
of the Farash Theatres, Inc., of
Schenectady, returned last week
from a trip to Miami. Mr. Farley
said that he understood tliat Max

\\

connections

his

the

is

It

is

understood that

looking for a theatre in that

Jerry Sullivan has been named
the new manager of the Rialto theatre in Glens Falls.

.\

as

Buff
VASSILIADIS

BROS.,

who

operate the Clinton-Strand and
the Linden theatres in Buffalo, are
preparing for the improvements
which are to be made to the Central Park Theatre, also in Buffalo.
They are to take over this house
about September 1st.
Among the
improvements mentioned are a five
piece orchestra, a large electric
sign costing approximately $2,000.
new booth equipment and aisle covering.
Nicholas Vassiliadis, who
is at present manager of the Clinton-Strand will be the new inanager of the Central Park as well
as being the buyer for all three
houses.

Jim Fater, First National

man made

sales-

a cleanup in the stock

market the other day.
Jim Cardina's newly remodeled
Glen theatre in Willi'amsville, N.
enjoying excellent business.
Fred M. Zinmierman is back on
the job after being confined to his
home with a bad cold.
Frank Herson of Elmira has
been appointed conductor of the
Y..

is

ing royalty in Europe, Charley
devotes his time to the operation
of the Strand and Cataract theatres in Niagara Falls, N. Y.
He
also is a director of the Buffalo
and Albany Zones, M.P.T.O. of
N. Y.
in

E. J. Hayes is
the Cleveland

father who died suddenly
nesday, February 3.

on Wed-

1.

Ben Fitzer

J.

Lamb
SERIES

(INC.)

12-2 reel comedies

Written by A.
Featuring

The Cameo theatre will open in
Rochester in March.
Howard
Shaimon, formerly with the Regorson corporation, will be the
manager.
This connnunity house
will have a seating capacit\' of

Direction

"Her

First

Fitzer-Syracuse,
Inc.,
have
for a ten year period the
community theatre being erected
in
ITawley avenue, Syracuse l)y

expected to be read\- for the pub-

four will be

Night with the

Cranfield and Clarke (Inc.)
Distributors for the World

leased

is

LAMB

Bootleggers"

Manager Arthur L. Skinner of
the Victoria announces he has re
ceivcd an answer to his team's
challenge from the Universal boys.

J.

VIOLET MERSEREAU
of JOSEPH LEVERING
Number

1000.

O'Brien and which

Fitzer-Syrafloor and balcony.
cuse have also acquired the Steele
theatre in the Salt City.

THE MOLLY MAY

bany business.

&

man-

presents

The Buffalo office of Vital Exchanges, Inc., and Freedom Film
corporation is now handling .\1-

Davidson

will

Arthur

territory.

Marie Roessel of the accounting department at the Universal
office is mourning the loss of her

Elmira Keeney theatre orchestra,

Charley Hayman postcards frmn
Havana, Cuba, that he is enjoying his vacation. WTien not tramping around the tropics or greet-

April

now with Pathe

succeeding John Noble of
who has resigne<^l.

Ithaca

lic

age the house, which will have a
seating capacity of 1500 on ground

1476

Broadway

New York

City

Motion Picture News

918

L OUIS

St.

AH.

WHITNEY,

general
the Liberty and
Orpheum theatres, IVlexico, Mo.,
was a caller the past week.
The partnership of Mullens &
dissolved.
been
has
Patterson
Mullens will operate the Star
•

manager of

Theatre,

Palmyra,

111.,

and Pat-

terson the Princess, Hettick,

111.

Sieg Lansing is now operating
the Rhineland Theatre, Rhineland,

Mo., formerly owned by Hagedorn
Brothers.
Henrv Schaefer of the Academy Theatre, Ironton, Mo., was
seen at the local exchanges last

Monday.
L. Dougherty has transferred
his equipment from the house at
Cabool.

Mo.

111.,

to

He opened

Alountain View,
for business in

February 7th.
Mr. and Mrs. James Reilly of
Alton, 111., have gone to California
for an extended vacation.
the latter city on

"Jim" operates the Princess Theatre in Alton.

The Marshall Tlieatre, Maplewood, Mo., has discontinued motion pictures for dramatic stock.
Fred Wehrenberg has added the
Red Wing Theatre, 4557 Virginia
avenue, to his chain of houses in
South

Louis.

St.

The Red Wing

seats 600 performerly was operated
by Sam Horwich. Other houses
operated by Wehrenberg are the
Cherokee, Melba and New Michigan, while he also owns the Ivory,
Lidel and Marguerite, which are

and

sons

closed at present.
lease on the King Bee Theatre, St. Louis, Mo., just recorded,
reveals that M. J. Nash et al. arc
receive an amiual rental of
to
$12,300 for the house, payable
monthly. The lease was given to
P. E. K. Collins and later transferred to the King Bee Theatre

A

Company, and

is

Strickland, United Artists salesman, has taken a leave
of absence to go to California
his

mother

is

ill.

Meiler, special representative for Fox Pictures, is in our
midst.
The funeral of Stanton Boswell, brother of A. W. Boswell,
cashier for the local Fox exchange, was
held
on Sunday,
7th.

Bob Stemple, who operates

the

let

rebuilding

the

Grand

their

of

Duquoin,

Theatre,

111.

The houses
and

111.,

Max

February

for

contracts

Harry

where

Reed-Yemm & Hayes have

served by the St.

Amusement Company.

Louis

Creel

at

Logan,

111.,

Springs,

have

been

of

the

closed.

Out-of-town

callers

week were: Tom Reed, Duquoin,
111.; J mi Reillv, .\lton, 111.; John
Rees, Wellsville, Mo. Mrs. I. W.
;

Rodgers, Cairo, 111.
S. E. Brady,
Cape Girardeau, \[o. R. E. Adkins, Elkville, 111.; Elvin Weeks^
Staunton,
111.;
C.
Lawson,
J.
Mount Olive. 111., and A. P.
;

;

Strand Theatre, St. Charles, Mo.,
and who is building a new house
there, has taken over the picture
house in Pine Lawn, St. Louis
County, formerly oijerated by Jim
Drake. Tlie Pine Lawn house
seats 800 persons.
for
Ray Netemeier, booker
F. B. O., has been promoted to

purchased the theatre

the sales staff.

111.,

-Schaefer, Ironton, Mo.
\\'. F. Sauerwein, new

manager

Community Theatre, New

of the

III., had a narrow escape
from serious injuries last week
when his automo1)ile skidded.
Mrs. A. Hall of Dupo, 111., has

Athens,

at

Waterloo,

from F. W. De Yong.

D enver
IS.
District
Alanger lor Famous Players recently arrived in Denver Friday
H. W.
witli
for a conference
Braly.
Seth Perkins, the new Metro-

L.\L\Rt
•

Goldwyn district manager is also
in the city visiting R. J. Gartland.
Mr. Perkins has just been promoted to the district managership of the Denver and Salt Lake
offices.

McCormick was

in Denweek visiting exchange
Mr. McCormick
is,
managers.
the owner of the Liberty Theatre,
Florence, Colo., and also manages
and operates the Opera House in
Canon City.
He states that he
will soon become the owner of the
house in Canon City. Jesse Jones

B. P.
ver last

1-.

owner.
N. Disney, manager of the
State Theatre which is Hearcompletion in Boulder was
in Denver this week arrangfor new service.
Mr. Disney

the i)rcseiit
li.

new
ing
also
ing

that

states

the

new

theatre

will

open about March 1st, 1926.
Eugene
Gerbase
Associated
Exhibitor manager has been presented with a parchment by the
Denver Film Board of Trade by
which he becomes an honorary
life member of the Board.
This
given in appreciation
of the faithful cooperation given
by Mr. Gerbase during his eight
years of membership.
certificate

is

Cheyenne,
theatre

Wyo.,

competition

Amusement

Ray

is

have

to

The Carl

:

theatres,

the

Salt
Gi:ORGE

E.

CARPENTER,

manager of the Paramount
Empress theatre of this city, returned a few days ago from his recent trip to California.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Harrison
are opening their new Mission theatre, a neighborhood house located
at 13th South and 5th East about

February

7th.

W.

P.

Moran, formerly on the

Famous Players-Lasky

local

ex-

change, was a recent visitor.
E.

M. Loy,

territory

traveling the Idaho

for

Famous

Lasky

Corporation
here last week.

Players-

spent

a

day

The

personnel of the Salt L;ike
City and Butte Famous PlayersLasky exchanges, presented a farewell gift to the former assistant
manager of the Butte office, Mrs.
Mark O'l'^arrel, who recently re-

Ca])itol and the Princess have had
things all by themselves.
Within
month two companies
the last
have been organized, both with
the objective of building 1200 seat
houses.
The first company, the

Theatre Investment Company was
promoted by Max Kravetz, owner
the
America
of
theatre.
Ft.
Collins.
It was organized by business men of Cheyenne early
in
January. Just a few days ago another

new company came

into exCapital
Investment
Company with a capital stock of
The mayor of Chey$300,000.00.
enne and three other prominent
citizens were
incorporators.
the
Their plans call for a theatre of
1200 seats which will be part of a
large office building to be erected.

the

istence,

salesman
Mayer.

Metro-Goldwyn-

for

Al O'Keefe will arrive from
Denver the first part of this week
to assume the managerial duties of
the Producers Distributing Corporation exchange in this city.
James R. Keitz, branch manager of the local Greater Features
exchange, recently returned from

Charles

Dillard

has

been

pro-

moted from the position of office
manager to assistant manager here
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
C. F. Parr, formerly branch
manager of the Producers Distributing Corporation exchange in this
city, has been engaged as Idaho

lb.

son.

.Saturday.

Gold,
the
popular
booker in the Metro-Goldwyn office is the proud father of a new
11

This

is

the

fifth

son

for Ed.

owner
of
the
Wyo., was in
Denver again last Thursday. Jim

Jim

Lynch,

theatres of Laramie,

made

a visit to exchanges but tlie
reason for his presence was
another popular wrestling match.
big

L.

N. Strike of the Star and
theatres of this city, has

gone east to New York, Chicago,
and the larger cities for a two or
three weeks'

trip.

mM.iillillllllllllllllllimillllllllllllllllMIIIIIII IIIIIIII

WEBER

Theatre
Final

Orpheum

theatres at

is^

Park

exchanges

Showing
With

John Ruger, owner of the American and

City, Utah, visited

weeks.

W.

a three weeks' trip thru Idaho.

week.

two

Ed.

Kinema

Seth 1). Perkins, district manager of Salt Lake and Denver for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has been
for the past

Denver

rived in

Lake City

signed.

visiting this city

Cheyenne has a population of approximately 15000.
Fire almost
completely
destroyed the
Community theatre,
Wellington, Colorado last week.
Plans are being made for repairs.
B. J. Sallows, owner, and Jim
Hughes, manager of the Imperial
theatre, .Alliance. Nebraska, ar-

•*^

this

f lil?

Keimeth
Hodkinson,
district
manager for L^nited Artists, spent
a week in the local office recently.
George Ekre and Tony Hart-

T^iti*
•

-'

^1"

LEWIS STONE
IRENE RICH
ou<i ^piril of

mniiw

.ind

love and r«ll»c-|o*

o*

Prtt^n

a

tprinjitinic

ford have just left for their respective territories with their L^niversal product.

"The

Little

Kentucky

Gentle-

man," otherwise known as Jimmie
Beale,
Seattle

is

to

Universal

coming

work
office.

down

from

out of the local

iitiiimiii!'''iiiiiiimiimiiitiiniiiitihiiitiiiiitiiiiiniiiiniiiniiiimiinl

The Weber Theatre
attractive

ad

on

recently

"Cytheria"

National).

ran

this

(First

February

19 26

20,
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mneapolis
Davis
LES
the

First

of

National,

manager, has just
returned from a trip into South
Dakota.
Messrs.
Hay and Nicholas,
Fairmont, Alinn., exhibitors, widely
known over the Northwest were
in Minneapolis last week.
So was John De Marce of Benson, Minn.
local

Smoots of Little Falls
for a few days.

H. P.
dropped

in

Frank Rabwin of Eveleth,
town for a few days following

in

his

to Finkelstein & Ruben, announces that he going to California for awhile.
Cresson Smith, midwest divisale

sion manager for United Artists,
was a visitor at the Minneapolis

not long ago.
Finkelstein of Finkelstein & Ruben is passing out the
cigars in consequence of his maroffice

Harold

riage

last

The
enport,

been

week.

old Lyric Theatre at Davela.,

It has
business

no more.

is

remodeled

into

a

block.
E. Jacobson of Sioux City, la.,
has Ixiught the Palace Theatre at

Schleswig,
kert.

L.

from Henry RicSampson will be the
la.,

manager.

The Grand Theatre

at

Mondovi,

has been taken over by the

VV'is.

Wisconsin Amusement
Company. R. T. Laatsch will be
manager.
Harry Colton announces that he
has leased the Opera House at
Palmyra, Wis.
Mrs. Hazel Gross is doing a
good business in the new Robbinsdale, Minn., theatre she opened re-

Northern

cently.

The report is that Plymouth,
Wis., is to have a $100,000 theatre building.
Sheboygan and Chicago capitalists are interested and
A. H. Friese of Elkhart Lake is
scheduled as manager.

K ansas
CHARLES
owned

GER^LA.N,

the Royal theatre,

who
Bon-

ner Springs, will operate in a
churcli until a new theatre has been
constructed. That's how he stands
with the ministerial organization in
his town, since his house was destroyed by

Among
itors

fire.

the out-of-town exhibthe Kansas City film

in

week were: Walter
Wallace. Orpheum, Leavenworth,
Kas.
C. H. Jordan, Seeley themarket

this

;

Abilene,
bour, Joplin,

Kas.

atre,

Dreamland

Mo.

Ensley Bar-

;

C.
theatre,
;

L.

McVey.

Herington,

Kas.; Mrs. E. Jennings, Majestic,

Little River, Kas.
Frank Weary,
Farris theatre, Richmond, Mo.:
:

Edward Peskay, Penn and
theatres,

St.

Joseph,

Mo.

Rivoli
G. E.

;

Montrey, Park and Palace theatres,
St.

loseph.

Mo.

"Curley" Wilson, Abilene, Kas.,
exhibitor, has accepted a position

Pathe representative in the
Northern Kansas territory.
M. W. Reincke is to have charge
of the booking for LInivcrsal theatres in the Kansas City territory
and will make Kansas City his
as

headquarters.

He

interests in St.
theatres, however.
his

will

maintain
Mo.,

Joseph,

T. Bailey, operator at the
J.
Rialto Theatre, Bedford, la., has a
badly burned pair of hands the
result of the explosion of a film
he was winding, but he saved thirteen reels lying a few feet away
and prevented fire in the theatre.
Red Seal Pictures Corporation

Minneis expected to come into
apolis soon with a branch.
Film Booking Offices have put
on

Max Kopman

olis territor>' to

in

the Minneap-

make March

help

Art Seibel
a banner month.
added to the Sioux Falls staff

was
and

George Leninoff and Jack RothsDes Aloiiies force.

child to the

City

Clevc Adams. F. B. O. district
manager, was a Kansas City visitor
this week, as were J. W. MacFarland, home office representative
for Associated Exhibitors, and R.
S. Ballantyne, Pathe district manager.

Lou

Bent, F. B. O. representa-

ill
home.
D. Hill, P. D. C. district
Kansas City
manager, was a

tive

at his

is

C.

visitor.

confined to the
E.

V\'.

trict

is

;;nall\

Callaway, Southern dis-

manager

for First National,
his headquarters in
Orleans this week.
300 members of the Co-

returned

to

New
When

operative Club of Kansas City were
guests of the Orpheum theatre,

managed by Lawrence
this week they received
and unexpected

number on

A. Epperson, Pathe branch
J.
manager, has returned from a
Tom Byerle, First
week's trip.
National branch manager, recently

h(is)iital.

improved.

treat.

Lehman,
a genuine
The third
proved to

program
be an "act" by Harry Taylor, manager of the Universal exchange
the

and a member of the Co-operative
Club.

icago
ARCHITECT CRANE of New
who is drawing plans
Andrew Karzas' new WoodYork,

for

lawn Theatre, a 5200-seat house,
which will be built on the site of
the present Woodlawn, was in Chicago this week for a conference
with Mr. Karzas.
It is understood that the wrecking of the
Woodlawn, to make way for the

new

will

structure,

start

on

Mav

1st.

to

Ted

Schlanger of Universal, stated that
he expects to have eight new motion picture houses under way by
of the year, including the
Cicero Theatre, which is already
under construction.
the

first

former

Rose,

manager

at

assistant

Warner Brothers' Chiis now assistant to

cago exchange,

Jimmy

Coston, of the 63rd Street
Theatre.

Clyde Elliott is due back at his
Evanston headquarters this week,

making

after

a visit to

New York

City.

Charles Lamb, of the Palm
Theatre, Rockford, is scheduled to
leave for a vacation trip to California, shortly.
He will be accompanied by Mrs. Lamb. '
District Manager Cleve Adams
Manager Jack
and
Exchange
Sampson, are scheduled to attend
the F. B. O. convention in Los Angeles.

Another theatre has become afwith the Great States Thea-

filiated

Inc.

It

New

is

the recently

com-

Theatre at
Illinois, which was taken
over by the corporation on February 8th.
S. J. Gregory was seen on film
row this week for the first time in
pleted
Paris,

Paris

man, owners of the Elite Theatre
in Waukegan, have taken a tenyear lease on the 7(K)-seat Orpheum
Theatre at Waukegan, and will

which

the

job with his leg in a plaster

Felix Mendelsohn is acting manager of Metro-Goldwyn's Chicago
exchange folloiving the resignation
of L. A. Rozelle.

Mullens
solved

&

Patterson have dis-

partnership.

Under

the

new

arrangements, Mr. Mullens
will continue to operate the Star
Theatre at Palmyra, while Mr.
Patterson will run the Princess
Theatre at Hettick.
F. W. Deyong has sold his theatre at Waterloo, Illinois, to Mrs.
A. Hall of Dupo, Illinois.
Herbert Stern of Balaban &
Katz, has left for a vacation in
Mexico City. Bill Hollender of
this organization,
is
also away,
having left for a five weeks' busi-

him

ness trip, which will take
California.

Harry Balaban

is

now

a

to

mem-

I-amm and Ludwig Suss-

Julius

operated
formerly
the
Francis and Sultan Theatres.
Al Bachman, manager of the

cast.

sales

staff.

operate

Randolph Theatre, who fractured
his ankle ten davs ago. is back on

National's city

First

-ber of

James Collins is back in the
show business again, having taken
over Ix)uis Frank's Halsted Theatre at 61st and Halsted .streets. Mr.
Collins

Jack

tres,

some weeks, and according

as a stock house. Messrs.
Sussman have also
taken a ten-year lease on the 1100it

Lamm

seat

and

Theatre

Palace

at

Moline,

also be operated

will

as

a

Andrew Karzas' new

Theatre at Decatur,

new

is

in

charge

house.

Rozelle, for six years
manager of Metro's Chicago exchange, has tendered his resigna-

A.

tion to

become

effective

March

covers

New

Sam

ankle.

Vice-President R. P.

Matthews

and Geiteral .Sales manager S. E.
Rose of the Robert Morton Organ

Company, spent

the

week

at

EVINTUAllYVHY NOT

BQQK
.^T

5-^f

Irving.

Wolf

Pathe publicity man,
our midst.
Norman Ally of International
News Service, is back at his Cliicago headquarters.
is

Blair,

again

Harry

in

Graham,

Double
Pathe's
scheduled to visit
week.

I

manager

of

territory,

New York

Columbia. Exchanges

is

next

is

job after being confined to his
liome for a week with a dislocated

has resigned as .Associated Exhibitors' salesman.

Joe

sub-

Al Bachman, manager of the
Randolph Theatre, is back on the

1st.

Charles Ryan, formerly manager of the Mil ford Theatre, has
been appointed to a similar pcssition at the

who

2,500 seat

North Center Theatre opened its
doors to the public February 3rd.
Re.x Lawhead, for a long time
manager of the Lincoln Square

L.

Pierson,

Chicago headquarters.

stock house.

of the

Roy

for
urban
territory
Pathe,
spending the week in New York.

EVaY¥jlERE

the
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V\TILUAM J. MORGAN of
VV Producers-Distributing cor-

weeks

two

poration
New York City
of
has been in Butte in the interests
Mrs. Morgan
of his company.

arrived in

accompanied him on

month

Wade

R.

C.

trip

this

and

Producers' local

the

manager was host to the party.
Pathc Exchange in Butte closed
doors on Monday. Feb. 1, in
its
of

iionor

the

Montana

father

has

staf?

the
friends

host of

Thomas

Mr.

shi'^'^er,

Worry who died
Edward Worry

the

of

past
the

week.
oflficial

sympathy

his
of
in the loss of his

father.

Louis Marx, special representaspending
Universal
is
tive
of

ex-

G. H. Howard of Big Timber,
Montana, better known as "Bert"

Butte

do a

to

the

of the
shipis
known as
exhibitors in
first

film

little

Howard

Mr.

Herman Strasburger is the new
Pathe salesman for Montana.
Artist
Milton Cohen,
United
salesman and Joe Dowd are calling on the theatre men of the

enced a bad

state.

Butte

the

Players-Lasky

Von
here

sion manager.

exchange is in the field.
F.
Gordon, manager of
First National in Salt Lake city
was in Butte recently to confer
with his head salesman here, J. J.
Harrington and call on the man-

W. H. A. Rankinof and J. P.
Connors of Warner Bros, arrived

ment

W.

Universal, has just
a sales conference held in Salt
Lake, with L. J. Schlaifer, Divi-

Montana

in

the

for

local

manager of
returned from

Hieneman,

J.

Frank
ger

week

last

W.

ager of

state.

Bow Amuse-

Silver

The

Rialto

Lodge,

which

cover

to

the

W.

Company,

Sullivan.

J.

theatre of
Deer
recently
experi-

Brown dancing girls of
every Friday evening.

the Sybil

Booker-Mana-

state.

open again to

is

W. J. Sullivan, manager of the
American and Rialto theatres has

Famous

the

oldest

the

of

fire

public.

Murphy,

ping.

one

Pathe's

of

Montana

with

hibitors.

in

Claude

Jensen

Herberg

of

Jensen-

the

company stopped
on his way back
While here Mr.

recently
the east.
Jensen inspected his holdings in
the city and one of the results of

from

conference

his

Rowe

and

L.

stock holders

here

Amusement company,

is

improvements

be

of

Mr.

with

Dreibelbis, other
of the Silver Bow
to

number
made at

a

theatres.

their

Atlanta
AR.

McRAE,

well know exSheffield,
Ala.,
of
arrived in Atlanta last Tuesday.
Lee L. Goldberg, Secretary of
Big Feature Rights Corporation
of
associate
of Louisville and
Colonel Fred Levy paid a short
hibitor

.

week.

to Atlanta this

visit

Bob

Simril, has joined the sales
force
Atlanta exat
Liberty's
change, under the guidance of
Jack Ehvell.

Tom

Little,

manager

branch

Nashville e.xhibitor, reports plans
have been made to build an apin
600-seat
house
proximately
Smackover, Ark.
This will only
be one of a chain recently acquired by Mr. Lightman and his
partner, M. J. Pruniski.
Paul E. Krieger, manager of
First National's
Louisville
Exchange, spent Wednesday in Atlanta.

N.

\\

for Producers
Distributing Corporation, left Atlanta last Tuesday for a brief trip through the

upon

independent

Ybor

City,

territory.

visit to

W.

Lightman,

A.

popular

SAFE

crackers knocked the knob
from the safe in the office of

the Sutter Theatre. 2103 Sutter
Street, early Jan. 31st. but were
una'ole to open the strong box.

Walt Rbsencr, Loew's Warfield
orcheitra director, isn't really a
dancmg teacher, but he, nevertheless, has a dancing class.
It numbers over 300 all girls— at the Y.
W. C. A.

—

Rodney Pantages, eldest soi pf
the vaudeville magnate, will be at
the managerial helm of the new
Pantages

Theatre when

here on February 20th.

it

opens

The open-

who

Darley,

lirings

in
enterprise
the first

Row

Thursday.

He

cheering news of the suc-

ing of the

Market
ter,

At-

made

Fla.,

Film

left

Alpha Theatre
ago to embark

lanta
and the
thirteen months

new

.Street

theatre, located on
the Civic Cen-

at

will be a gala occasion.

The

Theatre at Colusa,
which was owned and operated by
J. D. Dunfield, has been purchased
by B. T. Fitchett.
Sol I^achman and Chester Dor
mio, ot Reno, Nevada, were in
town in the interest of equipment
for their new theatre in Reno.
Les
Thuerkauf has resigned
from Associated Exhibitors and
returned to his former position of
Star

manager at the Cameo Theatre,
San Francisco.

cess of his new
Rivoli Theatre.

enterprise,

the

associate

Hank Hearn returned early this
week from his first visit to New
York executive offices of Associated Exhibitors since
pointment as Southern

his apDivision

Manager.
the U. S. War
Theatres,
spent
part of this week in Atlanta.
O'Gara has joined the
J. E.
sales
force of Theatre Supply
Company of Atlanta.
Hank Hearn, manager for Associated Exhibitors in the southern territory, is the proud possessor of a lovelv wrist watch

M. W. Smith, of

Department

Dorothy Yates, "information"
the Golden State Theatre &
Realty Corp., has been promoted
to the bookkeeping department.
Frank Atkins, the junior of the
Atkins family of Marysville, was
a recent caller on the row.
of

M. Newman

T.

is

the local theatre folk
on the sick list.

"Hoot

Mon"

of

another of

who has been
Paramount

—

otherwise known as Scotty has
been given charge of the booking
department, taking Henry Haustein's

place.

Bob McNeil

given him

of the Golden State

by his former close
and friend, Oscar Old-

know.
L.

J.

Darmour,

vice-president

Standard Cinema Corporation
New York, was in Atlanta
this week on a tour of the F.
B. O. exchanges.
The Theatre Department of
Universal
Atlanta
in
was en-

of
of

•

divorced from the distribu-

tirely

department
when
Dan
Michalove moved his offices from

tion

the quarters in the

Universal ex-

change to a suite in the new 101
Marietta Building on
Marietta
Street.

has
Theatre &
Realty
Corp.,
placed an order for Preddey Reflector

Lamps

for the

new

State

Theatre at Daly City and the
Golden Gate Theatre on San
Pablo Ave., Oakland.
The local F. B. O. office force

and exhibitors were introduced
Lee

Marcus,

to

general
sales
manager of F. B. O. who stopped
in San Francisco on a tour covering the entire western territory.
David Murray, \'erne Buck,
the

Frank Shaw and Da\id Phennig
of the Granada Theatre were recent guests of honor at the Aladdin Studio.

Florid
SCHALURT
have
at

Mr

West

taken

Tampa.

BROTHERS
o\er

the

They are

Ask at the
Exchanges for the

Exhibitor:

Royal
re-

Film

modeling

tiie

relatives

The

Tampa,

meeting voted

to nsk for. but it's the only
reliable aid you can ?ive your musicians to help put the picture over

and

in Mobile.
Strand Amusement

pany, of

It's little

hous^

adding

some new equipment.
N. V. Darley, manager of the
Rivoli in Ybor City, is visiting

at

their

Comannual

increase their
capital
stock
from $500,000 to
a million, and declared a 100 per
cent .stock dividend, in addition
to
the
usual
cash
dividend
amounting to 8 per cent.
to

The Florida
having

it's

real estate

effect

boom

is

upon the show

business.
It is reported that all
over the State the theatres are
playing to capacity.

Reports
built,

or

of

new

about

to

theatres
be,

being

come

in

every week and most of these reports are real too.
that could
hardly

Little

towns

support one
house with two or three shows a
week, are now keeping two or
more runin'ng every night.

The great South Florida Fair
and Gasparilla Carnival is now in
in
Twelve
full swing
Tampa.
men of Tampa have
business
backed a motion picture to be
made during the carnival by the
Chester Beccroft Company.
James M. Wiest has been appointed manager of the Victory in
Manager,
Tampa, by
General
John B. Carroll, of the Consolidated

Amusement

Co.

February

921

19 26

20,

Detroit
BURQUE has resigned
BR.\D
as manager
the Rex theatre

of
in Jackson, Mich., and accepted a
position as salesman for Associated
Exhibitors to cover the key cities

Michigan.
A. Aschman, special serial
representative for Pathe in the
in

W.

midwest division
troit this week.

is

a visitor in De-

Ed. J. Smith, general salesmanager for Associated Exhibitors,
Inc., was in Detroit last week conferring with Manager Fred Davie.
Waldo Bros., owners of the Virhave
in
Detroit,
ginia
theatre

broken ground for a new theatre
to be built on the east side of the
city.

Don

Rose, ad salesmanager for
at the Detroit office,
recently operated upon for appendicitis, is recovering rapidly.

Paramount

Herman

Gordon

Morris

and

Reubin, have taken over the Quo
Vadis theatre, formerly operated
by Black and Smiley.
Ravin and Kramer, who operate
the Colonial theatre in Holland,
Mich., have taken over the Holland theatre this week.
Murray Nadler, formerly a Universal salesman, is now employed

by Warner Bros,

\*isitors

along

row

film

ing having appeared

:

Ed. Reeves,

theatre, Paw Paw J. A.
Price, Liberty theatre, Holly; Mrs.
Elizabeth Desenberg, Star theatre,
Lawton Robt. Codd oi the Codd
Peck
and Angel circuit Mrs.
and her son, from the Rowena

Paw Paw

;

;

Wm.

;

Wm.

theatre in Fenton, and
Laren, Capitol theatre,

Mac-

Tackson,

Michigan.
H. A. Ross, district manager for
Paramount, has left for a three
weeks' trip to California.
Miss Edith Candler, Otto Bolle's
private secretary for the past three
years, will sail on February 13th
for Europe.
Hickman Price from the Hays
organization recently made a special trip to Detroit.

W. Bowman,

salesman
for United Artists missed his Olds
coach for a few days last week
only to be advised that the local
department recovered it.
police
The same thing happened to Max
.\.

city

Allen, an exhibitor who operates
the Park theatre in Lincoln Park.

Ed.
for

J.

Wall deserves mention

some of the exploitation

tie

ups

he has been working on.

in Detroit.

Ne^
JOSEPH MUREXZI

this

week were numerous, the follow-

oi

the

Plaza Theatre, Salem, Mass.,
has taken over the Union Hill
Theatre in Gloucester, Mass., and
will run it as a stock theatre.

Work has started on the construction of the new Keith-Albee
in Woonsocket, R. I.
Imperial Theatre at Pawtucket, R. L, has been extensively
remodelled and was reopened last
It has a seating capacity
week.
of over 1500 and James Somes,
who manages the Strand, is managaing the Imperial in addition.
The Capital Theatre, a new
house, opened last week at Fall
River. The theatre is operated by
Nathan Yarmins, who also operStrand,
ates the Bijou, Rialto,
Plaza, Park and Empire Theatres.
It has a seating capacity of 1200.

Theatre

The

elevator in the film building.

John H. Kunsky will start construction immediately on a 2500seat house in Birmingham, Mich., a
suburb of Detroit.
State exhibitors are to have a
party February 17th at the Wolverine hotel, Detroit, which is being conducted by the M. P. T. O.
of Michigan.
Every exhibitor is
invited to attend and a large crowd
is expected.
George Olsen, of the Star the-

pheum, is scheduled to open Monday evening, February 15th. This
is the fifth theatre in Pontiac under
Kleist control.

Harold ^lunz, manager of the

Tuxedo

theatre

in

Detroit,

is

a

very handy man about his theatre.
He has installed a complete set of
house phones in his theatre doing
the job himself.
Glen C. Silver has taken over th^
Mack theatre, formerly operated by
'

Grayling is in Florida where
he is in a very serious condition.
P. C. Schram, of Kalamazoo,
who is spending the winter in California, will be back around the

atre.

Mr. Woodworth.
Lloyd Willis, district manager
for VVarner Bros, in this section,
has been transferred to the home
where he will act as general
Herbert E. Elder
representative.
has been tendered Mr. Willis' posi-

of April.
F. B. Moore, of the Community
theatre, Coldwater, is spending the
balance of the winter in Florida.
Maurice J. Caplan of the Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., Detroit, leaves Sunday for New Orleans to attend the annual convenfirst

office

tion.

Sam Dembow, booker for Paramount houses was a visitor in Detroit last week with Bill Watson of
Bay City.

England
Laurence "Buddy" Stewart has
been made special exploitation
man for the Associated Exhibitors.

Harold "Judge"
merly manager at

tative of

Eskine,

New

for-

Haven,

Conn., for Associated Exhibitors,
has been appointed special representative at the Boston offices.

Walter Davidson, salesman for
Brothers, has resigned.

\'iano, who operates several other
theatres in Somerville and CamThe theatre will start
bridge.
Feb. 15 on a program of motion
pictures and vaudeville.
Mrs. Taylor, owner of the Richmond Theatre at North Adams,
Mass., is battling the storms on
the Atlantic en route to Europe
for an extended vacation.
Wallace Scates, manager of Associated Exhibitors, Boston, has

Max

Rothe, personal represenMr. Granger of the Fox
organization, is making his headquarters at the Boston office for
the next four weeks.

The Philbin and Globe Theatres
in

Clinton,

now under

Mass., are

management of the Louis M.
Boas circuit.
Fred Frechette has taken over
the management of the Empire

the

Jack Kline has been made divimanager for Warner Brothers, with headquarters in Boston.
the
Manuel
Cohen,
joined
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer at Boston
imder Manager Wolflf.
sion

R. C. Cropper,

Screen Ad-

Miss Gladys Davis is the new
cashier at the A. B. C. office, taking the place of Ann Morris, who,
by the time this goes to press will
be Mrs. Al. Weiner.
Unless the unexpected happens,
causing a postponement, A. J.
Kleist's theatre in Pontiac, the Or-

Bob Sheehan, premier showman
of Hamtramack, latest acquisition
is a Great Dane dog, so big that
he was unable to get him on the

Arthur Blanchard and brothers
of Southbridge, Mass., have opened a new theatre in that town with
a seating capacity of about 1500.

Warner

tion of the National
vertisers association.

Carl H. Shalit, in charge of city
sales for P. D. C., recently bought
a new Cadillac coach for his wife.

manager of the

Pathe exchange at Boston, is back
at his desk after a business trip
to New York.

resigned and

J.

Brown

Theatre in Palmer, Mass., and
added them to his string of
houses in Chicopee and Westfield,
Mass.
The Somerville Theatre in Somerville, Mass., has been purchased
from John Hobbs by Arthur

taking

is

his place for the present.
George Balson, special

district

manager for Vital Exchanges, has
recently visited Boston.
A. Blofson, district manager for
Associated Exhibitors, visited the
Boston offices recently.
Abe Erskine has joined the

Metro

sales force at Boston.

Houston
LPOLEMONAKOS

and as-

who

are building
the new Ritz Theatre, will leave
in a few days for Dallas, Texas,
where they will complete arrangements for equipment and film service for a new theatre.
•

sociates,

Abe

Silberberg

of

the

Crown

and Folly theatres has let contract
for complete remodelling of the
Crown Theatre. Mr. Silberberg
plans to complete this remodeling
in

thirty days.

Colonel

A.

L. Fardwell, Genof the Interstate

Manager
Amusement Company

eral

and

Elliott S.

Foreman

of the Pal-

news club and are sponsoring a

ace Theatre.

carnival

A. Renfro of Fort Worth,
has been assistant manager
of the Majestic Theatre for two
months, returned to Fort Worth
last week.

Local theatre managers have
agreed to furnish the club rooms
with the 'phone, floor lamp, type-

J.

who

Houston news-writers and magazine scribes have organized a

raise funds
permanent club rooms.
to

to

etc.

Palace Theatre has been

very active

in this

S.

Empire Laboratories
723 Seventh Ave. N. Y.,

Inc.

Bryant

DEVELOPING ARD rRINTINC
MOTlOa PICTOBE FILM

is

in

Dallas

on

a

Mr. and Mrs. Will Horwitz, Jr..
the Texas and Iris theatres,
have returned from a three weeks'
New York, Mobile and
trio to
Havana.
of

movement.

interests,

stopped off in Houston several
days last week, visiting Eddie
Bremer of the Majestic Theatre

San Antonio,
business trip.

Foreman

writer,

of the

Elliott

Bill
O'Donnell, supervisor of
the Majestic and Palace theatres
in Houston and the Majestic in

erect

S4S7
S736
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Des Moines
Majestic Theatre,
THE
A.
announced from

is

it

Alcssrs.

H.
the
]3lanl< offices, will be quite elaborately remodelled and a change
of policy probably put into effect
With
alter the first of March.
the closing of the Rialto another
of the Blank houses on that date,
the
Maiestic will
be equipped
with the seats and other furnishinw from the Rialto.

the

Cass who was formerly
with Universal at Minneapolis is
now covering the key towns out
of the Des Moines office.
A. W. Kahn, manager of the
Pathe exchange was out covering
territory,
having recovered
the
from the near attack of the 'flu.
Tom Acklan is remodelling his
theatre at Swan, Iowa.

bolt.

J.

J.

E.

H.

bought

Feldhans, who recently
the Princess Theatre at:

was

Odebolt,

recently

in

Des

E.
I-'irst

J.

at

Elcador.

C.

manager

Tilton.

National

exchange,

Chicago on exchange
\isitors in Movie

the

of

was

in

business.

Row

were

of
T.

Rivoli
Nolan of
of Ogden,
the

Palmer, Bill Treloar
Joe (]erbracht of the Ames Theatre

Company

at

Ames and

Feldhans of the Princess at

H.
Ode-

J.

Frank Good, manager of the
lowan Theatre at Red Oak, recei\ed a visit from C. F. Rose,
Famous
branch
manager
for
Players at Omaha.
Dan B. Lederman, district manager for Associated Exhibitors in
by
Desthe territory covered
Moines,
Minneapolis,
Omaha,
Oklahoma City, Winnipeg and
Kansas City says that business
conditions are much improved and
prospects look bright
splendid summer business.

that

Aloines.

versal

ster Cit.v, Jess Collins of the Rex
Theatre at Perry, Tony Schiavone of the theatre at Pershing,

Tony Vcenschoten

for

Cowan, salesman for Uniwill cover Iowa and Ne-

Joe

Stephens and Puffer of
Theatre at Web-

Orpheum

a

braska territory.
A. W. Nichols, district manager for Famous Players visited
the Des Moines office last week.
The Princess Theatre at Bettendorf, Iowa, has been sold.
J. H.
Pabst bought the theatre from|
J. J. Georgen.
W. A. Bowker of the Opera
House at Onawa, Iowa, has
ill
health.
been the victim of
But after a rest trip to Excelsior
Springs he feels all on the mend.
The Rialto Theatre at Sioux
City which is one of the houses
Blank has
belonging
to
Mr.
been leased by a stock company

from
which

the

The

east.

ary 24 shown only

Manny

theatre,
until Janupictures.

goo had

seats

manaagefr

Gottleib,

of

DesMoines branch of Universal, was in Omaha on a busi-

the

ness

trip.

Harry

The Gem Theatre at Emerson,
Iowa,
by
William
was
sold
Huntsman to J. C. Wilkins.
.

Hersteiner,
owner of
the Family Theatre, Des Moines,
has bought two new Motiograph

machines

for

theatre.

his

The

Des Moines

of the

officers

Film Board of Trade have been
moved from 51Q Iowa Building to
210-11 Iowa Building.
A. W. Kahn, manager

Pathe

reports
Ball
was

office,

Policeman's

the

of

the

that

grand

a

success.
\^isitors in Film Row were Mr.
Hendricks of the Strand Theatre
at Mt. \'ernon. Air. Nolan of the

Watson
at

of

House

Opera

Knoxville,

Grand

the
at
Bill

theatre

Mr.

Palmer,

Eddy

of

the

Empress at Indianola, J. Benjamin
Gerbracht
of
the
Ames
Theatre Company at Ames, Mr.
Prine of the
Boone.
Mr.

Omaha

office

Theatre

Lyric

Krumley
of

the

of

at

the

Western

Supply Company visited the DesMoines office. Another visitor at
the
Western
Supply
Company
offices
was Les Phillips of the
Exhibitors Supply Company.
Tony Veenshoten of the Rivoli
Theatre at Elcador went from
Des Moines to Boyden, Iowa, to
parents.
He has also invested in a new Chevrolet coupe.

visit his

Central Penn
OSCAR
DeLuxe

Neufeld
of
Film Company,

the
Inc.,

was

of
gathering
the host to a
of
exhibitors
picture
motion
Eastern Pennsylvania at the Penn
Pa.,
Harris Hotel, Harrisburg,
Sunday.
Mr. Neufeld sent
last
out a letter to every exhibitor in
requesting
the
territory,
this
presence of himself and wife to

meet on Sunday, January

31,

and

matters of interest concerning the betterment of business
territory.
conditions
in
this
discuss

Moreover, Mr. Neufeld had arranged with the hotel to take care
of the meeting without any expense.
At the conclusion of the
session, he wanted to avail himself of the opportunity to renew
old acquaintances and meet, face
to face, the new comers among
exhibitors.
Among those present
were: Dr. H. I. Schad and wife,

President Motion Picture Theatre
Owners, Reading, Pa., Mr. and
Mrs. C. Floyd Hopkins, General
Manager,
Wilmer & Vincent,
Harrisburg, Harlan K. W'oehrle
:in(l

\\il\-.

Third

.Street

Theatre,

Easton,
non,

John

Pa., Joel
Reading, Pa.,

A. Jackson, LebaA. Levy and wife,
Y. Petticoffer
J.

and wife, Womelsdorf, Pa., I.
Refowich, Freeland, Pa., J. A.
Theros,
Parkesburg, Pa., Zupnick & Bubb, New Freedom, Pa.,
A. C. Werner, Reading, L. H.
Johnston,
Mt. Joy,
Pa.
J.
J.
Hardy and wife, Columbia, Pa.,
T. K. Larkin and wife, Oxford,
Pa., Dan C. Neagley and wife,
Columbia, Pa., J. F. Fahnestock
and wife, Muncy, Pa., A. M.
Fisher and son, Marysville, Pa.,
George M. Krupa and wife, LanPa., H. J. Rice, Keeney's
Theatres, Williamsport, Oleon D.
Miller
and
wife,
Lancaster,
caster,

George Cinader and wife. Temple, Pa., R. E. Koser and wife,
Lewisburgh, Pa., O. W. Geibel
and wife, Harrisburg, Pa., Ed. B.
Linch, Williamsport, Pa., D. S.
Cooper and wife, Carlisle, Pa.,
George W. Vint, Harrisburg, O.
B.
Feldser,
Harrisburg,
Mrs.

M. Thomas, Llarrisburg, W. J.
Rothensies, Red Lion, Pa., S. A.
Acriand wife. Marietta, Pa., Dr.

J.

J.

Hawk

and

son.

Tower

Pa., Charles E. Newbaker,
ton, Pa., Mel. A. Sokolow,

City,
Steel-

Oscar

Neufeld and wife, Philadelphia,
Samuel
Stiefel,
Ervin
Weiss,
William U. Bethell, Ely J. EpMiller,
Arrow film
Jule
Lester Wurtele, Eil M.
Orowitz, Associate Editor, The
stein,

player,

Exhibitor

and

.

David

Barrist,

The Exhibitor.
The meeting was an

C.

Floyd Hopkins, head of Wil-

mer & Vincent

theatrical interests

Harrisburg and Reading, has
been appointed chairman of the
Harrisburg
committee
of
the
Chamber of Commerce to which
his been assigned the task of acin

celerating the construction of the
proposed soldiers' memorial bridge.

The

Photoplay

Theatre,

Dun-

Editor,

cannon,

interesting
one to all concerned and on the
completion of the business
at
hand, someone discovered that the
day was Mr. Neufeld's forty-first
anniversary.
He was called into
the center of the room and as a
token of the appreciation of the

Veterans of Foreign Wars for the
nights of February 1 and 2.
The Strand Motion Picture
Theatre, Carlisle, was engaged by
Carlisle American Legion Post,
No. 101, for the holding of its
annual play festival.
Anast Belehas, prominent Harrisburg, Pa., hotel man, has announced that he will probably
abandon his project to erect a new
combination picture theatre and
forty-room hotel on the plot he
purchased with that intention, in
September, 1924, at 114 West High
street, Carlisle, almost directly opposite the Pennsylvania railroaa

members

of the
Motion PicTheatre Owners of Eastern
Pennsylvania, and as a fitting
birthday present, every manager
ture

present subscribed to a blanket
contract, giving to Mr. Neufeld
as President of the DeLuxe Film

Company,
dates

that

bookings for open
aggregated to thou-

Inc.

sands of dollars.

was turned over

to

the

station.

Philadelpliia
HI:RBERT IIAYMAN, who has
been connected with the New
York Exchange of Famous Playcrs-Lasky, has succeeded Ben Tolmas as manager of the Philadelphia office of Independent Film
Corporation.

Joe Wilson, assistant technical
director for Metropolitan Pictures
Corporation, was a recent visitor at

the local office of Producers Distributing Corporation.

John Gill, who has been connected with Liberty Film Exchange, has joined the sales force
of Universal.
A. M. Rosenberg, who has been
representing the Advance Trailer
Service in this section, has accepted
a position as salesman for the Independent Film Corporation.

COSTUMES FOR HIRE

Fred

Alma

Beckhart,

owner of

the

Kensington Ave. and
Ontario St., which has been operated for several years under a
lease by A. Brown, has taken over
theatre,

the theatre. C.
act as resident

J.

Seldenridge will

manager and

will

have charge of the bookings.
John Evans, who recently sold
his Tioga and Drurv theatres, and

PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

who has been confined to his home
for a long time on accoimt of illness, is slowly recovering.
Charles Dutkin, original manager of the Grant theatre, 40th St.
and Girard Ave., has returned to
that theatre in the
after having spent

same capacity
the past two

years as manager of the Astor theatre,

7th St. and Girard Ave.

BROOKS
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5580 Fen.
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Theatre Management
Equipment

GoNs^noNOi^AriON

Building Patronage for a City

Neighborhood Theatre
How Personality
An

and Stunts Put

a

Brooklyn House on

Its

Feet

Interview with Fred J. Dollinger

THE

biggest problem confronting the showman
Filniland Tlieatre at 2819 Churcli
As an active i)articipant in the managetherefore is that of getting the right kind
JM. Y., located in
ment of picture theatres, he has obseiwed
of features and short subjects.
the central section of Flatbush and
from this vantage point the development of
"But beyond the photoplays themselves
tliei'efore practically banketed by competithe "exhibitor's game," from its nickelodthere are great tasks for the modei'n extion from houses belonging to chain operatian days up to the present.
hibitor to perform in these days of hot
"Today," he says, "the people want more
ors, presented as difficult a problem in
competition.
Exploitation stunts and novshowmanship as any manager, courageous
The exhibitor must
than pictures alone.
elties staged in the theatre are as essential
enough to undertake the task of making it
give his patrons something in addition to
to
the life and j^rogress of the small
straight picture programs, in order to do
a ''go" on the financial resources yielded by
theatre as to the cinema palace located in
the box office alone, couid find in a long tour
the business.
Even so, the pictures remain
the heart of the big cities.
of investigation assuming that any theatre
the backbone of the entertainment and the
"In the neighborhood houses
man would deliberately go in
'""j
search of a "tough assignment."
there is needed the added elei
meat of 'Personality.'
To begin M'ith the location of
The
I
|
manager
of
the Filmland was not the most
I
!
the
community
theatre must be in close touch
advantageous, for compared to
with his patrons, he must be a
the
competing
the
sites
of
watched closely, and with interhouses it was somewhat off the
familiar figure to them and as
est, the fortunes that have befallen three
beaten track of the business
much a part of the theatre as
successive
managements of one small
activities
of Flatbush's comthe architecture of tiie house
theatre. This house is located in a remote suburb
mimity life up to that time. It
itself.
of a large city
a fairly typical town having a
is a well built house with main
"Mj' experience has been that
population of between five and six thousand.
floor and balcony, and is well
the neighborhood theatre manequipped to afford comfort to
ager
M'ork
must
Avith
his
When first our curiosity led us to inspect this theatre,
patrons and the means of stag])atrons.
He must make it a
some three years ago, we were impressed with its coming a good show.
part of his job to be in evidence
plete lack of modern appointments and abominable picture
The usual difficulties in matas much as possible, standing in
presentation. Flicker, a dark unevenly illuminated screen,
ters of bookings which confront
misframe, breaks, etc., these were all prevalent to the exthe back of the theatre to meet
tent of practically ruining the entertainment value of the
a theati'e in this situation were
them, greeting as many as posshow itself.
encountered by the Filmland
sible with a nod and a 'how do
a single house in a belt studded
As often as the occaA'ou do.'
The house, at that time, was not paying and soon another
with theatres belonging to cirsion Avill permit, he must go
exhibitor undertook the task of pleasing the townsfolk who,
in the main, were just as ready picture fans as those in any
cuits.
before them and make an adany other similar town.
Within
the
period
which
dress from the stage, suiting his
Fred J. Dollinger, managing
remarks to further the impresThis new owner did contrive to increase the box office
director of the theatre has been
sion of personal acquaintance
receipts, though through no apparent improvement in the
in
charge, the Filmland has
quality of the pictures themselves.
But the new manageand the promotion of the comment sensed that the lack of attractiveness of his theatre
bounded along to an enviable
mimity spirit within
the
and the irritating projection was an insult to his patrons.
situation as a Avell patronized
theatre."
Accordingly an improvement was made in the projection
and profitable enterprise desThe list of stunts which Doland the theatre itself was subjected to a superflous renovapite these great difficulties. The
linger performed to make the
tion.
Whether or not the house made money under this
formula which he used to put
people of his community "get
arrangement is problematical, for after operating about a
the theatre on its feet workacquainted" with the Filmland,
year this second owner sold out to the present management.
ing, he says, entirely "on the
include several ingenious camWhen the theatre changed hands this last time it was
box office returns," is made up
paign
devices.
But he emclosed and underwent a much needed re-equipping and genof a combination of "personalployed and is continuing to use
eral house cleaning.
The opening night saw a fresh inity" and a large bag of showthe. "night"
idea to keep his
viting atmosphere with flawless picture presentation. This
manship "stunts."
patrons interested.
There are
management had diagnosed the reasons for the apparent
Dollinger is a veteran show"sui-prise" nights and "Amaindifference of the townsfolks to picture shows.
The sucman. He has acted on the
teur" nights and other novelties
cess of the theatre from then on may be appreciatively
stage, directed productions and
judged when it is known that at this writing there are two
in continuous procession at the
influential circuits dickering for control of this house.
managed theatres of all kinds.
Filmland.
The
response
to
For many years he has manthese noveties increases steadily
And we, for our part, are certain that no item was more
aged picture theatres, having
as the word of mouth advertisresponsible for this singular reversal to success than modspent most of his time in picernized picture presentation.
ing of the patrons won over to
_
P. M. Abbott.
tures directing houses in New
the house widens its circle.
York city.
The first sensational stunt

Avenue, Brooklyn,

—

'

THREE MANAGEMENTS

W

E HAVE

—

—

—

—
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Building Neighborhood Patronage
{Continued from preceding page.)
which Uollinger staged was an aeroplane
flight, which followed a ballyhoo campaign
announcing that weekly and season passes
would be dropped from the plane, scheduled to fly over the theatre at a certain
The effect of the
hour of the day set.
campaign, which depended mostly on hand
announcements, was
poster
and
bills
counted in the thousands of youngsters and
grownups who packed the streets solid
enough to stop the traffic.
Bollinger's use of the aeroplane stunt
was a working out of the plan "make use
As he is a
of the materials at hand."
pioneer aviator and has a wide acquaintance among the flyers, this was one of the
stunts which he could put on at small expense.
A foimer pupil of his made the
flight for $35 and the whole cost of the
stunt exceeded that by vei-y little, for only
a few passes wei'e included in the bundles
of paper wliich were liberated in midair
the balance consisting of hand bills and
heralds.

A

WATCH THE AIB

FREE! FREE!
TO

THE LUCKY ONES

up

built

Don't miss

There

those entei-prising merchants to offer their

—

stunt.

He has put on and consistently improved
the quality of each event, a regular program of "nights." Monday night there is
usually a "crackers and milk" eating contest, which has scored consistently.
Tuesday night is regularly devoted to amateuiperformei-s.
Thursday, "Surprise" night,
at which any form of novelty is likely to

be 100 Season Passes thrown

out of the Aeroplane.

FOR THE

In case of bad weather, this flight will take place
the following day.

GET ACQUAINTED

Brooklyn Daily Times

WITH

FILMLAND
THEATRE
CHURCH NOSTRAND AVENUES

PLEASE ACCEPT THIS PASS-I

Dollinger, manager Filmland Theatre,
Brooklyn. N. Y.

wish

you a pleasant evening.
CDT OFF HSBE

ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW

Name

Filmland Theatre
Church and Ncstrand Avenues

Above, the handbills used to exploit the aeroplane flight. At the right, the pass circulated
by newsdealers which brought the Filmland a
live m.ailing list of 2,000 names.

,

Admit

others.

The Charleston craze has been capitalized
several times at the Filmland.
DoUinger's
first stimt along this line was
a contest
which ran for a week and cost a total of
This was done by cooperation with
$17.
a dancing school, which advertised the affaii' and sponsored the contest at the Filmland.
There were preliminary trials each
evening of the week, with the winners of
all evenings appearing in a finale on Sunday night. "This," said Dollinger, "brought
out people from all parts of the city. The
entrants brought along their cousins, uncles,
aunts and grand parents with the result
that the Bronx, Long Island towns, Manhattan and even

New

Jersey were represented
in the ovei-flow audience on Sunday night,
at which the prizes of $10, $5 and $2 were
distributed to the three best Charlestoners
discovered by the week of tryouts at the
Filmland.
Dollinger is now at work on an ambitious
production to be known as the "Filmland
Follies."
He has selected several pretty
girls of the neighborhood to make up the
chorus and ensemble dancing numbers of
the "Follies" and is rehearsing them in
dances and formations and songs, especially written.
A few professional performers will be engaged to do specialty numbers
and appear in the production with the local
boys and girls.
Since the dance fad is now at its greatest
popularity and there is a demand for nov-

numbers in addition to the pictures,
Dollinger believes that one of the most important tie-ups a neighborhood exhibitor
can make is with the dancing teachers. By
means of co-operation with dance schools
or individual teachers the theatre is in a
position to stage acts which will make a
great local appeal and at a very small cost.

TWO

(2)

,

Signed
-

be staged.
To these he has added from
time to time "Bathing beauty" contests;
"Bobbed Haii" Beauties" contests; Baby
Contests; "Irish Night," and a host of

elty

J.

NEWS BOY

Just watch the Aeroplane.

this.

will also

NEW YEAR

FROM YOUR

fly over and around the Theatre throwing
out 600 Envelopes with FREE Passes for the
Theatre.

will

fc

mailing list of 2,000 names was
overnight practically by means of
The tiewnth newspaper stands.
accepted with the greatest willingthe news dealers, since it afforded

steady patrons a pass to the Filmland.
This was done by means of a handbill, the
upper portion bearing an invitation to the
recpient to come to the theatre and use the
bill as a pass, the lower portion consisting
of a printed blank with spaces for the
names and addresses of those to whom the
pass was issued and the signature of the
dealer.
This of course, meant many free
admissions, scattei-ed through the various
performances during the week but a fair
portion prol)ably would not have attended
the Filmland show at all without such inducement and a portion of these were converted to regular patrons, which Dollinger
rightly figures as added advantages of the

Fred

A HAPPY

ON SATURDAY. OCTOBER 3d. at about 4
OClock tho FILMLAND THEATRE AEROPLANE

live

a tie-up
up was
ness by

A MERRY CHRISTMAS

-

'Tiddlers'*

-

EiP«pt SAlnnU>. Snndflj- NDt) BnljdjiT
noli] January 8.-rJ2i>

Rage

Continues

Up State New York
Charles Goulding, manager of Proctor's
Fourth Street theatre in Troy, N. Y., is
staging a fiddlers' contest. And so is John

Garry, of the Empire in Glens Falls; William Benton of the Rialto, in the same city,
and dozens of others.
Benton, of the Rialto in Glens Falls, has
decided to award gold prizes to winners in
The prize
a fiddlers' elimination contest.
winner of the contest will also receive a
silver cup wliich Mr. Benton has personally
selected.

Joseph Hoffman Appears
Concert at Stanley

in

In the fourth of a series of five Sunday
night concerts given by the Stanley Music
Club of Philadelphia, two distinguished artists, Carl Fleseh, violinist, and Josef Hofifman, pianist, appeared at the Stanley TheWliile
atre before an audience of 3,000.
the previous concerts of this organization
have occupied a high position among the
this
program
season's
musical
events,
proved to be most remarkable. Both artists
were given an ovation.

^'Children's

Show

at

Hour"
4 to 5 P.

Manager George Swanick of

Daily

M.

the Lyric
Theatre, Hamilton, has established a "Children's Hour" at the theatre, between 4 and
5 P. M. daily, when they are admitted for
the small admission of five cents, with the
one cent tax extra. The old "nickel show"
is, therefore, back once more in Hamilton
and the children are swarming to the Lyric,
which is a large local house.

February 20, 1926
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Elaborate

*'Frolic''

Show

Charleston

Endurance

Champ
GIORIA, winner of the ChamJOHN
pion Charleston Endurance contest

jazz orchestra, billed as Henry Trustman's
"Americans," decided the management of
the American theatre in Denver, to move the
musicians to the stage for the presentation
of their numbers.
The orchesti-a made its
first appearance on the stage in a Musical
Presentation in conjunction with the photoplay "The Only Thing."
The Denver picture houses continue to
give added prominence to their special orchestras as the popularity of these atti-actions steadily grows.
The Victory features
Cavallo's Symphonic Victorians: the State
has retained Leon Vavara and his novelty
orchestra over a period of several weeks;
the Rialto stars Fred Schmitt's SuperSyncopators, playing a series of National
songs in a series called "A Trij) Around the
World," and with the recent presentation
of "The Unguarded Hour." the First National feature, the Webber had the Supreme
Syncopaters advertised as the added attrac-

held at Roseland dance hall on Broadway, is appearing in the "Charleston

Medley" number presented this week by
Eddie Elkins and His Melody Mixers at

New York. Gioria,
Charlestoned for 22 hours and 30
minutes continuously, is being featured

the Rivoli Theatre in

who

by the Rivoli in billing outside the theatre and in newspaper copy.
The Rivoli's presentation for the week
is
called "The Bughouse Cabaret," a
John Murray Anderson production with
music and lyrics by Milton Ager
and Jack Yellen.
"Behind the Front" is the featured
photoplay and other numbers on the
program are "II Guarany," overture;
"Love Nest," a colored pictorial fantasy,
Harold Ramsay at the Rivoli Grand Organ; "Sailing," a KO-KO Song Car-tune
and "Rivoli Movievents."
special

tion there.

Scores

at

the

Hippodrome, Youngstown
The Hii)poilronie at Youngstown, 0., last
week staged one of the most jiretentious
shows ever attempted at this house when a
bill of vaudeville and pictures was offered
as a "Joy Week" program.
The acts which plaved the house included
Kenney & Hollis in" "The Two Doctors,"
a satire on medicine; Waller Manthey &
a revue production featuring songs,
dances and melodies; Brent Hayes. "The
Master of the Banjo;" Billy Kelly & Co.
in "Picking a Peach;" Cook and Oatman;
Lew Ross «& Co., and an afterpiece in which
all the performers appeared.
The screen
version of "The First Yeai'" was the featured
photoplay.
Girls,

Semi-Annual Jazz Revue

is

Staged at Palace, Dallas
The Palace

Theatre, Dalhis, Tex., presented the third annual Jazz Revue as the
special offering there last week.
The revue
featured twenty artists including a twelve
piece jazz band. Tlfose who appeared in the
revue were Kitty McCoy, blues singer;
Josephine Hackney, Charleston stepper;
Walter Lattimore, blues singer; The Blatherwick Kiddies, jazz time rope twirlers, and
the Palace ("horns.

'Tianologue Idea'' Staged
Loew's State

at

At Loew's State Theatre the week of January 30 the West Coast Theatre Presentation, a Fanchon and Marco "Pianologue
Idea" is quite different than any that have
been seen before.
A huge back drop

Avith large arched
stained glass window on one side of the
stage and a great hanging lamp with amber
lighting gives tone to the setting. The presentation opens with Dorothy Keeley plajong
"Dado" at a gi-and piano and around the
stage are the men in the cast. At the finish
of the act the girls enter, giving the impresThe guests each do
sion of a home party.
During Bell and
their bit to entertain.
Coats' number they all leave the stage and
at the finish of "Those Two Boys" song, they
return in a Floradora Sextette number with

the girls in purple dresses.
At the close of the Sextette the back drop
goes up disclosing six grand pianos on a
platform and the six girls from the sextette
take their places at the pianos and play.

They are Malvina Polo, Dorothy Keeley,
Irma Starkling, Madeline Lesh, Marie Pergone and Ama Lou Barnes. The background
is of different colored hangings and in the
middle of the number Dorothy Gilbert, Davis
Goodman, Carlos Ronero, Jinette Vallon and
George Ward, the 'Boy from the Movies' do
a buck dance on the top of the pianos,
having stepped out of the hangings.
The
presentation closes with the entire company
in

one dancing the Charleston.

Edmonton House

ON

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of each week, Manager
Walter Davis of the Empress
Theatre, Edmonton, Alberta, makes a
special presentation as an added attraction of the Bluebird Orchestra which
plays for cabaret entertainments and
dances at the Sunnydale PaviHon at
other times. The engagement is intended
to bolster the patronage on these three
days at the theatre. They play twice
daily.

Plunkett Is The
Biggest of Series

N

production and "names'' the "New
Strand Frolic" which
Joseph
Plunkett is offering as a presentation feature at the Strand on Broadway this week,
is a more ambitious effort than he has attempted so far in the new policy of staging
elaborate numbers to supplement the photoplay attractions each week at that house.

T

• Mark

The presentation features four well-paced
episodes under the titles "Idyll," "Billboard
Antics," "Song of Songs" and "The Box of
Tricks."
The opening episode has Mile. Kemova
and the Mark Strand Ballet Corps and the
Tamara Utgoff Harp Ensemble, with the
Misses Cardani, Allen, St. Claire, Hammerle & Pleshkova.
George Sticknev, of
"The Monkey Talks" Co., is the star of
"Billboard Antics," and John Quinlan, tenor
and Pauline Miller, soprano, are featured
in the "Song of Songs" number.
Edward
Albano, Leonard Workman, Betty Hale and
the

Melodv Saxaphone Sextette appear

••The

Box 'of

These "Frolic"' shows which Plunkett introduced several weeks ago, are continually
assuming greater importance from the production standpoint, and their value to the
box office is increasing steadily, as greater
prominence is given to them in the advertising of the theatre.
The banner sign, susl)ended over the main entrance, which formerly was regularly used to bill the coming week's featured photoplay, now is given
over to billing for the current "Frolic."

"Herb And His Bunch
Fred

"

Still

Big

Draw

Stritt

with "Herb and his Bunch"

at State

continue as big favorites with the entertainment seekers of Detroit, where they are
playng this week in a new number at the
State Theatre. The current number is called

"Heating Up the North Pole."
Taylor & Hawks, Wanda and Seals, Melvin Flegal and other noveltj- acts are working with the act, which runs 40 minutes.
"The Splendid Crime" is the photoplay
attraction.

Fritzi SchefF

"Met** in

on Bill at
Boston

SCHEFF singing "Kiss
Again," from "Mile. Modiste,"
which she created on the speaking
U^
stage, appeared as a stellar attraction at
the Metropolitan theatre in Boston last
week.
The theatre starred "names," presenting
a bill which included Miss Scheff, John
Quinlan, tenor; Ruth Brewer, instrumentalist who plays fourteen different
instruments; "The American Beauty ReIH Me

''Gypsy

Follies''

This Week

at Capitol, Detroit
"Gypsy

Follies," third of the Publix
stage presentations is ijlaying the Capitol
Theatre, Detroit, this week.
The number
was pi'oduced by John Murray Anderson
and features a company of 25.

Edna Wallace Hopper,

billed as

"The 62
an added

is announced as
She holds a matiiiee for ladies
only on Friday at 10 :30 A. M. The feature
picture is Raymond GrifBth in "Hands Up."

year old flappei""
attraction.

in

Tricks."

l|^T7\ RITZI

Stars Cabaret Orchestra
at

By

at RivoH, N. Y.

The increasing popularity of the featured

Week''

Strand

Revue Number Staged

America in Denver Moves
Jazz Orchestra to Stage

''Joy

at

vue," the John Murray Anderson presentation with Fay Lamphier, "Miss
America" in person; and Adolphe Menjou and Florence Vidor in "The Grand
Duchess and the Waiter."
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Tea Served
Afternoon Affair
L. I5i()(ly, hi-ad oi one of tlie leadtheatre chains in Cleveland has introduced a novelty at his new Cedar-Lee
Hecently he turned the spacious
theatre.
lobbv of the Cedar-Lee over to twenty-four
Cleveland Heights' society leaders for a

DK.ing

1!.

of

Kussian

Showman

elaborately decorated and
modern
look:, like a drawing; room in any
An Ampico i)layer
well appointed home.
piano adds both beauty and pleasure.

Johnston Celebrated In His Theatre

DAVID
a half

for the past year and
manager of the Rcgun theatre in
Harlem has severed his connections with that
Lustig, who has gained a wide
organization.
reputation for his publicity and exploitation

work

LUSTIG,

J.

as well as his managerial
his

new

abilities,

will

affiliations shortl\-.

is

Throui;h the cooperation of one of the local
decorators, a real Kussian samovar was secured. An antique tablecloth of great value
Waitresses in Russian
was contributed.
tyle tea and tiny
Kussian
served
costume
The Ampico furnished music.
lea cakes.
Twentv dancers from a popular dancing
Followschool" furnished Russian dancing.
ing the entertainment, the guests saw the

screen program.
offer
It is the intention of Dr. Brody to
the foyer of his Cedar-Lee theatre for such
admisteas, tor the price of regular theatre
will
sion. Possibly the entertainment olfered
not always be as elaborate as on this initial
occasion. But tea and cakes and some novpicture
elty will be i)resented prior to the
entertainment. This plan will introduce the
Cedar-Lee as a neighborhood center for so-

entertainment.
At twenty cents admission, ladies can enThe
tertain their friends at little e.xpense.
e.xpeiise of serving tea and entertainment is
cheap advertising compared to the advantages acciuing to the theatre, according to
The Hi-st effort Avas enthe management.
thusiastically praised by the guests and Dr.
Brody is already in receipt of requests for
cial

date> for another Russian tea.

JO.SEPH CLOUTURE

is

now managing

Theatre at Manchester, N. H.
The house recently has changed over to a first
Formerly it operated as a subserun policy.
t|uent run straight picture theatre.

Notre

Dame

HAROLD

BISHOP is again the manager of
Metropolitan Theatre in Winnipeg.
The "Met" has returned to a straight picture
Bishop was appointed manager of the
policy.
Metropolitan last summer but in a short time
transferred over to the Capital Theatre.
the

CHARLES

STRAW,

succeeded as manager
of the Metropolitan by Harold Bishop, has
returned to Brandon, Manitoba, where he has
become manager of the Capitol Theatre, replacing E. C. Christensen, who resigned after
being manager of this popular house for the
past five years or more.

Fitzgibbons, foiTuer New York district manager for Publix Theatres, transferred to supervise the Carolinas district, and
J. H. McKoy, a graduate of the Publix
Theatre -Managers Ti-aining School, ap.J.

J.

l)ointed

to

succeed

Thomas Holliday

as'

the Alliamhra Theatre in Charlotte, are expected in that city this week
The transfers of managers in the Publix

latter ovuaiiization.

Lehighton, Pa. Will
Present Vaudeville Acts

Park

at

A change of policy at the Park Theatre,
Lehighton, Pa., calls for the introduction of
vaudeville in addition to pictures. Manager
liayer says this l)lan will be followed for
the remainder of the winter.

of four towns were
days of free movies
House, Bolivar, Pa.,
wedding anniversary

the theatre and his
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Johnston.
January 27 marked the fiftieth anniversary of their wedding and on that and the
following day, more than 4,UUU persons from
Bolivar, West Bolivar, Lockport and GarM-ife,

accepted the invitation to visit the
In addition to a special program
of free pictures, Mr. and Mrs. Johnston
provided a light lunch at the opera house
for all comers. Open house also was maintained for the two days at the Johnston
field

theatre.

residence, and all who went there were
treated to turkey and all the trimmings.

Almost everybody in Bolivar, and hundreds from the other three towns, i)artook
of the Johnson hospitality.
Mr. Johnston is 72 years old and was
born in Fair-field Township, near Bolivar.
He has been a justice of the peace for thirtyfive years and a notary public for twenty-

He

three years.

also

was Bolivar's post-

Opera
Philadelphia
House Adds Vaudeville

The Ojjcra House at New Philadelphia,
()., owned by W. N. and H. R. Skirboll, will
change its policy starting Monday, February

county in the Pennsylvania Legislature. The
couple were married on January 27, 187(5.

New

On

that date a combination vaudeville
will be introduced, sucThree
ceeding the straight jjicture policy.
high class vaudeville acts will be shown at
the Opera House the first three days of the
week, in addition to the picture program.
The last half of the week, only pictures

8th.

and picture policy

shown.
An advance in admission will be asked for
An orchestra
the combination program.
has been installed in addition to the organ,
so the i)atrons of the

Opera House

will get

a lot more entertainment for their 50c. than
The 35c. will
they did formerly for 3.5e.
prevail the latter half of the week, however.
This change of policy will in no way affect the class of pictures shown at the
Oi)era Hou.se, according to W. N. Skirboll.

manager of

organization, reported in Motion Picture
News last week, are declared to have no significance beyond that of the natural changes
in personnel which comes in so large an organization. The vigorous competition being
waged in Charlotte between Warner Enterprises and the Publix houses, however, has
given rise to much speculation in film circles
there coiu-crning the transfers made by the

All the picture fans
invited to attend two
in the Bolivar Opera
in honor of the golden
of the proprietor of

master for five years.
Mrs. Johnston was Miss Rebecca Hammond, a sister of the late Hon. James B.

will be

Fitzgibbons in Charlotte to
Take New Publix Post

Fans* Host

At Golden Wedding

MANAGER'S OFFICE

announce

tea.

The foyer

Cedar-Lee Lobby

In

The

Cleveland Society
Woman Sponsors of

e zv s

Wolf

Directs

Loew's

State

Orchestra in L. A.
"Rube" ^Volf, one of the most versatile
musical personalities of the West Coast, has
taken up the baton as director of a new
Loew's State Theatre orchestra in Los Angeles, succeeding Gino Severi, who left to
take up a new post in the AVest Coast The-

Hammond, who

represented

Westmoreland

Mr. Johnston has for a number of years
successfully operated the Bolivar Opera
House as a motion picture theatre.

Ontario

Exhibitor

**Stage"
Manager

Shares

With Hockey

Shulman of

the Strand TheUxbridge, Ontario, has established a cooperative basis with the jjeople of the toAvn
with respect to counter-attractions in the
form of important local hockey matches
which generally excite great interest in the
I.

tre,

district.

In a recent statement, which was widely
Shulman announced that he
would close the Strarfd Theatre absolutely
tight on the night that the weekly league
hockey game would be jilayed so that the
local hockey club could have the whole stage
as it were. In return for this concession, he
would expect that the people would extend
him good patronage on the other five nights
of the week.
On his i)art he promised the

distributed,

best

available

film

attractions

worth while for the people

to

to

make

it

attend the

theatre.

atres circuit.

Wolf has been associated in Fanchon &
Marco enterprises for the last fifteen years,
lie Wis born in Los Angeles and i-eceived
his musical enducation there and in New

Jazz Orchestra Proves Good
Card at Suburban House

\'()rk.

In addition to being concededly one
of the best cornctists, he is also master of
stijge dances and particularly shines at the
Charleston. In fact, Rube claims to be the
lirst orchestra leader ever to do the Charleston.
He also plays a variety of musical in-

from

str\nnents.

marked

his patrons needed a change
usual daily and nightly routine.
Jack Whittam, manager of the Strand theatre, suburban house of Kansas City, has
booked a negro orchestra, widely known for
After billing his neighborits Okeh records.
hood he reports that business shows a

Deciding
the

increae.

F

c
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"The Super Reflector Arc Lamp"

Th

STANDARD

EXCELLENCE

0/

THE

tremendcjus success and popularity of Peerless
Reflector Arc Lamps has a deeper significance than
you might grasp at first thought, for it means that
Peerless has set the standard of Reflector Arc Lamp construction and performance, and Peerless performance is

above comparison that

so far

inch the leader

it

was

it is

easily recognized every

built to be.

Precision manufacturing standards, "Built to order"
watchfulness in production combined with quality that
goes "all the uay through," are combining factors, inseparably associated with every Peerless Reflector Arc Lamp.
Peerless results are a fact based upon record and the
performance of thousands of Peerless Lamps in daily
operation in the greatest Theatre Circuits and Theatres

country; therefore

in the

— the

question of uncertainty

is

entirely eliminated.

But

— to

flector

obtain

Arc Lamps

Peerless

MUST

Performance,

Peerless

Re-

be used; they are your guar-

antee of Maximum Light Volume, Utmost in Economy,
Perfect Definition, and Everlasting Satisfaction, so

WHY

EXPERIMENT?

Our New Catalogue Ls Now
Being Mailed. Have You Asked
For Yours?

— Write Us —
M^AULEY MFG. CO.
552-54 W. Adams St.

J. E.

Chicago

:

Illinois
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uniformed and lend dignity t» the
manual Wnrlitzer oi^an is
A
Cameo theatre. May McGraw and Arthur J. Pugsley are the singBoth of them sing their
ing organists.

are

all

theatre.
tAvo
instituted in the

—

own

illustrated songs
a novelty whi<-h has
proved a popular attraction.
The projection room is entirely new. In
fac-t, it had to be built on extra, so it has
both light and modern conveniences. Three
Simplex machines with Peerless lamps were
installed by the Exhibitors Supply Comj)any of Cleveland.
The throw is about
110 feet. Brenkert dissolving stereopticons
Art Ayres and Joe
are also installed.

Grey alternate as projectionists.
Ered Coddingon, former manager of
Loew's Mall theatre, is now manager of the
Cameo. The theatre policy is to show pictures from 9 a. m. until 11 p. m. every day
Admission prices are 15c for
of the week.
children at all times; 25c for adults on
M'eek days and 35c on Sundays and holidays.

H. R. Burroughs Appointed
Engineer, by "Roxy"
Kobins Burroughs of New York City,
prominent theatre engineer, has been ap-

11.

a

Loews Cameo,

Cleveland, which

was

Cameo.

recently coinpleteJ and stands on the site of the former
IS
part of the lobby.

This

Lowe's Cameo at Cleveland Rebuilt Into
Modern and Attractive Theatre
TlIK Cameo, opened within the past two
inontlis, is the ninth and newest motion
theatre operated l)y Loew's Oliio
While all of lln'
Cleveland.
houses are modern in every
detail, iuid offer the best facilities tor the
accommodation of their patrons, uiii(|ne
intei-est centers about the Cameo because
of local sentiment in the house that origin-

picture

Theatres in
other eight

ally stood in the

same

location.

The Slar

Theatre, tui it Avas called, was built over
forty years ago on what was then '"Upper
J'juclid Ave.," meaning that part of Kuclid
Ave. which is between tlie Public Scpiare
and East Ninth St. The Star was the home
of burlesque and only men were admitted
]t was operated by Messrs. Frank Drew
and Charles Campbell. It had l)een a burlesque house from the time of its openini;
until Loew's Ohio Theatres leased it, tore
out ev(n-ylhing Init the four walls and trans
fonned it into one of the prettiest of the
in
less elaborate motion pictui'e theatres

name

Ian.
cast

a

of the

theatre.

The lights all have silk shades and
mauve glow ovei' the house. The

a rich brown.
The carpets ai-e contrasting, being a pale
green.
The male ushers and the cashioi's
heavy velvet stage curtain

seats.

Cameos

prevail
everywhere. The centre of the velvet drape
under the proscenium arch displays a beauIn the lobby, brilliantly illumtiful cameo.
inated with double bracket lighting fixtui'es
and mirrors, .-irtistic cameos are featured in
The color scheme is tan and
each panel.
rose.
The plaster walls are tinted a soft
the

jjointed consulting engineer for the new
iioxy Theatre, to be erected in New York
This
l)y the Roxy Theatres Corporation.
theatre, for which Mr. Burroughs is now
designing the structural steel, will be, upon
completion, the world's largest theatre with
a seating capacity of approximately 6.300

is

Apollo

Theatre,

Winona,

Minn. Holds Premiere
The Apollo theatre, built by Beyerstedt
Brothers and Hodge, opened recently at
Winona, Minn., bringing competition back
to the city.
The theatre has 1,340 s-eats
and
liciu

play a combinaBrothers
ai'c
Northwest as mu-

cost .'i<150,000.
It will
Beyerstedt
policy.

known

tlmnighoiit

the

sicians.

the city.
Tlie

ti-ansCormation

M'as

effected

at

an

approximate cost of $100,000. An entirel\
new floor had to be constructed, with
The original proscenium
moderate pitch.
arch was built according to oldfashioneil
ideas, and to build a new arch, new steel
columns had to be inserted and new girdsomething unusual in engineering. As
ers
the theatre now stands, the auditorium has
;i

—

a floor s]iace of 7,000 square feet, allowing

for about 820 seats. The balcony has .3,700
square feet with 4.'50 seats, making a total ot
1,250 seats available. The proscenium arch
measures .30ft x 27ft. 6in. The stage has
been reduced from its original size oC 40
feet to 30 feet. The theatre is steam heated,
has a modern two fan belt ventilation system, and has standard illumination with

emergency

lights

and telephones.

The decorations of

the

Cameo carry out

Exterior of the Victory theatre. Kemmerer,

most

la.,

attractive

of

which recently opened.
its

class

in

the

This house
West.

Central

is

claimed to be one of the

February 20

,
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You
There

is

can check up

no question about the popular

demand for photographic quality on the screen.
Your patrons expect
Eastman Positive
the

quality of the

it.

is

the film that carries

negative through to the

screen.

And you

can check up

identification ^'Eastman"

transparent margin.

—the black-lettered
^'Kodak"

Look

for

is

in

it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

the
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N. Y., to Have New
Neighborhood Theatre

Buffalo,

South I'aik stn-lion of Buffiilo is to
theatre.
picture
motion
another
liave
Groorge Hanny, Jr., announces that the
Tlie

Park Amusement Company
theatre at South Park avenue
and Woodside, work on wiiich will begin
this spring. The house, which has been designed by Architect Henry L. Spann of Bufwill build

Soutli

a $175,000

falo, will

have a seating capacity of 1,500.

will be a large stage, fully equipped.
of the novelties will be a loge balcony,

There

One

in which there will
chairs exclusively.

be specially designed

Tlu' theatre, whicli will be oiu'vated in
conjunction with the Maxine and Capitol,
two other community houses controlled by
the South Park company, is in a thickly
l)upulated section of the city, residents of
which are eiitliusiastic over the coming of

new

the

which

theatre,

will be of brick

and

terra cotta construction. Mr. Hanny's partner, George C. Hall, will be associated with

him

in the

new

house.

of the Crystal Beach
It is

planned

to

Mr. Hall

is

president

Amusement Company.

open the theatre

to the

pub-

Messrs. Hall and Hanny
have been in the e.\hibiting end of the business in Buffalo for over a decade.
Mr. Hanny plans to incorporate a nundjer
of novelties "in the new threatre which he declares will strike a new note in community
lic late ne.xt fall.

house construction.
There will be a large orchestral organ and
an orchestra. Every known modern device
will be in the projection booth on which
special work is being done to make it one of
The s-eats
the finest in western New York.
will be unusually large and deeply upliolstered and the floors covered with luxurious
rugs and carpets. The interior will be elaboratelv decorated.

Capitol, Arlington, Mass., Newest of
A. J. Locatelli Circuit
The Capitol Theatre. Arlington, Mass.,
newest of Albert ).
houses to be opened and

is

playbuilt with the

Locatelli's

the

is

m

black wicker furniture u))holstered
nished
There is a mezzanine floor with
in cretonne.

An

attractive touch is lent the foyer of the Victory
theatre, Kemmerer, la,, through this fountain.

Bardy M. P. Machine Co.
Reported Bankrupt
A

great many members of the motion picture industry in Philadelphia have lost heavily by the failure of the Bardy Motion Picture Machine Co,, which spent almost $75,000 in an attempt to perfect a shutterless

idea of becoming a community center, ft is
located in a newly developed section in Arlington and draws its patronage from that
town, Candn-idge, Somerville. Belmont, Lex-

and flickerless motion picture projector, and
which will go into voluntary bankruptcy
according to a vote taken by the stockholders at a recent meeting held in the Hotel

Located
ington, Winchester and Medford.
on .Massachusetts avenue, the through highway running west of Boston, it is easily

engineers
Philadeljihia.
Optical
Vendig,
who have been working in conjvmction with
Sam Bardy, the inventor, have been unable

readied from many other communities.
Secretary of State Frederic C. Cook,
Mayor Charles E. Webster of Somerville,
Chairman Devereaux of the Arlington selectmen and a host of notables were present at
the opening to ))ublicly express theii- best
wishes to the enterprising managing director of the Locatelli circuit.
The house seats 1,200 and the single balcony 525. The Kobert Morton organ is one
The stage
of the largest in New England.
is fully e(|uip])ed to present road shows al-

though the policy is now
The theatre is complete in

strictly pictures.

detail, with two
outer lobby, an inner
lobby, recej^tion rooms with divans, hand
carved Italian furniture. A matron is constantly in attendance in the lady's room.
The entire house is heavily car])eted as well
as the stairwavs. The men'-^ rooms are fur-

ticket

oflices

in

the

to correct certain lens defects Avhich, it is reported, prevented the machine from being
placed on the market in a compact and pracThe machine, which also elimintical size.
ated the re-wind, is too bulky, it is said, for
installation in the average theatre.

A

view of the promenade of the Capitol theatre, which
was recently opened in Arlington, Mass.

lour large divans, attractive floor lamps,
mirrors, birds and gold fish. From the mezzanine no(n' lead the corridors to the balcony. The color scheme is of old rose, gold
and gray, the first floor carpeting being of
ijray with l)lack figures, while the mezzanine
carpet is of a soft green.
The illuminated
sign over the marquee contains 2.000 lights.
Back stage are seven dressing rooms, each
with separate toilets, tiatli ;md hot and cold
water.

Several

Kansas City Houses

Recently Opened
Several openings of new theatres in the
Kansas City territory were announced this
week.
The new Abdallah Temple Shrine
theatre has been opened in Leavenworth,
Kas,, by T. S. Wilson, while in Osceola,
Mo., the Paramount theatre has been opened
l)y S. C. Alexander, the house seating about
300 jiersons and operating on a tri-weekly
The Midwest
change of [jrogram policy.
Film Distributors, Inc., of Kansas City an-

nounce their new house, the Kennedy, in
The
Kirksville, Mo., will open March l-i.
Madrid theatre, a 1,500-seat suburban house
of Kansas (^ity, to be managed by -lack
Another
Hoth. will open about April 1.
new house is being planned for Osawatomie.
Kas., according to rejiorts reaching Kansas
City movie row, although the names of those
interested have not yet been announced.

Another Large Theatre for

New York

City

Plans are being ]H'ciiared lor the
ot

theatre

bnildinu'

and

l.roxiinately .+1.500.000. at
|ilans

circuit.

244

to
to

creclii'!;

ap252 Wesr
cost

west of Broadway. The
liy Paul B. LaVclle.
involve the unique achievement
;iiiliitccl,
lit a
1,050 seat theatre l)\iilt upon i)lot apl)roxiniately (iO feet by 100 feet, and of a
250 room hotel upon a plot ajiproximatelv
(i5 feet bv TOO feet.
.')2ii(l

This theatre is the center project around which was conExterior of the Capitol theatre, Arlington, Mass.
structed the elaborate apartment and business block. The house is the latest addition to the A. J, Locatelli

hotel

Slrccl,
hcinu'

just

prepared

February
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Motion Pictures are Restful
to the eye

when

Properly Projected

Thanks

to the

Iran^^rteK
The

flicker

and fluctuation are automatically

eliminated.

In Mirror Arc Projection the use of the Transverter is especially important.

Send for our Bulletins explaining its cost
ducing and quality improving features.

re-

Over 2,000 Theatres already
equipped with Transverters.
Perkins Electric,

Ltd.,

Canadian Distributors

^^HERTf^ER ELECTRIC COMPANY
Our catalogue lists a complete line of fine seating for

modern

from

theatres,

elaborate upholstered models to inexpensive but substantial veneer chairs.

De Luxe Special

Sent free on request.

STEEL FURNITURE COGrand Rapids

They are individual
They are different
They are distinctive

Michigan
.

.

.

because they are built

to specification for

GUNDLACH

of projection

all

types

Regular Arc

;

— Ma^dalite — High
It

will

PROJECTION LENS

pay you

to
replace
lenses with

In-

tensity or Reflecting Arc.

AN

old
the

improved type of lens, unsurpassed for
light transmission, sharpness, and reproduction of all the fine tone
radations of
the film image.

new RADIANT.

Look

for

•RADIANT"

distinguish these improved lenses from the old
type.
It means the best your money can buy.
Gundlach Projection Lenses have been the
world's standard of quality since 1908.

Gundlach Manhattan
-

optical company
853 Clinton Ave., North

Rochester, N. Y.

MiNUSA Cine Screen Co.
Bomont

at

Morgan

'

SAINT LOUIS

"There is no substitute
for MiNUSA De
Luxe Reproduction"
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Inquiries

Comments
Perspective
Part III

—

WO

properties were siiijiled out
Young for special mention of which tlic first was that
the mere substitution of one
lens for anoliicr alters the
scalt 111 tlie picture, but docs not alter its
form. This elementary truth has been stated
in text books, but it has no; yet Ijeen really
assimilated by the average photographer,
and its repetition rarely fails to evoke expressions of surprise and intredulity.
Of course, to get an absolutely exact result we must expand our rough statement of
the case and la\- down precisely the conditions to be observed, e. g., the position of
the node of entrance must l)e absolutely
parallel and the lenses must be of high
standard.
Jf any difference in form can
be detected it is due to some failure to observe these conditions, and does not invalidate the law.
Secondly, if any perspective pictures
(whether flat, cylindrical, spherical, or of
any oilier kind) is vic'wed from an appropriate position, the imi>ression it makes on the
retina will be identical, so far as form is
concerned, with that made by the original
scene as seen from the spot where the lens
was placed when taking the picture.
In
other words, so far as the physical sensations
are concerned, the picture so viewed "looks
like" the orginal scene.

by

elements composing the picture agrees fairly
well with their appearance as seen by the
eye, whereas with the flat picture this is
not the case with elements far from the "center."
On the other hand, the distortion of
an object which covers a large amount of the
surface will generally be greater than if
taken on a flat plate the picture of a long
building taken in a panoramic camera shows
this; while the result of i^hotographing a
print or a map with such a camera would
be ludicrous.
Any system of perspective
may cause distortion in some respects; while
in every system the picture when viewed
from an appropriate point looks like the
scene portrayed and apjiears free from distortion, with some special exceptions.

]Mr.

jests such a> this, there

many

For some
camera

is

special purposes the panoramic
useful
e. g., in taking a large

—

—

Using the ordinary photographic
one of the

Fig.

lines converging, he can remedy this
merely restoring the camera back and
the plate with it
to the vertical.

l)y

the lens

—

not concern himself with such refinements

—

—

Distortion of Pictures

ABC

is a section of a plate and
1,
the center or, to be more precise, the
node of entrance of the lens.
Then the
amount of distortion at any point depends
(in the angle made by the ray from
with
the plate: there is none near A, where the
ray is at right angles to the plate. Near B
there is some distortion which is greatly in-

In Fig.
is

creased near C.

"wide

l)late

were

used.

Much

the

same

result

could be obtained by using a telephoto lens;

—

distortion
properly
the smallness of the
angle between the plate and the light ray.
The lens had no part in it: indeed, by swinging th(> ])late (stopping down the lens at
the same time) it is possible to get wide
angle distortion W'ith a narrow angle lens.
The distortion of a tennis ball is very obvious, even at 30 degrees (Fig. 2) while no
apparent distortion could be detected in a
picture of a building, taken with a Hypergon lens, the top of which was at an elevation of 50 degi'ces.
The explanation is that

This

tortion of individual faces, which might occur at the endsOf the group if all ordinary

by

Theoretical diagram, illustrating perspective
views of spheres at different angles.

2.

tical

form and position of the

or sensi-

plates,

things that a novice learns

that by changing the direction of his
plate he changes his picture; so if, by tilting his camera, he gets a picture with ver-

group, by arranging them in a circle round
the camera, it is possible to avoid the dis-

plate,

first

is

Position of Plate Important

on which the image is thrown
the average photographer need

no advantage and

in

Direction of Plate Controls Picture

Passing on to the second hea9 (see last
week's article)
viz., the influence of the
tive surface

is

replacing the fiat
plate by a cylindrical surface; and the same
remark would apply to a spherical surface
if it were practicable to produce one.

so

—

disadvantages

called

—

is

angle"

due

to

ANOTHER

DUPLEX

SPECIAL

$
as cylindrical or -plicrical perspective. True.
if one takes a i>hotogi-ai)li on a cylinder or
spherical -intacc the form of tiie smaller

and jilacing the canu-ra at .some distance
from the grouji, arranged in this instance
in a straight line.
Except with a few sub-

22

oo

for details see inside

back

cover next week's issue
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,

in the ordinary way the eye had no means of
judgino- whether a picture was correct or
not, but it at once detected any unnatural
distortion as, e. g., when a tennis ball is
seen in tlie guise of a Rugby football. The
difference of opinion which exists as to the
most suitable focal length for a lens to be
used with a given plate, is due to the fact
that the apparent distortion depends very
largely up(jn the nature of the subject.

Viewing Position

—

The third head the influence of the posiis of
tion from which the picture is viewed
paramount imporlanee. As already stated,
when a perspective picture is seen from the

—

resembles the original scene; if seen from any other point,
so; but knowing that the
it ceases to do
picture itself is unaltered, the spectator generally eitlicr fails to notice this effect, or atTo appretributes it to some other cause.
ciate the effect it is necessary to fix tlie atthe countention not on the actual picture
but on the reality it represents.
terfeit
In Fig. 3 is shown one of the diagrams to
ABCD represents an
illustrate this ixn'nt.
object (e. g., the top of a square box) the
outlines of which al)c arc traced on a glas.'^
screen, the eye being kei)t in the position
E. When the tracing, is complete the eye is
moved to F.', and- now tlie outline abc is what
would be obtained if the object A'B'C"!)'
wcrp traced, with the eye in ili.' ixxition E".

appropriate viewpoint,

it

—

—

of organs in motion picture houses are concerned, it is claimed.
Memphis, Tenn. leads the procession with

two important installations, both in Loew
The
the State and the Palace.
Denver branch reports three important installations, one in Denver and the other two
in nearby cities.
The Cincinnati branch reports the followLiberty Theatre, Lawing for that district
renceburg, Ind.; Colonial Theatre, Dayton,
0.; Kentucky Theatre. Lexington, Ky.
Indianapolis's newest and
Tivili Theatre,
greatest movie palace; Ark Theatre, Lafayette. Ind.; Linden Theatre, Columbus, ().;
Columbia Theatre, Columbus, 0. and the
Pal.-u'e Theatre, -lellicoe, Tenn.
houses,

:

Theatre
Square
Opens at Boston

-3rivi<»-m^:

W. Cnngit'hicago

Kelsey to Build Theatre at
Chelan. Wash.

of
Rejuolds
.Motors.
Iteco
Color
II nods.
Sliow Window
Fla^Uers. Traffic CoQ.
trols.
etc

-MakiMs

Announcement was nuule in Seattle last
week of the purchase of a lot 105 by 120
feet in size, in Chelan, Washington, by
R. A. Kelsey, ownei' and operator of tln'

Ruby Theatre

Mr.
It
is
in that town.
Kelsey's plan to erect a three story i)iiild
ing on the ])roi)erty within the next few
months, including a hotel and theatre.
Plans for the latter structure, which will
cost ai)proxiniately :i^35,000, are now lieini;
made, and actual construction is expected
to begin within a few weeks.

for

111.

Leaders for 20 vears.

tccts.

L'C.'JS

Henry

view of the stage of the Capitol theatre. Taylorville.

—

eoiitrol
is
needed in electric signs,
tlood lighting, spectacular lighting ef-

;

Two New

A

Flashers
are the reliable method wherever light

Theatre Projects

New

England

Steinberg has started the construction of a motion picture theatre on Elm
street, Worcester, ALass., which will be one
of the largest playhouses in the state outside of Boston and which will cost in the
vicinity of $500,000 outside of furnishings
and equipment.
In connection M-ith the
theatre, Mr. Steinberg is to build a 14-story
hotel and a business block.
The iiew Braintree Theatre at Braiiitree,
-Mass., is rapidly nearing completion and is
expected to be opened within a few weeks.
Arthur McGrory, who operates the Weyiiioutli Odd Fellows Opera House will ;dsc
operate the new theatre, which will have a
>ea!ing capacity of about 800.
J.

Egelston

The Egelston Square Theatre

J. F.

at "Washing-

ton street, Egelston square, Boston, opened
Saturday.
The new theatre is owned by
Walter Littlefield, who also runs the Everett
Square Theatre in Hyde Park. At the opening, F. K. Littlefield gave an address of
welcome.
The playhouse takes the place
of the one destroyed by fire some eighteen
months ago. Instead of rebuilding the old
house, the ruins were torn do\\^l and an
entirely new structure erected with a seating capacity of 1222. A. L. Lashway, formerly with the Loew and Gordon chains, is
manager of the new pIayhous(>. A program
of one feature, short numlxM-s and four acts
of vaudeville will be given with two changes
of bill weekly. A large delegation of tilni
notables weic on hand at the opening.

Cook

to Build

Theatre

Mo.

at Marysville.

Cook, father of C. E. Cook, business manager of the M. P. T. O. KansasJ. F.

Missouri, will build a .1^50,0(10 theatre in
Maryville, Mo., it was announced this week.
Work on the theatre, wliieh will lie 44xi:!2
feet, will start before March
and is e.x peeled to be c()ini)leted by July L ./. R. Cook,
another son of Mr. Cook, will manage the
house, the name of which has not yet been
determined.
The house will include every
fonvenience that is j)ossil)le in a theatre of
1

its

size,

Mr. Cook

said.

New Modern

Theatre
Pittsburgh, Penn.

for

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18J38 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Cnder :se s»t8. 30%: under
oier

$00.

The

most

our

50*.

70%: under

nethod

economical

ADDKESSING SEKVICE.

of

reae4lng

Wurlitzer

Reports Record
Sales of Theatre Organs

desired.

30

to

J4.00

PER M

The first month of the new year has set
a new high mark for the Rudolph Wurlitzer
Company, so far as sales and installations

of

theati-e

building

to

be

erected

at

the new theatre will be 5,000.
The ' theatre will be modern in every respect, and
no expense will be saved in trying to make
it
beautiful.

UP.

Is

IJsli.

S0<7„

Mri.TIGhAPHING— MI.MEOORAPHINO—
FOLDING— E.VrLOSI.VG— MAILING
.V'OTION PICTCKE DIRECTORY CO
708

Siith

Aie..

at

41st

Pbone.

Seventh Street and Penn Avenue bv Rowland and Clark. The seating caiiacity of

8S%:

theftiree

saved in postage, etc.. ttarougk
elimination ef dead and duplicate theatres usualL^ listed
t,iMis
of Producers. Distributors and SuppIt Dealers
If

New Tor»

S;

Penn^-y

7484-7485

Plans are being completed for the erection

SOO.

14<!',
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AD SECTION

RATES:
except

lo cents a word for each insertion, in advance
Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.

Wanted
AT LIBERTY.— Manaoreroperator; 10 years' expei-ionee in the show business:
can furnish o-ood references;
will

anvwhere. Write to
:\raxon. 138 Libertv
Oswego, X. Y.
<zo

Wm.
St.,

IT.

PIANIST,

desires
engaprement to play alone,
evenings only, in ])icture theatre within commuting distance from New York City.

Box

Picture

]\[otion

New York

WOMAN

City.

PICTl'RE

ORGANIST.

-- A-1;
large
Library; country preferred,
^ladame
Quinney,
lOlSV^
Bangs Ave., Asburv Park,

WANTED.— Theatre,

Theatre, 6646 Parnell
Ave., Chicago.

tion.

For Sale

ORGAN.—

D'Art

See

Ridge for bargains in used
Wurlitzers,

Seeburgs,

Foto-

players, Cremonas, Kimballs.
Bartolas,
Robert
Mortons,
Reproducos, Electric Pianos

and Music

Have you

rolls.

an organ, piano or music
to

List

sell?

them

D'Art Ridge, 845

S.

roll

with

Wabash

(6th floor), Chicago.

CLOTH

BANNERS.

3x15

$1.40,

liberty

400

more seats in mid-west
town of 5000 or more popula-

N. J.

ORGANIST.— At

News.

Picture

City.

or

exjiert,

6."3.^,

News,

Motion

625,

New York

feet,

3

—

colors,

years at Columbia Theatre
can give best of reference
union.
Elmer Howell, care
Columbia Theatre, Muncie.

any copy up to 15 words;
one day service; sent anywhere; also Bargain Papei
Banners. Associated Advertisers,
111
W. 18th St.,

Ind.

Kansas City, Mo.

7

AT L I B E R T
Feb.

high-powered pub-

15,

director,

licity

Y— After
man-

theatre

ager and advertising expert
a .showman with years of experience,
with all leading

Broadway

theatrical
procircus
enterprises; have DO equal in the
.shoAV business, as a strong
opposition billing agent thousands of would-be publicity
men now using my original
ideas; will locate any place
in United States where I can
get a reasonable salary for
good services age, 39
excellent
appearance;
producer of stage presentations
reference,
any
recognized
showman in the world. Wire
or write, Chas. A. Koster,

and

ducers

;

;

5331
side.

Wood-

Skillman

Long

Ave.,
Island.

MANAGER
five

;

years'

or

assistant;

experience Avith
motion
picture

Broadway
house;

excellent references.
Box 630, Motion Picture
News. New York City.

RECOGNIZED
Manager at
week owing to

Theatre
next

liberty

;

;

;

tions,

special

sell
basic patents
"Aiselite," designed to
illuminate aisles; this device
is

many prominent

in

u.sed

but not manufactured at present; patent expires in 1937; if interested,
communicate with patentee.
I. I. Hance, Meriden, Conn.
theatres,

FOR SALE.— Motion
ture theatre

;

town

of

pic-

famous

summer

resort of over 5,000
seats 700;
only theatre in Tannersville,

equipped;

fully

N. Y.

Byck.

J. J.

FOR SALE. — 300

new

veneer

green finish theatre
chairs; always a large stock
of used chairs on hand immediate
.shipment
lowest
prices.
Theatre Seating Co..
845 S. State St., Chicago, 111.
;

;

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE AND EQUIPMENT.
Tavo machines; long lease;
only theatre in county seat
of 1500; leaving state; rau.st
sell at once
reasonable one;

half

Mrs.

;

cash,
balance,
terms.
Lillian
M. Braswell,

EddA-v-ille.

Kv.

consolidation

theatres
have managed
cinema, Iwo-a-day and combination liouses highest references
producer presentaof

WILL

on

weeks

and

events Avith box office value
exploitation
expert.
Box

FILM SALESMEN
Do you want lo make $25 to $100
more a week ?
Can offer you

very attractive proposition.
or see us immediately.

Write

PUBLICITY CLOCK CO., INC.
105 W. 40th St.. New York

A

notably j^otxl hrand of disjildx uork h(Ls been dotw
by the advertisin'^ men of first-run theatres in their
newspaper campaigns of First NationaVs "Infatuation.'^
The group of rej)resentatire ads shown above includidisplays by the following theatres: The State. Detroit:
Circle. Indianapolis; Des Moines Theatre. Des Moines:
Allen.

Leland.

Cleveland;

Mark

Strand.

Brooklyn.

Albany: Rivoli. Baltimore:

nati: Capitol, Dallas, Tex.,

Capitol.

A.

Y.:

Cincin-

and Colorado, Denver.

Feb

20

y

,
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Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy release, as zvell as
information on pictures that are coming, will be found on succeeding pages.
(S. R. indicates State Right

|

release.)
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As No

Man Has

Henry Edwards

Loved

Cranfield

Kenneth McDonald

.

Rin-Tin-Tin (dog).
William Russell

Big Pal
Black Cyclone
Basiness of Love

Rex

.

.

of

Cyclone Cavalier
Dark Angel, The
Don 0, Son of Zorro
Free to Love

Gallagher

Live Wire, The
Lost World, The

The
the

Twain

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Paramount

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

7168 feet. .Sept. 5
6239 feet. .Sept. 12

M-G-M

Shall

Metro-Goldwyn
Columbia Pict. (S.R.)
Paramount
Gerson Pict. (S. R.)

Wm.

New

Champion, The
Not So Long Ago

Fairbanks
Betty Bronson
Richard Holt

Once In a Lifetime
Outlaw's Daughter, The

.

Time Wife
The

8143
4547
6849
5000
4375

.

Aug. 8
Dec. 19
Aug. 8
Dec. 5
Dec. 19

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet.

Josie Sedgwick
Universal
E.
Hammerstein - L.
Tellegen
5278 feet June 20
F. B. O
Alice Calhoun
Lumas Film S. R.) GlOOfeet Dec.
Special Cast
B.P. Schulberg (S.R. )6848feet. Oct. 10
Zazu Pitts
Metro-Goldwyn
5828 feet. July 25
Bow-MacDonald
Arrow
5475 feet Oct. 31
Fred Thomson
Fihn Book. Offices.. 5014 feet Oct. 24
Kennedy-Welch
Arrow
6923 feet Nov. 14
Revier-Landis
Columbia Pict. (S.R.) 5770 feet Nov. 7
Lillian Rich
Prod. Dist. Corp
6974 feet Sept. 12
Barthelmess-Mackaill. First National
.6856 feet Aug. 29
Virginia Valli
Universal
.5424 feet. June 20
Special Cast
Paramount
.6925 feet Sept. 19
Windsor-O'Brien
Tiffany (S.R.)
7000 feet Sept. 12
Frank Merrill
Hercules Film
.4579 feet.

.

Parisian Nights

.-.

(

Plastic Age,

Pretty Ladies
Primrose Path, The
Ridin' the Wind
Scandal Street
Sealed Lips

Siege

A

.

.

.

Speed Madness
Spook Ranch
Steppin' Out

Sun Up

Hoot Gibson

Universal

Sterling-Revier
Special Cast

Columbia
Metro-Goldwyn
Weiss Bros. (S. R.) .5050

Wally Wales
Laura La Plante
Evelyn Brent
Buck Jones

Stone-Mason

First National

Wheel, The
White Outlaw, The
Wild Horse Mesa
Wild, Wild Susan
With This Ring

Special Cast

Fox

.

Vidor-T.

May

5247 feet
.5267 feet
5906 feet

Film Book. Offices.

Fox
Paramount

Moore

.

Film Book. Offices.

Jack Hoxie

Universal

Special Cast

Bebe Daniels

Paramount
Paramount

Mills-Tellegen

B. P. Schulberg

June 13

feet.

.6967 feet. May 30
5074 feet. Oct. 24
4869 feet Sept. 26

Universal

Richard Talmadge

2

Dec. 19
Aug. 29

.

Tearing Loose
Teaser, The
Three Wise Crooks
Timber Wolf, The
Trouble With Wives.The
Wall Street Whiz, The.
What Fools Men

6489 feet Aug.
5432 feet. Nov.

11
7

.7349 feet. Oct. 10
.7325 feet. Aug.
2
.48.30 feet
June 27
.7221 feet. Aug. 22
.5774 feet. Aug. l->
5333 feet Oct.
3

.

OCTOBER
Feature
Beautiful City

Chadwick
First National

Bobbed Hair
Borrowed Finery
Bustin' Through

Prevost-Harlan
Louise Lorraine
Jack Hoxie
Cactus Trails
Jack Perrin
Circle, The
Eleanor Boardman
Circus Cyclone, The
Art Acord
Classified
Corinne Griffith
Clothes Make the Pirate. Errol-D. Gish
Compromise
Irene Rich
Desert Demon, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr

.

.

Dollar Down
Ruth Roland
Everlasting Whisper, The. Tom Mix
Exchange of Wives, An
Special Cast
Fighting Heart, The
Geo. O'Brien
Golden Princess, The
Bronson-Hamilton
" Lefty " Flynn
Heads Up
Heartless Husbands
Gloria Grey
Hell's Highroad
Leatrice Joy
.

.

.

.

Hurricane Horseman, The Wally Wales
Richard Holt
O'Brien-Bellamy
Robert Frazer

In Search of a Hero
Iron Horse, The
Keeper of the Bees, The
Lew Tvler's Wives

Annie Rooney

Lorraine of the Lions
in

Quarantine

Luck and Sand

Man

on the Box, The

.

.

7781 feet
5500 feet

Tiffany (S.R.)
Universal
Madoc Sales

4505 feet
4800 feet

Metro-Goldwyn

551

1

.

.

Oct.

.

.

Dec.

5

.

.

Oct.

24

feet

.

Oct.

3

3

4509 feet Aug. 22
6927 feet .Oct. 17
7000 feet .Nov. 14
6586 feet Nov. 7
Artclass Pict
5012 feet
Truart (S. R.)
5860 feet Aug. 29
Fox
5611 feet .Oct. 24
Metro-Goldwyn
6300 feet Oct. 1
Fox
7032 feet Oct.
3
Paramount
5395 feet .Sept. 19
F. B. O
5482 feet .Nov. 21
Madoc Sales
5000 feet .Dec. 26
Prod. Dist. Corp
5084 feet Sept.
Artclass Pict
4440 feet
Gerson Pictures
jOOO feet Feb. 13
Fox Film Corp. .10424 feet. Sept. 13 '24
F. B. O
5712 feet Oct. 17
Universal
First National
First National
Warner Bros

.

.

.

.

.

Warner Brothers
.

.

.

Little

Length Reviewed
5000 feet. .July 11
6450 feet Nov. 1

Distributed by

George Walsh
R. Barthelmess

American Pluck

Lovers

Star

No Man's Law
One of the Bravest
Other Woman's Story.

.

Pride of the Force, The

Compson

Betty
.

Tom

.

.

Santschi

Tires
Monte Blue
Regular Fellow, A
Raymond Griffith
Seven Keys to Baldpate. .Douglas MacLean.
Storm Breaker, The
House Peters
Substitute Wife, The
Jan« Novak
Thunder Mountain
Special Cast
Tower of Lies
Chaney-Shearer
Wandering Fires
Constance Bennett

Why Women

Taylor- Washburn

Love

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Blanche Sweet
Leo Maloney
Special Cast
Vera Reynolds

Win, Lose or Draw
Winding Stair, The
Without Mercy

.

.

Red Hot

Wandering Footsteps

.

.

Harry Carey
.

.S-

.

Logan-Landis

Pony Express, The
Prairie Pirate, The

Length
Reviewed
7498 feet Oct. 24
5443 feet Oct. 24
F. B. O
4042 f eet ..Nov. 21
Lumas Film (S.R.) ..5679 feet Dec.
B. P. Schulberg
6080 feet .Nov. 7
First National
691 1 feet Oct. 29
Universal
6802 feet Aug. 25
Paramount
9801 feet Sept 26
Prod. Dist. Corp
4603 feet .Sept 21
Rayart
5139 feet Nov. 21
Warner Bros
5447 feet ..Oct. 31
Paramount
5027 feet ..Oct. 17
.Paramount
5548 feet .Nov. 7
Universal
5093 feet Sept 25Arrow
5994 feet Nov. 7
Fox
7537 feet Oct. 1»Metro-Goldwyn
6849 feet Oct. !•
Arrow
6600 feet Oct. 17
Ginsberg Dist. Corp.iOeo feet Nov 2t
First National
6750 feet ..Oct. 31
.

Ben Lyon

Pace That Thrills, The
Peacock Feathers

|

Metro-Goldwyn
Paramount

Bob Custer
Ralph Lewis
.Calhoun-Frazer

.

September

Distributed by

Ramon Novarro
Hamilton-Love

New Brooms

=

.

Clarion Photoplays. .4988 feet

Fox

6107 feet Oct. IT
5550 feet ..Oct. 24
.

Prod. Dist. Corp

.

NOVEMBER
Feature
Action Galore

Star

Artclass Pict

After Marriage

Margaret Livingston
Around Frying Pan
Fred Thomson
Ancient Highway, The
Jack Holt
Best Bad Man, The
Tom Mix
Best People, The
Special Cast
Bright Lights
Ray-Starke
Calgary Stampede, The ... Hoot Gibson
Call of Courage, The
Art Acord
Camille of the Barbary
Coast
Busch-O. Moore
Clash of the Wolves
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog)
Cobra
Valentino

.

Madoc

.

All

Daring Days

Length
Reviewed
4659 feet
5500 feet Nov. 14
5519 feet Nov. 285034 feet Nov. 21
4983 feet ..Dec. 12
5700 feet .Nov. 7
5260 feet Nov. 28
5924 feet .Oct. 1^
4661 feet Sept. 19

Distributed by

Buddy Roosevelt

F. B.

Sales

O

Paramount
Fox
Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn

.

.

5500 feet
6478 feet
6895 feet

Warner Bros
Paramount

Josie Sedgwick

.

.

Assoc. Exhib

Universal

.

.

.

.

.

5844 feet
6756 feet
8553 feet

United Artists

Fox

.

'.

24
Nov. 21

Oct.

Oct.

L.Barrymore-H. Hamp-

Fiity-Fifty

Aug.
1
Nov. 2«
Nov. 21

5 reels

Fox

.

.

.

.

.

Universal
Universal

Durand of the Bad Lands .Buck Jones
Eagle, The
Rudolph Valentino
East Lynne
Special Cast

.

.

1«

.

Seven Days
Shore Leave
of His Father,
Souls for Sables

19

.

Stewart-Lytell

Son

24
30

.

Himself. Thomas Meighan
Pringle-Earle

Meet

Part

.

.

.

)

i

Kentucky Pride
Knockout Kid, The

Mystic,

.

.

The

His Master's Voice
Marriage Fails

Never

.

31

.

If

Man of Nerve
Man Who Found

.

.

Havoc
High and Handsome
His Majesty Bunker Bean

Go

Feb. 28

.

Freshman, The

Let's

.5500 feet
.7929 feet.

12
12
19
Rod La Rocque
26
Reed Howes
R. Colman-V. Banky .First National
731 1 feet
Sept. 26
United Artists
10264 feet June 27
Douglas Fairbanks
B.P.Schulberg(S.R.) 4825 feet Jan.
2
C. Bow-D. Keith
Harold Lloyd
Pathe
6883 feet July 25
Buddy Roosevelt
Artclass Pict
4488 feet
W. Fairbanks-P. Garon. Columbia (S. R.)
4560 feet Sept. 26
Special Cast
Fox
9200 feet. .Aug. 29
" Lefty " Flynn
F. B. O
5569 feet.
71 49 feet
M. Moore-Devore .... Warner
Sept. 26
.5700 f eet
Nov. 1
Thunder dog
Lumas Film
6006 feet May 23
F. B. O
J. Logan-C. Brook
Special Cast
Fox
5552 feet Sept. 19
Rayart Pict. Corp.
Jack Perrin
iS. R.l
4901 feet Jan.
9
Tom Tyler
Film Book. Offices.. .5182 feet. Oct.
3
First National
7000 feet Sept. 12
Johnny Hines
Special Cast
9700 feet Feb. 21
First National
Bob Custer
F. B. O
4452 feet. .Nov. 28

Amos

Galloping Jinx
Great Sensation,

Clarke

.Bud Barsky (S. R.) .5000 feet
.Warner Brothers.
.6001 feet .Oct.
Ginsberg Dist
4543 f eet Oct.
Pathe
5058 feet. .May
5008 feet Dec.
Aster Dist. (S. R.)
Universal
7238 feet Sept.
Paramount
5840 feet Sept.
Prod. Dist. Corp
5677 feet Sept.
Rayart (S. R.)
4928 feet Sept.
.

(horse)

Pitts-Hortoa
California Straight Ahead Reginald Denny
Folly
Gloria Swanson
Coast of

Coming

&

Fox

Special Cast

.

.

.

The
Below The Line
Battler,

Feature

Midshipman, The
Length Reviewed

by

Distributed

Star

Feature
Amazing Quest, The

for Productions Listed Prior to

m

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Fight to a Finish,

Flower

Mary Piclif ord
Kerry-Miller
Daniels-Ford

Universal ...

Leo Maloney
Sydney Chaplin

Clarion Photoplays

Paramount

Warner Bros

.

.

.

.

5753
.6570
.4903
7282

f eet
feet
feet
feet
feet

.

.

Oct.

.

Aug.

.Oct.
.

.

Fairbanks
Pola Negri

Lowell Sherman

4603 feet. Dec. 5
6374 feet Oct. 31
9488 feet April 25Artclass Pictures .... 4292 feet
Metro-Goldwyn
6256 feet Nov. 7
Assoc. Exhib
5500 feet July 25
Universal
7755 feet Aug. 8
Assoc. Exhib
5400 feet Aug. 1
Paramount
6229 feet Nov. 7
Film Book. Offices. .6400 feet. Oct. 17
Fox Film
7236 feet Oct. 3
Metro-Goldwyn
6437 feet Nov. 14
Assoc. Exhib
5500 feet ..July 25
Metro-Goldwyn
10027 feet Sept. 1
Rayart
5855 feet. Jan.
2
First National
5980 feet Nov.
Metro-Goldwyn
5915 feet Nov.
Metro-Goldwyn
5824 feet Dec.
Prod. Dist. Corp
6300 feet Nov.
Ginsberg Dist
4h
f eet
Dec.
Universal
8464 feet Sept.
Film Book. Offices. 4510 feet Dec.
Prod. Dist. Corp
99»o 'eet Nov.
Truart
5(100 feet
Aug.
Warner Bros
7506 feet .Nov
Artclass Pict
4728 feet
Warner Bros
7000 feet Oct. 24

Astor-Hughes
Marie Prevost
Creighton Hile
Rich-O'Brien

Warner Bros
Lu-ui? FUti (S. R.)
Prod. Dist. Corp

On

Wally Wales
Buster Keaton
Glenn Hunter

Go West
His Buddy's Wife
Home Maker, The

.

Midnight Limited

Old Clothes
Only Thing, The

.

Bowers-De La Motte

.

.

.

.

.

Saddle Cyclone
Satan in Sables
Scarlet Saint,

.

Special Cast
.

The

Seven Sinners

Shadow on the Wall
Simon the Jester

.

Special Cast

1

Lon Chaney
Bob Custer

.

Joseph Schildkraut

.

.

Raymond McKee
Special Cast
Buffalo Bill Jr

Wyoming

Blind Trail,

The

Leo Maloney
Georg; Walsh

Blue Blood

Bluebird's Seven Wives. .Lyon-Wilson-Sweet.

10

Broadwav Lady
Evelyn Brent
Counsellor the Defense. .Peters-Compson

.

.

Star

.

.

.

.

.

.

24
19

2h
2*
_„
28
24
19
2

23
5

2S
29
5-

.

28

,

Distributed by
Length Reviewed
Clarion Photoplays. .4900 feet
Chadwic't
5600 feet Feb. 13
.First National
7774 feet. .Jan.
9F. B.
5500 feet. .Dec. 12
Assoc. Exhib
5022 feet. .Nov. 21
.

.

21

Dec. 19

.

DECEMBER

1

Nov

»et

..jS hi

.

Reginald Danny
Dorothy Revier

21

f

62Sh feet
.

.

Louise Lorraine
Wild Cat, The .Tom Tyler

Feature

5S-(0

feet .Dae.
5070 feet Oct.
Chadwick
6500 feet Sept.
Columbia Pict. (S.R.) 5118 feet Dec.
Universal
6763 feet .Sept.
Paramount
6691 feet. Nov.
United Artists
10157 feet Nov.
Arrow
5221 feet Oct.
Fox
6839 feet. .Sept.
Chadwick
6800 feet Jan.
.Assoc. Exhib
6.500 feet.
July
First National
5613 feet. .Dec.
Prod. Dist. Coro
7373 feet. .Nov.
First National
6599 feet. .Dec.
Universal
5539 feet Aug.
Columbia
562.5 feet
Dec.
Truart (S.R.)
5800 feet
F. O. B
515(i feet .Nov.

Unchastened Woman, TheTheda Bara
Under the Riuge
.Tom Moore
Unguarded Hour, The
Sills-Kenvon
Wedding Song, The
Leatrice Joy
We Moderns.
Colleen MDore
Flirt ....

.

First National

Chas. Ray
S.O. S. Perils of the Sea.. Elaine Hammerstein
Sporting Life
Special Cast
Stage Struck
Gloria Swanson
Stella Dallas
Bennett-Colman
Tessie
McAvoy-Agnew
Thank U
Special Cast

Wild Girl

1

.

Some Pun'kins

Where Was I?
When Husbands

.

.

Marion Davies
Dempsey-Taylor
Mae Murray
Glass-Hawley
Sweet-Lyon
Jackie Coogan

New Commandment

.

,

Special Cast

Merry Widow

.

.

Keep Smiling
Monty Banks
King on Main St., The .... Adolphe Menjou
Last Edition, The
Ralph Lewis
Lazybones
Lights of Old Broadway
Manhattan Madness

.

.

Alice Joyce

People vs. Nancy Preston
Phantom Express, The
Phantom of tlie Opera.
Ridin' Streak, The
Road to Yesterday, The
Romance Road
Rose of the World

June 24

5561 feet

Columbia iS. R.).
Paramount
Fox

Edmund Lowe

31

.

Oct.

Wm.

A

Night

of

Fool, The
-Galloping

.

B. P. 'Schulberg (S.R.)
United Artists
8850

Assoc. Exhib

ton

Motion Picture

•936

Length Reviewed
Distributed by
Film B«ok. Officai ... 45M tMt .. Dec. 2»
5709 f«et. .D«c. 1*
Fox

Star

Feature

C«vkor Hukateer. Th*. Tom Tyler
Back ]•»«»
I>Merl'« Pric«, Th«

I

S. O'Weill-B.

Fate of a Flirt
Flood, The

Dorothy Revier
Special Cait
Special Cast
Special Cast

Golden Strain, The
Gooae Woman, The
Great Love, The

Handsome

MMM f eet

Roach .. Metro-Goldwym
Columbia Pict

Do»t

5823 feet

Truart (S. R.)

Fox

5989 feet .Jan.
2
7500 feet Auj. 22

UniTerMl

Dana-Ajnew
M-G-M
W. Fairbanks-Corbin Columbia Pict.

.

.

R.)4865 feet
8983 feet Nov.
Rudolph Schildkrant Unirersal
Hii People
6433 feet. .Jan.
M-G-M
Norma Shearer
Hia Secretary
6610 feet Dec.
Harlan-Miller
Warner Bros
Hogan's Alley
5794 feet Jan.
First National
Special Cast
infatuation
7008 feet Nov.
Thomas Meighan
Paramount
Iriah Luck
National
7900 f eet Dec.
Mackaill-Mulhall
First
Joanna
9221 feet. .Dec.
Paramount
.Betty Bronson
Kiss for Cinderella, A.
Warner Brothers.
.7816 feet. .Dec.
Lady Windermere's Fan. .Special Cast
Lodge in the Wilderness,
6500 feet
Tiffany
(S.
R.)
The
6702 feet Nov
Paramount
Percy Marmont
Lord Jim
Assoc.
Exhib
Jan.
Hampton-Kirkwood
Lover's Island
.5417 feet. .Nov.
Eltinge-Pennington
.Prod. Dist. Corp
Uadam Behave
5437
feet
Dec.
Prod.
Dist.
Corp
Carey
Man From Red Gulch .... Harry
5699 feet Dec.
Mae Murray
Metro-Goldwyn
Maaked Bride, The
6200 feet Jan.
Landis-Devore
Midnight Flyer, The
F. B.
6500 feet. .Dec.
Tearle-Mills
Tiffany (S. R.)
Morals for Men
5 reels
Strongheart
(dog)
....
Assoc.
Exhib
Jan.
North Star, The
Lumas
5920 feet Jan.
Eva Novak
Northern Code, The
feet
5800
Pala
Louise Lorraine
Truart (S. R.)
5600 feet Dec.
Chadwick
Perfect Clown, The
Larry Semon
.Dec.
Asso. Exhibitors
Pinch Hitter, The
Glenn Hunter
Warner Brothers .... 7202 feet Feb.
Pleasure Buyers, The .... Irene Rich
4911
feet.
Richard Talmadge... F. B. O
.Jan.
Prince of Pep
Metro-GoIdwyn
5564 feet Dec
Sally, Irene and Mary .... Special Cast
5175 feet. .Dec.
F. B.
Smilin" at Trouble
"Lefty" Flynn
M-G-M
6000 feet. Jan.
Soml Mates
Special Cast
7646 feet Dec.
Splendid Road, The
Anna Q. Nilason
First National
Artclass Pict. (S. R.).4884 (eet
Streak of Luck, A
Buffalo Bill, Jr
10253 feet Dec.
That Royle Girl
Dempster-Fields
Paramount
7369 feet Jan.
Three Paces E^ast
Goudal-Ames
Prod. Dist. Corp
4527 feet
Thmodering Through
Buddy Roosevelt
Artclass Pict
4557 feet. .Dec
Time the Comedian
Cody-Busch
Metro-Goldwyn
4800 feet Nov.
Universal
Triple Action
Pete Morrison
Fumbleweeds
Wm. S. Hart
United Artists
7254 feet. .Nov.
4555 feet Dec.
Two Fisted Jones
Universal
Jack Hoxie
Wages for Wives
6J52 feet. .Dec.
Special Cast
Fox
When the Door Opened. .Special Cast
6515 feet Nov.
Fox
Woman of the World, A. .Pola Negri
Paramount
6353 feet. .Dec.
Womanhandled
Richard Dii
6765 feet Jan.
Paramount

The

Brute,

.

(S.

.

.

.

.

.

'

Jan. 23

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

28
26
26

19

.

.

.

.

.

.

9

5

.

.

16

.

.

9

.

.

.

.

.

19

.

2

.

.

.

.

26
12
13
2
19
19
6
12

.

20

Paramount

Special Cast

Arizona Sweepstakes, The .Hoot Gibson
Barrier,

The

Bashful Buccaneer, The
Black Bird, The
Bine Streak, The
Braveheart

.

.

Universal

Kerry-Barrymore

Metro-Goldwyn

Reed Howes

Rayart

Cowboy and the Countess,
The
Buck Jones
Dance Madness
Windsor-Nagel
Danger Girl, The
Priscilla Dean
Demon, The
Jack Hoxie
Desperate Moment
Enchanted Hill, The

The

Hawley-Von

Fox
Metro-Goldwyn

.

,

.

.

Fighting Edge, The
First Year, The

.

..

.

La Marr-Stone
Chadwick-Gordon

.

.

Bowers-de la Motte
Prevost-Moore

.

Griffith
.

Buddy Roosevelt

Husband Hunters
1 Do
lust

Harold Lloyd
Richard Barthelmess
Blanche Sweet
Glenn Hunter
Jane Novak

Suppose
Lady from Hell
Giant, The
Lure of the Wild

Little

5503 feet

Fox

6038 feet
5700 feet
62«0 f eet

O

.

.

Warner Bros
Paramount
Assoc. Exhib
Warner

Artclass Pictures .... 4800 feet
Tiffany
65«0 (eet
Assoc. Exhib
First National
7 reels
Assoc. Exhib
6 reels.
Universal
6850 feet
5.170 feet
Columbia (S. R.
)

Mannequin

Special Cast

Man

Paramount

Bob Custer

Film Book. Offices

Rustlin'

Marrying Money
Memory Lane
Outeider,

The

Phantom

of the Forest ...

Boardman-Nagel
J. Logan
Thunder (dog)
George Walsh

Prince of Broadway

Queen O'Diamonds

Shadow

of the

Law

Mary
.

.

.

Philbin

Larry Semon
Charles Ray

.

.

6981 feet

.

.4666 feet

.

>424
5800
5800
5129
7336
4800
6000
6393

'.

Chadwick

O

F. B.
First National

Artclass Pictures

Prod. Dist. Corp

Daniels-Hamilton.
William Boyd

.

.

Fox

Warner Bros

Maris
Stop, Look and Listen.
Sweet Adeline
Thrilling Youth
Stella

.

5800 feet.

John Barrymore
Bow-Lewis

6

Jan. 30
6
Jan. 30
Feb. 13
2
Jan.
Jan. 16

Feb.

y»a. 23

feet. Jan. 30
feet. Feb.
6
(eet. Tan.
2
(1
feet. Feb.
feet .Feb.
6
(eet
feet
Jan. 23
feet .Jan. 30

.

.Paramount

6000
6680
5786
5305
6000
5000

Prod. Diat. Corp
Universal

Pathe

Chadwick

Billy West
Rayart (S. R.)
Nilsson-Stone
First Natioaal
" Lefty " Flynn
F. B. O
Trip to Chinatown, A
Special Cast
Fox
Western Pluck
Universal
Art Accord
What Happened to Jones Reginald Denny
Universal
When Loves Grows Cold Mrs. Rudolph ValentinoF. B. O
Where the Worst Begins. Ruth Roland
Truart 'S. R.)
White Mice
Jacquelin Logan
Associated Exhib
Without Orders
Leo Maloney
Clarion Photoplays.
Tom Mix
Fox
Yankee Senor, The

feet. .Dec. 26

(eet
Dec 26
feet
Jan. 30
feet
Jan. 30
feet .Jan. 2.1
feet.
'.

jan]

23

Little Irish Girl,
for Love

4207 feet
6700 (eet

Feb.
6
Dec. 1"»
7 reels
Feb. 13
5800 feet. Dec. 12
.

.

.

Aactinn Block. The
Beautiful Cheat. The

..

Boardman-Ray

M-G-M

Laura La Plante

Universal

Paramount
F. B.

.

.

.Jan. 30

6314 feet

Feb.

.

.

6

O

Clarion Photoplays.

.

.

M-G-M

Moore
First National
Cast
Fox
Special Cast
F. B. O
Elaine Hammerstein .Columbia (S. R.)
Norma Shearer
M-G-M
Special Cast
Warner Bros
Leatrice Joy
Prod. Dist. Corp
Warner
Monte Blue
Bros

The

Made

Man

Upstairs, The
Million Dollar Handicap,

The

Vera Reynolds

Busch-Marmont

Miracle of Life, The

Moana.

.

.

Money Talks
Morganson

4900 (eet

6117 feet. .Jan. 30

Special Cast

Fox

Johnny Hines

First National

Special Cast
B. Lytell-L. Rich
Louise Lorraine
Art Acord

Fox

.

.

.Jan. 30

6500 (eet

Fox
Warner Bros
Truart (S. R.)
Universal (re-issue)

Dean-Chaney

The

Silent Witness,

Feb. 13
Feb. 13

7 reels.

Tiffany (S. R.)

Rin-Tin-Tin
Special Cast

Shipo( Souls

.

Paramount

Tom Mix

The

.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Assoc. Exhib

My Own Pal
Night Cry, The
Night Watch, The
Outside the Law
Palace of Pleasure
to Glory,

5700 feet

7 reels ....

M-G-M

Special Cast
Special Cast

s Finish

Sky High Corral
Song and Dance Man, TheTom Moore
Ra}rmond McKee
Speed Limit, The
Thrill Hunter, The
Special Cast
Tough Guy, The
Fred Thomson

5467 (eet. .Jan. 23

Assoc. Exhib
Truart (S. R.)
Universal

6800 (eet. ..Feb. •
5800 (eet

Paramount

7 reels .... Jan. 30

Lumas Film

6000

feet

Columbia
F. B. O.

Chadwick

Transcontinental Limited. Special Cast
Trumpin' Trouble
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Bow-MacDonald
Two Can Play
Under Western Skies .... Norman Kerry
Vanishing American, The .Dix- Wilson
Wanderer, The
William Collier, Jr

(S. R.)

Artclass Pict. (S. R.) 4800 (eet
Assoc. Exhib
Universal
7 reels
10061 (eet Rot.
Paramouit

7
8173 (eet. .Sept. 11
.

Paramomnt

MARCH
Feature

Age

Truart (S. R.)
F. B. O

of Indiscretion

Arizona Streak, The

Tom

Bar C Mystery, The

Phillips-MacDonald
Special Cast
Marion Daviet
Pete Morrison

Bat,

The

Beverly of Gratistark
Blue Blazes
Broken Hearts of Holly-

Chip

of the

Flying

U

Tyler

in the Saddle,

Artclass Pictures.

Dean

Wanda Hawley

The

Fox

Syd Chaplin
Monty Banks
Rod La Rocqne

Warner Brothers
Assoc. Exhib
Prod. Dist. Corp

Evelyn Brent
.Jack Hoxie
Buddy Roosevelt

Universal
Artclass Pictnrea

.

Play Sa(e
Red Dice
Secret Orders
Six Shooting Romance.

.

Tangled Herds
Test of Donald Norton
Vanishing Hoofa

.

23

.4800 (eet

6200 feet

Warner Bros
Fox
5738 feet

Universal

M-G-M
Universal
F. B. O
F. B. O

F. B.

O
4857 (eet. .Jan. 30
4800 (eet

Chadwick

George Walsh
Wally Wales

Why

.

feet. .Jan.

Assoc. Exhib

ValU-O'Brien
Lowell Sherman
Special Cast
Hoot Gibson
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast
Richard Talmadge...

Monte Carlo
My Old Dutch
Night Patrol, The
Non-stop Flieht. The
Oh, What a ITnrse

5000

Prod. Dist. Corp
Film Book. Offices
Lumas Film

Special Cast

Marriage

5 reels

Universal

Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal

Priscilla

Reviewed

5800 (eet

M-G-M

Hoot Gibson

Forbidden Waters
Happiness
Hearts and Spangles
How to Train a Wife
Love Toy, The

.

Pathe
United Artiiti

.

Warner Brothers

Buffalo Bill, Jr

Man

.

Harlan-Miller

Coming and Going

Manhood

Length

Distributed by

Star

4800 (eet

Artclass Pictures

Girls Go Back Home. Marie Prevost
Winning the Futurity
Special Cast

Warner Brothers
Chadwick (S. R.)

APRIL
Ace

Feature
Hearts

o(
Bells. The
Border Sheriff,

Reviewed

Fox
Chadwick Pictures

Special Cast
Lionel Barrymore

The ....

Length

Distributed by

Star

Universal
Universal
Clarion Photoplays. 4900 (eet
Film Book. Offices
The Special Cast
Warner Bros
Other Women's Hiubands Blse-Prevost
Racing Blood
Lumas Film (S. R.)
Rustlers Ranch
Universal
Art Acord
Sap. The
M. Moore-D. Devore Warner Bros
Silken Shackles ...
Warner Bros
Irene Rich
6887 (eet. .Dec. 26
Skiimer's Dress Snit
Universal
Reginald Denny
Streets o( Sin
Fox
Twin Triggers
Artclass Pict. (S. R.) 4800 (eet
Baddy Roosevelt

Jack Hoxie
House Peters

Combat, The

Fighting Shadows
Isle of Retribution,

Leo Maloney

4900 (eet
5 reels

.

.

.

.

.

MAY

Jan. 61

FEBRl ARY
Distributed by

.

4800 feet

Artclass Pictures

.

Feature

Star

feet

5 reels

.

.

Feature

5000

.

Too Much Money
Traflia Cop, The

.

Rayart (S. R.)
Pathe

.

Assoc. Exhib
.

4450 (eet. .Dec. 12

First National

Garbo-Cortez

wood
Champion Lover, The

.

Truart (S. R.)
First National

Bowers-Lashman

Splendid Crime
Steel Preferred

Feb.

.

.

Lumas Film

Evelyn Brent
Belle Bennett
Wally Wales

Reckless Lady
Roaring Rider, The
Rocking Moon
Sea Beast, The

6
6

Feb. 6
Jan. 30
Jan. 16
8 reels
Feb. 13
7200 feet. Dec 26
5883 (eet. Jan. 16
.Jan. 23

Fox

Raymond

Feb.
Feb.

Jan.
6326 feet. .Jan.

First National

Hearts and Fists
His Jail Bride
Hoodoo Ranch, The

9

Dec. 26

.

.... Special

Ladies of Leisure
Light Eternal

'

.Jan.

.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Warner Brothers
F. B.

Hands Up

,

.

Colleen

Johnstown Flood, The
King of the Turf

Jan. 16

Feb. 13

6393 feet
.

Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn

Nagel-Adoree
De La Motte
Harlan-Miller
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Flaming Waters
Gilded Butterfly, The
Girl from Montmartre.
Golden Cocoon

.

Prod. Dist. Corp.
5660 feet
4539 feet
Universal
Ginsberg Dist. Corp. .5781 feet.

Special Cast
.

Avenue

6 reels
.

Eltz.

feet

6071 feet

(S. R.)

Exquisite Sinner,

feet

Universal

M-G-M
Fox

Nov. 14
Feb. 13

5000 feet

(S. R.)

6688
M-G-M
Lon Chaney
Talmadge
F. B. O
Prod. Dist. Corp
7256
Rod LaRocque
Elaine Hammerstein. .Ginsberg Dist. Corp.

5000 feet

Special Cast

Rich.

Checkered Flag, The

Fifth

Reviewed

6300 feet

Fox

Leo Maloney

Ibanez Torrent

.

.

Chadwick

the

Irene

.

7931 feet .Jan. 16
5418 feet Nov. 21

feet

First National
Rayart {S. R.)

Norma Shearer
Jack Perrin
Harry Carey
Sweet-Mulhall
Wally Wales

Heavy Odds

.

Length

Distributed by

Star
.

5000

(S. R.)

Universal

Waiter
Menjou-Vidor
Half-Breed HosUer, The. Bob Custer

.

5

Assoc Exhib
Warner Bros.

.

Thru

Rainbow Riley

JANUARY
Feature

Driftin'

Reviewed

O

Rayart

Glenn Hunter
Prevost-Moore

.

Far Cry, The
Fighting Cheat, The

Road

.

American Venus, The

.

.

Devilkin
Dixie Merchant, The
Double Fisted

14

28
26
16

F. B.

Billy Sullivan

Special Cast

28
5

.

Paramount

" Bob " Custer

Count of Luxembourg .... George Walaih
Special Cast
Dancer o( Paris, The
Reed Howes
Danger Quest, The
Dangers of a Great City Special Cast
Desperate Game, The.
.Pete Morrison

.

.

W. Berry-Hatton

The

Length

Distributed by

Star

Grand Duchess and
21

23
14
5
12

.

.

14
2
5
16

Feature

Behind The Front
Beyond the Rocks
Broadway Billy
Broadway Boob, The
Cave Man, The
Cohens and the Kellys,

A' e iv s

Star

Bride of the Storm

Costello-Harron
Pete Morrison

Chasing Trouble

Length
6.583 feet

Reviewred

Feb. 13

Click of the Triangle

T

.

.

.

Hoot Gibson

Footloose Widow, The
Irene Rich
Gentle Cyclone, The
Buck Jones
Hell Bent for Heaven .... Monte Blue

Distributed by

Warner Bros
Universal
Universal

Warner Bros
Fox
Warner Bros

Length

Reviewed

Fcbruarv

20,

19 26

Feature

9ZT
Reviewed

Length

Distributed by

Star

Honeymoon Express, The. M.Moore-D.Devore.. Warner Bros
Lookins for Trouble
Love Thief, The

Jack Hoxie
Norman Kerry

Sally in our Alley
Sign of the Claw
Silent Simpson

Mary

Three Weeks

in Paris ....

Felix

1 reel

" Cartoon "

Educational

1

reel

"

Educational

1

reel

" Cartoon "

Educational

1

reel

" Cartoon "
Lnpino Lane

Educational
Educational

1

reel

.

5925 feet

Spooks

Clarion Photoplays (S. R.) 4900 feet ....

Warner Bros

6050 feet

Felix

Cat Tries the

the

JUNE

" Cartoon

Escape, The
Gilded Highway, The
Hero of the Big Snows,
Passionate Qoest, The

Felix the Cat Trips

Pete Morrison
Warner Bros
Dorothy Devore
A Rin Tin Tin (dog) .... Warner Bros
Warner Bros
Marie Prevost
Universal
Reginald Denny
Rolling Home
Universal
Scrappin' Kid, The
Art Acord
Warner Bros
Social Highwayman, The Harian-Miller
Universal
Chadwick-Russell
Still Alarm, The
Clarion P>hotoplays
Yellow Contraband
Leo Maloney

Thru

Toyland

Reviewed

Length

Distributed by
Universal

Star

Fighting Tailor, A
Fire Away
Fire Fighters, The

.

.

Flaming

5

Affair,

Fox
Al St. John
" Aesop's Fable "
Special Cast
Sid Smith

A

Flyin' Fool

.

.

Fraternity Mixup, A
Free Ride, A
Fresh Paint
From the Cabby's Seat.
From Rags to Britches..

Releases

Feature
Accidents Can

Happen

.

.

.

Account of Monte Cristo
Air Cooled
Alice Blues
Alice Plays Cupid

Al Alt
" Aesop Fable "
Alice Ardell

" Helen

Abroad

Al's Trouble

&

Warren "

.

.

AI Alt
Special Cast
Charles Puffy
Charles Puffy

"Dinky Doodle".
Bad Man, The
Bankrupt Honeymoon, A. .Special Cast
Barnyard Follies
Beauty Parlor, A

Be Careful
Be Careful Dearie
Better Movies
Between Meals
Beware of Your Relatives
Big City, The
Big Kick, The
Bonehead Age, The

2 reels
1

O

2
2

(S. R.)
(S. R.)

Fox

2
2

Universal

2

.

.

F. B.

Gang "

Neeley Edwards
Henry "

" Aesop Fable "
Smith-Beimett

" Our Gang "
Trimble-Turner
Trimble-Turner
Trimble and Dog
Trimble-Turner
Arthur Trimble

.

.

.

Hump

Captain Suds
Eddie Gordon
Careful Please
Lloyd Hamilton
CareUker'i Daughter, TheCharley Chase
Cat's Whiskers, The
Neely Edwards
Charley My Boy
Charles Chase
Cheap Skates
Lige Conley

Cheaper to Move

Bevan
Ralph Graves

Murphy

Cleaning Uo
Closer Than a Brother

Johnny Arthur
" Aesop Fable "

Cloudy Romance
Constant Simp, The

Special Cast
Alberta Vaughn

Control Yourself

Smith-Bennett

Crashing Through

Cliff

Criss-Cross Cruise, A
Crowning the Count

" Hodge-Podge "
Eddie Gordon

Cuckoo Love
Cupid a La Carte

Florence Gilbert

Cupid's Victory

Wanda Wiley

Bowers

Gleim Tryon

Hams

Jack Richardson

1

.

Tennek Film Corp

Dancing Daddy
Jack Duffy
Dangerous Curves Behind. Mack Sennett
" Aesop Fable "
Day's Outing, A

Educational

Pathe
Pathe
1
Pathe
2
Film Book. Offices ... 1
Film Book. Offices ... 1
Pathe
2

Dog Daie

Bowes-Marlowe

Educational

1

Dog's Life, A
Don't Stop
Don't Butt I*

Charles Chaplin

Pathe

3

Educational

1

Do Your Duty

"Snub"

Pathe
Pathe

1

Universal

1

Fox

2

Dumb

Friend, A
East Side, West Side

Pollard
Arthur Lake

Ebony Clean Op

L.B. Comwell (S.R.)

Educating Buster
Eighteen Carat

Trimble-Turner

New

York
Channel

Edna Marian

Universal
Universal

" Aeaop Fable "

Pathe

Fox
Swim,

The

Failure
Special Cast
Faint Heart
Charles Puffy
Fair But Foolish
Jimmie Adams
Fair Warning
Al St. John
Felix the Cat Busts Into

" Cartoon

Business

Felix the Cat in Blunder" Cartoon
land
Felix the Cat in Eats Are

''

1

.1

2
2
2

Universal
Educational
Educational

reel
2r«fels.
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels

Eduvkuonal

1

Fox

reel

"Cartoon"

Educational

1

reel

23

10

19
10

30
12
'

14

"Cartoon "
Felix the Cat on the Farm." Cartoon "
Felix the Cat . Fans the
Flames
"Cartoon"

Educational
Educational

1

1

reel
reel

Educational

1

reel

28

17

26
31

26
21

28
21

Sept. 26

Educational

1 reel

i

"Cartoon"

.

3(t'

.Dec.

5

.Jan.

23
7

.

.

.

Nov.

1 reel

Universal

2 reels

3C'

Dec. 26

2 reels

Pathe

1 reel

Educational
Educatianal
F. B. O
Universal
Universal

2 reels .... Jan. 30
2 reels.
.Not. IS
.

.

.

.

1 reel
1

reel

Universal
Universal
Universal

2 reels.
1

.Dec. 19
Feb. 12-

reel

2 reels
1

reel

2 reels .... Jan 30
2 reels .... Oct. 17
2 reels
Oct. 31
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1

reel

1 reel
1

Dec.

reel

5-

Teimek Film Corp
Pathe

reel
2 reels
1

Fox
F. B. O
Universal
Universal

Wanda Wiley
" Aesop Fable "
Paul Parrott
Perry-Cooley

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe
Bischoff, Inc

Fox
Pathe
F. B.

Feb.

2 reels.

.

.

6

.Jan. 30

reel
1 reel
2 reels .... Dec. 26
2 reels
2 reels. . . .Sept. 12
2 reels
1 reel
Dee. IZ
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1

Fox

Alice ArdeU
Al. St. John

Oct. 24

2 reels

O

Educational
Educational
Universal

Universal
The
Edna Marian
2 reels .... Jan.
" Aesop Fable "
Honor System, The
Pathe
1 reel
Nov.
Univerial
Chaa. Puffy
1 reel
Horse Laugh
Pathe
Hot Cakes for Two
Alice Day
2 reels .... Jan.
Hot Dog
Universal
1 reel
Arthur Lake
Jan.
Hot Doggie
Walter Hiers
Educational
2 reels .... Nov.
Educational
1 reel
Hot Feet
Cliff Bowes
Nov.
Hotsy Totsy
Alice Day
Pathe
2 reels
Dec.
How the Bear Got His Short Tail
Film Book. Offices...! reel
How the Elephant Got His Trunk
F. B.
1 reel
Glenn Tryon
Pathe
2 reel
Hug Bug, The
Humming Bird*, The
Buddy Messinger .... B'way Dist. Corp .... 2 reel*
" Aesop Fable "
Hungry Hounds
Pathe
1 reel
" Aesop's Fable "... Pathe
Hunting in 1950
Pathe
2 reels
Hurry, Doctor
Ralph Graves
In Deep
Cliff Bowes
Educational
1 reel
Oct
Inventors, The
Tennek Film Corp
Isn't Love Cuckoo
Raymond McKee
Pathe
2 reel* .... Dec.
Universal
Neeley Edwards
1 reel
Jiminy Cricket*
" Aesop's Fable ".
Pathe
1 reel
Feb.
June Bride, A
"Dinky Doodle".
F. B.
1 reel
Just Spooks
.

Cliff

Kick

Charles Puffy
" Hey Fellas "

Laughing Ladies

Pathe

The

Special Cast
Lickety Split
Lige Conley
Light Housekeeping
Lige Conley
Lighter Than Air
"Aesop's Fables "...
Lion and the Monkey, The." Aesop Fables "
Little Brown Jug, The ..." Aesop's Fables "...
Little Red Riding Hood
.Baby Peggy
Live Cowards
.

.

Long Pants
Love and Kisses
Love and Lions
Love My Dog
Maid in Morocco
Maizie Won't Tell
Mail Coach, The
Mamma Behave

Meet

My

Glenn Tryon
Alice Day
Special Cast

Arthur Lake
Lnpino Lane
Alberta Vaughn
" Aesop's Fables "

Ralph Graves
.Charles Delaney

Girl

Merchant

of Weenies.
" The Gumps "
Min's Away
Min's Home on the Cliff. .Joe Murphy
Min Walks In Her Sleep. ." The Gumps "
Misfit Sailor, A
Billy Dooley
" Kraiy Kat "
Monkey Business
" Our Gang "
Monkey Business
Moonlight and Noses
Clyde Cook
More Mice Than Brains " Aesop Fable "
Movies, The
Lloyd Hamilton
.

.

.

,

Officer of the

Oh Buster
On Edge
On the Links

Day

.

Bums

Men"

5

IS

reel
reel

Sept.

5

Universal
Educational
F. B.

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

2 reels
2 reels

Bischoff, Inc

2 reels.

Universal
Universal
Universal
Educational

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Educational
Educational
.Pathe
Pathe

Pathe
Universal
Educational

Pathe
Pathe

Fox

Winkler
Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

.

"Fat

1»

reel
Sept. 5
reel
Nov 14
1 reel
Jan. 23
1 reel
Oct. 3
2 reels
2 reels .... Dec. 5
2 reels .... Feb.
6
2 reels
1 reel
Jan. 30
1 reel
Oct. 10
1 reel
Feb. 13
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
Feb. 13
2 reels .... Oct.
<
2 reels
1 reel
Dee. 19
2 reels .... Oct. 17
2 reels

{S. R.)

1

2

2
1

2

Neal

14
26^

1

Charles Chase
Pathe
."East Side.West Side"Fox
Universal
Edna Marian
" Aesop Fable "
Pathe
Educational
Walter Hiers
Eddie Gordon
Universal
Fox
Special Cast
Universal
Arthur Trimble
Educational
Lige Conley

Charles Puffy

23
23
14

1

2

Stars

Nursery Troubles
Nuts and Squirrels
Off His Beat
Officer No. 13

1
1

2 reels

Educational
Universal
Educational
Educational

Swedie

23^

21

.

Ko-Ko Nuts
"Cartoon"
" Cartoon"
Ko-Ko Packs 'Em In
" Cartoon "
Ko-Ko Steps Out
Ko-Ko on the Run (Out-of -Inkwell)
Lame Brains
Alice ArdeU

Klynick,

Again

.

Feb. 13

.

Educational
Universal
Davis Dist
Red Seal
Red Seal
Red Seal
Red Seal Pict
F. B.

Me

No Father to Guide Him.
Number One Society, A
Nov. 21

.

Bowes

Keep Trying

My
My

Felix the Cat Flirt* with

Fate

2 reel*.
2 reels.
2 reels

2 reels .... Jan.

Educational

.

10

The Cold

Rush

Jan.

Pathe

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

Al Alt

Muddled Up
1

Wets

.

....

Honeymoon Squabbic,

reel

Educational

Felix the Cat in

.

Dec.
.Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Ralph Graves
Billy Dooley

Johnny Arthur
Honeymoon Hotel, The... Neeley Edwcrdi

23

7
reel
reels
reel
reel
reels
reel
reels
reel
reel
reel
reel
Feb. 13
reels
Dec. 12
reel
reels .... Aug. 29
reels
reels

1

A

Hold Tight
Hold Your Hat
Home Cured

13

10

2 reels
2 reels .... Nov.

Day's Pleasure, A
Charles Chaplin
Dinky Doodle at the Circus
Dinky Doodle in the Hunt
Dizzy Daddies

Bowes

.

"Aesop Fable"
" Our Gang "
.

.

.

Hired and Fired
His Own Lawyer
His Wooden Wedding .... Charlie Chase
Hollywouldn't
Johnny Sinclair
Hold Everybody
Perry-Cooley
Hold Everything
Special Cast

2 reels .... Aug. 22
1 reel
Jan. 30
2 reels .... Nov. 7

reel
Universal
1 reel
Feb.
Universal
2 reel
Pathe
i reel
Oct.
Pathe
1 reel
Fox
2 reels
Educational
1 reel
Jan.
Pathe
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels .... Jan.
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Universal
1 reel
Oct.
Universal
2 reels
Film Book. OfiBces ... 1 reel
Universal
2 reels ... Dec.
Educational
2 reels
Pathe
2 reels
Oct.
Universal
1 reel
Pathe
2 reels .... Jan.
Educational
2 reels.
.Dec.
Fox
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Pathe
2 reels
Educational
2 reels .... Nov.
Pathe
1 reel
Fox
2 reels .... Oct.
F. B.
2 reels
Fox
Nov.
2 reels
Educaitonal
1 reel
Educational
1 reel
Univeraal
2 reels
Pathe
2 reels .... Oct.
Fox
2 reels .... Dec.
Universal
2 reels
Bischoff, Inc
2 reels .... Oct.

Custard's Last Wallop

Cliff

.Feb. 13
Sept. 5

.

Jan. 23

reel
reel

Fox
Fox

Pathe
Pathe
Unrven«l
Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

.Billy

.

Her Lucky Leap
Hero Wins, The

.

.

"Helen and Warren".

Chester's Donkey Party. ..Joe
Circus Day

Jan. 30
.

1

1

Fox

." O.

.

Helpful Al

O

Pathe
Pathe

Buster's Hunting Party
Buster's Nightmare
Buster's Nose Dive
By the Sea
Chas. Puffy
California Here We Come " The Gumps "
.

reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels.
1 reel

Educational
Educational

Edna Marian
Mohan-Engle

Be Good
Buster's Bust Up

English

Dec. 19

.

Alice Ardell

Alice Day
Gosh Darn Mortgage, The
Great Open Spaces, The.." Aesop Fable "
Green-Eyed Monster, The Arthur Lake
Hall Fare
Arthur Lake
Happy Go Lucky
Neeley Edwards
Hard to Hold
" Aesop Fable "
Haunted House, The
Heart Breaker, The
Special Cast
" Fat Men"
Heavy Love

1

Fox
Pathe

"Fat Men "
Jimmie Adams

Neely Edwards

.

Blister

Elsie in

Goofy Gob,
Gooseland

reel
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

2 reels .... Dec. 12

Educational
Universal
Universal
.F. B.

" Aesop Fable "

" Our

Brainstorm, The
Brotherly Love
Buried Treasure

Cored

Bischoff , Inc

Pathe

.

Wanda Wiley

Good Cheer
Good Morning Madam

reel

Tennek Film Corp

Are Golfers Cuckoo?
Bachelor's Babies
Back to Nature
Badly Broke

Camel's

1

Winkler
Winkler

Alice the Jail Bird
All

Universal
Universal

F. B.

Reviewed

Length

Distributed by

Star

Neely Edwards

.

Arthur Lake

Fuimymooners
Going Good
Gold Rush, The
Absentminded

.

" Aesop Fable "
Jimmie Adams
Lloyd Hamilton

Framed

Comedy

Educational

Wanda Wiley

Flying Wheels
Fly Time
For Sadie'i Sake

7207 feet Jan. 16
(S. R.) 4900 feet
.

Reviewed

Felix the Cat Weathers the

Weather
Fighting Dude, The

4664 feet. .Dec.

Length

Educational
Educational
Educational

Felrx the Cat on the Job " Cartoon "
Felix the Cat Laughs It Off " Cartoon "
Felix the Cat Spots the

Trades
Feature

Distributed by

Star

on
.

Lumas Film

Thunder (dog)
Leo Maloney
Moore-Devore

Feature
Cat Kept

Walking

Universal
Dniversal
Universal

Philbin

the

F. B.

1

2

2

.

.

.Sept. 12

Oct.
3
reel
reels
reels.
.Oct.
3
reel
reels .... Oct.
3
reel
reels .... Jan. 23
reels
reels
Sept. 5

2 reels
1 reel
2 reels

.

.

Oct.

24

Sept. 12

1 reel

2 reels

Feb.

2 reels
2 reels

Nov.

2 reels

l.'?

7

'

Motion Picture News

938

Reely Edwards

Wild Night
One Wild Ride
Only Son, The
Oo-La-La

,,,

Mack

Perfect Lie, The
Phoney Express, The
Pie Eyed Pie

.

,

Fox
Fox

"Sheiks
"Sheiks
"Sheiks
"Sheiks
Neely Edwards
Charles Puffy

.

.

.

.

Pleasure Bent
Pleasure Bound
Prep School
Punch in the Nose, A.
Quick Service

.

.

The
Afloat

.

Salute

1

Fox
Educational
Educational
Film Book. Offices

,

,

Scrambled Eggs
Sea Scamps
Shoes
Should Sailors Marry
Sky Bound
Sky Hooks
Sky Jumper, The;

Bischoff (S.

Alice Ardell

.

Saturday Afternoon
Saving a Safe
Scandal Hunters

Harry Langdon
Jimmy Aabrey

Pathe

Al Alt
Special Cast
Big Boy
Special Cast

Universal
Educational
Educational

Fox

Clyde Cook

Pathe

Al. St.

Down

Soapsuds Lady, The

Alice

Day

Somewhere

So's Your Old Man
So This is Paris

Billy

Arrow

Special Cast
Alberta Vaughn

Pathe

Alice

.

Pathe
Pathe

1
1

Film. Book. Offices
Universal

Day

Wanda Wiley

Spooky Spooks

A

Take Your Time
Taxi War, A
Tea for Love
There He Goes
Three Blind Mice

Universal

2
2
2
2

Special Cast

Fox

2
2

Bowes-Marlowe

Educational

1

Special Cast
Alice Day

Fox
Pathe

"Fat

F. B.

2
2
2

Men"

Pathe

2

Universal

B'way
Pathe

Harry Langdon
"Aesop's Fables "
Charles Puffy
LuDino Lane

.

.

.

.

Dist.

2

Cor>

Pathe

Universal
Time Flies
Educational
"Helen and Warren" .Fox
Too Many Relations
Three Wise Goofs
"Fat Men"
F. B.
Too Much Mother-in-Law Constance Darling .... Universal
Tourist, The
Educational
Johnny Arthur
Transients in Arcadia .... Special Cast
Fox
Trimmed in Gold
Special Cast
Pathe
"Aesop Fable"
Ugly Duckling, The
Pathe..
Uncle Tom's Gal
Edna Marian
Dniversal
Arthur Lake
Understudy, The
Universal
Uneasy Three, The
Charles Chase
Pathe
Unfriendly Enemies
Pathe
Jas. Finlayson
" Aesop Fable "
Up in the Air
Pathe
Wandering Papas
Clyde Cook
Pathe
.

Wandering Willies
Watch Out

Bobby Vernon

Weak But

Walter Hiers

Pathe

Willing

Educational
Educational
Universal

Westward Ho
Chas. Puffy
What's the World Coming
To
Clyde Cook
What's Up
Cliff Bowes
Whispering Whispers
Whistling Lions

....

Pair,

Woman

.

...

of Letters,

.

A

for the Rest
Wrestler, The
Yes, Yes, Babette ...
Your Husband's Past

Own Back

Educational
Educational

.

.

.

Wanda Wiley

A

Working

Tour

Jimmie Adams
Bowes
" Aesop Fable "
Ralph Graves
Cook-L Barryraore
"Aesop Fable"
" Aesop Fable "
Ralph Graves
.

Window Dummy. The..
Wireless Lizzie

Educatioiial

Cliff

Wildcats of Paris

Winning

Pathe

Pathe
Pathe

Parrott-Ralston

Whoa Emma

Yard

1
1

Edna Marian

Ralph Graves
Eddie Gordon

Tight Cargo

.

1

Educational
Pathe
Universal

Clyde Cook

Stranded
Strong for Love
Sweat and Pretty
Sweet Marie

.

2
2
2

Pathe
Pathe
Bischoff (S. R.)

Lige Conley

Spot Light
Starvation Blues

.

.

Pathe

Neeley Edwards
" Aesop Fable "

Spanish Love
Spanking Breezes
Speedy Marriage, The

Windjammers, The

.

Johnny

.

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe
Pathe
Pathe
Pathe
Universal
Educational

Walter Hiers
" Helen and

.

10

22
SI

1»

2
3
1

I

2
2
2
2

2

2

Home

"Our Gang"
" Juvenile "

Baby Be Good
Bar-G Mystery

SI

Oct.

17
13

2*
14

.

.

.

31

24
I*
5

29
34
21
SI

23
30
5

1

.

.

15
31

.

.

Sept. 2t
.Oct.
S

1

Nov. 21

George Larkin
1)
.

.

.

Aug. 2*
Dec. IS
Oct.

9

reel
2 reels
1 reel
Oct
1 reel
2 reels .... Jan.
2 reels
1 reel
Not.
1 reel
2 reels.
.Dec.
2 reels
Oct.
2 reels
1

.

10

23
21

Sept. 12
.

.

Serial..

.

1 reel
1 reel

'.

2 reels.

.

.

.

reel
reel
1 reel
Feb. 13
2 reels
1 reel
Jan. 30
10 episodes
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
Sept. 24
1 reel
2 reels .... Oct. 10
1 reel
1

'.

1

Universal
Red Seal Pict
Rayart
Universal

.

.

(Variety)

.

Fox

1

Short Films Syn

2 reels

Fox

1 reel

Sept. 2i
Dec. 26
2 reels .... Oct. 10

Universal
Educational

1

Magic Hour, The.
Magical Movies (Hodge Podge)
Man With a Scar, The (Fred Humes)
Marionettes (Hope Hampton)
Marvels of Motion (Series)

1 reel

Universal

2 reels.

Cranfield

4

My Own

Carolina (Variety)
One Wild Time (Corbett & Holmes)
Outings For All (Sportlight)
Parisian Modes in Color
Perils of the Wild (Serial)
Queen of the Hills
Josie Sedgwick
Raid, The (Mustang Series)

.

.

.Sept. 26

2 reels
Clark....! reel ....Dec. 19
.

.

Educational
Universal
Educational
Red Seal Pict.
Universal
Educational
Red Seal Pict

Montana of the Range
Josie Sedgwick
Mother Goose's Movies (Hodge Podge)
My Bonnie (Ko-Ko Series)

Nov, 14

reel

Pathe

Arrow
Tennek Film Corp

Lightnin' Strikes

reel

1

reel

2 reels .... Jan. 30
1 reel
Dec. 5
1 reel
Sept. 5
2 reels .... Feb.
6
1

1

1 reel

Universal

2 reels

Pathe

1 reel
1 reel

Educational
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal

Feb.
Oct.

reel
reel

Fox

6
3

Aug. 29

Jan. 30
10 episodes
2 reels
2 reels .... Oct. 10
Range Law (Mustang Series)
2 reels .... Nov. 23
Rider of the Pass (Mustang Series)
2 reels
River Nile, The (Variety)
Fox
1 reel
Nov. 28
Road From Latigo, The (Mustang Series)
Universal
2 reels. . .Oct. 17
Runaway Taxi, A (Stereoscopik)
Pathe
I reel
Oct.
3
Rustlers of Boulder Caayon,The(Mustang Series) Universal
2 reels .... Nov. 21
Rnatlin' Kid, The (MusUng Series)
Universal
2 reels
Scarlet Streak, The (Serial) Jack Daugherty
.Universal
10 episodes
Shadows of the Tiger
Tennek Film Corp ... 2 reels
Shakespeare (Gems of the Screen)
Red Seal
1 reel
Shooting at Time (SportUght)
Pathe
1 reel
Shootin' Wild (Mustang Series)
Universal
2 reels .... Oct. 24
Silvery Art
Red Seal
2 reels
Sept. 26
Sky Skidder, The
Bischoff
10 episodes
Sky Tribe, The (Variety)
Fox
1 reel
Songs of Ireland (Music Film)
Pathe
1 reel
•

.

.

.

.

Songs of Scotland (Music Film)
Starting an Argument (Sportlight)
Story Teller, The (Hodge Podge)

Pathe
Pathe

Strenuous Life, The (Sportlight)
Taking Chances (Mustang Series)

Pathe

1

Universal

2 reels

Then and Now

Pathe

1

Fox

1

Universal
Universal
Universal
F. B. O

2
2

(Sportlight)

Too Many Bucks (Mustang
Top Hand (Edmund Cobb)
Tricked (Mustang Series)
Uncle Tom's Cabin

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Educational

Series)

Uprising Generation (Sportlight)

2
1

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

Walloping Wonders (Sportlight)

What

Price Touchdown (Sportlight)
Whirlpool, The (Variety)
White Paper (Variety)
With Pencil, Brush and Chisel (Variety)

1
1
1

Fox
Fox
Fox

Wild Beasts of Borneo
Wild West (Serial) Ferguson-Mulhall

Educational

Pathe
Pathe

Winged Rider, The
Edmund Cobb
Winking Idol, The (Serial)Desmond-Sedgwick .Universal
.

1
1
1

Oct.

3

reel
reel
reel
reels.
.Nov.
reels. . .Dec.
reels .... Sept.
reel
reel
Feb.
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reels .... Sept.
.

.

.

21
19
12

6

2
12
10 episodes. Sept 12
Feb. 13
2 reels
10 episodes

19

24

Warren "Fox
Bischoff (S. E.)

Sinclair

Earle Foxe

Fox

Bobby Vernon

Educational

2 reels.
2 reels.
2 reels

Pathe
Pathe

2 reels.
2 reels.

Special Cast
" Our Gang "
.

.

.'

Coming

31
Aug. 29
..Dec. 19
Feb. 13
Oct.
3
..Oct.
.

.

Attractions

.

.

.

Short Subjects

Length Reviewed
Distributed by
Star
Inde. Films
5000 feet. .Jan. 16
Special Cast
Paramount
Gilda Gray
Special Cast
M-G-M
Amateur Gentleman, The Richard Barthelmess. First National
Apache Princess
Davis Dist.-Vital
Wilson-Gerber
Ancient Mariner, The.
Fox
5548 feet.. Jan. 30
.Special Cast
Aristocrat, The
Special Cast
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Atlantis
First National
Back Slapper, The
Special Cast
M-G-M
Bad Habits
Special Caat
Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Barriers of Fire
Warner Bros
Monte Blue
Battling Butler
Buster Keaton
M-G-M
Seas

Distributed by

Featture

Desmond.

..

.Universal

Pathe

.

.

.

.

(Serial)... .William

reel
.

.

Feature

Spades

1

2 reels.
.Oct. 31
2 reels ... Dec. 5
2 reeW

lo episodes.. Dec. 5
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels ... Feb.
6
Cranfield & Clarke
2 reels
Universal
2 reels .... Jan. 30
Chesterfield M. P. Co.
(S. R.).
2 reels

Remember

of the South
Altars of Desire

of

Oct. 24

.

Universal
Universal
Universal

Accused

Ace

3 reels

Pathe
Pathe

Iron Trail Around (Variety)
Juat Cowboys ( Mustang Series)

Aloma

All Astride (Sportlight)

..'..

Educational

F. B. O
Universal

Grinning Fists (Fred Humes)
Gunless Bad Man, The
Hearts of the West
Edmund Cobb
Her First Night in Philadelphia
Hero of Piperock
Corbett-Holmes
His Pal

In* China Shop

Jan. 30

2 reels

1 reel

Pathe
...Red Seal Pict

With Death
Giraffe's Long Neck, The
Gold Trap, The (Mustang Series)
Great Arena, The (Sportlight
Green Archer, The (Serial) Ray-Miller

Toiling for Rest (Variety)

2 reels .... Jan. 23
1 reel
Dec. 12
2 reels .... Jan. 30

.

The

Flame Fighter, The (Serial) Herbert Rawlinson
Flaming West, The (Mustang Series)

reel

1 reel

Pathe

28

14
12

I

Seal Pict

Fox

Life's Greatest Thrills
Lightning Hutch (Serial)

.

reel
2 reels
I reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels ....
2 reels ....
1 reel

Fight Within,

.

Pathe
Pathe

Pathe

Knickknacks of Knowledge (Hodge Podge)
Leaps and Bounds (Sportlight)

17

.

Fox

Film Facts (Series No.

.2 reels

Clarke

Educational
Universal

28

.

1 reel

.

Egypt Today

I

Sept. 2*

reels .... Nov.
reels
Sept.
reels .... Oct.
reels
Dec.
reels .... Sept.
reels
reel
reels.
.Aug.
reels
Oct.
reels
reels .... Nov.
reels .... Oct.
reels
reels
reel
Jan.
reel
Jan.
reels .... Feb
reels
reels
reels ... Sept.
reels.
.Aug.
reels.
.Oct.

.

Clever Feet (Sportlight)
Colorful Fashions From Paris (Novelty)
Crook Buster, The (Mustang)
Cuba Steps Out (Variety)
Dixie Doodle (Sportlight)

Reviewed

1 reel
Oct. 31
2 reels.
.Oct. 24
3 reels .... Nov. 21

Universal
Universal
Universal
.Pathe

(

i

6

&

.

Pathe
Pathe

(Serial)
Barrier Busters (Sportlight)

Flirting

Feb. 13

reel
reel
reels
reels
reels
reel
reel
reel

2 reels.

Parrott-Ralston

Flashes of the Past

Fox

Mohan-Eagle
West

Bill

reel
reel

Length
2 reels

(S. R.)

Red

(Series)

The (Mustang Series)
Mustang Series)
Call of Hazard, The (Fred Humes)
Casey of the Coast Guard (O'Hara-Ferguson)

Oct.
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
.2 reels
3 reels .... Feb.
2 reels
2 reels
Oct.
I reel
2 reels .... Feb.
Aug.
2 reels
2 reels
Nov.
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
.Oct.
2 reels.
Nov.
1 reel
reels
2
2 reels
Not.

11.)

Educational
Educational

" O. Henry"
Charles Parrott

A

Who's Which
Wicked City, The
Wide Open Faces
Wife Tamers

.

Fox
Educational
Bobby Vernon
Cliff Bowes
Educational
" The Gumps "...... Universal

Smash Up, The

Cranfield

Animated Hair Cartoons

Boundary Line,
Breakin' Loose

reel
2 reels
Oct.
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels .... Aug.
1 reel
Oct.
2 reels
I reel
Dec.
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels

F. B.

John

10

I

Earle Foie

Slippery Feet

Sweet Pickle,
Tailoring

1

Burns-Steadmau
Dooley

Oct.

2 reels

" Van Bibbers "
.Jack Cooper
Billy

7

2 reels

Educational
Educational

.

in

2 reels
2 reels

Pathe
Arrow

Run Tin Can
Salty Sap, A

Social Triangle,
Soft Pedal
Solid Ivory

Dist
Dist
Dist
Dist
Universal
Universal

Pathe

Bowes

" Felix the Cat "

.

Flight,

5

H

Nov.

2 reels

Universal
Universal
Educational
Universal

Al Alt
Charles Puffy
Lige Conley
Arthur Lake
Special Cast
Cliff

Rainbow's End, The
Rainy Knight, A
Raisin' Trouble

Roomers

Amundsen Polar
Angelus, The

At

Winkler (S. R.)
Film Book. Offices.

AlberU Vaughn

Distributed by

Buddy Messinger .... B'way Dist. Co
"Fat Men"
Film Book. Offices.
Mohan-Engle
Pathe
Alberta Vaughn
F. B.
The
Pathe

Are Parents Pickles?

Pathe
4 Warren "..Fox
and Shebas" Davis
and Shebas" Davis
and Shebas" Davis
and Shebas" Davis

"Krazy Kat"

Pike's Piquo
Piping Hot

Somewhere

Pathe
Pathe

Sennett

"Helen

Peggy's Pests
Peggy's Putters

So Long

F. B.

Feature
All for a Girl
All Tied Up
All Wool

Amazing Mazie

Paul Parrott

Pay the Cashier
Peacemakers, The
Peggy in a Pinch
Peggy's Heroes

Reporter,

Dec. 12

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels .... Dec.
Dec
2 reels

Educational

Glenn Tryon
Earle Foie
"East Side"

A

Politics

Reviewed

reel
2 reels
1

Pathe
Pathe

Bobby Vernon
AlberU Vaughn

I

Parisian Knight,

Slow

Our Gang

Length

Universal

"

Paul Parrott
.

Or What Have You
Over There-About»
Papa, Be Good

Pawnshop

Distributed by

Star

Feature

One

Length

Reviewed

10 episodesOct. 24
Jan. 30

1 reel

.

.

February 20

19 26

,

.

Ben Hur
Bij Parade, The
Black Pirate, The
Blind Goddess, The
Border, Intrigue

John Gilbert
Dougiai Fairbanks

Women

Border

Paramount

.

United Artists

.

;

Paramount

Frankdyn Famom
Special Cast

Inde. Pict. S. R.)
5 reeU
Phil Goldslone (S.R.)5000 feet

Tom

F. B.

to Battle

Borrowed Plumes
Broken Homes
Brooding Eyes

12004 feet Jan. 16
12550 (eel. Hot. 2t

.

(

Tyler

.

Arrow

Lake-Glass
Lionel Barrymore

Astor DIst

i
13

.

5100

Daw- Welch

Jane

feet. .Feb.

.

O

.

.

of

Harvard

Truart (S. R.)

P

)-

mance, The
Circus,

Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn

Bronson-Cortez

M-G-M

Special Cast
Charles Chaplin

The

Arrow
Warner Brothers

Syd Chaplin
Special Cast
Coney Island
Courage of Captain PlumbSpecial Cast
Jack Perrin
Crashing Through
Bob Reeves
Cyclone Bob
Special Cast
Crrano de Bergerac
Special Cast
Danger Line, The
Harry Carey
Dark Horse, The
Daughter of th e Sioux, A Wilson-Gerber
.

M-G-M
Atlas Dist. (S.R.).
Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Prod. Dist. Corp

Special Cast

M-G-M

Defend Yourself

Dorothy Drew

Dependable Films

Demon

The

Ken Maynard

Desert Gold
Desert Healer
Detour
Devil Horse, The
Dice Woman, The

Holt-Dove
Stone-Bedford

Rex

Make

Do Clothes
Woman?
Don Juan
Don X

.

.

Bonner
Constance Talmadge

.

Colleen

.

Moore

Bill

Patton

Jan.

f

.

.

Aag-

>

Fighting Smile, The
Fighting Thorobreds

Bill

Dick Jones

f et

Feb. 13

.

.

.

.

The

5000 feet
.

.

1

6

Paramount
Davis Dist.-Vital
Sanset Prod. (S. R.)

Ho*.

7

Herbert Rawlinson

Grey Vulture, The

Ken Maynard

the

5000 foot .. Aag. 29

6500 fe«t

M-G-M

.

.

Not.

7

.

.

4400 foot

.

.

Jan.

9

Kerman

SpeciM Cast

James
Special Cast

Her Kingdom

Jason

O

4800 feet. Jan. 16
.

F. B.
First National

Whitman Bennett ... 7
Warner Bros

Truart (S.R.)

M-G-M
M-G-M

'.'.

The

La Boheme
Lady of the Harem, The
Lady of Leisure
Lawful Cheater, The
Lawless Ix)ve
or Loyalty

Lena Rivers
Les Miserables

M-G-M
M-G-M
First National

Eddie Cantor

Paramount

Norma Talmadge

First National
Davis Dist- Vital

.

.

Marilyn Mills
Gish-Gilbert
Special Cast
Special Cast

Bow-McKee
Al Ferguson
Lawson Harris
Special Cast

Metro-Goldwyn
Paramount

M-G-M
B. P. Schulberg
Davi- Di-t.-Vital
Davis Dist, Div
Arrow

Universal

4946 (Mt

.

.

Jan.

9

4800 feet. .Not. 14
6521 feet

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

7 reels

M-G-M
M-G-M

Paramount
Fox

Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis

July 11

.

Universal
Film Book. Offices
Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal

Dorothy Drew

Dependable (S. R.)
Metro-Goldwyn

Emil Jannings

First National

.

.

.

5000 feet. Not. 14
.

Nov. 28
Jan.

.

3

ViUgraph
Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Universal

Paramount
Chadwick
Universal

M-G-M
Fox
Chesterfield

M.P. Corp. 5000

feet Feb.
.

6

Rooms
Mosque

First National

Gish
Special Cast
Ralph Ince

Paramount

.

.

.

7500 feet. .Dec. 19

First National

Arrow Film Corp

Fox
Fox

M-G-M

& Clark*
6200 feet
5750 feet. .Dec. 26
Ufa
Arrow
5569 feet
Jane Novak
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Owen-Schildkraut .... Prod. Dist. Corp
Jack Perrin
Ambassador Pict.(S.R.)5000 feet

.Stewart

Cranfield
(S. R.)

Rome

Special Cast

Silken Shackles

Irene Rich
Special Cast
Special Cast

Fox
Ufa
Prod. Dist. Corp

H. B. Warner

Sept 12

Warner Bros

Arrow
Fox
Peggy Hopkins Joyce Assoc. Exhib
George Walsh
Chadwick

The

.

Mary Carr
Rudolph Valentino

Mary

Pickford

Wilson-Gerber
Philbin-Bushman

Strange Bedfellows
Sunshine of Paradise Alley Special Cast
Sweet Rosie O'Grady
Tale of a Vanishing People
Roberts-Agnew
Taxi Mystery, The
Temptress, The
Garbo-Moreno
TenUcles of the North
Special Cast
.

Midnight

M-G-M
Ralph Ince Prod

Nilsson-Frazer
Aileen Percy
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast
... Odette Taylor
.

5800 feet

Fox

Ben Lyon
Lillian

Siberia
Siegfried
Silence

to

6 reels.

Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital

M-G-M

.

The

Seventh Heaven
Seward's Folly

Ten

6

5600 feet. .Not. 12

Charles Ray-E.Boardman Metro-Goldwyn
Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
Sidney-Carr
United Artists
Special Cast
Truart (S. R.I

Sky Rocket The
Smith of Cornell
Somebody's Mother
Sons of the Sheik
Sparrows
Starlight Ranch
Star Maker, The

5500 feet

Feb.

.

5491 feet

Universal
Lowell Prod

Madge Bellamy

of the

.

Paramount

Savage, The

Shadow

5 reels.

First National

Silver Lanterns
Silver Treasure,

M-G-M
C. B. C. (S. R.)

Kim

Paramount

Jean Hersholt
Lowell-Russell
Special Cast
Soecial Cast
Special Cast

Shaiow'of the Mosque.
Sha re and Share Alike.
Shf nandoah
Shipwrecked
Shootin' Square

reels

M-G-M

Corinne Griffith
Special Cast

Justice of the Far North

Kid Boots

British National
Prod. Dist. Corp

Thomas Meighan

Truart (S.R.)

Separate
(S. R.)

M. Moore-Devore .... Warner Bros

Carabine

Law

M-G-M
Fox

Millionaires,

In His Arms
In Praise of

Killer,

Sopt 26

B. P. Schulberg

The

In to

Astor Dist. (S. R.)

Davis Dist.-Vital

Jan. 23

M-G-M
M-G-M

.Charles W. Paddock. .A. G. Sten, Inc
Special Cast
M-G-M
Special Cast
Arrow
E. E. Horton
Assoc. Exhib

Sandy
.

.

G089 feet

Dorothy Gish

Salvage

Paramount
Dependable Films

.5000 feet

.Davis Dist.-Vital
Universal

Wives

Sailors'

M-G-M

World

.

.

Arrow
.

.

'.'.'.

.

M-G-M

Bow

Return of a Soldier
Road That Led Home, The
Rogue's Riches
Special Cast
Rolling Home
Reginald Denny
Richard Dix
Romance a la Carte
Romance of an Actress
Ropin' Venns, The
Josie Sedgwick
Rast
Special Cast
Rustling for Cupid
Sagebrush Lady, The
Eileen Sedgwick

Hairpin Duchess, The .... Special Cast
Special Cast
Harem Girl, The

Tell the
Inevitable

First National
First National
Bud Barsky (S.R.)

,

'..'.'.'.'.'.

William Desmond .... Universal
Davis Dist.-Vital
Mrs. Wallace Reid
Marion Davies
M-G-M
S'>ecial Cast
Metro-Goldwyn

Sea Horses
Sea Wolf, The
Second Chance
Self Defense

I'll

.

Pursued

Universal

Cast
Cast
Cast
Cast
Olmstead-Arthnr

Colleen Moore
Corinne Griffith
Gene Corrado
Buster Keaton

Peggy Takes a Chance
Peggy O'Day
Peggy in Chinatown
Peggy O'Day
Peggy in Danger
Peggy O'Day
Peggy From HeadquartersPeggy O'Day
Peggy on the Job
Peggy O'Day
Peggy of the Secret ServicePeggy O'Day
Peggy Scores a Victory
Peggy O'Day
Peggy Under Orders
Peggy O'Day
Plumes
Special Cast
Poker Faces
Special Cast
Poor Girl's Romance, A Special Cast

Galliver's Travels

Honeymoon Express, The .Special
Human Mill, The
Special
Hurricane, The
Special
I Can Do It
Special

M-G-M

Special Cast
Special Cast

Paris
Paris at Midnight

Scarlet Letter,

Special Cast

Ginsberg Dist. (S. R.)
First National

Matt Moore

Show

Davis Di3t.-Vital

His Woman
Horses and Women

Assoc. Eihib

Kenyon

Special Cast

Clara

Gwyn

Pict. (S. R.)
(S. R.)

Wm. Collier, Jr.-G. Hale M-G-M

Davis Dist-Vttal

.

Columbia
Truart

Paramount

Rainmaker, The

Paramount
Paramount

.

First National

Red Clay
Red Kimona, The
Red Mill, The

M-G-M

Haunted Range, The
Ken Maynard
Haven. The
Special Cast
Margaret Livingston
Hell's Four Hundred
Her Big Adventure
Special Cast
Her Honor, The Governor
Special Cast
High Steppers

M-G-M

M-G-M

Paramount
Davis Dist

.

Fox

First National

M-G-M
M-G-M

.

M-G-M
M-G-M

Herbert Rawlinson.

Quo Vadis

Vitagraph

.

Metro-Goldwyn
Fox

Quality Street

(S. R.)

B. P. Schulberg (SJl.)
Franklyn Famnm
Inde. Pict. Corp.(S.R.) 4700 f e«t
Special Cast
M-G-M
N. Tahnadge-R. ColUnited Artists
man

Greatest Show on Earth
Great Jewel Robbery

Astor (S. R.)
5800 feet.. Oct 17
Firsi National
Ivan Abramson (S.R.)7 reels .... May 2

Prince of Pilsen
.... Special Cast
Prowlers of the Night .... Fred Humes

Davis Dist.-Vital

Special Cast
Garden of Eden, The
Raymond Griffith
Get Off the Earth
Glorifying the American Girl
The
David
Butler
Gold Hunters,
Special Cast
Goose Man, The

Whims

Partners Again
Passionate Youth

(S. R.)

M-G-M

Corinne Griffith
Harold Lloyd
Ben Wilson
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Frisco Sal
Fnvolity

Galloping Dude, The
Gambling Chaplain, The

5000

Paramount

Gotham Prod.

For Heaven's Sake
Fort Frayne
Four Stragglers, The
Friends

of

Neighbor's Wife
Mystery Club, The
Mysterious Island
Mystery Lsdy, The

5007 feet. .Dec. 12

M-G-M

Palace of Pleasure
.

.

The

Lady

Padlocked
.

Paramount
Al Wilson

My
My

feet

Fox

.

.

Mr. Battling Butler

Open Book
Ordeal, The

.

The

Flyin'Thru
Flying Fool, The
Forest of Destiny,
Forever After

Edith Thornton

Doris

B. P. Schulberg (SJL)

Davi« Dist.-Vital .... 5 reels
July
Rayart (S. R.)
4991 feet. Feb.
Bud Barsky Prod.
(S. R.)
5O00 feet
Inde. Pict. Corp.(SJL) 4630 feet
Rayart (S.R.)
5000 feet

Cody

.

Mismates
Miss 318
Miss Nobody
Mile Modiste

On With

Phii Goldstone

Gloria Swanson
Special Cast
.... Special Cast
Marilyn Mills

.

Bessie Love
Lover's Oath, A
Ramon Novarro
Lvnatic at Large, The .... Leon Errol
Lying Wives
Special Cast
Man and the Mcment

First National

Fox

Billy Sullivan

.

Lovey Mary

B. A. Goodman (S.R.)5000 feet. .Feb. 13
Tiffany (S. R.)
6500 feet
Davis Dist.-Vital

O

Astor Dist

.

.

New

M-G-M

Special Cast

Loyalties

Marilyn Mills
Special Cast

Davis Dist.- Vital
Arrow Pictures
Davis Dist. DIt

Nell

First National
H. F. Jans (S. R.)
Prod. Dist. Corp
Chesterfield (S.R.)

Leatrice Joy

Ken Maynard

The
The
Little Firebrand, The
Long Odds

Nervous Wreck, The

Lee-Bradford
.

of Allah,

Oct. 24

.

Warner Bros

Priseilla

Lights of MojaTe,

Klondike, The
Nine and 3-5 Seconds.
Nocturne
North of Nome
Nutcracker, The
Old Ironsides
Old Soak, The

F. B.

Horseman, The

Garden

.

.

Prod. Dist. Corp

.Buck Jones
Fighting Buckaroo, The
Fighter's Paradise, The. .Rex Baker
Ren Maimard
Fighting Courage
Billy Sullivan
Fighting Fate
Prank Merrill
Fighting Heart, The

Fleet Foot
Flight to the Hills,

.

the

Earth Woman, The
East of *he Setting Sun
Eden's Fruit
Ella Cinders
Ermine and Rhinestone
Eve's Leaves
Fangs of Fate
False Pride
Fast Life in New York ....

Flames
Flaming Frontier, The

.

.

Pathe

Mrs. Valentino
John Barrymore
Bruce Gordon

Fine Manners

.

First National
Prod. Dist. Corp

Dumb Head

Fifth

.

Paramount

Dean

Ambassador Pict. (S.R.) 5000
Fleming Prod. (S. R.)

Modern Musketeer, A

5000 f e«t
Davis Dist.-Vital .... 5000 (aet

(horse)

Priseilla

.9500 feet.. Jnly IS

Davis Dist.-Vital .... 5 reel*

Dead Command, The
Rider,

.

(eat

6500 feet
6500 feet

Tiffany (S. R.)

Million Dollar Doll..Millionaire Policemen .... Special Cast

Davis Dist.-Vital

Ambassador Pict. (SJl.) 5000
Anchor Film Dist

.

Truart (S. R.)

Jack Perrin
Al Ferguson

.

United Artists

Cleaner Flame, The
College Widow, The

Woman

RcTiewed

Length

Paramount

Four Square
Buck Jones
With a Theasand
Faces
Special Cast
Mare Nostram
Soecial Cast
Married Cheats
Memories
Ramon Novarro
Men of Steel
Milton Sills
Message to Garcia, A
.Special Cast
Midnight Flames
Midnight Special
Miss Brewster's Millions. Bebe Daniels

Metro-Goldwyn

Jack Pickford

Call in the Night, A
Cat's Pajamas, The
Charity Ball, The
Maker's
Cigarette

Richard Dix

Man
Man

Ginsbere Dis. Corp.
(S. R.)

Brown

Distributed by

Star

Married

Lightning Jack
Lightning Passes,

Metro-Goldwyn
.

.

Special Cast

Feature
Let's Get
Life of a
Lightnin'

M-G-M
M-G-M
M-G-M
M-G-M

Special Cait
Pola Negri
Special Cait
.Special Cast
Special Cast

BeaatT
Because I Love You
Behind the Screen
Bellamj the Macnificent.

Bom

Reviewed

P»runotmt

v

.

Length

Distributed b;

Star

Feature

Baaa Geste.

939

.

.

Rayart
United Artists
United Artists
Davis Dist.-Vital

6000 feet

Universal

Metro-Goldwyn
Chadwick Pict
Columbia Pict
Tiffany (S. R.)

Ginsberg (S.R.)

M-G-M

Davis Dist.-Vital
Prod. Dist. Corp

6500 feet

940
Feature
Texan's Oath, Ths
That Old Gang of Mine.
Thoroughbred
Xboroughbred, The
Three Pals

Star

Ken Majnard
.

.

Macljn Arbackle
George O'Brien
Special Caat

Marilyn MiU«

Ken Maynard

Timber WolTet
Sea

Toilers of the

Special Caat

Tony Runs Wild
Tongo
Tonio, Son of the

Tom Mix
Special Caat
Sierra*.. WiUon-Gerber

Lew Cody
Edmond Lowe

Toto
Trailing Shadows
TraTelin* Fast

Jack Perrin

Distributed by
DaTii Dis.-Vitael
Dependable Films

Length
.

.

Special Cast
Elsie Ferguson

Unknown Soldier, The
Up and At 'Em

Jack Perrin

Marilyn Mills

Wedding March, The
What Will People Say
What Price Glory

.

Distributed by

Reviewed

Star

.

.

.

.5000 feet.. Dec. If

Pict.

5000 feet
6500 feet

DaTis Dist. Div
C. C. Griffin Prod

5 reels

ViUgrapb
P. D. C
Ambassador

M95 feet

Sept. 15

7000 feet .. Dec. If
Rot. 31
.

.

Pict.

5000 feet

Warner Bros
First National

Paramount
Prod. Dist. Corp
Davis Dist

One

f

Jan.

.".

(S. R.)

Vengeance of Dorand, The Irene Rich
Viennese Medley
Special Cast
Volcano, The
Hebe Daniels
Volga Boatman, The
Elinor Fait
Warrior Gap
Wilson-Gerber
Way of an Eagle, The
Special Cast

.

.

(S. R.)
Tiffany (S. R.)

Travis Coop, The
Tricks
True North, The
Unknown Lover, The

4900 feet

5481 feet Sept. I»
4987 feet. Dec.

Tr«art
DaTis Disi. Vita)
Dari* Dist.-ViUI

Fox Film
Ambaasador

A^ c zv s

When We Were Twenty.

Fox

H-G-M
Fox
M-G-M
Dam Diat.-Vital.
M-G-M

Feature

Reviewed

Motion Picture

4»00 feet. .Kuf. 22

M-G-M

Whispering Canyon
Whispering Smith
White Chief, The
White Fnry
White Heat

M-G-M

Special Cast

P. D. C
Warner Brothers

Special Cast

Great Divide

Special Cast

Wives at Auction
Special Cast
Wives of the Prophet
Special Cast
Wives for Rent
Valli-O'Malley
Special Cast
Wolf Hunters, The
Woman Who Did Not Care
Women and Wives
World of Promise, The
World's ninsion. The

Worst Man of the Troop
Worst Woman, The

.

.

Wilson-Gerber
Special Cast
Olive Borden
Special Cast
Special Cast

Yon Too

Bird"—M^G-M.,

Capitol,

N. Y.

American
"Lon Clianey is at
'The
his best in crook roles.
lilack Bird' is not another 'The
Unholy Three,' but, it is the
same type of story, smoothly directed, well cast.
Browning both
:

.

.

Davis Dist- Vital

M-G-M

Universal
Sanset Prod. (S. R.)
Prod. Dist. Corp

."

.M-G-M

'.'.'.'.'.'.

First National

Chadwick

(S. R.)
(S. R.)

IMncipal Pict
First National

Sunset Prod. (S. R.)
Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Lee-Bradford (S.R.) 6600 feet . . Jan.
.

Universal

Davis Dist Div

Gotham

(S. R.)

Metro-Goldwyn
Fox
Metro-Goldwyn
Davis Dist. Div
B. P. Schulberg

(S. R.)

Fox
Warner Brothers

M-G-M
,,A\^

^^^^er Opinions onNew Picti
"Black

Length

Ginsberg Dist. Corp. (S. R.)

Monte Bhw
Marilyn MiUs

Whole Town's Talking, The.Ed. Horton
Wide Open
Dick Jones
Wild Oats Lane
Dana-Agnew
Wife, The
Special Cast
Wilderness Woman, The
Winner, The
Charles Ray
Winning of Barbara Worth
Wise Guy, The
James Kirkwood
With Kit Carson Over the

Yellow Fingers
Yoke, The

Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn
Fox

Special Cast

-^IL

portance.

'The Black Bird'

drama of
symphony

menace cast in the
of a London fog. sug-

is

a

gesting love, grey alleys, tlanger
and greed."
Post:
"Another
exceptional
melodrama."'
"If you like a good
Journal:
crook play you'll stay to j^ee this
for a second time."

wrote the story and directed it,
an excellent conil)ination. Through
a few clever scenes at the opening he plunges the story into the
very lieart of Limehouse.
That
little
sequence
is
particularly
well done.
Limehouse is simply
shown as a fog with faces, all

Good sales copy and arrangement feature this three column ad used hy
Locjv's Palace, Washington, D. C, for "The Masl:ed Bride" (Metro-Ooldwyniloyer)
kinds of faces, drifting through
it
one at a time."
Telegraph
"\Miether or not
Lon Chancy in 'The Black Bird'
at the Capitol this week is as
gripi)ing as Ixin Chancy in 'The
Unlioly Three' is what people
have asked ever since the picture
was announced.
And, having

credit

member

Times:

:

See thete idejl screen
lovers

dance the

Mazurki

IRUDOLPH
VAILIENTMNO

'iriH£

EAGLE'

LON CHANEY
'"Die

Phantom
XtlCn.

the cast."

gong again with his new proand 'Lon Chaney's depiction of the two types of crook

tlic

duction

fallen

will go to see the latest offering
of the two without being urged
they will not be disappointed.

French girl."
World: "Miss Renee Adoree
that delicately dark and lovely
French
lady
whose amazingly
true acting in 'The Big Parade'

under the spell of Lon
Chancy and his author-director,
Tod Browning in that one they

'The Black Bird'

is

drama

into

rarefied

a crook melosomething

far finer than ordinarily passes
for that sort of entertainment by

and direction of
Tod Browning, and the art of
acting as found in Chancy, not
autliorship

forgetting
ances of
Typical StiUmnn theatre ad employing half tone illuatraHon. Used over
t wo-cnlumnn for the nhouiing of "The
Eagle' (United Artists) in Cleveland.

of

"Tod Browning strikes

is one of the
finest exemplifications of screen artistry one would
hope to behold, Miss Adoree is
natural
and
charming as
a

the
of the Opei

on the director and

casts

every

performAdoroc, Owen
Moore and Doris Lloyd."
Mirror:
"'The Black Bird' is
a distinctive screen offering that
tlie

flawless

Renee

contributed so much to the general excellence of that masterpiece at the Astor, is to be seen
in

what was written as a second-

ary

role to a limehouse drama,
starring Lon Chanev.
To the
l>art, that of Mile. Fifi who has
crossed the Channel to perform
upon the stage of a London dive,
Miss Adoree imparts a vividness
which hoists the characterization
into a position of beauty and im-

Clever use of

still

as illustration lor

newspaper ad i« shoun in this disfor Metro - Ooldtiiin - Uaver'.i
•'Soul Mates" and used hii the Oar-

play

rick theatre. Minneapolis.

Williams

Press, Inc.

new vork

albany

DALE

HANSHAW
pi'eserds

Sierra's Super- Seiial

BULL MONTANA

ALEC B.PRANCIS

iMmv,

"HERE HE COMES"
The

Initial

'}

Release of

SIERRA'S SPEEDY SERIES

—

Starring

—

EARLE DOUGLAS
That Whirlwind of Speed

!

!

!

Supervised by

FRANK YACONELLI
NEW YORK
729 Seventh Ave.

CIERRA PICTUREC

HOLLYWOOD

Incorporated

316 Taft Building

^^

P^^

Foreign Rights Controlled By
CO.. Inc.
Cable Address. PIZORFILMS.

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING

New

York, N. Y.

Rolhacker-Aller Laboratories, Hollywood, Calif.

Johnny Hines
Riley" from "TAc

C. C. Burr presents
In

"Rainbow

Cub" by Thompson Buchanan.
Directed by Charles Hines.
Photography by Charles E. Gilson,
Albert Wetzel and William Wallace.
The cast includes Herbert Standing,
Brenda Bond,

Dan Mason,

Lillian Ardeil,

John

Hamilton, Harlan Knight and Bradley Barker.

First National Picture.
Ro t hacker Prints and Service.

A

Johnny Hines
in

"Rainbow Riley"

Ri<i.

f. S. I'alail Office

Entered as stcond-clast matter '.Thniafii^t' Tilti', at
under act of iluirh

^o\.

XXXllI
Albany

No. 9

—

Published Weekly

Los AiKteles

—

'fTie Vnxl
J, IKTJ

— %2.oo

a

Ojfiee

nt

Atfiktii/',

720 CENTS

year

New
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York
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playtocapad
STRAND-EMPIRE THEATRES
W.

P,

CUFF ENTERPRISES

CHILLICOTHE, MISSOURI
Decemljer 21 1925.

The Robert Morten Organ Company,
1550 Broadway,
New Tork City, N. T.

Gentlenen:The Style 49 Pit Unit Organ which
ne purchased some tiro years ago, we consAer
a wonderful addition to our musical pro-ams*
The icstnment has caused us no igcmHi.*
whatever and helng located where we ca
have the attention of an experienced Qfgan
Mechanic for repairs and tuning, we tf
that in a very short time, with jus t^a little
experimenting, that we were able or^^bves,
01^^
to keep the organ in first class coj^lon.
'«

C

'^r@M^rdM'

We feel confident in saying Wj the
th«
average Exhibitor who wishes to play to
ca pacit y, that this is the best musical Instroment the smaller town theatre could possible
have.
,

i„,t„^ i^,Md,.mi4.

I

Tours truly,

STRAKD TKEATHE

PIT PIPE ORGAN '

'

enables the U\)erage Exhibitor to g-iVe thz
highest type performance at Tninimum cost^

Does not rcQidr-e high-priczcL organist.,.
Can be played manually, or v^ii/i
ordinary eighty^ eight note music rolls ^^»

N
MAIL TO
NEAREST
ADDRESS

0€NlflME

Oe/ta/t/i

FOR.

NEVSELUNGPIM

PdRCUSSIOHS USED

JJcv):brk ~ IMBivaSy

iT

Chicago ~ 845 So.

Wabash

San7rancisco-l68Goldm0aIe

£os Angeles

RobertMorton Organ C
^
JAanufadurers of Pipe Organs
6xclusi\^elyj .

^

~

igMSo.Vermoni

Theatre
Sealing- Capacity

CityWState
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^Wi
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V/

^^
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nndaoain
THIS

WEEK

aithettlVOI-l-/

S+arrin^

CONWAY TEARLE, ALICE JOYCE, CLARA BOW

FROM THE PLAY BY EDGAR SELWYN AND

EDMUND

COULDINC, SCREEN PLAY BY FORREST HALSEY

9ammouiU/mt/ieBKj TIME HITS/
Member Motion

Picture Producers

and Distributors

of

America.

Inc.

Will H.

Hays,

Ptea.

55
you

thcit»

iiwsy

not the machine itself but the
service it gives— that's the thing!
^

tif

That's the basis on which you should buy.
That's the way we sell. Results count.

Machines are machines but their real value
and the true skill of their builders are shown
only

in their

The Simplex
and

in its

performance.
Projector

is

original in design

use of well established engineering

arrangement of
but what you really buy is the best

principles through a unique

parts

—

projection science can produce, great oper-

economy, unexcelled sturdiness and
perfect maintenance service.
ating

The Simplex

organization

is

made up

of

men

motion picture work.
They know what the exhibitor needs and
their big purpose is to meet his requirewith long experience

in

ments.
Individual resources,

company

policy, collec-

engineering thinking— these factors aim
to accomplish a definite purpose better business and bigger profits for you.
tive

—

Know

the Simplex Projector and through

representatives learn something of

Then you

its

its

build-

understand

why more

and more exhibitors are turning

to Simplex.

ers.

will

4*

*f

SIMPLEX DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
90 Gold Street,

New York

City
I

Over the whole face of the Short Feature
come a remarkable change within the

has

field

past

year. The full length picture, during 1925, stepped
out with a full stride. The Short Feature kept
pace with it, and in the matter of relative change,
eclipsed the performance of its big brother . . ,
Great things will be done in the Short
Feature field in 1926.

WILLIAM
in

J.

REILLY

Moving Picture World.

And--

are doing them

Right Now!
They

are doing great things

in comedies.

The

records of

such great laugh-makers as
"The Fighting Dude," with
Lupino Lane, prove it!

They

are doing great things

in novelties

and timely

The

inspiring re-

specials.

ceptions given to such pictures as "Marionettes" and "Parisian Modes in
Colour," the superb colour subjects with Hope

Hampton, prove

it!

—

All along the line in providing the best pictures
and the best national exploitation to back them
up they are doing great things. The hundred
new exhibitors who are every week joining
the thousands who show Educational Pictures

—

prove

it!

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES,

Prrsidenl

Inc.

'

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.
Will H. Hays, President

TWICE EVERY WEEK
J

Pictures of the Rescu
of the "Antinoe" by the

"President Roosevelt'
Major

E. J.

Bowes, Mgr. Director
Capitol Theatre, N. Y. says

"It is the most remarkable picture of the sea that I ha\
International Newsreel deserves no end «
ever seen.
credit for enabling the American people to see tl
thrilling exploits of the brave men of the Roosevelt.

Quinn Martin,

Critic of the

N. Y.

World

says

"By all odds the most exciting thing movin
upon the screen at the Rialto this week
the

International

Newsreel

Roosevelt rescuing
the freighter Antinoe."

steamship

showing
the crew

tl
i

Your audiences can see this remarkab
rescue only in International Newsre
no other has it.

—

As

withoi
usual
extra cost to
exhibitors

Released by UNIVERSAL

From the Farm
to the Follies
INIMITABLE

Glenn Hunter in another
of those "lovable boob" characterizations.
Here you have him as the boy who left
home in disgrace and who returned the envy

of the town. An entire Broadway musical
comedy cast is only one of the elements that
help make this a comedy-drama sure to get
the money for you. Book it NOW!

—

Presented

h/K^imiM EXHIBITORS/^:
Osoir A.Price,

Pres.

GLENN
HUNTER
IK

From iheStorj^b/
Monte M. Katterjohi/i

with

Directed by

wri,*^

MILDRED RY4N

A champion
money
fIteyK

\

off-

in the speediest racetrack story ever filmed
It will

break

records on
the film track!

all

Featuring

CECIL B.DEMILLE'S
latest find!

with
t,
ADAPTED BV

F.M^GREW WILLIS

FROM THE

NOVEL

"thoroughbreds
BY W. A. FRASER

"

DIRECTED BY

SCOTT SIDNEY

VERA REYNOLDS

EDMUND BURNS
RALPH LEWIS

f\ELEASED BY

PRDDUCEKS

[

on this
winner!

A METROPOLfTAN

P"

'

-V\^.;tvM'

PRODUCTION
Foreign Distributors
Producers International Corporation

;^

T' ''//-AW

130 West 46th Street

New

York,

N

Y.

DISTKIBUTINC CORPORATION
'.

C.

MONROE,

P,«k),„,

RAYMOND PAWLEY. V,cc-P,.„d,n, .„d T.,..„,„

JOHN

C.

FllNN.

Vlc«^P,c«dcn, ,nd Ccn„.l

Man

Member

of

Mohor. P.cture Producer.

ar,d Distributor,

of Americ., Inc.

Will H. Hays, P,e.,de.,

rhe industiy's high speed
kic
r:ii*ppi*
1119 vdlWVl

/
.

^^.^

w^%

stav

AXAm^DS
presents

fj^f SMITH

RICHARD TALMADGE
PRODUCTIONS
Exclusive Foreign

Distributors

R-C Export Corporation
i5t>o

Broadway

New York
Koenn

pan Plctufcii GMBH,
236Fncd[iclr>trJSM£ tkrlin
Ccrouny
lU: Export Corp-

»- tt D XrbLiy S<- Undon
England

Soocic AnonynK decBIrmFBO
bgFoiAtwirjStHonors ftjm

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA, Inc.
1560 Broadway, New York. Exchanges Everywhere

in

the speedier picture of

Boost

one to the limit!

this

It

has

Go

after

If there

strong!

it

your community

everything that spells big entertainment

few people

and your fans

not Talmadge fans
get them started on.

typical

more

will

go wild over

Talmadge speed
There

speed.

from the

first

works

is

it!

It's a

picture, plus even

not a slow

moment

scene to the last fadeout

and

it

pull

your people right out

into a fight climax that will
of their seats!

in

are

—

still

who

a

are

this is the picture to

night thereafter will

Every Talmadge
be a hundred per

cent!
If

you haven't already played them

two more entertainment-plus pictures are
waiting to get the

money

for you:

"THE WALL STREET WHIZ"
"THE PRINCE OF PEP"
His next one

will

be

"THE NIGHT PATROL"
and

studio

reports

would

indicate this to be another

humdinger!

LEADING MONEY-

the

aenger Amus.

Ike Lib

^

GRAND OPERA HOUSE
and LYRIC
^

Ne'wr

Robt. Lieber*s

STRAND
'
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Orleans
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ST.

Players^
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NEWS
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,

.

provide the best and

way

»'

i'lt

of finding out

'A

pictures are deliver-

I

ing the goods at the box-office.

I

I

quickest

I

just

what

if.

if.

;)

I
I

Every week in Box-Office
iV^p\^i
IV^ KJVVK^^
Reports
LO dl
and
once ex
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in
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^The Check-Up/' the real
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given on cur-
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^iowdown^'
"lowdown^'

rent releases in simple, concise form,

I
%

is

based upon our

own

direct -from -exhibitor reports.

They

will aid

you

f

%

»;:

'k

\

\

w

best series tKat haj
ever becnnwdc/
H

OV SE

OF GOOD

RES
CLEAN PICTV

THEATRE
VIVIAN.
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p
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l-OUtStANA

Jan. 30, 1926
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Booldng Of
^07/

of ^erioa-'
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jrQiming vill
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Dear Sirs'-
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in regards
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saifl?

ser.es and
to this

soon

^

yi-»r»«s» •Yours truly*

J^^^JT^i STARRING

^^

URRY KEVr

•! /

AL COOKE

KIT

^y^C
GUARD CRANt WITHERS
Distributed by

Stories

by

SAM HELLMAN
Directed by

RALPH CEDER

KB
O
1560 Broadway

New

York, N. Y.

Exchanges Everywhere

m
Information, Please!

WW
Mm.
mw
mm.

mm
Preparation of the next
^A-j

Motion Picture
News Booking Guide will

issue of the
(J>[l

begin shortly.
Information on all releases
for the period of six months
:^^('*:
^^^.

ending March
be forwarded

1st

as

should

soon

as

s

possible.
Wik^

^;

i1^
6
,^

^^&
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For the Season 1926
WILLIAM FOX

67/ie

— 1927

presents

Monkey

Talks

The startling

Adapted by Gladys Unger
from the French of Rene
Fauchois and produced in
America by

comedy

ARCH SELWYN

drama
sensatioiv

From

of

Atmosphere of the
Circus Comes One of the Most
Unusual Dramatic Novelties
the

three
continents

Presented for Stage or Screen*

^^

Thrilling Mystery!

A

love theme that is as
fascinatingly different as
it is

beautiful.

And all revolving around

The most sincere portray^
al

of circus

life

ever been penned. The
gorgeous luxury of a Follies Bergere.

that has

the talking
"Faho/'

Ifs different I Ifs tremendous!
to

make

it

^~ and

a stupendous screen

monkey-

FOX

plans

sensation^

Fox Film CflrporafiDrL
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^
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w
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RUDO
Directed by

HARRY

O.

HOYT

Produced Indvr ihc Personal
Superrisioit

of

DANIEL CARSON GOODMAN
Distributed by

1B
O

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC.
1560 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

N. Y.

speak louder than woi
And tliis is the kind of action we're getting every
day—EXHIBITOR ACTION FROM THE MOST
PROMINENT CIRCUITS AND THEATRES IN

THE COUNTRY!
It's

a

showman's picture

if

there ever was one!

EVERYTHING ABOUT
RECEIPTS—the
amount

SPELLS BIG

IT

sensational and unprecedented

of puhHcity the

star

is

receiving

— the

wonderful gowns which she brought from Paris
the prominence of the author with millions of
women throughout the country! It's already sold
to the public!

NATACHA RAMBOVA

LPH YALENHNO
r-

SUPPORTED BY CLIVE BROOK AND A DISTINGUISHED CAST
IN LAURA JEAN LIBBEY'S WORLD FAMOUS
STORY

"WHEN LOVE GROWS COLD
will incite the curiosity of every

man

——

—and every

—EVERYBODY wants to see the most talked-

about

The

woman

woman

in the land!

picture will

PILE UP

come

They'll

A GROSS THAT WILL

MAKE YOU PROUD OF YOUR
Don't

let it get

away!

get ahead of you!

THEATRE!

BOX-OFFICE!

your competitor

^mima^^^^mm^

SUREFIRE FOR ANY

^

Don't

IT'S

in droves!

let

•4

put behind /
a special/

Diue Gown

N

^ESTE

DETROIT
(.^i»^i

"®

WRlJf

MICH

i^

^N/ON

LSSwcEl

,.

*®

^^^

FEB IE

fi®I«Bss
PA[

John McGonmck/jTOCTfr
'Rons

^Sl4s

^H

I'lC

^OPiJ-Al

COLLEEN

MOORE
//I /{£/

oreoMt comedu aduwemenl

t

IRENE
cidaplcd

from,' the

famous musical comedy triun^

James Montgomery, Jtdkor, Harry Tiemey and
Joseph McCarthy, Composers

^ LLOYD HUGHES

GEORGE K.ARTHURa«dCHARLE8MURRAr
DircM ty Alfi-ed E.GrecnJuDeMaflii8

I

A littt

tt^

national Picture

I
|
\

y

was
OnOSTON
Johnny
until

old

the

frozen solid
arrived; then
town roared and

thawed!

Johnny

romps with such

speed, it is just one laugh
"
after the other

—Boston

Traveler.

"How

Hines walks calmly
into the midst of a mountain

war makes
tainment."

Sure

— and

hysterical enter-

—Boston Advertiser.
how

I

the crowds
walked into the Olympia
drenched the box-office with
dollars!

A Hui
Memben

f Motion

national fictun

Picture Producers mna Distributors of

America Inc^Wtll Haye

Foreign Rigbu ConuoUrd b^
firtx NaiunAl Mttturci Inc
JftJ M«diM>n Avcauc New \otk

/^mtdr^
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When

N. Y.,

AND NEW YORK

Will

THE

agreement upon a uniform contract reached harmoniously between the
several exhibitor organizations and the
Will H. Hays association of producers and
distributors is important enough in itself.
In the words of Frank J. Rembusch, who
had bitterly assailed the former document, the

new

contract "is fair and equitable as far as is
humanly possible now," and "a year or two of
battle is ended."

The
But

fact,
still

we

say,

important.

is

more important, much more,

the
branches of
is

of getting together; the two
the industry, whose relations in the past have
been largely those of civil warfare, were able,
through their representatives, to meet amicably
and very speedily arrive at a perfectly satisfactory agreement upon a major issue.

•act

That, indeed,

is

progress.

*

When

needed and

has done a

it

and

of good.

We hesi-

been brought about.
*
It

*

*

well, now, to consider

is

some pertinent

facts.

When the Hays group was formed the distributors
were supreme in the business. Previously the producers had been. Today the theatre dominates in
power.
Which fact indicates clearly enough and
decisively enough that theatre owners must now form
their own group; their organization on a large scale,
and so achieve a meeting ground and a union of
their interests and their strength.

—

Not selfishly either; not merely to get fair play
with the distributor; not merely to safeguard the
huge investment in theatres: but for the good of the
whole

business,

its

right progress and construction.

Dominating

as they do today, the time is certainly
the theatre owners have got to thiniv collectively about more matters than bookings, rentals
and contracts about more than their strictly commercial relations with producers and distributors.
There isn't a big question confronting the American
industry today but that vitally affects the theatre

when

—

Is

he

to

distributors tackle

the producers

lot

tate to think what might have happened to the
entertainment business if this association of
interests and their resulting strength had not

owners.

*

*

No. 9

27, 1926

Happen 7

It

here

Assuredly the industry is growing up, getting beyond the rough and tumble belligerency of childhood and into the restraint and
intelligence of somewhat mature years.

CITY, February

continue to
it,

let the producers and
unaided by him? Will he let

George do it?
first
a leader
What, for instance, is the exhibitors' opinion on
remarked: "It even isn't the association itself: international film relations on film reciprocity bethat counts so much as the fact that we had tween this country and Europe? It will, some day,
reached the point where we were minded and affect his supply of pictures their quality and price.
He's the man who best can solve the problem. Is
able to get together."
he thinking about it at all? And is he content to
Previous to this association of the producers leave this and other vital issues to the producers and
and distributors it was difficult and almost distributors?
impossible to unite them, even in an emerWhat are the big circuits going to do about a
got together under the

distributors

Hays banner,

—

—

gency, and for any continuing policy for the

national organization of theatre owners?

whole good of the motion picture. Some were
scarcely acquainted with each other. There
was abundant suspicion and distrust. Things
—big things were at odds and ends wheii this
organization was formed. It was tremendously

thousand smaller ones?

—

And when?

And

the

3/

072
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27

1926

Founded
Pul)':ca'.ion

Editorial
7tb

729

and
Ave.,

General

in

Onfice:

September 1913
Lyon Block, Albany, N. Y.
Branch

Offices:

New York

City

""n^oT

845 S.
616

Room

Offices:

Wabash

Ave., Chicago, 111.
Hollywood,
Bldg.,
Security
Calif

up with the topnotchers
-*

an editorial

A

by D. B. Lederman, Western Sales Director
for Associated Exhibitors, printed in the house organ
of that company, sums up very well the new day in
Mr.
relations between salesmen and exhibitors.
this
when
was,
day
"The
Lederman says in part:
of
sorts
all
made
business thrived on lies. Salesmen
not
could
product
rash statements they knew their
Today, a good salesman does not use
back up
so-called high pressure methods to dispose of his
He merely finds out the truth about his
product.
product and tells it to his customer. A customer's
recollection of fair and honorable treatment remains
indefinitely and holds the door open for the next
sale.''

*

*

*

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

has attracted
wide attention during the past year by a series
of publicity stunts and tie-ups, beginning with the
Trackless Train, and continuing with the signing of
Gloria Gould as manager of the Embassy Theatre;
the producing of a Fire Prevention film in co-operation with the international organization of fire chiefs
and other ideas that hit the mark of practical show-

manship.
Exploitation is now established as a very valuable
adjunit to picture-handling; and M-G-M is right

in this

important line of

FRANK REMBUSCH,

President of the Indiana
speaking:
"Perhaps it would be a
M. P. T. O.,
good idea to hold a National Convention about July
and have a lot of politics and hold a Conference
just before the buying season opens in February and
of business."

a lot

An

OLTTE

idea worth considering.
*

*

an array of news this

week from

A.

regime.
*

Government
THEmotion

*

*

now

has

*

officially

*

*

PROTECTION," the leading fire prevention magazine, in a recent issue gives high
praise to the Hays Organization for its work in fire
prevention.
A

"The Motion Picture Producers and

Distributors
now the
leading trade organization of the country in point
of its efficient supervision of the fire hazards to be
found in its industry."

of

America,

Inc.,

it

says editorially,
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MOTION

dirvct ora iirriio in .N<'i<' ) ork and are met
an d eastern rej)resen:ative ; left to rialit
McGoniin, "Our danii" director;
li oh
l.fn}iiniiii Siiipinnn. allorncy;
M, 1 rank Fred }m kintiii. dirrtiior; \l iirren Doane, gener<il nianaiier.
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H,m(l, rxccii lin's

"is

Editorial

Short Subjects and Serials

W

designated

<4Tj^IRE

General

1

.

picture industry as the fourth in rank
the
This refers to capital invested, and
in the country.
the statement is made on the authority of the President himself, transmitting the recommendation of
the Director of the Budget for a film bureau in the
Department of Commerce.

Exhibitors Service Bureau

l,y

\l. P.

National Headquarters, including
the creation of a Contact Bureau, headed by E.
Thornton Kelly, prominent Jersey theatre owner;
announcement of a Speakers' Bureau; a declaration
of war by Business Manager Joseph NL Seider on
"theatre bootleggers;" plans for the Los Angeles
convention; and other items that show continuing
activity of an important sort under the Seider
O.

T.

Pictures and People

II,

News

*

•*

*

<*q^RUTH. THE SALESMAN,"

Picture

o n

activity.

do

Speaking Editorially

t i
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Adela Rogers

"The

Johns, author of
Skyrocket," the story of

Hollytvood

St.

life

the

basis of th
hibitors'
release

tvhich

serves

Associated
starrinf^

as

Ex-

Peggy

Hopkins Joyce

w
season

was held

City

the

THE
HA

was

I

T. O. C. C.

hailed by

many

BALL

as the most enjoyable affair of the

Friday night at the Hotel Astor, New York
Annual Dinner Dance of the Theatre Owners'
Chamber of Commerce. All of the ballrooms were used, to accommodate the crowd, but the festivities centered about the Gold
Room where the parties of Mrs. Alfred E. Smith, Mrs. James J.
Walker and the heads of the various state and city departments were
seated in the boxes.
Vincent Lopez conducted his orchestra in
person.
Impressive ceremonies shortly after midnight commemorated

—

last

Sixth

the birthday of Lincoln.

An

The official key to the City of
Boston and the accompanying testimonial

Cohen,

presented

to

Emanuel

editor of Pathe
recently.

I\eivs,

entertainment program followed, ar-

ranged by Lee A. Ochs.
The performers included Helen Ford
and the "Dearest Enemy" company, Gus Edwards, Evelyn Herbert and others.
Prominent film personages in attendance included
Will H. Hays, Colvin W. Brown, Adolphe Menjou, William
Seiter, John Gilbert, Louise Brooks, Miriam Cooper, Raoul Walsh,
Johnny Hines, Dorothy Gish and James Rennie. Many prominent
members of the municipal government were also in attendance. The
proceeds are to go toward a T. O. C. C. clubhouse.

BOSTON KEY PARTY
ETHE
MANUEL
COHEN,

signal honor by

editor

of

Pathe News, was given a
of Boston the other day

Mayor James M. Curley

when he was awarded

the key to the city

—

a favor extended only

Marshal Foch, 'Dawes, Pershing and so on.
Pathe
News likewise came in for praise in the presentation. The inscription
accompanying the key read as follows:
fo

Eileen Percy, another of the prominent dramatic players to appear
in

Hal Roach

two-reel
for Pathe.

comedies

such

as

"Hon. James M. Curley of the City of Boston presents to
Emanuel Cohen, editor of Pathe News, the official key of the city,
and takes this opportunity to congratulate the great Pathe company
upon

15th anniversary.
Pathe deserves well of the age; it has
kept faith with it; it has preserved its ideals of art and lived up to
its conception of duty, and we can say of it in truth and simplicity,
their

'Well done, thou good and faithful servant.'

Myrna

Lor,

the

W

artier

Bros.

vamp, adopts an exotic pet in
keeping with the role which she
plays in "The Love Toy," soon to
be released.

"

"IRENE" GIVEN PREVIEW

B EFORE

an audience of some fourteen hundred persons,
was given a test preview last week at the Playhouse,
Mamaroneck's superb new theatre, with unqualified success. Among
those on hand for the screening were Richard A. Rowland, June
Mathis, Samuel Spring, Balboni, Bruce Johnson, Louis Brock, A.
"Irene"

W.

Smith,

Fisher, C.
visiting

Jr.,

W.

First

Ned
Bunn,

Ned Depinet, W. C. Boothby. Joe
Hugh McCollum and C. F. Chandler. The

Martin,

Nationalites were entertained

later

by Ernest Kopp,

the house manager, in his apartment over the theatre.

win Wheeler predicted great things

Manager Ed-

for the picture.

FAGGRAVATIN' WEATHER
OX

Edna Marian, whose

lively antics
in Stern Bros, comedies for Universal led to her selection as a

Wampus Baby Star, and who is
now essaying feature roles, as well.

FILMS is having trouble with the weather, and wants
some sort of reliable long distance weather forecasting.
Much
money, effort and engineering was expended in filming "The Johnstown Flood," and no more had the wet ground of the big lot dried
out than the California climate staged a rainfall that would have
eliminated all the use of city water. Then Alma Rubens went on
location with the "Siberia" company in Idaho and the mercury
dropped to 30 below zero
and stayed there.

Marion Nixon, Universal player,
poses in a charming picture as a
tribute to

Washington's Birthday.

Keep your eye on Marion!

Motion Picture News
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WA
HAT

GREAT COMBINATION

be
promises to be a rare combination of talent will

Beach story which
brought to the screen in "Padlocked," the Rex
for a piece ot
paid
ever
price
highest
the
brought
is said to have
Lois Moran, the brilliant youngJiction in advance of publication.
carried her far, will play
ster whose few screen appearances have
the role of the

Dwan

which Allan

girl,

says

would make

a

star

The mother will be played by Florof anyone chosen to play it.
veteran in
ence lurner, one of the screen's real troupers, and a
Moran
Miss
and
Bennett
Belle
of
The combination
experience.
was ideal that of Miss Turner and the Pittsburgh youngster
moments.
should bring to the screen likewise some unforgettable
And if "Padlocked" brings Lois Moran stardom, perhaps it will
win back for Florence Turner something of the rightful place

—

also

which she deserves
has given so much.

LAL
OOKING

is

hands of the photoplay,

to

which she

LICHTMAN RETURNS

happy and with

fully recovered health,

Al Lichtman

the ring with both feet. (They never stay away long
Tec-Art studio the other day we found him busy superthe
at

back

Over

the

at

in

!

a special drawing in honor
contract closed with Stern Brothers to produce a series of
comedies for Universal based on his cartoon scries, "The Newlyweds
and Their Baby." They will not be animated cartoons, but will resemble
the Buster Brown series, and there will be thirteen in the first series.

George McManiis, the cartoonist, prepares
of

the

The smiling gentleman

is

Mr. McManus.

Laurence Stallings, engaged as special dramatist on the picture,
accompanied Cruze to the coast and will spend a month in Hollywood whipping the story* into shape. He is considered a master of
telling effects, both on stage and screen, and it is hoped that he can
contribute to "Old Ironsides" some of the sincerity and brutal reality
which have marked his previous work, as well as powerful drama
and a largeness of pictorial appeal.

A

ART FILM GROUP
NO IHLR

group to provide an audience for art films and
unusual pictures not suitable for general circulation has been formed
with the incorporation of The Film Associates, Inc., with a board
including Christian Brinton, Sheldon Cheney, Jane Heap, Friedrich 'Kiesler, Lawrence Langner, Kenneth MacGowan and Gilbert
showings will commence in March at the Klaw
City, with "L'Inhumaine," an unusual French
Following this will
picture with modernist settings by noted artists.
be shown other interesting German, French and Scandinavian films
as well as short subjects of an experimental nature.
Seldes.

theatre.

Al Lichtmiin, tvlio returns to production with "Charley's Niece," which
lie is making for Universal release, snapped at the studio loith Little
Billy, the featured player, and Harley Knoles, who is directing.

Single

New York

first Universal release, "Charley's Niece,"
going on apace under the direction of Harley Knoles.
An interesting member of the cast is Little Billy, the well known
Lilliputian, who plays the name role.
Despite extended theatrical

vising the production of his

which

is

experience,

this

is

every minute of

it.

his

is

engagement and he is enjoying
upon to portray a diminutive fight

picture

first

He

called

manager and to impersonate a small girl.
Another interesting feature is the canine member of the cast,
whose name slips our memory. T his remarkable dog appeared in
" ol'able David," and the manner in which she carries out the
1

commands

of her mistress

is

little

short of uncanny.

"OLD IRONSIDES"
J AMES CRUZE

is

back

in

Hollywood and hard

at

work

pre-

His offices were enlarged during his
2 pound cannon
trip abroad and he found two old-fashioned
flanking the doorway, which should lend proper authority to his
commands if the doughty Cruze needed any such. In all, 35 of
these cannon and 20 of the 24-pound type have been cast and
Twenty sailing shii:)s have been purchased and will be
mounted.
reconstructed to form part of the American fleet of 1804.
Cruze studied possible locations in Tripoli, arranged for foreign
co-operation and took several reels of atmospheric shots to guide the
property and wardrobe departments.
paring to film

"Old

Ironsides."

1

—

An important table at the Laemmle 20th Anniversary dinner at the
Hotel Commodore, ISeiv York City; reading clockwise: VCill H. Hays,
Carl Laemmle, Miss Rosabelle Laemmle. Irving Thalberg, his mother,
Mrs. Thalberg, Julius Stern, Miss Sylvia Thalberg. Beno Rubel, Abe
Stern, Mrs. Abe Stern

February 27

,

19
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BGUS EDWARDS' START
ACK

1892, a 12-year-old immigrant boy landed in New
Three
to work in a cigar factory at $1.50 a week.
One
years later he became a singer at clubs and various affairs.
night, in a Brooklyn theatre, his clear voice floating down from the
balcony while the audience was joining in on a refrain led to his
engagement as a regular performer.
From then on it was but a
question of time until he had made the name "Gus Edwards"
known from coast to coast. But even more demarkable than his
own story is the list of others whom he has brought to fame Lila
Lee, Lillian Walker and Johnny Hines on the screen, and on the
stage such performers as Eddie Cantor, Eddie Buzzell, Olga Cook,
the Duncan sisters, Louise Groody, Helen Mencken, Ona Munson,
Betty Pierce, Jessica Brown, OrviUe Harrold, Georgie Jessel,
Gregory Kellj' and many others.
in

York and went

—

Now, for
The

tions.

New

Rivoli,

Edwards is producing picture presentaGarden of Girls," opened this week at the
York, and seemed, to this writer at least, to be the

the

first,

first

time,

"A

happiest, snappiest and most showmanlike combination yet evolved

Richard Talmadge (himself, not

a double) in a stinu scene for his
Tidmadge is one star
picture, ''The iSight Patrol."
tvho consistently refuses to let a double take his chances for him.

Idlest

T

B. O.

F.

CANADIAN BEAUTIES FETED
HE

five girls

who won

were given a hectic week

in the recent

New

Canadian beauty

contest

gave them
a luncheon at Sherry's.
At the Fox studio they were guests of Director Raoul Walsh and in addition to being photographed in several hundred feet of film they were permitted to watch tests made
for "What Price Glory?"
At the Tec-Art studio they were
entertained by members of the unit producing "Charley's Niece."
in

York.

First National

OFFICER PICKFORD

M.ARY PICKFORD

was made an honorary member of the
Los Angeles police force last week, receiving a jeweled badge from
the hands of Chief of Police R. Lee Heath in the presence of
twenty important police officials.
The sympathetic portrayal of a
policeman's family life contained in "Little Annie Rooney" had
much to do with this honor. The badge is done in four kinds of
gold and platinum and bears the seal of the city in colors.

AFTERMATH OF LORAIN
GTHE
EORGE SCHADE,
the prominent exhibitor

and proprietor

of Schade's theatre, Sandusky, Ohio, furnishes a curious and striking instance of the after effects of a great disaster.
The other day,
on a visit to Cleveland, he stated that business in Sandusky had

been

Lorain, Ohio, more than a year
Since that time, he says, people will fight shy of crowds and
public places.
Only the most exceptional picture will draw the
crowds.
off ever since the disaster at

Richard Barthelmess signs eight-picture contract with First iSational;
left to right: P\ed Depinet, southern sales manager; Dennis F. O'Brien^
Smith, Jr., eastern sales manager; Ned Marin, western
attorney; A. H
sales manager; Robert Perkins, counsel for First National; seated:
Samuel Spring, secretary-treasurer; Richard Barthelmess; Richard A,
Rowland, general manager.
.

ago.

since the

dancing

—

new

Entertainment
policy went into effect.
comes first, with costumes and scenery in
background.

—

place as

singing

their

and

proper

ANOTHER CANDID ADVERTISER

T

/AST

Iowa, discovJ. Latta of Shenandoah,
another candiadvertising" pays richly.
Manager C. L. Roser
date for the Diogenes medal comes forward

J

December C.

ered that "truth

in

—

Now

—

and he, too, has
the Al Ringling theatre, Baraboo, Wise.
found that frankness is profitable.
Recently Manager Roser had on his hands a picture acquired
through block booking and which, according to his best information, was not likely to inspire his patrons with much enthusiasm.
So he said in his newspaper ad: "Here's another we cannot recommend.
Many professional reviewers fail to have any compliments
which is one of the group we were comwhatever for this picture
and other productions of
pelled to buy in order to secure
merit.
You might like this one, or you might not it isn't up ta
the standard we wish it were."
Expecting a decided falling off for the week, Roser was astonof

—

'

'

—

ished

when he found,

after a check-up, that the advertisement in-

week had increased the
It is not unlikely that an ad
revenue far above his expectations.
of this sort stimulates people to go and see for themselves if the
attraction in question is really a good picture or a bad one as hinted.
stead of reducing the attendance for the

unit and loud speaker icith six horns used by Victor
Schertzinger in directing hundreds of extras for scenes in "Siberia,"
the Fox Films' special. Schertzinger is seated before the camera.

Amplifying

At any

rate,

we now have two

advertising expression,

converts to the policy of candid

and these are

likely to lead to

many

more.

M
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Q LIKE FATHER. LIKE DAUGHTTR star
l^AM ROKK, the showman-producer, has signed a new
planned
Miss

Ann

Rork,

his

1

7-year-old daughter.

He

hadn't

t i

o

11

P

i

c

t

u r e

A' e zv s

a

picture career for her, either, but with such a father how could she
do otherwise than follow his footsteps in "show business?"

When

would prefer

she

that

she insisted

a

film

debut

to

the

social

one

Rork consented to a lengthy test. 1 h;s was taken
by Maurice lourneur and was so satisfactory that Marion Fairfax
•jianned for her,

not only gave her a part in

"The

Desert Healer" but enlarged the

role to provide her a greater opportunity.

and it was not until her
had convinced both Miss Fairfax and 1 ourneur
that she was a "real trouper" that he gave his consent to a continued screen career and signed the contract binding him to it.
If Ann's screen performances are as consistently good as Sam's
pictures, then we may announce the ascent of a new screen luminary
And the photo, shown elsewhere, speaks for itself.
right now.

Rork
work in

-T^
X
Ann Rork.

IT-year-old dauy^hter <>j
Producer Sam K. Rork, tvho is
making a most promising film
debut in Marion Fairfax' First
"The Desert
picture,
National

Healer."

still

reserved judgment, however,

the picture

K. C.

STAR ON CENSORSHIP

HAT

worthy publication, the Kansas City Slav, took a "fall"
out of literary censorship the other day, in commenting ironically on
the so-called 'clean books bill' before the New York state legislaThe
ture, which ai)plied equally as well to picture censorship.
punch hne was:
it
gives a po"Therein lies the danger of literary censorshijj
litical weapon into hands that are too likely to be unfit to wield it.
Some legislators are terribly afraid the people won't be govWhat they seem to need is the political wisdom to
erned enough.
recognize that the best and most effective protection to public morals
will very quickly terminate the life of any
1 hat
is public opinion.

—

author
Meherin,
Elenore
of
"Sandy" (Fox), has a bouncing
hoy of her own. She married the
San Francisco editor tvho gave her
her

first

job.

publication that persistently offends it."

DOING IT UP BROWN

T

Brown has grabbed off one of the
"The Trail of '98," which he will
direct for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer by arrangement with Joseph M.
Schenck.
Brown has wanted to do this story ever since he first
It will be made on an heroic scale, with
read it, seven years ago.

X looks as though Clarence
directorial plums of the year in
1

exteriors filmed in the

Brown

•T^

will start

of several
series of comedies for Pathe release, caught by the photographer
in a jovial mood after closing
new contracts.

Leading players

in

*****

this week by the National
asterisks
\_
Board of Review, according to the current bulletin. The subjects
to be favored with this mark of merit were "Felix the Cat in Slumberland," an Educational cartoon release, and Pathe Review No. 5,
showing marriage customs in Korea, river boats of Dresden, and

were handed out

the Arcturus expedition.

Mary Alden
finest

of her

formances
a

in

is

.<iaid

to

give

the

many splendid per"The Earth W oman,"

Reid release
ff'alUice
Mrs.
through Associated Exhibitors.

Hoot Gibson,
Frontier," Fniversal's ffestetTi epic of pony express days and the Indian tvarfare; left to right:
Faucett, Kathleen Key and Dustin Farnum. Gibson plays the pony express rider, tvhile Farnuni portrays General Custer,

"The Fluming

Anne Cornnall, George

Klondike on the actual locations of the story.
in about three weeks, after finishing "Kiki."

AWARDING THE
WO

Hal Roach, producer

work

February

2 7,

1926
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Canon Chase Meeting Ends

in

Wrangling and Disputes
Ramsaye and Rembusch Uphold Freedom
and recriminaWRANGLING
tions marked the Fonrtli
National Motion Picture
Conference which held a three-day
session at the Congress Hotel in
Chicago, starting February 10th,
under the auspices of the Federal
Motion Picture Council.

The resolutions which Canon W.
S. Chase, chairman, and his "blue"
followers at the conference, expected to pass had tapered off considerably from the specific indorsement of the Swoope and Upshaw
congressional bills calling for federal censorship of .motion pictures
before a vote was taken and the
final resolutions which avoided the
use of the word ''censorship" read
that: "Until there is a sufficient
accumulation of evidence of scientific character to show that regulation of the films for minors is undesirable, this conference declares
itself as approving an adequate
means of local, state, feder-al, or international regulation of the motion picture industry."
Although partially defeated, Canon Chase,
before the close of the conference, besonght
the delegates to write to Congress asking
for an immediate hearing on the Swoope and
Upshaw bills and for any other moving picture legislation which, he said, would doubtless result from the Chicago meeting.
Voliver W. Stewart and other delegates
who were unable to secure recognition on
the floor of the convention, later in the corridor denounced the high handed methods
of the convention.

Charges were made that Canon Chase and
sought to railroad legislation commendatory of the Upshaw bill through the
others

conference.

Court

Verdict

Halts

Sunday Pictures
Court Justice Abraham
SUPREME
L. Kellogg has rendered a

decision

which may have
on the smaller
in

New York

cities,

state.

far

reaching effect

towns and villages
permanently reTrustees of CanasIt

strains the Board of
N. Y., from calling a special election of the voters of that town on the
Sunday motion picture proposition.
The Board of Trustees of a village or

tota,

governing body may, by passing an
ordinance, allow Sunday moving pictures, but to submit such matter^to the
voters is illegal, declares the court, and
is an unwarranted waste of public funds
as the vote of the people on the proposition under the law would have no binding force and effect.
its

The

liolled.

Ignored
by
Manitoba Council

Theatres

DESPITE

the pleadings of the exhibitors of Manitoba for the past
two years, the Manitoba Provincial
Government ignored the theatres
when an order-in-council was read before the Manitoba Legislature at Winni-

peg on February 12 which provided for
changes in the Provincial amusement
tax.
The two changes announced affected other taxable activities, the amusement tax on horse racing being raised
and the admission tax on amateur sport
events being abolished altogether.

change was made
sion tax at

in the

No

theatre admis-

all.

Mrs. David Ross of Indianapolis, president of the Indiana Endorsers of Photoplays, declared outside the meeting, "From
the first this convention has been packed
with- delegates determined on the final day
of the meeting to indorse the Upshaw bill
and all talk of deliberative discussion is
merely a blind to conceal a ])redetermined
pui'pose of the blue law advocates," and
later from the tloor let fly broadsides against
the
idea
of "Washington regulation
of
Keokuk's films on the floor of the convention.

Terry Ramsaye declared that "if the mopicture on the average is bad today
then the American public has gone wrong
by the largest plurality ever polled.
The
motion ])icture of today' is made and controlled by the box office." He said, in part
''Nobody is for the motion pictures but
tion

the people.

"Xobody cares about the motion picture,
for itself alone, except the fifty-five million
customers who go to the lx)x office to buy
what they want.

.

.

.

not one of those famous
stars was made by the motion picture industry.
Not one of them was advertised
or even named on the screen until they had
become great even though nameless. It is
hard to believe it, but it took the motion picture business seventeen years to learn to
advertise. It has surely learned it now. D.
W. Griffith evolved the foundation of
modern screen technique in total obscurity
and was the admitted master of the art for
nearly five years l)efore his name ever saw
type or screen.
The motion picture industry probably has never made a star, and
likely never can. I recall now two beautiful

"Realize

this:

^

young women upon whom

millions, literally

millions of dollars, have been spent in vain
in the efi'ort to make them stars. Money and
power can make them well known, but it
can not make the public accept them or

any one

else.
Publicity helps but it does
not create and the masters of the screen
are merely sexwants, succeeding as thej^

serve.

"If the motion picture on the average is
bad today then the American public has
gone wrong by the largest plurality ever

of Screen

motion

picture

of

today

is

made and controlled by the box office. Successively we have seen the domination of the
motion picture pass in thirty years from the
inventor to the producer to the distril)utor
and lastly down to the retailer, the exhibitor,
the man who meets the public at the door
and gets its judgment every night. Men who
began as j^roducers have had to travel the
whole route to keep their places in the
industry.
The public made them do that.
"If motion pictures in general offend what
we may term the old American idealism it
is fair to look about and try to find out
whose America this is. It is assuredly not
the America that the leaders of this movement were born into. It is a new America
not necessarily better or worse than before, but new.
The motion picture reveals
this new America with extreme clarity.
I
have heard of people who blamed the mii-ror

—

way

for the

they looked, before.

"Miss Jane Addams of Chicago not many
weeks ago cheerfully advised that it would
be well to keep in touch with youth. America has young ideas.
The motion picture
has them too.
"I have been hearing this row abouti motion pictures for about fifteen years.
I
am reminded of Mark Twain's observation
cats.
He said that in his youth the
noises in the backyard made him fear that
the entire feline race was about to be
destroyed by internecine strife, but as he
grew older he found that the only result
was just more cats.
"Motion picture makers have no larger
hand in the trend of life today than other
large mercantile interests, the makers of
newspapers, silk stockings, perfumery, automobiles and savaphones.
The motion picture like other media of publicity can speed
up social reactions, but it does not create

about

They will all come anyway.
"The motion picture is a strand

them.

in

the

yarn of life. Basic human wishes will have
to change before the picture really changes
much. If there is a war of motion picture
censorship it will ultimately have to be
fought out with the public."
Frank J. Rembusch, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana,
went still further in his indictment of the

Upshaw

bill.

"I understand you're talking a lot about
censorship at this meeting. I suppose your
idea of censoring the movies is that it prevents crime, or something like that. Chicago
is a gxeat town to come to, to put over that
arg-ument.
They've been censoring pictures
here for years and it has been so successful
in preventing crime that outside of a few instances of boys murdering their friends, and

young
amuck

gunmen
regularlj-

and

bottleggers running
is entirely pure.

— Chicago

"Chicago can point in scorn at Indianapand Kansas City and St. Louis and say,
'You poor misguided fools.
Why not
abolish all crime, just as Chicago has done.
Get yourself a censor board and chop up
the movies and you'll never need policemen. Look what motion picture censorship
olis
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nas done for Cliicago in the

way of cleaning

up public morals.'
"Which is a great argument unless, when
you say, 'Look what censorship has done for
Chicago,' some foolish Indianan should ask
Then you'd be entirely stumped
'What?'
for an answer. You're in favor of the Upshaw bill which would establish a bureau
of high

salai-ied

fingers in the

politicians to stick
the movies.

their

making of

"That's great! Providing you get me one
of those high-salaried jobs.
"I'm for censorship, whenever I can be
the censor. If somebody else is going to do
then nothing doing.
the censoring
"Nobody wants censorship but a few of
you. About 99% of our population doesn't

—

want it, and you
more about how

can't tell
this

me

that

you know

country should be run

than they do."
Uncensored movies also found a powerful
champion in Judge Ben Lindsay, who spoke
as representative of the Colorado ParentTeachers' Association, and despite the opposition of many reformers who were plainly
outspoken in their objections to hearing the
other side.

Statistics

"I oppose censorship because it is making
for a flabby, spineless, sinful, hopeless
Thank God, the youth now comitig
youth.
in will not stand for it, even if their elders
try to impose it upon them. Their rebellion
is apparent on every hand."
Other highlights of his address were:
"How anyone can make the statement that
the movies are getting worse instead of
I don't believe
better, I cannot understand.
it, for if they are it is a terrible indictment
of our schools and. churches, far more than
It is proof that they are
of the movies.
failing.

"The kick that some people get out of
reforming often blinds them to the facts
about good and evil and how to overcome
evil.
A man on a jag is always blind to the
things about him.
"Nothing in the last fifty years of the
most eventful history of all time has done
more to reduce sin and crime and add to the
happiness, education and progress of the
race than have motion pictures.
"If we did not have any motion pictures
at all, we would have far more crime than
we have.

human

"There is such a thing as going too far in
our insatiate demand for artificial restraints.
They are a greater crime against youth
well meaning
of youth— than
all the movies, good and bad, put together.
"Artificial restraints, over emphasized in
schools and churches and beheld on every
hand in demands for more suppressions,
regulations, prohibitions, punishments and
censorships, are failing.
"And it is our insistent refusal to substitute more of the natural restraints in
homes, schools and churches that is the great
cause of crime in this country.
"I insist that the great majority of the
movies do thus emphasize them in their true
light.
Vice is ever shown the enemy and
destroj'er of human happiness, virtue as the
only true course to secure real joys of life
the only course that assures victories worth
while.
"In the movies, righteousness wins.
Sin

fostered

people

as

they

by

The hero triumphs. The villain bites
Not only decency but the pocket

loses.

the dust.

book

And

guarantees
that

is

those general averages.
the best we can hope for."

Show Film Export Trend

Department of Commerce Report Indicates Great Increase
Value of Foreign Market Since 1913
idea of the tremendous gain in
SOME
export business by the American film

industry since 1913, the last pre-war
is given by a recent report made public by C. J. North of the Department of
Commerce, although, as he points out, the
statistics reveal but a portion of the gain
since they deal only with the declared inSince the
voice value of the film exported.
revenue derived from prints has increased
greatly since that time, the ratio between
invoice value and income has risen sharply.
Even so, however, the gain shown is extremely impressive.
This foreign trade in motion pictures
sprang from comparatively small beginnings. In 1913, the last pre-war year, American exports of motion-picture films approximated 32,000,000 linear feet at a declared invoice val.ue of about $2,250,000.
The war, which halted foreign picture proyear,

gave an enormous impetus to
America's foreign trade in motion pictures
which lasted in common with nearly all
other manufactured commodities through
the two years of inflation following the
armistice.
Even after the slump of 1921,
however, it was found that over 140,000,000
linear feet of film at an invoice value of
about $6,500,000 had been sent abroad during that year.
In 1922, the first year that negatives were
separated from positives in the Department
of Commerce statistical schedule, approximately 8,400,000 linear feet of the former
and 125,400,000 linear feet of the latter at
declared values of $700,000 and $5,400,000,
respectively, were exported. Since that time
a large rise has taken place each year in
our motion-picture exports. In 1923 there
were about 8,200,000 feet of negatives
valued at approximately $990,000 and 138,000,000 feet of positives valued at $5,400,For 1924 the footage of negatives,
000.
about the same as that in the preceding
year, was valued at $1,300,000, but there
were 32,000,000 feet more positives than in
1923. at a declared value of over $6,000,000.
duction,

are,

who are ignorant

And

this

170,000,000 feet of positives in

1924 has increased to over 225,000,000 feet
for the calendar year 1925.
Although these statistics prove the widespread character and tremendous increase of
exports,
they
motion-picture
American
underestimate by many millions of dollars
the value to the American producer of this
overseas trade. Government figures for 1924,
for example, show the value of American
film exports
negatives and positives as
under $9,000,000. However, the lowest re-

—

—

estimate places the gross revenue to
the American motion-picture industry from
their foreign business as at least $75,000,000.
The reason for this discrepancy is that the
American exporter of motion pictures can
not possibly know at the time he exports his
liable

bring him from
he does, therefore,
is to put on his export declaration an arbitrary invoice value on his film of 3 to 4
cents per foot and these export declarations,
of course, form the basis for the Department
of Commerce statistics.
The only way,
therefore, to secure accurate values on our
motion picture exports is from the companies themselves.
American foreign trade in motion pictures has been built up against little or no
film

what revenue

foreign showings.

it

will

What

competition.
For whUe other countries
notably, England, France, Germany, and
Italy
are all producers, the limited returns
from the comparatively few theaters within
their borders
4,000 in England, 2,500 in
France, 3,700 in Germany," and 2,000 in
Italy, compared with over 15,000 theatei-s
in the United States
has forced their producers to keep production costs much below
those of American make.
Foreign producers, in the realization that
they can not compete individually with the
American "movie," are endeavoring through
their Governments to secure legislation that
will limit the number of American pictures

—

—

—

shown.

To
ture

illustrate, for every foreign-made picadmitted for showing in Germany a

in

picture produced in that country must be
offered as compensation.
This decree went
into effect on January 1, 1925, and before
that date the American product held over
80 per cent of the German market. Such a
system, known as the "Kontingent" or "one

for one" system, is now with modification
being considered by a number of other important European countries, notably England, France, and Czecho-Slovakia, and has
already been adopted though not yet actually put into effect in Hungary on the basis
of 1 in 30. Even in Australia a recent law
requires the showing of 1,000 feet of British
Empire film in each program.
In many other ways, too, foreign Governments are striving to limit the introduction of American pictures.
England, for
example, besides considering the requirement that exhibitors must show 10 per cent
British-produced film based on each threemonths' period, this amount to reach 25 per
cent by 1929, is talking also of a subsidy to
her producers, the creation of a national
studio, and other schemes of a like nature.
France has provisionally decreed that
after January 1, 1928, the showing of films
printed on inflammable stock is prohibited.
This would automatically force American
pictures to have special prints for the
French market these American pictures
being almost entirely printed on such stock
as against the French product, which in
nearly every case is noninflammable.
Thus, the United Kingdom screens 90 per
cent American production; France goes
higher than 75 per cent; Germany, up to
January 1, 1925, 80 per cent; the Scandinavian countries, nearly 80 per cent. The
Latin-American nations show our pictures
in similar proportion, as do also the countries of the Far East, Australia being our
thi"rd largest market with over 90 per cent

—

American

pictures.

Canada shows

ally as

many American

to

theaters

its

States.

as

practic-

films in proportion

we do

in

the

United
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to Abolish N. Y. Commission
Bill

OXCE more

move

Introduced Similar to That of Last Year, Would Put
An End to Censorship in Empire State

be made to
State Motion
Picture Commission, a bill to that efabolisli_the

a

to

is

New York

fect having been introduced last Thursday
in the New York State Legislature by Assembl\Tnan Frederick L. Hackenburg, a
Democratic lawyer of New York City. The
bill calls for the abolishment of the commission on July 1, next and the transfer of all
books and records on or before that date, to
the state comptroller, who will be authorized
to work with the attorney general in clear-

ing up any outstanding proceedings instiThe
tuted by or against the commission.
bill is identical with the one of a year ago,

which was defeated.
This year, however, there exists a different
situation and one that must be reckoned with
as a possibility towards bringing about the
abolishment of censorship in the Empire
State. Although this year's bill is again in-

troduced by a Democrat, and undoubtedly
companion bill in the Senate will be
sponsored by a Democrat, the Republicans,
who are in the majority in both houses, will
not be so strongly set in opposing the bill
as in years past, as there is no longer any
Republican patronage to the commission.
In connection with the possibilities of the
present Hackenburg bill being passed, it
should also be borne in mind that in other
years more than one Republican member of
the New York State Legislature would have
voted to abolish censorship had he been perthe

Committee Named
Sift Charges

AT

to

regular meeting of the
P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
Jersey
and Delaware a committee was appointed to investigate allegations lodged
against certain Philadelphia exchanges
which have been insisting it is claimed,
that all paper and advertising material
be purchased from them at the time of
the

M.

New

renting film.
Exhibitors are maintaining that by this
action on the part of some of the exchanges they are compelled to pay
three times what it would ordinarily
cost for such accessories and further,
that the paper obtained from the exchanges is unmounted and very perishable.
A committee consisting of I.
Perlin,

Goldman,

George
Naudascher,
H. Meeker and Ben

Elliott

Fertle
investigate the allegations and negotiate with the exchanges
for the abolition of the practice.

was appointed

enburg, would wipe out the commission 9,
more than four months hence. If it
passes the Legislature, Governor Smith wilt
not lose a single moment in signing the
bill as he has long advocated the elimination
of censorship.
Up to this week, there had been a more
or less general opinion that the censorship
commission might be abolished by the simple
expedient of giving it no place in the reorganization of the many state departments
and commissions.
Although the Hughes
I'eorganization committee will not make its
report to the Legislature until February
22, there is a report around the state capitoi
to the effect that the Motion Picture Commission wdl be continued as a bureau and
little

to

mitted to follow his own personal inclinations rather than the dictates of the Republican leaders. When the Hackenburg bill goes
to a vote, it is absolutely certain that there
will be more than one break in the Republican ranks.
The bill as introduced this year, by Hack-

Hughes committee will recommend
becoming a part of the State Education

that the
it

department.
On account of the widespread interest in
motion picture censorship in New York state,
there will be a public hearing later on on
the Hackenburg bill. Up to the present time,
three bills of interest to the motion picture
industry have thus far been introduced ai
the present session of the New York State
Legislature, the three being the bill to elim^
inate news reels from censorship provisions^
the admission of unaccompanied children ts
motion picture theatres outside of tlii
metropolis at certain hours and under certain conditions, and this last one to wipe oui
censorship entirely.

Vote to Repeal All Admission Tax
Would

BY

a vote of 36 to 34,

later

to

Tax

in Entirety;

ratified

the Senate
has provided for the repeal of the
admission tax in its entirety, and the
revenue revision bill, adopted on February
12, has been sent to conference with instractions to the conferees to insist upon
the amendments of the Senate.
The admission and dues taxes were
thrown out on an amendment offered by
Senator Eang of Utah, who asserted that
they savored too much of war taxes and
were a constant reminder of the war to
the public. He pointed out that the House
had agreed to exemption of the spoken
drama but had made no change in the
present 50 cent exemption for other amusements.
The Senate finance committee had
given no special relief to any class, but
had increased the exemption to 75 cents,
estimating that a tax of about $20,000,000
would be secured under that change which,
it was declared, the Government needed.
Senator King held that the income and
corporation taxes paid by theatre owners
would be increased, by reason of the additional business secured on a tax-free basis,
to such a point as practically to offset the
$20,000,000 loss through repeal of the tax
in its entirety, and asserted that the Senate, in repealing the inheritance tax and
lowering the rates on income surtaxes, was
making excellent provision for relief of the

by a vote of 40

Abolish

Also Insists
Amendments to Revenue Revision Bill

Senate

ago,

27,

J.

D. Williams Launches
N. Y. Corporation

leaving
BEFORE
February

13th, J.

for

London on

D. Williams and

George T. Eaton registered the
incorporation

British National PicYork for the transaction

of

tures of New
of the English company's American
business.
C. L. Yearsley is president
and treasurer of the American concern
and will be in charge at the New York
office in the Strauss Building, 565 Fifth

Avenue.

wealthy but had done

little

or nothing for

the poor people.

The administration is now looking to the
House of Representatives to save the Government from a possible deficit of $100,000,000 this year by compelling the restoration of some of the taxes cut out of the
bill by the Senate during its taxcutting orgy, which marked the last hours
of its consideration of the measure.
Whether this confidence is misplaced will
be learned when the conferees of the Senate and House report back to their respective
bodies the tax bill which will represent the
final Avord of Congress.
The situation today is very similar to that of a few years

revenue

Upon

when President Harding dependedi
House to rectify tax cuts made by
Senate, only to see the House agree te

upon

the

the
the Senate's action practically all along the
line.
And in many quarters it is freely
predicted that history is about to repeal
itself.

As passed by the House and Senats,
many of the tax changes .advocated by tte
administration
are
assured.
The out»
standing points of difference between the
two bodies, in addition to the admissions
and dues taxes, are the surtaxes, estate tax,

and capital stock taxes. Other differences
are considered of lesser importance.
They
are in accord on other points, such as increased personal exemptions and lower normal taxes, and repeal of the publicity pro>visions.

Name Committee
Undesirable

to Study
Pictures

Recommendation that a committee be ap»
pointed to study undesirable motion picture?

and theatrical performances and recosew
mending city ordinances and state legislati<8*
that might bring about any necessary improvement was made by the General Committee on "Our Commimity and Its Youth"
Mrs.
St. Louis Community Council.
Ira L. Bretzfelder, 4738 "Westminster Plaag,
is chairman of the committee.

of the

Mo
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New
CLAYTON

P.

SHEEHAN

Made Fox Foreign Manager
CLAYTON P. SHEEHAN, for nine years

with

Manager.
Three years ago Sheehan began an inspection of the Fox foreign
offices which dot the entire globe.
He visited South America first gaining an insight to the necessities for amicable trade agreements between
this country and the sister republics to the south.
The following year Mr. Sheehan made a survey of Europe and the
needs for friendly international dealings. After returning to the United
States he began a world tour, covering Australia, Japan, China, the
Philippines, the East Indies and Egypt. Many offices were established
by Mr. Sheehan and he standardized the system of transacting business

An

organization

Friars,
the M.

and which
P.

T.

to
will

l)e

known

as

the

become a part of

O. Kansas-Misiouri, will be

Friars will act in advisory capacity only,
attend all conventions and meetings and
eo-oi3erate with the exhibitors in every manThrough such a merger,
ner i^ossible.
which indirectly would link the exhibitor
body with the most powerful civic clubs
of the city, it is hoped to be able to cope
effectively with any unfair legislation or
political encroachment.
It
virtuall.v
was
agreed this week that the next annual convention of the M. P. T. 0. K-M. would
be in Joplin, Mo., eai'ly in Ajiril.

them.

With such

Organization
Joins
Kansas-Missouri

formed soon, according to C. E. Cook, busiThe
ness manager of the M. P. T. 0. K-M.
new body will be composed of ministers,
ci\ic leaders and club workers.
The decision to form such an organization, admittance to which will be by invitation only, came after the sentiment of
the exhibitors
had been sounded.
The

Fox Film Corporation, has just been appointed manager of the Foreign Department.
During his first six years with the company Sheehan was engaged in sales development in the
Eastern District, covering Albany, Buffalo, Cleveland and Detroit. He
was given charge of the Buffalo office and later became District Sales

in all of

Picture N e w

n

t i

a highly developed working knowledge of foreign requirewell-fitted to the task of operating the Fox

ments Mr. Sheehan is
Foreign Department.

Ousted Orchestra Leader Sues

Union

Ohio Executive Board Meets
Three Measures of Importance

are

Discussed Before Large Attendance

THE

executive board of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio met at
Hotel Statler in Cleveland Tuesday,
February 9th. The executive board niemb<'rs of the Cleveland Motion Picture Exliibitors' Association were g-uests of the state
executive board.

Three important measures were taken up
tliis meeting.
One of them relates to
membership in the national exhibitor organization.
Another has to do with the zoning
l)lan, as now in operation, and the third per-

president;
Palmer,
Dann,
Kelley, Gullier, Beverson, Fenbei'g, Lind,
Smith, Schwalm, Harwood and Dunlea^'y.
The Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors
Association executive members in attendance
were Messrs. Schwartz, Scoville, Gusdanovic,
Burton, Greenberger, Shenker, HaiTv Horwitz, M. B. Hoi-witz, Ptak and Levine.

liam

James,

at

tains to

summer

closing.

As

to the first, the

board passed a resolution pledging to turn
over $:5500 to the M. P. T. 0. A. For this
sum, all members of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Ohio automatically become membei's of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, without being assessed
added individual dues.
This arrangement
holds good for one year.

The summer closing subject was brought
up and fully discussed. While some members of the board maintained that it was
good

to close during the summer, that jjatrons returned to the movie theatres with renewed interest and that the loss by being
closed wa.s fully made up later by added
patronage, other members stated that when
the movie habit was broken, it was difficult
to revive it.
So it was finally decided that
the organization as a whole do nothing in
regard to tlie summer closing, and that the
matter be left for every individual exhibitor
to decide for himself.

Dissatisfaction especially in Cleveland and
Akron with the zoning plan, as now enforced
by the Cleveland Film Board of Trade led to
the passage of a motion for the api)ointment
of a committee, composed of Cleveland and
Akron members to consult with the Cleveland Film Board of Trade for the purpose of
readjusting the present zoning i>]an.
Members of the state executive board at-

tending this meeting were:

Iowa

Messi's.

Wil-

Planning
March Meeting
Exhibitors

A

convention of the M. P. T. 0. A. of
will be held in Des Moines sometime
during the month of March, says B. I. Van
Dj-ke of the Royal theatre, Des Moines who
is a member of the directing board of the
association.
The tentative date set is March
16 but the definite plans have not yet been
made.
E. P. Smith of the Strand at Newton is
acting as secretary of the association and he
will send out notices to the exhibitors as
soon as the complete arrangements are made.
No united move has been made by the association in regard to the music tax.
It will
come up for discussion at the March meet-

Iowa

ing.

Fire

Damages
Illinois

Fire starlcd

Houses

in

Towns

short ciri-Mited electric
motor did damage estimated at $2,000 in the
Liberty Tiieatre, East St. Louis, 111., on
February 12.
Patrons of the theatre left
the house quietly and the house was cleared
when the firemen arrived on the scene.
l)y

a

The Liberty Theatre, Murphysboro, 111.,
was also damaged by fire the night of February
6.
The projection
booth was
destroyed and other minor damage resulted.
Repairs

will

be

made immediately.

Archie J. Bott. orchestra leader at the
O'Fallon Theatre, 4027 West Florissant
avenue, St. Louis, I\Io., on Saturday, February 13 filed suit in the St. Louis Circuit
to enjoin his expulsion from the Musicians
Mutual Benefit Association, Local No. 2,

American Fedex'ation of Musicians.
The suit which also names as defendants,
Clarence H. and Chester Kaiman, owners
of the theatre also asks the court to prevent
the union from interfering with a contract
he is under to furnish an orchestra for the
theatre.

Oshkosh
Theatre
Suffers
$20,000 Fire Loss
Close to $20,000 loss was suffered at
Charles Bauman's Star Theatre at Oshkosh,
Wis., when fire gutted a portion of the building.
Bauman had just completed the remodelling of his pretentious apartment lo-

cated in the theati-e building, when the
flames completely ruined the effort. He was
in Milwaukee during the past week to adjust the loss to local exchange men when
three features and an installment of a serial
were found to be among the losses of the
fire.

K ansas -Miissouri

A

Slide Contract
CONTRACT for S6,000

Lets
a

year

advertising was closed
this week between the M. P. T.
O. Kansas-Missouri and one of the largest department stores in Kansas City,
through C. E. Cook, M. P. T. O. K-M

on

slide

manager.

The

slides

will

be operated

in

fifty

theatres in Kansas City, Mo., and Kansas City, Kas.
But Cook does not intend to stop with that accomplishment.
In a few days he will leave on a trip
through the territory and endeavor to
arrange similar contracts in all the
larger towns of the Kansas City district.
The money will be used for general expenses in maintaining the organization's headquarters.

Feb r

a r

It

1926
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Boom on

Theatre Building
Reports

From Big

Way

Houses Under
Kansas
FROM and

City, Chicago, San Franpractically all parts of the
United States come announcements of
contemplated theatre building plans, which
reveal the greatest boom of tiie kind in the
history of the industry.
cisco

The Comerford Theatres.

Inc.,

of Scran-

ton, Pa., capitalized at $50,000, obtained a
charter of incorporation at the State Department in the capitol at Hamsburg. Of the

authorized capital, $5,000 has been paid in,
the par value of the shares being $100.
The purjiose of the corporation is to "own,
operate and manage theatres and places of
amusement.''

The incorporators a^'e M. E. Comerford,
of Sci'anton, who owns 16 2/3 shares and
who is head of the Comerford interests which
control about one hundred picture or vaudeville theatres throughout the United States
and Canada: M. B. Comerford, Scranton,
16 2/3 shares, and Frank C. Walker, of
New York city, 16 2/3 shares.
Dispatches from AVilliamsport, Pa., state
that plans for two new picture theatres foi'
that city have been announced.
The Chamberlain and Comerford interests, have an-

nounced plans for a $625,000 theatre on the
site of Hotel Sterling, destroyed by
year ago.

fire

a

The second theatre, to cost approximately
$150,000 will be erected by the Lycoming
Amusement Company, composed of local
men, on the site of the former Williamsport
Eagles' Home, opposite the City Hall. Woi-k
on both stnietures is- expected to start in the
Spring.

Over Country Show
or Being Contemplated

Cities All

The Saxe Amusement Enterprises are well
up to schedule in making good their i)romise
of expanding to more than forty theatres
before the end of the present year. Already
they have purchased the Bijou Theatre at
Racine, Wis., from Owen McKivvett, and
are beginning their program of $50,000 iniDrovement to the house, to make it one of
Ground is soon to be
the finest in Racine.
broken for the construction of a new million
dollar house at Madison, the state capital,
which will probably be named the Capitol.

Another chain of theatres has been organthe
in the Kansas City territory
American Theatres, Inc., with .$500,000 capitalization.
Jack Truitt and Lee .Jones are
Several deals
at the head of the venture.
for theatres are jiending, they announced.
The houses included in the circuit thus far
are
the Sedalia, Strand and Liberty the-

—

ized

:

atres of Sedalia, Mo., the

Grand

theatre of

Moberly, Mo., and another new house being
built at Moberly.

Han-y Charnas, and Jesse Fishman, president and general manager of Standard Film
Service Company, have taken over the chain
of Ohio motion picture theati"es operated by
Howard Frankel. These theatres include the
Weber theatre, Dover; Cinderella, Coshocton; Windsor, Canton; Rivoli (formerly
Zane) Zanesville; Ruble, Logan;
and Majestic, Sidney.
Charnas and Fishman also own the Southern and Hippo-

called the

ilrome at Bucjtus.

Three new theatres are to be built in
Springtieid and Pittsburgh, Kas.

Joplin,

Increase
New

steel work in the Si)ringtield house has
already been put in place.
W. G. Underwood, president of Specialty
Film Co., has increased his theater holdings
with the ])urchase of three more houses from
L. W. Brophy, including Brophy's Yale at
Muskogee, Okla., and houses at Claremore
and Venita. Underwood has also bought the
Strand, Muskogee, from Dan Myers.

The

William Epstein of San Antonio and
Houston is building a big first-run at St.
Mary's and Commerce Sts., in the former
city.

It is practically ready.

Epstein who

In Houston.

president of the Main Realty
Co. is now receiving bids for a theatre to
cost $404,000.
Actual construction starts
March 6. with nine months set for the building period.
is

Many

Chicago suburbs and near-by towns
in a theatre building boom.
Great Lakes Theatres, a subsidiary of Balaban & Katz, and operating only outside of
the "Windy City,'' will erect three, one each
in
Highland Park, Lake Forest and
are

included

Waukegan.
In Lake Forest, a house seating between
1.000 and 1,200 will be erected, and at Waukegan, propertv has been leased from the
Y. M. C. A. for a house.
Michael Clamage and Albert Baskind have
purcliased the corner site at Main St. and
I)ixie Highway, Homewood, for a new theatre and business building.
The University Theatre Co., headed by
Clyde Elliot, will shortly commence work
a theatre costing
2,000 at Evanston.
1)11

$.'!()(l.(l(l()

and seating

League Calls Film Congress in June
International Meeting in Paris to Consider Interc hange of Pictures.
Censorship, Educational Use and Other Problems

M.\XV

problems

creas'ng

tion

trade will be taken
up at a congress called by the Institute of Litellectual Co-operation of the
League of Nations, to be held in Paris in
June.
The exact date will be announced
shortly.
Representatives of leading motion

so that
villages

modern
While

corporations, important producers
and members of various societies working
for the improvement of the photoplay will
be invited to attend. Particularly important

censorshi])

is

abolition

desirable,

national

vital

to

tlie

inter-

film

liicture

at this time

congress

is

ai'e

the fact that the aims of this
contrai'v to the policies and

restrictions now threatened in many parts
of Europe, and that the Institute desires to
work for the free and unhampered interchange of worth-while films.

An

organization committee is now working in Paris, preparing for the conference,
collecting documents for the official reports.
Those invited to take part will be requested
to send material to the secretaiy to be used

making up

in

Among

the

program and

the reports.

the questions to be considered are

means of encouraging and rewarding the
production of good pictures; ways of iti-

the

the circulation of the best films
they will reach even tlie smallest
all over the world; the elaboration
of a catalog of scientific films and the organization of their international exchange; a
moje extended use of films in general education and in the schools; whelher film

form

it

is

necessary

and

or
if

whether

desirable,

its

what

should take.

Information may be obtained in the
United States from Rene Batigne, 247 Park
Ave., New York City, and in France from

Fred Cor2 rue de Montpensier, an Palais-

the secretary of the conference,
nelissen,

Royal, Paris,

Edward

1.

Bernays. it was announced
week, has been appointed film commissioner for the United States in connection
with the congress.
The French government has given the
Cinema division of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation handsome, permanent quarters in the PalaisRoyal, which is in itself a striking proof
of the increasing recognition given the mothis

L.

picture

as

artistic

an
and

important
social

factor

of

life.

the Institute, like the league itself,
suggests and recommends and has no authority to enforce its decisions, it has the power
to make influential recommendations to the

various governments.
The purpose of the
conference will be mainly to gather authentic and complete data which may be used
as the basis of an intelligent solution of
international film jiroblems.

The Institute was formally inaugurated
on January 16th in Paris, at which time
prominent officials of the League of Nations and of the French government si)oke.
The progTam of the Institute embraces all
the arts and sciences and their international
co-ordination, and the recognition given the
motion picture in this group is a deep
tribute to the growing power and worth of
the photoplay.

What part America will play in the conference is not yet known, but in view of the
international situation existing the Institute
hopes for full co-operation and participation from the American industry.

Motion P
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Declares Picture
Industry Fourth Largest

THE

Officially

cluded the following
Battery Amusement
Corporation, $10,000, Nathan Sugarman, Lee
Rothschild, Stanley Boskoft', New York city;
Herab Amusement Corporation, $1,000, Herman Savage, Abraham Shimberg, Mary Wilson, New York city; Cantor Comedies, Inc..
capitalization not specified, Lew Cantor, William Brandell, Herman F. Spellman, New
York city; Rockcent Realtv Corporation,
$10,000, Sydney W. Stern, Jacob A. Wolf,
:

Sanmel Marks,

Jersey Gets Insurance Bill
May M.
New Jersey

Carty,
unit of
tlie M. P. T. 0. A. has introduced into
the Jersey legislature a bill which would
empower the public Utilities Commission to
supervise the fixing of the basic rates of insurance.
In explaining the nature of the bill President Joseph M. Seider of the Jersey assotlie

ciation said

New

Jersey Theatre Owners have
for the past year been making everj^ effort
to induce the New Jersey Rating Board
to bring the basic insurance rates in line
This the Fire
ivitli the rates of other states.
Underwriters' Association, supported by the
In
insurance companies, has failed to do.
a similar respect for over a period of three
years tiie theatre owners in the City of New
York have been waging a c'liniiaign for the

"The

reduction

.

of the

basic

rate

of insurance.

em])hasize at this time that the New Jersey
Theatre Owners will not stop their efforts
for just relief, even if it becomes necessary
to the legislature for an investigation of the methods used by the insurance
companies in the State of New Jersey."
to api^eal

Bill classifies fire undei^writers' asso-

ciations or bureaus

engaged in fixing rates

Public Utility Companies and making them subject to the provisions of the Public Utility Law, and giving the Board of Public Utility Commissioners the power to make the necessary
for

fire

rules

citj'.

Reade Buys Tw^o Houses
Kingston, N. Y.

in

of the largest indiin New Jersey, has
Hathaway of Kinghouses in Kingston
known as the Keeney and the Opera house.
The purchase price of both houses is estimated at $400,000. Reade intends to start
extensive alterations on both theatres and
operate them with high class Keith vaudeville.
This makes a total chain of thirty
houses for Reade in New York and New
Jersev.
vidual

Sometime ago a reduction was granted to
fire-proof
theatres
which have movable
scenery.
In behalf of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New Jersey, I wish to

The

New York

Walter Reade, one
theatre owners
purchased from 0. S.
ston, New York, two

Gives Public Utilities Commission
Power to Supervise Fixing of Rates
on behalf of

N e %v s

u r e

Motion picture companies chartered by the
and entering the business
in New York state during the past week, in-

has now stated officially that
STATES
the motion picture industry "is the fourth largest in the country in terms of
capital invested."
This is the first authentic and official statement as to the rating of the motion
picture business. In the past, estimates made by various persons have rated it as
fourth, fifth, sixth and even tenth.
The Government statement is contained in a communication to the House of
Representatives from President Coolidge, dated January 29, 1926, transmitting an
estimate from H. M. Lord, Director of the Bureau of the Budget. The estimate
asks, among other things, for an appropriation of §26,000 to establish in the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce a section devoted to the interest of the motion
picture industry, and to provide special facilities for handling legislative and other
measures against American motion pictures in foreign countries.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN

t

secretary- of state

GOVERNMENT

UNITED

c

Companies Chartered
for N. Y. State

Nev^r

Government

i

insurance as

and regulations.

Paramount Exploitation Men
Assigned
Oscar Kantner, manager of Paramount's
reorganized exploitation department, has assigned four new men to the field. They are
MjTon Shellman, assigned to the Charlotte
Exchange, with the Memphis territory also

under his direction; Carl 0. Weaver, Cleveland branch; Elmer R. Burger, Des Moines,
with

Omaha

also

in

Collins, Indianapolis

his

and

ten-itory;

F.

L.

Louisville.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy^

New

F.B.O. Promotion Cnieis

|

Fire

Iowa
Blank House

City

Destroys

The Englert theatre at Iowa City, one of
the houses belonging to A. H. Blank. Iowa
movie magnate, burned on the morning of
February 13. The theatre is a total loss.
The Englert was one of the three houses
owned by Blank in Iowa City, the other two
being the Garden theatre and the Past Time
theatre.
The theatre will undoubtedly be rebuilt at once.

Supple Joins Whitman

Ad. Service

ED

SUPPLE,

publicity

recently

resigned

manager of Pathe Exhas become associated

change,
with the Whitman Advertiser's Service,
While in his new
1182 Broadway.
work Supple will engage in several different fields of merchandising, he expects to launch plans for his company
shortly looking to motion picture advertising that will mark a departure from

methods employed in the past.
Supple was long identified with the

The two men who will head the reorganized advertising, exploitation and publicity
department of Film Booking Offices, as announced by Colvin M. Brown, vice-president
in charge of distribution: left, Hyatt Daab. director of advertising and exploitation, who
has been in charge of publicity at the West Coast studios; right, Edward McNamee,
newly appointed director of publicity, who also continues as Sales Promotion director.

Before joining Pathe
picture industry.
in 1923 he was assistant managing editor

News,
of Motion Picture
editorial staff he served for
years.

on

which

over four

February 27

,

19
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Plan Greatest Production Schedule
Program

First National

$

1 1

,000,000

at

Calls for Expenditure of

East and West Coast Studios

NATIONAL PICTURES has
FIRST
mapped a production schedule for the

ated with Mr. Butler."

east and west coasts which Richaid A.
Rowland, General Manager, declares will entail an expenditure of neai-ly $11,000,000 on
forthcoming pictures. Approximately forty

will

big productions are scheduled to be made
this year in the Los Angeles studios where
John McCormick is general manager of production activities.
At the Eastern studios, A. L. Rockett and
Earl Hudson will make four pictures each,
Robert Kane will contribute four more to
the program, C. C. Burr plans two pictures
Johnny Hines following "The
stan-ing
Brown Derby" in which he is now working,
and it is probable that I^ichard Barthelmess
will make another production in the East
following the completion of "Ransom's
Folly" now being made in Hollywood.
"Owing to the building of our new studios
at Burbank," said McCormick, "we will, of
course, have additional production units
which naturally calls for a readjustment of

our working plans.
"C. P. Butler has been signed to take
<5harge of the erection of the new studios.
His new post in our organization is that of
business manager and the building of the
to house our productions will be
his supervision. Hal Barter, formerly
with the Laskv organization, will be associ-

new plant
under

with

to

Dan Kelly

in

being "Irene" recently
completed.
Corinne Griffith will make four productions
and Harry Langdon's schedule calls for three

first

McComiick, Dave Thompson
hold the post of production manager

According

the post of casting di-

feature-length comedies, the

first

of which,
is prac-

"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp,"

The auditing division comes under
the management of A. J. Hughes.
June Mathis will have charge of the making of four features during the coming season.
The writer is now in the East prepar-

entitled

ing plans for the stories she will produce
under her banner for First National release.
Also in the East at this time, is B. P.
Fineman, formerly general manager at the
F. B. 0. studios who has been signed to
supen'ise the production of four pictures

length westerns produced by Charles Rogei-s
and the four features to be supplied by McCoi-mick's own units, there will be the product of producers directly affiliated with First
National including Edwin Carewe, M. C.
Levee, Sam Roi-k, Marion Fairfax and

during the coming season. Fineman is now
making all plans for his unit organization
and will be ready to take active hold immediately on his return, scheduled early in
March.
Wid Gunning, formci- magazine edi<tor
and recently active in studio production, has
been signed to be associated with McCormick
in the production of the Colleen Moore pictures and "all-star" productions that will
come directly under Mr. McCormick's

others.

rector.

supervision.

The forthcoming season will bring to the
screen, through First National, Joseph M.
Schenck productions, starring Norma Tal-

madge and Constance Talmadge. Colleen
Moore will provide four big features, the

tically finished.

In addition to the four June Mathis productions, the four to be made under the
guidance of B. P. Fineman, four feature-

The scenario division is separated into
various units with many well-known writers
and authors working hard to finish stories
for immediate production. Among these are
Julian Josephson, Winifred Dunn, Adela
Rogers St. Johns, Lois Leeson, William Conselman, George Bradley, Jack Fowler, and
the scenario staff of the Joseph M. Schenck
offices and that of the Sam Rork and Marion
Fairfax division.
The First National organization plan is to
be housed in their new studios early in June.
Work is now being rushed on building activities

and

and laying out the many new stages

building's

that

will

grace

the

property.
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Motion Picture News Prize Contest For
Branch Managers and Film Salesmen
interest has
GREi\T
lars for the best

been aroused by the offer of a prize of One Hundred Dolarticle from any branch manager or film salesman on the
'

subject:

"How Motion

Picture

News

Helps

Me

in

My

Contact With Exhibitors."

The competition

will close at midnight on July 1, 1926.
Articles should be typewords,
if
possible.
They
limited
to
may
written and
1,000
be as short as the contestant
The judges will be the editorial staff of MOTION PICTURE News.
desires.

In case two or more articles are deemed of equal merit, the full amount of the prize
be given to all articles so tying.
The winning article will be published in full
together with a short history of the winner's career. Articles deserving honorable mention
will also be printed.

will

Competing articles should be addressed to the Editor, Motion Picture News, 729
Seventh Avenue, New York City, and the name and address of the contestant should be
written on the first page.
All branch managers and salesmen are eligible to compete. Manuscripts cannot be
returned.
Copies should be kept by contestants.
MOTION PICTURE News cannot be
responsible for loss of manuscripts in transit.
Proof of mailing will not be considered

proof of receipt.
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Yeggs Loot

Universars "Flaming Frontier" Premiere
Colony Theatre, New York, in April
world premiere

J.

Montagne and Charles Kenyon.

was photographed by

It

Houses in

Bandits who dynamited the safe of the
Columbia Theatre, Columbia, Mo., Monday
night escaped witli $1,200. The robbery was
not discovered until about noon the next day.

super-picture of the West, "The Flaming Frontier," will have
at the B. S. Moss Colony theatre. New York City, early
in April, the exact date to be announced shortly.
The presentation will be
one of the highlights of Carl Laemmle's twentieth anniversary celebration.
"The Flaming Frontier" is a story of the days of the old-time West; West
Point life in the '70s, political intrigue in Washington under President Grant when
the "Indian question" was one of the issues of the day, which culminated in
"Custer's Last Stand" as shown in this picture.
Thousands of Indians, U. S. Cavalry troops, scouts and plainsmen take part in
Colonel George L. Byram, U. S. A. retired, who made the original
this sequence.
survey of the battlefield for the report of the U. S. War department supervised the
battle scenes and military accessories.
Hoot Gibson and Dustin Farnum head the cast of players which include George
Fawcett, Anne Cornwall, Noble Johnson, Ward Crane, Kathleen Key, Walter
Rodgers and Joe Bonomo.
The story was written and directed by Edward Sedgwick and adapted by

Edward

Two

News

Missouri Cities

at'

UNIVERSAL'S
its*

Picture

o n

Mrs. Paidine England, cashier of the Newtheatre, Kansas City, paid $204 for
just a glimpse of a partly concealed revolver
this week.
Several men were loitering in
the lobby of the theatre, when one of them
N\alked over to the ticket window where she
was counting out $700 in receipts. As she
looked up she was facing a revolver partly
concealed in tlie coat sleeve of the bandit,
who threatened to shoot if she screamed.
She promptly pushed out $204, whereupon
the bandit went on his wav.

man

Virgil Miller.

Hays Will Conduct Health

Report Acquisitions by Publix
Said to be Planning

New

Houses in Florida;
Linked With Midgley Project at Oakland, Cal.

UXOFFICIAL

from

reports

state that Publix
tional theatres in

build

will

Miami
addi-

Miami Beach and

Vista. Information from this source,
unconfii'med by ofSoials of the company in
Xew York, is that when the present plans
are canned out Ptiblix will have ten theatres
The Bueua Vista house,
in Greater Miami.
which will cost $500,000 to erect, and the
Miami theatre, the Olympia, scheduled to
open this month, are l)einf^ financed by the
organization itself.
The Miami Beach theatre is being built by Joseph B, Leach and
Ernest W. Patterson, who will lease it to

Buena

Publix.
It

was reported in Oakland, Cal., that Rex
owner of the American theatre

Midgley,

a 3,000 seat house in association with Publix, the report stating
that a downtown site has been acquired.
there, will build

Publix is operating the Rialto, Sugg and
Kozy Theatres in Chickasha, Okla. These
houses wei'e aequired by the company some
time ago.

Reports that Publix corporation through
the Shea interest have leased the theatre to
be built at Main street and West Northrup
place, Buffalo by Hager-Askey-Forrest, Inc.,

denied Ijv a local official of the Shea
Operating company. This official, however,
docs admit that representatives of the North
Main builders have conferred with Mr. Shea
on the proposition, but to date no decision
has been made in the matter. The deal for
the new house in Kensington section, where
Publix will build this spring, is all set and
are

work

will besin at once.

Two

Fire

A

confusion in emptying the house.
The fire
broke out in one of the upper floors of the
building.
Victor Wolcott operates the

Standard theatre.
Another fire in the projection booth of
the
Sladison theatre caused a loss of
$1,750.00 to the owners, Messrs. Scoville,
Essick and Reiff last week. The fire burned
up most of a print of "The MeiTy Widow."

Xo

one was hurt.

Fox

Corporation has commail order and nontheatrical departments. The new
unit will function under the direction of
Aaron Fox, who
its

for

the past year

has been manager
of the sales section
using
the
mails as its means
of
getting
and
distributing business.

The
tion

is

step.

consolidaa natural
Both de-

had

partments
Aaron Kox

much
and

occupied

Home

adjoining

Office.

space

common

in

have
at

always

the

Fox

theatre

in

is

Representative

in

industry will have a strong
representative in Andrew C. Erwin M-hen the
special session of the General Assembly of
Georgia convenes late this month. Erwin is
a former Mayor of Athens aiul part owner
of the Palace theatre in that city.
He is
Clarke County's representative in the Geni)icture

Assembly.

Tillson

Will

Manage New

Butterfield
Roy

House

has resigned as manager of
the Fuller Theatre in Kalauuizoo, Mich., to
become manager of the new State Theatre
in

Till>()a

ville

open
and

Mich.

The latter is the newest
the Butterfield Circuit, which
late in February playing vaude-

I'ontiae,

addition
will

Flushing

Walpole E. Ginn, in 1919 associated with
the Goldwyn sales forces in the Boston territory, died at his

home

in Flushing, Satur-

from pneumonia, after a
five day illness.
At the time of his death,
Ginn was preparing to go to Florida, where
he had extensive real estate holdings.
He
is survived by his wife, and a four year old
daughter; also a brother, sister and his
jiarents.
He was 35 years of age.
day, February

6,

Apathy Over

Declares

Music Tax

orderly

Georgia Assembly

era!

Away

a letter to J. H. Michael, chairof the Buffalo zone of the

Erwin
The

Walpole Ginn Passes

The audience apprised
the

Industry

INman

Film

bined

left

fire,

in

in

Standard Tiieatre Building,
Cleveland one day last week, filled the theatre with smoke and water, causing a loss
of $1,500.
Five hundred people were in
the theatre at the time, but there Avas' no

the
fashion.

Non-Theatrical Depts.

Damage

in the

fire

of

Fox Combines Mail Order,

Cleveland Houses Have

Survey

Dr. Lee K. Krankel, head of the welfare
work of the Metropolit.an Life Insurance
Company is to make a general survey of the
health conditions in the motion picture industry in Holl>Tvood at the request of Will
H. Hays. While Hays considers Hollywood a health resort at the present time, he
also feels there are many ways in which the
health and physical well being of employees may be advanced. It is his desire
to make conditions absolutely ideal.
Dr. Frankel performed a similar service
for the Post Office department when Hays,
was in charge there and it brought much in
the Avay of beneficial results.

to

i)ictures.

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
York, Congressman Clarence MacGregor expresses regret at the seeming

New

apathy of those who should be interested
in the proposed move to amend the
copyright law to eliminate the tax on
music now being paid by amusement
interests

to

the

American

Society

of

Authors, Composers and Publishers.

The letter in part says: "The Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of New York
state some time since requested me to
take some action to the end that the
copyright law be amended so as to put
a stop to the drastic methods of the
society referred to.
I myself think that
the activities of this organization should
be curtailed but it can only be done by
active, energetic methods.
If all of the
amusement

interests
of
the
country
for energetic action there
mind that the copyright act could be amended limiting the
copyright protection to the sale of the

would combine
no doubt in

is

music."

my

February

27,

Compensation

1926
Bill

Introduced in

985

is Again
N. Y.

Fox Theatre Building Plans are Rumored
Pacific Northwest and Twin Cities
the Home
information could be obtained
no
ALTHOUGH
week
the
rumors were
New York,

A bill amending the New York state workmen's compensation law, to the end that it
will include within its provisions all employees in motion picture studios in New
York state, who do not receive more than
$25 a day or $100 a week, in wages, was

that the Fox Theatres Corp. would
Tacoma and Salem, as well as Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth. This would
carry Fox into the strongholds of two powerful circuits, Jensen & Von Herberg

introduced in the New York state Legislaon Tuesday of this week, by Assemblyman Meyer Altei-man, of New Yoi-k city.
The bill is identical in its wording with the
one of a year ago, which did not get further than being assigned to a committee.

and Finkelstein & Ruben.
According to reports, the Twin City houses would be of 3,500 seating capacity
Fox had no first run outlet in
each, with the Duluth house somewhat smaller.

ture,

Niagara

Falls

Theare

Damaged by

these cities for three years, but after filing a suit against F. & R. to force fulfillment of contract, James R. Grainger closed an arrangement for one year last fall.
It is understood that the Fox policy will ultimately include the building of high
class neighborhood houses to support the downtown first runs, along the lines of
the Balaban & Katz Chicago plan.
Meanwhile, it was announced this week that Fox would build a 3,200 seat
house in Passaic, N. J., ground to be broken within four weeks. Plans have been
drawn by A. Ginsberg. Passaic, with a population of 80,000, has but 7,200 seats
at present, all in the hands of the Fabian interests.
It was also reported that Fox had purchased the Clinton Square theatre, a

is

Fire

Projection machines, films and equipment
of the Queen Theatre, Niagara Falls, Ontario, were destroyed in a fire which broke
out in the projection room of the theatre
on the night of February 11, whde the house
was crowded to capacity. The patrons retired from the theatre quietly, however, and
there was no panic. The loss was estimated
bv Manager A. Huttelmeyer at $6,000.

neighborhood house

in

Newark, N.

Play
"Love Thief"
Nissen

to

in

Universal has signed Greta Nissen to play
the lead opposite Norman Kerry in "The
Love Thief," adapted from the story by
It will be directed by
Margaret Mayo.
John McDei-mott as one of the special proIn
ductions of Universal's 1926 program.
the supporting cast will be Nigel Barrie,
Borgatto. noted Italian actor; and Charles
Puffv.

Receivers Are

Named

for

and Davis
PROCEEDINGS in involuntary
Vital

bankruptcy were commenced last
three employees of Vital
Exchanges, resulting in the appointment of Matthew B. Sentner as receiver.

week by

J.

Contact Bureau in M.P.T.O. A.
E.

Thornton Kelly Appointed

B'SIXESS

Manager Joseph M. Seider
week announces the establishment
of a contact bureau at National Headquarters of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America. Seider has appointed
E. Thornton Kelly as the Director of this
Bureau. Under Kelly will be a number of
this

field

men who

ment

to all parts of

will

be

to assignin the intei'ests

subject

America

to Direct

and Will Assign Field

Activities

Greta

Office
at
to
effect
in circulation this
erect houses in Portland, Ore., Seattle,

definite

persistent

in

in

of the National Organization.
The establishment of this Bui'eau has long
been contemplated by Seider. Its development, so far as the trade is concerned, however, lias been exceedingly rapid since the
public intimation of tlie need of this de-

partment was first carried in an editorial
by Mr. Seider in the, February 1st issue
entitled "Locarno, Why not in the Motion
Picture Industry "?"
A few days after the Official Bulletin had
made its appearance came a terse announcement from National Headquarters that Mr.

Men

Seider had designated Mr. Kelly as his ento interview Western leaders in the interest of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America. Mr. Kelly left New York for
Chicago and a few days following his absence matters in the contract situation came
to a head, necessitating the appearance in
New York of many leaders.

voy

As a result of this conference and the
adoption of the contract, practically all of
these leaders and Mr. Seider came together.
In other words, as Mr. Seider describes it,
the ambition of the National Organization
to include every exhibitor in the United

States within
fited

by

now

boasts.

its

fold

was materially bene-

Thus, the
National Business Manager recalled his en\<)\ and promoted him to the leadership of
the permanent Contact Bureau which the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
this contract conference.

The court order provides

that the business be continued by the receiver for ten
days, and it is hoped that within such
period arrangements can be made to
conserve the assets of the Company and
to prevent the loss of the large amount
of bookings already secured.

This situation

mencing

of

a

facilities

Des Moines Inaugurates Movement to

Stamp Out Unethical Business

resulted in the comfriendly proceeding in

equity in which Louis H. Rowe was appointed receiver for the Davis Distributing Division, which Company is distributing its productions through Vital
Exchanges. J. Charles Davis 2nd, president of the Davis Distributing Division,
announces that this equity receivership
is designed to protect the interests of
the
various
distributors
releasing
through the Davis Company and also
the creditors of that Company.
Mr.
Davis further states that he is perfecting plans to carry on the distribution of
these productions and to secure distribution

Drive on Undesirables Opened

throughout

the
entire
country: not only in the territory covered by the Vital organization but in the
balance of the country where exchanges
of Vital had not yet been estabhshed.
He desires to assure exhibitors that the
entire program of the Davis Distributing Division will be released.

managers in the Des
EXCHANGE
Moines territory are mapping plans
to eliminate all undesirables iri the
various local sales forces. It is planned to
take dra.stic measures against those using
detrimental measures to the good of the
industry.
The shake-up i^romises to be far
reaching so a-s to ser\'e as an object lesson
to other territories where similar conditions

prevail.

It is said that these conditions are destroying confidence between exhibitors and distributors.
It has been declared that "bottle
of booze" contracts are the rule rather than
the exception in tlie Iowa territory and that
side agreements between salesmen and ex-

hibitors are creating havoc in

have contracts enforced.
Among other things

an

effort to

it is
declared the
practice is made of inserting "trick clauses"
in the exhibitor's copy of contract with a

Tactics

form submitted
The new drive against

different

to the

company.

these undesirables
took definite shape at a recent get-together
of salesmen as the guests of the Des Moines
Film Board when several speakers discussed
the subject.

Vilma Banky Again With
Valentino
Vilma Banky, Hungarian t)oauty has again
been chosen as Rudol])h "\'alentino's leading
lady in "The Son of the Sheik," which goes
into production soon for United Artists under the direction of George Fitzmaurice.
The engagement of Miss Banky is through
special arrangement witli Samuel Goldwyn,
The coming
to whom she is under contract.
production will l)e sponsoi'ed by -Joseph M.
Schenck.
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Plans Shaping Rapidly for Los Angeles
Convention of M. P. T. O. A.

PLANS
M. P.

are already shaping rapidly for the annual convention of the
T. O. A. to be held in Los Angeles from June 1st to 5th inclusive.
Among other reports made by Glenn Harper, Secretary of the California
unit, to Joseph M. Seider, business manager of the M. P. T. O. A., was one to the
effect that Cecil B. DeMille will serve as a head waiter and all of his stars as
waitresses at a banquet and ball being planned by De Mille at his Culver City
studio one night during the convention.
The Ambassador Hotel will be the convention headquarters in Los Angeles
and local managers are making miles of banners and streamers to properly decorate.
The special train which will conduct the exhibitors in the Eastern and Middle
Atlantic States to Los Angeles will be the first transcontinental express of its
kind.
Reservations are reported coming in rapidly. They should be sent at once
to Sam Sonin at National headquarters.

Theatre Bootleggers a Menace
Seider Issues
Installation of

Warning at Annual
Brooklyn M. P. T. O.

Two

warnings were- issued by President R. F. Woodhull and Business
]\Linager Joseph M. Seider of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
at the eleventh annual installation of officers of the Brooklyn M. P. T. 0. last week.
One was to beware of " Theatre Bootleggers" and the other the "Dyspeptic Minds."
Seider described as "theatre bootleggers"
and "screen leeches" those temporary exhibitors "whose system of encroaching upon
territory already meritoriously and adequately covered by pioneer exhibitors is
being done through no other purpose than
for the milching of the industry."
The Business Manager said the industry

must be purged of those people who become exhibitors solely for the reason of
"bleeding our honest members by compelling them for the sake of their very existence
to buy up these business-destrojdng decoys
erected by theatre bootleggers."
In sounding the warning against Avhat he
described as "dyspeptic minds," President
AVoodhi\ll said he .'would
inaugurate a
speakers bureau at national headquarters
to which all forceful personalities and convincing speakers would be eligible.
Such
a bureau would make it possible for an unjust or unwarranted attack upon the industry to be immediately retarded and stifled at
its

Highlights from the "Lefty" Flynn starring vehicle for
F. B. O. release titled "The Traffic Cop."

very source.

Board

Arbitration

Public Favors Bible History
De

Mille Contest Reveals Lack of

Interest in

Love and Sex Themes

ASUMMA.RY

of public opinion so far
expressed in the Cecil B. De MilleLos Angeles Times "Idea Contest"
shows the Bible and history are leading love
and sex themes by ten to one as suggested
ideas for big pictures.
De Mille recently announced he would distribute $2,100 in cash prizes for original
story ideas.
The latest response shows 80
percent as favoring Biblical and histoi'ical
subjects. The lives of strong American and
early Christian leaders are suggested more
often than the contemporaneous events they
helped create.

Two Hundred

Reels Are

Donated to Leper Colony
APPROXIMATELY two hundred
motion picture films donated
by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Universal
Famous-Players
and
Lasky
were shipped last week to the leper
colony at an isolated port in Balboa,
Canal Zone through the offices of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. Among the photoplays donated are prints of many of
of

the outstanding pictures with many of
the best known stars featured.
The films were delivered to the Chief
Oflicer of the Medical Supply department of the United States and were addressed to Colonel W. P. Chamberlin,
Chief of the Sanitary Corps in Balboa.

The astounding feature of the report is
the very few friends of love and sex themes.
Where these are advanced most of the suggestions are that they be used as background

New Members
New members

of the Ohio Joint Board of
Arbitration have been announced. They include Max Shenler, Family Theatre, Cleveland Charles Burton, Lincoln Theatre, Cleveland; Louis J. Frisch, Harbor Theatre,
Ashtabula Harbor. M. B. Horwitz. J. JHarwood and J. Schwartz, all of Cleveland,
;

were chosen alternates.

or relief for a universally recognized occurrence of fact and history.

"This national canvass of the public will
result in a better understanding between producer and public," said De Mille.
"It is
revealing to me that the public is tiring of
the frivolous and nonsensical in their pictures and that it wants, above all, a whole-

some educational element.

Names

Fire

Chief

Injured

When

Film Explodes
While attempting to put out a fire in the
Star theater, Oshkosh, Wis., caused by explosion of film, Edward F. Kelley, assistant
fire chief, was burned seriously in a second
An audience of 200 moved
explosion.
quietly out but the theatre suffered $15.rt0(>
damage.

Unique

Window

Display for
''Time, the Comedian''

Exceptional attraction value distinguished
the unique window display for "Time, the
Comedian" used in St. Louis by Loew's
State Theatre thtre.

Against a colored background of drapes,
was silhouetted a figure of the conventional
Father Time, while a little to the right of
the figure was a revolving globe, representing the world, and bearing on its surface
the photos of principals in the picture.

Baby spot lights were used to illuminate
the revolving world, a red light on one side,
and a green light on the other.
This window was designed h\ Mr. Maurice
Davis, director of Publicity at Loew's State.

Carl

Laemmle Off

to

Universal City
CARL LAEMMLE was nor

back
from Europe long before he de-

parted early in the week for Universal City to supervise production on
Movie List, Universal's
the Greater
schedule of big pictures for the 1926-27
season.
Accompanying Laemmle on the trip
to the coast were his son, Carl Jr.,

Andre Mattoni, European

film star

who

appear in Universal pictures, and E. A. Dupont, noted

has been engaged

to

Ufa director, who is to make pictures
under the Universal banner.

F

c b r

it

a r V
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1926

Costello

Helene

Raymond
Arthur
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Opposite

Griffith

Helene Costello,
Maurice Costello,

LITTLE

BILLY, diminutive actor
and well known as a vaudeville

headliner, will have the

"Charley's

in

Al

Niece,"

first

production

for

release

s

'Whole

a

Billy

1.

Featured

New

Contract

Joan ('rawford, one of tlie 1926 AVamj^ababy stars, has been awarded a new contract
by Louis B. Mayer, vice-president of MetroGfildwyii-Mayer, in chai-ge of production.

for

scenes for Herbert
EXTERIOR
Brenon's Paramount production
of

"Beau Geste" are

to be

made

on the desolate wastes of Arizona along
the Mexican border.
Starting on March
15th 1750 men will be housed in temporary quarters six hours journey by
automobile, mule and foot Southwest of
the desert

town

of

Yuma, Arizona. Wal-

Hamilton, Norman
Trevor and Buddy Rogers have been
assigned important places in the cast.
lace

Beery,

Neil

Little

Little Billy

Virginia Pearson, one of the earliest film
has been added to the cast of
"Silence," the Max Marciu crook melodrama
of the same name which Avas adapted for
Rupert
the screen by Beulah Marie Dix.
Julian is directing the production at the
De Mille studios with a cast which includes,
in addition to Miss Pearson, H. B. Warner,
Vera Eevnolds, Raymond Hatton, Rockcliffe Fellows, and Jack Mnlhall.
stars,

to

with

Billy

"Charley's

in

Niece"

Madge Kennedy, Creighton

Hale,
Flora Finch, Ethel Shannon and David
Butler.
The production is being made

are

Sahara
''Beau Geste"

coast

as he has
Keith
been a
headliner for several seasons.

will start another comedy under the direction of Edward
Laemmle at Universal within the next ten
davs.
It is titled "The Whole Town's
Talkins."

American

e

is

vaudeaudiences

to

Virginia Pearson to Appear
in ''Silence'' Cast

coast,

Town*s Talking"

M-G-M

i 1 1

from

Edward Everett Horton

Joan Crawford Wins

Univer-

through

V

Start

role

title

Lichtman's

known

Horton Will

in

"Charley's Niece''

Rosson

selected
has
19-year-old daughter of
to play opposite Raj-mond
Griffith in "Wet Paint," production on which
was scheduled to start this week at the Paramount studio in Hollywood. Others in the
cast are Bryant Washburn, Natalie Kingston and Henrv Kolker.

Director

Star

Billy

Little

the Tec-Art studios in New York
under the direction of Harley Knoles,
who is also the author of this full length
comedy.
at

Leonard

Exploit
Universal

for

to

Frank Leonard has resigned from
ploitation department of F. B. 0.,

the ex-

where he

has been serving in New York for the past
four years, and will join the exjiloitation
staff of Universal Pictures.
He is one of the
l)est

known

exploiteers in the industry.

Gertrude Olmstead to Play
Opposite Sills
Milton Sills will have Gertrude Olmstead
opposite him in tlie feminine lead of "Puj)jiets," his next staiTing vehicle for First
Xational, which Al Rockett will produce in
Xew York.

Dramatic highlights from the Fox production "Siberia.'

Banner

Starts

''Whispering

Work

on

Canyon"

Ban-ymore picture,
Lionel
"Brooding Eyes," completed, Banner Productions has started photography on "Whispering Canyon," a picturization of John
Mersereau's novel of the western timber

With

the

Tom Forman is directing. Jane
Xovak and Robert Ellis have the leading

lands.

supporting cast are Joseph Swickard, Lee Shumway, Eugene Pallette, James Mason and Edward Brady.
roles, while in the

Syd Chaplin

Premiere

Set for S. F.

THE

world premiere of the Syd
vehicle,
"Oh!
starring
Chaplin
What a Nurse" is scheduled for
opening of the new Alexander Pantages Theatre in San Francisco February 20th. Bay City officialdom and society

and

Hollywood

officials

and

will participate

stars

from

in the cere-

Syd Chaplin and director
"Chuck" Reisner will be on hand, aa
will as many members of the company
and Warner stars who are at liberty.

monies.
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Pathe Editing New Rex
Feature
at I AHE Devil Horse," a new sevenfeature
starring
"Rex,"
the equine actor is now being
edited and previewed preparatory to
distribution to the theatres by Pathe.
The story is an original by Hal Roach
and the picture was made largely in
I

reel

"*

Montana and Wyoming, where Indian
tribes

and wild

many

of the thrilling scenes.
human cast in "The Devil

The

horses

were

used

in

Horse"
headed by Gladys McConnell, Yakima
Canutt and Robert Kortman.
Fred
Jackman, who has directed all of the

is

Rex features is responsible for the current film. Releasing arrangements will
be announced shortly.

Mulhall Added to Cast of

De

Mille's "Silence"

Jack Mulhall has been added to the cast
of '"Silence," now being produced at the
H. B. Warner has
Cecil De Mille Studio.
the leading role, while in the supporting east
are Vera Reynolds, Raymond Hatton and
Rupert Julian is
Fellowes.
Rockcltffe
directing.
Scenes

from the

Marshall

Neilan

"Wild

production

Oats'
Corporation.

Universal Signs

Lane"

released

through

Many

Producers

Distributing

Long

Players

Number

of Well-Known Actors Secured
for Parts in Forthcoming Productions

A

NUMBER

of prominent film players
have been sioned by Universal to appear in forthcoming procluctions of
that company which will include four productions to be started shortly.
Viola Dana will api)ear opposite Kenneth
Harlan in "Crashino' Timbers'' with Henry
B. Walthall in a prominent supporting role.
Frank Hagney, DeWitt Jennings, Fred
Kohner and Bill Kent will also be in the

Louise Fazenda will be seen in the cast
of "The Old Soak," Edward Sloman's picturization of the Don Marquis stage play
which he will also direct.
George Louis,
June Marlowe, George Siegman, and Wil-

in

"Eve's Leaves'
is

to

play

a

comedy character

vil-

in

"Eve's
vehicle,
starring
Leatrice
Joy's
Leaves," for Producers Distributing Corporation release. Paul Sloane is directing and
William Boyd plays opposite the star.

Edward Everett Horton will be staiTed in
"The Whole Town's Talking" under the direction of Edward Laemmle and the supl)orting- cast wnll include Dolores Del Rio,
Trixie Friganza, Virginia Lee Corbin, Mal-

colm

Robert

Wliite,

Ober

and

Margaret

(^uimby.

Mack

cast.

Comedy Role

Walter Long, well known as a screen
lain,

liam V. Moug will also appear in this production in which Jean Hersholt is starred.

in

Swain,

comedy

"heavy,"

Cissy

Fitzgerald, and Billy Kent, the cliild actor,
will play supporting roles in "The Big
Xight," Laura La Plante's forthcoming
starring production, which Melville Brown
will dii-ect.

Columbia Acquires

New

Plant

Company

Purchases California Studios in
Hollywood for Extensive Production Plans

COLUMBIA

PICTURES CORPOR.V-

TIOX

has ])urchased the California
Studios located on Gowcr Street near

Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood. The transaction involves the studio grounds comprising eight acres with a 350 foot frontage on
Gower Street; three stages, administration
buildings and various producing e(|uii)ment.

Columbia announces that more than
000

will be spent for

is

imjjrovements on the

A

were formerly housed in the Clune
studios, also in Hollywood, under the name
activities
nt

Filming of ''Yellow Fingers^'

••f!25(),-

modern stage measuring 150
by 270 feet will be erected and additional
equipment will be installed. The name of
the studio in the future will be Columbia
Pictures Studio. The company's i)roduction
property.

duction activities will be conducted under
tlie Columbia name and all ])ictures for the
coming season will be under that brand. For
the 1920-27 season the Columijia output will
be greatlv increased.

Waldorf Productions.
With the move to the new plant

Fingers,'' Olive Borden's first
starring vehicle for Fox Films, has just been
comjdeted under the direction of Enmiett
Flynn. This adaptation of the novel of the

South Seas by Gene AVright known as "The
Just and the Unjust" ha.s a cast which inInce, who plays the leading
Claire Adams, Edward Piel,
Nigel de Brullier and May Foster.

cludes

male
all

pro-

Finished

"Yellow

Ralph

role, aiul

Colleen Moore as "Irene." the screen adaptation of
the stage success of that title in which she will star
for First National.

February 27

,

19 26
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"Black Pirate"

Doug's

Open at Selwyn
work has been
PRODUCTION
completed on the new Douglas
to

Fairbanks picture, "The Black Piand printing and assembling is now
going forward rapidly under the direction of Albert Parker, who also directed
A contract has also been
the picture.
signed for the showing of the picture
at the Selwyn Theatre in New York
It is expected
City on March 8th.
Fairbanks will arrive in New York
within a couple of weeks to be present

rate"

at the opening.

''Molasses" in Production at
United Studios
Production on •'Molasses," M. C. Levee's
comedy, has been stai'ted at the
United Studios in Hollywood under the diThis adaptation of
rection of Al Santell.
a Saturday Evening Post storj' is to be the
first of a series of three comedy productions
to be made by Levee this j-ear.
The cast for "Molasses" includes George
Sidney and Charlie Murray in the featured
roles with Vera Gordon, Kate Price, Jack
Mulhall and Gaston Glass in support. Arthur Edeson will supervise the lighting and
photography.
feature

Production

of ''Sandy"
Progressing Rapidly

is

With the exception of the court I'oom sequence the interior scenes of "Sandj'," the
Elenore Meheiin story which has been published serially in the newspapers throughout
the countr}', liave been finished and Harry
Beaumont, the director, is now engaged with

Madge Bellamy

the exterior shots.

is

play-

ing the name role and Bardson Bard, Harrison Ford and Leslie Fenton are in the
cast.
"Sandy" is scheduled for release by
Fox on April 11.

National
Pictures
Signs Overbaugh

British

British National Pictures, Ltd. has signed
R. Ti'ield Overbaugh to a long tenn contract
as photographic supei"\'isor of the new studios now being erected at Elstree, near London.
Overbaugh was responsible for the
photography on such pictures as "Nell
Gwyn," "the White Sister" and "Dr.
Jeckvll and Mr. Hvde."

Anita Stewart Signs for Fox

,_^
^Sj
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Scenes from the

be seen for the

Zasu

Pitts

Joins "Early to
Cast

Wed"

Zasu Pitts hcos been added to the cast of
"Early to Wed," a new Fox offering being
directed by Frank Borzage.
Matt Moore
and Kathryn Perry have the leading roles.

"Ibanez' Torrent.'

Night Audience Greets
Rex Ingram Production

Brilliant First

Newest

AT

one of the most brilliant first nights of
the year Rex Ingram's picturization
of the famous Blasco Ibanez novel,
"ALire Nostrum," witli Alice Ten-y and Antonio Moreno in the leading roles, had its
])remiere at tiie Criterion theatre, New York,
Monday evening, February 15.
distinguished fii-st night audience was }iresent.
Witli the ojjening of "Mare Nostrum" a
new record is established for Broadway presentations.
Metro-Goldwyn-Maver now has

A

"The Merry Widow"

at 'the

Embassy, "The

Big Parade" at the Astor, "Ben Hur" at the
George M. Cohan and "The Auction Block"
at the Capitol.
Metro-Goldwyn sponsors
•'Mare Nostrum," making five pictures playing along the big street and all presented
by the same organization.
The first night audience at the Criterion
last IVfonday contained any number of well
known film and stage celebrities. John Gilbert attended and King Vidor was also on
hand. Norma Shearer and Eleanor Boardman were other Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stars

who enjoyed
Chester

Motion Picture

News
Booking Guide

will

time in a picture by that
company when she assumes the leading feminine role in "Rustling for Cupid," a Peter
B. Kyne story that has just gone into production.
George O'Brien has the leading
male role opposite the former Vitagraph star
and Ir\ing Cummings is directing.
first

titled

"Mare Nostrum" Opens inN. Y.

Feature
Fox has signed Anita Stewart, who

release

"Your Booking Guide
only real index

we know

to

is

pictures

the
that

and we could not
get along without it. We have a
complete file of your Motion Picof

ture News for the past three
years and should we fail to get
a press sheet, or a salesman tries
to
tell
us something that we
might doubt in an instant we
look to see what Mr. Elliott has
to say and the Guide is the only

—

way

to find it."

PANAMA THEATRE,
Panama

City,
Florida.

the

Conklin,

Rex Ingram production.
Faimie

Hurst,

Grace

(leorge,

May

Ethel

Gray Terry has Role
in "Hard Boiled"

Allison, Frances Howard and
Peggy Kelly also attended and there were
hundreds of others.

Ethel Gray Terry has been added to the
"Hard Boiled," Tom Mix's new production for Fox Films which is being directed by J. G. Blystone at the Fox west
coast studios.
Helene Chadwick, Phylis
Haver, Emily Fitzroy and Charles Conklin
are in the cast.
cast of

Marceline

Day

in

Cast for Lead

"Toto"

Marceline Day, newest of the Metro-Goldstock players, has been assigned
to play the ingenue lead in "Toto" which

wyn-Mayer

was written and scenarized by Benjamin
Glazer.
This Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production, in which Lew Cody and Dorothy
Phillips play the leads, will be directed b.v
John M. Stahl under the supervision of

Irving Thalberg.
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"Ibanez* Torrent" Opens
at N. Y. Capitol
64TBANEZ' TORRENT,"
its

the

latest

Cosmopolitan Picture for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer release will have

I

presentation in New York at
Capitol Theatre Sunday, February

first

the

The picture was adapted from
Vicente Blasco Ibanez' story, "The Tor21st.

rent" and

was directed by Monta

Bell.

Greta Garbo, Swedish motion picture
star makes her American debut in this
production in the featured role of Leonora Moreno, grand opera singer. The
supporting cast includes Gertrude Olmstead, Tully Marshall, Arthur E. Carew,
Edward Connelly, Mack Swain, Martha
Mattox and Lucien Littlefield.

Corinne

Griffith to Start

New

Production
CoiTine

Griifith

is

already

planning to

work the first week in March on "Into
Her Kingdom," though she is only now fin-

start

ishing "Mile. Modiste," both of which are to
be First National releases.
Svend Gade
will direct the new picture and Einar Hanson will jjlay the male lead opposite the
star.

Mix
Some

of

the

highlights from

"Secret Orders"

an F. B. O. production.

Start Five

Features to be Launched at Long Island
Studios Upon Washington's Birthday
go into
pictures are scheduled
FIVE
l)roduction at the Paramount Long
to

Another important feminine
been

for

Tom Mix

has started "Hard Boiled," his
stairing vehicle for the current
Helene Chadwick has the leading
season.
feminine role opposite Mix, with Phyllis
Haver cast in the secondary supporting part.
J. G. Blvstone is directing.

last

Paramount Will

on

Last
Current Season

Starts

Fox

role has not yet

filled.

Island Studio Washington's Birthday.

They are Gloria Swanson in "Fine Manhers," Richard Dix in "Take a Chance," W.
C. Fields in "The Old Armv Game," Bebe
t»aniels in "The Palm Beach Girl," and D.
\V. Griffith's "The Sorrows of Satan."
"Pine Manners" is a story by James AshIt
Inore Creelman and Frank Vreeland.
will be directed by Frank Tuttle, who also
directed Miss Swanson's last jjicture, "The
Untamed Lady." Eugene O'Brien will play

E. J. Smith, general sales manager of
Associated Exhibitors, who just returned
from a short tour of the Canadian and MidWestern districts, left on Thursday of last
week for a short visit to the Central Eastern
territory for the purpose of studying con-

Opposite Miss Swanson.

ditions thoi-e.

"Take a Chance," the Dix picture

is

staff.

Alice Mills will play opposite

and (iregory La Cava will direct.
Tlie Bebe Daniels starring vehiclCj "The
Palm Beach Girl," is an original story
adapted by Forrest Ilalsey. Ei'le Kenton
will direct and Lawrence Gray will play opI)lx

posite the star. Most of the picture will be
made in Florida.

"The

Army Game," the
W. C. Fields, is from

Old

Vehicle for

Manager

on Trip

from

Bn original story by Howard Emmet Rogers,
Who was recentlj' added to the Paramount
Scenario

Assoc. Exhib. Sales

starring
the story

by J. P. McEvoy, adapted by Luther Reed,
and will be directed by Edward Sutherland.
Louise Brooks will have the principal fem-

Dorothy Mackaill Cast
"Ransom's Folly'
Dorothy Mackaill has gone

to the west
play the leading role opposite
Richard Barthelmess in the latter's next
First National picture, "Ransom's Folly."
It is a Richard Harding Davis story now in
production under the direction of Sidncv

coast

to

Olcott.

Alice

inine role.

The GrifTith production, "The Sorrows of
Satan" was adapted from Marie CoroUi's
story Vjy John Russell and George Hull.
Adolphe Monjou will play the role of Satan,
Carol Dempster, the English girl writer and
Ricardo Cortez will he Goeffrey Tempest.

for

Joyce

Off to Coast
for '*Beau Geste"

After attending the opening of her latest
"Dancing Mothers," Alice Joyce has
left New York for the coast to assume one
of the featured roles in Paramount's "Beau
Geste," which Herbert Brenon has started
picture,

filming at the

Laskv

studios.

Dramatic sequences from

"The Far Cry,"

First National production.

a current

February

27,

Bat

''The

Week

*

of

991

1926

Now

Last

in

Production

After three months of work at the United
Studios, filming of "The Bat," the Roland
We?t production being made for United
Artists release, is now in its final week of
This mystery melodrama, a screen
filming.
version of the Mary Roberts Rhinehart and
AverA' Hopwood stage play for which the
continuity was written by Julien Josephson,
will be released during the latter part of

March

as a United Artists special.
east includes Jewel Carmen, Jack
Pickford, Louise Fazenda, Emily Fitzroy,

The

Robert McKim, TuUio Carminati, Andre
de Beranger, Eddie Gribbon, Arthur Houseman, Charles Herzinger, Lee Shumw.ay and
Sojin Kamiyama.

Moreno

to

Play

Lead

in

'Move's Blindness''
Antonio Moreno will play the leading
male role, that of a young English nobleman, opposite Pauline Starke in Elinor
Glyn's "Dance Madness" which John Francis Dillon is directing under Irving ThalMetro - Goldwynfor
supervision
berg's
Mayer.
Highlights

In addition to the principals the cast includes Kate Price. George Wagonner, Walter Tennyson, and Ned Sparkes.

First National Purchases
Stories

Two

First National has purchased screen rights
to "The Sheik of Florida," by George F.
Worts, and "The Lying Truth," by Ralph
Spence. The former has been purchased for
publication by the Mxmsey Publishing Company, but had not yet appeared in print.
It is described as a romantic comedy-drama
laid against the background of a Florida
land boom.

Woody

S.

in

JOHN
ecutive

S.

nounced

to

Engage

Production
WOODY, well known

Fox Film

the

story of the race track

Barthelmess With First NatU
Signs to Make Eight Productions
After Expiration of Inspiration Contract
RICHARD BARTHELMESS has been fore Mr. Barthelmess left

placed under contract by First National Pictures to make eight feature
productions fpr that company within two
years following the expiration of his engageBarthelment with Inspiration Pictures.
mess is now producing "Ransom's Folly"
for Insi^iration and will complete his contract in time to start 'work for First National in the fall.

This announcement is issued by Richard
A. Rowland, general manager of First National, who' signed the contract the day be-

ex-

in the film industry, anhe would
this week that

enter the production field and that the

production he will sponsor is a feature based on the exploits of Jesse and
Frank James and the Younger boys.
deal has been completed witn
Robertus Love, of the St. Louis PostDispatch, for the motion picture rights
to a book "The Rise and Fall of Jesse
James" now being printed by Putnam
and to be put on the market in the near
future. Love, who was a friend of the
James family, and whose story is said
to contain intimate facts and incidents
hitherto unpublished regarding these
bandits, has been
cooperating
with
Woody in indicating locations and activities of the James brothers.
Woody has budgeted the cost of the
production at $250,000 approximately
and intimates that releasing arrangements will be handled through F. B. O.
He has announced the intention of maintaining a selected staff to cooperate with
the
distributor in
the handling of

first

Motion Picture

News

A

product, but this staff will not undertake to make sales or quote prices but
will cover the country to screen pictures for the exhibitor and point out
their

box

office value.

"The Dixie Merchant."

Star

New

John

of

"The Booking Guide
for

reference

and footage on
which are often
double

features.

as
old

is

very

to

stars

pictures

shown
I

consult

with
the

Guide very often and always
have found what was wanted in

my

files."

Charles

W.

to

policy which calls for the expansion of production activities including the enrollment
of popular screen players.
During the next few months, every effort
will be made to obtain a strong array of
stories for the star and although the title
is not disclosed, it is annoimced that the
tii'st story, a work of world-wide fame, has

been selected.
In commenting on the affiliation, Rowland said in part: "I have always had the
highest regard for Mr. Barthelmess, both
personally and as an artist.
He has gone
far in the past few years since his memor-

performance in 'Tol'able David.' But
confident that with the bigger stories
he will do even greater things in the
able
I

am

future.

Booking Guide
useful

for the West
start his new production.
The
contract is in accord with Frrst National's

Coast

Denzinger,

System Theatre,
Syracuse, N. Y.

"Our relations with Inspiration Pictures,
producers of the Barthelmess productions,
which we have been distributing, have
always been most cordial and continue to
be so."

First

National

"Men

Completes

of Steel"

"Men of Steel," the First National special
with Milton Sills, has been completed after
having been in production since the first of
November.
Sills wrote the picture story
from a suggestion received in R. G. Kirk's
The
short story, "United States Flavor."
United States Steel Corporation has co-operated from the beginning -with the producing company in the making of the picture. George Archainbaud directed, while in
the supporting cast are Doris Kenyon, Mae
Allison, George Fawcett, Frank Currier,
Victor McLaglen and John Kolb.
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Next

Lubitsch's
i<

be

to

The Door Mat"

LUBITSCH'S next proERNST
duction
Warner Brothers
for

will be "The Door
Mat," an
American play, whose action is laid in
York City. Irene Rich will have

New

the leading role.
The picture is an
adaptation from the stage play by Ethel
Clifton and Brenda Fowler and was
produced on the coast by Louis Mac-

Loon.
This

will

be

Lubitsch's

light

last

comedy or comedy drama before he
does his big spectacle for the Warners.

Rayart Secures Good Distribution for Product
Brisk selling of product fur the past thirty
days is announced by Rayart Pictures Corporation, of which W. Ray Johnston is
Ijresident.
A number of Independent Exchanges throughout the country have bought
rights to "The Phantom Police," a serial,
Anchor-Radiant comedies, stan-ing Bobby
Ray, the Al Hoxie series and eight Reed

Howes

Scenes

from the Warner Brothers comedy-drama 'The Cave Man."

Associated Inaugurates Drive
Launches Ten Weeks Campaign to Stimulate
Douglas MacLean Feature Comedies

Sales of

ASSOCIATED

EXTIIBITOHS

Associated Exhibitors to the exchanges and
salesmen turning in the largest number of
new bookings on the Douglas MacLean features over a period of ten weeks.
E. J. Smith, sales manager 'of Associated
reports that the announcement of prizes in
this campaign has already resulted in increased bookings on the MacLean product
and he anticipates the demand for the pictures will be so great in the next two months
it will })e necessary to have additional prints

has

started a Douglas MaeLcan drive to
stimulate sales and exhibitor interest
in the four couiedies made by this present
Paramount star for Associated. These pictures are "Going Up," "The Yankee Consul,"

"Never Say Die" and "Introduce Me."
It was largely because of the reception
recorded these pictures that MacLean was
Since the
signed to a Paramount contract.
release of their MacLean features over a
year

ago

Associated

has

commendatoiy reports from

received

many

Two

Original

Stories

for

Canine Star
Two

original stories have been written for
Peter the Great, the giant shepard dog star,
for release as Gotham Productions next
season. They are titled, "King of the Pack"
and "The Silent Avenger." The former is
an original theme by Ed Faust, one of the
"The Silent
brother owners of the dog.

Avenger"

is

by Edward

J.

Meagher, west

coast scenarist.

made.

The Special MacLean drive was inaugurated on Februai-y 14th and will be divided
into two periods of- five and six weeks each.

exhibitors.

In the i)resent sales cami)aign a total of
$2,000 in prize money will be awarded by

M. G. M.

251'oductions.

Starts Three

on Coast

''Money Talks'' and
Production
in

''Love's Blindness/'

"Lovey Mary" Placed
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER started order

to secure the full piquancy of Miss
Love's beauty and that all the nuances of
the filming be faithfully reproduced on the
screen, Louis B. Mayer has given a new contract to William Daniels, who was responsible for the fine photography on "Monte
Carlo" and other M-G-M successes.

three productions last week on three
consecutive days.
Director John
Francis Dillon began work on "Love's Blindness," Archie Mayo on "Money Ttdks" and

Ilarry Millarde on "Lovey Mary."
"Love's Blindness" is an Elinor Glyn
story, the principal role in which is being
played by Pauline Starke. Antonio Moreno
has the male lead and the other i)rincipals
are

Kate

ter

Tennyson.

Price,

"Money Talks"

Fox by Warners

a Rupert Hughes story,
whose cast so far includes Owen Moore,
Claire Windsor and Ned Sparkes.
is

Agnes Christine Johnston adapted "Lovey

Mary" from the novel by Alice Hegan Rice,
who was also authoress of "Mrs. Wiggs of
Cabbage Patch." Bessie Love has been
given a contract by Metro-Goldw^^n-Mayer
In
to play the title role of "Lovey Mary."
the

Louis and Conklin Loaned to

George Wagonner and Wal-

•

Willard Louis, recently signed on a long
term contract to be starred in Warner pictures and Heinie Conklin, Warner comedian,
have been loaned to Fox for featured roles
in forthcoming productions. Louis will play
a prominent part in "The Shamrock Handicap," a John Ford production and Conklin
will play the comedy lead in Tom Mix's

new feature "Hard

Boiled."

Highlights of

"The

Scarlet Streak"
production.

a

Universal

February 27, 1926
Three

New
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Western Stars

at

Universal

Gotham Plans Twenty

Isadore Bernstein, supervisor of Western
productions at Universal City announces

Productions

three promotions to stardom in two-reel
westerns among the Universal ranch riders.
The new stars are Curley Witzel, Fred Gillman and King Nestor. Witzel was recently
discovered on the Wyoming plains by R. H.
Cochrane, vice-president of Universal, while
Gillman and Nestor, former cowpunchers,
have been with Universal for more than a
year.

Andre-Ani

Signs

With

Contract

M-G-M

release.

Dorothy Mackaill Signed by

SAX

of stories

and subjects

for

Gotham

Productions to be released through
Lumas Film Corporation for the
1926-27 season. Actual production working schedules are now being laid out.
There wiU be a total of twenty feature
productions.
Six of these will be de luxe productions known as "Greater Gothams."
In
addition there will be a series of six
standard Gothams and eight "Thrill-ODramas," featuring William Fairbanks
to be produced in conjunction with

Camera

Andre-Ani, costume designer, has been
given a new contract by Louis B. IVIayer,
vice-president in charge of production for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Andre-Ani's lirst
assignment under his new contract will be
assisting in designing the new gov/ns which
Greta Garbo will wear in the Ibanez slory,
"The Temptress," the forthcoming Cosmopolitan
production
for
Metro-Goldvv'yu-

Mayer

SAM

has completed his lineup

^'Perils

of Coast Guard*' in

Production
has been started on the fourth of a
of feature melodramas being pro-

duced by Gerson Pictures for Ray art release.
It is a story of the coast guard on
land and sea written bv J. N. Natteford
Cullen
titled "Perils of the Coast Guard."
Landis, Dorothy Dwan and Jimmy Aubrey
are in the cast.

Inspiration Pictures
Dorothy Mackaill will play the leading
opijosite Richard Barthelmess in the

Florence Turner Selected for

role

next picture for Inspiration Pictures
"Ranson's Folly." It is an adaptation
of the Kichard Harding Davis stoi-y and is
now bing filmed on the coast. Sidney 01-

^Tadlocked"

latter's
titled,

cott is directing.

of Storm''
for House Peters

''Prisoners

The next starring
for

Universal

will

vehicle of

be

Next

Schulberg has selected Florence
Turner to play the role of the mother of
Lois Moran in Paramount's production of
"Padlocked."
Miss Moran has the heroine
role.
The production will be made by Allan
Dwan I'l'om the storv bv Rex Beacli.
B.

Associated Exhibitors have placed William
under contract to direct Bill Cody
in a series of westerns.
The star and director have made many pictures together
in the past.
Preparations for the first of
these Cody features are now under way and.
production will commence within a few days
at the west coast studios of Associated. The
title and supporting cast have not j^et beea
announced.
Ci'aft

Baggot Completes 'Terch of
Devir^ Cast

Pictures, Inc.

Work
series

Craft to Direct Cody for
Associated Exhibitors

P.

Director King Baggot has completed the
cast for Universal's "Perch of the Devil,"
with the addition of Theodore Von Eltz and
Mai-io Carillo.
The picture is an adaptation from the Gertrude Atherton novel and
has Mae Busch and Pat O'Malley in the
leading roles.
Others in the cast are Jane

Winton,

Anna

Wong

Mae

House Peters

Buddy Rogers, Paramount junior star has
departed for the west coast to play an important role in Herbert Brcnon's production
of "Beau Geste." Ralph Le^vis also left for
the west for the same production.
Brenon
is scheduled to start work on the picture
next week.
Rogers and Lewis completed
their work in "Glorious Youth" just before
their dej^arture.

Joan

Meredith

Chadwick Pictures
-igned Joan Meredith,

of the
Quest of

Storm," from the novel, "The
Joan," by James Oliver Curwood.
Lynn
Reynolds will direct.
He expects to start
production within the next three weeks.

Cast

Cor])orntion

Wampas baby

has

as-

star, to

prominent role in "Winning the Futurity-,"
Chadwick special now being made on the
west coast. It is an adaptation of the stage
])lay of the same name.
Cullen Landis and
:i

a

Lawrence
Gray
Opposite
Bebe Daniels

roles.

''Bar-C Mystery*' to
Feature Version

Lawrence Gray, who has just completed
second part opposite Gloria Swanson
ill "The Untamed Lady," will have the leading male role oi)posite Bebe Daniels in her
next Paramount comedy, "The Palm Beacli
Girl." The story is by Byron Morgan.

Have

Pathe is planning to release a feature version of the forthcoming serial, "The Bar-C
Mystery," whose ten chapters will be condensed into a feature lengtli picture as well.
Included in the cast are Dorothy Phillips,

his

Wallace MacDonald,
Philo McCullough.

National

for

Special

Clara Horton play the leading

British

George

Paramount Junior Star Off
to West Coast

Chadwick

"Prisoners

and

Kuwa.

ICtliel

Clayton

and

Buys

"Madame Pompadour'*

"La Boheme" to Open at
Embassy, New York

ONE

of the final pieces of business
transacted by George T. Eaton,
Herbert Wilcox and J. D. Williams before sailing for London last
week was the purchase of "Madame

44T A BOHEME,"

the Metro-Gold-

J wyn-Mayer

production starring
Lillian
Gish and John Gilbert, will be given its premiere at the
I

Pompadour" from Joseph M. Schenck.

Schenck secured this Continental success in Europe several years ago with
the intention of making it a First National special with Norma Talmadge

Embassy theatre, New York City, on
Wednesday evening, February 24. This
picture, which was directed by King
Vidor, was adapted by Fred De Grasse

starred.

from

a collection of short stories of
"Life in the Latin Quartier," written by
Henry Murger, on which the opera "La
Boheme" is based. The screen continu-

This production will probably be the
which Dorothy Gish is to
make for the English concern. Miss
Gish sails for London the middle of

last of three

was prepared by Ray Doyle and
Harry Behn.

ity

March.
Scenes of dramatic intensity in "The Devil's Circus,"
a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production.
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Names of the theatre owners are omitted by agreement in accordance with the wishes of the average
exhibitor and in the belief that reports published over the signature of the exhibitor reporting, is a dangerous
practice.

Only reports received on
department.

Exhibitors

who

specially prepared blanks furnished by us will be accepted for use in this
value this reporting service are urged to ask for these blanks.

FAMOUS PLAYERS

New Commandment,

Adventure
American Venus, The

Cobra

Enchanted Hill, The
Flower Of The Night
Golden Princess, The

Luck

King On Main

Street,

The

Nebr.

Small town

St'my

Poor

Iowa

1st
1st

nm

Fair

450000
5147
796296

Mont.

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold
Clear

1700
2600
15000
401158
400000
1700

Hands Up
Irish

1700
150000
772897

.

55382.?

550000
2600
Lovers In Quarantine

Man Who Found

1700
2600

Md.
Nebr.
Pa.

Iowa
Ohio
Wash.
Nebr.
N. Y.
N. Y.
Pa.
Nebr.
Pa.

2600
2600
1700
1700
2600
1700

A

Rugged Waters
Seven Keys To Baldpate,
The
1700
Splendid Crime, The
138276
Stage Struck

1700

505675
2600
414216
1700

That Royle Girl

Too Many Kisses
Trouble With Wives, The

Pa.
Pa.
Nebr.
Nebr.
Pa.
Nebr.

Nebr.

Texas
Nebr.
N. Y.
Pa.

.

.

.

.3500

World, A.

.

400000
797296
1500000

FIRST NATIONAL
As

Man

Desires

4000
Beautiful City, The
400000
Bluebeard's Seven Wives. 401158
Chickie
2600
Classified
3500
2700
Classmates
4000
Dark Angel, The
505875
Desert Flower, The
4000
Girl From Montmartre, The 450000
401158
Graustark
550000
Her Husband's Secret.
2600
His Supreme Moment
2600
If I Marry Again
414216
.

.

Infatuation

Just Suppose

Lost World,

My

Son

.

.

1.5000

Lady, The
Live Wire, The

The

Transit

Small town
1st run
Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run
I'st run
Small town
1st
1st

nm
nm

Small town
Small town
Small town

Rainy
Clear
Cold

Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear

One Way

Poor

Shore Leave
Splendid Road, The

Good
Poor
Big
Fair

Good
Good
Good

796296
450000
15000
4000
772897
400000
4000
4000

town
town
town
town
town
SmaU town
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small

Bloodhound, The

Big

Cold
Cold
Clear

Big

St'mv

Fair

Cold"
Clear

Big

Good
Big

Poor

Good
Good

Clear
Cold
Clear
Cold
Clear

Big

Good
Good

N.J.

1st

nm

St'my

Fair

Small town
Small town
1st run
ist run
ist run

Clear
Clear
Clear

Good
Big

St'my

Good

Clear
Clear

run
General
1st run

St'my

Fair

Clear
Clear

Big

1st

nm

St'my
Clear
Clear
Cold
Clear

Mich.

Cold
Clear

Small town
Wash. 1st run
Ohio
1st run
Pa.
Small town
Texas Small town
Vt.
Small town
Mich. Small town
N. Y.
1st run
Mich. Small town

Mo.

Transit

Ohio
N. Y.

run
run
Small town
Small town

Pa.
Pa.

N.J.
Iowa

Fair

Transit

Texas Small town
Wash. 1st run
Md.
1st run
Mich. 1st run

1st
1st

1st
1st
1st

nm
run
run

Clear
Cold
St'my
Clear
Cold
Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear
Cold
Cold
Cold
St'my
Cold
Clear
Clear

Md.
Mo.

Transit

Iowa
Mich.

1st run
Small town

Cold

Mo.
Wash.

1st
1st

nm
nm

Clear
Clear

Mich.
Mich.

Small tovra
Small town

Cold
Cold

Clear

We Modems

Good
Good

Big

Good

The

Those Who Dance
Too Much Money
Unguarded Hour, The
F. B. O.
All Around

Small town
1st run
Small town
1st run
Small town

1st

Street,

Fair

Big

.

New Toys

Good
Good

Nebr.
Nebr.
Mich.

1700
Vanishing American, The. 1500000
796836 Ohio
Wanderer, The
1501)000 Mich.
450000 Mo.
Wild Horse Mesa
414216 N.J.
Womanhandled
12055 Ind.
796296 Md.
414216 N.J.

Woman Of The

run

Himself,

The
New Brooms
Pony Express, The
Regular Fellow,

Mo.
Mo.

The.

3500
400000
629
2600
3500
550000
150000
4000
314194
796296
553823
400000

The Frying Pan. 796296

629
2717
Flaming Waters
450000
Keeper Of The Bees, The. 400000
Last Edition, The
150000
Midnight Flyer, The
772897
Parisian Nights
15000
Ridin' Comet, The
629
Texas Bearcat, The
2717
When Love Grows Cold.
414216
Wyoming Wildcat, The....
2717
Fighting

Demon, The

.

.

.

Best

Bad Man, The

First Year, The
Folly Of Vanity,
Fool, The

Golden

Strain,

The

The

Gilded Butterfly, The
Iron Horse, The
Kentucky Pride
Riders Of The Purple Sage,

400000
450000
3500
150000
138276
796296
414216
1500000
505875
1700

Good
Good
Good
Good
Fair

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Fair

Good
Poor
Fair

Fak
Poor

Good
Fair

Good
Good
Good
Good
Big
Fair

St'my
Rainy

Good
Good

Cold
Cold
Clear
Cold

Poor
Poor

N. Y.

Small towii
Small town
1st run

Iowa

1st

nm

Clear

Mich.

Small town

Ind.

1st
1st
1st
1st

Small town
1st
Rtu-al

Kans.
Pa.

Texas

Md.
N. Y.

Wash
Md.
Kans.
Okla.

Mo.
Wash.
Iowa

Mo.
Iowa
Kans.

Good

nm

Clear

Fair
Fair
Fair

run
run

Rainy

Big

Cold
Cold

Good
Good

nm

1st run
Rural
Small town

Transit
1st
1st
1st
1st

Fair

nm
run
run

nm

Cold

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

Cold
Cold

Okla.

Rural
Small town

N.J.

1st

nm

St'my

Okla.

Small town

Clear

Wash. 1st run
Mo.
Transit
Texas Small town

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

Snow

Fair

Big

Good
Fair
Fair
Fair

Good
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair

FOX

The
Thank You
Thunder Mountain
Wheel, The
When The Door Opened
Yankee Senor, The

Good

nm

Texas

Wash

.

.

Big Parade, The
Black Bird, The

2600
400000
400000
796296
400000
550000

Iowa
Texas

Md.
N.J.
Mich.
N. Y.
Nebr.

.

Cold
Clear
St'my

Fair
Fair

Good
Good
Fair

nm

Clear

Good

Neighb'd
Small town

Cold
Clear

Big

Big

1st

Fair

Pa.

Small town

Cold

Wash.
Wash.

1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

nm

Clear

Good

run
run
run
run

Rainy

Fair

Md.
Wash,
N. Y.

1500000 Mich.
772897 Mo.
553823 N. Y.
138276 Texas
Bright Lights
2717 Okla.
Cheaper To Marry
2717 Okla.
Circle, The
2055 Ind.
4100000 Wash.
Dance Madness
796836 Ohio
Dixie Handicap, The
2700 Vt.
Don't
314194 Ind.
Go West
1700 Nebr.
He Who Gets Slapped ....
2700 Vt.
His Secretary
12055 Ind.
150000 Iowa
796296 Md.
450000 Mo.
2717 Okla.
3500 Texas
Janice Meredith
2500 Vt.
Lights of Old Broadway.
796296 Md.
796296 Md.
Masked Bride, The
450000 Mo.
1700 Nebr.
505675 N. Y.
796836 Ohio
.

Neighb'd
Neighb'd
1st run
1st run

Good
Good

Clear

Good

Rainy

Fair
Fair

Cold

nm

Clear
Clear
Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

run
Small town

Good

run
run
run
run
Small tovra
Small tovra
General
1st
1st
1st
1st

1st
1st

1st

nm

Small town
Small town
General
1st run
1st run
Transit

Small town
Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run
Transit

Small town
1st run
1st run

St'my
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

St'my
St'my
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

St'my

Big

Good
Good
Big
Fair
Fair

Good
Good
Good
Good
Fair

Big
Fair

Big
Fair
Big
Big
Fair
Fair

Good
Good
Big

Good
Good
Good
Good

F

r h r

27

u ar y

19

,
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2 6

Merry Widow, The (2dwk.) 400000
Midshipman, The

Mike
Only Thing, The

Rag Man, The
Sally, Irene

and Mary.

.

.

.

Soui Mates
Sporting Venus, The
White Desert, The

Wine

of

400000
5147
150000
505675
796836
1500000
1700
1700
150000
796296

Youth

PRODUCERS

1700
1700
1700

Wash.
Wash.
Mont.
Iowa
N. Y.
Ohio
Mich.
Nebr.
Nebr.
Iowa

Md.
Nebr.
Nebr.
Nebr.

run
rvm
Small town
1st rvm

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

nm

Cold
Stm'y
Clear
Clear

1st
1st

1st
1st
1st

run
run
Small town
Small town
1st run
1st run
Small town
Small town
Small town

Good
Big
Big

nm

Md.

1st

Ind.

General
1st run
General
1st run
1st run

Wash.
Ind.

Ohio
Ind.

Annie Rooney

2700
2700
401158

Wild Justice

Waking Up

the

Town

Good
Big

Good
Poor

Good

Clear
Clear
Cold

Fair

Stm'y

Fair

Clear
Clear

Poor

Good
Good

4000
5147
629
Fifth Avenue Models
2600
Oh Doctor!
Phantom of the Opera, The 401158
138276
450000
Sporting Life
505875
796296
Two Fisted Jones
629
Up the Ladder
What Happened to Jones?. 400000
550000
Where Was I?
2717
629
Woman's Faith, A
California Straight Ahead..

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

Big

Stm'y

Big

VITAGRAPH

Clear

Fair

Santa Fe Pete

Fair

Good
Good

Mich.
N. Y.
Ohio
Mich.
N. Y.
Mich.

Mo.
Mich.
Ind.

Texas

Smalltown
run
run
Small town
1st run
1st run
1st run
Small town
General
Small town
1st
1st

Cold
Cold
Clear

Cold
Cold
Clear
Clear
Cold
Clear
Stm'y

The

772897
2717
2700

Mo.
Okla.

1st run
Small town

Vt.

SmaU town

Clear
Clear
Clear

FILL IN

Ohio
Texas

Mo.

Transit

Cold
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Cold
Clear
Cold
Cold
Cold

Pa.

run
Md.
run
Kans. Rural
Wash. 1st run
N. Y.
1st run
Okla.
Small town
Kans. Rural
N. Y.

1st
1st

Cold
Clear
Cold

Fair

Good
Good
Good
Big
Fair

Big

Poor

Good
Good
Good
Poor

Good

WARNER BROS.

Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair

Being Respectable
1700
Fighting Edge, The
138276
His Jazz Bride
796836
His Majesty, Bunker Bean. 450000
2717
Hogan's Alley
400000
1700
Kiss Me Again
553823
Man on the Box, The
5147
Narrow Street, The
4000
Rose of the World
400000
400000
Sea Beast, The
Tracked in the Snow Country 4000

Nebr.

Smalltown
1st
1st

Clear
Clear

Poor

Texas
Ohio

Mo.

Transit

Good
Fair
Fair

Good
Good

Big
Fair
Fair

Woman

Hater,

The

1700

run
run

Small town
Wash. 1st run
Nebr. Small town
N. Y.
1st run

Mont.
Mich.

Smalltown

Small town
Wash. 1st run
Wash. 1st run
Mich. Small town
Nebr. Small town

Big

Poor

Clear

Good
Good
Good

Snow

Poor

Stm'y

Okla.

Rainy

Good

Clear
Cold
Clear
Cold
Clear

Fair
Fair

Rainy
Cold

Big
Big

Clear

Fair

Good
Fair

Good

TmS BLANK AND MAIL TO—
Date,..

In accordance with your request we are reporting herewith the results from a box office angle, with the following pictures, same
The Check Up." It is expressly understoood that under no circumstances will you publish same over my signature.

TITLE OF PICTURE

Rainy

Good
Big

Poor

Motion Picture News, Inc.,
72Q ?th Ave., New York City

^ your "

Smalltown
Small town
Rural
Small town
1st run
1st run

Clear
Clear
Clear

UNITED ARTISTS
Eagle,

Mich.

Mont.
Kans.

Good

Rural
Rural
Rural

the Iron Door,

Men

Fair

Ohio

Kans.
Kans.
Kans.

Wildfire

4000
553823
401158
One Glorious Night
4000
Other Woman's Story, The 550000
Parisian Love
1500000
Phantom of the Forest, The 772897
Unwritten Law, The
4000
Wizard of Oz, The
12055
3500
for

Big

Clear
Clear

629
629
629

STATE RIGHTS
Morals

Stm'y

UNIVERSAL

Stampede Thunder

Mine With
The

Small town
Small town
1st run

Vt.
Vt.

Fair

DISTRIB. CORP.

796296
Braveheart
Man From Red Gulch, The 12055
400000
Simon the Jester
12055
Steel Preferred
796836
314194
Three Faces East

Little

DISTRIBUTED BY

CONDITION
of PRINT

EXCHANGE CITY

Class of patronaga.

Theatre.

Popalation of Town-

City.

Fair,

used in compilaiitn

REPORT

WEATHER
CONDITION

Good,

to be

Big,

Poor

State.

Goodi

Fair,

Poor

M
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It was designed by Manager
at the Loew's Regent Theatre, Harrisbiirg, Pa.
Figures were cut out from the stock 24-sheet and mounted on compo board.

Novelty lobby display for "Little Annie Rooney" (United Artists)

Bovim and

is

notable for

its

simplicity

and

practicability.

Advisory Board and Contributing Editors, Exhibitors' Service Bureau
George E. Brown, Managins Di-

Georce J- Schade, Schade theatre,
Sandusky.

A.

I*.

.S'trand

Desormeaux,
Managrer,
theatre, Madison, Wis.

O. Perry, Manasinp Director,
Garrick tJteatre, Minneapolis.

C.

E. B. Rogers, ManacinK Director,
Chattanooira,
TiT«Il
theatre,

Tenn.
Stanley Chambers, Palace theatre,
Wichita, Kan.

Wiliard C. Patterson, Metropolitan
theatre, Atianta.
B.

v. Rirhards, Jr., Gen. Mgr.,
SaAnrex Amusement Co., New

Newman, ManacinK
Famonn Player8-L44sky
1,.

L,oi

Director,
theatres

Qoimby, Manaicinir DlreeStrand Palace and JefTerson
theatres. Fort Wayne, Ind.
A.

PartlnKton, Imperial

thea-

Sao Francisco.

Georce K. Carpenter, Paramount

Empress

theatre.

available previously.

PICTURE

on

firet

and

older

issue of each
column following the name

releases

see

MOTION

Salt

FAMOUS PLAYERS.

Lake.

FIRST NATIONAL.

idacy Grauman, Grauman'*
!/• Ancalaa.

thea-

The

FOX.
Best Bad Man, The
Lazybones
When the Door Opened

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Sally, Irene

and Mary

UNITED ARTISTS.
The

ager,

Kotsky, Managing Director,
Palace theatre, Montreal, Can.

Jimniie Carrier, Managing

month.
of the feature represents the

num-

ber of managers that have reported the picture as "Poor."
The second column
gives the number who considered it "Fair"; the third the number who considered
it "Good"; and the fourth column, those who considered it "Big."
The fifth column is a percentage giving the average rating on that feature,
obtained by the following method:
A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of
"Fair," 40%; "Good," 70%; and "Big," 100%. The percentage rating of all of
these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the number
of reports, giving the average percentage
a figure which represents the consensus
of opinion on that picture.
In this way exceptional cases, reports which might be
misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion are averaged up
and eliminated.

Beautiful City,

K. Sidney, Division ManLowe's theatres, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Louis

Geo.

current

NEWS—first

KEY —The

Eagle,
tras,

:

Edition of Exhibitors' Box Office Reports
Productions listed are new pictures on which reports were not
For ratings

theatre.

Memphis, Tenn.
:

Weekly

Mannequin

Anceles.

W. C.
tor.

tre,

THE CHECK-UP

TITLE

Arthur G. Stolte. Capitol theatre,
Des Moines, Iowa.

J.

:

—

Orleans.
F.

:

Palace

L,oew's

rector,

Mark Strand

L. Hyman,
theatre, Brooklyn,

Edward

Poor

—
—
—
—
2

—
—

Pair

Good

Bif

2

7

1

67

6,981

ft.

2

7

1

67

6,460

ft.

Valus

Lcnftk

Broadway-Strand

tor,

Directheatre,

Detroit.

Myer, Managing DirecPalace theatre, Hamilton,

Fred

S.

tor,

Ohio.

Joseph Plunkett, Managing DirecMark-Strand theatre. New
tor,
York.

Ray Grombacher, Managing Director, Liberty
ane, Wash.

theatre,

Spok-

Boss A. McVoy, Manager, Tempi*
theatre, Geneva, N. T.

W.

S.

McLaren, Managing DirecCapitol

tor,

theatre,

Jackson,

Mich.
1
1

4

6
8
4

3
1

—

76
70
48

4,983
7,236
6,515

ft.
ft.

Harold
William
Bialto

4
2

B.

Theatres,

Franklin.

Director of

Famona Piayers-Lasky.

ft.

3

3

67

5,564

ft.

5

4

75

6,756

ft.

Snllivan,
J.
theatre, Butte,

Cialre MeAchLme,
Westfield, N T.

Ace

Berry,

Circle

Grand

Managing

theatre,

Manager,
Mont.
theatre.

Director.

laAlanapalU.

February

27,

1926
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Dallas Society Girl Sings

Schade Prints "Skyrocket'^
Heralds on Valentines

in

"Mannequin" Prologue

A

George Schade, who owns and operates the
theatre emblazoned with his name in San-

special prologue featuring a local societj- girl well known for her gifts as a
singer, was the main exploitation item of the

0., evolved a timely idea for his
heralds on "The Skyrocket." The picture,
scheduled to open its engagement at the
Schade on St. Valentine's day, was advertised with hand bills or heralds printed on
<3omic valentines, done in color and obtainable in large quantities at a small cost. The
backs of these valentines, which are blank,
were printed in black with billing for the
The printtheatre and " The Skyrocket."
ing was done in two sections, so that the
valentine, when folded through the center,
made a folder herald of the average size.
The valentines, in vivid colors and exagger-

dusky,

campaign which was sta,ged for "Mannequin" by Manager Barry Burke at the Palace
Theatre, Dallas. Mary Howard, the singer,
gave generously of her time and efforts,
making several radio appearances in addition to singing in the Palace presentation.
She also rode through the town in a motor
car, carrying posters for the theatre and the
conqjany contributing the auto for the
stunt.

All of these stunts were given wide newspaper publicity, with daily stories in the
society column of the papers.

ated line, bore comic rhymes and attracted
Avidespread notice.

Charleston Contest Billed

With "That Royle Girl"
A

Ballroom Charleston contest, wherel)y
•couples instead of individuals competed for
the prizes, augmented the presentation of
"Tha't Rovle Girl" at the Strand theatre,
Seattle,

Wash.

of *40, $20 and $10

in gold.

The contest was held three times daily—
The punch of each
3:05, 7:10 and 9:20.
performance came when all the couples took
the stage at the same time, each attempting
to speed up and outdo the other, while the
its

pleasure in i»rotraoted

Band Concert Features the
"Merry Widow" Waltz
Manager John Judge of the \'ictoria. New
Smyrna, did some unusually effective advertising
for his showing of "The Merrv
Widow."

He

arranged with the conductor of the

Sunday concert to haxc his band play the
Merry Widow waltz, just before their regular program. At the same time an announcement was made that the i)icture would open
at tlie Victoria the
(lavs run.

display for "'The Eagle" (Inited
Artists) at the Victory Theatre, Denver.
Arrangement ingeniously overcomes limits of

shallow lobby space.
Designed
Hallock.

by Manager

A

special orchestra was engaged to play
for the picture and this was widely adver-

standard exploitation, which was
launched three days prior to opening with
a truck ballyhoo carrying two six sheets on
tised in all

Each day different contestants were assigned to tiie stage, with the audience judging the winners. On Saturday the winners
of the Meek competed for the grand prizes

audience signified
applause.

Colorful

following day for a two

the attraction.

Story Interest Stressed in
"Stella Dallas" Ads

Zipper Boots in Tie Up
with "Midnight Sun"
A
Sun,"

National tie-up for "The Midnight
has been made with the Goodrich

Company manufacturing Zipper

boots.

Twenty thousand counter or window cards
shoM'ing the star putting on a pair of Zippers have already been distributed to shoe
6-color
stores throughout the country.
footwear calendar is now being prepared l)y
the rubber company, to be sent to 500,000
dealers, and they are also using "The Midnight Sun" copy in their rotogravure section ads in newspapers.

A

Following

a
newsi)aper ad campaign
featured testimonials of eminent actors and writers, the copy displayed for the
extended engagement of " Stella Dallas " at
the Apollo Theatre, New Vork, has recentlystressed the story interest of this ]>hotoplay
\ersion of the novel.

whicii

The " testimonial campaign," illustrated
group of reproductions in Motion PicTUKK News of February 13, has been succeeded by displays in which the dramatic
elements of the characters and heart- interest
of the plot are detailed in copy detailing
sequences of the action and de.sciMption of
in a

the characters.

"Stella Dallas" produced by Samuel Goldwyn, will be distributed by United Artists
and not First National, as erroneously stated
in the
iiig

caption to the reproductions a])pearof Februarv Ki.

in the issue

Build Cutout of "Buster"
to

Use With Each Comedy

Drogin and Shiel, -who manage the Mermaid Theatre in Coney Island, N. Y., have
made a cut-out figure of Buster and Tige,
which is stationed in front of the ticket
booth whenever a "Buster Brown" comedy
is on the bill. Over Buster's head is a slate
on which is written one of his famous resolutions, a ditferent one appearing with each
comedy.
For the showing of "Buster Be Good,"
the lobby was decorated with pennants an"Buster
nouncing the comedy. One said
Brown will drive away your frown." Another: "See Bustor and you will roar." In
addition to this display, heT'alds were given
a wav.
:

"The Lost WorUV tvas "circussed" in excellent style at the Central Theatre, Jersey City. Outstanding features of the campaign,
which ivas conducted by David Schaefer. publicity and exploitation director of the Having & lilumenthal Circuit, operators of the house,
<ire shown in the photos above.
The ballyhoo, at the left, stirred up unusual interest, as did the lobby decorations, featuring stuffed animals,
borrowed from, dealers, and skeletons of prehistoric animals.
First National's

Motion P
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News

iects^and
Short Subject Program Opens
Ohio Theatre
Dr. B. I. Brody's Cedar-Lee Theatre recently held its formal opening. The CedarLee is the seventh large picture house in
which Dr. Brody is actively interested. It
is located in Cleveland Heights, has 1,200
and is elaborately decorated and
seats,

equipped. Earl Ludlow will be house manager of the new theatre.
The Premiere offered a novel program
composed entirely of short reel subjects.
The theatre foyer was a bower of tlowei-s,
Dr.
emblems of congratulations from
Brody's many friends and Avell wishers.

Solomon Brothers Signed by
Red Seal
Max

Fleisher, president of Red .Seal Picand head of the Inkwell Studios, has
signed Marty and Gus Solomon as a part
of his plan to build up a large national distributing organization. Marty will serve as
special representative in the New York territory and Gus will be assistant to general
Gus will
sales manager, Harry Bernstein.

tures

tour the country
representative.
Action scenes from 'The Smuggler's Ruse."

Sterns Get

first

episode

of

"Casey

the

of

Guard,"

Coast

new Pathe

at

large as special sales

serial.

"You Know Me Al"

With Ring Lardner for
Well Known Series of Humorous Stories
Sign Contract

BROTHEKS, short comedy proSTERN
ducers for Universal release, and Ring
Lardner, noted humoi'ist, have signed
a contract whereby the former secure screen
rights to the popular "You Know Me, Al"

new

Those previously announced
season.
are the Buster Brown comedies, a projected
series adapted from the newspaper cartoons,
''The
Newlyweds and Their Baby;" a
.

Wanda Wiley
Jane,"

stories.

It is the plan of the Sterns to adapt these
a series of tAvelve or moi'e two-

stories into

during the 1926-27 series.
the Buster Brown comedies they Avill
pi-ol)ably form the peak of the Stern Brothel's output for the new year.
The acquisilon of the "You Know Me, Al"
stories marks the fifth series planned for the
reelers for release

With

being-

series,

"What Happened

Maker"
made with Charles King from
"The

and

Excuse

to

series,

stories

by William Anthony.
The new deal having just been consummated, no arrangements have yet been made
by the Stei-ns regarding a cast or director.
An expert scenarist and adapter will be put
to work on the stories within the next week
or two.

"Shorts" Billed

in Vaudeville

Hal Roach Comedies Are Being PlayedUp on Program With Headline Acts

THE

Hal Roach comedies being

re-

extra

through Pathe are being
played-up on the vaudeville programs of the Keith-Albee and alliliatcd
according to reports
vaudeville circuits
from the Pathe men in the field.
The Charlie Chase comedy, "The Caretaker's Daughter" Avas given number four
spot on the bill at the B. F. Keith theatre,

three

leased

Cincinnati recently and the printed program carried the line "You Will see the
famous Hal Roach comedies exclusively at
They will be shown each week as
Keith's.
part of the vaudeville program, as a special

treat."
Also included on thq, bill
were Pathe Xews, Aesop's Film Fables and
Topics of the Day.

The Roach comedies usually draw number
spot at Keith's Columbus, with the
Fables, Topics and News holding down
number one. And at the Keith Palace

theatre,

Cleveland

they

regulax"

vaudeville

act

These

)iosition.

shifted

comedies

ai'ound on the

occupying

a

are

as
a
a good
frequently

billed

and with
are

program sometimes

spot- near the headline net,

it
Stills

<aid.

from "Keep Trying."

a

Comedy.

new Educationai-Cameo

February 27

Martha

,
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Two Pathe

Sleeper in

Comedies
Martha Sleeper has just completed the
feminme leading role in two Pathe comedies
which have been in production simultaneThese
ously during the past three weeks.
were Charley Chase and Glenn Ti-yon
stories directed by Leo Mc Carey and Fred
Chiefly

Guiol.

by the

of

aid

lightning

changes in costumes Miss Sleeper portrayed
both roles to the complete satisfaction of
the directors.

'^The

Mad

Van

Racer''

Bibber

is

Title of

Comedy

week at the Fox
"The Mad Racer," the latest Van
Bibber comedy from the works of Richard
The picture is being diHarding Davis.
rected by Ben Stoloff under the supervision
of George Marshall. Earle Foxe and Florence Gilbert play the leads and the supporting cast includes Frank Beal Lynn Cowan,
Lawford Davis, Jean Arthur, Frank Cooley
and Patrick Rooney.

Work was

started

tliis

studios on

Will Produce Twelve
Gump Comedies
A third series of twelve Gump

New

comedies
be started within the next two weeks
by producer Samuel Van
at Universal
Hugh Fay will direct and the
Ronkle.
players will be the same as in former series.
Jos Murphy will play Andy Gump, Fay
Tincher, Min, and Jackie Morgan, Chester.

will

Fox

Starts

New

Comedy
"A

Social

O. Henry
on Coast

Triangle,"

Scenes from the Educational-Christie

Tientsin Fall in Newsreel
International Shows Film Views of
World-Important Chinese Struggle

ARIEL
CAPTAIN
cameraman,
is

Hasbrouck, David Mir, J. Clifford
Rice, Marjorie O'Neill and Clarissa Selwyn.
Olive

Barbara Luddy Signs New
Contract with Fox
Barbara Luddy has been signed to a three
year contract by Fox Film as a result of
her work in the "East Side, West Side"
series of comedies in which she is featured.
Miss Luddy is at present working on the
fifth
episode of this series titled "A-1

VARGES,

newsreel

in the thick of battle

again for the International Newsreel.

another of the 0.

Henry comedy series was started this week
at the Fox West Coast studio under the
direction of Bunny Dull, newly appointed
The cast includes Hallam Cooley,
director.

Comedy "Run Tin Can."

His

is tiie filming of the Fall
of Tientsin, the important warm-water port
of ('hina, recently tlie bone of contention
between the Chi-Li forces and the annies of
(icneral Feng, until Feng's superiority in
numbers and modern equipment forced the
troojjs of Genei'al Li to surrender the city.
During the four or five days prior to the
evacuation of the city by Li and its oc-

latest exploit

cupancy by Feng, Varges went through a
series of experiences to secure his pictures.

He

risked his life continually in order to get
a perfect film record of the important events
transpiring before Tientsin.

So striking are the pictui'es that the executives of the International Newsreel considered their release as a special subject
"The Fall of Tientsin."
It was decided
to include them as a part of the regular
newsreel service, at no additional cost, however, so they are

being distributed in two

and three hundred feet lengths,

in successive

newsreels.

The quality of the pictures and their outstanding value as film records of the important events now taking place in China,
is evidenced by the request of the War Dejiartment for a print of the pictures for
study by the Army General Staff and War
College.

Chase Comedy Tops Pathe List

Society."

Many
Eva Novak

in

Hal

Roach

Two-Reeler
Before departing New York for the coast.
Hal Roach announced he had engaged Eva
Novak as leading lady for Glenn Tryon in
a new two-reel comedy being made under

Fred Guiol.
and Husky Hanes are also

the direction of

Short Features Included in
Release Schedule for Week of Feb. 28

Martha Sleeper

A

TWO-REEL

Hal Roach comedy

titled

"Mama Behave" and

starring Charley
<"hase heads the Pathe short subject
program of releases for the week of February 28th.
number of other diversified
features are also included.

A

in the east.

Bunny Dull Made Director
at Fox Studios
Fox has elevated Bunny Dull to the rank
of director.
He started his initial effort
this week on an 0. Henry two-reeler titled
"A Social Triangle." Dull formerly was
assistant director to Victor Schertzinger.

The Chase vehicle was
McCarey and the cast
Harris as leading

Syd

ladj^,

directed by Leo
includes Mildred

Vivian Oakland and

Crossle3^

Paul Parrott will be seen in another Roach
comedy, a one-reeler titled "The Only Son,"
while the serial "Casey of the Coast Guard''
reaches

the

third

chapter.

In

the

latter

George O'Hara and Helen Ferguson head
the cast, which also includes Coit Albertson,

Jean Jarvis and J. Barney Sherry. Will
Nigh directed.
Pathe Review No. 9 presents a trio of
interesting subjects: "Fifty Faces in One,"
showing Elsie Prescott a marvelous make-up
characterizations;
artist
outstanding
in
Pathecolor
Flowers,"'
Wild
"American
studies of purple heather, the mariposa tulip,
evening snow and the trillium "The Magic
Eye," another chapter of the Tolhurst microscopic studies.
"The Mail Coach" is the release of Aesop's
Film Fables from the creative pen of Paul
Terry. Topics of the Day unreels the latest
Two issues
wit and humor from the press.
of Pathe News complete the Fel)ruary 28tb
schedule.
;

Motion Picture News
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Tampa, Fla.—

15:

Bold pirates seize Florida city in annual
London, England King opens Parcarnival
liament! In the Limelight Senate asks President to intervene in coal strike deadlock! New

1

—
—

!

—

for

City Mitchell begins public plea
New York City A modern
united air force
miracle 18-year-old paralyzed girl shows wonCanadian beauties
derful patience and skill.
Palos, Spain
York
<.Mijoy sights of New
Span Atlantic Ocean in first Europe-Soutli
British
Fla.
Beach.
Miami
flight!
America
Britain Greets
polo stars invade the South!
Heroes of S. S. Koosevelt American liner arrives at Plymouth with gallant U. S. skipper
and crew Detroit, Mich. Sets new record in
international skating championships WashingCongressmen pay Homage to Linton, D. C.
coln

York

—

—

;

!

—

—
—

;

—

NEWS

NO. 10 Los Angeles Cal.—
invade new field of sport Reval,
freighters trapped in frozen
Prepare to
Scranton, Pa.
Gulf of Finland
reopen mines as h)ngest antliracite tieup ends
Fort Myers. Fla. Edison celebrates T'Jth birthSt. Moritz, Switzerland
day at Florida home
Winter sports in full swing at popular AlWelcome Roosevelt's Heroic
pine playground
Crew Ills jMajesty"s representative greets
Cai)tain Fried, prior to the departure from
England, to bestow King's gold medals upon
rescuers of the Antinoe's men St. Paul, Minn.
Camp fire girls enjoy annual winter outing!
Albany, N. Y'. Fire destroys (Calvary Baptist
<'hurch
New York Cit> Youngest prima
<lonna makes debut in JNIetropolitan Opera;
Estes Park. Colo. Erling Strom wins feature
«vent in state ski tourney

Amazons
P
Esthouia — Huge

:

!

—

!

—

—

!

—

!

—

|
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New Orleans—Throng of winter racing
fans see Nurmi, of the Greeutree stables, win
the .S;30,0(X) Handicap: Chester, 111.—Tlie Ila special train ol
linois wheat croi) of 1925
75 carloads of flour starts to the Southwest;
How six-day bike riders train for
Chicago, 111.
riding on rollers on the cornice
the long grind
A stirring
of a skyscraper; New York City
sight is Chief Kenlon racing through the snowCharlesfire
four-alarm
every
to
banked streets
ton Champions Compete for Title 'Best dancers
of 35 cities do their stuff in Chicago to win the
St. Moritz— With the snow
national trophy
for turf, horses race in every kind of contest
before the winter sojourners.
king;"

—

—
—

—
—

;

;

I
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KINOGKAMS

NO.

Washington-

5161:

South
from
Pershing returns
America to report on dispute between Chile
and Peru; Arica, Chile First pictures of the
Commission headed by Gen. Pershing, in sesNew York ^Charles Hoff. sensational
sion
Norwegian athlete invades the United States as
do Brugnon, Borotra and Lacoste. French tenHeavy snowfall
uis charabpions; Washington
Boston, Sea rears
festoons capital of nation
Ithaca.
ice cliffs on beach during cold snap
N. Y. Cornell University introduces a course
in blacksmithiug in effort to revive dying art
Miami Society folk take part
of horseshoeing
New York
in pageant at i)icturesque pool
Bluebloods of dogdom on exhibition as Westminster Kennel Club holds golden jidjilee .siiow
that is biggest exhibit of its kind during the
London Parliament opens with King
year
and Queen in attendance.
General

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

;

:

:

—

!

FOX
40

NEWS CONTINUITY,

— Pomp

VOL.

7,

NO.

and circumstance attend the formal opening of British Parliament
Brawley, Cal.
by King George and (jueen
Harvest of 2:'>U million heads of lettuce, valued
:

London

;

begins in the Imperial valley;
I'nion .lack tliat has fioated over
of war is lowered as last BritRhine since
Here's an ingenish troops leave; York. Pa.
build your
ious way to avoid paying rent
Latest
over
leans
a river
that
home in a tree
at .1;8.0(X),000,

Colognt

—Theend

—

—

—
!

Southern Wear ("amera
glimpses of the modes milady favors on the
beaches of Florida Revere. Mass Wintry surf
washing up vast ice floi's transforms beach into
playground of crystal cliffs and caves: Tyler,
Tex. Mont Adams wins the prize for "more
cotton on fewer acres" and is crowned "cotton

Bathing

Attiri'

for
;

—

—

KINOGRAMS

NO. 51U-2 Philadelphia— Coal
strike eds after six months of warfare as
decide on a five-year pact
operators
and
miners
and anthracite region bustles as mines again
are put in working order Chamonix, France
Mont Blanc clindiers use elevator to climb
Eug. Masquerading
feet; Cambridge.
12..">(X)
as Cossacks, English collegians have a big time
Students from Rome college
Velletri, Italy
Noroton. Conn.
stage annual high jinks
Signal Circuit is selected as best dog in the
Miami
world at great Westnunster showNew fashions are shown in tl'opical setting
:

Trio

of

action

stills

from

made by

serial

:

"Vanishing

Millions,"
Pictures.

Sierra

—

;

—

;

:

Metheuen, Mass.

— Slow
race

how harness horses

—
New
conuug

motion camera shows
on the ice New York
:

York stages great celebration
home Captain Fried and crew

welof the

in

President Roosevelt who risked theii- lives in
heroic rescue at sea in raging storm.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

NO. 14

Cologne,

— Last British Tommy bids Cologne
Good-bye
New York City — City folks help
storm refugees
Cambridge, Mass. — Crimson
New York
runners train for spring meets
City — Blue-blooded doggies hold annual show
Washington.
C. — General Pershing home,
worn by arduous task Chicago.
—Charleston champs dance for U.
Hollywood,
Cal. — Man beats whippet
speed contest!
London, England — British rulers ride
royal
pomp: Plymouth, England —
Boosemakes
:

Germany
!

;

;

;

I).

111.

:

S.

title

:

in

T'.

S.

in
liner

\elt
port with crew of sinking freighter
saved in racing gale.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS,

NO. 15: Atlantic
Mayor Walker recovers health
Rush giant
seashore; Santa Monica. Cal.
airplanes for U. S. Mail Service -Nit. Rainier,
Wash. New snow motor conquers icy mounWashington. U C. Miss Longtain heights
worth enjoys her first birthday Banff. Canaaa
Cold spell drives elk to haunts of man
Scranton. Pa.
Coal strike ends! International
Xewsreel presents an Actual Film Record of
1. MovS. S. Roosevelt's Great Sea Exploit!
ing pictures made aboard the United States
I.,ine Steamship I'resident Roosevelt during her
heroic battle to save the crew of the sinking
British freighter Antinoe: Southamjiton. England All Britain Honors Roosevelt Heroes
City. N. J.

—

—

at

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

—

Sennett Producing Five

New

Comedies
Ralph Graves, Ben Turi>in. Alice Day,
Kayinond McKoo and Kuth Hiatt, and Billy
Bevan are heading: their own units making
two-reel comedies at the JIack Seunett
studios in Caliioniia for Pathe release.
(iraves started his new i)icture under the
Hutli Taylor
.lireetion of JelVerson IMoOitt.
])lays opposite the star.
Supportin£r Alice
Day in her new vehicle are Eddie (Jnillan,
Danny O'Shea, Joseph Younsi' and Thelma
Parr.
Earle h'odnev is directing.

five

Highlights of the Universal comedy production "Her

Lucky

Leap.'

February 27, 1926
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inions on Current Short Subject
'Page

Me"

—

(Educational-Christie Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Ediv. G. Johnston)
ERE is a snappy Bobby Vernon two
reeler from the Christie studios which

XJ
^^

particularly well fitted to this comedian.
Titles and direction are very good and while
the same plot has been used in a number
of other instances, it is not a hackneyed one.
It concerns the efforts of Vernon to dodge
payment of a hotel bill and at the same time
firmly establish himself in the graces of a

despite that fact that one of them whom the
camera man has featured, seems to look almost
human. This fellow gets his thrill out of life
from looking through a telescope at the townspeople, manv hundreds of feet below.
ED\\'.

—

G.

is

Fast action is pretty well distributed
throughout the picture with the latter part
where Bobby is endeavoring to get a
preacher to tie the knot while the rival pursues standing out as one of the best. Aerial
stunts are cut in and out with excellent effect.
The story is by Frank Roland Conklin,
directing by William Watson and cartoons

—

by Norman McLeod.
The

Cast

Bobby Vernon, Frances

Lee,

—

(Reviewed by Ediv. G. Johnston)

A NOTHER

Irving

"Keep Trying"

—

Ediicational-Canieo One Reel)
CLIFF BOWES and Zelma O'Neal are
again featured in a single reel comedy
which registers as fair entertainment. Bowes
(

appears in the role of an employee at a railroad baggage station and is in love with the
station agent's daughter.
He uses a book of
instructions on "How to Make Love" to excellent advantage although his suit is frowned
upon by the girl's father.
pair of bad acAbsence
tors arrive in town to put on a show.
c)f two of the troupe allow Cliff and Zelma to
get a pass to the show if they can help out
the act. The show proves a fizzle but all turns
out well for the bov and girl. EDW. G.

A

—

ers

The

"Burniah Blues"
One Reel)

"Pathe Review No. 9"
(Pathe One Reel)
PRESCOTT,
a trick make-up
ELSIE

artist,

featured in the first part of this Pathe
Review and demonstrates just how a few odd
hanks of hair and a pound or two of grease
paint can change a Howard Chandler Christy
countenance to that of an old hag. Other examples of her craft are also shown.
Another chapter of "American Wild Flowers" done in Pathecolor, make up the part and
the scenes are from the Yosemite National
Park. Pictures of the flowers taken with the
time lapse camera include the Evening Snow,
Mariposa Tulip, Trillium and Purple Heather.
study of the ordinary house fly under the
"Magic Eye" completes the reel and the minute
inspection reveals the peculiar mechanism of
this insect.
The eye of the fly is particularly
interesting, being made up of numerous small
lenses.
photograph by a camera using a
similar number of lenses illustrates the flv's
extraordinary vision.— EDW. G. JOHNSTON.
is

A

A

"The Wicked City"
(Pathe-Aesop Fable— One Reel)
'TpHlS time Cartoonist Paul Terry has chosen
well known sections of New York City
•*•

for the 'exploits of a particu-

gang leader and

his associates.

Times

Square, Forty-second Street and the
Subway are some of tlie places this criminal
Thomas Cat succeeds in terrorizing until finall\
brought to cover. It is a fairl)- amusing fable.

—EDW.

G.

—

they have
"Charleston"
THAT
of Burmah, can almost be proven

in the land

a

by looking over this one.
It's fairly interesting and
could be made more so by a little less repetition of the same brand of dances.
little
cutting here and ther^ would help.
However,
it's an interesting and instructive subject which
shows the strange customs and dances of these
people.— EDW. G.

A

—

as backgrounds
larly burly cat

(Hal Hodes-Novelty

JOHNSTON.

JOHNSTON.

"Ko-Ko

— One

runs away accompanied
by his dog.
Fleischer causes a number of detectives to appear who give chase to the truants.
Ko-Ko
and the dog disguise themselves and a merry
chase ensues until Ko-Ko is finally forced to
dissolve into ink to escape his pursuers.
he

HAROLD FL.WIN.

"Hair Cartoons No. 3"
(Red Seal— One Reel)
This number of the scries of hair cartoons
drawn by Marcus shows Lord Astor, David
Belasco, Clara Kimball Young, Billie Burke
and Larry Scmon. .A.s is the usual style the
characters are first drawn without resemblance
to the original but through the manipulation of
tufts of hair the drawings are recognized.
It's
a clever stunt and should prove of interest to

HAROLD FLAVIN.

NOW BOOKING

"No Woman's Land"
(Hal Hodes-Novelty— One Reel)

HERE'S

a fine little screen novelty that will
be suitable for most of the first class
houses. It has to do with a Grecian Monastery
situated high among some inaccessible cliffs
which overlook a small village. Here, a colony
of Monks eke out their existence and without
the aid or companionship of woman.
Tlie
perilous descent to the valley below, is rarely
made and is accomplished by the century old

Day Special
of March 14th
Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune

Patrick's

Week
Fleischer

"HAS ANYBODY HERE
SEEN KELLY"

THE
hound-dog

his

somewhat out of the ordinary and contains some intimate revelations of
a clown's after life.
Under the impression
is

that he has been the mark for his boss's bullet
in a shooting gallery, the clown further im-

agines himself in heaven where he conducts a
halo collecting tour.
He finds that halos can
be purchased on the installment plan and also
manages to pilfer a few. Riding on a duck,
This cartoon appears as
he finally returns.
though the author had done a bit of straining'
for effect.— EDW. G. JOHNSTON.

—

"Soul of the Cypress"
(Red Seal-Gem One Reel)

—

HERE'S

a fantastic creation that is entirely suitable for first run theatres.
It
has to do with the old "Legend of the Cypress."
According to the story, the strains from the
lute of a young composer lures forth the dryad
soul from an aged cypress tree.
The musician

pursues this charming creature who longs for
his embrace but fears the mortal touch.
Unable to o\ertake her, he plunges into the sea.
Some remarkably fine shots of different scenes
on an island ha\e been secured and the island
trees are startlinglv weird.
EDW. G. JOHN-

—

STON.
"Fish for Two"
(Red Seal— One Reel)
This number of the

Gems

of the Screen is
scenic posi'ts
sibilities but the humorous actions of the two
principles will hold the interest of the spectator.
boy of the "Huckleberry Finn" type
and his dog go on a fishing trip during the
course of which the boy is dragged into the
water by a big fish. The dog rescues the boy
from the water and then goes in again to retrieve
the
lad's
fishing pole
which, when
brought back, has a large member of the finny
tribe
dangling
from its end.
a rather

tame

affair as regards

A

— HAROLD

FLAVIN.

"Animated Hair Cartoon No. 4"
(Red Seal Pictures One Reel)

Hand Colored By Brock

—

—

skill with
The process is the
pen and brush.
same as used in the previous "Hair Cartoons."
Parts of hair are used to transform the figure
Subjects shown
into dift'erent countenances.
are \\'. H. Taft, General Joffre, Napoleon, J.
P. Morgan, Sessue Havakawa, Nickolai Lenin.

AG.A-IN Marcus

demonstrates his

the

—

method of a hand power winch and a basket
which twists and turns on a worn old rope.
At their best they are a hard looking crew

diet.

"Ko-Ko's Paradise"
(Red Seal-Ko-Ko— One Reel)
latest adventure of Ko-Ko and

Reel)

a highly amusing number of the Max
Fleisclier series of Out-of-the-Inkwell cartoons
featuring the pen and ink Ko-Ko. In this issue,
after Ko-Ko has been given life by Fleischer,

St.

change of

camp completes

—

is

audiences.—

a

engineer of the

Baffles the Bulls"

(Red Seal
This

chief

—

Bill Blaisdell.

—

who have demanded

a romantic triangle.
Two of the best parts of the picture are
where the cook embarks on a hunting expedition to secure the prescribed articles for the
new menu and the pursuit along a narrow
ledge where considerable aerial work occurs.
Stan Laurel directed.
SuuiDiary Good entertainment, well photographed and directed. Is suitable for the majority of theatres.

and

Summary A good, fast moving Bobby \"ernon comedy which will be well received
wherever this comedian is popular. Well' titled
and directed.

that will

Clyde
pass as good entertainment.
Cook is featured and appears in the role of
a cook for a large mining camp. The story
has to do with the difficulties surrounding a
romance which develops between a hermit's
daughter and the cook and the latter's
efforts to provide a new menu for the min-

lOHNSTON.
William

Hal Roach comedy

•^^

JOHNSTON.

is

charming young lady guest whose favor
also sought by the hotel manager.

"Wandering Papas"
(Pathe Two Reels)

729 7th Are., N. Y. C.

DISTRIBUTORS

La

Follette

STON.

and Galli Curci.— EDW. G.

JOHN-

Motion P
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The

Luck and Sand
(Artclass Pictures— 5000 Feet)

A

RAPID-FIRE

action Westerner in wliich Leo Maloney
a dog and horse that can do most anything
but talk straight United States, although they certainly
•create the impression that they converse in a language of their own;
and the combination is a winning one. Mr. Maloney, by the way,
assumes a double burden in this instance, as he is director as well
as the leading player, and has acquitted himself creditably on both
counts.
The picture makes no pretence of shaping out a subtle
plot, the story starts right off with trouble in the air, a killing, an
innocent man suspected and the hero on the warpath to straighten
matters out. Which he does satisfactorily to all concerned except
the bad guys, who get what is coming to them in strong doses at
the close.
^
stars, aided

by

THEME. Western. Jim Blake intervenes to save
brother of girl he loves, when former is unjustly suspected
of murder.
He also clears his own name and gets his reward.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
tained

The

well-suslove appeal.

fast,

melodramatic punches and
Hero's self-sacrifice. Scene in which he proves
Killing of Captain Harris.
action,

villain guilty.

EXPLOITATION

ANGLES. Advertise as brisk Western melodrama, with lots of physical action, strong love interest.
Play up star, horse and dog. Mention Miss Hill.
Should please wherever they
favor fast-rolling Westerners.
Good regulation Westerner, delivers some
forcible melo punches, has the necessary romantic lure and

DRAWING POWER.

SUMMARY.

happy

finish.

Leo Maloney
Homer Watson
Josephine Hill
Florence Lee

Leonard Clapham

Sheriff

Roy Watson

Captain Hams
Hal Gilbert
Author, Ford Beebe. Director, Leo Maloney.
SYNOPSIS. Captain Harris, railroad civil engineer, is killed by
Sangster and Foote twro crooks who try vainly to bribe him into
telling where new line is to run.
They escape with Harris' map.
Jim Blake is unjustly suspected. Sanger wishes to buy land owned
by Wetzle family over which road is to be built. Refused, he has
Roy Wetzle arrested on murder charge. Jim, in love with Roy's
sister Lois, rescues the brother and proves real criminal's
guilt.
Jim and Lois are happy.

&

O.—5175

more human
THERE'S
lurid melodrama in

and sympathetic lure and less
production than was offered by
"High and Handsome," the other policeman hero picture
starring Lefty Flynn as a two-fisted, strenuous member of the
force.
Also the comedy element is developed and maintained to a
much greater extent. The result is a feature which registers as an
entertaining program attraction, it gets the laughs continuously,
has considerable romantic and sentimental appeal, the latter increased by Lefty's kindly guardianship of a little boy slum waif
who has much to do with bringing the lovers together. Thrills are
not lacking, however, the big punch scene being a whopper, with
the hero executing a spring from an auto to a runaway bus cariying his sweetheart and a bunch of kiddies, which he succeeds in
halting on the verge of a towering cliff.
Comedy melodrama. Traffic cop at seaside
resort saves runaway bus from plunging over clifT, wooes
interest

this

THEME.

and wins wealthy

girl.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Meeting of hero and
Flynn's convivial seance with sweetheart's father.
Romantic development. Runaway bus scene at close.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Bill as policeman hero
picture with good comedy, fine sympathetic touches and
swift melodramatic action. Feature Lefty Flynn.
heroine.

DRAWING POWER.

Good program

SUMMARY.
big,

Another bright comedy melodrama with

handsome cop

action, sentimental

for hero.

Sand

(Artclass
tures)

Joe Regan

James Marcus
.

Murphy

Himself
Director, Harry Garson.
Author, Gerald Beaumont
SYNOPSIS. Joe Regan, traffic cop, falls in love with Alicia Davidson at a seaside resort, squares her wealthy father, but gets in bad
with Mrs. Davidson. The Davidsons take several children on a picnic trip in a bus.
The driver loses control, the bus heads for the
edge of a cliff. Joe appears in the nick of time, springs from his own
machine to the runaway and stops it on the verge of disaster. He
wins Alicia.
,

The

Pic-

the latter runs

BIG,

"Luck and Sand'
release.

is

.

a bridght

interest

tic

strongly developed,

which Lefty appears as the
guardian of a little boy waif he
has adopted, and while at a seain

side resort, wins the love of a
wealthy contractor's daughter.
The production is rich in humor

values as well as sentimental lure

down

and
thrill

romance!

Flynn

and breezy
comedy melodrama with roman-

is

murder,

Lefty

Theatre on

This

into a tremendous
climax, when the hero

winds

runaway bus in which his
sweetheart and several children
are riding, on the verge of a
halts a

Leo Maloney and his fourfooted pals win instant sympathy. Josephine Hill a fascinating heroine, supported by a
great cast.
star of

athletic

again
in
another
"policeman hero" picture, "The
Traffic Cop," which comes to the

real criminal,
told in a series of flashing ad-

precipice.

Kathleen Byers, James MarNigel Barrie figure in important roles.
cus,

CATCH

LINES

a railroad brought strife to a
peaceful valley, a tale of greed, crooks,

Cop (F.B.O.)

scores

and convicts the

CATCH

Traffic

PRESS NOTICE

MALONEY,

How

Ray Ripley
Adele Farrington
Nigel Barrie

Raymond Turner

,

Jerry

ventures that hold an audience
spellbound.

Artclass

lots of

Lefty Flynn
Kathleen Myers

Davidson
William Radcliffe Davidson
Marmalade Laidlaw
Mrs. Davidson
Harvey Phillips
Tapicoa

Alicia

.

an

Moves smoothly, has

and romantic appeal.

Theatre on
The story deals with the murder of the head civil engineer of
a railroad by a couple of crooks,
who throw suspicion on the
brother of the girl loved by the

Leo Maloney.

film, suitable for

average house.

daring
Western star, with
'
his
famous trained horse and dog.
Flash and Bullet, will appear in
"Luck and Sand," a sterling
western picture which will be
the main screen attraction at the

How

Feet)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

PRESS NOTICE

T EO
-*—

hero.

News

THE CAST

THE CAST
Jim Blake
Roy Wetzel
Lois Wetzel
Roy's Mother
Sanger

Luck

u re

t

Traffic

(F. B.

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

c

i

Flynn, star of "The Traffic
an F. B. O. production.

Cop"

LINES

Lefty
romance,
thrills,
Laughter,
Flynn in one of the greatest roles of his
career!

February 27
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Partners Again

Watch Your Wife

(United Artists— 5562 Feet)

(Universal-Jewel— 6980 Feet)
(Reviewed by George T. Partly)

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)
old friends, Potasli and Perlmutter are with us again,
this time in the automobile business, and the combined
efforts of Messrs. George Sidney and Alexaxnder Can- in
the leading roles result in as meny a farce comedy as ever coaxed
smiles out of a bred-in-the-bone grouch. It's mostly wildly hilarious
slapstick, aided and seasoned by Montague Glass sub-titles that
never fail to get the laughs, with a good deal of the film's success as
a mirth-arouser to be credited to the skilled direction of Henry
King. One of the big hits is the episode wherein the partners give
a demonstration of the powers of the Schenckmann Six car to prospective buyers, with disastrous aftermath, another, the airplane
chase, when Abe tumbles overboard and is saved by his nightgown
The picture throughout rides on a gale of
catching on a hook.
genial humor, is well acted by all hands and should qualify any-

X'T'TlTH

where as a big box

are excellent in the leads, support

OUR

THEME.

office asset.

Potash and Perlmutter embark in
auto business, are nearly killed demonstrating car, get
caught in swindling game, but come out O. K. at finish.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Acting of George
Sidney and Alexander Carr. Good direction. Fast action
and well developed slapstick punches with thrill values.
Scene where Abe demonstrates car. The airplane episode.

The

Comedy.

witty subtitles.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Feature George Sidney
Stress success of stage play from

and Alexander Carr.
which film is adapted. Go the limit praising picture's
humorous appeal. There won't be any disgruntled come-

house, big or

in

any

riot!

thrills, rattling

Another great Potash and Perlmutter
Slapstick fun, suspense, a bit of romance,
action. A box office winner!

THE CAST
Abe Potash
Mawruss Perlmutter

George Sidney
Alexander Carr
Betty Jewel

.*

Hattie Potash

Dan

Allan Forrest
Robert Schable

Schenckmann
Rosie Potash
Pazinsky

Lillian

Lew

Elliott

Brice

Adapted from Stage Play by Montague Glass and Jules E. Good-.
man. Director, Henry King.
SYNOPSIS. Potash and Perlmutter are in automobile business.
Abe's niece Hattie falls in loe with mechanic Dan, sidetracking
wealthy suitor Schenckmann. Abe has a tough time in court following an unlucky auto demonstration by himself and partner. He
secretly gives Hattie $500 for wedding present. Later Abe, fooled in
a stock swindle runs

away with Mawruss

brought back by Hattie and Dan, the
in chemicals, and all ends well.

in
latter

an airplane.
They are
having made a fortune

THEME.

command

his

and photography

Comedy drama.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
EXPLOITATION

DRAWING POWER.

Will please any type of audi-

ence, suitable for all houses.

universal appeal, a domestic comedy
Well acted, directed and photographed. The characters are life-like, and, while the comedy element predominates, it is beautifully balanced by the
heart interest.

drama

of

the

Has

finest.

THE CAST
Langham
James Langham
Claudia

Virginia Valli

Benjamin Harris

Pat O'Malley
Nat Carr

Gladys Moon
Alphonse Marsac

Madame

Helen Lee Worthing
Albert Conti

Maid

Nora Hayden

Author, Goesta Segercrantz.
graphed by Arthur L. Todd.

Director,

about to leave with Marsac.

They

"Watch Your Wife"
(Universal-Jewel

PRESS NOTICE

VIRGINIA VALLI
O'Malley

.

young couple who quarrel
repeatedly over minor matters,
are divorced, but retain their
Through
love for each other.
divers complications and a network of misunderstanding they
finally force their way back to a
of a

to balance the whole.

reconcilliation.

many

noted players.

as there are parts to
as can be re-

a

corded by your speedometer!

as

Nat Carr and Helen Worthing
are also featured.

CATCH

LINES

release.

thrills

are

Theatre on
This picture ranks as a domestic story that combines heart interest and unbounded mirth to
an extraordinary degree. Briefly,
it deals with the marital troubles

folks, just enough
offset the laughs and

"Partners

and Pat

co-starred in
"Watch Your Wife," the sensacomedysuccessful
tionally
drama which will be given its
local prerniere at the

Those
celebrated
actors,
George Sidney and Alexander
Carr fill the leads, supported by

car,

Photo-

Gade.

are reconciled.

(United

Funny as is this production,
there is not lacking a pretty vein
of sentimental interest and considerable
melodramatic
force
The story
in its composition.
deals with the adventures of the
partners in the auto business and
brings in a love affair between

George Sidney, featured in
Again" a United Artists

Svend

SYNOPSIS. James Langham and his wife Claudia are divorced,
Count Marsac wooes Claudia. James hires Gladys Moon from an
agency which advertises wives for rent, working hours from 8 A. M.
to 8 P. M.
Gladys is compelled by a storm to remain overnight in
James* house. Claudia, repenting, comes to him, but flees at sight
of Gladys.
James pursues and gets her off the train on which she

.

CATCH

Herring

Aggie

Buff

laughing screen success
-^ of
"Partners
the
season
Again," a film adaptation of the
famous Potash and Perlmutter
farce comedy which scored such
a Broadway hit will be given its
local premiere at the
Theatre on

As many laughs

Clever intermingling

human

np HE

a brilliant cast of

first-class.

Moments of susinterest and comedy values.
Work of the
pense, snappy subtitles, humorous appeal.
leads.
ANGLES. Bill as a domestic comedy drama that will amuse and interest everyone through
Play up
its human touches and irresistibly comic appeal.
the "rented wives" idea. Feature Pat O'Malley, Virginia
Valli, Nat Carr, Helen Worthing.
of

PRESS NOTICE

thrills

Svend Gade

The Langhams,

Artists)

two young
romance to

director

divorced,
are still in love. He "rents" a wife from an agency, but
the separated coUple are finally reunited.

is

Partners Again

at

could have turned this picture into out-and-out farce.
'
Instead, he elected to lay considerable emphasis on the
heart interest angle. His judgment was 0. K., for the result is a
film with an unmistakably human touch all the way through, also
equipped with humorous batteries that score right on the laughIts a bully comedy
ing target without ever making a miss.
drama, snapi^ing into high speed from the beginning. The little
squabbles of the young married Langhams, all over trivial, but
none the less exasperating, matters, which finally brmg about diThe only deliberate farce
vorce, screen like a page from real life.
suggestion lies in the operations of the agency which supplies wives
for rent, but this is a matter of phraseology, for the "wives" are
merely hired housekeepers. Both Virginia Valli and Pat O'Malley

SUMMARY.

little.

SUMMARY.
laughing

Should get the money

material

Y/\/
^

back.

DRAWING POWER.

the

They
Virginia Valli, in "Watch Your Wife"
a Universal production.

found

LINES

quarreled, separated,
but he
more than
he loved his wife

ever after they were divorced!

.1/
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(Reviewed

"M

l)y

J.

— 11000 Feet)

(Artclass Pictures Corp.

Dickerson)

S.

(

ARE

NOSTKl'.M"

Avliic-li

opened an

indefinite

engage-

at the Criterion theatre, New York, Tuesday
evening:, is grim, stark tragedy, that goes on to its un
compromising end, recalling if not reviving the hates of war an I
boat
picturiziug in startling vividness the riithlessness of German U-boa

nient

warfare.

From a production and acting standoint, nothing that luxs been
presented can surpass it, even Mr. Ingram's own immortal "Four
Horsemen" with which the picture must inevitably be compared.
carefully selected cast, all but three of which ai-e foreign, give
characterizations that stand out like cameos.
Some of the scenes might, it seems to this reviewer, well have
been toned down a bit. The heroine is shot as a spy before y-our
little boy is blown to bits as a torpedo explodes amidvery eyes.
ship the Mare Nostrum. The hero drowns, and goes floating down
to the bottom of the sea,
Tragic story of the submarine warfare during the world war in which a sea captain, his Austrian

A

A

THEME.

sweetheart, his son,

all

meet death.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
ship by the submarine.

The sinking of
The execution of the heroine

the
as a

spy. The fine acting of the whole cast, especially Michael
Brantford, Fernand Mailly and Mile. Kithnou.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Is distinctly in the road
show class, needing extensive billing that will emphasize
the magnitude of the production, its great dramatic values
and numberless scenes that carry fine suspense.
POWER. Best suited for audiences that
appreciate a strong well-told story and who complain of
the sameness of the average production.
A vivid picturization of the Ibanez novel,
indicting Germany for its U-boat warfare during the war,
with the horrors of war emphasized.

DRAWING

SUMMARY.

A

Reviewed by George

Don Esteban

Ferragut
His Son, Ulysses
Caragol
Freya Talberg
Ulysses Ferragut
Count Kaledine

,

.

Uni Apollon
Alex Nova
Kada-Abd-el-Kader
Hughie Mack
Alice Terry
Antonio Moreno
Fernand Mailly

Produced and directed by Rex Ingram from the Blasco Ibanez
same name. Scenario by Willis Goldbeck. Photographed by John F. Seitz. Edited by Grant Whytock.
SYNOPSIS Ulysses Ferragut descended from a long line of
Spanish seamen has been taught to revere "Mare Nostrum" (Our
Sea). He falls in love with a beautiful German spy and under her
influence aids in carrying supplies to German submarines in the
Mediterranean. It is not until the U-boat has caused the death o:
his son that both he and his sweetheart become remorseful and then
The spy is shot and the sea captain drowns, the victim
it is too late.
of the submarine he had aided.
story of the

—

Mare

TOmr
most

from Slade.

Comedy

Episode where

relief.

Bill clears girl's

reckoning with

final

Slade.

EXPLOITATION

ANGLES. Play up the star, who has
established quite a following with the Western fans. Boost
as sensational, swift Westerner, with smashing climax.

DRAWING POWER.
sections favoring

Program
Western melo.

Good

attraction.

in

SUMMARY.

O.K. for houses catering to the Western
Has continuously rapid action, star rides and
fan trade.
fights snappily.
Story mostly made up of physical thrills,
but gets love interest over. Photography attractive.

THE CAST
Davis
Nita Randall

Buffalo

Bill

Betty

Jim Slade

Bill,

Jr.

Morrissey

Frank Ellis
Harry Todd

,

Snitz Doolittle

Bugs

O'Brien

Jack

Dad Randall
The Squaw

Frank Austin
Margaret Martin

Author, Alex McLaren.
graphed by Ray Ries.

Director,

Richard

Photo-

Thorpe.

SYNOPSIS. Bill Davis, known as Buffalo Bill Jr., saves an Indian squaw from attack by Jim Slade.
Lost in the desert Bill's
horse dies from thirst. Nita Randall, whose father is operating a
mine nearby, arrives just
time to prevent Bill from suffering a
similar fate.
Slade plots to get control of Randall's mine. One of
the conspirators is shot by Randall, who dies from an injury, thinking he killed his enemy. Bill takes the blame but Nita is temporarily
influenced against him.
Her eyes are opened later when Bill beats
up Slade. Nita and Bill are united.

m

The

Desert

Demon

(Artclass

Pictures)

PRESS NOTICE

the

A

FLASHING
West,

Bill,

Jr.,

atre

on

This

.

is

the best up-to-date of
of

series

a

melodramas

strenuous
in

which

Western
this

re-

athletic
hard-riding,
He is seen as
star is appearing.
pretty
the
of
protector
the
daughter of a mine-owner, Nita
Randall, who loses her father

doubtable

and is being cheated out of her
property when her lover takes

plays the leading

in the game.
fast action from start to
finish, with a charming love affair included with the thrills and

a

a sea captain who is
tricked into aiding German subof

hand
It

marines during the war.
The
production is hailed as one of

is

fighting episodes, Betty Morris-

the most notable pictures of the
year.

sey,

Frank Todd, Frank ElUs

in

support.

CATCH

LINES

A mighty drama of the World War
by the author and director of "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."

is

romance of the
Buffalo
starring
offered by "The

Desert Demon," scheduled for
Thethe screen of the

even greater dramatic values although its story is grim and
tragic.
Alice Terry is the beautiful heroine, a German spy and

release.

Buffalo Bill's athletic
Bill saves squaw

brother of murder accusation and his

Nostrum" has been
hailed as worthy successor to
"The Four Horsemen," carrying

wyn

—5000 Feet)

The scene where

and riding stunts.

"Mare

CATCH

Ne

r c

T. Pardy)

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
feats

days' engagement will carry unusual interest.

Antonic Moreno, featured in
"Mare
Nostrum," a Rex Ingram-Metro-Gold-

II

THEME.

Theatre for a

role

f

but the chief point is that it is likely to give satisfaction in the
A sure way of working up sympathy for a hero
l)rojM'r market.
is to plunge him into a boiling pot of troubles right at the start,
and that's what hap])ens to Buff^alo Bill, Jr., who has a rough time
disentangling himself from the net of complications into which his
chivah-ous regard for the heroine leads him.
The star does good
work and is well sujiportcd. Phologra2)hy 0. Iv.
Western melodrama. Girl saves Buffalo Bill,
In gratitude he defends her
Jr., from perishing in desert.
from foes, and later wins her lov6.

famous motion picture
of all time, "The Four Horsemen," the announcement that
"Mare Nostrum," another of the
Ibanez novels and also directed
by Rex Ingram will be at the

Tony Moreno

c

and maintains high speed up to a rousing climax. They'll like this
Avherever plenty of combat sequences and the fast riding stuff are
l)opular, Avith a sufficiently impassioned love affair and comedy
relief to make the dramatic balance even.
The plot of "The Desert
Demon" may occasionally seem to follow the old conventional trail,

Nostrum (Rex IngramMetro-Goldwyn)

PRESS NOTICE
those who remember

i

GOOD buy for the State Rights field. Director Richard
Thorpe ha.s done excellent work in turning out this gingery
Western melodrama, which swings at once into quick action

THE CAST
The Triton

P

o n

i

t

The Desert Demon

Mare Nostrum
(Rex Ingram-Metro-Goldwyn

o

Buffalo

Bill.

Jr.,

Demon" an

star

of

Artclass

"The Desert
release.

it

LINES

Lost in the desert, his horse dead.
looked like the end, but a girl saved

his

life!
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The Cave Man
(Warner Brothers

—Seven

Dsincing Mothers
(Paramount

Reels)

(.Reviewed by William Cainpbellj

WHILE

the plot of this offering liovers beyofld the realms
of plausibility one innst accept it as fiction and enjoy it
as such. Consider a coal heaver being adopted by a young,
beautiful and wealthy orphan, wlio seeking some new whim to pass
away idle hours, has him barbered, bathed, tailored and put
through the rules of etiquette and then launches the brawny fellali
into the inner circle of society.
It all starts when the anthracite
thrower finds the other half of a bank note which tells him that
whole note is his if he applies to tiie address given on a note j)inned
to the bill.
The address is the fair maiden's apartment. Matt
Moore runs away with the honors in liis characterization of the
hard boiled Smagg. Moore is immense in the early reels. There
is much fun in the ball secjueiice when the lights are dimmed
and Smagg starts in to kiss all the flappers present. Marie Prevost good as the jaded oi']ihan.

THEME. Comedy
finds bride in girl

drama.

Coal heaver enters society,

who groomed him

for

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

new

to

efforts

land the half of the bank note. His training for entrance
into "400." His return to old haunts "all dolled up."
Society reception and dance. Kissing episode. Kidnapping
of

— Eight Reels)

Reviewed by Frank

Elliott)

have had a lot of these so-called jazz pictures, but nothing in many moons to compare with this adaptation of
Edgar Sehvyn's Broadway stage hit which has been transplanted to the silver sheet by Herbert Brenon in an eminently
satisfactory manner.
Here is a picture packed with incident, a
feature in whicli the dii'ector has kept one big scene stepping on

As for the acting, it also is the best
Alice Joyce wins new laurels as the
mother, Clara Bow scoring in the role of the jazz-mad flapper.
Both these actresses are due for some widespread praise. Conway
Tearle and Norman Trevor take good care of the leading male
roles.
There are any number of "big moments," the first of which
comes when Kittens finds her father at a night club with "the
other woman," the second arriving when the mother is found by
the daughter in the arms of the man from whom she is trying to
save her offspring.
the heels of its predecessor.
we've seen in a long time.

THEME.

Ultra-modern society drama, New York night
mother trying to save husband and daughter, herself
falls in love with "the other man."
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Daughter finding
father with another woman. Sequence in which Naughton
is discovered by daughter with latter's mother in his arms.

life,

role.

Smagg's

WE

I

Climax, acting, direction, artistic settings.

Myra.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Put fellow on

street as

ballyhoo, dressed like caveman and carrying appropriate ad-

Boost Marie Prevost and Matt Moore.
Popularity of stars and fun
plot make it O.K. for average house.
vertising.

DRAWING POWER.

in

SUMMARY. A

rather wild idea for a plot but containing much fun.
Matt Moore doing some especially good
work. Miss Prevost easy on eyes. Will provide entertainment for most fans. Fairly well mounted. Needs exploitation.

THE CAST
Myra Gaylord
Michael Smagg
Brewster Bradford
Mrs. Van Veet
Her daughter, Dorothy
Author, Gelett Burgess.
graphed by David Abel.

Marie Prevost
Matt Moore
John Patrick

Hedda Hopper
Phyllis Haver
Director,

Lewis

Photo-

Milestone.

SYNOPSIS. Myra Gaylord, orphan with 82,000,000, seeking
adventure, throws one half SlOO note out of window, offering other
half if finder will come to her apartment.
Michael Smagg, coal
heaver, delivers it.
Myra decides to groom him and introduce him
into society.
His caveman methods attract ladies.
He balks at
obeying Myra, who tells him society will ostracize him if his
identity is disclosed.
He doubts it, but finds it true. Eventually,
after going back to old haunts, he returns, kidnaps Myra and
rushes her away on coal wagon to be married.
The

Man

Cave

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Arrange Dancing Mothers

contest, offering prizes for best steppers. Boost names of
stars. Put over style display of gowns and slippers suitable
for Dancing Mothers.
Might also stage a Charleston contest.

DRAWING POWER. OK for

best houses as well as all

others.

SUMMARY.

One

of the best acted features in

THE CAST
Ethel Westcourt
Jerry Naughton
Kittens Westcourt

Alice Joyce

Conway Tearle
Clara

rounders.
When Kittens, the daughter, discovers her father with
Irma, "the other woman," the girl decides to continue her flirtation
with Jerry Naughton, man about town.
Mrs. Westcourt hears of
her husband's wanderings and her daughter's association with
Naughton.
She decides to do some stepping herself but in appealing to Naughton falls in love with him herself. The climax comes
when husband, wife and daughter all meet in Naughton's apartment.

(Warner

Dancing Mothers (Paramount)

PRESS NOTICE

PRESS NOTICE

"TRANCING

ATT MOORE

and Marie
Prevost will appear on the
Theatre screen, commencing
in "The Cave
Man," a comedy drama from the
pen of Gelett Burgess which relates the amusing adventures of
a coal heaver, who is "adopted"
by a carefree orphan girl of
wealth and after being groomed
and trained for the part, is introduced into the "400." When his

-*-^

•*'-*

:

and don once more

where husband, wife, daughter
and the other man all meet in

suit

who sponsored

Patrick,

him.

John

the latter's apartment.
Conway Tearle,
Joyce,

Phyllis
Haver
and
also have import-

Hedda Hopper

Bow

ant roles in this amusing farce.

members of
makes the

CATCH

LINES

Drive away dull care by laughing at
the brawny coal heaver who is taken
up and exploited by a member of the

From
in

and

one jump!

the quartette that
leading
characters

CATCH
Watch

the coal pile to the social heap

Norman

Alice
Clara
Trevor are

live.

•400"!

"The Cave
production.

.

clothes of a coal heaver.
But he returns and abducts the
girl

Warner Brothers

Broadway

showing a charming matron
fighting to save her jazz-mad
flapper daughter and night club-

the

a

MOTHERS,"
the

habitue husband, but eventually
being herself swept into the vortex of fast life. She falls in love
with the man from whom she is
trying to save her daughter and
there is a tremendous climax

walking

Man"

on

life

real identity is disclosed he is
forced to forego his high hat and

in

based

stage success, will be shown at
Theatre, commencthe
ing
Edgar Selwyn
wrote the story, which is a sophisticated picture of New York

,

Marie Prevost, featured

Bow

Kenneth Cobb
Donald Keith
Mrs. Massarene
Dorothy Cumming
Irma
Elsie Lawson
Hugh Westcourt
Norman Trevor
Author Edgar Selwyn. Scenario by Forrest Halsey. Directed
by Herbert Brenon. Photographed by J. Roy Hunt.
SYNOPSIS. Ethel Westcourt's husband and daughter are

Brothers)

IWr

many

months. Contains fine moral. Plot packed with action,
climax with a Dempsey-like wallop. Beautifully mounted
and skillfully directed. Just what modern fans want.

Clara

Bow,

Mothers"

featured
a

in

"Dancing

Paramount production.

LINES

the mother of today keep step
her flapper daughter and nightclub habitue husband!

with

Motion P

i

c

t

Ne

u re

'iv

s
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Irene

Sea Horses
(Paramount

—Seven Reels)

(First National

(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
a thoroughly enjoyable offering which stands out
primarily because of the excellence of the character porcast.
traits painted by the members of a very satisfactory
Francis Brett Young wrote the virile tale of romance and adventure
and Allan Dwan has transferred it to the screen in entertainmg
manner. The plot opens in Naples, but the observer is soon taken
developed
to sea where there are some tense dramatic sequences
port
as well as some choice comedy. Arriving in the East African
we have more colorful backgrounds and more tense moments.
While Florence Vidor and Jack Holt are co-starred and do adniirdashing
able work, much praise is due George Bancroft for his
characterization of the role of Cochran, to William PoAvell for his
work as the drunken beach comber and to Frank Campeau and
Mack Swain for their comedy efforts. No one will complain of
They are all here in
lack of action, human interest and romance.

HERE

is

plenty

THEME. Melodramatic romance. Sea captain saves
woman from degenerate husband, makes her his own wife.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

The

The

acting.

Christmas party aboard ship. The meeting of wife and
husband in Panda. The rescue of the wife by captain when
former flees into jungle from husband. The tornado sequence.

The comedy element.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Boost names

of

stars.

Build tropical atmosphere into

Bookstore display of novel.
lobby.

DRAWING POWER.

This one should prove business

getter in average house.
A well acted, colorfully mounted feature
that packs several punches and puts over something different in a climax a tornado. There is some fine comedy
and an appealing romance running through the action.

SUMMARY.

—

THE CAST

—Nine Reels)

(Reviewed by Frank Elliott)
no use in dragging out all the time-worn superlaThey
tives in praising this Colleen Moore achievement.
Neither is it possible to
don't mean much in these days.
go into detail in this short space in telling you about the many
good things in this self-made box office bonanza. Perhaps it is best
It would be a difficult matter to
to just say "This is A picture!"
imagine a feature that coidd ofer more entertainment than this.
Then again it has many selling angles a great star, a famous
title, a wonderful east, a splendid story and, to cap the climax, a
fashion show in Technicolor that surpasses anything of its kind so
far placed on the shadow stage. This style review, alone, will put
Yes, it cost a
"Irene," over and there's tAvo solid reels of it.
Miss Moore IS Irene. She's immense.
fortune and it shows it.
Lloyd
The nation will soon be talking about her work here.

THERE'S

—

Hughes

is

splendid as leading man.
Comedy. Little Irish

THEME.

hoyden graduates from
demonstator in store window to mannikin job. Captures
wealthy husband.
PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. Miss Moore's char"Madame Lucy's" style
acterization.
Settings, comedy.
emporium. Color Fashion Show.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES. Plaster the town with
Tie-up with store on spring fashion show
title and star.
as prologue. Get local music dealer to put on window display of "Irene" music. Take advantage of national tie-ups
described in press sheet.

DRAWING

POWER. The finest houses in the land
should "clean up" with this one.
SUMMARY. All you will have to do on this one is
hang out your sign and start counting the shekels. A picProduced in flawless manture already sold to the public.
Splendidly acted, directed and mounted.
ner.
THE CAST
Irene O'Dare

Jack Holt
Florence Vidor
William Powell
George Bancroft

George Glanville
Helen Salvia
Lorenzo Salvia
Cochran

Mack Swain
Frank Campeau
Allan Simpson
George Nichols

Bimbo-bomba
Senor Cordoza

Harvey

Marx

Author, Francis Brett Young. Director, Allan Dwan. Photographed by James Howe.
SYNOPSIS. Deserted by her husband, Helen Salvia decides to
try and find him in Africa. Captain Glanville falls in love with Helen
In Panda, she finds her husband has degenerated into a
enroute.
drunken beach comber. Captain buys wife's release from husband.
She resents this and returns to husband. Eventually captain saves
Helen who flees into jungle from drimken spouse. He is wounded
in saving daughter, but recovers and the two start for England to
wed.

Colleen

Kate Price

Mrs. Warren Marshall
Ida Darling
Eleanor Hadley
Eva Novak
Larry Hadley
Edward Earle
Bob Harrison
Lawrence Wheat
Based on musical comedy by James Montgomery. Directed by
Alfred E. Green.
SYNOPSIS. Donald Marshall becomes partner in modiste shop,
insists "Madame Lucy" be male operator, makes Irene O'Dare a successful model.
On night of big fashion show for society, Irene
arouses "Lucy's" anger and is told to stay and watch shop. Donald
arrives and assures her she is to lead show. Irene is sensation, but
mother arrives and stops her promenade by taking her home. Donald follows, is forgiven by mother.
Overhearing Irene confessing
love for him, he folds her in his arms.
Irene

and

COLLEEN MOORE

Florence

in a lavish picturization of "Irene,"

are co-starred in "Sea
which comes to the

Horses,"

Theatre,

commencing

The

deals

.

plot

one

in

Powell,

and wins for her a
youth as a husband,
achieves the triumph of her meteoric career on the silver sheet.
A gorgeous fashion show, staged
obstacles

wealthy

natural colors at a staggering cost! All the seasons of the
year are represented in the styles
in

shown!
In support of Miss Moore is
seen a cast of sterling excellence,
including Lloyd Hughes, George
Murray,
Arthur,
Charlie
K.

William

Mack Swain and Frank

The settings are unusually attractive.

Campeau.

CATCH

LINES

Kate Price.

CATCH

—

Far from' home, on tropic seas three
seamen and a charming girl Fate
had placed aboard their ship.
AU

gruff

Jack Holt, featured

in

"Sea Horses"

Paramount production.

a

three fought for her.

Which won?

sensational

.

fine characterizations contributed

Bancroft,

most

Miss
commencing
Moore as the sparkling bit of
Irish wit whose smile melts all

aboard a freighter and in an isolated East African port.
The
film starts out with action and
keeps up a swift tempo to the
close, with a series of powerful
climaxes interspersed of which a
raging tropical tornado is the
most thrilling. There are some

George

the

of

musical comedy hits in the history of the Great White Way
Theatre,
comes to the

vigorous and refreshing manner
with the experiences of beautiful
English girl, deserted by her
husband, who finds a new love
after some stirring adventures

by

(First National)

PRESS NOTICE

PRESS NOTICE

HOLT

Murray

Charles

Sea Horses (Paramount)

T ACK
J Vidor

Moore

Lloyd Hughes
George K. Arthur

Donald Marshall
"Madame Lucy"
Pa O'Dare
Ma O'Dare

Colleen

Moore, star of "Irene" a First
National production.

LINES

Two years on Broadway, but as a
filmplay it will live forever.
The best
dressed laugh show that this town has
ever seen!
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The Tough Guy

Flashing Steeds
(Chesterfield

M.

P.

Corp.—5000

Feet)

(F. B.

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

THIS
some

a good average Westerner, with a plot which has
spice of originality, although its principal appeal
lies in the combat thrills, daring horsemanship and generally melodramatic action which are the leading characteristics of
this type of picture.
It's a new departure to introduce a couple
of international crooks searching for a fabulously valuable black
pearl into a feature with Western settings, but the idea works
out all right in the present instance, with the hero, a Government
agent disguised as a cow-hand, keeping an eye on the lightfingered gentry and eventually running them to earth.
romance
between the detective chap and ranch-owner's daughter is smoothly
developed and slips the lovers together in the customary clinch at
the close; Bill Patton shows to very good advantage in the leading role, is a gallant figure on horseback and an appealing lover.
Dorothy Donald a winsome heroine, support satisfactory.
is

A

THEME.

Westerner.

cow hand, thwarts

Government agent, disguised as

plot of international crooks to steal val-

PRODUCTION

HIGHLIGHTS. Arrival of fake titled
pair at ranch. Scene where attempt is made to get pearl
under cover of phony rustling raid. Numerous chases and
fights.
Patton's riding feats. Bill's thrashing of "Lord"

THOMSON

FRED

and his famous horse Silver King are all
good in this pictiu-e which is made to order for master and steed, giving both due prominence in a story that
gets out of the usual rut, sparkles with snappy comedy, is loaded
with melodramatic energy and winds up a very pretty love affair
happily.
Silver King's presence and marvelously intelligent work
would alone suffice to lift this film above the level of the ordinary
Western production, but in addition we have the athletic prowess
and vigorous, clean-cut acting of the star, and the combination is a
winning one for the box office. Lola Todd is a pleasing attractive
heroine. Bob McKim a fine swaggering villain and the support
is adequate.
Horse tricks on the screen are quite familiar nowadays, but Silver King's recovery of the lost boy and clever evasion
of his pursuers is a specimen of equine sagacity and byplay as
amusing as it is surprisingly original.
to the

THEME. Western. With the aid of
Cowboy Fred Saunders recovers little

Play up the black pearl
mystery. Bill as Westerner that has odd crook situations,
big romantic appeal, startling developments. Feature star.
DRAWING POWER. Suitable for any house that has
strong demand for Westerners.
SUMMARY. Brings international thieves in quest of
valuable black pearl into Western ranch settings, which
gives plot original flavor. Picture snaps across some sensational punches, moves swiftly, star registers well.
Good

PRODUCTION

HIGHLIGHTS. The smart action.
Silver King's wonderful tricks, Thomson's splendid riding,
energetic stunts and acting. The bright comedy and love
interest.

Play up the star and Silwork of both in
this film.
Bill as combination of laughs and thrills, stress
love story. Boost as first-class Westerner.
DRAWING POWER. Should win wherever they want
snappy Western comedy melodrama.
SUMMARY. Fred Thomson and his celebrated horse
Silver King make a pronounced hit in this well directed,
breezy Westerner, which is strong in both comedy and melo
values. Excellent entertainment of its kind.

You can go

ver King.

card.

the limit praising

THE CAST

THE CAST
BUI Swift

BiU Patton
Dorothy Donald

Girlie

Lord Rathburne
Lady Rathburne

Merrill

McCormick

Ethel Childers
Alfred Hewston

Shorty
Captain Randall
Dick Lareno
Joe Stern
Harry O'Connor
.Author Not Credited. Director, Horace B. Carpenter.
SYNOPSIS. Bill Patton goes to work on Randall's ranch, is in
love with employer's daughter Helen. Captain Randall, formerly a
sailor possesses a valuable black pearl.
Lord and Lady Rathburne
visit the ranch.
They are really international thieves, working with
confederates to obtain Randall's pearl. Bill gains the crooks' confidence and is enabled to thwart their schemes.
He finally rounds
up the gang, reveals himself as a Government agent and marries
Helen.
Flashing

Fred Saunders
June Hardy
Con Carney
Padre

Fred Thomson
Lola Todd
Robert McKim
William Courtwright

Buddy Hardy

Sam

Billy Butts

Leo Willis
King

Jacks

Silver

Author,

Silver

Howard

Clifton.

Director Dave Kirkland.

SYNOPSIS.
Fred Saunders, ranch foreman, loves June Hardy
who is in search of her little lost brother. Buddy. Fred saves the
child's life when he is being taken to an orphan asylum.
Later he
kidnaps Buddy from the place, but his rival, Carney and the latter's
men get the boy. Silver, Fred's wonder horse releases Buddy and
leads his pursuers under a tree where his master is in ambush.
Fred disposes of the gang one by one as they chase Silver. He
brings Buddy to June and she weds him.

The Tough Guy

Steeds
(Chesterfield
Prod.)

C

PRESS NOTICE

A CROOK

•*^
Bill

Western
Patton,

on

^

melodrama with

is

setting,

the big screen at-

.

Theatre
It

entitled

is

"Flashing Steeds" and offers a
plot

refreshingly different

from

!

average film dealing with
ranch and cowboy life.
Patton is seen as a Governthe

know what

agent, working as a cowhand on a ranch, whose owner,

and

Randall
possesses
a
lovely
daughter, Helen, and a valuable
black pearl. International thieves

mantic and humorous.
Those
who have yet to meet Silver
King and his rider have a real

are after the pearl. Bill is after
the daughter, and the thieves as
well.
In the end he gets both.
wonderfully exciting feature,
with Dorothy Donald- scoring as
the charming heroine

treat

An

CATCH
intringuing

will find their new vehicle a
hummer of interest, both ro-

a

great

M.

P.

prodMction.

as the

new

film

CATCH LINES
Thomson

cast,

famous white
and
his
Silver King, an inseparable and
combination
unbeatable film
1
rollicking tale of love and adventure under Western skies, alive with
action and breathless suspense!
horse,

comedy

International crooks, a black pearl of
fabulous value, a Secret Service man
who loved a rancher's daughter!

view,

in

shows both man and horse at
their best, with Fred a gallant
lover who wins a pretty girl in
the face of tremendous obstacles.

LINES
plot,

romance, melodrama, snappy
Bill Patton at his best!
Chesterfield

to expect of the pair

ment

A

BUI Patton, star of "Flashing Steeds"

(F. B. O.)

PRESS NOTICE
ILVER KING, the wonder

Horse of the screen, and his
well-known master Fred Thomson, in another great laugh and
thrill Western
picture entitled
"The Tough Guy," which wUl
be shown at the
Theatre on
Those already acquainted with
this star and marvelous steed

a
starring

traction at the

a

his intelligent horse
lost brother of girl
her.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

The windup.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Western

Feet)

he loves, defeats her enemies and weds

uable black pearl and wins rancher's daughter.

Algernon.

O.— 5455

(Reviewed by George T. Pardy)

A

Fred

star of "The Tough
F. B. O. production.

Thompson,

Guy" an

Motion P

1016

(Artclass Pictures Corp.
(Reviewed

liy

—5000 Feet)

(

—

Wally Moore serves
jail sentence, returns home, pursues bank robbers, recovers
loot, clears his name, gets reward, weds girl who loves him.
Western melodrama.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

Spectacular acrobatic and riding stunts performed by the star. Sentimental
urge of story, melo, punches. Bank robbery. Bandit chase.
Climax.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Tell patrons what a whiz
on horseback and stress his wonderful
agility and athletic feats. Bill this ts a fast Westerner, with
the star's stunts creating extraordinary interest and strong

Wally Wales

is

sentimental lure.

DRAWING POWER.

If

your crowd

w estern melo, O.K
SUMMARY. Stunt plays

N e zv s

re

likes

snappy stunt

work and

\

ALTHOUGH
never convincing,

of the lightest gossamer texture and
tliis comedy drama ripples along in such
lively fasliion tha.t it registers as breezy entertainment that
will liold the average audience, and gives promise of rolling up respectable box office scores.
Charles Ray, forsaking for the present his well-known rube characterizations, appears as a gilded
j'outh who is shocked into a determination to make good in business when his bride skips away from him, and gets a lot of fun
out of his role; while Eleanor Boardman, as the young wife, is
attractive, biit at times a trifle self-conscious and artificial.
Dramatic honors really go to Sally O'Neil for her vivacious, piquant impersonation of the village vamp, a performance full of snap and
ginger. The feature gets off to a lively start with the hero's whirlwind courtship of a beauty contest winner and maintains a speedy
its

gait to the finish.

support capable.

])leasing heroine,

n

—6239 Feet)

Re\ lowed by George T. Pardy

I

THF.KE'S

THEME.

Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer

George T. I'ardy)

the customary amount of rough-riding and gunplay
in "Galloping On" tliat one expects from a Westerner, but
the altoit develops additional interest from two sources
gether sur])risiiig and decidedly spectacular aerobatics indulged in
by Wally Wales, whose stunt work is calculated to make any fan sit
up and applaud; and a certain sentimental pressure exerted by the
plot in the hero's behalf, which awakens sjTnpathy and has straight
human appeal. Taken all around it's a good little picture of its
class, and should send Wally Walds' stock up sevei'al degrees in
Incidentally, the boy patrons are going to yell themthe market.
selves hoai-se over Mr. Wale's agility and scrapping prowess and
prove loyal boosters for the film wherever it is shown. The photography is excellent offering a wide divereity of outdoor views,
with neat long shots and impressive mountain backgrounds. Jessie

Cruzon a

t

The Auction Block

On

Galloping

c

i

i>lot is

It is well

and

])hotograi)lH'd

directed.

THEME.

Comedy drama.
Millionaire's son weds
beauty contest winner who leaves him at once, and doesn't
return until he makes good in business.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.
Ray and

Sally

O'Neil.

Acting

of

Charles

Smooth continuity and zippy

action. Development of four-cornered love affair. Artistic
settings.
Scene where vamp compromises hero.
The
dance-fest. Pursuit of Bob by Lanes.

EXPLOITATION ANGLES.

Feature Charles Ray,
laughing success
Stress the beauty con-

Eleanor Boardman, Sally O'Neil.
with good heart interest values.

Bill as

test.

DRAWING POWER. A

box

likely

attraction

office

for all classes of theatres.

SUMMARY.

hel- to make this
Westerner entertaining. Has considerable sympathetic appeal as well as melodramatic vieor. Star especially good.
Is wen supported.
Picture nicely nhotographed.

by

star

THE CAST
Wally Moore
Helen Jenkins
Mrs. Moore
Jack Bowers
Banker Brown

Wally Wales
Jessie Cruzon
Louise Lester
Charles Whitaker

Richard Belfield
Gretchen Waterman
Art Philips
Author, Frank L. Inghram. Director, Richard Thorpe.
SYNOPSIS. Wally Moore, unjustly convicted returns home
after prison release to find his mother's ranch seized for mortgage
by banker Brown. Jack Bowers persists in annoying Helen Jenkins by his attentions and Wally intervenes, fights with Jack and is
arrested again.
Meanwhile Bowers and his gang rob the bank.
Wally is let go, follows the crooks, gets them and recovers the loot.
He obtains a reward, his name is cleared, and he wins Helen.

The

Child
Storekeeper

Galloping

On

(Artclass
tures)

thin,

Entertaining comedy drama. Plot a bit
but good acting, direction, excellent photography,

attractive settings and fast action combine to make it
interesting and a card apt to have a strong audience appeal.

THE CAST
Bob Wharton
Lory Knight
Bernice Lane
Carter Lane
Homer Lane
Robert Wharton, Sr
Mr. Knight
Author, Rex Beach.

Charles

John Arnold.

SYNOPSIS. Bob Wharton, spendthrift son of millionaire, weds
Lory Knight.
She repents her marriage to a man who doesn't
work and goes home to Palmdale, S. C, is wooed by Carter Lane.
Bob arrives, works in shoe store and scores big hit as salesman. He
is vamped by Bernice, Carter's sister, who compromises him.
The
Lanes swear he must marry Bernice or die. She confesses her trick
and Bob and Lory are reunited.
The

Pic-

ALLY WALES

Block

(Metro-

PRESS NOTICE

A DAPTED from one of
^^ Beach's most popular

most
* amazing stunt melodrama
in a

'
entitled "Galloping On" will be
the banner screen attraction at

els,

will

Theatre on

the

Auction

Goldwyn)

PRESS NOTICE
TXT"

Ray

Eleanor Boardman
Sally O'Neil
Ernest Gillen
Charles Clary
David Torrence
James Corrigan
Director, Hobart Henley. Photographed by

Rex
nov-

"The Auction Block," which
be shown on the screen of

Theatre

the

on

registers as a comedy
that belongs in the sure,

drama

For sheer daredevil exploits on
horseback and in the performance of reckless leaps, etc, this
film stands alone. Wally Wales,
known as one the greatest stunt
men in the game, outdoes all

fire

his previous athletic
batic wonder work.

and acroThe plot
crackles with action and offers a
love story of sympathetic interest.
Young and old will enjoy
this feature, the kiddies especially, as they will go crazy over
the star's work.
Jessie Cruzon, Louise Lester,
Charles

a

Wally Wales,

Wally
star

of

an Artclass

"Galloping
release.

On"

eats,

back

millionaire

Charles

—

man

LINES

Wales a hero who sleeps,
and makes love on horse-

who weds Lory

CATCH LINES

Whitaker and Richard

fights
I

class.

Knight, winner of a beauty contest, is deserted by his wife right
after marriage and only wins her
back after he has shown that
he can make good in business,
and a designing vamp nearly
shatters his love dream.

Belfield play important roles.

CATCH

entertainment

Charles Ray, Eleanor Boardman and Sally O'Neil are the
featured players.
Mr. Ray appears as the spendthrift son of

Charles Ray. featured in

Block"

a

"The Auction
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production.

Ray

and

Eleanor

Board-

in the greatest and funniest picture either has made!
Bob Wharton didn't believe in long
courtships, so he married the girl two
days after he met her!

February 27

,

19 2

6
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^idl News from Corresponden

W

announced plans for a $175,-

000 motioji picture theatre for the
Union Boulexard and St. Louis

Avenue

L OUIS

St.

site.

A

farewell party was given to
Julius K. Johnson, who has resigned as guest organist at the St.
Louis Theatre, and plans to return
Among the speakto Hollywood.
ers at the farewell banquet were

Clarence S. Williams, manager of
the theatre; S. O. Wahl, assistant
Anthony F. Steuver,
manager
;

treasurer, and Meyer
musical director.

Friedman,

Harry Saunders,
as

Paul C. Mooney, an executive
Producers Distributing Corporation, and Holly Turner, formerthe
ly
of
Turner Advertising
Agency, were callers on Spyros
Skouras recently and while in St.
Louis gave a party to Mr. and
Mrs. Spyros Skouras, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Skouras and Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Weiss.
of

better

known

"Hy," has joined the Fir St Na-

tional's sales organization in St.
Louis.
He takes the place of J.
J. O'Neil, resigned.

York and New^ J ersey

orw
rr^v&ff^^^

WILLIAM

and Harry Brandt

may

well be proud of their
New Carlton Theatre which held
premiere Thursday evening,
its
February 11th. From a site at

Flatbush and
Seventh Avenue,
Brooklyn, occupied in the past by
an unpretentious playhouse, there
has materialized one of the most'
attractive neighborhood
theatres
in Greater New York.
The number of complimentary
remarks
paid
the
Brandt
Brothers by
prominent members of the film
trade bear out this statement.
At
this time we will not attempt to
give a detailed description of the
construction which according to
the owners embodies a number of
points
entirely
new in theatre
building.

Many

notables were present at
Carlton's opening.
Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld conducted the rendition of the National anthem and
the

following this came an address by
President Joseph
Guidcr.
The
famous
Motion
Picture
director, 1). W. Griffith, made the
presentation
"address.
Mayor
"Jimmie" Walker, also scheduled
to appear, could not attend on
account of sickness.
Almost the entire T. O. C. C.
of New York City might just as
well be termed as "among those

Boro

Well known exhibitors
and exchange men observed around
present."

the attractive reception room included,
Clarence
Cohen,
Sam
Schwartz,
Ily
Gainsboro,
Otto
Lederer, Charles Schwartz. Louis

Blumenthal,

George

Steiner,

Sol

Moe

Streimer, Dave Brill,
Lewis, Herman Rachmiel,
A. H. Eisenstadt, Charlie Steiner,
Bill Herman, Richard Gladhill and
Brill,

E.

C.

Bernard Sholtz.

The

staff

of

the

New

Carlton

be
composed of William
Schaeffer as House Manager, Attilio Marchctti, Musical Conductor
and Joseph Alter as Chief Operator.
All of these men come to the
Carlton with a past record of high
will

efficiency.

As

usual, Joe Hornstein and his

night staff were on hand to
insure good projection— and it was
good.
Overheard in the lobby of
Brandt's New Carlton Theatre— C.
E. Lewis of the A. H. Schwartz
Enterprises who thus far has escaped matrimonial wiles being infirst

terviewed by "Senator" Bernard
Sholtz as to the virtues of a certain Barnard College girl. The recent addition of a brand new baby

to the Scholtz family is undoubtedly accountable for the Senator's enthusiasm along these lines.
At the close of the opening performance last Tuesday evening at
girl

William

New Monroe

Salkin's

Theatre. Mr. Salkin and a number of his friends and associates
sojourned to a nearby restaurant
where the entire dining room had
been reserved and a catered supper

arranged for the occasion.

Salkin,
who is a ])retty good sized man,
was presented by the building contractors with a silver loving cup
almost as big as himself. However,
this was not to be the entire cause
of a catch in Salkin's throat as he
later attempted a speech of thanks.
Parked in front of the theatre, was
a sparkling new seven passenger

Packard limousine with a uniformed chauft'eur at the wheel
gift to Mr. Salkin from his thea-

—

tre associates.

During the almost unprecedented
at the New Monroe Theatre
last Tuesday, rubbers and sevcra!
other articles of clothing became
separated from the owners.
It is

jam

reported that there
lection

is

quite a col-

which may be claimed by

those presenting the proper credentials.

Among the guests of honor at
the premiere of the Monroe Theatre were Johnny Hines who acted
as
toastmaster.
Charlie Chase.

Gladhill, who has been associated
York
for some time with the
Paramount exchange, has recently

New

joined "Buxy and His Gang" at
the Fox exchange.
Gladhill replaces Gus Solomon who recently

became Assistant
Manager to
Harry Bernstein at Red Seal Pic-

topplers, as most of the aspirants
for the team believe they can hit
the wood for 150 or better and

tures Corp.

there

Walter Reade, of the Walter
Reade Enterprises of N. J., is on
a three weeks' sojourn in Havana,

ter

Cuba.
This is not an Ad for Dinty
Moore's restaurant but the beef-

must be pretty good to
Raynor and John Dacey
of the Pathe exchange, day after
steak, etc.
entice Bill

day.

Charlie Stombaugh, Pathe Newark Branch Manager, is still reported as doing plenty of night
work and in, addition may be elec-

—

ted to the post of entertaining
out of town managers. Mr. Stombaugh has an enviable reputation as
a genial host.

Manager Rappaport has

recently

taken

charge of the Hamilton
Theatre at .Astoria. He was formerly manager of the Sunshine
Theatre.

An

change of policy
is that of Proctor's Newark Theatre
which has always adhered
interesting

strictly
will

to

straight vaudeville.
feature pictures

now add

It

to

Pathe Comedian, Burr Alclntosh
and Bradley Barker.
Another theatre opening sched-

program.
Joe Lee, big time vaudeville man
and Manager of the Fox Newark
end of the local exchange, is rap-

uled for this week is that of the
Laconia, a new house constructed
by Bolte Bros, and located at
White Plains Road and 234th St.,
New York City. Bolte Bros, also
have another theatre in the course
of construction in the White Plains

idly becoming a radio fan.
He
only purchased a new machine a
couple of w^eks ago and will now
trade it in for one about five times
as large w^ith a mechanism which
resembles a telephone switchboard.
Louis Heiman who recently sold

section.

his

Sam

Berman,

owner

Stanley Theatre, 86th

St.,

of

the

Brook-

lyn, will soon open his new playhouse on 18th Avenue, near 75th
St.

reported that the new
theatre will have a seating capacitv
of around 2000.
It

is

One more
among local

shift has taken place
film salesmen. Richard

seven or eight distributing and
producing concerns.
According to the "paper" averages submitted, Pathe is going to
have a strong aggregation of pin

its

Empire Theatre

J. to a

at

Rah way, N.

Trenton syndicate,

are
one or two "Red"'
Granges of the alleys entered.

The following
the

try-outs

for by Mr.

Patheites will enbeing arranged

Diamond:

Pat Campbell, feature sales manager
Ed Kraemer, "Pop" Keun:

John Michel, ArWalsh, B. Mondadori, John

eke, F. Hagetter,

thur
Pra,

Ray Erichson, J. McCarron,
Harry DeSiena, F. Dibbins, T. L.
Smith, John Level, Irving Wormser, William Marsh, W. H. Baer
and

J.

Billi.

Stern's Royal Theatre at
Bloomfield, N. J. will hold its
opening on Wednesday, Feb. 17th.
It is reported that plans have
practically been completed by the
Eox Theatre Corp. for the erection of a 3200 seat vaudeville and
picture theatre at Passaic, N. J.
A. Ginsberg is the architect and
Jos.

ground

is expected to be broken in
four weeks.
Up until this
enterprise was put under way, Passaic has almost entirely come under
the control of the Fabian Circuit
which, it is said, has about 7200
seats in this Jersey community.
Another addition to the Fox Circuit is the reported taking over of
the Qinton Square Theatre, a

about

neighborhood house

in

Newark.

YOUCANEEIY
O/N

will con-

manager of the house.
L. S. Diamond, manager of
Sales Statistical Department

tinue as

the
of
Pathe Exchange. Inc., has received
word from 18 Patheites that thev
intend to try out for the Pathe"five" which will be entered in the
bowling tournament to include

TOMMIHQNEY
(biuMBiJi^'' Exchanges

tVEBV

Vhere

Motion Picture News
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City
RODEN has resigned
JB.Assistant
the
Manager

F.

exPictures
Preferred
local
Roden is leaving for
change.
Evanston, Wyoming, to manage

Joseph K. Soloman, sales representative for F. B. O., has just

as

at

•

his theatre, the

Orpheus.

for a long trip into Southern
W. T. Withers is now
making a trip on the high line of
left

owner of the
Preferred Pictures exchange here,
back from a swing through
is
Mayne,

George

L. A. Davis, manager here for
B. O. will make a short trip
into Utah this week.

Utah.

Montana.

Wyoming.
Egyptian Theatre at Ogden, Utah, was
.visiting exchange row this week.
H. Bradley Fish, branch manager of the Fox exchange in this
was in Boise last week,
city,
where he attended the opening of
Neilson's new Grand Theatre in
Boise on February 1st.
Ben Brothers has purchased the
Irene Theatre at American Falls,
Idaho, and will open on February

Harmon

Peery,

of

the

16th.

Rather than disappoint the exat Ephriam, Utah, Manager Fish of the Fox Exchange,
jumped into his car and drove the
one hundred and thirty miles in a
blinding snow storm in order to
deliver a shipment of film.
hibitor

Paul DeMourdant, owner of the
Blackfoot,
Theatre
at
Idaho was in on a booking trip
a few days ago.
Earl Steele was also in procuring new releases for his Isis
Theatre at Bingham, Utha.
Rialto

James R. Keitz, who has charge
Greater

the

of

Features

office

week for the
Carbon County mining camps of
Southern Utah.
The new branch manager of the

week because of illness, is now
back on the job.
R. B. Epperson, Pathe short
subject salesman, is on a three
Southern
through
trip
weeks
George Jensen is expected
Utah.
in this week.
R. D. Boomer, who has charge
of the local Associated Exhibitors
exchange, is making a trip into
Cache Valley and on into Wyoming.

here, will leave this

Producers Distributing Corporation exchange, Al O'Keefe,

local

here

arrived

from

week

last

Denver.

Wade, Producers DisCorporation salesman, is
handling the Montana terristill
Harry
successfully.
very
tory
Kreiter is looking after the Producers interests in Idaho. C. C.
McDermond has closed practically
all of his situations in Utah.
C. R.
tributing

Lee

Stallings,

owner

of

the

Kinema

Richfield,
Theatre
at
Utah, was an exhibitor visitor
this week.

G. Seib, Pathe branch man-

W.
ager,

is

change
C.

tory.

leaving
for the
J.

the

local

ex-

Wyoming terriHamel, who has been

confined to his

home

for the past

W. H.

Rankin,

manager

local

for Warner Brothers,
the Idaho Branch.

is

still

in

L. O. Lukan, Associated First
Manager, in
District
National
charge of coast offices .and Salt
Lake and Denver, is here for
about one week.

Jimmie Beale is now traveling
Idaho out of the local Universal
exchange.
Tony Hartford has
been assigned the Utah territory.
The local Universal "Bee Club'
a
at
held their weekly party
swimming resort this week.
Thomas Berda, operating the
Rialto Theatre at Rock Springs,
Wyoming, was in town this week.
attending
the
recent
Those
Paramount sales convention were

Charles G. Epperson,
the

of

state

who works
F.

S.

who

covers

Utah; E. M. Loy,
the Idaho territory

Gulbransen,

who has part
Wyoming in

of Idaho and part of

his territory

;

F. J.

Murphy, Man-

ager of the Butte sub-branch of

Famous Players, and J. A. Engwho covers Eastern Montana.
They also atten:led a dinner dance

lish,

given

the

Lake

personnel

Exchange

Player-Lasky

of
of

the

Salt

Famous

Corporation at the
Hotel on February

New House
9th.

Film friends of Jack Hirschman, formerly of the Denver sales
force of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, were happily
surprised to learn of his recent marriage.

Dave McElhenney, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer salesman, has been
under the doctor's care in this city
for the last few days suffering

from a badly infected

throat.

C. F. Parr, Idaho salesman for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, started off
with a bang in his territory.

Charles
trip

in

Stern is on an extended
Southern Utah.

F. Samuels, branch manahere
for
Metro-GoldwynMayer, has just returned from a
pioneering trip through the key
points in Montana.
C. A. Dillard
had charge of the office during
Samuels' absence.
Jos.

ger

Clyde H. Messinger, local manager for Educational, has been
out on an extended trip into the
Idaho branch.

Detroit
JERRY HOPE has
MISS
taken Miss Edith Candler's
BoUe,

as secretary to Otto

place

Paramount branch manager.

The new Cass Theatre will be
ready sometime this spring, according to reports received. This
theatre is being built by E. D.
Stair.

Lew Thompson,

district

manag-

er for Associated Exhibitors, paid
a recent visit to Fred Davie.

M. D.

Fields, representative for

Short Films Syndicate!
New York, called on Jimmie

the

Inc.,

M in-

general manager of A. B. C,
week.
E. L. Delaney, special publicity
director for Metro, visited Detroit
last week.
Julia Bushner, an inspector at
Warner Bros, exchange, died last
week of an operation for appen-

Colonial theatre, are expected to
return to Detroit this week after
spending several weeks in the

ward Avenue.

south.

of theatre construction and acquiring theatres at this time, Henry
S. Koppin has postponed his trip
to California for a while.

dicitis.

this

ter,

last

Hickman Price

for

the

Hays

complimented
Les
Sturm, manager for Metro, on the
general condition of this exchange
while on a recent visit.

organization

Haynes of the Harmony
theatre, and Lou Cohan of
the
Bill

Bob Sheehan, the erstwhile
showman in Hamtramack, whose
order for a specially made Lincoln
was placed sometime ago, got

This house
have a capacity of 1,500.

Due

\V. C.

Fred C. Aiken, central district
manager for Pathe, was in Detroit
last week conferring with manager Oscar Hanson.
S.

Koplin will start im-

mediately

the building of
theatre building on North

numerous

developments

it

week.

Henry

to

will

new
Wooda

ager

was

in

in

general

Backmeyer,
this

district

territory

Detroit last
conference

man-

Metro,
week for a
w i t h Les
for

Sturm.

W. S. Wilkinson, representative
covering
Film Boards of
the
Trade, was in Detroit last week.

Philadelpnia
RALPH

BIXNS,

mana-

sales

Electric Theatre
Philadelphia,
Company,
Supply
distributors for Educational Pic-

ger

tures,

of

has

the

and
Washington,

resigned

serving

as

branch

manager

for

is

D.

now
C.

Warner

Brothers.

Charles U. Martin, who resigned as special representative of
a
Exhibitors
about
Associated
year ago will soon join the Pathe
forces
out
New
sales
of
the
Haven, Conn., office.
Plans are

now

being drawn for

a motion picture tlicatre to seat
1000 to be erected by M. Kapner
at the southwest corner of 31st

Diamond Sts., Philadelpliia.
The theatre, when completed, will
and

probably be operated by Green &
Altman, who already control the

Park and Jefferson.

A
phia

large delegation of Philadelexchangemen will start for

the Pacific Coast about March 1st
to attend the annual
convention
of their respective companies. The
group will include Edgar Moss,

manager, Charles Zagrins,
ant manager and Al Davis,

assist-

sales-

man

the Fox Film CorporaWilliam G. Humphreys of
Producers Dstributing Co. and
Jerome Safron, mana.ger of the
Phladelphia branch of F. B. O.
Mrs. D. Rossheim who has

of

tion,

been visiting her son, Irving D.,
treasurer of the Stanley Company
of America, sailed recently on the
"01\mi)ic" to return to her home
in

London.

Parkway. Mr. Mastbaum is
to have this museum

ning

free of charge,
times.

to

the

planopen.,

public

all

Empire Laboratories
723 Seventh Ave. N. Y.,

With the arrival in tiiis country
of one half of the group of 108
.\uguste
of
pieces
statuary by
Rodin, Jules E. Mastbauni, prisident of tile Stanley Company oi
.'Xmerica plans a combined .garden
and -museum to he erected on the

Inc.

Bryant

OEVELOPINC AND PRINTING
MOTION PICTDBK FILM

5437
S736

-jm/ij^

at

fe
"

b r u a r

2 7,

y
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"

i

rrancisco
an F
San
ALLEN of Paramount,
JR.
who has been confined
to his

bed with a bad touch of the flu,
is
now on the road to recovery.
Chester Roeder, popular Paramount salesman, has returned
from Nevada.
Oscar Kantner, in charge of
for

exploitation

all

Paramount

exchanges, recently made a flying
trip throughout the East.

The many

friends in the local
film colony are offering their deep

sympathy
upon the

W.

to

P.

passing of
Louis
Beverly

son,

Archibald
his

young

Archibald.

Young Mr. Archibald was manaFremont Theatre

ger of the
Oakland.

The

in

local

George F. Madsen and

J.

C.

Crowley.

Mutual

Independent

Exchange

Toepfer and Edgar
J. Roemheld, former managers of
the
Cameo, have purchased a
theater in Kingsburg.
Dr.

L.

C.

L W. Ware

is

the

now

installed

First
is
Pictures,
Inc.,
Film Exin the

change

Building at 277 Victoria
Street. Originally this building had

but three floors, being occupied by
Universal and Canadian
Regal,
Three addiEducational Films.
tional floors have been put on.
First National occupies the en-

fourth floor, having an area
of 4,200 sq. ft.
fire wall separates the general offices from the
poster room, and a second fire wall
divides the poster room from the
film room.
Steel shelving and
tire

A

form

entire equipment
of the poster room, film room and
inspection room.
tables

the

A

feature of the new exchange
is the screening room which
is a
miniature of an up-to-date theatre
and equipped with upholstered
wicker furniture.
ventilating
s\stem keeps the air fresh and
clear under all circumstances.

A

The entire film colony of Toronto ha\e expressed their admiration of the new offices, and First

western division manFrank Harris, has returned from a trip which included
Patlie's

ager,

Wash-

Montana,

Oregon district.
Louis
Chester
Dormio
and
Pierotti were in town recently in

ington and

with

connection
sion of
at

their

new

taking possestheatre project,

Reno, Nevada. The new mangave a luncheon to the

agers

film

local

boys.

Sol

Lachman,

formerly operator at the Grand
Theatre in Reno, will be assistant
manager for the new owners.

National's employees are
proud of their new home.

justly

Manager M. O. Allen of the
Monarch Theatre, Edmonton, Aland formerly of Calgary,
departed his bachelor life a few
days ago when he took unto himself a wife, the bride being Miss
Esther Bloom, popular young lady
of Edmonton.
The projectionists of Calgary,
Alberta, staged a big party of
their own in the form of a smoker
berta,

at the

Labor Temple on February

a large number of theatre enthusiasts being in attendance. Fred
White w^as the chairman of the

4,

program

of boxing and music,
while others who took part included Harry Wilson. G. Brockbank, Max Bishop, Jack Bullough.

Andy Davison, Joe Carruthers and
Harry Wilson.
For the third time the Bourgct
Theatre, 1278 Notre Dame Street,
Montreal, has had a fire and the
latest one, which occurred early on
the morning of February 4, gaxe
the Montreal Fire Department a
stiff

agreement has been reached
under which Russell Garrison
receiver for Brown
from the Corinthian

retire as

Abbott
Theatre in Rochester on March
l.S.
The agreement is expected to
end litigation pending for some
months.
Eddie Lacyzinski, manager of
the Park, and Ben Wallerstein,

manager of the Broadway, are
about to meet Harry Dixon, F. B.
O. manager and his assistant, El-

mer Lux,

to decide the e.xhibitor-

a Bell

& Howell

EYEMO CAMERA

two-hour

Now You Can Make Your
Even More

Theatre
of a Neighborhood Center
By Taking Local Events

of Interest

—

THINK

of

the

added attraction
of showing "neighborhood" movies
imagine
Can't you
the crowds packing
!

your house to see their
friends
and
themselves on the screen!

With

the simple, easy"
to-lcarn "

EYEMO

all
it

to

you do is place
your eye, adjust

the focus, set the diaphragm, pull the trig-

and the picture

ger,
is

yours.

No

heavy weight

—

Now

—

'^EYEMO"

loads in
shows at
daylight
all times how much
film has been exposed

—

^

— assures

absolute

maximum

speed from

the pull of the trigger
to

release.

its

And

it's

maker

for

a

money

you

Perfect Instrument for the
Exhibitor
on Demonstration or Booklet

on Request

—

battle.

WILLOUGHBY'S
MOTION PICTURE DEPARTMENT
W. 32nd

St.

:-:

NEW YORK

exchange bowling championship.
Brady, manager of the
has returned from
New York, where in addition to
"sitting in" for a week with officers
of the company, he attended the
Naked Truth Dinner with Rfrs.
Brady, sitting at the Pathe table,,
where also was Bill Mack, former
Buffalo Pathe manager, and Mrs.
Mack, while across the way was a
Basil

Pathe

COUPON

office,

table at

which were seated Meyer

and Louis

Schine of the
Theatrical Corporation.

Schine

Willoughbv's
110

(Motion Picture f)ept.)
St., New York.

West 32nd

Gentlemen
Kindly send me your booklet on the
:

Name
Theatre

Address

to

carry around no tripod no cranking.

— The

110

AN
&

Made with

,

Buffalo
will

Local
News Reels

early completion.

Utah,

Own

Your

new owner

Palace Theatre at Dixon,
formerly
conducted
by
W. J.
Mr. Clark has his new
Clark.
house at Vacaville scheduled for
the

of

Canad;
Toronto exchange of
THE
National

Exhibitors—

road.

Denver,

Educational
boys
have a novel score board on their
walls on which is posted the
standing of teams in their prize
(lri\'e.
The bookers are listed
as catchers, Messrs. C. J. Chapman and \Valter Berger. Pitchers
or salesmen are C. C. Blumenthal,

have moved from the south side
Turk Street to 298 Turk.
Karl Kruger has added himself
family in San
to the Universal
Francisco and is now out on the

of

EYEMO

Camera.

M
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Cliicago
JULIUS LAMM

is

making

his

headquarters in Moline for the
present, in connection with the
opening of his recently acquired
New Palace Theatre.

The Chicago Film Board of
Trade tendered a farewell dinner
to George Dembow and L. A. Rothe Congress Hotel on
Tuesday night. The dinner was
followed by a theatre party, after
which the crowd which included
about thirty-five film men, enjoyed
Mr. Dembow
a buffet supper.
leaves for New York witliin a
few days to become special repreat

zelle,

of Fox Film Company,
with headquarters in New York
Mr. Rozelle will be in ChiCity.
cago at least until March 1st, at
which time his resignation as exchange manager of Metro-Goldwyn
underIt is
becomes effective.
stood Mr. Rozelle will have an insentative

announcement to make as
to his future connection before the

teresting

end of the month.

The

Clyde Eckhardt
manager of Fox Film

return of

as district

Company

is

a

source of general

to his many
exhiljitor friends.

rejoicing

and

Business Manager Jack Miller
the Exhibitors Association of
Chicago has returned from New
York City, where he went for a
conference with Will H. Hays and
Attorney Gabriel Hess, of the
Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America.
George Collins of Pathe has
been promoted from branch booker
to salesman and assigned to south

W. MacFarland, newly apJ.
pointed manager for Associated
Exhibitors' "Double I" territory,
has arrived in Chicago to assume

Ted Farrand will
side territory.
the position of booker made
fill
vacant by Mr. Collins' promotion.

manager of the Palace Theatre

of

Manager Fred Aiken of
on a swing around the
this week.

District

exchange

Pathe,
circuit

is

his

new

duties.

V. A. Nomakis, owner of the
Rex and Wabash Theatres, took
o\er the New Regent at 69th and
Halsted Street, from D. J. Clirissis. on February 1st.

Many

friends of

Dan

Broderick,
at

18th and Halsted Streets, will be
sorry to learn of his death, w^hich

occurred on February 14th.
A
sudden attack of pneumonia was
the cause.

L
eveian
CA.

Young

remodeling

is

his

State theatre, Napoleon, Ohio.
thoroughly modern house as to
equipment, "^'oung has put in a new
indirect lighting system, has redecorated, has arranged hanging
baskets containing flowers and has
brightened up the place a lot. The
State is a 350 seat house, and is
operated every night.
Joseph Tittl, a newcomer to the
ranks of exhibitors, has just taken
over the Park View theatre, 93d
St. and Kinsman Rd., from Joseph
Fink. The Park View is an at-

has 300 seats.

Nat Barach was back

•

A

tractive

neighborhood house

and

last

in the city

Barach, has been real

week.

estating in Florida for the past
six months.
Robert Cotton, division manager
for Producers Distributing Corporation, is laid up with lumbago.
Oscar Ruby, manager of the

Pathe exchange, has just returned from his annual visit in
the Pathe home office.
The heavy snows have not kept
the out-of-town exhibitors away

local

from

Among

the
distribution
centers.
those who registered in

Saturday
BLANK
Air.
order
overfor Omaha

management

see plans for the construction
a new theatre at Omaha.

lease which holds
for two
more years is held by B. I. Van
Dyke of the Royal Theatre, Des
Moines. The site of the building

left

Sam

to

in

J

Costen

of

the

of

Eastern

Iowa Theatres Company was in
Des Moines visiting the exchanges
and announced that negotiations
have been completed for the taking over of the Gem Theatre at
Oelwein.
Ted Bryant, who sold
the Oelwein house to the theatre
company, will remain as manager
of the Gem Theatre.
The house
will be redecorated by the new

HARRY

FOREMAN,

auditor
Offices,

came

for
in

traveling

Film Booking
town the early

part of this week.
L.
Bala f OS, well known exhibitor of Milledgeville, Ga., spent
several days this week in Atlanta

He expects to
for Europe very soon to
visit his home in Greece.
C. L. Peavey, manager of the
local F. B. O. exchange, returned
booking pictures.

leave

to Atlanta Friday.

Ernest

Neiman,

will be

dis-

and

new equipment

in.

.A.

which houses the Royal has been
discussed for the location of a
new theatre to be built by Alexander Frank of Waterloo who is
backed by a New York company.

W.

;

;

;

bring; Mrs. Mildred Chenderlin,
the new owner of the Majestic
Fostoria
and Vincent
theatre,
Czajkowski, the new manager of
;

the Strand theatre,

The Astor
Park,
again.

Newton

theatre,

Akron,

Harry

has
C.

Falls.

in Firestone

come

to

life

Williams

has

will be closed in a few w'ceks in
order to undergo some extensive
redecorating and changes in construction.
Omar Kenyon, who has
been managing the Majestic for
Mr. Blank on a sort of partner-

ship plan, will remain at the
as manager.

Jovial Bill Eddy of the Empress
always has his name in the paper

when he comes

town.

to

He was

up from Indianola

representative for Producers
Distributing Corporation in Charlotte, has resigned from that posi-

turned last Thursday from an extended trip through Florida.
Rufus Davis, manager of Liberty's Charlotte exchange, arrived
in town last Friday.
Harry Pearce, sales representa-

E.

trict

tion.

Jack Elwcll, manager for Liberty's .'\tlanta exchange, returned
to the city last Tuesday.
G. N. Meacham, member of the
Office force of P. D. C, is receiving the sympathy of friends
for the loss of his father, who died
in

.Atlanta last

Sunday.

H. Butner, manager of Edu-

cational's

Atlanta

exchange,

COSTUMES FOR HIRE

re-

last

week.

Lee Moore has bought the Orpheum Theatre at Centerville.
The Orphcum was owned by Doc

Alabama territory for
Educational, left Atlanta Thursday for an extended sales trip.
R. G. Matthewns has been added
to the sales force of Pathe in the
tive in the

Tennessee and Alabama territory
and will handle the two-reel comedy product.

PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

taken it over,
has renamed

is

redecorating

it

the Rex.

it

and

Robert Courson has taken over
the proprietorship of the Pastime
theatre in Akron.
Mike Ratoff
was formerly the owner.
The Royal theatre in Akron has
re-opened. O. F. Baker, formerly
with Allen Simmons of the Allen
theatre, is the new manager. John
Wolf had it previously.

Once again has the Standard
Cuyahoga Falls, changed
hands.
P. M. Tracy, the former
theatre,

owner, has sold
and Foldvary.

to Messrs. Bales

it

Moore

Mr.

Fogarty.

will

close

a few weeks in
order to do some redecorating. He
is
also owner
of the Majestic
theatre

the

for

Theatre at Centerville.
Joe

Ma-

jestic

Banford has been visiting
the key towns for Metro-Goklwyn.
A. H. 13Iank announces that the
Majestic Theatre,
Des Moines,

J.

formerly

put

Exchange Bldg. last
the Film
week were Arthur Denlevy, Strand
Akron; G. M. Jordan,
theatre,
H. C.
Grand, Newcomerstown
Williams, Rex and Norka theatres, Akron; Paul Alueller, PalAugust Ilg, Ohio,
ace, Ashtabula
Lorain Charles Mack, Strand, Se-

Carroll
tensity
booth.

Stack of the theatre
has bought new low
for

arcs

his

at

in-

projection

Frank Shipley, manager of the
Rialto Theatre, which closed February I4, will leave Des Moines
for a tour of the south before he
settles dow'u to his next position.

W.

L.

Loudy

force

sales

of

has joined the
Liberty's Atlanta

office.

Maurice Mitchell, formerly

man

sales-

Atlanta Liberty exchange, has been appointed branch
manager of Associated Exhibitors
in

for the

Charlotte.

Ernest Morrison, recently appointed manager of the Howard
Theatre, Atlanta, arrived in the
city last Monday to take over his
duties.

BROOKS

1437 Broadway
5580 Pen.

Tel.

February 27, 1926
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WJ. MORGAN,

week announced the sale
house to E. A. Halberg,
owner and operator of the Lincoln
Theatre in that town, and the new
Liberty Theatre in Mt. Vernon.

general sales
Prothe
of
Distributing Corporation,

geles, last

manager

.

ducers'

of

Western
Donald
Smith, assistant district manager,
William
H.
Manager
visited
together with Les Weir,

and

manager,

district

Drummon's

local

Producers'

L.

spent

on a

Western

dis-

days

se\eral
visit to

here

Manager

recently

Reilly's ex-

change.

former manager of

the Portland office of Producers'
Distributing Corporation, was a
recent visitor in Seattle.
Manager Fred G. Sliter of the
First National exchange, last week
announced the resignation of Harold Boehme, associated with that
office in a sales capacity for several seasons.
Mack J. Davis, a former owner
of the Mack Theatre in Port An-

Joe Bradt, prominent suburban
and neighborhood theatre operator
of this city,

Good Luck

of
the
through.

Colonial,

had

fallen

who

week

sold his
Theatre to Mrs. S. Z.
last

J.

of his satchel containing the day's

but by quick work and
sheer nerve recovered the money.
As the bandit hopped into his car
and started off Mr. Irving jumped
onto the running' board, snatched
away the satchel from the seat beside the driver, and fled around
the corner, leaving the bewildered
bandit driving down the street.
receipts,

of Manager Carl Stearns'
Warner Brothers exchange,
week was transferred to the

company's

San

in

office

Francisco.

Maurice Opnenheimer, owner
and manager of the Hippodrome
Theatre in Spokane, last week
closed that house indefinitely.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors seen on Film Row during the
last week there were George Purvis of the Longview Theatre at
Longvievv. Washington, and A. C.

Gwynn

Seth D. Perkins, recently appointed assistant to Dave Bershon
in the Intermountain territory, announced that he had been awarded
the management of this Intermountain district, and would supervise the Denver and Salt Lake
City exchanges, with headquarters
in the former city.

of the Jensen- VonHerberg

Theatres

in

for the

Theatres Company, last
week was held by by an armed automobile bandit and was relieved

tative

same

manager of the

Irving,

Pacific

N. Randolph, sales represen-

local

E.

p.

Madrona Garden Theatre

Williams, is reported to have purchased the Roycroft. Theatre at
Nineteenth Avenue anid Roy Street
from John Danz.

last

Will Starky. general manager of
the Will Starkey Amusement Enterprises of Spokane, spent several
days here recently.
Reports that Eddie Rivers of
Strand Theatre in Walla
the
Walla had purchased the Colonial
Theatre in Eugene, Oregon, were
Mr.
erroneous
when
declared
Rivers advised that negotiations
with Mrs. Laura Payne, the owner

in this city.

Jack Rue,

Schlaifer,

manager for Uni\ersal, and
former manager of the local oflfice,

last

week

last

J.

trict

ex-

week.
Wesley Sornberger, owner and
manager of the W'rangell Theatre,
of Wrangell, Alaska, spent the

change

his

Olympia.

Oman
,-,.f-T^^

HERBERT BLUECHEL

mulate a string of theatres here.
The Nebraska Theatres Corporation has acquired the Rex and
The corporathe Palm houses.
tion, the owners
of which are
Sam and Louis Epstein and the
World Realty Company, alreadv
own the Roseland and Orpheum in
South Omaha and other theatres.

has

the lease of the
Dundee theatre. Fiftieth and
Dodge streets, recently erected by
A. R. Hanson. Mr. Bluechel, who
for 12 years has operated theatres at St. Louis, Cedar Rapids,

[jurchased

Iowa, and Norfolk and other Nebraska cities, is expected to accu-

The

Tivoli

scraper to house a modern
as well as the theatre.

theatre

at
Bartley,
Xehr.. has been bought by W. R.
Daniel.
The former owner was

W.

J.

liotol

The

Hostcttler
Amusement
has increased the capacity of the theatre to be erected
at Grand Island, Nebr., from 1,300
to 1,400.
John Eberson has been

Arbogast.

Company

There

possibility that the
is a
theatre planned by the World
Realty Company at Sixteenth and
Douglas streets may be a sky-

new

called

in

as

new

a

architect.

Motion-Picture Organists Will Appreciate this Magnificent Book

STANDARD ORGAN PIECES THE WHOLE WORLD PLAYS
This remarkable coUection of standard o rgan music is recommended in unqualiBed
terms for motion-picture use by famous N ew York motion picture organists such as

John Hammond, Percy Stam es, Harold Ramsbottom and many others.
modern sacred, operatic, march and characteristic
compositions arranged for pipe organ (3 staves), and is the most complete collection ever published.
The sheet music va lue of the music it contains is more than
$75.00, and in addition, it contains sco res of pieces never arranged before for
organ.
It will pay every organist to rea d the Index presented herev/ith.
John
It

This
CLASSIC COMPOSITIONS
Adagio (Moonlight) .Beethoven
Air
Baeh
Air (Cara Mio 'Ben) ..Giordani
Air (Rinaldo)
Handel
Air (Pur Dicesti)
Lotti
Andante (Orfeo)
Gluek
Andante (Concerto)
Mendelssohn
Consolation
Mendelssohn
Gavotte

in

Military

D

Gossec

Polonaise

Chopin
Beethoven
in D
Mosart
Moment Musical
Schubert
Nocturne. Op. 9, No. 2. Chopin
Sarahande
Handel
Serenade (Standchen). Scliubert
Spring .Song
Mendelssohn
Traumerei
Schumann

Minuet
Minuet

in

Unfinished

G

Symphony .Schubert

MODERN COMPOSITIONS
Andante Cantabile
Tschaikowsky
.'Knitra's

Berceuse

Dance

Grieg
Ujinsk'y

is

Priest,

contains 114 standard classic,

the Complete Contents

lierceuse

Scliyttr

Cavatina
Raff
Erotik, Op. 43, No. 5... Grieg
llumoreske, Op. 101, No. 7

Dvorak
Hungarian Dance No.

S

Brahms

Dvorak
Larme, Une (A Tear) ....
Moussorgsky
Madrigal
.Sinionetii
Melodie, Op. 10
Massenet
Melody in F
Rubinstein
Norwegian Dance
Grieg
Orientale
Cui
Playera, Op. 5
Granados
I.argo

Poeme

Fibich

Prelude in CjJ Minor....
Rachmaninoff
Pres de la Mer, Op. 52 .4rensky
Reverie, Op. 9
Strauss
Romance. Op. 44, No. 1
Rubinstein
Romance, Op. 26. .. .Svendsen
Romance Sans Paroles. .FajirJ
.Salut d' Amour
Elgar
Sheherazade (Excerpts)
R. Korsakovo

list

of

,

more than 110 Standard Numbers
MacLlowcIl

Scotch Po.-m
Seren.ade

IJrigo

Gounod

Serenade
Serenade

H

idor

Serenata, Op. 15, No. 1
Mosckozi'ski

Simple

Thome

Aveu

Drdla

-Souvenir

Volga Boatmen song ....
Russian Air
in .\. Op. T.') .. .Brahms

Waltz

SACRED COMPOSITIONS

.\ndant^

Thome

Religiose

Franch

Andantino

.\ndantino
I.emarc
.^ng^^s Serenade
Braga
.\ngelus
Massenet
Ave Maria (Meditation)

Gounod

Ave

Maria

Cantilene

Nuptiale

Evening Praver
Halleluiah Chorus
Idyl (Evening Rest)

Schubert
Dubois
Reineckc

Handel
.

.Merkel

Hebrew

Kol Nidrei
Largo (Xerxes)
Lost Chord

Handel

'

Sullivan

Prayer
Freghiera

11 iiinpridiiich

(Octett).. .Schubert

Fan

Rameaux, Les

Rheinberger

\'ision

Voix

re

Batiste

Celeste

OPERA SELECTIONS
Cavalleria Rusticana Intermezzo
Aragonaise
Cid, Le
Coq d'Or. Le.//.v»iJi to the Sun
(jioconda, La
Dance of the Hours
Hansel and Crete!
Prayer

Berceuse
Lohengrin
.Prelude Act III
Lucia di Lainmermoor Sextette

Jocelyn

.

.

.

Mastersingers, 'Yhe. Prize Song
Quartet
RisToletto
Song of India

Sadko

Samson and Delilah..1/v Heart
Tales of Hoffman .. .San-aro/Zt?
Eiening Star
Tannhjiuser
Tannhjiuser. ..Pilgrim Chorus
Trovatore. II
Miserere
.

CHARACTERISTIC
(

,\ida).

Dead March

Grieg

Wagner
Meyerbeer
.Handel
Sebek

.

.

C~<a.u\) ..

Dervish Chorus
Fanfare. Op. 40

.'Ischer

March (Tannhauser) ll'agner
Festival
March
Gounod
Funeral March
Chopin
Marche Celebre
Lachncr
Marche Militaire
Schubert
Marche Nuptiale
Gannc
.

Russian Patrol
Torchlight March
Entry.

Triumphal

War March

Rubinstein
Clark
.Halvorsen

.

.

(.^thalie)

Mendelssohn

Wedding March.. .Mendelssohn
Chant Sans Paroles.

.

.

.

Tschaiko"kVsky

Chants

Russes

Lalo

la Ci nquan tain?. ^a^/' /(/-.W
Consolation

No.

.

.

Fcnii

(J

)'(V

Liszt

5

Hauser

Le Cygne tThe .Swan)
.

.

Cradle Sons

MARCHES

Grand March

Aso's Death
Urida! Chorus
C'oronation March.

.

.

Saint-Saens

"Standard Organ Pieces" is sold at all music stores at $3.00 in paper and $5.00 in cloth.
Send for free illustrated 56-page Catalogue of the "Whole World" Music Series

D.

APPLETON AND COMPANY,

35

W. 32nd

St.
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HAROLD
F.

FILKIXS,

a former
and
Merit

for

Silcsmaii
ill
B. O.

this

city,

recently

passed away following an illness
Mr. Filkins was
of many weeks.
and
age,
years
of
tiiirty-two
leaves a wife and one small child.
by the
I'Moral tributes were sent
Albany Film Board of Trade.
Visitors along Film Row during
week included William
the past
Lx)u
Cooperstown
Smalley, of
Len
Mechanicville
Benton, of
Garvey, of Clinton; Gene Thornton, of Saugerties, and Morris Silverman of Schenectady.
Carl Schwarzwaelder, who runs
the social hall at Chichester, gave
a special show a week or so ago
for the Knights of Pythias.
Herman Vineberg, who handles
the Albany and Regent, was in
Xew York during the past week.
N'ate Robins, of Utica, also visited the big city.
The Schine brothers,
of Gloversville have returned home after attending the
;

;

Xakcd Truth dinner.
George Ames, Pathe manager,
was burned out of his apartment
during the fire
tist Church.

THE

in the

Calvary Bap-

Arcade Theatre on Up-

per Third Street, was seriously threatened by fire last week,
when adjoining property was totally destroyed.
No damage was
reported by the theatre management.
"Benny" Bennie of the Men-

ominee
Mich.,

Theatre
spent

a

at

part

week on Milwaukee's

Menominee,
of

the

past

film row.

A. J. Cooper, who operates the
Casino and Strand theatres at La
Crosse, the Unique at Tona and
the Belle at Sparta, and expects to
open his new State Theatre in

La Crosse,

figured
in
no less
than four motor accidents within
the past four weeks.
Steve Dorace was in Milwaukee
last week to tell of the successful
opening
of
his
new Douglas
Theatre at Racine,
Wis.,
last
Saturday.
Dorace also owns the
Star Theatre at Racine.
Sam Therion of the Bijou Theatre,
Green Bay, Wis., paid his
periodical respects at the Milwau-

Uly

manager

Hill,

S.

falo.

The Chestertown Theatre

Pathe exchange

is

mak-

ing extensive improvements
to the projection room and is in-

The Rialto, in
of that village.
Schnectady, which has been operated by Mike Freedman, was acquired last week by Louis Cappa,
who runs Dreamland in Albany.

A

was staged

benefit

Exhibitor:

Ask

Exchanges

at
the
for the

the
Keeseville,
at

fairs at the Barcli.

The Knights

of Columbus of
Glens Falls gave a minstrel show
at the Rialto Theatre last week.
The theatre is operated by William Benton.

kee

exchange

offices

during

the

past week.

Miss Barbara Gardner, of the
Milwaukee
office
of
Progress
Pictures, has resigned to join the
force of Metro-Goldwyn.

Walter C. Blaney of the Midwest Distributing Corporation and
John B. DeLorenzo of Progress
Pictures were recently snowbound
in the village of Millston, Wis.

Danny Ryan,
salesman

well

known

Wisconsin

the

in

film
ter-

Celebrated Players
to join the sales force of Metro-

ritory, has left

Goldwyn- Mayer.
Cress

E.

general

sales-

manager

for the
Mid-west division of United Artists, and C.
C. Walis, general manager of the
Chicago territory, spent Tuesday

Milwaukee

in

Lyman
Sam

L.

conferring

with

Ballard.

has announced the
of ground for his new
theatre in the fashionable suburb
of Shore wood, the northernmost
Pylet

breaking

a complete
ing system.
Stalling

Manager

Film

new

ventilat-

Harry

England

exalted ruler of the Elks and attending a big Masonic gathering

;

One
in

little

James Roach, manager

Although Frank Learnan was a

newcomer

a few
showing great
aptitude these days as manager of
the Strand Theatre in Schenecin the business

months ago, he

is

tady.

When times are bad in Schenectady at the big industrial plants.
Miss Betty Feuer, owner of the
continues
Crescent
Theatre,
to
play to capacity houses, as her
admission price is ten cents.
Joe Raymond, who runs the
State Theatre in Utica, has a cat
which strolls around the house.
The cat is known to all the exchange boys.

Claude Fish, running the American Theatre in Schenectady, was
busy last week in welcoming the

extremity of Alilwaukee's gold
coast.
Pylet was formerly manager of the Hollywood Theatre.

Lyman L. Ballard, for the past
six years representative of United
Artists in the Chicago territory,
and for the past four years headMilwaukee,

is

back

fold again after a
sojourn in Omaha, Neb., as
ager of that branch.

brief

quartering in
the

man-

Henry Goldman, owner of
and Grand Theatres

Colonial

the

time

considerable

in

of

the

houses
in
Schenectady,
makes the rounds of the theatres
each night, in order to keep in
close touch with the managers.
So long as Alec Sayles is manager of the Leland in Albany, and
judging from the manner in which
he is handling the house, he will
be there as long as he desires.

Edward Hochstim, former salesman for F. B. O. here, received
telephone message
from his
brother one day last week to the
effect that a son had arrived at

a

the

The

Hochstim
father

home
runs

in

Hudson.

the

Star

in

Hudson.
It
now looks as though the
theatre being erected by John Augello in Utica will be in shape to
open around Eastertime.

Joe CuUen, well known here as
former manager of the Jackson Theatre and head of the
Lobby Display Company, plans
soon to open the new Studio
Theatre on the East Side.
The
house will have 600 seats and will
be thoroughly modern and high
class in every respect.

a

F. M. DeLorenzo, manager of
the local branch of the Producers
Distributing Corporation is sporting a new Willys-Overland.

at

Mil-

thea-

Farley

George

Green Bay, Wis., has been spending

of the cosiest
the Mohawk

Valley is
located in Frankfort and run by
George Loomis, who has spent
considerable money lately in the
way of improvements.
tres

urer.

in

Albany.

in

W. W-

and Mrs. Helen Heffernan, treas-

News

Picture

It

the

Huebner, manager of
and Strand Theatres

Crystal

a deal for the sale of his interests
in the northern city is pending but
no definite statefnent could be

Oconomowoc, Wis., visited at
Milwaukee during the past week.
Oconomowoc visitor
Another
was Mrs. "Colonel" Welsh, w-hose

obtained.

husband operates the

lately.

Harry

It

is

Hatfield,

rumored that

who

operates

the Strand Theatre at Green Bay,
was in the city recently. Besides
visiting at the exchanges, he made

regarding a home
talent production lie intends to put
on in the near future.

arrangements

at

Iris

Theatre

in Oconomowoc.
L. H. Guhl. former owner of

in Alilwaukee, but resides

the Pastime Theatre at Delavan,
Wis., is travelling for the Ludwig
Film Exchange, specializing on
Chadwick productions.

England

Fox exchange,

New

C. IL Travis, projectionist at
the Barcli in Schenectady, was
honored last week by being selected as president of the
Farley Association at a recent
meeting at the State Theatre.
James Carney was named as vicepresident Joseph Genre, secretary,

waukee

Smith,

Campbell of
Boston, is making his semi-annual trip over the

to nsk for, but it's the only
reliable aid you can give your musicians to help put tha pictura ovar

It's little

S^un-

last

Photoplay Theatre in
owned and operated by
Peter Gordon, for replacing a bell
in the French Catholic church recently destroyed by fire.
Frank Breymaier, manager of
the Van Curler in Schnectady, is
busy these days in handling all of
the newspaper and other publicity
Mr.
of the entire Farash circuit.
Breymaier is also looking after af-

day

the

Mr.

oper-

by H. Richardson, has just
been taken over by Doctor Swan,
ated

r^ev)

THE

the

of

Strand group of houses in Albany
and Troy, was in conference last
week with Walter Hays, of Buf-

i

I

territory.

Miss Bertha Robbins of the
Boston exchange of Independent
Films,
Inc.,
\vtendered
a
shower by the entire staff Saturday in honor of her approaching
marriage to E. Levine of New
York City on Alarch 7. Harry
Rogovern,
salesman
covering

Western Massachusetts, is soon
be married and Saul Simons,
advertising man of the same exchange will become a benendict a
few weeks later. Miss Helen
Mailen being the prospective bride.

to

D. O. Shepard is in charge of
Associated Exhibitors'. New Haven, Conn., ofltice, succeeding Harry
Eskine, now special representative
with the home oflSce.

Austin AIcDonald has been appointed

cashier

Brothers Boston

of

the

ofl^ce.

Warner

Mrs. Mary McGIue of Boston
has acquired the Olympia Theatre
at Bristol, R. I., formerly owned
by Joseph Mulford. Meyer Shapiro, who was booker under Mr.
Mullord, will remain in that capacity under the new ownership.

Brown,
formerly
Harry
S.
manager of the Pittsburgh office
of Associated Exhibitors, has been
transferred to take charge of the

Boston

office.

Roger J. Mahan has been made
manager of the Pathe office at
New Haven, Conn.
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PLANS

for a new theatre at
Berlin, Wis., are said to have

Stoddard
abandoned
by
been
Brothers since Ed Starkey of the
Opera House has obtained control
of the city's two theatres.

A

pretty building race is promised in Aberdeen, S. D., where
Finkelstein
& Ruben and the

company
Amusement
new theatres. The
plan
both
Walker theatre will be called
Walker

Mecca"

"The

start

will

and

construction

once, according to
of the company.

at

Harry Walker
Theodore L. Hays, veteran genFinkelstein &
eral manager of

1023

Ruben theatre chain,
tion trip to Bermuda
hama Islands.

on a vacaand the Ba-

is

Harold

&

Finkelstein of the F.
R. organization, is on his honey-

moon in Cuba.
Ray Peterson has gone

to the
of Finkelstein & Ruben to participate in the
expansion of that department. His
place in the advertising depart-

department

vaudeville

new house

who

also

Frank Klose

pro-

Spooner.
The Scenic Theatre, Elkton, S.
by Henry
D., formerly owned
Wiecks has been bought by R. H.
Pfhangston.
The Orpheum Theatre of Carson, N. D., has been leased by E.
A. Holritz.
M. Thiron has leased the Denmark Theatre at Denmark, Wis.
at

The Opera House

ment is being taken by Victor
O'Brien of the Minneapolis Jourcombination theatre to seat
planned at Rice Lake,
Wis., by George E. Miner, owner
is

is

new

the

Distributing

cashier
corpo-

ration.

George

Producers
Cobry,
been succeeded by
Joseph Beahen, formerly of Paramount.
B. R. Parsons proposes to build
has

booker,

new

a

at Plainvievv,

theatre

Springfield,

at

It will
be
for stage shows.
William Curtis, Peoples' theaRedfield, has purchased the
tre,
Dexter, la., Princess at foreclos\'.
ure sale.
J. Hudson recently
closed the house.

Minn.,

has been taken over by
Fred Klampe of Kasson.
C. H. Wise has sold the Bayview tJicater at Wayzata, Minn.,
to the L O. O. F.

A

Producers

at

M'inn.,

nal.

800

Majestic,

of the
poses a

to

seat

400.

e(|uipped

•

C«incinnati
GLENNIE, booker
DON
Warner Brothers
in the

for

Cin-

cinnati offices, has accepted the
challenge of
Frankie Schreiber,
booker for Universal, for a bowling match to be held next week.
S. L. Howard, manager of the
Metropolitan Theatre, Circleville,
O., visited the various film ex-

changes last week.
A. H. Hesse, manager of the
Opera House at Amelia, O., spent
several days in the city last week.
W. C. Chesborough, representing the Empire, Royal, Northern
and Victor Theatres in Columbus,
O., visited film

row

SUITE

of three large rooms
by the Kan-

will be occupied

sas City Film Board of Trade in
the new building now under con1715-17 Wyandotte
struction at
Street.
The building will I)e completed about March 1.

Among
tors
this

in

the out-of-town exhibithe Kansas City market

week were

trice,

Neb.

;

J.

W

Blaine Cook, BeaS. Shortly, Strand,

:

Columbus, 0., visexchanges recently.
Gregory of the Liberty

Theatre, Springfield, O., was another exhibitor to honor the local

Hamilton, O., namely Fred Myers
and Harry Silvers.

Glenn DickLawrence,

Bros, booker, has been succeeded
by Charles Lewis.

Orpheum,
H. E. Garber, Bax-

accessory representative for P. D.

Cleveland

eral days in

last

week.

Lawrence Burns of the ChamTheatre,

pion

ited the local

John

Independence,

Kas.

;

inson, Dickinson Circuit,
Kas.
G, L. Hooper,
;

Topeka, Kas.

;

Springs, Kas.
A. F. Perkins,
Schnell
Theatre,
Harrisonville,
Mo. C. M. Pattee, Pattee Theatre,
Lawrence, Kas. R. B. Christian,
Bvers Theatre, Excelsior Springs,

ter

office

Cincin-

under the managership
of Otto M. Horwitz, has adopted
as their slogan an aphorism recently coined by Manager Horwitz during a sales talk at that
busy office.
Horwitz,
Mr.
"Boys,"
said
"don't wait until your ship comes
in
row out to meet it."
That sounded mighty good to the
assembled salesmen of the Cincinnati territory and after having
their slogan handsomely painted
and mounted, it was placed in the

—

administrative offices of the Cincinnati branch, where it serves to
identify the spirit of their faststepping organization.

C,

left

Omaha

for

after starting

an accessory campaign in Kansas
City, has joined the Metro-Gold-

wvn

sales force.

;

;

\»/
<«>

Mo.

The

Maple

Theatre,

Kansas

suburban tlieatre, has been
purchased by W. H. Hurley from

row
film
City's
hummed with activities this week.
Joe Rosenberg, Universal salesman, won a promotion which will
Kansas

take
ing

ant

First

ger,

has

company
Felix
general

W.

former

Wagner

\t/

vV

Reel Comedies
Featuring Violet Mersereau
Direction Joseph Levering

/ft

/ft

\t/

\»/
\»/
\»>
\»/

/ft

/ft
/ft
/ft

/ft

Day,

\t/

\l/

\t/

/ft

manager

UNC\)
2

/ft

National branch manabeen appointed by that
as branch
manager in

Metro-Goldwyn

\l/

/ft

/ft

Feist,

THE MOLLY MAY SERIES

/ft

/ft

of distribution
and sales, and Allen F. Cummings,
sales statistician, were Kansas City
visitors.
Flynn, district
E.
J.
manager for Metro-Goldwyn, conducted a sales meeting at the Kansas City office.
Sid Ginsberg has been appointed
special representative for the Independent Film Corp.

A.

/ft

assist-

F.

vl/

v»>

/ft

Milwaukee.

\»/

presents

v«/

/ft

/ft

McCarthy, former

Lamb

/ft

/ft

J.

J.

<»

England work-

to

al's sales staff there.

L.

/ft

conjunction with Univers-

him back
in

Arthur

/ft

\'aughn.

Ci.

I'.

Women."

Edward Wagoner, home

Exhibitors'

Associated
nati branch,

;

City

Hazele Harmon who appears in the
Irwin R. Franklyn production, "Chased

exchanges with iiis presence last
week.
W. E. Trong, assistant sales
manager of the Unixersal Southern Di\-ision, spent several days at
the local offices conferring with
Fred Strief, the local manager.

Frank Pasker, traveling auditor
for Universal, was another visitor.
Ed. Keene of the Oxford Theatre,
Oxford, O., bought several
college pictures for the students
of the Miami University last week.
Among the prominent exhibitors
to visit the various film buildings
last week were the e\er welcome
members of the Palace Theatre,

recently.

The Universal Joy Club traveled
over to Charleston last Saturday

A

night and there the members of
the club were the guests at a party
given them by the Charleston,
\ a., exchange members of the
firm
Kanawha Hotel.
at
the
Charles Lowenburg rendered a
new poem written by Max Margolis of the sales force and also
did his usual famous dance.
Al Sugarman, short subjects
manager for Universal, spent sev-

/ft
/ft
/ft
/ft
/ft
/ft

"

'Twas her first night in Philadelphia,
"She looked so sweet in her old fashioned clothes
"The boys all said 'Now she is as modest as can be.
" 'You can't even see the color of her hose.
" 'She has the baby stare, she doesn't bob her hair.
"'She'll never go astray!'
" 'Twas her first night in Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, P. A."

\»/
\«/
\»/
\»/
\»/
vf/
\»/
\l/
\»/
\»/
vt/
\»/

v»/
v»/

/ft

/ft
/ft
/»>
/ft
/ft

/ft
/ft
/ft

For further information apply

CRANFIELD AND CLARKE
Distributors for the

1476 Broadway

\»/

to

\»/

(Inc.)

\»/
v»/

World

New York

\»>
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POWER'S
INCANDESCENT EQUIPMENT
GENERAL ELECTRIC PATENTS
Steadiness

The

Incandescent

stant source of light

Lamp

provides

illu-

mination on the screen does not change. The
intensity of the lamp itself does not vary
and it operates in a fixed position always.
Continuous uniformity of screen illumination
is assured and the possibility of eye strain is
reduced to a minimum.
Simplicity

The projectionist has no
make during operation and

adjustments
after

the

to

initial

change is necessary during the
the lamp.
This permits the projectionist to give his full attention to the other
details of presenting the picture in the most
setting
life

IMPROVEMENTS
and REFINEMENTS

con-

a

and the intensity of

no

of

Moulded Composition Knobs and Handles Thruout,
and a New and Superior Vertical Adjustment on the
Lamphouse. The slideover Tracks are now Cold Rolled
Steel, accurately hnished and securely fastened to the
top of the base casting.

manner which is very essential
view of the growing realization that Better

satis factor\in

Projection

Pays.

Cleanliness

The Incandescent Lamp is a hermetically
sealed light source and its cleanliness inspires
a general cleaner condition in the projection
room.

Economy
The

900 Watt Incandescent Lamp comfavorably with the 40 ampere direct current arc and the advantages from an illuminating standpoint are in favor of the
former.
Assuming an alternating current
source of supply the arc rec|uires 60 volts at
50 amperes, and with converter losses, consumes 4 lews, per hour.
The Incandescent
Lamp (including all losses) requires approximately 1 kw. per hour.
The cost of current
consumption is therefore cut to about oneI)ares

fourth.

i

Utility

The

new

Incandescent

most successfully

in

equipment is userl
having a main
to 1,000 or having
a throw of approxibetter results than
and is the equal oi
to 40 amperes.

theatres

seating capacity up
up to a 16 ft. picture and
mately 100 ft.
It gives
an alternating current arc
the direct current arc up
floor

Adaptability

The Incandescent lamp operates cquallv
well on alternating or direct current and witli
equal illumination.
The arc lami) Rives a whiter, steadier, more
effective light on direct current than on alternating current.
Current supplied to theatres
is usually alternating and it is therefore necessary to use an expensive motor generator set
to convert to direct current.

Crystallized

Lacquer Finish replaces plain Japan

hnish— all

steel parts are Dull or Polished Nickelplated.
Supplied with new Mirror and Power's Aspheric Condenser Mount.

Reliability

Power's
eight
tical

Incandescent

years'
tests

equipment represents
and exacting praclaboratories and theatres.
It

development
in

therefore offered as a reliable projection
device using the Incandescent lamp as the
source of light, not only for theatres but also
for schools, lodge rooms, community centers
and industrial establishments.
is

POWER'S DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
90 Gold Street
New York, N. Y.

February 27
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Popularity of Fiddler's Contests
Boon To Picture Theatres
Towns

Prove Bigger Attractions Than Professional Acts in Some

THE

popularity of ''Old Fiddlers"
contests has come as a boon to the
picture houses, and particularly to
the theatres in the smaller towns, where the
only i)ractieal stunts of showmanship are
those wliieh do not involve a gi'eat expenditure of money, and where the "local" interest angle of any attraction is at its
higrlu'st value to the box office.
The "tiddlers," however, have not halted
at village and town limits, for the big cities
have been invaded by the "Mellie Dunhams"
of their locality, and we have reports from
theatres in the metropolises telling of tremendous success with
\
an ''old fiddlers" contest.
|

New

From

England, where

fad had its beginning, the
craze for entertainment via the
sawing out of old jigs and
square dance tunes by old timers has spread to. the four corners of the country.
And the

the

impetus on which the fad has
so rapidly spread may be traced
to the
enterprise
of
picture
theatre men. For these contests

have

appeared

most

oppor-

tunely to fill a want for some
''added attraction" to give new
stimulus to the enthusiasm of
the
public for the photoplay
houses.
AVithin

recent

land

the

:

;

theatre

among many
spread

York

use

Seattle; and
others the widein

throughout

New

from an
original
start
in Albany the
idea has invaded town after
town and is supplanting in popState,

whei'e

ular favor, if not entirely eliminating the "amateur nights."
Many of the chain operators
in New York State have made
remarkably good use of the
stunt.

The William

theatres,

featuring

Smalley

for

C. Smalley

example,

fiddlers'

operates

four counties.

had all the appearance of a real
barn and furnished perfect atmosphere for
an old fashioned barn dance.
The prize
setting

awarded was a

at

all

This

silver loving cup.

"'"""

are

all

contests.
theatres

in

Herkimer, Montgomery,
Madison, Chenango and Dela-

to

the

'""=

I

Act

|

in

I

Time

i

f

I

T

HREE

months now remain before we can
expect summer weather three months during which exhibitors with foresight will
make preparations for comibatting their seasonal
depression.
Perhaps in your opinion this is time
enough

—and

—

some

spare.

to

But we know

So often have we referred

enced anything but the hearticooperation of the local
journals.
The idea has been
good for page one feature
stories in nearly every town and
city in which it has been employed, and in many cases the
newspapers have exploited the
idea so well and thoroughly that
there has been little for the
showman to do but offer the
prize and provide the stage.
In Binghamton, N. Y., for
example, the Sun undertook to
challenge
the
newspapers of
Utica, N. Y., to an inter-city
meet, following the old fiddlers'
contest which was staged at the
Binghamton
Theatre
co-incidentally with a similar event in

As previously stated three months are hardly eufficient
making preparations and a thorough study for the installation of air cooling and conditioning equipment.
As it

must ever be kept in mind that such an installation is costly
and, unless of the design best suited for an individual theatre, will fall short of productive results.

We have found that some exhibitors who question the
soundness of installing air cooling and conditioning equipment, due to a limited maximum of revenue derivable from
their theatre, are guided in making a decision by having an
engineering report made.
For there are in this country
engineers specializing in theatre heating and cooling, who
after a thorough study can usually forecast the value of
atmospheric conditioning for a theatre.

the latter city.
The editors of
these papers negotiated the com-

With the elimination of the necessity of gambling large
sums in ascertaining whether or not air conditioning will
pay dividends, even greater popularity is in store for manufactured weather.
Whether or not you are one of those
fortunate exhibitors whose business will show profits next

]ietition

—

i

Otsego',

I
,

,

„,„

„

between

the best fidrespective towns.
H. M. Addison, general manager of the Binghamton theatre,
arranged a special "rustic" progi-am for the evening when the
fiddlers held forth.
"mbe"
band and a quartette of locale
fame were featured.
dlers of their

surnmer depends largely on the advisablity of installing this
equipment in your theatre and whether you act in sufficient

,

entertainment, now finds that
the fiddlers are far out-drawing:
llie amateurs.

est

—

M. Abbott.

in the Smalley chain.
which used "amateur nights"
so successfully and made such
inroads into the supply of such
talent that a special "amateur
talent" scout had to be engaged
in order to furnish this form of

theatres

tributed largely to the increasing interest of the public. Few
of the
theatres
which have
staged
these
contests
experi-

dif-

summer

P.

packed the

The manner in which newspapers have exploited the "old
fiddlers"
naturally
has
con-

ferently.

time.

fiddlers

the

(•()ini)any,

|

for

Theatres in Baltihouses in Toledo the Lib-

;

all

New Eng& Ruben

Finklestein

Whitehurst
erty

ok! fiddlers for

The contest held at Cooperstown, N. Y.,
drew tremendous business in spite of cold
weather and snow-clogged roads. The stage

the

doors and four hundred
people were turned away.
At this event
the list of entrants was so large that another contest must be held in order that all
might be given a hearing. At Walton and
Delhi the contests also ran up record box
office returns for the Smalley theatres.
When the inter-county championship is
held there will Ije offered as prizes a largo
cash award and an engagement to appear

there
contests at

theatres in St. Paul; the Strand
theatre,
Altoona,
Pa.;
the

more

(if

At Fort Plain
theatre

to making preparations for
depressions that we perhaps too readily assume
that our readers follow our thoughts. Therefore, in explanation, let us state that the subject under discussion is air
cooling and conditioning that relatively new phase of
showmanship which has made its reputation as a theatre
business booster.

weeks

have been fiddlers'
theatres throughout

ware counties. The idea has proved so
popular that this chain is planning to have
the champion fiddlers, as determined by appearance at its houses, for each county meet
in a final competition to determine the king

1

A
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Gus Edwards' Revue Plays Rivoli
"Garden of Girls" Is
Warmly Received By
New ^ork Audiences
Gl'S KDWAKDS

olTered

Ihe

lir-st

group of four revues which he

of

a

will

Publix Theatres Corporation at
Kivoli Theatre, New York, this week.
"Tlie Garden of Girls" is the title of the
current production, a brisk, tuneful and eyeengaging number in whieli songs and dances
have been e pertly blended.
Audiences at the Rivoli found "The Garden of Girls" more sparkling and lively than
l)erhaps any presentation shown to date
l<ro(hice for

the

under

the

present

regime of

this

Publix

The producer, an experienced and
gifted hand at the staging of this type of
number, has called upon the "sure fire" tricks
The
in building "The Garden of Girls."
tlicatre.

songs cover the range of melodious airs,
sectimental ballads and syncoi)ated tunes.
The act opens with a male chorus singing "Every Girl is Like a Beautiful Flower."
A garden setting serves as the background
for the songs and dances. The old favorite
"A Bicycle Built for Two" is sung by the
company. This is followed by solo dances.
Then there is a "mother" medley, a tenor
singing "Mother Machree" for the "carnaThen comes a Scotch song
tion" number.
and dance for the "blue bell," with a semiclassical dance by three girls> a Spanish
dance, a syncopated dance by a girl in poppy
costume to the song "California Here I
Come," an Irish interlude, with "My Wild
Irish Rose" sung by a tenor with girl,

"Mighty Lak A Rose" sung by soprano and
contralto, and the finale, in jazz time with
entire company participating.
The number is colorful in its setting and
costuming and manages to have considerable

the

visual appeal without getting top-heavy with
The lyrics were
scenery and trappings.
written by Howard Johnson and the settings

are bv

Herman

Rosse.

Bernie Orchestra Feature

at

Mosque, Newark
Ben Bernie and his orchestra were the
featured stage attraction at the Mosque theaBernie's
tre in Xewark, N. J., last week.
engagement was from Monday to Friday,
inclusive.
The featured photoplay was
"Soul Mates," with Lupine Lane in "The
Fighting Dude" and Hope Hampton in
"Marionettes" making up the other screen
presentations.

Ballet Presentation for ''The

Wanderer"
An

at Stanley

featuring Hilda
Ferguson, former Ziegfeld "Follies" girl
with the theatre ballet corps, was staged at
the Stanley theatre, Philadelphia, as a presentation for "The Wanderer," offered for
the first time at popular prices in that city
last week.
elaborate

prologue

Prologue for Universal's "The Phantom of the Opera" staged by Jack Arthur, managing director
of the Hippodrome, Toronto.

Wolf Makes Debut
at

Loew's

in

State, L.

"Idea"

The West Coast Theatres Presentation at
Loew's State, Los Angeles the week of February 6 to 12th, was the debut of Rube Wolf
and His Greater Band, in Fanchon and
Marco's "Dream Song" idea.
be the policy of Rube to introduce
a different member in a solo. Another feature of Rube's direction is his use of the
cornet in place of his baton.
And best of
all is his dancing of the Charleston.
As novelties Irma King, late of "All for
You" sings and dances. But Nell Kelly, the
originator of pep, stops the show.
The setting for the band is a ten-aced
platform with a sloping wall in back of the
musicians. For a background there are three
scolloped circles of different colors with
three great shafts of gold cloth which begin
as a line and spread out at the top.
A
black velvet drop backs this up. It is by far
the
most novel and effective use of drapes
'^vor designed by Fanchon and Marco.
It will

Girl

Trio

Presented

''Sally, Irene

With

A

Bill at

"jazz week program" was featured at
last week as a
presentation for "Sally. Irene and INfary.''
The stage numbers were headed by Irving

Loew's Aldine, Pittsburgh,

Aaronson and

his

Commanders.

at

Monk Watson comisleted an extended engagement at the A. H. Blank Rialto Theatre, Omaha, last week. He has been appearing as a featured attraction with Brader's
orchestra.
Other stage offerings at the
Rialto were Henry Dixon, "uke" player,
and the Howard Twins, dancers. "The Song
and Dance Man" was the main photoplay.

Lincoln
Impersonator, at Capitol

George
George

Billings.

Billings, portrayer of the role of
in the photoplay by the

"Abraham Lincoln"

Rocketts, was the featured stage attraction
at the Capitol theatre, Des Moines, in an
elaborate bill offered there last week.
The progi'am offered "Mannequin" as the
main screen presentation; a style show featuring the Parade of the World's Fairest
Models, L. Carlos Meier presenting "A Good

"On

South Sea Isles"
Metropolitan, Boston

A
tions
atre,

at

bill of stage and screen attracoffered at the Metropolitan theFeatured on the
Boston, last week.

varied

was

"On the South Sea Isles," with
Tandy MacKenzie and Prince Lei Leni; the
Six Brown Brothers in a saxaphone jam-

stage were

boree; and Marjorie Dodge, billed as "the
Paramount's
great American soprano."

"The

Song

and

Dance

Man"

was

the

Staged

at

feature ))liotoplay.

acts, etc.

White's Collegians Play Allen
in Cleveland

Music

Specialties

Saxe's Wisconsin

theatre, Cleve'and. offered Allen
Collegians as the main stasre at-

iMusical specialties of a pretentious make
up were presented at Saxe's Wisconsin at

new polic of elaborate
presentations with feature photoplays last
week. The White organization, eomposcd of
instrumentalists, dancers and singers, appeared on the bill with "The Grand Duchess
and the Waiter," the featured ])liotoplay.
and Bernardo De Pace.

The numbers preMilwaukee, last week.
sented with the featured photoplay, "His
Secretary," included Egbert Van Alystyne
and his Hai-mony Boys, selections from
"Rigoletto" with Miriam Klein, soprano, and
G. Du Franne, Tenor, and Sybil Fagan

The Allen

Aaronson Heads Jazz
Loew's Aldine

Week
Omaha

in Farewell

Rialto,

and Mary"

The 3 Harmony Girls, singers of songs of
syncopation, appeared as an added attraction on the stage of the Cameraphone theatre, Pittsburgh, last week in conjunction
with the photoplay "Sally, Irene and Mary.''
Manager Dick Brown of the Cameraphone
theatre announces that the new policy will
be a first-run feature picture, comedy and
news reel. Also, one or two feature attractions such as jazz bands, small revues, music.-il

Watson

A.

While's

traction under the

whistler.

February

2 7,
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Interior

Bn

Step "with Progress

^-VDo

satisfy the seating

modern

of the new Smhassy

'theatre on '^roachvay, U^ew
york, of which Qloria Qould,
society leader

is

managing

di-

Seated by the American
Seating Company. 'Thomas
IjO. Lamb, <^rchitech^

rector.

requirements of the

theatre calls for resources in pro-

duction, in engineering

skill,

and in the

art

of design, such as only years of concentrated
industry and experience can give.

In these respects the

ILower picture shoUs another
vieiu of the nelv

American Seating

interesting

Embassy '^heatre^

Company has, during recent years, kept pace
with the rapid

ment

made by the AmuseInstallations, not dreamed

strides

industry.

of twenty-five and
"all in the day's

fifty

years ago are today

work."

iCarrirau^ratmg Odrnpanji
NEW YORK
113

W.

40th

St.

CHICAGO
10 E. Jackson Blvd.

BOSTON
77-D Canal

St.

PHILADELPHIA
121 1-K

Chestnut

St.
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Tremont Temple In Boston Bars Films
-The
Ushers Signal Board
Was Original First
Installed at Shea's
Run In Boston-Debt
MANAGER'S OFFICE
Records Location of Vacant Seats
On Church Liquidated
word
ushering has been
New Bed- THE
McHENRY
run motion
OSTON'S
new
This
manager
showing
J
B
pioneer
house and
which
now
no
pic-

original first

in the

a
ture
of motion pictures in New England will
longer have motion picture programs. Now
that the mortgage indebtedness on Tremont
Temple has been paid off, trustees of this
Baptist house of worship have decided that

no more motion picture shows will be given.
Historj^ of this liberal Baptist organization dates back to pro-slavery days, when
Timothy Gilbert, taking several escaped
slaves to sit with him in his church pew,
aroused so much dissension in the congregation that he forthwith bought the old Tremont theatre and turned it into a house of
worship with free seats. That was the be-

ginning of Tremont Temple.

Today

is

it

the largest Protestant church in the whole
of New England, not only in membership
.

Sunday church,

but in

attendance

Sunday

school and allied services.

at

its

F. F. Plimpton, manager of the property
for the church, determined to develop its
commercial possibilities and with the advent of the first moving pictures, secured the
assent of the tiaistees to show them in Tremont Temple. For nineteen years motion
pictures have been shown in the auditorium
where on Sundays worshippers gathered.

Double Features Saturdays

at

has returned to
of the Capitol
taking active
Theatre.
S. Bezerofski is
charge of the former .Allen & Charette Cir-

A.

•

Mass.,

ford,

suit.

MITCHELL GARFINKLE
tre,

Ike Berney.
has severed his
JL.withMcCURDY
the Hammond Theatres
•

has decided to extend some of the larger

The house is
a residential one and IVIr. Feldman is reported to have paid $70,000 for it at the
time he took it over from the Farrells.
pictures booked to two days.

Anniversary week was celebrated at the
Empire Theatre in Glens Falls last week,
when two features were given each day by
Manager John Garry. The house is owned
and operated by C. II. Buckley of Albany

WATERBURY

ET.

Cloak

Room

has

been

Manager

Hazza

.John

of the Capitol Theprovided a free
patrons of the theatre

atre, Calgary, Alberta, has

cloak

room for

all

during the winter months. The check room
is open from 1 p. m. to 11 p. m. daily.
This
is
merely a service convenience arranged
by Mr. Hazza to add to the attractiveness

at
re-

JAMES KEOGH,
left the

eral

who a few months ago
Saxe organization to become gen-

manager of the Silliman chain of neighbor-

hood houses in Milwaukee, has again felt the
urge to change his field of endeavors, and has
gone to New York, where he is understood to
be negotiating for a responsible position.
He
been in Milwaukee for a total of nine
years, and was one of the best known figures
among tlie exhibitors of the city and state.

has

O'NEILL
JOE
manage
the

JACK

City.

has

been

appointed

to

new 125th

He

Street Theatre,
formerly managed the

in Brooklyn.

BLINDERMAN

is

now managing

Theatre, New Y'ork. Blinderman succeeds Dave Lustig, who recently resigned as manager of the Begun.
the

Begun

well known in Cleveland film
has been appointed manager of
the Garden Theatre. This is one of the newest picture houses in the chain operated by
the Ohio Amusement Company.
Cole formerly managed the Lorain Fulton, also belonging to the same circuit.

*-'

When

he

presented

"The

in

American

Venus," at the Palace Theatre in Lockport
last week. Manager George T. Cruzen arranged with Miss Elmore Wicker to present thirty-five Lockport boys and girls in
an elaborate prologue of Beach Pajama
Girls and Boardwalk Boys.
He also held
to find
Loekport's "American
The show attracted much attenwell as received a lot of word of

contest

Venus."

mouth

Butsova

Engagement

in

Return

at Capitol

Major Edward Bowes has reengaged Hilda
Butsova,

ballerina,

to

appear

in

the

pro-

gram sun-ounding "The Auction Block"

at

Miss Butsova will
be remembered as the protegee and understudy of Pavlowa, and the jirima ballerina
the

Capitol this week.

of that company.

in-

Shea, Buffalo.
consists of a flash-board
is just inside
the main entrance and shows at all times
just how many available seats there are in
the theatre and in what section thej'^ are
located.
The boys in the theatre report to
The
those who have charge at the aisles.
boys at the aisles have electric push-button
boards. They flash to the main board what
The patrons as they
seats are available.
come in may then be directed to the jiai-ticular aisle on the main floor where seats are
available, or to the mezzanine or bale my
At all times the
floors as the case may be.
floor director inside the entrance knows just
where the seats are. Crowds are continuing to flock to the new house to look over
its magnificence, to enjoy its entertainment
and to listen to the splendid music.

Managers*

by Blank

Held
Des Moines

Conference
in

A conference of the managers of the larger theatres of the A. H. Blank chain in
Iowa Avas held at Mr. Blank's office in the
Iowa Building on February 11. The managers Avere invited by Mr. Blank to come to
DesMoines to discuss matters of mutual interest to the managers, means of publicity
and presentation, and in general to exchang'j
ideas and profit by a little get-together.
The managers present were Homer Gill
of the Princess at Sioux City, H. B. Wallace of the Rialto at Omaha, R. Cummings
of the Fort Armstrong at Rock Island, J. f).
Howard of the Broadway Theatre at Council Bluffs and N. L. Overman of the Capitol
Theatre, Davenport.

Essentials

Specifies

for

100

Per cent Usher
Miss Irene Smith was the winner of the
recent contest among the Eastman, Rochushers, inaugurated by House Manager John J. O'Neill. The subject was "The
Essays which reDuties of an Usher."
ceived honorable mention were submitted
by Louise DeMatteis, Winifred Van Rcjo,
Ruth Hampton, Eleanor Dylewski and Ida
Wisnower.
In her winning essay. Miss
"The duties of an usher ai-e
Smith said
not difficult.
Merely combine three very
simple essentials, coui'tesy, service and ordinary intelligence, and you have the 100 per
ester,

:

cent, usher."

advertising.

Novel
Hilda

in

circles,

Boys and Girls
Lockport Presentation

a

last

stalled in the

D COLE,

"T^

ion as

of the large house.

appointed

manager of the Strand Theatre,
Shenandoah, succeeding Mr. Taylor, who
signed and has gone to New York City.

Service

Feature at Calgary

Company,

as

Local
Free

connection

Chicago, to accept a position with the Boston
Mr. Mc63rd Street Thtatres, in that city.
Curdy will have supervision of the houses and
for the present is making his headquarters at
the Buckingham Theatre.

Keeney Theatre

Double features ai'e being run each Saturday at the Lincoln Theatre in SchenecWhile Mr. Feldtady, by Alex Feldman.
man generally runs a change each day, he

made

has been

manager of the Pastime TheaLewistown, Pa., owned and managed by
assistant

New York

Schenectady Theatre

as

Repeats ''Jazz** Program at
Regent, Harrisburg
The "Jazz Week" that was put on at
Loow's Regent Theatre, Harrisburg, early
in January, went over so big that Manager
Russell A. Bovim repeated the experiment
the week of February 15.
The feature of
the second jazz program was the Mae Murray film, "The Masked Bride."

Costumes

Feature

Strand Charleston
As an

original angle on the popular
Charleston contests. Manager Al Finkclstein of the Strand Theatre, Seattle, recently presented an International Charleston
contest, in which the costumed contestants

demonstrated the manner in which this latest dance craze would be exhibited in various European and Asiatic centers.

February 27
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You
There

is

can check up

no question about the popular

demand for photographic quality on the screen.
Your patrons expect
Eastman Positive
the

quality of the

it.

is

the film that carries

negative through to the

screen.

And you

can check up

identification ^'Eastman"

transparent margin.

—the black-lettered
^^Kodak"

Look

for

is

in

it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

the
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Projcctioi:^
Opties

,

Ekeir ieity,Prdetical Ideas ^ advie
constantly lumped together with wideangle distortion proper, under some such
term as "wide angleism." What wonder that
perspective seems to be the sport of capricious chance.
It is really somewhat curious that this
part of the subject has not received more
attention, seeing that some of the consequent phenomena are well known, e.g., the
way in which the eyes of a person looking
straight out of the picture
appear to follow the spectator wherever he moves; the
way in which the reflection of the sim or
moon on water, which is rightly shown as
a vertical band directly below the luminary,
always appears, as in nature, to stretch
from the horizon directly towards the specis

and

Inquiries

Comments
Perspective
Part IV

HE

appearance
changes
with

of an object
the
position
from whicli it is viewed. This
is an obvious fact and requires
no explanation.
Yet it is
strange to observe that when photographs
of objects are taken the distance from these
photographs are later often viewed is at a
distance very much different from that at
which the picture was originally taken.
The result can only be that a picture is
seen different from that originally seen by
the camera.
This accounts, in some measure, for the unnatural appearance of many
il

pictures.

This error, and its correction is described
by Mr. Young in his paper on "Perspective" which appeared in the Photographic
Journal (English) parts of which we are reprinting in the hope that some phases of
this important subject may be made clearer.

Distortion of Picture
Once

realize that the

appearance changes
with the change of view-point and the effect
will continually thrust itself to notice in a
surprising way, like the hidden forms in
a puzzle-picture when they finally have been
detected.
It may be said that the effect of moving
the picture directly towards or away from
the eye is. to shut up or open the apparent
screen in a concertina fashion proportionately to the change in position of the
eye; this is the cause of the well known
"distortions,"
which are commonly attributed to the use of a short-focus lens on
the one hand or a telephoto lens on the
other.
A picture held in the hand is viewed

—

—

Distortion from Plate Position
As brought out in last week's article, the
position of the photographic plate with
reference to the object being photographed
is of the utmost importance.
As an example, consider the sketch in
Fig. 1 where
represents a rectangular object such as the base of a pedestal.
Point
marks the position of the camera
lens; CA and C^A^, the position in which
the photographic plate is placed for taking
a picture of the pedestal.
It will be readily evident that two en-

ABCD

tirely

ditTerent

photographs

since, with the plate in position

will

result

CA, point

the plate will be the image of point C
on the rectangle; point
will be the image
of point
on the rectangle, etc.

A

A

When

the plate

is

placed in position C^A'^

same points are imaged but

the

in an alto-

gether different fashion.

a

distance

of

10

inches

to

12

The correct distance for viewing the finphotograph is also of importance.
This distance can be easily formed from the
rule that it must bear the same ratio to
the distance from which the photo was
taken as any dimension in the picture bears
to the real dimension.
The length of the
face in the pictures of the bust shown in
ished

.3

ft.

about

6

in.

4-V2

(42 in.) photo; 42 x 1

^ 9=

inches.

four times if a 3-inch lens was
used, and to diminish them to one-quarter
if a telephoto lens was used with an equivalent focal length of 48 inches.
By enlarging four times in the first case and reducing
in the second, this effect could be eliminated.

etc.

"into

to

the

picture"

This distortion, due to change of position,

4

At

3

ft.

6 in.

(42 in.)"42~x 100, say 9i/^9&

4

Position for Viewing Pictures

For 7

effect is

tips

heavy.

(90 in.) photo; 90 x 1 -^ 9=
10 inches.
In these photographs, the loft hand one
was taken at 3 ft. 6 in. and the right hand
one at 77 ft. 6 in. The distance from ear
to ear is the same in each case.
Of course the face is a rather complicated
object, and the apparent modelling depends
on manv factors, such as lighting effects,

Taking the latter figure the
exaggerate apparent distances

the

viz:

result is really the same as that
in a "keystone" effect on a motion
picture screen when the projection angle is

then

inches.

about four inches more forward than
of the ears, its length is exaggerated approximately as follows, as compared with the breadth between the ears,
to be

The
found

For
usually at

Figure two

C on

is about one itich, the length of an
ordinary face is about nine inches.
The correct distances for \newing are

one

Effect of Viewing Position
First it will be noticed that the lens have
been so placed that at the longer distance
(7 ft. 6 in.) the tops of the ears appear
higher relatively, to the eyes than in the
other case.
This factor alone contributes
greatly to the difference in appearance, and
it would be equally in evidence, even to
binocular vision.
Again, the perspective of the face, as if
every other object, is altered considerably
by changing the distance from which it is
viewed; e.g., assuming the front of the face

tator, etc.

Fig. 2,

Figure

failing to view the photograph from the
right position, i. e., under the same angle
as the face before the lens.

:

many

ft.

still

6

in.

it

cases

is

a fact easily verified that in

fake effects are produced by

At 7 ft. 6 in. (90 in.) 90 x 100, say 4^/^%
With a wide lens, or with binocular
vision, these figures will need some correcton, but still there will, in any case, remain
an important residual effect under his head.
A full investigation would involve inquiry into the exact
relative to the bust.

position of the lens,

Schine to Rebuild Strand at
Salamanca, N. Y.
The Schine Theatrical corporation will
build a bigger and better theatre on the site
of the Strand which was destroyed by fire
in Salamanca, N. Y., the other daJ^
Plans
under consideration, according to Manager
W. L. Trass, call for a three story building
of steel and concrete, providing for a 1,500
seat theatre on the first floor and a dance
hall on the second.
The theatre proposed
would be twice as large as the Andrews
theatre in Salamanca, also controlled by the
Schine interests.
It is expected that the
Andi'ews theatre will be closed when the new
house is opened to the public.

February 27, 1926
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Theatres

South Florida

for
Two more

theatres have been aiinouiieerl
J. G. Attansio is building a
new house in La Belle, the little South
Attanasio says La Be le
Florida city.
is growing so rapidly that he believes it

for Florida.

will

support another theatre. The new house
Columbia and will be ready

will be called the

early in the year.
Will Stringer had

a

large

building

in

Avon Park.

There was no negro theatre
in that city, so he is re-modeling and making
a theatre of his building which will be given
His house
over to negTo patronage only.
will bear his name and will be open for
bii-^iness in about two weeks.

Station

W.

R. Uses Marr
Colton Organ
J.

B

Starting in January. Reginald E. Webb,
well-known organist of the Martha
Washington Theatre at Hamtranck, Michigan, has broadcast an organ concert every
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday.
Webb has broadcast directly from
the Martha Washington Theatre throrgii
playing the new
at Detroit
Station
.3-manual Marr & Colton organ recently inthe

A

Music Collection

and raised

born

in

his early instruction

was received from Dr.
Episcopal
In 1915 Webb
up Theatre Organ
ing and teaching

Picture Organists
Appleton and Coni])any, the
known music and i)Ook pid)lishers,

J.

latest

addition

the

to

The
available at so little cost."
of the work is "Standard Oraan Pieces
the Whole World Plavs."
title

have

a collection of standard pipeorgan music designed especially for the use
of motion picture organists. This work contains ]14 classic, modern, sacred, operatic,
march and characteristic compositions arranged for pipe-oi'gan, employing three
staves, the pedal bass being written on a

H. Pierce, organist
Orillia, Canada.

came to Detroit to take
work and has been play-

ever since.
Webb iias
successfully trained and placed over one
hundred players during the past six years.

separate

Motiograph Appoints New
San Francisco Agent
Till'

which

Edward H. Kemp, San Francisco,

line.

The American Organist,

Motiograph Projecting Machines
have heretofore been distributed by

in

a

review of

future be handled by

the

W.

G.

r>

An Amazing
Pictures that

falls

on the average screen are

dull,

YOLi

is

house and good
\ou are not getting
your money's worth out of them unless
your projection system itself is right.

description, sizes, prices, etc.,

full

liave a fine

but

Crowds come back

reflected.

see

to

pictures that

are clear, with strongly defined contrasts
of black and white
pictures that make
the characters live, because they are
vividly projected.
The Bausch
& Lomb Optical Condensing System
increases
illumination,
distributes
the

Super-Lite Screens give the equivalent of
higher intensity light sources at a fraction
They are made from fine,
of their cost.
sturdy material and last for years.

For

may

pictures,

is because practically all the light that
on the silvery surface of a Super-Lite

Screen

Are You Getting
Your Money's Worth?

Difference!/

shadowy and tiresome, snap out clear,
lively and bright on a Super-Lite Screen.
That

—
.

and

ncune of nearest supply dealer, write

light evenly,

.

.

and assures perfect projec-

tion.

&

C. S. Wertsner

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL

Son

653

Man ufact urer*
221 North 13th Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Distributors in principal cities throughout
the

country

IMAIL THIS
C. S.

WERTSNER

221 North 13th

Send me

Name
Address

details

&

St..

Locatelli

much

so

well-

just issued

Orill a,

on Organ

Church,

of the

the

the i)ook, says "theatre oi'ganists will have
an unequalled source of supply, and might
be expected to pay double price for having

Motion

for

D.

stalled in this theatre.

Webb was

is

circuit.

—

WJR

Canada, and

view of the stage of the Capitol theatre, Arlington, Mass., which

COUPON

SON
Philadelphia, Pa.

on Super-Lite Screens.
Theatre

,

St.

Paul

Street,

Rochester,

CO.,

N. Y.

will

in

Preddey.
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Theatre Construction Reports

Greater Activities for Many Sections
country over those given
goes
ous parts of
new
construction
THK
survey.
our
meiTily forward regardless of rumors
the

theatres

oi'

—

Tulare Miller & Pflueger, Archts., San
Francisco, are drawing plans for the construction of theatre bldg. and offices at Tulare and
Third Street. Seat. cap. 1400. Appro.x. cost
Owner— Robert A. Hazet of Tulare.
$150,000.

in

CONNECTICUT

last

of over-seating in

many

lai'ge

cities.

In

CALIFORNIA

fact by inspecting tlie list of new theatre
projects that are listed below it will be
seen that a large proportion ai-e for big cenAnd furthermore there
ters of population.
are good grounds to believe that this tremendous schedule that is now under way is
in a way of being materially insreased
The condensed conrather than curtailed.
struction information that follows pei-mits
a comprehensive grasj) of the trend of
building as reported during the last three
weeks.
It will be noted that there are
changes in the amount of activities in vari-

—

Los Angeles Plans are being drawn for
erection of theatre bldg. on site at 1753 North
Approx. cost $250,000.
Vermont Avenue.
Owners Boultier Bros., 3621 Cahuenga Pass.
San Francisco Plans are being drawn for
the erection of theatre bldg. to be erected on
the southeast corner of 24th and York Streets
on
cost

—

120 x 100.

site

Approx.
Levin and Asso-

Seat cap. 1000.

Owner

$225,000.

Meloy,

S.

Approx.

1500.

cost $80,000.
16 Spring Street.

Goodwin of

Jr. Circuit.

—

— Plans

are beins: prepared by
Archt. of Stratford, for
erection of theatre bldg: at rear of the Mahackemo Hotel, Washington St.
Seat. cap.

Arthur

/?!(r^a)i^— Plans have been completed for
erection of theatre bldg. to be erected in BurApprox. cost $150,000. Owner— West
bank.

Coast

Norualk

—Al

ciates.

Hard To Find A
Modern Theater
Not Equipped With

It Is

A.

Atlanta

—Plans

Owner— Harry

GEORGIA

are being prepared for the
erection of theatre bldg,, to cost approx.
Seat. cap. ISOO.
$215,000.
25 year lease by

Gortatowsky Bros.

ILLINOIS
p. Rupert and R. Levine & Co.,
Archts. are preparing plans for erection of
theatre bldg. in Cicero, at the northeast corner
Seat. cap.
of W. 25th St. and S. 53rd Ave.
2500. Approx. cost $1,000,000. Owners— S. J.

-

Cicero— E.

Gregory and Ben Bernasck.
Evanston Plans are being drawn for erection of theatre bldg. to cost approx. $300,000—

—

J

Clyde E, Elliot at head of syndicate.
F.ast St. Louis
B. A. Mueller, Arcade Bldg.
is drawing plans for theatre bldg. and stores,
(2) to be erected on site 60 x 180 (site withheld). Approx. cost $15,000. Owner— Halesuk

—

Stephens, care of archt.
The

Grand

Madison

Riviera

Detroit
(.Tolin

Kherson,

and

Architect)

C

— Chas.

Pauly & Son, Archts., 19th
Granite City, 111., are drawing

Streets,

plans for theatre bldg. on site 55 x 135, Madison Ave., Madison. Approx. cost $50,000.
Paramount Theater

he
(C.

Xo\v York
Geo.

W. &

L.

HapD, Architects)

The theaters shown here are all completely equipped with
SYSTEMS. This is the olass of houses that
use tliem.
M.A.IOR SYSTEMS olTer the
most
(k'])('ndable
liglitiiig
control possible,

@ MAJOR

Wayne and Clinton Streets on site
Owner — I. F. Keenan, Anthony

Approx. cost $800,000.
Wayne— O. C. Brunswick, 214 Noll
Bldg. y\rcht., is drawing plans for theatre bldg.
on Maumee Ave., on site 35 x 70.
Seat cap.
800.
Owner Oscar E. Wobrook, Lima Road,

assembhijic ])ro\ ides a size for every
The large or small ti]eater is a better
theater wlien an
SYSTEM has

—

@ MAJOR

installed.

R. F. D.
ConiDlete detaiLs and estimates
are
free.
Our engineers wiil
Kiadly consult with your architeci
without charge.
iJuliU

Ebel-sult,

Aldlitec-t)

Richmond— T. D. Jacobs, 28 W. Lake St.,
Chicago, 111., Arch., is drawing plans for erection of theatre bldg., stores and office bldg. at
9th and Main Streets. Approk. cost $115,000.
Site 46 X 155.
Owner M. E. Remley Corp.,
10th and Main Streets, Richinond.

—

South Bend

ELECTRIC COMPANY
ST. LOUIS
DISTRICT OFFICES
Atlanta, Ga,
Baltimore. Md.
Boston.
Mass.

proper cue they are automatically
l>v
chantfwl
one
V\ All-Master

Detroit,

Mich,

Kansns

City,

Los

III.

I

Cincinnati, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colo.

SlMit.-h

Angeles,

-'nncinolls.

NcAi

'lo.

Seattle,

Minn,

San

La,
N,

City.

Pa.

St,

Wash.

Francisco. Cal.
Louis, Missouri

Winnipeg. Canada
London. Ont.. Canada

Theatres

are all of those where
Netschert natural prepared
ruscus trees, palms, ferns
and artificial flowers have
a place.
Low cost and long

Dcs Moines

— Plans

have been completed for
the erection of theatre bldg. to be erected on
site 132 X 180 at Ninth and Grand Avenues.
Approx. cost $1,200,000.
cap.
3600.
Scat.

Owner—A.

H. Blank.

MISSOURI

Advertising
in the

6i

Barclay

St.,

Kansas City

Equipment

— Plans

are being prepared for
erection of theatre bldg. on North side of 13th
Street from Main St. to Baltimore A\e., -Approx. cost $3.000.aXl Scat. cap. 4,000. Owner

— Midland

Company.

—

Boiler Bros., Huntzinger Bldg.,
City, Mo., are preparing plans for erection of theatre bldg. to cost $500,000.
(Site
Owner St. Joseph Elec, .Amusewithheld).
St.

Joseph

Kansas

—

Department
Cat. y

Frank Netschert,

—

—

life.

Ask for

650 As-

Plans are being prepared for
erection of theatre bldg. to cost approx. $700,000 and seat 2700.
Site not yet selected.
Owner Frank Amusement Co.

Beauty Spots
Modern

& Maurer,

IOWA

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Port and, Oregon

Gal.

Orleans,

New York

Philadelphia,

— Freyermuth

sociated Bldg.. Archts., are drawing plans for
erection of theatre bldg. and offices on site
45 X 155 at South Michigan Ave. Approx. cost
Owner— Ira Ciralsk^-, 206 Citizens
$75,000.
Bank Bldg.

Dcs Moines

in

W.

Fort

liiit

Chioaiio.

Weatherhogg, 250

Street, Archt. is drawing plans for
theatre bldg., stores and offices to be erected on

Hotel.

tu'ed.

As many scenes as desired can l)f
pre-seleeted and set
up.
At
th"

R.

Wayne

corner of
ISO X 75.

@

l)eeii

INDIANA
Wayne— C.

Fort

ment

Co., St. Joseph.

—

Boiler Bros., Huntzinger Bldg.,
City, Mo., are preparing plans for erection of theatre bldg. to be erected at 712 Edmund St., St. Joseph. .Appnw. cost $100,000.
Owner The St. Joseph Elec. Amusement Co.,
St.

Joseph

Kansas

Inc.

New York

Pays

—

St.

Joseph.

St.

Louis

— Plans

are being prepared for the-

atre bldg., to be erected at 3627

Delmar

Blvd.,

February

1926

27,

1033

site 5d x 150 by Archt. H. W. Kirchner, 502
International Life Bldg.
Approx. cost $150,000.
OwTier Henrv Chouteau, Internationa!
Life Bldg.

on

—

NORTH CAROLINA

—

&

Utica Rushmer
Jennison, Archts., Arcade
Bldg., Utcia, are drawing plans for alteration of
theatre bldg. at Genesee St. near West Shore
Approx. cost $45,000.
R. R. Tracks, Utica.

—

Owner

— Stevenson

Owner — Max Lichtmann & Moses Cohen, Old

—Plans

prepared for
cost approx.
1,800— Owner N. & R.
being

are

of

theatre
Seat. Cap.

erection
$75,000;

bldg.

NEW

JERSEY

—

Theatres Inc.

NEW YORK

Brooklyn

MODEL "D"

Forge, N. Y.

Henderson Plans are being prepared for
erection of theatre bldg. to cost approx. $100,000.

HELIOS Reflector Lamp

to

Cranford \Vm. E. Lehman, 972 Broad Street,
Newark, N. J., Archt. is drawing plans for theatre bldg. and stores to be erected at North
Avenue, Cranford.
Approx. cost $60,000.
Owner Jos. Stern, 207 Market Street, Newark,

—

N.

J.

Theatres.

—

Brooklyn Plans are being drawn for erection of theatre bldg. at southeast cor. of 18th
Ave. and 74th St., on site 137.6 x 90; Approx.
cost $85,000; Seat Cap. 1200— Owner— Radeli
Realty Co.
Utica

— Plans

are being drawn for erection
to be erected on site (not yet
lease.
Seat. Cap. 3.C00. located
in business part of Genesee Street.

of theatre bldg.
selected) 99 yr.

somewhere

Haddonfield—W. H. Lee, 1505 Race Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. Archt. is preparing plans for
erection of theatre bldg. at 31-35 E. Kings
Highway, Haddenfield.
Owner Hunt's Theatre Corp., W. Hunt, pres., 1324 Vine Street,
Philadelphia, Pa,

—

—

Wm. E. Lehman, 972 Broad St.,
preparing plans for erection of theatre
bldg. at S. Orange Avenue and Halsted Street.
.•\pprox. cost $450,000.
Owner—Jos. Stern, 207
h'ezcark

.\rcht.

is

Market

Street,

Newark, N.

J.

"BEST BY TEST"

Oo^/3'>t— Hodgens & Hill, 130 S. 15th St..
Philadelphia, Pa., Archts. are preparing plans
for erection of theatre bldg. at Ormand and

Theatre

Holley Avenues.
Seat. cap. 750.
Owner
David Barrist, 301 N. 12th St. Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Cleveland Plans are being drawn for erection of theatre bldg. at the rear of 3209 E. 93rd

Approx. cost $60,000. Owner— M. C.
N. Stone, 1204 Guardian Bldg.

Street.

&

We

are

a

in

position

to

OREGON

—

Portland Plans have been completed by
Bennes & Herzog, archts. for erection of theatre bldg. to be erected on southwest corner
of 41st Street and Sandv Blvd., Scat. Cap.
1,500; Approx. cost $500,000— Owners Jensen
and Von Herberg.

We

PENNSYLVANIA
Chambcrshii.rg Plans for erection of theatre
lildg. are being prepared, for erection of theatre
on
Main Street; Seat. Cap. 1,'0);
(Owners Henderson & Mong of South Main

—

-Street.

can handle your

Pittsburgh—Thos. \V. Lamp, 644 8th Ave.,
Archt., is drawing plans for erection of theatre
bldg. to be erected on S. E. cor. of Penn. &

proposition from inception to
completion, turning the the-

you complete in
ready to operate.
Send us your proposition for

atre over to

Street.
Owner— The Loew Theatrical
Enterprises, 1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

analysis.

TENNESSEE
Knoxvillc

Efficiency with

is

Economy

— Plans

are being prepared for
theatre bldg. to be erected on
Western Ave. bctw. 5th and 6th Streets; Approx. Cost $500,000; Seat Cap. 3,000— Owner
Jackie Coogan.
erection

of

H. Robins Burroughs Co.

TEXAS

En°:ineers

Corpus Christi

New York

70 East 45lh St.

City

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
L'ndtr 25u
o\ei-

The
our

800,

suiii-..

M',r'<

uiider ouu,

"i^J'-^r;'.

under

SUO,

Sj^^;

ly/r,.

most

economical

method

ADDRESSING SERVIfE.

of

reaching

$4.00

PER

50^

M

theatres

UP.

is
Li.sts

saved in postage, etc., tiiroufih
elimination of dead and duplicate theatres usuall;.' listed.
Lists of Producers, Distributors
and Supply Dealers.
if

desired.

;iO

to

—

MITLTIGU.VPHIXG
SnJIEOGRAPHING
FOLDING EXCLO.SING -~ MAILING

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY

TOM

.'sixth

.\ve.,

at 41st St.
Plione, Pennsy.

—

CO.

New York
74S4-74S3

imm
m'/'/'i'i'mnm
You invest in a new sign to attract
greater attention.
Why not change the
appearance of your sign at intervals

^^

(,^j^j.

Hoods

fadeless
rich,
colors provide wide vaFit
riety
of changes.
standard lamp sizes. Suto
dipping and
perior

Six

cheaper.
Write for full information.

Sixth

detail,

Oar Motto

New York

265 Canal St.

«ith

—

We

every

WARREN PRODUCTS COMPANY

Bldg.,

construction.
theatre
are prepared to analyze your
proposition, prepare sketches,
submit an estimated cost, prepare plans and specifications
and supervise construction, so
that the ultimate cost will not
exceed the estimated.
will prepare you a statement
showing the probable net returns on the investment and
methods of
advise
as
to

We

Manufactured by

—

Lockwood Green Co., 1566 Hanna
Cleveland, Ohio, Archts., are preparing
plans for erection of theatre bldg. to be erected
in Zanesville.
Approx. cost $225,000. OwnerBrown Theatrical Co., Zanesville.
Zamszille

analyze any theatre proposiIf
tion from every angle.
you contemplate building a
touch
in
get
theatre,
with us before you arrange
for plans and specifications;
we can save you money, due
to our special knowledge of

finance.

I.

"HELIOS" means
Definition, Depth, Perspective

OHIO

Construction

The latest achievement in
Motion Picture Projection

Citv

— Plans

are being drawn for
the erection of theatre bldg. to be erected on
Chaparral Street ;Approx. cost $100,000- Seat.
Cap. 1,800— Owner— R. & R. Gulf Amusement
Co.

WASHINGTON

—

Seattle
Plans have been completed for
erection of theatre bldg. on the northeast
ner of Fifth Avenue and Stewart Street;
108 X 210; Seat Cap. 3,000; Approx.

the
corSite
cost

$1,500,000— Owner— Orpheum Circuit.

—

Seattle V. W. Vorhees, Archt. is drawing
plans for erection of theatre bldg. to be erected
at Sixth Ave. and Pine St.
Approx. cost
$1,000,000.
Seat cap. 2500.
Owners— Ackerman & Harris.

2628 W. Congress St.. Chicago
Makei-s also of Re.vnolds Motors,
Show Window
Reco Flashers.
Flashers, Traffic Controls, Reflectors for Poster Boards, etc.

Motion Picture News
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CLASSIFIED

AD SECTION

FX^ITCmg

PICTURE
A MARVELOUS
not miss
posrrivELY
tx>

RATES

lo cents a word for each insertion, in advance
Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents.

except

:

MOVING PICTURE OPERATOR (licensed), signpainter; -wishes steady

anvwhere.
84i Tiffany

posi-

Hemgartner,

J.

New York

St.,

MOVING

LICENSED

Wanted

J*ME«if*'s

PICTURE OPERATOR

fOdEMpyr

oiwi-tlTif

TfTOK '^

^

wishes work at anything in a
small or large picture house.
Box 655, Motion Picture

New York

News,

City.

City.

—

At liberty
:\LANAGER.
March 15th; 20 years'
experience managing vaude-

For Sale

after

combina-

show,

road

ville,

EQUIPPED

FULLY

neighborhood theatre in
northern Indiana city; doing

picture
houses
presentation
with
able to do own publicity and
able to
exploitation work
build own presentations and
prologues; also able to buy
and book vaudeville, pictures
and road shows; have the
very best of referenees from

Wurlitzers,

former positions and recog-

players, Cremonas, Kimballs,

and

picture,

tion,

;

nized showmen; am a business getter, as proven, and
like lots of hard work; pretheatre or
fer large Class
a group of smaller houses;
salary, what I am wortli to
you, or will consider percentage proposition, or a fair
starting salary married 39
years old will go anywhere
if there is chance of advance-

A

;

;

;

Manager,
Address,
Picture News, New

ment.

Motion

York

City.

cal

;

for rent

;

Feature* of Dellght/ul Screcnlar*^

priced

;

.,„

worth
right for quick sale
Box 640, Moinvestigating.
tion Picture News. New York
City.
;

ORGAN.—

'.

!

-tf.-M^rit.

Entertain.
An EnlcrWlnlna Orchc.tr> Th»l Really

AMERICAN HARMONISTS-10

10

D'Art

See

Ridge for bargains in used
Foto-

Seeburgs,

CARL LAEMMLE PRESENTS

THE PICTURE SENSATION OF THE YEAR'

Mortons,
Robert
Reproduces, Electric Pianos

Bai-tolas,

Have you
and Music rolls.
an organ, piano or music roll
with
List them
sell?
to
D'Art Ridge, 845 S. Wabash

Coming Saturday.

(6th floor), Chicago.

1

WILL

sell basic patents
"Aiselite, " designed to
illuminate aisles; this device

on

used in many prominent
but not manufactured at present patent expires in 1937
if interested,
communicate with patentee.
I. I. Hance, Meriden, Conn.
is

theatres,

10 years' theatri-

and motion picture expe-

rience
exploitation, advertising and ideas.
Box 6.10,
^lotion Picture News, New
York City.
;

AT LIBERTY.—Manageroperator; 10 years' experience in the show business
can furnish good references;
will go anywhere.
Write to
Wm. H. Maxon, 138 Liberty
St., Oswego, N. Y.

IZ,

;

FOR SALE.—Motion
ture theatre

town

;

of

expert,

desires
engagement to play alone,
evenings only, in picture theatre within commuting dis-

tance from

New York

Box

Motion

News,

635,

New York

WOMAN

City.

Picture

City.

PICTURE

A-1;
large
library
country preferred.
Madame Quinney, lOlSV^
Bangs Ave., Asburv Park,
;

N. J.

ORGANIST.— At

liberty;

7 years at Columbia Theatre
can give best of reference

Elmer Howell, care
Columbia Theatre, Muncie,

union.
Ind.

fi

»J^

",'::

.

^mT

ni

{|P

pic-

famous

summer

resort of over 5,000
seats 700
onlv theatre in Tannersville,
fully

equipped

N. Y.

;

Byck.

J. J.

FOR SALE. — 300

BEKCTuii^

new

"it

veneer

green finish theatre
chairs; always a large stock
of used chairs on hand immediate
shipment
lowest
prices.
Theatre Seating Co.,
845 S. State St., Chicago, 111.

Rt.

to do
j

!

.PC.

lu
auKo iw irrmrnon
hu bcro lUtrli
pow«r4nl pbotoplajr thai

lirinr

jour

inMl.

»iim>1Iqd>

mrnnE

imntdtbl*

Jl<l

Far(hL«waln)l>i>in
it a b<-.n torn

HIS

PEOPLE

long lease
only theatre in county seat
of 1500 leaving state must
sell at once
reasonable one-

COLONIAL srrs

half

Advertising

;

;

;

FILM SALESMEN
more

a

to

week

„.Bl;W)I.PM

srHILDKRAUT

>
|

TYliB5;CAJ)fd_^G«01EJTDA'
HELENA SftSCHCOPF: WtVr^.'
..•

;

cash,
balance,
terms.
Mrs. Lillian M. Braswell,
Edd.vville, Ky.

Do you want

JH

mUOOLRM SCHILOKHAUT

fniTvM tUrrj

—A
'

Two machines

1

e^^

rULSH fROM 4 flECOmf HVn ON BKOADWAY

rutfcfk. inM i"A(?nNii"™"
m DUiECTlO.V. crt" in thr Tun.

\

j

HjJL JBi

takes a great picture
what this picture *
will do to you - - It

*.lliin i-ou

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE AND EQUIPMENT.

will LI\K FOREVER!

gfljl

;

;

ORGANIST.—

n

1-^

;

PIANIST,

Feb-

^^^ ^S

I„

;

AT LIBERTY.— Manager
live ^vire

fine business

?

make $25 to $100
Can offer you

very attractive proposition.
or see us immediately.

Write

PUBLICITY CLOCK CO., INC.
105 W. 40th St.. New York

carrivd in the newspapers by first-run
theatres for [jniversaTs 'His People" generally followed the wise course of featuring the I\ew York run

of the picture, as shown by the representative displays
reproduced above. Those theatres represented in the
group are the Capitol. Dallas; Cameraphone, Pittsburgh; Rialto, Washington, D. C; Colonial, Indianapolis; Plaza,

San Diego. Cnl.

February 27
p

in
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[FEATURE RELEASE CHART

|
j

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need. Short subject and comedy release, as weU as
{S. R. indicates State Right
information on pictures that are coming, will be found on succeeding pages.

1
I
I
1

|
m
g
|

release.)

THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE

Refer to

I

Length Reviewed
5500 feet
feet. .Feb. 28
7929
Special Cast
Kenneth McDonald. .Bud Barsky {S. R.) .5000 feet
.Oct. 31
feet.
6001
Warner
Brothers
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog)
4543 feet Oct. 24
Ginsberg Dist
William Russell
Big Pal
feet
May 30
5058
Pathe
Rex (horse)
Black Cyclone
6008 f eet Dec. 19
Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Pitts-Horton
Business of Love
Sept. 12
feet
7238
Universal
California Straight Ahead Reginald Denny
6840 feet. .Sept. 12
Paramount
Gloria Swanson
Coast of Folly
Sept. 19
5677
feet
Prod. Dist. Corp
Rod La Rocque
Coming of Amos
4928 feet. .Sept. 26
Rayart (S. R.)
Reed Howes
Cyclone Cavalier
26
feet.
.Sept.
7311
R. Colman-V. Banky.. First National
Dark Angel, The
10264 feet June 27
United Artists
Douglas Fairbanks.
Don 0, Son of Zorro
feet
Jan.
B.P.Schulberg(S.R.) 4825
2
C. Bow-D. Keith
Free to Love
6883 feet. .July 25
Pathe
Harold Lloyd
Freshman, The
4488 feet
Artclass Pict
Buddy Roosevelt
Galloping Jinx
4560 feet Sept. 26
W. Fairbanks-P. Garon.Columbia (S. R.)
Great Sensation, The
9200 feet. .Aug. 29
Fox
Special Cast
Havoc
"
5669 feet. .Feb. 20
F.
B.
O
Flynn
•'
Lefty
High and Handsome
7149 feet Sept. 26
Warner
His Majesty Bunker Bean .M. Moore-Devore
5700 feet. .Nov. 14
Lumas
Film
(dog)
Thunder
His Master's Voice
6006 feet. .May 23
If Marriage Fails
J. Logan-C. Brook....F. B. O
6652
feet. .Sept. 19
Fox
Special
Cast
Kentucky Pride
Rayart Pict. Corp.
Jack Perrin
Knockout Kid, The
4901 feet ..Jan.
9
(S.R.I
Fihn Book. Offices.. .5182 feet. .Oct. 3
Tom Tyler
Let's Go Gallagher
feet
Sept.
1
7000
National
First
Hines
Johnny
Live Wire, The
9700 feet. .Feb. 21
First National
Special Cast
Lost World, The
4452 feet .. Nov. 28
F. B. O
Bob Custer
Man of Nerve
7168 feet. .Sept. 5
Paramount
Man Who Found.Himself Thomas Meighan
6239 feet Sept. 12
M-G-M
Pringle-Earle
Mystic, The

Henry Edwards

.

Cranfield

.

.

&

Clarke

. .

Fox

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the

Ifever

Twain

Meet

New Champion, The

Stewart-Lytell
.

.

Wm.

.

.

In a Lifetime ....

Outlaw's Daughter, The
Parisian Nights

E.

8143
Metro-Goldwyn
Columbia Pict. (S.R.) 4547
6849
Paramount
Gerson Pict. (S. R.) .5000

.

Fairbanks.

Betty Bronson
Richard Holt.
Josie Sedgwick.

Not So Long Ago

Once

.

Shall

.

.

.

.

Hammerstein

feet. .Aug.
8
Dec. 19
feet
.

.

Universal

.

Aug. 8
5
... Dec.
Dec. 19

feet
feet
4375 feet

.

.

.

.

- L.

6278 feet. .June
Lumas Film (S. R.1 .6100 feet. Dec.
Alice Calhoun
Part Time Wife
B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)6848 feet Oct.
Special Cast
Plastic Age, The
5828 feet July
Metro-Goldwyn
Zazu Pitts
Pretty Ladies
5475 feet. .Oct.
Arrow
Bow-MacDonald
Primrose Path, The
Film Book. Offices. 5014 feet Oct.
Fred Thomson
Ridin' the Wind
6923 feet Nov.
Arrow
Kennedy-Welch
Scandal Street
Columbia Pict. (S.R.) 5770 feet Nov.
Revier-Landis
Sealed Lips
6974 f eet .. Sept.
Prod. Dist. Corp
Lillian Rich
Seven Days
6856 feet Aug.
Barthelmess-Mackaill First National
Shore Leave
6424 feet June
Universal
Virginia Valli
Siege
6925
feet. .Sept.
Paramount
Special
Cast
His
Father,
A
Son of
7000 feet .. Sept.
Tiffany (S.R.)
Windsor-O'Brien
Souls for Sables
4579
feet
Hercules
Film
Frank
Merrill
Speed Madness
5247 feet May
Universal
Hoot Gibson
Spook Ranch
5267 feet Dec.
Columbia
Sterling-Revier
Steppin' Out
5906 feet. .Aug.
Metro-Goldwyn
Special Cast
Sun Up
5060 f eet June
(S.
R.)
Weiss
Bros.
Wales
Wally
Tearing Loose
6967 feet May
Universal
Laura La Plante
Teaser, The
6074 feet Oct.
Offices
Film
Book.
Evelyn Brent
Three Wise Crooks
4869 feet. .Sept.
Fox
Buck Jones
Timber Wolf, The
6489
feet
Aug.
Paramount
Trouble With Wives, The Vidor-T. Moore
Film Book. Offices. .5452 feet Nov.
Richard Talmadge
Wall Street Whiz, The
7349
feet
Oct.
First National
Stone-Mason
What Fools Men
7325 feet Aug.
Fox
Special Cast
Wheel, The
4830
feet
June
Universal
White Outlaw, The
Jack Hoxie
7221 feet Aug.
Paramount
Special Cast
Wild Horse Mesa
5774 feet. .Aug.
Paramount
Bebe Daniels
Wild, Wild Susan
5333 feet. Oct.
B. P. Schulberg
Mills-Tellegen
With This Ring
F. B.

Tellegen

20
5

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

10

25
31

24
14
7
1

29
20
19
1

2

19
29
1

.

.

.

.

30

.

.

24

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

26
1

.

7

.

.

10

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

27
22
15

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

11

11!

nil

iiiiin

September

iiiiiiiiiii

I

nil

Ill

iiiiii

I

Distributed by
Metro-Goldwyn
Paramount

Length
Reviewed
7498 feet ..Oct. 24
5443 feet Oct. 24
F. B. O
No Man's Law
Bob Custer
4042 feet Not. 21
Ralph Lewis
Lumas Film (S.R.)
One of the Bravest
5679 feet ..Doc 5
Calhoun-Frazer
B. P. Schulberg
Other Woman's Story
6080 feet...Nov. 7
First National
Pace That Thrills, The
Ben Lyon
6911 feet...Oct. 2»
Logan-Landis
Universal
Peacock Feathers
6802 feet Aug. 26
Paramount
Pony Express, The
Betty Compson
9801 feet Sept. 26
Prod. Dist. Corp
Prairie Pirate, The
Harry Carey
4603 feet Sept. 21
Rayart
Pride of the Force, The. .Tom Santschi
5139 feet...Nov. 21
Warner Bros
Red Hot Tires
Monte Blue
6447 feet ..Oct. 31
Raymond Griffith
Paramount
Regular Fellow, A
5027 feet ..Oct. 17
.Paramount
Seven Keys to Baldpate. .Douglas MtcLean.
6648 feet ..Nov. 7
House Peters
Universal
Storm Breaker, The
6093 feet Sept 26
Arrow
Substitute Wife, The
5994 feet ..Nov. 7
Jan» Novak
Special Cast
Fox
Thunder Mountain
7537 feet Oct. IC
Tower of Lies
Chaney-Shearer
Metro-Goldwyn
6849 feet .Oct. !•
Arrow
Wandering Fires
Constance Bennett
6600 feet ..Oct. 17
Wandering Footsteps
Taylor-Washburn .... Ginsberg Dist. Corp 5060 feet ..Nov. 21
Why Women Love
Blanche Sweet
First National
6750 feet ..Oct. 31
Win, Lose or Draw
Leo Maloney
Clarion Photoplays. .4988 feet
Winding Stair, The
Special Cast
Fox
6107 feet ..Oct. 17
Without Mercy
Prod. Dist. Corp
Vera Reynolds
6550 feet ..Oct. 24
Star

Ramon Novarro
Hamilton-Love

Midshipman, The

Distributed by

Star

Feature

1

Feature

SEPTEMBER
Amazing Quest, The
As No Man Has Loved
Battler, The
Below The Line

Hill

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

mill

iiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

for Productions Listed Prior to

New Brooms

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NOVEMBER
Feature
Action Galore
After Marriage

Artclass Pict

Margaret Livingston
Fred Thomson
Jack Holt

Pan
The
Best Bad Man, The
Best People, The

All Around Frying
Aincient Highway,

.

.

Special Cast
Ray-Starke
Calgary Stampede, The
Hoot Gibson
Call of Courage, The
Art Acord
Camille of the Barbary
Coast
Busch-O. Moore
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog)
Clash of the Wolves
Valentino
Cobra
Daring Days
Josie Sedgwick
Durand of the Bad Lands .Buck Jones
Eagle, The
Rudolph Valentino
Special Cast
East Lynne

Universal
Universal

.

4661 feet

Assoc. Exhib

Warner Bros
Paramount

5 reels

Fox

Assoc. Exhib
Columbia (S. R.)
Paramount
Fox

ton

Fight to a Finish,

Wm. Fairbanks
Pola Negri

A

Flower of Night
Fool, The

Edmund Lowe

On

Wally Wales
Buster Keaton
Glenn Hunter

Go West
His Buddy's Wife
Home MaUer, The

Metro-Goldwyn
Assoc. Exhib
Universal
Assoc. Exhib

Alice Joyce

Paramount
Film Book. Offices.
Fox Film

Lazybones
Special Cast
Lights of Old Broadway. .Marion Davies
Manhattan Madness
Dempsey-Taylor

.

.

.

Sept. 19

.

.

5561 feet

4603
6374
9488
4292
6256
5600
7755
5400
6229

Artclass Pictures

Keep Smiling
Monty Banks
King on Main St., The .... Adolphe Menjou
Last Edition, The
Ralph Lewig

.

.

5844 feet !oct! 24
6756 feet .Nov. 21
8553 feet Oct. 1»

United Artists

Fox
L.Barrymore-H.Hamp-

Fifty-Fifty

.

5600 feet. .Aug. 1
6478 feet .Nov. 28
6895 feet .Nov. 21

Universal

.

Galloping

Sales

O

Paramount
Fox
Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn

Bright Lights

.

Madoc
F. B.

Tom Mix
.

Length Reviewed
4659 feet
5500 feet Nov. 14
5519 feet Nov. 28
6034 feet Nov. 21
4983 feet Dec. 12
5700 feet Nov. 7
6260 f eet Nov. 28
5924 feet Oct. 16

Distributed by

Star

Buddy Roosevelt

.

.

June 24

feet. .Dec.
5
feet
Oct. 31
feet. April 25
feet
feet. .Nov.
7
.

feet.. July 25
feet
Aug. 8
feet
Aug. 1
feet
Nov. 7
.6400 feet. .Oct. 17
7236 feet Oct. 31
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Metro-Goldwyn

6437 feet. .Nov. 14
5500 feet July 25
Merry Widow
10027 feet Sept. 12
Mae Murray
Metro-Goldwyn
Midnight Limited
Glass-Hawley
Rayart
5855 feet Jan. 2
New Commandment
6980 feet Nov. 14
Sweet-Lyon
First National
Old Clothes
Metro-Goldwyn
5915 feet. .Nov. 14
Jackie Coogan
Only Thing, The
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
5824 feet Dec. 5
People vs. Nancy Preston Bowers-De La Motte .Prod. Dist. Corp
6300 feet Nov. 7
Phantom Express, The. .Soecial Cast
Ginsberg Dist
4614 feet. .Dec. 12
Phantom of the Opera.
8464 feet Sept. 19
Lon Chaney
Universal
Ridin' Streak, The
Film Book. Offices. .4540 feet .Dec. 12
Bob Custer
Road to Yesterday, The Joseph Schildkraut
9980 feet .Nov. 21
Prod. Dist. Corp
Romance Road
Truart
5000 feet Aug. 8
Raymond McKee
Rose of the World
Special Cast
Warner Bros
7506 feet ..Nov. 21
Saddle Cyclone
Artclass Pict
4728 feet
Buffalo Bill Jr
Satan in Sables
Lowell Sherman
Warner Bros
7000 feet Oct! 24
Scarlet Saint, The
6880 feet .Nov. 21
Astor-Hughes
First National
Seven Sinners
Warner Bros
6286 feet Dec. 19
Marie Prevost
Shadow on the Wall
Creighton Hale
Lumas Film (S. R.) .5800 feet .Dec. 12
Simon the Tester
Prod. Dist. Corp
5070 feet .Oct. 24
Rich-O'Brien
Some Pun'kins
Chadwick fS. R.)
6500 feet. .Sept. 1»
Chas. Ray
S.O.S. Perils of the Sea. .Elaine Hammerstein. .Columbia Pict
5118 feet. .Dec. 26
Sporting Life
Universal
6763 feet Sept. 26
Special Cast
Stage Struck
Paramount
6691 feet Nov. 28
Gloria Swanson
Stella Dallas
10157 feet Nov. 28
Beimett-Colman
United Artists
Tessie
Arrow
6221 feet Oct. 24
McAvoy-Agnew
6839
feet. .Sept 19
Thank U
Fox
Special Cast
Unchastened Woman, The Theda Bara
Chadwick (S.R.)
6800 feet Jan. 2
6500
Under the Rouge
.Tom Moore
Assoc. Exhib
feet.. July 25
Unguarded Hour, The
6613 feet Dec. 5
Sills-Kenyon
First National
Wedding Song, The
7373 feet Nov. 28
Leatrice Joy
Prod. Dist. Coru
6609 feet Dec. 5
First National
We Moderns
Colleen Moore
Universal
6630 feet. .Aug. 29
Where Was I?
Reginald D^nay
Columbia
5625 feet Dec. 5
When Husbands Flirt .... Dorothy Rerier
Wild Girl
Truart (S. R.)
5800 feet
Louise Lorraine
Wyoming Wild Cat, The. .Tom Tyler
5156 feet. .Nov. 28
F. B. O
Assoc. Exhib

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3

.

.

.

.

OCTOBER

'.

!

Feature
American Pluck

Chadwick

George Walsh
R. Barthelmess

Beautiful City

First National

Prevost-Harlan
Louise Lorraine
%
Jack Hoxie
Jack Perrin
Cactus Trails
Eleanor Boardman
Circle, The
Art
Acord
Cyclone,
The
Circus
Corinne Griffith
Classified
Gish
Pirate..
Errol-D.
Make
the
Clothes
Irene Rich
Compromise
Buffalo
Bill,
Desert Demon, The
Jr

Golden Princess, The.

Heads Up
Heartless Husbands

.

.

.

.Bronson-Hamilton.
"Lefty" Flynn
Gloria Grey
Leatrice Joy

Hell's Highroad
Hurricane Horseman, TheWallv Wales
Richard Holt
In Search of a Hero
O'Brien-Bellamy
Iron Horse, The
Keeperof the Bees, The. .Robert Frazer
Mary Pickford
Little Annie Rooney
Kerry-Miller
Lorraine of the Lions
Daniels-Ford
Lovers in Quarantine

Luck and Sand
Man on the Box, The

Leo Maloney
Sydney Chaplin

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ruth Roland
.

.

.

778 1 feet .. Oct. 31
6500 feet Dec. 5
Tiffany (S.R.)
4506 feet Oct. 24
Universal
4800 feet
Madoc Sales
5511 feet. .Oct. 31
Metro-Goldwyn
4609 feet. .Aug. 22
Universal
6927 feet Oct. 17
First National
7000 feet. .Nov. 14
First National
Warner Bros
6586 feet Nov. 7
5012 feet
Artclass Pict
5860 feet. .Aug. 29
Truart (S. R.)
5611 feet. .Oct. 24
Fox
Metro-Goldwyn
6300 feet Oct. 17
7032 feet. .Oct.
Fox
3
6395 feet. .Sept. 19
.Paramount
feet.
.Nov.
21
5482
B.
F.
O
5000 feet Dec. 26
Madoc Sales
6084 feet Sept. 5
Prod. Dist. Corp
4440 feet
Artclass Pict
5000 feet Feb. 13
Gerson Pictures
Fox Film Corp. .10424 feet. Sept. 13 '24
6712 feet .Oct. 17
F. B. O
United Artists
8850 feet Oct. 31
Universal
6753 feet Aug. 15
.

The.Tom Mix
Special Cast
Exchange of Wives, An
Geo. O'Brien
Fighting Heart, The
.

.

Warner Brothers

Bobbed Hair
Borrowed Finery
Bnstin' Through

Dollar Down
Everlasting Whisper,

Length Reviewed
6000 feet July 1
6460 feet Nov. 1

Distributed by

J'tar

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Paramount

6.'570

.

Clarion Photoplays

Warner Bros

.

.

.

.

feet. .Oct.

24

.4903 feet

7282 feet

.

.

.

.

Oct.

10

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

DECEMBER
Feature

The

.

.

Length

Distributed by

Star

Leo Maloney
George Walsh
Bluebird's Seven Wives Lyon- Wilson-Sweet
Broadwav Lady
Evelyn Brent
Counsel for the Defense. .Peters-Compson
Blind Trail,

Clarion Photoplays

Chadwick

Blue Blood

.

.

.

.

.

.First National

F. B.
Assoc. Exhib

.

.

Reviewed

4900 feet
5600 feet. .Feb. 13
7774 feet Jan.
9
5500 feet. .Dec. 12
6022 feet. .Nov. 2!
.

.

Motion Picture News

1036

Film Book. Offices

.

.

4500 feet Dec
5709 feet. .Dec.
6000 feet
5823 feet Jan.
5989 feet Jan.
7500 feet .. Aug.
.

.

For

Dwert's Price, The

Buck Jones

DoB't
Fate of a

S. O'Neill-B. Roach. Metro-Goldwyn
Columbia Pict
Dorothy Revier
.

Flirt

Golden Strain, The
Goose Woman, The
Great Love, The

.

Fox

Special Cast
Special Cast

Reviewed

Length

Distributed by

Star

Feature

Owboy MMketeer, Th« .Tom Tyler

.

Universal

M-G-M
Dana-Agnew
The...W. Fairbanks-Corbin. Columbia Pict.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

19

23
2

22

•

(S.R.) 4779 feet. Feb.
Handsome Brute,
8983 feet. .Nov.
Rudolph SchUdkraut .. Universal
His People
6433 feet. .Jan.
M-G-M
Norma Shearer
Hi« Secretary
6610 feet. .Dec.
Warner Bros
Harlan-Miller
Hogan'g Alley
5794 feet .. Jan.
First National
Special Cast
Infatuation
7008 feet. .Nov.
Paramount
Thomas Meighan
Iriah Luck
7900 feet Dec.
First National
Mackaill-Mulhall
Joanna
9221 feet. .Dec.
Paramount
.Betty Bronson
Kiss for Cinderella, A.
7816 feet. .Dec.
Warner Brothers
Lady Windermere's Fan. .Special Cast
todga in the Wilderness,
6500 feet
Tiffany (S. R.)
The
6702 feet. .Nov
Paramount
Percy Marmont
Lord Jim
Jan.
Hampton-Kirkwood Assoc. Ezhib
Lover's Island
5417 feet. .Nov.
.Prod. Dist. Corp
Eltinge-Pennington
Madam Behave
5437 feet. .Dec.
Prod. Dist. Corp
Harry Carey
Man From Red Gulch
5699 feet. .Dec.
Metro-Goldvsryn
Mae Murray
Masked Bride, The
6200 feet. .Jan.
F. B.
Landis-Devore
Midnight Flyer, The
6500 feet. .Dec.
Tiffany (S. R.)
Tearle-MiUs
Morals for Men
5 reels
Jan.
Strongheart (dog) .... Assoc. Exhib
North Star, The
5920 feet. .Jan.
Lumas
Eva Novak
Northern Code, The
5800 feet
Truart (S. R.)
Louise Lorraine
Pals
5600 feet Dec.
Chadwick
Larry Semon
Perfect Clown, The
Dec.
Asso. Exhibitors
Glenn Hunter
Pinch Hitter, The
Warner Brothers .... 7202 feet Feb.
Pleasure Buyers, The .... Irene Rich
4911 feet.. Jan.
Richard Talmadge
F. B. O
Prince of Pep
5564 feet. .Dec
Metro-Goldwyn
Special Cast
Sally, Irene and Mary
5175 feet. .Dec.
"Lefty" Flynn
F. B.
Smilin' at Trouble
6000 feet. .Jan.
Special Cast
M-G-M
Soal Mates
7646 feet. .Dec.
First National
Anna 0- Nilsson
Splendid Road, The
Artclass Pict. (S. R.).4884 feet
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Streak of Luck, A
10253 feet .Dec.
Dempster-Fields
Paramount
That Royle Girl
7369 feet Jan.
Goudal-Ames
Prod. Dist. Corp
Three Faces East
4527 feet
Thondering Through
Buddy Roosevelt
Artclass Pict
4.557 feet. Dec.
Metro-Goldwyn
.Cody-Busch
Time, The Comedian.
4800 feet. .Nov.
Universal
Triple Action
Pete Morrison
United Artists
7254 feet .. Nov.
Tumbleweeds
Wm. S. Hart
4555 feet. .Dec.
Universal
Two Fisted Jones
Jack Hoxie
6352 feet. .Dec.
Wages for Wives
Special Cast
Fox
6515 feet. .Nov.
When the Door Opened.. .Special Cast
Fox
6353 feet Dec.
Paramount
Woman of the World, A Pola Negri
6765 feet .Jan.
Womanhandled
Richard Dix
Paramount
.

25

.

.

.

20
14
2
5
16

The

28
26
26
19

Dixie Merchant, The
Double Fisted
Drif tin' Thru
Far Cry, The
Fighting Cheat, The

21

Menjou-Vidor
Waiter
Half-Breed Hostler, The. Bob Custer

23

Heavy Odds

Universal

Chadwick

Length

Paramount

14

5
12
9

5
16

9

Rayart

(S. R.)

F. B.

O

Prod. Dist. Corp
Elaine Hammerstein. .Ginsberg Dist. Corp.

Checkered Flag, The

M-G-M
Fox

Enchanted

Hill,

.

.

The
Special Cast
The .... Nagel-Adoree

Fifth

De La Motte

Avenue

Fighting Edge, The
First Year, The

for

Love

Miracle of Life,

Morganson's Finish
My Own Pal
Night Cry, The

19
2

Night Watch, The
Outside the Law
Palace of Pleasure

20
14

28
5
5

First National

.

Norma Shearer

M-G-M

Special Cast
Leatrice Joy

Warner Bros
Prod. Dist. Corp
Warner Bros

7 reels.

Tiffany (S. R.)

6500 feet

Tom Mix

5467 f eet

Feb. 20
7 reels
5600 feet Feb. 20
6800 feet ... Feb. 6
5800 feet

16

Thrill Hunter,

Flaming Waters
Gilded Butterfly, The
Girl from Montmartre ... .La Marr-Stone
Golden Cocoon
Chadwick-Gordon.

9

.

9

Fox

.Feb.
6
.Jan. 30
.Jan. 16
Feb. 13
.Dec. 26
.Jan. 16
.Jan. 23

6200 feet
8 reels
7200 feet.
5883 feet

First National
.

Feb. 6
Feb. 20

.

.

.

.

.Warner Bros.
Griffith
Paramount
Bowers-de la Motte. .Assoc. Exhib
Prevost-Moore
Warner

Hands Up

.

Raymond

Hearts and Fists
His Jazz Bride
Hoodoo Ranch, The
Hosband Hunters

6
6

.

Paramount
Columbia

Fred Thomson

F. B.

Artclass Pictures .... 4800 feet
Tiffany
6500 feet.
I Do
Harold Lloyd
Assoc. Exhib
Just Suppose
Richard Barthelmess .First National
7 reels
.Jan.
tady from Hell
Blanche Sweet
.Feb.
Assoc. Exhib
6 reels
Little Giant, The
Glenn Hunter
Universal
6850 feet. .Jan.
Lure of the Wild
5570 feet Feb.
Columbia (S.R.)
Jane Novak
Mannequin
Special Cast
Paramount
6981 feet .Jan.
Man Rustlin'
Bob Custer
Film Book. Offices.. .4666 feet. Jan.
Marrying Money
Truart (S.R.)
5800 feet
Memory Lane
Boardman-Nagel
First National
.Jan.
Outsider, The
Fox
.5424 feet. .Jan.
J. Logan
Phantom of the Forest
Thunder fdog)
Lumas Film
5800 feet. .Feb.
Prince of Broadway
George Walsh
Chadwick
5800 feet. Ian.
Queen O'Diamonds
Evelyn Brent
F. B. O
5129 feet. Feb.
Reckless Lady
Belle Bennett
7336 feet Feb.
First National
Roaring Rider, The
Wally Wales
Artclass Pictures
4800 feet
Rocking Moon
Bowers-Tashman
6000 feet .Jan.
Prod. Dist. Corp
Sea Beast, The
John Barrymore
Warner Bros
6393 feet. .Jan.
Shadow of the Law
Bow-Lewis
Assoc. Exhib
5 reels
Feb.
Splendid Crime
Daniels-Hamilton .... Paramount
6000 feet .Dec.
Steel Preferred
William Boyd
Prod. Dist. Corp
6680 feet Dec.
Stella Maris
Mary Philbin
Universal
5786 feet .Jan.
Stop, Look and Listen .... Larry Semon
Pathe
5305 feet .Jan.
Sweet Adeline
Charles Ray
Chadwick
6000 feet .Jan.
Thrilling Youth
Billy West
Rayart (S.R.)
5000 feet.
Too Much Money
Nilsson-Stone
First National
.Jan.
" Lefty " Flynn
Traffic Cop, The
F. B. O
Trip to Chinatown, A
Special Cast
Fox
Western Pluck
Art Accord
Universal
4207 feet .Feb.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

What Happened to Jones Reginald Denny
Universal
When Lovt's Grows Cold. Mrs. Rudolph ValentinoF. B. O
Where the Worst Begins. Ruth Roland
Truart S.
f

.

.

R.)

White Mice
Without Orders

Leo Maloney

Associated Exhib
Clarion Photoplays.

Yankee Senor, The

Tom Mix

Foi

30
6

30
13

2
16
23
30

.

.

Age

Star

Distributed by

Boardman-Ray

M-G-M

Arizona Streak; The
Bar C Mystery, The

Laura La Plante
W. Beerv-Hatton
" Bob " Custer

Universal

The

Coming and Going
Earth Woman, The
Forbidden Waters

Buffalo Bill, Jr
Special Cast

Happiness
Hearts and Spangles
How to Train a Wife
Love Toy, The

Special Cast

Priscilla

in the Saddle,

Dean

6 reels

O

4851 feet

.

Universal
.

.

.

O
O

.F. B.
F. B.

Warner Brothers
Assoc. Exhib
Prod. Dist. Corp

F. B. O
Universal
Artclass Pictnres

Evelyn Brent
.Jack Hoxie
Buddy Roosevelt
.George Walsh

4800 feet

Artclass Pictnres

Warner Brothers
Chadwick (S. R.)

Prevost
Special Cast

APRIL

6
23
30
20
26
26

30
30
23
23

Feb. 1
Feb. 20
F <u b. 20
.

.

..

.

4837 feet. .Jan. 30
4800 feet

Chadwick

Wally Wales

Winning the Futurity

5738 feet

Universal

M-G-M

6

Review;ed

.

Fox

Syd Chaplin
Monty Banks
Rod La Rocque

.

6200 feet

Fox

Richard Talmadge

.

4800 feet

Film Book. Offices
Lumas Film
Assoc. Exhib
Warner Bros

Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Play Safe
Red Dice
Secret Orders
Six Shooting Romance.
Tangled Herds
Test of Donald Norton.
Vanishing Hoofs

4659 feet. .Jan. 23

Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal
Artclass Pictures
Assoc. Exhib
Prod. Dist. Corp

The. .Hoot Gibson

Non-Stop Flieht, The
Oh, What a Ntirse

5 reels

Bells,

The

Border Sheriff, The

Soecial Cast
Lionel Barrymore

Fox
Chadwick Pictures

Jack Hoxie

Universal
Universal
Clarion Photoplays.

House Peters
Leo Maloney
Fighting Shadows
Isle of Retribution, The. .Special Cast

Combat

;.:;;.• 1 r-' i." ,«
6<14 feet. .Feb. 20
4900 feet
•

.

.

Lumas Film (S. R.)
Universal

M. Moore-D. Devore. Warner Bros
Warner Bros
Irene Rich
Universal
Reginald Denny

:„„., Dec.
W

6887 feet

Distributed by

Star

Warner Bros

Costello-Harron
Pete Morrison

Universal
Universal

Hoot Gibson
Click of the Triangle T
Footloose Widow, The .... Irene Rich
Bnck Jones
Gentle Cyclone, The
.

Warner Bros
Fox
•

•

•

Warner Bros
Hell Bent for Heaven ... Monte Blue
Honeymoon Express, The M. Moore-D. Devore. Warner Bros
Universal
Jack Hoxie
Looking for Trouble
.

.

Loev Thief, The

Norman Kerry

.

'

:,k
26

Artclass Pict. (S. R.) 4800 feet

Baddy Roosevelt

.

.

••••••••.••:

Fox

Feature

Reviewed

Film Book. Offices
Warner Bros

.

Other Women's Husbands Blne-Prevost
Racing Blood
Rustlers Ranch
Art Acord
Sap, The
Silken Shackles
Skinner' s Dress Snit
Streets of Sin
Twin Triggers

Length

Distributed by

Star

Feature
Ace of Hearts

MAY

.

Reviewed

5800 feet

Warner Brothers

Lowell Sherman
Special Cast

Manhood

Man

Length

Assoc. Exhib
Universal

Valli-O'Brien

.

Paramount
F. B.

10063 feet Nov. 7
8173 feet. Sept. 12

M-G-M

Wanda Hawley

Chasing Trouble

6583 f eet

7 reels

Paramonnt
Paramonnt

Distributed by

Marion Davies
Beverly of Graustark
Lowell-Russell
Big Show, The
Pete Morrison
Blue Blazes
Broken Hearts of HollyHarlan-Miller
wood
Champion Lover, The
Hoot Gibson
Chip of the Flying U

2

Jan. 61

Length

Assoc. Exhib
Universal

Tom

Why Girls Go Back Home. Marie

FEBRUARY
Feature

Feb. 20

O

Truart (S.R.)
F. B. O
Tyler
Phillips-MacDonald. .Pathe
United Artists
Special Cast

of Indiscretion

Bride of the Storm

Aoction Block, The
Weantiful Cheat, The
Behind The Front
Beyond the Rockies

Jan. 30

MARCH

6

.

.

.

(S. R.)
Artclass Pict. (S. R.) 4800 feet

Collier, Jr

4900 feet
5 reels.

.

Chadwick

Star

Feature

Monte Carlo
My Old Dutch
Night Patrol, The

6
6700 feet .Dec. !»
7 reels
Feb. 13
5800 feet .Dec. 12

.

Jacquclin Logan

William

7 reels
5940 feet

Lumas Film

Special Cast

Jan. 23

.

Assoc. Exhib
Truart (S. R.)
Universal

Transcontinental Limited Special Cast
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Trumpin' Trouble
Bow-MacDonald
Two Can Play
Under Western Skies .... Norman Kerry
Vaiushing American, The .Dix- Wilson

Marriage

Buddy Roosevelt

.

Fox
First National

Fox

Sky High Corral
Song and Dance Man, TheTom Moore
Raymond McKee
Speed Limit, The

9

.

30

Johnny Hines

28
26

16

.Jan.

Special Cast
B. LyteU-L. Rich
Louise Lorraine
Art Acord

Special Cast

Wanderer, The

.

Truart (S. R.)
Universal (re-issue)

Dean-Chaney

The
Tough Guy, The

.

Fox
Warner Bros

Rin-Tin-Tin
Special Cast

Ship of Souls
Silent Witness, The

6117 feet. .Jan. 30

Paramount

M-G-M

Special Cast
Special Cast

Rainbow Riley
Road to Glory, The

5700 feet. .Feb. 13
7 reels .... Feb. 13

Prod. Dist. Corp
Assoc. Exhib

Busch-Marmont

The

6

F. B. O
.Coltmibia (S. R.)

Vera Reynolds

The

Moana
Money Talks

6314 feet. .Feb.

Fox

Monte Blue

Upstairs, The
Million Dollar Handicap,

6
12

!

Prod. Dist. Corp
5503 feet
Warner Brothers .... 7 reels
6038 feet.
Fox
F. B. O
5700 feet.

Harlan-Miller
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

.Jan. 30

M-G-M

Moore

Elaine Hammerstein

The

Little Irish Girl,

13
2
19
19

Metro-Goldwyn

Exquisite Sinner,

.

Clarion Photoplays. .. 4900 feet

Ladies of Leisure
Light Eternal

Bat,
.

.

O

F. B.

Colleen

.Nov. 14
Feb. 13
feet
Feb. 22

6 reels
.Jan.
6393 feet .Feb.
Prod. Dist. Corp
5660 feet. .Feb.
Universal
4539 feet
.GinsbergDist. Corp. .5781 feet. jan!
6326 feet Jan.
Paramount

.

4800 feet

Paramount

Special Cast
Special Cast

feet
feet.

Fox
Metro-Goldwyn

feet

5 reels

Artclass Pictures

Johnstown Flood, The
King of the Turf

Man

Reviewed

feet. .Jan.

5000

Rayart (S. R.)
Pathe
First National

Garbo-Cortez

Ibanez Torrent

26
12

6071 feet. .Feb. 13

(S. R.)

Cowboy and the Countess,
The
Buck Jones
Dance Madness
Windsor-Nagel
Danger Giri, The
Priscilla Dean
Demon, The
Jack Hoxie
Desperate Moment
Hawley-Von Eltz.

5000
6688
4954
7256

4450 feet. .Dec. 12

Universal

Leo Maloney

Metro-Goldwyn

M-G-M

5000 feet

Fox

Irene

Made

7931 feet ..Jan. 16
5418 feet ..Nov. 21

Universal

6300 feet. .Dec. 26

First National
Rayart (S. R.)

.

Distributed by

Reviewed

feet

Grand Duchess and the

JANUARY
Feature
Star
American Venus, The .... Special Cast
Arizona Sweepstakes, The.Hoot Gibson
Barrier, The
Kerry-Barrymore
Bashful Buccaneer, The .. Reed Howes
Black Bird, The
Lon Chaney
Blue Streak, The
Rich, Talmadge
Braveheart
Rod LaRocque

5000

Assoc Exhib
Warner Bros.

Pete Morrison
Norma Shearer
Special Cast
Jack Perrin
Harry Carey
Sweet-Mulhall
Wally Wales

Desperate Game, The
Devil's Circus,

Length

Distributed by
..Rayart (S.R.)

Star

Feature

Billy Sullivan
Broadway Billy
Glenn Hunter
Broadway Boob, The
Prevost-Moore
Cave Man, The
and
the
Kellys,
Cohens
Special Cast
The
George Walah
Cotint of Luxembourg
Special Cast
Dancer of Paris, The
Reed Howes
Danger Quest, The
Dangers of a Great City. .Special Cast

Umversal

Length

Reviewed

February 27

1926

,

Feature

1037
Distributed by
Universal

Star

Mary

Sally in our Alley
Sign of the Claw
Silent Simpson
Three Weeks in Paris.

.

.

.

Philbin

Length

Reviewed

Feature

.

.

.

Spooks
Felix

JUNE

Felix the Cat Trips

Star

.

.

.

.

.

Fighting Tailor, A
Fire Away
Fire Fighters, The

.

.

Flaming Affair,
Flym' Fool

A

Flying Wheels
Fly Time
Fool's Luck
For Sadie's Sake

Fraternity Mixup, A
Free Ride, A
Fresh Paint
From the Cabby's Seat
From Rags to Britches..

Releases
Distributed by

Neelv Edwards
.

.

.

Universal
Universal

Alt

Jjiscnon, Inc

.

Air Cooled
Alice Blues
Alice Plays Cupid
Alice the Jail Bird

" Aesop Fable "
Alice Ardell

All Abroad
Al's Trouble

" Helen
Al Alt

Pathe
F. B.

"

.

.

Special Cast
Charles Puffy
Charles Puffy
.

.

.

.

" Aesop Fable "

Barnyard Follies
Beauty Parlor, A

" Fat

Men

"

Be Careful
Jimmie Adams
Be Careful Dearie
Better Movies
"Our Gang "
Between Meals
Beware of Your Relatives Neely Edwards
Big City, The
Edna Marian
Big Kick, The
Mohan-Engle
Bombs and Bums
Hal Hodes
" Aesop Fable "
Bonehead Age, The
Brainstorm, The
Smith-Bennett
Brotherly Love
" Our Gang "
Buried Treasure
.

Be Good

Buster's Bust Up
Buster's Hunting Party
Buster's Nightmare
Buster's Nose Dive
By the Sea
California Here
Come
.

We

Hump

.

.

.

Trimble-Turner
Trimble-Turner
Trimble and Dog
Trimble-Turner
Arthur Trimble
Chas. Puffy
" The Gumps "

Captain Suds
Eddie Gordon
Careful Please
Lloyd Hamilton
Caretaker's Daughter, TheCharley Chase
Cat's Whiskers, The
Neely Edwards
Charley My Boy
Charles Chase
Cheap Skates
Lige Conley

Cheaper

to

Move

"Helen and Warren".

Chester's Donkey Party. ..Joe
Circus Day

Murohy

Cleaning Uo
Closer Than a Brother

"Aesop Fable"

Cloudy Romance
Constant Simp, The

Special Cast
Alberta Vaughn

Control Yourself

Smith-Bennett

Crashing Through
Criss-Cross Cruise,

Bowers
" Hodge-Podge "
Eddie Gordon
Glenn Tryon

Johnny Arthur

Cliff

A

Crowning the Count
Cuckoo Love
Cupid a La Carte

Florence Gilbert

Cupid's Victory

Wanda Wiley

Cured

Hams

Jack Richardson

Custard's Last Wallop

Dancing Daddy
Jack Duffy
Dangerous Curves Behind. Mack Bennett
" Aesop Fable "
Day's Outing, A
Day's Pleasure,

A

Charles Chaplin

Dinky Doodle at the Circus
Dinky Doodle in the Hunt
Dizzy Daddies
Dog Dare
Bowes-Marlowe
Dog's Life, A
Don't Stop
Don't Butt la

Charles Chaplin

Do Your Duty

"Snub "

Cliff

Dumb

Friend, A
East Side, West Side

Bowes
Pollard

Arthur Lake

Bdacating Buster
Eighteen Carat

Trimble-Tunier

New York

Enriish

Channel

I reel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Edna Marian
Swim,

ihe

" Aeaop Fable "

Failure
Special Cast
Faint Heart
Charles Puffy
Fair But FooUsb
Jimmie Adami
Fair Warning
Al St. John
Felix the Cat Bosta Into

Educational
Universal
Universal
F. B.

Fox
Pathe
F. B.

Pathe
Pathe

.

Fox

2 reels

Pathe

Fox

I reel
2 reels

UniTersal
Educational
Educational

2 reels
2 reels

1 reel

1 reel

Walking

.

In Deep
Inventors,
Isn't

.

.

.

10

.

28

..'.'...'.
.'.

'
.

.

.

.

Day
Bowes

Charles Puffy
" Hey Fellas "
" Cartoon "

The

reel

I

reel

"Cartoon "

Educational

1

reel

Feb. 13

Educational

1

reel

Jan. 23

Kept on

.Oct. 24^

.

Feb.

6^

.
.Jan. 3(>
reel
1 reel
2 reels .... Dec. 2b2 reels
2 reels .... Sept. 1
2 reels
1 reel
Dec. 122 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
.

1

Fox
Pathe
Bischoff, Inc

Fox
Pathe
F. B.

.

2 reels
2 reels.

Pathe
Pathe

O

Educational
Educational
Universal

.

23'
21-

reel
Pathe
2 reels ... Jan. 2.'»
Universal
1 reel
Jan. 23
Educational
2 reels. . .Nov. 14
Educational
1 reel
Nov. 14
Pathe
2 reels
Dec. 26Film Book. Offices. ..1 reel
F. B.
1 reel
Pathe
2 reel
.... B'way Dist. Corp .... 2 reels
Pathe
1 reel
.

.

.

.

.

.

Pathe
Pathe

2 reels

Educational

Pathe

.

.

1

reel

2 reels.

Educational
Universal

Than Air
"Aesop's Fables "
Lion and the Monkey, The." Aesop Fables "
" Aesop's Fables "
Little Brown Jug, The
Little Red Riding Hood
.Baby Peggy

.

.

.

Live Cowards

Long Pants
Love and Kisses
Love and Lions
Love My Dog
Maid in Morocco
Maizie Won't Tell
Mail Coach, The
Mamma Behave

Gleim Tryon
Alice Day
Special Cast

Arthur Lake
Lupino Lane
Alberta

Vaughn

" Aesop's Fables "

Ralph Graves
.Charles Delaney
" The Gumps "

Girl
.

Charles Puffy

Stars

Swedie

Neal

Bums

.

.

.

. .

Oct

lO

.Dec,

S

reel

Feb. IS

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1

reel

Davis Dist

2 reels

Red Seal
Red Seal
Red Seal
Red Seal

1 reel

Pathe

Lighter

I

.

Bowes

F. B.

Sept. 5
Sept. 5

Educational
Educational

reel
Nov
1 reel
Jan.
1 reel
Oct.
2 reels
2 reels .... Dec.
2 reels. . . .Feb.
2 reels

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Universal
Educational

2 reels

1

Pict

Pathe
Pathe

Fox
Universal
Educational
F. B.

3

5

b

reels
reels
Feb. IS
reels .... Oct.
>
reels
1 reel
Dec.
2 reels .... Oct. 17
2 reels

!

2 reels

Bischoff, Inc

2 reels.

Universal
Universal
Universal
Educational

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Winkler
Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

14
23

Jan. 3(k
Oct. 10
Feb. IS

2
2
2
2

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

2 reels

(S. R.)

Educational
Universal
Educational
Educational

No Father to Guide Hint. Charles Chase
Pathe
Number One Society, A ."East Side, West Side"Fox
.

Oh Baster
On Edge
On the Links

19-

reel

2 reels.

Universal
Universal

Special Cast
Lige Conley
Lige Conley

.

Educatioiwl

.Dec.

.

O

F. B.

Laughing Ladies

Ntirsery Troubles
Nuts and Squirrels
Off His Beat
Officer No. 13
Officer of the Day

" Cartoon "

1

Fox

Ko-Ko Nuts
Ko-Ko Packs 'Em In
"Cartoon"
" Cartoon "
Ko-Ko Steps Out
Ko-Ko on the Run (Out-of-Inkwell)
Lame Brains
Alice Ardell

My
My
Not. 21

Pathe

.

Cliff

Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.

Sept. 26

.

reel
Feb. 13
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels .... Jan 30
2 reels .... Oct. 1
2 reels. . . .Oct. 31
2 reels .... Feb. 20
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
Dec. ^

Tennek Film Corp

Neeley Edwards
Universal
" Aesop's Fable "... .Pathe
" Dinky Doodle "
F. B.

A

.

21

Universal
Universal
Universal

Raymond McKee

Merchant of Weenies.
Min's Away
Min's Home on the Cliff .Toe Murphy
Min Walks In Her Sleep. ." The Gumps "
Misfit Sailor, A
Billy Dooley
" Kraxy Kat "
Monkey Business
" Our Gang "
Monkey Business
Moonlight and Noses
Clyde Cook
More Mice Than Brains " Aesop Fable "
Movies, The
Lloyd Hamilton

21

reel
reel

Tennek Film Corp

Muddled Up

I

Educational

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

Bowes

Meet

26

1

1

Aug. 29

28

1

2 reels ... Jan.
1 reel
Nov.

Cliff

Again

My

2 reels .... Jan. 302 reels .... Nov. 28-

Universal

Arthur Lake
Walter Hiers

Lickety Split
Light Housekeeping
7

2 reel s

Universal

Kick

Klynick,

.

Pathe

Keep Trying

Me

.

" Aesop Fable "
Chas. Puffy
Alice

Love Cuckoo

June Bride,
Just Spooks

.

Edna Marian

Cliff

Jlminy Crickets

31

30'

1

Universal

The

14

with

...

Cat

12

17

Jan.

1

2 reels.

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

John
Johnny Arthur
.Neeley Edwards

.

Educational
Educational

Pathe
Pathe

Al. St.

.

"Cartoon"
Farm." Cartoon"

the

10

30

26

Reviewed'

reel
reel

Fox

Special Cast
AUce Ardell

.

reel

Felix

19

Feb. is
Dec. 12

2 reels
2 reels

Educational
Educational
Educational
F. B. O
Universal
Universal

Neeley Edwards
" O. Henry "

Hotsy Totsy
Alice Day
How the Bear Got His Short Tail
How the Elephant Got His Trunk
Hug Bug, The
Gleim Tryon
Humming Birds, The
Buddy Messinger
" Aesop Fable "
Hungry Hounds
" Aesop's Fable "
Hunting in 1950
Hurry, Doctor
Ralph Graves

20

1 reel. ..

I

Flirto

10

.

Universal
UniTersal

Universal

Pathe

.

The
Honor System, The
Horse Laugh
Hot Cakes for Two
Hot Dog
Hot Doggie
Hot Feet

23

Universal

Educational

.

Pathe

Fox
Fox

Al Alt

Honeymoon Hotel, The
Honeymoon Squabble,

23
20

Paths
Pathe

Pathe

.

Bevan
Ralph Graves
Wanda Wiley
" Aesop Fable "

Hold Everything
Hold Tight
Hold Your Hat
Home Cured

20

Nov.

Educational

.

Her Lucky Leap
Wanda Wiley
" Aesop Fable "
Hero Wins, The
Hired and Fired
Paul Parrott
His Own Lawyer
Perry-Cooley
His Wooden Wedding .... Charlie Chase
Hollywouldn't
Johnny Sinclair
Hold Everybody
Perry-Cooley

13
10

reels
reel
reels
reel
reel
reels
I reel
3 reels
1 reel.
1 reel..
1 reel

Educational

Fate

.

Pathe
2
Pathe
I
Pathe
2
Film Book. Offices ... 1
Film Book. Offices ... 1
Pathe
2

reel

the

.Feb. 13
Sept. 5

.

I

Flames
FeUx the Cat

.

reel
Universal
1 reel
Universal
2 reel
Feb.
Pathe
i reel
Oct.
1 reel
Feb.
Pathe
1 reel
Fox
2 reels
Educational
1 reel
Jan.
Pathe
2 reels ... Feb.
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels ... Jan.
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Universal
1 reel
Oct.
Universal
2 reels
Film Book. 0£aces...l reel
Universal
2 reels .... Dec.
Educational
2 reels
Feb.
Pathe
2 reels .... Oct.
Universal
I reel
Pathe
2 reels
Jan.
Educational
2 reels
Dec
Fox
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Pathe
2 reels
Educational
2 reels
Nov.
Pathe
1 reel
Fox
2 reels ... Oct.
F. B.
2 reels
Fox
2 reels ... Nov.
Educaitonal
1 reel
Educational
1 reel
Univerial
2 reels
Pathe
2 reels .... Oct.
Fox
2 reels
Dec.
Universal
2 reels
Bischoff, Inc
2 reels .... Oct.

Educational

Felix the Cat on the
Felix the Cat Fans

.

1

Tennek Film Corp
Educational
2 reels.

.

.

.Billy

.

Helpful Al

2 reels .... Aug. 22
1 reel
Jan. 30
2 reels
Nov. 7

reel

_ S"^?- •-

Jan. 30

O

Educational
Educational

Educational

.

reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels.
1 reel

1

w

reel
2 reels
3Dec.
2 reels .... Jan. 23
2 reels .... Nov. 7
1 reel
2 reels .... Jan. 302 reels
Dec. 26^
2 reels
1 reel

Educauonal
Fox

.

Dec. 19

I

E<iuv«.<onal

•

reel

Arthur Lake
.
.

.

2 reels .... Dec. 12

Business
"Cartoon
Felix the Cat in Blunderland
"Cartoon*'
FeUx the Cat In EaU Are
•,•
•-,•;." Cartoon "
y®*tX
FeUx the Cat in The Cold
•

1

Educational

Going Good
Gold Rush, The
" Our Gang "
Good Cheer
Good Morning Madam
Ralph Graves
Goofy Gob, A
Billy Dooley
Gooseland
Alice Day
Gosh Darn Mortgage, The
Great Open Spaces, The " Aesop Fable "
Green-Eyed Monster, The Arthur Lake
Half Fare
Arthur Lake
Happy Go Lucky
Neeley Edwards
Hard to Hold
" Aesop Fable "
Haunted House, The
Heart Breaker, The
Special Cast
Heavy Love
"Fat Men ".

Feb. 20

Pox
2 reels
L.B.ComweU(S.R.).l reel

Ebony Clean Op
Elsie in

Fox
Universal

" Dinky Doodle "
Bad Man, The
Bankrupt Honeymoon, A. .Special Cast

Camel's

(S. R.)
(S. R.)

Reviewed

Length

Tennek Film Corp

Are Golfers Cuckoo?
Bachelor's Babies
Back to Nature
Badly Broke

Buster

O

Winkler
Winkler

& Warren

Educational

" Cartoon "
Lupino Lane

Alice Ardell

Funnymooners

Can Happen
Al
Account of Monte Crisiu

" Cartoon "

Jimmie Adams
Lloyd Hamilton

.

Absentminded

reel

Al St. John
" Aesop's Fable "
Special Cast
Sid Smith
Wanda Wiley
" Aesop Fable "
... Lupino Lane

Framed

Accidents

I

Thru

Weather
Fighting Dude, The

.

Star

1 reel

Educational

Toyland

.

Feature

Educational

" Cartoon "

1

Felix the Cat Weathers the

.

Comedy

" Cartoon"

Cat Tries the

the

Trades

Length Reviewed
Distributed by
Universal
Escape, The
Pete Morrison
Warner Bros
Dorothy Devore
Gilded Highway, The
.Warner Bros
Hero of the Big Snows, A.Rin Tin Tin (dog)
Warner Bros
Passionate Qnest, The.
Marie Prevost
Universal
Reginald Denny
Rolling Home
Universal
4664 feet Dec. 5
Scrappin' Kid, The
Art Acord
Warner Bros
Social Highwayman, The Harlan-Miller
Chadwick-Russell .... Universal
7207 feet Jan. lb
Still Alarm, The
Clarion Photoplays (S. R.) 4900 feet
Yellow Contraband
Leo Maloney
Feature

1

.

.

5925 feet
Clarion Photoplays (S. R.) 4900 feet.
Warner Bros
6050 feet

Length

Distributed by
Educational
Educational

Star

Felix the Cat on the Job
" Cartoon "
Felix the Cat Laughs It Off " Cartoon "
Pehx the Cat Spots the

Lumas Film

Thunder (dog)
Leo Maloney
Moore-DeTore

I

.

.

.Sept.

12

Oct.

»

Oct.

S

Oct.

3

reel

2 reels

2 reels
1 reel

2 reels
1

reel

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Jan. 23
Sept.

6

.

Edna Marian

Universal

" Aesop Fable "
Walter Hiers
Eddie Gordon

Pathe

1 reel

Educational
Universal

2 reels. ...Sept. 12

Fox

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

Special Cast
Arthur Trimble
Lije Conler

"Fat

Men"

Universal
Educational
F. B.

2 reels.... Oct. 24
1 reel

2 reels

Feb. 13
Nov. 7

Motion P

1038
Feature

Distributed by

Star

One Wild Night
One Wild Ride

Neely Edwards

Only Son, The
Oo-La-La

Paul Parrott

Pathe
Pathe

Bobby Vernon

Educational

Or What Have You

Alberta Vaughn
Mack Sennett

Our Gang

Over There-Abouts
Papa, Be Good
Parisian Knight, A

Glenn Tryon
Earle Foie

1

" East Side "
Paul Parrott
" Helen & Warren "
"Sheiks and Shebas"
"Sheiks and Shebas"
"Sheiks and Shebas"
"Sheiks and Shebas"
Neely Edwards
Charles Puflfy
" Krazy Kat "

Pawnshop Politics
Pay the Cashier
Peacemakers, The
Peggy in a Pinch
Peggy's Heroes
Perfect Lie, The
Phoney Express, The
Pie Eyed Pie
Pike's Pique
Piping Hot

Pleasure Bent
Pleasure Bound
Prep School
Punch in the Nose,
Quick Service

.

.

Peggy's Pests
Peggy's Putters

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2 reels

Fox
Fox

2 reels

Pathe

Feb.
reel
reels .... Nov.
reels
reels .... Oct.
reels
reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
Oct.
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels .... Aug.
1 reel
Oct.
2 reela
1 reel
Dec.
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels

Fox
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis

Dist
Dist
Dist
Dist
Universal
Universal

Pathe
Educational
Educational

" Van Bibbers "
Jack Cooper

Fox

Run Tin Can

Bums-Steadman

Educational
Edacational
Film Book. Offices

Alice Ardell

Harry Langdon
Jimmy Aabrey
Al Alt
Special Cast

Scrambled Eggs
Sea Scamps
Shoes
Should Sailors Marry
Sky Bound
Sky Hooks
Sky Jumper, The

Big Boy
Special Cast
Clyde Cook
Al. St.

Slippery Feet

Down

Smash Up, The
Soapsuds Lady, The
Social Triangle,
Soft Pedal
Solid Ivory

So Long

Somewhere

Spot Light
Starvation Blues
Stranded
Strong for Love
Swest and Pretty

Sweet Marie
Sweet Pickle,

Alice

.

Trimmed
Tune Up

in

1

.

Ugly Duckling, The
Uncle Tom's Gal
Uaderstudy, The
Uneasy Three, The

Weak

Men"

Educational
Bdacatioaal

2

Universal
.^.

"i.

Diit. Corp

.

.

.

Fox
Pathe
Universal

Pathe
Universal
Universal

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

Walter Hiers

Westward Ho
Chas. Paffy
What's the World Coming
To
Clyde Cook
What's Up
Cliff Bowes
When Hell Froze Over. .Hal Hodes
Parrott-Ralston

Jimmie Adams

Who^s Which
Wicked City, The
Wide Open Faces
Wife Tamers

Cliff

Wildcats of Paris

"Aesop Fable"

Bowes

" Aesop Fable "
Ralph Graves
Cook-L. Barrymore

Windjammers, The

.

.

.

.

.

1

reel
reel
reels
reel
reels
reel

1

reel

1

.

Emma

2
2
2
2

.

.

.

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe
Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

"Aesop Fable "
Window Dammy, The .... Ralph Graves
Winning Pair, A
Waoda Wiley
Universal
Wireless Lizzie
Walter Hiers
Educational
" Helen and Warren "Fox
Woman of Letters, A
Working tor the Rest
Johnny Sinclair
Bischoff (S. E.)
Wrestler, The
Earle Foxe
Fox
Yearning for Love
Wanda Wiley
Universal
Yes, Yes, Babette
Bobby Vernon
Educational
Your Husband's Past
Special Cast
Pathe
" Our Gang "
Tonr Own Back Yard
Pathe

1

Jan. 23
Dec. 12
Feb. 20
Jan. 30

Oct.

2 reels.

2 reels

.

.

.

.

io

.Jan. 23

.

reel
Nov. 21
1 reel
Feb. 20
2 reels .... Dec. 19
2 reels
Oct. 24
2 reels
1

Ml Astride

(Sportlight)

William Desmond

Holmes)

Outings For All (Sportlight)
Modes in Color

Distributed by
Universal

Pathe

5

Feb.

6

.Jan. 30

.

reel

Short Films Syn

2 reels
1 reel

Universal
Edacational

2 reels

Oct.

1 reel

Nov. 14

Pathe

1 reel

Sept. 26
Dec. 26

.

10

Sept. 26

2 reels
.

3 reels

Pathe

Parisian

1 reel
1 reel

Educational
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal

(Serial)

Queen of the Hills
Josie Sedgwick
Raid, Tha (Mustang Series)
Range Law (Mustang Series)
Rider of the Pass (Mustang Series)
River Nile, The (Variety)

Jan. 30

10 episodes
2 reels

H

2 reels

Oct.

2 reels
2 reels

Nov. 23

Fox

1

Universal

2 reels

Pathe

1 reel

Oct.
Oct.

Rsstlers of Boulder Caayon,The(Mastang Series)
Rustler's Secret The (Mustangl
RoaUin' Kid, The (Mnstang Series)
Scarlet Streak, The (Serial) Jack Daugherty
Shadows of the Tiger
Shakespeare (Gems of the Screen)

Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal

2 repls

Nov. 21

Shooting at Time (Sportlight)

Pathe

Shootin' Wild (Mustang Series)
Silvery Art
Sky Skidder, The
Sky Tribe, The (Variety)
Songs of Ireland (Music Film)

Universal
Red Seal

Road From Latigo, The (Mustang
Runaway Taxi, A (Storeoscopik)

Seriaa)

Tennek Film Corp..

Red

Seal

Bischoff

Fox

2 reels
10 episodes
.2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
Oct. 24
2 reels
Sept. 26
10 episodes
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
Oct.
S

The (Hodge Podge)
Strenuous Life, The (Sportlight)
Taking Chances (Mustang Series)

Pathe

1

Universal

2 reels

Pathe

1

Educational

Then and Now (Sportlight)
Tiger Hunt, The
Hal Hodes,

1

Fox

Too Many Bucks (Mustang Series)
Top Hand (Edmund Cobb)
Tricked (Mustang Series)
Uncle Tom's Cabin

Universal
Universal
Universal
F. B. O

Uprising Generation (Sportlight)
Walloping Wonders (Sportlight)
What Price Touchdown (Sportlight)
Whirlpool, The (Variety)

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

1

2

2
2
1
1
1

1

Fox
Fox
Fox

White Paper (Variety)
With Pencil, Brush and Chisel (Variety)
Wild Beasts of Borneo
Wild West (Serial) Ferguson-Mulhall

Educational

Winged Rider, The
Edmund Cobb
Winking Idol, The (Serial)Desmond-Sedgwick

Pathe
Pathe
.

.

Universal

17
3

2 reels

Songs of Scotland (Music Film)
Starting an Argument (Sportlight)
Story Teller,

Nov. 28

reel

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

.

.

.

Coming

Dec. 19
Feb. 13

Oct

1
1
1

Feb. 20

reel

reel
Feb. 20
reel
reel
reels
Nov. 21
reels
Dec. 19
reels .... Sept. 12
reel
reel
Feb. 6
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reels
.Sept. 12
episodes .Sept. 12
reels
Feb. 13

2
10
2
10 episodes
.

.

Feature
30 Below Zero

Length

Attractions

3

Reviewed

10 episodesOct. 34
1 reel
Jan. 30

Distriboted by

Star

Length

Reviewed

Fox

Accused
of the South Seas
AlUrs of Desire
Amatenr Gentleman, The
Apache Princess

Aloma

—

10

.Dec.

2 reels .... Oct. 31
2 reels
Aug. 29

Short Subjects
Feature
A ce of Spades (Serial)

1

.Oct.
.

.

Cranfield 4 Clark .... 1 reel ....Dec. 19
Educational
1 reel
Universal
2 reels
Jan. 30
Educational
1 reel
Dec. 5
Red Seal Pict
1 reel
Sept. 5
Universal
2 reels .... Feb.
5
Educational
1 reel
Feb. 6
Red Seal Pict
1 reel
Oct.
3
Fox
1 reel
Aug. 29
Educational
1 reel
Universal
2 reels

Carolina (Variety)

&

.

.

reel

Fox

Universal

Neptune's Domain

Wild

Fox

Arrow
Teunek Film Corp

Magic Hour, The
Magical Movies (Hodge Podge)
Man With a Scar, The (Fred Humes)
Marionettes (Hope Hampton)
Marvels of Motion (Series)
Montana of the Range
Josie Sedgwick
Mother Goose's Movies (Hodge Podge)
My Bonnie (Ko-Ko Series)

Perils of the

1

.

Life's Greatest Thrills
Lightning Hutch (Serial)
Lightnin' Strikes

(Corbett

reel

lo episodes
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Universal
2 reels
Cranfield & Clarke. .2 reels
Universal
2 reels.
Chesterfield M. P. Co.
(S. R.)
2 reels

Knickknacks of Knowledge (Hodge Podge)
Leaps and Bounds (Sportlight)

My Own

1

2 reels.

Pathe
Pathe

Shop (Variety)

One Wild Time

Feb. 13

Jan. 30
10 episodes
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
Sept. 2*

Rayart

Red Seal Pict
F. B. O
Universal

Toiling for Rest (Variety)

Whispering Whispers

Wh<ja

17

2

Pathe

Bobby Vernon

Whistling Lions

Oct.

Pathe
Pathe

F. B.

.Special Cast
Special Cast
Charles Puffy

But Willing

Feb. 13

reel

I

Pathe

"Aesop Fable"
Edna Marian

Wandering Papas
Wandering Willies
Watch Out

28

Feb. 20

Serial
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel

Pathe

Remember

I

31
5

2 reeN

Universal

Grinning Fists (Fred Humes)
Gunless Bad Man, The
Hearts of the West
Edmund Cobb
Her First Night in Philadelphia
Hero of Piperock
Corbett-Holmes
His Pal
In a China

Educational

Fox

.

.

With Death
Long Neck, The
Gold Trap, The (Mustang Series)
Great Arena, The (Sportlight)
Green Archer, The (Serial) Ray-Miller

Iron Trail Around (Variety)
Just Cowboys (Mustang Series)

2 reels ...

Edacational

Special Cast
Alice Day

.

Flirting

SI

Pathe

Bowes-Marlowe

Universal
Red Seal Pict

12

20

.

Pathe

Fox

Fight Within, The
George Larkin
Film Facts (Series No. 1)
Flame Fighter, The (Serial) Herbert Rawlinson
Flaming West, The (Mustang Series)
Flashes of the Past

Nov. 21

1 reel. . . . .Sept.
2 reels. . .Feb.
2 reels .... Oct.
2 reels .... Dec

Fox

Egypt Today

28

Edacational
Educational
Universal

Universal

Arthur Lake
Charles Chase
Jas. Finlayson
"Aesop Fable "
Clyde Cook

Unfriendly Enemies
Up in the Air

.

14

1 reel
1 reel

.Pathe
.Pathe
Universal
Lupino Lane
Educational
"Helen and Warren" .Fox

.

.

2*

reels
Not. 14
reels
Sept. 12
reels .... Oct. 24
reels. . .Dec. t*
2 reels .
Sept. 5
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels .... Ang. 29
2 reels
Oct. 24
2 reels
2 reels
Nov. 21
2 reels
Oct. 31
2 reels
3 reels
1 reel
Jan. 23
1 reel
Jan. 30
2 reels. . .Feb
5
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels .... Sept. 1
2 reels
Aug. 15
2 reels
Oct. SI
2 reels.
.Feb. 20
1 reel
1 reel
Sept. 24
2 reels
Oct.
t
1 r*«l
2 reels
Nov. 21
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
A«g. 29
2 reels
Dec. IS
1 reel
Oct.
9

B'way

Gold

.2

.

17
13

1 reel

Three Wise Goofs
"Fat Men "
P. B.
Too Much Mother-in-Law Constance Darling .... Universal
Tourist, The
Johnny Arthur
Edacational
Transients In Arcadi*.

.

Oct.
reel
reels. . .Feb.
reels
Aug.
reels. .. .Nov.
reels
reel
reels
reels .... Oct.
Nov.
reel
reels
reels.
.Nov.

2 reels
2 reels .... Sept. 2t

Pathe

for

Time Flies
Too Many Relations

Educational
Universal

Pathe
Pathe

Pox

"Aesop's Fables
Charles Puffy

.

22

Colorful Fashions From Paris (Novelty)
Crook Buster, The (Mustang)
Cuba Steps Out (Variety)
Dixie Doodle (Sportlight)

Arrow

Special Cast

Harry Langdon..

2

Universal
Bischoff (S. R.)
Educational

Ralph Graves
Bddie Gordon

A

Love
There He Goes
Three Blind Mice
Tight Cargo

1

'.

Edna Marian

"Fat

I

2
2

Pathe
Pathe

Day

Lige Conley
Clyde Cook

Take Your Time

2
2

Pathe

Wanda Wiley

Tailoring

2

2

.

Oct. 31
Oct. 24

reel
reel
Jan. 30
1 reel
2 reels
3 reels .... Oct. 24

Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
.Pathe

10

Film. Book. Offices. .2 reels
Universal
1 reel

Neeley Edwards
" Aesop Fable "

A

Fox
Pathe

Pathe

Special Cast
Alberta Vaughn

Spanish Love
Spanking Breezes
Speedy Marriage, The
Spooky Spooks

2 reels
1

.

Feb. 20

I
1

Educational
Pathe
Pathe

(Serial)

Pathe

5

Reviewed

2 reels

Pathe
Pathe

Parrott-Ralston
" Our Gang "
" Juvenile "

Clever Feet (Sportlight)

19

\cw

c

Length

Co

Cranfield & Clarke
(S. R.)
Red Seal Pict

Game (Mu5tangi
Boandary Line, The (Mustang Series)
Breakin' Loose (Mustang Series)
Call of Hazard, The (Fred Humes)
Casey of the Coast Guard (O'Hara-Ferguson)

Fox

Mohan-Engle
West

Somewhere

Universal
Educational
Educational

Educational
Educational
Universal

Billy
in

3 reels .... Feb.

Dist.

)

.

Big

SI

II

reel
Fihn Book. Offices. ..2 reels
Pathe
1 reel
F. B. O
2 reels ...
Pathe
3 reels ....

Barrier Busters (Sportlight)

.2 reels

2 reels

Bobby Vernon
Cliff Bowes
" The Gumps "

10

t

1

(Series)

Are Parents Pickles?
At Home

Baby Be Good
Bar-G Mystery

B'way

Giraffe's

Pathe

Educational
Edacational

Day

7

F. B.

Fox

" O. Henry "
Charles Parrott

So's Your Old Man
So This is Paris

Tea

John

20

2 reels
. .

Flight,

Buddy Messinger
Hal Hodes
"Fat Men "
Mohan-Engle
Alberta Vaughn
The

Animated Hair Cartoons

1

2
2
2
2
2

2 reels .... Oct. SI
2 reels .... Feb. 20

(S. R.)

Earle Foxe

Alice

A

Bill

Taxi War,

BischoS

Dooley

Billy

Saturday Afternoon
Saving a Safe
Scandal Hunters

Slow

.

Pathe
Arrow

A

Dec. 5
Dec. 1»

2 reels

Amundsen Polar
Angelas, The

c

Distriboted by

Featnr*
All for a Girl
All for a Queen
All Tied Up
All Wool

Amazing Mazie

2 reels

Pathe
Pathe

Universal
Universal
Educational
Universal

Bowes

.

F. B.

Raisin' Trouble
Reporter, The
Roomers Afloat

Salty Sap,
Salute

Dec. 12

2 reels

Filic

" Felix the Cat "

Rainbow's End, The
Rainy Knight, A

Reriewed

reel
2 reels
1

Winkler (S. R.)
Book, Offices.

Alberta Vaughn
Al Alt
Charles Puffy
Lige Conley
Arthur Lake
Special Cast
Cliff

Leagth

Universal

"

i

.

.

.

Special Cast
Inde. Films
Gilda Gray
Paramount
Special Cast
M-G-M
Richard Barthelmess. First National

5000 feet. .Jan. 16
\
.'

.

Wilson-Gerber

Ancient Mariner, The .... Special Cast

.

.

Davis Dist.-Vital

Fox

5548 feet

.

.

Jan.. 30

February 27

1926

,

Length
Distributed by
B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
First National

Star

Feature
Aristocrat,
Atlantis

1039

The

Special Cast

Back Slapper, The
BadlHabits
Barriers of Fire
Battling Butler

M-G-M
Astor Dist. (S. R.)

Killer,

Warner Bros

La Boheme
Lady of the Harem, The
Lady of Leisure

Paramount

Ben Hur

Bom

Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

M-G-M
M-G-M
M-G-M
M-G-M

Laura La Plante
John Gilbert
Douglas Fairbanks

Universal

;

12000 feet. Jan. 16
12550 feet Nov. 23

Metro-Goldwyn
.

.

.

.

United Artists

Special Cast

Paramount

Franklyn Famom
Special Cast

Inde. Pict. (S. R.)
5 reels.
Jone 6
Phil Goldstone (S.R.)5000 feet
13
.Feb.
3100
feet.
F. B. O

Tom

to Battle

Borrowed Plumes
Broken Homes
Brooding Eyes

,

.

.

Tyler

Daw- Welch

Arrow

Lake-Glass
Lionel Barrymore

Astor Dist

.

.

.

Harvard

of

Charity Ball, The
Maker's
Cigarette

P

Syd Chaplin

Coney Island

Special Cast

.

Demon

Rex

.

Priscilla

5000 feet
Davis Dist.-Vital .... 5000 feet

Dependable Films

Sun

.

.

.

F. B.

.

.

Jan.

.

.

Aog.

9
2

Perry.

(S.R.)5000 feet. .Feb. 13

.First

.

Fighting Fate
Fighting Heart,

The

Feb. 1 3

.

.

Fox
5000 feet
Davin Dist.-Vital. ... 5 reels.
July 11
Rayart (S. R.)
4991 feet Feb. 6
Bud Barsky Prod.
(S. R.)
5000 feet
Inde. Pict. Corp.(S.R.) 4630 feet
Rayart (S.R.)
5000 feet
Phil Goldstone

Frank Merrill

Gloria Swanson
Special Cast

Fleet Foot
Flight to the Hills,

Cody

Billy Sullivan

.... Special

Cast

Flying Fool, The
Forest of Destiny,
Forever After

Dick Jones

The
Corinne Griffith
Harold Lloyd
Ben Wilson
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

For Heaven's Sake
Fort Frayne

Four Stragglers, The
Friends
Frisco Sal

Galloping Dude, The
Gambling Chaplain, The
of Allah,

.

.

The

Paramonnt
Davis Dist

feet. .Aog.

The

Astor Dist. (S. R.)

Special
Special
Special
Special

World

.

.

Not.

7

.

.

4800 feet

.

.

Jan.

9

Cast
Cast
Cast
Cast

Olmstead-Arthar

Davis Dist.-Vital

Sept 26

M-G-M
Fox

4800 feet .. Jan. 16

O

F. B.
First National

Whitman Beimett ... 7

reels

Carabine

Her Kingdom

Jason
Justice of the Far North

Special Cast

Corinne Griffith
Special Cast

Arrow
.

M-G-M
M-G-M

Dorothy Gish

Paramou:nt
Prod. Dist. Corp

of

.

.

7 reels

M-G-M
M-G-M

Paramount
Fo x
Fox

Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis

6 reels.

.

.

Universal

M-G-M
Universal

Film Book. Offices
Prod. Dist. Corp
Universal

Dorothy Drew

Dependable (S. R.)
Metro-Goldwyn

Emil Jannings

First National

.

.

5000 feet. Nov. 14
.

Nov. 28

Wm. Collier, Jr.-G. Hale M-G-M
.

.

.

.

Universal

M-G-M

G. O'Brien-A. StewartFox
Eileen Sedgwick
Chesterfield M.P. Corp. 5000 feet Feb.
.

Madge Bellamy

Fox

Ben Lyon

First National

The

Lillian

Sea Horses
Sea Wolf, The
Second Chance
Self Defense

Rooms
Mosque

.

.

.

•^-^'-'

5800 feet

M-G-M

Gish

Special Cast

Paramount
Ralph Ince Prod

Nilsson-Frazer
Aileen Percy
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast
Odette Taylor

First National

Fox
Fox

M-G-M

Cranfield
(S.R.)

.

.

.

.

Owen-Schildkraut.
Jack Perrin
Special Cast

H. B. Warner

7500 feet. .Dec. 19

Arrow Film Corp

Mosque. .Stewart Rome

Shipwrecked
Shootin' Square

'.

Ralph Ince

Shamrock Handicap, The. Special Cast
Sha re and Share Alike.
Jane Novak
Shfnandoah
Siberia
Siegfried
Silence

<

First National

Savage, The

of the

1

Chadwick
Josie Sedgwick
Special Cast

Truart (S.R.)

S^ 7

Jan.

.

Wives

of the

July II

Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vilal
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital
Dist.-Vital

Sandy

Shadow

5500 feet

5491 feet

Universal
Lowell Prod

.

Rustling for Cupid
Sagebrush Lady, The
Sailors'

6

Assoc. Exhib

.

The

Shadow

C. B. C. (S. R.)

.Feb.

.

5600 feet. .Nov. 12

Inc

M-G-M
Arrow

an Actress

Truart (S.R.)

;

.

William Desmond .... Universal
Mrs. Wallace Reid
Davis Dist.-Vital
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Return of a Soldier
Special Cast
Metro-Goldwyn
Road That Led Home, The
Vitagraph
Rogue's Riches
Special Cast
Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Rolling Home
Reginald Denny
Universal
Romance a la Carte
Richard Dix
Paramount

Seventh Heaven
Seward's Folly

M-G-M

9 reels.

First National
Charles Ray-E.Boardman Metro-Goldwyn
Prod. Dist. Corp
Sidney-Carr
United Artists
Special Cast
Truart (S. R.)

.

Separate

First National

6089 feet. .Jan. 23

Special Cast
Special Cast

.

Ropin' Venus,

....

.

.Davis Dist.-Vital
Universal

Peggy O'Day
Peggy in Chinatown
Peggy O'Day
Peggy in Danger
Peggy O'Day
Peggy From HeadquartersPeggy O'Day
Peggy on the Job
Peggy O'Day
Peggy of the Secret ServicePeggy O'Day
Peggy Scores a Victory. .Peggy O'Day
Peggy Under Orders
Peggy O'Day
Perch of the Devil
Plumes
Special Cast
Poker Faces
Special Cast
Poor Gi'l's Romance, A Special Cast

Warner Bros

M-G-M

.5000 feet

Special Cast

Partners Again
Passionate Youth
Peggy Takes a Chance

M-G-M
M-CJ-M

. .

M-G-M

Bebe Daniels

Paris
Paris at Midnight

B. P. Schulberg

M-G-M
M-G-M

The

Pals First

Scariet Letter,

Kerman (S.R.)

M. Moore-Devore .... Warner Bros
Special Cast

M-G-M
First National
First National
Bud Barsky (S.R.)
First National

Salvage

Millionaires,

James

Assoc. Exhib

Ginsberg Dist. (S. R.)
First National

Jean Hersholt
Lowell-Russell
Special Cast
Soecial Cast
Special Cast

Rust
."

Pict. (S. R.)

(S. R.)

Thomas Meighan
Paramount
Charles W. Paddock. .A. G. Steen,

Padlocked

Romance
.

M-G-M

Special Cast

Honeymoon Express, The
Human Mill, The
It

6500 feet

Universal

Fox

Special Cast

Hurricane, The

Paramount
Dependable Films

Tom Mix

His Woman
Horses and Womea

Columbia
Truart

Paramount

Matt Moore

Red Clay
Red Kimona, The
Red Mill The

Davis Dist.- Vital

.

First National

M-G-M

Special Cast

Gene Corrado

Ouo Vadis

First National

.

M-G-M

Sills

Quality Street

M-G-M
.

M-G-M
M-G-M

Buster Keaton
Clara Bow
Herbert Rawlinson.

Rainmaker, The

Davis Ditt.- Vital

.

A

Pursued

Paramount
Paramonnt

.

.

Prince of Pilsen
Special Cast
Prowlers of the Night .... Fred Humes

Franklyn Famnm
Special Cast
M-CJ-M
N. Talmadge-R. Colman
United Artists
Special Cast
M-G-M

Haunted Range, The
Ken Maynard
Haven, The
Special Cast
Hell's Four Hundred
Margaret Livingston
Her Big Adventure
Special Cast
Her Honor, The Governor
High Steppers
Special Cast

The

29

M-G-M

Hairpin Duchess, The .... Special Cast

In His Arms
In Praise of

5000

M-G-M

ViUgraph

G«lliver's Travels

Hard Boiled

Inevitable

7

B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
Inde. Pict. Corp.(S.R.) 4700 feet

Garden of Eden, The
Get Off the Earth
Raymond Griffith
Glorifying the American Oirl
Gold Hunters, The
David Butler
Good Luck
Conway Tearle
Goo«e Man, The
Special Cast
Greatest Show on Earth
Great Jewel Robbery
Herbert Rawliason
Grey Vulture, The
Ken Maynard

Girl,

Not.

First National

Frivolity

.

Show

Palace of Pleasure

Davis Dist.-Vital

1

Paramount

Palm Beach

Davis Dist.-Vital
Sanset Prod. (S.R.)
Gotham Prod. (S.R.)

Dec.

Metro-Goldwyn
Fox

Special Cast
Special Cast
E. E. Horton

.

Universal

Al Wilson

.

Nocturne
North of Nome
Nutcracker, The
Old Ironsides
Old Soak, The

.

Paramount

Flyin'Thru

.

Klondike, The

.

M-G-M
M-G-M

Marilyn Mills

.

Gwyn

Girl,

.

Astor (S. R.)
5800 feet. .Oct. 17
First National
Ivan Abramson (S.R.)7 reels ... May 2

Doris Kenyon
Special Cast
Special Cast
Corinne Griffith

.

Fox
Paramount

The

A

Mysterious Island
Mystery Lady, The

the

.

Fox

Nine and 3-5 Seconds

5000 f et

5007 feet

M-G-M

Nervous Wreck, The
National

feet

Fox

Special Cast
Soecial Cast

Whims

of

On With

Fine Manners

Flames
Flaming Forest, The
Flaming Frontier, The

Lady

Open Book
Ordeal, The

Bill

Edith Thornton

Marilyn Mills
Special Cast

Mismates
Miss 318
Miss Nobody
Mile Modiste

Lee-Bradford (S. R.)

Fighting Smile, The
Fighting Thorobreds
Fig Leaves

Davis Dist.-Vital
Arrow Pictures
Davis Dist. Div

Million Dollar Doll..'
Millionaire Policemen .... Special Cast

M-G-M

Billy Sullivan

The

Ken Maynard

Midnight 'Flames
Midnight Special
Miss Brewster's Millions. Bebe Daniels

Special Cast

Ren Maynard

.

Milton

Bill Patton

.Buck Jones
.Rex Baker

.

Ramon Novarro

New

Astor Dist

.

.

.

Four Square
Buck Jones
With a Thousand

B. P. Schulberg (S.R.)
First National
H. F. Jans (S. R.)
Prod. Dist. Corp
Chesterfield (S.R.) . .

Moore

The

Mo ja ve. The

Firebrand,

.

6500 feet
6b00 f eet

Tiffany (S. R.)

Ambassador Pict. (S.R.) 5000
Fleming Prod. (S.R.)

Men

Nell

6500 feet

.

Jack Perrin
Al Ferguson

Memories

My

.

Truart (S. R.)

My Neighbor's Wife
Mystery Club, The

Fox

.

Woman

Lightning Jack
Lightning Passes,

Modern Musketeer,
Molasses
Mr. Battling Butler

Warner Bros

Leatrice Joy

.

In to

.

O

B.A.Goodman

Constance Talmadge
Colleen

New York
Horseman, The
Fighting Buckaroo, The
Fighter's Paradise, The.
Fighting Courage

V\\ Tell the

.

Oct Z4

First National

Fifth

Can Do

.

Prod. Dist. Corp
Pathe
Prod. Dist. Corp

Dean

M. Moore-K.

False Pride
Fast Life in

I

.

Tiffany (S.R.)

Ermine and Rhinestone
Eve's Leaves
Fangs of Fate

Harem

.

July 18

Paramount

Mrs. Valentino
John Barrymore
Bruce Gordon

Eden's Fruit
Ella Cinders

Garden

.

the

••Woman?
Don Juan
Don X
Dumb Head

Early to Wed
East of *he Setting

.

(S.R.)

Universal

of Steel
Message to Garcia,

feet

M-G-M

(horse)

Life of a
Lightnin'

M-G-M

.

Holt-Dove
Stone-Bedford

Paramount

Married Cheats

Atlas Dist. (S. R.) .. 9500 feet
Astor Dist. (S R.)
Prod. pist. Corp
Davis Dist.- Vital .... 5 reels

Ken Maynard

The

Rider,

Desert Gold
Desert Healer
Detour
Devil Horse, The
Dice Woman, The
Do Clothes Make

6521 feet

Richard Dii

Mare Nostrum

Ambassador Pict. <S Jl.) 5000
Paramount
Anchor Film Dist

.

Arrow

Warner Brothers
Davis Dist.- Vital

of Captain PlumbSpecial Cast
Jack Perrin
Crashing Through
Pola Negri
Crown of Lies, The
Bob Reeves
Cyclone Bob
Special Cast
Cyrano de Bergerac
Special Cast
Danger Line, The
Harry Carey
Dark Horse, The
Daughter of th e Sioux, A Wilson-Gerber
Special Cast
Dead Command, The
Dorothy Drew
Defend Yourself

Courage

Davis Dist. Div

Special Cast

Faces

Arrow

Cleaner Flame, The
College Widow, The

Lawson Harris

or Loyalty

Man
Man

United Artists

9

Les Miserables
Let's Get Married

Bessie Love
Lover's Oath, A
Ramon Novarro
Lunatic at Large, The .... Leon Errol
Lying Wives
Special Cast
Man and the Moment

M-G-M

Special Cast
Charles Chaplin

The

4946 feet. .Jan.

Lena Rivers

Lovey Mary

;

Paramount
Metro-Goldwyn

y-

mance. The
Circus,

Law

B. P. Schulberg
Davi- Di-t.- Vital

B.A.Goodman

5000 feet Feb. 20
4800 feet. .Nov. 14

Loyalties

Truart (S.R.)

Bronson-Cortez

Metro-Goldwyn
Paramount

M-G-M

Bow-McKee

Long Odds

Corp.

Metro-Goldwyn

Jack Pickf ord

Call in the Night, A
Cat's Pajamas, The

.

Al Ferguson
Bruce Gordon

Little

Ginsberg Dis.

.

Reviewed

First National
First National
Davis Dist.-Vital

Marilyn Mills
Gish-Gilbert
Special Cast
Special Cast

Lawful Cheater, The
Lawless I.ove
Lawless Trails

Lights of

(S.R.)

Brown

The

Length

Paramount

Norma Talmadge

KiKi

M-G-M

Distributed by

Star

Eddie Cantor
Johnny Hines

Monte Blue
Buster Keaton

Big Night, The
Big Parade, The
Black Pirate, The
Blind Goddess, The
Border, Intrigue
Border Women

Feature
Kid Boots
Kid Gloves

Special Cast
Special Cast

Beau Geste
Beauty
Behind the Screen
Bellamy the Magnificent

Reviewed

.

.

.

&

Clarke

Ufa

6200 feet
5750 feet. .Dec. 26

Fox
Arrow

5569 feet

B. P. Schulberg (S. R.)
Prod. Dist. Corp
Ambassador Pict.(S.R.)5000 feet

Fox
Ufa
Prod. Dist. Corp

Sept 11

M

1040

Star
Irene Rich

Silky Anne
Silver Lanterns

Constance Talmadge .First National
Arrow
Special Cast
Fox
Special Cast
Peggy Hopkins Joyce Assoc. Ezhib

The

.

:

.

.

.

Sky Rocket The
Smith of Cornell
Somebody's Mother

Volcano, The
Volga Boatman,

Way

Chadwick

Mary Carr

Rayart
United Artists
United Artists
Davis Dist.- Vital
Universal

Ranch
The

Strange Bedfellows
Sunshine of Paradise Alley Special Cast
Sweet Rosie O'Grady
Tale of a Vanishing People
Roberts-Agnew
Taxi Mystery, The
Garbo-Moreno
Temptress, The
Special Cast
Tentacles of the North

Special Cast

First National

Bebe Daniels

Paramount

Elinor Fait

WUson-Gerber

Prod. Dist. Corp
Davis Dist

Special Cast

M-G-M

Eileen Sedgwick
Web, The
Wedding March, The
Raymoid Griffith
Paint
Wet
What Will People Say
What Price Glory?
When We Were TwebtySpecial Cast
One
Whispering Canyon

6000 feet

Metro-Goldwyn
Chadwick Pict
Columbia Pict

s

Reviewed

.Aug. 22

.-4900 feet.

M-G-M

.

Tongo

Special Cast
Tonio, Son of the Sierras. .Wilson-Gerber

Lew Cody
Edmond Lowe

Toto
Trailing Shadows
Travelin' Fast

Jack Perrin

M-G-M
M-G-M

Davis Dist.-Vital

Fox Film
Ambassador

.

.

.

4900 feet

.

.

9

Jan.

5000 feet. .Dec. 19

Pict.

5000 feet
6500 feet

(S. R.)
Tiffany (S. R.)

Travis Coop, The
Tricks
True North, The
Unknown Lover, The

Marilyn Mills

Davis Dist. Div

5 reels .... Sept.

Special Cast
Elsie Ferguson

7000 feet.. Dec. 19
6895 feet Nov. 23

Unknown Soldier, The
Up and At 'Em

C. C. Griffin Prod
Vitagraph
P. D. C

Jack Perrin

Ambassador

1

.'>

.

Pict.

5000 feet

(S. R.)

Diuand, The Irene Rich

.

Warner Bros

.5330 feet

Feb.

20

Ginsberg Dist. Corp.

Jan.

»

(S. R.)

P. D. C
Warner Brothers

Davis Dist- Vital

M-G-M
Universal
Sunset Prod. (S. R.)
Prod. Dist. Corp

M-G-M

Special Cast
Wife, The
Wilderness Woman, The Special Cast
Charles Ray
Winner, The
Wimiing of Barbara Worth
James Kirkwood
Wise Guy, The
With Kit Carson Over the
Special Cast
Great Divide
Special Cast
Wives at Auction
Special Cast
Wives of the Prophet
Valli-O'Malley
Wives for Rent
Special Cast
Wolf Hunters, The
Woman Who Did Not Care
Women and Wives
World of Promise, The
World's Illusion, The
Worst Man of the Troop. .Wilson-Gerber
Special Cast
Worst Woman, The
Olive Borden
Yellow Fingers
Special Cast
Yoke, The
You Too
Special Cast

First Natinal

.

5481 feet. .Sept. 19
4987 feet. .Dec. 5

fS. R.)

Paramuuni
Paramouat
Metro-Goldwyn
Fox

M-G-M

Whispering Smith
Monte Blue
White Chief, The
Marilyn Mills
White Fnry
Special Cast
White Heat
Whole Town's Talking, The.Ed. Horton
Dick Jones
Wide Open
Dana- Agnew
Wild Oats Lane

6500 (eet

.

.

ChesterBeld
....

Special Cast

Tiffany (S. R.)
Ginsberg (S. R.)

Davis Dist.- Vital
Prod. Dist. Corp
Ten to Midnight
Davis Dis.- Vital
Ken Maynard
Texan's Oath, The
Dependable Films
That Old Gang of Mine. . Madyn Arbackle
That's My Baby
Douglas MacLean .... Assoc. Exhib
Troart
Thoroughbred, The
Special Cast
Davis Disi. Vital
Marilyn Mills
Three Pals
Davis Dist.-Vital
Timber Wolves
Ken Maynard
Special Cast
M-G-M
Toilers of the Sea
Tom Mix
Fox
Tony Runs Wild
.

of

of

The

an Eagle, The

Length

Distributed by

Star

Gap

Warrior

Oeorge Walsh
Rudolph Valentino
Mary PicWord
Wilson-Gerber
Philbin-Bushman

Star Maker,

Vengeance

Feature
Viennese Medley

e zv

.

Sons ol the Sheik
Sparrows
t

Warner Bros
.

Silver Treasure,

Starligh

Reviewed

Length

Diatributed by

Feature
Silken Shackles

Picture N

n

t i

Chadwick iS. R.i
Samuel Goldwyn
First National

Sunset Prod. (S. R.)
Astor Dist. (S. R.)
Lee-Bradford (S.R.) 6600 feet
.

.

.

Universal

Davis Dist. Div

Gotham (S. R.)
Metro-Goldwyn
Fox
Metro-Goldwyn
Davis Dist. Div
B. P. Schulberg

(S. R.)

Fox
Warner Brothers

.

M-G-M

dperOpinionsonNewPict
—

"Partners Again" United Artists,
Strand, N. Y.
.Viiu'ricaii

ii

Hi'ty-fil'tv

"'lliost'

:

and .Mawruss. taivc
automobiles tliis weel<.

.\be

]i;irtii('rs,

fiver in

Before they're done, tliey've experienced tiie joys and miseries of
airi)lane

and

ridin;|

Strand

audience

lias

away an

afternoon.
tear-inducing

whose

Mark

tlie

chuckled

Henry

Kinjr,

production,

nearby
went after laughs in 'Potash and I'erlmutter,' a Samuel
Goldwyn picture. Yet he gives a
yank at the heart strings here,
too.
Funny as are the gags and
'Stella Dallas,' is still at a

theatre,

hilarious as are
titles,

is

it

Montague

Glass'

George Sidney's char-

acterization of that sentimental
jackass, J'otash, which <loniinates
the film."

Evening World

:

"Sanmel Gold-

wyn's I'otash and Perlmutter films
are familiar enough by this time
so that it is only necessary to record that 'Partners Again With
Potash and Perlmutter' is at the
Mark Strand. George Sidney and
Ale.xander Carr are the partners,

—

and the
quate.

rest of

the cast

is

ade-

Henry King directed and

got in a

full

albjwance of laugh

situations which are bolstered and
amplified with Montague Glass
subtitles."

"Abe Potash and
Join iial
.Mawniss Perltnutter are 'Partners
-Again' at the Mark Strand this
week.
This time it's an automobile agency, and every one steps
on the gas. The story is a riot,
:

and

Montague Glass's

are worth the price of admission
themselves.
The fifty-fifty
in
partners, played by George Sidney
and Ale.xander Carr, try to sell the
'everything
Schenckmann Six
makes a noise but the horn.' They
demonstrate the car, with Abe
taking his wife Rosie along as
ballast, and the only thing flat
about the scene is one of the

—

Telegraph:
"It is good natnred fun, ramlding along from
one unimportantly humorous situation to another without much
thought of the laws of logic. The
partners themselves are too well
known to need description; in
(his film they do busines at the
same old stand in the same old
way.
They are, of course, the
whole cheese story, supporting
characters, everything else in the
background."

—

Herald-Tribune:
"Sidney appears as Potash, the sentimental

member

the partnership, and
the sardonic Mawruss
Perlmutter.
With a high degree

Carr

down and

money

finally into a tomli-stone

yard, where it crashes, is a matter
not to l)e written about but only
to

l)e

seen."

.

of

is

pantdtnimic skill, with unfailing sense of team-work, these two
comedians do marvels with their
material."
of

with

comedy,

much

of

it

slap-

stick."

"What

Happened

to

:

and loudly. A wow
Evening World
"Denny
:

made

himself

has

constantly

enterrollicking bit of fool-

A

taining.

Denny has something about
him th.at makes him enjoyable."

ery.

'One simply sits back

and shouts with amusement.
If
you like an hour and fifteen minutes of merriment,
go to the Colony."

World

:

don't

fail

to

"Denny has scraped a

place for himself high

among

the

comedians who
are gloriously funny.
The comic
moments dash high upon one an-

meager band

of

other."

"A

Times:

wild uproarious
narative. Makes one feel as if one
in happy company."
Herald Tribune: "Even we did
not
realize
how tremendously
popular he was until we tried to
force our way into the Colony.

were

We

cheerfully

Sun

"SerNes

(irajihic:
(

oiisidcrable

provoke

to

huighter.

SjjontanVoti'll like the ex-

eously funny.
trenielv goodlodkiiiu stai."

Jones"

Universal, Colony, N. Y.
Telegram "Comedy that brings
the laughs.
Replete with gags.
Makes the audience laugh often

Mirror:

tires."

"In its first two reels
'Partners Again' is as uproarious
as
any comedj'-burlesque film
which I have' seen in a year. The
team.
Potash and
Perlnmtter,
played by George Sidney and Alexander Carr, comes out as dealers in automobiles.
In the early
episodes they are found demonstrating the .Sclienckmaun Six to
a family of scejjtical but interested prospective luiyers.
What
this car does to and for it.s owners
on that frantic, terrifying ride
throiigh Los .Vngeles, up liill and

World:

sub-titles

provincial viewers even more, for
is honest, openfaced, unsubtle

it

recommend

it."

"A

success.
The audience laugh. Every bit as funny as
'Charley's Aunt.' Mr. Denny carries it off well."

—

"Lady Windermere's Fan" Warners Forum, L. A.
" 'Lady
Examiner
Winder:

Fan' at the Forum this
week brings a new triumph for
Lubitsch. With the general release
of this picture Miss Rich will become one of the outstanding permere's

sonalities of the silversheet, whileher histrionic standards, too, will

be measurably elevated."
" Cleverness
Times
Ultra
Cleverness
'Lady Windermere's
Fan!' The diadem of praise goes
to Ernst Lubitsch
for making a
[licture
production that to all
intents and purposes is going to
prove a surpassing attraction for
hlm-going audiences."
:

!

!

—

Illustrated News:
'"It should
attract capacity crowds. Unmindful of the rainfall, capacity crowds
turned out yesterday at the Forum
to pay tribute to Oscar Wilde and
Ernst Lubitsch.
The production

'Lady Windermere's Fan' is more
than another triumph for the Polish director."

like Abe
and Mawruss at all,
will like
them better than ever in this newchapter of their experiences.
It
is a hilarious lot of foolishness,

American
"A rollicking farce.
There's snap to this.
Something
doing every minute. The newest
and one of the funniest Denny

Herald
"The subtleness of
Oscar Wilde and the deftness of
these mark the
Ernst Lubitsch
Forum's offering. 'Lady Windermere's Fan,' which crowded the
theatre both Saturday and Sunday
for all performances is both a
graceful and satisfying perform-

farces."

ance."

with George Sidney and .Mexander Carr fitting perfectly into the
roles of Potash and Perlmutter.
The illusion of the airplane scenes
is wonderfully carried out."

Daily News:
"A mirth bomb.
You're a crab indeed if you aren't
amused by it. Extremely comical.
.\ sure cure for the dumps.
Au-

Forum is, it was impossible for all
who wanted to see Lubitsch's new

Daily News:

Telegram:

"If

you
you

"It
should
make
Sanuiel Goldwyn and
Henry King, it's director; it
pleased
the
audience
at
the
Strand, and it should please more
for

:

:

dience hilarious."
Telegrai)h: "A fast firing farce
that should riddle any audience,
with a rain of hearty laughs. A
sure cure for all aches, pains and
ailments. Madly merry."

:

—

;

Express:

"Capacious

as

the

to gratify their desire.
the essence of Lubitsch direction
he trusts his audiences,
and the rise to popularity of the
Warner Bros, director proves that
his confidence should not be lost
upon others who make pictures."
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Rothacker-Aller Laboratories. Hollywood, Calif.

National Pictures, Inc.,
Presents *'The Far Cry" — Adapted
From Mr. Arthur Richman's play by
First

Katherine Kavanaugh. Stellar players
Are Blanche Sweet, Jack Mulhall,
Myrtle Stedman and Hobart Bosworth.
Art direction by E. J. Shulter. The
Photography by John Boyle. Film editor,
Al. Hall.

A

delightful screen performance.

Editorial direction by June Mathis.

Directed by Silvano Balboni

First National Picture.
Rot hacker Prints and Service.

A

Silvano Balboni
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